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LEM£R. OF ~,-smrrAL 
April 1. 19"2-1.. 

T. ~ S~_f~ • ..d AS$t' .. .wy (If lu St.U of 1i~ Tori": 
From the standpoint of tUJItiOll the krynote of the mrreot year 

m the ~untry ~y is fu rtdwdiow.. The state of New York 
is abundantly interestai in this, but of equal iatportanr.e from. 
the standpoint of equality is tl4J ftM dUtrib.tt.o. of tu fez 
hnl~... This is eTeD. ~t the burning issue in the New Yom State 
tax system.. This latter question has again. absorbed the bulk 
of the energies of this oommittee sinee its reappointment at the 
dose of the bst session of the Legislature. This report presents 
in tentatiTe form the oonelusions reaehed by the tommittee and 
its staR on a number of ~t problems of State taxation, 
and t:hese questions are primarily questions of tax di:.""1nlnrtion.. 

The first problem -.re haTe endeavored to allS1I'eI' is .. What 
polity should the State adopt with regard to forest taxation ," 
In the effort to &.DS1I"er this que,-ti0Jl.. a subeommittee ha;; met with 
tax officials, loeal ~ antboritie;;. professional foresters, 
toDSeI'TatKm authorities. and with indiriduals and represen.tatin!:s 
of fOrl'Ontions ... ho are aetually en..ora.,"'ed in forestry and re
foresting. Throl1e...-h the oourte.-y of its ehairm.an ... e were inTited 
to sit with the Spe6al .Joint Committee on Consen-ation and to 
benefit by the mdenee ... hieh '1rU brou"oitt fonrard there. We 
haTe Tisited the forest seetions of the State and Yr. Philip H. 
Comiek. a member of our resean:h starr, has made an objertiTe
study of the faets relating to the taxatiOJl.. of forests as they 
app!2J' on the assessment rolls of seleeted tcnrns and in other perti
Dent and authoritative offieial-and private ~rds. We haTe JI.Ot 
fOUJld it di:fikult to Iift'IUe a great JIlB$ of opillion, guesses and 
unsupported estimates. There appears also to be eomiderahle 
pIam propa."traDda afloat on the basis of UDl>""Upported opinions. 
The dllikuhy ... e haTe sou."trht to on'n!Ome has beeJI. to find the 
e!Rlltial faets upon ... hieh a derision of the question must rest. 

The task of ~ this study Oll forest tuatiOll '1rOUld haTe 
been impo!&Dle without the hearty t'OOpel1ltion of the Comerva
lion C~JI., the State Tax Commission and the ofIiei.ah of 
ft'!'taiD OOUJIties in pla~ their files at the disposal of the eom
mittft!.. The faeulty of the State College of Forestry at Syra
nll!Ie rendered inmuable aid by adYiee and eotmsel in matten 
~ .to forest grmrth and yield. and by assistanee in the 
p~ of eost tables.. Yr. Louis F. llurphy, forest ~ 

: DUSt of the t'nited States Forest Serriee, eooperated most heartily 
JI.Ot only by attending ~uferenres of the eommittee, but by plac
ing at the di."Jl'OS8l of the members of the field std his wealth 
of information and ~ ~ the status of forest tua
tKm in other St&tes. To all these orguri.zations and indrnduals
as we-II as to others Tho ai&!d b" information, su.,...-estions and 
mtieism - the eammittee desires to aa:JI.cnded.,coe its indebtedJI.ess 
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and to express· its thanks. There is no intention on the com
mittee's part, however, to imply by citing those to whom special 
thanks are due that these persons support in their entirety the 
committee's conclusions. 

The present distribution of taxes on public utilities in this 
State is conspicuously unfair. We have therefore given further 
study to this question during the current year and have extended 
considerably the examination of the problem of interstate appor
tionment of public utility taxes as between the States where such 
utilities operate in more than one jurisdiction. This problem is 
destined to become more important as an increasing number of 
States adopt classified public utility taxes, especially where earn
ings are used in some form in determining the amount of the tax. 
This part of our work has been carried on in cooperation with a 
committee of the National Tax Association. Mr. Luther Gulick, 
chief of t.he committee's research staff, was in charge of the study 
undertaken in this connection. Weare particularly indebted to 
the following individuals for their assistance in this work: A. E. 
Holcomb, American Telephone and Telegraph Company; M. T. 
Sanders, Northern Pacific Railway Company; F. N. Whitney, 
Western Union Telegraph Company; Edward N. Goodwin, Union 
Tank Line; William H. Blodgett, Tax Commissioner of Con
necticut; Henry F. Long, Commissioner of the Massachusetts 
Department of Corporations and Taxation; Z. W. Bliss, Chair
man of the Rhode Island Tax Commission; F. W. Bird, Montana 
Power Company; H. C. Black, The Prairie Pipe Line Company, 
and F. H. OdIum, Electric Bond and Share Company. 

Retrenchment of expenditures in government administration 
must accompany tax reduction. For this reason we are calling 
to your attention again the material presented in our 1923 report 
dealing with the opportunities which exist in our county and local ' 
governments for retrenchment without the sacrifice, of service. 
In our report we were able to point to an annual saving of some 
$2,620,000 which could be effected b1 the adoption of the specific 
minor recommendations which we made. All of these recom
mendations are based upon the practical suggestions or experience 
of county supervisors or other officials, and Jnany of them repre
sent methods of management already in use in certain parts of 
the State. 

In our study of county government in 1922 we found few mat
ters of greater importance than salary inequality. The lack of 
any salary policy appeared to be at the root of much discontent 
and unrest in the county government service. Such a condition 
undermines the efficiency of county service to a greater extent 
than is generally recognized. As a means of getting at this ques
tion further and in order to set up a salary standardization model 
as a suggestion to the larger counties of the State, we have under
taken this year a salary study of a single typical county B.nd 
present in this report a simple salary standardization plan ~hlch 
can be followed in its general outlines by the larger countIes of 
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the State. Dr. William E. Mosher, of the committee's staff, was 
in charge of this part of our work. 

The report which we are presenting this year supplements the 
previous work of this committee. During the past five years we 
have examined the State tax problem from different angles. We 
have approached it from the standpoint of the State's need for 
revenue, of the need of local units for revenue, of State tax 
administration, of tax administration in cities, counties and towns, 
and also from the standpoint of the individual taxpayer and the 
comparative payments of individuals and corporations under our 
laws. We were instructed to examine the practical methods of 
retrenchment in connection with these studies of taxation. In 
carrying out this instruction we have- examined with care the 
whole work of local government in this State. The task we have 
carried through has not been duplicated in any other State.· 

The scope of our investigation has been so wide that of course 
we do not pretend to find conclusions upon all matters which we 
discuss but we trust that it will appear froni the text what conclu
sions seem to· us to be tentative and incomplete and what on the 
whole may be considered as reasonably arrived at. 

The committee acknowledges its· obligation to county, town and 
village officials both fo1:" their cooperation in the work we have 
carried through and for many valuable suggestions which they 
have offered the committee. The State Tax Department, the State 
Comptroller and the Conservation Commission have rendered 
valuable assistance. The committee has been constantly supported 
by an efficient and experienced research staff. The chief burden 
of the research work this year has fallen upon Philip H. Cornick 
in connection with the study of forest taxation. Several members 
of the staff have been drawn from the National Institute of 
Public Administration as in past years, and we wish to express 
our appreciation of the services rendered. Professor Edwin R. A. 
Seligman of Columbia University has aided the committee with 
his expert counsel. 

(Signed) 
THOMAS I. SHERIDAN, 

Chairman. 
F. M. DAVENPORT, 
NATHAN STRAUS, JR., 
F. TRUBEE DAVISON, 

Vice·Chairman. 
W. L. PRATT, 
LOUIS A. SCHOFFEL. 

• The published reports of the Special Joint Committee on Taxation and 
Retrenchment are as follows: 

Retrenchment in City Government; 1920 Legislative Document 80. 
The Tax System of New York State; 1921 Legislative Document 57. . 
A Critical Survey of the Tax System of the State of New York, with a 

Statistical Analysis of the Tax Burden on Corporations; 1922, Legislative 
Document 72. 

Retrenchment in County, Town and Village Government, with a Review of 
the Progress in City Government since 1920 and a Statistical Analysis of 
Local Government Costs; 1923 Legislative Document 55. 
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SOIYARY OF RECOIDIL'""DATIOXS 

Forest Taxation 
For a number of years past bills haYe been introdueed in the 

Legislature for the purpose of reliering lands dedieated to forest 
produetion of all or part of the burden of reeurrent annual taxes 
now imposed on such property under the general property tax 
laws of the State. The bills themselves varied considerably in 
their details but all of the.m proposed either tax exemption or tax 
postponement as a means of relief for forest lands. Officials of 
the State Consen-ation Co~on. eertain of our eolleagues in 
the State Legislature, influential eeonomb--ts, reoognized author
ities on forestry and owners of timberlands joined in telling us 
that the present tax poliey of the State of Xew York was largely 
responsible for the denudation of timberlands, the uneeonomieal 
lumbering and the lack of reforestation. At the hearings and 
conferences which were held on the bills. however, very little 
definite information lnlS advaneed in support of these theories. 
and even les.<> information was available as to the probable effects 
on local taxes generally which would follow the granting of tax 
exemption or tax postponement to timberlands. 

In spite of the fact that this committee had endeavored eon
sb.--tently to halt the hitherto steady increase in tax exemptions, 
its realization of the need for eon.servation and refore.--tation. 
and the weight of authority which supported the movement for 
tax reform as regards forestry, tended to incline the committee 
to faT"or the general plan of tax relief for forests if some means 
cou!d be found for avoiding undue hardships on the communities 
in which forest lands are located. In harmony with its pa.:.--t 
policy, however, it felt the neees.<>ity of supplementing statemenb 
of opinion even from authoritative sources by as great an array 
of facts as possible. 

With this e.nd in view, a special study has been made of this 
problem. From this study it appears (1) that the average taxes 
per acre on timber lands are not as high under the present system 
of taxation as they are commonly reported to be by the advocates 
of ehan.,ores in the methods of taxing forests; (2) that full value 
assessments would tend to increase taxes per acre only on mature 
timber and would decrease them on immature timber, beeauseat 
the present time immature timber is assessed more nearly at full 
value than is grown timber; and (3) that any attempt either to 
exempt standing timber from taxation or to postpone the taxes on 
it until it was eut would tend to increlL'<e for a time at least the 
tax burden on other rural occupations. Some of these oceupa
tions. notably agriculture, are already paying out in general prop
erty taxes a larger percentage both of gross and of net income 
than most of the forty-four other occupations for which stati:,1:ies 
are available. 
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It was f<JUDd that the holders of timberlands in this State in 
sp~ oi the present tax law ue very reluctant to sen. and that 
the praetiee of ~ timberl.nds to go to tax sale, whiell 
~ aI.anning proportions some forty or more years ago, ha.;; 
almost entirely disaP.-red- In addition to the 2,000,000 aeres 
of land in State ownership whieh ue proteeted "crainst all eutting. 
an area of 500,000 aeres in private ownership is being managed 
OD a basis whiell dosely approximates the sustained yield plan 
of ~t adv0C2ted by eonservationists and forestry experts. 
Furthermore. the demand for planting stock to be used in re
forestation is so great that the State and private nurseries have 
DOt been able to fill all the orders sent in. 

On the basis of _ these futs, ineomplete as they undoubtedly are, 
the eommittee feels justified in stating that tlure u tID j .. .udiGte 
eriN "' ftJlfUlry "' tl.i.s StlJte flltribtdtJble to flu presewt t4u 
Lues. Chan.,ores in the present system may be, and probably are, 
desirable in the ease of forest lands as they are in the ease of 
ether types of property to whiell your eommittee has devoted it;; 
attention. The need is not one, however, which ealls for im
mediate aetion - a fad whieh is espeeially gratifying in view of 
the diseoDCerting bek of unanimity among advocates of forest 
tax reform as to the system of forest taxation to be adopted. 

The eommittee. therefore. eon1ines its definite reeommendations 
to the following points: 

L-The repeal of seetion 16 of the present Tax Law 
whiell ~ts tax exemptioD not uDly to the standing timber 
dassified under it, but also to the land on whiell the timber 
stJmds. 
. 2.- The enaetment of legislatioD to provide a prompt and 
inexpensive means of relief from. arbitrary assessments by 
tOWD asse:sson, by means of en administrative review rather 
than by applieation to the Supreme Court as the law provides 
at presem. _ 

3.- Legislative provision for full value assessment of State
mmed wild or forest lands by the State Tax Department and 
the eerti1ieatioD to the 10C2l essessors of the equaliT..ed value 
of suell lands for indusioD on the town rolls under a pro
eedure similar to that aIre.dy in efreet in the ease of special 
franehises. 

PIlblic Utilit7 'rues 
T.he present publie utility lues of New York State are unequal, 

arbItrary, ~ and eomplieated. We are able to show this 
statistieally OD the basis of our 1922 study. To remedy this situa
tion, we ~ the enaetment of a ~Det tax in plaee of 
the present fnnehise, speeial franehise and other taxes. 

The eonstitutional amendmmt proposed by this eommittee to 
dear ~ ~ay for a better system of publie utility taxes failed 
of r:ati1ieatiOD at the polls in November, 1923. Those who op-
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posed the amendment have assured us that they are nevertheless 
in hearty accord with principles underlying the committee's pro
gram. As soon as an amendment can be agreed upon which 
reasonably eliminates the features to which exception was taken, 
it should receive the immediately favorable consideration of the 
legislature and the people. 

Gasoline Tax 
Our present taxes on motor vehicles do not take into account 

the variation in the use of highways and streets by different indi
viduals. We charge a registrant the same fee for 1,000 miles 
as we do for 10,000. Since wear and tear on pavements is the 
chief public expense due to motor vehicles, we believe the tax 
should recognize the variation in the use of highways. This can 
be done easily and equitably through the introduction of a gaso
line tax. Such a tax serves also to reach those who use our high
"ays without paying even a license tax. While this committee 
is not prepared to recommend such a tax this year, we have pre
sented the information on this subject so that it may be available. 
It appears that gasoline taxes have already been adopted in thirty
six states and in the District of Columbia. On 'the basis of our 
computations a tax of one cent a gallon would produce $6,000,000 
in this State. 

County Government 
There are few phases of county administration which are in a 

more chaotic condition than salary rates. This has been due to 
the fact that there is no salary policy in county governJIlent. 
This condition cannot be remedied by the Legislature, though it 
can help by refusing to fix such county salaries as ought to be 
determined by boards of supervisors. As an aid to those counties 
which may wish to ·st'andardize. their salaries in a businesslike 
manner, we are presenting with this report a salary classification 
outline for a typical county. It is based on present positions in 
a number of counties and the salary rates are intended to meet 
present costs. We commend this classification to the attention 
of county officials. 



PART I 

FOREST TAXATION 

CHAPTER I-LAWS GOVERNING THE TAXATION OF 
FORESTS IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND PRO· 
POSED AMENDMENTI'S 
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CHAPTER I - LAWS GOVERNING THE TAXATION OF 
FORESTS IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND PROPOSED 

AMENDMENTS 
Prior to 1912 all forests in the State of New Y()rk with the 

exception of those on land specifically exempted under sections of 
the law providing exemptio.ns for park, religious, charitable, 
cemetery or other similar property were subject to taxation under 
the provisions of the General. Property Tax Law. In 1912 three 
laws were enacted providing for special. classification under the 
law of certain types of forests and woodlots. These remedial 
measures have had an almost negligible influence on the taxation 
of timber lands in this State and, with the excep'tJion of a very 
small area, forests are still being taxed under the general tax law. 

In the opinion of many sincere and able .men, the current form 
of taxation is inimical to the development of a sound forestry 
policy. Dr. Hugh P. Baker, representing the American Paper 
and Pulp Association and the National Forest Program Com
mittee, voiced this opinion clearly and forcibly in his testimony 
before the Select Commit'eee on Reforestation of the United States 
Senate last March. He said: "I believe that wrong taxing has 
wiped out more forests in this country than all the furniture 
industry has wiped out in this country."· 

This belief is no'll new. It has been advanced by many iIi
dividuals and organizations in this country since conservation and 
reforestation first began to receive public attention. It has borne 
fruit in many laws for the special taxation of forests in a number 
of states and in a milch larger number of proposed amendmen'ts 
to the existing tax laws. 

It is the purpose of this study to test the validity of this widely 
held opinion on the basis of such facts as may be available; to 
determine if- -possible the extent to which the present methods of 
taxing forests can be held· responsible for the destruction of our 
timber lands and the prevention of replanting; to compare with 
one another 'the many and conflicting proposals for changes in 
existing tax laws relative to wooded areas; and to outline as far 
as may be such measures for. relief as the situation clearly de
mands. 

A-MOVEMENT FOR FOREST TAX REFORM IN STATE 
OF NEW YORK 

Since the opening of the legislative session of 1912, forty-eight 
bills affecting the taxation of forest lands have been introduced 
in one or both houses of the Legislature of.th~ S~ate of New York. 

• Hearings Before a Select Committee on Reforestation United States Senate 
(67th Oongress, 4th Session, S. Res. 398) p. 30. 

115J" 
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Of this number twenty-eight bills died in committee without com
ing to a vote in either house, eleven passed one house, nine passed 
both houses, three were vetoed, and six became law. In addition, 
one bill providing for a subsidy to timber land owners in the form 
of free trees for reforestation was also enacted into law. 

The movement for amending the Tax Law to give a special 
status to forest lands began in this State as.early as 1908, in which 
year a bill with that end in view passed both houses but was vetoed 
by the Governor.· Because of the form, however, in which the 
legislative index was kept prior to 1912, it is difficult to carry 
the analysis of bills introduced farther back than that year. 

Analysis of Forest Tax Legislation 
Of the six bills relating to forest taxation which were enacted 

into law, two were made necessary by general amendments to the 
Conservation Law. They involved simply, in one case, a change 
in section number and, in the other, a change in terminology with
out in either case affecting the methods of taxing forests. A third 
bill passed in 1923 transferred to the State Tax Commission cer-· 
tain duties with regard to the valuation of taxable wild or forest 
lands owned by the State which had previously been discharged 
by the Comptroller. The provisions of the remaining three . .acts 
are summarized below. 

1- Section 16, Tax Law (Chap. 249-1912): 
Any tract of land of one or more acres and not exceeding one 

hundred acres, which is not located within twenty miles of a city 
of the first class, ten miles of a city of the second class, five miles 
of a city of the third class, and one mile of a village, and which 
has been planted for forestry purposes with not less than eight 
hundred trees to the acre is eligible for total exemption from taxa
tion both on land and on forest growth for a period of thirty-five 
years. In order to obtain such exemption from taxes, the owner 
of the tract must file with the Conservation Commission an affi
davit making due proof of such planting and giving an accurate 
description of the land and its location. After the Commission 
has verified the statements contained in the owner's application 
by means of an inspection of the lands by an agent of the com
mission, it shall execute under the seal of its office a certificate of 
exemption from taxes and shall file it with the treasurer of the 
county in which the land is located.. The treasurer in turn shall 
suhmit a certified copy of the certificate to the assessors of the 
town in which the tract is located within ten days after receipt, 
and the assessors shall thereupon exempt the land and the trees 
on it from taxation, noting on the margin of the roll the authority 
for such exemption and the date of its expiration. 

Under similar restrictions as to location and area, and by the 
same procedure, the section further provides that the owner o_f 
existing forest or brush lands may, by underplanting with not less . 

• Annual Report of Conservation Commission,. 1913, p. 'B7. 
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than three hundred trees to the acre, obtain exemption from taxa
tion of all the forest tree growth on his tract for a period of 
thirty-five years, and the exemption of one-half of the bare land 
value for a similar period. 

After the expiration of the thirty-five year period, provided the 
tract continues to be used exclusively for the growth of a planted 
forest, the full bare land value is to beeome subject to taxation, 
but the forest growth thereon is to remain exempt. .AJ!y timber 
cut, however, within five years after the expiration of the thirty; 
five year period, unless such cuttings are thinnings made nnder 
the supervision of the Conservation Commission, shall be subject 
to a yield tax of 5 per cent on the estimated stumpage value. 

In ca...<:e any tract exempted under the provisions of this law 
ceases to be used exclusively as a forest plantation, the local 
assessor is authorized to assess the lands and the tree growth 
thereon under the terms of the General Tax Law. 

The section was made applicable not only to lands planted or 
underplanted after the enactment of the law but also to any lands 
~oming within its general provisions as to area and location which 
had been properly planted or underplanted subsequent to April 10, 
1909. The time limit within which this provision of the section 
could be made effectiye expired on April 10, 1913. 

2-Section 17, Tax Law (Chap. 363-1912): 
.AJ!y tract of land not exceeding fifty acres, which is occupied 

by a natural or planted forest growth, and which is not located 
within twenty miles of a first-class city, ten miles of a second
class city, five miles of a third-cla,>s city, or one mile of a village, 
may on application of the owner to the Conservation Commission 
be separately classified for taxation. After inspeetion, made by 
a com!>Ctent forester to verify the statements contained in the 
owner's application, the Commission shall submit to the owner a 
plan for the management of the tract in question, and shall file 
a certificate of exemption with the treasurer of the county in which 
the land is located, who in turn shall submit a copy of such cer
tificate to the assessors of the town in which the land lies. As long 
as the land so classified is maintained as a woodlot in aceordance 
with the plan of management submitted by the commission, the 
value of the trees thereon shall be exempt from taxation. The 
land shall be assessed at a value per acre not in excess of that of 
similar lands in the tax district which contain no forest growth, 
~ut in no ease at a greater value than ten dollars per acre. .AJ!y 
live trees cut from the tract, other than for firewood or building 
material for domestic nse by the owner or his tenant, shall be cut 
under the supervision of the Conservation Commission, and shall 
be subject to a yield tax of 5 per cent on the estimated stumpage 
value of the cut. 

In ease !h~ owner fails to comply with the plan of management, 
the COIIlJDJS"lon is authorized to direet the assessors to assess the 
land, together with the trees thereon, under the provisions of the 
General Tax Law. 
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3 -Section 57,* Conservation LO/W (Chap. 444-1912): 
The owner of any tract of waste, denuded or wild forest lands 

of the area of five acres or upward, may enter into an agreement 
with the Conservation Commission to set apart for reforestation 
the whole or any part of such tract, subject to the following 
provisions: 

The application by the owner for such agreement must contain 
a declaration of intention to plant or underplant such land accord
ing to plans to be submitted by the Conservation Commission, and 
must be accompanied by maps and a description of the property, 
and by a certificate from the local assessors setting forth the 
assessed valuation of the land as it appeared on each of the assess
ment rolls for the five years next preceding the date of application. 
If it appears from the matter accompanying theapplicatio~ that 
the land is suitable for reforestation, and that the average of the 
five successive assessed valuations is not in excess of five dollars 
per acre, the Commission shall proceed to have the land examined. 
If the report on the land is favorable, the Commission is empow
ered to enter into an agreement with the owner of the land cover
ing the kind· and number of trees per acre to be planted or under
planted, the delivery of the requisite nursery stock to the owner 
at not to exceed the cost of production,and the plan of manage
ment and protection to be followed by the owner. This agree· 
ment is to be recorded in the office of the county clerk. of the 
county in which the land is located, and shall be considered a 
covenant running with the land. 

Within one year after the agreement is entered into, the owner 
is to file an affidavit of the completion of the work of planting 
or underplanting. After an inspection of the tract by its agent, 
the Commission is to file with the county treasurer a certificate 
to the effect that the lands have been separately classified for 
taxation; that the natural or planted forest growth on the tract 
is to be exempt from taxation for a period of thirty-five years. 
and that the land is to be assessed during the same period at a 
value per acre not in excess of the average assessed value for the 
five years preceding the date of application. The treasurer is 
to submit a copy of this certificate to the local assessors in whose 
tax district the land lies, and the assessors shall enter the land so 
classified on rolls at a value not' in excess of the value certified 
by the Commission, and not in excess, furthermore, of the assessed 
valuation of similar lands in the same tax district. On the 
margin of each successive roll opposite the entry for the land in 
question, the assessors are to note the character of the exemption 
and the date of its classification. 

In case the land for which application is made has been lum· 
bered or denuded within the five-year period preceding the date 
of application, or iIi. case the particular tract to be reforested has 

* The number of this section when originally passed was 89. Chap. 451-
1916, a general amendment to the conservation law changed the section num
ber to 57 but did not change the text. 
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!lot been separately assessed on the rolls, the assessors are to sub
nit a sworn statement as to the value of such lands, valuing the 
lands at the same rate as other waste, denuded or wild forest 
lands in the same tax district, similarly situated. In such case 
~he maximum value established by the Commission at which the 
lands are to be assessed during the period of the agreement is to 
be based on the value established in such sworn statement. 

Should the owner violate the terms of his agreement in any way, 
the Commission may direct the assessors to void the exemptions 
and to assess the lands in question under the provisions of the 
General Tax Law. So long, however, as the owner complies with 
the agreement, the right to the exemption shall be inviolable and 
irrevocable as a contract obligation of the State during the full . 
period of thirty-five years. . 

4 - Section 50, Subdivision 3, Conservation LUIW (Chap. 460-
1920): . 

In addition to the indirect subsidies to owners of timber lands 
provided in the three sections of the law just cited, an amendment 
to the Conservation Law in 1920 made provision for a direct 
subsidy in the form of free trees to persons desirous of engaging 
in refore!ft'ation. The only condition attached to the distribution 
of such trees is that the recipient shall enter into an agreement 
with the Commission as to the management of the areas reforested, 
which agreement shall be recorded and shall be a covenant run
ningwith the land. 

The Attitude of the Conservation Commission Toward Move
ment for Forest Tax Revision 

Relative to the three laws granting exemptions from taxation 
to owners of forest lands, the Conservation Commission made the 
following statement in the year of their enactment:· 

"In Chapter 444 and in two special acts amending the tax 
law the"past legislature initiated a new policy relative to the 
taxation of forest lands. The underlying principle of these 
laws is that the owner of woodlots ought to be upon a parity 
with the owner of agricultural lands; that is to say he ought 
not to be subjected to an annual tax when it is impossible 
for him to harvest an annual crop. Necessarily a long term 
of years must elapse during the process of reforestation, 
before the owner can realize any profit from his investment." 

The statements which follow appeared in earlier reports of 
Forest, Fish and Game Commission: 

"Trees should be furnished -below cost and land dedi
cated to tree growing and planted ought to be exempt from 
taxation." t 

• Annual Report of Conservation Commission, 1912, p. 23. 
t Annual Report Forest, Fish and' Ga.me Commission, 1909, p. 30. 
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.. The state should oller every inducement within reason to 
encourage the people generally to undertake this work ( of 
reforestation) extensively. '1'0 do this, the suggestion of 
trees, practically free, seems to us to be 'one inducement that 
may be very consistent with the general policy of the state. 
That to relieve land dedicated to planting and growing trees, 
at least from increased taxes over and above its present value 
when it is so dedicated and used, seems to us to be another 
eminently proper inducement to offer as encouragement to 
forestry." • 

In 1909 the following very definite recommendation for }t'gisla
tion on forest taxation appeared in the report of the Commission: 

•• That land dedicated to tree growing and planted with 
trees be relieved from increased taxation for, say thirty 
years." t 

In short, it is apparent that the legislation of 1912 was along 
the lines of the repeated recommendations of the CODS('rvation 
Commission and its predecessor, the Forest, Fish and Game Com
mission, and that the Commission expected great things from its 
enactment. The high hopes, however, were destined to be short
lived. In 1913, the following statement appears in the report: 

.. Three laws enact~d in 1912 essayed to provide more 
equitable assessment and taxation of forest lands. While a 
beginning was made, the details and confusion of these sev
eral statutes have dii.couraged many applicants from ent~r
ing their lands for classification. In all, eight out of nine
teen applications for classification under the laws have been 
granted. The existing statutes should be perfected and clari
fied so as to better serve their intent." t 

The disappointment with the results obtained under the laws 
seems to have increased year by year until, in 1920, one finds 
the following comments: 

.. The application of these tax laws has been found very 
unsatisfactory. Section 16 is the best of the three laws, but 
is limited to reforested tracts of not more than 100 acres. 
• • • Section 17 applies to woodlots of not more than 
fifty acres in extent. The object of this law is usually 
defeated by the local asseSSOl'S.· • • Section 51 is so cum
bersome and entails so much red tape that only two parcels 
have been classified under its provisions during the eight 
years it has been in force. • • • Both this la,v and the 
woodlot law fail to .meet the dp.sired. object, and it would 
prove a benefit if tht'y were repealed." § 

• Annual Report FonlSt, Fish and Game C-ommission, 1909. p. 30. 
t Annual Report FOre6t, Fish and Game Commission, 1909, p. 40. 
::: Annual Report Coneervation Commission, 1913. p. 25. 
§ Reprint from 9th Annual Report of Conservation Commission, p. 21. 
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.Actu&I Results from the Operation of the Laws 
The total area of land classified under the three laws since their 

enactment, according to information supplied by the Conservation 
Commission follows: 

ACllllA.GII or LAlms CLAssII"IBD UlfIlD FOIIBIW TAX LAws 

Year 
191Z •....••.•..•••••.• 
1913 •.............•••. 
1914 •..•.............. 
1915 ••......•....•.... 
19l5 ••..........•..... 
1917 •........••....... 
1918 ......•..•....... 
1919 ••.••.•••.••••••.. 
1920 •••••••••.•••••••• 
1921 •.•.••....••..•••. 
19Z2 •••.••.•....•••.•. 
1923 .......•...•••.... 

Totals ......... . 

See. 16 See. 17 See. 57 
3 

Z13.5 
50 
96.9 

105 
50 

49 

567.4 

107.5 

347 
16'1.5 

4.75 
36 

662.75 

10 
88 

98 

Total 
3 

321 
50 

453.9 
360.5 

54.75 
36 

1,328.15 

According to the report of the State Tax Commission for 1922, 
the value of the property exempted from taxation under the pro
visions of these three laws is as follows: 

RUOBII:SDD LAlms EXDfi"!' 111011 T.6JtATION· 
County Value Exempt 
Cayuga •• ••••••••••••.•••••••• •••••. .••••••• •••••••••••••• 200 
Columbia .........................................•....... 240 
GeDeeee ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,200 
Hamilton ....•..••.••....•..•..••••..••....•.••.•.•••..... IZ 
lradisoll ..............•.............................•..... 50 
Oneida. •.•.•.•...••....••........•.•.....••......•••....•.• 1,000 
Ontario .•......•.•••..•....••.•..•••.•...••••..••.•.••.•.. 6,720 
Oswego ..•••..•..••••.••••••....•••..••.•.•••.••.••••••••. 1,900 
Sain~ Lawreuee •.••••••...••.•...•..•••••...•••••••••••••• 240 

~~ .:::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I,~:: 
Warren ••.•.••••••...•••.•••..•..•...•••••••.•..••...••.•• 240 

Totals ..•....••........•.............•.•......•..•.. 13,582 

In view of this showing, the pessimistic attitude of the Conser
vation Commission in regard to the existing special legislation 
relative to the taxation of forest lands is entirely justified. The 
three laws have these factors in common: That they all provide 
for the special classification of timber lands under them on appli
ca?~n of the owner, sub~ect to approval by the Conservation Com
mISSIOn, and that they mvolve the acceptance by the owner of a 

• Jle.port of the ~tate Tax Commissioll, 192Z, p. 135. The table as it ap
pears III the report meludee $13,000 a8 exempt in Cattaraugus County. Upcm 
innstigatioB, it denIoped that two tncta of land which are uempt from 
taxatioll under other eeetiona of the tax la .. had been erroneously reported 
under. ~ heading in the report submitted by the county officials to the tax 
eommJ881(M1. 
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plan of management to be sub.mitted by the Conservation Com
mission. Fm;thermore, the three laws do not - and cannot
limit the power of local assessors to assess local property as they 
see fit. This power is based on a long line of judicial decisions 
which hold that neither the legislature, nor the State Tax· Com
mission, nOr the Conservation Commission can dictate to the local 
assessors in matters of valuations. Their acts are subject to review 
only by the courts under a writ of certiorari. 

Correspondence on file in the offices of the Conservation Com
mission indicates· that in some cases assessors ignored the cer
tificate of exemption issued by the Conservation Commission; and 
that in others they increased the assessments on other property 
belonging to the owner of the exempt forest land by more than 
the amount of the exemption allowed. In such cases the only 
recourse of the owner lay in relatively expensive certiorari pro
ceedings, and no case was discovered by your committee in which 
the owners had resorted to the courts in an attempt to enforce the 
exemptions granted under the forest tax laws. 

Whether the owners of forest lands and woodlots which are 
eligible for classification under the existing laws have refrained 
from making application for exemption because of a realization 
of this fact, because of a reluctance to submit to a plan of forest 
management under the supervision of the Conservation Com
mission, or because there is no general need for exemptions on 
forest lands are questions which it is not easy to answer. Some 
light will be thrown on these questions by Chapters III and IV 'of 
this report. 

In the meantime, it should be of interest to analyze the bills 
which have been introduced in the Legislature during the past 
eleven years with a view to correcting the situation. 

B-OTHER PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE LAWS GOV
ERNING THE TAXATION OF FORESTS 

Of the forty-two bills relating to the taxation of forest lands 
which have been introduced in the Legislature and failed of passage 
since the beginning of the session of 1912, thirteen applied to the 
taxation of State-owned wild or for~t lands only. Of this group 
of thirteen, ten aimed at the exemption from· taxation of such 
lands, . and the other three attempted to bring about a change in 
the manner of assessing such lands. Further analysis of this 
group of bills, because of their nature, would throw no light on the 
subject of forest taxation as a whole. 

Types of Amendments Proposed 
With the exception of a few poorly drafted bills, which received 

practically no consideration 'by the Legislature, and of repealers 
aimed at the three sections of the existing law dealing with forest 
taxation, the bills dealing with the taxation of privately owned 
forest lands which have been introduced since 1912 fall roughly 
into four groups. The grouping is based on the. outstanding 
features of the bills, but, because of the fact that the bills reflected 
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the prevailing trend in theories of forest taxation, not only in this 
State, but in other States as well, the classification tends also to 
become roughly chronological. .As certain of the advocates of 
changes in the methods of taxing forests were persistent, and 
reintroduced revised versions of their bills in session after session, 
the bills in some cases tended to become hybrids in that they took 
on certain characteristics from each of two or more of the general 
groups. 

Group I. Bills providing for the compulsory reforestation of 
privately owned watersheds under orders to be issued by the Con
servation Commission. In case an owner failed to comply with 
such order, the Conservation Commission was to enter on the lands 
and reforest them at the expense of the State, retaining a lien 
on the land and the timber as security. All lands reforested 
under this plan were to be subject to a tax on the bare land value 
only .. 

No bills of this type were enacted into law in any State, but 
they were widely advocated by small groups of enthusiasts imbued 
by the zeal of the pioneers in the movement for conservation and 
reforestation. 

Group II. Bills providing for the establishment of auxiliaTY 
. forest preserves, such preserves to be composed of privately owned 
lands offered by the owners and accepted for classification by the 
Conservation Commission. The auxiliary preserves were to be 
managed under the supervision of the CommisSion. The land 
was to be taxed on an assessed valuation not in excess of $1 per 
acre, and the timber when cut was to be subject to a yield tax 
of 10 per cent on the stumpage value. 

A bill almost identical in wording with the New York bills was 
enacted into law in Pennsylvania in 1913. Twenty-six thousand 
two hundred and thirteen acres have been classified as auxiliary 
preserves in that State since the law took effect out of an estimated 
total of thirteen million acres of forest land within the State.· 

Group III. Bills providing for the separate classification of 
lands not. suitable for agriculture and dedicated to continuous 
forest production by the owner under rules laid down by the Con
servation Commission. The owner of lands so classified was to 
pay taxes on the assessed bare land villue only; the State was to 
pay to the county treasurer the tax on the standing timber under 
a procedure similar to that now provided for the payment of taxes 
on State-owned wild or forest lands; and the owner was to pay 
to the the State a yield tax on the timber cut from the land on' 
a sliding scale, ranging from 2 per cent on the stumpage value of 
timber cut within, ten years of the date of classification to 15 per 
cent on timber cut more than' forty years after classification. 

The advocates of the bills of this type have been most persistent, 
their first measure being introduced in 1913 and the last in 1922. 
They were responsive not only tQ.the influence exerted by the 
strong points in bills faIling in Groups I and II, but also to the 
changes in attitude on the part of the outstanding leaders of 

• • Letter dated December 15, 1923, from the chief ~f the Bureau of Silvi
culture of the Pennsylvania. Department of Forests and Waters. 
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thought in forest taxation throughout the country. It is not sur
prising, therefore, that they should have succeeded in passing bills 
incorporating a part of their program both in 1918 and in 1920. 
Both bills were vetoed. 

Group IV. A bill whose intent was to exempt from the general 
property tax all natural or planted forest growth in the Statc, 
and to leave the proceeds from timber cut subject simply to the 
taxes levied under the income tax laws. 

The only bill in this grolip was introduced in 1923. It is inter
esting, not only' because it reflected a marked change in attitude 
among the outstanding leaders of thought on forest taxation, but 
also because of the method hit upon for carrying its intent into 
effect. 

Defects Inherent in Groups II and.. III 
An analysis of the bills falling under Groups II and III reveaL~ 

the fact that they have at least three points in common with the 
three laws already on the bool,s. All provide for the separate 
classification of forest lands at the option of the owner, and all 
require the acceptance by the owner of a plan of forest manage
ment to be submitted by the Conservation Commission. None of 
them, furthermore, provided any method for the review of assess
ments of forest lands other than the petition to the Supreme Court 
provided by Article XIII of the Tax Law. 

Because of the almost complete failure of laws of this type, 
not only in New York but in other States as well, there has bep,n 
a marked movement among advocates of special laws for the 
taxation of forests away from this so-called "red tape" and in 
the direction of general laws applying in some cases to planted 
forests alone, in others to both natural and planted growth. 

Defects Inherent in Group IV 
The bill in Group IV was in entire harmony with this latest 

attempt to find a workable forest tax law. In the method adopted 
for the accomplishment of this purpose, however, it is unique. 
Its authors assumed that agricultural crops are legally exempt 
from taxation under the general property tax in the State of New 
York. In order to place standing timber in the same category 
they hit on the expedient of amending the definition of real esta1:e 
in subdivision 6, section 2, of the Tax Law, by the insertion. of 
the words "except natural or planted forest growth." By this 
means they hoped to exempt all forest growth from the general 
property tax and to leave the income from timber yield subject 
only to the provisions of the law governing taxes on incomes. 

As a matter of fact, there is no legal exemption of growing 
crops in the State of New York. There is a very general adminis
trative exemption of such crops on the part of the assessors for 
which no warrant is to be found in the law, just as there is already 
a similar exemption of standing forests in the numerous cases 
where timberlands with a value of from $20 to $200 per acre are 
carried on the assessment rolls at $5 or less. 
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Furthermore, the simple exclusion of standing timber from the 
definition of real estate would not have served to exempt it from 
taxation. So far as the Tax Law is concerned, there are two 
mutually exclusive classes of property. What does not belo~g in 
one class belongs in the other. The mere fact that a certain type. 
of property is declared not to be real estate, whether such declara
tion rests on a judicial decision or on legislative enactment, would 
not be a legal warrant for exempting it from taxation. Section 3 
of the Tax Law stat~ plainly that "all real property within this 
state, and all personal property situated or owned within this 
state, is taxable unless exempt from taxation by law." 

So far as forest lands belonging to private individuals or to 
partnerships is concerned, there would seem to be no provisions 
in the law which would entitle the owner of standing timber, if it 
were classed as personal property, to any exemption from taxation. 
Under section 6 of the Tax Law, such owners would no doubt be 
entitled to a deduction from the full value of all their personal 
property, including timber, to the extent of their just debts. 
Under section 8, personal property is taxable in the tax district 
where the owner resides, and not in the district where it is located. 
With these two exceptions the enactment of the bill under dis
cussion into law would probably have had no effect on the taxation 
of standing timber other than that owned by corporations. 

The effect of the bill on the timber holdings of corporations is 
problematical. Article 9-A of the Tax Law was not drawn with 
any idea in mind that standing timber might some day 'be classed 
as personal property. Whether companies engaged in holding 
timber lands, but not actively engaged in lumbering, would be 
excluded from the provisions of that article under subdivision 1 
of section 210, and whether corporations actively engaged in lum
bering would be entitled to the exemption of their standing timber 
from local taxation under section 219-1, would depend on the 
judicial interpretation of the sections in question in the light of 
the new conditions created by the passage of such a bill as that 
under discilssion. 

In short, although the intent of its advocates to exempt standing 
timber from the general property tax was frankly stated in the 
arguments they advanced in favor of the bill, it is apparent that 
the bill would not have accomplished the object intended. At 
most, it would have introduced a very complicated tangle into the 
Tax Law. 

Su.mma.ry of Defects in Proposals 
It is apparent from the foregoing analysis that the bills in 

Groups II and III, as well as those in Group I in so far as their 
provisions relate to taxation, retained at least three major defects 
inherent in the three laws adopted in,1912. The bill in Group IV 
endeavored to correct these defects in a manner which would have 
defeated its own primary purpose, in that standing timber, whether 
natural or planted, would still have remained subject to taxation 
under the General Property Tax Law. 
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CHAPTER II - THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF MOVE. 
MENT FOR FOREST TAXATION IN STATE OF NEW YORK 

As has already been indicated by the citation of specific 
instances, there has been a very close relationship between the 
development of theories of forest taxation in this State and that 
in the country as a whole. This is shown by the changes in 
character of the bills introduced from year to year and by the 
marked similarity between bills introduced in this State and in 
other states at about the same time. Leaving out of consideration 
the early "inducement laws" designed to stimulate forest planting 
by tax exemptions, bounties and rebates, the movement for which 
hegan in the comparatively treeless states of the middle west in 
the sixties of the last century, the endeavor to formulate better 
methods of taxing forests first took definite form in the very able 
and scholarly report of the National Conservation Commission 
which was appointed by the President in 1908. The repoz:!; was 
submitted in 1909, but its recommendations were ably presented 
at the second conference of the International Tax Association in 
1908.-

Forest Tax Program of 1908 
Briefly summarized, the arguments contained in the report are 

as follows: The United States is confronted by a serious problem 
because of the rapid denudation of its forest areas and the fact 
that little or no effort is being made to plant new forests or to 
foster natural reproduction on lumbered areas. The general 
property tax, inequitable at best, is especially onerous in the case 
of an occupation such as that of forest culture, because of the 
fact that it imposes an annual and progressively increasing tax 
burden on property which cannot in the nature of things yield 
an income for a long term of years. In Europe where forestry 
has been practiced successfully. for generations, taxes, except for 
a few relatively. minor annual taxes, are levied on the basis of the 
income from the forest. 

After suggesting certain alternative plans for the taxation of 
forests on an annual basis, and rejecting them because of the 
administrative difficulties involved, the l'9Commendations of the 
Commission were substantially as follows: Since the people ~f 
the United States are still remote from the adoptioon generally of 
the principle of taxation on the basis of income, and since the 
rigid enforcement of the prevalent general property tax would 
impose intolerable and ruinous burdens on forests, it is essential 
that forests be separately classified for taxation, that the plan of 
recurrent annual taxes ()n such property be abandoned, and that 

.. Proceedings International T8.J[ Association, Address of Fred Rogers Fair
child, (pp. 69-82). 
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they be taxed on the yield of the timber when cut, at a rate 
sufficiently high to establish approximate equality of tax burden 
between forests and other property. 

The Commission realized clearly that constitutional obstacles 
would have to be removed in certain States before such a plan 
could be adopted, and that difficult problems in connection with 
the maintenance of a steady stream of income to local bodies would 
arise. It was felt, however, that these were problems which would 
have to be solved after consideration of the purely local factors 
in each case. ' 

:rorest Tax Program of 1913 
In 1913 the problems raised by the difficulties of providing 

revenues for local governing bodies in forest regions under the 
original pure yield tax plan, moved the Committee on For~t 
Tuation of the National Tax Association to modify that plan by 
the addition of an annual tax on the bare land value 'Of the forest. 
This proposal- was much more explicit than its predecessor had 
been from the standpoint of local tax administration. It divided 
forest lands into two classes - "new forests" and "established 
forests" - and provided for their reassessment for purposes of 
taxation at intervals of twenty years. For new forests, it pro
posed a tax on the assessed bare land value at one-half the general 
property tax rate plus a 10 per cent stumpage tax on the yield. 
F'or the established forests, the tax on the assessed valuation of 
land and treeS was to be at the full general property tax rate plus 
a tax on the yield to be levied on a sliding scale ranging from 
1 per cent on timber cut less than five years after date of class-

, ification to 5 per cent if cut more than twenty years after such 
date. Provisions for optional classification and for State super
vision of forest management 'On lands so elassified were included 
among the recommendations contained in the plan. 

This proposal, it will be observed, marks quite a radical depar
ture from the original pure yield tax plan. Its objects seem to 
have been to protect local governing bodies in forest regions which 
are not yet on a sustained yield basis against too great a con
traction of the tax base and at the same time to insure the forest 
owners against the uncertainty created by the possibility of ruin
ous future increases in the tax burden. 

Massachusetts Program of 1914 
At about the time that this revised plan of forest taxation was 

formulated, the Commission on the Taxation of Wild or Forest 
Lands, which was appointed under a resolution of the Massachu
setts Legislature of 1913, was engaged in the task of trying to 
insert into a revenue system based on the general property tax 
a provision for the separate classifieation of forest lands. The 
difficulties encountered in this attempt are very clearly set forth 
in the report of that commission which was submitted to the 

• Proceedings National Tax Association, 1913, pp. 413-420. 
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Legislature of the State of Massachusetts in January, 1914. The 
following excerpts from that report will serve to state the prob
lem clearly:"" 

"Starting with the principle that forest lands ought to be 
taxed upon their income, the commission has sought to find 
the best practicable method of applying this principle to the 
,conditions which exist in Massachusetts. Since we have not, 
and for many years cannot, have forests cultivated for a sus
tained yield, a simple tax upon the net income from forests 
is not practicable. In time, if conditions change, such a tax 
may become preferable to any other; but at present it is 
necessary to adopt a tax upon the timber when cut, which 
is a tax upon the gross income of forests. 

"While the tax upon the cut must be the principal tax, 
we believe it is not the only one that is needed, since in many 
districts land is so valU!able that it would be very undesirable 
to exempt it from annual taxation. Such a course would 
encourage land IIpeculation rather than timber culture, and 
would be in all respects unjustifiable. We therefore believe 
that the tax upon the cut should be supplemented by an 
annual tax upon the value of the land, exclusive of the trees 
growing thereon. "" "" "" 

"For such a combination of income and land taxes we have 
valuable precedents in Europe and in the recent legislation 
of some of the American States previously mentioned. 
(Michigan -1911, New York -1912, Pennsylvania - 1913, 
Connecticut -1913, Vermont -1913.) • • "" 

"The commission would greatly prefer, if it were prac
ticable under the conditions existing in Massachusetts, to 
recommend the immediate exemption of growing timber from 
taxation, the retention of the tax on forest lands, and the 
introduction of a tax upon timber when cut. If it were pos
sible to limit our recommendations to these three points, we 
could draft a brief act comparatively simple in its provisions. 

"Such a course, however, would mean an abrupt transition 
from conditions under which many towns derive substantial 
revenues from growing timber to conditions under which 
these revenues would, be lost, and the towns required to wait 
for some years before any considerable revenue would be 
received from the tax upon cut· timber. This would seriously 
embarrass the finances of many towns, which would be most 
undesirable. "" "" • 

, 'This very practical consideration has led to the proposal 
that timber should be exempted, and that the state should 
then act as banker for the towns. This might be done by 
having the state assess and collect the tax upon cut timber, 
and, upon the security of this resource, reimburse the towns 

• Report of Massachusetts Commission on the Taxation of Wild or Forest 
Lands, 1914, pp. 15, 16 and 17. 
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for the present taxes upon growing timber. Such a plan is 
undoubtedly practicable, but it would require the transfer 
from the towns to the State of the taxation of wild and forest 
lands. We do not believe that this necessary detail of the 
scheme would find favor in Massachusetts. .. .. .. 

"We have therefore been <>bliged to find some other method 
of safeguarding the revenues of forest towns during the I1eriod 
of transition from the present tax upon growing timber to 
the new tax upon cut timber. Without such provision we 
should not venture to recommend any plan to the favorable 
consideration of the General Court. 

"We find that all the needs of the situation can be met by 
adding, to the land tax and the tax upon cut timber, a third 
tax levied in fixed amount upon growing timber subject to 
taxation in 1913. This tax, which would be in commutation 
of existing liabilities of timber owners for taxation upon the 
growing crop, we have called a forest commutation tax." 

It would be difficult to formulate a clearer statement than that 
contained in the foregoing quotation of the difficulties involved 
in endeavoring to incorporate a yield tax for forests into a fiscal 
system based primarily on the general property tax. The state
ment is interesting furthermore because of its dismissal of a pro
posal similar to that contained in the New York bills classified 
under Group III (see above) and of the substitute adopted in 
lieu thereof. 

Incidentally, the recommendations for a land tax, a yield tax 
and a commutation tax were enacted into law by the Legislature 
of the State of Massachusetts in 1914. Among the other pro
visions of the law were those for optional. classification on applica
tion by the owner and the imposition on land so classified of a 
definite plan of forest management. For some reason the law 
proved unpopular, less than 2,000 acres having been c1assified 
under it from 1914 'Vo 1922. In 1922 a simplified forest tax lav
was passed, which retained the land tax, the yield tax and the 
optional classification features, but eliminated the forest commuta
tion tax on lands classified under its provisions, as well as many 
of the details in connection with the plan of forest management. 
It is too early to say whether the new law will be more successful 
than its predecessor. 

Movement for General Rather than Optional Forest Tax Laws 
The failure of one after another of the optional classification 

laws brought about a movem'ent among the students of forest tax
ation for general laws that would apply to all forest lands. This 
brought up a new difficulty. Should mature timber be included 
in the scope of the proposed laws, and if not, where should the 
line be drawn between mature and immature timber? The new 
viewpoint was 'ably voiced by Professor H. H. Chapman of Yale 
at the fourteenth annual conference of the National Tax Associa
tion, held in 1921. He said in the course of his address: 
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"The universal failure of special classification to date as 
an effective economic measure is the strongest argument for 
attempting either the substitution of the general principle 
applicable to all forest property, or a great simplification in 
procedure for special laws, or both."· 

Forest Tax Program. of 1922 
At that session of the association a committee was appointed to 

report on the matter of forest taxation at the conference in 1922. 
The high lights in the ensuing reportt appear in the following 
brief extmcts: 

"Some of the earlier plans of forest tax reform involved 
special favors to the forest owner, in return for certain 
specified management of his forest, under a contract with the 
state. Forest owners have been very reluctant to bind them
selves by such contracts and the laws containing this featurc 
have everywhere failed to produce results. But even where 
there is no intention to give .any ultimate favor to the forest 
owner, the presence of an initial concession requires some 
safeguard against abuse. Hence nearly every plan of forest 
taxation that has appeared in the last ten years has involved 
restpctions upon. its application similar to those contained 
in the plan of the former committee. This is believed to have 
been the chief reason for the failure of all these plans to 
obtain more general acceptance. Your committee believes 
that it is of the utmost importance to develop a plan which 
shall be of universal application; which shall be compulsory 
and not optional, and which shall not be hedged about with 
the red tape of applications, inspections, and official sanctions. 

"This goal which seemed quite unattainable to those of us 
who were working on the problem ten years ago, haS, we 
believe, been brought within our reach by certain develop
ments of the past decade in the field of· general taxation. 
• • • The one great achievement of our earlier efforts 
was to develop the idea of the yield tax. • • • While we 
have been struggling to secure the yield principle as a special 
concession to the forests, the general tax reform movement 
has caught up with us. 

"When we were seeking a special forest tax, in lieu of all 
other taxes, it was felt that the annual land tax at the regular 
rate, paid for many years in advance of an income from the 
forest, was a serious hardship. Now we are assuming that 
forests are to be subject to the individual income tax and the 
business tax, and we are seeking only an adaptation of the 
property tax. This is not the whole tax on forests but only 
a part of the system. The simple solution becomes prac
ticable and not unduly burdensome; i. e., the annual tax on 
the land only, .at the regular rate of the property tax, with 

• Proceedings National Tax Conference, 1921, p. 47. 
t Proceedings National Tax Association, 1922, pp. 127~139. 

2 
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entire exemption of growing trees. No additional yield tax 
is required so far as the property tax is concerned.. With 
such a tax, there remains no necessity for any optional feature, 
for applications or inspections, for contracts or official inter
ference with the owner's management of his forest. The law 
would apply to all lands and would simply have to provide 
that in assessing real estate no account should be taken of 
the value of growing trees." (Pages 13"!, 133, 134.> 

Simple as this proposal sounds, it is complicated by the fact 
that the committee feels "that the mature or virgin forest presents 
a distinct problem, toward the solution of which little has yet been 
accomplished." (Page 129.) The final conclusion of the com
mittee on this point is summed up in this sentence: "Taking 
everything into consideration, your committee is of the opinion 
that the only practicable solution of the problem of taxing mature 
forests is to seek to make the property tax as equitable and con
venient as may be." (Pages 138, 139.> 

The difficulty of drafting a law that would differentiate between 
mature forests and growing forests led the advocates of the bill 
under Group IV (see above), which was introduced in this State 
in 1923, to include all timber lands under the provisions of their 
first draft. When the bill was later amended, only planted forests 
were to come within its scope. In California and Oregon, where 
similar bills were introduced in the spring of 1923, only lands 
accepted by the State forester as .. reforestation" laIids were to 
be taxed under their provisions. Evidently, then, the most recent 
of the long series of recommendations on forest taxation has 
not yet succeeded in laying the old spectre of .. red tape" - of 
"applications, inspections and official sanctions." 

F'Q.rthermore, in spite of the committee's statement that "no 
subsidy or special favor to forest owners is contemplated " 
(page 130), it would be hard to com'ince a farmer, a merchant, 
or a manufacturer, who in addition to his tax on land values and 
to his tax on corporate and personal income, pays taxes on his 
improvements and certain types of personal property, that the 
forest owner paying only a land tax plus a corporate or personal 
income tax as the case might be, was not getting special favors. 
Whether the committee in its recommendation for a land tax plus 
the normal income tax for forests alone has gone too far or not 
far enough depends on one's viewpoint. Certainly its present 
position is open to attack on both flanks.. 

Minor Forest Tax Plans 
That the rank and file of the advocates for changes in the 

methods of forest taxation have been thrown into confusion by 
the frequent changes in the plans recommended by the leaders is 
to be expected. It is impossible within the scope of this report 
to set forth even briefly the numerous conflicting theories that 
are being strenuously advocated by small groups almost nery, 
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where. It is sufficient to say that they· range all the way from 
the total exemption theories of the early tax inducement advocates 
through the various proposals advanced by the moreauthoritati¥e 
committee reports. 

One of the outstanding recent proposals is that of the Com
mittee on National Forestry Policy of the {Jnited &'tates Chamber 
of Commerce. On pages 24 and 26 of a report dated October 3, 
1923, the following recommendation is _made: 

"We recommend that proper and. as far as possible, uni
form tax laws covering idle lands, cut-over lands and forest 
areas be at once adopted by each biate; young growing forests 
to be taxed on the principle of the yield, and annual tax to 
be laid only on the land at a nominal value." 

This idea of a nominal value as a basis for the land tax has 
already been written into law in several States, among them 
Pennsylvania, Indiana and Louisiana. It contraveneS the very 
clear arguments relative to the need· for a tax on full land value 
advanced by the Massachusetts Commission of 1914 already 
quoted above. Furthermore, it embodies in modified form the 
1913 proposals of the Forest Tax Committee of the National Tax 
Association which, in: the light of later experience, the committee 
of 1922 rejected as unworkable and midesirable. 

Negative Forest Tax Plans 
In the foregoing analysis we have endeavored to outline the 

evolution of the dominant theories of forest taxation in the United 
Sta1e$ since_190B. 

In fairness to the successive committees whose findings have 
been summarized above, it must be stated that they have never 
failed to stress the opinion that the taxation of forest property 
under the gent'l'al property tax as at present administered cannot 
be charged with responsibility for the denudation of our forest 
lands nor for premature cuttings of growing timber. The active 
advocates of bills for forest tax revision, however, have as a rule 
painted lurid pictures of the devastation -wrought ~ m: our foieSf 
areas by -the intolerable burdens imposed under the general prop
erty tax. 

During all the period of study and agitation for reform in the 
methods of taxing forests, there has been a small minority which 
has contended not only that these extremists were in error, b~t 
even that the more moderate arguments of the official committees 
had placed undue emphasis on the importance of taxation as a 
factor in a general forest policy. In 1908, at the meeting of the 
International Tax Conference at which Professor Fairehild pre
sented his preliminary outline of the recommendations of the 
National Conservation Commission, Dean B. E. Femow, w]lose 
name is closely associated with ·the early developments in forestry 
in the Gnited States, said: "While, no doubt, the tax power .ean 
be used to encourage or discourage certain practiees, it must IlOi. 
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be overlooked that other powerful influences are also at work, 
which may encourage or discourage the other way."· 

During the general discussion ·from the floor which followed 
the presentation of the set speeches, Mr. Morrill N. Drew, chair
man of the State Tax Commission of Maine, stated that "the total 
tax on wild land in Maine today does not exceed one and onc
quarter cents per acre; and with that low rate of taxation we 
have seen no wild landowner starting out to reforest his land where 
he can cut over or burn."t 

Bewilderment consequent upon the realization that no plan for 
the revision of. present methods of forest taxation seems capable 
of enduring as much as a decade at a time; disappointment be
cause of the fact that the recommendations when enacted into 
law won't work; and resentment against the tactics of the active 
proponents of bills for reform in forest taxation have strength
ened this former undertone in the discussion until it is beginning 
to assume the proportions of the dominant note. The Michigan 
Committee on Inquiry into Taxation sounded this note in 1922, 
as will appear from the following excerpts: 

"From the investigation we have made of this subject, we 
are of the opinion that the effect of our system of taxation 
on premature cutting of timber and reforestation is greatly 
over-emphasized. • • • 

"What we desire to emphasize particularly is that there 
should be no hasty action taken in changing the present 
system of taxing timber lands. The legislature should be 
furnished with something more definite than academic theories, 
propaganda, arguments of those financially interested directly 
or indirectly, and the pleas of paid lobbyists. • • • 

, 'We recommend that there be a f!Jrther investigation of 
the whole subject of forestry in Michigan, to be made· by 
competent men under the authority of the state, before any 
radical changes are made in our laws relating to forestry, 
especially the laws relating to taxation of forest lands.":I: 

StllIlDl8.I1' of Current Theories 
After fifteen years of study and effort on the part of advocates 

of reform in the method of taxing forests, the net results may 
be summed up as follows: The outstanding leaders of thought 
on the subject have advocated first a pure yield tax on timber 
when cut with no annual tax of any kind on either land or timber; 
next, a land tax plus a yield tax on "new" forests and a tax on 
land and timber plus a yield tax on "established" forests; and 
finally a pure land tax with no yield tax for growing forests, 
mature or virgin forests to be left subject t'O the general property 
tax. 

• Proceedingl Interna.tional Tax Conference, 1908, page 94. 
t Proceedings International Tax Conference, 1908, p. 106 •• ' 
:I: Report of the Michigan Committee of Inquiry into Taxation, 1922, pp. 33 

a.nd 35. 
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The few IaW1J which have been enacted in harmony with the 
theory in vogue at the time of their enaetment remain praetieally 
dead letters on the statute books. The difiieulties of drafting bills 
whieh will ineorporate the apparently simple recommendations of 
the leaders without making the drafts unduly eomplieated are no 
Jess numerous under the latest series of reeommendations than 
under their earlier predecessors.. 

These faets have made it difficult for the men eharged with the 
duty of writing tax laws, not only for forest lands, but for other 
property and other oeeupations as ... en. to formulate a definite 
polley for the taxation of forest lands. They have adopted a 
do-nothing poliey. Quite reeently they have even mustered up 
eourage to defend their inaetion on the ground that there was no 
pressing demand for legislation on forest taxation. 

This state of mind on the part of legislators and tax officials 
has made itself evident in the State of New York as ... ell as in 
other states.. Whether or not the resultant inaetion has been 
inimical to the best interests of the State will be touched on in 
the next ehapter. 



CHAPTER nI -ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF FOREST 
TAXATION 
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CHAPTER III - ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF FOREST 
TAXATION 

A - STAGES IN THE CYCLE OF DENUDATION 
Because of the fact that the movement for reform in the methods 

of taxing forests has been country-wide, there has naturally been 
a tendency to advance in support of bills introduced in one State 
arguments based on conditions existing in another. Those who 
have fallen into this error overlook the fact that this country, in 
the process of developing its vast regions of unbroken forests into 
highly specialized and differentiated areas, passed through a dis
tinct cycle, and that all parts of the country did not pass through 
the same stages in the cycle at the same time. 

In the first stage of development, the forest was an obstacle 
to' be removed ruthlessly, not only by the axe, but by fire. The 
amount of timber which had to be cleared away in order to make 
room for settlements and farms - and at one time as a measure 
of security against attacks by enemies - was so much in excess of 
the amount required for purposes of building and later for com· 
merce, that the surplus was left to rot or be destroyed by fire. 
Even when commerce created ·a demand for greater supplies of lum
ber, there was still an unbroken wilderness stretching from the 
eastern seaboard inland, and the wasteful habits engendered by the 
constantly increasing need of clearings for settlements and farms 
were carried over into the new business of commercial lumbering. 
The forest was looked upon primarily, not as a resource to be 
conserved, but rather as an impediment standing in the way of 
progress. Under this plan of forestry first one section and then 
another of the original forest region woke up to find itself without 
readily accessible timber supplies, whether for fuel or for construc
tion. Then came the realization that forests were an indis
pensable asset in the life of the nation. 

This point in the cycle was reached first in the regions bordering 
on the eastern seaboard. Then the more accessible forest regions 
contiguous to the great centers of population in the States of 
New York and Pennsylvania fell under the axe. Next came the 
virgin stands in the Great Lake States. When they had 'become 
exhausted, denudation began in the Southern States. The ~eple
tion of the supply in that region is now creating a nation-wide 
demand for lumber from the Pacific coast. 

Effect of Taxation During the Several Stages of the Cycle 
Now, what part did taxation play in these successive stages in 

the cycle' In the first stage, governmental costs were low and 
the burden on forest lands negligible. On the basis of reasoning 
analogous to that now employed by many advocates of reform 
in forest taxation, tax reformers of that period might have been 
justified in imposing a heavier tax on standing timber than on other 
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property for the purpose of stimulating clearing. Had they dl)ne 
so, it is doubtful whether the "reform" could have don,e much 
to intensify the 'social, economic and cultural forces of the' period, 
which were all directed to' the'destruction of the forests. 

During the period of active lumbering in regions outside the 
areas needed for settlement and agriculture, the tax burden was 
similarly unimportant, in its influence on the progress of the 
cutting. Taxes in regions of this type entered into the cost of 
production, and 'if they influenced the situation at all, they tended 
simply to increase lumber prices to the extent of the taxes all 
along the line. Under such conditions lumbermen t;lid ,not worry 
much about taxes. 

Critical Period in Cycle of Denudation 
The crisis, however, came in regions of this type when denuda

tion within them had reached a stage where the output was falling 
off. In such regions small communities had grown up; schools 
and roads had been built, not infrequently 'Out of money raised 
by the sale of bonds. The more fertile and easily tillable lands 
had been taken up by farmers whose products in great part were 
consumed locally, but the remoteness of the regions from the 
established trade routes and general markets prevented the exten
sion of agricultural activities to include more, than' a very small 
portion of the denuded area. Here, then, you hild!l situ,ation 
where the tax question became acute.' , 

As tract after tract was denuded ,loggirig' crews w'ere thrown 
out of employment and moved rin to other' fields: Mills were 
dismantled or abandoned. The' local farmers' were pinched by 
a fallingbff in the demand for their' produce~ 'TaX,' aggregates 
Showed a tendency to decline in value~ Meanwhile the costs of 
maintaining the local government remained relatively stationary. 
The assessed values of the old forests which had been established 
in the first place in a haphazard'lmanner were copied from roll 
to roll, rega~dles~ ,of, ~he facts that the timber had been cut off 
and that the bare, hind alone remained: The reason for this can
not be attributed simply to inherent stupidity on the part of 
assessors. It is due rather 'to the following combination of circum
stances: The resident property owners, otlier than owners of 
timber lands, dominated, the local politjcal "ituation., In the face 
of decreases in their own business, they~ere'not in a mood to 
grant reduced assessments to the compara,tively wealthy owners 
of denuded timber lands~ 'when' they knew that such reductions 
would inevitably increase their ,own share of the tax burden. 
Consequently, taxes on denuded areas remained stationary and in 
some cases' even increased.' , The owners, meanwhile, could not 
hope to derive an immediate income, from their lands. Neither 
could they dispose of them, since the lands' in many cases were 
not adapted either by location, topography or natural fertility to 
agricultural development. There was only one outcome possible. 
The lands went to tax sale. 



It is at this stage in the cycle of denudation'thlittlui'tilxprob
lem attracts general attention;, The' taX:, system is blamed for a 
situation which it did little, or ,nothing to; ereate. Amendments 
to the i tax ,law are adopted in the hope that :they will undo ,the 
results of years of economic mismanagement, That' the hopei is 
vain is indicated by the experience of every State that·has relied 
on it in the past. 

Stage of Recovery 
But time is certain to bring changes. No'crisis, however acute, 

can persist :l'or long. In several of the states, notably in' New 
YorJr,Pennsylvania, Michigan' and Wisconsin, lnuch of the land 
offered at tax sale went to lay the foundatiori for State forest 
preserves. 'That was a long step toward the adoption of a con
servation policy. Furthermore, in some of these' states the pres
sure of taxation on 'other occupations was relieved by the adoption 
of a' plan for the payment by the States to local governing bodies 
of taxes OJi'the State holdings. T~s in' turn made local taxpayers 
less hostile to a slow downward revision of assessed values on 
denuded lands, in' private hands.' Incases 'where there was not 
an actual reduction in the assessed values of denuded timber lands, 
the 'same result was attained by holding the assessed values of 
such hinds relatively stationary 'while 'other classes of property 
were subjected to increased assessments; A region which has 
Teached that stage in' the cycle has passed the crisis and, is enter
ingon Ii period in which' private owners ,of forest land can lay 
the' gr~undwork for an adequate; plan' of forest management. 

'Many of, the' arguments for new' methods' of taxiIlg forests are 
drawn from states which are 'just entering or jmft'emergi'ng'from 
the period, of crisis. In the nature of; things,' however, they' are 
:not' applicable in regions' 'which have not' yet reached the' critical 
period, nor in those which have emerged from' it: 

New York Has P~ssed Critical Stage-in 'C::ycl~ " .: 
'The' question now arises as to! the point~t:iie ~yclj! Which the 
State of New York has reached. ,- , 

lnpoint of lumber prOduction, the State of New'York ranked 
first among American States in, 1850, but the, maximum produ~
'tion in the State had been reached a' decade or two earlier. • The 
critical point in denudation was reached between 1870 and 1880. 
Between 600,000 and 700,000, acres of wild or forest lands were 
bought in by the State at the tax sales of 1871, 1877 and 1881. 
That marked the high point in tax sales. ' In 1920 orily about 
500 acres of lands in this clasS went to tax sale, and most of that 
area is in process of being redeemed by, the Qwners.' In short, 
the cost in taxes of owning timber lands in the Stllte of New York 
is no longer so onerous as to outweigh; in the opinion of the owners, 
~he advantagesJ;"el;ultant from such ownership. 

, -,Timber Depletion, Prices, Exports and Owne~ship. Report o( U. S. Forest 
Service on Senate Resolution !Ill. 1920, p. ,la., ' 
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Conservative Cutting 
Are private owners of forest lands in the State of New York 

endeavoring to develop plans of forest management t No com
prehensive mass of information is available on which to base an 
answer, but the following facts indicate that the practice of for
estry is making progress in establishing itself u an important 
factor in the management of commercial timber lands. 

When lumbering operations were confined principally to the 
extraction of saw timber, the investment in machinery was small 
as compared with the amount of material handled. The loss in 
machinery and improvements when the supply in one region was 
exhausted and the plant was abandoned or dismantled was neg
ligible. Today, however, in the State of New York, the bulk of 
the logging operations are carried on in connection with the pulp 
and paper industry, in which the investment in plant runs into 
the millions. Where the old time lumber operators led a nomadic 
life, moving from one region to another, the pulp and paper indus
try is tied to one location by the very magnitude of the investment 
in plant and machinery. This has exercised a very profound 
influence on the methods of logging. Every pulp and paper com
pany of any magnitude in this State has a trained forester in its 
t:mploy. Diameter limits in cutting are set and observed. Young 
growth is protected against damage during logging operations. 
Waste has been reduced by a closer utilization of the timber cut. 
Slash is handled in such a manner as to minimize the danger of 
fires. • In short, many of the larger holdings of timber land in 
the State are being managed in a manner more nearly approach
ing the methods taught in the schools of forestry. An estimate 
by an eminent forest engineer who is conversant with the situa
tion places the area of privately owned timber land in the State 
which has reached a close approximation to a sustained yield basis 
at 500,000 acres. 

Exercise of Police Power Over Forest Management 
As this practice grows, as company after company falls in line, 

as individual companies improve their methods, the groundwork 
is being laid in public opinion for general laws, based on the 
police power, governing the handling of forest lands. When that 
time comes, it will no longer be necessary for the State to say to 
the timber land owner: "If you will manage your forest thus 
and so, we will give you a certain amount of relief from taxation." 
The two questions will be dissociated and the State will say to 
the land owner simply this: .. In the interest of the welfare 
of the State, you will conform to certain standards of forest 
management. " 

European countries have long exercised the police power in 
this respect. The enormous development in recent years of zoning 

• The conservation commission in cooperation with private land oWDers has 
established an effective plan for fire control covering 7,270,000 acres in the 
Adirondack and Catskill rel;l"ions. This area, under authority granted by 
Chap. 38, 1923.~. being conSiderably extended. . 
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in municipalities, which is based on the exercise of the police 
power in connection with the utilization of urban property, gives 
ground for hope that the same principles may soon be applied to 
forest property also. The technique of administration in the 
urban field, furthermore, points the way to avoiding the features 
of highly centralized administration which have characterizeil the 
forest management bills hitherto introduced in this State. The 
type of flexible administrative machinery which has been proven 
successful in the administration of zoning ordinances may well 
be adapted in decentralized form for the enforcement of district 
forest management regulations. 

Reforesting 
But it is not alone in the management of existing stands of 

timber that forestry is making progress. More than 76,000,000 
seedlings and transplants produced by the State nurseries have 
been set out in forest plantations since 1901. At the rate of 
1,000 trees per acre, this means that more than 75,000 acres of 
denuded lands have been replanted. Considerably more than 
40,000 acres of this area consists of privately owned forest lands. 
J w;t how much of this area is eligible for separate classification 
under the three sections of the existing law, there is no immediate 
means of ascertaining. Certainly it is far in excess of the 1,300 
acres separately classified.· If, now, the burden imposed by the 
general property tax had been as serious as some of the advocates 
of changes in the law insist, it is reasonable to assume that there 
would have been a much greater tendency on the part of those 
actively engaged in reforesting to escape the tax burden by taking 
advantage of the provisions of the existing laws. 

The accompanying table, headed "Summary of Forest Trees 
Planted in New York State Including Only Stock from State 
Nurseries, 1901-1923," is based on information obtained from 
the Conservation Commission and gives the distribution of the 
trees planted by years and by classes of ownership. The very 
steady increase in plantings by private owners, except during 't:he 
war years, when labor was scarce, is especially notable, together 
with the further fact that the State nurseries during 1923 were 
unable to supply the demand from private owners for 't'rees. 
Among such unfilled orders at the end of the past year was one 
for 500,000 trees. In order to meet the growing demand, the 
State nurseries are being enlarged to supply 12,000,000 trees in 
1924 and 17,000,000 in 1925. . 

It must be bome in mind also that these trees do not include 
those planted from other than State nurseries. Some of the large 
timber companies are developing their own nurseries. 

In the light of these facts, it is apparent that forestry in this 
State, at least, is in a convalescent stage in spite of the present 
tax laws. Not only are many second growth and virgin areas being 
conservatively managed, but denuded areas are being replanted 
every year at a rapidly accelerating rate. 

-Bee pap!l. 
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Forest: Total Other than' 'Total I State' " 
, 'Institutions' Preser'Ve State ,. State 1and ' per year 
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1901.:..1908. ,' .. ' ••••• 1 •• · •• "'2,186',000 ' '*2 186 000 .......... *2,186,000, 
1909., .....•. ... ' ... ' .... 90,000 ' ' 90;000 1,005,000 1,095,000 
191Q .... i,. ;,', ~ " . . . . . . ~ " ,44,000 44,000 1.700.,000 , 1,744,000 
1911 ......... .. '500;000 120,000 120,000 1,670,000 , 1,790,000 
1912 ......... 1,346,000 1,846,000 2,978,000 4,824,000 
1913 ......... 804,000 76,000 880,000 3,242,000 4,122,000 
1914 ......... 908,000 1,094,000 2,002,000 2,609,000 ,4,611,000 
1915 ... , ...... 1,141,450 3,030,000 4,171,450 3,776,000 7,947,450 
1916.0.' ..... ' ·862,00G' 2;875,000' , '3,737;000 2,949,000 6,686,000 
19l7iU •... : , ,1,065,800, 4,059,120. 5,124,920 1,636,215 6,761,135 
1918, ',",. , .. ,426,OGO ,4,,213,100 N,639,100 2,597,785 t7,236,885 
1919 ......... , '107,800 ,5,160,100 5,267;900 2,265,055 7,532,955 
192O ... ~::.::" , "51 500 '1,257,425' 1,308,925 2,470,475 3,779,400 
1921. .. (, ... : ' '!l35j625' 165,000 I 300,625 3,020,770, 3,321,395 
1922,;0" .'.; ",!f i 61,550 , , ,106,100, , , ,}67,650 4,140,773 4,308,423 
192~;" .. , .. : ... ',29~,810 "I,297.qoq ~,591,810 7,0,79,900 I 8,671,710 

Total:, .. ,6,358;535
1 

27,118,845 33,477,380 43,139,973 76,617,353 .. 
, " , , 

" ,', " , ' ·,1. ' •. 1', " • Total fo~'mtghi yea.rs. ' I '. I. ,\ I 

t '" <liBerepanoy'of:l00 trees ci<'cUrt. at these'!'>ointsin' the state's official figures. The ligures here 
Be~ d,o~!\'"~il!~lIlI.t~d,. ,?~aL., bas.ed o~th ... umof the,fu;l!t twp columns.. , 
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,B:"7"""T4~4BL:E C4P~CI'fVOF, l!'OR~STS, 

':IIi 'spite' of 'tM"fact i that a i gre'at' 'dealhasbeeIi written of late 
years on forest ta'X'atiori;' your' committee' has beEm able' to gather 
little or ncr information: as to' the taxable' capacity of forests. 
What is the average annual gross or net income from any gi'9'en 
tyP~of forestlands'in this State' What percentage of that gross 
or 'net income can be taken in taxes without acting as a deterrent 
to ~eforesting or as an incentive to premaiure cutting Y To neithcr 
of 'these questions hasyotir committee been:' able' to' formulate a 
clear-cut' arid defini tea'ris'\vei'. ' 

The re~ons fOr this lack of information, on ; questions so 'funda
mental to the entire ~iscuss~on of forest taxation are :p.ot far to 
seell:': .IIi the first place, the' practice o~' forestry, in this. country 
is sd new that the necessary informatidri' lis to the annual incre
mentildiinber"voiume ion virgUi or seeon,d' growtlJ,stands has not 
yet, been collect,ed over a long ~noughperiod to ':pr9vide a basis 
fo'1"8.' (well founded,"jU<Igment.: ,,: It:t' 'the ~e~ond 'I>ra~;' ~hll"~uinpage ' 

, value' ~ofbe"lipplied to "the annual'inciTements in'timber'volume 
is. s~ill, largely, 'a: '.~~He(of ,?pii:rion:~ecauseOf, the Ilon,shm(but 
une'li'ell'l inorlla&es In stumpage"values In a11 parts of the country. 

!rri:tpis contin'gtmcy thf 'li.d~ocittes of: t-e£orm in.. the methods, of 
,tating ;forestS' hll-ve had t recpuj:"Se to ih~' following' metb,ods',' of 
ari'ivitfg'131: thfnlixabfeca ~~~i,~Y. ~r: fl?~!l~ts. :, 'r,~~y' ,ass~~f,a: gh;~' 
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land' value per acre, annual costs of management and protection, 
and annual 'faxes, and then proceed to compound all these elements 
in the cost of producing the forest for the estimated period of 
growth. In the case of a forest plantation, they also include the 
cost of planting. They then apply an assumed stumpage value 
to the estimated volume at the period of maturity and strike a 
balance. Not infrequently they succeed in proving 'by this method, 
not only that forest lands can stand no tax burden whatsoever, 
but that the owner will face a loss even after the complete remis
sion of taxes. Mr. R. B. Goodman, representing the Northern 
Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, submitted 
to the United States Senate Committee on Reforestation one esti
mate of $3,838.22 as the cost of carrying one acre of naturally 
reseeded land to maturity in one hundred years. This estimate 
included simply the compounded interest at 6 per cent on an 
investment of $5 an acre in land, and the compounded value at 
the same rate of annual taxes at 30 cents, and of annual costs 
of risk, care and fire protection at 8 c,ents per acre. Eve;n if the 
taxes of 30 cents per acre per annum, which Mr. Goodman com
pounds to $1,691.10 were entirely remitted, the owner would still 
have to sell his estimated volume of four to eight thousand board 
feet of timber at the end of the period for between $268 and $536 
per thousand on the stump in order to' break even. * 

In all fairness to the advocates of tax reform in this StateJ the 
committee must admit that no figures submitted to it for its con
sideration have reached any such totals as those just quoted. This 
extreme case was cited simply to illustrate the remarkable results 
which can be achieved by the use of the method. 

The criticism of the method itself is a matter of some delicacy, 
since it seems to have the sanction of the outstanding experts in 
the science of forestry.t Nevertheless, your committee ventures to 
point out certain oversights in the usual plan of applying the 
method. The criticisms are based on the results of the comparison 
of a number of cost tables, some of which were submitted to the 
committee iIi: manuscript form and others of which are to be found 
in the current literature on the subject. . 

The Rate of Interest 
As a rule the cost tables are built up by compounding at rates 

of interest between 4 and 6 per cent. The following table, quoted 
from an article by C. H. Guise; entitled "The Rate of Interest 
as a Factor in the Cost of Growing Timber,"~ will bring into 
clear relief the extreme importance of the rate selected for com
pounding. The table indicates the amounts to which $1,000 will 
accumulate jn fifty years at rates of from 3 to 6 per cent com
pounded annually, and the corresponding rates of simple interest 
which it would be necessary to earn on the capital in order to 
yield as great an accum:ulation ,at the end of the period: 

• Hearings Select Committee on Reforestation U. S. Senate,' p. 589. ,.', , , 
t Cf. Pulpwood and Wood Pulp in North .America .by Royal S. Kellogg,. 

1923, Chap. XVI" The Cost of Forestry." . 
:j: Journal of Forestry, Vol. 20, 1922, pp. '5<89-592. 
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COMPARISON OJ' BIMPLIl AIID CoMPOUJl'D INnRUT Olf BASI8 OJ' EABJIIlifOS OJ' 
11,000 11' FJJ'TT YIWUI 

Rate of interest 
compound 

3.0 ................ .. 
3.5 ................. . 
4.0 ................. . 
4.5 ................. . 
5.0 ................. . 
5.0 ................. . 
6.0 ................. . 

Value or capital 
and interest at 
end 01 50 ye&1'8 

$4,383.90 
0,584.90 
7,106.70 
9,032.60 

11,467.40 
14,542.00 
18,420.00 

Value of com
pound interest 

alone 

$3,383.90 
4,584.90 
6,106.70 
8,032.60 

10,467.40 
13,542.00 
17,420.00 

Rate or aimple in
terest to be earned 
to equal amount 

in column 3 

6.76 
9.17 

12.21 
16.06 
20.93 
27.08 
34.84 

By means of this table Mr. Guise drives home forcibly the need 
for extreme care in the selection of a compound interest rate for 
use in building up cost estimates. A rate of 3 per cent com· 
pounded annually is equivalent to a simple rate of 6.76 per cent 
for a period of fifty years, while a rate of 6 per cent compounded 
for the same period is equivalent to a simple rate of 34.84 per cent. 

Period During Which Interest Is To Be Compounded 
Not only the rate, however, but also the length of time for which 

compounding is to be carried on, exercises a profound influence 
on the results obtained. In order to make this point clear, your 
committee submits the following table showing the accumulations 
of $1,000 at 6 per cent compounded for periods ranging from 
forty to one hundred years, together with the corresponding 
simple rates required to yield equivalent sums: 

COMPARISON OJ' 8J11PLII AND CoMPOUND INnRB8T ON BASI8 OJ' EABJIIINGS OJ' 
11,000 AT 6 PER CENT CoMPOUIfD INnRBsT FOR VARnHG TERMS 

Term of years 

40 .................. . 
50 .................. . 
60 .................. . 
70 .................. . 
SO .................. . 
90 .................. . 
100 ................. . 

Value o£ capital 
and interest at 
end of period 

110,286 
18,420 
32,988 
59,077 

105,798 
189,469 
339,312 

Value o£ com
pound interest 

alone 

$9,286 
17,420 
31,988 
58,077 

104,798 
188,469 
338,312 

Rate of aimple in
terest to be earned 
to equal amount 

in oolumn 3 

Percem 
23.21 
34.84 
53.31 
82.95 

130.99 
209.41 
338.31 

On the basis of this table it is clear, not only that the selection 
of a rate of interest is of prime importance in setting up timber 
cost tables, but that the selection of a period for compounding 
is of even greater importance. 
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Most of the printed cost tables which we have encountered have 
been used in support of two contentions: First, that forest lands 
should be freed from the burden of recurrent annual taxes because 
of the high figure to which the taxes compound; and second, that 
the Federal and State governments should assume the burden of 
bringing certain types of timber to maturity because of the long 
period required for that purpose. Granting the validity of the 
method employed it must be conceded that the arguments sound 
convincing. It would be possible to apply the same method quite 
as convincingly, however, in support of the contention that the 
Federal government itself would eventually face bankruptcy were 
it to engage extensively in the business of producing timber which 
requires a long time to mature. 

Small wonder then that one well known forester exclaimed at 
one of the conferences held by your committee: "Compound 
interest has kept and is keeping more forestry out of the woods 
than the menaces of all the fires and taxation combined." 

The Items To Be Compounded 
In many of the cost tables which your committee examined a 

tendency was disclosed to place the original investment in land 
at a point somewhat in excess of the actual value of such lands 
as indicated both 'by sales data and expert appraisals. 

In one table, for instance, $20 an acre was assumed as the cost 
of land and stocking. According to cost data on stocking sub· 
Iuitted by one company which has set· out about 1,000,000 trees, 
the total costs per acre planted, including 1,200 transplants per 
acre, freight and labor, averaged $13.80 in 1921, $12 in 1922 
and $10.80 in 1923. Taking even the high average cost of stock· 
ing for 1921, the balance chargeable to bare land would have been 
in excess of $6 per acre in the cost table under discussion. A 
study of sales and appraisals indicates that the assumption of a 
bare land value of $2 to $3 per acre would have been more in 
keeping with actual conditions in the region to which the table 
was designed to apply. 

In the matter of taxes also, the estimates include iteIns running 
from 25 to 30 cents an acre for the entire period of compounding. 
Here again the estimates are somewhat in excess of the actual 
figures revealed in the towns studied. (See Chapter IV.) 

The effect on the final results of the assumption of bare land 
values and taxes which are in excess of the actual figures is in 
arithmetic proportion to the amount of that excess. Doubling 
either of these iteIns will also double the corresponding accumula· 
tions for any period and at any rate of compound interest which 
may be used in the table. 

Wbether or not it is justifiable to compound costs of protection, 
care and maintenance will depend somewhat on the circumstances. 
In the ease of a going concern - one which is at present cutting 
on a portion of its holdings - good arguments can be made for 
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charging all . such, items to current operation and maintenance on 
the ground that they are essential to providing and safeguarding 
the current supply ,of timber. In the case of many tracts, on the 
other hand, which are not being cut at present, it was found that 
the owners were expending nothing for care, and were relying on 
the State for protection against fire. In such cases, manifestly, 
a table of cost estimates which compounds annual costs for these 
items is .not applicable. 

Estimate of Credit Items at End of Period 
Those of the tables examined which presented' estimates of the 

probable cash value of the standing timber at the end of the com
pounding period as a rule multiplied the estimated volume by a 
conservative figure fot the present stumpage values. In one case 
$6 per cord was assumed as the present stumpage value for cord
wood in ,the region under consideration. This was' no doubt a 
fair figure. There are several points to be considered, however, 
before it can be assumed that the fair present figure in that region 
is a fair figure for use in estimating the value of the yield several 
decades from now. 

According to the December pulpwood statement compiled by 
the Woodlands Section of the. American Paper and. Pulp Associa
tion, the average contl'act price for peeled wood for 1924 delivery 
at New York mills was $20.77 per cord. A forest engineer in 
close touch with the situation estimated the cost of logging and 
transportation- per: peeled cord, including allowances for overhead 
and. miscellaneous'items, at from $12 to $15 in the areas of the 
Adirondacks where the more important logging operations are at 
present being carried on. This would indicate a present stumpage 
value for ·pulpwood in those sections ranging, in round numbers, 
between $6, and $9 per cord. -

As has been pointed out, the estimate of $6 per cord which was 
assumed in the table ,may be a fair, one for the region to which 
the table was designed to apply. It may well be that the region 
is at present so remote and inaccessible that transportation costs 
constitute an unduly large percentage of the value of the pulp
wood laid .down at the mill. Nevertheless, remoteness from mar
ket is not an irremediable' condition. In forty years from now, 
when the available' supply on plantations and second growth 
areas in the present high cost regions has assumed considerable 
proportions; it is 'by no means fantastic to assume that logging 
and transportation costs in those regions will have been consider
ably reduced. Even assuming that there will be no further 
increase 'in pulpwood prices at the mills- an assumption entirely 
contrary to all available facts - it would seem to be fair to mul
tiply the estimated volume at the end of any' future period by 
pulpwood prices considerably in excess of those used in the table 
in question. . ' .. , 

Furthermore, none of the typical tables make any allowance for 
intermediate cuttings or thinnings in advance of the final cutting. 
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Both in second growth stands and in plantations, periodic cut
tings and thinnings are beneficial and tend to l.p.crease the volume 
in the final stand: If it is defensible· to ClompolU).d ,aU'debit items 
to the end of the rotation period, why is. it not equally defensillle 
to compound similarly. also the credit items?' ' 

An experimental table of this type was set up for a sixty-year 
rotation; using 4 per cent' as the' interest rate. * Four thinnings 
were assumed at ten-year inter,vilIS,' beginning With the twentieth 
year. Only the second, third and fourth thinnings' were assumed' 
to yield merchantable products. The compounded value of the 
products of the thinnings amounted to 73, per cent of the value 
of 'the fi;nal cv,t, and reached a; 'larger total than the sum of all 
the compounded costs of carrying the timber for 't1;le sixty-year 
period.t 

Validity of Results 'Obtained 
In :view, of the fact . that so ,II).any assumptions have to be made 

in formulating cpst. and yield . tables, it is doubtful wh~ther the 
data obtained .. by their uSe under present conditions can ever be 
accepted as conclusive evidence either as to the taxable capacity 
of forests or as t~ their desirability from the standpoint of the 
investor. Long before the, information necessary for their accu
rate application can have bee:q. cpllected, it is probable that there 
will be enough timber producing areas in the United States on a 
sust~ned yieljl bliflis to make it possible to estimate yields and 
costs without the use of long term compounding. In the mean· 
time. those who believe in the accuracy .of the method will no doubt 
continue to use it in order. to prove whatever preconceived notions 
they, may,hap,pe1;l to have. By.judicious discrimination ~n the 
choice of interest rates, period ,of .rot~tion, and other factors in 
the method, those who believe. ~n .tax exemption or tax. postpone
ment can make up convincing: tables :in, support of their belief; 
those who feel tlJ,at the. govellnment sh<;>wd take. cut-over lands 
off their han~ at,aprice ~n eJ!:Cess of yihat. such lands :w'ould bring 
at a tax sale" can prove that, timber culture ,is a lo~ing ,l;>uliiiness 
for a private owner.. C()nversely, those who believethe ,opposite 
can sustain, their beliefs admirably .by·applying exa<:tIy the same 
method with lower interest rates and other: minOr, ,Ilhapges. in its 
application." . . ,., 

While all this i.s, going ~)J;l, other men will no. :d9ubt continue to 
plant new forests each .year at .an accelerating rate anQ. still others 
will carefully mlUJ,age the second growthstalldsthey have. At 
any.rate, such has. beell the, ~xperience,o~ th~ ,StatE(, of New York 
during the lasttwq declldes. . . " 

• For full te~i '~~ taples prepared,' by. N. Y. State' Colleie of Forestry, see 
Appendix." '" .' . .' " , .' . 

t The committee is well aware of tIle fact that theU. S. Forest Service com
pounds· intermediate, yields. iJl arriving at the «,expectation value" ,of the 
government's holdings. . Its criticism is not directed at tables of that type 
but simply at those tables u·sed· by advocates of changes iri existing 1aws''which 
pile up debit items and ignore or minimize credit items. II' " . ' 
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C-RELATIVE TAX BURDENS BORNE BY FORESTS AND 
OTHER FORMS OF RURAL PROPERTY 

Many of the ardent and sincere group of individuals who in 
some circles have come to be known as "ultra-conservationists" 
overlook the fact that the problem of forest taxation cannot be 
considered as a separate and distinct problem. It is part and 
parcel of a very much larger problem - that of taxation as it 
affects all groups and classes in the community and not simply 
the forest owners. 

Your committee, now in the fifth year of its study of the prob
lem of taxation in the State of New York, has had this fact 
brought forcibly home to it, as its several reports clearly indicate. 
Whenever specific problems have been attacked, those engaged in 
the occupation in question have frequently been loud in their pro
testations that their own burden of taxation is far in excess of that 
imposed on other occupations. In certain cases, but not in all. 
these statements upon careful investigation proved to be wcll 
founded. In its recommendations for reform in the methods of 
taxing these occupations, the committee found itself forced, how
ever, to consider not only problems of tax relief for the occupation 
immediately concerncd, but also the probable effect of the change 
in the law on the tax burden imposed on other groups .. 

In keepIng with this general method of procedure, your com
mittee has endeavored to keep in mind, in its study of forest tax
ation, not only the probable effect of the several proposals on the 
owners of timber lands, but also their effect on the other taxpayel'~ 
in the communities where the forest lands are located. 

In the nature of things, commercial forests are not located in 
villages or in cities. The problem so far as local taxes are con
cerned - and those constitute the bulk of the taxes levied under 
the General Property Tax Law which the advocates of changes 
in forest taxation are seeking to have modified - is concerned 
primarily, therefore, with the problem of relative tax burdens 
on the occupations to be found in rural communities. Com
munities of this type are by no means homogeneous in character. 
There are a number in the Adirondacks where timber culture and 
its related occupations of logging, lumbering, milling and pulp 
making share the tax burden with property devoted to seasonal 
recreation, transportation and small retail merchandising. In the 
woodlot sections of the State, agricultural property assumes thl' 
most important place on the tax roll. Leaving out 'the propert~
devoted to transportation which, in certain tax districts, looms 
very large, it is true that agriculture would bear the brunt of 
any change in the present law governing the taxation of timber 
lands, whether the change involved an actual shift in the tax 
burden or merely a postponement of it. The position of agricul
ture in respect to relative tax burden undl.'r the existing law 
becomes one of prime importance, therefore, in a study of forest 
taxation. 
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The report of the State Tax Commission for 1922 contains some 
very interesting information on this point, based on an analysis 
of all individual income tax returns filed in this State for the 
year 1920.· Because of the fact that subdivision 3, section 360, 
of the Tax Law permits the deduction from the amounts taxable 
under the State Income Tax Law of taxes levied by Federal, State 
or local governments, other than income taxes and special assess
ments, it is possible to deduce from the majority of the returns 
filed the amounts deducted for such taxes. From this it is an 
easy step to calculate the percentages of gross and net income 
represented by such deductions. 

The bureau of statisties of the State Tax Department classified 
all the individual returns filed by persons working for themselves 
into forty-five occupational groups and distributed the total sales 
and income from business for each of these groups into net income 
and twelve deductible items of business costs, one of the twelve 
items being taxes. 

The" accompanying table is based on the work of this bureau, 
and presents in parallel columns the designations of fifteen of the 
forty-five occupations, the number of returns filed by individuals 
working for themselves in each of the occupations; the number 
of returns in each occupation which proved susceptible of analysis; 
the percentage of the gross income reported on the returns 
analyzed which was deducted for taxes; the rank of the several 
occupations in point of taxes deducted with reference to the other 
forty-five; the percentage of the net income which was deducted 
for taxes; and the rank of each occupation among the forty-five 
in that respect . 

• R .. port of Xew York Stat .. Tax Commission, 1922, pp. 473-481. 
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COMPARATIVE TAX BURDENS ON SELECTED OCct'PATIONS, STATE OJ' NEW YORII: 

Numbt"r 
of Per cent Per cent 

returns Numb ... of_ 'Rank of net Rank 
OCCUPATION filed by of tbese income in 45 income in 45 

thnoe retW'D8 deducted O<1lupa- dedueted oeeupa-
working analyaed for tinna for ,tiona 

for taxes taxes 
themselves 

Farming ................... 6.318 4.104 1.83 1 7.20 4 
Non metal mining .. ......... 174 113 1.43 2 4.12 10 
Public utilities (owners and 

proprietors 00 ........ , ... 
Real eets tel insurance and loan 

82 23 1.3l' 3 10.24 2 

agencies ................. . 11.959 2.611 1.17 4 2.88 18 
Amusements . ............... 1,(}l9 514 1.15 5 7.22 3 
Manufacturing food products. 

bE'veragt'lS and tobacco _ .... -3.751 2.032 .74 6 13.03 
Realty holdings and develop-

ments ................... . 1.162 
721 

.71 7 &.51 5 
Agricultural, forestry 01' min-

ing not elsewhere spprified. . . 677 398 .60 8 4.52 9 
Retail.ra of metals and metal 

products ................. 2.374 1.18.5 .60 9 6.38 6 
Quarries .. ................. 13 3 .58 11 3,29 14 
Lumber and logging ......... 55 12 .52 13 3.24 15 
Transportation ..... ......... 3.561 1.894 .45 15 3.91 11 
Manufacturing lumh... and 

19 wood products ............ 1.~ 410 .25 21 2.74 
Manufacturing pulp and paper 

products ................. 416 145 .24 22 2.71 20 
Manufaoturing stone, clay and 

24 glass products ............ 543 273 .21 24 2.07 
Total of those working for 

themselves in 45 oceupa-
82. 518 1 tionst .................... t167.465 .24 2.29 

• Based on Annual Rel>ort. New York State Tn Commission. 1922. pp. 473-481. 
t Excludes five occupations .. ith an aggregate of 434 returns for which the state report contained 

no data. 

This table discloses that of all the occupational groups listed, 
those engaged in farming ranked first in the percentage of gross 
income paid out in taxes, not only among the fifteen occupations 
listed on the table, but also among the entire list of forty-five 
occupations analyzed in the State report, and fourth in point of 
percentage of net income similarly paid out. The farmers paid 
out in taxes seven and one-half times as much of their groas 
receipts as the weighted average paid out by the forty-five occu
pations, and more than three and one-half times as much of the 
net income. 

In connection with these figures it must be remembered also 
that they are based on the income tax returns and that, therefore, 
there are no returns for farmers with net incomes of less than 
$2,000. These figures, therefore, ~epresent almost exclusively the 
more prosperous farmers. It is reasonable to assume that aver
age for all farmers would show an appreciably higher tax burden. 
This conclusion is borne out by the testimony of Mr. H. C. 
McKenzie, of the New York State Farm Bureau Federation, 
before a legislative committee during the current year, to the 
effect that the proportion of net income from farms consumed by 
taxes in New York State is aDDroximatelv 30 Der cent. 
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The Bureau of Agricultural Economics of .the ,United States 
Department of Agriculture has just made an extensive study of 
agricultural tax burdens. This study includes thirty-one counties 
in twenty-six States. Two of these counties· are in New York 
State. Though the results of this study have not yet been released 
for publication, we are indebted to the bureau and to Mr .. C .. O. 
Brannen, Associate Agricultural Economist; for permission to pre
sent the following facts drawn from this government study: 

AGRICULTURAL TAl[ BURDENS IN Two NEW YORK: STATE COUNTIES; 1919 

Num- Net rent or Ui- Ratio of tax 
berof come per acre Tax. to net rent 

CoUNTY farms Acres before deducting per~ or income 
studied taxes (per cent) 

: 

Delaware ............. 137 20,794 $1.23 $.38 30.9 
N"J&g&I'& ••••.•.....••. 86 6,170 2.75 .85 30.9 

In connection with this same study, the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics gathered figures in Niagara county with regard to the 
tax burden on urban real estate. For the properties studied the 
ratio of taxes to net rent or income, comparable with the last 
column above, was but 12.3 per cent. From these figures it 
would appear that farm land is bearing a burden two and one-half 
times as heavy as urban land on the basis of income. 

A recent report of the National Industrial Conference Board, 
which is not open to the charge that it is biased in favor of the 
farmer, presents the following figures: 

RATIO OF ~AXES TO INCOME FOB FARMERS COMPABED WlToII OTHEK 
. OCOUPATIONS • 

YBAB 

1913 .............................................. . 
1919 ............................................. . 
1921. ............................................ . 
1922 ............................................. . 

RATIO 01' TAXES TO 
INCOKB 

Farmers 

10.6 
8.3 

17.2 
16.6 

Other 
occupations 

4.1 
13.2 
15.7 
11.9 

• Tax Burdens and Exemptions, Research Report No. 64, p. 32. 
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These figures of the Industrial Conference Board are for the 
United States as a whole. In 'the State of New York. where farm
ing is less productive than in the great agricultural States, and 
where the tax burden is probably heavier, it is reasonable to con
clude that the ratio of taxes to income for the farmers is even 
larger than for the country as a whole. 

On the basis of the conclusions drawn from the New York State 
income tax returns, the studies of actual farms in representative 
counties by the United States Department of Agriculture, and the 
economic studies of the Industrial Conference Board, it may be 
definitely stated (1) that farmers in New YtWk State are paying 
more taxes in proportion to tkei,. iftCOJne than any otke,. grol/p 
and (2) that the otke,. rural OCCUpatWM, including lumber and 
logging, manufacturing lumber and wood products, manufacturing 
pulp and paper products, quarries, transportation and forestry, 
pay far legs of thei,. iftCOJne in taxes lhan do farmers. These facts 
would seem to constitute an ample base for the recommendation 
that no legislation for the amelioration or postponement of tax 
burdens on forests be enacted until definite proof can be adduced 
that such action will not result in shifting tax burdens to farm
ing and other already overburdened agricultural occupations. 
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COOTER IV - TAX BURDEN ON, FOREST LANDS IN 
SELECTED. TOWNS 

in the arguinents made before the Legislature, both for and 
against the bills on 'forest taxation which were discussed in 
Chapters I and II, very ,little definite information was advanced 
relative to the actual'ta;x; burden per acre on forest lands. Con
sequently, your committee deemed it advisab~e to, collect as much 
information as possible on this point before proceeding to formu
late definite recommendations as ,to future policy. The resources 
at its disposal precluded, the possibility of undertaking an exten
sive survey in the field. It was necessary, therefore, to build up 
this information on the basis ofdat~ already available in con-
densed form. ' , 

"A-'SOURCES 'OF; INFORMATION 
A search of the files of the various'State departments reve~ied 

the following' reliable sources' of' iriformation : ',' " . 

1 - Copies of Assessment Rolls 
, Section 22 of the Tax Law", prior to, its amendment by chap, 

ter 650-1923, required the ~essors ofever~ 1;<l~, in the forest 
preserve counties to submit one copy of the town assessment roll 
to the Conservation Commission and ,another to the Comptroller. 
Under regulationsissue4 by, t}:J,e,Comptroller, :such ,copi~s ;wer.e 
to set forth, in addition to the name of the owners, the description 
of each parcel and its area, and the character of);he lap!}. .in' each 
parcel classified according to the following definitions:" ' 

, . (Ii.) Forest, meaning' virgin' forests, unharmed or untouched 
'by axe, fire 'or floods. , " , ' 

(b) l;.umbered, meaning forest lands from which the soft 
timber' has been removed. ' ' 
, (c) Denuded; meanfug lands stripped of tini1;>erby fire, 
or from any other cause, at any time; and not 'yetoocupied 
by a'new growth Of trees. ' " '.', ' 
'(d) Burnt, meaning laIidburnt over during the pa!;t two 

years: ' '," "'" 
, (e) WaSte;' meaning rockY, 'barren .or' sterile lands inca'pa~ 
ble of raising a forest. ' ", ',.", ,"',' ", " 

(f) Meadow, meanipg wil!! unu,sed ,meadow ,lands. 
(g) Cleared, meaning irilprovedlan:&' olany kind, includ: 

" ,ing fallowsand"Dleadows, if pastured, or-mowed., , 
, ,(h) Water, m~aning Jands, covered by considerable b9dies 
, :of water. ' 

The rolls of, this' tYPe which1Vere eXamined with a ,view to 
selecting certain, towns, fqr, analysis were ,thi>$e filea' in 'the, oft;i.ces 

, "I " ":t ' [591 ",' " "."" ,'"., ,',' 
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of the Conservation Commission. Because of the fact that the&! 
rolls were lOIig-hand copies of the original rolls, and because of 
the fact that the original rolls were subject to correction by the 
assessors, and to revision on appeals by taxpayers after the copy 
had been made, your committee realized that there would be dis
crepancies between summaries based on these copies an!! those 
based on the actual official assessment rolls. In order to ascer
tain the amount of these discrepancies, your committee resorted 
to the summaries of areas and assessed values by towns published 
in the Tax Commission's report for 1922. 

After an examination of a number of the copies on file in the 
offices of the Conservation Commission, your committee selected 
two towns in the Adirondack Forest Preserve for analysis - the 
town of Webb in Herkimer county and the town of Franklin in 
Franklin county - and the town of Kingston in Ulster county, 
which lies in the Catskill Forest Preserve. 

2 - Assessment Rolls on File in Offices of County Treasurers 
With the aid of the State Tax Commission a search was made 

for towns outside the forest preserve counties whose rolls were 
carried in a manner comparable to that prescribed for the forest 
preserve counties by the State Comptroller. None such were 
found, but in order to obtain as much information as possible 
relative to conditions in mixed farming and woodland towns, the 
county seats of Delaware and Schenectady counties were visited 
and abstracts were made of 'the pertinent information on the rolls 
of the town of Duanesburg in Schenectady county and of the 
towns of Andes and Bovina in Delaware county. 

3 - Data on Sales 
An abstract was made of all data on file in the offices of the 

State Tax Commission, relative to sales of real estate since 1917 
in the towns selected for analysis.' No sales of lands to the State 
are included in this data. The field men of the Tax Commission 
scrutinize every sale recorded in the offices of county clerks 
throughout the State. Approximately one-half of all sales 
recorded are accepted as being sales between. a willing buyer and 
a willing seller. On sales of this type, all information as to true 
considerations, mortgages, revenue stamps and other indices of 
value, is tabulated and filed in the offices of the Commission for 
use in making up equalization tables. 

4 - Appraisals for the State Land Board 
Because oil the fact that timber lands are closely held, compara

tively few private" sales of land of this type are recorded. It 
became necessary, therefore, to find other sources of information 
on the value of timber lands. The Conservation Commission very 
kindly threw open to the committee its records of appraised values 
on ti~ber lands in the Adirondack and Catskill regions. 
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5 - Other Appraisals and Data on Sales 
Through the courtesy of private individuals and of county 

officials, it was possible to supplement the data obtained fro.!!} 
State sources. In this manner information was collected making 
it possible in some instances to check private and public appraisals 
against one another, or against public or private sales. 

6 - List of Lands in the Forest Preserve -1920 
The list of lands published by the Conservation Commission in 

1920, in addition to other information, sets forth for every parceJ 
of land in the State forest preserve the year in which the land 
was acquired by the State. This data was used for checking the 
classification placed on State lands by the local assessors. 

7 - Conservation Commission Fire Protection Map -1916 
This map classifies all the land in the Adirondack Forest Pre

serve in a manner roughly comparable to the classification required 
of local assessors by the Comptroller's office. The classes indicated 
on the map are green timber (virgin and second growth), 10gg1!d 
for soft wood only, logged for both soft and hard wood, burned 
over area, waste and denuded lands, and 'open lands. In addition,· 
one hundred-foot contours are shown. 

8 - Conservation Commission Maps of Adirondack Forest-
1920 - and of Catskill Forest -1911 

These maps indicate the lines of surveys, townships and lots fo:r 
the forest preserve regions and adjoining areas, and also the loca· 
tion of State-owned wild or forest lands. 

On the basis of the information obtained from these sources. 
your committee has endeavored to arrive at the tax burden pel" 
acre which was levied in 1922, and collectible in 1923, on thp 
various types of forest land in the towns analyzed. The statt' 
ment is frequently made that present taxes under the general 
property tax are not burdensome, but that the burden would bp 
ruinous if timber lands were assessed at full value. Consequently, 
your committee has also endeavored to find out what the relative 
tax burdens would have been if the present law had been rigidly 
enforced. Wherever the data permitted, the percentage of th .. 
total tax burden borne by the major groups of property owneN 
has been indicated, as well as the probable shifts in these per
centages that would result under certain of the proposed amend 
ments to the present law. 

B -TOWN OF WEBB, HERKIMER COUNTY 

1-Assessed Values and Tax Levies 
According to the statement of the aggregate valuations, real anll 

personal, and the amount of taxes levied for the year 1922, as 
reported by the State Tax Commission, the total assessed values 
in the town of Webb amounted to $2,285,605; and the total 
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g'('neral property taxes levied in the town, exclusive of village 
tax('s, but inclusive of $45,632.10 in school tues, amounted tl) 
$114,721.65.- The aggl'egate as.!!clIsed values developed by th .. 
anulysis of the ('opY of the as.'leHSment roll on file in the Conser 
vation Commission office is $2,256,338. This discrepancy may 
be due to anyone or all of a number of causes: the dropping of 
items by the assessors in making the copy; the dropping of itemll 
by our field staff in making the summary; increases in asses.,!ed 
values made by the assessors after the copy was made but before 
the rolls were closed, and errors made by the clerk of the board 
of supervisors in making his report to the State Tax Commission. 
In order to eliminate this diHcrepancy of 1.26 per cent without 
rechecking all the items on a 250-page copy against the original 
roll, it was thought best to apply the average tax rate - $5.019:1 
per $100 - devcloped by the Tax Commission's summary to thp. 
assessed values developed by our analysis- This gives a tax yielol 
of $113,253 instead of $114,722 reported by the State. The 
actual en'or in this procedure is, in the nature of things, well 
within the pl'Obable error inherent in the other material used ill 
the study. 

2 - Estimated Full Values 
An examinution of the seventy-one eonveyances of real estate in 

the town since 1917, whieh were acct'pted by the field men of tllf! 

State Tax Commission as being indicative of market value, reo 
vealed the fuct that they involved only property in the village of 
Old Forge 01' in the rt."liidential subdivisions along the principal 
llighways, rivers and lakes. No sales of timber land were in 
eludcd in their number. The sales were, therefore, divided int.) 
two groups - those within thc ,tillage of Old Forge and thos.) 
without. The respc('tive ratios of assessed value to market valu .. 
revealed by those sales were applied separately to the aggregat .. 
assessed values within the village and the assessed values of sub· 
divisions outl:iide the village. 

This made it necessary to rely on the other sources of infonna
tion listed above for data as to the full value of wild or forest 
lands. It so happ('ncd that information was available on the sal .. 
of timber on a tract of 3,160 acres which is to be flooded. The 
stumpage yulue at which the timber sold was slightly in exce~~ 
of $50 per aere. This figure was tuken, therefore, as the valur~ 
of the timber on lanll clussified as forcst land under the Comp 
troller's definition. 'I'he land was exel'ptionally well located a~ 
regards highways lind railways, and it was felt that this value 
was in excess of what oth('r land more remote from railways and 
lying in hl'oken and pl'Ccipitous regions would bring. All thl' 
forest land in th.., town, thl't'efore, was distributed into four 
classes based on acc~ssibility and on the terrain as revealed by 
the contollr lin~s on the fire map. The classcs below the bt-st 
class, in the absence of more detailed information on which to 

• R~port of State Tax ComDiission, 1022, 1"1". 23"-237. 
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base an estimate, were assigned timber values of $40, $30, and $20 
per acre respectively. This was done on the theory that logging 
and transportation costs would be progressively higher in thl' 
three clas.ses and would decrease !Stumpage values correspond· 
ingly. Twb dollars an acre bare land value - a figure which 
occurred with the great.est frequency in appraisals by a number 
of individuals not only in Webb but in other towns as well-· 
was added to <':leh of the estimates of timber value in order to 
arrive at the full value of the forest lands. -

Only one pertinent appraisal was found for the type of lam! 
classified under the Comptroller's definition as lumbered land. 
Tt placed the value of a tract. of over 12,000 acres at $8 per acre, 
including a fine natural reproduction of young soft woods below 
merchantable size as well as a small amount of merchantable 
hard woods. 'rhis value was accepted as full value for all land 
in this class on the a!Ssessment roll. 

On the basis of a.ppraisals in Webb and in other Adirondack 
towns, the three classes distinguished as waste, denuded and burnt 
land were assigned a full bare land value of $2 per acre. 

No information was available fr·om any source as to the exart 
definition or value of second growth land - a class of land which 
appeared on the Webb roll in addition to the other classes pre 
scribed generally by the Comptroller's office. The State own!'! 
roughly 39,000 acres of land which was classed by the assessors 
in Webb under this heading. Two-thirds of this land had been 
in State 'ownership for between 23 and 27 years. No State land 
r}assified under this group was found which had not been in tho 
State'8 possession for at least fourteen years. It is reasonable t" 
assume, in view of the fact· that all State lands are protected 
against cutting, that the term second growth, as used by the 
assessors in Webb, means lands with a growth of timber at least 
fifteen years old. 

On the basis of this assumption, and in the absence of mor.1 
definite information, a value of $15 an acre was assigned to thi .. 
class. This is just halfway between the value of lumbered land 
and the value of the lowest grade of virgin land. 

Absolute.Jy no information was available from any source fot· 
establishing a full value for railways. An estimated full vahw 
pel' mile was arrived at by an examination of the appraisals of 
railways comparable to those operating in the town of Wehh 
which have been completed by the Interstate Commerce Com· 
mission. Care was exercised to exclude the value of terminals 
from the appraisals in arriving at the appraised values per mile. 
H anything, the estimated full value assigned to railways in Webh 
Jl.re 25 per cent or more below the actual physical value contem 
plllted by the present Tax Law. 

}I'OI' special franchises, the full value reported by the Statl) 
Tax Commission was taken. 

In view of the fact that the tendency in this State for some 
years past has been to greater and greater exemption of personal 
property, both by legislative and by administrative means, no 
attem.pt was made to arrive at the full value of personal property. 
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TABLE I 

TOWN 01' WBBB -- HBaltUIBR COUNTY 

Areaa and IJ88eBsed ualues ba3ed on analyBiB of copy of 19U (J8~ roU and full 
Palues baaed on Bales Palues and appraUallJ 

CLAB8 OJ' PROPEBTY 
Area 

in 
acres 

Estimated 
full 

value 

Pereentage 
of Average 

IIII8eOIIeCI """"""'" value to value 
eatimated peracre 
full value 

Average 
eati

mated 
full 

value 
per acre 

---------------1------1-------1-------11-------1----------
.. tland: 

~'irot cia ................. . 
Second cia ............... . 
Third claao .............. . 
Fourth cia ............... . 

21.925 
17.277 
13.042 
22.721 

11OS.281 11.140.100 9.50" 94 $52 00 
85.326 725.634 11.76 494 4200 
64.411 417,344 15.43 4 94 32 00 

112,212 499,862 22.45 4 94 22 00 

Total.................. 1370.230 12.782.940 13.30 *" 94 13712 

Second growth land .......... 1==='=""7"'3 =,4"'3'='811=12===2=1 =,9"'00=1='=1 =, 1=00=, 1=5"71===20=.=1=71==13=0=2 '15 00 

74,965 

~~:.~:"''1e~~:e.i''a~d''b;m,t 99,770 199,556 798,160. 25.00 200 800 
land.. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... 28,518 28,541 57,036 :10.04 1 00 2 00 

Water..................... 4,332 ............................................ .. 
Total wild or for ... t land ex-

clusiveofwaterarea....... 276,691 820,227 4,738,293 17.31 296 1712 
ViUage of Old Forge and im

proved and subdivided land. 
Railway. "nd Public Service 

tl0,870 1,142,016 3,928,270 ~.07 ........ 

corporations.............. 285,695 1,597,500 17.88 ....... . 
Peraonalproperty........... 8,400 8,400 ................ .. 

Grand toW ... , .......... . 1-'-29--1,-8-93-1-12-,-256--,-338-
1

1.'-1-0.-27-2-,4-63-1----2-1-.9-6+.-.-. -.. -.--.. == 
• All privately owned lando cl .... ed as foreat land were ..........d uniformly at 15.00 per acre. 
~enta on .tate owned lando in this claoo ranged from 13.00 to '7.10 per acre. 

t Becauoe of the fact that no column footingo on the areas of allotmente were available. it became 
neceooary to estimate the area. The figure given i. an appro";mation at beat. Consequently no 
ligureo on ....... ed or estimated full valuea per acre for this cl .... of land are presented. 

t The taz commiooion'. equalisation ratio for 1923 is 35, both for the village of Old Forge and for 

e':,.~W;eo~~b!'n ':1'!. ~~j. w!~en~~r:~:' .. ~e!t:~:~:=.:!io~: l':tt::es~=:~~ 
,. The taz commieoion' •• ummary contained in ita 1922 report givea the area of the town ... 292,-

1170 acreo, baoed on figureo .ubmitted by the clark of the board of 8uparvisor8. 
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TABLE II 
TOWN or WEBB-HERKIMER COUNTY 

AetUGt lazes levied in 19S5 di&tributed by cla88eB of pr~ty· compared with estimated 
Ia.zes on the same cla8ses under thretl assumea cases* 

UNDIIB PmosBN'l' LA .... UlfDBU PROPOSIID PLAN "OR 
EXl!IMPl'ION OJ" STANDING TurnER 

TAXl!IB LEVIJIID OABIlI CASm ". II CASIl III 
OM 1922 BOLL 

CLA88 'OJ' PBOPBB'l"I' 

Per Per Per Per 
Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent 
ot taw: of of tax' ot of tas of , of tax of 

tax tax tax taz 

----------~ --'-' -'--
Forestland: I 

Fir.t c\aaa .•.••• ;' ••••••••• $5,435 4.80 $12,570 11.10 $1,450 1.28 $816 0.72 
Second.I ................. 4,283 3.78 8,000 7.06 1,142 1.01 643 .57 
Tbird cIaa ••.....•..•.•• 3,233 2.86 4,601 4.06 862 .76 485 .43 
Fourtb cJaaa ..•.....•.... I~ 4.97 I~ 4.87 1 1 ,502 1.33 845 .74 

Total •..•.........•.... $18,583 16.41 130,682 27.09 $4,956 4.38 2,789 2.46 

Second growtb land .....•.. 111,138 9.83 $12,129 w.n, $4,856 4.29. $2,733, 2.41 
Lumbered land ............ 10,016 8.84 8,800 7.77 6.597 5.82. 3.712 3.28 
Brusb, denuded and burnt 

laud .................... 1,433 1.27 629 .56 1,886 1.66 1 1.061 .94 
Total wild or foreat land .... 41,170 36.35 52,240 46,13 18,295 16.15 10,295 9.09 
Village of Old Forge and 

improved and .ubdivided 
land .................... 57,321 50.61 43,309 38.24 75,512 . 66.68· 73,082 64.53 

Railwaya and Public SerVice 
corporations .. ........... 14,340 12.66 ' 17.612 15.55 18.891 16.68 29,720 26.24 

Personal property .......... 422 .37 93 .08 555 .49 156 .14 --------------------
Grand total ............. 1113,253 99.99 $113,254 100.00 $113,253 100.00 $113,253 100.00 

= = Tu rate per 1100 neceaaary 
to yield tax requir.m.nts, . 5.0193 ...... 1.1025 ...... 6.6122 . ..... 1.8604 ...... 

·Caael-Assumee full value ....... ment under """"ting law;, '. 

e!.':t'/o!'! that"".=.::.;bJin'b:i'.m..:!.::!.i'~Pb~':".%p~~ :3 l:.':tisfu! ~~e ~:i~J~~i. w.::.~ 
at 11.00 per acre. 

C .... III - Assumes tbe full value ....... ment of all property on the rolliJ with the ex.eption that 
.tanding timber is lIIIIWIIod to b. exempt. Full bare land value for foreet lands i ..... umed to· be 
$2.00 per acre. 

TABLElli 
TOWN or WEBB - IlERKDoIER COUNTY 

Actual laze. in cenla per acre on limber lands and estimated laze. per acre under three 
assumptions· 

Averags 
taxes per 

ESTDIATED TAXES PER ACRE 
UNDER ASSU¥ED CASES 

CLASS or PROPERTY acre leviedl----~--'-----~~-

Forest land: 
1st class ................... ' .... . 
2ndc~ ....................... i 
3rd cI8ll8 .................•.•.•.. 
4th class ..................•..... 
Averllglt ....................... . 

second growth land ............... . 
LlIDlbereci Isnd ................... . 
Buah, denuded and waste land ...... , 
Average ......................... . 

• Same .. in Table II. 

S 

ia 1922 CIISIl I I Case II 

24.8 
24.8 
24.8 
24.8 
24.8 
15.2 
10.0 
5.1l 

14.88 

57.3 
46.3 
.35.3 
24.3 
41.8 
16.5 
8.8 
2.2 I' 

18,88 I 

6.6 
&.(f 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 

Case TIl 

3.1 
3.7 
3,7. 
3.7. 
3.7 
3.1 
3'.7 
3.7 
3.7 
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3-Summar7 of J'indiDgs-ToWJl of Webb 
On the basis of the 19".!2 as;essment roll. it appears that average 

annual tues per aere on the TU'ious ~~ of land devoted to 
timber produetion raDo'"e from fiTe eents an aere on denuded lands 
to less than ~nty-fiYe eents an aere on Tirgin forest. The 
averages, furthermorE'. are Tery el~.ly adhered to on priTately 
owned lands.. In the ease of State olined lands. there are minor 
TUiations from the ATer&e'"e on ~d gro1rtb lands. On Tirgi.n 
forest owned by the State, the tues raDo'"e from fifteen eents to 
about thirty-fiTe eents an aere. the aTenge being sli.,~t.ly beloW' 
that on printely owned lands. 

Under a plan of ~ent on the basis of the full Talues 
&sSUJJled in our tables, the anrage tues per aere on Tirgi.n forest 
land would be intteased to 41.S eents instead of 2-UJ as at present; 
and the ATerage tu per aere on all ~asses of timber land would 
be 18.88 eents instead of It.ss. The tues per arre would be de-
tteased, hOTeTer, on fourth elas.<i Tirgi.n forest. and on lumbeftd 
and denuded lands - on t.hree of the four ~asses, in other words. 
on whit'h tues per aere E'Ompound to a high figure in the lb-ual 
eost estimates. 

C - TOWN OF 1'ltAKXI.IN, I'ltAKXI.IN COUlfrY 
1 Assessed V&lues and Tax LeVies 

The report of the Tu Collllllission for 19:!:1 giTes $6...'8,-103 as 
the aggftgate of all tuable property in the town of Franklin, 
and $61,053.38 as the tu leTJ". The latter item includes not only 
the tues for State, E'Ounty and t01rD purposes. but al;;o an item 
of $13,563.05 for school purposes. The summary of the K'PY of 
the t01rD tax rollwhit'h forms the basis for the tables beloW' re
sulted in total taxable Talues amounting to $691.S-lL As in the 
ease of the town of W eb~ the tu rate yielded by the figurel 
presented in the Tu Commission's report was applied to the tax
able Talue reTwed by the summary, in order to arnTe at the 
total tu burden. This method gaTe an aggregate tu levy of 
$61,358, and this amount. instead of that reported by the State. 
was used as a basis for all the ealculations.. 

I-Estimated I"aD. V&lues 
The estimates of full Talue of bare land and of rail\T&J"S oW 

in Franklin are made on the same basis as those in the town of 
Webb. 

An analysis of the hrenty sales made in the town smt'e 1911. 
on whit'h information IT&S aT&ilabIe. reYNIed the fad that nine-
teen applied to property 1000ated enti.rel,y within or on the margin 
of the ana indieated on the 1916 fire map as open land. The 
remaining sale. inTOlTing about 6~:t per eent of the total acre~ 
of the town. IT&S shown on the map as being about one-half ~d 
growth, with the remainder diTided about equally ~ de
nuded land and land whit'h had beeD. logged for both soft and 
hard woock 



Eight appraisals -.rere a~ for deserted fum;;; in the open 
WId areas of. tlIe fmnI, and another appraisal was av.Wahle ClOft'I'

~ tJae Wge timber trad; sold.. 
TIle JIinet ...... sales ~ properties in tlIe open seeticms of 

tl!e to.na W'eI'e furIiJEr mbdirided into sales ~ fanDs. 
ad tlaase infllhing eamp sites and busiDess property_ The ratios 
of 8!file!il!iIed TallIeS to estimated full nlDes presented on the ae
~ tah1es were based on tile eomposite figIIres indieated 
by Ixd sales and appnisds. The eridenee as to the fDll nlue 
of the ~ hotels was JM'ft'SS!lJ'ily limiUld. and was d:ralrn. partly 
from sales of property of that type m other tmnJs in 1M Tieinity_ 

The a~ ron indieated the exiSI~ of 6.,9Ill atnlS of 
WId ~ as forest land under the eomptroller's definition.. 
TJUs is seatteftd about in a number of rel.afu-e]y small pareels. 
Ioeaied as a ru1e on ~ top&. In some ease;;, ~ 
tlae me map inffie;ted that Etile if any Tirgin forest existed in 
tlte J,oq elas;;N as forest land on the rOll. These faeton; -.de it 
ciiffiaili to do IIBOft than. make a rough ~ as to the full ~ 
of laDds of. t.I!is type. Because of the faa t:IW; it oeeurred in rela
tiTely ilI!JWl and inacYe;;s;ible tnas. it ..-as feU that no nIne in 
Uleiii of $:!X) aD aft'e eoold be ~ to it. That value is $:! 
below the Talue asSigned to the most remote and inaeeess;I-:ble 
THgm forest areas in Webb.. 

A. fD!tal. of 4,743 aft't'S appears 011. the ~nt :roIl as re
forested land. 'I'be TahJe assigned to it represer:ds a bare bnd 
nlDe of $2 per at7e plus l.!r.!.1 eost of pUmting. .-ith a small 
&IMIDlt in aMitinJo for intrease in "OlDe due to ~ 

Twlnd,ed iD. the aft& ~ as lumbered land. on 1he aeoom
~ table is aD area of 1m aeres cl&iiied as YaSte land.. This 
area ..... .............J at a ~ ~ TalDe per aBe than 1he 
IuJrWered land. 'IlIe rem.aindir of the amount shcnrn as lmDhered 
can Jaanlly be aeeepted as ecmf~ to the Comptroller's deB
JritioD for that elass-··laDds from .-hieh the soft timber bas 
beea. ~,. .J~ by tile e'ridalee eonained in the fire 
.ap, tJae lmds ,.]assified by the assessors as lumbered indD.de DOt 
cmly IaDds ~ lDIMr the Coll!ptroDer's defuriti<m for that 
type. bat also lands that dKJuld properly haTe beea dassed UDder 
the definitions 85 bmnt and dawded. 

'1lle traet iaebaded ill tile CiIIe sale of timber lands ill the tooIm. 
nidl li.as alrea.dy hem de&erihed is dassed as 11Dllhered 1aDd 011 

tJae roD, allltoagtl it is a eampo;;ite of huahered 1aDd and Yasie 
aDd dermded laDik. That traet has beea takm as fairly repre
a:lI1athe of De laM damed as lumbered land ~ die 
tD'II1l 85 • 1Iide.. It apparem:ly lias • better I!iWId of yount; 
powtla thaD IIO!Be of !De atller lands plaeed ill die same elass 
by 1M ~ 0. '1M oiha' mn.a. 'it is ~ more mae.
CleIil&ihle t.haa the bWk of. the IaDd m the ebs... For these reaSODS" 
it IB!IDed jmri1iabIe to apply tlle -nlDe established by die sale 
of tile traet iD. questXm. aDd by &Jl appraisal 011. the ~ to all 
Iaada daiHd _ ImRhered _ tl.e 192:! ron. 
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TABLE IV 
TOWN 01" FB.urltLIN~ FRANltLIII' C0111IITY 

Areaa and "'BuBed wluu based on analysis 0/ copy oj 19tB as8Usment roU and full 
ftilTUlB based on Baka and appraisa18 

I P-tase Eati· 
Area. Eatimateol of 

Avuap\ mated 
A.........d _d 

~. full ew .. or hOPEan in f-lll 
a ...... valuation value- value to valua 

..timated p~acre per 
full value acre 

Forest land ....... , ......... 6.904 119.750 1138.080 14.30 U86 a20 00 
Reforeated land· ............. 4.743 13.160 75.888 17.34 277 111 00 
Lumbered land .............. 61.241 91.141 153.102 59.53 1.49 250 

TetaHimb.laud& ....•••• 72.888 124.051 367.070 33.79 170 604 

Botell, olube ... nd oamp.liteo •. 1 1,977 236,070 1,573.800 15.00 ...... ....... 
Open land inoludiq. unprove-

30,0211 85.115 457.240 menta ................... . 18.61 283 1523' 
RiWwan and publie utiliti ...... ........ . 246,605 978.600 25.20 . ..... ....... ---Totall ................... 104.894 a1191,841 a3,376,710 20.48 ...... ....... 

TABLE V 
TOWN 01' F'BANltLlN - FluNltLIll' COUNTY 

AatvaJ. met lellieli ,n 19SB distributed by elassea oj property compared witJ& utimated 
Iazea OIl the ,ame claaBu under three assumed casu* 

UNDU Paa8IUIT LAw UNDD hOP081OD PL.ur roB 
EuiMPl'lON 0Ir 9rAND1N8 TIMBaa 

'l'AXJ:8 t.BVIBD CA8II r CARD CABII.m 
CLAM or Pao ... Tr 

OR 1922 ae .... 

Per Per Per Per 
Amount oenl> Amount oent Amount oent Amount cent 
ofla,. of of .... of of .... of of .... of 

! 
tax tu tax tax 

Foreet land ................ 11;752 2.85 12.509 4.09 a1161 1.08 1269 .44 
Refo .... 1>ed land.: •••••••••.• 1,167 .1.90 1.379 2.25 454 .74 184 .30 
Lumbered land .•••..•.•.•.. 8.083 13.17 2.782 4.53 6.865 9.56 2.382 3.88 ---l1.9a ---

Total timber land ••••.••• 11,002 6.670 10.87 6.980 11.38 3.835 4.62 
---

Open land inoludina improve-
menta .................. 7.548 12.30 8.308 13.54 8.152 13.28 8.891 14.49 

Botell, olube and'oamp litea .. 20.937 84.12 28.598 46.61 23.609 36.85 30.603 49.88 
RaU_ and publio utiliti .... 21.an 35.64 17,782 2&.98 23.617 38.49 19,029 31.01 

Tola ................... 81.358 99.99 61.358 100.00 61.858 100.00 61.358 100.00 
= -- = 1= Tax rate pOP 1100, neoeoeal'Y 

&0 )'iold tall requiJementll. . 18.8688 ...... 11.8171 ...... 19.5770 ...... $1.9445 ........ 

-Cue I-Allum. fuD value _ment under ezistina Ia ..... 
e ..... II - Allum .. tbe alBOOBment of all property on tbe buie of tbe present roll, witb tbe 

."oeption that .tandina timber is _umed te be uemp" and that tbe bare land value ia_ed 

at c!;'OO flY ~~umea the full' value II8I!ellment of an property OD tbe roUe witb the ""caption 
that ltandina timber ia _umed to be ""empt. Full baN land value for f.,...., lancla ia _umed· 
to be U.OO per aore. 
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TABLE VI 

TOWN OJ' FRANu.nr - Fa.uaLnI COUNT!' 

Adual tazu in eent& per /JCN on timber landa and 68timated Iau8 per .acre vnder ill," 
lJ88'Umptio718 • 

Average EsTDIATED TAXES 1'I:R ACBB 
UlfDER ABsURD CASU 

CLASB OJ' PROPERTY taxes per 
acre levied 

in 1922 Case I Case II Case III 

Forest ............................ 25.36 36.M 9.58 ' .3.89 
Reforested .............. , .... '.' ... 24.57 29.07 9.58 ' 3.89 
Lumbered ......................... 13.21 4.54 9.58 3.89 
Average ••.•..•.•....•..... , ...... la.08 9.16 9.58 3.89 
Open land including improvements .. 25.10 27.67 27.10 29.61 

• &me 88 ia Table V. 

3 - S1lDlDl.8.l'YOf Findings - Town of Fra.nklin 
The average taxes on all classes of land in the town of .Franklin 

which were classed as timberlands on the 1922 roll amounted to 
15.08 cents per acre. The average tax on lands classed as virgin 
forest was 25.36 cents; that on reforested land 24.57 cents and 
that on lands classed as lumbered was 13.21 cents. The average 
taxes per acre were not as clilSelyadhered to in Franklin, how
ever, as in Webb. The taxes on forest land ranged from 24eents 
an acre to 51 cents on one small tract of 50 acres. On reforested 
land, the range was .between 26.60 and 24.48 cents per acre. In 
the case of lumbered land, taxes varied from 10.40 to 18.35· cents 
per acre, but in the maximum in this case, it is possible that the 
tract in question had other elements of value. In all classes, 
except lumbered land, the State paid· the lowest taxes per acre. 

As was the case in the town of Webb, the effect of full value 
assessment would be to lower the annual taxes per acre ,on lum
bered land. In Franklin, furthermore, the average tax per acre 
on all classes of timber land would be reduced from 15.08~ts 
to 9.16 cents. This is due to the fact that the town has so small 
a proportion of acreage classed as virgin forest. 

The taxes of reforested lands, on the other hand, would be in
creased under full value assessment from 24.57 cents an . acre 
to 29.07 cents. In view of the fact that it would hardly be logical 
to assign a lower full value to reforested lands than .the. cost. of 
reproduction plus an allowance for increased value due to growth; 
and in view of the further fact that a number of years ,must elapse 
before any yield whatsoever .can be .obtained from lands· of this 
type, this fact is worthy of. note. 

The tables for Franldinbring into .clear ftlief information on 
one point not developed .in the case of. Webb. . Present taxes -1)n 
the open lands together with ,their impl'ovements-the :lands 011 
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which the permanent residents and voten of the town live
average 25.10 ~ts an acre. Under full nIne assessments this 
average would be increased to 27.67 rents; under eases II and 
III, which assume the exemption of all standing timber, the taxes 
per aere would rise to 27.10 and 29.61 rents, respeetively. This 
is especially significant in the light of the data pnosented in the 
preceding chapter in regard to relative tax burdens on agri
eulture and on other oeeupations.. 

D - TOWN OF ANDES. DELAWARE COl1N'1'Y 
The town of Andes lies partly within and partly without the 

western boundary of the CatskiU Forest Preserve. It is pri
marily, howe\'"er, a farming and dairying eommunity. The fact 
that it eollects tues from the State on rertain State owned lands 
has affected the manner in which its assessment roll is kept. The 
tt'rm forest land as it is ~ on the assessment roll. how-ever, does 
not conform to the C(lmptroUer's definition of that term. It is 
applied indiscriminately to all types of woodland. 

There is DO \'"irgin timber left in the town. The bulk of the 
wooded holdings eousists principally of youn~ Sl'C.'IOnd growth 
hudw-oods with a scattering of more mature trees. The eutting 
which is going on today is chiefly for domestic purpo!>eS on the 
part of the owners of wood lots, and for the production of aeid 
wood on the part of the larger companies.. 

I-Assessed Values and Tax Levies 
The Tax C(lmmission summary for 1922 fixes the aggregau 

assessed nluation of the town at $887.3-17 and the tax levies for 
all purposes, exclusi\'"e of ,·mage tues but inclusi\'"e of $10,896.66 
for schools, at a total of $33,562.55. The figures developed by 
an analn;is of the assessmt'nt roll on file in the office of the 
eounty tn8..."1lrer indicate a total assessed value of $S91,517 - an 
exeess of $4,170 o\,"t'r the amount reported in the Tax Commis
sion's summary. As in the towns of Wt'bb and Franklin, the 
tax rate yielded by the Tax C(lmmission's figures was applied 
to the 8.SSt'SSOO uluation revt'aled by our summary of the assess
mt'nt roll This indicated an a~ate tax bUNt'll of $33.7~ 
which was used as the base for all ealeulations. 

2 - Estimated Full Values 
The forty-two sales of real estate in the town. for which in

formation was available in t.he offiee of the Tax Commission. were 
divided as follows: 
Sales of farm property ..•..•.••..••••..•....••..•.... :!! 
Sales of timber land ......•.•••.••..•..•..•..•..••..•• I 
Sales of residential and business property outsiJe of village 

of Andes ••••.•.. _ ..•..•..••..••..•.••. _ • • . • • • • . . • • • 9 
Sales of property in the 'rilJ.age of Andes................ 10 

= 
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The information on the market value of woodlands was supple
mented by information drawn from four sales in the adjoining 
town of Colchester. No information as to appraised values was 
available for the town of Andes. 

On the basis of the ratios established by these figures, the 
assessed values appearing on the assessment roll were raised to 
an estimated full value. In the case of railways and public util
ities, the same difficulty was encountered as in the towns of Webb 
and Franklin. Because of the very low assessed values per mile 
applied to properties in this class, the assessed valuations were 
multiplied by ten, which still gave a very conservative figure for 
the full value in comparison with appraisals by the Interstate 
Commission and the New Jersey State Board of Taxes and Assess-
ment for comparable lines. Special franchises were assigned the 
full value reported by the State Tax Commission. The rate indi
cated on the accompanying table is the weighted average of these 
estimates. 

In the case of bare land value, the figures assigned are little 
more than guesses. Because of the fact that the town is engaged 
primarily in dairying - a fact which would make existing wood
lands available for an alternative use as grazing lands - it was 
felt that the bare land value assigned in the towns of Webb and 
Franklin on the basis of appraisals would probably be too low. 
This factor would make itself felt least in the more remote and 
broken sections of the town where the larger holdings of woodland 
are located, and most in. the fringe of wood lots in farms along 
the valleys where the dairying industry centers. On the basis of 
this reasoning, full bare land values were arbitrarily assigned to 
the three general classes of woodland holdings in the town, as 
indicated on the accompanying tables, at rates of $3, $3.50 and $4 
per acre, respectively. Present assessed values of bare land were 
estimated similarly. No attempt was made to follow the assess· 
ments on parcels readily identifiable on the roll as bare land with
out improvements, which averaged $4.12 an acre, because of the 
influence of. the comparatively wide range of alternative uses 
on the more favorably located valley lands. 

For reasons already pointed out, no attempt was made to arrive 
at an estimated full value for personal property. In Table IX 
the taxes levied against farmers' personal property are distributed 
by cen'tl! per acre of cleared farming land. Of the aggregate per
sonal property assessment in the town - $37,300 - a total of 
$9,100 is assessed against the village. Assuming that the ratio 
of personal property to real estate is the same in business and 
residential property outside the village as within the village, the 
assessment against farmers for personal property would be $23,650. 
The taxes against this amount at the four tax rates shown on 
Table VIn represent the totals distributed against cleared farm
ing land in this manner. 

No attempt was made to arrive at an estimated full value for 
the 169 acres of land under water which were assessed on the roll. 
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TABLE VII 

TOWN 01' AImES - DELA W AlIB COUNTY 
Areas and a88essed vatues based on analysi8 of 19tt assessment roU and estimated full 

values based on BaleB valtle8 

Percentage Eati-
Area F.timated of Average mated 

.Aaeesaed aS8eMed a-..d full CLAss or PaOPBBT'I' in valuation full value to . value value 

__ 
value estimated per.acre per 

full value aere 

State holdings ................ 2,759 14,090 '23,838 17.16 II 48 $864 
Large privata timbEl' holdings .• •• 381 18,375 37.852 48.54 4 19 864 
91 separate wood-lots ....•.•... 6.326 23.125 54.656 42.31 366 864 
290 woodlots in farma .•.•...... 19.239 76,200 166,225 45.84 aoo 8M 

------
Totel woodland •..........•. 32.705 1121.790 1282.571 43.10 13 72 f8 64 

= 290 farms exclusive of woodlots. 28.576 $408,250 1788,889 51.75 $14 29 '27 60 
56 fanna without woodl.ts ..... .,263 83.775 161.884 51.'5 15 " 30 76 
11 unimproved cleared pareels .. 631 2.600 5.024 51.75 412 . 796 

Cleared laad ........ , ••..••. 34.470 1494.625 $955.797 5175 $14 35 S27 73 
= Village of Andes a.nd business a.nd 

residential property outside 
village ..................... 808 $203.825 $450.597 45.23 $252 25 $SS767 

Railroads and publio utilitiea .•• · .... i69 .33,327 307.650 10.S3 ........ ........ 
Water ....................... 650 650 .......... 385 ........ 
Personal property ............. 37.300 37.300 .......... ........ ........ 

I----
Total. ..................... 68,152 $891.517 $2.034.565 43.82 $1308 $29 85 

SUMMARY 
WoodJa.nds e:rc:,£t farm woodlots 18.466 145.590 1116,346 36.00 1339 IBM 
290 farms ineiu ing woodlots ... 47.815 4S4.450 955.114 48.80 10 13 19 98 
67 paroeio without woodlots ...• 6,894 86.375 ~~::~~ ..... ~~:~~ .. ·~~·~l·~·~ All other property ............. 977 275.102 

Total .................... 68.152 891,517 $2,034.565 43.82 .••..•.•..•.•.•. 

TABLE VII-A 

TOWN 01' ANDES - DELAWAlIB CoUNTY 
Estimated a8Bfl8std and full valtle8 assigned to bare land on tDoodlaruis 

ESTIMAll'ED ASSESSED ESTIMATED FULL 
VALUE VALUE 

CLASS 01' PROPERTY .!tfea 
Per acre Total for Per acre Total for 

class class 

State holdings ................ 2,759 $050 $1,380 $300 $8,277 
Holdings of large private owners 4,381 1 50 6,572 300 13,143 
91 woodlot. not in farms ....... 6,326 175 11,071 350 22,141 
290.woodlotJil in farms .......... 19,239 . 2 00 38,478 400 76,956 

Totals ................... 32,705 ...... 57,501 ...... 120,517 

All other taxable property ...... ...... . . . . ~ . 769,727 ...... 1,751,994 

Tax base in Case II. .......... ...... ...... 827,228 ...... ......... 
Tax base in CIISe III. ......... ...... . ..... . ....... . ..... 1,872,511 
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TABLE VIII 
TOWN OF ANDES - DELAWARE COUNTY 

Total taus levied in 19ft distributed by cmsll8 of prr¥perty compared with estimated 
taus on tAe same cla8ses under three assumed ellS •• • 

AcruAL TAXES 

CLAaa 0 .. PROPERTY 

Amount ~ 

C""" I 

Amount Per 
cent 

CASII II CAS'" III 

Amount Per 
cent 

-------'--1-------------1--------
State ..•.••............. $155 .46 $395 1.17 $56 .17 $1.49 .44 
Large timber ownera ...... 695 2.06 627 1.86 268 .79 237 .70 
91 woodlo ... _rate ...... 875 2.59 906 2.69 451 1.34 399 1.18 
290 farm woodlota ........ 2.882 8.55 2.755 8.17 1.568 4.65 1.386 4.11 

---f---
All ",oodIands ••....... 4.607 13.66 14.683 13.89 $2.343 6.95 52.171 6.43 

290 fanna ezcIwliDg wood-
10 ...................... 115.441 45.79 113.075 38.77 116.641 49.35 114.206 42.13 

56 farms without woodlota. 3.168 9.40 2.683 7.96 3.415 10.13 2.915 8.64 
11 unimproved cleared 

VJ::":i.d ~ti.;,;.' i,;,;n'';_ 
98 .29 83 .25 106 .31 90 .27 

and .... id ... tia:.&roper!lj. 7.709 22.86 7.468 22.15 8.309 24.64 8.114 24.06 
Railroada and p lie nt' '-

W::::::::::::::::::::: : 
1.261 3.74 5.099 15.12 1.359 4.03 5.540 16.43 

25 .07 11 .03 27 .08 12 .04 
Personal property .•...•.. 1.411 4.18 618 1.83 1.520 4.51 672 1.99 

'ioo.oo ---1100.00 
------

Grand total •.•.•••.•.. 33.720 119.99 $33.720 133.720 133.720 99.99 

Taz base ••••••..•....... 1891.517 ...... 12.034.565 1827.228 $1,872.511 
Tauate per 1100 ••....•. 3.7823 1.6574 4.0763 1.8008 

S1DOU.BT 
Woodlanda ucept farm 

.. oodlo ................. $1.725 S.lI $1.928 5 .. 72 1775 2.30 1785 2.32. 
290 farms incIudiDg farm 

woodlota •••••.....•.•. 18.323 54.34 15.830 46.94 18.309 54.00 15.592 46.24 
67 fanna without woodlota. 3.266 9.69 2.766 8.21 3.521 10.44 3.005 8.91 
All oth ... pmperty .••..... 10.406 30.85 13.196 39.13 11.215 33.26 14.338 42.52 -----------

Total ••••......•...••. 133.720 99.99 133.720 100.00 133.720 100.00 133.720 99.99 

• Thp _ ..... lImed .... the sam. as thoae in Tables II and V. 



TABLE IX 
ToW'll _ .u..a-Da.all'AD 0K:nT 

c-,..n- -I -- .... ia cna ,. aIn .. ____ .... ,..,. ....oer .. _ .... _. 
l .l~ I~- T£DII ... A~ 

..... or-..las:oID c..-per 8a'e 1-______ _ 
ImeIl 

_1922 c..1 
JaM 

5.62 
I~~ 
U.&l 
1t_98 
14.($ 
IS_53 
38_31 
SUO 
aUt 

2.61 

It_!:! 
It_!! 
It_!:! 
It!! 
It!! 
U_I~ 
33_11 
45_76 50 __ 

1.16 

3-Summaly of FiDdiIIp - TOWll of .bdes 

c..nlc-m 

i~ I :_: 
1_U 6_3» 
8_1~ 
7_16 

li.SO 
38.08 
58_23 
6U9 

1_3» 

'" It_~ 

~ 61 
49_71 
~_3!I 

1.3& 

The aTenge Ux I~Tied on woodlands of all elasses on the ba..<cis 
of the assessment-roll of 19:!2 for the toW'll of Andes was lUl9 
emts per aae.. The Sut~ as in the eases of the other to'W'llS 
enmined, paid the 10000est a~oe - 5.6:2 f'eIlts. The large printe 
O1rD~n of 'W'OOdands-including one dlemial rompany which is 
reported loWly to be on a sustained yield basis - paid the highest 
aTel'ag'e tues OIl woodlands of 15.~ eents per aae.. 

lla.ximum and minimum taxes per aere on woodlands THY 
rather widely in indiTidual uses from the aTen.,'"'f'.S indleatN 
aboTe.. The highest tues per &ere ooeur in the eaw of eight 'W'OOd
lots in whi~.h the land is in one o'W'Del"Ship and the timber rights in 
anothH'. The Uer&ge ~ Talues for land and timber on the 
G3 a~.res of woodlots inTOlTfd reaehfd the total of $:9.65 ~.r ~ 
and the aTerage taxes amountM to 36..S3 eents per aere.. In ODe 
nse inToITing 25 acres, the land alone ..... assessed at $6 per 
aae, the timber rights at ~-I peT ae.rt\ and the tocal tax on land 
and timber reac.hed the total of $ll3-l7 per aue. 

The abgen~ of dau on sales inTOlTing tim~ rights pNdudtd 
the possibility of analyzing the ratio of assessed Talue to full TalK 
on property of this type.. It 1I'aS assumed., tberef<n., that for the 
small ana of woodland inTOlnd-Iess than. 1..39 per eent of the 
total YOOded a.rea - the assesson had attemptbi to approximate 
full Talue- It is not improbable that the timber rights roTen-d 
dwi~ trads .hid. ..-ere p1lJ"Cha.wd. .ith a Tie .. to eu'ItiDg in the 



DSI' futu:re, and that the ~ timber Talues approaehed rather 
e:loseIy to the JI.IUbt moe of the timber to be remOTed. The high 
..........."ts I'E'presented the attempt of the a;;se!i;Or5 to get one 
I.t ImbstantYl tu: out of property whidl lII"OU1d soon di;;appear 
from the a;;sessment :roll. 
It I!IO happe16 that the aT~oe taxes per aere in .Andes on the 

200 farms ...-him indwJe W1OOdlot3 would not be mataiaIly aileeted 
by the eumptiOll of standmg timber. This is due to the faet 
t.h.at the R'dut'led tans per aBe of wooillmd would about ofi3et 
the ~ taus on eleared land resulting from that exemption.. 
H the taDbJe property in the tOlirn were eoIIlpiiI!iOO entirely of 
farms with ..-oodl.Jts; and if the ratio for eaeh :iann bmreen the 
~ runes of its deared :fazming 1and and of its woodland 
..-ere the ~ as that for eTerY other iarm; then. ~ of 
the si.Jr of the indiridual holdings. the exemption of standing 
timber from 8IIftDt taxes would be a matter of indmeren~ to 
tbe taxpayers.. Sueh a eonstant ratio does not eD;;t hcnrewr in 
the tOlirn as a ..-bole, DOl' ~ among the aetoal group of 290 
ianns with woodlots on ~eh a~oe taxes per aBe ..-ould re
main rdafudy ftJIlStant The fanns in that group..-ith approxi
mately three aaes of deared 1and to 30 of timber 1and ..-oo1d 
remain unaf."eded by the proposed ~cres in the method of 
taxing foreRs.. For all other properties in that group. as well 
as for all holdings in the town CJUtside that group, exemption or 
tu: postponemenf for &tanding timber would bring about a dis
remib1e l!hift in the tax burden.. The d~ in borden.. on the 
basis of ~ mnes &$ th£oy are t3rried on the 19"22 roll, would 
~ p~e1y grEater &$ the ratio of .-oodland to eleared 
land ~ Similarly. a p:rogtessite inerease in burden ..-ould 
caR itself felt &5 the ratio of .-oodlanth to other bxable property 
deelinEd.. 

rnfOl't1mafe1y. the full erred on other property of the exemption 
of stan.iing timber from mrrent· taxes is I!OIIie1rhat masked in the 
tGWll of Andres by the rclatiTeJy smaIl amount of timber land ear
rift! OIl the :rolls.. EnD lIiO. the ftSDlt of melt a plan ..-ouId be to in
aease tbe taxes on the fanner without .-oodlob by about 8 per 
ft'IIt onT his pl'e!!lellt burden.. 

B - roW]( OF XlXGST01I". UI.S'!'J!:K COU1ll'l'Y 

The limited JI1DDber of roUte} a.oees of real estate in the to.-n 
of ~ togdher with the extreme TlIriations bet..-een the 
a.-d Talues per aBe of pareels of propert) apparently similar 
&5 ftPlds t~p1ly. aeeemDility and type of forest COTa'. 
male it impo!!Sihle to nruJertake as eomp1rte an analJ1Ii.s of the 
............,.. ron as ..-as submitted for 1he other tmms ana1ymd.. 

I-AsBeIIe' Valpatians aDd ru Leries 
The IoI!ItOIilpUiJ iog table &eta forth the &Yenge ...........,.I nlua

tiaas for eada dass of land appearing on the ron. The State was 
dwpd aaly witJa ..-aste or denuded .lands at an nenge of $2 per 
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acre. This figure in both cases was considerably below the average 
for similar lands in private ownership. The defects inherent in 
the roll are brought out clearly by the fact that denuded land 
is assessed at a higher rate per acre on the average than forest 
land. 

It is probable, however, that the unusually high taxes per acre 
on all classes of land in Kingston are attributable rather to a 
marked shift ill economie status than to the inequalities in assess.
ments. The population decre~ed from 343 in 1910 to 166 in 1920. 
Aggregate taxes increased from $2,690.82 in 1915 to $5,068.94 in 
1922. In 1915, the town had no indebtedness. In 1922, the in
debtedness was $10,000, or about $60 per capita. 

TABLE X 

TOWN or ~Q8TON- ULSTIIB COUNTY 
Summa,." of 19U Tas RoU 

Area Assessed Taxes AIIIIeI!Iled 
CLABII 01' PRoPBRTY in values levied value, 

acres per acre 

Cleared land with im-
provements ........... 642.01 $28,790 $1,864 $4484 

Cleared land, DO improve-
ments ................ 227.25 3,047 197 13,41 

Forest land· ............. 1,132.31 7,228 468 6:38' 
Wasteland ............. 1,672.10 5,795 375 3.47 
Denuded land •......... 165..40 1,150 74 6.95 
Burnt land ............. 712.95, 2,540 164 3.56 
Quarries ... ' ............ 85. 4,160 269 48.94 
Railways and publio ser-

viee corporations ...... ........ 25,565 1,656 ........ 

Tot&ls ............. 4,637.02 $7~,275 $5,067 ......... 

TaxCO~ODSUuuwuy 4,504.00 $78,271 $5,068 94 ........ 
Tax rate per $100 ....... ......... $ 6.4761 ........... . ........ 

F - DATA FROM OTH:J:R TOWNS 

I-Assessed Valuation for Selected Classes of Land 

Taxes 
per acre 

in dollars 

$2.90 

.87 

.41 

.22 

.45 

.23 
3.17 

......... 

. ........ 

......... 

......... 

Two towns were encountered outside the forest preserve' whose 
rolls yielded a certain amount of information on average taxes 
per acre on woodlands. In neither case was it po.ssible to make 
complete analyses along the lines followed in the towns of Webb, 
Franklin and. Andes. 
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TABLE XI 

TOWN OF BOVJNA-DELAWAJUII COUNTY 

A_age tozu fief' aer, letM.d on 19Ss /l8auament roU 

CLAss 01' PaOPllRTY 

Lands and improvements including 
ftBidential Bod ilusiness property 
and woodlots not ISeparatel1 
classified ....................... . 

Cleared farm lands (no buildings) ... . 

Area 

25,964 
547 
83 

• 

Assessed value 

$580,775 
4,725 

365 
500 

Ii woodlots separately BSSeSSed ••••••• 
Timber rights separately assessed ...• 
Buildings and machinery (lSeparately 

T:::)~d~~'~~P~;";:::::"'''2 ~:~:g 
Special franchises .............. , . . . 2,999 
Personal property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,900 

Assessed 
value 
per 
acre 

$22.90 
8.64 
4.40 

77 

Tax 
per 
acre 

(in cents} 

75.43 
28.84 
14.69 

------.~--------~.~-----~-----
Total........ ......... ... ..... 26,696 $626,449 

TuCommissionsummary .......... 27,279 625,099 
Aggregate taxea levied.............. 20,864.80 
Taxrateper$l00........... ....... 3.3378 

• Not 8tated. 

TABLE XII 

TOWN 01' DUANE8BURGc- SCHENECTADY COUNTY 

A_age mu fief' aere letM.d on 19B5 a81Juament roU 

Farms - including woodlots not 
aeparately assessed .••••.......... 

1 pastore lot separately BSSeSSed ••••• 
1 brush lot separately assessed ...... . 
28 woodlots ISeparately assessed. . .. : 
Villags of Delanson and ~ther resi-

dential &1ld busin_ property .... . 
Railways and public utilitiea ....... . 
Personal property ................. . 

Area . Assessed value 

42,078 
29 : 
12 

359 

. $683 425 
'200 

50 
3,300 

409,255 
450,932 

13,237 

Assessed Tax 
value per 
per acre 

, acre . (in cents) 

116.24 
tl.90 
4.17 
9.19 

M.79 
19.88 
12.01 
,26.48 

•••• ~ • io 

~---~------~-~-----I 
Total.................. . . .. . ... ...... $1,560,399 

Tax Commission summary.,........ 42,666 1,660,398 
Total taxes levied exclusive of village 

taxes.............. .... .. .. .. .. . $44,956.57 ...... : 
Tn rate per $100.................. 2.8811 
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t - SummU7 aDd FiJldingl- ToWDI of Bo'riDa aDd Duueabq 
In thft town (If ROTina, it ... ill be ob9to.M'l'\i, th~ aTft'ag"e taus 

(1('1' a<,~ (If ~l\'ts asse.~t s..'paratt'ly on the roll are approxi
matt'ly tM sam~ as those in th~ adjoining town of Andt'60 for .hieb 
more ~plt't(' figures are aTailahle. 

Tht' town (If Duant"Sburg has the bigbest aT('Hge tUM ~I' a('re 
on W'(l(lo.lhmds ~ Sl'paratC!'17 from otb~1' Pl'OJ'('t't7 tbat -nre 
~nrountt'red in &n,.V of the towns uaminf'd ... ith the UCf'ption of 
tb~ town of Kingston, ... b~l'e all tans on rural pro~tV are ab
normally high. 

G-INI'L17ENCES AJ'noTINO GEnU!. VALIDITY OF 
A VERAOJ: TUES PD ACRB BASED ON snEC'BD 
TOWNS 

lour «mlmittfie was unable to di.~T('1' an.v fund of ~1N'tN 
matt'rial that wouM hne ~nablN it to formulate a ~U.groun.lN 
~)D('lusion as to wh~th~r or not tb~ NlSults dt'T('lo~ by the 
analyses of the tu ,,'\lIs in the towns selt'C'tt'd ~uld be tabn as 
l"('pre..~ntatiTe of tUM (1('1' atl"e in towns ~n('nlly. For the 
towns in the fOn'St p~'ene ~mties, tht'Nt is a ~at dtal of in
formathm aTailahle in tbe to rolls on rue in tbe offi('('JS of the 
State ('omptn)Jl ... r and the State ('"mSt'l'Tation ~mmission. ThMe 
rolls. as has all"t'ady ht't'll point~ out. da.."'Sify all lands in th~ 
l1'$~tiTe towns nlOI'(' (II' 1('$9 a('('uratt'.ly at<'()1'\ling to th~ da.."8i6-
('ation hitherto laid lioWll b,. th~ C(\1l\ptrollt'I"s~. t'nf(\!'tu
nat ('1,., the I'('sult$ haTe n~Tt.r bt'C'n tabulat('(i, and th~ limitN time 
at the liisl"l'lSal (If the «Immittt'C' pl't'T\'ntN its unJ('.rtu.in~ this 
work. {"ndt'1' the anlt'no.lmmt to S«'tion ZJ of th~ To Law, whieb 
f\la~i th~ t'Olltrol (w('r ICll.'al a~t'b..""'ml('nts of Stat~wnN wild (\I' 

fl'lrt"St lands in the bands ot the State To Commission, tht're would 
S('('lQ to be ample auth(lritr for requiring ICll.'al a.~SS\'\I'S to file 
summar~ n-ports ... hid, would mab it po.ss.ihle to t'Ompile 
promptlJ' and with l'MSOIlable a('('u",<',. tl~finite inf\)l"mation as 
to aT"eMlgt tans pt'r a<'l'e OIl Hl."h <If the dh~ of timbt.rland 
inTOlTN in ~Tt'ry town in the f,'I't$t p~~. 

In the ~unti~s outside of the fol't'lSt p~rw. on the othe.r band. 
it ... iIl requirt und~1' msting law an anal"T'Sis of a large numbt'.r <If 
sample rolls by the State to authoritit'S in 01'\\ ... .1' to arri\'& at any 
nIi,t t'Ondusi,'\ns on this point. nt'C'au~ <If the form ift ,..hic!'h th~ 
rolls art k('l't, $u('h a p1'\~ure ... ill not ont.T bt' diffiNllt in th~ 
~at majority of ('a~!l., but will ~ a~ut<'l.T impo...~hI. in $tUlle. 
The rolls in many towns are not k<'l't in su('h • mannt'.r as to form 
a ba...us fo.r analysis (In tht"Se ptunts. 

Whetht'r (II' not, th('~r(,I'('. the !'('SuIts (lbtaint'll by the «1m
miUt'e's analy$('$ (It saml'l~ towns aN ~nt't'ally applicahle ('an 
ont.T be ,tc!'t ... rmin('\\ by thtl instaU"ti,ln (If pt't'manent mal."binery 
in the State Tax (\lmmiSl.l.ion ,lt~~n('\l to MT1'lt'p m(lre rt'rworal 
mat~t'ial with • ~l"il\g "n tlle ",lints in qUt'Stlt'\ll. .\s the matt".r 
stands at pl't'lSf'!lt, the ('(\mmitt~ pN'$t'nts inf,'l'matit'n simply on 
six isolatf'd towns, (In on.,. thl't'e <If ,..hith it ,..as ~ble to deTelop 
relatiTely ~pl~te informatiOD. 
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There are certain factors, however, which affect the validity of 
the results obtained by your committee's analyses, even in the 
towns where the greatest amount of material was available. These 
are involved in the taxes levied by the towns for special improve
ment districts, and the taxes levied by the school dmfricts within 
the towns. 

1-Special District Taxes 
Towns may levy special taxes for a great number of special pur

poses. These taxes are levied simply on the property within the 
special district created by the action of local taxpayers for the 
purpose of defraying the costs of certain types of local improve
ments and of certain special services. They are included under 
the heading "amount for town purposes" on the Tax Commis
sion's summary, and enter into the general item" aggregate taxes" 
in that summary on which the committee based its figures for total 
taxes levied in the towns. 

If it had been possible to segregate and deduct with any degree 
of accuracy the items levied for these purposes within the special 
districts, it would have tended to lower somewhat the average 
taxes per acre levied on forest and agricultural lands. Because 
of the manner in which town finances are handled, however, and 
because of the rather loose budget system in use, the segregation 
of the items levied within special districts of this type could have 
been undertaken with assurance only after an audit of the town 
finances.-

In short, if it had been possible to eliminate those items which 
in the nature of things are rarely levied on forest property, the 
resultant taxes per acre would have been somewhat lower than 
those disclosed in our tables. 

2 -School District Taxes 
Among the items included in the tax levies which were distributed 

against all property in the towns was one for school taxes. This 
item in each case represented the total school taxes levied by all 
the school districts within the town. As II. matter of fact, these 
taxes are levied, not on the town as a whole, but on the individual 
districts within the town. Not infrequently the assessed value 
within such district does not coincide with the assessed valuation 
assigned to it on the town roll. Furthermore, expenditures per 
capita, or per thousand dollars of assessed valuation, vary widely 
from district to district, and result in extremely wide variations 
in the rates for school taxes among the several districts within the 
town. . 

In the town of Franklin, for instance, there are eleven school 
districts, each one of which levies its own taxes on its own tax roll. 
The aggregate assessed valuations for all the districts total 

• For a fuller description of town and district. bndgets and town and dis
trict financial reporting, see report of this committee submitted Feb~ 1, 
1923, pp. 194-195, and pp. 259-275. 
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$648,321, as compa,red with a total of $688,403 for the town roll. 
The tax rate in one district was 80 cents per $100 of assessed 
value as it appeared on the school district roll. In another, ithe 
rate was $8.37 per $100. 

In the town of Webb, on the other hand, there are only two 
school districts. The assessed valuations on the school rolls totaled 
$2,320,717, as compared with the Tax Commission's summary of 
$2,285,605 for the town roll, and the tax rates were $1.22 and $2 
per $100, resPElctively. 

Manifestly, variations in assessed values and tax rates, as 
between districts within the same town, must bring about extreme 
variations from the average tax burden per acre levied on the 
timber lands in these towns. Since, however, the committee was 
unable to obtain accurate maps showing the boundaries of the 
districts, it was impracticable to ascertain average tax levies per 
acre on lands distributed by school districts. 

That the extreme variations in tax burden per acre are not con
fined to the Adirondack mountain towns from which two of our 
examples were drawn is indicated by a manuscript table on file 
in the offices of the State Tax Commission. That table shows that 
among the 9,779 school districts for which reports were available, 
24 had school tax rates of less than 5 cents on the $100, while 1 
had a rate of $12.80. One-fourth of all the school districts had 
a school tax rate of 70 cents or less per $100; another quarter 
between 70 cents and 90 cents; another quarter between 90 cents 
and $1.20, and the remainder between $1.20 and $12.80. 

H - INFLUENCES AFFECTING THE VALIDITY OF ESTI. 
MATED TAXES PER ACRE ON BARE LAND VALUE 
UNDER THE ASSUMPTION OF THE EXEMPTION OF 
STANDING TIMBER FROM TAXATION 

Under Cases II and III, both of, which assume total exemption 
of all standing timber, taxes per acre on all classes of timberland 
in the towns of Webb, Frankli:n;- and Andes range between 3.7 
cents per acre and 9.58 cents. Any conclusions drawn from these 
figures, however, are. vitiated by the fact that the exemption of 
timber from taxation would undoubtedly tend to increase the 
market value of all lands suitable for timber production. In fact, 
the advocates of the single tax on the bare land value of forests 
only, base their arguments largely on the theory that the bare 
land value of a forest,.if standing timber were exempted, would 
tend to approximate what the foresters call the "expectation 
value" of a forest.- Your committee has been able to collect no 
reliable information on this point, but considers the theory well 
supported by general economic theory, and worthy of further 
study. Its practical application, however, would be difficult under 
our present system of decentralized and inexpert assessments, 
and would undoubtedly tend to increase the tax burden on other 

• Cf. Proceedings of the National Tax Association, 1922, Report of the Com· 
mittee on Forest Taxation, p. 131. 
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property during the long period required for the readjustment 
of values to the new conditions, and the adjustment of assessments 
to the new values. 

Under the latest proposals for a combined tax on bare land 
values and a tax on the timber yield when cut, on the other hand, 
as exemplified in the Massachuetts law of 1922, no mature forest 
is entitled '1.'0 exemption. Even the report of the committee just 
referred to would leave mature forests subject to the general prop
erty tax. Both theories of forest taxation: seem to proceed on 
the assumption tha'll it is an economic waste to hold timber after 
it becomes mature, and would extend the privileges of tax exemp
tion in the one case, or of deferred taxes in the other, only to 
those owners of mature timber lands who log their holdings and 
place them in 'tihe lumbered class. . 
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CHAPTER V - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
REGARDING FOREST TAXATION 

In summing up its conclusions on this phase of the work, YQur 
committee is well aware of the fact that its results are preliminary. 
Too little information is yet available relative to the t~able 
capacity of forests and the probable effects of the proposed 
changes in the law on the relative tax burdens on forestry and 
OIl other rural occupations to permit the formulation of a definite 
and well-grounded policy for the taxation of forests. 

A - GENERAL FINDINGS 
Certain general conclusions, however, seem to be fairly wen 

supported. Among these are the following: 

1-Tax Burdens per Acre Assumed in Cost Table Estimates ll\ 
. Excess of Actual Burdens 

In many of the tables of cost estimates which came to the atten
tion of the committee, the tax burdens per acre which were 
assumed in the estimates for purposes of compounding. raD frOID! 
25 to 30 cents per acre. The average tax burdens encountered 
in the towns studied were considerably below this figure. In the 
cases cited, in which the tax burden per acre reached a point well 
above the average, it was evident that the remedy lay, not in the 
abolition: of the general property tax, but in administrative a:p.d 
legislative measures for its more equitable enforcement in keeping 
with the plain intent of the present law. 

2 - Full Value Assessments Not a .Menace to Immature· Forest 
Property 

The distribution of the present tax burden on estimated full 
value assessments for all property. within a tax district would, 
contrary to the general opinion, llave resulted, in the towns 
analyzed, in lower average taxes on immature forests than those 
which are actually being levied on the basis of present assessed 
,·alues. The burden on forest plantations, and on virgin timber, 
would be considerably increased on the basis of general full value 
assessments. In the case of virgin· or other mature forests, how
ever, none of the proposals fol' "reform analyzed in Chapter 1I 
would provide any relief, and there seems to be some doubt among 
their proponents as to whether forest property of that type is 
entitled to any relief. For the present only a very small arel\. 
of timber land would be adversely affected by full value assess
ment in any event: It is estimated that only 3 per .cent of the 
area of the· forest preserve is. virgin· timber land.· 

• The Forest. of New York State. A. B. ;Recknagel,. ~923, p. 20. 
[851 
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8 __ Present Tax Burdens Are Not Ruinous 
Iri the absence of definite information as to the taxable capacity 

of any of the native forest types, it is nevertheless possible to draw 
certain conclusions relative to the infiuence of present taxes on 
forest management from other facts. . Less than one-hundredth 
of 1 per cent of the forest land in the 7,270,000 acres included 
within the forest preserve and fire towns went to tax sale in 1920, 
as compared with almost 10 per cent forty years previously. In 
addition to the 27 per cent of that area which is in State owner
ship and protected against cutting by the provisions of the State 
Constitution, about 7 per cent in private ownership is approach
ing a permanent yield basis, i. e., the annual cuttings on those 
land!!: are limited by the owners to the estimated amount of the 
annual increase in timber volume. Furthermore, the replanting 
Of privately owned forest lands has been proceeding since the 
War at a rapidly accelerating rate per annum. The increase in 
the rate of planting has been checked, not by the present tax 
system, but by the inability of the State nurseries to supply the 
demand for trees. 

These. facts, certainly, do not indicate any immediate and press
ing demand for a change in the method of taxing forests. 

, ...... Majority of Forest Tax Plans Proposed Would Increase 
Tax Burdens on Other Rural Occupations 

. . On the basis of our tables for the towns of Andes, Franklin 
and Webb, it is apparent that the exemption of standing timber 
from taxation would tend to increase the tax burdens on other 

. property in the communities. In many towns the available sup
ply of merchantable timber is small, and the annual proceeds of 
the yield tax under the several tax postponement plans would 
for·atime be almost negligible. In such towns the effect of plans 
of this. type on the tax burdens of other occupations would be 
practically identical for a considerable period of time with that 
of the proposals for the total exemption of timber. 

On the basis of the latest and most comprehensive material avail
able on the subject, it appears that agriculture is already subject 
to heavier general property taxes, when compared with either 
gross or net income, than almost any other occupation for 
which statistics have been compiled. Any plan, therefore, which 
involves any increase in burden on agricultural property should 
be subjected to the closest scrutiny from all angles before adoption. 

Only one of the several types of bills proposed for adoption in 
this State takes this factor into consideration. The bills in this 
class are those in Group III in Chapter I of this report. This 
plan would require the State to advance taxes to towns and coun
ties on privately owned timber Jands and to recoup itself from 
the proceeds of the yield tax. The practically compl!lte absence 
of adequate budget machinery in towns and counties;· the con-

• Cf. Report of this committee lubmitted February 1, 1923, Chapter VII. 
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stitutional restrictions imposed on the eontrol which the ·State 
Legislature and State administrative organizations can exercise 
over town assessments of privately owned taxable property j- and 
the eonfusion into which the State budget system would inevitably 
be thrown as a result of the adoption of these proposals, would 
tend to make the remedy sUggested worse than the disease. In 
fact, as has been pointed out in the previous section, any disease 
which may exist in this State as a result of the present method 
of taxing forests is a mild one at best, while the remedy proposed 
can by no means be considered so lightly. 

5 - Nearly All Plans for :rorest Tax Beform Now on the Statute 
Books Combine Two Elements 

Many of the forest tax laws now on the statute books in this 
and other states have treated tax amelioration or exemption not 
as an inherent right belonging to the owner on grounds of justice 
and equity, but as a privilege to be bought by the assumption of 
eertain obligations. In spite of the fact that State laws. sup
ported by judicial decisions, have delegated sweeping powers to 
urban eommunities looking to the exercise through zoning ordi
nances of the police power over private uses of privately owned 
property, DO similar general application of the same power has 
been made in this country to forest lands. With the exception 
of a few laws in certain ~tes requiring lumbermen to leave 
seed trees so as to provide for natural reseeding, the nearest 
approach to the exercise of the State's police power over forest 
lands is to be found in clauses incorporated in existing forest tax 
laws. In return for tax privileges granted by those laws-owners 
of timber lands submit to the specific application to their lands 
of the State's general police powers over all lands. 

This committee realizes clearly that it has no authorization . to 
make recommendations on conservation policies generally. Its 
seope is limited to the field of taxation and retrenchment. It feels 
justified in· recommending, however, that hereafter provisions for 
the limited application of the State's police power be eliminated 
from all forest tax bills before they receive further consideration. 
We believe that the State has adequate power to regulate private 
forests under its police powers, and that the tax program of the 
State with regard to forests should be determined solely in the light 
of 'the general tax system, with a view, of course, to its effect on 
forestry, just as all taxes are to be judged partially by their 
eeonomic effects.. Forestry interests which are willing to be sub
ject to State regulation prOtJided tax exemption is granted, should 
understand that the State has the right of regulation in the 
public interest and that voluntary submission to regulation can
not be traded in for any preferential legislation. 

• Cf. Report of the committee submitted March 1, 1922, pp. SS-M, aud sub
sequent report submitted February I, 1923, p. 118, pp. 126-127 aud pp. 1M-
156. 
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6-No Single Plan for Forest Tax Reform is Widely Supported 

The outstanding leaders among the advocates of forest tax 
reform are in marked disagreement among themselves concerning 
the proper plan to pursue. The pure bare land tax, the pure 
yield tax and combinations of the two; separate classification of 
certain limited types of forest land at the option of the owner, 
general classification of the same types without the option of the 
owner~ and general classification of all forest lands without excep
tion; central administration of the new laws and local administra
tion - each of these alternatives, as well as others, are proposed 
in a wide variety of combinations by small groups of earnest men, 
each with a limited following. When one takes simply the argu
ments which advocates of forest tax reform advance for and 
against the conflicting elements in the several programs, it becomes 
apparent that they almost completely cancel one another. 

1-Implied Constitutional Powers of Assessors to Nu1lify Legis
lative Enactments Regarding Assessments and Taxation 

As has been pointed out repeatedly in previous reports by your 
committee, local assessors have an almost arbitrary power over 
assessments for taxation. In those towns in this State where prac.
tically all the lands lie which are suitable for forest culture, the 
three elected town assessors sit as a board of review to pass on the 
accuracy of their own assessments. Aggrieved taxpayers -must 
appeal to the Supreme Court for relief if their arguments before 
the assessors themselves are fruitless. Except in the case of the 
larger property owners, the cost of appeals to the courts is so out 
of proportion to the savings in taxes that may reasonably be 
expected that the procedure is rarely resorted to. 

Under the protection of this arbitrary power, local assessors 
have nu.llified, net only the enactments of the Legislature -requir
ing full value assessments, but they have succeeded in nullifying 
also, where they so desired, the special laws for forest taxation 
which are already on the statute books. Until such time as steps 
can be taken to limit the powers wielded by town assessors by 
SUbjecting their acts to administrative review, on appeal both by 
individual taxpayers and by State and county administrative 
organizations, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to pass any 
special or general property tax law which cannot be similarly 
ignored. Any general law relating to the taxation of property 
as a whole, or any general or special law relating to one class of 
property, under present conditions, will tend to become special 
legislation for the benefit of the taxpayers who are able to afford 
relatively expensive court proceedings. The smaller taxpayers 
to whom such enactments are designed to apply will remain 
subject to the interpretation placed on those laws by the local 
assessors. 

It is essential, therefore, that almost any law for forest taxation 
must be preceded, in order to become generally effective, either 
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bya constitutional amendment giving the Legislature the power to 
provide administrative. boards of Teview, or by a reinterpretation 
by the courts of the clauses in the pr~ent :Constitution on whieh 
the arbitrary powers of the assessors rest. 

B- RECOMMENDATIONS FOR lMMEDIATE .:ACTION 
There are certain things which can be ;lone and which should 

be /lone at once in the way of providing a more equitable tax 
system for general .property, including forest property. 

l-Repeal.of~ection 16 of Tax x.s.w 

There is one point on which the forest tax committees which 
reported to the Nation.al Tax Association in 1913 and 1922, and 
the Ma~achusetts Commission of 1914 on the taxation of wild 
or forest lands are in substantial agreement. That point is the 
inadvisability of. extending the exemption from taxes to include 
the lands on which forests are located. Section 16 of the present 
Tax Law violates this principle in that it grants total exemption 
from taxes for a period of thirty-five years on both the land class· 
ified under it and the forest growth thereon. 

Your committee reeommendsthat this section of the law be 
repealed. The other laws enacted at the same time - section 17 
of the Tax Law and section 57 of the Conservation Law - while 
they appear to be ineffective and far from perfect in other respects, 
are not open to this criticism. Until such time as general legislation 
covering all forests can be formulated, as hereinafter proposed, 
it is snggested that these sections be left on the statute books in 
their present form. Pending the proposed enactment of laws pro
viding for the administrative review of assessments for taxes, these 
sections may serve a useful purpose in provitling avenues of escape 
for owners of small properties which aJ,"e assessed at .a higher 
percentage of full value than other properties In the ,same tax 
district. 

2 -.Limitation of Arbitrary ;Powers of toeal Assessors and ;Pro
vision of Administrative ;Review 

Under the limitations imposed by existing judicialinterpreta
tions of the State Constitution, local authoJjties alone are respon
sible for making assessments o-f the property lying within their· 
respective tax districts. To make matters worse, the existing gen
eral law applicable to towns combines the functions of 8&'lessing 
and of passing on grievances in aboard of three elected assessors. 
The injustice, as well as the administrative ·defects inherent in 
this plan have been pointed out at length in {)hapter V of the 
report of this committee which was submitted in 1923, and have 
been summarized in a previous section of . this report. 

Since the submission of the report for 1923, the Legislature has 
enacted into law an· amendment (chapter 565-1923) to the special 
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law gonrning assessments in W tStchester County. which permits 
an,. t01l'D in that county to replace the p~t board of t.hIft 
elected ~rs b,. one appointed &&&e!IIIOr. and to TeSt the powers 
of renew onr u;esmlenta in a wparatel,. appointed lOW'll board 
of renew. This law is espeeialJ,. interesting. nol only ~ause it 
repl"e!Ients the most recent attempt on the part of the Lrgislature 
to corrcrl t.he eril refernd to. but also because it ~ms to indicate 
elearl,. t.be limits ~yond which the Ugislature eaDDoi go without 
ex~g its ~itutjonal P01l'en.. Cnli! ncb time as further 
power is gnnted the Lt-gislature, the committee recommendJ that 
the provisions of this law be made gent"ral in their application., 
so that any town in the State may aTail i~ of ita prorisions. 
In the larger to'tl'DS. at l~ this plan would dON a eompara
tively inexpensin method of appeal from disproportionate &iIIiIeID
ments to a board which was not immediately concerned in making 
the ~ent in question. 

In compliance with prenous recommendations of JODI' com
mittet". a resolution (S. &12) 11"&8 introduced which propo!!ed an 
amendment to the Constitution designed to remon the present 
limitations on the powers of the Legislature over local assessments. 
Opposition to the form of this proposed amendment denloped 
during the session. Your committee has endeavol?d to m~t these 
obje<1ions in a revi.sIN draft. Its adoption &hould go fa.r to ~ 
move the danger of di"proportiQnate asses:smmts, and should grant 
relief in the more glaring c~ of iMquality in the asst'Smlent of 
forest lands which your committee discovered in its study. 

3-Amendment of SectiODS of Tu Law ao,euling Agemnen\ 
of State.Gwnecl Wild or Fond Land 

In this coDDection. it is only n~ry to repeat ~rtain recom. 
mt'ndations embodied on pag't'S 15G-152 of the last prenous report 
of this committ~. These recommendations may be brie.fty nm. 
marized as follOW'S: 

That the State Tax Dtopartmeot be nsted with authority to 
value Statt"-Owoed wild or forest lands for purpo!ilPS of tuation 
at thcir full markt-t value. and to ~rtify to the local assessors the 
cquaIized value of the lands involved under a plan of proct'dure 
similar to that DOW followed with reference to the assesmK'nt of. 
and rerti6cation of equalized TSlue on. ~jaI franchi.sN. 

Subsequent to the nbmission of these recommendations, the 
Lt-gislature enacted into law (in chapter 650-1!r-3) a portion of 
these recommmdations. The power of npenision over local 
&.'!Se5SWf'nts of Statt"-OWDed wild or forest lands _as taken out of 
the hands of the State Comptroller, where it had previousl,. rested. 
and Tested in the State Tax Commission _here it logicall,. ~Iongs. 
No action was takeD. however. to make the Tax Commission respon
sible for the actual valuation in lifll of the local assessors. nor to 
gnnt the Commis5ion power to ~rtify the equalizN TSlues of 
property of this type to the local asses&OI'I for inelusion in the 
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tax rolls. Y OlD" eommiUee again reeommends that these pro
Tisions be enaeted into Jaw with a view to removing the existing 
inequalities under the present plan of BJRPSSing such property, 
and to eliminating the constant frietion between State and local 
authorities .... hich now arises. Because of the great amount of 
preliminary work that .... ould be involved in the transition, earl! 
should be taken not to make the Jaw efreetiTe immediately. Suffi.. 
aent time should be allowed the State Tax Department to Jay 
the foundation for its valuations before the Jaw takes effect. 

The more important results, however, which might be expected 
from this reform .... ould not lie in the field simply of the more 
aeeurate and equitable assessment of State-owned forest lands, 
but in the opportunity .... hich would be opened to the Tax Depart
ment to eolleet and eorreIate a vast amount of information on 
forest lands in general. On the basis of the definite and reliable 
information neeessary to discharge the duty of valuing State lands, 
it should be posmole to formulate a workable general tax Jaw for 
forest property that .... ould meet all the needs of the situation as 
it exists in this State today. The experienee gained in the exer
rise of the functions ereated by such a Jaw, furthermore. would 
be innluable in the administration of such general tax Jaws for 
forest lands or other rm-al property as ~<Pbt be enacted on the 
basis of the information eolleeted. 

C-UCO:MMEl.mATIONS FOR I'URTBn ST'UDY 
As has already been pointed out in Chapter II of this report, 

the first serious attempt to arrive at a workable and equitable 
forest tax Jaw in this eountry is embodied in the report of the 
National Conservation Cmrunis;ion in 1909.- Practically all of 
the plans for forest taxation in Groups II and ill which were 
discussed in the first chapter of this report, and certain of the 
elements in the bill in Group IV, may be traced directly to the 
seTeral alternative proposals discussed in that docoment. It has 
already been pointed out that the major reeommendation embodied 
in that report - that for the pure yield tax - has been super
seded by the proposals eontained in the latest report of the eom
mittee on forest taxation (1922) of the National Tax .Association. 
This development is espeeially signifieant because the author of the 
forest tax study in the Conservation Commission report of 1909 
.... as also the chairman of the National Tax .Association's eom
mittee in 1922. 

Among the more important points on which the majority of 
students of forest taxation are eoming to be in snbstantial 1Ican!&
ment is this: That any workable forest tax law must be general 
in its applieation at least with respect to all forest property within 
a fertain well defined ela.ss. Even in states .... here the Legislature 
has power to elassify property for taxation, certain eonstitutional 

-:Report of :s'aw-J ~ o-mi ..... 1901, Vol. n. Tasatica of 
'l'illlherJa.ts, .". Fftd Bogen Fairddld, pp. 581~. 
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objections have been raised to restricting such laws to a limited 
subdivision of the general class of forest property. It is not 
necessary to go into this at present beyond pointing out that the 
question has been seriously raised. Granting, however, the 
validity of the arguments for general and not special laws for 
forest taxation, it becomes evident that all bills containing pro
visions for optional classification and for a quid pro quo must 
be faulty in principle. This would at once eliminate from further 
consideration all bills in -Groups II and III. 

So far as your committee has been able to ascertain, the pro
posals for forest tax reform which meet the test of general applica
bility, and which are not open to the charge that they would 
seriously disturb local finances, fall under three heads, briefly 
described below. They should be further studied in the light of 
facts which develop in the course of the work of the State Tax 
Commission. 

1-Plan for Annual "l'axes on Forest Land Based on Discounted 
Value of 'Ultimate Yield Tax . 

The plan for annual taxes on forest property which with interest 
thereon are to be applied on the yield tax levied on the stumpage 
when the forest is cut, was proposed briefly as one variation of 
the yield tax plan in the Conservation Commission report of 1909. 
Since that time it has been developed through the efforts of 
Mr. Louis S. Murphy, Forest Eoonomist of the United States Forest 
Service, and a brief exposition of its major features may be found 
in the Proceedings of the National Tax '~onference held in 1921.
An attempt has been made to develop this plan somewhat more in 
detail in connection with tentative outlines for forest tax programs 
in Minnesota and in New Hampshire. Up to the present, however, 
the plan has not been put into operation in any State. 

Necessarily, so radical a departure from the existing methods 
of assessment and taxation as this plan represents must involve 
a rather complicated procedure during the transition period, and 
a great deal more centralized control over local assessments than 
is at present possible in the State of New York. It is not improb
able that the salient features of this plan could be adapted .for 
use in a simpler administrative scheme than that proposed. 

2 - Plan for Tax on Bare Land Value Only 
This plan, as has already been pointed out, is that advocated 

by the 1922 committee of the National Tax Association, and repre
sents a modification of the tax on the expectation value of forests, 
which was discussed in the National Conservation Commission 
report of 1909. That report said: 

c: In the case of forests, the tax based on income may be 
applied in either of two ways, (1) as a tax on the yield when
ever any timber is cut, or (2) as an annual tax on the present 

• Remarks of Louis S. Murphy, Proc. Nat'! Tax Conf., 1921, pp. 5z-ii15. 
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capital value of the forests, based oli. all its expected future 
incomes and expenditures - what the foresters call' expecta
tion value'. To illustrate by a single example, suppose that 
a forest is so managed as to yield' a net' income of $150 sixty 
years from today, and again every sixty years thereafter, 
without any cost of planting. If interest is at five per cent, 
a simple calculation will show that the present expectation 
value of ihe forest is $8.47. Suppose it is desired to tax this 
forest at the rate of 20 per cent of its net income. This may 
be accomplished either by a tax of 20 per cent of the net 
yield whenever it occ11rs, or' by an annual tax of 1 per cent 
of the expectation value. The first would mean: a tax of $30 
paid every sixty years when the timber was cut. The second 
would mean a tax of 8% cents paid every year. The present 
value of the two taxes - that is $30 paid sixty years from 
date and every sixty years thereafter, and 8% cents paid 
every year, beginning at once ~ is exactly the same."· 

Because of the difficulties· involved in ascertaining the expecta
tion value of a forest, as well as because of other difficulties· in 
administration whwh the tax on' expectation value would involve, 
this alternative was later rejected in the' course of the report cited 
ilt favor of the pue yield tax .on timber when cut. The objections 
to that plan, however, from the standpoint of local tax administra
tion have been brought home forcibly to the author of the report in 
the meantime, andiJ} 1922 in the, report· of his commit'tee to the 
National Tax Association, which has previously been cited, he 
advocated a variation of his original' tax on .. expectation value," 
in the form of a tax on bare land V'alueonly. As was pointed 
out in the concluding section of Chapter IV, the advocacy of this 
plan by the committee ot the National' Tax. Association' is. based 
on the assumption that the total exemption of' standing ti:/nbel"' 
would cause the bare land value of the forest to: approXimate the 
forester's e:;pectation value. . . 

Under a more general and direct supervision over-'loca! assess" 
ments than is now possible in the State of New York, this ptan -'
provided the assumption on which it is based proves to' be well 
founded - would be the simplest to administer' of' ill' the general 
plans for forest taxation which have been advanced. 'It has the
further advantage - always provided, of'. course, that· .the theory 
on which it is founded proves to be tenable ~of pointing the way 
to a plan which would be of general application not only to forest 
property, but to other rural property as well; In view of'your 
committee's findings in Chapter III of this repllrt, agricultural' 
property: would seem tQ be quite as much entitled'to cOnsideration 
in the tax laws as forest property. 

3-PIan. for Tu on Capital·V eJue o~ ,Forest P1:"operiy' 
This plan is one suggested . in tentative form by Mr. Louis, S., 

Murphy, forest economist of the' United States Forest, SerVice; 

• Report of National Conservation Commission (1909), Vol. n, p. 615. 



in the COW'Se of an address read before a ~nt Washington State 
forestry eonfeftnee. and later published in the issue of the W,sf 
Coos, L •• bt7Wloa for October IS. 19"23. 

In the eourse of the pa~ llr. Murphy. after stating that the 
vieW'S expnssed were his 01l'1l and ... ere not n~y shared b:r 
the Forest Sernee, pointed out that, ... ht-ther ... e liked it or not,. 
the ~neral propert:r tax 11'&5 the SIOUfte of by far the gftater part 
(If all in~me of state and loea! government in all the forty
eight states. He then proeeeded to outline Tezy briefly a plan 
for forest taxation ... hieh ~d be integrated ... ith the administra
tion of the general property tax. ... hieh 1I'Ould provide an unbroken 
stream of revenue to loeal governing bodies, and ... hieh ... ould at 
the same time proteet the owner of immature timber lands against 
onerous taxes. 

The plan ... ould seem to be based on the theory that under a 
well administeftd scheme of &SSeSSDlt"nts the ~neral properv tax 
is levied against most property on a ruuation that dll:idy appl"lU:
imates the eapital value of the property, i ' .. the value on ... hieJa. 
it ean earn a ftturn .t the going rate of inteftSt.. 

Mr. Murphy's plan involves simply the eD.l'rent tantion of 
forests on their eapital value, ... hieh be takes to be the ~ue at 
... hieh other property, roughly speaking, is ~ under the 
~neral property tu.. t"nfortunatel..T, the adJnin.Nntin details 
requiftd to put the plan into pn.etiee haTe not ~t been pubfu.hed.. 

D-GElinAL CONCL'USIONS 
In eonelusion, your eommittee ... ishes to emphasUe this fad

that forest taut ion eannot be ~deftd as a st"pante and ~ 
tinct problem apart from all other tax probl~ Any approaeh 
to the subjeet from a vie..-point limiteJ. in this manner must 
either be barrea of the results hoped for or ebe must nsult in 
raising up ne ... problems regaNing otht-r t&Doble!! property. 

There is DO intention on the part of your eommittee to imply 
that the ~neral propeorV tax eoostitutes an ideal form of tau
tion for forest property. Far from it. The time element alone
the u.istenee of large amounts of property subjeet to ft('Uttl'nt 
annual taxes on ... hich no immediate return ean be obtaineJ. 
unless by premature eutting - makes it ~ntial that some better 
plan of taxation be found. The same arguments apply also,. bo ... -
ever, to m.any other tn>es of property t&ubl", under that laW'. 
The fU'Dler ... bo is endeaTOring to build up the fertility of bis 
land by the use of fert.ili.ur and the adoption of a long term erop 
roUtion; the dairyman and the stoekman ... bo are building up 
neW' ~ros by breeding; the fruit grower ... bo is setting out a ne ... 
orchard that 1I'ill not eome into bearing for a period of ye-ars; 
the rail ... .,. or publie utility ... hieh, in designing neW' struet1ll'eS,. 
takes into aeeount. not only present n~ but aL;o probable future 
requirements - all of these are subject also to annually reeUlftDt 
tues under the pl'ftlll'nt 1 .... on property ... hi~h ean in no sense be 
eonsidered immediately prodUetiT~ The diJrereoee betllreen prop-
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erties of this kind and forests is one of degree rather than of 
kind, in so far as the effects of the general property tax is 
concerned. 

The time has passed, in our complicated modern economic and 
social life, when a better system of taxation for this, that, or the 
other type of property can be devised on the basis of inspiration 
or improvisation. Our statute books are full of the results of 
such efforts. Solid advancement must be based on an analysis 
of facts, and before the facts can be analyzed they must first be 
collected, tested and correlated. That is a task: which can be 
accomplished best by a full-time administrative organization, eon
tinuing from one year to another. For this reason the committee 
is especially anxious to· have the State Tax Department charged. 
with the duty of assessing and equalizing the State-owned forest 
lands. This Itfup would meet the need for facts; it would provide 
the administrative machinery for eollecting, analyzing and eorre
lating them, and it would furnish the incentive for carrying the 
work through. 
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CHAPTER VI - THE TAXATION OF PUBLIC UTILITIE~ 

A -SUMMARY OF THE 1922 STUDY 

In the report of this committee to the Legislature in 1922· a 
careful analysis of public utility taxes was presented. In that 
report we presented (1) an analysis of the tax laws of this State 
affecting public utilities, (2) an analysis of the public utility tax 
laws of the other States, (3) a detailed statistical study of the 
tax burden imposed upon public utilities in this State by present 
laws, (4) a critical appraisal of the New York State system, and 
(5) a concrete pJ,"ogram of legislation and constitutional amend
ment by means of which the taxation of public utilities in this 
State might be brought into line with the State tax system and 
with the demands of justice and fiscal policy. It is our p:urpose 
to summarize the outstanding features of that study at this point. 

Provisions of Tax Law 
In view of the changes which have been made in the Tax Law 

since the 1922 report of this committee, it is necessary to revise 
slightly the digest which was presented of the provisions of the 
Tax Law concerning the taxation of public utilities. These may 
be summarized as follows: 

(1) All public utility corporations are subject to State fran
chise taxes: (a) In the case of steam railroads, telegraph and 
telephone companies and all other transportation companies, 
except elevated and surface railroads not operated by steam, the 
general franchise tax is based upon the par value of the capital 
stock: of the corporation assignable to New York State. The 
capital stock" of a corporation doing business both within and 
without the State is assigned in proportion to the location of the 
gross assets. The rate of the tax is one-fourth of one mill on 
each dollar of par value of stock for eac1;t 1 per ceni of dividends 
if the dividends made or declared are 6 per cent or more. .But 
in any case, and if the dividend is less than 6 per cent, a corpora
tion must pay a minimum tax of not less than $10 nor less than 
one mill per dollar of net value of capital stock assignable to New 
York State. This net value shall not be less than $5 per share, 

• Legislative Document (1922) No. 72. 
Note- In view of the fact that the major portion of the report regarding 

the taxation of Public Utilities was prepared before we, the undersigned, were 
members of the joint committee, we wish to make clear that we are not suffi
ciently informed as to those matters either to approve or disapprove of the 
conclusions reached in relation thereto. 

Signed,]j'. TRUBEE. DAVISON. 
W. L. PRATT. 

f99) 
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nor than the difference between the assets and" the liabilities, nor 
than the average price of stock sold during the year. (b) Ele
vated and surface railroads not operated by steam pay 1 per: cent 
of their gross earnings from all sources within the State, and 3 
per cent upon the amount of dividends in excess of 4 per cent 
upon the actual amount of paid-up capital. (c) Water, gas and 
electric companies are similarly taxed. at % per cent on gross 
earnings from all sources within the State, and 3 per cent upon 
dividends in excess of 4 per cent. (Tax Law, sections 182, 185, 
186.) 

(2) Steam railroads, other transportation corporations (except 
elevated or surface railroads not operated by steam) and tele
graph and telephone corporations are subject also to the addi
tional-franchise tax. This is a tax of one-half of 1 per CI'.nt of 
gross intra-state earnings (beginning and terminating within the 
State). (Tax Law, section 184.) 

(3) The special-franchise tax is imposed upon all public utility 
corporations. It is a property tax upon the value of the right 
to occupation and use of the streets, highways, public places, or 
public waters of the State. The value of tangible property situ
ated upon such streets, highways, etc.; is included. The State 
Tax Commission determines annually the value of special fran
chises subject to assessment in each city, town or village. Upon 
these values, as finally equalized, the local authorities levy the 
local property tax rate. (Tax Law, sections 44-49.) 

(4) Finally all public utility corporations are subject to a 
State tax on real estate, which, with the exception of the fran
chise, is locally assessed, and to the local general property tax 
on real estate and tangible personal property (except that assessed 
with special franchises). (Tax Law, articles 1-5.) 

Except for the immaterial changes which have been made in 
section 182 of the Tax Law with regard to the general franchise 
tax, it will be seen that the State system of taxes on public utili
ties has not been altered since the extensive study made of these 
taxes by this committee in 1922. Nor has there been any marked 
change in the economic factors involved. It is, therefore, reason
able to assume the conditions which we found to exist at that 
time are equally true a1; the present time. We may, therefore, 
repeat here what we emphasized at that time. 

Defects of New York State Public Utility Taxes 
New York's taxation of public utility corporations is not a 

unified system based upon any recognized principle. It has grown 
up historically by piecemeal legislation applied at different times 
to different classes of corporations. The result violates nearly 
all the canons of sound taxation. 
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Lack of Certainty: 
Certainty is one of the most essential features of a good tax 

system. Certainty requires that a tax be based upon and meas
ured by certain definite indices, which should be matters of fa'lt 
readily ascertainable by both the taxing officials and the taxpayer. 
Determination of the amount of tax due from any taxpayer should 
not be a matter of personal judgment. No matter how upright 
lind efficient the taxing officials, no matter how willing the tax
payer to contribute his fair share, taxes based on judgment and 
opinion are sure to lead to inequality and suspicion. 4.t thc 
worst, the result will be gross injustice and corruption. 

New York's taxation of public utility corporations is marred 
by great uncertainty. This is noticeably true of the special fran
chise tax. There is no entirely satisfactory way of determining 
the precise value of the special franchises to use the public high
ways. Such determination necessarily involves a large measure 
of personal judgment. Given exactly the same data, two experts 
of equal ability and honesty would never, except by accident, 
arrive at the same result. This situation is recognized by the 
Tax Commission in the methods for determining intangible fran
chise values which it has adopted in accordance with the so-called 
"net earnings rule" as prescribed by the courts, 1.. 6., by capital
izing the profits of the corporation in excess of a certain rate upon 
the value of the investment. This is probably the best way out 
of the difficulty, but the arbitrariness of the method and the 
nncertainty of the factors involved (in particular the value of the 
investment and the rate of interest) are strong testimony to the 
impossibility of finding any certain measure of intangible fran-
chise value. . 

The tangible part of the special franchise tax presents scarcely 
less difficulty. How are the tracks, wires, poles, conduits, etc., 
of a public utility corporation to be valued? There is difference 
of opinion as to the proper basis of valuation (cost, replacement 
value, etc., with or without depreciation) and when a method is 
decided upon, the result itself is always a matter of opiniori, 
mqre or less trustworthy. Such property is of value only as 
part of the whole equipment of the corporation as a going concern. 
Its separate valuation as a basis of taxation will always involve 
serious uncertainty. 

As evidence of the difficulties which confront the State Tax 
Commission in administering the special franchise tax, the follow
ing extract from the Commission's annual report for 1919· is 
pertinent: 

"Because of unusual and what appeared to be abnormal 
conditions during the past three years, increased cost of labor 
and material, and because of the fact that most of these public 
utilities are operating at a rate fixed before these changes in 
operating costs occurred, the computation of these values in 
many instances has become exceedingly difficult and complex, 

• Page 24. 
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and the 'commission, believing that the value of the special 
franchise privilege ought not to be subject to violent fluctua
tions, either up or down, has deemed it fair as between the 
corporations and the public, to base its computations upon 
a condition shown by an average period of five years where 
this would produce fair valuations. This has been done 
without committing the commission to a hard and fast rule, 
but has been applied in the exercise of its best judgment to 
do as far as possible equal and exact justice in all cases." 

What has been said of the special franchise tax applies also to 
the general property tax, especially to the tax upon personal prop
erty. A~sessments are always a matter of judgment, often pre
senting the widest latitude for difference of opinion. The fatal 
uncertainty of the tax on personal property is too well known to 
require further explanation or emphasis in this report. 

A.rbitrariness: 

A sound tax system will not be arbitrary, except as required 
by the necessities of effective administration. Arbitrariness means 
inequality and so defeats, the requirement of justice. Arbitrari
ness is the natural result of uncertainty, as has been shown by 
the example of the special franchise tax. Arbitrariness may also 
occur in the statute itself. The general franchise tax on steam 
railroads and certain other transportation corporations and on 
telegraph and telephone companies is a case in 'point. The tax 
is based on the par value of the capital stock. Now par value 
may agree with the real value of the capital or it may not. Gen
erally par value is meaningless as an index of either the book 
value or the market value of the investment. This fact is recog
nized in the statute, where the tax rate is made to depend also 
upon the dividend rate, the relation between assets and liabilities, 
and the market value of the stock. This is at best a clumsy 
att.empt to put meaning into the" tax on capital stock, to correct 
an arbitrary method by means of arbitrary refinements.. T!!e 
result can scarcely be called a success from the standpomt of 
equitable taxation. 

The present taxes on dividends are based on no logical prin
ciple. Corporation taxes are to be regarded either as an impost 
upon the corporation as an entity or as a means of indirectly 
taxing the stockholders. Most of the existing taxes embody the 
former idea. On the other hand, the taxes on dividends, which 
form part of the franchise taxes on electric, elevated and surface 
railroads and water, gas and electric companies, involve the prin
ciple of a tax upon the stockholders. There is no excuse for a 
tax on dividends, if the purpose is to tax the corporation as such. 
In that case sueh a tax should be imposed on all corporate profits, 
whether distributed in dividends or not. On the other hand, if 
the purpose is to tax the stockholders upon their income from 
investment in utility corporations, the present taxes on dividends 
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are' a very crude device. The correct means to this end is the 
individual income tax. New York now has the individual income 
tax and there is no longer any excuse for the collection of taxes 
on corporations based on dividends declared or paid. 

Lack of SimpZicity: 
An important feature of a good tax system is simplicity. The 

extraordinary complexity of the New York tax on public utility 
corporations is obvious from the most cursory survey. It is indi
cated by the mere abstract of the laws given above. It is empha
sized by the criticisms which have already been made. The gen
eral franchise tax upon steam railroads, etc., with its complicated 
system of rates on capital stock varying according to dividend 
rates, relation of assets and liabilities, and average price of stock 
sold, furnishes a fine example of failure to secure simplicity. I, 

The complexities of the special franchise tax have been expos~ 
in the criticism already made upon that tax. 

The lack of simplicity in the general property tax is well know . 
It arises in part from the difficulties inherent in the assessmen 
of the complicated properties of the. public utility corporations. 
In part it is the result of local administration. A great rail. 
road system or telegraph company is taxed on odd bits Of it~ 
tracks or lines in hundreds of tax districts. Its officers must keep 
track of thousands of different assessments and thousands of dif
ferent levies at as many different rates. It receives thousand.~ 
of different tax bills for amounts varying from thousands of dol
lars down .to a few cents. An enormous burden, quite in addition 
to the actual amount of its taxes, is thus placed upon the larger 
public utility corporations. 

The New York system is the result of historical growth. There 
is no logical necessity for such lack. of simplicity. No tax ought 
to be so complicated as the general franchise tax on steam rail
roads, etc. TherE; is no need of so many different taxes or so 
much differen"lle between the several clailSes of corporations. The 
lack of simplicity is a heavy burden upon lfJhe taxing officials. . It 
is a burden and a source of annoyance to the taxpayers. It de
feats equality and justice. 

There is an important aspect of complexity which is often over
looked. The 'unnecessary cost of administering a tax is a dead 
loss. In return for taxes paid the citizens presumably receive 
governmental services. But it is only the net proceeds of a tax 
which enable the government to perform its services. The burden 
of a tax is measured by the amount taken from the taxpayers. 
The benefit is measured, at best, by the net yield of the tax to 
the government. The difference between these amounts ,is . the 
cost of administration. A certain cost is of course unavoidable. 
But any excess above the necessary minimum is a dead loss. A 
century and a half ago Adam Smith, in his now famous maxims 
of taxation, made this statement: "Every tax ought to be so 
contrived as both to take out and to keep out of· the pockets of 
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the people as little as possible over and above what it brings into 
the public treasury of the state.·" The more complicated the 
tax, the greater is the cost of administration. There can be no 
doubt that the simplification of the taxes on public utility cor
porations would materially reduce the dead loss of taxation in 
New York and make possible either increased service from the 
government or a reduced burden on the taxpayers. 

The dead loss from taxation appears not only in the excessive 
cost to the State. It is just as truly represented by the burden 
of time and expense imposed upon the taxpayer in complying with 
complicated tax laws. The labor of keeping special accounts, of 
filling out complicated forms, of deciding doubtful points in the 
interpretation of the facts or Qf the law, of contesting assessments, 
etc., .necessitates an expenditure for clerical force, accountants, 
tax experts, and attorneys, which is a very serious burden to 
many corporations. 

In order to secure some indication of what this means to the 
public utilities of the State, the committee sent a questionnaire 
t9 the companies asking for an estimate of the expenses involved 
in paying their taxes and contesting their assessments. The de
tailed results of this inquiry are given in Part II of the 1922 
report. It is obvious that, due to difficulties of accurate segre
gation, the expenses as reported contain & considerable margin of 
error. In general it appears that, for 330 out of a total of 1.62:3 
corporations circularized, the total annual expenses involved in 
paying their taxes aggregated no less than $256,868. In addition 
to this, 98 companies reported an annual cost of contesting assess
ments of $109,917. Of the total, $366,785, 48 per cent represents 
costs connected with the special franchise tax. 

Whatever can be done to introduce simplicity into the tax 
system will relieve the taxpayers of what has become a very 
material business expense and will by just so much reduce the 
dead loss burden of taxation. 

Unjust Ineq1«JWy: 

The final and most serious defect of the New York system of 
public utility taxes is their capricious inequality. In his famous 
canons of taxation, Adam Smith places "equality" at the head 
of the list. For similar reasons this committee devoted the major 
part of its attention in 1921-1922 to an extended statistical study 
of public utility and other taxes. This scientific study of tax 

"burdens showed three facts: (1) that public utility taxes when 
compared with other taxes are in many cases grossly unfair; 
(2) that some kinds of public utilities are taxed much more 
heavily than others; and (3) that present taxes fall very much 
mOre heavily JlPon some individual companies than upon others 
of the same class or kind. In other words, there is inequality as 
between individuals in the same class, between classes, and be-

. Wealth of Nations, Book V, chap. 2. 
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tween utilities as a whole and other businesses; This seems to 
exhaust the possibilities of inequality. 

The inequalities which exist as between individual corporations 
of the same class is well illustrated in the following table: 

CLust 

RELATION OF TOTAL STATE AND LooAL TAXES '1'0 Nm INCOME 

Electric RlJIi.llcays in New York· State, 1911-1920 * 

Number 
in 

oIuI 

PERCENTAGE OP NET INOOKB PAID IN TAXE8-Nmmn 
PumG 

Number !------------~------------~-------------
showing 
deficit Less 

than 
50 per 
cent 

50 
per cent 

to 99 
per cent 

100 200 
per cent per cent 
to 149 to 249 

per cent per cent 

250 
percent 
to 299 

percent 

600 
per cent 
to 649 

per cent· 

A ........ 10 3 4 2 1 ······3 ....... i 
B ........ 27 S 10 4 1 ...... i 
C ........ 19 11 4 1 2 .------ ------

Total •.. 56 22 18 7 4 3 

• Based aD the average annual fa..: payments and the average annual income. See 1922 report 
p. 104. Medians are used as averages in these tables. 

t eta. A corporations are those with operating revenue 11.000,000 or over. Class B those with 
operating revenues from $100,000 to SI,OOO,OO~. Cl .... C thoae with operating revenue I .... than 
1100,000. 

While the inequalities prevailing in this group are more ac
centuated than in any other, the general situation presented is 
typical. 

The following table shows the lack of equality as between the 
various groups of public service corporations: 

RELATION OF TOTAL TAXES '1'0 NET INCOME* 

Public Service Oorporations Operating at a Profit, 1011-1920 
Percentage 

Public Utilities 
Steam Railroads t .................................. . 
Electric Rail1Vays ................................... . 
TelepllPne and Telegraph * ........................... . 
Gas and Electric ................................. : .. . 

Electric light and power...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.7 
Gas and electric .( combined) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2R. 1 
Gas (manufacturing) .................... 2i.O 
Gas (natural) .......................... 11:8 

of Taxes to 
Net Income 

27.25 
44.40 
16.20 
23.30 

These figures indicate clearly the caprICIOUS nature of the 
. present State ta.x system as applied to the various classes of 

utilities. 

• This table is based on 1922 report, pp. 248,256. 
t This percentage is 30.85 if operating roads only are included. * This percentage is 22.70 if retq,rns from one large company, primarily 

a holding company, are excluded. 
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While it is more difficult to compare utility taxes with taxes on 
other corporations in a significant way, the following· fi.,"1ll'es are 
roughly comparable. They are fully presented and discussed in 
our 1922 report~ 

P,",lic Ltilllin: 
Steam Railroads ............................... . 
Electrie Railways •............................... 
Telephone and Tell"graph Companies .............. . 
Gas and Eleetrie Companies ...................... . 

F~ IMfm.fioM: 

Pereent.sge 
of Taxes to 
Net Income 

27.25 
44.40 
16.20 
23.30 

National Banks •................................. 8.1 
State Banks •.............•.................. .... 9.6 
Trust Companies ................................ 10.3 
In~tment Companies ........................... 3.3 
Sal'ings Banks •...............................•.. 6.80 
~re Insuran~ Companie&........................ 5.10 
~re and Marine Companies....................... 5.71 

Otr--B~u CorponatioM: 
Mereantile and Manufaduring Companies........ .. 8.65 

The figures for public utilities are based on the table above. 
The fi.,oures for financial institutions are for the year 19:!O alone. 
They are based on the 1922 report, pages 183, 196, 267. In the 
case of insurance companies, real estate taxes are not included. 
The median has been used as the. avera,,"e except in the case of 
banks, trust and investment companies where the mean is used. 

In making these comparisons, the relation of taxes to net income 
has been used. While this method of comparison is subjeet to 
certain reservations, there appears to be no bett~r general basis 
for considering tax burdens. In reviewing these figures. here, the 
committ~ wishes to haye it clearly understood that they are to 
be considered in connl'Ction with the detailed supporting material 
presented in Part II of our 1922 report. 

Summary of Recommendations 
As a result of the uncertainty, arbitrariness, complexity and 

inequality of the present taxes on public utilities, we outlined a. 
fundamental reyision of the State tax system as' applied to these 
corporations. We recommend (1) the abandonment of the State 
franchise tax. including the additional franchise tax on steam. 
railroads, certain other transportation companies, and telegraph 
and telephone companies, retainiqg, under one alternatiye, only 
the gross receipts tax in an alt&ed form; (2) the development of 
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a substitute for the special franchise tax; (3) the amendment of 
the State Constitution so that the elimination of the present special 
franchise tai will not operate to reduce the borrowing power of 
municipalities, and (4) the simplification of the general property 
tax by (a) defining the definition of real estate, (b) giving up 
the taxation of tangible personal property, and (c) providing for 
technical assistance by the State 'l'ax Department to local assessors 
in arriving at the values of specialized types of real estate.· 

After a careful consideration of the taxation of public utilities 
on the (a) ad valorem basis, (b) the capitalization basis, and 
(c) the earnings basis, we recommend earnings as the most satis
factory basis for conditions existing at the present time in New 
York State. We therefore recommend, as an initial step, the 
adoption of a tax on public utilities based on the elements of both 
gross and net income, which will replace the present series of State 
taxes and be articulated with the special franchise tax so long 
as it remains in existence, replaeing it entirely after the passage 
of the proposed constitutional amendment. 

The rates suggested by the committee were as follows: 
Every company shall pay an annual tax which shall be based 

on gross earnings and which shall be the percentage of gross earn
ings fixed herein: 

(a) When it has no net earnings or its net earnings do not 
excecd 5 per cent of its gross earnings -1 per cent; 

(b) When'its net earnings exceed 5 per cent of its gross 
earnings but do not exceed 10 per cent -I%, per cent; 

( c) When its net earnings exceed 10 per cent of its gross 
. earnings but do not exceed 15 per cent -1% per cent; . 

(d) When its net earnings exceed 15 per ceni of its gross 
earnings but do not exceed 20 per cent -1 % per cent; 

(e) When its net earnings exceed 20 per cent of its gross 
earnings but do not exceed 25 per cent - 2 per cent; 

(f) When its net earnings exceed 25 per cent of its gross 
earnings but do not exceed 30 per cent - 2% per cent; 

(g) When its net earnings exceed 30 per cent of its gross 
earnings but do not exceed 35 per cent - 2% per cent; 

(h) When its net earnings exceed 35 per cent of its gross 
earnings but do not exceed 40 per cent - 2%, per cent; 

(i) When its net earnings exceed 40 per cent of its gross 
earnings - 3 per cent .. 

Calculations by the staff of the committee indicated that these 
rates would produce $350,000 less than the present taxes on public 
utilities. RailrQads as a group, which were found to be taxed 
at a relatively low rate as compared with other groups, would 
pay substantially more than DOW, and all the other classes of 
utilities would pay slightly less. Under the changes recommended, 
the ineqUalities as between groups and as between individual cor
porations would largely disappear, and in place of the present 

• For a detailed discussion of these recommendations see 1\12i!. report, 
p. lOOfr. 
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hodge-podge' of uncertain, arbitrary and complex laws, the State 
would have a well-rounded system of public utility taxes whi{!h 
would provide for a transition to fairer taxes without overlooking 
the fiscal needs of the State and the localities. 

B - DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 1922 

The Constitutional Amendment 
The most important specific recommendation of the committee 

in 1922 was the passage by the Legislature and the ratification by 
the voters of an amendment to the State Constitution which would 
pave the way for the new prograin of utility taxes. Under the 
provisions of the Constitution (Art. VIII, § 10), the debt limit 
of cities is fixed at 10 per cent of the assessed valuation of tax
able real estate. The Tax Law defines special franchises as real 
estate (Art. 1, § 2, par. 6). Special franchise valuations as car
ried on the local assessment-rolls are, therefore, taxable real estate 
and form part of the base from which debt limits are computed. 
The original historical and fiscal reason for this classification of 
special franchises, with their large elements of intangible value, 
as real estate, is explained in our earlier reports and will not 
be repeated here.· This unscientific classification, however, now 
serves to hinder new and better methods of taxation, because the 
special franchise valuations cannot be wiped off the local rolls
and this would follow with a revised tax system-without cutting 
down the borrowing power of the units of local government. To 
eliminate this practical difficulty, the committee had drafted and 
presented an amendment to the constitution which provided in 
effect that the elimination of special franchises as real estate 
should not cut down the local borrowing power. This amendment 
was reported favorably and passed through both houses of the 
Legislature in 1922 and again in 1923. At no time was it subject 
to criticism or alteration. The /lInendment was purely technical 
in character. It gave no additional powers to any unit of govern
ment. Its sole purpose was to clear away a practical difficulty 
which stood in the way of tax reform. 

Unexpected Opposition 
When this amendment appeared on the ballot in the fall of 1923, 

it soon became evident that there was a well-organized opposition 
to the amendment. An anonymous attack was widely circulated 
and on the basis of this a number of disinterested and influential 
individuals and organizations opposed the amendment. Some of 
these same individuals and organizations had previously endorsed 
it, and none of them had come forward with specific suggestions 
when the amendmcnt was still before the Legislature. The com
mittee ,vas gratified to find, however, that the opponents of the 
amendment were, nevertheless, in complete accord with the com
mittee'8 program for a revision of the public utility taxes. Their 

• 192i Report, p. 15; 1922 Report, p. 106. 
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opposition was directed, not at the thing which the committee 
desired to effect, but solely at the detailed provisions of the 
amendment. 

Failure of the Amendment 
It is always difficult to secure the ratification of a technical 

amendment, and as was natural with the opposition which devel
oped, the amendment failed at the polls, though only by 45,000 
votes. In New York City, where the opposition was the strongest 
and where the statements in reply prepared by the committee 
received publicity, the vote was in favor of the amendment by 
55,000 votes. In Albany the amendment was endorsed by a two
to-one vote. The tax amendment polled the lightest vote of any 
question submitted at the November election. 

Simplification of Franchise Law 
A second development, since the presentation of our report, is 

the enactment of chapter 408 of the Laws of 1922, amending 
section 182 of the Tax Law. This change was made on the sug
gestion of the Tax Department and in conformity with the recom
mendations of this committee. The new provision serves to sim
plify the franchise tax on corporations somewhat and to facilitate 
the administration of the law. Its provisions are outlined above 
in the first section of this chapter. 

While a number of bills were presented by the committee deal
ing with public utility taxation, together with its 1922 report, it 
has not' been our intention to press for their consideration until 
after the ratification of the constitutional amendment dealing with 
debt limits. 

C - THE PROBLEM OF APPORTIONMENT 

Nature of the Problem 
One of the great difficulties confronting the committee in devis

ing fair taxes for public utilities is thll problem presented by cor
porations whose business is carried (In partially outside of the 
State of New York. Take a railway, for example: We in New 
York cannot lay a tax on all of its property or all of its earnings 
both within and without the State. That would not be constitu
tional, and it would not be fair. How, then, are we to determine 
what part of the property or what part of the gross or net earnings 
is legitimately taxable in this state' This question is known as 
the problem of apportionment, because it cannot be solved without 
working out methods whereby we may apportion to each State its 
fair share of the property or of the earnings of the corporation 
in question. 
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An mustration 

An unusual illustration of the need for a fair determination of 
this question is presented in 8 case arising under a public utility 
tax in the State of Nevada. The Nevada-California Power Com
pany generates its electricity from water power in California, 
and transmits the power to Nevada, where it is sold to mining com
panies. Two-thirds of the power company's investment, including 
reservoirs, canals, and generating plants, is situated in California. 
while the balance, consisting of transmission lines, is in Nevada~ 
The Nenda Tax Commission, capitalizing the net earnings of thc 
company, found its total value in both States to be in the neigh
borhood of $!,OOO,OOO. They also found that 85 per cent of its 
transmission system was in Nevada and, therefore, credited Nevada 

. with 85 per cent of the full value of the properly as the taxable 
valuation in the State of Nevada. The court said:-

"It is futile to urge that 85 per cent of the company's 
income is earned in Nevada. There is no evidence to that 
effect. Eighty-five per cent of the income may be collected 
in Nevada. because Nevada affords the company its principal 
market. The commission utterly ignored the fact that the 
company earns a part of its income by the use of its water 
rights, reservoirs, ditches, pipe lines and power plant. The 
company is engaged in two lines of business: it is a manu
facturer, and as such its entire business is in California; there 
it generates all its power. It is also engaged in transmitting 
to, and selling electric power in Southern Nevada. If Nevada 
can capitalize all the net earnings of the company, both as 
a manufacturer in California arid as a distributor in Nevada, 
and appropriate 85 per cent of the capitalized value for 
assessment and taxation, why may not the tax commission of 
California with equal justice capitalize the gross earnings of 
the company in both states, and tax the entire value thus 
ascertained because all the property used in manufacturing 
the company's product is situated in that state' Further
more, if 85 per cent of the company's income is earned in 
Nevada., it necessarily follows that the earning power of each 
dollar invested by the company in Nevada transmission lines 
is more than eleven-fold greater than the earning power of 
each dollar invested in the California water rights and power 
plant." 

This illustration calls attentioJ;l to the importance of a practical 
solution of the problem of apportionment. The effort must be . 
made to guard against a method of apportionment which is unfair 
to the taxpayer or unfair to the States involved. In either case 
there is danger that the courts will override the taxes levied, the 
methods of administration and possibly even the Tax Law itself. 

-Nevada-California.Power Company v. Hamilton (235 F:ederal 326). 
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Apportionmen' Problem Universal 
The problem of apportionment arises not alone in connection 

with an earnings tax such as this committee has recommended. 
It is equally present in any other form of public utility tax. In 
fact, the case cited above arose under a property tax. The fact 
is that a public utility must be considered as a unit whether it is 
taxed on the ad. valorem basis, the capitalization basis or the earn
ings basis. And where a utility extends into more than one State, 
the unit system automatically raises the question "How much of 
the value, how much of the capitalization, how much of the earn
ings falls in this state or that state!" Those who have criticized the 
tax proposal made by the committee because of the difficulties of 
apportionment in¥olved ha,e apparently overlooked the fact that 
the problem ·of apportionment cannot be dodged under any system 
of public utility taxes. The difficulties involved in an earnings 
tax upon public utilities are no more complex than those involved 
in other forms of such taxation. The apparent difficulty of our 
program is due solely to the fact that we have endeavored to meet 
the situation adequately, while many simpler proposals endeavor 
to dodge the issue completely. 

Method of Approach 

In studying this question your committee has joined forces with 
the Committee on Public Gtility Taxes of the Xational Tax Ass0-
ciation.· By this method it has been possible to avoid duplication 
in our research work and to make possible the brin",oing together 
of more information and points of view. 

There are various methods of apportionment. In the case of 
railroads, for example, track mileage may be used. With such a 
measure of apportionment the total ,"alue, or the total earnings, 
of a railroad are dirided, for tax purposes, among the States 
through which the system runs in proportion to the number of 
miles of track lying in each State. There are other possible 
measures, sueh as car mileage, train mileage, and traffic units. 
Such units may be used singly or in combination. These.!Wd 
other measures are discussed below. They are mentioned here 
solely as illustrations. 
. Obviously each kind of utility must be studied separately to 
determine what units may be used for apportioning property or 
earnings among the States. Car miles cannot be used in the case 
of telephone companies nor can the number of telephone ~-

• This eommittee is made up of the following individuals: 
J. G. Armson, State Tax Commission of Minnesota, St. Paul. 
Fred R. Fairchild, Yale l."niversity, New Haven. 
F. N. Fletcher, Nevada Pnblie Eeonomy Lea"vue, P. O. Box 485, Reno. 
E. N. Goodwin, Union Tank Line. 43 Exchange Plaee, New York City. 
Frank B. J-, State :C-rd of Taus and A_ent of N. J., Trenton. 
M. T. Sanders, Northern Paeme Railway Co., St. Paul. 
F. N. WhitDey, Western Uuion Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway, New 

York City. 
Freder;c:: ~f. r.l~ <·n(>?rt, Cl::"::.:in. 
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ments be used with a pipe line company. It is, therefore, neces
sary to list and arrange the public utilities which must be sepa
rately studied. This is done in the following table: 

Public U tiZitie, Ola,Biji-etJ 

I - Steam railroad 
Street railway 
Express 
Pipe line 
Car line 
Parlor, sleeping and dining car 

II - Telephone " 
'relegraph 
Cable 

III-Canal 
Bridge 
Tunnel 

IV - 'Motor transport 
V - Electric light and power 

Hydro-electric 
Gas 
Water 
Heating 
Refrigerating 

VI - Steamship 
Ferry 
Lighterage 
'rowing 
Canal boat 

For each utility it is necessary (1) to examine the character of 
the business and to determine to what form of investment or 
activity the "earnings of that business are attributable; (2) to 
determine by actual examination of representative companies in 
each class what measures may be readily ascertained from the 
normal administrative and accounting records; (3) to make a 
tentative selection of the most satisfactory measures of apportion
ment; (4) to apply the apportionment measures determined upon 
to a considerable number of individual corporations in order to 
test out the operation of the measure, and then, (5) after the 
approved measure has been officially adopted and put into use, 
to study its practical operation critically to discover at what points 
it may be improved. This last step is particularly necessary 
because the problems of public utilities and their methods of opera
tion are continually undergoing change. The recent recognition 
of the "recapture" principle in rate regulation may serve to alter 
the situation entirely. 

Characteristics Desired in Appcrtionment Measures 

In selecting units of measurement to be used.in apportionment 
formulae, it is desirable to decide in advance what characteristics 
are desirable. In the opinion of the committee, measurements of 
apportionment should be: 

1. Relevant - distinctly related to the utility and its tax-
paying capacity. . 

2. Accurate - so that it may serve as a fair index. 
3. Simple - for reasons of adn,inistration and public policy. 
4. Actual - based upon measurable facts as distinguished 

from judgments and guesses_ 
5. Accessible - in the normal administrative and account

in records of a public utility. 
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6. Distinct - especially where several measures are used 
in combination. so that the same basic factors may not be 
reflected more than once.-

In few cases is it possible to satisfy all of these criteria. In the 
following paragraphs the Y:trious utilities are discussed and the 
effort made to present apportionment measures which will possess 
these characteristics. 

D-APPORTIONMENT MEASURES FOB. INDIVIDUAL 
UTILITIES. t 

Railroads 
The eommittee has had opportunity to examine most closely the 

problem of apportionment in connection with railroads. We have 
examined the following methods of apportionment: 

All-track mileage. 
Single-track mileage. 
Xet earnings. 
Gross earnings. 
Car mileage. 
Train mileage. 
Car and locomotive mileage. 
Traffic units (ton and passenger units combined). 
Physical valuation. 

Track JIileage: 

Single-track mileage is not & satisfactory index of property dis. 
tribution because it ignores terminals, nor is it a fair inde.x of 
business done, because it ignores density of traffic. All·track 
mileage which makes allowance for double tracking, sidings, ete., 
serves to overcome both of these shortClomings to a considerable 
degree. Where there are terminals, there are more tracks; where 
business is heavy, there are additional lines. Neverthe!l"ss, eV('.n 
all-track mileage has its weaknesses. For example, a State may 
haye 10 per cent of the all-track mileage of a railway system, but 
not 10 per eent of the value or the business. 

• An illostration will serre to t'larify this last point. Among the units 
,,-llic.-h may be ulK'd for apportiooing railrol"'! earnings are (8 I eat' mileage. 
(hI loromotive mill"age, aod (e) c.-ar and loromotive mile~oe. A study of 
thees factora will show that distributions based on Cat' mileage and loeo
motive mileage are almost identi(,8l under normal ci",umstaocea, and of 
eoune that ear and loromotive mileage, tbe third unit, is nothing more 
than the other t .. o eombined. In oth"r words, these unita are not" distinl"t .. 
-they do not measure separate featuns of the railroad businesa. As a 
result. if two or more of them are need in an apportionml!llt formula, the 
effect is the eame aa if ooe of them were ueed two or more times. It is 
poeeible to determin" etatistieally wbl!n two units are distinct and to what 
extent. 

tIn tl.is ~tion we have follo,.-ed closelv the tentative conclusions reached 
:o;"tl~· with the National Tax AsaociatioD Olmmittee. 
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Net Earnings: 
Strange as it may seem, net earnings is perhaps the worst of all 

measures of apportionment. If net earnings figures were accurate 
there could be no need of a method of allocation; but the fact is 
that figures showing net earnings by States are so inexact as to 
be meaningless. System net earnings are accurate and exact, 
because they represent what is left after deducting the total system 
operating expenses from the total system gross earnings; but when 
attempt is made to ascertain what part of the net was made in 
each State, the task is hopeless. Many State commissions call for 
a report of net earnings by States, and in attempted compliance 
with the demand railroad accountants have worked out. certain 
formulae for producing the figure; but a great part of system 
expenses are insusceptible of localization, and the result is that 
operating expenses allocated to a State do not even approximate 
the true figure. One State is given much less than her fair share . 
of the total expense; another is given vastly more than her proper 
amount. This is now so obvious, and so well recognized, that few 
States pay any attention to net figures by States, either for valua
tion purposes or as fixing a ratio for apportionment. In any case 
the use of the so-called "net earnings" measure as a means for 
determining the apportionment of net earnings is merely chasing 
ourselves in a circle. 

Gross Earnings: 
This is a commonly accepted method of allocation. It is 

regarded by some as the best of all the methods. It must not bc 
thought, however, that figures showing gross earnings by States 
are strictly accurate. They. are always the result of formulae 
and do not purport to be the actual earnings made within the 
State. Interstate carriers have two classes of gross earnings, intra-

• state, or local earnings, and interstate earnings. The former are 
those made on business both beginning and ending in the State. 
They are easily ascertainable and are absolutely accurate. Not so 
with the interstate gross earnings, whose allooation to the several 
States over which the shipment paSlSes is arbitrarily made. A com
mon plan of allocation is to give to a State that ratio of the gross 
revenue derived from a single shipment which the mileage in that 
State bears to the total miles hauled. The effect of this is to 
give an undue earning power to a State having a long mileage 
across it, where the greftt bulk of the interstate business merely 
passes over the State. The committee believes, however, that gross 
earnings are a necessary element in an apportionmcnt formula. 

Car Mileage: 
This is frequently used as a mean.'i of dividing system value 

between the States. It answers the question: "Of the total miles 
traveled by all the cars oil the system, how many miles were trav
eled in a given state Y" The ratio thus found is roughly indica
tive of the relath'e amount of business done in a given St1te, but, 
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as Professor Meyer points out, it fails to take account of the 
nature of the traffic, the character of the haul, the utilization of 
car capacity and other equally important transportation factors. 

Train jllileage: 

This method has little to recommend it, because it does not 
accurately reflect either earnings or density of traffic. In a mOun
tainous State trains cannot be made up of as many cars as are 
pulled in a prairie State. The result is, more trains to perform 
the same volume of work. The car mileage basis has a good deal 
in its favor; the train mileage has nothing. 

Car and Locomotive Mileage: 
On the -theory that some weight should be given to train mileage, 

but not as much weight as is given car mileage, Judge Haugen, 
of the Wisconsin Tax Commission, devised the car and locomotive 
mileage l,>asis. Tliis plan, as the name indicates, throws together 
the miles traveled by both the cars and the locomotives, and finds 
the ratio for the given State. This shows where the business is 
handled, and for this reason it is worthy of consideration. 

Traffic Units: 

A method of apportionment originating also with Judge Haugen 
and having much to recommend it. It ascertains how many tons 
of freight and how many passengers were carried one mile on 
the system and in the State, and from these figures the State ratio 
is produced. It may be objected that this plan ignores the char
acter of the traffic and the nature of the haul, but any method 
suggested is open to attack, and Judge Haugen's scheme is not 
more subject to criticism than are any of the other methods. 

Physical Valuation: 

It is almost impossible to arrive at a satisfactory physical valua
tion of a railway system. In fact, this is one of the "reasons for 
the general abandonment of physical valuation as the basis of rail
way taxation. The ~hief difficulty, however, if} not the appraisal 
of the system, but the determination of an evaluation which would 
be fair, in comparison with other property. This difficulty ceases 
to be an obstacle when physical valuation is used merely as a basis 
of apportionment, inasmuch as all that is needed is the compara
tive figure. Physical valuation is a poor index of business done _ 
or of earnings. When compared with traffic units, it shows the 
highest degree of deviation of any of the indices here discussed, 
and, therefore, it is important that it should be employed as one 
of the apportionment faetors.. In addition to this, physical valua-
tion is of course the very best index of property distribution, and 
if the alternative gr08S-net tax -is to be an exclusive tax,_ in 
lieu of property taxes, distribution of property deserves some 
recognition. 
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The phrase C C physical valuation," as used here, is broadly used 
and in fact refers not to cc value" but to cc cost," cc cost of repro
duction" or cc investment," terms very different from cc value. " 

A Oomposite Basis: 
There is not a single known and accepted basis of allocation 

which is not 'weak at one point or another. Anyone of them 
might work out admirably in one State, but produce an a'Qsurd 
result in 'another State. No one method is a safe guide to dis
tribution, and hence it is necessary to use a composite basis, 
employing, however, only those bases which have something to 
rellC'JDmend them. Too often composites are made up of units, 
some of which are good and some of which are bad. Composites 
and averages cannot be found by throwing in the bad with the 
good, ,and if a method such as the single-track basis 'is concededly 
wrong, it should never be permitted in a calculation to produce an 
average. 

Of the nine methods of apportionment above referred to, we 
would use these five: All-track mileage; car mileage; physical 
valuation; traffic units, and gross earnings. Noone is wholly 
satisfactory, but they complement one another, work substantial 
justice between the several States, and appear to come as close 
to accuracy as the complex nature of the subject will permit. 

As :fluctuations may occur in any of these figures, it is better 
to use them by five-y~ar averages, as this tends toward stability 
and obviates freakish increases or decreases. However, the all
track mileage and physical valuation should be used as of the end 
of the last calendar year, and not for a five-year average, as, 
otherwise, newly constructed mileage or terminals would not receive 
proper recognition. 

Test Application: 
Before definitely adopting the basis of apportionment suggested 

above for railroads, it will be necessary to secure from various 
railway systems the statistical data by means of which the validity 
of the app'ortionment formula may be tested. Through the kind
ness of the Northern Pacific Railway Company the committee has 
secured certain pertinent information. The following table pre
sents this material and shows the various ratios for each State 
through which the Northern Pacific railway passes. The cor
responding percentage distribution under the apportionment for
,mula recommended by the committee is indicated in column 11 of 
the following table, and seems to work out very equitably as 
between the States. 
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PaBCBlf'I'AGB DmmiB1n'IOlf BY SrATBS 0" TRACK, Tiu.Pnc, EAmmtGS A1fD 

VALUAftOlf 0 .. DIll NoB'ftlll1llf PACU'lC R..ux.WAY (1922) 

STAB 
All ~F. Gross Car 

track track . eamings mileage 

(3)" 7 (1) (2) (5) (6) 
W"1IICOII8iu. •.•..•........ 1.83 1.86 .. .82 .68 
Minnesota .............. 19.08 15.131 32.00 25.42 22.47 
North Dakota .......... 18.76 23.16 16.91 15.90 17.26 
MontaDa ............... 23.51 24.74 29.62 27.09 33.56 
Idaho ............•..... 4.24 

~:~I 
1.98 3.23 3.M 

WashiDgton ............ 31.86 19.49 27.26 22.M 
On!gon ................. .74 .84 .. .28 .14 

Committee 

Train Car and Traffic Physical formula 
STAftI locomotive average of[ 

mileage mileage UDits valuation columns 
(2}(5)(6)(9}(10) 

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
W"1IICOII8iu. .••....... I.M .73 .52 1.75 1.12 
Minnesota .......... 20.90 22.53 25.08 20.43 22.50 
North Dakota ...... 17.99 17.15 16.84 13.78 16.51 
MontaDa ........... 29.85 33.23 31.67 25.04 28.17 
Idaho .............. 3.79 3.51 3.40 3.86 3.66 
WashiDgton ........ 25.m 22.69 22.35 M.30 27.62 
On!gon ............. .33 .15 .13 .84 .42 

100.00 

The committee made an effort to secure similar information from 
the larger railway systems passing through New York State. -The 
material available, however, is so much less complete than that 
presented in the table above that it was decided not to present it 
at this time. 
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The relation of traffic units to the other measures reported in 
above table is computed in the following table: 

CORRELATION OF TRAFFIC UNITS WITH OTHER MEASUBES 

(Based on Preceding 'fable) 

Car mileage .......................................... . 
Car and locomotive mileage ............................ . 
Train mileage ........................................ . 
All-track ............................................. . 
Gross earnings ............ ' ............................ . 
Net earnings ......................................... . 
Single track ........................................... . 
Physical valuation .................................... . 

Coefficient of 
Correlation· 

.996 

.996 

.985 

.911 

.980 

.967 

.892 

.890 

An examination of the statistics for the Northern Pacific Rail
way Company indicates that the States through which the North
ern Pacific passes are not sufficiently diversified in their character, 
in spit~ of the variation in the density of population, traffic and 
other factors, to bring into relief the discrimination which would 
result from the use of the less satisfactory measures or apportion
ment. A critical examination of the first table will show, however, 
the points at which the recommended formula irons out the ine
qualities of other measures. 

Other Utilities 

Hydro-Electric and Pmver Companies: 
The interstate apportionment of hydro-electric and power com

pany taxes raises a question which is more difficult of solution 
than is the case with railways. In the case of the hydro-electric 
and power companies there is a relatively large amount of invest
ment in property ina single plant. The application of the alter
native gross or net tax as an exclusive tax, means that the locality 
and the State in which the power plant is located will demand 
considerable recognition of property in the apportionment formula. 

Two methods of apportionment have, been suggested. The first 
of these is to apportion one-half of the earnings on the basis of 
geographical distribution of the physical valuation of the property 
as measured in dollars and cents and the remaining half on the 
basis of the gross receipts. This method of apportionment is not 

• A method frequently used by engineers, Bcientists and statisticians for 
measuring the relationship between two sets of figures is called corrl'lation; 
and the measure of relationship is known as a "coefficient of correlation." 
When two numbers are compared with each other, it is customary to express 
one in terms of percentage of the other. A pereentage is thus a measure 
of relationship between two figures. Similarly. a coefficient of t"orrelntion is 
a meaBure of the relationship between hDO sels of figures. In this table we 
are comparing all the figures in column 9 of the previous table of railway 
statistics BucceBBively with the sets of figures in each of the other columns. 
A coefficient of correlation of 1.00 is considered II perfect relationship. 
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unlike that which we have recommended for the apportionm~nt of 
income of mercantile and manufacturing corporations. - The chief 
objection to this proposal is that it requires physical appraisal, the 
very factor we are eildeavoring to escape through the elimination 
of the general property tax on public utilities. Nevertheless, as 
in the case of the railroads, it may be said that the use of valua
tion in an apportionment formula is not subject to the same criti
cisms as the use of valuation as a tax base. The second suggestion 
made to the committee is that the power plant and the distributing 
system be considered separately. Under such a plan the power 
plant would be assumed to sell its power to the distributing sys
tem at an arbitrary figure to be based on the schedules on file 
with the Public Service Commission for other consumers and on 
the wholesale charges made by other similar companies in the 
State. The distributing system earnings would then be appor
tioned on the basis of wire mileage. We hesitate to recommend 
so complicated a sYstem, though we recognize that it may be neces
sary to adopt some such procedure in dealing with a public utility 
of this character. 

Street Railways: 
There appear to be two main types of street railways from the 

standpoint of business administration; first, the railway which 
buys its power and maintains only track, rolling stock, car barns, 
and executive offices; and second, the railway which manufactures 
its owri power or part of its power and maintains, in addition to 
the type of property listed for other street railways, power plants 
and additional transmission lines. These power plants may be 
either hydro-electric or steam. 

In the case of the street railway which buys its power, the com
mittee suggests that the apportionment be based on two factors
car miles and physical valuation. In the case of street railways 
which manufacture their own power, the committee believes, as in 
the case of .power companies above, that there might be an arbi
trary segregation of the power plant from the remaining property 
of the railway, and that the remaining business may be appor
tioned in accordance with the method recommended for ordinary 
street railways. The diffitlulty entailed in segregating the power 
plant from the operating property is so great, however, that the 
committee is not prepared to urge this method of apportionment 
until a much more careful study of the situation can be -qnder
taken. Though we have received a good deal of assistance o~ this 
point from public utility corporations, we are not yet satisfied that 
some better method of apportionment cannot be found. 

Express Companies: 
In the case of express companies almost the entire gross and 

net receipts are derived from the collection, transportation and 
delivery of packages. The physical property owned by express 

*1922 Report, p. 123. 
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companies is' a negligible factor in an·iving at tax-paying ability 
or obligation_ In view of this fact, even under an ad valorem 
system of taxation the franchise value, or" in other words, the 
earning capacity, has taken a very prominent place in tax evalua
tions. From the standpoint of apportionment the express busines.c; 
presents a difficult problem. The present administrative and 
accounting records do not divide the business by States. In cer
tain jurisdictions an effort is made to segregate the business, but 
this distribution is purely arbitrary and fictitious. State lines 
mean nothing in the express business. The cost of an actual seg
regation of way-bills and the apportionment of interstate way
bills, in accordance with mileage, appears to be prohibitive under 
the present system of express administration. The average express 
shipment is reported to be less than $2. This emphasizes the 
large cost which woUld be entailed in requiring express companies 
to set up segregated records. After due consideration it appears 
to the committee that the problem here is to find an index, not 
of property distribution, but of business done. We, therefore, 
suggest that the ratio of apportionment be built up from the 
following three factors: (a) Salaries and wages, (b) gross 
receipts, (c) mileage or wheelage. 

The committee has not been able to work out to its own satis
faction the last factor entering into this apportionment formula. 
Before proceeding with this question it will be necessary to learn 
more definitely what basis is used by the railroads in charging 
express companies for service. 

Pipe Lines: 
There are two types of pipe lines, gathering lines and trunk 

lines. In this State, trunk lines only are to be found. These are 
usually of 8-inch pipe, though larger and smaller sizes are occa
sionally used. On the basis of these facts we recommend that 
earnings be apportioned within and without the State on the basis 
of pipe-line mileage. All non-standard-size pipe should be con
verted on the basis of capacity to an 8-inch unit, so that the mile
age will represent 8-inch pipe throughout. 

Car Lines: 
There are a number of corporations which own cars and lease 

them to shippers. These cars are usually of a specialized type. 
In developing a measure of apportion.me!nt for such car lines, 
wheelage appears to furnish the most satisfactory index under 
normal circumstances. Further examination of this question may 
make it advisable to allow for idle cars and for the time element. 
Where corporations own cars and use them only incidentally; just 
as department stores use their delivery wagons, earnings attribu
table to the cars probably do not meet the expenses, so that there 
would be no net earnings and practically no gross earnings to tax, 
even if it were decided to apply the alternative gross or net tax 
to such cars. 
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From some points of view private cars are in competition with 
car line companies, so that it seems only fair to work out some 
basis for the taxation of these private cars so that they may not 
have a discriminatory advantage. 

Parlor and Sleeping Cars: 
The eommittee has not succeeded in securing definite informa

tion as to the administrative and accounting records kept by parlor 
and sleeping car companies. On the basis of such information as 
we have, however, it would appear that the interstate apportion
ment for such public utilities should be based upon (a) wh1!elage 
and (b) gross receipts. If it is possible, however, to show the 
passenger miles, this should be substituted for gross receipts. 

Telephones: 

The nature of the telephone business needs no elaborate state
ment here. An examination of the methods of operation and of 
the administrative and accounting records kept by the telephone 
companies shows that the problem of interstate apportionment can 
be worked out more simply than this committee anticipated before 
going into the matter. It appears that our telephone systems 
are made up of two distin~t kinds of business; these are, first, 
local telephone units, serving individual cities and their surround
ings, and second, trunk lines or toll lines connecting these local 
systems. Seventy-five to 80 per cent of the telephone business 
in the United States is intrastate. There is, of course, no ques
tion of interstate apportionment for this part of the telephone 
business. The administrative and accounting records make it 
possible to separate this business without difficulty, except in a 
very few instances. The remaining 25 per cent of the telephone 
business is handled over the toll lines. Time and distance are 
the two factors entering into telephone service charges, both 
to the public and in intercompany charges. It is, therefore. the 
suggestion of the committee, first, that the intrastate business be 
allocated definitely to the several States; second, that the inter
state business be allocated to the States in proportion to the rela
tive use of the wires in a given Statc, considering both time and 
distance. 

Telegraph and Cable Companies: 
The natural method of apportionment for telegraph companies 

is wire mileage. This is an index both of the physical valuation 
and of the business factor. In the case of cable companies, wire 
mileage and gross receipts appear. to be the most satisfactory 
apportionment index. • 

In order that there may be substantial uniformity as between 
companies operating cable lines alone and companies operating 
both cables and telegraph lines, the committee suggests that in the 
latter case the cables and the cable business be segregated from 
the land telegraph lines for purposes of taxation. 
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Higluroy Transport Compa"J€s: 
In flle ease of highway transport eompanies, traffic units offer 

the ob\"ious means of apportionment. There are., however, serious 
difficulties in measuring such units under present conditions. Only 
a few motor transport companies keep accurate reeords from which 
units may be derived. 

Nat·,gatiml COlllpa"~S: 

In the case of steamship eompanies, eanal boat eompanies and 
otller nangation lines, the eommittee has not been suceessful in 
securing any definite information with regard to the business 
methods or administrative and aceountin~ reeords. It seems that 
such companies are at present satisfied with the tax systems of the 
States and prefer to let slet'ping dogs lie. This reaction which 
the committet' gets, tends to eonfirm the suspicion that navigation' 
companies are, perhaps, too well satisfied with their burden of 
tues. as eompared with other public utilities. 

CO"dNs108: 
The suggestions which are here offered with regard to units of 

measurement for ineorporation in apportionment formulae are 
from the nature of the case tentative. It has been our purpose 
rather to outline the method which must be followed in working 
out a solution of the problem of apportionment than to endeavor 
to solve it in this report. 

E-TAXATION AND RECAPTURE 

Since this committee prepared its program of public utility 
taxation, the United States Supreme Court has reudered a decision 
which is of the utmost importance in eonnection with the tuation 
and regulation of public utilities. ,This decision was handed down 
in the Dayton-Goo..;;e Creek Railway case in October, 1923.-

The Dayton-Goose Creek R:Ulway Case 
The Dayton-Goose Creek Railway ease arose under the United 

States Tram:portation Act of 1920. The part of that aet which 
is of particular importance to us here is the so-ealled "reeapture" 
provision. "Cnder tbc transportation act the Interstate Commerce 
Commission fixes the valuation and the transportation rates of 
railways and determines what a :reasonable return on the inTest
ment is. The "recapture" sections provide that the earnings' of 
a railway above a rellsonable return are to be placed in a special 
fund, one-half of which is to be used exclusively for certain 
specified purposes and oue-half of which is turned over to the 

• Darton-Goose C~k Rail",a" Company y. the l"nitE'd States, the int~1'
state rommen'e rommission. an'd Randolph Bryallt, t'nited States distric\ 
attorney for ths '\ftStern dist.rit"t of T~xu. Supreme Court of the United 
States-No. 330-Oetober Tenn, 1923. 
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government to form a fund from which allotments may be made 
to railroads which are not making a reasonable return on the 
basis of the rates as fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
This act of taking from the profitable railroads a half of the profits 
which is in excess of the fair return is called "recapture." In -the 
Dayton-Goose Creek Railway case the railroad claimed, among 
other things, that the recapture provisions of the law were uncon
stitutional. Though the railway in question is an insignificant 
road with a total line of only twenty-five miles and a power equip
ment of three locomotives, nineteen of the great railway systems 
joined in the suit because of its great importance. It is not too 
much to say that the decision marks the beginning of a new epoch 
in the public regulation of railways. 

The court upheld the constitutionality of the recapture pro
visions unanimously. The opinion was written by Chief Justice 
William H. Taft. The chief justice states the underlying ideas 
upon which the decision rests in the following excerpt: 

"The carrier owning and operating a railroad, however strong 
financially, however economical in its facilities, or favorably situ
ated as to traffic, is not entitled as of constitutional right to more 

-than a fair net operating income upon the value of its properties 
which are being devoted to transportation. By investment in a 
business dedicated to the public service the owner must recognize 
that, as compared with investment in private business, he C8lUlot . 
expect either high or speculative dividends but that his obligation 
limits him to only fair or reasonable profit." 

The logical conclusion to be reached from this statement of the 
con!o1itutional rights of a public utility is that when a railroad 
makes a profit of 10 per cent as a result of reasonable rates fixed 
by the government when the reasonable interest return is similarly 
set at 6 per cent, the 4 per cent difference belongs, not to the 
utility, but to the public. The court appears to have come to this 
conclusion, as the following excerpt indicates:-

"The excess caused by the discrepancy between the standard of 
reasonableness for the shipper and that for the carner due to the 
necessity of maintaining uniform rates to be charged the shippers, 
may properly be appropriated by the government for public uses 
because the appropriation takes away nothlng which equitably 
belongs either to the shipper or to the carrier. Yet it is made 
up of payments for service to the public in transportation, and 
so it is properly to be devoted to creating a fund for helping the 
weaker roads more effectively to discharge their public duties." 

In the case before the court the recaptured funds were to be 
used in the rate regulation process by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. This special dedication of the recaptured funds did 
not, however, influence the judgmen~ of the court. This use of 
the funds is referred to as "proper," while the chief justice says 
specifically that the excess earnings -"may properly be appro
priated by the government for public uses." 
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Implication, of the Recapture Decision 
While it is never safe to draw broad conclusions from a singh> 

revolutionary constitutional decision, it would seem from the gen
eral, doctrines laid down in the Dayton-Goose Creek Railway case 
that if a public utility makes an excessive profit under a publicly 
fixed rate, the excess may be "appropriated for public uses" with
out violating" due process of law." Now, if this is due procf'SS for 
the Federal goyernment in the regulation of railways, it appears to 
be due process for the States in the regulation of street railways, 
telephones, and gas and electric companies. This would mean that 
the State of New York might completely revolutionize its policy 
of utility rate regulation and introduce the recapture principle. 
If this is done, important questions would be raised with regard 
to our program for taxing public utilities. As we have stated a 
number of times,· one of the important considerations lying back 
of the net income tax feature of our gross-net tax is the idea that 
taxation is a method for absorbing thc excess profit arising under 
regulation where the rates are too high for a time, as during a 
transition period. Through the Goo~e-Creek decision it now 
develops that direct recapture may be resorted to. If the recap
ture principle is applied, net earnings available for dividends win 
remain approximately constant. Under these circumstances shtnlrl 
net earnings be considered in levying the tax' 

* See 1922 Report, p. Ill. 
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CHAPTER VII - THE GASOLINE TAX 

In this committee's report to the legislature in 1922- it was 
suggested that a tax on gasoline be made a part (lof the state's 
system of taxes on motor transportation. At the time this report 
was written sixteen states had passed laws authorizing the collec
tion of a tax Oll gasoline and other liquid fuels. During 1922 
and 1923 twenty more states enacted such legislation, and Con
gress provided for a gasoline tax in the District of Columbia. 
Up to February 1924 there were thirty-six states that had 
authorized the collection of a tax ~n gasoline and. other liquid 
fuels to be used mainly in the construction and maintenance 
of highways. When we recall that Oregon was the first state 
to adopt such a tax in 1919, it is apparent that the idea of a 
sales or excise tax on gasoline for highway purposes has been 
widely accepted in a very short time. Not only has the idea 
spread among the states, but several cities have recently been 
considering such a tax for similar purposes. 

Gasoline Tax Measures Highway Use 

A tax on gasoline and other liquid fuels is regarded as one 
of the fairest methods of measuring the use that motor vehicles 
make of the public highways. It has been found that the three 
factors of most importance in the wearing out of roads are : 
(1) weight of vehicle; (2) speed, and (3) distance traveled. It 
is not possible for any system of motor vehicle fees to take into 
account all of these factors. A gasoline tax, however, takes direct 
account of the first and third of these factors and to some degree 
the second. The gasoline tax is moreover conveniently paid and it 
is easily collected. Under such:a. tax tourists from other states 
would lielp to pay for the upkeep of the roads they run over. 
Another fact of importance is that the constitutionality of such 
taxation has been established. 

The gasoline consumption tax has been objected to, principally by 
certain representatives of the automobile industry, on the ground 
that it is in addition to, rather than in lieu of, other taxes, 
and hence in excess of what the owners and operators of motor 
vehicles should be required to pay. This objection would seem 
to have more force if applied only to passenger cars, excluding 
trucks. Maryland has made provisions by which the gasoline tax 
may become practically a substitute for the motor vehicle license 
fees, only a nominal registration fee of one dollar being charged. 
Trucks, however, are to be taxed by an additional license fee 

• Page 151. 
[127J 
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STATE GASOLINE TAXES - AS OF FEBRUARY 1, 1924 
-

Ta" rate Regi.tr .... Estimated, cento tion of 
State agency administering 

g&~n, motor 1924 Estimated 
ta,,* Tax collected from • Use of ta". vehiolMl, consu.mption 1924 

Feb. 1, July I, In ta" yield 
1924 1923t gallons 

1 Alabama ........ State Tar Commission ..... Wboleaaler or retailer .•.... General and road fundo ...• 2 98,992 41.972.608 $839.452 
2 Arizona ......... Secretary of State ......... Importer or manufaoturer . . Roado - State ............ 1 40,778 17,289.872 172.899 
3 Arkansas; ....•.. State Auditor .•..•........ Importer or manufaoturer . . Roada--Btate and counties, 4 97.929 40.511.896 1.620.476 
4 California ....... State Board of Equalization. Importer or manufacturer .. Roada - State and counti .. 2 1.000.000 424.000.000 8.480.000 
5 Calorado ........ State Oil Inspector .•...... Retailer .................. Roads - State and counti .. 2 167.562 71,046.288 1.420.926 
6 Connecticut ..•.. Commissioner of Motor 

Vehicl .................. Importer or manufacturer .. Roado - State ............ 1 150.913 63.687.112 636.871 
7 Delaware ........ State Trea8urer ....•...... Importer or amnufaoturer .. Roada - State .....•...•.. 2 26.300 11,151.200 223.024 
8 Diat. of Columbia Ass ... or of Tax ............ Importer or manufaoturer . . General Fund ..•.•.•.•.•.. 2 . iSS;S9S .. 57;ilis;il32 "i;728;S59 9 Florida ........• State Comptroller ..•...... Importer or manufaoturer .. Roada - State and counti .. 3 

10 Georgia ......•.. State Comptroller ......... Importer or manufacturer .. General Fund .••.•.•.•••.• 3 148,000 62.752,000 1.882.560 
11 Idaho ......•.... Commissioner of Law En-

I"mporter or manufacturer .. farcement ............. . Roado - Stete .•••....•... 2 53.367 11.954.208 239.084 
12 Indiana ......•.. State Auditor ............. Wbolesaler or retailer ...... Roada - State and counties 2 482.678 204.655.472 4,093.10g 
13 Kentucky ....... State Ta" Commission ..... Retailer ...•...•••...•.•.• Roado - State .•.•••...•.• 1 175,000 74.200,000 742.00

0 14 Louisiana ..•..•. Supervisor of Public Ac-
counts ................ . Importer or manufaoturer .. Roada - State .........••• 1 110.000 46,640.000 466.400 

15 Maine ...•••.•.• State Auditor ....•.....•.. Importer or amnufaoturer . . Roado - State ............ 1 94,061 39.881.864 398.819 
16 Maryland •.•.•.. ~::~ ~~~:::f.:.i~;'~;: : : Impolter or manufacturer .• Roada - State ............ 2 157,346 66,714.704 1.334,294 
17 M888Bchusetta**. Importer or manufaoturer .. Roada - State and counti .. 2 "85;645 .. 3i1;aia;480 . "'36a;is5 18 Miasi .. ippi. .•••. State Auditor ............. Wholeaaler or reteiler .•.... Roado - State and counti .. 1 
19 Montana ..••••.• State Board of Equalization 

and State Treasurer ....• Importer or manufacturer •• General and road fundo ...• 2 63,950 27,114,800 542,296 
20 Nevada ....•.•.. State Tax Commission ..... Importer or manufaoturer .• Roada - State and counti .. 2 12,766 5.412.784 108,256 
21 New Hampshire .. Commiuioner of Motor 

Vehicl ................ ,. Retailer .................. Roada - State ....•.••.•.• 2 52.434 22,232.016 444,640 
22 New Mexico .... State Auditor ............. Wholesaler or retailer ••.••• Fish hatchery and road fundo 1 24,614 10.436,336 104.363 
23 North Carolina .. Secretary of State ...••...• Retailer .....•...•.•..••.. Roada - State ............ 3 209.400 88,785,600 2.663.568 
24 North Dakota ••• State Ta" Commission .••.• Importer or manufacturer .• General fund .............. 1 99,000 41,976,000 419,760 
25 Oklahoma ....... State Auditor ............. Nen Recipient after Inspec-

tioD ...... , ............ Roado - State .•.•....••.. 1 240,000 101.760.000 1.017.600 
26 Oregon ......... Secretary of State ••••..••• Importer or manufacturer .. Roado - State ...•.•.•.•.• 3 133,995 56,813,880 1.704.416 
27 Pennsylvania .••• State Auditor ....•...•••.• Retailer .................. . General and road fund •.•.. tt2 922.062 390.954 ,288 7.819.086 
2S South Carolina ... State Tax Collllni88ion .•... Wholesaler or retailer ....•• General and road funda .•.. 3 103,049 43,692.776 1,310.783 
29 South Dakota ••• State Auditor .......•..•.• Importer or manufaoturer .. Roado-State ..•...•.•..• 2 120,031 50.993.144 1.019.863 



30T.nneoaee ..•.... 

81 T.x ........... .. 
32 Utab .......... . 
33 Vermont ....... . 
34 Virginia ... ..... . 
35 Wasbington .... . 

36 W .. t Virginia .. .. 
37 Wyoming ..... .. 

Total .......... . 

Commissioner of finance and 
taxatlon ........... o '0' Imporior ormanufaoturer .. Roada-State ........... . 

State Comptroller ....•.•. , I mporter or manufaoturer.. Scbool and road funde ..... . 
Secr.tary of State ........ , Importer or manufaoturer.. Reade - State ...•.....•.. 
Secretary of State .••.•.•. , Importer or manufaoturer.. Roade - State ........... . 
Secretary of State. . . . • . . . . Importer or manufaoturer.. Roade - State and oounti .. 
Director of Taxation and 

EsaminatioD............ Importer or manufacturer.. Roads - State . .......... . 
State Tal: CommiaaioD . ... , Importer or manufaoturer.. Roacla - State . .......... . 
State Treasurer .......... , Importer or manufacturer.. Roada - oounti .......... . 

• Baaed OD II The Gasoline TalE:" by James W. Martin. 

i Based on figur .. from Automotiv. Induatri .. a8 publiabed in The N"", y.,.k Tim .. of Nov. 29, 1923. 
Ten oents a gallon is levied also on oylinder oil. 

ll~°!:S~~!1Jha::JrZ::f:::n~~~ T:1i~li. 
tt Effeotive until luly I, 1925; after tbat, on. oent. 

2 
1 

2t 
1 
3 

2 
2 
1 

145,000 61,480,000 1,229,600 
571,981 242,619,944 2,425,199 

54,001 22,897,224 572,431 
44,613 18,915,912 189,159 

185,076 78,472,224 2,354,167 

224,567 95.216,408 1,904,328 
126,531 53,649,144 1,072,983 
34,753 14,735,272 147,353 

6,392,287 2,698,447,088 151,691,459 
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The Use aM Distribution of the Tax 
As was pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, the purpose 

of the gasoline tax is to supply funds for the construction and 
maintenance of public highways. However, not every State levy
ing a gasoline tax has devoted it entirely to this purpose. North 
Dakota and Georgia place the entire amount of the tax collected 
in the general fund, to be appropriated for any purposes the 
Legislature may see fit. Pennsylvania and Alabama credit one
half of the total tax collected to the general fund and distribute 
the remainder to the various countie!!. In the case of Pennsyl
vania, the additional cent recently added goes entirely to the 
general fund. Montana gives the general fund four-tenths of 
the total tax collected, the State highways two-tenths, and the 
county highways the remainder. New Mexico uses $15;000 for a 
State fish hatchery, and credits the balance to State highway con
struction and maintenance. South Carolina distributes equal 
amounts of the taxes collected to the general fund, to the main
tenance of State highways, and to county roads. Texas assigns 
one-fourth of the tax to the public school fund, because of consti
tutional requirements, and the 'balance goes to the State highways. 
The remaining ·twenty-eight States devote the gasoline tax exclu
sively to highway purposes. 

There is considerable diversity in the distribution of the gasoline 
tax for highway purposes in the thirty-six States. One-half of 
these States requires the revenue from this tax for highway pur
poses .to be expended under the the direct supervision of the State 
Highway Department or Commissi~n. Usually the distribution is 
left to the discretion of the State highway officials, acting under 
the general provisions laid down by the Legislature. Sometimes, 
it is provided that a certain proportion of the gasoline tax must 
be allotted to counties or to certain types of highway construction, 
as is the case in Oklahoma and Maine. 

In nine. States the revenue ,from the gasoline tax is divided 
between the State and the county agencies for road building. The 
basis of distribution, however, varies widely in these States. It 
may be a percentage of the total tax collected, as in Arkansas and 
Mississippi, where 25 per cent and 40 per cent, respectively, go 
to the State highways and the remainder to the counties. It may 
be on the basis of a definite amount going to the State system and 
the remainder to the counties, as in Indiana and Nevada. It may 
be in the proportion which the mileage of the State highways 
within the county bears to the total mileage (Colorado), or the pro
portion which the number of motor vehicles registered in the 
county bears to the total number registered in the State (Cali-· 
fornia), or in proportion to the amount contributed to the direct 
State tax on property by each county (Massachusetts)., 

Exemptions Under the Tax 
A number of the States specify that this tax is to apply only 

to gasoline and other motor fuels used to operate motor vehicles 
on the public highways. Under this arrangement gasoline and 
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other volatile fluids used for such purposes as propelling boats, 
running stationary engines, and carrying on dry cleaning processes, 
are exempt from taxation. The list of exemptions in some States, 
for example, Connecticut and Virginia, is quite extensive and 
entails considerable work in the administration of the tax. In 
fact, two.thirds of the States imposing a gasoline tax have allowed 
no exemptions. These States seem to regard the case of adminis
tration and collection as outweighing the few injustices that may 
result from the application of the tax to all gasoline sold. In 
those States that have granted exemptions, the amount of the 
exemption is returned in the form of a refund rather than a 
remission of the tax in the first instance. 

Court Decision With Reference to the Tax: 
Several cases have already come before the State and Federal 

courts on the constitutionality and other phases of the gasoline 
tax as applied in the various States. The constitutionality of the 
tax has been upheld in a number of cases.· Recently, a gasoline 
tax law enacted by the Legislature of Louisiana under an author
ization in the State Constitution was declared by the court to be 
unconstitutional. (State v. Liberty Oil Co., 97 So. 438.) The act 
referred to the tax as a license tax and required monthly payment 
of the tax, based upon the sales of the previous month, and pro
hibited dealers, under drastic penalties, from engaging in business, 
unless they paid the tax, notwithstanding that they might have 
paid a license under another act imposing a license tax upon oil 
dealers. This the court held was not in conformity with the State 
constitutional provision, which provided for a sales tax, rather 
than a license tax on sales of gasoline. 

The gasoline tax laws of several States provide that gasoline 
sold in the original package is not to be. taxed. This seemed to be 
in harmony with the original package doctrine as laid down .by the 
courts. However, the Supreme Court in a recent decision (Sonne
born Brothers .. v. Keeling, Attorney-General of Texas, 43 Supreme 
Court Reporter 643) ruled this to be an arbitrary distinction, and 
held that goods may be taxed, even though sold in the original pack
age in which they came into the State, if imported from another 
State, provided the transaction clearly occurs within the State. 
Hence, these States may amend their gasoline tax laws so that sales 
in original packages may be taxed, if the transaCtion is clearly 
intrastate. 

Aggregate Revenue from Gasoline Tax 
It is difficult to estimate the annual yield of gasoline taxes in the 

thirty-five States where it is now in operation. Some states have 

• Some of these cases are: Bowman, Attorney General v. Continental Oil 
Co., 41 Supreme 606; Askren, Attorney General v. Continental Oil Co., 252 
U. S. 444; Texas Co. v. Brown, 266 Federal 577; Standard Oil Co. v. Graves, 
249 U. S. 369; Altitude Oil Co. v. Colorado, 202 Pacific 180; Pierce Oil 

. Corporstion v. Hopkins et aI., 282 Federal 253; Standard Oil Co. v. Brodie 
et al., 239 Southwestern 753; and Amos v. Gunn, 94 Southern 615. 
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had tJIe tax only a year, and other States have a new rate begin
ning with the year 1924. An estimate, however, has been made 
in the accompanying table "State Gasoline Taxes," which shows a 
yield for 1924 of $51,691,459. The actual revenue will perhaps 
exceed this amount by four or five million dollars, since this esti
mate is based upon the 1923 registrations of motor vehicles. 

Estimated Yield for New York State 

A tax of one cent on each gallon of gasoline used by motor 
vehicles in New York State is estimated to yield approximately 
six million dollars annually. The following figures show oow this 
amount has been calculated: 
Estimate of total number of motor vehicles regis

tered in New York during 1924 ..•............. 
Gallons of gasoline consumed in 1924, allowing an 

average of 424 gallons to each motor vehiclet ... . 
Tax at one cent per gallon ..................... . 

-1,495,000 

633,880,000 
$6,338,800 

• This number is based upon the percentage increase shown by pre'rious 
years. 

The motor vehicle rl"gistrations for pre,-ious years are as follows: 
Per Cent 

Increase over 
Registration Previous Year 

1920 ., __ .. _. ____ . _______ ... _____ ... _ . _ 669,290 
1921 .................................. 812,031 21.3 
1922 •................................. 1,009,S25 24.3 
1923 ............... _.................. 1,240,000 23.4 
1924 (est.) .... _. .. ...... .. .... .... .... 1,495,000 20.0 

t This is the average number of gallons used in the calculations of the 
accompanying table on "Gasoline Tax" in other states. See the estimate 
starting with gtJ80/ine COtI8Wtllption in New York State in our 1922 report, 
p. 152. Computing the probable yield on that basis, a 1 cent tax would 
have produced $5,212,000 in 1923; and, allowing for a 20.0% increase, 
$6,254,000 in 1924. This is slightly over 1 % less than the amount arrived at 
by the alternative method of eomputation used above. 
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CHAPTER VIII-THE BANK TAX SITUATION 

National banks are agencies of the government of the United 
States and may be taxed by the States only under conditions laid 
down by the national government. In 1864, the United States 
government by law authorized the States to tax national bank 
stock at the same rates as "other moneyed capital." • In accord
ance with this, many of the States, including New York, placed 
taxes on national bank stock and on the stock of State banks at 
the same rate. t These taxes were regarded as. in lieu of personal 
property taxes on bank stock. This system of taxation was accepted 
by the national banks and was regarded by all as meeting the 
limitations of the law. For convenience in administration, the 
collection of bank stock taxes was not made from the holders of 
the stock, but from the banks which theoretically deducted it from 
the dividends paid to stockholders. As a result, the bank stock 
tax became, from an actual and economic point of view, a tax on 
the business of banking. Therefore, when we abandoned the tax on 
intangible personal property and replaced it by a personal income 
tax, the tax on bank stock was retained as a business tax, while the 
income to stockholders was taxed· as personal income. This placed 
the banking business on a comparable basis with mercantile and 
manufacturing corporations who paid a corporation income tax 
and whose stockholders paid as well a personal income tax on their 
dividends. This situation was recognized as fair, and was accepted 
by all, including the national banks. 

The Richmond Decision 
But in 1921 the well-known Richmond decision of the United 

States Supreme Court changed the entire situation. This decision 
holds that the phrase "other moneyed capital" includes not only 
other bank -stock, but also money loaned, mortgages, bonds and 
other capital coming into competition with national banks. With 
this broadening of the definition, it became clear that the New 
York taxes were of doubtful validity. In December, 1922, this 
was decided by the New York State Court of Appeals in the Han
over Bank- decision which was sustained by the United States 
Supreme Court the following March. Inasmuch as the taxes 
already collected in 1920 and 1921, and levied for 1922, were 
invalidated by these events; the cities,. towns, villages and school 
districts of the State (who receive the bank tax) became imme
diately liable for refunds totaling some $15,000,000, and to the 
loss of $7,500,000 from their currC!llt revenues. The prospect was 
exceedingly serious, especially as this occurred at a time when the 

• Revised Statutes. I 5219. 
t For history of bank taxation in New York see our 1922 Report, p. 79. 

[137] 
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increases of legitimate local government costs following the war 
years were already equal to or in excess of all available local 
revenues. 

Amendment of the Federal Statute 

The Richmond decision served to upset the bank tax systems of 
a considerable number of other States as well. The only States 
which were not affected 'by this decision were the States with the 
old general property tax system. This result has in it the ele
ments of grim humor, because the tax system which was legally 
sustained as fair to bank stock is practically unfair j while the tax 
systems which were invalidated were principally in those States 
where the effort has ,been made to introduce substantial equality 
through the radical change or abandonment of the old general 
property ta:x~ As a result of the decision a nation-wide demand 
developed for the amendment to the United States statutes so as 
to permit the States with modern tax systems to tax the national 
banks on an equitable basis. Members of this committee and rep
resentatives of the State Tax Department joined in the organized 
effort which was made to secure satisfactory action by Congress. 
In anticipation of this situation we presented in our 1922 report 
a draft of a bill which would meet the needs of the States and at 
the same time guarantee adequate protection to the national banks 
against discriminatory State taxation.- Neither our proposal nor 
other compromise suggestions advanced by the tax commissioners 
of the various States proved acceptable to the national banking 
interests however. The representatives of the banks persisted in 
demanding what has seemed to us unfair preferential treatment 
for national banks. For the time being they were in a strategic 
position,both legally on the tax question and from a legislative 
standpoint in their in:fl.uenee with congressional committees, and 
appeared to be intent upon capitalizing this advantage in the form 
of tax reductions. t 

Banks Fear Isolation 
Throughout the agitation over the amendment of section 5219 

the national banking interests have shown what we believe to be 
unnecessary lack of confidence in the temper of the country gen-

* 1922 Report, p. 88. 
t The following excerpts from the Proc~edings of the 1923 National Tax 

Conference are significant: 
J. Vaughan Gary: "The conte,nding forces were the tax officials of 

the various states of the Union . , . on one side, and on the other 
side, representatives of the American Bankers' Association, whose attacks 
were always under cover of well-timed and well-directed barrages of 
telegrams and letters, laid down by banks and bankers from all corners 
of the United States." 

H. L, Satterlee: ". . . I personally cannot see the slightest reason 
for section 5219 in its present form. I cannot but believe, although it 
has been disclaimed that the national banks have been responsible for 
the distorted language of this statute." 
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erally. Not infrequently we have heard, ".. .. .. it is not a far 
cry back to 1825," and, ".. .. .. at some period, in some state, 
the people might reach some revolutionary caprice or whim, 
brought on by turmoilers, and wipe out completely the very key
stone upon which the fabric and the warp and woof of American 
success and prosperity exist today."" It has been urged that 
legislators should "contemplate at least the possibility of a furious 
spirit asserting itself in this Nation as it did in 1825, and of an 
endeavor by taxation to wipe out a great arm of this government. "t 

What the banks generally seem to fear is isolation. They are 
afraid that banks will be classified in a separate group and then 
taxed at rates which will undermine or destroy the banking busi
ness. It is not the national banks alone which have been governed 
by this thought; the banks of the country have acted as a unit 
through their regular associations in this entire controversy. State 
banks, trust companies and many private bankers have joined in 
the effort to protect the national banks against what they conceive 
might be destructive taxation, -because by so doing they have set 
up conditions of bank taxation which protect themselves as well. 
If, for example, national 'banks, cannot be taxed more than State 
banks, nor more than merchants and manufacturers, it is obvious 
that State banks as a practical proposition cannot be taxed more 
than merchants and manufacturers. The indirect effect of any 
limitations on the taxation of national banks is to restrict the taxa
tion of State banks, trust companies, private bankers and other 
competing capital. 

A further evidence of the concern of the banks that they will 
be isolated for tax purposes is found in the frequent references 
which are made to the situation which has developed in those States 
where special types of property have been separately classified for 
purposes of taxation. The illustration most frequently cited is 
that of the railroads in California. In 1910 a gross receipts tax 
was placed on the railroads in lieu of all property taxes. The rate 
was fixed at 4 per cent, which was considered a fair rate in com
parison with other property taxes in the State. This rate has 'been 
increased from time to time, until now it has reached 7% per cent. 
This increase is out of all proportion to the increases in property 
tax rates throughout California. If this can be done to the rail
roads through classification, it is argued, it can also be done to 
the banks. 

The chief effort of the 'bankers has, therefore, been to prevent 
the isolation of the banks and their separate· classification for tax 
purposes. -

The Makeshift Amendment 

Finally, and as a result of pressure from all sides, a makeshift 
amendment was reported from conference and hastily passed, and 
became law on March 4, 1923, just after the adjournment of Con-

• R. L. Bradford, 1923 National Tax Conference Proceedings. 
t George Bryan, 1923 National Tax Conference Proceedings. 
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gress. In addition to authorizing a tax on the bank's real estate, 
this provides that the States may tax the national banks, provided 
one of the following methods is used: 

(a) a tax on the value of shares, not to exceed the rate on 
competing moneyed capital of individuals; or 

(b) a tax on the net income of the bank, but not at a higher 
rate than net income taxes on other financial corporations or 
on mercantile and manufacturing corporations; or 

(c) a tax on dividends, but not at a higher rate than income 
from other moneyed capital. 

It will be seen that this amendment was entirely unsatisfactory 
as far as this State was concerned. It offers us a choice between 
(a) a property tax on the shares, (b) a business income tax on 
the bank or (c) a personal income tax on the stockholder. We 
cannot use more than one of these methods; the options are exclu
sive. In this State we have abandoned the property tax system 
for intangible personal property, so the first choice would involve 
a return to an outgrown and discredited system. We already 
have a personal income tax which includes as income dividends on 
bank stock. In other words, we already have the tax authorized 
in the third option. Therefore, if we continue with that, we must 
drop the bank stock tax and put nothing in its place. Or, follow
ing the second option, we may repeal the personal income tax in 
so far as it' includes income from national banks, and adopt a 
business income tax on the banks of 4lh per cent, the rate now 
applied t.o mercantile and manufacturing corporations. Under 
these choices the financial loss to the State was estimated at from 
$3,000,000 to $7,500,000 annually. In other words, New York 
State is given the option of taxing the income of the bank or the 
income of the stockholder, whereas in other businesses we tax botA 
the income of the corporation and the income of the stockholder. 
Or we may go back to a property tax on the shares, provided we 
abandon an important feature of our State Income Tax Law. 

The Policy Adopted in New York State 
Because of the need for revenue and because 'of the unwilling

ness of this committee and the Legislature to place banks in a 
favored position as compared with other business, it was deter
mined to accept the first option offered by the amendment to 
United States Revised Statutes, section 5219, and to tax all bank 
stock and other moneyed capital coming into competition with 
national banks at the flat rate of 1 per cent, and to exempt income 
from such capital from the personal income tax.· Although not 
ideal, this seemed preferable to the other options open to us. In 
fact, this committee recommended such a course as a last resort 
in our report of 1922. t 

• Laws of 1923. ch. 897. 
t Page 90. 
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The .. Retroactive " Bill 
In order to conserve to the localities the bank taxes levied for 

the years 1920, 1921 and 1922, an act, retroactive in effect, was 
passed by the Legislature which was in conformity with the Fed
eral statutes.· While this represented an extraordinary proeedure, 
it must not be forgotten that the tactics followed by certain of the 
banks was extraordinary. The taxes involved had as a matter of 
fact been paid over by the banks, or had been held in reserve for· 
taxes so that the payment of the taxes was no hardship to the 
bankg. In fact, if these taxes had been annulled the effeet would 
have been the same as an unexpected $20,000,000 bonus to the 
banks, due to a judicial decision, a deeision which was just as 
retroactive as the bill in question. This bill, after passage by the 
Legislature, served its purpose in bringing the banks to a com
promise by whieh they agreed to pay the ·bulk of the taxes in dis
pute. The bill was then vetoed by the Governor; 

Recommendations of the Committee 
The committee recognizes the difficulties in the way of the fair 

enforcement of the present moneyed capital law. The indefinite
ness of the terms used in the text of the law, terms quoted from 
Revised Statutes, section 5219, makes it doubtful who is and who 
is not subject to the moneyed capital tax. Furthermore, locally 
selected assessors acting without central supervision and control 
are imperfectly qualified to administer tax legislation equitably. 
This situation !night coneeivably be remedied to a certain extent 
in the New York law through a closer definition of what is meant 
by money competing with national banks. The danger of such a 
course is that if the courts should hold that the New York defini
tion is not as broad as the United States statute, section 5219, then 
we might find ourselves again in the position where our bank tax 
It'gislation would be in chaos. The only alternative is to wait for 
the courts to work out a definition through many separate deeisions. 

As a matter of fact, ·before any real progress can be made, the 
United States Revised Statutes, section 5219, will have to be 
amended by Congress. The banking interests did not avail them
selves of the reasonable suggestion:; of amendment whieh were 
offered last year by the State of New York in common with the 
taxing authorities of many-sister States. As a result, great senti
ment was aroused in support of the amendment endorsed by the 
taxing commissioners of the various States at the· September con
ference of the National Tax Association. This ealls for an amend
ment which will permit the States to tax the national banks with
out any limitations other than those prescribed by the Fourteenth 
Amendment of the Constitution of the United States. The resolu
I.ion passed at the National Tax Association conferenee is stated 

• Senate Print No. 215() of 1923. 
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below." Such a change of the Federal statutes would make pos
sible a classification and isolation of the banking interests for pur
poses of taxation. If the banks desire to escape this possibility, 
they should abandon their demand for preferential treatment and 
cooperate to secure an amendment which will allow the fair taxa
ti()n of banks without deranging our State tax system. Your com
mittee believes that this can be worked out without providing for 
isolation of the banks. 

We again call attention to the recommendations of the 1922 
report. . 

1. That, in case necessary amendment to section 5219 of the 
Revised Statutes is granted by Congress, national banks, State 
banks, trust companies, Morris Plan banks and private bankers 
be subjected to a business tax on their net income levied at a 
rate not less than that applied to the net income of mercantile 
and manufacturing companies and not more than 50 per cent 
in excess of that rate. 

2. That, because of the difficulty of defining the net income 
of savings banks, it is recommended that the tax on such 
institutions be continued in the form of a franchise tax based 
on some such measure as that provided in the present law. 

3. That the class of investment companies be abandoned as 
a separate category for tax purposes, Morris Plan banks being 
taxed as suggested in (1) above, and all other organizations 
now included in this class being subjected to the regular fran
chise tax on the income of business corporations (article 9-a). 

* WHEREAS, Section 5219 of the Revised Statutes of the United States. as 
amended by an act of Congress approved March 4, 1923, still contains limi
tations on the taxing power of the several states, which render it impossible 
to apply to national banks the modern systems of taxation which are being 
generally adopted by the state for the purpose of accomplishing a more equi
table distribution of the burdens of ~ation; and 

WHEREAS, The original limitations contained in the section were incor
porated at the time of its enactment in the year 1864, at which time there 
existed a pronounced hostility against these agencies of the federal govern
ment, which were just beginning their activities within the states; and 

WHEREAS, The national banks, have now grown to such an extent in prestige 
and resources and have become such an integral part of the local community 
life that all danger of unfair discrimination by the states has disappeared; 
and 

WHEREAS, The national banks are now fully protected from any possible 
discrimination by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States, which has been ratified since the original enactment of section 
5219, and which guarantees equal protection of the laws to all, including the 
national bank; and· 

WHEREAS, The special protection afforded national banks under the section 
is class legislation which cannot be justified under present conditions; now, 
therefore. be it 

.Resolved, That it is the sense of this conference that section 5219 of the 
Revised Statutes of the United States should be again amended so as to permit 
the states to tax national banks without any limitations other than those 
prescribed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. 
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4. Up<ln the proper amendment of United States Revised 
Statutes, section 5219, that legislation 'be enacted by the State 
of New York to take the place of chapter 897 of the Laws of 
1923 with respect to the moneyed capital tax. 

The adoption of these recommendations will result in more exact 
fairness in the treatment of financial institutions and private 
bankers as compared with other businesses and will correct the 
discrimination against the smaller banks of certain classes. 

The adoption of the committee's recommendation for an income 
tax upon banks and financial institutions presupposes that a p<lr
tion of the yield from the taxes will be returned to the localities 
at least equal to the amount which they now derive from the 
moneyed capital tax. 

To avoid excessive fluctuations in revenues, it is suggested that 
the principle of averages may be utilized; that is, instead of basing 
the assessment upon the net income of a single year; the average 
of the net income of three or five years preceding be used. This 
method could be adopted gradually by starting with this year's 
income and incorporating the income of succeeding years as a part 
of the base as time proceeds. The' adoption of this plan in this 
period of small profits would work no hardship and s~lOuld arouse 
little antagonism. 



PART III 

COUNTY AFFAIRS 

CHAPTER IX-STANDARDIZATION OF SALARIES IN 
COUNTY GOVERNMENT 
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CHAPTER IX-STANDARDIZATION OF SALARIES IN 
COUNTY GOVERNMENT 

In the section dealing with Personnel Administration in the last 
report of this committee, certain steps were recommended as the 
means of improving the quality and standing of the· county 
employees. On account of the dissatisfaction caused by inequitable 
salaries it was urged, among other things, that a classification of 
positions be set up and a standardized salary scale be worked out 
that might serve the various counties as a guide in their determina
tion of salaries. It was also pointed out that such a classification 
would be of advantage to the Civil Service Commission and the 
appointing authorities in connection with the whole process of 
selection. In line with this recommendation we have prepared a 
classification of county positions and suggest a salary scale. The 
classification and the salary scale are based upon an intensive 
investigation in a typical county of the State and upon material 
previously brought together from other counties. 

1-ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM 

In the development of a positive personnel policy as an integral 
part of the administrative control of private industries there is 
general agreement that responsibility must be fairly well central
ized under the direct supervision of the administrative head. But 
in our county government this is far from the 'CaSe. On the one 
hand there are constitutional provisions and legislative enactments 
governing certain positions, including civil service control of many 
of them; on the other hand, a variety of methods of administrative 
control of personnel are found as between dllferent counties as 
well as ~thin any given county unit. 

In the matter of salaries, for instance, the State Legislature 
either by general or special enactment determines not a few sal
aries, the board of supervisors others, and the special boards or 
individual administrative officials still others. An inevitable reslilt 
of this division of authority is the confusion of compensation con
ditions that were described in the previous report. 

Similar unsatisfactory employment conditions are found in other 
directions as well. Considering the large percentage of all county 
expenditures that goes into payrolls, it seems important to adopt 
any remedies that have stood the test of practical experience. 

Centralized Control 
As has been pointed out, the crux of the employment problem 

in ·the county government is the location of authority for the con
trol and administration of personnel. The first and most obvious 

[147] 
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step to be taken then is to consider the county as the sole employer 
of county empl()yees, and to give it a free hand in the handling 
of personnel matters. This means (1) non-interference on the 
part of the State in the matter of special legislation for individual 
counties and (2) non-interference in the conduct of all counties 
except where the interest of the whole State clearly requires uni
formity of practice as t() positions, compensation and personnel 
control. This may be desirable with respect to a limited number 
of positions. But such legislation should be turned to only as a 
final resort. . 

Reference to the conditions found in a typical county will indi
cate how confused the situati()n now is. Investigation showed, 
among other things, that of a total number of 182 full-time posi
tions, 4 are prescribed in the Constitution of the State, 34 positions 
have been created by general enactment, and 8 positions originated 
through special enactments affecting only the county in question. 
The remaining 136 are positions that have been created by the 
county government itself. But it should be pointed out that 
among these are 75 which come under the supervision of separate 
boards or individual officials, such as the hospital board or the 
oounty clerk or treasurer. In the latter cases the board of super
visors appropriates a lump sum for the institutions or the offices 
concerned. Although there may be an understanding as to the 
number of positions, the term of office and the salaries for each 
under these separate agencies, the ·ooard of supervisors does not 
have the same resp<>nsibility and authority as when positions and 
salaries are directly under its control. 

Civil Service Commission 
In addition to the above distribution of authority, attention 

should be turned to the Civil Service Commission of the State 
which makes initial selection of candidates for a considerable num
ber of positions by giving examinati()ns and setting up eligible lists 
from which appointing officials are obliged to make appointments. 
The commission also checks any abuse in the matter of appoint
ments by requiring that the payrolls of classified employees shall 
be reviewed in advance of payment in the offices of the commissi()n 
at Albany. 

In spite of the desirability ~or greater county home rule in 
salary fixing, the committee is of the opinion that existing con
ditions require the oontinuation of the cooperation of the State 
Civil Service Commission. We _ would refer again, however, to 
our 1923 report where the activities of the State commission in 
county matters are discussed in some detail, and where the need 
of more adequate financing is described. 

Summary 
The county is the employer, the county pays the salaries, and 

the whole group of employees looks upon the county as its 
employer; under these conditions it is only logical that the county 
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board of supervisors should be in more complete control of the 
employment policy. The committee, therefore, recommends that 
the control of personnel exercised by the boards 'Of supervisors of 
the several counties be interfered with by tile Legislature only in 
case of obvious necessity and that the boards be urged to consider 
and to work out a well-balanced and up-to-date employment policy 
as a means both of improving the quality and reducing the cost of 
the county public service. 

In order to aid such a movement, the committee has prepared 
a classification of positions, together with a standardized salary 
schedule. These seem to be the first essential steps in the direction 
of a well-organized employment policy. Upon the "duties" class
ification depend, for instance, the following aspects 'Of administra
tion : Examination and placement methods, the transfer and pro
motion policy, and most important of all, the possibility of an 
equitable salary scale. The classification of positions has rightly 
been called the bedrock 'Of employment management. 

2 - CLASSIFICATION 

The following classificati'On is based on the analysis of the posi
tions in a typical county_ The field investigation was supplemented 
by a less intensive study of the positions in two other comparable 
counties, and further, by reference to the detailed description of 
certain positions made by other authorities.· 

On the whole, the aim has been to avoid a condensed as well 
as an exhaustive description of the individual positions so that 
the classification might better serve its double purpose; (1) that 
of guiding the board of supervisors in making appointments and 
determining salaries and (2) that of aiding the Civil Service Com
mission or other agency in the preparation of examinations and· 
in the selection process. It is hoped that the description of the 
duties of the positions and the qualifications necessary for filling 
them properly may lead to an increasing care in the selection and 
appointment of candidates on the part of the supervisors and their 
departmental heads. ~his seems to the committee to be a primary 
condition for improving the quality of the public service. 

Definition of Terms 
Certain terms used below may be defined as follows: 
CLASS refers to the position or positions involving substantially 

the same duties and responsibilities and calling for about the same 
previous training and experience. The classification consists of 
the whole series of classes. The class is, therefore, the unit of the 
classification. 

SERVICE consists of a group of closely related classes that are 
usually so arranged in a series from the least to the most imp or-

• (As note at bottom of par.) Special acknowledgment is due to the 
classificatioDs of Los Angeles snd Bergen (N. J.) counties. 
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tanto Under normal conditions the progress from the lowest to 
the highest will mark the natural line of promotion for the 
employee. 

QUALIFICATIONS covering usually education and experience are 
to be considered minimum requirements for entrance to the posi
tion. When no qualifications as t'O experience and training are 
noted below, it is assumed' that the qualifications are obvious. 

The following qualification should be added to each and every 
statement: Suc.h additional requirements as the Civil Se1'1Yi.ce 
Commission may prescribe. This provides for the addition of 
special qualifications in keeping with the peculiarities of individual 
positions that cannot be anticipated and covered by a general 
requirement. The statement was omitted to avoid constant 
repetition. 

MEASUREMENTS in standard units are introduced where possible 
for a number of the more important positions as a means of esti
mating the scope of the work involved. It is clear that without 
some such index a salary scale would be of but little use except 
for counties of the same size and character as the sample or 
typical county. By including unit measurements, however, it will 
be possible for the .supervisors of counties, larger or smaller than 
the standard, to make such comparisons that satisfactory conclu
sions can be reached for most key positions. 

The measurements were chosen as being indicative and signifi
cant of the duties performed by the various employees. It seems 
unnecessary to attempt to make them exhaustive. 

Wherever the hours of work are not standardized, information 
on this point is included under measurements. 

Positions Included 
Whenever there is likelihood of doubt the individual positions 

covered under the title of the class are specified, together with 
the name of the department. Part-time and per diem positions 
are not included in the classification. 

3 - WAGE STANDARDIZATION 

The wage schedule attached to the titles in the following class
ification is naturally presented only as a guide. It is recognized 
that it would be quite impossible to set up a standard scale that 
could be applied indiscriminately, because there are likely to be 
purely local conditions, such as the cost of living or the state 
of the local labor market, which might greatly influence the wage 
rates. The committee is of the opinion, however, that the pro
posed schedule will' serve a useful purpose, particularly if it 
causes thought as to the relative importance and value of the 
various positions and the several factors that should be considered 
in setting up a salary scale. In fact, no more important contri
bution could be made than to stimulate our "county employers" 
to a careful consideration of their wage problem as a whole. For 
we are convinced that a large measure of the dissatisfaction among 
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public servants - and our investigations have proved that there 
is a considerable amount of it - is due to inequitable salaries 
and inadequate methods of determining them. Such methods are 
inevitable where several agencies are engaged in making decisions 
on this matter and when the problem is taken up only in a piece
meal manner by the board of supervisors. We may cite as proof 
of this that the committee in the 'whole period of its investigations 
learned of only one county that had made an attempt to handle 
its saloary problem in '8 systematic way. 

Salary standardization calls not alone for systematic considera
tion on the part of the board of supervisors but, as we have pre
viously pointed out, also for non-interference by legislative enact
ment.It is clear that special legislation for individual positions 
can easily throw an otherwise well-considered scale out of balance. 
Furthermore, it seems inadvisable to write into hard and fast 
law a fixed salary whose real value is so subject to change because 
of fluctuations in the purchasing power of money. When in the 
judgment of the Legislature it seems desirable to fix a salary by 
law, it is urged that a minVmum figure be set so that under chang
ing conditions the county authorities may have some leeway in 
this important matter. Some opportunity for adjustment must 
be permitted if there is to be a sound scheme of salary 
standardization. ' 

Anticipating the need of adjustments from year to year and 
considering the propriety of the State offering assistance in this 
import-ant matter, the committee would repeat its recommendation 
of last year. It was urged in the previous report that the board 
of estimate and control prepare annually a normal salary scale 
for key positions in the county government. This should include 
such measurements of work as are necessary to make comparison 
between like positions in different counties. 

In working out the accompanying salary schedule the following 
factors have been taken into account: a reasonable living minimum 
wage for th4dowest paid adult workers; the relative importance 
of the positions -as shown in the job descriptions; the going wage 
for similar work paid in the community, both in public and private 
employment; the probable permanency of in'cumbency ,in 1Jhe 
several positions; provision for increases from a minimum to a 
maximum, such increases to be granted on the basis of demon
strated efficiency. A brief discussion of the above considerations 
follows: 

1-The Minimum Cost of Living 
After a consideration of the current cost of living figures of 

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the National Industrial Conference 
Board, and the Philadelphia Hureau of Municipal Research, the 
figure of $800 was determined upon as the conservative cost of 
maintaining life with a fair degree of comfort and decency in 
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the type of urban-rural county with which we are dealing. This 
is the individual wage for the lowest paid individual adult worker. 
It should be mentioned that this is usually the wage of the young 
beginner. 

2 - Going Wage 
"Going wages" were compiled from various sources. Data for 

certain positions found both in public and private employment 
were supplied for the former by the organization in the county 
seat under review that currently furnishes the State Industrial 
Commission with data for its well-known monthly report on the 
wage conditions in New York State. The positions covered are 
the following: labor, firemen, engineers, watchmen, telephone 
operators, stenographers and under-clerks. 

Data were also gathered from five counties of the same general 
character as the selected typical county. All are urban-rural 
counties of comparatively the same type of population. In each 
the major part of the population of the county lives in one or more 
large cities. Returns were received covering most of the typical 
positions. The salaries used are for the year 1923, except in two 
cases where they are for 1924. 

3 - Permanency 
The question of permanency is one that is bound to affect the 

wages paid. Just as temporary work is likely to carry a higher 
wage than that of a more permanent character, so in the public 
service, elective administrative officials and such appointive 
officials as are subject to change with the shifts in party control, 
will naturally expect a higher salary than if they might look 
forward to relatively permanent employment. It need only be 
pointed out that the private business or professional connections 
of officials suffer during a period of public service and that some 
consideration must be taken of this in deterInining the salary for 
the elective and certain appointive offices. In addition, there are 
certain legitimate and, for some offices, inevitable expenses in 
carrying on an election campaign. This factor cannot be entirely 
ignored. If the county as employer passes over such considera
tions, it may be assumed that public office will not attract the high 
type citizen which should be found in increasing numbers in im
portant administrative positions. 

Incidentally it should ,be suggested that whether the term of 
office is determined in the law, by ordinance of the board of super
visors or by customary practice, permanency among non-policy
determining officials should become more and more the order of 
the day, on the condition of course that the incumbents have satis
factorily shown their fitness for the positions. For turnover of 
administrative employees in the public service on account of 
political or personal causes is one of the most costly and wasteful 
features of the present-day governmental control. 
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4 - Efficiency Increases 
The purpose of a salary range from a minimum to a maximum 

with fixed intermediate steps is to make possible the recognition 
of the increased value of an employee to the organization. In 
practice the lowest wage in the range set for any given position 
would ordinarily be paid to the incoming employee. On the basis 
of favorable ratings made periodically, his wage would be in
creased usually once a year until the maximum had been reached. 
In the absence of favorable ratings no increases would be granted 
and decreases even might result. The proper conduct of this 
policy calls for a well-administered system of efficiency ratings. 
It is recognized that such systems are not generally in operation 
in public employment, but it is also believed that sound employ
ment management demands their employment and adoption. 
Failure to recognize any difference in the pay envelope between 
good and poor work has led 'many a capable employee to accept 
the standards of work of less competent workers. S()-called 
efficiency increases worked out on the basis of periodic ratings will 
make possible the proposed discriminatiQn. 

5 - Relative Importance of Positions 

There is no phase of salary standardization that causes so much 
difficulty and requires so much judgment 'as this, namely, deter
mining the proper differences in dollars and cents of the value 
of the large variety of positions which one finds in public employ
ment. But the satisfactory solution of the problem of "rela
tivity" is necessary for the proper handling of the salary problem. 
Material assistance has been rendered in this matter by referring 
to a number of advisors who are well acquainted with the work 
performed by the county employees and the prevailing differences 
in rates paid. 

Conclusion 

With the increasing complexity and scope of the work carried on 
by the county government, it is more and more important that the 
government be a good employer and be known as a good employer. 
This is mandatory, particularly if the county is to appeal to the 
type of worker and the type of administrative leadership that the 
conduct of county government now requires. 

As we look at it, being a good employer calls for a well-con
sidered and well-administered employment policy under the con
trol of the central administrative body. The following factors are 
essential to successful employment control: first and foremost, a 
sound and equitable wage policy; (2) selection on the basis of 
merit and with reference to the specific demands of the offices 
to be filled; (3) promotion because of merit and from within the 
service, even to the highest administrative positions where possible; 
and (4) relative permanency of tenure during satisfactory service. 
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Since the most important of these factors depends on a classifica
tion ()f positions and a standardization of salaries the committee 
has included these features in this report. 

Finally, it is the judgment of the committee that the employ
ment policy must be recognized as the cornerstone of worth-while 
plans for economy and efficiency in public administration. It is 
hoped that this report may stimulate thought and action in this 
direction. 

OUTLINE OP SERVICES 

Service Title 
Institutional service ......................................... . 
Custodial service ............................................ . 
Skilled labor service ......................................... . 
Police service ..•............................................. 

Clerical series: 
Clerical service ............................................. . 
S~ograp~er-typist service .................................. . 
Fiscal servIce ............................................... . 
Miscellaneous clerical service ................................. . 

Subprofessional series: 
Welfare service ............................................. . 
Nursing service ............................................. . 
Laboratory service .......................................••.. 
Professional series: . 

~i~s?~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Law service ................................................ . 

INDEX OF CLASSES 

Symbol 
A 
B 
C 
D 

E 
F 
G 
H 

I 
J 
K 

L 
M 
N 
o 

Page 
156 
159 
160 
161 

164 
165 
166 
167 

168 
169 
170 

171 
171 
171 
17.! 

Salary range recommended 
CLASS 

AND 
GRADE 

02 ..... . 
D 6 ...... . 

A 14 .... . 
A 7 ..... . 
C 3 ..... . 
G 1. .... . 
C 2 ..... . 
I 3 ...... . 
B 2 ..... . 
E 2 ..... . 
F 2 .•.•.. 
o 1. .... . 
E 4 ...... . 
G 4 ...... . 
A 8 ..... .. 
E 5 ...... . 
Ml ..... . 
05 ..... .. 
F 3 ..... . 

Title of position 

Minimum 

Assistant district attorney ........... . 
Assistant probation officer (children's 

court) ........................... . 
Attendant (county home) ............ M.· 
Baker .............................. M. 
Carpenter .......................... M. 
Cashier ........................... . 
Chauffeur ......................... . 
Chief investigator (Dept. of Charities) . 
Cleaner ...................•......... 
Clerk .............................. . 
Clerk-stenographer.' .•............... 
Clerk ,?f ~gatt:'s court ........... . 
COIllllllSSloner of JUrors .............. . 
Comptroller or auditor .............. . 
Cook ............................... M. 
County clerk ........................ . 
County engineer ..•.................. 
County judge ...................... . 
Court stenographer ..••.............. 

$2,400 

1,440 
480 
960 
960 

1,800 
1,320 
1,800 

840 
1,080 
1,140 
2,100 
2,400 
5,000 

480 
4,5OOt 
5,000 
6,000 
2,400 

Maximum 

13,000 

1,800 
720 

1,200 
1,320 
2,250 
1,680 
2,160 
1,080 
1,440 
1,500 
2,700 

840 

3,000 
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CLASS 
AND 

GRADE 

Salary range recommended 
Title of position 

Minimun Maximun 

G 3...... Deputy comptroller or auditor........ $2,400 $2,850 
D 3 ...•.. Deputysheriff.. ....... ............. 1,500t 1,800 
D 4..... .. Deputy sheriff (jail farm) ............ M. 1,200 1,500 
o 3...... District attorney ... " . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . 5,000 ............ . 
C ii....... Engineman ......................... M. 960 
A 1...... Farm laborer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Going Wage 
A 2 ...... Farm laborer and deputy sheriff....... 960 

1,320 

C 4 ...•... Fireman ..•......................... M. 720 
A 9....... Head cook .......................... M. 960 
A 13..... Hospital attendant .................. M. 480 
J 1...... Hospital nurse ...................... M. 900 
A ]5 ...... Hospital orderly ..................... M. 480 
A 17 ..... Housekeeper ........................ M. 540 
All...... Housemaid ......................... M. 480 
I 1. ..... Investigator (department of charities).. 1,440 
D 1. ..... Jailer.............................. 1,500 
B .3 ...... Janitor............................. 960 

1,200 
960 

1,200 
720 

1,140 
720 
720 
600 

1,800 
1,800 
1,200 

o 4.. .... Judge of children's court. . . . .. . . .. .. . 5,000 ............ . 
o 6 ...... Judge of surrogate'scourt............ 6,000 ............ . 
G 2 ...... Junior bookkeeper................... 1,950 2,400 
E 1 ...... Juniorclerk......................... 780 1,020 
N 1. ..... Junior medical officer ................ M. 1,200 ........... .. 
F 1...... Junior typist.. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . 900 
A 6....... Kitchen helper ...................... M. 360 
K 1. ..... Laboratory technician ............... M. 1,200 
A 3...... Laundress .......................... (Per day) 2.80 
A 4....... Laundryman........................ 840 
A 5....... Laundry supervisor.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 840 
L 1...... Law librarian. . .. . . . . .. . •. . . . .. . . . . . 2,400 
A 18 ...... Matron ............................ M. 600 
D 9 ....... Matron {county jail) ................. M. 600 
D 10..... Matron (detention home) ............ M. 600 
D 2. . .. .. Night jailer... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 1,200 
A 16..... Orderly (county home) ............... M. 480 
D 7 ....... Probation officer {children's court)..... 1,800 
D 8 ....... Probation officer (county court)....... 1,920 
H 3...... Purchasing agent.. ...... .. ..... .. . .. 3,000 
C 6 ....... Sealer of weights and measures........ 1,440 
A 12...... Seamstress................... . ..... M. 420 
I 2...... Secretary of child welfare board .. '" . . 1,440 
E 3....... Senior clerk.... .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1,800 
D 11 ...... Sheriff ............................. M. 4,500t 
H 2 ....... Storekeeper ......................... M. 600 
B 4 ....... Superintendent of building............ 2,100 
I 4 ....... Superintendent of charities........... 4,500 
A 19 ...... Superintendent of county home ....... M. 1,200 
N 2 ...... Superintendent (county hospital) ...... M. 3,000 
J 3 ...... Supervising hospital nurse ............ M. 1,350 
HI... ... Telephone operator.. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . 780 
G 5 ....... Treasurer ............ :............. 4,500 
C 1...... Truckman.......................... 1,200 
J 2...... Tuberculosis nurse.... .. ......... .... 1,200 
D 5....... Under-sheriff........................ 2,100 
A 10..... Waitress ........................... M. 360 
B 1...... Watchman ....•.................... M. 960 

• M denotes" plus maintenance". 
t No fees. 

1,140 
480 

1,560 
3 

1,080 
960 

2,760 
840 
840 
840 

1,500 
720 

2,160 
2,280 

Not specified 
1,800 

540 
1,800 
2,250 

960 
2,400 

...... "i;560 
3,900 
1,650 
1,020 

....... 'i;44iJ 
1,440 
2,400 

480 
1,200 
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INSTITUTIONAL SERVICF-A 

Class 1. Farm Laborer. 
2. Farm Laborer and Deputy Sheriff. 
3. Laundress. 
4. Laundryman. 
5. Laundry Supervisor. 
6. Kitchen Helper. 
7. Baker. 
8. Cook. 
9. Head Cook. 

10. Waitress. 
11. Housemaid. 
12. Seamstress. 
13. Hospital Attendant. 
14. Attendant (County Home). 
15. Hospital Orderly. 
16. Orderly (County Home). 
17. Housekeeper. 
18. Matron. 
19. Superintendent of County Home. 

Class 1. Farm Laborer 

Duties: Under immediate supervision to perform general labor 
cn farm. 

Salary rates: Living wage. 

Class 2. Farm Laborer and Deputy Sheriff 
Duties: Under immediate supervision to perform general labor 

on farm; to have custody of prisoners detailed to work on farm; 
to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: Common school -education or its equivalent. 
Salary rates: $960, $1,080, $1,200. 

Class 3. Laundress 

Duties: Under- immediate supervision to wash, starch, dry and 
iron either by hand or machine; to perform related work as 
required. 

Salary rates: $2.8~3 per day. 

Class 4. Laundryman 

Duties: Under immediate supervision to operate washing and 
other laundry machines; to perform related work as required. 

Salary rates: $840, $900, $960, $1,020. 
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Class 5. Laundry supervision 

Duties: Under direction to supervise the operation of a small 
laundry; to assist in the performance of the work; to perform 
related work as required. 

Measurements: Five subordinates. 
Salary rates: $1,020, $1,080, $1,140, $1,200. 

Class 6. Kitchen Helper 
Duties: Under immediate supervision to assist in the prepara

tion of food, in distributing food. on wagons and trays, in drying 
and washing dishes and other utensils; to perform. related work 
as required. 

Salary rates: $360, $420, $480 and maintenance. 

Class 7. Baker 
Duties: Under supervision to make bread, cakes and pastry; 

to perform related work as required. 
Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; 

two years' experience as baker in a large restaurant or institution. 
Salary rates: $960, $1,080, $1,200 and maintenance. 

Class 8. Cook 

Duties: Under supervision to prepare and cook food; to per
form related work as required. 

Salary rates: $480, $600, $720, $840 and maintenance. 

Class 9. Head Cook 

Duties: Under direction to be responsible for the preparation 
and cooking of food for large institutions; to assist in cooking; 
to requisition necessary supplies; to perform related work as 
required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; 
two years' experience as cook in a large restaurant or institution. 

Measurements: Cooking for 200 people j 2 subordinates. 
Salary rates: $960, $1,080, $1,200 and maintenance. 

Class 10. Waitress 

Duties: Under immediate supervision to set tables; to serve 
food; to wash dishes; to perform related work as required. 

Salary rates: $340, $400 and maintenance. 

Class 11. Housemaid 

Duties: Under immediate supervision to perform usual work 
of maid, including cleaning, making beds, serving at table; to per
form related work as required. 

Salary rates: $480, $540, $600 and maintenance. 
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Class 12. Seamstress 
Duties: Under supervision to make .and repair clothing and 

house linen, either by machine or by hand; to perform related 
work as required. 

Salary rates: $420, $480, $540 and maintenance. 

Class 13. Hospital Attendant 
Duties: Under the supervision of nurses to care for the rooms, 

linen, trays and general well-being of women patients; to give 
medicine as directed;' to take pulse and temperature; to perform 
related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent. 
Measurements: Ten hours per day or twelve hours per night; 

every other Sunday free for day attendants and one night a week 
free for night attendants. 

Salary rates: $480, $600, $720 and maintenance. 

Class 14. Attendant (County Home) 
Duties: Under general supervision to be responsible for the 

cleanliness and order of female inmates; to be of general assistance 
to sick and feeble; to assist matron where needed; to perform 
related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equiValent. 
Measurements: Hours: 6 A. M. to 9 P. M. Two and one-half 

days per month and every other Sunday free. 
Salary rates: $480, $600, $720 and maintenance. 

Class 15. Hospital Orderly 

Duties: Under the supervision of nurses to care for rooms, 
linen, trays and general well-being of male patients; to give medi
cines as directed; to take pulse and temperature; to perform re
lated work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent. 
Measurements: Ten hours per day or twelve hours per night; 

every other Sunday free for day orderlies and one night a week 
free for night orderlies. 

Salary rates: $480, $600, $720 and maintenance. 

Class 16 Orderly (Couny Home) 

Duties: Under general supervision to be responsible for c~eanli
ness and order of male inmates; to be of general assistance to the 
sick and feeble; to be in chlU'ge of drug dispensary; to prepare 
the dead for burial; to perform other related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent. 
Measurements: Hours, 6 A. M. to 9 P. M. Two and one--half 

days per month and every other Sunday free. 
Salary rates: $480, $600, $720 and maintenance. 
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Class 17. Housekeeper 
Duties: Under general supervision to be responsible for the 

care and maintenance of house or dormitory used as living 
quarters by county employees; to requisition household supplies; 
to perform related w.ork as required. 

Qualifications: Gram,mar school education; succ~ssful experi
ence as housekeeper. 

Measurements: Number of employees housed: 50-60. 
Positions included: Housekeeper of nurses' home attached to 

county hospital. 
Salary rates: $540, $660, $780 and maintenance. 

Class 18. Matron 
Duties: Under general supervision to be in charge. of the care 

and maintenance of the women's quarters in a county home; to 
supervise the preparation and serving of food for all inmates; to 
perform relate~ work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; five 
years' experience in a responsible position in an institution. 

Salary rates: $600, $720, $840 and maintenance. 

Class 19. Superintendent of County Home 
Duties: To be responsible to the superintendent of charities 

for the administration of the county home; to supervise all em
ployees; to requisition and issue all supplies; to supervise the 
keeping· of records and the preparation of reports; to perform re
lated work f!,S required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; three 
years' experience in a responsible position in social or institutional 
work. . 

Measurements: Twenty subordinates; an average of 175 
inmates. 

Salary rat~: $1,200, $1,320, $1,440, $1,560 and maintenance. 

CUSTODIAL SERVICE - B 
Class 1. Watchman. 

2. Cleaner. 
3. Janitor. 
4. Superintendent of Building. 

Class 1. Watchman 

Duties: Under supervision to guard public buildings from 
theft, fire or other injury; to make rounds of the buildings at pre
scribed intervals; to give furnace fires or boilers necessary atten
tion; to perform related work as required. 

'Qualifications: Ability to read and write; some experience with 
heating plants. . 

Measurements: Hours 9:30 P. M. to 5 :30 A. M. 
Salary rates: $840, $960, $1,080 and maintenance. 
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Class 2. Cleaner 
Duties: Under immediate supervision to perform routine work 

in connection with the cleaning and care of public buildings, hos
pital wards, their equipment and adjacent grounds; to perform 
related work as required. 

Salary rates: $840, $960, $1,080. 

Class 3 - Janitor 
Duties: Under supervision to be responsible for cleaning, h~t

ang and ventilating a small public building or part of large build
ing; to attend to adjacent grounds; to perform work 8S required. 

Qualifications: Ability to read and write; two years· experi
ence in janitor work. 

Measurement: Eight hours daily. 
Salary rates: $960, $1,080, $1,200. 

Class 4. Superintendent of Building 
Duties: To be responsible for the maintenance and care of a 

large public building; to contract for and supervise necessary 
repair work; to purchase, store and distribute supplies; to per
form related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; 
experience as janitor or' preferably experience as contractor or 
builder. 

Measurements: Annual appropriations ranging from $20,000 
to $25,000. 

Salary rates: $2,100, $2,250, $2,400. 

SKILLED LABOR SERVICE - 0 
Class 1. Truckman. 

2. Chauffeur. 
3. Carpenter. 
4. Fireman. 
5. Engineman. 
6. Sealer of Weights and Measures. 

Class 1. Truckman 
Duties: Under immediate supervision to operate truck in con

nection with the delivery of prisoners working on farm. to and 
from jail, and with the delivery of coal and other materials; to 
perform . related work as required. 

Salary rates: $1,200, $1,320, $1,440. 

Class 2 - Chauffeur 
Duties: To operate and maintain touring car in good 

mechanical condition; to overhaul engine when necessary; to per
form related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent. 
Salary rates: $1,320, $1,440, $1,560. 
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Class 3 - Carpenter 
Duties: Under immediate supervision to .maintain and repair 

furniture and other woodwork about a public building; to perform 
related work as required. 

Salary rates: $960, $1,080, $1,200, $1,320 and maintenance. 

Class 4. Fireman 

Duties: Under immediate supervision to fire by hand; to mhin
tain prouer steam pressure on high pressure boilers; to perform re
lated work as required. 

Qualifications: Common school education; two years' experience 
. in firing and tending boilers. 

Measurements: Eight-hour shifts; operation of two boilers. 
Salary rates: $720, $840, $960 and maintenance. 

Class 5. Engineman 
Duties: Under the superintendent to be responsible for the 

operation and maintenance of a steam heating, light and power 
plant; to make necessary current plumbing and electrical repairs 
for all buildings; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; pre-
ferably State license to serve as steam engineman. . 

Measurements: Twelve-hour shifts; seven days per week; four 
boilers, two of which are in operation at any given time. 

Salary rates: $960, $1,080, $1,200, $1,320 and maintenance. 

Class 6. Sealer of Weights and Mea.sures 
Duties: To test periodically scales and measuring devices; to 

prosecute violators of laws and ordinances; to keep records ; to 
perform relate.d work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent. 
Measurements: Three thousand to three thousand five hundred 

measuring devices tested annually. 
Salary rates: $1,440, $1,560, $1,680, $1,800. 

POLICE SERVICE - D 
Class 1 .. Jailer. 

2: Night Jailer. 
3. Deputy Sheriff. 
4. Deputy Sheriff (Jail Farm). 
5. Under Sheriff. 
6. Assistant Probation Officer (Children's Court). 
7. Probation Officer (Children's Court). 
8. Probation Officer (County Court). 
9. Matron (County Jail). 

10. Matron (Detention Home). 
11. Sheriff. 

6 
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Class 1. Jailer 
Duties: Under supervision of the sheriff, to be responsible for 

the custody and welfare of prisoners, including the serving of 
meals, the cleanliness and heating of building; to order necessary 
supplies; to receive and discharge prisoners; to keep records; to 
serve special deputy when called; to perform related work as 
required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; 
two years' experience in institutional work of similar character. 

Measurements: Hours: 7 A. M. to 6 P. M.; one day a week free. 
Number of prisoner days: 15,000 per year. 

Salary rates: $1,500, $1,620, $1,740, $1,860. 

Class 2. Night Jailer 
Duties: Under general supervision to have custody of prisoners 

during night hours; to serve occasionally as special deputy sheriff; 
to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent. 
Measurements: Ten hours per night; every other Sunday free. 
Salary rates: $1,200, $1,400, $1,560. 

Class 3. Deputy Sheri1f 
Duties: Under the direction of the sheriff to investigate crimes 

either by day or night; to make arrests; to serve and execute 
judicial processes; to patrol highways; to relieve jailer during his 
absence; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent. 
Salary rates: $1,500, $1,620, $1,740, $1,860. 

Class 4. Deputy Sheri1f (Jail Fa.rm) 
Duties: Under general supervision to have custody of the 

prisoners detailed to work on the county farm; to operate farm; 
to maintain buildings and equipment; to deliver produce to other 
county institutions; to perform other related duties as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; 
successful experience as farmer. 

Measurements: Size of farm - 320 lWres; number of prisoners 
assigned from jail- on the average 16 in summer, 8 to 9 in winter; 
approximately 3,500 prisoners days per year. 

Salary rates: $1,200, $1,320,. $1,440 and maintenance. 

Class 5. Under Sheri1f 
Duties: To assist the sheriff in the supervision of the office and 

of the work of the deputy sheriffs; to represent the sheriff in his 
absence; to make investigations, arrests and to execute judicial 
processes either by day or night; to look after criminal records; 
to perform related work as required. . 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; 
three years' experience as deputy sheriff. 

Salary rates: $2,100, $2,250, $2,400. 
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Class 6-Assistant Probation Officer (Children's Court) 
Duties: Under supervision to assist probation officer in the per

formance of her duties; to perform related work as required. 
Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; two 

years' experience in social or probation work. 
Salary rates: $1,449, $1,560, $1,680, $1,800. 

Class 7. Probation Officer (Children's Court) 
Duties: Under general direction to investigate, report and 

make recommendations on eases assigned by the judge of the Chil
dren'8 Court; to receive, disburse and account for all money paid 
on orders of court; to supervise work of assistant; to perform re
lated work a8 required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; four 
years' experience in social or probation work. 

Salary rates: $1,800, $1,920, $2,040, $2,160. 

Class 8. Probation Officer (County Court) 
Duties: Under direction to investigate report and make recom

mendations on cases assigned by county judge and justices of 
peace; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; four 
years' experience in social or probation work. 

Measurements: 125 to 150 probationers under supervision dur
ing some portion of the year; $15,000 to $20,000 received from pro
bationers per year. 

Salary rates: $1,920, $2,040, $2,160, $2,280. 

Class 9. Matron (County Jail) 
Duties: Under the supervision of the jailor to be responsible 

for the custody and welfare of female prisoners, including the 
serving of meals and cleanliness of their quarters; to perform re
lated work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; two 
years' experience in institutional work of similar character. 

Salary rates: $600, $720, $840 and maintenance. 

Class lO-Matron (Detention Home) 
Duties: Under general supervision to be responsible for the 

custody and welfare of children, including the preparation and 
serving of food and provision of clothing; to requisition necessary 
supplies; to keep records; to perform related work as required-

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; 
two years' experience in institutional work of similar character. 

Measurements: On the average five to eight children in eustody 
at one time. 

Salary rates: $600, $720, $840 and maintenance. 
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Class 11. Sherifi' 
Duties: To exercise general supervision and determine adminis

trative policy of office responsible for the enforcement of law and 
the punishment of offenders; to serve and execute judicial processes 
both civil and criminal; to subpoena witnesses: to serve jury 
notices; to serve bench warrants; to perform related work as 
required. 

Qualifications: Elective. 
Measurements: Twenty full time subordinates, 13 general 

deputies; 30,000 to 35,000 prisoner days per year. 
Salary rates: $4,500 and maintenance (no fees). 

CLERICAL SERIES- CLERlCAL SERVICE - E~ 
Class 1. Junior Clerk. 

2. Clerk. 
3. Senior Clerk. 
4. Commissioner of Jurors. 
5. County Clerk. 

Class 1. Junior Clerk 
Duties: Under immediate superVISIOn to perform routine 

clerical work; to perform related work as required. 
Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent. 
Salary rates: $780, $900, $1,020. 

Class 2. Clerk 
Duties: Under superVISIOn to classify and index papers and 

records requiring the exercise ~f independent judgment within 
prescribed limits; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent and 
preferably a highschool training; one year's experience in index
ing and filing. 

Positions included: Index clerks in county clerk's office. 
Salary rates: $1,080, $1,200, $1,320, $1,440. 

Class 3. Senior Clerk 
Duties: Under general supervision to carryon work of a re

sponsible character requiring the exercise of discretion and inde
pendent judgment and involving intensive knowledge of a definite 
field. Examples: To keep records; to index court and other docu
ments; to check rolls and reports; to prepare periodic reports; to 
prepare lists for special purposes; to register aliens for naturaliza
tion; to issue citizenship papers; to register automobiles; to pre
pare court calendars; to subpoena witnesses; to payoff witnesses; 
to give information to the public; to perform related work as 
required. ' 
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Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; three 
years' experience in clerical work. 

Positions included: Deputy clerks in the county clerk's office; 
clerks acting as assistants to the following officials or boards: 
board of supervisors, board of equalization, commissioner of jurors, 
superintendent of highways, district attorney and children's court. 

Salary rates: $1,800, $1,950, $2,100, $2,250. 

Class 4. Commissioner of Jurors 
Duties: To exercise supervision over small unit; to be re

sponsible for keeping current list of citizens and taxpayers quali
fied to serve on the jury of the supreme, county, surrogate or city 
courts. 

Qua)ifications: High school education or its equivalent, experi
encdr in the handling of extensive data; ability to estimate char
acter and personality. 

Measurements: Number of prospective jurors drawn per year, 
2,000; number accepted per year, 800. 

Salary rates: $2,400. 

Class 5. County Clerk 
Duties: To exercise general supervision and determine adminis

trative policy of office in charge of thc registration of deeds, mort
gages, marriage licenses and other legal documents; also of auto
mobile registration, naturalization of aliens, and of voters' lists for 
election purposes. 

Qualifications: Elective. 
Measurements: Annual income for recording, docketing, mak

ing searches, copying and similar services, $20,000 to $25,000. 
Salary Rates: $4,500 (no fees). 

CLERJCAL SERIES - STENOGRAPHER-TYPIST 

SERVICE-F 
Class 1. Junior Typist. 

2. Clerk-Stenographer. 
3. Court Stenographer. 

Class 1. Junior Typist 
Duties: Under immediate supervision to copy from manuscript 

on standard or special typewriter; to co.mpare copy with original; 
to perform related clerical work of a routine character. 

Qualifications: At least grammar school education or its 
equivalent. . 

Positions included: Recorder in county· clerk's office. 
Salary rates: $900, $1,020, $1,140. 

7 
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Class 2 - Clerk-Stenographer 
Duties: To take stenographic notes and transcribe same on 

typewriter; under supervision to handle routine correspondence; 
to index and file papers; to keep office records; to prepare current 
reports; to register financial transactions; to make footings and 
calculations; to give information to public; to perform related 
clerical work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; one or 
more years' training and experience in clerical work_ 

Positions included: Stenographer-clerks in the following offices: 
Board of supervisors, board of elections, treasurer, county clerk, 
sheriff, surrogate, department of charities, purchasing agent. 

Salary rates: $1,140, $1,260, $1,380, $1,500. 

Cla.ss 3. Court Stenographer 
Duties: To record verbatim judicial proceedings and testimony 

of witnesses before the court; to transcribe such record on the type
writer; to handle correspondence of office when required; to per
form related work. 

Qualifications: High school educat.ion or its equivalent; ability 
to take stenographic notes at a high rate of speed and to transcribe 
them rapidly and accurately. 

Positions included: Court stenographers in the county, the sur
rogate's, the children's courts and in the district attorney's office. 

Salary rates: ~2,400, $2,550, $2,700, $2,850, $3,000. 

CLERICAL SERIES - FISCAL SERVICE - G 

Class 1. Cashier. 
2. Junior Bookkeeper. 
3. Deputy Comptroller or Auditor. 
4. Comptroller or Auditor. 
5. Treasurer. 

Class 1. Cashier 
Duties: Under supervision to receive all money according to 

tax-rolls and other schedules; to disburse funds on the basis of 
warrants; to keep necessary records of such transactions; to per
form related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school. education or its equivalent; two 
or more years' experience in handling money. 

Positions included: Cashier in treasurer's office. 
Salary rates: $1,800, $1,950, $2,100, $2,250. 

Class 2. Junior Bookkeeper 
Duties: Under immediate supervision to post ledger accounts; 

to make journal entries; to keep cost records; to prepare balance 
sheets· to make financial statements; to perform stenographic and 
incide~tal clerical work as required. 
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Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; at least 
five years' experience as stenographer and bookkeeper. 

Positions included: Stenographer-bookkeeper in comptroller's 
or auditor's office. 

Salary rates: $1,950, $2,100, $2,250, $2,400. 

Class 3. Deputy Comptroller or Auditor 
Duties: Under general supervision to post ledger accounts; 

to make journal entries; to keep cost records; to analyze depart
mental accounts and transactions; to review claims. from all 
departments; to make out all checks; to .make a continuous audit 
of treasurer's books, cash and bank balances; to perform related. 
work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent ; four 
years' experience in bookkeeping and accounting work. 

Positions included: Deputy comptroller or auditor. 
Salary rates: $2,400, $2,550, $2,700, $2,850. 

Class 4. Comptroller or Auditor 
Duties: To' review claims; to countersign all checks; to exer

cise general supervision and determine administrative policy of 
office in chlU'ge of fiscal audit and control. 

Qualifications: Elective. 
Measurements: Number of claims per year, 4,500--5,000; num

ber of checks, 8,000-9,000. 
Salary rates: $5,000. 

Class 5. Treasurer 
Duties: To sign all checks; to make deposits in banks and have 

custody of all county funds deposited in banks; to exercise general 
supervision and to determine administrative policy of office respon
sible for the receipt and disbursement of funds. 

Qualifications: Elective. 
Measurements: Total funds collected (taxes, licenses, trust 

funds), $3,000,000. 
Salary rates: $4,500. 

CLERICAL SERIES -MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE - H 

Class 1. Telephone Operator. 
2. Storekeeper. 
3. Purchasing Agent. 

Class 1. Telephone Operator 

Duties: To operate a telephone switchboard; to keep records 
of connections; to give information to the public concerning 
officials and location of offices. 

Qualifications: Grammar school education or its equivalent; at 
least one year's experience in operating a multiple switchboard. 
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Measurements: Forty-one connections on board; five hours per 
day. 

Salary rate: $780, $900, $1,020. 

Class 2. Storekeeper 

Duties: Under the direction of the superintendent of the hos
pital to be in immediate charge of a storeroom; to requisition 
supplies from the purchasing agent; to receive supplies and to 
check bills for same; to issu,e supplies; to keep simple records. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; three 
years' experience as clerk or salesman. 

Salary rates: $600, $720, $840, $960 and maintenance. 

Class 3. Purchasing Agent 

Duties: To purchase and account for materials and supplies, 
including gas, electricity and water for all departments of the 
county; to investigate prices and supplies; to advertise and receive 
bids for same; to. serve as ditributing center for office supplies; 
to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; at least. 
three years' experience in an organized purchasing department. 

Measurements: 5,000-6,000 requisitions per year; $150,000-
$200,000 supplies purchased per year (exclusive of water, gas and 
electricity) . 

Salary rates :$3,000, annual increments of $150, no maximum 
specified. 

SUBPROFESSIONAL SERIES - WELFARE SERVICE-I 

Class 1. Investigator (Department of Charities). 
2. Secretary of Child Welfare Board. 
3. Chief Investigator (Department of Charities). 
4. Superintendent of Charities. 

Class 1. Investigator (Department of Charities) 
Duties: Under the supervision of the superintendent of chari

ties to investigate the cases of needy and destitute persons; to 
report periodically on the conditions and treatment of children 
placed out or assigned to charitable or other institutions at th~ 
expense of the county; to investigate the expenditures of mothers 
receiving aid from the board' of child welfare; to keep records; 
'to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent, and 
some training in social work, if possible; four years' experience 
in social work. 

Salary rates: $1,440, $1,560, $1,680, $1,800. 
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Class 2. Secretary of Ohild Welfare Board 
Duties: Under supervision of superintendent of charities to 

investigate and report on the care and condition of children coming 
under the jurisdiction of the ·board of child welfare; to keep min
utes of meetings of the board; to prepare reports; to perform 
related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent and 
some training in social work, if possible; two years' experience in 
social work. 

Salary rates: $1;440, $1,560, $1,680, $1,800. 

Class 3. Chief Investigator (Department of Charities) 

Duties: Under the direction of the superintendent of charities 
to supervise and assign cases to the investigators of the depart
ment; to receive and digest their reports; to make a limited num
ber of investigations; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education. or its equivalent and 
some training in social work, if possible; two years 'experience in 
social work. . 

Measurements: Responsible for two investigators. 
Salary rates: $1,800, $1,920, $2,040, $2,160. 

Class 4. Superintendent of Charities 

Duties: To be responsible for the investigation and commit
ment of all cases of need and destitution among the residents of 
the county, including both adults and children; to serve as ex 
officio member and investigating agent of the board of child wel
fare; to investigate periodically the care and treatment of all 
beneficiaries of county, whether in public or privat~ institutions 
or under the guardianship of individuals; to supervise the admin
istration of the County Home; to perform related work as required. 

QualificatioD"s : College education or its equivalent, or special 
training in social work; five years' experience in social work in a 
responsible administrative position. 

Measurements: Annual appropriations to department, $200,000-
$250,000; ten subordinates. Number of investigations per yeal 
as measured by commitments of: Children to boarding homes or 
institutions, 88; children to free homes, 42; patients to hospital, 
635; paupers to county home, 115. Number of investigations per 
year as measured by applications for allowances: Child Welfare 
Department, 68. 

Salary rates: $4,500. 

SUBPROFESSIONAL SERIES - NURSING SERVICE - J 

Class 1. Hospital Nurse. 
2. Tuberculosis Nurse. 
3. Supervising Hospital Nurse. 
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Class 1. Hospital Nurse 
Duties: To perform, under supervIsIon, routine work in· the 

nursing care and treatment of hospital patients; to keep necessary 
ward records of patients; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; cer
tificate of graduation from nurses' training school of recognized 
standing. 

Measurements: Ten hours per day or twelve hours per night; 
day nurses free one-half day per week and every other Sunday; 
night nurses free one night a week. 

Salary rates: $900, $1,020 and maintenance. 

Class 2. Tuberculosis Nurse 

Duties: Under supervision to perform such work in field nurs
ing as may be required in the investigation, reporting, prevention 
and correction of tuberculosis; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: High school education or its equivalent; cer-
tificate of graduation from nurses' training school of recognized 
standing; two years' experience in public or private health nurs
ing of similar character. 

Measurements: Total number of calls per year, 1,750 to 2,000; 
ten clinics with 170 examinations. 

Salary rates: $1,200, $1,320, $1,440. 

Class 3. Supervising Hospital Nurse 
Duties: Under direction of the superintendent to supervise and 

be responsible for the nursing work of a hospital; to be respon
. sible for the conduct of nurses' dormitory; to perform related 
work as required. 

Qualifications: High school graduation or its equivalent; cer
tificate of graduation from a nurses' training school of recognized 
!>tanding; two years' experience as graduate nurse. 

Measurements : Average staft', 4 nurses, 7 orderlies, 15 attend
ants; number of beds, 200; daily census, 135-160. 

Hours: 7 A. M. to 7 P. M. 
Salary rates: $1,350, $1,500, $1,650 and maintenance. 

SUBPROFESSIONAL SElUES - LABORATORY 
SERVICE-K 

Cl~ 1. Laboratory Technician 
Duties: Under supervision to make tests and analyses of bl~, 

sputum and urine; to give anesthetics; to dispense drugs and put 
up medicine according to prescription; to perform related work 
as required. 

Qualifications: High school graduation or its equivalent; three 
years' laboratory technical experience or· equivalent training in 
technical school. 

Salary rates: $1,200, $1,320, $1,440, $1,560 and maintenance. 
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PROFESSIONAL SERIES - LIBRARY SERVICE - L 

Class 1. Law Librarian 
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Duties: Under the general supervision· of the county and the 
Supreme Court judge to be responsible for the conduct of the law 
library. 

Qualifications: Admission to the bar; three years' experience 
as practising attorney. 

Measurements: Library containing 20,000-25,000 volumes. 
Salary rates: $2,400, $2,520, $2,640, $2,760. 

PROFESSIONAL SERIES - ENGINEERING SERVICE - M 

Class 1. County Engineer 
Duties: Under the direction of a committee of the board of 

supervisors to exercise general supervision over the construction, 
maintenance and repair of roads, culverts and bridges, according 
to plans supplied by the State Highway Department; to. inspect 
work carried on by the towns; to audit all bills and accounts for 
supplies and labor incurred by the several towns of the county 
which are engaged in road construction and repair .in cooperation 
with the county and State; to perform related work as required. 

Qualifications: Graduation from engineering school of recog
nized standing or its equivalent; five years' experience in respon
sible supervisory position in highway engineering work. 

Measurements: Total mileage under county control, 2,300; 
total number of bridges, 1,200; average number of miles of new 
roads constructed annually, 30-40 miles; amount of money spent 
by towns and county per year, $400,000. 

Salary rates: $5,000. 

PROFESSIONAL SERIES - MEDICAL SERVICE - N 

Class 1. Junior Medical Officer. 
2. Superintendent (County Hospital). 

Class 1. Junior Medical Officer 
Duties: Under immediate supervisioil of the superintendent to 

assist in the 1Iledical work of the county hospital; to. perform 
related work as required. . . 

Qualifications: Graduation from a medical school of recognized 
standing. . ... 

Salary rates: $1,200 plus maintenance. 

CI8.ss ·2. Superintendent (County Hospital) 
, . Duties: Under direction to have medical administrative super

vision over the county hospital, its buildings and equipment; . to 
requisition all supplies and render account for-them; to perform 
related work as required. 
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Qualifications: . Graduation from a medical school of recognized 
standing; five years' experience as a practicing physician; experi
ence in an executive capacity. 

Measurements: Daily census between 135 and 160. 
Salary rates: $3,000, $3,300, $3,600, $3,900 and maintenance. 

PROFESSIONAL SERIES - LAW SERVICE - 0 

Class 1. Clerk 'of Surrogate's Court. 
2. Assistant District Attorney. 
3. District Attorney. 
4. Judge of Children's Court. 
5. County Judge. 
6. Judge of Surrogate's Court. 

Class 1. Clerk of Surrogate's Court 
Duties: To supervise and handle the administrative duties con

nected with the Surrogate's Court; to· perform related work as 
required. 

Qualifications: Admission to the bar; three years' experience 
as practicing attorney. 

Salary rates: $2,100, $2,250, $2,400, $2,550, $2,700. 

Class 2. Assistant District Attorney 
Duties: To assist the district attorney in the performance of 

his duties. 
Qualifications: Admission to the bar; three years' experience 

as practicing attorney. 
Salary rates: $2,550, $2,700, $2,850, $3,000. 

Class 3. District Attorney 
Duties: To be responsible for the prosecution of all crimes 

cognizable by courts of the county; to take charge of the indict
ments by the grand jury; to conduct trial of indictments so found; 
to report and account for all moneys received by him by virtue of 
the office; to perform related work. as required. 

Qualifications: Elective. 
Measurements: Number of felony convictions per year, 100-120. 
Salary rates: $5,000. 

Class 4. Judge of Children's Court 
Duties: To preside over the Children's Court j to exercise juris

diction as prescribed by law; to perform related work as required. 
Qualifications: Elective. . 
Measurements: Number of cases handled in court per year, 

70()"'750 i full-time position. 
Salary rates: $5,000. 
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Class 6. County Judge 
Duties: To preside over the County Court; to take jurisdiction 

and to perform the usual duties prescribed by law; to perform 
related work as required. 

Quali:6.eations: Elective. 
Measurements: Number of eauses tried in court per year, 60-70. 
Salary rates: $6,000. 

Class 6. Judge of Surroga.te's Court 
Duties: To preside over Surrogate's Court; to supervise the 

administration of estates of decedents and infants as prescribed in 
the law; to perform related work as required. 

Quali:6.cations : Elective. 
Measurements: Number of wills probated per year, 400 to 450. 
Salary rates: $6,000. 
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In connection with the committee's work on forest taxation, the 
highly technical question of costs of growing timber was frequently 
raised. A number of the advocates of changes in the laws gov
·erning the taxation of forests based their arguments largely. ·on 
tables of cost and yield estimates. The weaknesses of some of these 
tables have already been commented on in the body of the report. 

At the request of the committee the members of the faculty 
of the New York State College of Forestry at Syracuse under
took the preparation of the following tables, on the basis of 
their training and experience. These tables take into account 
certain of the pertinent factors most frequently overlooked in 
the computations presented to the committee. 

In the meantime, however, the committee had succeeded in col
lecting a body of facts which enabled it to arrive at certain con
clusions relative to forest taxation without recourse to estimates 
of future expenditures and yields in long-term rotations. In spite 
of the fact, however, that the results of the tables do not enter into 
the conclusions of the committee in any way, beyond corroborating 
our conclusion that the usual abbreviated estimate of costs and 
yields is entirely inadequate, the standing of the authors in their 
profession has led the committee to include their tables as an 
appendix to this report. 

The committee wishes to express its indebtedness to the faculty 
of the State College of Forestry for these tables. 
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TABLE I 

COST OF GROWING TIMBER IN WHITE PINE 
PLANTATION 

HAROLD CAHILL BELYEA, 

Assistant Professor of Forest Engineering, 
New York State College of Forestry 

Part I 
Premises: 

a. Bare land bought in actual sale, $4 per acre. 
b. Planting stock, 3-year old transplants, white pine, $4 per 

thousand. . 
c. Cost of planting, 1 5/7 man days at $7 per day equals $12 

per acre. 
d. Rotation, 60 years. . 
e. Protection (posting, patrol in danger season, etc.) and admin

istration, 6 cents per acre per year. 
f. Taxes, 20 cents per acre per year. 
g. After running 7 years the planatation had to be cleaned and 

weeded for blister rust control at a cost of $1.65 per acre. 
h. In the 15th year the plantation is again cleaned for white 

pine weevil infection at cost of $2.75 per acre. 
i. In the 20th year a light thinning is made. The material 

removed, 4-6 inches in diameter, is small, without a great 
deal of sale value, so that the cost of making the thinning 
exceeds the returns by $3.75 per acre. 

j. In the 25th year a second cleaning up of the noes (currants 
and gooseberries) is made for blister rust control at cost 
of $1.25 per acre. 

k. In the 30th year a second thinning is made. This removes 
material 8-10 inches in diameter. The number of stems 
per acre is reduced from 900 to 700. About 5,000 board 
feet, or 10 cords of wood, are removed, with a net return 
of $6 per cord, or $60 per acre. Cost of markin!;, $1.25 
per acre; cost of brush disposal, $1.15 per cord. 

I. In the 40th year a third thinning is made which reduces the 
number of stems from 700 to 550 stems per acre. About 
7,500 board feet, or 15 cords, are removed at $8 per cord, 
or $1.20 net per acre. Marking cost, $1.40 per acre; 
brush disposal, $1.05 per cord. 

m. In the 45th year a third cleaning for blis~er rust control at 
a cost of $1.25 per acre. 

n. In the 50th year a fourth thinning is made, reducing the 
number of stems from 550 to 400 and removing about 
12,000 board feet, or 24 cords of wood per acre, which 
at $9 per cord will net $216 per acre. Cost of marking, 
$1.50 per acre; brush disposal, $1 per cord. 
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o. In the 60th yt'&r the area is clean cut (subsequently planted). 
The yield per acre amounts to 53,000 board feet, or 106 
eords, per acre, which at $10 per coni net $1,060. Brush 
disposal 80 ~nts per cord. 

p. Interest rate, 4 per c,ent. 

Pan n 
EXPE!\'DITt.'RES OR DEBIT hEllS 

Computations : 
a. Lands cost compounded for 60 yt'ars: 

Sa (1.0pD) = $-1.00 X 10.5~ = $-12.08. 
b. Cost of planting stock compoundt.'tl for 60 years (1210 plants 

pt'r acre): 
C\ (1.0p") = $-1.S-1 X 10.52 = $~0.92. 

c. Labor cost in planting compounded 60 years: 
C\ (l.OpD) =$12.00 X 10.52=$1:?6.2-l. 

e. Protection, ete., annual charge compounded for 60 years: 
e (I.Op·.!) .06 (lO.~-l.OO) J16x9.52 .5712=nl.~ 

1.0 p-I 1.04-1 .04.04 
f. Tnes - annual charge compounded for 60 years: 

e (lOp··l) .20 (1~.52-I.00) ~9.52=$17.60 
1.0p-1 1.04-100 .O! 

g. First blister rust cost compounded for 43 years: 
Cost (1.0pa,) =$1.65 X 8.03=$13.25. 

h. Weevil control comaounded for 45 years: 
Cost (1.0p") = $2.75 X 5.84 = $16.06. 

i. First thinning cost compounded for 40 years: 
Cost (1.Op60) = $3.75 X 4.80 = $18.00. 

j. Second ribes eradication cost compounded for 35 years: 
$1.25 X 3.95 = U.94. 

k. Cost of marking second thinning: 
$1.25 X 1,0!,o = $1.25 X 3.2-1 - $-l.0~. 

Cost of brush disposal, second thinning: 
($1.15 X 10) X 1.O!so=$1l.50 X 3.2-1=$37.26. 

1. Marking for the third thinning in the 40th year: 
$1.40 X 1.O!so=$1.40 X 2.19=$3.07. 

Brush disposal, third thinning: 
($1.05 X 15) X 1.0!,o=$15.75 X 2.19 = $3·U9. 

m. Ribes t'radieation in the 45th year equals: 
$1.25 X 1.04" = $1.25 X 1.S0 = $2.25. 

n. Marking for fourth thinning in 50th year: 
$1.50 X 1.46 = $2.22-

Brush disposal, fourth thinning: 
($1.00 X 24) X 1.48=$2-1.00 X 1.48=$35.52. 

o. Brush disposal at cutting: 
$.80 X 106 = $84.80. 



YIELD OR CREDIT ITE1lS 
C Qmptdations : 

k. Receipts from second thinning compounded 30 years: 
$60 X 3.24 = $194.40. 

1. Receipts from third thinning, compounded 20 years: 
$120 X 2.19 = $262.80. 

n. Receipts from fourth thinning compounded 10 years. 
$216.00 X 1.48 = $319.68. 

DEBIT I'J'BJIS 

a-Lend ................ . 
b -Planting stock ...••.... 
e - I.at-ehMge on plantiDg 
d - Proteetion .......•.... 
e-Tues ............... . 
C - lsi; ~ rus& (Ribes) 
~~ ..••...•• 

h - Weevil eontrol ....... . 
i -First thirminc ........ . 
j -2d Ribes eradieatioo ... . 
k-Marlrinc 2d tbinniDg 

brush 2d thinninc •... 
I - Marlrinc 3d tbinniDg 

brush 3d tbinniDg •••• 
_ 3d Bibee eradieation •.. 
D - Marlrinc 4th tbinniDg 

brush 4th tbinniDg .. . 
0- Brush a& final eot .... . 

$42 08 
5092 

126 24 
1428 
47 fiO 

1325 
1606 
1800 
4M 
405 

3726 
307 

34 49 
225 
222 

35 52 
8440 

1536 63 

Profita121.73 .-&ere.- YeM. 

a-Land ................. . 
k - Y from 2d thinninc .... . 
I - Y from 3d thinning •.... 
D - Y from 4th thinning ... . 
o -Final yield ............ . 

179 

MOO 
194 40 
26280 
31968 

1,060 00 

$l,8!O 88 

This is equivalent to a rate of interest earned on the investment 
of 5.85% compounded. 

TABLE I-A 
CoIDIL"" OI TABLE I BY E. S. PBIBCB 

Dired4r of FOII'ul EzteruNm, N_ Yor-.I: 8taU College of For-edT" 

.. I believe that the profit per year is too high and ~ of the 
opinion that it might be advisable to lower the stumpage rates for 
the cuttings at 30, 40, 50 and 60 years to $4, $5, $6 and $8 
respectively. " 

Following is a ealculation worked out on the basis of this 
suggestion: 
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BALANCE SHEET 

DEBIT ITEMS CBEDI'I' ITEMS 

a-Land ................ . 
b - Planting stock ...... .. 
c - Labor charge on planting 
d - Protection ............ . 
e-Taxes ............... . 
g - 1st blister rust (Ribes) 

eradication ........ . 
h -Weevil control. ....... . 
i-First thinning ........ . 
j -2d Ribes eradication ... . 
k - Marking 2d thinning .. . 

brush 2d thinning ... . 
I - Marking 3d thinning .. . 

Brush 3d thinning .. . 
m- 3d Ribes eradication .. . 
n - Marking 4th thinning •. 

brush 4th thinning ... . 
o -Brush at final cut ..... . 

Balance •....... 

$4208 
50 92 

12624 
1428 
4760 

1325 
16 06 
1800 
494 
405 

37 26 
307 

34 49 
225 
222 

35 52 
8440 

53663 
82234 

a-Land ................. . 
k - Y from 1st thinning •... 
1-Yfrom 2d thinning .... . 
n - Y from 3d thinning ... . 
0- Final yield ........... . 

$400 
12960 
164 25 
213 12 
848 00 

Total .......... 11,358 97 Total .......... $1,358 97 

Profit per acre per year 113.72. 
This is equivalent to a rate of interest earned on the investment 

of 5.5% compounded. 

TABLE n 
, COST OF PRODUCING MIXED FORESTS 

HAROLD CAHILL BELYEA 
Assistant Professor of Forest Engineerirlg, New. York State Oollege of 

Premises: 
Forest,." 

Land and timber, $20 per acre. 
Taxes, 24 cents per acre per year. 
Protection anI! administration, 6 cetits per acre per year. 
Yield, 7 1\<1 every 30 years. 
Stumpage for cut in 1954, $9 per 1\1. 
Interest rate, 4 per cent. 

Computations: . 
Gc= (Sc + C + E) l.opn- (Sc + E). 

= ($20.00 + 0.00 + $7.50) X 3.24- ($20.00+ $7.50). 
= ($27.50 X 3.24) .:..- $27.50. 
=$89.10-$27.50. 
=$61.60. 

Y = 7 X $9.00 = $63.00. 
Y - Gc = $63.00 - $61.60 = $1.40. 
Note: On the basis of these assumptions, the tract would yield a profit 

of 4% cents per acre per year. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

l?ebruary 15, '1925. 

To the Senate and Assembly of the State of New York: 
The joint .resolution of the .Legislatureentrusted to this ,com

mitteethetask 'of . examining the systems of State and local taxa
tion, the ,sources and distribution of State and Jocal revenue, the 
method ,of .financing the public school system,.and the raising, ap
portionment and . distribution of revenue for . schools. We have 
examined these matters as far as time and resources permitted and 
submit our !report ,herewith. 

iW e wish ;to 'have this report considered as .an a!ldition to the 
scries of reports prepared by this committee ,during the .past six 
years. . Many of the recommendations which ,we have made here 
are discussed in greater detail in our previous studies.· 

The main ,efforts ,of the ,committee itself .and ,of ,the advisory 
committee appointed in accordance with the joint xesolution 'have 
been devoted primarily ,to that part of :the study ,of State aid' 
which· deals .with the State support of education. We have ,held 
conferences from time ,to time with the research staff .of the com
mittee as "this work j}as progressed. :Conferences have been ,held 
both in New York and in Albany with public .and private groups 
interested in State aid for schools. 'The . entire program advanced 
by the committee has had the benefit of full.discussion in a meet
ing of the advisory council which was !held in New York City on 
December 17, :1924. 

The .report we are presenting this year' supplements the previous 
work of this committee. During the past six years we have 
E:xamined the State tax problem from different angles. We have 
approached it from the standpoint of the State's need for revenue, 
of the .need of local units for revenue, of State tax administration, 
of tax administration in cities, counties and towns, and also from 
the standpoint of the individual taxpayer and the comparative 
payments of individuals and corporations under our laws. We 
Irere instructed. to examine the 'practical methods of retrenchment 
in connection 'with these studies of taxation. 'In carrying out this 
instruction we 'have examined with care ·thewhole work of local 
government in this State. . 

.. The published reports of the Special Joint Committee on Taxation and 
Retrenchment .are as follows: 

·Retrenchment, in ,City . Government ; .1920 Legislative ·Document 80 • 
. The Tax System of New York State; 1921 Legislative ·Document 57. 
A Critical Survey of -the "Tax System of the State of New York, with a 

Statistical Analysis of the Tax Burden on Corporations; 1922 Legislative 
Document 72. 

,Retrenchment.in,County, Town and Village Government •. with a Review of 
the Progress in City Government Since 1920 and a Statistical Analysis of 
Local,Government Coste;' 1923 Legislative Document 55. 

Fore8t Taxation,with sections ,dealing with Public Utility Taxation, The 
Gasoline ,Tax, The Bank Tax, and County Salary Standardization; 1924 Leg
islative Document .91. 
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The scope pf our investigation has been so wide that of course 
we do not pretend to find conclusions upon all matters which we 
discuss but we trust that it will appear from the text what conclu
sions seem to us to be tentative and incomplete and what on the 
whole may be considered as reasonably arrived at.· 

The committee wishes to acknowledge its obligation to the ad
visory council. As a group and as individual· councillors, the 
members of the advisory council have made important contribu" 
tions· in our work. As in past years, we owe a special debt to the 
State Tax Department. The Statistics Bureau of the Tax Depart-· 
ment is an· indispensable aid in any study of the State tax system. 
The State Department of Education has furnished much valuable 
assistance, as ~ave the State Comptroller and the Secretary of the 
Board of Estimate and Control. 

The staff of the committee has been divided into tWQ. groups; 
one under the direction. of Dr. Robert Murray Haig of Columbia 
University, dealing with education finance, and the other in charge 
of Luther Gulick of the National Institute of Public Administra
tion. The members of the two staffs have been drawn· from the 
National Institute of Public Administration, Columbia University,. 
Teachers College and Vassar College. We wish to express our 
appreciation of the quality of .the services rendered .. It means a 
great deal for the State to be able to draft the. services of these 
specialists in making scientific studies and in gathering materials 
and ideas to form the basis of sound public policy. 

(Signed) . 
THOMAS I. SHERIDAN, 

. Chairman~ 
F. M. DAVENPORT, 
NATHAN STRAUS, JR., 
F. TRUBEE DAVISON, 

Vice-Chairman. 
WALTERL. PRATT, 
LOUIS A. SCHOFFEL. 

. . 

The members of this committee wish to express in a public way 
their appreciation of the invaluable services which have been 
rendered to .the State and. to the Legislature through the efforts 
of the Honorable Frederick M. Davenport. . 

Since 1919 he has served either as chairman of the Special Joint 
Committee on Taxation and Retrenchment or as the chairman of 
the sub-committee in charge of investigation. During this period 
he has done more than any other member of the LegiSlature for 
the development in this State of sound and progressive tax meas
ures and administration. 

We congratulate him on his election to higher office and for the 
opportunity for even wider service in the field in which he is so 
expert. THOMAS I. SHERIDAN, 

F. TRUBEE DAVISON, 
WALTER L. PRATT, 
NATHAN STRAUS, JR., 
LOUIS A. SCHOFFEL. 
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CHAPTER I - SUMMARY OF THE REPORT .OF THE 
SPEOIAL JOINT COMMI11'EEON TAXATION AND 
RETRENCHMENT 

The Task Set !Before the Committee 
During the legislative session of 1924, the Governor by a special 

message called upon the Legislature to provide Jor "a thorough 
examination of pur tax system and the raising of money for the 
support and maintenance of. our public school system, and the 
apportionment or distribution of public school moneys appro· 
priated by'the state, among the cities and school districts of the 
btate, • • • and the all important question of finding new 
sources of local taxation for the relief of real estate • • .', 
This is the task which has been set before this committee. 

The Committee's Advisors a.nd Staff 
In this undertaking a group of recognized authorities in taxa

tion and education have been associated with us as advisors in 
order that the cOmmittee 'sprogram might have the benefit of the 
criticism and suggestions of such a group. The advisory group 
includes ,the following individuals of recognized standing in the 
state: 

Harold E. Akerly, Board of Education, Rochester, N. Y. 
William R. Bull,Port Chester, N. Y., Chairman, Tax Committee, 

Westchester County Chamber of Commerce. 
William P. Capes, New York State Conference of Mayors. 
J.~. R. Eastman, Editor, American Agriculturist. , 
Henry M. Goldfogle, President, Bureau of Taxes and Assessments, 

New York City. 
Hon. Mark' Graves, State Tax Commission. 
Hon. F.P. Graves, New York State Commissioner of Education. 
M. S. Howard, Statistician, State Tax Commi!>sion. 
H. C. McKenzie, New York State Farm Bureau. 
Carl H.Pforzheimer, Chairman, Finance Committee, Town of 

Harrison, N. Y. 
Prof. E. R. A. Seligman, Columbia University. 
William J. Wallin, State Board of Regents, Yonkers. 
Prof. George. A. Works, Cornell University. 

The committee is deeply indebted to this group of advisors. It 
is only fair to them to say, however, that the committee and not 
the advisors is to be held responsible for the recommendations and 
suggestions offered in this report. 

(13) 
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As in previous years a qualified and experienced staff of investi
gators, statisticians and legal draftsmen was set to work on the 
technical phases of our examination. In order to expedite the 
work, the stall' of specialists was divided into two divisions, one 
dealing with the problems of state aid for schools and the other 
with the problems of state and local taxation occasioned primarily 
by the present crisis in school finance, but involving necessarily 
the remaining e.xpenditures of government and the whole state 
and local system of taxation and revenues. The members of the 
committee's stall' have been drawn from Columbia University, 
Teachers College and the National Institute of Public Administra
tion, and include men who have served the committee repeatedly 
in its past investigations and so were able to carry through this 
project with the least loss of time and ell'ort. In the technical 
problem of finding a fair method of distributing state aid we were 
able to use the personnel of the Education Finance Inquiry, thereby 
drawing upon the facts, e.xperienee and conclusions of a previous 
extensive investigation. 

Nature of Committee's Report 
In this report we outline a new program for immediate con

sideration by the Legislature providing for a sound policy in the 
distribution of state aid for schools. The program which is recom· 
mended by the committee will require additional state funds to 
the extent of approximately ten million dollars in 1926. If it 
proves necessary to expand state aid for schools beyond this point, 
and the committee has no doubt and its report indicates that this 
will be the case, a re\oision of the state tax system will be neces· 
sary. Against such an eventuality, we are presenting a number of 
:mggE'stions not only to raise the additional funds that may be 
necessary, but also to iron out the inequalities of our present taxes 
and to prevent the increase of the burden upon real estate. Our 
suggestions for tax reform recognize the new state poliry of 
municipal home rule and outline methods by which natural local 
revenues may be increased and by whirh there may be established 
new local taxes upon personal incomes or upon business rentals if 
this is finally determined to be desirable. 

This summary of our findings and recommendations is divided 
into three parts. These deal with: (1) State Aid for Schools; 
(2) Local Taxation j and (3) Revision of the State Tu System. 
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I-STATE AID FOR SCHOOLS 

A Summary of Findings and Recommenda\.ioIlS · 
(1) The state is not meeting its obligation to provide a reason

able standard of free education for every child in the state. The 
educational opportunities in most of the rural districts and in 
many villages and cities are still very inadequate and unsatis
factory. This is not because the local districts in some cases have 
not exerted themselves to furnish good education; in fact, in 
many school districts the tax burden has risen alarmingly. Where 
constitutional tax and debt liInits prevail, the situation is ap
proaching a crisis. Already the pressure has forced some of the 
cities into various irregular financial practices to evade their tax 
limits, and several cities which will come within these constitu
tional liInits with the next census will be unable to finance their 
present expenditures. It is for this reason that the problem of 
free education in the State of New York is now primarily a prob
lem of finance and as such a problem of particular importance in 
the poor country districts and in the largest cities. 

(2) In the under-schooled country districts the difficulty is gen
crally due to two causes; first, the lack of taxable resources to pay 
fer schools; and, second, inefficient school organization. 

(3) In the cities the difficulty is due to the inadequacy of the 
local tax system as established by the state constitution and by 
state law. 

(4) The state school system has failed at these critical points 
in spite of the large and growing sums of money which are being 
spent for education by local governments and by the state through 
state aid. 

(5) In UIlO, the cost of education in this state was $59,600,000. 
In 1923, it was $216,700,000. In this period state aid has in
creased from $9,900,000 to $43,500,000. The remainder has been 
met from local taxes and loans. 

(6) The system which is used to distribute this $43,500,000 of 
state aid has grown up gradually to meet particular emergencies 
and is not based upon a consistent state policy. It uses thirteen 
different and contradictory methods of apportionment with the 
result that the state is turning more than their share of state 
aid over to wealthy districts to pay for a better standard of educa
tion than the poor districts can afford._ 

(7) Our first recommendation, therefore, is that the state adopt 
a sound policy of state aid. This must recognize that the state 
is responsible for furnishing the opportunity to every child for a 
reasonable Ininimum standard of free education. We believe that 
this can be done best by establishing a state minimum standard of 
education, adequate to discharge the responsibility of the state, 
belo~ which no .c0!f1munity may fall, but above which any com
munIty may go If It so desires. The state must see that the local 
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units of go;vernment are provided with adequate financial resources 
to pay for the state minimum standard, and it must see that the tax 
burden to meet these costs is iDot heavier in proportion to tax
paying ability in different sections of the state. From practical 
considerations .. in'inaugurating this 'new program, the state must 
not .de~:t:~a!\e. the am,ount of aid n.ow distribut~d to individual units 
of governmen~. . , ' ,. 

(~).A,!l,a .r.~!lult prco:q.fei;enlles called by the governor and at
tllnded by legislativ.e ,leaders, the chairmen of the va~ioUs' com
mittees involved,.theCPlDwiS!lioner and other representatives of the 
ilepartment of edll~ation, alld by the 'members of this committee 
a,;nd its staff, ~er.tain impo:t:tallt facts became evident. (a) The 
legislatjye . leaders have. indicated that no ;more than $10,000,000 
i~ .now available .for increased state aid. (b) Under the proposals 
.for the. in~:rease of teacher quotas and for the increase 'of 'quotas 
for ,one-room rural schools almost $6,000,000 of the amount avail
able, will be required. (c) The increase of state aid on the basis 
pf present quotas does not serve to equalize the educational burden 
in the state. To produce equalization some new metb,odof dis
tribution. mlj.st be followed. (d) And finally it has become clear 
that we cannot expect at this time through state aid tolevel up the 
standard of education offered throughout the state to a point even 
as high. as the average education being given now in the cities and 
villages. We must be content for the present with a more .modest 
equalization plan. ' 

(~) As the next practical step under these conditions and in 
order that our program may fit in with and form a part of the 
joint plan which is being put forward by the chairman' of the 
senllte committee on education, the commissioner of education, 
and the legislative leaders generally, we recommend that $4,000,000 
of the $10,000,000 available be used as an equalization fund to be 
.distributed to the localities so that every locality, with a few 
exceptions, which makes a local contribution equivalent to one 
and a half mp.Is of its full valuation will have, together with what 
it receives from other state aid, the equivalent of $1,200 for an 
elen;tentary teacher and $1,600 for a high school teacher . 
. (10) We suggest that this equalization fund be distributed on 

the basis of the number of teachers because the teacher ·basis is 
preferred by many; including the' commissioner of education ,and 
tl:te board. of regents, and commends itself to the members of this 
c9.mmittee.if proper allowance is made for the fact that some dis
tricts have fewer teachers than other districts to. teach ,the same 
llUmber of elementary or high' school pupils. It is almost always 
.the. poorer cities . and school districts' which have fewer teachers 
tJian is ~ormal in the state, and the. c<;lmmittee cannot see the justice 
of' penalizing these poor districts. merely because they ,are poor, 
.or of giving a disproportionate bonus to the districts with more 
teacherst~an the average, which usually means that they are 
~Ii'eady Well off finanCially. It is a simple matter to make ,the 
P.r.oper. al~().fance in the case of school districts or citjeswhic~ ha~e 
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fewer or more teachers than one .would .expect oli the ~asis of the 
general.practice in the state, because the committee.'s staff has .pre
pared .a careful summary from which jt is possible to determine at 
II. glance just }Vhat the average is for a school of any size.in the 
state. At. the suggestion of the chairman of, the senate committee 
on education, the state department of education in coqperation 
with our staff has prepared a table showing exactly how much each 
district would receive under the committee's plan from the four
million-dollar equalization fund as ,well.as .f~om the plan for in
creased quotas. This is presented in the appendix and shows how 
simply and' equitably the committee's.equalization plan fits in with 
the. general, Program. 

(11) As a part of the committee's recommendation, every local 
school district affected will be required to make a certain contribu
tion toward the cost of its local education. This contribution ,has 
been placed at an amount equivalent to one and a half mills of 
the full value ·of its taxable real estate. Full value has· been 
selected in preference to assessed value because we are endeavoring 
to equalize the true burden and not merely to make the tax .ratcs 
look alike. One and a half mills has been selected, because that 
will furnish the amount necessary in combination with the avail~ 
able equalization fund to produce equalization to the .extent of the 
$1,2{)0 for elementary and the $1,600 for high school teachers
the equalization standard which appears to be feasible now. ,The 
local school tax in most districts will far exceed this compulsory 
contribution, as it does at present. The excess will be, available 
for improving the standard of education wherever this is locally 
desired. 

(12) The committee's plan for the distribution of a part of the 
increased state aid as an equalization fund will benefit· all. except 
a very few cities, which will receive their full share under other 
state aid quotas, all villages, all union free school.districts and .all 
rural districts with academic departments or, with five teachers or 
more, or which are approved by the department, of education. 
Other small school districts are excluded. partly because they are 
helped materially under. the joint plan for a revision of quotas and 
partly because we believe that further assistance should ,.not ~e 
extended unless their organization is approved by the state. 

The recommendations of this committee with regard to the state 
aid for schools forms, therefore, 3. part of the larger plan which 
is being put forward. as the result of the cooperation of the various 
individuals, cO!Dmittees, departments and private groups involved. 
Our special interest is in equalization; It is our recommendation, 
therefore, that the need for equalization be recognized in the plans. 
which are being made for. the expansion of state school aid . 
. , In the process of equalization it will be necessary lor ,the state 
tax department to extend its. equalization figures .and ,to. arrange 
them by school districts. This ,will. require an, additional. appro
priation which has been estimated at twenty thousand dollars. In 
the fiscal year of 1925-1926 the cost will be some .$10,000,000 ,for 
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the entire plan including the increase of quotas and for the equal
ization which we recommend. Beyond that point, the further in
crease of state aid will depend upon the educational standard 
adopted by the legislature as an adequate discharge of the obliga~ 
tion of the state under the constitution to furnish to every child 
the opportunity for a free education. . 

n - LOCAL TAXATION 

A Summary of Findings ani Recommendations 
(1) Seventy-one per cent of the cost of local government in New 

York State falls upon real estate. 
(2) In J.he last ten years the true tax rate on real estate has in

creased from $20.94 to $23.99 per thousand of full value.· In some 
jurisdictions the tax rate on an estimated full valuation basis is 
now between $40 and $50 :per thousand. Property taxes are now 
consuming 30 to 50 per cent of net income from property in the 
prosperous agr:cultural sections of the state, and from 10 to 40 per 
rent of the net income from city property. Ten years ago the 
property income taken in taxes was slightly more than half of th" 
present amount. 

(3) The reason for this unjustifiable and rapid increase in the 
burden on real estate is because real estate has been the only 
elastic local tax revenue available to meet the t.remendous increaies 
in governmental costs. 

(4) The state has established certain new taxes in the past ten 
years and has provided for the distribution to the localities of not 
less than $44,000,000 a year as a share of state taxes and anothl'r 
$50,000,000 a year as state aid for schools and highways. These 
allotments, which have been the chief cause of the increase of 
state taxes during the past decade, have saycd rl'al estate from 
a still more intolerable local tax burden. 

(5) The situation is now squarely up to the state. The state 
rreates the tax system under which the cities, the towns and vil
lages must operate. The tax system is not adequate to meet the 
strain which has been placed upon it. 

(6) The system of local taxation established by the state has 
shown its weaknesses, especially in the large cities and in the 
poorest country districts. In the large cities the established tax 
and revenue system cannot produce the revenue which the com
munities require to pay for the extensive services of a modern 
city, service which the taxpayers of these communities are willing 
to bear. In the country districts the breakdown of the system 
is due partly to the assumption of burdens locally which belong 
to the state, such as schools and highways, to the lack of taxable 
rl'sources and to inappropriate administrativ" districts, especially 
for schools, highways and taxation. 

• See AppendiJ: VIII. 
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(7) While the correction of these conditions rests with the state, 
the cities have been slow to develop sources of revenue which lie 
entirely within their sphere of power. At the present time most 
of the cities of the state have placed their water works and other 
utilities upon a self-sustaining basis. But in almost all eases they 
have failed to do the same with the special services which they 
render to individuals for which charges may be made, as in con
nection with building permits, plumbing and electrical inspections, 
etc. Charges which are made for pay patients in city hospitals 
seldom meet the direct costs. Most of the cities of the state are 
paying for all'public improvements, with the exception of the 
original street paving, from bond issues retired from taxes instead 
(\f from special assessments upon those directly benefited. Indi
viduals are permitted to use public streets for private gain with
out payment to the city as in the erection of fruit, newspaper, 
boot black, taxi and other stands, the storage of building materials 
in streets, the encroachment of buildings in street lines, sub
sidewalk vaults, and projecting signs. In only three cities has an 
effort been made since the war to overhaul and revise the schedule 
of charges for all permits, licenses and fees; and in no city has 
a real effort been made to place the costs of special and individual 
services upon those who occasion the service and benefit from it. 

(8) One of the important causes for the shortage of tax funds 
iu the large cities and for the outrageous tax rates in the rural 
districts is the failure to assess property at full market value. 
In the case of the cities, the responsibility lies entirely with the 
city. Any city which wants it can have full value property assess
ments. In the rural districts this is less true because few rural 
districts can afford t() employ trained men capable of assessing 
large properties, especially of corporations and railroads. 

(9) The new moneyed capital tax is being enforced even par· 
tially in only twelve of the sixty cities of the state. 

(10) But even with the enforcement of the moneyed capital 
tax, the full valuation of real estate, and the eomplete overhauling 
of the local licenses, permits, fees, charges and special assessments, 
the new revenues which can be brought into the treasuries of the 
localities may not meet the revenue needs in all cases. 

(11) One avenue of local tax relief may be found, therefore, 
through the enactment of new state taxes, thc proceeds of which 
shall be distributed to the localities. The possible taxes and thcir 
distribution are outlined below. 

(12) In addition, we urge upon the cities the careful and com
plete revision of their local assessment and revenue systems. 

(13) To meet the urgent need of certain cities for additional 
sources of revenue, the suggestion is offered that all cities in the 
state be given the authority, if they so desire, to lay and collect a 
classified business or occupational tax based upon the rental value 
of business premises occupied. We believe such a tax will produce 
substantial local revenues, especially in the larger cities which are 
now embarrassed, and that the levy of a tax on business will serve 
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to produce a fairer distribution of the ,local tax burden than 
exists today. 

(14) As an alternative new local tax source, a city may be 
authorized, if it desires, to levy, by action of the local legislativll 
body, a small surtax upon the state personal income tax paid by 
residents of the city. The local surtax would be collected by the 
state along with the state tax from all residents, of the city and 
the entire proceeds of the surtax returned to the locality. " 

We have outlined these new local taxes becaus,e we believe that 
home rule cities should be given greater home rule in taxation and 
because either of these taxes possesses sufficient merit to deserve 
the most careful consideration. They are frankly experimental. 

'l,'he program outlined by the committee for the solution of the 
iDcal tax situatiDn may, therefDre, be summarized ~s arecom~ 
mendation first Df all that the IDcalities themselves endeavDr to 
Sf\curea mDre adequate return frDm the revenues under their CDn
trDl, and further t,hat the cities be given, a greater measureDf 
home rule in taxation through authorizing the levy of a business 
o.r occupation tax or the levy Df a IDeal surcharge Dn the state 
persDnal incDme tax, and finally that in any develDpment Qr 
revisiDn Df the state tax system increased distributiDn to' the IDeali-
ties be prDvided fDr. ' 

III-REVISION OF THE STATE TAX SYSTEM 

,A Summary of Findings and Recommendations 

(1) A further revisiDn Df the state tax system'is necessary in 
Drder to. make QuI' taxes mo.re equitable and in o.rder to' prDvide 
the additio.nal revenues needed by lo.cal gDvernment, especially fDr 
scho.o.ls. , 

(2) 'faking federal, state arid lo.cal taxes a:o; a whDle within the 
state of New York, the tax burden in 1923 was distributed as 
follows: 

Prom property taxes .................... , .. , ...... . 
}<'rom income taxes, (gross and net) .................. . 
From other taxelil, including inheritance ............. :. 

TaKing the state taxes alone, the distribution was: 

l!'rom property taxes ......... , ..... , .............. . 
F'romincome taxes (gross and. net) ............... ' .. . 
!c'rom other taxes ................................. . 

Per cent 
37 
39 
24 

Per cent 
28 
30 
42 

Since 1923 federal arid state income taxes have been reduced so 
that at the present time a larger part, of thc tax burden in the 
state fall14 upon property than income. 
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(3) At the present' time: the state levies, a business· tax upon 
all corporations; Uilincorporated businesses are not taxed. This is 
a discrimination against corporations. . 

(4) Motor vehicles are not paying their fair' share of highway 
costs in· the state nor are they paying as much in New York State 
as in other neighboring states. 
, (5) The return to 'the state from the state inheritance tax can 
be increased materially without increasing. the burden upon the 
state. A recent change of the United States inheritance tax law 
allows, as a credit on federal taxes, certain state' inheritance tax 
payments. . The New York State law does not take full advantage 
of these possible credits. 

(6) The state of New York should withdraw as far as possible 
from the taxation of real estate. Real estate should be left to the 
localities as a tax source. We hope the condition of the treasury 
will warrant a reduction of the state tax in the near future to not 
more than ·onemill. 

(7) Tangible personal property should be exempted from all tax
ation in the state .. Personal property now amounts to but 1% per 
cent of the total assessed valuation carried by the assessment rolls. 
Personal property assessments are unevenly and unfairly dis
tributed among the tax districts because of the inherent weakness 
of personal property as a tax base under present conditions in New 
York State. 

(8) We therefore recommend that the tax on tangible per
sonal property in the state of New York be repealed. This will 
involve a revenue loss to certain localities of $6,500,000. 

(9) We renew our recommendation for the leVy of a tax on 
unincorporated business. If the rate is placed at 5 per cent of 
the net income this tax will produce approximately $13,000,000. 

(10) In this case the income tax on business corporations should 
be increased to 6 per cent of the net income in order that there 
may be a di1Ierential rate as between incorporated and unincorpo
rated businesses and at the same time greater equality as between 
these corporations and those taxed under other tax laws, such as 
the public utilities and the banks. This will result in the increase 
of the tax on corporations of eight million to ten million dollars. 

(11) We recommend the amendment of the state inheritance 
tax law to take full advantage of the credit allowed under the 
federal statute for state inheritance tax payments. This will add 
$3,500,000 to the state revenues without adding a single cent to 
the burden of the taxpayer because he can deduct it from his 
federal tax. 

(12) We recommend the enactment of a tax on gasoline of two 
cents per gallon. This will add $12,500,000 to the income of the 
state. While this will be devoted . to roads, a certain part will 
serve to relieve present funds expended on roads and to set them 
free for other us,es of the state. 
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(13) If ,substantial additional revenues are required we suggest 
an increase of the personal income tax rates 80 that they will be 
1 per cent up to $5,000; 2 per cent from $5,000 to $10,000; 3 per 
cent from $10,000 to $50,000; and 4 per cent above $50,000. The 
New York State rates are exceptionally low. The federiIJ. rates 
have been reduced so that an increase in the state rates will serve 
to maintain a balance of the amount of taxes falling upon 
income in the state and the amount falling upon property. An 
increase of the rates as suggested will produce some $19,000,000. 

(14) In connection with these new taxes we recommend for the 
present that the proportion of the taxes passed on to the localities 
remain the same as under existing law, with the exception of the 
gasoline tax which we believe should be apportioned equally 
between the· state and the localities. 

The program of state tax revision listed here by the com
mittee endeavors to accomplish three things: First to correct 
certain weaknesses of our present tax system, second to show from 
what sources and to what extent important new state revenues may 
be derived, and third, to increase the tax resources of the localities 
both through the sharing of state revenues and through the broad
ening of their own tax bases. 
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CHAPTER II - STATE AID FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

THE OCCASION FOR A LEGISLATIVE STUDY OF SCHOOL 
FINANCB 

The cos\ of education 
The total cost of ,public education in the state of .New York in 

the year ending July 31, 1923, was $216,700,000. The correspond
ing figure for the year 1910 .was $59,600,000. This tremendous 
increase has .raised serious problems, particularly since public 
expenditures 10r other Junctions than education also show large 
increases during the same period. 

Division of supporl 
Of the $216,700,000 spent in 1923, $185,300,000 represented cur

rp.nt revenue,. the remainder .having bt'en financed through loans. 
The total gross outstanding bonded indebtedness for education in 
the state stood at $285,400,000 at the end of 1923, twice the amount 
outstanding ten years ago. To supply the $185,300,000 of current 
revenue for public education, the state increased its support 
between 1913 and 1923 from $9,900,000 to $43,5OO,OOO~ and the 
localities increased their support from $62,400,000 to $141,100,000. 
The state now supplies nearly one-fourth (2.'l.4: per cent) of the 
revenues in support of public education and the localities the 
remaining three"fonrths (76.1.per cent), .the federal.contribution 
of approximately three-quarters ofa million dollars (.5 percent) 
being relatively . insignificant. 

The problem 
The increase in local. expenditures, including those .for schoo~, 

has placed a ·severe stram upon the local revenue system. In many 
sehool.districts tax rates have Tisen to an alarming level. The state 
tax commission records show, for example, that one school Jiistrict 
in 1923 levied a.tax for schools alone of $4:.80 on each one hundred 
dollars of .full ~alue of property and that 67 school districts had 
rates of $2 or more. t In some of the cities where· tax and debt 
limits prevail·the . situation is fast approaching a erisis. In spite 
of the large inerease in the state's contribution, the burden placed 
upon real property .which ,makes up. the bulk of the local tax .base, 
)las become so great as to cause bitter complaint. The legislature 

• This n-prt'lIeDtathe state aid provided in 1923-1924. The aggregate fig
u"'" for state aid I!'i- in the· MorimemoraDdum in Appendix ·No. I repre
sent state aid distributed in ,192S-1923. ' 

t Annual Report of the State Tax Department, 1923, page 491. 

125) 
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is flooded with protests against the weight of property taxes. It is 
besieged with entreaties for modifications which will enable the 
cities to. continue to carryon the functions, like education, which 
the state has assigned them. At the same time t.here is wide-spread 
complaint with regard to the quality of the educational oppor
tunities offered, particularly in the rural sections of the state. 
This situation caused the legislature to instruct its joint committee 
on taxation and. retrenchment. to make an examination of the prob~ 
lem of financing public education in the state of New York. 

STATE AID AS A FACTOR IN THE PROBLEM 

Desirability of increase in state support 
It is not proposed at this point to analyze the expenditures for 

public instruction or to inquire as to the degree to which the 
increase may be justified. This question has received attention in 
the elaborate studies of rural schools and school finance. There is 
a widespread feeling throughout the state that the schools are 
costing too much; that large sums are being wasted through poor 
organization and management; that the facilities provided in some 
instances are extravagant and that the instruction is over-elaborate. 
It is true that recent analyses of the· cost of education in various 
communities, such, for example, as that made by the educational 
finance inquiry commission, reveal variations in costs which -raise 
serious questions regarding particular localities. There are 
undoubtedly occasional cases of waste and extravagance and there 
are undoubtedly opportunities for improvement in organizatiOli 
and management. While it is true that every cffort should be made 
to prevent waste and extravagance and to improve organization 
and management, much of the complaint regarding school cost is 
obviously ill-informed and unintelligent. The great bulk of the 
increased cost of education is not due to wastes or mismanagement 
but to an increase in the task which the educational system has been 
called upon to per~orm. The savings which may reasonably be 
expected to be achieved are rel!1tivel~ insignificant. There appears 
to be no rational ground for expecting that educational expendi" 
tllres will decline materially -in the years that lie immediately 
ahead. Indeed, further increases rather than decreases seem prob
able. Moreover, the increase in the importance of the role played 
by the state in financing the public school system seems not only 
to be natural in view of the established principle that public 
education is fundamentally a state function, but also to be almost 
inevitable in view of the character of the revenue systems of the 
state and the localities. The plain fact seems to be that the cost 
of the things which the state has delegated t() the local political 
subdivisions has increased more rapidly than the capaeity of the 
local revenue system to expand. As the situation new stands, it 
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is the state and not the local revenue system which contains the 
most elastic elements and the greatest possibilities of increased 
productivity. The taxes which should be used to raise additional 
funds are for the most part taxes whose successful administration 
demands that they be state rather than local taxes. The solution 
of the problem would seem to involve either that the state relieve 
the localities of certain functions which it has asked them to per
form, or that the state increase- very considerably the amounts 
which it collects in taxes and then redistributes to the localities. 

A sound state aid system of fundamental importance 
In the field of education the weight of opinion seeIDS to be in 

favor of retaining a large degree of home rule. A proposal for the 
state to take over the entire task of education is certainly not one 
which the people of the state are at present prepared to accept. 
It follows, therefore, that the establishment of a sound system of 
state aid is necessarily antecedent to a satisfactory solution of the 
problem of financing public education in the state of New York. 
Recognition of this fact caused this committee early in its delibera
tions, to initiate a study of the system of distributing state aid for 
schools, the results of which are presented herewith. The report 
was submitted in a confidential preliminary form to those most 
interested in the education probleIDS of the state in the hope that 
it would elicit criticisIDS and suggestions. In the light of these 
criticisms and suggestions, the committee has endeavored to perfect 
a plan which it can confidently recommend to the legislature as a 
sound basis for distributing larger future grants of state aid. 

A revised state aid system not a complete solution 
The committee desires to state as plainly as possible that this 

study of state aid is not presented as a complete solution of the 
financial problem of education in the state. Tt is fully aware that 
in certain cities the plan here set forth will not give substantial 
relief and that other measures must be devisecl to meet the special 
probleIDS there 'obtaining. The committee has examined the situa
tion in these cities, and in Chapter IV prescnts a number of specific 
suggestions as to how these special problems may be met. It is 
the purpose of this chapter to deal solely with the distribution of 
state school aid. 

ShortCOmings of the present state aid system 
It has already been pointed out that the sum distributed to the 

localities in support of public education has more than quadrupled 
during the last ten years and now amounts to a grand total of 
nearly $43,500,000. This money is distributed according to rules 
developed as a result of a long historical procesil, modifications being 
made from time to time as dictated by the exigencies of particular 
situations which obtained at the moment. At present no less than 
thirteen different criteria are utilized in distributing state aid for 
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schools.· ,The system is so complicated that even those who are 
charged with the details of its administration testify that it is in 
some cases impossible to carry ()ut the provisions of the law or 
even completely to understand them. The committee requested its 
investigator~ to enquire particularly in regard to the actual opera
tion of this system. They,report (pages 00 to 00) that with all 
its complications, the system accomplishes almost nothing .at all in 
achieving the end which is believed to be the primary purpose of 
a system of state aid, that is, the equalization of educational oppor, 
tunity throughout the state by levying upon the richer sections to 
aid the poor and backward community in providing an acceptable 
educational offering. In its attempt to accomplish. many things 
it fails entirely to accomplish its main task of equalizing the sup
port of education throughout the state. Indce<;l, in some cases it 
appears. to take from the poor and give to the rich communities. 
Clearly if the financial problem of public education in the State of 
New York is to be remedied by means of the collection of.additional 
revenues by the state for distribution among the communities, it 
is essential that the present system of distributing state aid be 
abandoned. It· should not be permitted to persist as a device .for 
distributing even the $43,500,000 which is now provided by the 
state in support of education. The time has come when the state 
must face the problem of what it desires to accomplish by means 
of its state school funds. It must sweep away the present con
flicting standards of distribution and establish a subvention policy 
which will really further the ends which it desires to accomplish. 
'l'he question then is raised as to what the state should seek to 

• These criteria are: 
( I) The school· district per 8e; (.) 
(2) The employment of a superintendent; 
(3) The number of licensed teachers employed; 
(4) The population of the district; . 
( 1) The assessed valuation of property of the district; 
( 6) The maintenance of a high school; (b). . 
(7) The number of non-resident students(") attending the high school; 
(8) The aggregate daily attendance in the high school; 
(9) The maintenance of a teachers' training class; 

(10) . Aggregate daily attendance in training schools; 
(11) Amount spent for books, ap~aratus, etc.; 
(12: Length of school term; 
( 13) Salary of teachers. 

(.) Subject to the qualification that no district quota is given when the 
district does not either employ a teacher or contract with some other school 
district for the education of its pupils. . 

(b) Not only the maintenance o{ an academic department (high school), 
but also the number of years of instruction offered in such department, are 
taken into account. . 

(e) That IS, students from districts not maintaining an academic depart
ment, or from districts ma.intaining one which does not offer a full four-year 
curriculum. 

-Strayer and Haig, The Financmg 
of Eduoation. mtM iJta,te of New York, 
(New York, MacMillan, 1923), page 98. 
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accomplish by means. Of' its / subvention' system. What should be 
its object and purpose' . 

Equalization. as' the object of a state-wide system' 
Legally it has long been established that education is a function 

of the State of New York, and when the state is directly meeting 
from its own resources almost a fourt;h of the cost of education, this 
has obviously become more than an empty phrase: Informulating 
a conception of what a system of state ,aid should,' accomplish, it is 
llelpfulto consider the problem from the point'of view of what the 
state's' obligations and responsibilities would be in case it assumed 
entire responsibility for directing and financing the educational 
system of the state. 

When viewed from ,this standpoint, it at. once becomes clear that 
the state has an obligation to all of its citizens. It would be intol
erable for the state to use its revenues, 'collected from the state as 
a whole, to support a program of education which would be avail
able only to apart of the state. Moreover, in a democracy, at 
least so far as the provision of elementary education is concerned, 
it is 'not only inequitable ,but it is positively dangerous to attempt 
such. a course. This is fully recognized by everyone, in theory at 
least, and there is ample internal evidence in the present state-aid 
system . of. an endeavor to provide th,at every child in the state shall 
have an opportunity to receive an elementary education. It is due 
to an implicit recognition of the truth of this principle as applied 
to the entire ,educatio.nal offering which is to a large extent respon
sible for the feeling on the.part of many students of the problem 
that education should not be made exclusively a ,state affair, to the 
extent that local communities are deprived of the right to provide 
for a particularly rich educational offering at their own expense. 
Certainly it is difficult to defend a atate-financed educatio:p.al pro
gram. which presents to one portion of the state a finer educational 
offering than it presents to another portion of the state. It seems 
inevitable that what the state directly offers must be offered to all. 

Moreover, ,what the state offers to all should be so financed as 
to apportion the burden equitably over the entire state. In, other 
words, if. the state were to assume entire responsibility for' the 
educational system, it would follow that it should make its Qffering 
. of uniform quality throughout the state and support its offering by 
a tax system which bore equitably upon all sections of the state. 
This point of view is usually described as equality of educational 
opportunity. Today, in the State of New York, it is recognized as 
generally valid. 

The agitation for additional support for rural schools springs 
largely from a conviction in the minds of the people of. the state 
that the standard of the educational' offering, which the state now 
insists should obtain in the economically backward sections, is 
intolerably low. To raise this standard materially involves. some 
action by the state in bringing the resources of the more prosperous 
sections to the support of the sections which are economically weak. 
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This could conceivably be done by an expansion of the size of the 
school diStrict to limits smaller than those of the state. But even 
though the limits were made as wide as the county lines, there 
would still remain a problem of adjustment among the counties if 
the cost of the minimum offering which the state considered accept
able were to be equitably distributed throughout the state. The 
expansion of the limits of the area to coincide with the state lines 
would, of course, eliminate the problem of state aid. Unless the 
people of the state are willing to go to this extreme, the system of 
state aid remains the method which the state must use to bring 
about a condition which conforms to the demands of the principle 
of equalization of educational opportunity. This appears to be the 
primary end which state aid should accomplish. Failing to accom
plish this it fails fundamentally. The attempt to use state aid 
for other purposes, if such use materially reduces the effectiveness 
of the state-aid system in accomplishing this primary purpose, must 
be considered subversive and undesirable. 

Effect of using state aid system to reward effort 
There are those who contend that state aid be used not only to 

equalize educational opportunity but also to ccreward effort." An 
examination of the various eriteria used shows that the present 
system of state aid represents a mixture of motives, of which 
"reward of effort" is one. In addition to the primary purpose of 
bringing the economic resources of the richer communities in sup
port of education in the poorer communities, an effort is made by 
the use of grants of funds to encourage communities to exert them
selves to greater endeavor. These grants are sometimes in the form 
of definite sums to the localities given upon the condition that they 
themselves make expenditures for certain specific objects. In other 
cases the reward for e1I'ort is measured in a manner which takes 
into account the economic resources of the community to make the 
effort. This is done, for example, in the proposal of the committee 
of twenty-one. However, under any such plan, the extent that the 
money used to reward e1I'ort comes from general state-wide sources, 
this practice in practical effect means that moneys collected from 
the state as a whole are diverted to the treasuries of particular sub
divisions which are able and willing themselves to make a certain 
effort. 

It is to be particularly noted, first, that the poor communities 
as well as the rich contribute to the fund from which these grants 
are made, and that, particularly in the case of the specified grants, 
it is usuaUy the rich communities, rather than the poor, which are 
able to make the cc effort" which is a necessary condition to sharing 
In the distribution. - It is obvious that if the purpose of the state 

• It is true that the 1>1a.n of the committee of twenty-one safeguards this 
point to some extent in that increased state aid was to be available 
only to such districts as were below the medium in wealth. However, the 
fact remains that in its attempt to reward efl'ort, its efl'eets within the group 
composed of the communities falling below the medium in wealth. would be 
to draw upon the poor communi.ties to finance wealthier ones. 
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aid system is to aecomplish equalization, it is prevented from 
atcomplishing its purpose to the extent that the poorer sections 
are called upon to contribute to the funds used for rewarding effort. 
In actual operation, consequently, reward of effort and equaliza
tion are diametrically opposed and are mutually incoD8istent. If, 
as is here contended, the state has a fundamental duty to equalize 
educational .opportunity, it. would seem. to be disingenuous for 
it at the same time to attempt the policy of rewarding effort from 
the funds derived from state-wide taxes.· Desirable though it may 
be to stimulate localities to greater exertion for educational pur
poses, it should be frankly recognized that to use the state aid 
system for this purpose tends to unfit it for use in the accomplish
ment of its primary object. 

There is an additional point which may be urged against the 
reward of effort as a feature of the state aid system. When, as has 
been pointed out, expenditures for education have increased to the 
extent that they have in this state, the question arises as to whether 
it is desirable to create an artificial stimulus 'to additional local 
expenditure. Many of the commUnities have already raised their 
taxes for schools to.!i point which is very high indeed. A proposal 
to them under the terms of which by raising an additional hundred 
dollars locally they will be enabled to spend two hundred or three 
hundred dollars for some educational purpose, is an appeal which 
in many cases is difficult to withstand, especially since th~y realize 
that if they refuse the proposal they must nevertheless contribute 
through state taxes to the fund from which other communities 
receive their rewards for effort. The only way they can get back 
what they themselves contribute is to ~ake the additional local 
expenditure necessary to qualify for a grant. Moreover, this par
ticular objection is by no means completely metby relating effort 
to resources. . 

The adherents of the plan for using state aid for rewardint; 
effort !ire often persons who are primarily interested in stimu
Jating the rate of progress in the field of education and only inci
dentally interested in the financial problem. Even though it be 
admitted that it is a proper function of the state to stimulate educa
tional progress, the question may be frankly raised: ,as to whether 
a grant given, as a "reward of effort" is an efficient device, well 
fitted for use by the state in accomplishing educational progress. 
,h ia certainly desirable that whatever the state does to encourage 
'progress throughout its area should be done in a manner which 
will not disturb seriously the equality in the distribution of the 
buraen of educational expenditures. In general, progress should 

'lake, the form of making generally available to all the people of 
'the state, through the raising of standards of the minimum per-
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missible offering, the cost· of' whicIt; is equitably-apportioned, rather 
than by means of a scheme of: grantswhieh in' its practical opera" 
tion, almost inevitably taKes· from the poor' to rewa~d the rich; 
thus operating. directly to neutralize·the effectiveness of the stat~ 
aid system as a ,method of equalization. 

GENERAL, CONSIDERATIONS 'UNDERLYING' THE' 
PROPOSED.' PLAN~ 

The committee requested 'its staff both to examine the operation 
of the present system of state aid; and to suggest- the- changes which 
should be made in the system to fit it, for 'use in 'distributing' larger 
amounts of state money. In examining the suggestions, it wilLbe 
helpful to bear in mind, the following considerations. 

Guarantee of ola g'fants 
In the first place, althoUgh, it was recognized'that an. entirely 

new system of state aid was desirable, it was realized that, as a 
practicarmatter, the claiins of ' the localities on the state treasury 
under the old' system 'ha:d' assumed' something of thecharaeter 
of vested' interests which couid 'be violently, disturbed only at· the 
cost of much local' distress. Therefore it'seemed desirable that the 
proposed" new arrangements should' guarantee to every loeality' at 
least as much state aid as it had' been'accustomoo to receive in' the 
past. If upon further ,consideration it should' appel\.l'! that the 
importance of this' factor has been over"emphasized and that this 
guarantee need not be given, . the. amount of state funds required 
to achieve the suggested' standard. would· be materially reduced . 

. Flexibility 
It was considered desirable that the educational, offering which 

the state would seek to guarantee through the use of its sub
ventions, described in the repor\as the "minimum permissible 
educational opportunity," should e a flexible standard' capable of 
adaptation to the necessities oj) the state's financial situation and to 
the' desires 'of the people 'of J tne state with regard to the' extension 
of state activity in the educational system. The upper standard 
utilized in the report, the s6-called'''seventy-dollar l education,." is 
merely a suggestion, . !tis a suggestion, however; which: isa9.vanced 

*.It might be possible to defend a proposal that the state stimulate prog
'ress by devoting considerablefund1l to educlJ.tional experiment; that is, that it 
might select, projects of· an;ex'perimental: cha.racter' fllrl trial illi various· com
munities; such· experiments, however; 't,o be supported. under. carefull,.. con
trolled conditions. and the projects selected primarily with. reference to- their 
promise from the viewpoint of yielding evidence, as to the value of methods as 
possible additions to th& offering t,o b& made available ,throughout the. state. 
The dedication o~ a relatively sma.ll sum to,suciJ. purposes would seem to he 
far more promising of fruitful results in the direction of. educationa.l progre.!~ 
than a blanket offering to assist any community which would pay part of the 
cost to establish extensions of their educationa.l system which are still in the 
experimental stage. 
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only after careful consideration. Although it involves a very con
siderable increase in state support, it is hoped that the increase 
will not prove to be too great to be obtained. It involves increased 
grants which should improve the quality of the offering in at least 
half of the school districts in the state. The plan is so arranged 
that the standard may easily be raised in case the legislature finds 
itself in a position where it is justified in devoting a larger sum 
tl) education thaI\. that suggested. In fact the standard is perfectly 
flexible and the legislature may go as far in anyone year as it 
deems itself justified, in view of the sentiment of the state with 
reference to the support of education. 

Simplicity 
It was fully realized that in questions of this type simplicity 

is an important consideration. The report suggests the reduction 
of the financial needs of the various localitie[:, which vary enor
mously from place to place throughout the state, to the terms of 
a single common unit. This unit may be expressed in a variety 
of different ways. It may be expressed simply in terms of a given 
amount for each pupil in average daily attendance with a varia
t.ion in the amount, depending upon the conditions affecting the 
cost of the offering - that is, for example, whether that pupil is 
in an elementary school or in a high school, qr whether he is in a 
very small school where costs per pupil are high, as compared to 
a large school where costs per- pupil are relatively low. The unit 
may be stated equally well in terms of teachers if it is considered 
better to use the teacher as the unit in expressing the plan. 

It is thought that the proposed plan, in its essentials, is as simple 
as any plan can be made which takes into account the very real 
differences in the costs of supplying a minimnm acceptable educa
tional offering in the various sections of the State of New York, 
where such diverse conditions obtain. It is submitted that, where 
the situation to be met is itself complex, the selection of a very 
simple criterion, as for example a flat amount per teacher, without 
any modification to take into account differences in the actual costs 
of supplying-the offering in the different places, would mean that 
simplicity had been purchased at a very high price indeed in terms 
(.f equity. The fundamental conceptions underlying the proposed 
plan are simple and the detailed compntations can be carried 
through at an inconsiderable cost. 

Equalization of opportunity 
On the assumption that the fundamental purpose of th!l system 

of state aid should be to achieve a reasonable educational offering 
to all the children in the state at a cost which is distributed 
equitably throughout the state, the proposed plan is frankly an 
Nlualization plan and nothing more. - It doe;; not claim both to 
!.'qualize and to reward effort, because, as has been pointed out 
ahov!.', to the extent that the state rewards effort by taking from 
those who do not (often because they can not) make the effort, it 

3 
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destroys equalization. The proposed plan, instead of offering a 
reward for effort, requires that every community make a. certain 
uniform minimum effort,. the state then undertaking to supple
ment that effort to. the extent necessary to achieve at least the 
standard set. Beyond this point it permits each community entire 
freedom to go as far as it pleases, within the set restrictions, such 
as tax and debt limitations. 

Control of standards 
This is a financial plan and is concerned primarily with the 

establishment of the financial foundation upon which equalization 
of opportunity may be achieved in the State of New York. It is, 
indeed, a simple mind which would assume that only a financial 
plan is needed to achieve the desired ends, that merely by making 
more money available, standards will be raised. Unfortunately, 
however, the supplying of the money appears to be a necessary 
preliminary. As the share of the state's support increases, it is 
entirely proper that the interest of the state in the establishment 
and control of standards should likewise increase. It might be 
fitting, for example, that the state department of education should 
be empowered to increase the requirements as to the qualifications 
of the teachers whose salaries come from the augmented state aid. 
The plan may be accompanied with any degree of control of 
standards that may commend itself. 

Reorganization of districts 
The proposed plan may be adapted to the school districts as at 

present organized or to any scheme of reorganized districts which 
may be established. It is true that a further increase of state sup
port for schools intensifies the already acute interest of the state 
as a whole in the question of the efficiency with whieh the state 
is distrieted for purposes of supplying educational opportunity. 
The sentiment is strong, however, in favor of the preservation of 
the integrity of the present school districts with their existing 
boundaries. Many suggestions have been reeeived by the com
mittee regarding the need of reorganizing the administrative unit. 
It has been suggested that an optional arrangement might be estab
lished whereby districts whieh appeared to the state department 
of education to be so badly organized that they could not make 
economical use of the funds provided in achieving the standards 
reasonably to be expected,· might receive grants under the new 
plan only in case they consented to reorganize, but that, if they 
preferred to remain as before, their grants of state aid should 
remain as before. An arrangement of this character would pre
vent the intrenchment of types ·of organization which were obvi
ously obsolete and wasteful. The administration of the proposed 
plan would be. somewhat simplified by a reduction in the number 
of school districts to be dealt with but mechanically the plan. is 
adaptable to districts of any size. The important point from the 
point of view of the interest of the state is the adoption of 'Proper 
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safeguards which will prevent funds being given to districts which, 
because of their form of organization, or because of any. other 
reason, are not in a position to make efficient use of them in attain
ing acceptable standards. In the opinion of the staff the powers 
of the present small districts should be transferred to a larger 
unit where local conditions permit. 

Special cases 
The distribution of state aid under a general plan would have 

to be expanded to very great limits indeed if the acute situations 
in certain cities were to be entirely relieved by this method. The 
plan will give some relief in practically all cases, but it will be 
necessary to devise means of dealing with scattered cases of distress 
which will still remain. 

THE PROPOSED NEW SYSTEM OF STATE AID 

The details of the suggestion for a new system of state aid which 
the committee desires' to submit are given in Dr. Mort's memo
!'andum .printed in the appendix. The main features of the plan 
are briefly outlined in the paragraphs which follow. As has 
already been explained, the plan is simply an attempt to provide 
a financial plan which will make it possible to offer to every child 
in the state a "minimum permissible educational opportunity" 
at a cost which will be equitably distributed throughout the state." 

Measuring the educational task 
First of all, it is proposed to substitute for the thirteen criteria 

now used in the state aid system a single criterion - either the 
pupil or the teacher. Under the former plan, with the pupil,as 
the unit, all the state money is to be distributed so much for each 
pupil in average daily attendance - with this modification: that 
where costs are necessarily higher because the pupil 'is in high 
school rather than in elementary school, or in a school of small size 
rather than oye of normal size, the grants are made somewhat 
larger. This is done by increasing the sum allotted to pupils 
attending such schools. For example, a high school pupil in a 
school of normal size is counted as equivalent to two pupils in an 
p.lementary school of normal size and an elementary school with 
fewer than 27t pupils is counted as though it had that number of 
pupils. A careful study of actual school costs shows that by 

• It is of interest that, in a report prepared by "The Ohio Institute" 
dated December 1, 1924 (School Finance Study No.2), the School Finance 
Committee of the Educational Council of the Ohio State Teachers Association 
recommends a plan of state aid similar' in some of its essentials to the 
one here presented. It proposes for example, the establishment of a mini
mum acceptable offering and state and county aid sufficient to make this 
offering possible to any district demonstrating its inability to supply the 
offering when it imposes a tax rate equal to the average school rate for 
the state. . 

t For a more exact statement, see page 107. 
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diviiling elementary schools into three groups and high schools 
into four groups, the important differences in cost can be taken 
into account and a high degree of exactness achieved.· The details 
of the calculations (see pages 197-200) are somewhat technical but 
these are not essential to an understanding of the principle which 
is exceedingly simple. It is believed that the net result is fair 
and equitable. 

Under the second plan, with the teacher as the unit, all the state 
money is to be distributed so much for eacb teacher - with this 
modification: that where there are fewer teachers in a school dis
trict than one would expect on the basis of the general state 
average for districts with the same number of pupils, the state 
aid would be determined upon the basis of the number of teachers 
which the district would have to conform to the average. If a 
district has more teachers than -the average a compensating adjust
ment would be made. 

Setting the minimum 
In the next place it is proposed to l'stahlish a lower limit, a 

"minimum permissible educational opportunity" which shall be 
made available to f.'verychild in the staff.'. Obyiously it would be 
desirable to f.'xpress such a minimum in trrms of f.'ducational 
product and the time may come whl'n this will be possible. For 
the present, however, the best that can be done is to express it in 
terms of money, accompanied with such prescriptions with regard 
t~ the quality of teachers, facilities, and curriculum as the educa
tional authorities may find it practicable to lay down. This amount 
of money can be related to the pupil unit described in the pre
ceding paragraph so that one may speak, for example, of a $50 
minimum or a $100 minimum, measuring the kind of an education 
which $50 or $100 will buy for a pupil. t At the present time the 

.. It is true that such differences in: costs as may e:dst among communities 
where the schools are of the same size are not taken into account and, 
with the data at present a"ailable, it is impossible to do so. No adequate 
study has ever been made rt'garding such variations in cost. The largest 
single element is teachers' salaries and if, for example, due to conditions 
in particular types of communities, it ('osts more to secure teacllers to 
prm'ide the minimum permissible Mucational opportunity, this should be 
reco~nizt'd in distributing state aid. Ill\'estigation in this field is not simple. 
Otht'r items than money enter as considerations in attracting and holding 
tea('hers and the money ('ost of living is no sure guide. Indeed in some 
.. laCt's bonuses are being paid to aUract tt'acht'rB to country districts where, 
presumably, the money cost of living is relatively low. In the case of 
cities the eompetition for teaehers IS commonly on a higher financial le,-el 
than is required by the munimum permissible offering. All in ail, it is 
believed that the inequalities in costs of this type are relatively insigni-ficant 
but their importnnce should be made the subje('t of study, possibly by the 
State Department of Edu('ation. If the facts developed indi~ate significant 
dilferen<'Cs, the plan should be refined some time ill the future so as to take 
them into account. 

t \Yeight .. d as indi~atell in the prt'{'eding ]lQrngrnph. 
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state permits an offering as low as $35 per pupil.· It actually 
guarantees a minimum of only $11 per pupil.· The proposed 
plan of state aid may be adjusted to any minimum at all. It was 
suggested by the staff that a minimum of at least $70 be established. 
The investigation showed that $70 represented the average offering 
in cities and villages at the present time. This would involve an 
increase in state aid amounting in the aggregate to $23,500,000. 
It would improve the offering in nearly 200 of the 207 supervisory 
districts and in nearly half the villages and cities. It would makc 
a\'ailable to all an offering roughly equivalent to that now avail
able in those districts which have resources of about average rich
ness back of each pupil. It is true that most of the pupils of the 
state are now being given a better offering than the $70 minimum 
would prescribe, but to bring the backward groups up to this level 
would be a long step forward. It may be followed by other steps 
as long and as rapid as the people of the state, in view of their 
circumstances, may desire to take. 

While the committee believes that the $70 minimum suggested 
by its staff is none too high when viewed from the standpoint of 
the children of the state, we recognize that the $23,500,000 involved 
is more than the state can afford at the present time. The maxi
mum amount now available for increased statc aid has been placed 
at $10,000,000. Of this $6,000,000 is to be distributed through 
the increase of. present quotas and allowances. It is our recom
mendation, therefore, that $4,000,000 be distributed to bring about 
equalization. Computations which have been made by our staff 
and detailed tabulations prepared by the state department of 
education show that substantial equalization can be achieved with 
this fund of $4,000,000. t The equalization will be based on 
$1,200 for an elementary teacher and $1,600 for each high school 
teacher. If expressed in terms of pupils this represents approxi
mately $45 per pupil. 

Summary of equalization plan 

As a result of conferences between the members of this com
mittee, the committee on education, the legislative leaders, the 
governor, members of the department of education, and the board 
of regents, a general joint program for dealing with the entire 
question of increased state aid was drawn up for presentation to 
the legislature. Our suggestions with regard to equalization have 
been incorporated in this joint program with certain modifications 
and revisio~s. As we understand it, the t'utire joint program 
may be outlined as follows: 

• Weighted as indicated in the preceding I,aragraph. 
t See pp. 15-18, and Appendix No. III. 
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I - Increase of present allowances and quotas: 
(1) Double the allowance in the vcry poorest one-room 

school districts. 
(2) Increase by one-third the allowance in the richer one

room school districts, and 
(3) Increase teacher quotas in all cities and villages and 

in towns with schools of more than one teacher. 
The increases vary from $150 per teacher in the 
smallest districts to $50 per teacher in New York 
City. (Even with these larger increases in the 
smaller and poorer districts the total amount they 
receive per teacher will still be below the new 
teacher quotas of the cities.) 

I1- Increase of state aid to secure equalization: 
By providing that the state shall pay to any district 

enough new state aid so that (1) this new state aid 
plus, (2) the state aid provided under the quotas and 
allowances above, plus (3) a local contribution from 
taxation equivalent to a levv of 1.5 mills on each dollar 
of full valuation will together equal the $1,200 for each 
elementary teacher and $1,600 for each high school 
teacher which is set as the basis of equalization. For 
the present equalization quotas will be payable to cities, 
villages and to union free school districts with academic 
departments or with more than five teachers.· 

The committee's plan of equalization is therefore merely one 
part of the comprehensive joint program the total cost of which 
is estimated at slightly under $10,000,000. Of this $6,000,000 will 
be needed for the increases carried by Part I of the program and 
$4,000,000 for the equalization provided in Part II. 

• See Appendix VII. 
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CHAPTER III-STATE AID AND LOCAL FINANCE 

In the previous chapter we have presented a discussion of state 
aid for education. In this chapter we pres~nt a comprehensive 
review of state aid for education, for highways and for the other 
general services of local government as a result of the distribution 
to localities of a share of certain state taxes. Education is not 
the only function of government, and in our opinion no sound 
solution of the problem of state aid for schools can be developed 
without an examination of the state's responsibilities in other fields. 
'fhis chapter presents, in a preliminary way, a general study of 
state aid and apportionments and their place in local finance. 

Growth of Sta.te Aid 
While state aid to local governments is by no means a new policy 

in the state of New York, it has taken on vastly greater importance 
in recent years. In no small measure the state has come to the 
assistance of local subdivisions in meeting the extraordinary 
increase in government expenditures. In general, this assistance 
has been of two types. In the first place, the state has greatly 
enlarged its grants for school and highway purposes, the two fields 
of local activity in which state funds had previously been employed. 
In the second place, the state has further contributed to' the sup
port of local government through the division of the yield of 
several important state taxes. As a result of the rapid develop
ment of these two forms of assistance, state participation has be
come a factor of the utmost importance in the financing of local 
government, and it is therefore vital that it should be based upon 
sound principles. At the same time the extension of this policy 
lias contributed greatly to the fiscal problems of the state itself. 

Although there has been a substantial increase in most items of 
state expenditure since the war, the expansion of the policy of state 
aid has been by far the largest factor in the growth of the budget. 
Practically 50 per cent of the total increase in state expenditures 
since 1917 may be directly attributed to this source. Where 
$8,294,209 of state funds were apportioned to localities in that 
year, a total of $42,611,134 were distributed in 1923. In the same 
period total· state expenditures rose from $60,881,298 to $131,-
868,672. The following table shows the inerease in total state 
e~penditures and in disbursements for state aid, year by year, 
SInce 1917, and a1o;0 indicates the de!!Tee to which the latter has 
contributed to the total increase in :xpenditl1res: 

[41 ] 
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TABLE I 
INCREASE IN TOTAL STATE EXPENDITURES AND IN EXPENDITURES FOB STATE 

, ~'\ro SINCE 1917 * 

Increase in total Increase in expendi- Per cent increase 
state expenditures tures for state aid in state aid is of YEAR over expenditures over such expendi- increase in 

in 1917 tures in 1917 total expenditures 

1918 .................. $12,261,273 18 $929,063 73 7.6 
1919 .................. 17,460,015 17 1,488,293 96 8.5 
1920 .................. 33,042,917 63 7,032,533 82 21.3 
1921 .................. 74,726,877 06 29,508,894 33 39.5 
1922 ................ , .. 65,787 ,874 61 32,715,189 62 49.8 
1923 .................. 70,987,37435 34,316,924 36 48.3 

* Based on comptroller's annual reports. 

Highways and Education 
Both highways and education have shared liberally in the exten

sion of state aid. Much the greater increase has occurred in the 
case' of education, however. In 1919 the legislature came to the 
assistance of local school' districts in financing the readjustment of 
salaries necessitated by the new price level. This has been the 
principal item in the growth of state aid expenditures. In the 
case of highway aid the enactment of the Lowman Act in 1920, 
granting. state funds for local road construction, has been the chief 
cause of increased expenditure. As a result of these and other 
changes in the system of grants-in-aid, the state expenditure for 
local school purposes has risen 464 per cent since 1917 and that 
for local highway work has advanced 203 per cent. The following 
table indicates the degree to which these measures have affected 
the character of state expenditures: 

TABLE II 
PER CENT 01' STATE ExPENDITURES ApPLIED TO STATE Am 

Per cent state aid Per cent state aid Per cent expendi-
YEAR for highways is for education is tures for state aid 

of total state of total state are of total state 
expenditures expenditures expenditures 

1917 ................ 2.6 11.0 13.6 
1918 ................ 3.1 9.5 12.6 
1919 ................ 2.7 9.8 12.5 
1920 ................ 2.4 13.9 16.3 
1921. ............... 2.9 25.0 27.9 
1922 ................ 4.1 28.2 32.3 
1923 ................ 3.7 28.6 32.3 
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Division of State Taxes 
In addition to state grants for school and highway purposes, 

local governments enjoy a large revenue from the division of state 
taxes. Prior to the war the state had provided for the apportion
ment of part of the yield of the liquor license, mortgage, motor 
vehicle, and bank stock taxes, from which localities received 
$16,514,648 in 1917. Since the war local governments have been 
allowed to participate in the revenue from the business corpora
tion tax and in the yield of the new taxes on personal income and 
moneyed capital. In the aggregate local subdivisions secured 
H4,185,278 from these sources in 1923. 

The growth of the state's contributiol).s to local revenues may 
he seen from the following table: 

TABLE III 
STATE CONTRIBUTIONS TO LoCALITIES* 

State taxes 
YEAR 

apportioned State aid for State aid for Total among highways education 
localities 

1917 ....... $16,514,647 93 11,589,31368 $6,704,895 81 $24,808,857 42 
1918 ....... 23,497,20509 2,297,59574 6,925,677 48 32,720,47831 
1919.' ...... 28,709,98735 2,l66,62l/ 45 7,615,87700 38,492,490 80 
1920 ....... 50 ,079 ,601 47 2,260 ,050 93 13,066,692 38 65,406,344 78 
1921.. ...... 43,672,179 20 3,782,024 73 34,021,079 09 81,475,283 02 
1922 ....... 39,229,468 12 5,178,100 44 35,831,298 67 80,238,867 23 
1923 ....... 44,185,277 90 4,819,060 43 37,792,073 42 86,796,411 75 

• Based on annual reports of the comptroller and the state tax commission. 

The state's'eontribution is of varying importance in the different 
classes of local subdivisions. In villages it represented in 1923 
about one-twelfth of the total revenue exclusive of public utility 
earnings. In cities receipts from state aid and from the division 
of state taxes together constituted about onc-eighth of the local 
revenue other than that from utilities. In towns such receipts 
made up 18 per cent of the total 'revcnue. In 'any comparison of 
the operation of the system 'in these units, it must of course be re
membered that school revenue is included in the case of cities, 
while in towns and villages schools are separately financed. It is 
apparent, however, that the state's contribution 'is relatively of 
much greater significance in towns than in other classes of local 
governments. ' 
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TABLE IV 

RECEIPTS FROM STATE TAXES AND GRANTS-IN-AID AND FROM L:lCtt SOURCES OF 

REVENUE IN CI'l'IES, VILLAGES AND TOWNS - 1923* 
- -

Total revenue Per cent 
Receipts from receipts exclu. state 

Receipt. from state Total state Biva of contribu-
state taxes grants-in-aid contribution publio .utility tion is 

of total earmngs receipts 
-

First class cities .. $32.172.110 73 $21.514,946 72 $53,687,057 45 $398,759.676 93 13 
Second cI .... citie •. tl.969,175 98 1,877.231 32 *3,846.407 30 32.831,52134 12 
T"ird class cities .. t2.192.140 871 2.688.01458 *4.880,15545 37,301,28.'; 38 13 
Vlll .. ges.......... 1.0~5.~19 67.............. 1,045,41967 13,411,08921 8 
Towns .......... '. 3.156.684 39 t2,489.660 43 5,646,34482 31,525,885 08 18 

* Based on comptroller's report of municipal statistics. 1923. . 
t A very small amount of revenue from insurance taxes is included with receipts from state taxes 

in cities. 
:l:.Thia fignre indicates ~he amount distributed by the state as aid to towns for highway purposes 

dunng the fiscal year endmg June 30. 1923. The published compil .. tion of town financialstatiatics 
does not show st .. te aid sep .. rately. 

STATE AID FOR EDUCATION 

Largest Budget Item 
Education is at once the largest and most important branch of the 

system of state aid and the principal item of the state budget. In 
1923 the state expenditure for education was practically twice as 
great as that for any other purpose and approximately 35 per cent 
of the entire amount of current funds disbursed. Most of this 
expenditure was directly attributable to the policy of state aid. 
Out of total dishl~rsements of $42,515,426 in 1923 for education, 
$37,792,073 were apportioned among local gowrnments for Hchool 
purposes. 

The State's Share of Education Costs 
Though the state has long participated in the financing of local 

instruction, the importance of its contributions has, as already 
shown, increased with extraordinary rapidity within the last 
decade. Not only are the amounts apportioned among localities 
vastly larger, but the part which they play in the local school 
revenue system is also relatively much greater. Where state grants 
formed about one-twelfth of the revenue of school districts in 1914, 
they represented more than one-fifth of the total in 1922. This 
change has come about since the war. If an explanation is sought 
it may be found almost entirely in the effort of the state to readjust 
teachers' salaries to the new price level. In 1919 the state enacted 
Iln elaborate minimum salary scale for public school teachers. At 
the same time it introduced a new system of grants-in-aid for 
teachers' salaries, these grants being additional to those already 
established by law and carrying a requirement that salaries be in
creased at least iIi the amount of the additional aid provided. 
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This legislation made the state an important factor in the pa~"IIlent 
of t~achers' salaries, which of course constitute the principal item 
of school expense. But while this is the chief reason for the growth 
of state aid in the field of education, it is not the only cause. Year 
by year the state has established new grants for the development 
of new forms of instruction. Thus within the last decade the 
state has a..~umed a part of the salary cost of physical training, 
factory continuation elas..c;es and the instruction of illiterates. 
'Thill." these grants do not bulk large in relative fiscal importance, 
they indicate a field in which state aid is being considerably 
expanded. 

TABLE V 

STAn! Am AJID RBVBNUB nIOll LoCAL SoUllClilB .oR SCHOOL PuaPosEs, 191~1922· 

1914 ..................... . 
1915 ..................... . 
1916 ..................... . 
1917 ..................... . 
1918 ..................... . 
1919 ..................... . 
1920 ..................... . 
1921 ..................... . 
1922 ..................... . 

Stste aidt 

$5,769,106 
6,077,844 
6,291,640 
7,716,220 
6,897,001 
7,731,190 

12,584,572 
33,498,506 
36 ,8-l9, 784 

Per eent state 
Revenue trom aid is 01 revenue 
loea1 sources from loeal 

163,471,1'» 
66,169,995 
67,349,310 
70,751,374 
77,781,698 
85,125,397 
97,295,296 

II9 ,102 ,990 
138,030,994 

sources 

9 
9 
9 

II 
9 
9 

13 
28 
27 

• Edueational Finance Inquiry Commission. The Financing of Education in the 
State of New York, pp. 93 and 103. 

t The figures on state aid here used are the amounts reported by school dIStricts as 
receind dlll"in« their fiBcal year. Owing to the difference in the fiscal years, these 
~ do DOt conespond emctly with those of the state comptroller sbown in a pre
ceding table. . 

The Yery immensity of the sums now di'>tributed by the state for 
('ducation amply indicates the importance of a carefully considered 
plan of apportionment. The mere distribution of state money 
possesses no virtue in it..<;('lf and certainly has little justification 
unless it brings returns which could not or would not be secured if 
school districts were forced to rely entirely upon their own re
sources. Furthermore, it is not too much for the taxpayers of the 
state to insist that state aid should be apportioned in such a manner 
as to secure the maximum improvement in the educational system 
obtainable with the funds distributed. Unles.c; the state aims at 
:such a goal it at least lays itself open to serious criticism. 

Measures of Distribution 
Wbateyer may have been the justification of the various forms 

l'f assistance which make up the existing syst~m of state aid when 
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they were devised, it cannot be denicd that the system as a whole 
has become absurd in its complexity and unsatisfactory in its opera
tion. It is not based upon a policy but upon a gradual accretion 
of good intentions. This is largely explainable by its history. 
The system is a piecemeal development and as such greatly in nced 
of overhauling. In the first place, the method of apportionment 
has become needlessly intricate from a purely administrative stand
point. There are no less than thirteen different factors involved 
in the· computation of state aid. The contribution itself is in 
reality not one but a number of different grants. Thus there are 
three distinct grants for teachers' salaries under one of which 
the state annually disburses about $1,500,000, under another ap
proximately $5,000,000, and under the third more than $25,000,000, 
not to mention several smaller grants to districts employing 
teachers for various specialized forms of instruction. In addition, 
there are grants for the maintenance of high schooL'S, grants for 
the payment of the tuition of non-resident pupils, grants for the 
purchase of books and apparatus, and grants to cover the expenselS 
of teachers attending institutes, to name only a part of the list 
of items that enter into the system. «-

Unfair Results 
A second and more vital criticism of the system of apportionment 

is its failure to adjust the state's contribution to the needs of the 
districts affected. Local resources are not ignored it is true, but 
taking the system as a whole the poor school district fares no 
better than the well-to-do community. In fact, the bases of appor
tionment now employed work somewhat to the advantage of both 
the rich and the poor districts as against those of medium weaiih. 
Thus New York City receives $700 per year per teacher for salaries, 
and Buffalo and Rochester obtain $650 per teacher, while third
class cities and union free school districts, in which the wealth 
behind the school· system is relatively much less, seclll'e only $450 
per teacher. One-teacher districts receive from $300 up per year, 
the amount increasing as the assessed valuation of the district de
clines. Another grant also used for salaries is graduated upward 
in the weaker districts, raising the allowance to poor communities 
somewhat aboye that to the average district. Taking the system as 
a whole, however, it displays strikingly little tendency to apportion 
state aid in accordance with need as measured by taxable wealth 
per pupil receiving instruction. 

A full discussion of the system of state aid for education is prc
sented in Chapter II. 

* For a complete list see p. 28. 
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STATE AID FOR HIGHWAYS 

Next to education the state expends a greater sum for the main
tenance and eonstruction of highways than for any other single 
purpose. In this field, however, state aid constitutes a much 
smaller percentage of the total amount disbursed than in the case 
of education. Out of total highway expenditures of $21,898,524 
from eurrent state funds in 1923, the amount apportioned to 
localities was $4,819,060. The remaining sum was direetly ex
pended by the state upon its own highway enterprises. 

Highways in New York State 
There are at present about 82,000 miles of public roads in the 

state of New York exclusive of city and village streets. These 
roads are divided into four classes according to the method of con
trol and financing which is applied: state highways, county high
ways, town highways, and eounty roads. State highways are im
proved and financed by the state itself. The second group, county 
highways, in spite of its title, is also improved by the state, but the 
cost of construction is divided between the state and the county in 
which the road is located, the state assuming 65 per cent of the 
expense and the county 35 per cent. Both state and county high
ways are maintained by the state government and the cost is borne 
by the state except for a fixed annual charge of $50 per mile against 
towns and one and one-half cents per square yard against v.illages 
for the repair of such highways within their limits. Together the 
state and county systems comprise about 11,000 miles of highways 
and bring under state support most of the heavily traveled 
thoroughfares of New York. 

Town Highways 
The town highway system comprises practically the entire road 

mileage outside of the two groups above described. These high
ways are improved, maintained and in a large measure financed 
by the towns, though state and county aid is becoming a factor of 
increasing importance in meeting the cost. In recent years, par
ticularly since the passage of the Lowman Act in 1920, the county 
has participated actively in the improvement of the leading town 
highways. The town, nevertheless, continues to bear .the greater 
part of the cost of secondary thoroughfares and local highways. 

County Roads 
In a few counties there also exist what are known as county 

r(lads. These are chiefly composed of secondary thoroughfares im
proved by the counties under special acts of the legislature. They 
must not be confused with the systems of county-aid highways now 
arising in all parts of the state, as the county roads, so ca~ed, are 
entirely under the control of the county and supported by It. The 
county-aid systems, on the other hand, are composed of selected town 
highways in the improvement of which the county participates. 
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State Aid 
The state has come to the assistance of the local governments in 

three ways in financing highway development. In the first plac(', 
it apportions state aid among the towns for the maintenance and 
improvement of town highways; in the second place, it duplicates 
within limits county appropriations for the construction of town 
highways; and finally, it returns 25 per cent of the proceeds of the 
motor vehicle fax to the counties in which it is collected to be used 
for highway purposes. 

Aid to Towns 
The system of state aid to towns was first established in 1898 

and has existed in virtually its present form since 1908. In the 
apportionment of such grants, three factors are considered: high
way mileage, assessed valuation of rural property, and the amount 
of the highway levy imposed by the town. Towns in which the 
assessed valuation of real and personal property outside of villages 
is less than $5,000 per mile of highway are entitled to aid equal in 
amount to the local highway levy but not to exceed $25 per mile. 
As the assessed valuation per mile rises the ratio of state aid to 
local highway taxes decreases according to the following scale: 

ASSESSED VALUATION OF PROPERTY OUTBIDK OF VILJ.AGES 

Under $5,000 per mile ..................................... . 
$5,000 to 17,000 per mile ....................... : ........... . 
7,000 to 9,000 per mile .................................. . 
9,000 to 11,000 per mile .................................. . 

11,000 to 13,000 per mile .................................. . 
Over $13,000 per mile ....................... , .............• 

Per cent state aid IS 
of town highway 

levy 
100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 

Regardless of the size of the town highway levy, the maximum 
grant is $25 per mile, except where the assessed valuation exceeds 
$25,000 per mile, in which case the maximum is an amount equal to 
one-thousandth of the assessed valuation. As a result the amount 
of state aid per mile is largest in those towns in which the wealth 
behind the highway system is greatest. In the application of funds 
received from the state, towns are at lioerty to choose between 
maintenance and construction as they see fit.· 

Aid to Counties 
In 1920 the legislature adopted what is known as the Lowman 

Act establishing a system of gra,nts-in-aid to counties for use in 
financing the improvement of town highways. Such grants are 
conditioned upon the appropriation of an equal amount by the 
county and are limited to a total of $30 per mile for the entire 
highway mileage of the county. This money is expended under 

• The state formerly granted a considerable amount of aid for the 
maintenance and repair of county roads in those counties' in which such 
systems existed. At present Franklin County is the only one receiving such 
a grant. 
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the direction of the county supervisors upon the systems of town 
highways mapped out by the counties for the receipt of county aid 
under sections 320 'and 320-a of the highway law. 

Distribution of Motor Vehicle Tax 
In addition to these two important forms of state aid, local 

governments also derive a large amount of highway revenue from 
the motor vehicle tax. One-fourth of the yield of this levy is re
turned to the counties exclusively for use on the roads. As the 
apportionment is made to the counties on the basis of collections, 
the five counties forming the city of New York secure about 45 per 
cent of the amount so distributed, this being the only highway 
money which any city obtains from the state. Revenue from this 
source is available either for maintenance or construction purposes. 
Furthermore, it may be applied in such manner as the county 
government decides, though it is customary in many counties to 
distribute the motor vehicle money among the towns. 

Growth of State Aid 
The total state contribution to the financing of local highway 

operations has increased rapidly in recent years as a~ result of the 
introduction of the two forms of assistance last described. Motor 
vehicle revenue was first distributed in 1916 and the first apportion
ment under the Lowman Act was made in 1921. The following 
table shows the amounts annually apportioned. by the state under 
the various plans from 1917 to 1923. It will be noted. that the' 
total amount of state aid has increased from $1,589,313 to $4,819,-
060 during this period, and that with the inclusion of motor 
vehicle revenue the total state contribution has risen to $9,261,883. 

TABLE VI 
STATE CONTRIBUTION TO LOCALITIES FOR HIGlIWAYS, 1917-1923* 

State aid to State Stat. aid to aid to towna for countiee counties for Total.tate Motor vehicle Total.tate 
repair and for constructioQ Rid for taxes contribution 

YE"R improvement repair of of county- highways ' returned for 
of town aid highways to counties highways 

highways county (Lowman Act.) roads 

~m:::: 'u~;:m ~~ ":'20:000 ............. $1.589,313 68 '2,051,983 88 sa ,641, 297 56 ............. 2,297,595 74 2,381,760 69 4,679,356 43 
1919 .... 2,146,626 45 "20000 ............. 2,166,626 45 2,8S2,n3~ 53 5,018,6n6 Q8 
1920.... 2,240,0.;0 93 20:000 

ii;4S0;646"2S 
2,260,050 93 2.014,137 41 4,274,188 34 

1921. ... 2,271,37845 60,000 3,782,02473 
~:~~U~~ ~~ 6.493,75" 51 

1922.... 2,442,910 441 30,000 2,705.19000 5,178,10044 8,202,669 48 
1923 .... 2,489,660 43 30,000 2,299,400 00 4,819,060 43 4,442,823 02 9,261.883 45 

• Based on comptroller's annual reports. 

Town Expenditures 
The table below indicates the extent to which direct state aid to 

towns has entered into the financing of town highway expenditures. 
The expenditures shown in the second column include disburse
ments from town bridge and highway funds as well as lesser items 

4: 
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of highway' expense, but do not cover expenditures from bonu 
fmids. It should of course be remembered in connection with this 
table that many towns also participate in the division of motor 
vehicle revenue and that the county as well as the state now con
tributes heavily to the support of town highway activities. 

TABLE VII 
STATE AID TO TOWNS AND TOWN EXPENDITURES I'OR HIGHWAYS, 1917-1923* 

Town expen-

State aid to ditures for Per cent state 

YEAR towns for highways ex- aid is of town 
highways elusive of highway expen-

expenditures from ditures 
bond funds 

1917 ....................... $1,589,313 68 $9,053,611 84 17.5 
1918 ...................... 2,277,595 74 10,017,589 10 22.7 
1919 .•.................... 2,146,626 45 12,395,309 86 17.3 
1920 ...................... 2,240,050 93 15,996,668 50 14.0 
1921.. .................... 2,271,378 45 20,098,262 09 11.3 
1922 .•.................... 2,442,910 44 19,595,587 35 12.5 
1923 ..•................... 2,489,660 43 . ............. . ... 

* Based on the annual reports of the comptroller and of the highway de
partment. 

The Problem of Highway Aid 
Undoubtedly the most important question that arises in connec

tion with the operation of the system of state aid is that of the 
degree to which it is adjusted to the needs of the localities affected. 
Despite the fact that the town is the primary highway unit in New 
York, the system will here be considered from the standpoint of the 
county rather than the town. Such a basis is justified by the fact 
that under present legislation the county is in a position to over
come such inequalities as may exist among towns within its borders. 
It. is not contended that the counties have in practices always done 
so, but it is apparent that in the distribution of its motor vehicle 
revenue and in the development of a county aid system, as now pro
vided by law, it is largely within the power of the county to equal
ize the highway burden within its own territory. A consideration 
of the effects of state aid from the standpoint of the county as the 
unit also better indicates the nature of the problem which must 
inevitably be left to the state even though counties seek to remedy 
the inequalities among towns. 

Differing Resources 
It is at once apparent upon comparison that wide differences 

exist among counties as to resources available for the support of 
rnral' highways. The full valuation of real estate per mile of high
way varied in 1923 from $14,730 in Schoharie County to $990,225 
in Westchester County, the median being $46,895. In fifteen 
counties the full valuation per mile was less than $30,000 while 
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in ten counties it exceeded $100,000. The following table shows 
the number of counties in each group on the basis of real estate 
valuation per mile of highway: 

TABLE VllI 
DIBTBIBUTION 01' COUNTlEII ACCORDING TO FULL VALUATION 01' REAL ESTATE PER 

MILE 01' HIGHWAy-1923 

FuLL VALUATION PER MILE 01' HIGHWAY 

110,000-120,000 .................. '.' .......................... . 
20,000- 30,000 .............................................. . 
30,000- 40,000 ............................................. .. 
40,000- 50,000 ............................................... . 
50,000- 60,000 .............................................. . 
60,000- 70,000 .............................................. . 
70,000- 80,000 .............................................. . 
80,000- 90,000 .............................................. . 
90,000-100,000 .............................................. . 

100,000-150,000 .............................................. . 
150,000-200,000 ..................................... . 
200,000-250,000 .............................................. . 
250,000-300,000 .............................................. . 
300,000-350,000 .............................................. . 
350,()()()-400,000 ....................................... . 
4OO,()()()-45(),000 .............................................. . 
450,000 and over ............................................. . 

Financial Results of Present Distribution 

Number of 
counties in each 

group 
1 

14 
8 
9 
6 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
4 

1 

1 
2 

Some of the more significant .facts as to t.he operation of the 
system of state aid in counties are assembled in the table following. 
The third column of this table shows the amount of state aid to 
towns per mile of highway, taking the towns within each county as 
a group. In the great majority of counties this aid amounts to from 
$20 to $30 per mile, but in a few the grant is considerably larger. 
In Nassau and Westchester Counties it amounted to $104.fiO and 
$126.19 respectively, in 1923. The noteworthy fact is that the' 
rules of apportionment now used in the distribution of state aid 
to towns work distinctly to the advantage of the communities 
in which the taxable resources are greatest. 

If the situation is viewed from the standpoint of the per cent 
which state aid to towns forms of town highway expenditures, much 
the same result is discovered. The last column of the table following 
presents this data for the year 1922. In the majority of counties 
direct state aid to towns amounts to from 10 to 13 per cent of town 
highway expenditures. In most cases those counties in which the 
percentage is highest are among the group showing the largest 
valuation per mile. More important, however, is the fact that the 
s~'stem shows no tendency to transfer to the state a higher propor
tion of the cost of town highway operations in poor counties than 
in those of greater wealth. In fact, two-thirds of the counties which 
fall below the median in taxable wealth per mile of highway also 
ran below the median in the per cent which state aid forms of 
town highway expenditures. This is obvious evidence that the 
apportionment of state aid to towns as now determined bears little 
relatiop to their ability to provide for their own highway needs. 
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TABLE IX 
STAn AID roll nu; llu.,",,!HllCll .L~ IJIPIlOnJOt..'CT ow To,", HIGIIW&TS - 1~.!3· 

B;"h ..... ,. !i 
I-

I ' 
I I 
! 

AIbuay .••.... J 
~::::::l' 
C_ ... · 
C.,--....... . 

~::::I 
~::::::i 
Col.-bia ...... ! 
C ............... . 

g::: .. : .. :~~l 
f!:;.::::::::: :1' 
Frwa/tIia .•..••. 
F_ ........ . 
~ •••••••• I 

=.-·.·.·.::::1 

~; .. /:.:.! 
M_ ........ I 
M~ .. ·I 
~=:-- .. :::::; 
2::,;p::::::i 
0.._········1 0..-....... .. 
0.-· ...... 1 

=::::::::: 
""-........ ! 
a-..r ...... ,' RocIdaad ...... . 
&.1.&_ .. . 
-- ..... j 
I; b :I:r .... , 
~ ..... . 
~ ...... . - ........ . Steabea ..... __ .; 
Sdolk ......... i 
1laIIi-na ........ I 

i::-.-::::::! 
~::::::::I w __ . ·1 

:~::::I w--. .... .. 
T_ ......... · 

TuB Yai __ 

-'" ---per --'" hichW'&7 

15.% 
11.: 
n.1 
4 .• 

10 .• 
1 •. 4 
'.1 

n.1 
10.' 
n.% 
10.5 
Il.l 
U.I 
n.5 
10.1 
I~.I 
U .• 
1(1 .• 
10 .• 
&.0 
8.' .. ~ 

n.T 
11.1 
U.O 
U.& 
9 . .i 

30.8 
;U .• 
ll.~ 
17.1 
I%.~ 
17.J ••• 10 .• 
U.S 
15.~ 
14 .• 
ll.' 
14.' 
11 .• 
Ii.' 
10.7 
13.% 
I~.O 
U.O 
Il.J 
1<) .• 
10.11 

••• 10.8 
11.5 
!l .• 
U.: 
17.5 
S.l 

14.0 
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In rt'ality this aid eonstitutes almost a fixed percentage of the local 
expenditure. 

We&lthy Sections Favored 
If to state aid to towns thert' is added the rt'\,"f"nue deri~ed by the 

eount~· from thl" motor yehiell" tax. whieh is aL"'O ayailable for the 
maintl"nanee of local highways, it will be found that the adYantage 
of the wl"althy eounty is wry eonsidl"rable. This is primarily due 
to thl" grl"ater number of automobile rt'gistrations in the richer 
eountit>s.. Presumably the greater number ,)f registrations is a 
rough indication of a larger ~olume of traffic and therefore of 
hea~ier highway maintenanee eosts. But it is by no means certain 
that the inerease in expenditurt's is proportionate to that in the 
amount of rt'wnue obtained from the state. In faet, in thClSe' 
cuunties wherl" the CO::."1 of maintenanee is ehie1ly borne by the 
towns, and this is the case in mO::."1 eounties, it is' quite generally 
true that state aid to towns and motor whiele re~enue together 
represent a distinetly larger proportion of town highway expendi
tures in wealthy eOlmties than in poor ones. 
New Construction 

While both motor yehicle I't'yenue and state aid to towns may be 
used for highway cOIlb"1ruction purposes, as well as for maintenance, 
the grants apportioned under the Lowman .\et are of mueh greater 
importance in the financing of new construction. This act was 
df'Signed to stimulate local highwa~- improvement and inerease 
eount~· participation in thl' undl'rtaking. In this it has been sue
et>SSful. Praetieally l'wry eounty in the stat .. has now takl'n ad
"antagf' of the ml'asure and mO::."t of them 8rl' rf'f'eiYing the maxi
lI!um allotml'nt of $30 per mill' of highway. In 1923. $2,299.400 
were apportioned un~er the aet. Since this meant that at least 
an f'qual amount of eounty funds Wl're being appropriated for high
way improvement. it is elear that the aet is responsibll' for a large 
annual inereaSf' in thl' mill'agt' of impro~ed roads. This is illus
trated by a eompari."'On of the mileage of town and eounty roads 
eonstrueted in the years Prl·eeding and following thl' f'l>"tablishml'nt 
cf this form of state aid. The first apportioUDll'nt took place in 
1921. 

T.UU.E X 
lln.B.AGB or IlIPIloVIID T01f!l" Moon ComnT RoAne CoNsmUCIBD. 1916 - 1923 

Gravel I Concrete 

I 
1916 ................ J 4.16 354 12 
1917 ................. 1 M7 "}g1 5 
1918 ................ '1 4.59 
1919................. 6Sl 
19'.!O ................ 'I'(cu".> 700 
I!r.?L................ SOl 
1922................. i'98 
19'~................. 1,1M 

235 7 
333 16 

266 72 
190 107 
.u 166 

5 1 
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County Unit 
The present system of state aid for highways is open to 

serious criticism because of the methods of apportionment which 
it employs. It may indeed be doubted that the state is securing 
the maximum possible results from the funds which it distributes 
among localities. In the first place, the reliance upon the town 
as the primary unit in the financing of highways is of doubtful 
wisdom. The town, both from the engineering standpoint and from 
the financial viewpoint, is too small to deal with the highway prob
lem in the most efficient manner. Furthermore, the inequalities 
in resources which are to be found among towns inevitably com
plicate the task of devising a method of highway aid that will 
adequately meet the needs of the situation. A much simpler prob
lem would confront the state were it to treat the county rather 
than the town as the unit responsible for the support of local 
highways. 

Improved DfUeage 
A second criticism which may be leveled against the present 

arrangement is its large reliance upon the total highway mileage 
in the apportionment of aid. It requires no argument to show that 
total mileage may bear little relation to the cost of road main
tenance. In failing to distinguish between improved and unim
proved roads the system of state aid ignores one of the first and 
most obvious factors in the cost of maintenance. The use of total 
mileage as the basis for the distribution of state aid for construc
tion is also open to attack. Though the plan employed by the 
Lowman Act has the merit of fostering the construction of a large 
mileage of improved roads, it offers little assurance that the state's 
money will be employed upon the highways of greatest value to 
the state. The mere fact that a county is willing to map out a 
county aid system and appropriate money for its improvement 
does not necessarily signify that all such construction will be 
suitable for state aid. Not all such highways are of sufficient state 
importance to warrant the use of state funds in their improvement, 
and should these systems eo-ntain none but roads of importance 
to the state as a whole, there is no assurance that the plan of 
apportionment now used will secure their development in anything 
approaehing the order of their usefulness. It may well happen 
that a county with 2,000 miles of highways actually contains fewer 
miles of. town highways of real value to state traffic than another 
county in which the total highway mileage is only half as large, 
yet according to the method of apportionment under the Lowman 
Act the former will receive hvice as much state assistance as the 
latter. 

Local Needs 
A third criticism of the present system of state aid has to do 

with its' virtual disregard of local resources in the distribution 
of aid to towns. It is of cour~ true that the law as it stands 
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provides that the state shall contribute a larger amount in pro
portion to the local highway levy in poor towns than in those of 
greater wealth, but such grants are limited to $25 per mile, except 
where the assessed valuation of rural property exceeds $25,000 
per mile. As this works out towns in poor counties do not on the 
average show any greater receipts per mile from state aid than do 
those in well-to-do counties. Nor does the state's contribution 
represent a larger percentage of the town highway expenditures 
in poor counties. The tendency is, in fact, slightly in the other 
direction. This is undoubtedly a serious defect, for the chief 
jnstification for state aid to towns is to assist the weaker districts 
in the proper care of their highway systems. In practice, how
ever, towns in wealthy counties are receiving as great and in some 
cases a greater degree of assistance from the state than are those 
in poor counties. 

Controlling Principles 
In considering alternative methods of state aid, two principles 

should be recognized at the outset. First, the county is more 
vitally interested in the maintenance and improvement of local 
highways than is the state, and ought thereforc to meet the deficien
cies in town resources from its own funds in so far as it is reason
ably able to do so. The state would then face only the necessity 
of dealing with the inequalities among counties in highway 
resources. Second, maintenance and construction involve differ
ent problems in the apportionment of state aid and may best be 
t.reated separately. 

In the matter of state aid for road constrnction an alternative 
plan which would overcome the principal objections to the present 
arrangement would involve the establishment of a secondary 
thoroughfare system to which state aid would be confined. By 
the means state funds could be concentrated upon the improve
ment of those highways of greatest importance to traffic generally. 
In a few states such a plan is now being used. In Illinois, for 
example, the state is contributing to the development of a definite 
state-aid system in addition to the system of main state highways. 
In Maine also a similar plan is being employtd. In a number of 
other states in which such a system has not been definitely mapped 
out, the state, nevertheless, plays an important part in the selec-
tion of state-aid roads. . 

In some states there is also provision for increasing the state's 
I!ontribution in those districts' in which the assessed valuation falls 
below a fixed amount. Thus in Connecticut thc state bears seven
eighths of the cost of construction of state-aid roads in the poorer 
towns and three-fourths in other towns. In Minnesota the state 
meets from 50 to 80 per cent of the expense according to the 
assessed valuation of the county involved. Ohio also increases its 
shar~ from 50 to 75 and 90 per cent of the cost· of construction 
in the poorest counties. Massachusetts empowers the state high
way division to distribute among the poorer towns 15 per cent 
of the amount annually appropriated for highway construction. 
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All of these plans are designed to equalize in part the burden of 
road improvement. In New York, however, there is no provision 
for increased state assistance to the weaker districts in the financing 
of highway construction. 

The need for state aid in the maintenancc of roads is by no 
means easy of measurement. It involves at least four important 
factors: mileage of improved roads, character of road construction, 
volume of traffic, and the wealth of the district responsible for 
maintenance. Three of these can readily be determined, but data 
as to volume of traffic, which is probably the most vital factor, is 
not ordinarily available and cannot, therefore, be used in deter
mining state aid. It would be quite possible, however, to use 
improved road mileage and the valuation of property per mile of 
improved road in formulating a system of state aid. On the basis 
of these facts state funds could be focused upon the maintenance 
of improved roads and a graduated scale employed providing for 
increased grants to t.hose districts in which the taxable wealth 
behind the highway system is least. Several states now apply 
rules which materially increase the size of the state's contribution 
in the poorer districts. Such provisions also frequently require 
the local district to raise a certain minimum amount for main
tenance in order to qualify for state assistanee. 

In those states in which a definite system of state-aid roads is 
being constructed, it is frequently provided that the state shall 
bear a fixed percentage of the cost of maintenance or contribute a 
definite amount per mile for repairs. Such a method may be com
bined with a graduated scale arrangement to afford greater assist
ance to the poorer communities. Both this plan and the one pre
viously described at least distinguish between improved and unim
proved road mileage, which the New York plan does not, and 
may readily be adjusted to increase the amonnt of aid in the dis
tricts in which financial resources are least adequate. 

DIVISION OF STATE TAXES.. AMONG LOCAL DISTRICTS 

Taxes Distributed 
With the rapid growth of local expenditures in recent years, 

the development of additional sources of local revenue has become 
a matter of the utmost importance~ Not only has the general 
property tax, which forms the cornerstone of the local revenue 
system in th!l United States, become exceedingly burdensome to 
the taxpayer, but the statutory and constitutional limitations 011 

property tax rates have forced local governments more and more 
to discover other methods of meeting the increa"e in public expendi
tnres. However, officials have been confronted by the fact that 
Rome of the most desirable supplementary forms of taxation can
not be successfully administered by individual localities. InNew 
York this situation has been increasingly met by the development 
of state taxes, the proceeds of which are shared between the state 
Rnd the local subdivisions. At present this policy is applied in 
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the administration of six state taxes. In all but three of these cases 
the tax itself or the division of the tax between state and local 
governments has been introduced since the war. The taxes thus 
divided, the percentages apportioned among the local districts and 
the units participating in the dist~ibution are as follows, the taxes 
being listed in the order of their importancc as sources of local 
revenue: 

TAX 

Income ........................... . 
Business corporation ............... . 
Bank stock ...................... .. 
Motor vehicle ..................... . 
Mortgage ......................... . 
Moneyed capital ................... . 

Basis of Distribution 

Per cent 
apportioned to 

locslities 

50 
33~ 

100 
25 
50 

100 

Districts participating 
in tax apportionment 

Cities, villages and towns 
Cities, villages and towns 
Cities, villages and towns . 
Counties 
Cities, villages and towns 
Cities, villages and towns 

From the standpoint of the local district the most important 
problem in the administration of this policy is the selection of a 
satisfactory basis for the apportionment of the local share among 
the many political subdivisions of the state. Thus far New York 
has relied most largely upon assessed valuation in handling this 
apportionment. In the case of'the income tax the state returns 
50 per cent of the annual yield to the counties in proportion to the 
total assessed valuation of real property in each. The county 
then distributes this amount amop.g the cities and towns on the 
same basis. Villages in turn receive a part of the town's share 
in accordance with the ratio of the assessed valuation of real estate 
in the village to that of the entire town. At the option of the 
town an amount not exceeding one-third of its share may also 
be distributed among school districts in proportion to assessed 
valuation. 

The business corporation tax, which is next to the income tax in 
importance as a source of. local revenue, is apportioned according 
to the location of corporate property or offices. If the corporation 
possesses no tangible personal property within the state, one-third 
of the tax is returned to the city or town in which its principal 
office is situated. In the case of corporations owning tangible 
personal property within the state, the local share of the tax is 
divided among the counties in proportion to the value of the cor
poration's property therein. The county then transfers its allot
ment to the city or town where the company's property is located. 
In those towns containing villages the latter rcceive a part of the 
amount assigned to the town. 

The apportionment of the mortgage tax is also chictIy deter
mined by the location of the property affected rather than by the 
total valuation of real estate in the local Rubdivision. The rule is 
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that 50 per' cent of the proceeds of the tax shall be allotted to the 
taxing district in which the mortgaged property is situated. Vil
lages are entitled to a share of the amount credited to the town 
equal to one-half of the ratio of the assessed valuation of the village 
to that of the entire town. 

The bank stock and moneyed capital taxes, though levied by the 
state, are devoted exclusively to local purposes. In both cases the 
proceeds are enjoyed only by those districts which have contributed 
to the tax. Each district in which bank stock (or moneyed capital) 
has been assessed for taxation shares in the total yield of the tax 
within the county in proportion to the ratio of the assessed valua
tion of the district to the total assessed valuation of all districts 
within the county in which bank stock (or moneyed capital) has 
been assessed. In practice, cities and villages obtain virtually 
the entire revenue derived from these two taxes; a small amount 
also going to the towns. 

One-fourth of the motor vehicle tax is returned to the counties 
from which collected to be used exclusively for the maintenance 
and construction of highways. In some connties this money is 
expended directly by the county, while in others it is distributed 
among the towns. Where the latter policy is followed the board 
of supervisors is free to apportion the fund in whatever manner 
it deems best. 

Amounts Received 
The rapid growth of the local revenue from state taxes may be 

traced from the opposite table. Inasmuch as the liquor license 
tax was the largest· of the state taxes shared by the central and 
local governments prior to 1920, it has also been included in the 
table. From these figures it may be seen that local receipts from 
state taxes have nearly trebled since 1917 in spite of the loss 
of the liquor tax. It is also apparent that the personal income 
tax has become by far the most important factor in the system from 
the standpoint of the locality, supplying approximately 40 per 
cent of the total revenue derived from the division of state taxes. 
An examination of the other columns of the table shows that the 
yield of the corporation tax, which ranks next to the income tax 
in local importance, has rapidly declined since 1921, while the pro
ceeds of the motor vehicle tax have increased sharply. 

Unequal Distribution 
The relative importance of state taxes in the different agencies 

of local government is indicated by the table below, showing the 
ratio of local receipts from state taxes to total tax revenue in cities, 
towns and villages. From this table it may be seen that the state 
taxes form nearly twice as large a percentage of the total tax 
revenue in towns as in cities and villages. These figures do not 
afford, however, an index of the degree to which urban and rural 
districts benefit from the existing methods of apportioning the 
proceeds of state taxes, since school taxes enter into the total only 
in the case of cities. 



TABLE XI 
RECEIPTS OF LOCALITIES FROM STATE TAXES * 

Moneyed Business Motor Mortgage 
YEAH capita.! Income tax corporation vehicle 

tax tax tax tax 

1917 ..... ............ ............. . ............ $2,051,983 88 $1,138,28835 
1918 ..... ............ . ............ $4,087,819 55 2,381,76069 1,507,225 75 
1919 ..... ............ . ............ 6,466,323 13 2,852,030 53 1,657,414 96 
1920 ..... ............ $18,051,18804 10,455,576 21 2,014,137 41 4,527,222 89 
1921.. ... ............ 17,114,138 90 14,026,128 78 2,711,731 78 2,519,891 04 
1922 ..... ............ 14,788,77806 10,519,501 42 3,024,569 04 3,436,12707 
1923 ..... $2,449,517 39 18,221,337 15 7,372,22195 4,442,823 02 4,287,397 3~ 

• Based on the annual reports of the state tax commission, p. 428 (1923). 
t Partially estimated. No detailed returns collected after 1919. 

Bank stock 
tax 

$5,322,137 17 
5,584,013 58 
6,078,662 40 
7,031,47692 
7,300,288 70 
7,460,492 53 
7,411,981 04 

Total amount 
Liquor received by 
license localities 

tax from state 
taxes 

$8,002,238 53 $16,514,647 93 
9,936,385 52 23,497,205 09 

11,655,556 33 28,709,987 35 
8,090,000 oot 50,079,601 47 
. ........... 43,672,179 20 
. ........... 39,229,468 12 
. ........... 44,185,277 90 
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TABLE XII 
RmCllIPT8 FROIl STATII TAXn AND TOTAL TAX RmCllIPT8 IN ClTln, VILLAOID8 AND 

TOWNS -1923-

Fil'1!t cJlI8II cities ..... . 
Second c11111S citill8 ... . 
Third cJlIIIS cities .... . 
Villages ............ . 
TowDB ............. . 

Receiphl from state 
ta.'\:es 

$32,172,110 73 
tt ,009,175 !l8 
f2,192,14O 87 
1,045,419 67 
3,156,6S-i 39 

Total tax 
receipbl 

$350,fk~,6n8 83 
25,667,02405 
2!l,974,8i8 63 
11 ,663,953 09 
2O,3il ,542 09 

Per cent rcccipbl 
from atate tuca 

are of total 
tax receipts 

9 
8 
II 
9 

15 

• Bllsed on (,oll\ptroll~r's rpptll't of Illlllli"ipal statistics 1923, pxc~pt in ,'IlS\! 
of dti~s of U,e first c\1I ... 'OS, 

t A snmlI alllollnt of ret'l'ipts frolll inSIII'IIIIl'e tllxes is in~ludt'd with rl'
('\Jipts from Stllte taxes in cities, 

In order to obtain a fllllt'r undershllldin~ of the l'ffccts of the 
present systt'm of apportioning statl' tax money, a further analysis 
hns been malic of its oppration ill cities, "illll!!l's and towns. }o'or 
the purposl'!; of this study all cit it's have he!'n included and U9 
villagl's and 112 towns ha"e bern selected, r<,presenting every 
county in the state. I::)ome of the more si~nificant results of this 
llllalysis are present cd in the following table: 

TABLE XIII 

RmCEIPT8 FRoll STATE TAXn IN CITIES, VILL.t.OES AND TOWNS 

Average per 

-Average cent receipts 

per capita from state 
ta.'\:8S are receipts of local from tax levy state 

taxes e.'\:c1usive 
of school 

levy 

Cities ............... , .... $2.28 17.6 
Ninety-nine villages ........ .i9 8,6 
Fi£ty-six towns not contain- , 

ing villages .............. 
1.

13
1 

10.7 
}'i£ty-aix tOWII8 cont.Billing 

villages ................. / 1.16 19.3 

- -
• The" median" is taken as the average in this table, 

Average 
per capit. 

full 
valuation 

of real 
estate 

$1,222 00 
1,OlO 00 

1,28600 

1,32500 

. 

Average 
vue 

tax rate 
e.'\:c1usive 
of echool 

levy 

11. 
8. 

7. 

6 
9 

8 

4.6 

Since this tuble omits locnl school taxes in all cases, it fUl'llislh's 
a better basis for a comparison of the part pla~'l'd by receipts from 
state taxes in the various local areas. An examination of this table 
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shows that t"he per capita receipts of cities from state taxes are 
twice as great a.~ thoSe of towns and ,-irtually three times as large 
as those of rillages. The second column discloses that such receipts 
are also relatively of greater importance in cities than in the other 
local units studied with the exception of towns containing villages. 
The ratio of receipts from state taxes to the local property tax levy, 
omitting the levy for schools, is twice as great in cities as in villages 
and considerably higher than in towns not containing villages. 1'he 
highest ratio occurs in the case of towns in which ,illages. are 
located.. This is explained by the fact that the town levy upou 
property is considerably less in such towns than in towns in which 
there are no villages, the average town levy in the former being 
but 4.6 milJs as compared with 7.8 milJs in the latter. 

Column three, giving the per capita full valuation of real estate, 
furnishes a partial index of the taxable ability of the various units. 
}t'rom this column it appears that the per capita full value of real 
er.1ate is somewhat greater in towns than in cities and is lowest in 
villages. The final column shows the average true tax rate in each 
class of units on the basis of the full rather than the assessed 
valuation of property. In the case of cities the school levy i~ 
of course excluded. These fi","llres indicate the relative burden 
imposed upon the local taxpayer by each cla.'>S of local units for 
purposes other than education. To seeure a true picture" of the 
local burden in the various areas it would be necessary, however, 
to combine town and village levies in the case of villages. H that 
were done, it would appear from the places studied that the com
bined rillage and town tax rate is at least equal to and possibly 
greater than the city tax rate, provided that the city school levy 
is excluded, as of course it should be in such a comparison. 

From this summary it may be seen that the units most favored 
in the operation of the present system of apportioning state taxes 
are the cities and the towns which contain villages. On the other 
hand, the unit which benefits the least is clearly the village. 
Whether the high ratio of state tax money to lceal tax revenue in 
towns containing villages and the markedly low ratio of such 
receipts in villages themselves serve to balance one another caunot 
be definitely dett'rmined from the data here prt'SCnted, but they 
probably do not. It appt'ars likely that the ratio of state tax money 
to the combined village and town levy in villages is considerably 
lower than the ratio of receipts from state taxes to local tax receipts 
in cities. In other word~, the degree to which the apportionmt'nt 
of state taxes lightens the burden of the local taxpayer is not a.~ 
great in villages as in cities if both village and town taxation are 
considered and school taxation is omittt'd. At the same time the 
eombinoo town and village tax rate in villages is at least as high 
and probably higher than the tax rate in cities exclusive of school 
levies. 

DistribUtiOD Favors Wealthy Sections 
In examining the operation of the present system for distributing 

the yield of state taxes, it i~ al~ desirable to discover it~ efleets 
upon districts of varying wealth and need~. At the opening of 
8uch a study it is of course apparent that the bases of apportion-
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ment now in use are not designed to favor thc poor community as 
against the rich. In other words, there is clearly no intent to use 
the present state taxes as a means of equalizing governmental 
burdens. Had such a purpose existed the proceeds of these taxes 
would not be so largely distributed in proportion to the assessed 
valuation of real estate as is the case with the income tax, the 
largest of the state taxes shared. The intent has rather been 
to . return the receipts from these taxes principally, though not 
-entirely, to the communities from which they came. It may con
sequently be said that the apportionment is made roughly in accord
ance with local taxable ability. 

Per Capita Wealth and Receipts 
For the purpose of testing the operation of the present system 

of division in communities of varying character the places already 
referred to have been used. Taking the full valuation of real 
property as an index of wealth, the relation between per capita 
wealth and per capita receipts from state taxes has been examined 
for cities, villages and towns. The results indicate a considerable 
relationship between local wealth and per capita receipts from state 
taxes in each class of local governmental units. * In cities the rela
tion is greatest, which may be explained by the closer approxima
tion of assessed to full valuation there as compared with villages 
and towns. In all three groups it is evident, however, that the 
wealthy community is distinctly favored in the division of state 
taxes. 

Ratio of Receipts to Total Levies 
The relation between per capita wealth and the ratio of receipts 

from state taxes to the local levy under the property tax was also 
examined. t In this case it is evident that taking each group as 
a whole no appreciable relationship exists. But if the richest amI 
poorest communities are separately considered, some interesting 
facts appear. Among cities both the richest and poorest show the 
largest number ranking low in the ratio of receipts from state 
taxes to the local levy upon property. As a rule thi~ is explained 
in the case of poor cities by the smallness of their per capita receipts 
from state taxes, while in the case of the richer cities it is due to 
the higher standard of local expenditures that prevails in the 
large urban centers .and wealthy suburbs which chiefly constitute 
the group. Among towns the places lowest in per capita valua
tion fall as a rule below the average in ratio of receipts from state 
t axes and the districts highest in wealth are largely above the 

.. Correlation between per capita. full valuation of real estate and per 
capita receipts from state taxes: 

Cities ..................................................... .72 
99 villages......... ... .. ....... .. .. ..... .... ... .. .. ........ .52 
112 towns ................................................. .56 

t Correlation between per capita full valuation of real estate, and per 
cent receipts from state ta.xes a.re of local tax levy exclusive of school ta.xes: 

Cities ............•..•.....•............•.......•.........• .11 
99 villages .••.....••....•.................................. .01 
112 towns .•........................................•.....• .07 
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average. In both cities and towns the communities of medium 
wealth appear to rely on the whole more largely upon receipts 
from state taxes than do those at either extreme as to per capita 
valuation of property. In villages no noteworthy difference exists 
among rich, poor and intermediate groups in the matter of ratio 
of state to local taxes. 

From this examination it may be. concluded that, though the 
well-to-do communities receive relatively more from the division 
of the yield of state taxes, there is no fixed relation between 
wealth and the degree to which state tax money enters into the 
financing of local government. The standard of local expendi
tures and therefore the size of local tax requirements is dependent 
upon many other factors besides per capita wealth. In conse
quence the relative importance of the state taxes, as measured by 
the percentage of total local tax revenue which they supply, 
differs widely among places of similar per capita wealth. It 
appears, nevertheless, that in so far as cities are concerned the 
communities at either extreme in wealth find it necessary to rely 
upon local taxation to a greater degree than do other cities, and 
that in towns the poorest places also generally raise a high per
ccntage of their tax revenues locally. 

Assessed Value as a Distribution Measure 
In practical operation the use of assessed rather than full valua

tion as the basis for the apportionment of the income tax has also 
worked to the advantage of the more well-to-do communities. 
Particularly is this true as to cities. With a few exceptions the 
cities ranking highest in per capita fun. valuation of real estate 
are assessed at a ratio higher than that which prevails in towns 
and villages. The table below shows the distribution of cities as 
to ratio of assessed to full valuation of real property, the cities 
being divided into four groups accordil!g to per capita full value 
or real estate. 

TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OJ' CITIES ON TBB BASIS OJ' RATIo OF AssEBBED TO FuLL VALUATION 

OJ' REAL PROPERTY -1923 

Fifteen cities Fifteen cities 
PER CENT Fifteen citJ.es in second Fifteen cities 

AI8ES8ED TO having lowest quarter 18 to in third having highest 
01' Fuu. per capital full per capita quarter as to per capital full 

VALUATION valuation full per capital full valuation 
valuation valuation 

95- 1011.. .•.. 1 ······4······ 1 3 
90- 94 .••••. 2 1 2 
85- 89 ....•. 1 1 1 2 so- 84 ...... 1 3 5 4 
75- 79 •...•. 1 2 1 1 
70- 74 ....•. 1 1 ............. .............. 
65- 69 •.•... 3 ............. 3 1 
60- 64 ...... 1 1 1 ...... i······· 
55- 59 •.••.. 2 2 2 
50- M ...... 2 1 .............. 1 
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The average or median rate of assessment is 80 per cent. As 
may readily be seen those cities lowel>t in per capita wealth in gen
eral fall below this median, and, therefore, in comparison with the 
richest group of cities lose in the apportionment of state taxes on 
the basis of assessed valuation. This is of course a matter which 
lies within the control of the community itself, since the city is re
sponsible for its own assessment. Yet cities have recently shown 
little disposition to revise their standards cf assessment. In 1920 
a number did materially increase the ratio of assessment, very likely 
in part with a view of securing a larger share of the state income 
tax. But in the following three years only one city markedly 
raised its standard. It may, therefore, at least be doubted whether 
the discrimination resulting from the use of assessed valuation will 
right itself as readily as might perhaps be expected. 

In the representative towns and villages studied the difference 
between rich and poor communities in rate of assessment is not 
striking. Much more noteworthy is the difference that exists 
between towns and villages as a class and cities in the-matter or 
assessment. Where the average or median ratio of assessed to 
full valuation in cities was 80 in 1923, that in the 112 towns 
examined was 62, and in the 99 villages, 63. It is, therefore, 
obvious that in actual operation the use of assessed valuation as 
a basis for the apportionment of state tax money works very much 
t.o the advantage of cities as against towns and villages, and that 
among cities those which benefit most are those highest in wealth 
as measured by the per capita full valuation of real estate. 

Results of Present Distribution System 
From the foregoing discussion the following conclusions may be 

reached as to the operation of the existing system of apportion
ing the yield of state taxes among local taxing districts: 

1. Cities and towns which contain villages benefit most from. 
the division of state tax money in that such receipts constitute Ii 
higher per cent of the local tax revenue in these districts than 
in other governmental units. Villages, on the other hand, are least 
aided by the distribution of ·state tax funds. 

2. The present methods of apportionment tend on the whole to 
return the receipts from state, taxes to the communities from which 
they come and are not designed to distribute state funds in accord
allce with the needs of lecal districts. 

3. The use of assessed valuation as a basiil for t.he apportion
ment of st.ate tax receipts distinctly favors the wealthier cities as 
against the poorer cities and as against towns and villages 
generally. 

Underlying Policy 
The division of the yield of state taxes between central and 

iocal governments cannot in any sense be viewed as a s~'stem of 
state aid or as a substitute for such a system, for it does not 
observe the principles normally applied in the distribution of 
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grants-in-aid. It does not apportion state revenue in accordance 
with the needs of local districts either as indicated by their 
poverty or by the size of their local tax levics. Neither does it 
consider the quality or efficiency of governmental services locally 
maintained. These facts have been recognized by a few states 
in which the income tax has been primarily placed at the disposal 
of local governments. In Delaware the proceeds of the income 
tax are apportioned as grants-in-aid for school purposes. In 
Massachusetts also the yield of the income tax is chiefly distributed 
in the form of state aid to education. By this means the state 
is able definitely to apply the. tax to the financing of /in activity 
of state-wide importance and to allot the money more nearly in 
accordance with the needs of the districts to which it is assigned. 

The division of the yield of state taxes where no attempt is 
made at distribution in the form of aid for a specific purpose can 
best be looked upon as an extension of the local tiling system. 
It supplies a means by which supplementary sources of revenue 
may be made available to the locality which (lannot satisfactorily 
be tapped by local governments acting individually. It conse
quently follows that in developing the policy of dividing the pro
ceeds of state taxes with localities, those taxes may best be selected 
which bear the most definite relation to local need or which are 
drawn from distinctly localized sources. The former liquor 
license tax or a gasoline tax may be cited as illustrations of the 
former, and the mortgage tax as an example of the latter.. Where; 
however the tax does not bear a close relation to local need or does 
not arise from a source which is clearly localized, the plan of dis
tributing the proceeds in the form of grants-iIi-aid for a specific 
governmental purpose, as in the case of the Massachusetts income 
tax, has much to commend it. 

5 
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TABLE XV 
RmCEIPTB Faou STATII TAXES, PEa CAPITA FULL VALUATIOIf or RCAL EUATII AND 

Taum TAX RATm III' CITIII:s,1923* 
(City School Taxes are Excluded from the Table) '. • • 

Per cent . , 
.. receipts from Per capita True tax rate 

Per capita state taxes full exclusive 
CITY receipts from are of local valuation of levy for 

state taxes tax levy of real schools 
exclusive of 
school taxes 

estate (Mills) 

Albany .......... , 1299 15.5 11,499 12.8 
Amsterdam .. , .... 344 35.2 1,248 7.9, 
Auburn ........... 1 93 12.0 1,002 15.8 
Batavia .....•..... 2 61 18.4 1,152 12.3 
Beacon ........... 153 5.6 922 29.5 
Binghamton ....... '2 22 11.7 . 1,277 14.8 
Buffalo ........... 3 28 14.5 1,699 13.3 
Canandaigua ...... 2 28 23.2 l,222 8,0 
Cohoes ........... 1 91 18.4 873 11.8 
Corning .......... 1 93 16.8 982 11.6 
Cortland .......... ' 1 92 17.6 1,163 9,3 
Dunkirk .......... 1 32 15.6 1,120 7.5 
Elmira ........... 2 51 18.4 1,189 11.3 
Fulton ........... 2 39 15.0 1,334 11.9 
Geneva ........... 210 19.9 1,397 7,5 
Glen Cove ........ 284 7.9 1,970 18,3 
Glens Falls.. .. . ... . 2 91 22.3 1,189 10.9 
Gloversville ....... 2 72 20.5 1,062 : 12.4 
Hornell. .......... 220 24.4 843 10.7 
Hudson ........... 2 15 19.5 1,053 10.4 
Ithaca ............ 255 14,8 1,502 11.5 
Jamestown ........ .291 21.0 1,141 12.1 
Johnstown ........ 2 21 9.9 817 27.3 
Kingston .... , .... 196 19.7 . 987 10.1 
Lackawanna .. , ... 3 49 17.0 1,610 12.8 
Little Falls ........ 2 26 23.2 1,002 9.7 
Lockport ......... 232 21.8 1;485 10.3 
Long Beach ....... 8754 8.9 98,915 9.8 
Mechanicville ..... 144 18.9 876 8.7 
Middletown ....... 2 16 15.8 1,360 10.1 
Mount Vernon .... 3 29 11.9 2,065 .13.3 
Newburg ......... 2 28 28.0 1,176 6.9 
New Rochelle ..... 395 8.0 2,990 16.5 
New york ........ 492 14.1 2,156 16.2 
Niagara Fa\Is ..... 434 18.1 2,551 9.4 
North Tonawanda. 3 17 24.7 1,304 9.8 
Norwich .......... 2 07 . 28.8 1,045 6.9 
Ogdensburg ....... 1 67 19.9 678 12.4 
Olean ............ 280 27.4 1,333 7.6 
OneidiA ........... lOS 6.7 1,030 15.8 
Oneonta .......... 204 19.7 1,287 8,0 
Oswego ........... 1 82 9.6 854 22.2 
Plattsburg ........ 192 12.9 813 18.3 
Port Jervis ........ 1 94 18.9 1,083 9.5 
Poughkeepsie ...... 2 23 13.3 1,479 11.4 
Rensselaer ........ 186 12.7 1,13R 12.9 
Rochester ......... 428 21.0 1,596 12.8 

• Computed from da.ta oontajned in the report of the Ste.te Tax Commission, 
1923. 
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TABLE XV 
RuzIPft "-ltD.,. T~ PEa CAftB Fuu. VALUAft __ BB.u. EiJrAft AlID 
. . TaUII TAl[ RuB .. Crmra, 1923" 

(Oty SdMIal Tum ue Emuded from thiB Table) 

I Pereea& 
JeCeipta from Pereapita Tnletu:mte 

Pereapita I 8Iate tuEiI foB f!IIdusive 
On JeCeipta fmm ueola.-l nIuuiooa of levy for 

etaae .... las levy of n!8I eebooIs 
eu.Iooive of estate (l4iIIa) ......... 

e.-............ 1249 41.2 $1,065 5.7 
Ba ...... .. -.p--- lllO 17.1 931 11.3 
I!entGp Spriap. .. 196 10.1 I,D 14.8 
S+ rtcdy ...... 2M 10.1 1,341 19.5 
BIaariIl ...••...•.. 152 25.7 1,415 4.2 
B~ ...•...... 251 12.1 1,631 12.7 
ra.a~ ....... 54.5 30.9 1,511 11.7 
Troy ............. 226 12.0 1,073 17.6 
U ................ 447 26.0 1,797 9.6 
IV atatowa ........ 277 22.9 1,491 8.1 
IV at.sYIie& .•..••.. 104 10.6 666 14.7 
IrJaite PW. ...... 348 17.2 2,690 7.5 
r~ .......... 433 15.0 2,255 12.8 
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CHAPTER IV -LOCAL TAXATION AND REVENUES 

.. . 
General property acted as the shock absorber for increased New 

York State and municipal taxes following the Civil War. Real 
property has served in the same rOle since the World War. The 
ratification of the sixteenth amendment to the fcderal constitution 
happened to precede the outbreak of the W orId War by Ii year 
and permitted the national government to meet the enormous 
expansion in expenditure of the past decade by income and cor
porate excess taxes; New York State government, by broadening 
the levies upon corporate franchises and receipts and by adding 
a personal income tax, has followed suit, but even this has not pre
vented an increase in the direct tax upon general property. 

TREND IN MUNICIPAL REVENUES 

Property Taxes 
An analysis of the sources of revenues in sixteen New York 

municipalities, including the sixteen larger cities of. the state, 
reveals how little the events of the past decade have altered the 
major outlines of our municipal tax systems. The general prop
erty tax contributed approximately 70 per cent of the municipal 
income in both of the years under comparison -1912 and 1922. 
The rise in the proportional contribution of general property in 
nine cities was almost offset by a decline in seven municipalities. 
More striking is a comparison of the income of all New York cities 
for the years 1918 and 1923. Though the total revenue had risen 
more than two-thirds, the proportion raised by the general prop
erty tax varied less than a half of one per cent, the contribution 
being 72.35 per cent for 1923. In none of the sixteen cities did 
the rate rise in the gross amount ~ollElcted through the general 
property tax· fall below the increase from 1912 to 1922 in New 
York City, 97.72 per cent. The increases ranged from that figure 
to 222 per cent for Binghamton. New York municipalities accord
ingly have turned to the property tax because it was their only 
elastic tax, and have secured a larger revenue by the simple 
expedient of raising the property tax rate and the ratio of 
assessments. 

Minor Sources of Revenue 
The decreasing importance of minor sources of income, aside 

from state aid, reveals a continued neglect of revenues which, 
though not bulking large in the total, are necessary and important 
sources for the maintenance of municipal activities. The special 
assessment as a device for paying for public improvements in the 
sixteen cities under consideration contributed more income in 1922 

i7l) 



TABLE XV-a 
.... C •• ., or TOTAL MU.ICIPAL R.va"ua or SI:II:TU" S." YORI: CITla RURa."ftD .,. S •• clno SoUBCM O. I.OOId, 1912-1922 

N .... York Buft'aIo Roehoeter 8~ Albany Vtl .. ~ 1Wp ChI' 

a-.J propert.lell: ..................... 1012 
P" • ..., P"UOIl P" • ..., P"UOIl P"UOIl P"eenI P,,- P"e4I'" 

71.14 tH.O~ MI .... 64.14 MI. 33 64.22 111.7' 72.m 
11122 711.711 64.02 l1li.711 112.a 116.111 72.:It 7r..117 l1li.611 

p., eenl 1..- IIII-Ie'r~ 17.72 II.:It 3111.117 1.6.3 127.7 103.0 II7.a 17.111 

8JN01al Pf-'. lell: ...................... 1012 2 .• 11 2.M 1.117 1.l1li 8 .•• 4.1' .17 1.117 
lO2'l 3.32 3 .• 2 2 .... 2.111 11.10 •. 116 2.:13 3.11 

p., .... l I ...... IIII-Ie'n 107.61 321.13 262.80 22'. 1M 207 .00 170.70 003.00 114.03 

BIIII_lea: ............................ 1012 a.2& II.~I 8.77 4.17 11.17 0.02 0.21 6 .• 2 
1922 2.1 3.111 2.112 8.27 1.112 a.12 4.02 2.32 

p., oeDl 1..- IIII-III'l2 21.83 au.a 12.8 116.8 -410.77 6.17 66.21 -4.l1li 

NoHuol_U-:. .................... 1012 .30 .33 .18 .27 .3' .21 .22 .:10 
Iwrl .111 .13 .011 .16 .33 .16 .:It .oe 

P .. OlIO' 1_ IIII-Ieon aoa.1Io) -24 .• 3 17.0 43.' n.oe 63.63 1111.74 --311.11 

8pea1a1_ee: ...................... 1012 6.27 4.77 16.6 12.84 8.11 10.10 14.11 2.10 
192'l 2.27 •. 111 •. m 13.11 4.7' 7 .• 2 1.111 4.311 

p., _l 1_ I'II-Ie'n -10.7 88.311 3&.7 1116.6 :10.34 13.64 -3011.7' Im.12 

FI_ ''''.ee ucI eeebeaee: ................ 1112 .84 .17 .22 .2 • .00 .17 .30 .03 
Ion .31 .2'1 • 11 .17 .311 .27 .27 .18 

p., OlIO' I...".... IIII-Ie'n 12&.7 2211.117 131 .• 287.0 080.74 274.41 122.01 100.20 

lIubY .. tIo .... .,..,ee:. ..................... 1012 .06 2.U 1.311 1.77 1.06 2.24 1.:It I.M 
IWl2 4.301 7.lIa 11.117 6.72 II. MI 11.22 8.:10 6.tH 

p., OlIO' 1 __ IIII-Ie'n 800.10 476 .• 3 I. 2/IJ. 7U 712.00 ."2.17 7611.116 780.04 841.10 

Dooal ....... II'''' peauIoo _ee: ...... 1012 .311 .44 .10 .411 .311 .30 .30 .02 
19'1'l 1.411 .MI .U .61 .82 1.201 .l1li .41 

p., oenl In_ 1"1-11I'~2 3M.a 1116.43 1.038.0 183.70 3.111.76 87&.411 4112._ a •• I.17 

H'-" •• , prt..u.-: ....................... 11112 .111) 1.111 3.111 .111 .......... .......... .02 .0.\ 
Iwr~ .111 1.0.\ .111 .01 .......... .......... .00 .17 

p., oen' 1..- 11I11-11I'r~ 6""U 21J.6t -18.1 I.UO.80 .......... .......... 276 •• :1 866.70 



R.nt of inveetm.nt property and intereet: • 'l :~~ 6.77 lI.18 1.60 1.18 8.67 1.20 1.20 1.42 
6.08 13.61 1.76 .84 1.60 1.45 1.15 .76 

Per oent in ........ 1912-1922 109.1 113.61 lIOS.I0 79.4 -10.93 186.09 42.60 -28.09 

Earningl of general d.partmente: .•••••••.• 'l:~~ .69 6.91 1.8 1.25 .47 10.36 1.08 .69 
1.29 2.10 8.48 2.00 .44 .79 1.21 .26 

Per OInt in ........ 1912-1922 270.16 89.38 641.6 305.8 93.35 -82.13 137.50 -39.47 

Earninp of publio lerviOl oorporationo: •••••. ~ :~~ 8.63 8.68 11.19 11.27 17.13 .13 10.06 12.31 
6.51 9.78 6.62 8.12 14.09 .20 4.70 13.05 

. Pel' oent in ........ 1912-1922 " 61.60 124.60 64.10 82.40 67.69 262.66 15.32 46.73 



TABLE XV=a- (Concluded) 
PER CENT OF TOTAL MUNICIPAL REVENUE OF SIXTEEN NEW YORK CITIES REPRESENTED BY SPECIFIO SOURCES OF INCOME, 1912-1922 

Binghamton Yonkers Niagara Faile Elmira Mount Jamestown Now Rochelle Auburn -Vernon 

Gener~ property tas: ..........•...•....•. 1912 
Percent Perc""t Porcent Por cenl Perc",,' Percen' Pwrcent Perc ... , 

62.99 73.70 60.61 79.98 69.64 63.96 81.29 65.39 
1922 63.62 70.86 65.49 61.77 79.08 31.60 80.62 63.96 

Per cent incr .... e 1912-1922 222.2 172.7 146.06 122.90 112.94 21.86 36.69 154.65 

Special property tax: .................. : .. 1912 1.97 .87 1.75 2.35 .91 2.49 .94 1.65 
1922 2.82 2.95 5.83 3.42 6.18 3.92 3.82 2.75 

Per cent incr .... e 1912-1922 357.25 859.22 661.67 321.13 1,166.97 227.50 866.30 268.13 

Buain_ tas: ............................. 1912 5.16 4.19 4.61 6.96 2.93 2.7 2.9 5.14 
1922 2.33 3.94 3.76 3.21 1.29 7.77 .73 3.20 

Per' cent incr .... e 1912-1922 43.69 167.63 85.87 33.37 -17.74 499.35 -40.24 37.39 

Non-buain ... Iicenoe: .....•.•.•...•.•...•. 1912 .28 .35 .18 .37 .25 .07 .26 .24 
1922 .13 .23 .13 .03 .37 .29 .27 .02 

Per cent incr .... e 1912-1922 46.62 86.03 64.98 -80.37 182.18 712.88 145.89 -79.1 

Special ...... mento: ...................... 1912 7.70 6.67 11.80 3.14 7.05 11.08 8.99 12.63 
1922 6.43 2.37 6.21 2.67 4.23 9.11 • 3.83 4.97 

Per cent increBOe 1912-1922 126.07 2.27 19.96 146.66 12.61 70.97 1.68 13.3 

Fines. forfeito and .. cheato: ................ 1912 .24 .14 .31 .27 .25 .39 .18 .30 
1922 .66 .39 .69 .36 .23 1.48 .10 .11 

Per cent incr .... e 1912-1922 780.56 674.80 404.73 280.15 69.87 693.63 36.44 -21.38 

Subvention •• gl'anto: ...................... 1912 2.89 1.72 1.44 3.08 1.93 2.72 1.70 2.93 
1922 11.10 6.75 6.92 7.09 5.28 .......... 6.16 8.8 

Per cent incr .... e 1912-19221 1,124 32 1.009.36 836.36 662.95 413.32 .......... 766.43 560.1 

Donations, gifto. penlion ...... m.nto: ...... 1912 .07 .41 .01 .29 .56 .. 76 .15 .19 
1922 1.70 1.68 .28 4.03 .60 .19 .77 .80 

Per cent incr.BOe 1912-1922 7,242.71 987.31 10 .. 089.33 I 3,911.88 68.81 -47.78 1,166 30 819.40 

Highway privileg .. : ...................... 1912 .......... .06 9. 28 1 .12 2.88 .65 
•
42

1 ..· .... ·:09 1922 .......... .14 .03 .03 .26 1.04 .02 
Per cent incr ..... 1912-1922 .......... 616.03 -99.36 -33.33 -82.97 294.45 34.23 ........... 



Rent of Inveotment property and Intereot: .• ~:~~ 1.56 1.08 9.09 1.17 1.86 .73 1.13 .81 
1.19 .90 8.84 1.76 1.28 .96 .78 .96 

Per Gent inoreaee 1912-1922 142.76 136.06 -8.81 331.26 29.M 172.78 66.M 161.83 

Earni .... ollllDerai departmento: •••.•...••• ~:~~ 1.77 .44 .92 1.26 11.73 1.48 1.78 1.80 
6.82 .94 2.10 1.18 1.29 4.M 2.77 2.80 

Per OInt inoreaee 1912-1922 867.67 604.70 419.80 170.70 -886.66 636.90 283.40 374.80 

Earni .... 01 publio .ervloe oorporationo: .••.• ~:~~ 16.40 10.44 8.04 
1.01 I ., ......... 23.06 .80 19.40 

6.78 8.91 6.71 14.40 .......... 39.30 .......... 11.60 
Per OInt inoroaae 1912-1922 19.03 142.27 61.7' 4,038.10 .......... 2M.60 . ......... 

I 
31.05 
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than in 1912, but with two exceptions the proportion of revenue 
from this source decreased during the decade. Likewise, during 
the years when the need for enlarged revenue has occasioned more 
public comment, 1918 to 1923, the cities of the state as a whole 
failed to utilize the special assessment in as great a degree as in 
the previous five-year period. The proportiqnal contribution from 
this source dropped from 3.66 to 2.56 per cent from 1918 to 1923, 
despite the fact that the period was marked by mounting expendi
tures for the very purpose for which assessments· are specially 
levied - public construction and improvement programs. 

The earnings of public service utilities, municipally owned, 
diminished proportionally in nine of the cities under examination 
in comparison with an increase in five. This trend is emphasized 
when the broader base of all New York municipalities is taken for 
the period of 1918 and 1923, for the public enterprises supplied 
but 6.71 per cent of city revenue in the latter year in contrast to 
8.73 per cent in the former year. Interest and rent on investment 
and property had a decreasing importance in almost the same 
manner, the proportional decline in nine cities being offset by 
increases in only six cities. The decrease for all municipalities 
was from 5.43 to 4.85 per cent for the five years following the war. 
Closer attention has been paid to charges for departmental serv
ices, for the proportional income from departmental earnings rose 
in the majority of the cities examined: A decrease in payments 
for highway privileges occurred in four cities as well as a decline 
in the proportion of this income in seven municipalities . 

. Business Licenses 
By invoking the police power to grant or withhold licenses for 

businesses or privileges, municipalities throughout the country are 
raising additional revenue. If the ratios for the sixteen cities 
examined is representative, New York cities are not even main
taining the meager revenue derived from this source in 1912. 
Both in that year and in 1922 the income from non-business licenses 
amounted to less than 1 per cent of the total municipal revenue. 
The proportional contribution by this source had diminished in 
eleven cities during the decade in comparison with the increase 
in five cities. More illuminating is the contrast between the rev
enue from licenses and permits for all municipalities in the state 
in 1918 and 1923. Not only was there a proportional decline of 
nearly 100 per cent in license revenue, but, in a period when the 
general municipal revenue increased by two··thirds, this income 
suffered a net decrease. The .ending of the licensing of saloons, 
either by the voluntary action of municipalities under local option 
or by the requirement of national prohibition, undoubtedly was 
the major cause of the decrease. The revenue of New York munici
palities would be larger now by not less than $10,000,000 if the 
licensing policy had continued undisturbed by prohibition. Two 
minor sources of income - fines, forfeits and escheats, and dona
tions, gifts and pension assessments - assumed a slightly greater 
importance in 1922 than in 1912. 
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Local Share of State Taxes 
The one marked ~evelopment of revenue during the decade has 

been in the distribution to'localities of the yield of state taxes. 
Schenectady, for example, in 1922 received 8.22 per cent of its 
total income from state taxes instead of the 2.24 per cent of 1912. 
In New York City the proportion rose from less than 1 to nearly 
5 per cent., The rise for all tlie municipalities has been pronounced 
since the enactment of the personal income tax law, the proportion 
of 2.0 per cent for 1918 being replaced by 6.62 for 1923. 

A serious error would be made by the inference that the local 
share of state taxes represents a gratuity bestowed by ,the ,state on 
its municipal subdivisions in addition to revenues formerly accru
ing to them. Division of yield of state taxes is developing into an 
administrative system which raises taxes adapted to collection on 
a state-wide basis and distributes them in whole or in part to 
municipalities as a just recompense for revenues, or the legal right 
to tax, surrendered by the municipalities.· 

New Taxes for Old 
The br~lI:kup of the general property tax is directly reflected 

in the growth of grants and subventions to the municipalities. In 
1901 the base of thegenpral property tax was narrowed by the 

. TABLE XVI 
LoCAL SHARE OF NEW YORK STATE TAXES 1: 

1923 DISTRIBUTION 

,To citiftl Totowna 

BIIDk stock tax ............. , .. .; ........ ',' . ,$6,807,749 M $604,23170 
Moneyed capital stock (moneyed capital coming 

into competition with business of national 
banks) ...... ;: ...................... ~... 2,446,51865 2,998 74 

Corporation income tax ....... :.............. 6,608,263 83 932,395 24 
Mortgage tax.............................. 3,638,619 14 1,136,935 97 
Personal income tax .. , .............. \........ 15,634,83446 3,269,732 '85 
Motor vehicle tax............................ fl,928,I30 81 2,1~,952 01 

r---------·I--~------
Total .................................. 137;064,11623 18,085,246 51 

t This is the amount apportioned to the five counties of New York City. * Report of state tax commission, 1923, p. 5"2. • 

e~atio.n of bank stock. As the valuation of personalty in the 
state declined only $29,000,000, the next year the' immediate loss 
to the municipalities, aside from any other ~ontributing factors, 
eouldnot have been above a half million dollars. In 1923 approxi
mately $7,500,000 was distributed to municipalities in revenue 
from, the bank stock tax. Mortgages were removed from. levy 

·.See p. 66. 
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under the, general property tax in 1905, and the recording 
tax, one-half of which is returned to municipalities, was substi
tuted. If the shrinking in the valuation of personal property the 
next year of $119,000,000 is attributable to this change alone, the 
loss to municipalities would have been roughly $1,500,000. The 
1923 101SS, aSlSuming a doubling in the tax rate and in the valua
tion of mortgages as personalty, would not have been in excess of 
the municipal income actually received that year from the state 
through the distribution of the mortgage tax, or $4,775,555.11. 

Corporation Income 
The income tax on domestic and foreign corporations is specific

ally a tax in lieu of the capital stock and personal property levies 
collected from corporations prior to the establishment of the tax 
in 1917 and its enlargement in 1919. If the 50 per cent reduction 
between 1917 and 1920 of the five hundred million personalty 
assessment of 1917 was caused solely by thill contraction of the 
taxable base, the loss to municipalities for 1920 can be estimated 
at $7,000,000. Yet the distribution to localities of one-third of 
the state administered franchise tax was nearly $10,000,000 in 
the same year. The decline in receipts from the personal prop
erty tax in New -rork City during this three-year period was 
$1,395,118, a figure to be contrasted to the $4,000,000 revenue 
the city has annually received as its share of the corporation 
income tax. 

Personal Income 
The adoption of the personal income tax in 1919 secured for 

municipalities an annual revenue far in excess of any amounts 
collected from the assessment of money and the intangible per
sonal property of individuals and partners. The municipal levi&; 
on this assessment had yielded such an inconsequential return 
that the taxing of the values through a state collected income tax 
was necessary if the localities were to receive 8 reasonable revenue 
from the intangible values within their jurisdictions. The 1923 
distribution of income tax receipts to localities, $18,221,337.15, 
explains the largest single source of the growth of state payments. 

Motor Vehicles 
The removal of motor vehicles from the taxable base of personal 

property in 1911 does, however, involve a dilStinct loss of munici
pal revenue, for the cities receive no receipts from the substituted 
motor vehicle fees with the exception of New York, because of the 
fact that the counties are there consolidated with the city. Of 
the $19,862,441.52 paid in motor registration fees and licenses 
in .1923, the share diverted to localities was limited to one-fourth 
flf the total receipts, $4,887,206.19, which was paid to counties for 
distribution to towns. 

An exact determination of the municipal gains or losses through 
the narrowing of the property tax base by the laws referred to 
is impossible since the enforcement of the right to tax had been 
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so imperfectly enforced. That condition in itself shows the 
futility of loeal colleetion of levies on property which could not 
be segregated and assessed according to loeal districts.. The sur
render of the right to tax certain forms of personality should 
awaken no resentment. since the rights given up were so largely 
rmpty privileges. 

Decline of Personal Property Valuati.ODS 
The effrct of the laws contracting the base of personal property 

subject to the general property tax is directly reflected in the 
nluations of personalty on the assessors' books.. The decade of 
1900 to 1910 saw the drcline in personalty valuations from $672,-
715,703 to $-182,499,193. Rt-maining around this fi.,aure for the 
following eight years, the assessment began to drop in 1919 so 
that for 1923 the valuation had reached the amount of $26!,673,-
496. When it is noted that the 1923 ~ent of personalty is 
blit L52 per cent of the total property valuation in the state, the 
relative insignifican~ of personalty as a base for municipal taxa,
tion is realized. The meaning of this condition is revealed when 
the 1923 percentage is compared with previou.~ years. In 1910 
the percentage of personalty of the entire property asses.<;ment 
was 4.76, in 1900 it was 11.66, and in 1890 the percentage was 
10.12. During the Civil War and the years immediately follow
ing when property values bore the expen..«e of readjusting munici
IJal costs to war and post-war conditions, pel"l;Onalty assumed one
fourth of the property tax burden. 

The Burden on Real Estaw 
The burden on real estate in New York State in 1913· was 

$267,600,000. In 1923 it was $-174,500,000. This is an increase 
of 77 per cent in the teir·y~· During this period the true tax 
rate increased from $20.94 to $23.99 per thousand dollars of full 
l·alllt.· This is a 14 per cent increase in the tax rate. It is the 
best available measure of the increased burden upon real estate. 

Practically. all of this burden is due to loeal taxes. In 1923 
only 5 per cent of the total true tax rate represented the amount 
levied for the state. 

The tax rates in rural districts show extremely wide variationS. 
This is indicated by the tables presented in Chapter III There 
are instances of avera.,ae tax levies for all purposes in 1923 iunning 
between four and five dollars of estimated full value. The highest 
rate noted was it. 77 per hundred dollars of full value. In most 
of the towns with tax rates in exceSs of four dollars, the school 

• The tn.e tax rate is eomputed by determiaiDg the proportion of total 
gm~ral property taIee .. lOeh .. ere 1rvH!d upon nal estate in each of the 
yean in question and thea. dividing" this total by the full _Iue of all real 
estate .. hieh is derind hom t .... &8I!ei8ed _Iu~ by the applieatioa of the rate 
of qualizatiOD detenniued by the State Tax Department in" equalimg special 
fra .... hiseB. AllOW&ll~ .... '-u made for the fad that the Ioeal tax base in 
It23 in IlI!YenlI iustaJtft8 is smaller thaa the state base a-uee of exempt; 
Jaouaiug. See ~ VW. 
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tax is abollt a third of the whole. This is about the same pro
portion as is found in districts with normal tax rates. But in one 
instance the school tax alone was $3.02 per hundred dollars of full 
value. No cities have tax rates as high as some of those found in 
rural districts, but tax rates for all purposes on the estimated full 
value of taxable property in 1922 exceeded 3 per cent in twenty
one cities and exceeded 3% per cent in two. The rate of 3.87 in 
Oswego was the combined result of heavy taxes and low per capita 
property values. The rate of 3.89 in Glen Cove was solely the 
result of high taxes, since only seven cities in the state have a 
higher per capita property value than that of Glen Cove. 

Property taxes consume a large part of the income from land. 
In the prosperous farming districts 30 per cent of the net income is 
taken in taxes.· In the less productive sections the percentage is 
unquestionably higher. In the cities the proportion varies from 12 
per cent to 33 per cent. The very rapid increases in true real estate 
tax rates underlie the complaint which taxpayers are making in 
all sections of the state. The value of real estate is due to its 
earnings. Under normal conditions the value of land represents 
capitalized earnings. When tax rates increase unexpectedly, the 
earnings are unexpectedly reduced. This in effect reduces the 
value of the land. If taxes climbed to such a high point that they 
took regularly three-quarters of the income from all land, the 
value of the land would drop to approximately one-quarter of the 
untaxed value. It is clear, therefore, that the rapid increase in 
the true tax rate during the last ten years represents, to the extent 
that it was unanticipated, an encroachment upon the expected 
earnings and so upon the value of land. 

REVENUE FROM REGULATION 

Municipal services which are performed for the collective benefit 
must be paid for by taxation. Those services which accord a 
special benefit to individuals properly should be met by charges 
on those benefited. This fundamental distinction between methods 
of paying for public services must preface any consideration of 
municipal income from the exercise of the police power. 

The frequency with which the police power is invoked to protect 
the health or safety of the community has produced an extensive 
regulative service. A collective benefit to the municipality is 
present but it is made. necessary by business activities of indi
viduals who profit from occupations hazardous to the community . 
.If the service performed confers an individual privilege or indi
vidual benefit aside from any community benefit, the expense of 
the service should be borne by those specifically benefited. If the 
nature of an occupation is such that special regulation is required 
to safeguard the safety or health of the community, a condition of 
doing business should be that the occupation assumes the extra. 
expense of the city for regulation. 

• See 1924 'Legislative Document, p. 54. 
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Business Occupa.tions Requiring Police Supervision 
The extent of licensing occupations by New York municipalities 

discloses an uneven practice which has sought out a few businesses 
for licensing and neglected, in the vast majority of cities, trades 
and occupations from which a license payment could be exacted 
'With equal justice. The tabulation of licenses for business occu
pations requiring police supervision, contained on the accompany
ing page; is typical in showing how little change has been made 
recently in municipal licenses. Those occupations which are 
licensed by any large number of cities are of a few minor trades, 
the nature of whose business long ago taught the cities that they 
~hould be under police surveillance. These fees for hucksters, 
pawnbrokers, and junk-dealers survive from a period when the 
licensing po,!"er was invoked to protect business men resident in 
the city. 

TABLE XVII 
UCENBB SCHEDULES 01' BUBllllEBB OCCUPATIONS REQUIRIIIIG POLICE SUPERVISION 

Number N .. w YORl< LTB8 SBLBCTEI> Crrnos 
of <>vremB NEW YORE 

OCCUPA.TlON OB BUSDfB88 
munici~ 
paliti .. 

requiring 
license Maximum. Minimum Average Muimum Minimum 

Auctioneers ..... ........ 32 $250 15 16195 1750 00 $2500 
Deal ... in /irew.".kB. arms 

or e::,wder ••••.•.....• 4 20 10 1600 5000 1000 
Emp ifi:ent agenOiM ..•. 9 25 5 20 65 300 00 1500 
G .. Ii . ng atatioDB .•••.. 7 20 5 1000 
G&9oline deal ... 

Wbolesale •• · .••••.•••. 2 20 10 1500 
Retail ..••.•...•...... 2 3 1 200 

Hu .... ten. bawkera and 
peddlera. 'fer ~ear) •••• 41 100 2267 200 00 100 

Bucksten. aw era and 
peddl .... (per day) •••• 8 4 1 153 . '500'00 ·····2·00 Junk deal ............... 51 50 5 940 

Pawobrok ................ 25 250 10 6740 500 00 4000 
Removal of dead animala. 3 50 1 1734 5000 1000 
Second-hand auto dealera. 8 50 1 2525 200 00 1250 
Soft drink pariora .••.••. 17 1.000 00 2500 

The paucity of licenses for occupations lately arlslDg from 
altered business conditions is significant. Though fifty-one cities 
rcquire a license from junk-dealers only nine impose one on em
ployment agencies. Forty-nine municipalities continue the in
herited fees for peddlers and hucksters, but only four have 
adjusted their schedules to include the gasoline dealer. For the 
nine occupations for .which comparable statistics could be secured 
from cities outside New York, the rates without exception were 
higher outside the state. 

The policy of licensing saloons when alcoholic beverages could 
be retailed legally was established on recognized grounds of police 
regulation. Many of the reasons prompting licensing prior to 
prohibition continue today in respect to soft drink parlors. The 
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liability for jnsanitary conditions, the readiness with which soft
drink parlors may be converted into "bootleg" saloons, all call 
for a rigid inspection. Heavy licenses were used .to control the 
sltloon and heavy licenses may be well used to lilnit the activity 
'of an establishment so near the border-line of legality. Judging 
from reports available to the committee, licensing of soft drink 
parlors has been confined almost entirely to the collection of fees 
of one to five dollars, amounts which cover hardly more than the 
c,ost of licensing. The adoption of schedules imposing licenses 
ranging from $50 to $250 according to the size of the locality 
would yield a million dollars annually to New York municipalities. 

Building and Construction 

Permits for construction almost uniformly require no payment 
of a fee, either for the initial approval of the plans or for examina
tion of the building. Only six cities in the state exact a fee for 
a building permit. Clearly here is a service, the expense of which 
should be borne by the individual causing a construction hazard 
to the municipality. Moderate. fees should be set by all cities 
sufficient to offset the expense of checking building plans, the 
supervision of construction, and the inspection of buildings as to 
safety. A graduated scale of fees such, as the one in force in 
Newark, New Jersey, would require "for any alterations and for 
each new building or structure a fee of $5 per thousand for $2,000 
of building costs; an additional fee of $2 per thousand on excess 
cost over $2,000 which does not exceed $50,000; and an additional 
fee of $1 per thousand on excess cost over $50.000." The Newark 
scale exacts $1 for every inspection of a building. In 1924 the 
cost of new constructions and of alterations to old buildings was 
$851,793,909 in New York City. Not less than a million dollars 
would have accrued to the city had a schedule similar to Newark's 
been in force. 

TABLE XVIII 
FEES AND LICENSES ARISING nOIll CONSTRUCTION HAZARDS 

FEE FOB 

Building permit. , , ...... 
Electricians ............. 
Engineers ............ 0"' 

Plumbing installation or 
periodic inspection . .... 

Electrical installation or 
periodic inspection . ... 

Elevator installation or 
. periodic inspection . ... 
Boiler installation or 

periodic inspection . ... 
Plumbers (iwtial or an-

nual fee) ............. 

Number 
of 

munici ... 
palities 

requiring 
fee 

6 
1 
5 

None 

None 

None 

None 

21 

NEW YORI< RATES 

~aximum Minimum Average 

SHI0 11 1200 
.. · .... 3 .... · .. 2 500 

220 

........ 

25 600 

SELBCTED CITIES 
OUTSIDE NEW YORlt 

Maximum Minimum 

SN40 $100 

200 50 

250 100 

,200 100 

300 50 

4000 200 
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The personal license for builders or contractors is not, imposed 
in any New York municipality, though plumbers pay an initial 
or periodic fee in twenty-one cities. Examining the installation 
of electrical wires and apparatus, plumbing, elevators and boilers 
and their periodic inspection call for extra expenditure by the 
community and result in an individual benefit but no fees are 
charged in any city to meet the costs. 

Hazards to Health 
With minor exceptions, New York municipalities bear the cost 

of regulating establishments liable to be injuriolls to the health 
of the community without making the businesses pay for the 
expense which they require. The one exception to this practice 
is the licensing of mille dealers by twenty-two municipalities. A 
scattering number exact a fee from a few tradesmen, as butchers 
or bakers, subject to inspection by the local health authority. 
Though the continued superyj,sion of hotels, lodging and boarding 
houses is caused by the nature of the business, the extra expense 
of inspection, with the exception of one city, is borne by the 
municipality. The practice is common among municipalities of 
allowing restaurants and cafes the right to engage in business 
only on condition that a statement has been procured from the 
health authority certifying that the premises are in a sanitary 
condition and free from any danger to the public health. Only 
five New York cities attach to this statement a moderate fee to 
cover the cost incident to regulation. 

TABLE XIX 
SCHEDULE or LICENSES FOR ESTABLISHMENTS HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH 

LreMo FOR 

Buen •••.•.•.•........ 
Boarding hOWle8 ••.••••. 
Buteben .............. . 
Fiah dealers ............ 
loe dealers .............. 
Lodging houoeB ......... 
Milk dealers ............ 
Restauraoteura ..••...... 
Slaughter hOWleB ••.••... 
Seavengen ............ . 

Number 
of 

municn.. 

Nzw YORK RATES 

J'~u!\:r. Maximum Minimum Average 

6 $30 $500 $1400 
1 .. · .. ·20 .... 5·00 25-5 
6 1400 
2 10 500 750 
2 6 200 350 
1 ···· .. io ...... 25 25-600 

22 266 
5 50 100 1540 
3 25 500 11 66 
3 10 600 833 

SELECTED CITIES 
OUTBIDE NEW YORE 

Maximum Mi~m~' 

$5000 $500 
Rm. 100 Rm. 50 

5000 500 
4000 500 
2500 200 

Rm. 100 Rm. 50 
4000 200 

100 00 100 
6,250 00 2000 

2500 100 

The licensing practice leaves entirely untouched numerous 
81ltivities with a health hazard to the community. Poultry dealers; 
laundries and confectioners are among the activities which present 
practice exempts from any supervisory expense.· A glance at the 
accompanying table of health licenses shows that New York cities 
consistently charge lower fees than the larger municipalitie:B in 
other states. 
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Commercial Recreation 
A greater effort to reach the various forms of commercial recrea

tion has been made in the license schedules of New York munici
palities than in any other type of license. Circuses and theatres 
are required to pay for a permit or license in fifty-one and forty
one cities respectively. The number imposing a license upon mov
ing picture theatres drops to twenty-seven. The pool-room, the 
billiard parlor, the bowling alley, and the dance hall are uniformly 
subject to special police regulation and in the larger number of 
cities outside of the state to the payment of a license. Yet for 
each of these types of commercial recreat!on less than twenty 
.New York cities seek to offset the extra expense of supervision by 
the collection of a license.-

TABLE XX 
LICENSES AND PERMITS Foa COMMII:RCIAL RECREATION 

I SELECTED CmEe 
NEW YORI: RATB8 OUTBID .. 

Number Nmw YORI: 
munici .. Basis LICI>Nel> FOR paliti .. 
licensing Maxl- MiDi- Mui- MiDi-

mum mum Average mum mum 

------I----
Atbletic eonteota .•.. 4 Per year ...•.. $200 00 $2500 1106 25 ...... ....... 
Billiard parlon •.•.. 18 Per table (or 

first table) .• 2500 100 615 12500 $500 
Bowling alley .•••.. 14 Per alley ..•.• 5000 200 1000 3000 500 
Circus ............. 51 Per day .•••.• 300 00 1000 50 10 500 00 1000 
Faki ............... 7 Per day .•.... 1000 100 435 2500 100 
Ferris wheel.o •••.... 14 Per year ••.... 100 00 1000 7030 ...... ....... 
Movinc picture 

theatres ..•...••• 27 Pery ......... 300 00 1500 6480 400 00 2000 
Merry"i!O rounda ••.• 19 Per year ...... 15000 1000 82 25 62400 1000 
Pool parlon ••••••.. 19 Per table (or 

Ii .. , table) .. 1000 100 490 3000 500 
SideshoWl ..•.•...• 5 Per day .•.••• 1000 500 700 2500 500 
Shooting calleri ..... 20 Per year ••.•.. 100 00 300 4170 120 00 1200 
Tbeatr ............. 41 Per year •••••• 300 00 2500 6730 420 00 5000 
Dance halla ••...••• 14 Per year •••••. 7500 500 2320 200 00 1000 

REVENUE FROM HIGHWAYS 
Franchises 

Any immediate enlargement of revenues from franchise values 
can be only slight under the present state tax laws. The primary 
design of the special franchise tax when it was passed during the 
administration of Governor Roo.sevelt in lR99 was to prevent the 
escape of public utilities from levy under the property tax. That 
this aim has been accomplished is ·shown by the income of munici
palities alone in 1923 of twenty million dollars from the tax. 

In achieving its purpose, however, the special franchise tax has 
directly encroached upon municip'al revenue from the rental of 
public street privileges to public utilities. Section 48 of the state 

• But see Penal Law, Art. 31 (ch. 671, L. 1922), under which the State has 
taken over tbe licensing of billard rooms except in Buffalo and New York 
City. Half the fee collected is returned to the locality. 
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tax law directs that "any sum based upon a percentage of gross 
earnings, or any other income, or any license fee, or any sum of 
money on account of such special franchise • • • in the nature 
of a tax • • • shall be deducted from any tax based upon the 
assessment made by the state tax commission for city, town, or vil
lage purposes." Accordin/!"lv. any payment made by a public 
utility to a municipality for franchise privileges that can be con
strued as a tax is deducted from the special franchise tax. The 
broad interpretation which the New York courts have given this 
paragraph in coloring .franchise payments as taxes has operated 
to reduce municipal revenue from the special franchise tax. 

The deduction of a tax from total payments to prevent double 
taxation of the same value is just and necessary. But the deduc
tion of a payment for rental of public property from total tax pay
ments results in the escape from taxation of large values of public 
utility property. The injustice of the deductions now legally per
missible results from the failure to view the franchise payments 
to municipalities as rentals for the use of public streets. Were 
these payments for a corporate franchise to conduct business as a 
ccrporation the offset would be defensible. The payments, how
ever, are contractual obligations, arising from contracts entered 
into between municipalities and public utilities when the latter 
were accorded the privilege of privately using streets held in trust 
by cities for the public welfare. The payments, accordingly, are 
for public and not corporate franchises and the municipalities are 
entitled to annual payments for privileges conferred beyond the 
normal taxes on corporations lacking the special franchise rights. 

A meagre jncome is now derived from thc franchise payments, 
the amounts for all highway privileges having been stationary 
during the past decade. This revenue represents the excess of. 
franchise rentals over special franchise taxes, the payments on 
contracts which waived the legal deductions, and the few exemp
tions to the offsetting policy contained in the ~pecial franchise tax 
law. Where the payment is made for the paving or repaving of 
a street or'public place or, in a city of the first class, for car license 
fees or tolls for the privilege of crossing a bridge owned by the city 
the deduction is not allowed. 

In so far as the assessment of public. utilities under the special 
franchise tax law includes values arising peculiarly from the 
use of public streets, it is argued that the cities' secure a return 
for the use of their property by utilities. The rental of city 
streets is properly a charge upon the earnings of public utilities. 
By failing to collect the charge the capitalization of earnings sub
jE\ct to assessment is necessarily augmented. This rough measure 
of return is curtailed radically by two factors. First, the rate 
applied to the franchise assessrv-ent is the property tax rate which 
has no direct relation to value of street privileges conferred on the 
utilities. Secondly, the capitalization of' the deducted payments 
subjects the assessment to levy under the state property tax. 
Annually, the. cities contribute to the state a property tax upon 
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capitalized rental values of their own property, the franchise 
privileges' granted to public utilities. The analogy is only slightly 
strained when we compare this situation with a preposterous pro
posal that the state assessors capitalize the earnings of municipal 
water works and levy the state property tax against the assessment. 

This situation is not satisfactory. The committee renews its 
recommendation for the repeal of the special franchise tax law 
and for the substitution of a gross-net earnings tax. This is fully 
discussed in oui' 1924 and 1922 reports. When this is accom
plished the injustice 'to the localities to which attention is called 
above, will be fully adjusted. 

Minor Highway Privileges 
An almost total neglect of minor highway privileges as a sourct' 

of municipal revenue exists among the municipalities of the state. 
Reports from the officials of twenty-one cities received by the com
mittee in January, 1925, reveal that only an unimportant number 
require permits for the highway privileges and the majority of 
these are issued free of cost to the applicant. The reports of the 
twenty-one cities are chiefly significant in one thing, that they dis
close a prevailing attitude of mind which views the private use 
of street privileges as a private right rather than as an encroach
ment on public property. 

Use of· Street Surfaces 
Licenses for the private special use of public streets are confined 

mainly to taxicabs, moving vans, and expressmen. While a fairly 
large number exact license fees for these three privileges, the prac
tice is uneven throughout the state, many cities making no effort 
to collect fees commensurate with the privileges granted. 

In New York City as an example, a public taxicab pays a license 
of from $2.50 to $10.00 annually, and a highly profitable business 
pays to the city but $40,000 yearly for the rental 'of its road bed, 
the city streets. An additional expense is required of the city 
by the grant of the taxi driving privilege. Thirty-eight thousand 
taxi and hack drivers are licensed annually in New York City . 
.A. special squad of seventeen policemen is maintained and is used 
solely to investigate the character of applicants for the taxi driving 
license, since records of the police department disclose that !O per 
cent of those applying have criminal records. In addition, other 
special squads are required to enforce the taxi and hack ordinance, 
particularly along the river front and at railroad stations and 
terminals. Yet the fee for the license is one dollar with a charge 
of fifty cents for a renewal, a sum' which pays for little more than 
the badge and book which each driver yearly receives. 

Aside from the vehicle licenses mentioned the cities permit other 
uses of street surfaces with little or no payment for the privilege. 
The owners of stands secure free rental by the expedient of placing 
their stands in public places, unless they have chosen one of the 
three cities which exact a license for the privilege. Occupancy of 
streets such as for temporary storage of materials is exercised as 
a private right in all but three cities. 
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Motor Vehicles 
Use of streets by motor vehicles constitutes so large a share of 

the utility of highways today that revenue derived from motor 
registration fees or licen~es is a major source of governmental in
come from highways. In nine states' the municipalities are em-

TABLE XXI 
LICENSES OR PERMlTB CHARGED FOR PRIVATE USE Oll' 'STREET SURlI'ACES 

NATURB OJ' PBIVILEOB 

Baggageman. cartman and express-
man .•••••...•.•............. 

Moving vans ..............••... 
Blanda in public p1aceo: 

Bhoe abine ..•••............... 
Confections •...•.............. 
Fruit and candy .....•......•. 
Tobacco ....•.•.•............ 
Newa slanda •.••..........•... 
Taxicabs (or lazi drivers) ...•.. 

Temporary atorage of material in 
streets .....•....•.•.•.•...... 

Temporary enclosing of a street 
area .•...................•... 

Temporary 8zcavatioD in streets .. 

• Per month. 

Number of 
munici
palities 

requiring 
license 
or fee 

28 
14 

2 
2 
3 
2 

None 
35 

3 

3 

14 

NEW YOBJ[ RATES 

Maxi
mum 

$1000 
1000 

·3000 
3000 
3600 
3000 

. "SO'OO 
Varying 

rates 
Varying 

rates 
Varying 

rates 

Mini
mum 

$100 
100 

·2'00 
1000 
1000 
400 

200 

Average 

$400 
'" 37 

·1600 
2000 
2533 
1700 

'iO"is 

Slll..ECTED eXTIma 
OU'I"SID. 

NEW YOR" 

Maxi- Mini-
mum mum 

$12000 $500 
2500 2QO 

i2S'00 "'5'00 
7500 200 

100 00 500 

powered to exact local taxes in addition to those collected by the 
states. A number of cities such as Chicago, San Francisco and 
Indianapolis, charge a license tax, or "wheel tax," upon all 
vehicles operated within the city limits. Recourse to a municipal 
license, aside from taxicabs and auto-buses, is debarred to New 
York munitlipalities by the state law reserving to the state sole 
power of imposing general licenses, fees, or taxes upon motor 
vehicles. What return· municipalities may secure for use of their 
streets by motor vehicles is limited to an' apportionment of state 
receipts which is considered in Chapter VI. 

Division of State Receipts from Motor Vehicles 
Cities and incorporated villages are the only government.al units 

in New York State which receive no portion 'of the receipts from 
motor vehicle fees. The state government gets three-fourths of 
the total receipts from motor vehicles. The counties receive one
fourth of the revenue, the proceeds being disbursed in the discre
tion of county boards of supervisors for improvement of highways. 
Normally, the county's share is··used for town highways. To this 
procedure there are two exceptions, New York City retains one
fourth of the fees paid by residents of the city which is the share 
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of the counties composing Greater New York, and Westchester 
county may utilize its share in improving roads bordering on New 
York City regardless of their location in a city. 

The specific design of the motor vehicle fees is to reimburse the 
state and local governments for the cost of regulating motor 
vehicle traffic and to aid in the maintenance of the highways used 
and worn down by motorists. That a large portion of the regula
tive cost and highway expense is borne by local agencies which 
receive no share of the motor vehicles receipts, the cities and in
corporated villages, cannot be disputed. 

What the Motor Vehicle Costs the City 
The examination of city budgets by the committee two years ago 

disclosed that increases in appropriations for city police depart
ments were directly chargeable to the automobile. At that time 
sixteen cities enlarged the number of patrolmen, ascribing the 
increase in most instances to the need for traffic regulation. 

An analysis of municipal expenses related to motor vehicle trans
portation concluded this year in a limited number of cities shows 
that the upward trend of municipal costs is particularly marked 
where motor traffic touches city activities. An examination of 
the proportion of police appropriations devoted to traffic squads 
discloses an increasingly heavy burden of expense upon the cities 
for which no recompense in motor vehicle fees is received. The 
accompanying table; showing only that. expense arising from 
salaries for traffic patrolmen and not including traffic supplies 
or overhead, may be taken as fairly representative of municipali
ties throughout the state. With no appropriation for traffic 
squads in 1903 the proportion of police expenditure devoted to this 
item rose from 6.33 per cent in 1913 to 12.78 in 1918, while the 
1923 proportion is over two and a half times the 1913 figure, or 
16.03 per cent. ' 

Street improvement has proceeded regardless of the nature of 
the traffic carried on highways, but a larger share of the city's 
income is devoted to this activity under the stimulus of carrying 
for motor vehicles. An examination of the municipal debt of 
seven citiE's shows that in 1913 the average proportion of indebted
ness incurred for street improvement out of the total debt was 
18.68 per cent. The proportion rose to 23.85 in 1918 and to 26.19 
in 1923. The proportionate rise can hardly be explained on any 
grounds other than the impetus to street paving arising from the 
demand of motorists. 



TABLE XXII 
PROPORTION 01' CITY POLICIII ApPROPRIATIONS USIIID 1'0R SALARIIIIS OF TRAFFIC SQUADS 

1903 IN3 1918 1923 

-
Cn\' Total Traffi. 

Percentage 
Total 

Percentage 
Total Traffi. 

Percentage 
Total Traffi. 

Per~8nt8lte 
"f traffic Traffi. of trf\ffic of traffic of traffic 

police .quad .quad to police aquad .quad to polio. Iquad .quad to policf! Iquad squad to 
appro- al'prc>, total appr .... RpprOoa total appr~ appro- total al'pr .... appr .... total 

pnatioD prtation appro- prIation priation appro .. priatioD prjation appr .... prlation prlation al'pr .... 
priatioD priation prlation prn,~oD 

Ameterdam ............ 514,295 00 Non. ......... $23,863 00 None . ....... $29,600 00 $2,900 9.79 $~9,315 85 $U,900 24.13 

Binghamton ........... No record ...... ........ No r.cord ...... . ....... 93,422 50 9,500 10.16 145,1;29 00 10,500 7.74 

G1ovonvill ............. 8,400 00 Non. ........ 14,10000 2.500 17.73 17.850 00 5,480 30.70 31,42000 9.21l0 29.43 

J.m .. toWD ............ 15.48<1. 24 Non. ........ 25.866 07 2.130 8.23 48.65960 6.300 12.94 71,827 69 11,500 16.01 

Lackawanna .•••••••••. 21,800 00 None ........ 35,000 00 2.000 5.71 <1.8.000 00 0,300 13.12 59,000 00 9,500 16.10 

Lo.kport .............. 11.00000 None ........ 25,000 00 None . ....... 30.87000 None . ........ 46.245 00 5,900 12.75 

Average ........... ......... ...... ........ ......... ...... 6.33 . ........ . ..... 12.78 ......... ...... 16.03 
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The effect Qf motor vehicles, particularly of trucks, is nowhere 
quicker reflected in municipal costs than in the expenses for street 
repaIrmg. That the wear upon street pavements has resulted in 
the soaring of city costs for repairing is shown in the following 
table: 

TABLE XXIII 
PER CENT INCREASE 01' CURRENT CITY EXPENSE POR STREET REPAIRING 

CITY Per cent increase Per cent increase Per cent increase 
1903-1923 1903-1913 1913-1923 

Cortland .................. 640.6 100.0 270.3 
Elmira .................... 277.3 28.8 192.8 
JamestowD ................ 456.2 118.3 154.7 
Lockport .................. 430.0 100.0 165.0 
Rensselaer ................. 384.4 11.0 336.0 
Troy .......•.............. 570.1 161.9 156.0 

MedIan ......•.••••..•• 443.1 100.0 178.9 

The average increase for the six typical (~ities for the twenty 
years, 1903-1923, is indication of a greater paved area, higher 
paving costs as well as the intensive wear on pavements by motor 
traffic. Dividing the increase into two periods, 1903-1913 and 
1913-1923, discloses that the major shard of the increase has 
occurred in the period when motor vehicles attained extensive use. 
F'rom 1903 to 1913, when horse-drawn vehicles formed the bulk 
of road traffic, the rise in repairing costs was 100.0 per cent. 
During the following decade, however, when the motor had largely 
displaced the horse, the increase was very much greater. 

The demand for improved street lighting has arisen in part 
from the needs of motorists. While the current appropriation for 
street lighting in the seven cities examined rose 124.89 per cent 
from 1903 to 1923, the bulk of the increase again was centered iIi. 
the decade when the use of motor vehicles became wide, 1913-1923. 
The rise for this period was 90.58 per cent in contrast to an increase 
of 33.86 per cent for the preceding ten years. 

In augmenting the volume of arrests and court trials, motor 
traffic adds another expense tomunicipalitit's. By turning over 
to the state the funds and penalties from traffic offenders the cities 
sacrifice the revenue which should, in some degree, offset the cost 
of court administration of traffic cases. In many cities, the arrests 
caused by violation of traffic regulations, theft of motor vehicles. 
or other causes incident to vehicles constitutes a fourth of the 



TABLE XXIV 
PROPORTION. 01' CITY DIIIBT OUTllTANDINO INCURRIID rOR BTRIIIIIIT IMPROVIIIMIINT 

1918 1918 1923 

Cl'I"l Peroent Per .ent Per .ent 
Street ol.treet Street ol.troot Stroot ol.tr .. t 

Total oIty debt Improvement improve- Total .Ity debt Improvement improve- Total oIty debt Improvement Improve-
debt ment to debt ment to debt ment to 

total debt total debt totol debt 

Cortland .................. 1562.988 12 1135,85392 24.040 1735,965 71 1123,821 51 16.82 11,056,934 20 178,900 00 6.99 

Elmira .................... 1,141;000 00 22&,000 00 19.72 2,619,000 00 428,00000 16.1& 2,650,000 00 83&,000 00 81.50 

Jam .. town ................ 1,487,099 74 218,76640 14.71 1,497,978 19 2114,211 98 16.97' 2,278,72854 840,737 12 14.95 

Johnatown ................ lI79,II00 00 16,000 00 11.72 323,700 00 211,800 00 7.97 293,1100 00 66,500 00 22.6& 

Lockport .................. 757,884 00 174,000 00 22.97 913,43800 203,024 00 22.23 1,263,000 00 496,400 00 89.30 

Norwich .................. ............ ............ ........ 234,51200 161,10576 68.69 216,638 9& 108,862 31 50.26 

Troy ..................... 1,184,86040 295,881 12 24.97 1,279,916 68 232,073 98 18.13 2,164,855 19 383,18505 17.70 

Average .............. 18.68 23.85 29.19 
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total number; in few cities does it fall below 10 per cent. The 
following table illustrates the trend: 

TABLE :xxv 
PROPORTION OF TOTAL ARRESTS, INCIDENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC 

Arrests for Percentage of Total number violation, traffic 
CJTy of arrests, regulations or total arrests 

1923 involving motor rclat,ng to 

vehicles traffic 

Amsterdam ................ 544 243 44.6 
Binghamton ............... 2,998 813 27.11 
Cortland .................. 356 86 24.15 
Gloversville. . . ............ 288 65 22.56 
Jamestown ................ 2,tH4 522 20.96 
Norwich .................. 171 12 7.12 
Schenectady ............... 2,834 539 19.01 

Average ............... 1,386 325 23.49 

Other expenses of New York municipalities need be only men
tioned to illustrate the extent of the costs arising from motor 
vehicle transportation. Mechanical method,; of traffic regulation, 
whether by towers, lights or a bell system, cause an installation 
cost, often heavy, and an annual expense for upkeep. Eight of 
the twelve cities to whom inquiries were addressed maintain 
mechanical systems. Traffic signs, either of board and post, 
painted street lines, or "'silent policemen," are maintained by 
almost all municipalities. In a few instances, parking areas are 
provided by the city for the convenience of motorists. Occasion
ally, the volume of traffic has forced the widening of streets as in 
Elmira, Jamestown and New York, or the cutting of new streets 
through built-up areas as in Rensselaer and New York. 

Not only by denying to cities and villages any share in motor 
vehicle receipts, but by exempting motor vehicles from taxation 
as personal property, has the state encroached upon local revenue .. 
By legislative act in 1911 the state exempted all motor vehicles 
from the property tax except vehicles in the hands of manufac
turers and dealers. The committee accordingly renews its recom
mendation that all municipalities be given a share of the motor 
vehicle receipts in order to remedy the present discrimination 
against cities and villages to provide an offset against local revenue 
lost from the elimination of motor vehicle,; from the property tax 
base, and to assist localities in meeting increasing expenses caused 
by motor traffic. The diversion of one-fourth of the receipts to 
cities and villages, it is suggested, will afford a satisfactory alloca
tion without impairing the volume of motor revenue now received 
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by the state, counties and towns. For the year ending June 30, 
1922, $12,100,000 was paid in motor fees; for 1923 the receipts rose 
tc $19,400,000; for 1924 the amount was in excess of $22,000,000, 
and for the fiscal year now ending, June 30, 1925, the state tax 
commission estimates a yield of $27,000,000. The increase of total 
receipts by more than 100 per cent in three years makes possible 
the transference of one-third of the state's share - or one-fourth 
of the total amount - to cities and villages without causing any 
serious net loss to the state. If a gasoline tax is enacted, it may 
prove more satisfactory to leave the distribution· of motor vehicle 
money as now and to provide for an allocation of a large part of the 
gasoline tax to cities. and villages. 

Horse-Drawn Vehicles 
Logically, no reason exists for licensing one type of· vehicle, the 

motor car, and for failing to license another type, the animal
drawn vehicle. The larger share of the use of highways, the wear 
on their ·pavements, and accidents to persons arises from motol' 
vehicular traffic. That th~ animal-drawn vehicle contributes to 
the cost of street upkeep and the liability of personal accident in 
a less degree should not result in their entire exemption from pay
ing any of the expense of police regulation of highways. How
ever, the expediency of riot licensing horse-drawn vehicles rather 
than the logic of exacting a fee may intervene effectively againSt 
any plan to reqUire all vehicles drawn by animals to pay license 
fees. .For example, exercise of the licensing power might be con· 
fined to commercially used vehicles, particularly since this class 
includes the many trucks which seriously wear pavements. 

Regulation of horse-drawn vehicles by a state agency similar 
to the motor vehicle bureau would catch in its drag-net vehicles 
from so many dissimilar sections, urban and rural, that uniform 
rates and administration would be difficult. Imposition of a 
license by municipalities would result in the failure to collect fees 
from vehicles using the city streets but which are owned by non
residents. The county is probably the unit best adapted to admin
ister the license, since the radius ofiraveling distance of horse
drawn vehicles is in most instances within the county area. The 
receipts might well" be divided equally between the county and 
municipalities within its jurisdiction. This would provide a small 
additional income for street or highway maintenance. The com
mittee offers the suggestion that counties be given the discretionary 
power of imposing licenses upon animal-drawn vehicles within pre
scribed maximum and minimum rates. An exception to this pro
vision would be New. York City which naturally is adapted better 
to the collection of any vehicular fee than the five counties within 
its limits. 
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Subsurface Street Encroachments 
Sidewalk vaults represent the most valuabl\l single encroachment 

by private individuals upon the subsurface of streets. . Tapping 
this value· by a direct tax or license is possible wherever the fee 
of the street lies with the municipality. Investment of the fee 
in the property abutting the street precludes any tax levied 
specifically upon the right of using the street, though by including 
the value of the .vault in the property assessment the city indirectly 
may reach the. property values of the vault. New York City 
charges an initial permit for permission to construct the vault of 
ten cents to two dollars for each square foot of superficial area 
affected, though no annual charge is levied for the privilage of 
maintaining the vault. Experience in charging for vault priv
iieges is confined to a few cities outside the state, notably Chicago, 
Baltimore, and Omaha. In Chicago, when the plan was in effect, 
the rate was computed by levying a designated percentage, as ·1 
per cent on a value equivalent to one-tenth of the average assessed 
"alue of the property ahutting. . In Baltimore, a rate of 5 per cent 
is levied against the assessed area of the vault, a value equal to 
one-half of the assessed valuation of abutting property. 

Only the larger municipalities of the !ltate, it is true, will be 
able to secure any considerable revenue from charges for vault 
privileges. Yet the value of the privileges is not small and with 
the increase of basement shops, stores, underground vaults or 
storage rooms, the cities should not continue to bestow vault priv
ileges free of charge. Neither for the vault privilege nor other 
underground encroachments, as for conduits or pipes, have the 
governing bodies of· New York cities realized t.hat they are giving 
gratis rights to property which they should hold in trust for the 
benefit of the public. If the charges are adjusted on the basis of 
a fair rental for city property rather than as nominal fees for con
struction permits, the levies will assure an annual income of 
importance. 

Jlbove~urface Street ~croachments 
Outdoor advertising is .an encroachment upon public thorough

fares either directly by occupancy or physical projection upon 
streets or indirectly by "constructive projection." Certainly the 
physical projection ola sign over a street or the presence of a 
billboard on a highway subjects it to police regulation and gives 
the city the right to collect charges for the enjoyment of public 
privileges. It has been urged that "the view from the highway 
does not belong to the individual who owns the property along the 
right of way. It is a community possession."· Possibly· legal 
opinion will uphold this position and allow privilege charges against 
forms of advertising, even when set back from the street, since it 
constructively projects on the highway. Whether or not this 
advertising may be reached on the ground of exercising a highwlJY 
privilege, it may be taxed through business licenses. 

• National Municipal Review Supplement, May 1923. 
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TABLE XXVI 
SCHEDULE or MUNICIPAL CHARGES UPON' OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AND BILL POSTESR 

Number 
of 

munici ... 
NATUSB OJ' ADVERTISING palities 

Billboarda ..•.•.•..•.•.. 
Bill pooten and diatribu-

ton ...........•..... 
Sig ... : 

Ground signs . ........ 
Projecting over streets. 
Illuminating signa . .... 

Roof signa ...... _' .. 0 ••• 

Indemnity bond ......... 

• P1IIB .05 per sq. ft. 

requiring 
fee or 
license 

11 

17 

3 
2 
2 
2 
2 

NEW YORK R"TIIS SELICCTBD CITIES 
OUTSIDE NIDW YORK: 

Maximum Minimum Average Maximum Minimum 

ISO 52 SO 12375 1120 15 

300 yr. 20 00 102 50 

2 200 200 20 2 
1-200 ······25 ········2 2-400 

500 *10 2 

The only form of outdoor advertising licensed in any number 
of New York cities is the billboard which is the subject either of 
an initial fee or annual license in eleven municipalities. Signs 
bear payments in only a negligible number of cities, the ground 
sign in three and the prcjecting illuminating and roof signs in two 
cities. Clearly, signs of all types should pay .an annual fee, not 
only because of the exercise of a highway privilege, but for regula
tive purposes, since they may become unsightly and, in certain 
cases, dangerous. Yet in nearly every New York municipality 
signs escape paying the regulative. costs which their presence im
poses upon the cities. 

Outdoor advertising largely has evaded a return to New York 
municipalities of any portion of the values created by the presence 
of the communities. What return should be made to the city is 
conditioned upon the size, location and value of the sign or board. 
The city of Baltimore has been the pioDt'er among American 
municipalities in working out a tax in which these factors are 
carefully weighed. Baltimore,is zoned into four districts accord~ 
ing to tbe degree of business values in the zones. The levy upon 
advertising varies, not only according to the size of the sign or 
board, but with its location in a particular district. The charge 
then reflects the value of the sign, since its value is dependent .upon 
the immediate section of the city in which it is present. If adver
tising which is set back from streets is viewed simply as a property 
value adhering to the property on which it is located, it may be 
that advertising values are taxed adequately if they are included 
within the property assessment. To accomplish this end, local 
assesSors must fully capitalize the rental value of the advertising. 

In the past five years, cities in other states have been reaching 
after street car and elevated train and motor bus advertising· and 
imposing charges corresponding to other forms of advertising 
taxes. Franchise privileges to run cars through public thorough
fares rarely include the right to- sell advertising space.in the cars, 
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and the right to impose license fees upon car3 bearing advertising 
has been upheld in Kansas City, San Frltncisco and Cincinnati. 
If, in any case, a license of vehicular advertising is an infringemfnt 
upon franchise rights oustanding, an amendment may be made to 
the franchise upon its renewal reserving to the city the right to 
collect an advertising license. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND COMMERCIAL REVENUE 
Earnings of Publio Funda 

Rfceipts from interest on public funds is increasing generally 
as New York municipalities are improving their administration 
of the collection of taxes and the handling of bank deposits. The 
study of this committee in 1920 showed that the average interest 
rate secured by cities of the state for daily bank deposits was 2.25 
per cent in that year, a figure increased to 2.30 per cent two years 
later. Inquiries sent to twenty-two typical cities this year re
vealed interest rates averaging 2.42 per cent. If the replies are 
representative of all municipalities, the upward trend of rates on 
municipal bank deposits is continuing. The higher average, how
ever, may be due to the success of a few citi~s in securing unusually 
favorable rates. Since the majority of rates of the citifs with 
whom the committee was in touch with this ycar show an earning 
rate of 2.0 per cent on deposits, we believe that many munici
palities are failing to take full advantage of the earning pos.c;i
bilities of their bank deposits. Only three cities of the selected 
list fail to collect interest on either daily or monthly balances. 

The administration of tax collecting directly rffiects in the earn
ings of municipal funds as well as in expense for interest on tempo
rary borrowings. Both in 1920 and in 1922 the cities were about 
fvenly divided as to their manner of tax collection, one-half col
lecting taxes in advance of the need for expenditure and the 
rfmainder resorting to temporary loans to pay currfnt expenses 
before the receipt of tax revenue. Of thc twenty-one munici
palities surveyed this year only six collfct city taxes at the bfgin
ning of the fiscal year. Even counting the foiJr cities which COUfct 
within two months after the start of the year, less than half of 
the replies indicate a serious effort to avoiel unneces.c;ary interest 
payments on temporary loans required only because tax payments 
are delayed for months after current bills tire duc. Five of the 
remaining eleven municipalities must meet their obligations by 
borrowed money for half the year due to the collection of taxes 
more than six months after the beginning of the fiscal period. 
Though the answers to inquiries among a selected number of 
municipalities this year probably over-emphasize the faulty aspect 
of tax collection, the committee can record no progress in this 
respect since its report two years ago. The collection of taxes for 
city, state, county and school purposes on diff .. rent dates, the prac
tice of a majority of municipalities surveyed this year, is an addi· 
tional cause for unnecessary expense in fiscal administration. 
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Your committee again points out that if municipal tax collecting 
Ilrecedes or runs parallel with tax spending and if taxes collected 
by cities for various governmental units are gathered on the saine 
dates, that the municipalities will be as.'!ured an enlarged earning 
power on their funds as well as saved unnecessary inte.rest and 
administrative expense. 

Income from Public Property 
Rent of City Properly 

Rental of city property, outside of first class cities, brings ina 
negligible income to municipalities of thc state. Local officials 
Lave not conserved the values of municipal property by requiring 
a rental whenever a private use is made of city buildings, land or 
equipment. The practice of eighteen citics was ascertained, eight 
of whom permit the private use of city property without payment 
(if a rental. Yet of the ten cities which chargc a price, six reported 
the receipt of no rental revenue. 

Sale of Properly 
The salvaging of city property unsuited for use assures the 

municipality that no capital assets are tied up needlessly or surplus 
current supplies retained. Whether the stock control over supplies 
and equipment was .adequate to reveal surplus, obsolete or worn" 
out articles was an inquiry addressed to the (ifficials of twenty-two 
municipalities, and only seven affirmative answers were made. Sale 
of unuseft property was shown to occur frequently without stock 
control over property, yet the consistent salvaging of such prop
erty is quite impossible when the city officials have no accurate 
means of knowing what property is surplU3, obsolete or worn-out 
and available for sale. Only as municipal officials realize that 
the values invested in capital assets and in ('urrent supplies need 
to be conserved will adequate stock control be instituted and rentals 
systematically be charged for the private use of city property. 

:Receipts from Public Service Enterprises 
Normally~ the fiscal effect of the operation by municipalities of 

public utilities should be nil, neither increasing nor diminishing 
the tax budget by a profit or a deficit. The sole concern of the 
committee here in municipal operation of utilities has been as to 
departures r-rom this standard. Inquiries were made in some detail 
into the public enterprises administered by twenty municipalities 
including several of the larger cities of the state. The operation 
of municipal water supply systems was undertaken by all the cities 
and in only two of them did their operating statement reveal a 
loss in 1924. In seven cities a profit of considerable size accrued 
to the municipality, typical examples being Ithaca with a profit 
of $40,848, Salamanca with $20,415, and Olean with a profit. o.f 
$42,909 from this utility. The two losses wcre in small munIcI
palities which had not revised their rate schedules since 1908 and 
1912 respectively. . 
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Though the frequency of municipal operation of other utilities 
was not sufficient to draw any conclusions, the reports in most 
instances disclosed either a profit or the conduct of the enterprise 
on a self-supporting basis. Public markets in the selected cases 
under observation tended to turn ali annual profit into the city 
treasury. From the limited observation of the net results of 
municipal operation in these cities, the committee sees no alarming 
tendency for public enterprises to be a drain upon the taxpayer. 
Deficits in opeI:ation, when they are present, can be ascribed to 
causes: open to ready correction. A revision of rates in.keeping 
with higher costs, the installation of water meters, the cutting off 
of gratis distribution of water to charitable organizations and city 
departments will eliminate the more obvious defects in manage
ment of municipal water systems, the one utility widely operated 
by New York cities. 

REVENUE FROM LOCAL TAXES 
LocaJ Taxes 

Thel'c' are four· taxes in the administration of which the cities 
and other local units of New York State 'play a part: These are 
the general property tax, the batik stock tax, the moneyed capital 
tax and special assessments, if the latter may be classed with taxes. 
In other.states our examination shows that the cities have been 
given other important tax revenues,. particularly in the levy of 
business and occupation taxes. In this sec~ion, we wish to .refer 
briefly to our present taxes and to other .possible local taxes. 

The General Property Tax 
It is unnecessary to disc~ the. gene~al property tax in any ex~ 

tended way at this point. Various phases of property taxation are 
mentioned in other parts of. this report.· It is enough to remem~ 
ber: (1) that the general property .tax has gradually disintegrated 
until it is now to the extent of 98.5 per cent a real estate tax; 
(2) that real estate nowcarr~es over 70 per cent-of the taxes of 
local government; (3) that the real estate tliX is the only elastic 
source of local revenue; (4) that as a result the burden on real 
estate has increased over 77 per cent in ten years and the tax rates 
('vel' 14 per cent; (5 ) that the tax rates vary e~ensive1y in dif
ferent sections 'of the state because of the extr.eme inequality in 
the distribution of taxable wealth; (6) that it is generally recog
J:!ized that no additional burdens should be thrown upon real estate; 
and (7) th~t tax rates cannot be increased because of constitutional 
restrictions in certain cities and because of economic conditions in 
many country sectionS. . ,. . . . . 

Bank Stock' 
, The ,bank, ~tock' tax. is another tai w hieh needs '. no special com~ 

qlent. .. It is one ot. the simplest and most economical taxes to ad
minister. 1t is not;however, a satisfactory tax from the standpoi,nt 

• See pages 18, 155-191. 
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of equality. Banks with the same bank stock make very different 
profits on their business. We have suggested in previous reports 
that a better method of laying a tax on banks is through a net busi
ness income tax. This is not feasible for New York State under 
the present provisions ,of the United States luws which govern the 
taxation of national banks. A full discussion of the committee's 
position on this matter will be found in our 1922 and 1924 reports. 
In any case we cannot look to the bank stock tax to produce addi
tional local revenues. 

Moneyed Capital 
In 1923, as a result of the recommendations of this committee 

and of the state tax department, there was enacted by the legisla
ture a tax on moneyed capital. This was made necessary by the 
bank stock tax which was revised at the same time to conform to 
the new decisions of the courts.· The responsibility for the assess
ment of moneyed capital is laid upon the local assessors as in the 
case of the bank stock tax. It is obvious that the great bulk of 
moneyed capital is located in the cities. In spite, however, of the 
need of the localities for additional revenue, an examination of the 
assessment rolls shows that most of the cities of the state have 
frolled seriously in the enforcement of the moneyed capital tax. 

The accompanying table presents the situation. In this table 
the twenty largest cities of the state are included as well as all 
smaller cities which have levied any tax on moneyed capital. The 
thirty-five cities omitted in addition to twelve cities which are 
included levy no moneyed capital tax. It will be seen that of the 
sixty cities in the state only eight made any assessment on moneyed' 
capital in 1923, and that only twelve made any assessment in 1924. 

T'he gross inequality which this situation reveals is emphasized 
by further examination of the figures presented. It is to be 
assumed that moneyed capital in the average community will bear 
a rough relation to bank stock or to taxable income. It is of course 
not to be expected that the relationship will be at all close, but 
certainly both bank stock and income serve to measure economic 
factors which might well be reflected also in moneyed capital. It 
appears, however, that New York City with 51 per cent of the 
property, 79 per cent of bank stock, and 72 per cent of the taxable 
personal income, has 99 per cent of, the moneyed capital assessed. 
l<~or every $100 of bank stock assessed in Utica, there is $85.17 
of moneyed capital upon the books. But, in Albany, which has 
more taxable real estate, more bank stock, and more taxable income, 
there is none. 

Your committee has already expressed its opinion of the unsatis
factory character of our state tax on bank stock and on moneyed 
capital. The situation revealed by the figures presented here does 
not make us feel any more friendly toward these taxes. Never
theless, no change can be made until the federal statutes are 
changed so as to authorize taxes upon bank stock which will fit in 
with the general system of taxation in New York State. 

• See Legislative Document No. 91, 1924, p. 135. 



TABLE XXVII 
MONEYED CAPITAL ASSESSED IN CITIES 

MONEYED CAPITAL ASSESSED MONEYED CAPITAL 
ASSESSED 1923 

Order of size Bank stock Taxable income 
1920 Ceusus CITY assessed 1921 For every For every 

1923 $100 of 1924 1923 5100 of taxable b&Dk stock mcome 
I 

1. .......... NewYork .............• 5468,817,731 00 5522,401,76900 $590,544,691 00 $2,194,157,41200 $88,56 $2381 
2 ........... ButJ&lo ................. 1,520,650 00 620,53500 13,245,285 00 142,296,840 00 468 436 
3 ........... Rochester .............. 43,781 00 368,700 00 9,582,216 00 95,714,622 00 385 38 
4 ........... Syr&Cuse ............... ·362,045 93 None 2,736,926 00 52,455,119 00 ........ ......... 
5 ........... Albany ................. None None 9,935,508 00 36,917,21000 ........ . ........ 
6 ......•.... Yonkers ................ None None 873,80300 35,320,310 00 ........ ......... 
7 ........... Utica .................. 516,94767 54,094 16 6,351,138 00 23,151,464 00 85 17 23 
8 ........... Schenect&dy ............ None None 859,70300 22,010,018 00 ........ ......... 
9 ........... Troy ....... ; ........... None None 4,278,300 00 16,095,657 00 · .. ·6·06 ......... 

.10 ........... Binghamton ..•......••. 73,810 75 97,344 00 1,606,065 00 18,544,76700 52 
11 ........... Ni&g&ra Fa.Ils ........... No report None 2,954,134 00 11,503,09900 ........ . ........ 
12 ........... Elmira ................. None None 1,646,053 00 11,612,281 00 ........ ......... 
13 ........... Mt. Vernon ............. None None 919,663 00 24,996,016 00 ........ ......... 
14 ........... Jamestown .........•... None None 1,905,581 00 9,499,134 00 ........ ......... 
15 ........... New Rochelle ........... None None 704,72600 24,355,952 00 ........ ......... 
16 ........... Auburn .....•....•...•. None None 834,327 00 7,665,10600 ........ ......... 
17 ........... Poughkeepsie •......•.•. None None 1,946,575 00 9,131,409 00 ........ ......... 
18 ........... Amsterdam ............. None None 1,741,733 00 7,855,67700 ........ ......... 
19 ........... Watertown ............. 745,42921 None 1,367,180 00 8,183,071 00 .......... ......... 
20 ............ Newburgh ..........•.•. None None 1,734,06800 6,345,631 00 ......... 
22 ........... Rome .................. 12,250 00 12,250 00 437,60100 4,076,689 00 280 30 
36 ........... North Tonawanda ....... 91,056 79 93,528 00 914,915 00 2,474,771 00 10 22 3 78 
38 ........... Geneva .............•.. 100,000 00 None 336,432 00 3,676,029 00 . ....... ......... 
39 ........... Ogdensburg ............. None None 836,285 00 2,541,843 00 ......... 
57 ........... Mechanicville ........... , None 25,066 00 I 310,200 00 1,857,65700 8 08 135 

• Amount originally assessed 5562,171.74 of which $200,125.81 cancelled pursuant to the decision of Justice Proskauer. 
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Special Assessment 
While municipal activities in general contribute to the rise of 

property values, the practice of cities recovering any of the specific 
values created has been confined to the levying of special assess
ments to pay for the cost of public improvements and, in a few 
instances, to cover the expense of current activities directly bene
ficial to property. Cities have not sought to recover all the prop
erty values arising from public improvements. To seek this end 
would make necessary the measuring of the increase in realty 
values from the date of the completion of the improvement to a 
later specified date, a period during which values would be in
fluenced by many factors in addition to the public jmprovement. 
In short, the cities are without a yardstick which can single out 
the values arising solely"from the improvements and measure the 
amount contributed by the municipality. Accordingly, "when an 
improvement results in a local benefit, the policy of many Amer
ican cities has been to assess the cost of the property in proportion 
to the estimated benefit, assuming that cost and benefit are 
synonymous. 

The special assessment is, in effect, a charge at cost for service 
rendered by the municipality in the improvement of a man's 
property. To fail to make the cost charge results in a free con
tribution by the city to specially privileged· individuais and the 
assumption by taxpayers-as-a-whole of the entire expense of an 
improvement which, at least, in part is for the benefit of the few. 

Your committee has inquired into the. assessment procedure of 
twenty-three cities in the state to determine how widely municipal 
costs for improvements are offset by special levies against property. 
A summary of the present practice is tabulated below:. 

TABLE XXVllI 
Pum>osEs ~R WHICH SPECIAL AssE88I1ENTS ABE LEVIED AGAINST PaOPERTY 

OwNERS IN TwENTY-Tmu:E NEW YORE CITIES" 

PtmPOBB 
I. Street improvement: 

1. Opening and widening streets" ...........•..•...•..... 
2. Street grading ..•.•.............•................... 
3. Street paving ...•.•.•.•.•.•...•.....•............... 
4. Repaving •••................•...................... 
5. Sidewalks .•.•.•...•...•...........•...............•. 
6. Street lighting .....•.•.•.•.......................... 
7. Bridges .•.••.. ; ................................... . 

IL Sewer construction: 
1. Lateral sewers ....... " ..•.•...•.........•.•.......... 
2. Trunk sewers ...••••.•..•.•..••.•................... 
3. Intercepting sewers ...•..•.........•.•.....•........ 
4. Storm sewers ..••••...•....................•..••••.. 
S. CombiDed sewers .................................. . 

III. Parka ................................................. . 
IV. Public utilities: 

~: ~=~~::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 

Number' of CIties 
levying special 

assessments 

9 
5 

20 
7 

16 
4 
2 

9 
6 
2 
4 
3 
1 

3 
1 
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The assessment policy of these cities, if typical of all New York 
municipalities, represents a serious failure of localities to meet 
public improvement costs by special assessment. For the seven 
types of street improvement, the use of IIpecial assessments in any 
considerable number of cities is limited to street paving and side
walks. While the majority of the cities questioned specially 
assessed property to pay for some form of sewer improvement, the 
assessment is far from universally accepted as the means of de
fraying all or part of the construction costs. The limited ex
amination indicates that nearly every New York municipality now 
includes in its budget appropriations which properly should be 
met by assessing the. amounts against property. The fuller use 
of the special assessment will not reduce the gross tax burden upon 
real property, but it will redistribute that burden equitably so 
that payment will be proportioned in accordance with benefit. 

Excess Condemnation 
New York municipalities, under the 1913 amendment to the state 

constitution. may exercise the power of excess condemnation. By 
right of eminent domain the city may take more land than is 
physically necessary for a public improvement. and at a later time 
may sell or rent the excess property. The increase in land value 
of property abutting an improvement is a direct creation of the 
community and the profit, it is urged, should be taken by the 
municipality instead of being retained solely by the property 
OWners. 

To attain this end by means of excess condemnation, however, 
will require a perilous undertaking by the municipality in real 
estate brokerage. Purchase of land on a wholesale scale would 
be required if the city would secure any considerable share of the 
profits. Sales might be deferred indefinitely, resulting in a loss 
of interest on the investment and of taxes that would have been 
paid had title been privately held. What profits might accrue 
.would be realized only after a long period following the purchase, 
and the cost of the improvement might even be met through the 
r~demption of bonds in the tax budget. The profits, in such in
stances, would be expendable for other purposes and would not 
directly benefit those who paid the costs. 

A necessary administrative use of excess condemnation has been 
pointed out by a number of public finance commissions, and par
ticularly by Mr. Lawson Purdy, former commissioner of taxes and 
assessments of New York City, in relation to street improvements. 
Irregular strips and triangles frequently are present or arise with 
the laying out of new streets or in cutting through built-up areas 
for new streets. The city may purchase the irregularly shaped 
lots and, by proper consolidation of lotll and replotting, make a 
development of the abutting property which would have been im
possible had title remained in private hands. This use of excess 
condemnation avoids the injustice to owners of the irregular lots 
who otherwise would pay special assessments On property incapable 
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of securing, the full benefit that accrues from street improvements 
to normally shaped plots. 

Land Increment Tax 
The New York Commission on New Sources of' City Revenue in 

1913 proposed a plan to tax increments in land value. The tax 
was to have been a levy in addition to the property tax and was 
to be laid only on increments of aSsessed land value arising after 
the adoption' of the plan. Its advocates sought to secure a return 
to the municipality of the social values unearned by the property 
owner by annually measuring all increascs in values which did 
not result from the property owner's effort. A rise of $25,000 in 
the value of a parcel between two assessments, for illustration, 
would measure the total increment for the year, earned and un
earned. From this sum woUld be deducted special assessments 
levied against the property, as $5,000 for example, and any 
amounts directly traceable to the owner's initiative in improving' 
the property, a figure that can be set at $10,000 in the illustration. 
The net deductions would leave $10,000 as the unearned increment 
against which the increment tax would be levied in addition to the 
regular property tax. The New, York commission proposed a 
1 per cent levy upon the unearned increment. 

While administrative difficulties in the question as to what con
stitute values resulting from the property owner's effort might be 
solved by the application of arbitrary rules defining property im~ 
provements, a more serious problem is the measurement of the in
crementin land value itself. Changes in general price levels carry 
with them ultimately enormous shifts in land ulues. If the recom
mendation of the New York commission hat! been adopted when 
it was advanced in 1913, the property owner in New York City 
would subsequently have been subject to n tax largely on values 
to which neither he contributed by capital improvements nor the 
community created by increased popUlation or business. The tax 
in the main would have been on values reflecting the new price 
level 

No practical', administrative device has been, proposed which 
would enable the municipality to measure the true increment in 
lpnd value as distinct from the fluctuations incident to a changing 
price level. After currency value has been adjusted fully to post
war conditions, the price level may become stabilized to a degree 
where the fluctuations will not seriously di'ltort the normal true 
increment of land value. Until that occurs or a workable plan is 
advanced for squeezing out price fluctuations from the yardstick 
used to measure increment, the land increment tax cannot be con
sidered seriously by municipalities as a source of revenue. 

Taxes on Consumption 
A sales tax was agitated in Congress durin .. the sessions of 1920 

and 1921 and widely discussed in the press ~ a suitable source of 
revenue for the federal government. Though debate on the plan 
lapsed without any favorable Congressional action, public atten-
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tion was directed to a form of tax which has never been used 
extensively by any branch of government, national, state or local. 
The federal government long maintained an excise tax on liquor 
and continues one on tobacco, as well as imposing, by the War 
Revenue Act, excises upon certain retail sales of jewelry, soft 
drinks, and wearing apparel. Connecticut, since 1921, has col
lected a sales tax of one-fourtieth of 1 per cent on wholesale 
mercantile stores, and one-tenth of 1 per cent on retail mercantile 
establishments. The state of West Virginia levies a sales tax of 
1/5 per cent. 

Recourse to a tax on sales by municip.alities is urged with plausi
bility by several public economists and was recommended favorably 
by' a committee on new sources of revenue reporting to the mayor 
of Boston in 1921. The tax, it is argued, would be upon sales of 
business concerns utilizing community services provided by munici
palities. The protection to person and property, the services to 
business for streets, traffic regulation, rapid transit, are provided 
by the city. The market for sales itself, if t!le sales are of a retail 
character, is found in the locality. 

The plan, as advanced by the Boston commission, was to narrow 
the tax to a 1 per cent levy on· retail sales of all goods, wares and 
merchandise, as distinct from a tax on "turnovers." By such a 
limitation pyramiding the tax would be avoided. That is, instead 
of levying a tax upon each turnover sale from producer to con
sumer, with the resulting rolling up of a half dozen taxes into the 
bill of the final purchaser, a single tax would be placed upon one 
I.'tage in the process, the retail sale. 

The committee recognizes elements in a tax on retail sales which 
make it admirably adapted to collection by a municipality. Its 
adoption would more widely distribute the municipal tax burden. 
Many citizens who escape contributing to the municipality through 
the state income tax or through the property tax would be reached 
by the levy. If purchase prices were marked so as to distinguish 
between the commodity cost and tne tax, a much needed element of 
tax publicity woqld be introduced which is lacking in the indirect 
taxes on property paid through rentals. We have pointed out 
previously that property values lag. far behind the mounting 
municipal costs. Retail sales, however, enlarge with the growtb 
and activity of a city. l\lunicipal expenditurc expands much in the 
way that sales expand. A higher standard of living is indicated 
both in the demand for 'new municipal activities and in a greater 
volume of private purchases. It may be argued, therefore, that 
an automatic elastic tax base'would be provided related to the need 
for municipal income. A very substantial municipal income 
would result from the levying of a tax at the rate of 1 per cent 
on retail sales as was suggested in Boston. 

The force of these advantages is weakened by the difficulty of 
administering the tax and certain inherent injustices that would 
result from its operation. ThoiIgh the tax return itself would not 
be complicated, to secure the return from all business firms from 
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whom purchases are made by residents of the city would be impos
sible. In other words, the sinallness of the' area covered by a local 
levy would preclude collection from out-of-town retailers selling 
10 residents. If a sales tax were imposed by all municipalities in 
the state, this objection would be minimized, though not eliminated 
for the difference in local rates might result in competition: between 
cities in cutting rates at the instance of local merchants. EYen 
though the statewide use of the tax mi~ht be possible if an optional 
state law were passed, in practice many mlmicipalities would not 
exercise the option by imposing a sales tax. It can hardly be 
denied that a locality would penalize its retailers by the adoption 
of the tax when the merchants of neighboring communities, not 
levying one, could consistently nnderbid the home stores or at least 
claim so in their advertising. The committee is of the belief that 
a sales tax,' if it is at all justifiable, must be collected from an area 
not smaller than the state if inequalities between localities are 
to be avoided and if all business houses within a state are to be 
made subject to the tax. " ' ' 

A sales tax inevitably places a heavier burden on the poor than 
on the rich. The larger share of the volume of business levied 
upon would be for common necessities and the man with limited 
means would pay' a . greater proportion or his income in taxes 
than the wealthy resident. To overcome this objection, a scale of 
rates graduated as to objects of sales could be required, introducing 
difficulties in administration; The tax would operate unequally 
upon retailers, some not being able to shift the tax to the purchasers 
and others being able to shift an amount greater than the tax. 

Your' committee,accordingly, is not prepared to recommend the 
passage of a state law granting to municipalities the option of im
posing a sales tax. Of the value of snch a tax it is dubious in view 
of the patent injustice of administering it in a small' jurisdiction, 
its uneven operation upon retailers and p1U'chasers with varying 
incomes, and the lack of any successful trial of a broad sales tax 
in any ·American municipality. ' 

Business arid Occupational Taxes 
The need for additional revenue has driven many American 

cities, particularly since the war, into the field of. business' taxes 
as a means of supplementing the property tax. The tax' has 
usually been imposed in the form of a licensc for the privilege of 
conducting business within the municipal jurisdiction, though the 
method of levy has differed radically with cities. 

Flat License Tax 
A license fee solely designed to raise revcnue from business regu

lated through the police power may well be adjusted to a flat charge 
for each business, the fee varying only with the nature of the busi
ness. When the license is primarily a revenue raising measure, how
ever, the flat charge scale must be geared so high that an injustice 
results to the small businessmen and minor' tradesmen. Introduc-
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tion of a scale with the charges graded according to volume or 
profits or of a physical factor incident to business becomes neces
sary whenever the license system aims to raise an appreciable 
revenue. 

Tax According to Some Physical Factor 
. The grading of the business by a tangible, physical factor· has the 

advantage of simplicity in administration and a greater measure 
of justice than the flat charge. When hotels, for exam~e, pay 
according to the number of rooms or beds, the assessment of the 
license tax is a simple arithmetical. process and the hostelries pay 
a charge in proportion to their size or capacity. Uniform use of 
this method,. however, is difficult because adequate physical meas
ures cannot be easily established for all business concerns. It is 
objectionable since it often bears no relation to the ability of the 
owner or .lessee to pay. . 

Tax on Gross Income 
Licenses with rates in percentages of the gross income of busi

ness are in force in a: number of American cities and have been 
tried sufficiently to warrant deductions as to their value. 
Your committee has examined in detail in a number of cities the 
operation of a business tax. based upon gros;; receipts in the form 
of income, sales or premiums. When the San Francisco license 
I·ates were based on gross income, with a minimum charge, of 4,614 
licenses issued in a typical period, 4;017 or 87 per cent were for the 
minimum rate. 

In the South, where license taxes havebecn developed to a higher 
degree than in any other section of the. country,. the committee 
inquired into their operation in two of the larger cities, Charleston, 
Smith Carolina, and New Orleans, Louisiana. In .the former city 
the scale is based :riot alone on gross receipts but includes quantity 
of goods, in some in~tances, and the number of persons connected 
with the firm, in other instances. For a year 0.£ unusual business 
prosperity, 1920, 573 merchants reported their gross sales, of whom 
382 declared their annual sales tA.qave been $2,000 or less.. Three
fifths of the merch.ants pay their license taxe~ on the palpably false 
return of less than $7.00 gross sales a day. Nor were the returns 
of the professional group more accurate. In 1921 only30 lawyers, 
dentists, physicians and chemists, out of 116 paying a license, re
ported an annual income above $2,000. Of the total number, more 
than a third reported yearly incomes. of less than $500. The 
Charleston experience represents a breakdown of the administra-
tion of the gross receipts license. tax. .. . 

New Orleans. divides its business licenses into twelve major 
groups, with sub-classes numbering 326. An examination of the 
charges by classes reveals a marked inequality in the application 
(,f the license rates to the same type of business. The rates are 
highest for the smallest retailers and for banking and trust com
panies. The discrimination between classes continues through 
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most of the groups, the rate for manufacturers, for example, being 
high at both ends and low in the middle (If the scale. The New 
Orleans experience revealed the readiness with whieh an attempt 
to elassify licenses aeeording to type of businf'SS and gross receipts 
results in an inequitable distribution of the tax. 

The eommittee sees no warrant for reeommending for use by 
Xew York municipalities a tax which has proven so unsatisfactory 
in operation. 

Tax on Net Income 
A municipal business tax based on net ineome is far superior 

theoretieally to one based on gross ineome. As a practical matter, 
however, it is impossible of fair administration. Even if the tax 
L'I based upon and eheeked against the ineome as reported to the 
federal and state governments, so that the net incOme is reasonably 
aeeurate, there is still the almost insuperable obstacle of determin
ing what part of the ineome is really earned locally and therefore 
fairly taxable loeally. 

Tax on Business RenbJs 
The most satisfactory local business or occupational tax appears 

to the eommittee to be a tax measured by rentals or rental values 
in the ease of properties oeeupied by the owner. In order to make 
this fair, the percentage of the rental to be used should be dif
ferent for di1ferent clas:ses of business. A broker should pay a 
higher pereentage than is applied to a lumber yard. The purpose 
of such a elassi1ieation is to apportion the final tax roughly in pro
portion to net ineome. 

It is diffieult to estimate the produetivity of such a tax on the 
basis of facts now available. In New York City business rentals 
may be placed eom.-rvatively at $450.000,000.· A tax at the rate 
(>f 2 per cent would produce $9.000.000, not allowing for classifiea
tion or for the costs of administration. Rates for similar taxes in 
Canada range from 2 to 12% per cent. Thi,; would make possible 
the reduetion of the real estate tax by eight points. In other eities 
of the state the product of such a tax wou!d be far less than in 
New York City, but the effect on the tax rate should be about the 
('ame. The eommittee regards a local business rentals tax as less 
satisfaetory than the enactment of an unineorporated business tax 
as suggested in Chapter VI. 

. Income Tax Surcharge for Cities 
H all the eities of the state were in equal need of new revenues 

it would not be difficult to furnish such funds by increasing the 
state personal ineome tax and providing for the distribution back 
to the localities of the additional amounts eollected. Sueh an in-

• AB eumiDatioa of Jaad wue mapa by disb'ieta lias bet>u made as the 
huis of cletermiuiug the Yalue of ~ property iu New York City. It 
is .-med that the I'eIltal of this property is uot less thau 12 per _t of the 
a-tftlue.. 
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crease for distribution to all units does not appear to be necessary 
at the present time. In order to relieve tlia great need of certain 
special localities without throwing a new burden upon the whole 
state, it has beeq suggested that the state authorize the legislative 
authorities of cities to levy a municipal surtax upon the income of 
the inhabitants of the city. Under such a plan the rate of the local 
tax would be determined by the local authorities, but the tax would 
be collected by the state at the same time and on the basis of the 
same return as· that used for the state. The state would continue 
to be responsible for the examination and audit of all returns. It 
would furnish to the localities a list of all individuals who make 
returns as residents of the locality. It would 'fall to the local 
authirities then to check through these lists to see whether there 
were residents who had misstated their legal residence or who had 
failed entirely to make income tax returns. 

From the standpoint of general equality and economy of admin
istration, a local income tax of this character has much in its favor. 
There is one serious difficulty: evasion through the shifting of resi
dence. To what extent residence will be shifted to avoid payment 
I)f the local tax, will depend upon local conditions, If the rate is 
high, it will be vastly encouraged. In any case, it will be confined 
primarily to the larger taxpayers,· because they alone can afford 
more than one residence. In cities in which there is a str<?ng com
munity spirit, this will serve to limit evasion of the local tax. The 
"suburbanites" who work in the great cities and live just beyond 
their boundaries will escape the tax entirely. In their case, this 
can hardly be called" evasion," because the cost of educating their 
children and protecting their homes does not fall upon the city 
in which they work: Usually the suburbanite is already paying a 
heavy tax to his local government to maintain his city standards 
of education, protection and service. 

TAX LIMIT .CITIES 
The cities operating under the 2 per cent constitutional tax limit 

present a different problem. - Here the property owner has some 
protection, but it seems to be difficult to carryon the governmental 
functions demanded in these cities within the 2 per cent limit. 
The new program of state aid for schools will not give any large 
additional funds to these cities. 

There were six cities in New York State with a population in 
excess of 100,000 in 1920, viz., New York City, Buffalo, Rochester, 
Syracuse, Albany and Yonkers. Two more, Utica and Schenec
tady, have passed the 100,000 mark since 1920, and with the state 
census of 1925 will come under the 2 per cent limit. 

" The 2 per cent limit is, ·briefly, that taxes for city purpos~s. other than 
debt service, in cities with a population in excess of 100,000 may not in any 
one year exceed 2 per cent of the assessed value of the real and personal 
property taxable in the city. In New York City where the city and county 
govcnnDeutc! are l'OmbinC'Il, the tax for county purposes is also inciulle(l. 
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Fiscal Effects 
Just what the effect of this provision has been it is difl;icult to 

determine. It is impossible. to state with any degree of certainty 
that the tax limitation is the cause of such differences as are ap
parent in the accompanying table, because of the small number of 
cases and the fact that the cities in the first group are all larger 
than the cities in the second group. But the fact that the average
tax rate on full valuation for city purposes is somewhat smaller 
in the group operating under the 2 per cent limit indicates that 
it has served as a real check. The slightly higher average assess
ment rate and the slightly lower percentagc of revenue obtained 
from the general property tax suggest also that the pressure has 
been sufficient to encourage the increase uf rates of assessment 
and to develop other sources of revenue, although the difference 
is not marked. 

TABLE XXIX 
AeSEll6l1ENT RATES, TAX RATES AND PERCENTAGE 011' REVENUES mOil GENERAL 

PROPERTY TAX IN FiRsT AND SECOND CLASS CITIES IN NEW YORX STATE, 1923 

TAX RATE ON' TAX RATE ON Percent-AB8ES8ED V ALUATIOlf Ratio ESTIMATED FULL 
age of roB 5100 . of VALUE PER 5100 revenue 

CITY ..........I of city 
to from 

FOT FOT fuJI FOT FOT general 
all city valuation all city property 

purposes purpoees purposes purposes tax 

Citiee eubiect to 2 per 
cent limit: 

NewYork .•..•••••••• 2.74 2.63 92 2.52 2.42 71.2 
Buffalo ..•..•...•.•... 3.31 2.77 88 2.91 2.44 68.3 
Rocbeeter .••......... 3.45 3.06 80 2.76 2.45 69.7 
Syracuse ••••••••••••• '3.42 2.57 81 2.77 2.08 62.4 
Albany .............. 3.53 2.77 77 2.7.2 2.13 66.9 
youe ................ 3.M 2.52 90 2.74 2.27 76.1 

Citi .. Dot &Ubieet to 2 per 
cent limit: 

Utica ................ 3.31 2.51 85 2.81 2.13 72.7 
Scbenectady .......... 5.33 4.38 67 3.57 2.93 76.0 
Trey ................ 5.40 3.16 92 4.97 2.91 69.8 
Binghamton ........... 3.87 3.05 81 3.13 2.47 65.6 

Median for citi .. with 2 
per eeDt limit ......... 

MediaD for cities not 8U~ 
3.365 2.70 84.5 2.75 2.345 69.0 

jeet to 2 _ cent limit. 4.60 3.05 83 3.35 2.69 71.25 

It is unfortunate that the cities facing this limitation have 
resorted to borrowing to meet their growing expenditures. Here, 
again, it is difficult to say to what extent the tax limit has influ
enced, but it has undoubtedly been a factor. A comparison of 
per capita debts shows that there has been an increase in all of, 
the six cities operating under the 2 per cent limit - the greatest 
increase between 1920 and 1923 being 119 per cent. In the second 
class cities not subject to the 2 per cent limit, the greatest increase 
in the same period was 57 per cent, and there was an' actual 

• The median is taken as the average throughout this section. 
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decrease in the per capita debt of one of these cities. The average 
debt increase for the cities under the 2 per cent limit was 
46 per cent between 1920 and 1923 and 51 per cent between 
1921 and 1923. The average increase for the second class cities 
not subject to the 2 per cent limitation W/l.o; 27 per cent between 
1920 and 1923, and U per cent between 1921 and 1923. 

TABLE XXX 
AVBRAGB PBB CAPITA IIfDEBTBD!fB811 or CrnBs WITB 2 PBB CEQ TAX LouT AIm 

SBooND CLAss CrnBs WITBOUT LouT 

1920 ..................•.....•...............•. 
1921 ........................................•. 
1922 ......................................... . 
1923 .................................•........ 

Six cities 
with limit 

S73~ 
7153 
80 81 

no 79 

Four cities 
without limit 

$46~ 
50 94 
5625 
58 47 

As has been stated above, all six of the cities with tax limits 
are at present levying taxes practically up to the limit of the law. 
There is some slight fluctuation from year to year. For instance, 
New York City levied 2 per cent for general city purposes in 
1923 and 1.9! per cent in 192-1.. But on the whole the cities are 
taking advantage of the full amount. Utica, which will come 
under the tax limit with the state census of 1925 has a tax rate 
comparable to those in cities already limited. Schenectady which 
will also come under the tax limit in 1925 has a much higher rate. 
The levy of 192! was more than 70 per r~nt larger than would 
have been possible under the 2 per cent limit. 

The Way Out . 
There is obviously little possibility of increasing tax rates under 

the limit. There are six possible ways, however, short of repeal
ing the constitutional limit, of meeting the situation. 

Reduce Expenditures 
The first method of making revenues adequate is to reduc~ 

(:xpenditures. There are many economies which can and should 
be effected in city administration. There is probably a greater 
opportunity for economical management in ... ducation than in any 
other field. Economy in local administrati(ln is not, howt'ver, a 
responsibility of the state. It rests squarely upon the local gov
ernment and the local voters. The state i;; responsible, neverthe
less, for providing a tax system which will meet the reasonable 
demands of the cit it's. If the cities want to spend freely and 
are willing to tax themselves to pay the necessary costs, the state 
must provide adequate tax systems. This is a corollary of home 
rule. 
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I JU:f"taJe ~..sstIIt'"ts 
The seeond possIoility is to increase rates of assessment. None 

of these cities has a 100 per cent assessment rate, and responsible 
eity officials in more than one city haYe expressed doubt as to 
,,'hether assessment rates are even as ~crh as the state tax com
mission eredits them with being. Xew York City, Buffalo and 
Yonken are now eredited with assessment !"Iltes of from 88 to 92 
per cent and there seems to be some doubt as to whether they can 
be inereased materially aboye this point. Roehester and Syracuse. 
with assessment rates of 80 and 81 per eent, respectiyely, and in 
serious need of increased reyenues, are re"rising their methods of 
a'RSSIII.ent this year in the hope of obtaining material increases 
in general property tax revenues. .Albany has only a 77 per cent 
assessment rate, but the financial situation in this city is not yet 
acute, and apparently no measures are being taken to revise assess
ment methods. Of the two cities coming under the tax limitation 
in 19"-5, one, rtiea. already has an 85 pt'r cent rate of assessment 
and not an t'SpCCially high tax rate. The oiber, Schenectady, with 
a tax rate 48 per cent higher than pt'rmitted by the 2 per ceDt 
limit 'on the one hand, and.an assessment rate of only 67 per cent 
on the other hand, is taking steps to impro\""e methods of assess
ment and increase the assessml'nt ratio. 

Higher assessments bring only partial re!!ef, however. With 
an assessment rate of 100 pE'r cent (conld such a rate be attained) 
it would be possible to make both ends meet in Rochester for a 
year or two - but only for a year or two at the present rate of 
growth of expenditure. And in Schenectady an increase in assess
ment rates by 100 per cent would only make it possible to obtain 
81 per eent of the tax levied in 192-1. 

TABLE XXX-A. 
_P&ac:mrus. 01' P'JioI'Bltt1l E:a:mIPr. ftIOII T~ III CmrrAIII Cnu:a 01' 

NzwYtmK 80m 

N-Ynf •••••••.•...•••.... 
BuffaJo •••••• _ •••••••••••••••• 
~ ..................... . 
AIhuly ..•..••••.•.•.•.•••.•.. 
YODbn .•....•.•.•...•.•....• 
Utira ....•.•.•..••...•....•.•. 
Rdwnedad7 ............•..... 

Year 

19'1.1 
1924 
1924 
1924 
19'1.1 
19'1.1 
19'1.1 

20.4 
13.7 
15.0 
M.l 
19.4 
9.4 

13.8 

6.1 
7.0 
6.0 

25.7 
14.4 

PI 
~ r5.3 
·t 4.6 . ... . -f, ... . T, ... . -r ... . 
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Reduce Exemptions 
A second possible way of increasing the general property tax is 

to cut down the amount of property exempted. Real estate 
exempted from taxation in first and second class cities amounts 
to very considerable sums. Nearly 20 per Mnt of all real estate 
was exempt from taxation in New York State in 1922 and much 
of this is in the larger cities. 

Not all of the exemptions now permitter} are justified and a: 
decrease in the amount of exempt property would bring some 
relief. Any extensive repeal of exemption provisions probably 
could not be obtained, however.· 

Exclude Education 
The third possibility is to withdraw the tax for some city pur

pose, e.g., education, from the 2 per cent limit. This is being 
attempted in Rochester by forming a school district with bound
aries which are not co-terminus with city houndaries. Whether 
or not the .bill providing for the change will pass the legislature, 
and if so whether it will be regarded as constitutional, is as yet 
uncertain. Other cities have considerM the same plan, but thus 
far none has taken any action. Owing to the large proportion 
of property taxes going to education, this would immediately solve 
the problem of the city with the 2 per cent tax limit, but it would 
hardly bring relief to the property taxpayer. 

TABLE XXX-B 
TAX REVENUES or FiRST AND SECOND CLASS CITIEs IN 1923 AND PROPORTION or 

SUCH TAX REVENUES DEVOTED TO EDUCATION 

PERCENTAGE or CITY 

Total City City Tax TAX REVENUE 

city tax general revenue to CITY property to education From revenue tax revenue (thousands) (thousands) (thousands) general To 
property education 

tax 

New york ........ $318,721 $288,969 $96,696 90.7 30.3 
Buffalo .......... 20,297 18,917 8,370 93.2 41.2 
Rochester ........ 12,243 10,778 4,727 88.0 38.6 
Syracuse ......... 5,070 5,508 2,543 92.8 42.9 
Albs!lY .......... 4,202 3,861 1,779 91.9 42.3 
yonkers .......... 6,845 6,392 2,314 93.4 33.8 
Utica ............ 2,946 2,733 1,370 92.8 46.5 
Schenectady ...... 3,656 3,362 1,641 92.0 44.9 
Troy t ............ 2,110 1,820 1,874 92.8 37.3 
Binghamton t .... 1,819. 1,680 676 92.4 31.1 

• For further discussion of the problem of exempt property in New York 
State see Report of the Special Joint Committee on Taxation and Retl"enc:h
ment, 1922, p. 62. 

t 1922. 
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Develop Existing Local Sources of Revenue 
As has been shown earlier in this chap-ter, the cities of New 

York State are far behind other American cities in the develop
ment of their' minor sources of revenue. Only three cities have 
made a complete overhauling of their miscellaneous revenues since 
the war, though it is obvious that all fees, charges, licenses, per
mits and fines should be changed to meet present ~onditions. In 
most New York State cities no charges are made for the examina
tion of building plans and the issuance of building permits; for 
building, plumbing, electrical and other snch inspections;. for 
special privileges to use the streets for the storage of buildIng 
materials, for vaults, for sidewalk stands or for overhanging signs. 
Special assessments can furnish a larger portion of the fimi.ncing 
of public improvements in many cities. 

Authorize New Sources of Local Taxation 
A sixth method of relief for the cities is to be found in one or 

the other of ~he two new taxes discussed earlier in this chapter: 
the local business or occupational tax based on rentals and the 
local surcharge on the state income tax. 

The State Program and Local Efrort 
The most important result of the constitutional tax limit has 

been to force the careful consideration of th'l revisiori of the state 
and local tax system. The tax limit has not limited expenditures 
in the long run; it has not kept taxes down. It has encouraged 
unsound practices of finance and it has servcd to shift the growing 
burden of taxation from real estate to other kinds of tax-paying 
ability. This has resulted in a very large expansion of state aid 
for schools and highways and in the development of state taxes for 
distribution to the localities. 

The present plight in the tax limit' cities can be relieved. To 
this end we are recommending a state program. There must be, 
however, an honest local effort to improve conditions. The local~ 
ities cannot expect the state to save them from the results of their 
own failure to act. 

The localities themselves must endeavor to reduce expenditures, 
increase assessments to full value, and overhaul local revenue re
sources. The state must refuse to increase tax exemptions if indeed 
DO move can be made at the present time to reduce exemptions. The 
state mnst also provide increased distribution to the localities of 
state taxes. Such 8 program is presented in other sections of this 
chapter. If these measures will not meet the situation in. the ,tax 
limit cities then cities should be authorized to levy by ordinance 
a classified business or occupation tax based on. rentals or 8 local 
lIurcharge on the state personal income tax. 
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COUNTY ASSESSMENT UNIT 

Property Tax Administration 
The locally elected town and village a8sessors are the weakest 

link in the property tax system of New York State. In our report 
for 1923, we summarized our findings as follows: 

1. Full value assessments of real and personal property are the 
exception rather than the rule in the gr.eat majority of towns. 

2. The system of assessment consists to. a very large extent of 
copying' the preceding year's assessment rolls. 

3. The copies are badly made as regards description of property. 
4. Assessments cost more per capita and more per $1,000 of 

assessed value in towns than they do in cities; and represent almost 
five times as great a percentage of expenditures for local purposes 
in towns as they do in cities· in spite of the facts that per diem 
payments to assessors are limited in most towns to five dollars or 
lcss; that the total payments to individual assessors are in some 
cases less than $100, and in practically all cases less than $1,000 
per annum; and that many 'of the functiollil of city assessors, such 
as extending the tax rolls, making out tax bills,· etc., are performed 
in the case of towns at the expense of the county . 
. A study of county equalizations at that, time demonstrated that 

the present machinery for equalization is far from satisfactory in all 
except a very few counties. And even in these counties it is almost 
impossible through equalization to produce even' the shadow of 
equality because of the basic rottenness of the assessments. No 
.amount of equalization by tke county or tke state can wipe out tke 
·i'l'ldividual inequalities created by bad local assessing. 

The development of new kinds of property since the early estab
lishment of our local assessing machinery is chiefly responsible for 
its failure. At no point is this more evident than in assessing 
property running through many tax districts such as the railroads. 
How can fair assessments of railroad property come from a system 
which arbitrarily cuts up a railroad system like a picture puzzle 
and turns the various parts ,over to varions 'men scattered from 
New York to Buffalo and from Canada to Pennsylvania T 

·.County-Unit. Assessments 

: These faults of the New York system of tax administration have 
long been recognized. They should not be tolerated longer. No 
other large industrial state relies upon such antiquated adminis
trative machinery, especially in dealing with public utility assess
ment. Furthermore, there is no provision for an administrative 

• 1923 Legislative Document 55, p. 115. 
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review of the acts of assessors, the sole recourse of an aggrieved 
taxpayer being an appeal to the supreme court for a writ of cer
tiorari It is the belief of the committee that the remedy in New 
York is to be found through making the county the unit for tax 
administration. Under this plan there would be a single locally 
appointed county assessor who would assess and equalize with 
modern uniform methods all taxable property within the county 
except that lying within cities, unless a city voluntarily accepts 
his jurisdiction. There would be in each county a board of review 
to hear assessment appeals. Equalization between the city and the 
county and between counties would be by the state tax department, 
which would take over. also the assessment of all public utility 
properties, such as the railroads, and certify the fair equalized 
valuations back to the counties as is now done for special fran
chises. This is not a new or revolutionary program. It has been 
discussed since 1915. Certain parts of the plan have been rejected 
by the people because, as we believe, they did not understand it 
and because selfish interests succeeded in arraying ignorance and 
local prejudice in opposition. 

Will it require a constitutional amendment to open the way for 
this county assessor plan! On this point qualified authorities are 
not in complete agreement. We wish to present, therefore, in the 
following pages a concise summary of the constitutional provisions 
involved and of the more important decisions of the court. We 
hope that this will serve to clear the way f01" action. 

General Principles Relating to Legislative Powers Over Local 
Government 

Article 10, sec. 2, of the New York State Constitution provides 
as follows: 

"All county officers whose election or appointment is not 
provided for by this Constitution, shall be elected by the 
electors of the respective counties or appointed by the boards 
of supervisors, or other county authorities, as the legislature 
shall direct. All city, town and village officers, whose election 
or appointment is not provided for by this Constitution, shall 
be elected by the electors of such cities, towns and villages, 
or of some division thereof, or appointed. by such authorities 
thereof, as the legislature shall designate for. that purpose. 
All other officers, whose election or appointment is not pro
vided for by this Constitution, and all officers, whose offices 
may hereafter be created by law, shall be elected by the people, 
or appointed as the legislature may direct." 

The court of appeals has ruled that it is for the legislature to 
distribute the powers of local government a.'i it may deem best, and 
tbat this discretion, when not restrained or excluded by some pro-
vision of the constitution, is absolute. (Allison fl. WeIde, 172 N. Y. 
421.) The effect of the foregoing constitutional provision has, 
however, been so construed as to restrict the powers of the legisla
ture in such maters within rather narrow limits. 
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Influence of Historical Backgrounds 
In order fully to understand the reasons for such restrictions, 

the whole history of English and colonial local government must 
be considered. The court has pointed out that 

"the principle of home rule, or the right of self government 
as to local affairs, existed before we had a Constitution. Even 
prior to Magna Charta some cities, boroughs and towns had 
various customs and liberties which had been granted by the 
crown or had subsisted through long user, and among them 
was the right to elect certain local officers from their own 
citizens and, with some restrictions, to manage their own 
purely local affairs. These customs and liberties, with other 
rights, had been so often trampled upon by the King as to 
arouse deep hatred of centralization of power, and we find 
among the many grants of the Great Charter that 'the city 
of London shall enjoy all its ancient liberties and its free cus
toms as by land as by water. Furthermore, we will and grant 
that all other cities and burghs and towns . . . shall have 
all their liberties and free customs' . . . 

"The rights thus secured after a long struggle and by great 
pressure, although at times denied and violated by the ruling 
monarch, were never lost, but were brought over by the col
onists the same as they brought the right to breathe, and they 
would have parted with the one as soon as the other, The 
liberties and customs of localities reappear on a novel and 
wider basis in the town meetings of New England and the 
various colonies, including the colony of New York . . . 

"The business transacted at the town meeting related to 
highways, care of the poor, and matters of purely local con
cern. . .. The officers selected generally by viva voce vote, 
were supervisors, assessors, collectors, constables, commis
sioners of highways and overseers of the poor. The powers 
and duties of these officers were regulated by statutes, but the 
right to. select them resided in the people of the locality and 
was stubbornly insisted upon as inviolable. 

"Such was the state of affairs when the first Constitution 
was adopted. . . . The Constitution of 1777 recognized local 
self government as already existing, and continued and pro
tected it, so that it could not lawfully be departed from with
out changing the Constitution itself. It provided that 'town 
clerks, supervisors, assessors, constables and collectors and all 
other officers heretofore eUgible by the people, shall always 
continue to be so eligible' (sec. 29). Sheriffs, coroners, loan 
officers, county treasurers, clerks of superv,isors and justices 
of t.he peace were to be appointed (sec. 26, 29). Thus our 
earliest Constitution did not . create the right to elect the 
administrative officers of towns, but continued it as it had 
existed during the history of the colony while it was under 
the dominion, of the English crown. The only local officers 
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mentioned by name as 'eligible by the people' were town 
officers, and in fact almost all officers of other lQcal divisions 
were appointed by central authority. 

"The second Constitution, framed in 1821, continued the 
right by the general clause, applicable to county, town, city 
and village officers, that 'all officers heretofore elected by the 
people shall continue to be elected.' . . . Sheriffs, coroners, 
and some other county officers were for the first time made 
elective. " 

When the third Constitution, was drafted, in 1846, "it contained 
the provision and expanded the right," by a clause identical with 
that now in effect ... This clause has been brought down to the 
present day without change. . 

Continuing, the court observed that 
"These and other commands of the different Constitutions, 

when read in the light of prior .and contcmporaneous history, 
show that the object of the people in enacting them was to 
prevent centralization of power in the state and to continue, 
preserve and expand local self government. 

"This was effected through a judicious distribution of the 
power of selecting public officers, by assigning the choice of 
local officers to the people of the local divisions, and to the 
people generally, those belonginging to the state at large. 
The management· of the local political business of localities, 
whether as large as a county or· as small as a village, is 
entrusted to local officers selected by t he communities where 
those officers act and through which their jurisdiction extends. 
The principle of home rule is preserved by continuing the 
right of these divisions to select their local officers, with the 
general functions which have always belonged to the· office. " 
(People ex reI. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. 11. Tax 
Com'rs., 174 N. Y. 417.) . 

Limits to the Doctrine of Local El~ction and Appointment 
By its decisions the court of appeals has made it abundantly 

clear that the reservation of the right to local appointment or 
election applies only to such offices as existed at .the time the Con
stitution took effect. (People 11. Draper, 15 N. Y. 532; People 11. 
Pinckney, 32 N. Y. 377; People ex reI. Kingsla,nd 11. Palmer, 52 
N. Y. 83.) The doctrine of these early cases, however,has. been 
extended somewhat by the ruling that it relates to all local offices 
"existing under· actual laws of the state at the time the present 
Constitution weni into effect" - that is, to all offices established 
prior to January 1, 1895. (Matter of Brenner, 170 N. Y. 185.) 

The entire principle has been applied in. a very recent case, 
involving the office of· transit commissioner for New York City. 
J n McAneny 11. Bd. of Estimate, the court held that" the office of 
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transit commissioner being a fleW office, the legislature could con
stitutionally fill the same by designating the persons to act as com· 
missioners." (232 N. Y. 377.) 

What Constitutes a New Office 
Furthermore, the court has been rather liberal in its determina

tion of what constitutes a new office which is exempt from the con
stitutional restriction. Thus, it has upheld an act "authorizing 
for the first time in the history of the state the assessment or 
valuation for the purpose of general taxation of all special fran
chises by a state board of. tax commissioners appointed by the 
governor." (People ex reL Metropolitan Street Railway Co. v. 
Tax Commissioners, 174 N. Y. 417; quoted above.) In this case 
the court emphasized the fact that 

, 'the function of assessing a special franchise does not in its 
nature belong to a county, city, town or village. for it has 
never been exercised by officers of such localities; but to the 
state, by which it is now exercised for the first time. . . . 
This supreme power (of taxation) should be construed in con
nection with the Constitution and neither should be so con
strued as to embarrass or cripple the other. Home rule, as 
understood and practiced in the past, giving the right to 
localities to govern themselves, but not to hamper the govern
ment of the state, should be carefully protected from open 
attack or indirect invasion. Shadows, however, should give 
way to substance, and the right to create a flew system of 
taxation and bring in property of a flew character, hitherto 
untaxed, with some property incidental thereto and worthless 
without it, cannot as we think be denit'd upon principle." 

The principle thus laid down was reaffir.nt'd by the ~e court 
in 1909 (196 N. Y. 62) and in 1913 (207 N. Y. 628), and has 
frequently been cited, obite,., with approval. It may fairly be 
,iewed as the leading case on the subject to which it relates. 

E1fect of Combining Old and New Offices 
Likewise, it has held that a railway terminal station commissiou 

created by the legislature for the city of Buffalo was composed 
of new officers within the meaning of Constitution, and that t!!ey 
exercised new duties 

"although they include some duties which had been previously 
performed by city officers." (People t'. Bradley, 207 N. Y. 
592, 620, citing Sun v. lIayor, 152 N. Y. 257, and 174 N. Y. 
41.> It was held that "the duties of the commissioners that 
are new are so associated and intermingled with the duties 
now devolved upon them that have heretofore existed in other 
officers, that it is impracticable wholly to separate them. For 
this reason the appointment of the terminal commission by 
the act does not violate the . . . Constitution." 
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The court, by unanimous opinion. upheld the act of 1915 which 
substituted the chief medical examiner of New York City, to be 
appointed by the mayor, for the elective coroners, because "the 
eharacteristie features of the office and power of the coroner are 
not retained. . . . The ancient office (of coroner) is gone and 
the ancient duties have la.rgcly disappeared- with - iL Another 
method of investigating suspicious deaths has Impplanted crowner's 
quest. .. (221 X Y. tH.) 

This decision ~ a special significance in view of the fact 
that the chief medical examiner took over all of the essential powers 
of coroners with the exception of the right to impanel a special 
coroner's jury as an adjunct to the inque.1;.The only-novel fea~ 
tures of the act in question (L. 1915, Chap. 284) related:-to the 
technical qualifications required of medical examiners, security -of 
tenure and the provisions for appointment by the mayor in plaee 
of local election. As a limitation upon the force and effect of 
Art. X. section 2, the decision is probably the strongest thus far 
".anded down by the Court of Appeals. 

Absolute Limits Upon i.egislame Power 
On the other hand, legislative acts have been held unconstitu

tional whenever in the jud.,,"JD.ent of the court the fllftctioft or the 
ofJk~ coneerned was clearly one which antedated the constitutional 
restriction. Thus, in Matter of Brenner (170 N. Y. 185) an act 
of 1901 which sought to transfer the appointment of the commis
!>ioner of jurors in Kings C,ounty from the control of local authori
ties to that of the justices of the appellate division. was held null 
and void on the ground that it violated the section in question. 
This opinion was rested squarely upon People ex rel _ Bolton v . 
..\lbertson (55 N. Y. 50), in which it was declared that "as to 
offices known and in existence at the time of the constitution, this 
provision is absolute in its prohibition of an appointment by the 
central government or its authority, or by any-body other than 
the local eJectors or some local authority designated by law. " 

SUlllJD&r'7 of the Law 
It may therefore be said by way of summary that the restrictions 

of Art. 10. sec. 2, of the Constitution extend to all eounty, city, 
town or village ofJk~s which were in existence prior to January 1, 
1895. and that all such functions, if exereised at all, must be admin
i:.'tered by ofJk~rs who are respectively elected or appointed by such 
eounties, cities, towns or villa.,aes.. However, where new functioQS 
or duties are created, and old functions or duties are so inter
mingled and associated with them as to make it impracticabJe 
wholly to separate them, then the courts will permit the exercise 
of such eombined duties by an officer of a diifcrent jurisdiction and 
not neees§lU'ily "locally" elected or appointed. 

Constitutionality' of the County' Unit Plan 
The county unit assessment plan advocated by the committee 

provides for an entirely new officer with new functions. It is true 
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that th.ese functions will include the present work of the local 
assessor but they will be materially augmented because they will 
include as well the function of equalization within the county. 
The work of equalization and the gathering of value statistic~ 
will be added to and completely intermingled with the old duties. 
The county assessor will be a full-time, appointed official with 
technical qualifications responsible for the application of modern, 
scientfic methods of assessment and equalization in the process of 
assessment thJ."oughout the area of the county. From the stand
point of his selection and technical qualifications he represents a 
new officer just as the medical examiner in New York City, cited 
above, reprellented a new officer with new functions. . 

A second feature of the committee's plan provides for the assess
ment by the state tax department of property which extends 
through more than one tax district. It is true that such property 
is now, theoretically, completely assessed piecemeal in each one of 
the taxing units. It is well known, however, that such property, 
even omitting the franchise, has a very different value as a going 
concern taking the entire property as a whole than it has when 
considered in individual divisions. This fact has not been recog
nized in the past and the assessment of such property as a whole 
has, therefore, never been a responsibility of the local assessors. 
Consequently, the enactment of legislation which provides for its 
assessment, even though it may involve the transfer of certain work 
from time immemorial entrusted to local assessors, can hardly be 
considered a violation of Art. X, sec. 2, of the Constitution. 

It is, therefore, the conclusion of the committee that properly 
drawn legislation to provide for the county assessment unit and 
for the transfer to the state tax department of the assessment of 
property of public utilities which extends through more than one 
t&xing district may be achieved without constitutional amendment. 

It must be recognized that Art. X, section 2, of the Constitution 
was enacted to protect localities against unfair political meddling 
with the rights of local government. The program which the com
mittee advocates has no such motive. It is purely in the interests 
of adapting the tax machinery to present conditions. We wish to 
open the way for the application of the same E.cientific methods of 
assessment in the rural sections as have been adopted in a number 
of the cities. This cannot be done with a system of part-time, 
underpaid local assessors. We wish to make way also for the fair 
appraisal of all kinds of property which cannot be reached under 
the present system. Under these circumstances the program which 
we are advocating represents new functions and the creation of 
new officers. We do not believe that the court will regard such 
a program as Ii violation of Art. X, section 2, of the Constitution. 
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CH.AYfER V - STATE AID AND THE INCREASE OF STATE 

EXPENDITURES 

What effect has state aid had upon the growth of state expendi
tures' This question inevitably arises as the result of the pre
ceding chapters. To answer this question intelligently and to 
present a true picture of the growth of state expenditures since the 
war, the following facts are presented. 

Growth of Budge\ Expenditures 
During the six years ended June 30, 1923, the total ordinary 

general budget expenditures of the state of New York increased 
from $61,000,000 to $132,000,000 per annum. In other words, 
the cost of state government more than doubled within the space 
of six years. 

Large as this increase appears when viewed by itself, it is by no 
means without a precedent in the financial history of the state. 
A more rapid increase occurred during the Civil War when state 
expenditures tripled within a period of three years. Even as 
regards periods unaffected by war-time inHuences, it will be found 
that there is nothing abnormal about increasing state expenditures. 
The trend of governmental costs has always been upward. At the 
beginning of the nineteenth century the total expense of carrying 
on the state government was less than $300,000 per annum. By 
1860 expenditures had increased to over $3,000,000 per annum 
and by 1870 they were running at the rate of about $10,000,000 
per annum.· Chart I, which depicts the trend of state disburse
ments for general purposes during the last forty years, shows a 
steady increase in expenditures throughout the three decades pre
ceding the World War,t the normal rate of growth during this 
pt'riod being about 5 per cent per annum. 

'! See FinanciiU History of New York State by Don C. Sowers, Columbia 
University Studies in Political Scienee, Vol. LVII, Number 2, Appendix I. 

t Chart I ia baaed on data taken from the Annual Report of the Comptroller 
for tlie fiseal year ended June 30, 1923, p. 249. Disbursements for General 
Pnrpoeea of Government» differ slightly from "Expenditures for General 
Pnrpoeee of Government» aa used elsewhere in thia report in that the former 
include amounts expended for the redemption of temporary loans and certain 
advan~ made by the state but subsequently refunded. 

The disburaements for each year have been plotted on a ratio _Ie. Con
sequently .equal. ~ntage increases in disbursements are represented by 
equal vertu~aI dIstances on the chart. The slopes of the suaight lines which 
have IM;en iitted to the enrve by the "method of least sqnares" represent the 
respective normal rates of inerease for the periods covered. The equation. of 
these lines are respeetively 

log y = .022393x plus 7.011155 
. and log y = .08054U: plua 5.111803 . 

. SlDN the fi-I year ended June 30, 1916, eomprised only nine montha, the 
disbursements for that year have been omitted in computing the trend from 
1884 to 1917. 

fJ23) 



CHART I 
TREND OF STATE DISBURSEMENTS FOR GENERAL PURl'()SES OF GOVERNMENT, 1883-1923 
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Commencing with the fiscal year 1918, however, there was a 
sharp departure from the previous trend and during the next four 
years disbursements began suddenly to grow at the rate of 20 per 
cent per annum. ·The peak was reached in the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1921, whiili expenditures for general pu~poses of govern
ment showed an increase of 123 percent over those for 1917. 
Since 1921 there has been no further increase, but governmental 
expenditures have not receded appreciably,. and in 1923 were still 
116 per cent above their 1917 level. 

Explanation of RoOent Increase 
Various explanat!bns are currently given concerning the under

lying causes for tm.; recent rapid increase in state expenditures. 
Among those com~only put forward are ' 'depreciation in the 
purchasing power' of the dollar, ' , " governmental waste and 
inefficiency," "the extravagant issuance of tax-free bonds," 
"unwarranted increases in the number of state employees" and 
"the undue multiplication of state commissions and regulatory 
bodies. " Your committee is of the opinion that exact knowledge 
is needed concerning the real causes for the increase in question, 
not only to correct· many current misconceptions, but in order to 
supply a necessary background for the intelligent consideration of 
the tax problem in New York State. The following section, there
fore, is devoted to a detailed analysis of the increase in state 
expenditures for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923, as compared 
with the year ended June 30, 1917, with a view to ascertaining 
how much each class of expenditure has increased .as between the 
two years in question and what were the actual causes for the 
increase in each particular case. More specifically we wish to 
show how much of the $71,000,000 increase in expenditures which 
took place between 1917 and 1923 was actually due to the depre
ciated purchasing power of the dollar; what other causes have been 
operative to increase expenditures; and finally, whether the state 
is expending its income less efficiently than heretofore. . 

Expenditures Defined 
The data utilized by the committee in making its study have been 

in large part obtained from the annual reports of the state comp
troller. The accounts of the comptroller are kept on a ca~h dis
bursement as distinguished from an accrual basis. Expenditures 
as here used, therefore, mean cash expenditures. The results of 
the study would have had more significance had it been possible to 
make an analysis of expenses and liabilities actually incurred, in
stead of merely cash payments. This was unfortunately not pos
sible on the basis of existing state records. 

From the viewpoint of taxation, expenditures are chiefly import
ant in relation to their effect upon the genera] tax burden. Since 
this is the viewpoint from which the present study was undertaken, 
it was desirable that consideration be limited to those expenditures 
which had a direct influence in the determination of the amount 
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to be raised· by taxation. As classified in the accounts of the state 
comptroller, the expenditures most nearly conforming to the above 
description were the so-called "expenditures for general purposes" 
which were accordingly used. 

Expenditures for general purposes may be defined as all state 
expenditures defrayed out of general revenues. Expenditures 
paid for out of the proceeds of the sale of bonds are, therefore, 
E:xcluded. The expenditures to be analyzed comprise the current 
expenses of government, fixed charges and contributions, and 
capital outlays paid for out of general reveuues. They represent 
actual cash disbursements except as regards contributions to sinking 
funds for interest and amortization of fundcd debt and contribu
tions from general revenues for canal constructiOn. In these cases, 
cxpenditures mean the amounts transferred from the general fund 
to the special sinking and construction funds involved. 

The reports of the comptroller classify l'xpenditures by govern
mental functions, by character, by administrative units and by ob
ject of expenditure. From the standpoint of the analysis which it 
was desired to make, these classifications were in some respects in
adequate. However, since a reclassification would have been ex
ceedingly difficult if not impossible on the basis of available data, 
the comptroller's classifications have been used throughout with 
two exceptions. These are (1) the treatment of contributions made 
to sinking funds for intl'rest and amortization of debt as a sepa
rate classification, and (2) the shifting of contributions made to 
the canal fund for construction from the classification " fixed 
charges and contributions" to the classification "capital outlays." 
Both of these changes were made merely for the special purpose in 
view. 

Growth of Expenditures for General Purposes 
The following table shows the growth in expenditures for genl'ral 

Jlurposes of govl'rnml'nt between 1917 and 1923: 

TABLE XXXI 
ExPENDITUBES IDB GENERAL PUBPOSES 

INCBIW!II 0vKB 1917 

1911 •.•.•.•............•...•..•. 
1918 .••.•.••.•.•.....•...•.•• , •• 
1919 ••• ~ •.•.•.•.....•.....•..•••. 
1920 .•.•............•..•..•.•... 
1921. ....•.•.....•.•..•.•....... 
1922 ....... ~ ..•..•............... 
1923 .•. ',;, .•.•.••..•.•........... 

Total 
expenditures 

$60,881,298 
73,142,571 
78,341,313 
93,924,215 
135,~,175 
126,669,172 
131,868,672 

Amount 

···ii2;2Si;m 
17,460,015 
33,042,917 
74,726,877 
65,787,874 
70,987,374 

Percent 

20.1 
28.7 
M.3 

122.7 
108.1 
116.6 
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As has already been noted, the fiscal year 1917 was the last year 
in which expenditures increased at a rate which approximated the 
normal rate for the thirty years preceding the 'World War. The 
following period was characterized by the sharp upward movement 
which it is proposed to explain. The culminatiQn of this move
ment was reached in 1921, but since expenditures have not notably 
decreased since then, and since moreover, thc 1923 figures are the 
latest available, the committee has considered that a detailed com
parison of expenditures for 1923 as against 1917 would have more 
value for the purpose in view than a comparison of expeditures 
for 1917 ,and 1921. . 

Analysis of Expenditures by Character 
Table XXXII supplies interesting information concerning the 

character of the items which were, mainly responsible for the 
seventy-one million dollar increase in state expenditures as between 
the fiscal years 1923 and 1917. Over half of the aggregate increase 
was attributable to fixed charges and contributions which ex
perienced a growth of 271 per cent during the period under review. 
Fixed charges consist for the most part of grants and subventions 
determined by legislative enactment. They are but indirectly 
affected by a changing price level. The fact: that they contributed 
the major share of the total increase in stat~ expenditures is there
fore of considerable significance. 

Expenditures for administration, maintenance and operation, 
which represent the current expenses of government, increased 
only 55 per cent during the period under review' and were re~ 
Iponsible for about 27 per cent' of the total increase in governmental 
iisbursements. Capital outlays exhibit the greatest percentage in
~rease over 1917, viz., 589 per cent, but dueta their relative unim
[Iortance, they were responsible for only 19 per cent of the aggre
~ate increase under consideration. ,Expenditures for state debt 
;ervice (interest arid amortization charges) show.a growth of lesil 
than 15 per cent over 1917 and c,ontributed but 2 per cent of the 
total increase in state expenditures. - . 



TABLE XXXII 
lNCREASJ) IN EXPENDITURES FOR GENERAL PURPOSES, FISCAL YEAR 1923 OVER 1917 - ANALYSIS· BY CHARACTER 

I ExPENDITURES 1917 ExPENDITURES 1923 INCREASE 1923 OVER 1917 

Amount Per cent Amount Per cent Amount Per cent 
to total to total to total 

Administration, maintenance, operation '34,364,766 56.4 $53,457,029 40.5 119,092,263 26.7 
Fixed charges and contributions ...•.•. 13,705,276 22.6 50,733,461 38.5 37,028,185 52.3 
Debt service •.••.•..•••.•.••..•••••• 10,548,309 17.3 12,079,062 9.2 1,530,753 2.2 
Capital outlays ...................... 2,262,947 3.7 15,599,120 11.8 13,336,173 18.8 

Total .•••••••...•••••..•.•••••. '60,881,298 100.0 ,131,868,672 100.0 ,70,987,374 100.0 

Per cent 
increase 

1923 over 
1917 

55.6 
270.2 
14.5 

589.3 

116.6 

..... 
r-:I 
00 
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Analysis by Governmental Functions 
Table XXXIII analyzes the increase in state expenditures as 

between 1917 and 1923, according to governmental functions. The 
data for this table have been obtained from the annual reports of 
the comptroller, but in order to place the figures for the two years 
on a more comparable basis, some modifications have been made in 
the comptroller's classifications. These changes include the dele
tion from 1917 legislative expenditures of some $370,000 represent-

TABLE XXXIiI 
INCREASE IN ExPENDITURES roR GENERAL PI1RPDSES, FIsCAL YEAR 1923 OVER 1917 

-ANALYSIS BY FuNCTION' 

FUNctION' 1917 1923 

Executive •••••••....•. 1133.876 1108,190 
Legiolative •••.•....... '1,800,609 1,531,965 
Judicial .••..••....•.. '2,284,628 2,351,010 
Administrative and • 

regulative ........... • 4,940,994 8,449,573 
Educational. ; ......•.. 9.654.666 42.515.426 
AgricuitUtal ........... 2.569.761 6.448,328 
Defeuive .•.....•..... 2,768.257 2.807 .291 
Penal .•..•....•...... 1.946.722 3.065,592 
Curative .............. 8.071.319 14.440.526 
Charitahle ............ 3.773.054 5.109.548 
Protective .•••••••.•.. 1.828.950 3.104.988 
Conetructive ..•...••.. 6.614.807 22.035.728 
General •.•••....••.••• 930.889 1.549.276 
Canal maintenance .••.• 1,722,570 3,805.167 
Canal coDstruction .••.. 

.. iO:54s:309 2.467.000 
Slate debt service ...... 12,079,062 
Not claeeified' ........ 1,291,887 ............ 

Total ............. 160.881.298 1131,868.672 

Increase + 
Decrease-

-$25,686 
-268,644 

66.382 

3,508,579 
32.860,760 
3.878.567 

39.034 
.1.118.870 
6,369.209 
1.336.494 
1.276.038 

15.420.921 
618,387 

2,082.597 
2,467.000 
1,530,753 

-1.291,887 

170,987,374 

Per oent Per cent 
of groos In ...... e + 
increase Decrease-

-19.2 

·····:09 -14.9 
2.9 

4.83 71.0 
45.32 340.4 
5.34 150.9 

.05 1.4 
1.54 57.5 
8.78 78.9 
1.84 35.4 
1.76 69.8 

21.25 233.1 
.85 66.4 

2.87 120.9 
3.40 · .... ii:s 2.11 ......... 

116.6 

1 From Annual Report of Comptroller, Fiacal Year ended June 30, 1923, p. 260. 
• Exdudee 1373,086 repreeentiog coot of printiog departmental reports not charged to \egis\ative 

function in 1923. 
1 Excludes 1918.801 representiog judgments in stock transfer tax cas ... 
• Excludes departments of weights and mea.Ut88 and foods and markets which have been .1aeeed 

with agricuitUtal function, hecau .. suheequentiy absorhed by that function. 
• Excludes 13.422.338 repreeentiog expenditUtee on New York-New Jersey Vehicular Tunnel. 

These expenditures have been claaaed 88 OOJl8tructive. , 
1 Compris .. judgments in .tock tranefer tax caees and undistributed coot of departmental report .. 

Bee notes 2 and 3. 

ing the cost of printing department reports. This cost was not 
classified as a legislative expense in 1923. Another deletion of 
some $900,000 has been made from the 1917 expenditures of the 
judicial function. The deleted items represent judgments assessed 
against the state in stock transfer tax cases und have no counter
part in 1923 expenditures. During the period under review a 
number of activities were tran!;;ferred from the administrative to 
the r.egulative branch; and since it· is difficult to. segregate the ex
penditures relating to these transferred activities, administration 
and regulation have been treated as one function on the table. The 
only other modification of importance is the transfer from the 
l'egulative to the constructive function of expenditures applicable 
to the construction of the New York-New Jersey vehicular tunnel. 

9 
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It is worth noting that the combined cost of carrying on the 
executive, legislative, judicial and defensive branches was actually 
less in 1923 than in 1917. On the other hand education cost the 
state over four times as much in 1923 as in 1917 and contributed 
45 per cent of the gross increase in state expenditures as between 
those two years. Construction also added heavily to the state's 
costs. H expenditures for canal construction and maintenance are 
classed with this function, as they properly should be, it will be 
seen that the constructive arm was responsible for over 27 per cent 
of the gross increase in state expenditures as between the two years 
under comparison. The reasons for these heavy increases will 
a ppear in the following sections of the report. 

FIXED CHARGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

As has already been noted, fixed charges and contributions were 
responsible for over half of the increase in state expenditures occur
ring between 1917 and 1923. This class of expenditures will now 
be subjected to further analysis for the purpose of throwing some 
light on the causes for their extraordinary growth. 

Fixed charges and contributions may be subdivided into (1) re
funds, (2) fixed charges, and (3) contributions or grants-in-aid. 
Two kinds of expenditures are classed as refunds in the annual 
reports of the comptroller. The first class comprises payments 
made out of the state treasury to meet costs which are actually a 
charge against the various counties. The counties benefited by such 
payments are required to reimburse the state by means of special 
tax levies on general property. Certain court expenses and the 
cost of erecting, repairing and maintaining armories are handled 
in this manner. The second class of refunds comprise payments to 
individuals and corporations in connection with taxes erroneously 
a-"Sessed and collected. Refunds are not expenditures in the sense 
IT. which the term is used in this study and need be given no further 
consideration. 

Fixed charges as here used comprise items such as interest on 
temporary loans, taxes, local assessments, insurance, pensions, con
tributions to retirement funds, disability claims and indemnities. 
The most important fixed charges, as will subsequently appear, are 
relief payments to disabled veterans, and indemnities paid to 
farmers in reimbursement of losses sustained through the destruc
t!on of tubercular cattle. 

Contributions or grants-in-aid may be classified as follows: 
1. Grants to local governmental units su::h as aid granted by 

the state to counties and towns for highways. 
2. Grants and subventions to .institutions and organizations, such 

as state aid granted to institutions for the education of the blind, 
deaf and dumb, and contributions to variom; cooperative farm and 
home bureaus. 

3. Prizes, rewards and allowances to individuals. 
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Table XXXIV gives an analysis of the increase in fixed charges 
and contributions between 1917 and 1923 on a basis designed to 
bring out the specific items which contributed most heavily to the 
total growth. It will be seen that the aggregate increase of thirty
seven million dollars is more than accounted for by abnormally 
large increases in the following four items: 

Grants in support of education .................. . 
State aid for highway purposes ................... . 
Indemnities for diseased animals .......... '" . " .. 
Uelief of war veterans ..•......................... 

Increase 1923 
over 1917 

$31,234,000 
3,234,000 
2,294,000 

963,000 

Total .•............•....................... $37,725,000 

Grants in Support of Education 
The augmentation of thirty-one million dollars in subventions for 

educational purposes, is the largest single item of increase dealt 
with in the present study.. The fact is worth emphasizing that 
practically all of this increase represents grants-in-aid to local 
political units. The system of supporting local education through 
the distribution of funds from the state treasury is not new. Ever 
since 1851 the state has apportioned to the localities for this pur
pose money raised by the general state taxes. In 1917 the con
tributions of the state government in support of public instruction 
amounted to approximately seven million dollars per annum, .which 
was roughly about 9 per cent of the cost of maintaining the public 
schools of the state. Between 1917 and 1923 educational expendi
tures rose rapidly, due principally to the higher price and wage 
level and t~ an increase of 20 per cent· in the number of pupils 
attending schools. By 1923 expenditures :Cor public instruction 
for the state as a whole were approximately 170 per cent • greater 
than in 1917. On the basis of continuing to pay its 1917 propor
tion of the total burden, the state should have increased its educa
tional support by about twelve million dollars. The actual increase 
in state aid was, as already noted, thirty-onc million. dollars, and 
the difference of nineteen million is a measure of the increased 
participation by the state government in the costs of local educa
tion. The immediate cause for the increase in question was the 
Lockwood-Donohue bill t which became effective in August, 1920, 
and which raised the minimum salaries of teachers in :public schools 
throughout the state, providing the additional sums needed for this 
purpose by an appropriation from the state treasury. . 

State Aid for Highway Purposes 
St~te aid for the construction and repair of town highways is 

provided for under section 101 of the highway law. The state has 
made grants to towns for this purpose ever since 1898. It will be 

• Annnal Report, 1923, University of State of New York. 
t Cbapter 645, Laws of 1919. 
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seen from Table XXXIV that the aid granted towns in 1923 was 
some $900,000 greater than that given in 1917. J.fore than a third 
of this increase, however, is merely nominal and arises from the 
fact that the state accounts are on a cash disbursement basis and 
thus understate the actual aid granted in respect to 1917 by some 
$370,000. If allowance is made for this under-statement, the aid 
granted towns in 1923 is found to be $530,000, or 27 per cent 

TABLE XXXIV 

INCREASE IN FIxED CHARGES AND CoNTRmUTIONS, FisCAL YEAR 1923 OVER 1917 

Increase (+) 

1917. 1923. or 
decrease (-) 

1917-1923 

Refunda 
SteDograpbers, court expenses and 

armory taxes refunded ............ 11,075,669 11,520,205 + $444,536 
Judgments, stock transfer tax ........ 918,801 .......... - 918,801 
Miscellaneous refunds, ta:'(es, etc ..... 218,450 103,247 - 115,203 

Total refunds .................... 12,212,920 11,623,452 - $589,468 

Fiud charges 
Indemnities for diseased animals, 

plants, etc ........................ 1174,007 12,468,709 + 12,293,802 
Relief of war veterans .............. 13,466 976,886 + 963,420 
Taxes, insurance and local assessments 253,475 596,853 + 343,378 
Judgments .•...................... 369,901 102,682 - 267,219 
Miscellaneous ...................... 389,568 444,534 + 54,966 

Total fixed cbarges ............. 11,201,317 $4,589,664 + $3,388,347 

ContribulW'M 
Educational 

Support of common scbools ........ 16,022,591 $35,915,108 +129,892,517 
Grants to higb scbools and academies '642,379 1,747,310 + 1,104,931 
Grants to institutions for deaf, dumb 

and blind ............. , ...... 409,111 516,687 + 107,576 
Miscellaneous .................... 407,909 537,337 + 29,428 

Total educational .............. 17,481,990 138,716,442 +$31,234,452 

State aid for higbway purposes 
Aid to towns .................... 11,589,314 12,489,660 + 1900,346 
Aid to counties ................... .......... 2,329,400 + 2,329,400 
~iscellaneous .................... 42,000 46,300 + 4,300 

Total highway ................. $1,631,314 $4,865,360 + $3,234,046 

Miscellaneous grants and subventions. 11,177,735 $938,543 - 239,192 

Total contributions ............. 110,291,039 $44,520,345 +134,229 ,306 

Grand total ....................... 113,705,276 $50,733,461 +$37,028,185 
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greater than that of 1917. The amount of highway I!id received 
by a town is regulated by the amount the town itself raises for high
way purposes, which in turn is dependent upon a variety of local 
conditions. It is, therefore, unsafe to generalize as to the cause 
for the increase in highway aid during the period under review. 
Elsewhere in this report, however, it is estimated that the unit cost 
of labor and materials used in repairing state roads was 35 per cent 
greater in 1923 than in 1917, and it is a reasonable assumption that 
labor and materials used on town highway projects underwent a 
somewhat similar advance. 

State aid for the construction and improvement of county roads 
is provided for under section 320-B of the highway law commonly 
known as the Lowman Act. This act was passed in 1921,· conse
quently all of the $2,300,000 paid under its provisions in 1923 
appears as an increase in the present comparison. 

Indemnities for Diseased Animals 
The increase of two million dollars in the item indemnities for 

diseased animals, reflects the cost of a movement recently inaugu
rated by the state to stamp out bovine tuberculosis in the interest 
of public health. In 1923, nearly $2,500,000 was paid to cattle 
owners in partial indemnification for losses sustained through the 
slaughter of tubercular cattle. Since this movement for a clean 
milk supply was scarcely under way in 1917, practically all of the 
indemnities paid in 1923 show up as an increase in this comparison:. 

Relief of Veterans 
The growth of about $1,000,000 in expenditures for the relief of 

veterans is an aftermath of the World War and results from the 
creation in April, 1922, of the bureau for the relief of sick and dis
abled veterans. t During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923, this 
bureau distributed about $927,000 to disabled and needy New York 
veterans. 

CAPITAL OUTLAYS 

Capital outlays comprise expenditures for permanent improve
ments and betterments such as canal and highway projects, the con
struction of bridges and tunnels, the acquisition of land, and the 
building and equipping of schools, prisons, hospitals, etc. The cost 
of such projects are defrayed either from the proceeds of the sale 
of bonds or out of appropriations made from general state revenues. 

It has already been pointed out that capital outlays financed out 
of the general state revenues were nearly !>even times greater in 
1923 than in 1917 and were responsible for about 19 per cent of the 
total increase in state expenditures between the above mentioned 
years. The cause of this extraordinary increase appears to be not 
that the state is spending more money than formerly on construc
tion projects, but that it is financing an incrcasingly larger propor-

• Chapt. 840, Laws of 1920. 
t Chapt. 589, Laws of 1922. 
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tion of such projects by current taxation. The extent to which the 
btate has shifted from a borrowing to a "pay-as-you-go"· policy 
in relation to its capital outlays is brought out in Table XXXV. 

It will be seen that the a.,agregate amount of capital outlays in
cluding those financed through the sale of bonds was not notably 
greater in 1923 than in 1917 and that the 1923 outlays were in fact 
less than those of 1914 and 1915. In 1917, however, only 12 per 
cent of all capital outlays were paid for out of current revenues, 
whereas in 1923 fully 73 per cent of all such outlays were provided 
for in that manner. Prior to 1920, the principal capital outlay;; 
of ihe state related to canal and highway projects, the purchase of 
land for the forest preserve, and the construction and equipment 
of buildings for various governmental purposes. Of these only 
buildings, equipment and small extensions and improvements of a 
miscellaneous character were financed by current taxation. In 
1923, in addition to providing for building and miscellaneous ex
tensions and betterments, the general state revenues were made to 
provide 78 per cent of the costs of canal improvements, 56 per cent 
of the cost of highway construction, and all expenditures connected 
with the construction of the New York-New Jersey vehicular tunnel. 

The total increase in capital outlays paid for out of gt'neral state 
taxes for the fiscal year 1923 as compared with the fiscal year 1917 
was some $13,336,000. This increase was distributed as follows: 

CAPITAL OuTuTS 

1917 1923 Increase 

Highway construction ............ $23,200 M,927 ,900· M,9<»,700 
Canal construction ............... ............ 2,467,000 2,467,000 
New York-New Jemey vehicuIM 

B:ndi:,~· ·~p~~i· ~d· ~ ............ 3,422,300 3,422,300 

laneoll8 exteo.sions and. bet 
menta ......................•.. 2,239,800 4,781,800 2,542,000 

Total ....................... $2,263,000 $15,599,000 $13,336,000 

The increase in the first thrce items listed in the above statement 
may be accounted for on the basis of the state's shift from the bor
rowing to the "pay-as-you-go" method of financing the class of 
improvements represented. Since, however, buildings, equipment 
and miscellaneous extensions and betterments have always been 
financed out of current revenues, there still remains to be explained 
the increase of $2,542,000 in that item. 

It is obvious that the outlays in question ar~ subject to consider
able fluctuation from year to year and that a eomparison between 

• The term "pay·as-you·go" as here used means the financing of permanent 
improvements out of current taxation. 



TABLE XXXV 
PIIROIINTAOI or TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAYI roR BPIIOII'IIIID PURPOBIIIB, FINAI'ICIIID BY GIIINIIIRAL RIIIVIIINUIII ApPROPRIATIONI, 1914-1923 

HIGRWAY PARKI A"D FORmlT Nllw YORK-NIlW Jllnl"1' 
BUILDINO., EQO'IPMIINT 

TOTAL CAPITAL C ..... AL AND M.ICJDLLANIIOUI 
CO"I'I'BOI7I'IO" CO"1'I'8017l'l0" PRII •• nv. VIIKIOOLAR TO ..... L EXTmNIIONI AND OO'I'LAYA 

IIIPROV.IIIINT. 

Per cent Per cent Per cent Por cont Per .ent Per cent 
Capitol provided Capital provided Capital provided Capital provided Capital provided provid.d 
Olltlay. from olltiay. from Olltiay. from 0lltiOY8 from olltiay. from AmOIiDt from 

leneral leneral .eneral aaneral leneral leneral 
reVlUUH revenUH revenu. revenu8I rev,nuaa revenuee 

1928 '8,165,637 77,9 '8,866,916 55,6 '1,145,138 8.4 fa, 42,2 ,83~ 100.0 '4,685,557 100.0 121,285,586 73.3 

1922 4,826,510 46.9 12,612,701 46.8 1,297,862 9.8 468,061 100,0 6,028,500 100.0 25,233,624 68.6 

1921 7,241,460 100.0 9,049,182 43.3 1,299,785 23.6 299,044 100.0 5,626,405 100.0 23,415,816 73.8 

1920 4,987,1138 42.7 6,710,187 30.3 1,011,1101 ,5 106,893 100.0 4,631,010 100.0 16,448,919 62.3 

1919 10,987,828 1.4 2,207,007 6,7 619,814 8.0 1,722 100.0 3,316,181 100.0 17,076,778 21.2 

1918 9,830,898 6.6 8,784,860 0.7 78,322 33.1 .......... ........ 8,106,689 100.0 16,799,269 22.6 

1917 9,638,616 ....... , 6,529.873 0.4 2,066,162 .3 .......... ........ 2,233,002 100.0 19,307,643 11.7 

1916 9,053,850 ........ • • • • .......... ........ • • 15,986,888 10.8 

1916 12,468,671 ........ 10,860,639 0.4 269,980 2.3 . ......... ........ 3,901,623 100.0 27 ,486,~13 14.4 

1914 20,016,686 ........ 9,391,OaO 0.2 136,126 26.6 .......... ........ 2,633,662 100.0 82.177,404 8.3 

• Not available. 



CHART II 
PERCENTAGE OF Too.'ALCAPIT.A:L OUTLAlY\S P.A!ID FaR FROM CURRENT REVENUES. 1914-1923 
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two periods of but a year's duration each cannot have much signifi
cance. Table XXXV, however, gives the total expenditures for 
buildings, equipment, and miscellaneous extensions and improve
ments for each of the last ten years, and it will be seen· that these 
expenditures have experienced a consistent growth during the 
period under review. This is especially clear in Chart II. 

Undoubtedly a part of this growth was due to rising labor and 
material costs, and although it is not possible to compute the exact 
proportion of the increase which was due to that cause, a rough 
{;stimate may perhaps be made. 

Of the $4,781,800 expended for buildings, equipment and miscel
laneous extensions and improvements in 1923, approximately 
$4,000,000 were spent for the construction or improvement of build
ings. Average building costs during the twelve months ended 
June 30, 1923, were about 53 per cent II 11igher than during the 
twelve months ended June 30, 1917. It may be assumed, therefore-, 
that approximately a third of the four million dollars expended 
on building construction in 1923 or more precisely $1,400,000 re
flected increased costs due to a hi~her price level. 

Debt Service 
Contributions to sinking funds for interest and amortization of 

funded debt, as previously indicated, werc responsible for only 
2 per cent of the aggregate increase in state expenditures between 
1917 and 1923. The total charges for debt service in 1923 were ap
proximately $12,000,000, which represented an increase of less than 
15 per cent over the comparable charges for 1917. 

One of the principal reasons for this moderate increase was the 
fact already dwelt upon that during the period under review, an 
unusually large proportion of capital outla:nJ were paid for out of 
current revenues. As shown by Table XXXVI, only $31,800,000 
of state bonds were sold during the six years cnding June 30, 1923, 
despite the fact that capital outlays within the same period aggre
gated nearly tour times that amount. 

Another important factor in keeping down interest and amortiza
tion charges was the adoption of a more scientific basis for comput
ing the annual sinking fund contributions, made possible by the 
ratification in November, 1920, t of the necessary changes in the 
state constitution. Under the old provisions of the constitution the 
annual sinking fund contributions were based on fixed rates which 
resulted in a more rapid accumulation of funds than was required 
to meet semi-Annual interest charges and to retire bonds as they 
matured. The new provisions charged the state comptroller with 
the duty of computing the contributions to sinking funds for each 
year on the basis of the fair market value not exceeding par of 
sinking fund investments held. As shown by Table XXXVI, this 
rhange resulted in a reduction of over $5,000;000 in debt service re-

• Based on data supplied by the National Industrial Conference Board. 
t Constitution of the State of New York, Article VII, Sec. 5 as amended 

Nov. 1920. 
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quirements for 1922 as compared with the previous year i:Q. which 
sinking fund contributions were computed on the old basis. More
over, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923, debt service require
ments were still some $3,500,000 less than those for 1920, despite 
the fact that the gross funded debt had been increased by thirty 
millions in the interim. 

Although the present analysis does not go beyond the close of 
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923, it should nevertheless be pointed 
out that the outlook for the immediate future is for a consider
able increase in debt service requirements. At the general election 

TABLE XXXVI 
CoNTRIBUTION TO SINXING FuNDs, GROSS FuNnED DEBT, NEW BoND IssUES AND 

CAPITAL OuTLAYS, 1914-1923 

Contributions Amount of Gross funded 
YEAR to sinking debt 88 of new bond Capital outlays 

funds, fiscal June 30 issues fiscal year 
ye&l" fiscal year 

1923 ............. $12,079,063 $264,244,500 ............ $21,285,586 
1922 ............. 10,441,113 266,998,000 ............ 25,233,624 
1921. ............ 15,584,817 257,729,000 $31,800,000 23,415,816 
1920 ............. 13,591,721 236,024,000 ............ 16,448,919 
1919 ............. 13,330,145 236,119,660 ............ 17,076,773 
1918 ............. 13,168,459 236,214,660 ............. 16,799,269 
1917 ............. 10,548,309 236,309,660 25,000,000 19,367,643 
1916 ......•...... 9,648,987 211,404,660 25,099,000 15,986,888 
1915 ............. 7,681,030 186,400,660 27,235,000 :n,485,813 
1914 ............. 9,668,600 159,260,660 51,000,000 32,177,404 

-

in November, 1923, new bond issues to the amount of $95,000,000 
were authorized by the voters. Of this amount $45,000,000 was 
applicable to the payment of a soldiers' bonus provided for by 
special amendment to the constitution.· ·The remaining $50,000,000 
was for the purpose of providing safer and more adequate housing 
accommodations for patients in state institutions. t In addition 
to the above amounts, proposed amendments to the state con
stitution are now pending which would authorize the state to 
increase its funded indebtedness by 400 millions of dollars, of 
which amount, 300 millions are to be used for the elimination of 
railroad grade crossings throughout the state,: tlie other 100 
millions are to be available over a period of ten years in amounts 
not exceeding 10 million dollars per annum for the purpose of 
enabling the state to acquire property, construct buildings and 
make miscellaneous improvements.§ This latter issue, if author-

• Constitution of the State of New York, Article VII, Sec. 13. 
t Chapter 591, Laws of 1923. 
:I: Session Laws, 1924, Appendix p. 1240. 
I Session Laws, 1924, Appendix p. 1241. 
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ized, would result in a considerable reduction in expenditures for 
capital outlays, now financed out of current revenues. 

Administration, Maintenance and Operation 
The classification "administration, mai'ntenance and operation" 

comprises all of the current expenses of government including the 
state payroll and the cost of all materials, supplies and services 
purchased for current purposes. The expenditures included under 
ihi.~ grouping are larger in amount than those of any other classifi
cation here considered. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923, 
they amounted to some $53,457,000, which was over 40 per cent of 
the total of all state expenditures for that year. 

Aside from their magnitude these expenditures are important 
in that they are practically the only class of state disbursements 
which are subject to administrative control. Generally speaking, 
therefore, they furnish the field within which administrativc 
economy and efficiency may be exercised. Moreover, since they 
consist almost entirely of salaries and wages and the cost of com
modities and services purchased, they represent the class of state 
expenditures most directly affected by changes in the purchasing 
power of the dollar. 

As shown by Table XXXII, expenditures for administration, 
maintenance and operation for the year ended June 30, 1923, were 
greater by nineteen million dollars or 56 per cent over the com-

TABLE XXXVII 

INCREASE IN EXPBlI'DlTIJRBS FOR ADKlNISTRATlON, MAniTENANCB AND OPERATION, 

FiM:al Year 191! 01Jer 1917 - Analym by Fundi!ma 

Increase (+) Per cent 

FuNCTION 1917 1923 or increase (+) 

decrease (-) or 
decrease (-) 

Executive ...•.•.•. $128,376 $102,190 - $26,186 - 20.4 
Administrative .... 1,452,046' 1,638,556 + 186,510 + 12.8 
Legislative ........ 2,171,918 1,531,560 - 640,358 - 29.5 
Judicial .....•...•. 1,508,417 1,572,440 + 64,023 + 4.2 
Regulative ......•. 3,152,709 6,588,236 + 3,435,527 + 109.0 
Educational ....... 2,032,244 3,315.721 + 1,283,477 + 63.2 
AgrieuJtural. •..... 1,690,360 2,885,220 + 1,194,860 + 70.7 
Defensive .....•... 1,627,396 515,882 - 1,111,514 - 68.3 
Penal .•••..•.••.. 1,676,434 2,399,595 + 723,161 + 43.3 
Curative ...•..•. :. 7,326,478 12.293,586 + 4,967,108 + 67.8 
Charitable ..•••••. 3,178,747 4,805,060 + 1,626,313 + 51.2 
Protective •...•... 1,482.103 2,948,668 + 1,466,565 + 99.0 
Constructive ...••. 4,776,310 8,770,958 + 3,994,648 + 83.6 
General .•..•..••.. 515,913 758,514 + 242,601 + 47.0 
Canal maintenance. 1,645,315 3,330,843 . + 1,685,525 102.4 

Total .....•••••. 134,364,766 153 ,457,029 +119,092,263 + 55.6 
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parable expenditures for the year ended June 30, 1917, and con
tributed 27 per cent of the total increase in state expenditures 
during the period under review. Table L"XXVII, shows how this 
increase was distributed among the respective governmental 
functions. 

In considering Table XXXVII, it should be remembered that 
there has been some shifting of activities from one function to 
another within the period under review. The most important of 
thcse was the transfer of the motor vehicle bureau, formerly under 
the secretary of state, to the reorganized tax department, and the 
transfer to the same department of the duties of the state comp
troller in relation to the assessment and collection of certain 
taxes.- Both these transfers became effective July 1, 1921, and 
as a result expenditures under the regulative -funetion for 1923 
include about $2,225,000 of disbursements which would have been 
classified under the administrative function had the reorganization 
in question not taken place. Another transfer, although of minor 
importance, was the absorption by the agricultural function of the 
departments of weights and measures and goods and markets 
which in 1917 were classed as regulative. t 'fhis resulted in a shift 
of some $39,000 of expense from the regulative to the agricultural 
function. 

General Causes for Increase in Current State Expenses 
tn an analysis of the causes of the $19,000,000 increase between 

1917 and 1923 in state _ expenditures for adIninistration. main
tenance and operation, eonsideration must be given to the effect 
of the following four influences which were operative during the 
period: 

1. New state activities inauguarted since June 30, 1917. 
2. Expansion of old activities. 
3. Effect of changes in price and wage levels. 
4. Administrative efficiency. 

Each of these factors will be considered in turn. 

lievv Jlctivities 
The most costly new activity embarked upon by the state during 

the period under review is represented by the department of state 
police. This department was established in April, 1917,t but the 
resulting expense was not reflected in the state accounts until the 
following fiscal year. In 1923, the new department had 380 em
ployees and its total expenditures were in ('xcess of $1,000,000 per 
annum. The department of state police is classified as a protective 
function and it accounts for the bulk of the- increase in expendi
tures for that function shown on Table XXXVII. 

• Chap. 90, Law8 of 1920, Sec. 179 and 179-b. 
t Chap. 802, Laws of 1917, Sec. 21 and 25. -
t Chap. 161, Law8 of 1917. 
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The income tax bureau organized to administer the personal in
come tax law enacted in 1919· represents another activity added 
since 1917. This bureau was originally under the state comp
troller and classified as an adIninistrative function but as pre
viously noted it was transferred to the tax department and thereby 
became a charge upon the regulative function in July, 1921. As 
at the close of 1923 this bureau had 392 employees and its total 
expenses for the year amounted to $777,000. t In this connection, 
however, it should be borne. in mind that in 1923 the income tax 
bureau collected nearly thirty-eight million dollars in personal 
income taxes. 

The only other new state activity of any consequence added be
tween 1917 and 1923 is that of the motion picture commission estab
lished in 1921.:1: During the fiscal year 1923 the expenditures for 
this commission aggregated $84,000, which is included as an ex
pense of the regulative function on Table' XXXVII. 

As a partial offset to the increased expense resulting from the 
new activities enumerated above, there should be mentioned the 
saving effected through the discontinuance during the period under 
review of the state excise department and the office of superin
tendent of elections. The expenditures of both of these depart
ments are included among those of the regulative function for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, as shown on Table XXXVII, and 
together amounted to some $500,000. The excise department was 
abolished in April, 1921,§ and the office of superintendent of elec
tions in July of the same year.1f 

Deducting the saving resulting from the discontinuance of 
activities from the cost of activities added, it may be said that the 
net increase in state expenditures between 1917 and 1923 in conse
quence of new state activities was about $1,400,000. Of this 
amount about $1,000,000 was spent for protective, and the remain
ing $400,000 for regulative purposes. 

Expansion of Old Activities 
The state does not produce a tangible and uniform product sus

ceptible of quantitative measurement. On the contrary it per
forms a great variety of dissimilar services most of which are of 
an intangible nature. It is therefore impossible to measure the 
state's output directly. Moreover, there is no one external 
criterion such as for instance population which will serve as an 

• Chap. 627, Laws of 1919. 
t Report of State Tax Commission 1923, p, 42. 
::: Chap. 715, Laws of 1921. * Chap. 155, Laws of 1921. 
'I! Chap. 500, Laws of 1921. 
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index of the state's presumptive output. Table XXXVIII, how
ever, shows the percentage increase betwecn 1917 and 1923 in a 
number of different criteria. Some of them such as mileage of 

. highways under maintenance and ·the number of inmates of state 
institutions are closely correlated with specific state expenditures. 
In other cases the relation is less direct. 'fhe facts presented indi
cate, however, that the services rendered by the state must neces
sarily have expended somewhat between 1917 and 1923. The effect 
of such expansion on specific items of expense is considered 
further on. 

TABLE XXXVIII 
ExPANSION OF STATE SERVICES AS INDICATED DY VAl!IOUS CRITEBIA 

Percentage increase 
1923 over 1917 

8.4 Population of State ......................................... . 
Assessed value of reaI and personal property ................... . 34.3 
Number of children attending school. ......................... . 20.0 
PopuJa.tion of State institutions ............................... . 9.7 
:r.liles of improved highway maintained by State ................ . 3'J.7 
Number of licensed motor vehicles ............................ . 200.7 
Canal traffic (tons carried) ................................... . 98.3 

Classification of Expenditures by Object 
In order to gain an adequate idea of the effect upon state ex

penses of thc raising price and wage level, as distinguished from 
the effect of expanding state activities and the results of admin
istrative control, it is necessary to classify current expenditures 
by object, that is, according to the specific kinds of services and 
commodites which the state purchases. Such a classification is 
given in Table XXXIX. 

TABLE XXXIX 
INCREASE IN ExPENDITURES FOR ADMINISTRATION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 

Fi8cal Year 19!tJ 0--1917 

A naly8i8 lIy Object • 

1917 

Personal service ............... $15,890,200 
Highway maintenance.......... ~,325,300 
Canal maintenance. . . .. . . . . . • . . 796.400 
Food........ ................. 3.539.000 
Fuel, light and power.......... 1.084.700 
Traveling expen.'iC.............. 835,800 
Printing and odvertising........ 1,375.600 
Furnit.ure, furnishings and house- . 

hold 8upplies (State insti-

1923 

$.."6,196,100 
8,070,400 
1,741,800 
4,097,700 
2,302,800 
1,447,500 
1,064.800 

tutions)........ ........... 463,700 966,600 
Building repairs............... 331,900 812,000 
Clothing...................... 5t2,400 717,600 
Communication................ 359,500 511,800 

Per centl Per cent 
~=~~~ ~ in-

increa..qe crease 

+$10.305.900 
+ 3.715.100 + 945.400 
+ 558.700 
+ 1.218,100 
+ 611.700 

310.800 

502.900 
480,100 
175,200 
1.,2,300 

53.1 64.8 
19.3 86.6 
4.9 118.7 
2.9 15.8 
6.3 112.3 
3.1 73.2 

...... I- 22.6 

2.6 lOS.4 
2.5 144.7 

.9 32.3 

.8 42.4 
Miscellaneoua ................. 1_4_'_82_0_,200_+_5_,5_27_,_900_.1 _____ 1 __ _ 707 ,700 3.6 14.7 

Total ....................... 134,364,700 1153,457,000 $19,092,300 100.0 55.6 

* For explanation of sources from which above tahle \\"as oompiled, see Appendiz V. 
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It will be seen from Table XXXIX that over half of the total 
increase in current governmental expenses was due to the growth 
of expenditures for personal service. Highway maintenance was 
responsible for about one-fifth of the total increase. The remain
ing increases were considerably smaller and more evenly dis
tributed. The only expenditures showing a decrease were those 
for printing and advertising, which were reduced by about one
fifth during the period under review. 

Personal Service 
Expenditures for personal service comprise amounts disbursed 

for salaries and wages including payments for temporary work. 
In 1923 these expenditures' amounted to over twenty-six million 
dollars, which represented an increasc of about 65 per cent over 
the comparable expenditures for 1917. Tablc XL shows how this 
increase was distributed between the various governmental func
tions. For the purpose of giving some indication as to how much 
of the increase was due to growth in the number of state employees 
and how much to a higher salary level, the number of positions pro
vided for in general budget appropriations, and the average com
pensation of state employees for the fiscal years 1917 and 1923 are 
also shown on this table.· 

* Average salaries were obtained from the "Requests for Appropriations" 
compiled by the legislative budget committee by dividing the aggregate 
authorized salaries, excluding payments for temporary service, by the number 
of authorized positions. The number of authorized positions does not neces
sarily coincide with the number of persons actually in the pay of the state 
at any given time, since it does not take account of vacant positions and 
temporary employees. Multiplication of number of positions by average com
pensation, therefore, will not yield the total expenditure for personal service 
made during the year. 



TABLE XL 

INCREASII IN EXPIINDITURES FOR PJIlRSONAL SJIlRVICII, NUMBIIR OF POSITIONS PROVIDIID FOR IN GENERAL BUDGIIT ApPROPRIATIONS AND 
AVIIRAGII COMPIINSATION OF STATJIl EMPLOYEES, 1917-1923 

NUMBER 01' R.,GULAR POSITION. AVlIIRAG., ANNUAL COMPENSATION ReGULAR EXPENDITURlIII !rOR PlIIR80NAL BI!lRVIOil PROVIDI!lD !rOR IN OENERAL BUDOI!lT EMPLOn.,. ApPROPRIATIONS 

FllNcrlON PBR ClDNT 
INca .... 8 .. + Peroent Inor.aoe Per o.nt Inoreaee DJDCBIIA811-

Incre'lIIe + inorease + Inor_e + 1917 1923 decrra.e - deoi;a.e 
1917 1923 decre .... deci;a •• 

1917 1923 decre ... e Exclusive - AU of oal .. r! .. - - .alaries above 
12,400 ---------------------

EJ:ecutiv8 ....... . . ,72,403 171,331 -11,072 -1.11 27 26 - 1 - 8.7 12,650 12,983 +1333 +12.11 111.2 
Administrative .. .. 1,023,866 1,196,964 + . 173,098 +16.9 622 434 - 88 -16.9 1,973 2,522 + 649 +27.8 16.6 

~:~~~:ti.v.e .. :. : : : : : 653,126 764,506 + 111,380 +17.1 448 452 + 4 + .9 599 690 + 91 16.4 14.9 
1,370,290 1,474,826 + 104,636 + 7.6 219 225 + 6 + 2.7 7,438 7,212 - 226 - 3.0 6.6 

Regulative .••.•.•. 2,356,926 4,6S0,242 + 2,323,316 +9S.6 1,781 2,345 + 664 +31.7 1,671 1,727 + 156 + 9.9 17.3 
Educational ....•• 1,424,588 2,568,336 + 1,143,748 +80.3 1,307 1,390 + 83 + 6.4 1,218 1,790 678 +46.9 35.9 
Agricultural. ••••. 1,125,888 2.083.222 + 957,334 +85.0 868 1,068 + 200 +23.0 1,284 1,841 + 557 +43.4 26.8 
Defoneive ........ 224,059 290,087 + 66,028 +29.6 98 116 18 + 1.8 1,491 1,686 195 13.1 10.8 
Penal. ........... 766,256 1,147,057 + 390,S02 +111.7 789 889 + 100 +12.7 960 1,341 + 381 +39.7 40.1 
Curative .••....•• S,166,61S 6,653,491 + 2,486,873 +78.6 6,516 6,996 479 + 7.4 612 853 + 341 +66.4 67.7 
Charitable ........ 1,368,078 2,310.565 + 942,487 +68.9 2,518 2,635 + 117 + 4.6 662 916 204 +38.4 39.6 
Proteotive ...••.. . 772,683 1,604,682 + 732,099 +94.8 724 1,044 + 320 +44.2 1,045 1,401 t 356 +34.1 36.9 
COIl8truotive ... ... 378,959 617,302 + 138,343 36.6 212 249 + 37 +17.6 1,929 2,269 3ao +17.1 31.7 
General ......... . 270,448 344,480 + 74,032 +27.4 241 287 + 46 +19.1 1,859 2,085 226 +12.1 10.6 
Canal maintenanoo 926,168 1,689 057 + 662,899 +71.6 1,603 1,616 + 13 + .9 690 901 + 311 +62.6 49.1 

----------------------------
Total. ..•.•.• 116,890,246 t26, 196,148 +110,305,903 +64.8 17,773 19,071 +1.808 +10.7 1923 11,297 H374 HO.6 43,0 
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Increase in Salaries of State Employees 
As shown by Table XL, the average compensation of state em

ployees, including officials and department heads, increased by 
40.5 per cent during the period under deview. If salaries in excess 
of $2,400 per annum are excluded the increase was 43.0 per cent. 
l!'or purposes of comparison, the increases accorded other classes of 
employees during the same period are herewith presented: 

TABLE XLI 

COIll'ARATIVE WAGE INCREASES 

Average compensation New York State eJDployees .............. . 
Average weekly earnings in representative New York State factories* 
Average weekly earnings of office employees in New York State fac-

tories *; ..•.....•...•.......••..•...•.........•........... 
Average annual salaries of N ew York State public school teachers t. 
Wages of common labor in Middle Atlantic States~ ............. . 

Per cent increase 
fiscal year 1923 

over 1917 
40.5 
72.0 

59.3 
91.6 

§50.0 
==== 

* Industrial Bulletin, issued monthly by the industrial commissioner of New York 
State. 

t Annual Report, 1923, University of State of New York. 
t Survey of Current Business, August 1924, U. S. Department of Commerce. 
§ Represents increl\8e for calendar year 1923 over calendar year 1917. 

Although the general salary level for state employees is esti
mated to have increased 40.5 per cent between 1917 and' 1923, 
examination of Table XL will show that the increases were very 
unequally distributed as between various groups of employees. 
Generally speaking, the employees at the lower end of the salary 
scale received the greatest proportionate increases. Thus salaries 
of employees at state hospitals were advanced over 65 per cent, but 
the average compensation of these employees in 1917 was less than 
$500 per annum. On the ,other hand, in the case of functions such 
as the administrative and regulative where average salaries in 1917 
were relatively high, the increases granted were extremely meager. 
The educational and agricultural functions ar~ an exception to this 
rule, but, the greater advances in average salaries for these func
tions was due in the main to increases granted professors and in
structors to meet the general rise in teachers' salaries in the state 
at large. 

In the case of certain functions, the real effect of salary changes 
has been obscured by an increase in the number of positions in 
the lower salary ranges without a corresponding increase in the 
higher salaried positions. This development: would result in a 
reduction in average compensation even though salary scales re
mained unchanged, and it accounts for the reduction in average 
compensation in the judicial branch as well as the comparatively 
slight increase in the average salary of employees in the regulative 
function. In the case of canal employees, the opposite develop
ment has occurred; that is, the proportion of the higher salaried 
positions has increased. 

10 
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Because of the misleading effects of this disproportionate in
crease in the number of low as compared to high salaried positions, 
a more accurate picture of salary increases in certain functions is 
obtained by excluding the higher salaried positions altogether. 
For this purpose the percentage increases in average salaries ex
clusive of those in excess of $2,400 per annum are given in the last 
column of Table XL. The line has been drawn at $2,400 because 
that is the maximum salary allowed employees in the graded civil 
service and only 7 per cent of all persons in the pay of the state 
receive an annual salary in excess of that amount. 

Although averages for. particular functions have been somewhat 
influenced by changes in the relative proportions of low and high 
salaried positions, it is improbable that the combined average for 
all state employees has been affected to any appreciable extent. 
An examination of Table XL shows a fairly symmetrical distribu
tion of new positions around the 1923 average. In other words, 
if all the employees of the !,i;ate are considered in one group, the 
average compensation of the new employees is found to be not 
much different from the average for the wh9le group and the intro
duction of these new employees does not dilute the effect of changes 
in the general salary scale. 

Increase in Number of State Employees 
Table XL shows an increase of 1,898 or 10.7 per cent in the num

ber of positions provided for in general budget appropriations, 
and assuming the same proportion of vacancies in 1923 as in 1917, 
these figures may be taken as representative of the increase in the 
number of state employees between those two years. It will be 
noted that the largest increases were in the regulative, agricultural, 
curative and protective functions. 

The increase in the regulative function can readily be explained 
on the basis of the reorganization of the tax department and the 
resulting transfer from the administrative to the regulative func
tions of the new income tax bureau, the motor vehicle bureau, and 
t.he various tax activities formerly under the state comptroller. 
The increase in the agricultural function is principally due to addi
tions to the staffs of the various state agricultural schools. The 
number of employees in the curative function increased by 479 
or 7.4 per cent, but this additional force was more than required 
by an increase of 11 per cent in the number of patients· at state 
hospitals. The increase of 320 employees in the protective func
tion is accounted for by the additional positions created through' 
the establishment of the department of state police. 

Generally speaking, the increases in other functions do not ap
pear unwarranted. Thus, although there was an increase of 6.4 per 
cent in t.he number of positions in the educational service, this 
was matched by an increase of 20 per cent in the number of chil
dren attending school. There was a growth of 4.5 per cent in the 
number of employees at state' charitable institutions, but during 
the same period the inmate population of the~e institutions ill
creased by 15 per cent. 
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Highway Maintenance 
Next to personal service, the state spends more for highway 

maintenance, which includes the wages of gang labor, than for any 
other item of current expense. In 1923, disbursements for this 
purpose totaled $8,070,000, which was $3,745,000 or 87 per cent 
greater than the corresponding amount for 1917. Generally 
speaking, this increase was due to two causes: a higher price and 
wage level and an actual increase in the volume of highway main
tenance work performed. It is desirable, first of all, to estimate 
the proportion of the total increase attributable to the effect of 
pI"ice changes. . 

As shown by Table XLII, the composite price of labor and 
materials employed on the maintenance and repair of highways 
was about 34 per cent higher in 1923 than iu 1917. Owing to the 
variety of local conditions which affect the cost of highway repairs, 
the above figure is necessar~ly an estimate and is ba...sed on the 
assumption that the percentage increase in material prices for 
the state as a whole was on the average the same as for New York 
City. The comparative smallness of the increase is due to the 
fact that highway costs had already risen considerably by 1917. 

TABLE XLII 
INCREASE IN CoIlPOSITE PRICE 01" LABOR AND MATERlAUI EMPLOYED IN HIGHWAY 

MAINTI!lNANCE FISCAL YEAR 1923 OVER 1917- * 

Per cent ofitotal Price index Product of expenditures for 1923 on columns (1) 
lTEIf highway main- 1917 base and (2) tenance 

(1) (2) (3) 

Labor ..•..•............•.... 51.75 152 78.7 
Materials 

Broken atone .............. 13.77 162 22.3 
Sand and grAvel ............ .88 166 1.4 
Bituminous materials ....... 21.86 100 21.9 
Cement .....••••........•. 1.35 145 1.9 
Miscellaneous ..••.......... 2.85 98 2.8 

Equipment and supplies ....... 7.54 66 5.0 

All items .••.•........•..•. .............. .............. 13(.0 

.. The sources from which the above table was compiled are as follows: 
Data shown in column (1) relative to the percentages which expenditures for specified 

items bear to the total of all highway maintenance expenditures were obtained 
from a statement found on page (9 of the report of the State Commissioner of High
ways for the calendar year 1922. 

The increase in labor costs is based on an index of wages paid common labor in the 
Middle Atlantic States, compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Public Roads. Price indices for broken stone, sand and gravel, bituminous materials 
and cement were computed on the basis of the average prices of these materials in 
New York City as reported by the Engineering-News Record. For miscellaneous 
msterials the general wholesale price index of the U. S. Department of Labor was 
used, and for equipment and supplies which includes the rental of motor trucks, the 
department's index of metale and metal products was employed. 
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On the basis of a 34 per cent increase in labor and material 
prices, about $2,000,000 of the total increase in highway main
tenance expenditures as between 1923 and 1917 may be imputed 
to price influences. The remaining $1,745,000, which represents 
an increase of 40 per cent over maintenance expenditures for 1917, 
must be attributed to the increased volume of maintenance work 
performed. It remams to be seen, however, whether the increase 
in work done was sufficient to justify a 40 per cent increase in 
costs. . 

There is no unit for measuring the volume of highway repairs. 
It is clear, however, that to the extent that highways are ade
quately maintained, the volume of repairs will depend largely on 
the number of miles of highway to be cared for and on the volumc 
and character of the traffic carried. During the six year period 
under review, the number of miles of improved highways under 
maintenance by the state increased by approximately 33 per cent. 
Highway traffic as measured by the number of licensed motor 
vehicles increased by over 200 per cent, and· motor trucks and 
buses, which cause more damage to roads than any other type of 
vehicle, increased by 262 pel' cent. The elf'Jct of these two factors 
alone appears sufficient to account for the 40 pel' cent increase 
in highway maintenance expenditures as between the two years 
under review. 

Another consideration, however, must be borne in mind in con
sidering the increase in highway maintenance expense as between 
H)23 and 1917. Owing to the difficulty of procuring labor and 
materials in consequence of the war conditions then prevailing, 
the state highways were not adequately maintained in 1917, nor 
for several years thereafter. During some of the war years even 
the necessary amount of oil to protect the old waterbound macadam 
roads was unobtainable and, as a consequence, there had been a 
progressive deterioration.· 

A rough indication of the extent of the under-maintenance pre
vailing during and ,immediately after the war is furnished by the 
following statement which shows the number of miles of highway 
given light surface treatment for the calendar years 1915 to 1922. 
inclusive: 

TABLE XLIII 
~1I.L.Es OJ!' HIGHWAY GIVEN SUR~'ACE TREATMENT t 

Number of miles j Per cent of 
treated 1915 

--~--

2,086 100.0 1915 ...................................... . 
1916 ..................................... . 1,869 89.6 

1,187 56.9 
1,147 55.0 

1917 ..................................... . 
1918 ..................................... . 

1,029 49.3 
776 37.2 

1919 ..................................... . 
1920 ..................................... . 

1,938 92.9 
1,828 87.6 

1921 ...................................... . 
1922 ...................................... . 

* Report-State Commissioner of Highways, 1921, p. 18. 
t Ibid. 1922 p. 39. 
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The foregoing discussion of highway maintenance costs may be 
briefly summarized as follows: Of a total increase of $3,745,000 
in this class of expense about $2,000,000 may be attributed to the 
advance in the price of labor and materials. The remaining 
$1,745,000, which represents an increase of 40 per cent over main
tenance expenditures for 1917, appears to be amply accounted for 
cn the basis of a 33 per cent increa.'!e in highway mileage, a 200 
per cent increase in motor traffic, and the extensive under-main
tenancc of highways obtaining during tlie war. 

Canal Maintenance 
The classification canal maintenance comprises chiefly expendi

tures incident to the repair, alteration or replacement of canal 
structures and equipment and the eost of dredging operations. 
It. excludes all personal service expense except that included in 
the cost of contract work. As shown by 'rable XXXIX, the cost 
of canal maintenance was $945,000 greater in 1923 than in 1917. 

One reason for this increase was the fact that the canal system 
maintained in 1923 represented a considerably greater capital 
investment than the one maintained in 1917. During the last 
twenty years the state has spent more than $167,000,000 on canal 
construction and improvements. These new facilities were not 
fully put into use until the spring of 1918, when the barge canal. 
was opened for the first time throughout its entire length. 

Another important factor was the higher cost of labor and 
materiaL'!. Owing to the paucity of available data, it is not pos
sible to construct an index of canal maintenance costs, but in view 
of the character of the principal expenditures represented, it may 
be assumed that these costs followed substantially the same trend 
as building costs. As previously noted, average building costs 
during the twelve months ended June 30, 1923, were about 50 
per cent greater than during the twelve months ended June 30, 
1917. Wages of common labor were also about 50 per cent higher 
in 1923 than in 1917. On this basis about $560,000 of the increase 
in canal maintenance expenditures may- be attributed to the influ
ence of price changes. 

Food 
Expenditures for the above purpose aggregated $4,097,000 dur

ing 1923, which represents an increase of 16 per cent over similar 
expenditures for 1917. This increase cannot be explained on the 
basis of an advance in prices, since as indicated by the index of 
wholesale food prices of the United States department of labor, 
food costs in 1917 were practically on a parity with those of 1923. lOt 

An explanation is to be found, however, in the increase in the 

. • Average food costs for the twelve months ended June 30, 1923, were 1.2 
per cent lower than for the twelve months ended June 30, 1917. Assuming, 
however, a lapse of one month between the time food is contracted for and 
the time it is consumed, the actual cost of food consumed in 1923 would have 
been 2 per cent higher than for 1917. 
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number of inmates of state institutions which, as previously men
tioned,was 10 per cent. The establishment of the department of 
state police also increased food expenditures somewhat. 

Fuel, Light and Power 
The state spent over twice as much for fuel, light and power 

in 1923 as it did in 1917. As shown by Tahle XXXIX, the actual 
increase in expenditures for this purpose was $1,218,000. Prac
tically all of it· may be attributed to the rise in the cost of coal, 
expenditures for which represent 90 per cent of the total expendi
tures in the classification under consideration. The state con
tracted, in June, 1916, for the coal required by the different state 
hospitals during the fiscal year 1917.· The advance in coal prices 
between June, 1916, and June, 1922, according to the wholesale 
indices of the United States department of labor was 100 per cent 
for anthracite and 183 per cent for bituminous coal. These per
centages should be compared with an increase of 112 per cent in 
the actual fuel expenditures of the state. 

Traveling Expenses 
Traveling expenses, consisting principally of fares and hotel 

charges, increased by $612,000, or 73 per cent, during the period 
under review. Of this amount, however, $332,000 is attributable 
to the establishment of the department of state police. The remain
ing $280,000, which represents an increase of 33 per cent, is. more 
than accounted for on the basis of price changes, since both rail
road farest and the cost of livingt were over 40 per cent higher 
in 1923 than in 1917. 

Printing and Advertising 
As shown by Table XXXIX, expenditures for printing and 

advertising for 1923 show a reduction of $310,000 over those for 
1917. In view of the fact that printing costs were considerably 
higher in 1923 than in 1917, the. actual saving to the state was 
much greater than the size of this figure indicates. 

The reduction was the result of a series of reforms in the 
methods of handling state printing, all of which applied to periods 
Eoubsequent to June 30, 1917. A new printing law,§ which went 
into effect May 28, 1917, reduced the quantities of many depart
ment reports, authorized uniform standards for blanks and other 
office stationery and conferred greater powers on the state print-
ing board. . 

In 1921 an even more radical change was made in the printing 
law.1f The printing board was' abolished and its powers were 

* Twenty-Eighth Annual Report, State Hospital Commission, p. 50. 
t Based on increase in revenues per passenger per mile as compiled by 

Interstate Commerce Commission. -Co 

t U. S. department of labor, Cost of Living Index, December 1922 as com
pared with December 1916. 

§ Chap. 667, Laws of 1917. 
~ Chap. 337, !AJ,ws of 19·21. 
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vested in the board of estimate and control. This board was 
empowered to determine the number of reports to be printed and 
issued by eaeh state officer, department, commission, institution 
and board, the nature and amount of materiaL.;; to be incorporated 
in such reports, the manner of distributing the same, and the 
form, contents and frequency of every publication, except judicial 
and legislative printing. Another law, * enacted in 1921, elimi
nated the publication of session laws in newspapers. This act 
became effective December 1, 1921, and' resulted in a saving to the 
state of several hundred thousand dollars per annum. 

Furniture and Furnishings 
Expenditures of state institutions for furniture, furnishings 

and household supplies show an increase of $503,000 as between 
the two years under comparison. At least $350,000 of this addi
tional expense may be explained on the basis of price advances, 
since average prices for housefurnishing goods were 58 per centt 
higher during the fiscal year 1923 than during the fiscal year 
ended in 1917. 

Building Repairs 
As shown in Table XXXIX, expenditurcs for building repairs 

for 1923 were $480,000 above those of 1917. This type of expendi
ture, since it involves contract payments of large amount, is sub
ject to considerable fluctuation from year to year, and a com
parison of any two given years cannot have much significance. 
It is worth while, however, to estimate the sum which would have 
been saved had 1923 repairs been made at 1917 prices. As pre
viously indicated, building costs were 53 per cent higher in 1923 
thaI,l in 1917. If this percentage is aL'Io representative of the 
increase in the cost of building repairs, it follows that the state's 
1923 repair bill would have been about $380,000 less had there 
been no change from the 1917 price level. 

Clothing 

In 1923 state institutions spent approximately $718,000 for 
clothing, which represented an increase of $175,000, or 32 per cent, 
over expenditures for the same purpose in 1917. Since average 
wholesale prices for cloths and clothing, as computed by the United 
States department of labor were 29 per cent higher during the' 
twelve months ended June 30, 1923, than during the corresponding 
period ended in 1917, it may be assun:!ed that about $160,000 
of the increase in clothing costs was due to the effect of price 
changes. The remainder, which represents a growth of less than 
3 per cent, must be considered in connection with 'a growth of 10 
per cent in the inmate population of state institutions. 

• Chap. 467, Laws of 1921. 
t U. S. department of labor, Index N~mberB of Wholesale Prices, House· 

furnishing Goods. 
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Communication 
The state expended about $512,000 for communication in 1923, 

which was $152,000 more than the amount expended in 1917. 
Very little of this increase can be attributed to the influence of 
price changes. Roughly· speaking, postage comprises about 70 
per cent- of the total expenditures classified under communication, 
and postage rajR,s for 1923 werc substantially the samc as those for 
1917. The inct:ease in question was mainly due to the increase in 
postage requirements, resulting from the int.roduction of the per
!lonal income tax, and from the growth of 200 per cent in thc 
rtumber of licenses to be issued to motor vehicle owners. 

Miscellaneous 
Miscellaneous expenditures comprise such items as office furni

ture and equipment, office stationery and supplies, rentals, medical 
and surgical supplies at state institutions, expenses other than 
labor incident to the operation of institutional farms and gardens. 
In addition they include all other items of current expense not 
elsewhere classified. As shown by Table XXXIX, miscellaneous 
expenditures for 1923 exceeded those of 1917. by $708,000, or 15 
per cent. A portion at least of this increase must have been 
caused by higher prices, since such items as office furniture and 
rentals were notably higher in 1923 than in ]917. It is impossible, 
however, on the basis of available data to make any estimate of 
what the increase due to price influences actually was. . 

Summary 
The results of the analysis of expenditures for administration, 

maintenance and operation may now be summarized as follows: 
Of the entire increase of $19,000,000 in respect to this class of 

expenditures, it is roughly estimated that at least 65 per cent, or 
about $12,300,000, was due to advances in salaries and prices. 
About 7 per cent, or $1,400,000 represents the net cost of new state 
activities after deducting the cost. of activities abolished. The 
remaining increase of $5,400,000 registers the composite effect of 
several factors, the most important of which was the expansion 
of service rendered by the state as indicated by such criteria as 
highway mileage, canal traffic and number of inmates supported 
at state institutions. 

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Your committee concludes from the foregoing analysis that the 
increase of $71,000,000 in state expenditures between 1917 and 
1923 was not due to waste and extravagance. Moreover, it was 
not predominantly the result of a higher price and wage level. 

• Based on an analysis of communication expense as reported in the "Re-
quests for Appropriations," 1924. . 
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Broadly speaking, there were four main causes for the increase 
which, in order of their importance, may be stated as follo~s: 

1. Increased state aid granted local political units for educa
tional and highway purposes. 

2. The effect of a higher price and wage level. 
3. The policy of financing the major portion of permanent 

improvements out of current taxes instead of through the sale of 
bonds as heretofore. 

4. An increase in the variety and volume of services rendered 
by the state. . 

A brief statement of the more important increases attributable 
to the above is furnished by Table XLIV. 

TABLE XLIV 

SUIlAlARY 011' PRINCIPAL INCREASES IN STATE ExPENDITURES FISCAL YEAR, 1923 
OVER 1917 

Increau in Current Governmental EXp6n11e8 

Estimated increase due to rise in salary and price level. 112,300 , 000 
Increase due to new state activities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,400,000 
Miscellaneous increases, due in large part to expansion 

of services rendered by state ............... .'. . . . . 5,392,000 

TotaL.... . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... ;........................... 119,.092,000 

Increase in Capital OuilaY8 Paid for Out of Current Revenues 
Due to fin&ncing from revenues of canal and highway 

improvements formerly financed through bonds .... 
New York-New Jersey vehicular tunnel, 1923 exp-

penditures ................................... . 
Due to increase in volume of state building activity .. 
Due to higher building costs ...................... . 

17,400,000 

3,400,000 
1,100,000 
1,400,000 

Total................................. ....•............... 13,300,000 

I ncreau in State Granls and Su1wentionll 
State aid in support of local education.. . . . . . . . . . . .. $31,234,000 
State aid to towns and counties for highway purposes. 3,234,000 
Indemnities paid to farmers for destruction of diseased 

cattle, ete... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 2,294,000 
Relief of war-veterans ..•...................... ' .. . 963,000 

Total ................................................... . 
Balance of reIrtaining increases less decreases .•..................... 

Total increase in expenditures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 

State Aid and Subventions 

37,i25,OOO 
870,000 

70,987,000 

It is worthy of note tha~ about half of the growth in state 
expenditures between 1917 and 1923 applied, not to the ordinary 
expenses of state government, but to aids and subventions granted 
to local political units. To the extent that the sums thus granted 
would otherwise have been raised through local taxation, this 
increase represents a lightening of the local tax burden on real 
estate and the participation by localities in state revenues. An 
idea of the present degree of this participation may be gained from 
the fact that in 1923 state aid for educational and highway 
purposes represented about one-third of the total of all state 
expenditures. 
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Effect of H~gher Price and Wage Level 
It is estimated that the state's current expenses for 1923 would 

have been $12,300,000 less than they actually were had wages and 
prices remained at their 1917 level. Capital outlays for building 
projects would have been approximately $1,400,000 less had the 
1917 price level been maintained. Approximately $13,700,000, or 
about one-fifth of the total increase in state expenditures as 
between 1923 and 1917, may, therefore, be directly attributed to 
depreciation in the purchasing power of the dollar. 

This estimate does not include increases in state disbursements 
resulting indirectly from the effects of a higher price level. Thus, 
capital outlays for canal and highway projects doubtless cost more 
in 1923 than they would have at 1917 prices, but since only build
ing construction was financed out of current taxes in 1917, the 
entire increase in expenditures for outlays other than buildings 
has been considered as being due to the changed financing policy 
of the state. Had the state continued its former practice of pay
ing for such improvements through the sale of bonds, only a small 
fraction of this increase would have appeared in 1923. The remain
der would have been distributed over the life of the bonds in the 
shape of increased interest and amortization charges. 

Similarly, a portion of the increase in state aid for educational 
and highway purposes might indirectly be charged to the advance 
in prices. As previously pointed out, the total cost of public 
education for the state as a whole increased by 170 per cent during 
the period under review, and on the basis of continuing to bear 
its 1917 proportion of this cost, the state would have had to increase 
its 1917 support by $12,000,000. 

Financing of Permanent Improvements 
About 15 per cent of the total increase in state expenditures 

as between 1923 and 1917 is ascribable to the defraying out of 
(Iurrent revenues of the cost of permanent improvements formerly 
financed through the sale of bond~. In the case of a project like 
the New York-New Jersey vehicular tunnel, which is expected to 
yield a revenue, this means that the present generation of tax-. 
payers is paying for an investment, the revenue from which will 
serve to reduce the taxes of a future generation, the very genera
tion which will benefit from the tunnel. 

Increase in State Services 
The period between 1917 and 1923 was characterized by a 

growth both in the variety and volume of services rendered by 
the state, of which the establishment of a state constabulary, the 
opening of the barge canal, the extension of the highway system, 
and the increase in the number of persons cared for at state hos
pitals and charitable institutions, may be taken as representative. 
It is not possible to determine the exact amount of the additional 
expense entailed by this increase in service rendered, but it may 
safely be said that it accounts for the bulk of the remaining 
increase in total state expenditures. 
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, CHAPTER ,VI-FINANCING THE STATE'S SCHOOL AID 

PROGRAM 

Cost of New Program 
The cost. of the state's new school aid program depends entirely 

l:pon the standard which is set as the basis for equalization. II 
the equalization standard is set at $1,200 for an elementary teacher 
and the rural quotas and te~her quotas are increased as outlined 
in Chapters I and II, the cost will be $10,000,000. This can be 
financed from present revep.ues. If the minimum standard is set 
at $1,922, which is the present average in villages and cities, the 
cost will be $23,500,000 on the basis of the 1923 figures.'" If, in 
addition to this, the state should decide to relieve the property 
taxpayer further by giving up or reducing the state property tax, 
from $5,000,000 to $30,000,000 would have to be obtained from 
other sources; and finally, should the remainder of the personal 
property tax be given up, as we have recommended, t and the local 
districts reimbursed from state taxes flJr their loss, another 
$6,fiOO,000 would he added. 

This would mean an increase in state taxes other than the tax 
on real elltate of from thirty to fifty million dollars on the 1923 
basis. The actual state receipts from taxes other than the real 
estate tax in 1923 were a little under $100,000,000 ($99,984,035). 
Thus it would have been necessary to increase these state taxes by 
30 to 50 per cent in 1923 in order to meet this program. 

So large an increase is not easily obtained, particularly when 
the tax on real estate with its broad base and elastic rate is to be 
reduced or eliminated from the range of possibilities. And this 
is a conservative estimate. Expenditures have been increasing 
much more rapidly than tax hases, and further, the state tax was 
low in 1923, being $21,000,000 in that year' as compared with 
$37,000,000 in 1921, $24,000,000 in 1922 and $34,000,000. in 1924. 

Before presenting a plan for financing the new school program, 
it is necessary- to consider with considerable care the present taxes 
of the state and the present distribution of the tax burden. This 
chapter is therefore divided into the following sections: 

The Present Tax Burden and Its Distribution. 
Elastic Taxes. 
Program of Tax Revision. 
The Net Result. 

• $1,200 is the equivalent of $44 per pupil, as used in Appendix I; and 
$1,922 is the equivalent of $70 per pupil. 

t Report of the New York State Joint Leaislative Committee on Taxa-
tion and Retrenchment, 1922, p. 42 ft'. " . 

[1571 
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THE PRESENT TAX BURDEN AND ITS DISTRIBUTION 

The Burdens of Government 
The most satisfactory measure of the financial burdens imposed 

by government upon the people is probably to be found in taxes. 
Total current revenues and expenditures, both of which are prop
erly used in measuring the size and growth of government activi
ties, include extensive receipts and disbursements on account of 
special services rendered or public enterprises operated which serve 
to swell both sides of the budget without imposing a burden upon 
the community. Taxes measure the burden. . 

In the state of New York the total burden of taxation in the 
fiscal year ending on June 30, 1923, was $1,351,000,000.· This 
includes the total taxes levied and eollected within the state by the 
state government, all units of local government and our share of 
federal taxes. t 

The Growth of Taxes 
In the last ten years, that is, since 1913, the growth of the entire 

tax burden in the state of New York has been 227 per cent. The 
bulk of this growth has taken place since 1917, as is shown by the 
following table: 

TABLE XLV 
AGGREGATE FEDERAL, STATE AND LoCAL TAXES BORNB BY NEW YoU: STATE 

TAXES LEvIEn FOB 1923 1917 1913 

Federal government. , ...... $716,543,843 $211,996,219 $77,833,~89 
New York State ............ 88,477,623 51,160,221 43,715,384 
Local governments in New 

546,085,226

1 

309,551,438 291,226,682 York State .............. 

Total ..••............. $1,351,106,692 $572,707,878 $412,775,555 

If we make the figures for 1913 equal 100, this table shows the 
following ratios: 

1923 1917 1913 

Federal government ............•...•...•...•. 921 2i2 100 
New York State ...................•.......•. 202 117 100 
Local governments ...........•.............•. 188 106 100 

Total... . ............................. . .. 327 139 100 

* Cf. Report of the State Tax Commission, New York, 1923, p. 14. The 
figure here presented is larger, partly due to the difference in the fiscal year 
covered by the federal figures. The distribution presentd here differs also 
because all tax moneys received by the localities, including state aid and 
parts of the yield of state taxes, are treated as local. 

t In allocating federal taxes, income and estate taxes are apportioned on 
the basis of collections, and customs, sales and other taxes on a per capita 
basis. 
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It is significant that the burdens of state and local goveriunent 
have increased in approximately the same ratio during the ten 
years. The growth,from 1913 to 1917 was 17 per cent for the state 
and 6 per cent for the local units; the growth from 1913 to 1923 
was 73 per cent for the state and 76 per cent for the localities. The 
tremendous and disproportionate increase in the federal burden 
was due to the direct and indirect expenses of the war. 

There has been little change in the relation of the state burden 
to the local burden in'this period. In 1913 the local burden was 
6.6 times the state burden, in 1917 it was 6.0 times, and in 1923 
Ii.l times. The important change is of course to be found iIi the 
proportion which the federal taxes bear to the total. The federal 
burden was 19 per cent of the total in 1913, 37 per cent in 1917, 
and 53 per cent in 1923. 

Where Does the Burden Fall? 
The chief sources from which taxes are drawn are property and 

income. There are also many other minor sources, such as inherit
ances, sales taxes, customs, etc. The following table shows how 
the growing burden ha.<;; been divided among these chief tax sources 
in each of the three years in question: 

TABLE XLVI 

AGGREGATE FEDERAL, STATE AND LoCAL TAXES BORNE BY NEW YORII: STATE
Cl.AssIPn:D BY SOURCES 

Based on .Based on net All other 
YEAR or gross Total property income taxes 

1913 ....•....•... $286,607,71'0 113,064,419 $113,103,346 1412,775,555 
1917 ............. 297,676,713 136,653,600 138,377,565 572,707 ,878 
1923 ............•. 500,362,325 525,872 ,082 324,872,285 1,351,106,692 

The same figures presented on a percentage basis show more 
clearly the significant shift which has taken place in the proportion 
of taxes raised from the various sources. This is done in the fol
lowing table and in chart on page 160: 

TABLE XLVII 

PERCEHTAGB 01' AGGREGATE TAXES FRoKPROPERTY, INcoKB AND OTHER SOURCES 

YEAR From property From income From other Total taxes taxes taxes 

1913 ............. 69 3 28 100 
1917 ............. 52 23 25 100 
1923 ............. 37 39 24 100 
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The proportion of" taxes from miscellaneous sources has remained 
about the same throughout. The important change has come 

. about through the development of the taxes based on earnings. 
Though starting with a negligible proportion in 1913, income taxes 
were already carrying 23 per cent of the aggregate burden in 1917. 
In 1923 income taxes furnished 39 per cent, and exceeded the 
amount raised through property taxes. In 1923, therefore, of the 
grand total of federal, state and local taxes borne within the state 
of New York, three-quarters was divided almost equally between 
property taxes and· income taxes and the remaining quarter was 
derived from inheritance, customs, sales, luxury and other misccl
laneous taxes. When this situation is compared with the distribu
tion in 1913, it is clear that the development of income taxation 
has served primarily to relieve property. If the effort had been 
made to distribute the rapidly increasing burdens of government 
through the tax system as it ~tood in 1913 and in accordance with 
the same proportionate burden upon the various sources, the bur
den upon property in 1923 would have been 88 per cent higher 
tllan it actually was. . 

CHART III 
AGGREGATE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL TAXES BORNE BY 

NEW YORK STATE 

Classified by Sources 

MILLIONS OF OoL£AIlS 
Sf" A{"" 

1.9/7~· RS.% G:$I. 
c3% 

I~ 

I:;..'-:~'(J:~ ;i~~:;;}{'I_·>--!'\9P.,,;-'d 
')t:' " 'Jl'~n,·ll''\o< - "-_': ,.,'), -j 

MJ' 

The New York State Tax System 
While· it is obviously necessary to take the federal tax system 

into account in considering state and local taxes, it is equally impor
tant to examine the system of the state as a unit by itself. This 
committee and the legislature cannot influence the federal system 
in any direct way. We can deal only with the tax system set up 
by the laws of this state. The committee wishes, therefore, to 
present in simple form the outstanding facts with regard to the 
development of the tax system of the State of New York. 0 
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It is not necessary to outline the provisions of the tax laws. 
This has been done succinctly in tabular form in the 1923 report 
of the tax department, along the lines of the table which was 
presented in a previous report of this committee.· The financial 
results, however, deserve restatement here. The total amounts 
received by the state from the various state taxes are pre
sented for selected years in Table XL VIII. The detailed material 
from which this is drawn is found in the 1923 report of the 
tax department on pages 132 to 137. The figures here pre
sented show only the amounts received by the state for state pur
poses. In the case of taxes which are shared with the localities, 
such as the personal and. the corporation income taxes, only the 
state's share is given. No deduction has been made, however, for 
the amounts turned over to the localities on account of state aid. 
These are' drawn from the general funds of the state and cannot 
he traced to individual taxes . 

• Legislative Documents, 1921, p. 16. Report. of the State Tax Commis
sion, New York, 1923, p. 95. 

11 



TABLE XLVIII 
STATE TA.lI. RECEIPTS BY SOURCES 

CoRPORATlON8 

E3:cise Stock trallllfers 

Organization Earnings Other 

1900 •••..•.•.. $356,77861 $1,615,181 47 51,205.07842 14,235,870 25 .............. 
1905 •..•.•.•.. 354,49565 2,290,626 44 4,526,11262 9.163.391 59 11.226,75782 

1910 .......... 488,17776 3.954,391 29 5,532,837 37 9,589,779 19 4,635,443 20 

1913 .......... 455,512 50 4,874,634 35 6,1i93,06342 9,280,681 65 2,92'1',~10 8R 
1914 .......... 345,13378 5,120,574 89 7,068,75803 9,360,099 31 2.056,687 06 
1915 .......... 436,3R338 5,090,767 05 6,786,42071 9,099,351; 28 3,559,425 60 
1916 ...•.•.•.. 940.056 43 3,702,732 22 3,244,504 08 12,606,90802 4,865,764 50 
1917 .......... 1,217,436 96 6,301,039 22 8.742,966 77 12,685.228 22 7,786,511 88 

1918, .••.••... 819,365 17 17,029,983 72 7,016,395 39 11.045,354 65 5.312.032 60 
1919 .•.••..••. 816.521 80 21,969,2R5 12 7,013,08825 5,487,449 35 6,989,317 08 
1920 .......... 2.139,281 83 28.876,191 12 6,699,413 33 2,039,613 03 10,648.993 01 
1921 .......... 1.415,160 95 40,168,06027 6,030,476 67 233.717 65 7,105,902 08 
1922 .......... 1,027.97822 31,838,96963 7,604,448 59 21,45247 7.708,924 28 

1923 .......... 2,553,334 94 25,895,769 08 9,883,621 72 6 10574 8.573,220 36 

1924 .••..•.•.. 1,357,048 23 32,500,000 00 10,150,000 00 
• 2,644,488 55 

82682 7,078,19856 

Source: 1923 Annual Report Taz Commi .. ion, p. 136. 

Secured d.bt Inveetmente 

.............. .............. 

..1 ............ .............. 

.............. .............. 
II, 167 ,476 04 .............. 

828,619 87 .............. 
1,016,74863 .............. 

429,646 76 .. .. i49 :-178 . 60 71)6.791 28 

.............. 1,399,381 21 .............. 852,847 26 .............. 162,297 49 .............. .............. .............. .............. 

.............. .............. 

.............. .............. 

Personal 
Income 

. ............ 

. ............ 

. ............ 

. ............ ............. ............. 

. ............ ............. 

............. 

.. iifi;'5oo;i>OO 
18.250,000 
14,900,000 

17,900,000 

9.583,333 
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1900 ............... · •••••••••• .............. 
11106 ......................... .............. 
1910 ......................... 11,931,848 89 

1918 ......................... 1.647.71082 
1914 ......................... 1.390.74698 
1915 ......................... 1.652.201 64 
1918 ......................... 910.20863 
1917 ......................... 1,183.40960 

1918 ......................... 939.866 11 
1919 ......................... 019.668 79 
1920 ......................... 2.259,467 46 
1921 ......................... 2.412.84069 
1922 ......................... 2.784,76620 

1923 .......................... 3.671.92824 

1924 ......................... 5,060.964 64 

TABLE XLVIII - (Concluded) 
STATII TAX RmCEIPTS BY SOURCES 

Motor vehioJ .. Direct State Inheritance. Tas 

.............. '10,704,153 30 14,834,803 27 

125,953 50 1,191,877 51 4,827 ,051 43 

897 ,50990 .............. 8,212,735 61 

1.267.832 95 6.460.093 12 12.724.23686 
1,528.22073 

·2iI:siil:7i.5" i;i 11.162.47840 
1.857.289 00 8.563.893 67 
2.120.05650 

'iil:05S:7il2'65 
6.984.018 42 

2.026,IS942 13.791.P69 65 

2.677.531 65 13.272.069 00 11.433,40000 
2.609.609 74 13,523.603 27 13.399.58299 
4.214.236 03 35.006.523 91 21.250.64081 
8.298.73501 22.340.343 66 18.135.506 73 

10.652.348 62 19.876.700 27 15.385.042 43 

13.278,674 23 32.467.468 78 17.786,388 69 

18.528.011 SO 34.321,454 92 19.369.394 22 
I 

Total taxcI Other revenu .. Orand total 

'22,451,8G5 41 '1,852,811 21 .28,804:178 82 

23,406,068 58 1,696,118 38 25,001,18292 

84,742,72271 2,745.851 50 87,488,874 21 

47 .399.0~2 59 2.082.408 8a 50.391,460 02 
38.861.31905 3.707 .800 47 42.569.11962 
58.182.20037 3.061.828 83 61.244,02920 
84.808.895 46 2.576.525 67 87,385.421 03 
67.S10.0T' 16 4.032.965 H 71,643.039 29 

70.945.877 50 4.949.310 97 75,804,088 47 
73.420.863 65 4.684.71371 78,105.677 36 

129.805.657 02 .6.488.107 62 135,293.764 64 
124.890.743 71 7.5M.10561 132.445.849 32 
111.800,62071 12.357.85477 124,158,475 48 

132,016,401 68 12,434.119 32 144.450,521 00 

138.430.675 88 ~.157.080 14 146 .587 .656 02 
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The Shifttng Burden 

An examination of the amounts collected from each of the major 
sources of state revenue shows that there has been a number, 01 
important changes in the distribution of the tax burden. It, iij 
easier to follow these changes when the receipts from the various 
sources are placed on a percentage basis. The total revenues have 
grown'so fast that some individual sources are shrinking in their 
comparative 'importance, though there has been an actual increase 
in the number of dollars of revenue which they have produced. 
In the following table the receipts for each source of revenue are 
shown as a percentage of the total receipts of the year. 

Each column traces the changes in the relative burden of taxa
tion which has fallen upon each kind of property, business, faculty 
or transaction. The rise .and decline of the liquor excise tax is 
thrown into sharp relief. This tax was at one time the largest 
single source of state revenue. In 1916 over a third of the state 
tax burden fell on this one business alone. While this was partly 
due to a shift in the fiscal year which served to reduce the amount 
of other taxes listed for that year, the great importance of the 
excise tax up until 1918 and its rapid disappearance deserve note. 
In fact the wiping out of the excise tax and the embarrassment 
which this caused in the finances of the state were the direct 
causes lying back of the increase in the corporation income tax 
rate, the extension of this tax. to include all domestic and foreign 
corporations not otherwise taxed and the adoption of the personal 
income tax on the recommendations of this committee. The 
"secured debts tax" and the "investments tax" with which the 
state experimented from 1912 to 1917 and from 1917 to 1919, 
respectively, were abandoned and superseded by the personal 
income tax which reached intangible property in a far more· satis
factory manner. 



TABLE XLIX 
PJ:RCENTAOII DISTRIBUTION STATII TAX RmCIDIPTS BY SOURCES 

CORrORA.TIONa 

Stock Secured Inveot- Personal Mort- Motor Direot Inheri- Total YIlAR E:l.cise transfer. debt menta income Sag .. vehiclea Stateta", tanoee taxea 1-3 Organiza" Earnings Other 

~ 
tion 

-------------------------------------
~ -., III· 
1Il00 .......... ,, ..... 1.6 7.2 5.3 18.9 47.7 19.3 100 8 
1905 ................. 1.5 9.8 19.3 39.1 5.2 .1 5.1 19.1! 110 

ill 

1910 ................. 1.4 11.4 15.9 27.6 13.3 5.6 1.1 23.6 100 ~ 
t:l 

1913 ................. .9 10.3 13.9 19.6 6.2 2.4 .... ~ .. 3.5 2.7 13.6 26.8 100 

~ 1914 ......... " " .... .9 13.2 18.2 24.1 G.3 2.1 3.6 3.9 '''35:3 28.7 100 
1915 ............... .8 8.7 11.7 15.6 6.1 1.7 2.7 3.2 14.2 100 
1916 ...... " " . " " .. 2.7 10.6 9.3 36.2 14.0 1.2 2.6 6.1 17.2 100 103 
1917 .. " ....... " .... 1.8 9.3 12.9 18.8 11.5 1.1 "" :i>i 1.8 3.0 ." iil::i 20.4 100 ~ 
1918 ..... " .......... 1.2 24.0 9.9 15.6 7.5 .20 1.3 3.8 18.7 16.1 100 0 
1919 ................. 1.1 29.9 9.6 7.5 9.5 .12 .. , i2:7 1.3 3.4 18.4 18.2 100 

~ 1920 ................. 1.6 22.2 5.2 1.6 8.2 .01 1.7 3.2 27.0 16.4 100 
1921 ................. 1.1 32.1 5.3 .2 5.7 14.6 1.9 6.6 17.9 14.0 100 ~ 1922 ................. .9 28.5 6.8 .02 6.9 13.3 2.5 9.5 17.8 13.8 100 ill 
1923 ................. 1.9 '19.6 7.5 6.5 13.6 2.8 10.0 24.6 13.5 100 103 

1924 ................. 1.3 23.5 7.3 5.1 6.9 3.7 13.4 24.8 14.0 100 
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Stability of New York's Tax System 
Whatever faults may be attributed to the tax system of the State 

of New York, it cannot be criticized either for failure to produce 
the necessary revenues or for a lack of stability. In spite of the 
expanding program of expenditures, particularly in connection 
with state aid school and highway projects, the state has piled up 

. a series of large surpluses, and was enabled this past year to 
reduce both the personal income tax rate and the direct state tax 
rate on property. No other state in the Union has been in this 
position.-

Since 1920, the first year of the personal income tax, the total 
tax revenues of the state, excluding the direct state tax, have been: 

1920 ......•...........................• $94,800,000 
1921 ..............•........•.......... 102,550,000 
1922 ...•.....•.....•.....•............. 91,925,000 
1923 .............•.....•.....••........ 99,550,000 
1924 ..........................•........ 104,100,000 

Though there was a 10 per cent drop in receipts from 1921 to 1922, 
due to the serious financial conditions which existed throughout 
the state and the nation, even this variation was not so important 
as to cause any embarrassment. As a matter of fact, the direct 
state tax levy was reduced the same year by two and a half million 
dollars. 

This characteristic of stability is true, not alone of the grand 
total of tax receipts, but also of most of the individual taxes. The 
most variable tax is that on the net income of corporations. This 
tax, which is included with the gross receipts taxes in the figures 
above linder the heading "earnings," fell from $29,500,000 in 
]921 to $15,050,000 in 1923, a drop of nearly 50 per cent. In con
trast to this, the personal income tax has been remarkably stable 
during the five years since its adoption. It has borne consistently 
13 to 14 per cent of the general burden of state taxes each year. 
If the income tax had not been reduced in 1924 the situation would 
have remained the same. The inheritance tax appears to be another 
relatively stable tax in spite of the fortuitous foundation upon 
which it rests. T4e return from this tax has been growing grad
ually iu keeping with the wealth of the state, though this growth 
has not been enough to keep the proportion from this source from 
shrinking appreciably. It now furnishes from 13 to 16 per cent 
of the taxes, where it seldom produced less than 20 per cent ten 
years ago. The motor vehicle license tax is shown to be an exceed
ingly dependable and growing source of revenue. 

• The cash surpluses on June 30 for each year are reported by the comp-
troller as follows: 

1917 $ 6,536,295.12 
1918 7,248,108.32 
1919 9,890,616.48 
1920 11,407,937.32 

Annual Report of the Comptroller, 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

1923, p. 260. 

$ 32,986,346.17 
44,543.819.57 
43,042,327 .67 
39,007,376.95 
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Income and Property in the State System 
It is interesting to notice the comparative burdens falling upon 

income and upon property thrl,lUgh the state taxes; Before the 
net income taxes were levied upon corporations (1918) and indi
viduals (1920), the state tax burden on property· may be con
sidered as roughly 20 per cent of all state taxes, though it varied 
extensively, was abandoned in some years, and rose in others to 
almost 50 per cent. It always exceeded half of the total revenues 
between the Civil War and 1900.. From 1900 to the adoption of 
the new income taxes, taxes based on earnings furnished some 10 
per cent of the state's revenues. It may be said, therefore, that 
the state tax burden on property was twice as heavy as the burden 
on earnings. Beginning with 1918, however, the situation has 
been quite different. Since that time the burden falling on earn
ings has in every year exceeded the property tax burden. Indeed, 
in 1921 and 1922, the earnings taxes were more than twice the 
property taxes. The percentage of the total burden falling on 
income, property and other sources is presented in the following 
table: 

TABLE L 
PzRCIIINTAGB 01' STATZ TAXES FRoll PROPERTY AND INcolIB 

1900 ....................................... . 

1905 ....................................... . 

1910 ..........•............................. 

1913 ....................................... . 
1914 ....................................... . 
1915 ....................................... . 
1916 ......... ;, ............................ . 
1917 ....................................... . 

1918 ....................................... . 
1919 ....................................... . 
1920 ....................................... . 
1921. ....... ; .............................. . 
1922 ...............................•........ 

~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Property • Income Other 

Per cent 
47.7 

5.1 

5.6 

19.5 
5.7 

39.7 
3.8 

22 .. 3 

22.0 
20.9 
28.8 
19.8 
20.3 

27.4 
28.5 

Per cent 
7.2 

9.8 

11.4 

10.3 
13.2 
8.7 

10.6 
9.3 

24.0 
29.9 
34.9 
46.7 
41.8 

33.2 
30.4 

Per cent 
45.1 

85.1 

83.0 

70.2 
81.1 
51.6 
85.6 
68.4 

54.0 
49.2 
36.3 
33.5 
37.9 

39.4 
41.1 

• In addition to the direct etete tax, state taxes on mortgages, investments and 
secured debts are oonsidered as falling on property. ' 
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ELASTIC REVENUES 

Every governmental unit must have one or more elastic sources 
of revenue in order to maintain a balanced budget. When neces
sary expenditures increase, there must be available sources of 
revenue which can be increased to correspond; and when economies 
are effected, tax reductions should follow. Up until 1923 the state 
of New York has'had but one elastic source of revenue-the direct 
state tax on the assessed value of property. Whenever the finances 
of the state demanded increased tax revenues, the legislature was 
called upon to increase the state tax. Consequently, the rate has 
been changed either up or down almost every year since the Civil 
War. The state tax rates have ranged from nothing to 9.375 mills 
on the dollar in 1872.· 

From time to time new taxes have been developed in order to 
meet the expanding needs of the state without unduly increasing 
the' direct state tax. The new corporation and personal income 
taxes were developed with this in mind. If these taxes had not 
been adopted and no substitutes enacted, it would have been neces
sary to increase the direct state levy on property during the past 
five years to not less than 4 or 5 mills on the dollar,'approximating 
the rates levied after the Civil War. 

New Elastio Taxes 
Up until 1924 the new taxes which were added from time to 

time to the state's system were considered permanent taxes. 
'rhough they served to relieve the necessity of very high property 
tax levies, they were not thought of as new elastic sources. The 
direct state tax on property continued to serve as the one variable 
tax. This situation was changed in 1924. In that year the per
sonal income tax was accepted as an additional elastic source of 
revenue. When it was determined that a substantial reduction 
could be made in the state tax leyies for the year 1924-1925, a 
program was drafted providing for a 25 per cent reduction of the 
personal income tax and for an exactly corresponding reduction 
of the direct state tax from 2.0 mills .on the dollar to 1.5 mills. 

In view of the fact that the personal income tax has been used 
successfully as an elastic source of revenue by the United States 
government, by the states· of. Massachusetts and Wisconsin, and is 
so used extensively~ in England and on the continent, it would 
seem that the precedent set in 1924 is destined to be followed in 
the future. Because of this. fact, your committee desires to call 
attention to a number of questions which are rai~ed by this new 
departure. Should there be a fixed relationship between property 
a.nd income taxes T To what extent should changes in the state 
t.axes be made to depend upon the changes in the federaliaxes' 
When the personal income tax is used as an elastic source of rev
enue, what methods should be used in changing the rates YAre 

* For a full list of tax rates see 1923 Report of Tax: Commission, p. 129. 
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there other taxes which should be used as elastic sources in addi
tion or in preference to the income and property taxes? Jhese 
and other questions deserve careful consideration before the state 
launches upon the continued use of both the personal income and 
the property taxes as elastic sources. 

Principles Controlling Selection of Elastic Sources 
As it appears to the committee, the following five qUestions 

should be asked in testing the desirability cf using any particular 
tax as an elastic source: 

1. Does the tax have a stable base so that it is possible to deter
mine in advance with but a neglig.i.ble margin of error how much 
will be collected under a new tax rate' 

2. Is a change in the tax rate administratively simple, both from 
the standpoint of the state and from that of the taxpayer Y 

3. Is the tax a direct tax which f~lls originally and ultimately 
upon the same taxpayer Y 

4. Does the tax have a broad base so that it will reach large 
numbers of citizens and voters in the commonwealth, thus serving 
to bind them closer to the a~airs of the state Y 

5. Is the final result equitable whichever way the tax rate is 
changed, up or down, and is the result accepted generally as 
equitable' 

There is no need of discussing at length each one of the prin
ciples which underlie these questions. All will agree that a stable 
base is essential. We must know what a tax will produce before 
it can bE! used as an elastic source to balance a budget. We must 
know also what the effect of a higher or lower rate will be on the 
tax base. Though it goes without saying that no tax should be 
used as a variable tax unless this can be accomplished without 
upsetting its administration, the committee has emphasized the 
necessity of administrative simplicity because it is a common 
American f8:)11t to overlook the importance of administration. In 
few spheres is this oversight more. evident than in the field of 
taxation. Most people still seem to think that tax laws will ad
minister themselves. 

Indirect;. taxes which are paid by one man and passed along to 
another are inherently unsatisfactory as elastic taxes. It is impos
sible for the government to know what property, interests, classes 
of individuals will be burdened or relieved under a changed tax 
rate. The shifting of indirect taxes is gradual and proceeds very 
differently even for individuals paying the same amount of tax 
in the same kind of business. Indirect taxes tend also to be paid 
in the first instance by a few people, and these few people pass 
on the tax and are supposed to care little whether the taxes go 

. up or down unless they expect to benefit or suffer themselves by 
some change in the rates. . 

The advantage of a broad tax base in a democracy is well 
recognized. It applies with special force to the selection of elastic 
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taxes. In a,democracy, voters ultimately determine what services 
the government shall render. When the services and facilities 
of government are expanded, the voters of all classes should feel 
immediately an increase in their direct personal tax burdens. 
When an "economy program" has been put into operation, there 
should be a corresponding immediate, direct, individual tax relief. 
Where the majority controls the government and a few wealthy 
individuals or a single corporation is forced to foot the entire bill 
the result is wasteful extravagance, extreme carelessness, and a 
prostitution of democracy. The federal government, during cer
tain years, some state governments and many_ local governments 
have not been beyond criticism in these directions. Here in thc 
state of New York we have seen the ill effects of such maladjust
ments of the tax system, particularly in school districts. 

Most taxes to be successful must be equitable, and in any case 
must be generally regarded as equitable. In an American state 
it is impossible in the long run to enforce a tax through state and 
local officials if that tax is regarded as unfair either in the tax 
distribution which it brings about or in the rate which it levies. 
The collapse of the general property tax in this and other states 
is an evidence of this fact. No tax can become a joke without 
passing into the discard, whether laws are repealed or not. The 
necessity of fairness in taxation extends with even more force to 
the selection of the taxes which shall be used as elastic sources of 
revenue. Changes in the rates of the taxes which are used to 
balance the budget must be accepted generally as fair and honest 
distributions of the increasing or decreasing tax burdens. In 
selecting elastic sources the idea of equality in taxation. requires 
the careful consideration, not only of all other sources of state 
taxation, but also of the federal and local taxes as well. The 
problem must be viewed from the standpoint of the taxpayer no 
lc:ss than from that of the state itself. 

What New York Taxes Should Be Elastic? 
An examination of our various state taxeR shows that certain of 

the sources cannot be used as elastic revenues. Judged by the 
principles stated above, they are by nature permanent rather than 
"ariable taxes. 

First of all there is a number of so-called taxes which are not 
true taxes. Among these are the taxes on motor vehicles and on 
the organization of corporations. Though the motor "ehicle tax 
falls on a large stable base, extending to 1,500,000 vehicles, the 
payment is primarily a license; a payment for a privilege, and 
the proceeds of the tax are devoted to highways and not to financ
ing the general services of state government. 'I'he moderate fee 
for corporate organization is not a tax from any point of "iew. In 
addition it falls upon a narrow base which varies in its individual 
makeup from year to year.. This is also true of t!le liceme ~a'\ 
on foreign corporations. 
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Franchise Taxes 
The corporation taxes, with the exception of those on net income, 

are in almost all cases indirect taxes. The corporation pays the 
tax and passes it on as a cost of doing business. Moreover, cor
porations do not furnish a broad tax base. From existing tax 
returns, it may be estimated that the number subject to taxes 
under any system in the stat~ would not exceed 60,000.· From 
the standpoint of the taxpayer, a variable tax rate on corporations 
ill undesirable because it introduces another variable into the busi
ness world and serves to unsettle conditions out of all proportion 
. to th~ size of the tax itself. 

Mortgages and Stock Transfers 
The mortgage tax and the stamp tax on stock transfers were 

adopted in 1904 and 1905 as property taxes in the hope q,f bolster
ing up the· disintegrating general property tax. The practical 
operation of these taxes is such, however, as to make them indirect 
taxes. The mortgage tax is of course passed on to the mortgagor. 
'l'he broker buys the stock transfer stamps, but passes on the cost, 
though in most cases the burden probably falls not upon the pur
chaser of the stock but upon th~ original seller. Neither of these 
taxes furnish a large tax base. The number of mortgages taxed 
each year is less than 200,000, and as there are not over 7,000 stock
brokers in the state,· the number buying transfer stamps must 
be small indeed. 

Bank Stock and Moneyed Capital 
The state taxes on bank stock and on moneyed capital are both 

theoretically property taxes. As was pointed out in our 1922 
report, the bank stock tax is in effect a business tax. t The same 
is also true of the moneyed capital tax. Neither of these taxes are 
direct taxes, nor does either possess a wide base. 

Inheritance Tax 
Though the inheritance tax has proved to be a fairly stable tax, 

it cannot claim a broad base. In 1922 there were 15,019 resident 
estates returned. This is 10.4 per cent of all deaths in the state 
for the year, or 18 per cent of the deaths of individuals forty years 
of age and" over.* Though the inheritance tax is a direct tax, 
in the sense that it is not shifted, it is of a fortuitous character, 
falling upon different individuals in different years and seldom in 
1& lifetime upon the same individual more than once or· twice. 
This differentiates it from other direct taxes. Certainly in the 
case of the inheritance tax the variation of the rates from year to 

• In 1921, the number of corporations making United States income tax 
returns WSB 57,000, of which 27,000 reported net income. In 1922, 54,500 
New York corporations paid a federal capital stock tax. 

• 1923 State Tax Commission Report, p. 131. The number of stockbrokers 
listed in the 1920 United States census is 6,537. 

t Legislative Docs. 1922, No. 72, p. 78. * 1923 Tax Commission Report, p. 496. 
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year in balancing the budget will have no influence on the mass 
of the voters because only a small changing group are affected by 
the tax each year. 

Corporation Income 
The corporation income tax differs from the other corporation 

taxes in that it falls upon net income. It is recognized that 
moderate taxes on net income cannot be shifted except in rare 
instances.· The New York State corporation income tax is, there
fore, to be classed as a direct tax, though the remaining taxes upon 
corporations are indirect. This fact makes the income tax the 

. most desirable source of elastic revenue among the corporation 
taxes. Another advantage which it possesses is that the variation 
of the rate is a. simple administrative matter as far as the state 
is concerned and not a matter of so great importance to the tax
payers as a change in rates of taxes which enter into the costs of 
doing business. Income taxes accrue only when there are profits; 
other taxes must be paid even if they force bankruptcy. Though 
our New York State tax on corporate income may be criticized 
because of the disproportionate burden which is laid upon incor
porated as distinguished from unincorporated business, the remedy 
is not to be found in changing the tax but in imposing an income 
tax at a slightly lower rate on unincorporated business as we have 
urged heretofore. t 

The use of the corporation income tax as an elastic revenue 
could not be criticized on grounds of equity provided an income 
on other business was similarly varied. The chief point at which 
the corporation income tax fails to meet· the conditions we have 
laid down is that its base is neither broad nor particularly stable. 
If the corporation tax is linked up with an unincorporated busi
ness tax, the combined base would be as broad as business itself. 
But even under such conditions, there would continue to be large 
fluctuations in the tax yield because of the ip.herent instability of 
business income as a tax base.- With the combined bases, it should 
be possible, however, to estimate probable yields with considerable 
accuracy by means of the various indices of business activity. 

It is, therefore, the conclusion of the committee that the net 
income tax on corporations as it now stands cannot be used satisfac
torily as an elastic source of revenue. If in the future a counter
balancing tax is laid upon unincorporated business, the situation 
will be somewhat changed so· that the two taxes together may be 
considered reasonably as elastic revenues. 

Personal Income 
An analysis of the personal income tax shows it to be an ideal 

elastic tax. It rests upon a comparatively stable base. Moderate 
increases or decreases in the rates do not serve to expand or con-

* For a. brief a.nd authoritative discussion of the incidence of income taxes 
see Seligman, "Income Taxes and the Price Level," Proceedings, Academy of 
Political Science, Vol. XI, No. I, p. 3. 

t 1922 Leg. Doc. No. 72, p. 126·129. 
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tract taxable income. From an administrative standpoint com
paratively slight difficulties are involved in changing. the rates 
either for the state or for the taxpayer. The personal mcome tax 
is a direct tax. It is probably the least shifted tax in the state. It 
is more "direct" than the tax on real estate as is demonstrated 
below. Moreover, the personal income tax has a broad base. It 
reaches over 850,000 taxpayers yearly. This is the largest number 
cf taxpayers reached directly by any New York State tax. In the 
cities, the situation is accentuated. In New York City, for ex
ample, the state income tax was paid by 584,000 individuals in 
1922, while the direct state tax on property fell probably on less 
than 400;000 taxpayers. At any rate, there were only 170,000 
home owners.· For these reasons, and because of the essential 
fairness of the personal income tax, it has always been regarded 
in this state as an equitable tax. The reduction of the federal 
income tax rates, which are to be expected with the settlement of 
our foreign debts and the gradual extinguishment of the war debt 
and war expenditures, will make it possible to rely on the state 
income tax as an elastic source without fear of running into con
flict with the federal taxes. 

Real Property 
The direct state tax on property has long been established as an 

elastic tax. This is true for state and local revenues throughout 
the United States with few exceptions. The experience in New 
York State has been fairly satisfaetory because we have succeeded 
beyond most other jurisdictions in securing full value assessments, 
in establishing equitable equalization and in developing other 
sources of revenue to relieve the burden 011 property and as sub
stitutes for the taxes on tangi~le and intangible personal property. 
In New York State the property tax is now a real estate tax. 
Ninety-eight and a half per cent of the taxable valuation is made 
tIp of land and improvements. The real estate tax is universally 
rt'cognized as a good elastic source of revenue. From the stand
point of the stability of the base, it cannot be compared with any 
other tax. Moderate increases and decreases in the rates have no 
effect upon the tax base, and the tax product at various rates can 
be computed without error. There are no added administrative 
difficulties as"a result of increasing or decreasing the rates. 

The real estate tax is generally considered a direct tax. It must 
be conceded, however, that a considerable portion of the tax is 
shifted by the original payer to the shoulders of others. To the 
extent that this takes place, even the r~al estate tax is indirect. 

• Number of income tax payers is derived from the 1922 Report of the 
State T&lI: Commi88ion, p. 405. The real property tax payers is an estimate 
based on the following facts: Report of the Commissioners of Taxes and 
ABBessments, 1923, pp. 16, 17, 19, shows that there are 624,943 parcels of real 
estate in the city, including over two and a half billions of dollars of exempt 
property. Of these, the taxable vacant parcels number 191,299. The number 
of dwellings in the city is 407,000 and the total number of buildings, 484,922. 
The number of home owners is based on the United States Census, 1920, 
Abstract Tables 158, 159. 
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Approxim~tely half of the direct state tax falls upon land.· 
This part is paid by the land owner and cannot be shifted, except 
temporarily when there is a marked shortage of buildings. The 
remaining half falls upon improvements and is shifted to the 
occupier, except temporarily when there is a marked surplus of 
buildings. Since 1915 conditions have favored a shifting of most 
of that part of the tax which falls on improvements and a part 
of the tax falling on the land located in the larger cities. If the 
owner is the occupier there is no shifting of the burden.· The 
ext.ent of shifting is determined, therefore, by the proportion of 
owner-occupiers as compared with tenants. In the state of New 
York the number of tenants far exceeds the number of owner
occupiers. In 1920 there- were 2,441,000 homes of which only' 
739,000, or 30 per cent, were owned by the occupiers. t Certainly, 
no greater percentage of non-residence buildings is owned by the 
occupiers' than in the case of dwellings. On the basis of these 
estimates, 70 per cent of the number of parcels of improved real 
estate in the state is in the hands of tenants. Because of the fact 
that these will include a preponderance of the more valuable 
properties,t it is probable that 80 percent of the assessed values 
are not occupied by the owners. Under these conditions, not less 
than 80 per cent of one-half of the real estate tax, or in other 
words 40 per cent of the tax, can be shifted by the taxpayer to his 
tenants in New York State at the present time. In other words, 
the real estate tax in New York is 60 per cent a direct tax and 
40 per cent indirect. 

Within and Without New York City 
In New York City the percentage of owner-occupiers is very 

much lower than in the rest of the state. In 1920 the percentage 
of home owners was but 12.5 per cent. Here again the valuable 
properties are chiefly rented, at least in part, so that the per
rentage of the valuation occupied by owners is hardly more than 
9 per cent of the total. If this is true of all improved property. 
the property tax in New York City is but fi5 per cent a direct tax 
and is 45 per cent indirect. Outside of New' York City similar 
computations indicate that there the property tax is 75 per cent 
direct and 25 per cent indirect. Though these figures cannot be 
put forward with any finality since they are based on estimates 
and assumptions, the basic fact which they reflect must be ac· 
cepted as true. 

Varying Income Tax Rates 
The use of the personal income tax as an elastic source of 

revenue raises the question 'as to what method should be followed 

• In New York City improvements are 48.5 per cent of real estate values. 
For the farms of the state, the United States census shows a percentage of 
44.3. 

• This is true of all bomes and of some business houses. 
t United States Statistical Abstract, 1922, p. 56. 
:\: Business offices, apartments, tenements, etc. 
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in ehanging the rates. Our income tax is progressive. One per 
cent is levied on the first ten thousand dollars of taxable income, 
2 per cent on the next forty thousand dollars and 3 per cent on all 
income above fifty thousand dollars. When the rates are to be 
deereased or inert'ased. what shall we do! Shall we deduct or add 
a fixed pertleD.tage of the total tax as computed under the present 
law f Shall we reduce or increase the I, 2 and 3 per cent tax rates 
by a fixed amount' Shall we add or deduct a flat ~ for all 
income groups, or shall we make these surtaxes !Uld "subtaxes" 
apply on1y to given brackets' Shall we alter the steepness of 
progression, or endeavor t~ hold it as at present under all 
conditions , 

Your committce is not prepared to answer all of these questions 
at the present time. We have, however, reached eertain conclu
sions. It is dear that in normal years a single uniform method 
of reduetion or increase should be applied te all of the rates. It is 
not desirable to raise the issue from year to year with regard to 
the proper rates for each separate bracket. We are not maintaining 
that the rates of progression of the New York law should never be 
revised, beeause we are making such a suggestion this year, but we 
are insisting that they should not be thrown open to revision each 
year mert'ly because the income tax is to be utilized as an elastio! 
source. Elasticity must be introduced through a uniform and 
systematie rule and not through tinkering with the entire schem~. 

A.delman or Multiplication? 
There are two uniform. and systematie methods of increasing 

or deert'asing the income tax rates. One is based on addition, the 
other on multiplication. In tIle ease of the system based on addi
tion, a uniform amount is added, or subtracted, from each rate 
to produce the new rates. For example, the present tax rates may 
be uniformly reduced by % point as follows: 

Ba&c::om 
1& .•••...••••••••••...•.•.....•.•..•..•...... 
2acI ........••.•••••...••...••....•....•••••.• 
3rcI .•...•..••••••••••.••••.•..•••.••••.••.•..• 

Old rate 
I 
2 
3 

=== 

:BedudioIl 
by New-rate 
I I 
I 11 
I 21 

In the ease of the system based on multiplication, each rate is 
multiplied by a uniform amount. For example, the present tax 
rates may be uniformly multiplied by % as follows: 

Ba&c::om 
111& ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2Dd •••••••••••••••.•••.•.••••••••••..•.••.••• 
3rcI .•••••.••••••••••.•••••••.••••....•••••..• 

Multiplied 
Old rate by 

1 I 
2 I 
3 I 

It is dear that both of. these methods are thoroughly systematic 
and uniform.. At the same time they produce quite differe!lt 
results. In the system based Oil .dw.~iQn there will always ~~I\ 
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a difference 'of 1 per cent in the tax rates for successive brackets.
The rates may be made to vary to produce such combinations as 
these: 1, 2, 3; 2, 3, 4; 13, 14, 15; 0, 1, 2; etc. Under this system 
there is a basic tax which is varied uniformly, plus a fixed surtax 
of 1 and 2 per cent respectively for the two upper brackets. 

In the system based on multiplication, the rate of the second 
bracket will always be twice that of the first and the third three 
times the first.. The rates may be made to produce such combina
tions as these: 1, 2, 3; 2, 4, 6; 13, 26, 39; 2/3, 1 Va, 2; etc. 

Application to 1924 Tax Reduction Program 
It is interesting to compare the fiscal effects of these two systems 

of changing income tax rates when applied to the 1924 program 
of tax reduction. Table LI shows the estimated amount of tax 
produced in 1924 by brackets and the result of reducing the rates 
under the multiplication and addition systems in varying amounts. 
This table serves to emphasize what the lists of rates above indi
cate, that when tax rates are being reduced, the multiplication 
system gives a greater reduction to the upper brackets than does 
the addition system. Conversely, it is clear that when tax rates 
at:~ being increased, the opposite is true. 

Table LU analyzes the effect of tax reduction under the mulipli
cation system which was adopted in 1924 and shows the average 
benefit to taxpayers of different groups. 

Distribution of Property Tax Reduction 
In the analysis presented above the benefit of income tax reduc

tion to people of different income classes is presented. It is in
t-eresting to compare with this the benefit to individuals of different 
wealth from an equivalent reduction of the direct state tax. This 
is done in Table LUI. 

The computations are for an average family of five. The figures 
of column 2 are estimated on the basis of family budgets gathered 
in various statistical studies by the U. S. bureau of labor statistics 
and others. These statistical studies show that rents paid are 
from over one-quarter of the total income in the lowest groups to 
less than a tenth of the income in the highest groups. The appro
P!'iate rentals have been capitalized to form the figures of column 2. 
In the lowest values 10 per cent has been used as the capitalization 
rate and in the highest 25 per cent in recognition of the differing 
a.mount of service and depreciation which is charged in rentals. 

The figures given in column 3 represent one-fourth of the income 
tax payable by an individual of the income class indicated. The 
figures of column 4 represent % mill of the value of the. home 
(column 2). 

• Starting with present rates and brackets. 



TABLE Ll 
!<'uua PL ... ". 01' 1"001111 TAX RIIDUOTIOII - COII .... al.oll 01' FIIOAL E"IICT. 

Pall'IIIIT L ... w 211 Plln CIlIIT TAlI: 211 Plla CIlIIT CUT 110 PIn CIlIIT CUT 83 Plla CliNT CUT 
CUTt B .... IO TAX R ... TII; B .... IO TAX RATII; B ... ,,,o TAX R ... TII; 

INoon Ba ... OKIiTi 

Tax Tax for 1024 New Tax for 1924 New Tax lor 1924 New Tax lor 1924 New Tax lor 1924 
Rate .tlmated- rate. at new rate rate. at new rate rat .. at new rate ratel at new rat. 

-
0-'10,000 ...•.•. 1~ 816,062,400 

11~ 
812,046,800 

d~ 
812,046,800 

~1~ 
'8,081,200 

~I~ 
'10,707,200 

110,000- 110,000 ....... 2 Q 9,809,800 7,402,360 8,6a6,076 7,402,860 8,224,600 
60,000 and up ........ 87'0 7,067,800 2% 6,300,860 6,478,826 6,889,850 6,282,600 

Total tax ...•...•. 833,000,000 824,750,000 '27,179,700 821,323,400 ,26,214,200 
Tax reduotlon •........ •••• 11 .......... ...... 8,250,000 , ..... 6,820,800 . ..... 11,676,600 ...... 7,786,800 

. _-
, JIOltlmated on following baalft: The totlll tllX 1:13,000,000 Will the amount IIntlolpllted In the budget; the dl.trlbutlon III between the braoketa 

II In aooordilnoe with the aotual peroentllgOi (or 1922 returna. tMultlpllolltloR 'Yltem. ;Addltlon IYltem at dillerent rllt •. 



TABLE LII 
EFFECT OF A GENERAL 25 PER CENT REDUCTION IN THE INCOMlil TAX RATE IN NEW YORE STATE ON THE BAIIIS OF THill 1922 RIilTURNS 

ALL RIIITIl'RNd* RlIITll'BNa OJ!' Nllw YORK CITY REBIDIlNTa 
RIlT ..... BNa 0 .. New YORK STATE 

RIl8IDK"T8 OUT.WID NIDW YORK CITY 

INCOllS GROUP 

Tax paid I 25 per Avera!!" 25 p.r Average 25 per I Average 
Number cent red':lction Number Tax paili cent reduction Number Tax paid cent reduction 

reduction per return reduction per roturn reduction per return 

------ --- -----
0- 15,000 .... 845.11211 15,540,286 11.385,072 II 64 511,238 13,385,115 1846,270 II 65 ~75,786 11,670,911 1417,728 II 51 

S5,00Q- 10,000 .... 72,206 3,452,871i 863,219 11 95 i3,S17 2,092,707 523,177 1202 21,361 1,029,200 257.300 1204 

10,000- 15,000 .... 18.2M 1.985.190 495.29P 27 17 11.162 1.221.125 305.281 2785 5.155 560.840 140,210 2720 

15.000- 50,000 .... 20.180 7.198.783 1.799.696 89 18 12.917 4.663,618 1.165,905 9026 6.380 1.1108.912 477.228 811 01 

60.0lI0-100 .000 .•.• 2.117~ a.048.132 012,033 34095 1.818 2,482,513 '620.628 34138 627 8M ,24'1 213.562 34001 

.100.000 and over .... 887 6,274.969 1.318.742 1.486 74 629 4.018,492 1.004.1123 1,597 17 197 1.003.711 260.928 1.273 74 -
Total ........... 959,840 127,100.241 16.775.060 17 U6 1184.281 '17 ,863.~70 14,465.893 1704 308.612 17.027.821 11.760.9M 16 09 

* I neludes non-,,,,,idnnta 
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TABLE LIII 
COMPARISON 01' TAX "REDUCTIONS TO INDIVIDUALS 01' DII'I'EBENT INCOME GROUPS 

UNDER THB PROPOSED 25 PER CENT INCOME TAX REDUCTION AND AN EQUIVALENT 
REDUCTION 01' TBl!I DmECT STATE REAL ESTATE TAX 

$8,250,000 TAX REDUCTION DIs-
TRIBUTED 

TAXABLE INCOME VaJue of home As a one-half mill As a 25 per cent reduction of 
cut of income direct State 

tax rate tax rate 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
11,000 .................. 12,000 . ............. 1100 
2.000 .................. 3,000 . ............. 150 
3,000 .................. 4,500 . ............. 225 
4,000 .................. 6,000 1075 300 
5,000 .................. 6,800 3 25 340 
6,000 .................. 9,900 700 495 
7,000 .................. 10,400 950 520 
8,000 .................. 11,500 1200 5 75 
9,000 .................. 12,500 1450 625 

10,000 .................. 13,300 1700 

I 
6 65 

15,000 .................. 20,000 3400 ·1000 
20,000 .................. 25,000 5900 1250 
25,000 .................. 26,500 8400 13 25 
50,000 .................. 39,000 20900 19 50 
75,000 .................. 6'1.000 388 50 30 50 

100,000 .................. 79,000 57600 39 50 
150,000 .................. 100,000 95100 5000 
200,000 .................. 114,000 1,32600 5700 
500,000 .................. 152,000 3,57600 7600 

{ 300,000 } { 150 00 
1,000,000 .................. 1,000,000 7,32600 500 00 

14,652,000 7,32600 

-
While th!l comparison presented i.n Table LUI is based on ex

tensive assumptions so that the particular amounts presented 
under the various brackets may be subject to error, the important 
fact which the comparison brings out cannot be doubted. Tax 
reduction through the income tax throws a greater part of the 
reduction to the upper brackets than does tax reduction through 
the property tax. This is inevitable because the income tax is a 
progressive tax, while the property tax is not. Even a property 
tax reduction gives a greater reduction to the wealthy because they 
pay a greater part of the taxes which are being reduced. 

The matter, however, is not quite so simple as may appear from 
this analysis of the unequal results of equal income tax and prop
erty tax reductions. Not all-income tax payers own property and 
110t all property owners pay income taxes. The ownership of 
property and the receipt of income is distributed differently among 
different individuals and classes and in different sections of the 
state. This is shown clearly by the fact that only 22 per cent of 
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the home owners of the state live in New York Cit;y whereas 65 per 
cent of the income tax payers live there and pay 72 per cent of 
the income' taxes. • 

Program of' Tax Revision 
In the light of the above analysis of our tax system it is possible 

to present a practical program of tax revision which will produce 
l:1ufficient revenues to finance the state's school aid program and 
which will at the same time serve to iron out the inequalities in our 
present tax system and provide a large increase of state taxes for 
distribution to localities. 

Property Taxes 
We recommend that the tangible personal property tax be re

pealed. This will result in a loss to the local units of government 
of $6,500,000 which must be made up through the distribution to 
the localities of additional state taxes. 

As a practical step toward the abolition of the state tax on real 
cstate, we recommend the reduction of the state tax to one mill. 
The loss to the state of a one mill levy as compared with the 1.5 
mill levy is $8,500,000. 

Considering the existing taxes in order of yield, we have first 
the corporation taxes. No increase in the tax on public utilities is 
contemplated. In fact if the gross-net tax recommended by the 
committee in 1922 (Report, pp. 116 if.) were to be adopted,'there 
would probably be a slight reduction in revenues. 

Corporation Income Taxes 
Manufacturing Ilnd mercantile corporation!i paying the fran

chise tax on income (New York State Tax Law, Art. 9A) are con
tributing less proportionately than the public utility corporations, 
and the rate of tax on these companies might with justice be raised 
from 4% to 6 per cent with a resulting increase in revenue of 
about $9,000,000. t If one-third of this were turned over to the 
local divisions as at present, the amount added to state revenues 
would be a little over six million dollars. 

Unincorporated Business Taxes 
NO'state tax is imposed at present on the unincorporated busi

ness as such, and in justice to the incorporated business, especially 
if an increase in the rate of the tax on the incorporated business is 
contemplated, such a tax should be imposed.t 

The rate recommended in our 1922 report was 5 per cent, in 
case the rate of the franchise tax on the income of manufacturing 
and mercantile corporations were raised to 6 per cent. It is esti-

State New York City 
• Home owners (1920) ., .. , .. '.' . . • . . . . . 738,738 160,707 

Income tax payers (1921) ..........•.. 892,793 584,281 
Income tax paid (1921)".,........... $24.891.391 $17,863,670 

t See recommendation of Joint Committee. Report 1922, pp. 121 if. 
t For discussion of the tax on uninoorp01'lated business see Joint Committee 

Report, 1922, pp. 126 ff. 
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mated that such a tax would have produced between three and 
three and one-half million dollars per 1 per cent of tax. Allow
ing for the fact that a tax of 5 per cent would probably be only 
about four times as productive as a 1 per cent tax, owing to greater 
evasion, $13,000,000 would seem to be a conservative estimate of 
revenue from this source.· 

• Estimate of M. S. Howanl, Deputy Commissioner and Statistician, New York 
State State Tax Depamnent. The following memorandum from Mr. Howan!. gives 
the method of estimating in detail: 

During the ea1endar year 1923 and the first six months of 1924 the income tax bureau 
received 38,113 pannership returns of income of the calendar year 1922. There 
might have been an insignificant number besides but 38,113 is the number we were 
able to tabulate. These were distributed among the following classes of business 
net income 88 follows. To save space on the tabulation cards the dsta were punched 
to the nearest 1100. 

NB'I' BuslNBSll IHoolIB Cuss Number of returns 
o 1,000 9,037 

2,000 5,000 9,613 
5,000 10,000 5,873 

10,000 50,000 4,421 
50,000 100,000 643 

100,000 250,000 397 
250 ,000 500 ,000 104 
500,000 1,000,000 35 

1,000,000 5,000,000 15 

Total of above. . . . . . . . . . . 30 .138 
Reporting no income. . . . . . 615 
Reporting net loss. . . . . . . . 7,360 Loss 

----
Grand total .............•... '" . 38,113 

Net business income 
19,898,900 
32,200,600 
41,067,700 
92,505,400 
41,781,200 
60,354,200 
34,795,600 
23,920,600 
24,644,500 

$361,168,700 

54,841,400 

S306,327 ,300 

The net business income shown is after the deduction of the partners' 
salaries but it is reasonable to suppose that with something like a 5 per 
cent tax there would be a considerable increase in the salaries partnerships 
would allow to partners. 

Allowing a $5,000 exemption the taxable business income of partnerships 
is $26I,629,2Al0. 

The basis for estimating the yield of this tax on individuals is contained 
in our 1921 annual report. Page 388 shows $429,664,800 income from 
business or profession of reporting individuals. Pages 425 and 427 show 
how much of this income was of New York State residents distributed by 
occupatiOlL Of the total $408,897,200 there distributed, we can pr-obably 
exclude all the $140,954,800 included in groups 1 to 20 and 73 to 78. 
Reducing the $429,664,800 by 34.5 per cent leaves $281,430,444. May we 
a88UJDe that this figure should be reduced on a.ccount of the $5,000 exemptions 
in the aame degree as the partnership business income! If so, we have 
$203,755,641. Probably it sbould be reduced much more. Now how much 
sbould be allowed as aalaries to the proprietors! 

Another question is: How many individuals carried on business which wonld 
be taxed but who because of other losses were not required to file a return! 
It would seem that their number is probably very small 

From the above it would appear the yield per 1 per cent would be some 
$3,000,000 and perhaps as high as $3,500,000. But it would appear that a 5 
per cent tax would be not 5 but only, aay 4 times as productive as a 1 per 
('Cnt tax. You see making an estimate of the yield of such a tax still involves 
elements of rashness. The partnership returns received during the calendar 
years, nearly all applicable to the prior year's income have increased as fol
lows: 1920,21,937; 1921,30,319; 1922, 33,897; 1923,37,334. 
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If one-third of the revenue of such a tax were to be distributed 
to the local divisions, as in the case of the present franchise tax 
on manufacturing and mercantile corporations, to compensate for 
the loss from the local tax on personalty, approximately $8,700,000 
would go to the state treasury. 

Personal Income Tax 
The personal income tax usually stands second to the corpora

tion taxes in the size of yield. This tax, as we have seen above, 
is well fitted to become an elastic source of state revenue, and 
should the real estate tax be given up or reduced, would be called 
upon in all probability to fill the gap between revenues and ex
penditures from year to year. Moreover, with the reduction of 
the federal tax on incomes, the state of New York can advance its 
rates slightly without upsetting the balance between property and 
income taxes in this state. For these reasons an increase in the 
state rates on personal incomes is suggested here if substantial 
additional funds are needed by the state. 

Inheritance Tax 
A possible source of increase of state revenues, and one that 

should not be overlooked, is an increase in the yield of the in
heritance tax through a revision of the state inheritance tax law 
to take advantage of the credit permitted by the 1924 federal 
revenue act. The federal estate tax law was amended to read as 
follows: 

"The tax imposed by this section shall be credited with the 
amount of any estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession taxes 
actually paid to any State or Territory or the District of 
Columbia, in respect of any property included in the grOSil 
estate. The credit allowed by this subdivision shall not ex
ceed 25 per centum of- the tax imposed by this section." 
1924 Revenue Act, sec. 301, b. 

In consequence of this credit,through a revision of the state 
inheritance tax a considerable increase in revenues can now be 
obtained without ariy increase in the burden on inheritances. A 
change in the law would simply mean that certain taxes now being 
paid to the federal government would be diverted to the state 
treasury. The federal tax is a tax on estates and the state tax 
is on inheritance, but the state law Can easily be amended to take 
full advantage of the credit allowed by the federal law without 
changing in any way the amounts paid at present by inheritances 
and estates to the state and federal governments.· 

Assuming such an amendment, it is estimated that an increase 
of between three and four million dollars might be obtained. The 
distribution of this increase is shown in Table LIV prepared for 
the committee by M. S. Howard, statistician of the state tax de
partment. The additional peld resulting from the amendment 
would inevitably be irregular since the number of net estates in 
excess of four millIon dollars will fluctuate greatly from year to 
year. But, however uncertain, it would be a valuable addition 
to state revenues. 

• See 1926 Senate Print No. 607. Int. No. 579. 



TABLE LIV 
ACTUAL YIE~D 01' NEW' YORK STATE INHERITANCE TAX UNDER PRESENT RATES, FOR THE RETURNS TABULATED, AS COIIPARIDD TO THID YIELD 

UNDER ONE-FOURTH 011' THE NIDW FBDERAL RATES • 

Su .• 0)1' Nm EATATE 

'1,000,000- ,1,500,000 
1,500,000- 2,000,000 
2,000,000- 3,000,000 
3,OOO,OOD- 4,000,000 
4,000,000- 5,000,000 
5,000,000- 8,000,000 
8,000,000- 10,000,000 

10,000,000 and over .... 

/

Net .. tate after! 
N her deduction of . u::; debt., :(1'-
ret~n!l administration. 

ete. 

31 .13R, 2'13,200 
9 14,923,500 
9 21,420.600 

10 34,752,700 
:I 12,642,·100 
2 11,246,600 
1 8,S67,1OO 
4 99,139.800 

Specifically 
expmpted 
bequ .. te 

$2H,200 
44,500 
36,000 

1,107,500 
100,000 
100.000 
193,800 

1.305,000 

The federal 
exemptions of 

'50,000 per 
estate 

31,550,000 
450.000 
450,000 
500,000 
150,000 
100,000 
50,000 

200.000 

One fourth 
of federal 
tax rate 

Balance Bubject on amount 
to taxt o~am::::e 

$34,479,000 
14.429,000 
20,934,600 
33,145,200 
12 192,400 
11.0t6 600 
8,623,300 

97,634,800 

within 
the ~iven 

limits 

Per.-nd 
3.75 
4.5 
5.25 
6.0 
6.7~ 
7.5 
8.75 

10.0. 

Tax at 
one-fourth of 

the federlll 
ratoo 

$719,462 
381,555 
696.316 

1,31r.,212 
544,737 
1,;58.995 
519,789 

8,324,480 

Aotual tax 

11,346,315 
4~5,332 
7R~,1!81 

1,443,8~2 
509,644 
460.193 
381,87~ 

3,833,417 

Total............... 69 1230,265,900 $3,131.000 $3.450.000 $232,684,900 ........ ............ .. .......... . 
Deduct one-third~ ................................................................................................................. . 

Balance .................... ", .•••.••..••..•.•.•.•.•.•.• _ •.•.....•..•..•.•.•..••.....•.•.•••.•..•......••••.•••.•..•••••••••••••••• 

Ezce. of the 
one-foUl'th 

federal 
rJ\tee over 
actual tax 

.... "i35:093 
98,802 

137,917 
4,491,063 

14,702,875 
1,5S7,625 

$.1,175,250 

Range of reaoonably expectfld yield, 13,000,000 to $4,000,000. . 
• We ba,'" made a tabulation of the .. tat .. reportad to the New York Tran.fer Tax Bur ... u of decedents who died iuring the calendar year 1920, the returno 

::~e~~~~ea;,;:r~r~:tO~::: ::~: ~:;o~:{ r~t~::~nl::o~;~lt~~xt.:c~I~~~1£::~~:t~~::h~~n~~!~\!~~:!2·as ;~~~~~~fivo: ~ft=n:,.!~~:~a;::e:ta;~~~3. There 
wn 1~~hr:a:~i:clu1:rs r~~~v:o\O tt~: ~a::b~~ ~~ C:=!i!:;~:~\' 8n~h:De:,,':f reIJIu~i=o~: ~°e!i8~f9~ic::dl~~ihili: ~:~:~J ~~:;:::eC:;t ':e:='~~~6~;:r ~~~:. :4~4o= 
cent, 33.7 POT cent, and 44.1 per cent, reopectively, of ita .. tata tax from New York. Their Statiotios of Income for 1921 shoWl! 37 estateo of $4,000,000. Thcir 
Iltat·iatica of Income for 1920 ohoW'l 95 returno, filed from Septamber 9, 1916, to JanuBry 15, 1922, of ... tatoo of '4,000;000 and over. Thio i. about twenty-one a 
year. Apparently haH 01 them are for New York.... Aloo tbeir income tax data indicata that one-half of the large incomeo (and therefore e.tatoo) are of New 'i' orke ... 
. Our detailed tabulation accounta for but $16,459,420 tax but it would appear that in the future we can expect $19,000,000, or oome IS por cent more. Tnerefore 
the 13,175,250 figure in the table io probabIf undarstated by 15 per oent on that account. . 

t Outeide of the $50,000 federal exemption per eotate the principal difference botween the net eBtate of tne federallsw and of our law Boem. to be the exe1U1ion 
from the former of &n.T part of an .. tate of a decedent that had already been taXed by the federal government within five years prior to deccase. The federal data in
dicata this i. not vary important 81 affecting yield. The language of the two statutoo differs greatly but the net .. ta~e i. apparently approximately the 88me. 

~ A factor that cannot be very I8tisfaotorily calculated is the degree to which the additional revenue will be restricted by t....e fact that in lOme ...... other .tatoo 
are collecting inheritance taX" from eatates also taxed by New York. Of the 116,459,420 above mentioned 11.5 per· oent comea from non-reeidpnta, and it would 
appear that three-fourths from residents of foreign countries. But 8uuminJl,: it all came from rp..sidents of other statea and 'that their ta::.: plUl OW'll together amounts 
to the 2." ter cent Bbatpment there would be no additioaal revenue. Now to what extent are the eatateB of residents of thifIJ Itate taxed by other states? Will it 
y~;.:.e a.phi:r:!R~;~~:ei!'t::b:: ~::\~~id!d!r;!o~ :r:h~a~~!~:rr~r:d~rrt~!~l.it t;i~d :ho~!C~nP:h:~~me~B in ,the raBPof prOPertY ot non-residente tt\xe~ by New 
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Motor Vehic1e Taxes 
The motor vehicle tax stands next in importance. A satis

factory solution of the problem of motor vehicle taxation has not 
yet been achieved in New York State in spite of frequent changes 
in the form of the tax. 

The large increase in expenditures for highways· in recent 
years throughout the United States is the direct result of the 
rapidly growing motor tra~c. In consequence it is quite gen
erally accepted, in practice as well as in theory, that special taxes 
on motor vehicles should be devoted to highway financing; and 
further, that a substantial part of the cost of highways should be 
met from the proceeds of motor vehicle taxes. t But there is some 
divergence of opinion and no standard in practice as to what part 
of the costs should be paid by automobile owners and users. 

What Should Motor Vehicles Pay? 
It is conceded by the motor vehicle conference committee, rep

resenting a large and important group of automobile interests, 
that "motor vehicle owners and users, as a separate and distinct 
class, should be called upon to PI!Y special taxes to maintain im
proved highways" in so far as such taxes do not exceed the sum 
of money necessary for the administration of the state motor 
vehicle department and the maintenance of improved highways of 
the state.:/: This motor vehicle committee further urges that there 
should be only one special motor vehicle tax administered prefer
ably by th.e state. There is some demand from other interests that 
the cost of local traffic regulation be met from special automobile 
taxes also.1f 

Considering only the relation o~ motor vehicle taxes to highway 
costs, if it is accepted that the cost of maintenance and administra
tion of state highways should be met from special motor vehicle 
taxes, it is important to determine what part of the highway 
system should be maintained by the state, and the amount of ex
penditure for such maintenance.' Although in practice the extent 
to which state governments construct and maintain highways, or, 
through state aid, contribute to local highways, varies widely, all 
highways regardless of the governmental division constructing and 

* In the decade 1910 to 1920 state and local highway expenditures in the 
United States increased from $311,522,462 to $815,004,063. The increase 
in state highway expenditure alone was from $14,584,188 to $199,170,490, or 
1,266 per cent. (Educational Finance Inquiry, Vol. VI. Financial Statistics 
of Public Education in the United States, 1910-1920). There is every evidence 
that the rate, of increase since 1920 has been even greater. The figure re
ported by the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce (Facts and Fig
ures of the Automobile Industry, 1924, p. 44) for highway expenditure under 
state highway departments in 1922 (which does not include all state highway 
expenditures) is $429,896,572, or more than double the 1920 <figure quoted 
above. 

t The principles underlying the taxation of motor vehicles were discussed 
at some length in the Report of the Special Joint Committee on Taxation 
and Retrenchment, N. Y., 1922, pp. 129 ff. 
, :t Motor Vehicle Conference Committee, Special Taxatioldor Motor Vehicles, 

January, 1924, pp. 4--5. 
11 See pages 49, 67. 
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maintaining them contribute to one unified system which is used 
primarily for motor transport. Owing to the absence of any clear 
division of state and local highways and the essential unity of any 
highway system, it seems reasonable to expect the motor vehicle 
to pay the cost of maintenance of the entire system outside of in
corporated cities and villages,· and a part of the cost of main
tenance and traffic control within incorporated municipalities. 

State Costs 
In 1923, the New York State government paid out approxi

mately thirty million dollars for highways ($30,137,506) .. This 
includes the cost of maintaining the state highway department, 
construction and maintenance of state highways, state aid to 
counties and towns, and interest on the state highway debt. The 
amount of state funds paid ~ut for highway maintenance and ad
ministration only was approximately eleven million dollars 
($10,964,709).t The amount received by the state from motor 
vehicle taxes in this year was $13~278,674. Thus the presimt'tax 
on motor vehicles does contribute enough to cover the cost to the 
state of highway maintenance and administration in this one year. 

Local Costs 
If, however, the cost of maintenance of highways incurred by the 

local governments is to be included the situation is somewhat dif
ferent. The total cost of maintenance of state, county, and town 
highways was nearly twenty-four million dollars in 1923 
($23,946,657). If the cost of state administration is added, thc 
amount exceeds twenty-four million dollars ($24,275,040). The 
amount of motor vehicle revenues available for state, county and 
town highways in 1923 was eighteen million dollars ($17,919,203). 
It thus fell six million dollars short of the cost of maintaining 
these highways. 

If, further, it is conceded that a part of the maintenance of 
streets in incorporated places be met by taxes on motor vehicles 
very considerable increases would have to be made in these taxes. 
At present the part of the motor vehicle tax paid to cities is only 
the two million dollars ($1,937,784 in 1923) paid to New York 
City. The exact cost of mamtaining city and village highways 
cannot be determined since street cleaning, lighting, and other 
costs which are not strictly maintenance costs are sometimes in
cluded with the maintenance in city reports. Twenty-five million 
dollars is, however, a conservative estimate of the cost of city and 
village highway maintenance in 1923. Against this the motor 
vehicle tax contributed less than two million dollars. It is held 
by many that there is no reason why the motor vehicle should be 
called upon to contribute to the total cost of maintenance of city 
highways, since there are obvious benefits to many other users, 
but the expense of maintenance has increased materially with the 

• The cost of maintenance of roads not suitable for motor vehicle traffic 
i& negligible. 

t Only a little over $300,000 of this was for administration. 
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increased use of motor vehicles, and the cities are demanding, with 
some justice, a share in motor vehicle taxes.· 

,Revision of· Rates 
The many changes which have been made in the methods of tax

ing motor vehicles in New York since a special tax was first im
posed have all led to increased revenues from this sourse. t In 
spite of increases, however, the yield of the tax is far from sufficient 
to meet the present cost of maintenance of- highways within the 
state, and with the extension of improved highways the cost· of 
maintenance is sure to increase faster than construction costs. 

In view of the fact that the present motor vehicle taxes meet 
only three-fourths of the cost of state, county and town highway 
maintenance today, in New York State, and probably not much 

TABLE LV 
AUTOMoBILIII REGISTBATION hES, LICENSES AND PElIMIT8, AVERAGE GROBS REVIlNUB 

RETURN PER MOTOR CAB REGI8TBATION IN NEW YORII: AND NEIGHBORING 
STATIlS, 1923 ~ 

Average gross Average gross Average gross 

ST.A.Tm return per return per return per 
motor car p888eDger car motor truck 

registration registration registration 

New Hampshire ....•..•• " $26 36 .............. . .............. 
Connecticut •.•••..•.•..... 2382 $15 47 $3282 
Maryland •......•..•.•.... 20 89 14 51 3976 
Vermont .•..... _ ..•...... _ 17 79 1365 2485 
New Jersey .......••..•.. _. 1776 927 27 02 
Delaware .....•..•..••..... 1722 1165 20 57 
Rhode Island .•............ 1686 1200 2000 
West Vll'ginia ........•..... 16 52 1371 2423 
NewYork ................. 1649. 1214 2645 
Maine .................... 15 29 .............. ............... 
Pennsylvania .......... , ... 1522 .............. .. ;. ............. 
Virginia .......•...•....... 14 62 12 89 1561 
Massachusetts ........ " ..... 1 14 52 1058 1527 

* Based on National Automobile Chamber of Commerce: Facts and figures 
of the Automobile Industry, 1924. 
. t See page 163. * At present, weight is the basis for the determination of most of the 
rates. Passenger cars 3,500 lbs. or leils, 50 cents per 100 lbs. All others 75 
cents per 100 lbs. Minimum fee $8. Commercial cars, $8 per ton groBS 
weight. lIIIinimum fee $16. Trailers $5 for two tons or less to $30 for 10 to 
14 tons, and $5 for each additional ton over 14. Motor cycles, $5 flat rate. 
Passenger carriers, $15 for 5 persons or less to $67.50 for 27 to 30 persons; 
and two dollars per passenger for each passenger over 30. Operators not 
lor hire, $2 for 'first year; $1 for renewals. Operators for hire, $5 for first 
year; $2 for renewals. Dealers, $15 for first registration; $5 for extra pairs 
of plates Dot to exceed four sets. Each Bet over 4, $10. _ 
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over 5 per cent of city and village ,highway maintenance, it is im
portant to consider whether or not a larger share of these costs 
should be shifted to owners of motor vehicles. To this end a com
parison of the motor vehicle taxes in New York and in neighboring 
states is pertinent. This is made in Tables LV and LVI. 

TABLE LVI 

ESTlIlATBD GROBS RBVENUB RBTUBN PER MOTOR CAB RBGlSTBATlON FRolI RBGIS
TRATION F'BES, LICENBES, PEBIIITB, PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES, AND GASOLINE 

TAXES • 

New Hampshire ......•..... 
Maryland •......••..••..•• 
Connecticut .......••..•... 
Virginia .................. . 
West Vn-ginia ........•..... 
Delaware ...•..••..•••..... 
PeDIlllYlvania .••....•••.... 
Maine ....•............•.. 
Vermont ..............•... 
New Jersey ...•...•........ 
Rhode Island .•............ 
Massachusetts ............ . 
New york ..••.•...•....... 

From all 
80urces 

$3536 
3201 
3166 
31 12 
28 52 
2622 
2422 
2279 
2229 
2076 
1986 
1752 
16 49 

REVENUE PEB CAB 

From personal 
property tax 

... ··S3······· 
3 
3 
.'3 

. ............ . 
3 . ............ . 
3 
3 
3 

From gasoline 
tax 

$900 
812 
484 

1350 
900 
900 
900 
450 
450 

If the burden of automobile taxes is not unduly severe in neigh
boring states, it is apparent that a further increase in motor vehicle 
taxes in New York state is quite possible. Differentiation in the 
rates on motor trucks according to the type of tire used as well 
as weight has been frequently recommended. t Higher rates for 
solid rubber and steel tires are justified on the basis of wear on the 
roads. This would not,- however, bring any large increases in 

• The personal property tax has been estimated at $3 per car taking in~ account 
tax rates, ratss of 88B8I!8II1ent, average value of new cars (p88B8nger and truck), pro
portion of new cars in total registrations, and depreciation for old cars. This is be· 
Iieved to be a conservative average. Such a tax necessarily varies widely in different 
loeslities. The estimates for gasoline taxes have been obtained from etatietica of the 
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads (Trumbower, H. R., Motor Vehicle Fees and Gasoline 
Taxes. Publio Roads, Sept. 1924, p. 8). Figures are given for the average tax per 
vehicle per 1 per cent of tax for eight states. These included Maryland and Connect
ticut. For the other states the average rate for the eight statss given ($4.50) was 
taken. Again the average rate will vary widely in different etatss, particularly as the 
proportion of trucks to passenger cars varies. 

t New York Joint Legislative Committee on Taxation and Retrenchment 
Report, 1922, pp. 150-151; New York State Tax Commission Report, 1921, p. 39. 
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revenue. An increase of one-third in fee':! on motor trucks with 
solid tires should add about one million dollars to present motor 
vehicle revenues. . 

Gasoline Tax 
Another and more lucrative method of increase would be a gaso

line tax. Such a tax was recommended by the Joint Committee 
on Taxation and Retrenchment in 1922 and 1924.- It has the ad
vantage of being proportioned to the use of the roads and of 
rl'aching cars from other states which are using New York roads. 
!<'urthermore, the administration of such a tax is very simple and 
cheap.t 

Half of the states at present have taxes of two cents or more per 
gallon of gasoline, and eleven more have a one cent tax. A tax 
Clf two cents per gallon would have produced between twelve and 
thirteen million dollars in New York State in 1924.: The yield 
of such a tax would increase rapidly in view of the rapid expan
sion of motor vehicle traffic. 

A tax of two cents per gallon of gasoline in New York State 
added to existing motor vehicle taxes would make the average tax 
per motor car in New ¥ork State about equal to the average for 
neighboring states. In fact, estimating the increa!!ed tax at nine 
dollars per car, there would have been just six of the neighboring 
states with higher taxes and six with lower taxes. 

Distribution to Localities 
The imposition of a state gasoline tax wCJuld of course bring up 

the question of distribution of part of the proceeds to Jocal dis
tricts, including cities, which have not sharl'd in the motor vehicle 
license revenues. Distribution of a part of such revenue would be 
desirable. On the one hand the cost of maintl'nance of state high
ways is now being met from the state's share of motor vehicle 
revenues. On the other hand, outside of New York City none of 
the cost of maintenance of city and village highways is met by 
motor vehicle taxes, and some of the citil's. e. g. Rochester, are 
considering imposing local gasoline taxes.· This of course would 
br out of the question with a state tax on ga.~line. Assuming 
that one-half of the revenue was distributl'd to the local districts, 
including cities, the additional state revenue would be $6,250,000. 

• Report, 1922, p. 151-2; 1924, p. 130. 
t Most states (26 out of the 37) ('ollt'cting such a tax plal'e it on the 

importer or manufacturer. Collection through the wholesaler or retailer 
seems to be equally succeBBful however. In Indiana where a two cent tall: ie 
now in force, collected through wholE'BBlers. a sum of $4,700,000 wae col
lected in the fiscal yMr 1924 at a cost of $6,000. (Letter from director of 
the Indiana state highway commiBBion.) * 1924 Leg. Doc. 91, p. 134. 
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Other State Taxes .. 
The three remaining state taxes· are the taxes on stock transfers, 

mortgages, and insurance premiums. As long as the federal gov
ernment continues its tax of two cents on stock transfers any 
increase in the two cent state tax is probably inadvisable. It has 
been suggested that this tax be extended, however, to bond trans
fers, and by so doing increase state revenues by approximately 
half a million dollars. This is worthy of consideration though 
the committee is not prepared to recommend it at the present time. 

There is no reason for increasing the taxes on either mortgages 
or insurance premiums. 

NET RESULT 
If this program is followed the local districts will be reimbursed 

for the loss of the tax on personalty, and the owner of real estate 
will receive a very real relief directly as a result of the reduction. 
of the state tax on real estate and indirectly because of increased 
Htate aid to schools and highways, and because of a greater appor
tionment from state taxes. The cities with the .2 per cent tax 
limit would obtain some relief from the iucreased aid to schools 
and highways, but would lose from the abolition of the personal 
property tax. The gain would 'in all cases exceed the loss as 
appears from the estimates presented in Table LVII. 

Cost to State 

To put this program into effect requires at least $38,500,000 
more of state revenues, on the basis of 1923 taxes. On the basis 
of the various suggestions reviewed here fifty-seven millions are 
available. Thus the estimated increases in state revenues pro
duce $18,500,000 more than the estimated losses, together with 
estimated increases in state expenditures. The bulk of this is 
turned over td the localities in the plan proposed because they 
are in serious need of additional resources. In Table LVIII is 
presented a summary of the financial program. 

In the accompanying tabulation the gasoline tax has been 
included as a new revenue and as an offset against the needs of 
the state and the localities. This has been done under the.assump
tion that the gasoline tax will set free for general uses present 
revenues which go to highways. It is not the thought of the com
mittee that the gasoline tax is to be used for anything except 
highways. If the gasoline tax is to be used to meet highway 
expenditures in addition to present highway moneys, it must be 
omitted as an available offset in our final tabulation. This would 
reduce the surplus of the localities to some $10,000,000 and would 
produce a $4,000,000 deficit for the state .. 

• The state received a revenue of about $300,000 from taxes on boxing, 
motion pictures and liquor, but these are obviously of minor importance. 
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New York .....•..•••. 
Buffalo ..••....•..•••• 
Rocheeter .•.......•••. 
Syracuse ..•...••.••... 
Albany ........•.••.•. 
yonkers .•••..•....•.. 
Utica ..••.•.•...•.•••. 
Schenectady ....•.••... 
Troy ...•.•....•..•..• 
Binghamton ....•.••... 

TABLE LVII 
EFFECT or TAX RmVISION AND INCREASED STATE AID IN CERTAIN CITIES -1923 BASIS 

(Thousands) 

I 
Additional 

Additional corporatioD Gasoline Additional LoBS in Per cent State tax 
State aid and tax income local Net gain of reduction 

• busineBB tax revenue budget 
tax 

1243 14,281 $1,560 $6,430 $5,661 $6,853 2.04 13,666 
None 427 469 395 234 1,057 3.37 313 

146 777 280 208 15 1,396 9.00 191 
282 127 188 118 10 705 7.74 130 

None 57 145 73 38 237 5.15 54 
117 157 164 115 10 543 6.24 113 
313 60 117 62 9 543 16.45 42 
388 135 108 42 13 660 13.20 38 
196 54 75 39 None 364 11.03 24 
217 49 80 38 19 365 12.16 29 

• Based on $70 per pupil plan ($1,922 per teacher). For $1,200 per Teacher plan see Appendix III. 

Total Per cent 
gain to decrease 

property local 

taxpayer property 
tax 

. 
$10,519 5.36 

1.370 11.95 
1,587 26.24 

835 23.43 
291 13.34 
656 22.67 
585 45.70 
698 30.13 
388 28.50 
394 31.12 
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TABLE LVIII 
CosT or PBooLUI or TAX RBVI8ION AND STATJI Am FOB SCHOOLS WITH A SUJDIARY 

or AVAILABLB NBw STATB TAXBS 

RBQ1JIIIIUIBNTII Total State Local 

Reduction of state real estate tax 
from 1.5 to 1 mill ..•.••••..•..• 18,500,000 18,500,000 . ......... _ .. 

To replace local personal property 
tax ........................... 6,500,000 . ........... 16,500,000 

To meet increased state aid for 
schools (11,922 per teacher basis). 23,500,000 23,500,000 ............. 

Total ...•.•.•.•...••.....•.. 138,500,000 $32,000,000 16,500,000 

POBBmLB NBw TAXBs 
Increase of buisness corporation in-

come tax from 41 to 6 per cent ... 19,000,000 16,000,000 13,000,000 
New unincorporated business tax 

rate 5 per cent •.••.••••...•.... 
Inheritance tax revision (to take ad 

13,000,000 8,700,000 4,300,000 

vantage of maximum credit al 
lowed the State under federal law ) 3,500,000 3,500,000 ............. 

Present sources released by gasoline 
tax at 2 cents per gallon .... ; .... 

Increase of personal income tax to 
following rates: 1 per cent to 
SIi,OOO; 2 per cent to 110,000; 3 

12,500,000 6,250,000 6,250,000 

per cent to SIiO,OOO; and 4 per 
cent above .•.••.•.•••...••.... 19,000,000 9,500,000 9,500,000 

Total •••••••••••.•••....•. Sli7, 000,000 $33,950,000 $23,050,000 

Net surplus .•••••••••••••....•..• 118,500,000 11,950,000 116,550,000 
State school aid received by localities ............ ............ 23,500,000 

Total new distribution to localities 
for schools, highways and general 
expenses of government •••...••• ............ ............ $40,050 ,000 

Purpose of the Committee 
These facts and detailed estimates are l~id before the legislature 

in the hope that they will serve to show the possibilities of the 
situation. We have shown what the new state aid program will 
('ost on the basis of a minimum standard of $1,922 per one-room 
rural school in this· state, and how it may be financed. We wish 
to make it perfectly clear here, as in Chapters I and II, that this 
committee is not recommending the $1,922 standard or the $1,200 
or to any other standard. The legislature may select any standard 
which will meet the state's obligation. The cost of the program 
will be varied accordingly. 
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PRINCIPLES OF STATE FISCAL SUPPORT OF EDUCATION 

It may be accepted as a principle of democracy that the education of its 
youth is the duty and ~esponsibi~ity of the State; that the Sta~ should make 
available for every clnld a satisfactory educatIonal opportunIty; and tbat 
the cost of tbis satisfactory minimum should fall equitably upon tbe tax
payers of the State. It is understood that the application of this principle 
should in no case bar any community from providing an educational program 
more extensive than the accepted state·wide minimum program. 

It is contended that the above aim is the primary aim of State aid given 
to localities in the support of public schools. Giving special financial assist
ance to those communities that make greater local effort as indicated ('ither 
by a superior offering or by a higher tax rate may be effective as a means 
of bringing about progress. Fundamentally, however, such special aid is not 
indispensable to such progress. It is simply one means for encouraging com
munities. In the case of equalization of educational opportunity, however, 
State aid is a fundamental concomitant. Equalization of educational oppor
tunity cannot exist without State aid. 

Whatever a State does in the way of State aid should therefore be scrutin
ized for the purpose of discovering how it attains its primary aim - the 
equalization of educational opportunity. This study analyzes the effective
ness of the present system of State aid in New York State in attaining such 
equalization. It then suggests alterations that will make possible the attain
ment of more nearly complete equalization of educational opportunity in 
the State. 

It would seem highly desirable in the development of any system of State 
aid first to determine what the equalization of educational opportunity 
demands and then to examine each proposal that seeks to attain some other 
aim, for the purpose of determining to what degree, if any, it introduces 
inequality of hurden. The advantages to be gained should be weighed over 
against the degree of violation of equalization of the' burden of the minimum 
satisfactory program. This is the method of attack followed in, this in
vestigation. The demands of the principle of equalization of opportunity are 
analyzed and built into provisions of a general nature. The procedure to 
be followed in measuring the unbalancing effect of proposals having other 
ends to meet - such as payment for effort - is then illustrated. The actual 
analysis of such proposals may be then made as they present themselves in 
the further interpretation of these general provisions in building up a de
tailed plan for a system of State aid. 

METHOD OF, MEASURING THE EDUCATIONAL TASK FACED BY 
COMMUNITIES 

The determination of the relative size of the educational tasks faced by 
the school districts of the State is one of the necessary steps before State 
aid may be analyzed from the standpoint of equalization of -educational 
opportunity. Such determinations are J;lecessary also in the setting up 
of adequate State aid programs. 

The educational task faced by a community is roughly proportional to 
the number of pupils to be educated. It is not exactly proportional to the 
number of pupils, since it costs more to provide secondary education than 
elementary education, and it costs more to educate a child in a sparsely
settled community than in a city or village. 

In this report, the unit used in measuring each community's educational 
task takes IOto consideration these differences in cost. It translates the 
number of pupils for whom educational facilities have to be provided
whe~her ~hese pupils be high school or elementary, rural, village or city 
pupIls - !nto. a com.mon denominator, N., the equivalent number of elemen
tary pupIls 10 a VIllage or city elementary school 'havin~ more than 142 
pnpils in average daily attendance. The" weighted pupil" used as a unit 
throughout this report may he so defined - a pupil receiving his schooling 

[197] 
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in an elementary school of more than 142 pupils in a village or city uf 
the State of New York. 

The basis for making this computation is derived directly from amI based 
solely upon the actual avera~e cost in the different areas of the State of 
New York, of providing eqUlvalent elelflentary and high school education 
in the val'ious types of communities and sizes of schools. A study recently 
completed by the writer,· gives cODlplete details as to the basis for trans-' 
lating all kinds of pupils, wherever found, into the equivalent number of 
"weighted pupils." 

A detailed illustration should make clear exactly what is meant by a 
weighted pupil, and the computation necessary to translate the numbers 
of pupils in various kinds and sizes of schools into the equivalent nUDlber of 
weighted pupils. Table I, adapted fl'onl the above mentioned study, shows 
the basis for the computations. 

TABLE I 

THE l\lETIIOD OF MEASURING THE EDUCATIONAL TASK FACED BY COMMUNITIES 
- STANDARDS FOR MEASURING COMMUNITY NEEDS IN TERMS OF WEIGHTED 
PUPILS·· . . 

Pupil allowance District or scboolf 
allowance 

Nllmber of pupils in 
average daily attend- Amount to be added 
ance in district (or for each district (or 

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOL schooJ)t should be school) t to tbe pro-
multiplied by the duct obtained by use 
standard for districts of the preceding 
(or schools) t with the column 1 
given average daily 
attendance 

One-teacher districts 0.00 27,46 

Below 
Element,ary 142 ,85 21.14 

schools A.D.A.§ 
Two or more 

teachers 142 
and 1. 

above 0 
A. D. A, 

0- 27 A. D. A., 2,97 28,94 
High 28 - 244 A. D. A .. , , 1.96 56.59 

scbools 245 - 517 A. D. A ..... 1.83 87.26 
518 and above A: D. A. 2. 0 

This table reads: To lind the weighted rupliS In a one·teacher district. multllll~' 
the number of pupils by 0 Rnd add 27.46 for each school). To find the weighted 
pupils In an elementary school with two or more teachers. If the school hilS all 
overage dolly otten dance of less than 142, multiply the average daily attelldllllt'e 
by ,85 and odd 21.14. If It is a rOllsolidated srhool (In a supervisory district) 
odd to the above amount .0114 times the cost of transportation. 

• Mort, Poul R. "The Measurement ot Edurntlonal Need," Bureau ot Publica· 
tlons, 'l'eachel'R College. Columbia UnlverAlty. 1024 • 

.. Adopted fl'om Tohle XXIV of Mort, Pa,11 R.- "The Mensllremellt ot Edll' 
cotlollal Need," 

t I~RCh school .as a unit It In open COUll try : each district as 0 uult If III 8 
city or Village. * For supervisory dlsh'lcts add .01428 times the expenditure for transportatioll. 

S A. U. A. stands for average dally attendance. . 
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Snppose District A has to earry the edueational load outlined below: 

Knm or ScHOOL 
Number 

ofecbools 
Number of pupils in Weigbted 

average daily pupils 
attendance 

One-teacher-rural................ 3 8,12 and 20 82 
Elementary. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 125 127 
Higb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 155 

~------i~-------------~-------
Total. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ii 211i 3M 

It has been found that one-teacher rural IIChools, regardless of the number 
of pupils attending them, cost as much on tbe average as it costs to provide 
equinlent educational facilities for 27.46 pupils (Table I, top line) in villa.,o-e 
or city elementary schools of more than 142 pupils. The 40 pupils in these 
three rural schools are therefore equivalent, in cost, to three times 27.46 or 
82 weighted pupils. 

Elementary schools having two or more teachers require a lower expend
iture per pupil the greater the number of pupils until that number exceeds 
142. From that point the cost is directly proportional to the number of 
pupils attending. The elementary aool of 125 pupils in District A will 
eost the community as much as to provide elementary edueation for 127 
pupils in an .. !ementary school of more than 142 pupils. (Tahle L 125 x .85 
plus 21.14=106.25 plus 21.14=127.39 weighted pupils). 

In small high IIChools, as in small elementary schools, the cost per pupil 
ia greater than in large schools. Table I shows that it was found necessary 
to divide high schools into four aize groups in order to express this varying 
cost with sufficient accuracy to translate the numbers of high school pupils 
into the equiulent Dumbers of weighted pupils. The 50-pupil high school 
of District A will ClOSt as much as it would cost to provide elementary 
eehooling for 155 pupils in an elementary school of more than 142 pupils. 
(Table I. 50 x 1.96 plus 56.50=98.00 plus 56.59=154.59 weighted pupils.) 

Therefore, District A, with a total of 215 pupils attending one high IIChool 
and four elementary schools, faces as heavy an educational load, so far as 
oost is concerned, as it would face if it were a village and had a total of 
364 pupils in elementary schools. 

A city of 75,000 population may be taken as another illustration of the 
metbod used in this report for translating into weighted pupil units the 
educational load carried hy any community. 

This city will be called District B. Suppose there are 17 elementary 
eehools and two bigh schools having iD attendance the number of pupils 
shown below: 

Elementary ... 
Elementary .. 
Higb ........ . 
High ••...... 

Knm or ScHOOL 

Total ...•...... 

Number 
ofechoo1s 

7 
10 
1 
1 

19 

Number of 
pupils in 

awrage daily 
attendance 

500 
7,500 

300 
900 

9,200 
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In the case of a city or village district, unless there are schools actually 
in the open country, the district is considered as a single unit. In this case 
its elementary attendance would be 7,500 plus 500, or 8,000. Its high school 
attendance would be counted as 900 plus 300, or 1,200. The elementary 
pupils would count as 8,000 x 1 plus 0, or 8,000 weighted pupils (elementary 
schools above 142 in average daily attendance, Table I). The high school 
pupils would count as 1,200 x 2 plus 0, or 2,400 weighted pupils. (High 
schools' above 517 in average daily attendance, Table 1.) The total task 
of the city would be counted as 8,000 plus 2,400, or 10,400 weighted pupils. 

When one considers the wide variation in the kinds of schools whicll 
are provided ;n' the different educational communities of a State like New 
York, the necessity for some" common denominator" such as the weighted 
pupil needs no defense. Without such a unit, valid comparisons among 
communities as to their financial ability to support education, or as to t·he 
amount of aid which they should receive from the State, are impossible. 
For these reasons the weighted pupil basis for measuring the educational 
task faced by communities is used throughout the entire report. 

Tables comparing this method of measuring the educational task faced 
by counties of New York State with other metllOds are given in the study 
to which referer.ce is made above.· 
. Attention should be. called here to the task that remains to be done on 
this particular aspect of the problem. The standards used in this investi
gation recognize as a part of the minimum program the offerings in elem
entary schools, high schools and transportation in the supervisory districts. 
Those concerned in the administration of the schools of the State should 
consider fully the desirability of adding other features, such as the added 
cost of junior high schools, the added cost of special classes, etc. The 
development of weighted pupil standards for such additional offerings is a 
simple matter. For instance, a special class for mentally deficient children, 
recolmized by the State dep>1rtment, might very well be counted 27.46 
weighted pupils, regardless of its size - just as in the case of the rural one-
teacher schools. . 

The following guiding principles for considering additional elements are 
proposed in the study previously cited: 

1. An educational activity found in most or all communities throughout 
the State is acceptable as an element of an equalization program. 

2. Unusual expenditures 'for meeting the general requirements due to 
(local) causes over which a local community has little or no control may 
be recognized as required by the equalization program. If t·hey arise from 
causes reasonably within the control of the community they cannot be con
sidered as demanded by the equalization program. 

3. Some communities offer more years of schooling or i more costly type 
of education than is common. If it can be established that unusual condi
tions require any such additional offerings in order to bring about an educa
t!onal result equivalent to the minimum. demands, these unusual offerings 
may be recognized as a part of the equalization program. 

It. may well be pointed out that when there is doubt as to whether 
a type of educatio!l may rightfully be included as a part of the minimum 
program, and there is still a desire to aid that type of education to stimulate 
progress, it should not be included. It will result in less inequality if a 
separate fund is established with separate conditions for participation. This 
will be clear from an examination of the methods of measuring inequality 
that are set up in a later section of this report (see page 222). 

THE PROPOSED MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITY 

There is another task that mUlit be performed before the desired analysis 
of the present system of state aid can be made. An acceptable minimum edu
cational opportunity for the state to guarantee to each child must be deter
mined. This opportunity may be expressed in terms of cost per 
weighted pupil. 

Considering both the educational task faced and the financial ability of 
the state, a measure can be obtained of the type of educational offering the 

• See page 198 footnote. 
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people of the state ot" New York are willing to support. This measure can 
be obtained bv discoverina the kind of opportunity made available in those 
communities that have p'iactically the same ability to support schools as 
has the state as a whole. Table II gives the cities, villages, and supervisory 
districts which have approximately the same full valuation of. ~eal est~te 
per weighted pupil as has the state as a whole." All commumtIes havmg 
not more than 15 per cent greater or less valuation per weighted pupil than 
the state as a whole are given. The actual current expendituret per weighted 
pupil, the local current expenditure, and the" amount coming from· the State 
in the year 1922-23 are given in this table. 

TABLE II:!: 
CURRENT EXPENSE PEB WEIGHTED Pupu. IN CITIES, VU.LAGES AND 

SUPERVISORY DISTRICTS THAT HAVE ApPROXUIATELY THE SAME FULL 
V,UUATION BACK OF EACH WEIGHTED PUPIL AS THE AVERAGE FOR THE 
STATE AS A WHOLE 

1922-1923 

Number Full valu- CURRENT EXPENSE PER 
SUPERVISORY of ation per WEIGHTED PUPIL 

DISTRICT, CITY County weighted weighted OB VILLAGE pupils pupil Raised State 
locally aid Total 

----
White Plains ..... Westchester •. 4,792 $11,804 $9502 $28 50 $123 52 
Lackawanna ... " . Erie •....... 2,488 11,594 61 58 2245 8403 
District No.2 .... Niagara ..... 2,010 11,438 42 21 1389 5610 
yonkers ......... Westchester .. 20,080 11,250 8386 2324 107 10 
Lynbrook ........ Nassau ...... 1,526 11,069 50 46 1684 6730 
Hastings-on-H .... Westchester .. 1,133 10,988 6098 1565 7663 
District No.2 .... Suffolk .... " . 4,757 10,937 5998 1968. 79 66 
Port Washington. Nassau ..... " 1,559 10,890 91 37 1695 108 32 
Rochester ........ Monroe ... " . 44,507 10,605 8134 2812 10946 
District No.1. ... Suffolk .... "" 8,433 10,556 50 99 17.98 6997 
Green Island ..... Albany ...... 471 10,503 4768 1640 64 08 
Syracuse ......... Onondaga ... 26,718 10,485 4999 20 64 7063 

STATE OF NEW YORK. ...... " .......... 10,419 ...... ...... . ...... 
Glen Cove ....... Nassau ...... 1,655 10,311 5578 1583 71 61 
District No.2 .... Erie ........ 5,415 10,154 43 79 1767 6146 
District No.3 .... Ontario ..... 1,388 10,089 3830 1296· 51 26 
District No.4.· ... Monroe ..... 2,411 9,689 3740 17 52 54 92 
Mamaroneck ..... Westchester .. 1,957 9,628 73 65 17 65 9130 
Putnam ......... Putnam ..... 2,820 9,568 4303 1807 61 10 
District No.3 .... Niagara ..... 2,818 9,173 3455 1595 5050 
Mount Veillon ... Westchester .. 9,659 9,133 8091 21 97 10288 
Utica.; .......... Oneida .... " " 14,735 9,075 60 78 20 73 81 51 
District No.3 .... Albany ...... 2,358 8,958 4140 15 13 5653 
Geneva .......... Ontario ..... 2,308 8,868 4913 2021 6934 

• The IInanclal ability of a locality at any given time must be measured In 
terms ot the paying ability under the tax system that the state has placed upon 
it. Nlnce the bulk of local taxes In New York state are raised from real estate, 
thl. Is the best measure of the ability of communities as they now exist. The 
oomparable llgure for the state would ·be the valnatlon of the real estate back or 
eaeh unit of educstlon to be oll'ered. Equalized valuation of real estate I. there
fore the measure used throughout In studying ability to pay. The significance of 
tbl. I. dl.eu.s.d more In detail In the sections of the report bearing on taxation. 

t Throughout this report, the equalization of opportunity Is considered solely 
tm. terms of tbe current expenditures necessary to provide certain educational 
O'PPortunlties. Necessary outlays for scbool buildings and the physical plant are 
not taken Into account. One reason for this omission is that there i. some 
doubt as to whether there should be equalization or expenditures for capital out
lay. Another reason Is that those facts concerning the Immediate need. of the 
("ommunltif'A--farta neceSsllry to the setting up of a plan of equalizatfon--eould 
be made available only after an extensive survey of the individual schOOl planta 
of the ata te. * Table B. Appendix II. 
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The following analysis of these figures leads to the conclusion that $70 
per weighted' pupil is a program acceptable to the people of New York State. 

Syracuse has a slightly greater valuation per weighted pupil than the 
State as a whole. The current expense per weighted pupil in Syracuse was 
$70.63 in 1922-1923. If communities above and below are added so that 
all communities having not more than 5 per cent· greater or less valuation 
per weighted pupil are considered, all the communities between Hastings
on·Hudson and Supervisory District No. 4 in Monroe county are included. 
The current expense figures (expressed to nearest dollar) for these com
munities, arranged according to size, are as follows: 109, 108, 80, 72, 71, 
70, 64, 61 and 51. The median current expense per weighted pupil is $71. 
If all communities are considered which fall within the range of 10 per 
cent above and below the State averal[e, all communities between Lacka
wanna and Supervisory District No. 3 of Niagara county will be included. 
The current expense figures for these sixteen communitie., arranged accord
ing to size are: 109, 108, 107, 91, 80, 77, 72, 71, 70, 67, 64, 61, 61, 56, 55, 
51. The median current expense per weighted pupil is $70 or $71. If all 
communities falling within the 15 per cent range are considered, all those 
given in 'fable II will be included. The current expense figures for these 
twenty·three communities, arranged according to size are: 124, 109, 108, 
107, 103, 91, 84, 82, 80, 77, 72, 71, 70, 69, 67, 64, 61, 61, 56, 56, 55, 51, 
and 50. The median current expense per weighted pupil is $71. 

In the above analysis the total current expense is used. If current expense 
raised locally is used and to this is added the average State aid, the same 
result is obtained. The median of the 5 per cent range is $51; of the 10 
per cent range, $50 or $51; of the 15 per cent range, $51. If to these is 
added the average aid per weighted pupil in the State-$20-the result 
is $70 or $71. 

Implications of $70 per weighted pupil as a minimum program, may be 
studied by use of Table B in Appendix II (page 234). Table II (page 201) 
is taken bodily from Table B, the only difference being in the placement of 
the columns used and in the omission of certain columns. From an inspec
tion of Table B, which gives data similar to that found in Table II for 
all cities, villages, and supervisory districts in the state, it may be seen 
that there are 38 cities, villages, and supervisory districts which, although 
they have less ability per pupil than has the State as a whole, expend 
more than $70 per weighted pupil. 

Another view of the significance of $70 per weighted pupil may be obtained 
from Table III. This table gives the distribution of supervisory districts, 
villages, and cities according to current expense per weighted pnpil. It 
is interesting to note that the acceptance of such a minimum would mean 
the improvement of the educational offering in nearly 200 of the 207 super
visory districts and in nearly balf of the cities and villages. The median 
village in 1922-1923 expended $68 per weighted pupil. The median city 
expended $72.50 per weighted pupil.· The acceptance, as a minimum pro
gram, of the median expenditure of those communities with approximately 
the same financial ability back of each unit of the educational task as the 
State as a whole, is equal, therefore, to the practice of the median city 
and village. 

• It I. Interestinl: to compare the~e figures wltb tbe averllge expenditure In tbe 
.tate as a wbole of 18S ver welgbted pupil. 
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TABLE III 

C'l'RRENT EXPE!'fSES PER WEIGHTED PuPu. IN CITIES, VII.LAGES AND 
SUPERVISORY DISTRICTS OJ!' NEW YORK* 

1922-1923 

I Numberof 
CURRRNT ExPENSR PRR WEIGHTBD PUPIL lrupervisory 

districts 

131-135 ........ . 
36- 40 .......... . 
41- 45..... . ................ . 
46- 50 ................................ . 
51- SS ............................... . 
56- 60 ................................ . 
61- 65 ................................ . 
66-- 70 ................................ . 
71- 75 ................................ . 
76- 80 ................................ . 
81- 85.......... . .......... . 
86- 90 ..................... . 
91- 95 ........................... . 
96-100 ................................ . 

JOI-I06 ................................ . 
J06-UO ........ . 
UI-U5 ....... . 
JJ6-J20..... ... . . .......... . 
121-125 ........ . 
126-130 ... . 
13J-I35 .... . 
136-J4O .... . 
141-145 ... . 
J46-150 .. . 
J51-1SS .. . 
J56-160 ... . 
J61-165 .. . 
J66--170 ..... . 
171-175 ................. . 
176-180 ................. . 
18J-J85..... . ................... . 
J86-190 ................................ . 
19J-J95 ................................ . 
J96-2OO ........................... . 
201-205 ........................... . 

Total .............................. . 

• Data derh· ... 1 rrom Tabl .. B of App .. mlIJ, II. 

4-
28 
51 
69 
26 
10 
6 
4 
2 
1 

2 
1 

2 

1 

207 

Number of 
cities 

1 
1 
7 
9 
9 

10 
4 
9 
2 

2 
1 
3 
1 

1 

60 

Number 
of 

villages 

2 
6 
8 

16' 
7 

10 
3 
2 
2 
4 

1 
3 

1 

1 

67 
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The experience of· these communities indicates, therefore, that the State 
mllY well be expected to guarantee to every child. no matter where located 
in the State, an educational offering at least equivalent to that now given 
to the children in the median cities and villages. . 

Yet anothel' approach to the significance of $70 per weighted pupil may 
be made by considering the meaning of the term "weighted pupil." A 
weighted pupil unit is equivalent to one elementary pupil in a city or large 
village. Seventy dollars per weighted pupil means the kind of opportunity 
that $70 will buy for an elementary pupil in a city or village. or an educa
tion which, from the experience of New York State, may hIi taken as reason
ahly equivalent ·to such an offering no matter what actual expenditure per 
pupil may be required. In a city high school, for instance, it would cost 
$140 per pupil to give $70 per weighted pupil, since in such a case one 
pupil equals two weighted pupils (See Table I, page 22): 

This investigation does not go into the problem of defining in terms of 
requirements the nature of a $70 education. It will be sufficient for the 
purpose of this report to point out that these provisions' are in general of 
t.wo types: 

(1) Determining what branches of education shall be considered as neces
sary in measuring the need of communities, such as elementary schools, 
high schools. kindergartens. etc.. and 

(2) Determining what standards of training shall be required of teachers, 
'the type of equipment, the extent of supervision, the type of organi
zation, etc. 

Principles for determining the type of organization to be considered are 
suggested in the preceding section. Determining these types and the stand
ards to h.e set up for offerings in each is left to those intimately concerned 
with the administration of the system. 

In a later section a method is given by which the requirements of the 
proposed plan of State aid may be adjusted to any other level, should the 
$70 level prove upon further consideration to be too high or too low. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF PRESENT STATE AID 

Failure of present plan to equalize.-With a measure of the need of com
munities determined, and a cost measure of a satisfactory minimum program 
arrived at, the analysis of the present system of State aid from the stand
point of equalization of educational opportunity ·is not Ii difficult task. In 
Table III, signs are evident of the great inadequacy of the present state 
aid system. Half of the 207 supervisory districts are expending less than 
two-thirds of $70 per weighted pupil, while 95 per cent fail to reach $70, 
Only half of the cities and villages are reaching this level of $70 set by 
New York commu'nities facing the same conditions as those faced by the 
state as a unit. 

This is an indication only that the state has failed to meet its responsi
bility as to requiring the proposed minimum program. Equalization of 
educational opportunity demands also an equitable distribution of the burden 
of tIle minimum program that is required. The state fails in this also. It 
fails to equalize the burden .of even the meagre program it permits to be 
offered. Take a $40 education, for instance. If a $40 education were com
pletely fi!lanced by the state by means of a real estate tax, it would require 
It tax of about 40 cents on the hundred dollars to support it.· With the 
present system of state' aid, four communities (three villages .and one 
supervisory district), in addition to what they pay in support of the state 
fund, would have to levy a local tax of more than $1 per $100 to supplement 
the present state aid so that $40 would be available. One of these com
munities would have to levy a tax of $1.33. In order to have available $40 
per weighted pupil, 56 cities, villages and supervisory districts would have 
to levy at least 50 per cent more than would he required if the burden of a 
$40 education were equalized. (Table B, Appendix II, page 234 if, next to 

• There are 1,922,232 weighted pupils In the state. Forty dollars for eacb 
would amount to approxlmntelv $77,000,000. The total valuation of real estate 
In the state Is approximately $20,000,000,000. To raise $77,000,000 would require 
• 811 cent tax rate. 
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the last column.) In school districts as now organized in the state, at 
least one district would have to levy a tax of $3.47 to reach the $40 level. 
This is almost nine times as much burden as this community would have 
to carry if the burden of a $40 education were completely equalized. 
(Table C, Appendix II, page 243, last line.) 

In view of these extremes in local tax rates which would be necessary 
in supporting the locality's part of a meagre $4() education, the hopelessness 
of expecting such communities to offer an adequate progrllJDl under the 
present system is apparent. If the proposed $70 education were provided, 
the amount raised locally in each of the cases mentioned above would have 
to be in the neighborhood of two and a half times as great. The most 
extreme of the above cases would be in the neighborhood of $9 per $100. 
This should be contrasted with the 67 cents per $100 that would be necessary 
if the burden of a $70 education were to be equalized. 

Why the p1'esent plan fails to equalize.-The reasons for the lack of 
effectiveness of the $39,000,000 (approximately) of state aid now distributed 
to local communities may be readily demonstrated. They may be sum
marized briefiy as (1) the distribution of a small aid fund hy the large 
fund method of distributing aid, and (2) an inadequate measure of the 
educational task faced by communities. An analysis of these causes follows. 

An equitable distribution of burden may be obtained in either of two 
ways: first, by complete State support of the minimum program, or second, 
by a uniform local tax supplemented by the amount of State aid necessary 
to give the minimum offering in each . community. The former method 
obviously requires the greater State fund. This former method, or large 
fund method, requires a fund large enough to support completely the 
minimum program. This method of support demands that the funds be 
distributed according to the educational task ·faced by communities without 
regard to ability to pay. Equality of burden is obtained by the method of 
collecting the tax. The latter or small fund method requires that funds be 
distributed so that poor communities receive more than wealthy communities. 

Now, if a State has a fund that is small compared to the total cost of 
the minimum program and attempts to distribute funds by the ·large fund 
method, i. e., without regard to the wealth of communities, it will fail to 
equalize the burden of a minimum program. This is one of the shortcomings 
of the New York system. 

Chart I shows that the large fund method is used. It will be noted 
that both lines of this chart are practically parallel to the base line in 
their trend. If present State aid helped most those communities least able 
to support their educational load, the two lines would slant rapidly down
ward across the page from left to right, since the 335 supervisory districts, 
villages and cities of the State are arranged from left· to right on the base 
line in the order of increasing valuations of taxable property per weighted 
pupil. . 

Thirty-nine million dollars is too small an amount to give results when 
distributed on the large fund basis. To equalize a $70 education on this 
basis when most effectively administered would require a State fund .of 
approximately $135,000,000 ($70 for each of 1,922,232 weighted pupil units 
in the State). 

Using the present method of distributing funds, however, would require, 
as is explained in the second paragraph following, in the neighborhood of 
$240,ObO,000. If the whole present system were discarded, and the 
$39,000;000 now distributed were distributed on the small fund basis, it 
would be more than adequate to equalize a $70 education. It would, in 
fact, be sufficient to equalize almost a $100 education as will be clear from 
later discussion. 

The second reason why the present system fails to equalize a satisfactory 
education is that the combined funds for all of the various purposes* paid 
to communities are not proportional to the needs of the communities. 

• The present system of' state aid is really a combination of the various 8'\,ls 
tbat bave accumulated oYer the last century. It \. not. In reality, a system but 
ra tber many system.. For an extended description of the varIOUs aids. lee 
Strayer and Baig, .. The Financing of Education in the State of New York," 
Educational Finance Inquiry, volume I, page 93 " 88(1. 
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If tbe $39,000,000 were distributed strictly according to the large fund 
method, the same amount per weighted pupil would go to each community 
in tbe State. Since there are 1,922,232 weighted pupils in the State, there 
would be approximately $20 for each. In other words, the pl'esent State 
funds, if distributed accurately according to need, would guarantee a 
minimum program of $20. Every pupil in the State would be guaranteed a 
minimum opportunity equivalent to what $20 would buy for a city or village 
elementary child. As a matter of fact, however, some communities receive 
considerably more than this and some considerably less. Table IV gives a 
distribution of the cities, villages and supervisory districts according to the 
amount per weighted pupil they recein. 

TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF CITIES, Vn.LAGES AND SUPERVISORY DISTRICTS ACCORDING 

TO THE TOTAL STATE AID PEB WF.lGHTED PUPIL RECEIVED " 
ON TilE BASIS OF THE YEAR 1922-1923 

I Number of Total number 

TOTAL STATE AID PER WEIGHTED PUPIL 
cities, viJ- of weighted 
lages and pupils in 
supervisory these com-

districts munities 

1 5,!J07 
1 392 

111 50 ...................... : ................... . 
1200 ... " ................................ .. 
1250 ........................................... . 1 903 

..... i"'" . .......... 
1,388 

1 2,010 
5 13,619 
8 19,430 

17 38,426 
15 35,677 
14 38,563 
30 80,382 
32 76,524 
26 75,633 
18 39,979 
30 70,460 
23 53,415 
19 33,899 
21 1,016,478 
11 28,648 
12 37,724 
16 36,215 
8 13,100 
7 31,660 
5 35,563 
3 4,045 
2 2,575 
1 2,353 

.... ·i· .. · ... "68;626 

........... . .......... 

1300 ........................................... . 
1350 .......... " ................................ . 
14 00 ........................................... . 
1450 ........................................... . 
1500 .................................... : ...... . 
1550 .......................................... . 
1600.......... .. ........................ . 
1650 ........ " .................................. . 
1700............ . .... " .......... . 
1750 .... " " .................................. . 
1800 ............................ " ............... . 
1850.... . ................................ . 
1900 ........................................... . 
1950 ........................................... . 
20 00 ........................................... . 
20 50 ........ " ................................. .. 
2100 ........................... " ............... . 
2150 ........................................... . 
22 00 ......... " ................................. . 
22 50 ........................................... . 
2300 ........................................... . 
2350 ........................................... . 
24 00 ........................................... . 
24 50 ........................................... . 
2500 ........................................... . 
2550 ........................................... . 
2600 .•.......................................... 
2650 ........................................... . 
27 00 .......... " ................................ . .......... . .......... 

..... j .... ..· .. 44;507 27 50 ........................................... . 
28 00 ........................................... . 
28 50 ........................................... . 2 5,588 
29 00 ........................................... . .......... . .......... 
29 50 ................................. .. .......... . .......... 

..... j .... . .......... 
881 

3000 ......... " ................. . 
30 50 ........ " .. ." ....... " ....... . ". 
3100 ........................................... . .......... . .......... 
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It may be ~een from this table that there is one community that rt'l'ei\""ed 
8S little 8S $11.50 per weighted pupil." This indicates that the prel!ent 
system of State aid guarantees a minimum of only approximately $11.liO 
per weighted pupil, taking the experience of the year 1922-23 as a measure. 

To equalize a $70 education in the State by the present ~thod of dis
tributing funds would require that six times as much money be distributed 
as is distributed at present, or in the neighborhood of $240,000,000. In 
the second paragraph preceding it is shown that a distribution of funds 
according to need would require approximately $135,000,000 to do the same 
thing. The difference indicates the inadequacy of the present basis of dis
tributing funds as a measure of the needs of communities. 

THE PROPOSED PLAN OF STATE AID-PLAN I 

Results desired trom a proposed plan.-From this analysis it becomes 
obvious that improvement of the present system must come through & 

change in the method of measuring the need of communities for aid, and, 
since the size of the State fund is important, from a consideration of the 
wealth of communities in the distributing of funds. 

In developing the proposed pIau of State aid for New York State, the 
foIIowing ends were sought: 

L A $70 education-an annual current expenditure of $70 per weighted 
pupiI-shouId be provided throughout the State. 

2. The burden of this $70 edueation should be distributed so as to bear 
upon the people in all localities at the same rate in relation to their tax
paying ability. 

3. No community should receive less State aid than it now receives. 
4. Of the total amount paid as State aid the maximum amount possible 

should go toward the equalization of educational opportunity. 
5. The plan should demand as small an amount of State aid as is feasible. 
6. The part played by local support should be as large as is feasible. 

The bases for accepting the first, second and fourth conditions have already 
been adequately treated. The second and fourth conditions arise from tile 
discussion of principles on pages 29-32, 197. The basis for accepting the first 
condition is developed on pages 200-204. 

Althought the third condition is not required in order to bring about the 
equalization of a satisfactory educational opportunity, the present situation 
in financing education in the State, especiaUy in the large cities, makes this 
provision imperative. Cities limited in their taxing power by the State Con
stitution would be sorely handicapped by a decrease in State aid. 

The fifth and sixth conditious are likewise not essential to the equalization 
of educational opportunity; the large fund method of equalization could be 
used and all of the other conditions met perfectly. But neither do they 
jeopardize the equalization of educational opportunity. They are considered. 
therefore, because they are much more in keeping with both the thinking of 
educators and the attitude of the general public. 

Summary of the Proposed Plan 
The above conditions are met most advantageously by the following three 

provisions: 
(a) A local tax rate of 36.4 cents per $100 full valuation of real estate. 
(b) The increase of the State education fund (1922-23 basis) from 

approximately $39,000,000 to approximately $62,500,000. 
(c) To those communities having less than $70 per weighted pupil availablc 

from the present State aid combined with the returns from the uniform 
local tax of 36.4 cents per $100, the payment of additional State aid so thatl' 
$70 per weighted pupil will be available. 

Had this plan been in operation on the 1922-1923 basis, approximately 
$23,500,000 State aid would have been required in addition to the $39,000,000 
required by the system now in force. 

-Actually $11.82. The amount each communIty receive. per wel&hted pupil- ma, 
be obtained froID either Table 6. or B, Appendix II. -
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The above provisions arise from the most advantageous combination of the 
large and small fund methods or equalizing so as to meet the six conditions 
listed above. The development of this combination is discussed at length in 
the following pages. 

The small fund part of the pla ........... ·csItUs wllen present state aid is unmodi
fied.- Since no community now receives less than $11.50· State aid per 
weighted pupil, the present plan may be considered as supporting an $11.50 
education. All aid beyond $11.50 goes for purposes other than guaranteeing 
an equal offering, since beyond $11.50 sonie communities receive nothing, 
Since $11.50 per weighted pupil is already paid by the State, and therefore 
equalized by the large fund method, to bring about the equalization of a $70 
'I!ducation would require the equalization of $70-$11.50 or $58.50 per 
'weighted pupil. 
, The most advantageous use of the small fund method in equalizing this 
$58.50 education would, as will be clear from later discussion, give the 
wealthiest· community nothing more than it now receives from the State. 
It would require that community to support the additional $58.50 education 
entirely by local effort. The required tax rate in this wealthiest community 
would tben be ·made the local uniform tax rate for supporting the additional 
$58.50 education. No poorer community would raise sufficient funds from 
this uniform tax to pay for the additional $58.50 per weighted pupil. The 
poorer the community, the farther short it would fall of the $58.50 per 
weighted pupil. The State would then pay the deficit. 

The amount of State aid a community would receive in addition to present 
aill would be the differencl' between what the additional $58.50 required and 
what the uniform tax levy on equalized valuation raised. It may be stated 
in formula as follows: 

(Number Of} (Community 1 (Uniform 
State Aid = { Weighted Pupils X$~. 50 - { Equalized ~ X {Local 

l In the Community l Valuation J l Rate 

The number of weighted pupils in a community multiplied by $58.50 is 
the cost of meeting the $58.50 part of the $70 education iri that community. 
The full valuation of real estate in the community multiplied by tbe local 
uniform tax rate is what would be raised locally toward meeting the $58.50 
part of the program. The difference is the deficit to be paid by the State in 
addition to the State aid paid under the present plan. 

It should be noted from this formula that as the uniform rate assessed on 
all localities increases, the amount raised locally increases and the State 
aid correspopdingly decreases. If it is desirable to hold the State fund 
down as low as possible it can be done by raising the uniform local rate. 
1£, however, the rate is raised above the point necessary to support a $58.50 
education in the wealthiest district, that district is at once relieved of the 
necessity of levying a tax as high as the other localities to support the 
minimum program. Such a community is not paying its share. It gets off 
easily and the burden of paying the amount it saves is thrown on the State 
as a whole. 

There are thus two factors opposing each other in determining the uniform 
tl!x rate: (a) the desirability 10r having it high so as to require less State 
aId and (b) the necessity of having it no higher than that required to 
support the minimum program ($58.50 in this case) in the wealthiest 
district, if the principle of equality of burden is not to be violated. 

In attacking tlte problem of deciding between these issues, it will simplify 
matters if the exact relationship between the uniform local rate ani! the 
percentage of ~he cost of a given program that must be carried by the State 
can be determmed. The proportion carried locally will be the uniform local 
rate divided by the rate that would be necessary as So state-wide rate if there 
were no local support and .if the state support were derived from the real 

• Table IV, line one, page 207. 
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estate tax. This quotient subtracted from I gives the proportion carried by 
the state. This procedure may be simplified into the following: 

Per cent of Total Cost Of} • the State as a whole. ! 
Per Weighted Pupil * Valuation in 

Program to be Provided = 100 - Per Weighted Pupil Valuation ill the 
from State Funds , Community the Tax Rate of which is 

, to be Used as the Unifol'm Local Rate. 

Knowing the per weighted pllJlil valuation of Teal estate of the state to he 
$10,419, it is easy by means of Table B (pages 234 ff) to discover what state 
funds would be necessary to finance a $58.50 education, using various local 
tax rates. The wealthiest city, village, or supervisory district t is Long 
Beach with a valuation per weighted pupil of $71,159. If complete equal
ization of burden is to be secured, the rate necessary in Long Beach to raise 
$58.50 per weighted pupil must be chosen. If this is done, the state fund 
will be required to provided: 

10,419 
100- ---, or 85 per cent of the total cost. 

71,159 

Since this cost of a $58.50 program is 1,922,232 x $58.50, or $112,450,572, 
the State fund necessary to finance a $58.50 education with the Long Beach 
local rate is 85 per cent of $112,450,272 or $95,583,000. 

Now note the difference if the New York City rate-the highest county 
rate-is used. New York City has a valuation per wei~hted pupil of $13,461. 
Substituting this in the formula, it appears that with the New York City 
rate as the uniform local rate the state fund would provide only 

10,419 
100 - ---, or 22.6 pel' cent of the total costt 

13,461 

Twenty-two and six-tenths per cent of the' total cost, $112,450,272, is 
$25,413,76l.§ 

The State aid fund necessary with the Long Beach rate is almost four 
times as great as that necessary with the New York City rate. Certainly, 
if a small State fund is desirable, the New YOlk City standard is much the 
better. But how much violence does this do the principle of equalization of 
burden t The answers to three question give an index of this: 

(a) How many communities are undertaxed, if the New York City 
rate is used t . 

(b) How much is lost in taxes! 
( c) How much does this increase the burden of education on the' 

State in general t 

Sixteen small villages, cities, or supervisory districts would gain if the 
New York City rate were used. These are the first sixteen listed in Table B 
(pages 234 ff). 

Long Beach, the most favored community, would be able to meet the $58.50 
education requirements, State and local taxes, with but 37 per cent of the 
effort of the State in general. (Compare the rates in the last column of 
Table B.) Five others would be required to put forth less than 75 per cent 
as ~eat effort. However, these communities represent only 4.2 per cent 
of the property of the State. Although in the neighborhood of $744,000 is 

• The developmput of this formulu is gh'PIl os Ap)JI'lldlx IV. Th~ moximulII 
local rate ulIIlble applies strictly to the rate necessary in the wealtblest com
munity. It gIves a c1moe estimate as long as very little of tbe property in the 
state Des In ricber districts. 

t Tbe rlgbest IndIvidual scbool dIstrIct tbat was lo~ated bas S~6.000 per 
welgbted pupil. . ' ' * Actually. .lIghtly mOl'e thl.n tbls. dlle to some ricb communities getting 
olr at less tban tbe 'local uniform rate. 

S The amount the wealthiest community would avoid flR)'iug would he RI1Mri 
to tblA. In tbls case. as e"Dlained later. tbls adtlittolllli IIlQount wouid be 
1744.000. 
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loet ill taIeI<,· this Joss illcreases the burden of the State in general about 
one-half of one per eent·t 

The disad ... ntage in hanng those few rommuuities undertaxed is not 
'lUpported by a signifie&nt increase in tJ.e Slate burden. It would _m. 
therefore. that the &d .. antsl!<' in the smaller fund coming from the use of 
the New York City rate would be so great as to offset these slight .. ariations 
from the principle of eqnalization of burden. 

To raise the local uniform rate any higher would bring abollt the under
taxing of the vast amount of property in ~ew York City an.1 tbus materially 
affed the burden. To ehoose a rate between the Long Reacl. and York City 
rates wonld increase the State fund rapidly o .... r that required by the New 
York City rate with .... ry little difference in the inequality of bnrden. Two 
lID"b intermediate points are chosen to illustrate this, and the data compar
able to those gi .... n abore for New York City are gi .. en in Table V. 

TABLE V 

DATA FOB CSB nr Co)ll>AK~G TIll!: EFn:cTs OF AooPTI:tG UNIFOBIl TAX 
RATBS BASED m' HARRISON VILLAGB .L'ID WESTCHEST!:B 8uP!:BVlSORY 
DISTRICT ~o. 4 WITH THAT BASED O~ Nzw YORK CITY 

'WHEN ~ BASIS FOR THE STAn: LoCAL 
Ulo"lFOlUI TAX RATE IS ~ FULL 
VALUATION PER WEIGRTBD PUPIL 1!If-

Peteellla«e the state fund must he of the 
total eoat of a p~ equaliaed on the 
8IIIBII fund basis ...................... 

State fund required to equalUe a $58.50 
~ by the 8IIIBII fund method. in 
millions of dollan .................... 

Number of communities that would he 
required to nise Iesa locally than the 
~~ \oQl rate. to support the desired 
DlJDUDUID p~ .••............... 

P_tage the hurdea in the IIlOS& able 
commuDity (Lon~ Beach) would 
be of tbM OD all but the few ricbest 
communities ......................... 
P_~ of property in the state that 

would undertased ••............... 
Amount these communities would avoid 

payiq because the IoeaI rate would Dot 
be based on richest community in th~ 
state. in th_da of dollan .......... 
~ burden on state as a whole due 

to this undert.axio~ of a few most a .. 1e 
communities ......................... 

New York 
dty, 

1l:J,,vU 
per weighted 

pnpil 

22.6% 

26 

16 

3i% 

4.2% 

744 

.5570 

Harrison 
village 
119,455 

per weighted 
. pupil 

46.5% 

53 

6 

61% 

1.1% 

172 

.13% 

Westchester 
supervisory 
district No. 

4, 
115,608 

per weighted 
pnpil 

33.3% 

38 

10 

48% 

2.1% 

-!I4 

.:Jl% 

• It the Iontl rate WE'I'e as low 8S Long BPacb. these sixteen eommunitiH 
..... old pay $7 .... 000 I ...... '" and iUlo Ihe ~I8te fund ... bit"b .. ould go toward Ibe 
total f'08t of tbe program. ~inre with the bigbt"r rate. it ,!' Dot DecH-"'8r,. tor 
thrm 10 pa, tbis amooDt. tbe .... olt i8 au iDcrealie of the burd"" 00 the etate 
aa a ..-bol.. b, tbls amouot. 

t '744.000 diYldeci b, tbe total <Oat of the program, $134,500,000. Is .53 o! 
one per rent. 
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Harrison is ~eventh among the sixteen communities with more wealth 
behind cach weighted pupil than New York City has. There is approximately 
one per cent of the property in the State in communities that are wealthier. 
The fourth supervisory district of Westchester county is eleventh among the 
sixteen. Approximately one per cent of the educational task lies in com
munities wealthier than it is. The use of the Harrison rate would double 
the State aid fund necessary to equalize the $58.50 part of the program over 
",hat is required if the New York City standard is used. Yet. the increase 
of burden of one-half of one per cent under the New York City rate is de
creased only to one-eighth of one per cent. The use of the Supervisory 
District No.4, Westchester County rate would increase the fund necessary 
to equalize a $58.50 education 50 per cent over that required if t~e New 
York City rate was used, yet the increase in burden caused by the lack of 
complete equalization of burden would be lowered only to one-third of one 
per cent. Up to this point the proposed plan may be summarized as follows: 

(a) A local uniform tax rate of 43.5 cents on $100. 
(b) The increase of the State fund from $39,000,000 to $65,350,000. 
(c) The payment of the present amount of State aid $39,000,000, 

under the present plan. 
(d) To those communities receiving less than $58.50 per wei!!,hted 

pupil from the local uniform tax rate payment of additional State 
funds to bring them up to the $58.50 level. 

The large fund part of the .plan - Present system of State Aid modified 
to pay the be8t minimum per weighted pupiZ.-The above does not .allow for 
any changes in the present system of State aid. It analyzes the present 
system so as to determine tIle amount of equalization it brings about. This 
is approximately $11.50 pp.r weighted pupil. Under the present system, the 
State is supportin/!' completely an $11.50 education in every community. 
Since there are 1,922,232 wei/!,hted pupils in the State, 1.922.232 x $11.50. 
or $22,000,000 of the $39,000.000 now distributed by the State !!,oes toward 
the equalization of educational opportunity on the large fund basis. The 
remaining $17,000,000 goes toward the support of a richer education in 
certain communities in tIle State. 

The State supports at leR~t a $15 education in nearly all communities in 
the State, but not in all. Since this is true, the amount over $11.50 cannot 
be considered as !!,oin!!, toward an equal opportunity. If the state were to 
pay those few communi tiE's that receive less than $15 enou/!'h to make $15, it 
would be possible to think of the present system as equalizing a $15 educa
tion. There are so few communities receiving less than $15 per weighted 
pupil (note in Chart I 110W few communities fall below the $15 line) that 
it would reqnire only about $30,000 additional to bring the minimum amount 
received in the State up to $15. That is. if the State would make up enough to 
amount to $15 in all communities receiving less than that under the present 
system. only abont $30,000 extra would be needed. With the expenditure of 
this small additional amount the effeet upon the equalizing power of the 
present state fund is very great. Instead of 1.922.232 x $11.50. or $22,000.000. 
bein/!' uRed for equalization of edurational opportunity, 1,922.232 x $15. or 
$29.000.000. becomes available for this purpose. Tbat is. the expenditure 
of $30,000 causes almost $7,000.000 more of the $39,000,000 now being spent 
to be available for the equalization of educational opportunity. Similarly, 
if all communities now receiving less than $20 per wei/!'hted pupil were 
paid enough extra to brin~ them up to $20. 1.922,232 x $20, or $38,400,000 
would !!,O toward equalization, but an addition to the State fund of $1,500,000 
would be required to make the extra payments. In other words, in tbe 
neighborhood of 37 ($38,400,000 less $1,500.000) of the present 39 millions 
of State aid would go to the equalization of educational opportunity. This 
is an increase of $15.000,000 over the amount now available, and is made 
possible by the expenditnre of only an additional million and a half dollars. 
Looked at from the other side, it permits only two millions. instead of 
leventeen millions, to go to aid some communities more than others which 
are equally needy. 
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I f the plan as set forth on. page 59 wer~ revised .t~ include this additional 
million and a half of State aId, and to raIse the IDlllimum under the present 
aid system from $11.50 to $20.00, certain other changes would be poss~ble. 
Since witb this change $20 ratber than $11.50 would be already equalIzed 
only an additional $50 would be required to make a $70 offering in every 
community. Both tbe State fund required and the local tax rate would be 
decreased approximately one-sixth ($58.50 less $50 divided by $58.50). 
This is a decrease in the State fund of approximately $4,000,000 (the plan 
as stated on page 212 required ~ $26,350,000). This amount of State mnd 
offsets the million and a half necessary to raise all communities to $20, 
and &0 results in a net decrease of two and a half millions in the State 
fund. There is nothing to offset tbe decrease of one-sixth in local tax rate. 
This whole advantage over tbe earlier form of the plan may be expressed 
as an advantage of more than 10 per cent in the burden that would hie 
required to support a $70 education, when State and local taxes are both 
considered. The cause of this advantage is the fact that making the net 
minimum received $20, makes available for the support of the minimum 
program an additional $15,000,000 of the present State fund that now goes 
to aid &ome communities more than others. 

The above discussion brings out all of the principles involved in modify
ing tbe present system of State aid so that more of the present State aid 
will become available to support tbe minimum program. A more detailed 
analysis shows that there is a certain most advantageous point ($21 per 
weighted pupil) to which the minimum should be raised. 

From the standpoint of the total burden of the $70 program, State and 
local combined, it would be desirahle to raise the minimum to the point 
that all of the present State aid (approximately $39,000,000) would go toward 
the support of the minimum program. From the stalldpoint, however, of 
the size of the State fund, it is desirable to stop short of this. In this 
case it is desirable to increase the minimum, dollar by dollar, until the 
last step is taken that can be made at less cost from the standpoint of 
additional State fund than it takes· to equalize a dollar education 011 the 
small fund basis. It would be recalled from the discussion on page 210 
that when the New York City~valuation i8 used as a basis for determining 
the local uniform tax rate, approximately 22.6 per cent of the cost of a 
program supported on the small fund basis would Come from ~the State 
fund (Table V, page 36). Since the cost to the whole State of a dollar 
education would be 1,922,232 x $1, or $1,922,232, each dollar would demand 
of the State fund 22.6 per cent of $1,922,232, or $434,000.*' 

Under tbe conditions. stated on page 209 the minimum is $11.50, and th"l"e
fore $58.50 more must be cared for on the small fund basis to make up the 
$70 education. Each dollar of these difty-eight and one-half dollars requires 
a State fund of $434,000. If the minimum under tbe present plan were 
raised from $11.50 used in Section A to $12.50, the amount to be supported 
on the small fund basis would drop from $58.50 to $57.50 and the State 
fund to support this part of the program would drop $434,000. This would 
not be a net decrease since it would cost something to make up the defici
encies of those communities not receiving $12.50 per weighted pupil under 
the present plan. That is, it costs a certain amount to raise the minimum 
of the present State aid plan, but for each dollar that this minimum is 
raised $434,000 is lopped off of the State aid fund necessary to support 
ti,e small fund part of the program. So long, then, as it does not cost more 
than $434,000 to raise the minimum one dollar, it is to the net advantage of 
the State fund, &0 far as keeping it small is concerned to raise the minimum 
that dollar_ ' 

Table VI shows the amount of additional aid that is necessary to raise 
the minimum, dollar by dollar • 

• If another community were URed to eRtahUsh the lo~nl uniform tax ratf'. 
Ihls would not be $434,000. For Long Beach for instonoi!, it would h. ~5 
per cent of $1,922,232, or U,~34,OOO. The same' line of reasoning wblcb follow" 
'Wonld lead to placing tbe minImum at $25 In this ~ose. Except for this one 
IIgure, the data would be tbe Bame 88 used In the followIng dlscu.sion, 
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TABLE VI 

ADDITIONAL STATE AID NECESSARY TO RAISE THE MnnllUM AMOUNT PER 

WU:GIITED PUPIL DOLLAR BY DOLLAR 

To RAISE MINIMUM RECEIVED UNDER PRESENT STATE AID 

From 112 00 to $13 00 .............................. . 
From 13 00 to 14 00 .. . 
From 14 00 to 15 00 ... . 
From 1500 to 1600 ... . 
From 16 00 to 17 00 ... . 
From 17 00 to 18 00 .. . 
From 18 00 to \9 00 .... . 
From 19 00 to 20 00.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
From 20 00 to 21 00... . . .................... . 
From 21 00 to 22 00 ..... . 
From 22 00 to 2300 ........................... . 
From 23 00 to 24 00 ......... . 
From 24 00 to 25 00 ........................ . 
From 25 00 to 26 00 ................ . 

Requires additional 
state aid amount.ing 

to* 

SS,851 
6,996 

16,509 
61,963 

136,134 
274,159 
407,944 
525,101 

t878 ,452 
1,649,496 
1,711,322 
1,717,314 
1,740,428 
1,794,068 

Since, so far as the State fund is concerned, each of the amounts must 
he compared with the $434,000 necessary to equalize a dollar on the small 
fund hasis, it is obvious that the· last step that can be made at a saving 
to the State fund is the $18 to $19 step. From this standpoint the best 
minimum is $19. To go from $19 to .$20 would require an addition to the 
State fund of $525,000, whereas it would lop off only $434,000. 

But the decrease in the State fund by $434,000 is not the only advantage 
that accrues' from the increase of the minimum. !For every 59 cent incrense 
in that minimum the burden carried locally by all of tbe communities in 
the State is decreased 1 per cent over the burden required in tbe plan as 
set forth on pag-e 212.t Raising the minimum from $19 to $20 for in~tance. 
makes $1,397,000 ($1,922,232, less $525,101 §) more of the present fnnd 
available toward tbe support of the $70 program. The net effect of raising 
the minimum from $19 to $20 is a $90,000 increase in the State fund, 
but $1,397,000 less burden, State and local, required to support the minimum 
progrnm. Twenty dollars is obviously a better minimum than $19. 

Similarly, to g-o from $20 to $21, although it involves a net increase in 
the State fund of half a million dollars, ($878,452 less $434,000) results in 
a net decrease, State and local, of a million dollars, so far as supporting 

• Derived from Table IV. If no community received less tban $12.00, there 
would be 5,007 plU8 392 weighted pupils receiving $12.00. Since there would b .. 
a deficit of a dollar each for these, it would amount to $5,399. To this woul<l 
hp. addpd th.. 5141\2 to mR ke np thp 50 ~pnt deficit for the 903 weighted pupll8 
now receiving $12.50. TbiR result Is $l\,S51. 

t Since the figuring of New York City on the nearest fifty cpnt Rtpp would 
Introduce n large error, it Is considered. 88 It actually occurred - $20.74 pl'r 
welgbted pupil. . 

t In thp pIon nR set forth on !lag .. 212. 10('81 commllnitips lire Sllppnrtlng 77.4 
ppr cpnt of $fiS.50. A 58.5 or 59 cpnt Incrpase In the minimum of tbe pr"""nt 
plan lops 011' 59 cents from this, and thus decrenses It one per cent . • I' It tukp. bllt $!i?!i.l01 to r"IAP (Ipf\rlpnt ~ommunltlPR from $19 to $20. 
this 18 nn Indication tbat all wplghtPd pupils In th" .tate, excepting 525.101 
bave plready received $1 .. pcb. Since there nre 1.922.2:12 In tb" atutp. It m"an8 
that the pr"~PDt Ayst"m hilS allotted. on the $19 to $20 \PVI'I, $1,922.232 I"s.o 
$fi211.101, or $1,397,131 IIlrPRdy. If $19 I. taken aR the minimum. thi~ amount 
f $1.!{117.131) Is not avnllphl" tor .. "uull"otlnn. PRympnt of the ..xtra $52;;.101 
makes no community receive leal tbon 120, so the $1,897,131 already pnld be
romN ell'ectlve for payment toward the $70 minImum. • The amount made avail· 
able by adding (,Rcb additional dollar Is obtained by subtracting tbe amount 
In Table VI trom $1,922,232. 
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a $i'0 program is eoneemed ($1,922,232 less $878,452). Twenty~ne dollars 
is th_ a more satisfactory minimum than $20. 

To p from $21 to $22, however, results in a net increase in the State 
fund of $1,200,000 ($1.649,646 less $434,000) while it decreases the hurden 
of the $70 program. State and loeaI, less than $300,000 ($1.922.232 less 
$1,649,646). The advantap gained in burden does not offset the I!-~ in· 
erease in the State fund. Twenty~ne dollars is therefore the best mmunum. 

From Table VII it may be seen that the total additional State fund 
necessary to bring all mmmnnities up to $21 per weighted pupil is 
$2,300,000.· 

TABLE VII 

ADDITIONAL STAn: Am REQUIIIED ro :MAxx UP DEFICIENCIES '1'0 ALL Coll
JlL"lOTIES RI!a:IvnorG LESs TllAN !'lII!: GIVEN AMOUNT PEB WEIGRTED PuPa 

ADoft'lOMAL STAft Am NxCEllSABY ro PAY DBnClE!iTCIES 
UP M GJvmr AJiomn- PBB WBIGII'I'BD PuPa. 

112 ................................................. . 
13 ........................................ _ ........ . 
14.......................................... . ........ . 
15 ..................................................... . 
16............... . ................ . 
17... . ................... . 
18..... .......... . ......... . 
19....... . ............ . 
20 •. ". 
21. ... . 
22 ... '. 
23 .... . 
24..... ... . .................... . 
25....... ...... . .................. . 
26 ......................... . 

I Addition ·to present 
state fund neeessar~ 

f$2,5Ot 
8354 

15:350 . 
31,860 
93,822 

229,955 
5Ot,014 
911,958 

1,437,058 
2,317,007 
3,965,000 
5,676,000 
6,944,000 
8,734,000 

10,528,000 

The $4' additional net'e9Sary to make a $70 offering would eost the State 
fund 1,922.232" $49 ][ 2:!.6 per- ~nt or apprnIimately $21,300,000 since, when 
the small fund method is uSl'd with the New York City rate. 22.6 per N"nt 
of the total eost must he paid by the State. To this would he added in the 
neighborhood of $600,000 whieh Mmmunities rieher than New York eity fail 
to pay loeally, and henee must Mme from the State fund.1: The total addi
tion to the State fund would he $24,200,000. 

t.:p to this point the proposed plaa may he summarized as follows: 
(a' A loea1 tax rate of 36.4 eents per S100. 
(b) The inerease of the State educatiou fund from $39,084,000 to $63,· 

300,000 (based on 1922-1923 1i,.crures). 

• 'l"bia '" lined on tile .u~ diotrid as the unit of administration In 
.... ral rommlUlities. U the present f:maU sebool distriets withiD snper .. isory 
cIIotrIt'tlI are ""tabled .. tbe 1'111'&1 administrative unit .. a Bllghtly greater amoont 
.wllI be requlftcl. '1'0 iIIOBtrate: It '" a88UIDed that a superviSOQ' district 
_viDg an aftft" of $21 per welt:bted papll will reqoi .... nothing additional 
to _lEe ap $21 per weighted pnpiL As a matter of fact, if tb .. avpr&ge for tbe 
aupenl8or7 di&trlct '" $21. aome of tbe small districts .wlthln tbls unit are 
recoelvlog _ tb.. $21 and ao_ ...... than $21. With districts as ~w 
erpnl-. It ..... Id be ....,.....ry to payout some state mo,",y to tbOSO! recoelVlDg _ tha. r.n. 

t ~J1 .. ed fmIII 'I'llble IV. Fifty ...... ts for ~rIl of the 5,(107 ..... igbted poplls 
ftfttriDg 'U.50 _kea $2,1iOf -.ry to readl tbe $12 minimum. If Instead 
of $12. t .... lDinimu. .. ........ b_D as 520, ao addition of $1,437,oaS ... oold be 
_ry to tile atate ruad to read. the lDinimom. 

f 'I'llllle V fpaft 361 11:1 ..... tbl. a_ot as U-U.OOO fnr a $58.50 program. For 
• ft- PI'OCI'8a it woul4' _ 411/58.50 of tills. or 1623,000.. 
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(c) The payment of the present amount of state aid, $39,000,000, under 
the present plan, unless the amount per weighted pupil is less than $21. 
Those communities receiving less than $21 would receive additional State aid 
to bring them up to this level. 

(d) To those communities receiving les8 than $49 per weighted pupil from 
the local uniform rate, payment of additional State funds to bring them up 
to the $49 level. 

U8e of large fund e:Dcesses to pay Bmall fund deficitB • ....,.. Of the $63,300,000 
State aid required in the above summary, but $1,030,000 does not go to the 
equalization of opportunity· compared with $17,000,000 out of the present 
$;19,000,000. This $1,030,000 is made up of the excesses over $21 per 
weighted pupil paid under (c). By a combination of (c) and (d) $800,000 
of this $1,030,000 may be used for equalization, leaving but $230,000 inef
fective toward equalization of educational opportunity. The source of this 
difference may be seen from an illustration. Suppose a district raises but 
$44 per weighted pupil from the uniform local tax. Under (d) it is entitled 
to $5 per weiglited pupil to make up $49. But suppose it is one of those 
districts that receives $26 per weighted pupil under the present plan. It 
would then have available $75 per weighted pupil, or $5 more than the 
minimum required. This $5 excess is due to the fact that $26 is $5 more 
than the $21 part of the equalization program necessitates. Now if this 
excess of $5 were applied to making up the $5 deficit in the $49 part of the 
plan, the community would have $70 available and the State fund would be 
saved $5. j'et the community would not receive less State aid than at present. 
In other words, if any excess over $21 required in (c) is applied to the 
deficits in (d) that much less state aid is required. In some districts, all 
of the excess may be applied, as for instance, in the seventh line from the 
top, page 241 of Table 13, where there is an excess of $1.7'5 oyer $21, but 
a deficit in the $49 part of the program of $36.92 ($49 minus valuation per 
weighted pupil X36.4 cents per $100). In llome cases 'none can ,be applied, 
as in Scarsdale (line 3, page 234 of Table B), where there is an excess 01' $9.33 
over $21, but no deficit in the $49 part of the program. The actual decrease 
in State fund ($800,000) was computed from Table B, by considering the 
amount thus applicable in each district receiving more than $21 under the 
present plan. 

The administration may be simplified and at the same time a further 
decrease in State fund of approximately $80,000 brought about by further 
limiting the amount l·eceived by communities. which do not require a local 
tax rate as high as 36.4 cents, to finance their part of the $70 program. 
These communities may be limited to the amount of State aid now received 
unless more is demanded to equalize a $70 education. Under the provisions in 
the summary on page 215, such communities receive a minimum of $21 per 
weighted pupil. 

As a result of these two adjustments the State fund required is lowered 
approximately $900,000. 

With these final changes, the proposed plan assumes the form summarized 
on page 208, viz.: 

(a) A local tax rate of 36.4 cents per $100 full valuation of real estate. 
(b) The increase of the State education fund (1922-1923 basis) from 

approximately $39,000,000 to approximately $62,500,000. 
(c) To those communities having less than $70 per weighted pupil avail

able from the present State aid combined with the returns irom the uniform 
local tax of 36.4 cents per $100, the payment of additional State aid so that 
$70 per weighted pupil will be available. 

Adjustment to be made to tax rate and state fund for each dollar change 
from S70 per weighted pupil.- These standards are ior a $70 education. 
They may be adjusted to any other level by changing the tax rate and State 
fund. For each $1 increase in educational level above $70, add .743 to the 

• ThIs Is computed from Table B. The number of weIghted pupils In communi
ties recelvlnB more than $21 per weighted pupil Is multiplied by the UCeaI 
over $:n. 
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tax r~te and $445,000 to the State fund. To decrease the level from $70, 
t he same corrections are subtracted. For instance, to support· a $71 educa
tion would require a tax rate of 36.4 plus .743 or 37.1 and a State fund 
of $62,500,000 plus $445,000, or $62,945,000. 

The correction for the tax rate ,was obtained by taking 1/49 of the tax rate 
necessary to support $49 on the small fund basis. This is 1/49 of 36.4 cents 
per $100. The correction for the State aid is made up of (a) the $434,000 
required to equalize one dollar on the small fund basis, and (b) 1/49 of the 
$543,000· necessary to make up the deficiency caused by undertaxing the 
most able communities. The correction would be made to the $49 'Part of the 
program since so long as the New York City rate is used it will be most 
advantageous to hold. the minimum obtained under the present plan at $21. 

PLAN IF OLD GRANTS ARE NOT GUARANTEED-PLAN II 

Tbe elimination of the condition requiring the proposed plan to pay no 
community less than it is entitled to receive under the present system would 
make possible other arrangements that would meet all tbe ~ther conditions. 
It would render available the entire present State-aid fund for use under the 
small-fund method. For purposes of comparison such a plan is designated 
as Plan II. 

To support a $70 education costs 1,922,232 x $70, or approximately $134,-
500,000. This plan provides that the present aids be discontinued and the 
$39,000,000 thus released applied as the State's share in the equalization 
program. The remaining part of the $134,500,000 or $95,500,000 would be 
raised by a uniform local tax and kept in .the communities. The rate each 
community would be required to levy would be the rate necessary to raise 
$95,500,000 from the total valuation of real estate in the State, $20,000,000,-
1100. The necessary rate is $~5,500,000, divided by $20,000,000,000, or 48 cents 
per $100. 

Under this plan each community would levy a 48 cent tax. It would then 
receive the amount necessary, if any, to increase the funds available to $70 
per weighted pupil. A community having 1,000 weighted pupils would require 
$70,000 for current expenses in order to offer a $70 program. If this com
munity had but $10,000,000 taxable wealth the 48 cent rate would raise but 
$48,000. The community would therefore receive $22,000 from the state. 

The above plan gives as perfect equalization of opportunity, so far as the 
offering is concerned, as complete State support. Every child would have the 
$70 educational opportunity. Like Plan I, however, it would be faulty to a 
slight degree as to the distribution of burden of support. On the face of it, 
all would be ·taxed at the same rate. Each community would pay its share 
of the $39,000,000 in the State fund and each, it would seem, would be 
taxed at the same local rate, 48 cents. The fact of the matter is, however, 
that a fe\v communities would not require a 48 cent rate to raise $70 per 
pupil. Such communities as Long Beach, Bronxville, and Scarsdale would 
not require so high a rate. Long Beach would require only 9 cents, Bronx
ville only 22 cents. There are 13 such cities, villages or supervisory dis
tricts that would be thus undertaxed-the first 13 listed in Table B, Appendix 
I. The result of this undertaxing would be a slight increase in the total 
burden, approximately one-third of one per .cent.t 

It may be of interest to compare the State funds required in the Pro
posed Plan and Plan II with tbat which would be necessary if the State 
were to assume the entire support of a $70 program. This would be $70 
times the number of weighted pupils, or 1,922,232 x $70, or $134,556,240. It 
would require $95,000,000 increase over the present State aid, using 1922-23 
•• a basis. 

• '1123.000 )P •• $SO.OOll. 
t For method of computing see footnote page 211. 
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CALCULATION OF STATE AID ILLUSTRATED 
Tbe practical procedure for determining tbe amount of tbe State aid under 

the two plans maybe summarized as follows: 

I. 'Qnder the Proposed Plan: 
(1) Determine the cost of a $70 education by using Table VIII. 
(2) From this Bubtract: 

(a) The amount of State aid receivable under the present plan 
of State aid. 

(b) The amount a local tax of 36.4 cents per 100 dollars will 
raise when levied on the full valuation of real estate.· -

(3) Add amount of present State aid.t 

2. Under Plan U: 
(1) Determine the cost of a $70 education by using Table VIII. 
(2) From this subtract the amount a local tax of 48 cents on $100 will 

raise when levied on the full valuation of real estate. 

The ease with which the cost of a $70 education may be calculated from 
Table VIII (page 44), is shown in the following illustrations: 

Illustration 1. The cost of a $70 program in a rural consolidated school 
with 50 pupils in the grades, 30 in the high school, and an expenditure of 
$1,200 for transportation, is as follows: 

Elementary School 50 x $59.50 plus $1,480 = $4,455 
High School 30 x 137.20 plus $3,961 = $8,077 
Transportation = 1,200 

Total $13,732 

• When the result is a neJrative nUlIIher it should be taken as "0". 
t In all but eight supervIsory dish'kts, cities llnd villages, (2) (a) Dnd (3) 

could be dispensed with, leaving only (1) and (2) (b). 
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TABLE VIII 

To COYPUTE THE CoST OF OFFERING A $70 EDUCATION IN A SCIIOOL DISTRICT.· 

Pupil allowance 

Number of pupila in 

District or school t 
allowance 

DESCRIPTION OP SCHOOl, 

average daily attend- Amount to be added 
ance in district (or for each district (or 
school) t should be school} t to the pro
multiplied by the duct obtained by uS!' 
standard for districts ,of the preceding 
(or schools)t with the column t 
given average daily 
attendance 

One-teacher districts $0,00 $1,922 

Below 
Elementary 142 59.50 1.480 

schools A.D.A.§ 
Two or more ----

teachers 142 and 
above 7000 0 

A.D.A. 

0- 27 A. D.A .•.. , 20790 2,026 
High schools. 28-244 A. D. A •... , 137 20 3,961 

245-517 A. D. A ..... 128 10 

I 
6,lOS 

518 and ahove A. D. A. 14000 0 

EZfllIlfUJtfOft. To lind the cost of a $70 edncatlon In a one-teacher school, 
multiply the number of pupUs by 0 snd add $1,922. The cost of a ,iO program 
ID a high school with from 0 to 27 pupils in A.D.A. is obtained by multiplying 

~~~~:.~ d1!t..rc"t~te b~ur~~I'~os:"o~ :~~:orf:t~~:' Sh!~IJb~e ";~~, is in n 
• Table I (page 1!l8) gives the standards for determining tbe number of 

:t'i!~~~~~ tUPI~70. This table Is derived from Table I by multiplying eacb 

t Eacb S~OOl as a unit If In open country; each district as a unit If In a City 
or village. 

S In the case of supervisory districts, add the current cost of transportation. 
This recognizes cost of transportation at its face value. 

I ~.D.A. stands tor average dally attendance. 

TIlustration 2. In a city school with 5,000 children in elementary schools 
and SOO in the high schools, the cost would be: 

Elementary school 5000 x $70 = $350,000 
High school 800 x 140 = $112,000 

Total $462,000 

Since the number of weighted pupils (1922-1923)' for each city, village and 
supervisory district is gil'en in Tables A and B, Appendix II (page 2"~; If), 
the amount of State aid each such community would receive under either plan 
may be readily determined. Take the first supervisory district of Albany 
county, for instance. Since this district has only $6,609 back of each weighted 
pnpil, it is possib~e for it to raise but $24.06 per weighted pupil with the 
umform rate reqUIred by the proposed plan. It receives $16.89 und~r the 
present plan. From these two sourees it rO('eh'es hut $40.95 per weIghted 
pupil. The State would therefore pay, in addition, $70 les8 $40.95, or $29.05 
per weighted pupil. In all, the State would pay $29.05 plus $16.89, or $45.94 
per weighted pupiL 
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Chart II is introduced to facilitate comparison between the proposed State 
aid plan a.nd the present plan. Communities were arranged on the base line 
of the chart in order of the amount of full valuation of real estate per 
weighted pupil; the poorer communities are at the left, the richer communities 
at the right. Each one·eighth inch of this base-line represents 24,000 weighted 
pupils. Nearly half of the line is taken up by New York City with $13,461 
of full valuation per weighted pupil. It will be noted that the lines repre
senting the present and proposed plans almost coincide for New York City; 
under the proposed plan it would receive only twenty-four cents more per 
pupil than at present. . 

DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DETERMINING STATE 
AID 

The method of determining State aid proposed above does not in any way 
use the technical terminology needed in showing its fundamental nature. The 
method of figuring the cost of a $70 education is similar to that of deter
mining state aid for training classes under the present law. There is a dis: 
trict allowance and a pupil allowance. The idea of subtracting the returns 
from a local minimum tax, however, is new to New York State practice 
although used in other states. It has ,been proposed by the Committee of 
Twenty-One also. But the above plan is fundamental only to obtaining a high 
degree of accuracy in equalization. It is possible to set up a measure using 
more of the elements in the present State aid system. With these standards 
to guide, any plan may be made to yield its maximum toward equalization 
and then the degree of variation may be measured 80 that there need be no 
illusion as to the results to be expected. For instance, the system now used 
of paying so much per teacher could be developed giving communities within 
a given range of valuation per teacher a given amount per teacher_ Wealthy 
communities would receive less, poor communities would receive more. These 
amounts could be scientifically determined from the data given iii these 
reports so that the nearest possible approach could be made to equalization. 
This idea is embraced in the present teachers apportionments in this State, 
and is also recognized in the systems developed in Massachusetts, Pennsyl
vania and other states. 

SIZE OF DISTRICTS 
The discussion up to date has dealt only with the problem of equalizing 

educational opportunity among the various school communities of the State. 
In that part of the discussion, the size of the unit is immaterial. The 
same plan of equalization of opportunity can be used under the district 
system of organization now in force, or under a plan or or!ranization in 
which cities, villages, and present supervisory districts are the units, or 
under the still simpler plan of considering each county of the State ·the 
unit of organization. Theoretically the rest would be the same. When 
it comes, however, to define in educational terms what the $70 per weighted 
pupil is going to buy, every a.rgument is for the larger unit of administra-

. tion and support. It . is to the advantage of the State therefore to insist 
that the locality be reasonably efficient in its organization from the stand· 
point of providing adequate. opportunities for supervision, and the like. 
It is interested, too, in putting the locality in the best possible position 
to ma.ke pro/!Tess above the minimum set by the State. This would require 
that the taxing power and the administrative power be taken away from 
these small districts in which they were vested by the State under condi
tions extremely different from those now obtaining. They should be vested 
in units large enoU!rh to produce conditions at least as effipient as in the 
villages which are allowed separate school organization. and there is much 
sound argument in support of the adoption of units as large as the county. 
A great step forward would be made, however, if the present supervisory 
districts were granted rights and powers similar to those of the villages 
and cities. Instead of the tax-paying abilities of communities bearing re
lationships in the neighborhood of 1 to 200, (Tables Band C, Appendix II, 
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pages 234 ff) they would be in the neighborhood of 1 to 34. (Table A, 
Appendix II, page 22-5.) If the county unit was adopted, however, they woul<l 
bear the relationship of 1 to 4. This would represent an improved oppor
tunity for extending local programs beyond the State minimum - a desirable 
thing from the standpoint of progress. The advantages from the standpoint 
of meeting the minimum comes through the larger possibilities that attend 
the organization that is not so limited that efficient supervision and leader
ship are difficult to obtain. 

To sumBlarize, the immediate financial aspect of any of the plans sug
gested is not affected by the unit of local organization. The only difference 
is in the number of communities to be dealt with and therefore in the size of 
the clerical task. But the whole purpose of the State in setting up a system 
of State aid - the offering of a minimum satisfactory program - and the 
further interest of the State in local progress whicL has been attested by 
the system of paying for effort as a means to progress, demand the aband
onment of the antiquated system of local organization that now obtains in 
New York State. A State that seriously sets out to improve educational 
conditions cannot stop short of setting up a local organization that will 
make possible those administrative advantages that have grown up in city 
school administration. 

STATE AID FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN EQUALIZATION OF 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY 

It is the belief of the group tl1at carried on this investigation that the 
rewarding of effort as a method of encouraging progress will be less and 
less used by States. The recognition of the fundamental opposition between 
this method and the principle of equalization will doubtless bring about the 
development of other tools for effectively leading communities to exceed 
the minimum. In the transition period toward a more satisfactory minimum 
opportunity supplemented by less doubtful and perhaps even more effective 
means for assisting progressive leadership, it is possible at least to balance 
the good to be gained from any proposal against the degree of inequality 
of burden introduced. 

With the total cost of the minimum permissable program determined, it 
is possible to determine the amount of inequality of burden that will be 
introduced by granting State aid for purposes other than equalization. There 
are two conditions to be recognized: (1) When the activity in question 
is included in the measure of need of communities having it and thus in 
effect made a part of the equalization program, and (2) when a separate 
fund is set aside to be used independently of the equalization fund. 

The first condition exists if a type of education is considered in measuring 
the need of communities although the principle of equalization of oppor
tunity does not demand that it be recognized. A clear case would be that 
of counting the minimum task greater for cities having Junior High Schools. 
in order to encourage their establishment. In this case the per cent of 
increase in burden may be determined by dividing the total cost of t11e 
added type of education (in this case the total excess of cost of Junior High 
Schools over traditional education for the same children) by $134,500.000. 

The total added burden will not necessarily represent the increase in 
State aid, but may be the increase in State aid plus the incre.ase in minimum 
local tax: rate throughout the State. That is, the resulting increase in the 
cost of the minimum program will be" met by additional State aid alone or 
by additional State aid plus an increase in the local uniform tax rate. 

When the· second condition obtains. that is, when the specially· recognized 
activity is aided from a separate fund, the State as a whole is held responsi· 
ble only for the amount of aid granted by the State, since the locality 
presumably raises more than the minimum local rRte in order to meet the 
special conditions set for receiving special aid. The inequality of burden 
introduced in this case is determined by dividing the amount of State aid 
set aside for this special purpose hy $134,500,000. the cost of the minimum 
program. 
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A special State aid fund of $1,350,000 could therefore be established with 
the introduction of inequality of burdeu to the extent that would be measured 
by a one per cent increase over the burden of supporting the minimum 
program. 

It is ob"ious from the above that the activities set· up in the minimum 
program should be set up strictly with the idea of obtaining an equal 
minimum opportunity. Reward for effort, if it is· desired, may be obtained 
with less inequality of burden by creating a separate fund. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations for changes in the system of Stl!-te aid 
ha ve been dev.eloped in this report: 

(a) The setting up of such requirements as will guarantee to every child 
in the State an educational opportunity reasonably equivalent to what can 
be obtained by the expenditure of $70 annually on an elementary school 
child in a city school. 

(b) The equalization of the burden of supporting the above offering. 
(c) The retention of present State aid with the modifications and addi· 

tional aid outlined in this report as the proposed plan. The proposed plan 
would require (a) a local uniform tax of 36.4 cents on each $100 of real 
estate (full valuation) and (b) State aid to the amount of $62,500,000. 

(d) Elimination of the present district system and thE' transfer of the 
powers of the present district organizations either to the supervisory dis· 
tricts, or to entire coun*ies. 
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TABLE A 
DATA BEARING ON THE FISCAL SUPPORT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN 

THE SUPERVISORY DISTRICTS, CITIES AND VILLAGES OF NEW 
YORK STATE, BY COUNTIES, 1922-1923 

Full 
Buperviaory Number valua-

Co""," diatrict, city of tion* per 
or viJl_ weighted weighted pupu. pupil 

Alba..,. ....... 1 •..••..•....•. 2,205 '6,609 
Albany ....... 2 .....•.••••... 1,523 2,124 
Albany •••..•. 3 ..•.••....•.•. 2,358 8,958 

Alhany •.•••.... 12,784 13,286 
Cohoea .....•... 2,_ 7,998 
Green lol.nd ..•. 471 10,502 
Watervliet ..•..• 2,262 4,736 

Entire county .....••••.••.... 24,112 10,140 

.. _·····1 .. ············ 2,220 3,563 
Allegany .••... 2 .••••.••..•.•. 2,668 3,696 
AII_ny ...•. 3 .•.•..•••.•... 2,086 8,833 
Allegany ...... 4 ..•...•....... 1,992 2.895 
AII....,y •..... 6 ..•.....••••.. 2,038 3,690 

Willoville .•.•... 1,234 6,302 
Entire county ....•.•..••..... 12,138 4,242 

Broome ....... 1 .••••...•.••.•. 1,776 3,879 
Broome .•..•. 2 ............... 1,770 6,065 
Broome •.••••. 3 ..•.•••••...•• 1,644 6,919 
Broome ...... 4 ....•.••...•.. 1,912 2,895 

Binghamton ..•• 11,340 7,525 
JohnloD city •... 2,006 6,687 
Union Endioott. 3,611 5,026 

Entire oounty ................ 24,058 8,321 

Cettarau ....... 1. ............. 2,813 3,140 
C.tlarau ....... 2 .............. 2,244 6,145 
C.tlarau ....... 3 .••••.••••••.• 2,583 4,264 
Cattarau..,. ... 4 .............. 3,499 3,113 
Catlarau..,. ... 6 .............. 2,022 3,355 

Ol .. n .......... 4,_ 5,683 
SalamanCA •••••• 1,696 6,090 

Entire oounty ................ 19,666 4,438 

C_ •..•••• 1 ...•....... _. 1,659 3,666 
C.,...... ••••.. 2 .............. 1,973 5.996 
C.,...... ....... 3 .............. 1,551 6,792 
Cay ........... 4 .............. 1,_ 3,874 
Cay ........... 6 ............ · .• 1,706 3,035 

Auhurn ........ 6,820 6,233 
Entire county ................ 14,013 6,337 

Chatauqua •••• 1 •••••.•••••••• 2,618 6,700 
Chatauqua •••. 2 .............. 1,839 3,694 
Ch.tauqua •••• 3 .............. 2,077 4,931 
Ch.tauqu •• ~ •• 4 .•.••.••.•.••• 2,221 4,093 
Ch.tauqua. ••• 5 .............. 3,192 6,833 
Chatauqua .... 6 .............. 3,380 4,164 

Dunkirk •••••••• 3,423 6,760 
Fredoni ........ 1,078 6.423 

Entire oounty.~~':".':'~::::: 7,767 5,718 
27,690 6,429 

ChaDu ... •• .. ·II .............. 3,348 4,429 
Cham .......... 2 .............. 1,932 5,792 

==--:(7:::::::::1 7,014 7,696 
12,294 6'605

1 

1,710 2,178 
ChenullO ..... 2 .............. 2,010 3,293 

8t:::c:::::: :::;:::::::: ... 1,610 2,898 • 1,897 3,684 

• Fall ftluatiOD of real .tate. 
(227) 

CUl'l'ent 
expense State 

per Bid per 
weighted weighted 

pupil pupil 

14563 '1689 
3793 2264 
6653 15 13 
9626 2343 
6064 14 53 
'8408 1640 
6934 16 66 
7625 2025 

3800 19 12 
6187 21 65 
4770 1809 
4334 21 13 
~9 63 1692 
7397 19 21 
4741 1945 

50 93 2169 
4858 1947 
4846 18 18 
43 13 2050 
8320 2349 
8140 1930 
69 08 1649 
6894 21 06 

·4662 1977 
4892 1905 
4567 1948 
5224 1899 
4648 1870 
6537 1484 
6836 1770 
54 19 1802 

4093 1962 
5106 19 19 
4957 1755 
3898 19 18 
46 18 21 17 
75 14 1934 
6798 1935 

5007 1881 
4870 2075 
4642 1982 
6883 2300 
5372 1876 
6199 1822 
8182 2064 
71 06 1823 
7864 17 2~ 
6366 1898 

4782 2089 
50 62 18 16 
7790 '1903 
6635 1942 

3934 2168 
4729 2125 
4823 22 11 

21 92 

Looal 
CUl'l'eDt 
expense 

per 
weighted 

pupil 

'2874 
1539 
41 40 
7283 
4601 
4768 
4278 
6600 

1888 
30 22 
2961 
2221 
2271 
5476 
27 96 

29 34 
29 11 
30 28 
2263 
5971 
6210 
4259 
4789 

2675 
2987 
26.19 
3325 
2778 
50 53 
50 66 
36 17 

21 41 
31 87 
3202 
1980 
2501 
5580 
3863 

3126 
2795 
2860 
3583 
34 96 
3374 
61 18 
6282 
61 36 
4467 

26 94 
3236 
6887 
4593 

1766 
2804 
26 12 
2470 

Com-
puted 
local 

tel[ rate. 
Conte 

perSl00 

-
43 II 
726 
462 
648 
57 Ii 
454 
903 
652 

63 
81 
43 

o 
8 
3 

767 
61 

103 
65 

75 
48 
43 
78 
79 
92 
81 
75 

85 
48 
61 

106 
82 
88 
99 
81 

60 
53 
47 
51 
82 
89 
72 

54 
75 
M 
87 
61 
81 
90 
97 

107 
82 

eo 
65 
76 
70 

5 
8 
9 

8 
o 
8 
2 
3 
9 
8 
8 

2 
6 

" 8 
8 
9 
6 
6 

o 
2 
I 
I 
4 
6 , 
8 
7 
9 
6 
2 
o 
6 
4 
3 
3 

8 
9 
6 
6 

81 I 
79 I 
901 
70 6 
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TABLE A- (Continued) 

COUNT1' 
Supervisory 
district, city 

or village 

Chenango-
Continued 5 ..•..••.••.•... 

Norwich ....... 
Entire county ................ 

Clinton ...... '11. ............. 
Clinton ....... 2 .............. 
Clinton ....... 3 .............. 
Clinton....... 4 ............ ;. 

PJett..burg •••.•. 
Entire county ................ 

Columbia ..... \1. ............. 
Columbia ..... 2 .............. 
Columbia..... 3 .............. 

Hudson ........ 
Entire oounty ........................ ........ 

Cortland ..... \1 .............. 
Cortland ...... 2 .............. 

d.; .... 3 .............. 
Cortlandt. ...... 

Entire county ................ 

Delaware .•.•. 1. ............. 
Delaware .• ; •. 2 •.••.••.•••... 
Delaware ••.•. 3 .............. 
Delaware ..••. 4 .............. 
Delaware .•.•. 5 .••••••.•..••. 
D elaw&re ......... 6 .............. 

Entire county ................ 

uoob ........ D 
D 
D 
D 

uooh ........ 
utcb ........ 
uoob ........ : 

1. ............. 
2 .............. 
3 ............... 
4 .............. 
Beacon ......... 
Poughkeepsie ... 

Entire county ................................ 

'rie .......... E 
E 
E 
E 
E 

ne .......... 
ne .......... 

'ne ....... '" 
rie ............... .. 

1 ••••..••.••.•. 
2 .............. 
3 .............. 
4 .............. 
5 .............. 
Ruffalo ......... 
Depe ........... 
Kenmore ............. 
lACkawanna ....... 
J .ancaster ........ .... 
Tonawanda ..... 

Entire county .......... .. "0" ................ 

" ........ \1. ............. 
asex ........ 2 ••••••• ~ •••••• 

l • • •••••• 3 ...... ~ ...•... 
Ticonderoga ..•• 

Esse 
E 
Easel< 

Entire county ................ 

ranklin ••••• . F 
F 
F 
F 

ranklin .•••• ~ 
Il'&DkJin •••••• 
ranklin ••.••. 

1. ............. 
2 .............. 
3 .............. 
4 ... : .......... 
Malone ........ 
Saranac Lake ... 
Tupper Lake ...• 

Entire county ................ 

• Full valuation of real estate. 

Full Current Number vain&- -of tion- per 
wefd,'ted weighted weighted pupils pupil pupil 

--_.-----
1,608 13,744 14683 
1,916 4,511 6144 

10,751 3,410 4850 

1,895 3,606 39 68 
1,646 3,702 :rT56 
2,353 4,116 10235 
2,267 3,940 41 52 
1,430 6,206 8197 
9,591 4,214 6143 

2,180 5,434 5439 
2,753 7,825 4736 
1,510 4,427 40 35 
2,112 5,857 5827 
8,555 6,130 50 61 

2,227 4,209 4580 
1,424 2,730 3955 
1.608 2,875 3940 
2,428 6,370 54 76 
7,687 4,339 4929 

2,111 4,163 4608 
2,173 3,706 4914 
7,177 3,245 50 57 
2,599 5,887 4430 
1,690 2,772 4220 
1,785 4,389 50 21 

13,535 4,062 4735 

2,213 8,778 4957 
2,722 8,476 5866 
1,525 8,643 53 63 
2,679 6,604 4745 
1,691 5,993 6623 
6,058 8,544 5884 

16,888 8,009 5964 

3,109 16,521 61 :rT 
4,415 10,154 6146 
3,057 6,892 5734 
3,097 6,889 50 92 
2,451 4,629 4604 

68,626 12,543 11364 
796 8,008 10673 

1,125 ol6,667 7349 
2,488 11,594 8403 

901 6,352 7319 
1,919 7,929 64 62 

92,984 11,906 100 39 

1,657 4,544 4717 
3,633 4,784 5148 
2,639 6,713 64 75 
1,103 4,179 6462 
9,032 5,230 56 17 

2,090 '3,498 :rT 84 
1,266 8,003 5524 
1,741 2,970 3554 
2,167 3,616 4319 
1,943 4,082 58 89 
1,137 6,369 9.5 13 

991 4,084 6297 
11,335 4,382 5200 

State 
aid per 

weighted 
pupil 

----
120 00 
1754 
20 72 

2162 
2183 
2565 
1927 
1877 
2167 

20 26 
1617 
1785 
15 15 
1726 

1935 
2220 
18 51 
1754 
1913 

1926 
20 81 
2066 
2059 
20 25 
2037 
2036 

1593 
17 16 
1814 
1756 
1746 
1713 
1717 

1749 
1767 
1845 
1696 
1762 
2682 
2844 
1537 
2245 
1920 
1452 
2456 

21 19 
1945 
20 48 
1523 
1956 

20 96 
2123 
2027 
1992 
1746 
20 47 
1689 
1968 

LocaI Com-
current puted - local 

per tax rete. 
weighted Cent.. 

pupil per 1100 

----~ 
126 83 717 
4390 973 
27 78 815 

1806 501 
1573 425 
7670 186 3 
22 25 565 
6320 1018 
39 76 945 

34 13 628 
31 19 399 
2250 508 
4312 736 
3335 544 

2645 628 
17 35 636 
2089 727 
4722 741 
30 16 695 

26 82 644 
2833 764 
29 91 922 
2371 433 
2195 792 
2984 680 
2699 864 

3364 383 
4150 490 
3549 41 1 
29 89 453 
4877 814 
4171 488 
42 47 530 

4388 266 
4379 43 1 
3889 564 
33 96 493 
28 42 614 
86 82 692 
7829 978 
58 12 218 
6158 531 
5399 850 
50 10 632 
7583 637 

2598 572 
3203 670 
4427 659 
4939 1182 
3661 700 

1688 483 
34 01 425 
1527 514 
2327 644 
3629 889 
7466 1172 
3608 883 
3232 738 



TAXATION AND RETRENCHMENT 

TABLE A- ((Jontinu.3d) 

Full Current Number State Stipervioory of valua- - aid per CoUN'l'1' district, city weighted tion· per per weighted or village pupila weighted weighted pupil pupil pupil 

----------
Fulton ....... 1 .•...•...•.... 1,497 $4,230 S3902 $1868 
Fulton ...... . 2 ............... 1,944 2,718 3774 1877 

Gloversville . .... 4,139 5,615 6933 1584 
Johnstown ..... . 2,169 4,094 69 21 1672 

Entire county ... .............. 9,749 4,486 5835 1706 

Geneoee .••••. \1. ............. 2,659 7,601 4810 16 11 
Geneeee ...... 2 .............. 2,416 7,521 5056 17 10 

Batavia ........ 2,806 5,426 7232 1807 
LeRoy •.•..• · ... 1,035 4,647 71 95 20 16 

Entire county . ............... 8,916 6,552 59 16 1746 

Greene ..•.•.. 11. ............. 2,334 7,037 4399 1722 
Greene ..•.... 2 .............. 1,527 3,515 4259 2181 
Greene ....•.. 3 .............. 1,794 4,949 4831 2148 

Catskill ..••.•.. 909 6,287 7184 20 14 
Entire county ........ ........ 6,584 5,543 4870 1986 

Hamilton (Entire county) ...•.•.. 1,444 8,312 6936 2312 

Herkimer .... . 1. ............. 2,456 5,177 4970 17 29 
Herkimer .... . 2 .............. 1,868 5,669 4832 1589 
Herkimer .... . 3 .....•........ 1,440 6,272 4685 1656 
Herkimer .... . 4 .....•.....•.. 1,843 7,371 63 16 2220 

Frankfort ••..•. 1,167 2,538 4735 1450 
Herkimer ....... 1,992 6,197 8444 18 12 
Ilion ........... 2,090 6,085 6592 1747 
Little Falla ..... 2,006 6,509 7095 1628 

Entire county . ............... 14,662 5,833 5779 1737 

Jeffenon ...•• . 1. ............. 1,950 3,325 4636 2023 
Jefferson •.••. 2 .............. 2,350 3,903 4884 1955 
Jefferaon .•..•. 3 .............. 2,405 4,376 41 42 1695 
Jeffenon ..•••• 4 .............. 2,693 4,749 4678 1861 
Jefferson . .... 5 .............. 2,688 4,432 4656 1903 
Jefferaon ...•. 6 .....•.•...... 2,608 6,286 4581 1680 

Carthage •••••.• 857 7,169 6204 2176 
Watertown ..... 6,270 7,440 6308 1452 

Entire oounty ..•............. 21,821 5,502 5149 1746 

Lewio ........ 11. ............. 1,922 5,675 4266 1892 
Lewis .•.•..•. 2 .............. 2,414 4,119 4901 2237 
Lewis ........ 3 .............. 1,323 3,948 4183 2125 
Lewis ...•.... 4 ............•. 1,854 3,634 4272 2104 

Entire county ... : . ........... 7,513 4,367 44 57 20 96 

LiviDg8ton .... \1. ............. 3,391 7,311 53 98 1750 
Livingston.... 2 .............. 2,312 5,506 4733 1856 
Livingaton. . •• 3 .............. 2,344 5,288 4797 1824 

Dansville •...... 874 4,208 6561 1985 
Entire county ... ............. 8,921 6,008 5182 1820 

Madison •.•.•. \ 1. ........... ;. 2,565 3,041 4952 2202 
Madison .••••. 2 ....••........ 2,143 3,731 5247 2177 
Madiaon .••••• 3 .............. 2,203 2,961 42 62 1925 
Madi.on ..•.•. 4 .............. 2,476 4,986 5454 1824 

Oneida •..•.•.•. 1,851 6,866 7277 1939 
Entire county . ............... 11,238 4,051 6369 20 16 

Monroe ..... . 1. ••..•........ 3,210 14,492 1664 1710 Monroe ..... , 2 .............. 2,156 8,144 5252 1709 Monroe ..... . 3 .............. 2,217 13,374 6644 1537 Monroe ...... 4 ...........•.. 2,411 9,689 54 92 1752 
Eaot Rocheater •. 1,286 3,609 6374 1601 

~X,:tu;.:.::: : : : 1,013 3,748 6071 1837 
44,507 10,805 109 46 2812 

Entire eounty .. . , .........•.. 56,8. 10,619 9836 2569 

• Full valuation of real eatate. 

15 

Local 
current 
expense 

per 
weighted 

pupil 

$2034 
1897 
5349 
5249 
4129 

3199 
3346 
54 25 
5179 
4170 

2677 
20 78 
2683 
5170 
2884 

46 24 

3241 
3243 
3029 
40 96 
3285 
46 32 
4845 
54 67 
40 42 

2613 
2909 
24 47 
2813 
27 53 
2901 
40 28 
4841 
3403 

23· 74 
2664 
20 58 
2168 
2361 

3648 
2877 
2973 
4576 
3362 

27 60 
3056 
2337 
3630 
6338 
3353 

4954 
3643 
4107 
3740 
3765 
4234 
8134 
7267 

229 

Com-
puted 
loea1 

tax rate. 
Cents 

per 1100 

48 
69 
95 

128 
92 

42 
44 

100 
111 
63 

38 
59 
54 
82 
52 

55 

62 
57 
48 
55 

129 
74 
79 
84 
69 

78 
74 
55 
59 
62 
46 
56 
65 
61 

41 
84 
52 
59 
54 

49 
52 
56 

108 
56 

90 
81 
78 
72 
91 
82 

34 
43 
30 
38 

104 
113 
76 
69 

1 
8 
3 
2 
o 
1 
5 
o 
4 
6 

o 
1 
2 
2 
o 
6 

6 
2 
3 
6 
4 
7 
6 
o 
3 

6 
5 
9 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
8 

8 
7 
1 
7 
1 

9 
3 
2 
7 
o 
8 
9 
9 
8 
o 
8 

2 
5 
7 
6 
8 
o 
7 
1 
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TABLE A- (Continu!Jd) 

Full Curren' Local Com-
Superriamy Number ..... Iua- - Slala ........... , 

~:::t COUNTr diatriet, city of tion- per per aid per --or~ 
weighted weighted weighted weighted 

.,J:'ted ""'~ pupils pupil pupil pupil Cente 
pupil _1100 

Montgomery •. 1 ............... 3,372 15,225 15269 $1744 135 25 675 
Montgomery .. 2 .............. 2,238 6,191 4886 IS 76 33 10 535 

Amsterdam ..... 5,366 7,800 77 48 1919 5829 747 
Entire county ................ 10,976 6,681 6403 1795 46 OS 690 

N ...... u ....... 1 .............. 8,700 12,829 8846 1797 7049 549 
N ...... u ..•.... 2 .............. 5,790 13,824 9245 1799 74. 46 539 

Baldwin ........ 1,14.0 5,430 7103 16 18 54SS 1010 
Freeport ....... 2,4.02 6,237 83 16 1692 66 24. 106 I 
Glen Cove .•.... 1,655 10,311 71 61 IS 83 55 78 541 
Hempoteaci ••••. 2,825 4.,131 6638 1683 4.9 SS 1199 
Lawrence ..•.... 2,4SS 5,181 94 74 IS 99 7848 1515 
Long Beach ..... 392 71,159 SS33 11 SO 7353 103 
Lynbrook ...... 1,526 11,069 6730 1664 SO 46 456 
Port Washington I,SS9 10,890 lOS 32 1695 9137 839 
Rockville Center 1,471 12,446 8928 1771 7157 575 
RooIyn ......... 1,129 6,810 101 IS 20 55 8060 1184. 

Entire ODunty ................ 31,044 11,018 8614. 1735 68 79 624. 

New York.(entire ODunty) ....... 935,398 13,461 98 OS 2074 77340 575 

Niapra •..... 1. ............. 2,409 7,4.48 SOSS 1679 3386 455 
Niapra ...... 2 .............. 2,010 11,438 56 10 1389 4.2 21 369 
Niacara ...... 3 .............. 2,818 9,173 SO SO 1595 MSS 377 

Lockport ....... 3,903 8,106 8164 1782 64 02 790 
Niapra Falla ... 9,571 13,531 90 75 21 III 6963 515 
N. Tonawanda . 2,471 8,172 8279 1744 6535 SOO 

Entire county ............... 23,182 10,703 76340 1847 5767 641 

Oneida •...... 1. ............. 3,709 6,913 5&83 16 4.7 4.066 588 
Oneida ....... 2 .............. 2,4.48 3,846 49 OS 2066 284.0 738 
Oneida ..•.... 3 .............. 3,197 4.,193 5699 1903 3796 90S 
Oneida ....... 4. .............. 1,868 8,080 4.l 78 1654 2524 818 
Oneida .••..•. 5 .............. 1,952 8,437 4268 2020 224.8 SSli 
Oneida ....... 6 .............. 2,013 1,377 4.0 57 2174 1883 136 7 
Oneida ..•..•. 7 .............. 1,831 3,894 4225 1857 2368 698 

Rome ......... 4,496 6,238 6570 IS 62 SO OS S03 
Utica .......... U,735 9,075 81 51 20 78 60 78 670 

Entire ODunty ................ 36,249 6,891 6427 1921 4.506 705 

Onond_ .... 1 .............. 2,863 3,SS7 4648 1879 27 69 718 
Onondaga. ..•. 2 .............. 2,486 5,310 SOM 1681 3353 631 
Onondaga. .... 3 .............. 3,114 4.,550 SO 46 17 14. 3382 73 I 
Onond_ ••.. 4. .............. 3,667 4.,722 5206 1710 84096 740 
Onondaga. .•.. 5 .............. 3,121 4.,830 5168 1788 33 75 729 

E ... , Syracuse ... 1,193 3,104 5477 IS 73 8904 125 8 
Solvay ......... 1,789 4.,_ 9270 2844 6926 160 7 
Syracuse ....... 26,718 10,485 7063 2064 4999 477 

Entire ODunty ................ 44,951 8,047 6420 95 17 4468 SS5 

~"·I' 
1,7SS 7,315 53 31 1918 34. 13 467 

Ontario ....... 2 .............. 2,SS7 5,999 4973 170ll 3270 545 
Ontario ....... 3 .............. 1,388 10,089 5126 1396 3830 380 
Ontario ....... 4. .............. 1,998 2,962 3977 1938 2089 688 

Canandaigua .... 1,693 5,310 6718 1954 4.764 891 
Gene ............. 2,308 8,868 6934 20 21 4.913 554. 

Entire ODunty ................ 12,029 6,615 SSOO 1828 30 77 SS6 

Orange .... ·.· 1. ............. 4.,721 6,860 SS 22 15 740 8948 576 
Orange···· .•. 2 .............. 5,048 7,927 61 11 17 18 4.8 93 SSt 
Orange ....... 8 .............. 1,949 8,3~7 48 70 15 86 8284 89' 

Middletown ..... 2,946 8,503 6503 1530 4.975 585 
Newburgh ..••.. 5,337 6,694 6590 15 68 SO 27 751 
Port Jarvia ...... 1,967 5,602 7294 1744 SSSO 991 
Walden •....••• 1,003 3,388 6065 1737 46 SO 138 1 

Entire ....... ty .......... ····· . 22,971 7,182 6146 1620 4.5116 635 

_ Full valuation of real eala\e. 



TAXATION AND RETRENCHMENT 

TABLE A- (Oontinued) 

Full Current Number State Superviaory of valua-
_ ..... 

aid per • CoUJl'l"f diatrict, city weigbted tion* per 
wJ:'ted weighted or viIIa&e pupila weigbted pupil pupil pupil 

---------
Orleans ....... 1 .............. 1,576 '6,825 14923 $1530 
Orleans .....•. 2 .............. 903 8,087 4842 1256 
Orleaoa •...... 3 .............. 2,235 5,671 4736 1528 

Albion ......... 1,324 3,828 5642 1945 
Medina ........ 1,112 6,750 9049 2403 

Entire county ................ 7,150 6,057 5629 1707 

Oawego ....... 1. ............. 1,382 3,972 45151 2189 
Oswego ...... . 2 .............. 2,482 2,875 40 58 21 55 
()owego ••••••• 3 .............. 2,424 3,623 41 42 - 2089 
Oswego •...•.. 4 .............. 2,057 3,284 4355 19 19 
0S ... 0 ••••••• 5 ............•. 2,123 4,793 4153 1857 

Fulton ......... 2,555 6,812 5922 16 11 
O.wego .......... 3,272 6,170 7256 1749 

Entire DOunty •.•..........••. 16,295 4,660 5097 19 13 

Oteego ....••• 1 ....•......... 1,417 3,452 4532 2226 
Otaego ..••.•.. 2 .............•. 1,733 2,801 4620 24 17 
Otaego ...••.. 3 .............. 2,428 4,386 5400 2283 
Otaego ..•.... 4 ••••••••...••. 2,050 4,756 4957 2185 
Otaego ..•..•. 5 .............. 1,702 2,452 3745 20 05 
Otaego ....... 6 .....•........ 1,202 3,281 4687 25 18 

Oneonta ....... . 2,195 6,792 5885 1489 
Entire oounty .•....•..•...... 12,727 4,178 4921 2127 

Putnam (entire DOunty) ......... 2,820 9,568 61 10 1807 

Reoaoelaer ... '11' ............. 1,950 6,825 4753 1664 
Reneeelaor. . .. 2 .............. '1,347 2,866 3665 2140 
Reoaoelaer. ... 3 .......•...... 1,920 7,285 4954 17 17 

Hoooick Fall •... 927 3,228 6298 2004 
Troy-Lana'burg. 9,026 8,570 8748 2204 
Renoselaer ....•. 1,742 7,069 7726 2049 

Entire DOunty •............... 16,912 7,321 72 12 2081 

Rockland ....• \1. ............. 5,539 8,323 7002 1662 
Haventraw ..... 1,251 3,192 5546 1552 
Nyack .......•. 1,443 4,166 7317 17 14 
Spring Valley ... 1,384 2,466 5582 1670 

Entire county .......... '.' .••• 9,617 6,189 6656 1642 

St. Lawren .... 1. ............. 2,320 4,733 4349 1907 
St. Lawren .... 2 .......•...... 1,714 4,164 3826 2041 
St. Lawrence .. 3 .............• 2,356 4,091 3600 1778 
St. Lawren .... 4:· ••........... 2,034 3,521 3533 1944 
St. Lawrence •• 5 .....•........ 3,132 3,584 4186 1887 
St. Lawrence •. 6 ..•.....•...•. 2,333 6,059 50 82 1862 
St. Lawren .... 7 ....... : ...... 2,246 4,079 3990 17 36 st. Lawrence •• 8 ..•.•......... 1,847 3,721 40 69 1865 

Gouverneur .. ... 1,192 3,078 5805 1888 
Mauena ...•.... 1,665 2,840 5337 1563 
°fldeoaburg •.. : . 2,051 4,826 6442 1844 

Entire DOunty ....•........... 22,890 4,133 4490 1847 

Saratoga •.... 1 .............. 1,644 6,890 4371 1574 
Saratog ........ 2 .............. 1,636 4,890 4437 2237 
Saratoga ••... 3 ............. : 2,275 669 4857 1643 
Saratoaa ••... 4 .............. 2,045 4,748 4726 1952 

Ball.ton Spa ..•• 884 1,694 6601 20 67 
Mechanioville ... 2,257 3,169 7320 1806 
Saratoga SP8& ••. [2,361 7,305 6976 1757 

"::"1~=::::1 
898 1,889 6394 1931 a,ooo 7,404& 66 85 1840 

5,007 11,070 4921 11 32 
Schenectady .•.. 16,936 7,024 8210 21 54 
Sootia .......... 1,3'11 4,010 6729 2811 Entire county ................ 23,314 6,427 7417 19 16 

• Full ... Iutlon of reel ootate. 
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3556 
3208 
3697 
6646 
3922 

2362 
1903 
2053 
2436 
2296 
4311 
5507 
3184 

2306 
2203 
31 17 
2772 
1740 
2169 
4396 
2794 

4303 

3089 
1525 
3237 
4294 
6496 
5677 
5131 

5340 
3994 
56 03 
40 12 
50 14 

2442 
17 84 

'1822 
15 89 
2299 
3220 
2204 
22 14 
39 17 
3774 
4598 
2643 

2797 
2200 
32 15 
2774 
4534 
5514 
5218 
44 63 
3856 

3789 
60 56 
4845 
56 02 
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31 1 
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566 
966 
985 
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567 
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47 
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68 
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45 
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53 
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70 

64 
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81 
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232 REPOR'lI OF SPECIAL JOINT COl'tIMITTEE 

TABLE A- (Continued) 

Full Current Local Com-
Supervisory Number valu ... expense State current puted 

COUNTY district, city of tion* per per aid per expenee local 
or village weighted weighted weighted weighted per tu rate. 

pupils pupil pupil pupil weighted Cente 
pupil per 1100 

--'-----------------
Schoharie ...•. 1 ...•.•.•...... 1,373 12,114 13853 S2490 S1363 645 
Schoharie .•... 2 .............. 1,882 3,002 39 Z1 1886 2041 680 
Schoharie .•... 3 .............. 2,675 3,949 4407 1969 2438 617 

Entire county . ............... 5,930 3,224 4127 2063 2064 640 

Schuyler ...... 11. ....... · ... ·· 1,870 .4,564 51127 2172 2955 647 
Schuyler ...... 2 .............. 1,995 4,122 4569 1888 2681 650 

Entire county .... ............ 3,865 4,336 4839 2025 2814 649 

Seneca ........ \1. ............. 1,919 6,010 4933 1788 3146 523 
Seneca ....... 2 ........... , .. 1,915 6,651 5280 1543 3737 562 

Seneca Falls ..•. 1,187 4,733 6616 1898 4718 997 
Entire county ................ 5,021 5,953 54 63 17 '20 3743 629 

Steuben ...... 1. ............. 2,192 4,383 4878 20 18 2860 653 
Steuben ...... 2 .............. 1,665 3,080 3795 1891 1904 618 
Steuben ...•.. 3 ....•......... 1,991 2,365 4185 2182 20 03 847 
Steuben ...... 4 .............. 1,651 2,261 34 13 2021 1392 616 
Steuben ....•. 5 .............. 2,031 4,265 4238 1894 2344 550 
Steuben ...... 6 .............. 2,468 4,135 46 11 2018 2592 827 
Steuben ...... 7 .............. 2.076 3,318 4468 2103 2365 713 

Bath ........... ; 965 3.154 4804 1982 2822 895 
Corning ....... . 2,919 5,324 5492 1572 3920 736 
Hornell ........ 2,766 4.577 7530 1840 5690 1243 

Entire county . ............... 20.724 3,869 4909 1932 2977 769 

Suffolk ....... 1. ............. 8.433 10,556 6897 1798 50 99 483 
Suffolk ....... 2 .............. 4.757 10,937 7966 1968 5998 548 
Suffolk ..•.•.. 3 .............. 4.977 13,219 7272 1697 5575 . 422 

Bay Shore ...... 1.119 12,684 79 13 1743 6170 486 
Huntington .. ... 1.928 8.540 71 09 1699 54 10 633 
Patchollue ....•. 1,842 3,827 63 19 1502 4817 1259 

Entire couuty . ............... 23.056 10,607 7219 1777 5442 513 

Sullivan ...... 11. ............ · 2.708 7,246 5182 2021 31 61 436 
Sullivan ...... 2 .............. 2.964 4,369 4700 2295 2405 550 
Sullivan ...... 3 .............. 4.272 4.916 4563 1663 2900 590 

Entire county ...... .......... 9,944 5,388 4772 1949 2823 524 

Tioga ........ \l. ............. 1,861 2.763 4260 2340 1920 695 
Tioga ........ 2 .............. 1.560 3,171 4513 2193 2320 732 
Tioga ........ 3 .............. 1.380 3.510 4387 2029 2358 672 

Owego ......... 1.012 3,944 6288 2005 4283 1086 
Waverly ........ 1.221 3,557 64 97 1732 4765 134 0 

Entire county ................ 7,034 3,308 50 21 20 93 2928 885 

Tompkins ..... \1. ............. 1,486 3.301 4515 2275 2240 679 
Tompkins. . .. 2 ............... 1,987 5,752 5953 1847 4106 714 
Tompkins.... 3 .............. 2,433 2,489 4126 1795 2331 937 

Ithaca ......... 3.535 7.227 72 29 1858 5371 743 
Entire county . ............... 9.441 5.078 5734 1905 38 29 754 

Ulster ........ 1. ............. 1,754 6,275 4442 1436 3006 479 
Ulster ........ 2 .............. 3.669 6,838 4429 1605 2824 41 3 
Ulster ........ 3 .............. 2,786 5,121 4299 1929 2374 464 
Ulster ........ 4 .............. 1.188 7.529 4517 1653 2864 380 

Kingston ...... . 4,379 6,018 5888 1667 4231 70 
Saugerties . ..... 750 4,588 6134 1929 4205 917 

Entire county . ............... 14,526 6,134 4941 1686 32 65 537 

3 

Warren ....... 11. ............. 1,976 6,836 64 57 1968 3489 510 
W .. rren ....... 2 ........ , ...... 1.382 4.903 4285 2197 2071 422 
W .. rren ....... 3 .... · ........... 1,037 4.497 4072 2296 1776 395 

, Glens' Fal1s ..... 2.280 8.677 7330 1575 6755 66 
Entire county ...... " ......... 6.675 6,701 6639 1932 3707 553 

3 

Washington ... 11. .............. 1.369 4.037 4138 2175 1963 486 
Washington... 2 .............. :. 2.879 2.536 4268 1887 2381 939 
Washington... 3 ............. : 3,308 3.444 4230 1792 2438 729 

• Full valuation 01 real .. t .. te. 



TAXATION AND ~ETRENCHMENT 233 

TABLE A - (Concluded) 

Full Current Local Com-
Supervisory Number valua- expense State current puted 

of aid per expense local COVNTr district. city weighted tiOD. per per weighted per ta:z:rate. or village pupils weighted weighted pupil weighted Cent. pupil pupil pupil per.l00 

W .. hingto ....... 
'.IIIln ..... 4 .............. 1,998 13,357 $3997 $1803 S2194 854 

Hudson Fall •... 1,133 5,486 6434 1879 4555 8d 0 
Whitehall •...... 1,277 2,985 5968 17 15 4254 1426 

Entire county •....••......... 11,964 3,395 4584 1860 2724 802 

Wayne ••••••. 11 •..•.......... 3,262 5,612 4972 1692 3280 684 

::::::::::: tL~~~~~~~~~; 3,157 4,225 . 44 62 1787 2675 633 
2,678 5,878 51 51 1747 3404 679 
2,555 6,991 5707 1830 3877 555 
1,699 4,132 6665 17 13 4952 1199 

Entire county ................ 12,349 5,509 5315 1762 3563 647 

W .. tcheater •.. 1. ............. 3,402 21,140 16753 1859 14894 705 
" W eatcheater •.. 2 ..••..••.••... 4,699 17,324 10524 20 41 84 83 490 
WeatchOBter ••. 3 ..........••.. 2,581 17,852 9003 2010 6993 392 
Weatcheater ••. 4 .............. 2,307 15,608 7483 1542 5941 381 

Bronxville ..... . 573 32,447 145 18 2247 12271 378 
Harrison . ...... 1,001 19,455 7600 1772 5828 300 
Haatinge-on-Hud. 1,133 10,988 7663 1565 6098 655 
Mamaroneck .... 1,957 9,628 9130 17 65 7365 765 
Mt. Vernon ..... 9,659 9,133 10288 2197 80 91 886 
N. Rochelle ..... 7,789 13,903 109 66 2342 8624 620 
N.:r~WIi ... 1,290 6,667" 6457 1549 4908 736 
OSSlDlDg ..•..•. . 2,115 7,146 7089 1493 5596 783 
Peekskill ....... 2,896 5,451 6262 1502 4760 873 
Pelham Manor .. 1,347 12,486 129 11 1848 11063 886 
Portcheater ..... 4,284 5,862 7555 16 76 5879 100 3 
Scarsdale ....... 881 32,120 19992 30 33 16959 628 
Tarrytown ...... 986 14,836 11090 22 58 8832 595 
White Plaioa .... 4,792 11.804 12352 2850 9502 805 
Yonkere •....... 20,080" 11,250 107 10 2324 8386 745 

Entire county .....•.......... 73,772 12,309 104 14 21 26 8288 673 

Wyoming .•••. 11. ............. 2,294 3,781 4328 1806 2521 667 
Wyoming .•..• 2 .............. 3,103 4,297 49 13 1900 30 13 701 

::::~~~: .. ~~::::::::: : 2,181 5,195 4903 17 22 3181 612 
1,142 3,776 5966 1761 4203" III 4 
8,720 4,318 4894 18 13 30 81 714 

Yatea ••••••.• 11 .............. 1,737 4,140 4452 1772 2680 647 
Yatea ........ 2 .............. 1,792 3,529 3591 1742 1849 624 

Penn Yan ...•.. 1,200 4,546 5323 2391 2932 646 
Entire county ................ 4,729 4,012 4347 19 18 2429 605 

Entire State. . .... .. .. . . . . . . .. .. 1,922,232 10,419 8271 2033 ....... 598 

• Full valuation of real estate. 



TABLE B 
DATA BEARING ON THE FISCAL SUPPORT OJ' PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE SUPERVISORY DISTRICTS, CITIES AND 

VILLAG!lS OJ' NEW YORK STATE, ARRANGED ACCORDING TO VALUATION PER WEIGHTED PuPIL, 1922-1923 

Full Current Local Local Addi- Local taz 
SO'PIlRV_T Number valua- espenae State current Computed taz rate tional rate to 

DtlTRICl. CI1'1' OR County of tion- per per :~~~~ expenao local equiv .. looal taz raiael8O-
VILLAG. weichted weighted . welchted per tu rate alent of rate to without pupila pupil pupil pupil weighted State aid raiae 140 State aid pupil 

LongBeaeh ..................... N ... au ........... 392 S71.159 as533 SI1 80 S7363 10.3 1.7 4.0 11 
Bronxville ...................... W .. tcheoter ...... 673 32.447 145 18 2247 12271 37.8 6.9 11.4 25 
S .. rodaIe ....................... W .. tcb .. ter ....•.. 881 32.120 199 92 3033 169 69 62.8 9.4 3.0 25 
Kenmore ....................... Erie ............. 1.126 26.667 7349 1637 68 12 21.8 6.8 9.2 30 
1 .............................. Weotcheoter ...... 3,402 21,140 16763 1859 14894 70.11 8.8 10.1 38 
3 .............................. Saratoga ......... 2,276 20.669 4867 1643 32 15 16.6 7.9 11.4 39 
HarriIoD ....................... Weotcbeoter ...... 1,001 19.4.55 7600 17 72 6828 30.0 9.1 11.6 41 
3 ................... ; •.•....... W .. tcheoter ....•. 2.681 17,852 9003 20 10 69 93 39.2 11.3 11.1 45 
2 .............................. W .. tcheoter ....•. 4,699 17,324 10624 2041 84 83 49.0 11.8 11.3 46 
1 .............................. Erie ............. 3,109 16.621 6237 1749 4388 26.6 10.6 13.6 48 
4 .............................. W .. tcheoter ....•. 2,3m 15.608 7483 1542 5941 38.1 9.9' 16.7 61 
Tarrytown ...................... Weotcbeoter ...•.• 9~ 14,836 11090 2268 8832 59.6 15.2 11.7 64 
1 .............................. Monroe ••.••••••• 3.210 14,492 6664 17 10 4964 43.2 11.8 16.8 56 
New Rochelle ................... Weotcheoter ....•• 7,7119 13.903 109 66 2342 86 24 62.0 16.8 11.9 67 
2 .............................. N ... au ........... 6.790 13,824 9246 17 99 7446 63.9 13.0 16.9 68 
Niagara Falla ................... Niagara .......... 9,571 13,631 9075 21 12 6963 61.6 16.6 14.0 59 
New York City ................. NewYork .••••••. 936.398 13.461 9808 2074 7734 67.6 16.4 14.3 59 
3 .............................. Monroe .••...•••. 2.217 13,274 6644 111 37 4107 30.7 11.l1 18.4 60 
Albany ......................... ::;:"~L:::::::: : 12,784 13.2~ 9626 2343 7283 64.8 17.6 12.6 60 
3 .............................. 4,977 13,219 7272 1697 66 76 42.2 12.8 17.4 60 
1 ............................... NBMBU ••••••••••• 8.700 12,829 88 46 1797 7049 64.9 14.0 17.2 62 
B .. yBbor ....................... Iluffolk ........... 1.119 12.684 79 13 1743 6170 48.6 13.7 17.8 63 
Buffalo ......................... Erie ...••.••••••• 68,626 12,643 WI 64 2682 86 82 69.2 21.4 10.6 64 
P.lbam Manor .................. W .. tcheoter ....•. 1,347 12,4~ 129 11 18 48 11063 88.6 14.8 17.2 64 
Rockville Center ................ N ... au ........... 1,471 12.446 H9 28 17 71 7167 67.6 14.2 17.9 64 

~.:::.::::::::: ::::::::::::: Weetcheoter ..•••• 4,792 11,840 12362 2860 9602 80.6 24.1 9.7 68 
Brie ............. 2,488 11,594 84 03 2246 6168 63.1 19.4 16.1 69 

2 .............................. Niacar& .••••••••• 2,010 11,438 66 10 1389 4221 36.9 12.1 22.8 70 
yonkers ........................ Weotcheoter •.•••. 2O,0IW 11 ,260 107 10 2324 8386

1 

74.11 20.7 14.9 71 
~brook ....................... NaMau ••••••••••• 1,626 11,069 6730 1684 60411 46.6 111.2 20.9 72 

tin_Hudaon •••••••••.••• W .. tch .. ter •••••• 1,133 10,988 7663 1666 6098 66.11 14.2 22.2 72 
2 .............................. Hulfol ............. 4,767 10,037 7966 1968 59 98 64.8 18.0 111.6 73 
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Port W 81hington •••••••••••.••.. Naaaau .......... . 1.659 10.890 10832 1695 9137 83.9 15.6 21.2 74 Rooheeter ...................... Monroe ......... . 44.507 10,605 10946 '2812 81 34 76.7 26.5 11.2 75 1 .............................. Suffolk ........... 8,433 10.556 6997 1798 5099 48.3 17.0 20.9 76 Green leland .................... ~~o':.':f .. .;::::::: : 471 10.503 6408 1640 4768 45.4 15.6 22.5 76 Syraouse ......•••......... .... 26.718 10.485 7063 2064 4999 47.7 19.7 18.6 76 GlenCov ....................... N ..... u ........... 1,655 10.311 71 61 1583 6578 64.1 16.4 23.4 7S 2 .............................. Erie ............. 5.415 10,164 61 46 1767 4379 43.1 17.4 22.0 79 8 .............................. Ontario .......... . 1,388 lO,089 51 26 1296 3830 38.0 12.8 26.8 79 4 .............................. Monroe .... : .... . 2,411 9,689 5492 1752 37 40 38.6 18.1 23.2 83 
ru-:as:.~~~·::: : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : Weetcheeter ...... 1,957 9,628 91 30 1765 7365 76.6 18.3 23.2 83 Putnam ......... . 2,820 9,668 61 10 1807 4303 45.0 18.9 22.9 84 8 .............................. Niagara .••..••••• 2.818 9,173 5050 1595 3455 37.7 17.4 26.2 87 Mount Vernon .................. Weetcheeter ••••.. 9,659 0,133 10288 2197 8091 88.6 24.1 19.7 88 1-3 Uti ............................ Oneid ............. 14,735 9,075 81 51 2073 6078 67.0 22.8 21.2 88 3 .............................. Albany ........... 2,358 8,958 66 63 15 13 41 40 46.2 16.9 27.8 89 ~ Genev .......................... Ontario ....... .... 2.308 8,868 6934 2021 49 13 55.4 22.8 22.3 90 ll-L ............................. Dutch ............ 2,213 8,778 4957 1593 3364 38.3 18.1 27.4 91 

~ Glene Falla ..................... Warren ......... • 2,280 8.677 . 7330 1575 5755 66.3 18.2 27.9 92 3 .............................. Dutch ............ 1,625 8.643 5363 18 14 3549 41.1 21.0 25.3 93 Troy ........................... Rensselaer ........ 2,063 8,570 874R 2254 6496 75.8 26.3 20.4 93 Z 
Pougbkeepsie ................... Dutcb ............ 6,058 8.544 5884 17 13 4171 48.8 20.0 26.8 94 ~ Huntington ..................... Suffolk ........... 1,928 8,540 71 09 1699 54 10 63.3 19.9 26.9 94 Z Middletown .................... Orange .......... . 2,946 8,503 6503 15 30 4973 58.5 18.0 29.0 94 I:;) 2 ........................... : •. Dutch ............ 2.722 8,476 5866 17 60 4150 49.0 20.2 26.9 94 8 .............................. Orange .•........ . 1,949 8,327 4870 15 86 3284 39.4 19.0 29.0 96 l:d Rookland ....................... Rockland .••...... 6,963 8,323 7002 16 62 5340 64.2 20.0 28.1 96 t<I Hamilton ....................... Hamilton ......... 1,444 8,312 6936 23 12 4624 55.6 27.8 20.3 96 >-3 North Tonawanda •.••.•.•.•..••• Niagara ......... . 2,471 8,172 82 79 1744 6535 80.0 21.3 27.6 98 l" 
2 ••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.•••. Monroe .... ,', .... 2,156 8,144 52 52 17 09 3543 43.5 21.0 28.1 98 t<I 
Lockport ••••••.••••••••.•..••.• Niagara ......... . 3,903 8,106 81 84 17 82 6402 79.0 22.0 27.4 99 Z 

C 2 ............................... Orleans .......... 903 8,087 4842 1256 3556 44.0 15.5 33.9 99 =: D.p.w ......................... Erie .............. 796 8,008 10673 2844 7829 97.8 35.5 14.4 100 2 .............................. Franklin ......... 1,266 8,003 5524 21 23 3401 42.5 26.5 23.5 100 is: 
Cabo ........................... Albany ........... 2,509 7,998 6054 14 53 4601 57.5 18.2 31.8 100 t<I 
Tonawanda ..................... Erie ............. 1,919 7,929 6462 14 52 50 10 63.2 18.3 32.1 101 Z 
2 .............................. Orange .......... . 5.048 7,927 61 11 17 18 4393 55.4 21.7 28.8 101 >-3 
2 .............................. Columbia .•••.••.. 2,753 7.825 4736 16 17 31 19 39.9 20.7 30.5 102 Ameterdam ..................... Montgomery ..•..• 5,366 7,800 7748 19 19 5829 74.7 24.6 26.7 103 Elmira ........................ Cbemung •.•...••. 7.014 7.693 7790 ·19 03 5887 76.5 24.7 27.3 104 1 .............................. Genesee ......... . 2,659 7,601 48 10 16 11 3199 42.1 21.2 31.4 105 4 .............................. Ul.ter ............ 1,188 7.529 45 17 1653 2864 38.0 22.0 31.2 106 Bingbamton .................... Broome ......... . 11,340 7,525 8320 2349 5971 79.3 31.2 21.9 106 2 .............................. Genesee ......... . 2,416 7,521 5056 17 10 3346 44.5 22.7 30.4 106 1 .............................. Niagara ......... . 2,409 7,448 5065 1679 3386 45.5 22.5 31.2 107 Walertown ..................... Jeffereon ......... 6,270 7,440 6308 14 52 4841 65.1 19.5 34.2 107 4.............................. Herkimer ......... 1,643 7.371 63 16 2220 4096 55.6 30.1 24.1 108 

• Full valuation 01 real eetate. I>:l 
C.:> 
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TABLE B - (Continued) 

Full Current 
8UPIIRVIIIORT Number valua- ellpeD18 8tata 

DIIITRIO'I', ClTT OB Couat:r of tion. per 1'.r :~~r't!t V,L .... O. weillbted w.illbted w8l&hted pupl .. pupil pupil pupil 

1. ............................. Ontario .......... 1,785 '7,315 ,5331 '19 18 
1 .............................. LivinptoD •..•.•.. 3,391 7,311 6398 1760 
8aratop Bprlnp ................ ~':.":!'e':';'·. : : : : : : : 2,361 7,306 6976 1767 
3 .............................. 1,920 7,286 4954 17 17 
1 .............................. Sullivan .......... 2,708 7,246 6182 2021 
Ithaca ......................... Tompki". ........ 3,636 7,227 7220 1868 

g:;t~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::: J.fferlon .....•.•. 857 7,169 6204 2176 
W .. t.b .. ter.: .... 2,116 7,146 7089 14 &3 

R."...Iaer ...................... ReDl8e1aer ........ 1,742 7,069 7726 2049 
1 .............................. Greene .......... . 2,334 7,037 4399 17 22 
8ch.nectady .•.•......•.•......• Scbenectady ...•.. 16,936 7,024 82 10 21 64 
4 .................. : •......•..• Wayn ............ 2,666 6,991 6707 18 30 
3 ............................ ,. Broome .......... 1,644 6,919 4846 18 18 
1 .............................. Oneida ........... 3,709 6,913 6683 1647 
3 .••••••••••.•••.•.•••.•.•.•••• Erie ............. 3,067 6,892 6734 1846 
1 .............................. Baratol .......... 1.644 6,896 4371 111 74 
4 .............................. Erie ............. 3,007 6,880 6092 1696 
1 ... , .......................... Orange, .......... 4,721 6,860 6622 1674 
2 .............................. Ullter ............ 3,669 6,838 44 29 1606 
1 .............................. Warr.n ....... : .. 1,976 6,836 64 67 1968 
6 .............................. Chautauqua ...••. 3,192 6,833 11372 1876 
3 .............................. AUegbany •...•... 2,086 6,833 4770 1809 
1 .............................. Orl .. ". .......... 1,667 6,825 4923 1630 
1 .............................. Ren ... I ........... 1,9/10 6,8211 4763 1664 
Fulton ......................... Olwello ••....•... 2,1166 6,812 6922 16 11 
Roolyn ......................... NaIJIBu ••......... 1,129 6,810 101 15 2065 
Oneonta ........................ O~ello ........... 2,196 6,792 6885 14 89 
3 ..... "" ..................... Cayulla .......... 1,651 6,792 4967 17 66 
Dunkirk ........................ Cbautauqua ...... 3,423 6,760 81 82 2064 
Modina ........................ Orl .. ". .......... 1.112 6,760 9049 2403 
3 ............................. Enea ............ 2,639 6,713 64711 2048 
Newburllh ...................... Orabll ............ 11,337 6,694 66 90 16 63 
Jobnlon City ................... Broome ......... . 2,0011 6.687 8140 19 30 
N ortb Tarrytown ......••....••• W .. tcheater .....• 1,290 6,667 6467 111 49 
2 .............................. Beneca ........... 1,9111 6,6111 11280 111 43 
1 .............................. Albany ........... 2,2011 6,60& 411 63 1689 

Looal Looal ourrent .Computed t"" rata ezpen .. local equiv-p.r tall rata al.nt of 
w.'llhted 8tata aid pupil 

'34 13 46.7 26.2 
3648 40.& 23.& 
6218 71.4 24.1 
8287 44.4 23.6 
31 61 43.6 27.& 
6371 74.8 2/>.7 
4028 66.2 30.4 
6696 78.3 20.9 
6677 80.3 29.0 
2677 38.0 24.6 
6066 86.2 30.7 
3877 M.II 26.2 
3028 43.8 26.8 
4066 68.8 23.8 
3889 116.4 26.8 
2797 40.6 22.8 
3396 49.8 24.6 
3948 67.6 22.& 
2824 41.8 23.11 
34 89 111.0 28.8 
8496 111.2 27.11 
2961 43.3 26.11 
21 24 31.1 22.4 
3080 46.3 24.4 
43 11 63.3 23.6 
8060 118.4 80.2 
4396 64.7 21.9 
3202 47.1 25.8 
61 18 90.6 80.6 
6646 08.6 86.6 
4427 65.9 80.11 
6027 711.1 23.8 
62 10 92.9 28.9 
4008 73.6 23.2 
3737 66.2 23.2 
2874 43.11 211.6 

Adell-
tional 

looal tall 
rata to 

raiee 140 

28.6 
30.8 
80.7 
31.3 
27.3 
29.6 
26.4 
36.1 
27.6 
32.4 
20.3 
31.0 
81.l1 
30.0 
31.8 
85.2 
33.' 
85.4 
36.0 
29.7 
31.1 
82.1 
36.2 
84.2 
36.1 
28.6 
37.0 
33.1 
28.6 
23.7 
29.1 
86.4 
31.0 
86.8 
36.9 
8/1.0 

Looal tall 
rata to 

raioel8O-
without 

8tata aid 

108 
100 
110 
110 
110 
111 
112 
112 
113 
114 
114 
114 
116 
116 
116 
116 
116 
117 
117 
117 
117 
117 
117 
117 
117 
118 
118 
118 
118 
119 
119 
\19 
120 
120 
120 
121 
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•. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . • .. .. . .. . ... Du·"I1 ............ a.679 6.804 474& 173D ID 80 4ft.8 a6.6 84.0 1111 
1.ltU. Fall... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... JI.rklmor ......... 2.006 8.61.19 7090 16 ~8 64 67 114.0 20.0 80.4 I~a 
Cort.land. ... . . . • . . . . .. . . .. • .... Cortland ......... 2.428 6.370 0476 1764 47 aa 7'.1 27.& 86.8 I~O 
flarana. I""'.. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. ... Frankl' ........... 1.137 8.369 0& 18 lIO 47 74 06 117.2 82.1 80.7 126 
I,anna-t.or . ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . .. F.ri •.•• ..•.....•. OUI 8.862 7819 1980 &3 00 8ft.0 80.a 3l1.7 126 
C.toldll. . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. ... Ol'tllln ............ 900 6.2M7 71114 2014 6170 H:I.lI 32.0 81.8 127 

t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ti~:;~~·.:::::::: a.608 8.2H6 4ft 81 1680 2901 48.a ~0.7 80.9 1:l7 
1.764 8.27& " 4a 1680 8000 47.9 lI2.9 40.9 128 

, .............................. JI.rklm ........... 1.440 6.272 46 80 1666 80 lIO 4a.8 ao .• 87 •• 128 
lorn.. .. .. . • .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. • ... Onolda ...... : ..•• '.4UO 6.238 Oft 70 1ft 62 no 08 80.8 26.0 80.1 128 

~~~~:~: ::::: :::::::: :::: ::::: ~:"~':.':::::::::: 1I.4U2 6.237 88 16 1692 6024 106.1 17.1 87.0 128 
&.82U 6.238 7& 14 10 84 6ft 80 80.6 81.0 88.1 128 

1'IlIttobUl'I.... • . • . .. . .. .... ..... Cllnlon .......... 1.430 6.200 81 07 18 77 63 liD 101.8 80.2 84.2 120 
~ II.............................. Monlcomer' ...... 11.238 6.101 4880 1670 83 10 63.6 26.a 80.11 120 

U.rklm.... .. . . . . • • . . . . . • • . • . • •• H.'klln ........... 1.0ua 6.107 6444 18 III 46 82 74.7 20.2 86.8 1:10 e 0."0lIl0. . • .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. 0 • .,.110 .......... 8.272 6.170 72 60 17 40 lID 07 80.8 lI8.8 86.6 130 
2. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . •• Callar.uIUl ...... 2.lI44 8.146 4892 19 Oft 2987 48.6 81.0 84.1 13U ::! ilion....... . ... ..... • . . . . • . .... U.rklmor ......... 11.000 6.086 65 92 1747 4846 70.6 lI8.7 87.0 132 
I .................... ,......... room •.......••. 1.770 6.006 48 lI8 10 t7 20 11 48.0 82.1 83.8 132 0 
6 .............................. 8t. Lawr.noe ...... 1.838 6.060 60 8~ 1802 83 20 68.1 80.7 83.8 182 i.( 
KlnptoD ....................... VI.I.r ............ 4.879 6.018 38 88 1667 .a 81 70.8 27.7 8S.8 138 

~ 1 .•.••..... " ............. , .... Santoa ........... 1.010 6.010 40 83 17 88 81 46 62.8 29.8 80.8 138 
I .............................. gntarlo .......... 1.837 a.ooo .072 1702 8270 M.a 2S.4 88.8 1S3 t:I 
~""~~~'.:::::::::: ::::::::: ::::: D':ft~r.:...::::::::: 1.978 a.006 al 00 19 10 81 87 68.2 82.0 84.7 188 

1.691 6.008 6628 1746 4877 81.' 2D.1 87.6 133 

~ ............................... 0.1 • ., ............ 2.690 6.8M7 4480 2060 2871 40.8 83.0 88.0 130 
8 .............................. Wayn ............ 1.676 a.878 61 61 17 47 8404 67.0 20.7 88.8 130 
~nolda.. . .. .. • .. .. .. . . . . • • .. ... Madl.on ......... 1.861 6.866 7277 1080 6888 . 01.0 83.1 8ft. 1 136 ::a 

orloh .. "'r ..................... W .. t.h •• "" ...... 4.284 a.862 76 6& 1070 6879 100.8 28.6 80.0 136 ~ r.~~~::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: gf.~':n":.~:::::::::: a.1I2 a.837 6827 16 13 48 12 78.6 26.0 4~.4 187 
1.932 6.70a 6063 18 16 8286 M.O 81.4 87.7 138 I") 

~;.m,;.t;,wri:::: ::: ::::::: ::::::: 6f.::'.."~:.; .. : ::::: 1.987 a.702 6063 1847 41 06 71.4 82.1 87.4 139 = 7.767 a.718 7864 17 28 61 86 107.8 80.2 80.7 140 t( 
1 .............................. Chautauqua ...... 1.618 a.700 &007 1881 81 26 64.8 83.0 87.1 140 ~ ?I~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: f:~~~~~~:::::: 4.809 a.683 6687 1484 &0 a3 88.0 20.1 44.8 141 

1.0~2 a.67a 4200 1802 2874 41.8 83.8 87.1 141 Iooj 
8 .............................. O'ioan •....•.••.. a.23a a.671 4786 1628 8208 60.6 20.0 43.6 141 
I ............................... H.'klm ........... 1.868 6.660 4882 1610 8343 37.2 28.0 42.a 141 
OlovonvlUI.. .. . . . . . . • .. . • .. . ... Full<l ............. 4.180 a.616 6083 1684 6840 06.8 28.a '3.0 142 

~o"''jm.ii::::::::::::::::::::: ~~::::::::::::: 8.202 a.612 4072 1692 8280 68.' 80.1 41.1 142 
1.067 6.002 72 94 1744 64&0 90.1 81.1 40.8 143 

II.............................. Ivln~.ton ........ a.812 a.1I06 47 88 1860 2877 62.8 88.7 88.9 146 
Hud.on FaIII. . .. .. • .. .. • .. . • ... W .. h nllion ..••.• 1.133 6.480 6484 1870 4666 88.0 84.8 88.7 146 
PoobIdU ....................... WOltobOlter ...... 1.890 &.461 6202 1302 47 60 87.8 lI7 .8 46.8 147 

A"'ici~i.:::::::::::::::::::::::: g=::,:,I~::::::::: a.l80 a.4114 &480 20 20 84 18 62.8 87.8 86.8 147 
1,140 &,'30 71 08 16 18 116 8a 101.0 29.8 n.9 147 

• Full "llu&llon 01 roal ...... "'. ~ 
~ 
-.J 



SUPIIRVI80RY 
DlllTlucr, CITY on 

VlLLAO. 
County 

B.hvia ........................ Gen ............. . 
Fredonia ....................... Chautauqua ..... . 
Corllin' ........................ Steuben ........ .. 
2.. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Onondaga ....... . 
C8J1&n~"igua .. .. • .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. Ontario ......... . 
'WelIaviIIe....... • .. .. .. . . . . .. ... Alleghany ......•• 

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: k!~~t'f:o~~j.);.·.:::: 
Union Endicott ~ . .. . . . • . . . • . . ... Broom ......... .. 

t~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ::: E:!r~:r·:·:::: :::: 
3 .............................. Ulster ........... . 
Salamanea.. .. .. . . . . . . . • . .. • .. •. Cattaraugu8 ..... . 
Sch.nectady .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. Schenectady ..... . 
4 ............................. Madi.eon ........ . 
3 .............................. Greene .......... . 

~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ~:lt~t,!'.:'.~~:::::: 
2 .............................. Warren ......... . 
2. .. .. . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Saratoga ........ . 
Oldenabur'.... . . . . • . • . . . . . .. ••• St. Lawrence .... . 

t:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::':'.~'.'. ::: '.:::: 
t::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:ff:~~o~::::::::: 
4.. .. .. . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . . . . . . . ... Saratolla ........ . 
Watervli.t ...................... Albany .......... . 
1 .............................. St. Lawrence ..... . 
Seneca Fall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. Seneca .......... . 

t,a.;y:: :::::::::::::::::::: ::: 8:~:!!~:::::::: :: :::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: ::: ~~~~~~~:::::::: 
Saugerti... .. .. • .. . . . . . . . .. . • ... VI.tar ........... . 
Hornell ........................ Steuben ......... . 

TABLE B - (Continued) 

Number 
of 

weighted 
pupile 

2,806 
1,078 
2,919 
2,486 
1,693 
1,234 
2.M4 
3,372 
3,611 
2.181 
2,455 
2,456 
2,786 
1,696 
5.007 
2.476 
1.794 
2.077 
4.272 
1.382 
1.636 
2,051 
2,123 
3,633 
2,050 
2,693 
2,045 
2,262 
2,320 
1,187 
3,667 
1,035 
3,121 
2,451 

750 
2,766 

Full 
valua

tion- per 
weighted 

pupil 

'5,426 
6,423 
6,324 
6,310 
6,310 
5.302 
6,288 
6,225 

,5,206 
6,196 
6,181 
6,177 
5,121 
6,090 
6,070 
4,986 
4,949 
4,931 
4,916 
4,903 
4,890 
4,826 
4,793 
4,784 
4,756 
4,749 
4,748 
4,735 
4,733 
4,733 
4,722 
4,647 
4,630 
4,629 
4,688 
4,577 

Curr.nt 
espen8e 

w~bted 
pupil 

'7232 
71 05 
54 92 
50 34 
67 18 
7397 
4797 
5269 
5908 
4903 
9447 
4970 
4299 
6836 
4921 
64 54 
48 31 
4642 
4563 
4285 
4437 
6442 
41 53 
51 48 
4957 
4678 
4726 
5934 
4349 
66 16 
5206 
71 95 
51 63 
4604 
61 34 
7630 

Stat. 

:~!f::d 
pupil 

.1807 
18 23 
15 72 
16 81 
1954 
19 21 
1824 
1744' 
16 49 
17 22 
15 99 
1729 
1929 
1770 
11 32 
18 24 
2148 
1982 
16 63 
2197 
2237 
1844 
18 57 
19 45 
21 85 
18 61 
1952 
1656 
19 07 
1898 
17 10 
20 16 
1788 
17 62 
19 29 
1840 

Loeal 
current 
expene8 

p.r 
w.ighted 

pupil 

'54 25 
5282 
3920 
3353 
4764 
54 76 
2973 
3525 
4259 
31 81 
7848 
3241 
2374 
5066 
3789 
3630 
2683 
2660 
2900 
2071 
2200 
4598 
2296 
3203 
2772 
28 13 
2774 
4278 
2442 
47 IS 
3496 
51 79 
3375 
2842 
4205 
5690 

Comput.d 
local 

tax rate 

100.0 
97.4 
73.6 
63.1 
89.7 

103.3 
56.2 
67.5 
81.8 
61.2 

I/B.6 
62.6 
46.4 
99.6 
74.7 
72.8 
54.2 
53.9 
59.0 
42.2 
45.0 
95.3 
47.9 
67.0 
68.3 
69.2 
68.4 
90.3 
51.6 
99.7 
74.0 

111.4 
72.9 
61.4 
91.7 

124.3 

Local 
tax rate 
equiv .. 

alent of 
Stet. aid 

33.3 
33.6 
29.5 
31.7 
36.8 
36.2 
34.6 
33.4 
31.7 
33.1 
30.9 
33.4 
37.7 
34.8 
22.3 
36.6 
43.4 
40.2 
33.8 
44.8 
45.7 
38.2 
38.7 
40.7 
45.9 
39.2 
41.1 
35.0 
40.3 
40.1 
36.2 
43.4 
38.6 
38.1 
42.0 
40.2 

Addi
tional 

local tax 
rate to 

raise 140 

40.4 
40.1 
46.6 
43.7 
38.6 
39.2 
41.1 
43.2 
45.2 
43.8 
46.3 
43.9 
40.4 
43.8 
56.6 
43.6 
37.4 
40.9 
47.6 
36.8 
36.1 
44.7 
44.7 
43.0 
38.2 
45.1 
43.1 
49.5 
44.2 
44.4 
48.5 
42.7 
47.8 
48.3 
45.1 
47.2 

Local ta" 
rate to 

raise '80_ 

147 
147 
150 
151 
151 
161 
161 
153 
154 
154 
154 
156 
156 
167 
158 
160 
162 
162 
163 
163 
164 
166 
167 
167 
168 
169 
169 
169 
169 
169 
169 
172 
173 
173 
174 
176 

t.:) 
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00 
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00 
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1. .••••.•••••......•••....•••.. Schuyler ••••••••• 1,870 4,564 51 27 21 72 2955 64.7 47.6 40.1 175 
3 .............................. Onondaaa ...•.... 3,104 4,550 50 36 17 14 3332 73.2 37.7 50.2 176 
Pennyan ...................... yat.es ............ 1,200 4,546 5323 2391 2932 64.5 526 35.4 176 
1. ............................. Eeaez ....•...... 1,657 4,544 47 17 21 19 2598 57.2 466 41.4 176 
Norwich ........................ Chenango •.....•. 1,916 4.511 6144 1754 4390. 97.3 38.9 49.8 177 
3 .............................. Warren .......... 1,037 4,497 40 72 2296 1776 39.6 61.1 37.9 178 
5 .............................. Jeffenon ......... 2,638 4,432 4656 1903 27 53 62.1 42.9 47.3 180 
1 .............................. Chemung .......... 3,348 4,429 4762 20 68 2694 . 60.8 46.7 43.6 181 
3 .............................. Columbia ..•.• ·, ... 1,510 4,427 4035 1785 2250 50.8 40.3 50.0 181 
6 .............................. Delaware ••••••••• 1,785 4,389 50 21 20 37 2984 68.0 46.4 44.7 182 
B .............................. Otaego ........... 2,428 4,386 5400 2283 31 17 71.1 52.1 39.1 182 
1 .............................. Steuben .......... 2,192 4,383 4878 20 18 2860 65.3 46.0 45.2 182 
3 .............................. Jefferson ......... 2,405 4,376 4142 1695 24 47 55.9 38.7 52.7 183 8 2 .............................. Sullivan .......... 2,964 4,369 4700 2295 2405 55.0 52.5 39.0 183 

~ Solvay ......................... Onondaga .••••••• 1,789 4,309 9270 2344 6926 160.7 54.4 38.4 186 
2 .............................. Wyoming ......... 3,103 4,297 4913 1900 30 13 70.1 44.2 48.9 186 I>-5 .............................. Steuben .......... 2,031 4,265 4238 1894 2344 55.0 44.4 49.4 188 ~ 3 .............................. Cattaraugua •••••• 2,583 4,264 4567 1048 26 19 61.4 45.7 48.1 188 0 1 .............................. Fulton ........... 1,497 4,230 3902 1868 2034 48.1. 44.2 50.4 189 Z 2 .............................. Wayne ...•.•.•••. 2,157 4,225 4462 1787 2675 63.3 42.3 52.4 189 
1 .............................. Cortland ......... 2,227 4,209 4530 J9 33 2645 62.8 46.0 49.1 190 :.-DanviUe ........................ Livingaton ........ 874 4,208 6551 1985 4576 108.7 47.2 47.9 190 Z 3.· ............................. Oneida ........... 3,197 4,193 5699 1903 3796 90.5 45.4 50.0 191 t;) 
Ticonderoga .................... E8Iex ............ 1,103 4,179 6462 1523 4939 118.2 36.4 59.3 191 

~ Nyack ......................... Rockland ......... 1,443 4,165 73 17 17 54 5603 134.5 41.2 54.9 192 
2 .............................. St. Lawrence .•••. 1,714 4,164 3825 2041 1784 42.8 49.0 47.0 192 I;j 
6 .............................. Chautauqua ...... 3,380 4.164 51 99 1822 3374 81.0 43.8 52.3 192 >-3 
1 .............................. Delaware ••••••.•• 2,111 4,163 4608 1926 2682 64.4 46.3 49.8 192 ~ 

I;j 1 .•••.....•••.•................ yat.es.· ••••••••••• 1,737 4,140 4452 1772. 2680 64.7 42.8 538 193 Z 6 .............................. Steuben .••••••••• 2,468 4,135 46 11 20 18 2692 627 488 48.0 194 n Newark ........................ Wayne ....••••••. 1,699 4,132 6665 17 13 4952 119.8 41.4 65.3 194 ~ Hempstead .•• ; ................. N8.88au ........... 2,825 4,131 6638 16 83 4955 119.9 40.7 56.1 194 I;( 2 .............................. Schuyler ......... 1,995 4,122 4569 1888 2681 65.0 45.8 . 51.2 194 I!!l 2 ............. : ................ Lewia ............ 2,414 4,U9 4901 22,37 2664 64.7 54.3 42.8 194 Z 0 .............................. Clintoll .......... 2,353 4,116 10235 2565 7670 186.3 62.3 34.9 194 
~ Johnatown ...................... Fulton ........... 2,169 4,094 6921 1672 6249 128.2 40.8 56.9 195 

4 .............................. Chautauqua ...... 2,221 4,093 5883 2300 3583 87.5 56.2 41.5 195 
3 .............................. St. Lawrenoe ••••. 2,356 4,001 3600 1778 1822 445 43.5 54.3 196 
Tupper Lake .................... Franklin ......... 991 4,084 6297 16 89 3608 88.3 41.4 56.6 196 
Malone ........................ Franklin ......... 1,943 4,082 5889 1746 3629 88.9 42.8 65.2 198 
7 .............................. St. Lawrence .•.••. 2.246 4,079 3990 1736 2254 55.3 42.6 55.5 198 
1. ............................. Washington ••••••• 2,879 4,037 41 38 21 75 1963 48.6 53.9 45.2 198 
Scotia ....•.................... . Schenectady .••••• 1,371 4,010 6729 1811 4845 120.8 45.2 54.6 200 
1. ............................. Oswego .....•.. ,_ 1,382 3,972 4551 21 89 2362 59.5 55.1 45.6 201 
3 .............................. Sohoharie ......... 2,675· 3,949 44 07 1969 2438 61.7 49.9 61.4 203 
B ............................... Lewi .............. 1,323 3,948 41 83 21 25 20 58 52.1 53.8 .7.5 203 

I'.:) 
• Full vaiuation of real •• tate. ~ 
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TABLE B - (Continued) 

Full Current Number State SUPllBVI80BT of valua- eSJ)eIIBN aid per DIBTBIOT, CITY OB County weighted tion* per per weighted VILLAGII . weighted WOlghted pupibo pupil pupil pupil 

Owego ..••••...•.••••.........• Tioga .•...•••.•.• 1,012 '3,944 $6288 $20 05 ............................... Clinton ....•.•... 2,267 3,940 4162 1927 

~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : Jefl'ereon ........ . 2,350 3,903 4864 1965 
Broome . ......... 1,776 3,879 50 93 2169 ................................ Cayuga ...•....•. 1,304 3,874 3898 19 18 

1 .............................. Onondaga ........ 2,863 3,867 4648 1879 
2 .............................. Oneida ........... 2,448 3,846 4908 20 66 
Albion ......................... Orleane ........•. 1,324 3,828 6642 1945 
Patchogue ...................... . Suffolk ........... 1,842 3,827 63 19 1502 
1 .............................. Wyoming ........ 2,294 3,781 4328 1806 
Perry .......................... Wyominll ........ 1,142 3,776 6966 17 61 
Fairport ......................... Monroe .......... 1,013 3,748 6071 1837 
5 .............................. Chenango ........ 1,608 3,744 4683 20 00 
2 .............................. Madison ......... 2,143 3,731 6247 21 77 
8 .............................. St. Lawrence ...••. 1,847 3,721 4069 1865 
2 .••••••.••••.•.•.•....•.••..•. Delaware ........ , 2,173 3,706 4914 20 81 
2 .............................. Clinton ........... 1,646 3,702 3756 21 83 
2 ••....•.••.•.•••.•........•.•. Allegany ......... 2,668 3,696 51 87 2165 
2 .............................. Chautauqua ...... 1,839 3,694 48 70 2075 
6 .............................. Allegany .•....•.. 2,038 3,690 3963 1692 
4 .•••....•••.•.••.•••....•..... Chenanllo ........ 1,897 3,684 4662 21 92 
4 .............................. Lewie ............ 1,854 3,634 4272 2104 
3 .............................. 08wegO ........•. 2,424 3,623 4142 20 89 
4 .............................. Franklin ........ . 2,167 3,616 43 19 1992 
Eut Rocbeoter .................. Monroe ......... . 1,286 3,609 6374 1601 
1 .............................. Clinton .......... 1,896 3,606 3968 2162 
6 .............................. St. Lawrence .•.... 3,132 3,684 4186 1887 
1 .............................. Cayuga .......... 1,669 3,666 4093 1962 
1 .............................. Allegany ......... 2,220 3,663 3800 19 12 
Waverly ........................ Tioga ............ 1,221 3,667 6497 1732 
2 .............................. Vate8 ............ 1,792 3,1129 3691 1742 
4 .............................. St. Lawrence ..••.. 2,034 3,621 3633 1944 
2 .............................. Greene ........... 1,627 3,616 4269 21 81 
3 .............................. TiOga .........•.. 1,380 3,610 4387 20 29 
1 .............................. Franklin .......... 2,090 3,498 3784 20 96 
1 .............................. 0""0110 ........... 1,417 3,462 411 32 2226 

Local 
current 
os:penae Computed 

per local 
tu rate weighted 

pupil 

54283 108.6 
2225 . 66.5 
2909 64.6 
2934 76.6 
1980 51.1 
27 69 71.8 
2840 73.8 
3697 96.6 
4817 125.9 
2621 66.7 
4205 111.' 
4234 113.0 
2683 71.7 
3066 81.9 
22 14 59.6 
2833 76.' 
1673 42.6 
3022 81.8· 
27 95 76.7 
2271 61.6 
24 70 67.0 
2168 69.7 
20 63 66.7 
2327 64.4 
3765 104.3 
1806 50.1 
2299 64.1 
21 41 60.0 
1888 63.0 
4766 134.0 
1849 62.4 
III 89 46.1 
20 78 69.1 
2368 27.2 
16 88 48.3 
2306 66.8 

J ocal 
1&1 rate 
(,Quiv-

alent of 
State aid 

50.8 
49.9 
50.1 
66.7 
49.6 
48.7 
53.7 
50.8 
39.2 
47.8 
46.6 
49.0 
63.' 
68.3 
49.9 
66.2 
69.0 
68.6 
66.2 
46.9 
59.6 
67.9 
67.7 
65.1 
44.4 
60.0 
62.7 
64.7 
63.7 
48.7 
49.4 
66.2 
62.0 
117.8 
69.9 
64.11 

Addi- I tional I.oca! tes 
local te" ... te to 
rate to rlliae ISO 

ra.iee 540 

50.6 203 
62.6 203 
62.4 205 
47.5 206 
63.7 206 
65.0 207 
50.3 208 
63.7 209 
65.3 209 
68.0 212 
69.3 212 
67.7 213 
63.4 214 
48.9 214 
67.7 216 
61.8 216 
49.1 216 
49.6 216 
61.1 217 
62.6 217 
49.1 217 
62.2 217 
62.7 221 
65.6 221 
66.6 222 
61.0 222 
69.0 223 
37.4 224 
68.6 226 
63.8 225 
64.0 227 
68.4 227 
61.7 227 
56.2 228 
64.4 229 
61.4 232 
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5 .....•.•••••.......•........•. Oneida .•••••..... 1.952 8.m 42 &3 2020 2248 115.8 58.8 57.& 238 7 .............................. Oneida ........... 1.831 8.394 4225 1867 2368 69.8 &4.7 83.1 236 
Walden ........................ Orange ........... 1.003 8.388 6065 1737 4680 138.1 61.8 66.8 236 
4 .............................. WaehiDilton ••.•... 3.308 8.367 3997 1803 2194 66.4 63.7 66.4 238 5 .............................. Catt.araugue ..•••• 2.022 8.36& 4648 1870 27 78 82.8 &5.7 63.6 238 3 .............................. Waehington •..•... 1.998 8.844 4230 1792 24 38 72.9 63.6 66.0 239 1. ............................. JeIr .... on ......... 1.960 8.325 4636 20 23 26 13 78.6 60.8 69.6 241 7 .............................. Steuben ........... 2.076 8.318 44 68 21 03 2365 71.3 63.4 672 241 1. ............................. Tompkinl .•....•. 1.486 8.801 45 15 2276 2240 67.9 68.9 52.8 242 2 .............................. Ch.naDilo ....•... 2.010 8.293 4729 21 25 2604 79.1 64.5 56.9 243 4 .............................. OOwego .......... 2.057 3.284 4365 19 19 2436 74.2 58.4 63.4 244 6 .............................. Otoego ........... 1.202 3.281 4687 25 18 2169 66.1 76.7 45.2 244 8 .............................. De1eware .•••••..• 3.177 8.245 &0 67 20 66 2991 92.2 63.7 &9.6 247 

8 Hoosiok Falla ................... Reneoe1aer ......... 927 8.228 6298 2004 4294 133.0 61.1 61.8 247 
Haveretrew ..................... Rookland ......... 1,251 8.192 6& 46 1562 8994 125.1 48.6 76.7 251 e 2 .............................. Tioga ... , ••••••.• 1.560 8.171 4613 2193 2320 78.2 69.2 67.0 252 
Me.bani.ville •••••••••••.•.•.••• Saratoga ......... 2.257 3.169 7320' 1806 6514. 174.0 67.0 69.2 252 Bath ........................... Steuben ••••.•.•.• 966 8.1&4 <1804 1982 28 22 89.6 62.8 64.0 254 >-3 
1 .............................. Cattaraugue; .••.. 2.813 8.140 46 52 1977. 2676 86.2 63.0 64.4 26& 0 
4 .............................. Cattaraugue .•••.• 3,499 8.113 6224 1899 33 25 106.8 61.0 67.11 257 Z 
E .. t Syra.us .................... Onondaga •••••••• 1.193 8.104 54 77 1573 8904 125.8 60.7 78.2 258 II-4 .............................. Oneida .••••••••.• 1.868 3.086 n 78 16 &4 2524 81.8 63.6 . 73.0 258 
2 .............................. Steuben ........... 1.665 3.080 3795 1891 1904 61.8 61.4 68.6 280 Z 
Gouverneur .•••••.••••••••••.•.• St. Lawren ........ 1.192 3.078 58 05 1888 3917 127.3 61.3 68.6 280 0 
1. ............................. Madison ......... 2.565 8.041 4962 2202 27 60 90.8 72.4 &9.1 283 

~ 5 .............................. Cayuga .......... 1.706 3.035 4618 21 17 2501 82.4 69.8 62.0 264 
2 .............................. SOhoharie ......... 1.882 3.002 3927 1886 20 41 68.0 62;8 70.4 266 >-3 Whitehall ....................... Waehiqton ....... 1.277 2.985 6968 17 15 4263 142.5 57.5 76.5 266 

~ 3 .............................. Franklin ......... 1.741 2.970 8554 2027 1527 61.4 68.2 66.4 269 
4 .............................. Ontario ...••.••.• 1.998 2.962 3977 19 38 20 39 68.8 65.4 69.6 270 
4 .............................. MadilOn ......... 2.203 2.961 4262 1925 2337 78.9 65.0 70.1 270 C 
3 .............................. Ch.nango ••.••.•. 1.610 2.898 4823 2211 26 12 90.1 76.3 61.7 276 tIl 
4 .............................. Broome .•.••• o ••• 1.912 2.895 43 13 20&0 2263 78.2 70.8 67.4 276 ~ 4 .............................. All.ghany ........ 1.992 2.895 4334 21 13 2221 76.7 73.0 65.2 276 
2 .............................. OOw.go .......... 2.482 2.875 4058 21 65 1903 66.2 76.0 64.2 278 Z 
3 .............................. Cortland ••••.•.•• 1.608 2.876 3940 1851 20 89 72.7 64.4 74.7 278 >-3 
2 .............................. Renaaelaer ........ 1.347 2.866 3665 2140 1525 53.2 74.7 64.9 279 
M .... na ....... : ............... St. Lawren ........ 1.665 2.840 53 37 1563 3774 132.9 66.0 86.8 282 
2 .............................. Oto.go ........... 1.733 2,801 4620 24 17 2203 78.7 86.3 56.6 286 
5 .............................. D.laware •••••.••• 1.690 2.772 4220 20 25 2195 79.2 73.1 71.2 289 

t::::::::::::·:::::::::::·:::::: Tioga ••.••••••••• 1.861 2.763 4260 2340 1920 69.6 84.7 60.1 290 
Cortland •....••.• 1.424 2.730 3965 2220 1735 63.6 81.3 65.2 293 

2 .............................. Fulton ........... 1,944 2.718 3774 1877 1897 69.8 69.1 78.1 294 
Frankfort ...................... H.rkimer ......... 1.167 2.638 4735 1460 3285 129.4 67.1 100.6 315 
2 .............................. WaohiDilton ....... 1.369 2.536 42 68 1887 2381 93.9 74.4 83.3 316 

~prini V~li,;y::::::::::::::::::: i:'JS..t;.r:r.'.::::::: 2.433 2.489 4126 1795 2331 93.7 72.1 88.6 321 
1.384 2.466 6582 1570 40 12 162.7 63.7 98.1i 324 l\:) 6 .............................. 0100110 ••••••••••• 1.702 2.452 3745 20 05 1740 71.0 81.8 81.4 326 >I>-.... 



TABLE B-(Concluded) 

Full Current Local Local Addi· 
SUPERVISORY Number valua- elqlell_ State current Computed tn: rate tiona! Local tBZ 

DISTRIC'I'I CITY DB County of tion* per 
wel;l."ted 

aid pcr expeI118 local equiv .. local tax rata to 
VILLAOB 

weighted weighted weightad per tez rate alent of rate to raise $80 pupila pupil pupil pupil weighted State aid raise 140 pupil 

3 .•.••...•....•..••. · .•..•.•.... Steuben .......... 1,991 12,365 14185 $2182 120 03 84.7 92.3 76.9 338 
4 .............................. Steuben ....... ; .• / 1,661 2,261 3413 20 21 1392 61.6 89.4 87.5 364 
1 .............................. Chenango ........ 1,710 2,178 3934 2168 1766 81.1 99.5 84.1 367 
2 .............................. Albany ........... 1,523 2,124 3793 2264 1539 72.5 106.1 82.2 377 
1. ............................. Schoharie ......... 1,373 2,114 3863 2490 1363 64.5 117.8 71.4 378 
Waterford ....•.•••..•.••.•.•.•. Saratoga ......... 898 1,889 6394 19 31 44 63 236.3 102.2 109.5 423 
Ballston Spa .•.....•.•.•.•.••••. Saratoga .•..•... '1 884 1,694 6601 20 67 4534 267.7 122.0 114.1 472 
6 .............................. Oneida .•.•...••.• 2,013 1,377 40 57 2174 1883 136.7 157.9 132.6 581 

* Full valuation of real eatate. 



TABLE C 
DATA BEARING ON THE FISCAL SUPPORT 01' PUBLIC EDUCATION IN DISTRICTS AS NOW ORGANIZED IN THE STATm 

01' NEW YORE 

Extremely wealthy and extremely poor districts 

Full Current Local Looal Addl-
Number valua- exponl!ls State ourrent Computed tax rate tlonal Looal taw 

DI&TRICT of tlon. per por aid p.r upenll looal equlv- looal tal rate to 
weillhted weillhted welllhted weillhted per tax fata alent of rate to rai •• ISO 

pupill pupil pupil pupil wOlllhted State aid raio.140 
pupil 

Weotcheotor oounty, Cortland town, diotrlot 3 .....•... 27 186,657 '0296 '1204 '8092 0.3 1.4 8.2 9 
Weatoheeter county, Ryo town, distriot 6 . ............ 27 60,946 8510 1204 73 15 10.5 1.7 4.0 11 
Cayulla eountlJ: Conque.t town, diotriot 2 .•........•.• 27 32,419 36 93 12 04 24 89 7.7 3.7 8.6 25 
EYes county, ewill town, district 3 .•.•.•..••.......• 27 32,240 31 37 1204 19 33 6.0 3.7 8.7 25 
Ot.oao aounty, Morrie town, distriot 7 ... ............. 27 18,760 8407 1204 22 03 11.7 6.4 14.9 43 
CaUarausu.oounty, Great Valley town, diotrlot 6 .....• 27 637 3996 1775 2121 348.7 278.6 340.3 1,850 
Sullivan eounty, Fallsbur, to'fn. distrlot 13 ....•...... 506 547 4357 1566 2791 510.2 286.3 445.0 1,463 
Warren aounty, Harieon town, distriot 6 •••• , ••••••••• 27 445 37 19 25 87 11 82 265.5 570.1 328.8 1,708 
Ulotar oounty, Wawar.inll town, diotriot 12 ••.•.•.•.•.. 27 412 29.19 2570 349 84.7 623.8 347.1 1,942 

• Full valuation of roal .. tato. 



APPENDIX ill 

PRELIMINARY TABULATIONS SHOWING THE AGGRE. 
GATE AMOUNT OF STATE AID FOR EDUCATION BY 
CITIES AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS UNDER PRESENT 
LAWS TOGETHER WITH INCREASES UNDER THE 
PROPOSED JOINT PROGRAM 

Prepared· by the State Department of Education at the Request 
of the Senate Committee on Education and the Special 

Joint Committee on Taxation and Retrenchment. 

These tables include all cities, a selected group of U'fIion Free. 
School Distr-icts, and a summary table i'flcludi'flg all schools. The 
fi·guI·es are tentative and Stlbject to revision. They are p,.esented 
to illustra.te the pI'oposed joint p,.ogram as outlined on pages 35 
fa 38. 

(2451 



TABLE I 
PBIILDmI'ABY TABULATIONS J'OB CITIES 

T .... CBEB8 Propoled Product of 
Baaia of one and one-balf State aid 

CI1'IE. 8quali.ation milia local e""luding 
Ela- Ac .... tulevy equalization 

mentary demic quota 

(1) (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Albany .................. 329 76 '516.400 00 '257.462 12 1365.382 83 
Amsterdam .............. 160 24 230.400 00 64.224 60 149.037 26 
Auburn ................. 123 62 230.800 00 64.66968 133.019 76 
Batavia ..... , ............ 73 25 127.60000 23.924 25 70.673 82 
Beacon .................. 43 14 74.00000 16.200 67 39.096 68 
Binghamten ............. 291 68 458.000 00 129.34877 340.163 24 
Buffalo ................. 1.805 446 2.878.00000 1.309.23848 2.255.647 01 
Canandaigua ............. 27 23 79.20000 13.918 96 42.648 15 
Cohoes .................. 61 13 04.000 00 30.232 60 48.699 74 
Corninll No.9 ........... 26 18 60.00000 17.127 64 31.688 80 
Cornin" No. 13 ........... 29 18 63.60000 7.094 06 32.056 55 
Cortland ................ 57 21 102.00000 23.084 88 56.459 21 
Dunkirk ................. 77 29 138.800 00 35.607 05 93.81921 
Elmira ....•...••••...••• 150 72 296.20000 82.837 51 175.916 28 
Fulton .................. 63 25 1l5.600 00 26.233 18 64,903 83 
Geneva. ......••.•....... 62 20 94.40000 30.881 82 . 60.735 84 
GienCove ............... 43 18 72.40000 24.832 43 36.617 03 
Gleno Falla .............. 48 23 94.400 00 26.125 53 48.056 23 
Gloversville .............. 91 33 162.00000 33.793 88 91.283 98 
Hornell ................. 58 26 1l1.200 00 19.778 64 73.19595 
Hudson ................. 63 14 86.00000 16.972 88 51.14606 
ltb""a .................. 68 40 145.600 00 38.345 63 89.13740 
Jamestewn .............. 176 63 292.00000 66.907 08 185.166 49 
John.tewn ............... 50 16 86.60000 13.424 64 48.890 98 

~:~:~~a:: :::::: : :: : : 102 42 189.60000 38.602 68 99.214 21 
74 9 104.200 00 43.27080 71.865 27 

Little Faile .............. 57 11 86.00000 29.329 13 45.990 07 
Lockport ...•••••• , •.•••• 81 36 154.800 00 60.631 41 94.642 33 

kf.::,t!'::~Iie::::::::::: : 10 4 18.400 00 41.925 311 8.029 17 
62 12 93.60000 16.187 36 53.51869 

Middl.tewn ............. 73 28 132.40000 37.79682 64.507 97 
Mt. V.rn.n .............. 240 75 408.00000 132.321 93 252.7ll 37 
New Roch.lle ............ 191 58 322.000 00 162.547 33 225.097 40 
Newburgh ............... 140. 38 228.800 00 77.946 76 112.534 31 

INCR ....... D ST .. T .. AID 

For equal. For teacber I 
ization quota 

(5) (6) 

.... iii;i3S·24 155.00000 
31.76260 

43.11066 28.800 00 
33.001 93 15.376 00 
19.70285 8.212 60 .............. 57.187 60 

.... '22;032'89 261.00000 
7.675 00 

16.067 66 10.050 00 
8.183 66 6.487 50 

24.440 39 4.80000 
2~.455 91 11.662 60 
9.373 74 17.55000 

36.44621 34.01l7 60 
34.462 99 11.325 00 
2.78234 12.262 50 

10.05054 7.72500 
20.218 24 9,487 50 
36.922 14 19.725 00 
18.225 51 14,475 00 
17.88206 9.712 50 
18.1l6 97 17.77600 
39.937 43 39.487 50 
23.28438 10.162 50 
51.883 11 19.500 00 

.... 'iO;080'80 8.800 00 
10.012 60 

9.526 26 18.900 00 

.. '''24;894'05 1.837 50 
11.962 50 

30.096 21 13.275 00 
22.966 70 28,800 00 

.... 'ils;ili8'94 27.950 00 
25.05000 

Total 
increase 

(7) 

155.000 00 
48.90074 
71.91066 
48.376 93 
27 .915 35 
67.187 50 

261.000 00 
30.307 89 
25.117 66 
14.671 06 
29.24989 
34.11841 
26.923 74 
70.533 71 
45.787 99 
15.044 84 
18.675 54 
29.70574 
56,647 14 
32.700 51 
27,594 56 
35.891 97 
79,424 93 
33.446 88 
71.383 11 

8.800 00 
20.693 30 
28.426 26 

1,837 50 
36.85665 
43.37021 
51,76670 
27 .95000 
63.868 94 
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Wiatlnra Falla ............ 262 61 412,00000 
New york ............... 27,384 4,40~ 39,907,200 00 
North Tonawanda ........ 66 17 106,400 00 
Norwit'b ... , ............. 42 20 82,40000 

8r!':.n .• ~.~r~::.':::::::::: : 52 17 80,600 00 
111 36 190,800 00 

Oneida .................. 38 21 79,200 00 
Onl'Onta ................. 50 25 100.000 00 

~r~UrK·.:::::::::: :::: 71 38 146,000 00 
28 12 02,800 00 

Port .1N"via ...........•.. 42 17 77,600 00 
POtlghkcep8ie ....... ' ..... 170 49 282,400 00 
Ren88ell\f'r ..........•.•.. 39 16 72,400 00 
Roohester .....•. , ....•.• 1.127 294 1,822,800 00 
Rome ........•••.•.•.... 112 27 177 ,600 00 
Salamanca ............... 39 19 77,200 00 
Saratoga Spriual. . .. . ... 49 22 94,00000 
Soh.nect.ndy ............. 439 121 720,400 00 

~::a~d~·.:::::::::::: : 663 195 1,107,600 00 
45 17 81,200 00 

Troy .................... 185 45 294,000 00 
Utica ................... 385 81 591,600 00 
WatJertown ...........••• 146 44 245,600 00 
Watervliet ............... 52 17 89,600 00 
White Plains ......•...••• 114 ·41 202,400 00 
yonkers .............. '" 523 129 834,00000 

194,337 03 261,408 30 
19,552,844 81 :11,778,179 1~ 

30,297 84 58,228 26 
13,250 36 43.047 69 
14,600 68 48,107 19 
35,873 27 96,639 10 
14,217611 48,103 81 
22,653 24 46,378 96 
32,1911 01 83,384 03 
13,791 89 34,847 25 
16.78645 45,972 16 
77,637 82 132,199 19 
18,47040 46,273 33 

820,955 41 1,495,546 10 
34,595 45 95,16927 
13,130 70 41,68966 
22.153 72 52,261 40 

205,77018 456,19369 
420,848 27 652,656 56 

22,889 67 41.463 23 
92,923 51 190,513 18 

201.72336 380,08348 
69,46263 126,585 20 
15,614 41 49,623 53 
84,847 56 156,884 42 

322,95506 5~4,375 79 

.............. 

..... i'i';873'90 
26,101 95 
26,83223 
58,287 63 
16,878 57 
30,967 80 
30,423 96 
4,160 86 

14,841 39 
71,962 99 

; ,65627 

..... 47 ;835'28 
22,370 64 
19,584 88 
58,436 13 
34,095 17 
16,847 10 
10,563 31 
9,793 16 

49,552 17 
24,362 06 .............. .............. 

42,031 33 
1,365,75000 

13,225 ;}() 
8,250 00 

10,387 50 
21.97500 
0.000 00 
9,200 00 

15,675 00 
6,750 00 
9,450 00 

27,67500 
0,200 00 

176,100 00 
20,325 00 

8,250 00 
10,912 50 
73,12500 
80,125 00 
8,925 00 

27,781.25 
62,281 25 
28,57500 
10,312 50 
18,75000 
65,075 00 

42,0.1{ 83 
1,365,750 DC 

30,0989C 
34,351 9~ 
87,219 73 
80,262 63 
25,878 57 
40,167 8U 
46,098 96 
10,910 86 
24,291 39 
99,637 09 
16,856 27 

176,100 00 
68,160 2S 
30,62964 
30,4~7 3S 

131,561 13 
114,220 17 
25,772 1~ 
38,34456 
72,074 41 
78,127 17 
34,674 56 
18,75000 
65,075 O~ 

8 

i 
~ 
f :a 

(I) Th. number of el.mentary and higb aobool teaob.rs Iiot.d for eaob oity do .. not ne.e .. arily repr.s.nt tbe aotual numb.r of teaobera now employ.d. It ~ 
represents the Dumber of teaohers required on the buis of the number of te!l.obers emftloyed throughout the Sta.te in proportion to the number of p:r1s. 0 

~~) ~~~,:~of:.n ~~u:"!f;:::.!"=~:i~"!~d"~ ~~:~.:'itnet~~ :~.:';;~of\:~~!n~ra":X~:~~~..iit::Jioti~~~~a~~d '1,600 for eaob high aohool t. or. ~ 
(4l Th. figures in thia oolumn repr .. ent pr ... nt State &~ plUl inor .... ed Stata aid for t.aoh.r quotae li.t.d in oolumn .ix. ~ 
(5) Th. furures in thio column are derived by oubtraotin_g tb. amount., lioted in columna three and four from oolumn two. The amounte ber.liot.d when add.d Z 

to tb. r.quired local tax I.vy (oolumn three) plUl all oth.r Stat. aid (oolumn four) will produce the full .quali •• d quota (column two). >03 
(6) Th. figur .. in this column repreaent thO inor.aaea to b. reo.ived by .aeh cit,. through the increase of t.aoher quota •. 
(7) The figure. in this column repres.nt the addition of oolumna five and .iz. 

~ 



TABLE II 
PRIlLIHINARY TABULUIONS 1'0& UNION FBEIll SCHOOL DISTRICTS HAVING SUPERINTENDENTS 

1"ZACBEBS 
Proposed INCREASED STATB AID 

Product of 
Basis of one and one-half State aid 

Di8TRICTB equali""tion milllIlocal excluding 
Ele- Aea- tax levy equalization For equal- For teacher 

mentary demic quota iaation quota 

(1) (1\ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Albion .................. 22 16 $52.000 00 18.85265 $32.729 04 110.418 31 $5.400 00 Baldwin ................. 33 9 54.000 00 9.28547 28.57772 16.136 81 6.000 00 Ball.ton Spa ............. 21 8 38.000 00 5.084 61 24.587 12 8.328 27 4.687 50 Bath., .................. 18 12 40.800 00 5.073 51 21.934 43 13.792 06 3.750 00 Bayahore ................ 30 8 48.800 00 21.289 43 27 .249 31 26126 5.625 00 BronlR'iIle ............... 14 6 26.400 00 36.067 29 19.047 83 .. .... i:3&i·43 3.862 50 Carthage ................ 15 10 M.OOO 00 9.215 15 23.39842 4.350 00 CatskilL ................ 20 8 36.800 00 13.388 65 22.999 63 411 72 3.90000 DansviJ\e ................ 15 11 35.800 00 8.01338 22.784 02 4.802 60 3.600 00 Depew .................. 19 8 35.600 00 a.356 48 26.258 60 ... "23:045'44 3.900 00 
East Rocheoter ....... " .. 38 8 58.400 00 8.22243 27 .132 13 5.62500 EMt SyracW!e ............ 31 8 50.000 00 6.741 51 25.367 17 17.891 32 5.36250 Endicott ................ 108 22 164.800 00 32.429 83 87.925 10 44.44507 18.337 50 Fairport ................. 24 11 46.400 00 6.411 9a 2';.814 37 14.17370 5.087 50 Frankfort ............... M 7 52.000 00 4.652 29 23.958 59 23.389 12 5.137 50 Fredooia ................ 29 11 52.40000 8.81548 29.43062 14.15.1 90 5.662 50 Freeport ................. 61 17 100.400 00 30.928 93 56.16807 13.303 00 13.12500 
Gouverneur . ............. 25 13 50.800 00 6.301 79 29.558 52 14.939 69 5.06250 Great Neck .............. 21 7 36.400 00 55.573 33 81.619 IB .. ...... oo3·.i 6.000 00 Green Islaod ............. 16 ...... ·6 19.20000 7.550 M 10.986 25 2.47500 Harrisoo ................ 31 46.800 00 19.034 00 23.77500 3.991 00 5.100 00 HBOtinf!lH)o-Hudeoo .•.... 31 9 51.60000 18.74031 25.378 53 7.481 16 5.400 00 Ha,"erstraw . ............. 22 14 48.800 00 6.40357 26.261 09 16.1353-1 3.900 00 Hempstead .••.••••••••.. 58 36 127.200 00 24.397 53 78.681 56 24.12091 13.200 00 Herkimer ....•.......... . 53 13 84.400 00 19.068 84 46.59508 18.736 08 9.412 50 Hoooick Falls ••.•.. : ••••. 20 9 38.400 00 5.222 8-1 2.3.123 94 10.053 22 4.387 50 Hudeoo Falls ............ 21 14 47.600 00 11.122112 27.073 97 9.403 41 5.21250 H untingtoD . ............. 48 18 86.400 00 24.697 62 45.04935 16.65303 8.737 50 Ihon .................... 41 20 81.200 00 18.678 34 49.495 49 13.026 17 10.57500 JoblUlOo City ............ 57 12 87.600 00 22.03904 53.52884 12.032 12 11.96250 Kenmore ................ 28 10 49.600 00 17.016 62 25.952 49 6.63089 5.AA7 50 I.AllC88ter . .............. 20 8 36.800 00 11.291 64 27 .757 42 . ... "8;806'35 5.625 00 1.8osingburg ........•.•.. 40 111 76.800 00 15.73931 52.254 34 7.968 75 Lawrence ............... . 66 17 106.400 00 41.092 57 57.627 36 7.680 07 12.750 00 

Total 
increase 

(7) 

115.818 
22.136 
13.015 
17.542 
5.886 
3.862 
5.736 
4.311 
8.402 
3.900 

28.670 
23.253 
62.782 
19.261 
28.526 
19.816 . 26.428 
20.002 
6.000 
3.138 
9.001 

12.881 
20.035 
37 .320 
28.148 
14.440 
14.615 
25.390 
23.601 
23.994 
12.518 
5.625 

16.775 
20.430 
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I:"~~:;;"k::::::::::::::: 22 11 44.000 00 
33 16 65.200 00 

Malone ................. ...... 54 ...... i4 .. · .. 87;200·00 MamBJ'Oneck .. ........... 
l\.iaasena .•.............. . 47 10 72.400 00 
Medina ................. 24 12 48.000 00 
Mineola ................ . ...... S3 ...... i4 .... '''62;000'00 N.w .... k •••••••...•••.... 
Northport ..••••••.....••. 24 8 41.600 00 
Nor.h Tarrytown ......... ...... 36 ...... io · .... 58;200·00 
g~~~~:.:.:::::::::::::: : 62 18 91.200 00 

19 12 42.000 00 
p~rne ..... : .•......• 43 16 77.200 00 
Peeke' ................ 67 23 117.200 00 
Pelham ................. 32 14 60.800 00 
Penn Van ............... 20 18 52.800 00 
Perry ................... 28 11 51.200 00 . 
Port Chester ............. 115 24 176.400 ()(' 
Port W uhington .......... 43 10 67.600 00 
RockviUe Center ......... 30 16 60.000 00 
RooIyn .................. 32 6 48.000 00 
Saranac Lake ............ ...... is ...... ·s ." "112;000'00 Saugerties ..... .......... 
S ...... dale ................ 23 9 42.000 00 
Scotia ...... ........ ...... 28 16 61.20000 
SeneeaFalla ............. 24 13 49.600 00 
Solvay .••..•••...••••••• 44 18 81.600 00 
Spring Valley ............ 32 13 59;200 00 
Tarrytown ............... 21 9 39.600 00 
Ticonderoga ............. 25 9 44.400 00 

~~s:~~.::::::::::: : 26 7 42.400 00 
23 9 42.000 00 

Waterford •••••.•........ 21 6 34.800 00 
Waver* ................. 30 13 56.800 00 
Wellavi e ................ 21 14 47.600 00 
Whitehall ............... 35 9 56.400 00 

NOTB.~For notes see previous table. 

8.954 80 27 .65970 7.3S550 
22.972 82 36.429 69 6.797 69 

..· .. 54;836·'ii ... "47;584'99 .............. 
... "2i;i6s's5 14.62388 36.609 47 

11.219 62 35.307 83 1.47265 
..... ii;iI:ii' 86 .... '39;402'27 .. '''ii;265'87 

9.437 95 21.093 11 11.06894 

· .... i:i;892'86 ... "il2;siil'oi ..... ii;694' ill 
28.284 57 44.410 80 '18.504 63 
6.067 81 26.310 70 9.601 49 

13.503 72 36.399 27 27 .297 01 
20.04124 56.266 57 40.392 19 

.... "s;07i '811 39.602 60 ...... 6;055·36 37.772 81 
7.071 91 27.28301 16.845 08 

36.933 93 95.657 36 43.908 71 
25.46604 37.290 67 4.842 79 
24.876 42 35.457 79 ... "'6;576'211 11.53239 29.891 38 

.... "s;6211'9i ... "20;874'95 .... "s;50i'i4 
37.227 76 35.706 93 ... "2i;8ili'83 6.471 08 32.909 09 
9.678 24 29.001 05 10.920 71 

20.005 27 04.910 45 6.684 28 
7.04757 30.134 55 21.517 88 

17.045 86 29.619 16 ..... ill; 925'35 8.29050 22.184 15 
6.07104 23.375 00 12.953 46 
3.820 94 20.169 44 18.009 62 
6.77289 22.289 15 6.73796 
6.763 67 27.979 96 22.056 37 

11.003 17 30.945 46 5.151 37 
6.10802 28.645 89 2l.651 09 

5.100 00 12.485 
6.600 00 12.397 

.... 'iil;6i2'50 . .. '''io;m' 
7.725 00 28.891 
6.07500 7.047 

.... "ti;s75'00 .... "i7:li40' 
4.050 00 15.118 

..... '0;975'00 .... ''is;669' 
9.375 00 27 .819 
4.42500 14.026 
7.16250 34.459 

11.92500 62.317 
9.037 50 9.037 
4.725 00 11.689 
4.950 00 21.795 

21.75000 65.658 
8.362 50 13.20.0; 
7.650 00 7.650 
6.450 00 18.026 

...... s:ooo·oo ...... ii:50i' 
7.72500 7.725 
7.012 50 28.832 

g:~~ gg 16.645 
16.021 

5.850 00 27 .367 
6.00000 6.000 
4.76250 18.687 
5.100 00 18.053 
4.350 00 22.359 
4.312 50 11.050 
5.700 00 27 .756 
6.037 50 11.188 
5.887 50 27 .538 
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TABLE III 
TENTATIVE TABULATlpN SHOWING TOTAL ESTIMATED INCREASED STATE Am UNDER 

PROPOSED JOINT PROGRAM 

For For teacher Total increase equalization quotas 

Cities ..................... $1,262,147 06 $3,005,981 33 $4,268,128 39 
Villages (excluding Pelham) .. 784,929 41 531,556 25 1,316,485 66 
High school districts ........ 1,882,989 29 966,30217 2,849,291 46 
Elementary districts: 

Eight teachers or more .... 161,996 05 63,450 00 225,446 05 
Five to seven teachers .... 68,023 52 34,91900 102,942 52 

$4,160,085 33 $4,602,208 75 $8,762,294 08 
Two to four teacher schools .............. 300,000 00 300,000 00 
One teacher schools ...... ............... 370,000 00 370,000 00 

$9,430,000 00 



APPENDIX. IV 

DERlV Al'ION OF TIlE FORMULA FOR D.ETERMINING THE 
PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL COST OF A MINIMUM 
PROGRAM TO BE PROVIDED BY THE STATE· 

The localities will provide the amount raised by multiplying the State 
total valuation by the uniform local rate. The total amount to be raised 
is equivalent to the total valuation multiplied by a rate that would be 
necessary if the total cost were raised by a State-wide real estate tax. 
The localities' per cent of the whole will be obtained by dividing the loca~ 
figure by the State figure, or 

State valuation :It uniform local rate 

State valuation x State-wide rate to raise total amount 

Since the State valuation cancels out, this leaves the per cent, raised by 
the local community as the uniform local rate divided by the State-wide 
rate required to raise the total amount. 

Now if the uniform local rate is determined by taking the rate of 80me 
given community, such as the wealthiest, for instance, the uniform local 
rate may be expressed as (in this case) 

$58.50 
Per weighted pupil valuation 
in the particular community 

The State rate may be expressed as'the rate necessary to raise $58.110 
for each weighted pupil in the '!f;ate, or, 

$58.50 
Per weighted pupil valuation in the State' 

The formula for per cent of total cost raised by the communities becomes: 

$58.50 
Per weighted pupil valuation in 

Per cent raised by. communities the particular community. 
$58.50 

Per weighted pupil valuation in 
the State. 

Since the $58.60 cancels out, this may be expressed as 

Per weighted pupil valuation in 
P the State. 

er cent raised by communities n::::--=:T::'i:'i-... --.,..--~.-.,...--.
Per weighted pupil valuation in 

the particular community, the tax 
rate necessary in which is taken 
as the uniform local rate. 

d 
The per cent of the total cost to be provided by the State fund readily 

evelops from this: 
Per Weighted Pupil 

Per aent raised by State =100- Valuation In the State 

• See page 210. 
[251] 

Per Weighted Pupil 
Valuation In the partlCl1llar com

munity. 
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This formula .makes it possible to determine readily the State fund necea· 
aary when a given locality is chosen, no matter what the program ia. It will 
be the aame per cent of any program. 

The formula applies strictly only when the richest community dealt with 
(Long ~ach in this study) is used as the particular community whose 
required tax rate is taken as the uniferm local rate, but can be used as a 
useful indllll: of the necessary State fund correct within 2 or 3 per cent as 
long as not more than 5 per cent of the property in the State -liea in com· 
munities with greater valuation per weighted pupil than the particular 
community. In this study the' error when New York City was used was 
$744,000 in $25,000,000, or approximately 3 per cent. There was 4.2 per 
cent of the real estate in the abler communities. 



APPENDIX V 

CLASSIFICATION OF STATE EXPENDITURES BY OBJECT 

Since Table XXXIX, which gives a summarized statement of 
disbursements for administration, maintenance and operation, 
classified according to objects of expenditure, has been compiled 
from several sources, an explanation is necessary concerning the 
data used and methods employed. 

Exhibit VI, Part III, of the report of the comptroller for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, gives a summari7.ed statement of 
disbursements classified by character and object of expenditure, 
and the figures for 1917 as shown on Table XXXIX are based on 
this statement. The comptroller's tabulation, however, does. not 
segregate expenditures made by state institutions for clothing and 
for furniture. and household supplies, and in order to arrive at 
the approximate amount of such expenditures for 1917, recourse 
was had to the "Requests for Appropriations" made at the 1919 
session of the legislature as compiled by the legislative budget com
mittee (Leg. Doc., 1919, Vol. 4, No. 11). This compilation con
tained a detailed analysis by administrative units of "liabilities 
and expenditures incurred and chargeable to the year ended 
June 30, 1917," including expenses for clothing and furniture and 
household supplies chargeable to that year. It will be noted that 
the figures of the legislative budget committee are on an accrual 
hasis, whereas those of the comptroller are on a cash disbursement 
basis. However, as shown by the statement which appears below, 
the variation between the two bases in respect to the items in 
question is slight. 

The report of the comptroller for the fiscal year ended June 30, 
1923, has D,O summary of expenditures classified by object, com
parable to the one given for 1917. Summarizcd statements of 
expenditures by objects are, however, given separately for state 
penal, curative and charitable institutions in Part III of the 
report. To arrive at the comparable expenditures for other func
tional units it was necessary to turn to the "Classified Schedule 
of General Fund Condensed Budget Appropriation Accounts" 
(Part II, Exhibit 17), and to reclassify the individual expenditures 
listed therein. For the most part the individual expenditures are 
described in sufficient detail to permit of accurate classification. 

As a check upon the reliability of the results and also for the 
rurpose of determining the amount of error involved in using the 
cash disbursement instead of the accrual basis of computing 
expense, the liabilities and expenditures for various objects 
incurred and chargeable to the years ended June 30, 1917 and 
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1923, were (!omputed from the "Requests for Appropriations" 
compiled by the legislative budget committee. In the following 
tabulation the increases in liabilities and l'xpenditures chargeable 
to 1923 over those for 1917 are ranged alongside of the correspond
ing increases in cash disbursements. 

Liabilities Liabilities Increase in Increase in 
and expendi- and expendi- liabilities cash dis-

OBJECT 
tures incurred tures incurred and expendi- b\llgelllenta, 
and charge- and charge- tures,1923 1923 
able to fiscal able to fiscal over over 
year, 1917 year, 1923 1917 1917 

Food ............. $3,460,200 14,101,000 $640,800 $558,700 
Fuel, light and 

power ••.••..... 1,173,800 2,430,300 1,256,500 1,218,100 
~~ and adver-

1,644,700 1,165,800 -478,900 -310,800 tising ••..•••.••. 
Traveling ......... 901,900 1,573,900 672,000 611,700 
Clothing .......... 542,400 716,100 173,700 175,200 
Furniture, furnish-

ings and house-
hold supplies .... 463,900 963,600 499,700 502,900 

Communication .... 392,100 560,200 168,100 512,300 
Building repa\rs ... 565,600 782,100 216,500 4.80,100 

Total ......... $9,144,600 $12,293,000 $3,148,400 $3~3S8,200 



APPENDL't. VI 

DRAFf OF AN ACT TO AMEND THE TA...X LAW IN RELA. 
TION TO AN OPTIONAL PERSONAL INCOME TAX FOR 
CITIES 

The People of the State of N ew York, represented in Senate and 
Assembly, do enact as follows: 

Section 1. Chapter sixty-two of the laws of nineteen hundred 
and nine, entitled "An act in relation to taxation, constituting 
chapter sixty of the consolidated laws," is hereby amended by 
adding thereto a new article, to be article seventeen, to read as 
follows: 

ARTICLE 17. 
OPTIONAL PERsoNAL INCOME TAX FOR CITIES. 

Section 400. Local law for additional personal income tax on 
residents. 

401. Levy and collection of tax. 
402. Disposition of' tax; payment to city. 
403. List of residents to be filed by tax commission. 

§ 400. Local law for additional personal income tax on residents. 
The local legislative body of a city, in the manner and subject to 
the provisions of the city home rule law except as provided by this 
article, at any time subsequent to the first day of September in 
any year and prior to January fifteenth succeeding, may adopt a 
local law providing that at the time of the next levy by the state 
upon and in respect of personal income there shall be imposed, 
pursuant to this article, upon each resident of such city who is 
a· taxpayer upon and in respect to personal income under article 
sixteen of this chapter, an additional tax equal to a percentage 
not exceeding one hundred per centum, to be fixed by such local 
law, of the total amount of tax for which he is liable under such 
article. Such local law may provide that it shall not take effect 
until a proposition for the approval thereof shall have been sub
mitted to the electors of such city at a general city election, or at a 
special city election called for such purpose. Such a proposition 
shall be submitted in the manner provided by section eighteen of 
the city home rule law. 

§ 401. Levy and collection of tax. Upon the adoption aad 
taking effect of such a local law in any city, the city clerk of such 
city, on or before January fifteenth, shall transmit a certified copy 
thereof to the state tax commission, and thereupon on the date 
of the next levy by the state of a tax upon and in respect to per
!lonal income, such additional tax shall be levied upon and in 
respect to the personal income of every resident of such city who 
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is liable to pay a tax upon and in respect to personal income pur
suant to article sixteen, and such additional tax shall be paid to 
the state tax commission at the same time and in the same manner 
as the tax under such article is paid; and all the provisions of 
such article in relation to the payment and collection of taxes 
thereunder, and for penalties for failure to pay, shall apply to 
such additional tax. 

§ 402. Disposition of tax; payment to city. All reYenue col
lected or received by the state tax commission under this article 
&hall be deposited in the manner provided by section three hun
dred and eighty-two of this chapter, but shall not be subject to 
the provisions of such section in relation to other revenue collected 
or received by. the commission on account of the tax imposed by 
article sixteen. Of the amount of such additional tax collected or 
paid, the comptroller shall retain and pay into the state treasury, 
one per centum for the expenses of administration by the state. 
Annually on or before the first day of July, and in the case of 
money subsequently collected at least quarterly thereafter, the 
comptroller shall distribute and pay to th~ city treasurer or other 
chief fiscal officer of each city, the residents of which shall have 
paid additional taxes pursuant to this article, all money so col
lected less one per centum thereof as herein provided; and the 
l'evenue so received shall be deemed a part of the general fund 
of such city, and applicable to general city purposes. 

§ 403. List of residents to be filed by tliX commission. 011 or 
before the first day of July in each year, the state tax ('ommissioll 
shall file with the city clerk of each city whose residents ar(' 
l'equired to pay an additional tax pursuant to this article, a list 
of the names and addresses of all residents of such city who shall 
have paid such tax or from whom such tax shall have been col
lected by the tax commission, during the preceding twelve months. 
Such a list shall be filed in the office of the city clerk and shall 
be open to public inspection during office hours, subject to such 
reasonable limitations as the city clerk shall prescribe. 

§ 2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



APPENDIX vn 

DRAFT OF AN AME.,.'\"1)MENT TO THE EDUCATION LAW 
TO PROVIDE FOR AN EQU.ALIZATION QUOTA 

The People of tlu State of New York, represeRfea in Senate aM 
Assembly, d6 enact as folloUJs: 

Section 1. Article eighteen of chapter twenty-one of the laws 
of nineteen hundred and nine, entitled "An act relating to educa
tion, eonstituting ehapter sixteen of the consolidated laws," as 
amended, is hereby amended by inserting therein a new section, 
to be knowil as section four hundred and ninety-one-b and to read 
a.CJ follows: 

§ 491-b. Additional apportionments for eertain districts. 1. In 
addition to all other quotas and apportionments of public school 
money provided for in this chapter, there shall be apportioned and 
paid to each city and union free school district or other district 
organized and established as provided by Jaw, in each of which 
districts there shall be maintained a high school or academic 
department approved by the state education department, the sums 
to be determined by the commissioner of education as hereinafter 
provided. Such additional quotas and apportionments shall also 
be apportioned and paid to districts not maintaining an academic 
department or high school w-hich employ five or more elementary 
fE-achers and provide adequately. w-ith the approval of the com
lllissioner of education, for the academic instruction of pupils who 
have completed the .work of the elementary grades. Such addi
tional quotas shall be known as equalization quotas.· The sums to 
be apportioned to each of such districts shall be determined as 
follows: 

There shall be deducted from the total sum of twelve hundred 
dollars on aecount of each elementary school teacher plus the sum 
of sixteen hundred dollars on account of each high school teacher 
in the public schoo1s of each such city and district, an amount 
E-qual to the total of all sums apportioned and paid out of public 
school moneys to each such city and school district for the year 
for w-hich the apportionments authorized by this act are made, 
pJus an amount equivalent to a dollar and fifty cents on each one 
thousand dollars of actual valuation of taxable property w-ithin 
such city or district. The balance remaining after such deduction, 
if any, shall be apportioned and paid to cach such city or school 
district in the same manner and at the !l8JDe time as are other 
apportionml'nts of public moneys under this chapter. The actual. 
valuation of taxable property shall be ascertained by taking the . 
Ii.~ valuation of such property as it appears upon the .last 
8SS1'SSment roll of the town or city in which such propl'rty is 
Jocated, after revision as provided by law, and by applying thereto 
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the ratio, as determined by the state tax commission, which such 
assessed valuation bears to the actual valuation of such property. 

2. The number of elementary and high school teachers which 
is made the basis of the distribution of the equalization quotas 
as herein provided shall be determined by the commissioner of 
~ducation in the following manner: 

In a district having an average daily attendance of more than 
one hundred and thirty-five in grades one to eight, inclusive, one 
teacher shall be counted for each twenty-seven of such pupils in 
average daily attendance. In districts having an- average daily 
attendance of one hundred and thirty-five or less in grades one to 
eight, inclusive, two teachers shall be counted for the first forty of 
such pupils in average daily attendance, and one teacher for each 
thirty-two pupils in excess of forty. The pupils enrolled in special 
classes organized under sections five hundred and seventy-eight and 
ten hundred and twenty of this chapter shall not be induded in 
computing the average daily attendance, and the teachers employed 
to teach such special classes shall be included in the number of 
elementary teachers to be computed as herein provided. 

In a district having an average daily attendance in a high school 
or academic department of thirty-five or more, three high school 
teachers shall be counted for the first thirty-five of such pupils 
in average daily attendance, and one teacher for each additional 
twenty-two pupils in average daily attendance. In districts hav
ing an average daily attendance in a high school or academic 
department of less than thirty-five, two teachers shall be counted 
for the first twenty of such pupils in average daily attendance, 
and one teacher for each additional fifteen pupils in average daily 
attendance. 

If the number of elementary or high school teachers employed 
is less than the number as above computed, and no adequate pro
vision is made for the instruction of such pupils, the commissioner 
of education may in his discretion use the actual number of teachers 
employed, or any intermediate number between such actual number 
and the number determined as above computed, in ascertaining the 
amount of state aid to be apportioned as provided in this section. 
The board of regents may, on and after August first, nineteen 
hundred and twenty-seven, adopt a rule changing the ratios to 
be used in determining the number of elementary and high school 
teachers as the basis on which the amount of state aid is to be 
allotted under this section. The amount apportioned to each city 
or district under this section shall not be greater than the amount 
of the excess of the total expenditures for school purposes in such 
city or district above the aggregate of the amount which would 
result from a tax of five mills on each dollar of actual valuation 
of the taxable property in such city or district and the public 
moneys apportioned to such city or district as provided by law. 

§ 3. This act shall take effect July first. nineteen hundred and 
twenty-five. 



APPENDIX VllI 

ESTIMATED TRUE A VER...o\.GE TAX RATE FOR STATE AND 
LOCAL REAL ESTATE TAXES 

LEVIED UPON LoCALLY TAXABLIiI REAL ESTATE, 1913 AND 1923 

. 
Estimated full Real estate Estimated I 
value of real taxes levied true rate/fa 
estate locally thereon (dollars perij 

taxable thousand) } 
.~ 

1913 ........................ 1$12,774,196,844 I $267,557,947 $20.945 
1923 ........................ 219,m,632,924 • 474,518,246 23.993 

1 Grand Table II, State Tax Department, 1925. 
• Grand Table II, State Tax Department, 1925, shows full value 1923 ali $20,306,-

439,199. Of this 1528,806,275 iil full value of locally exempt housing (State Tax Re-
port, 1923; page 424 note, raieed to full value by county equalization ratios). . 

I Grand Table I, State Tax Department, 1925, shows general property tax levied 
as $278,177,412. Only 96.18219 per cent was levied on real estate (1922 Leg. Doc. 
No. 72, pp. 33, 45). 

• Grand Table I, State Tax Department, 1925, shows local general property levy 
as $458,207,871 and State general property levy as $24,519,464. Of the local levy 
98.42645 per cent or $450,997,741 was on real estate. (State Tax Report, 1923, p. 
424, with non-taxable real estate deducted.) Of the State levy 98.49068 per cent or 
S24,149,387 was on real estate. (State Tax Report, 1923, p. 63.) Of this a part was 
on real estate not taxable locally under Tax Law 4-B. The remainder is represented 

$24,149,387 x 16,639,908,784 
by the fraction $23,520,505 

17,084,819,872 

[259] 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

February 11, 1926 

To the Senate and Assembly o!, the State of New York: 
The report we are submitting to you herewith may be viewed 

as an essential preliminary to any sound study of retrenchment. 
It analyzes the increasing expenditures of the state, indicates the 
functions of the state government in which the major increases 
occur, and reviews the historic causes of these increases. Inas
much as the degree of necessity for retrenchment in expenditures 
is to some extent dependent upon the taxable resources of the 
state, the report also deals with the relation between the increasing 
wealth of the people of New York and the increasing tax burden. 

Because of the diverse nature of the matters which we have 
investigated during the past year, we are sUbmitting our report 
in three sections. The other two sections will deal with the debt 
of the state and with the gasoline tax respectively. 

(Signed) 

SEABURY C. MAsTICK, Chait·man. 
ERNEST E. COLE. 

PERLEY A. PITCHER. 

THOMAS;r. SHERIDAN. 

F. TRUBEE DAVISON, Vice-Chairman. 
CHARLES A. FREIBERG. 

WALTER L. PRATT. 

JOHN H. CONROY. 
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CHAPTER I-SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT FACTS AND 
CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING STATE ACTIVITIES, 
EXPENDITURES AND TAX BURDEN 

The Increasing Cost of State Government a Subject of Constant 
Criticism 

The increasing expenditures of the state governments during 
recent years is now one of the vital issues discussed by editors, 
publicists, and after-dinner speakers; by conferences of manufac
turers, real estate owners, and civic associations of various kinds .. 
No branch of the subject has escaped searching scrutiny and criti
cism. We are told that the per capita load of taxes laid upon the 
people for the support of state government has grown so rapidly 
in recent years that it has become a ruinous burden upon the in
dividual citizen. It is alleged that state expenditures have in
creased more rapidly than the income of the people and threaten, 
if the present rate of increase continues, to consume the total 
annual substance of the taxpayers at no distant date. "Taxation 
is increasing much more rapidly than wealth itself," declares the 
former governor of a great state. "Some way must be found to 
create an intelligent and genuine public opinion upon the danger 
we face in the rapidly increasing cost of government or we shall 
awaken too late to the menace of more and more burdensome 
taxation. .•• History teaches us that one of the most fruitful 
causes for the downfall of nations has been the increasing cost 
of government until it became too great to be borne by the peo
pie." A prominent newspaper publishes a cartoon portraying 
the modern business man with his pockets turned inside out by 
taxation, exclaiming with his hands up, "Oh, Trotsky, where is 
thy sting!" A leading real estate authority in .New York City 
protests that land and improvements are so loaded with taxation 
that neither the owners nor the tenants can stagger under the 
burden much longer. An eminent specialist in marketing, in 
tracing the ills of agriculture to their source, finds among the three 
principal grievances of the farmer: "High taxes that are out of 
proportion to his ability to pay." Writers none too careful in 
their statements repeatedly assert that a substantia}'.part of un
doubted increase in state and local taxes is due to the wasteful
ness and extravagance of public authorities. In a magazine pub
lished by one of the greatest manufacturers in the country we 
read: "If the members of state legislatures and municipal coun
cils had been chosen exclusively from lunatic asylums they might 
have spent more. Yet they could not have spent much more be-

[111, 
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cause they could not have got much more to spend. The gen
tlemen whom we elected to office raised all they could by tax
ation. " Other writers ascribe the evils they lament to an in
satiable bureaucracy of state officials who absorb, largely for their 
own benefit, an ever increasing proportion of the people's sub
stance. Perhaps more frequently employed is the declaration 
that the rising costs of state government are due to the propensity 
of the legislature to invade the domain of private business with 
unnecessary regulations, and to adopt "fads and frills" without 
any warrant or common sense. Finally, the argument is re
peatedly advanced that inasmuch as federal taxes have been 
materially lowered during the past five years, it is reasonable to 
expect a material reduction in the rates imposed by the state gov
ernments. 

A Critical Analysis of the Problem Needed 
The number of such criticisms, the respectable authority which 

supports many of them, and the obvious desirability of reducing 
as far as ·possible the burdens imposed upon the taxpayers, make 
it imperative that the whole field of state expenditures should be 
made the subject of a searching analysis. The essential facts 
should be laid clearly before the people. The nature of the in
creased expenditures should be explicitly set forth in detail. An 
inquiry should be made into the causes responsible for all im
portant items. The theories which underlie the criticisms made 
in various quarters should be scrutinized. In a word, the whole 
problem of increasing state expenditures should be fearlessly 
faced in all its aspects in order that any program for curtailment 
may take a practical form and that policies of future expendi
ture may proceed upon a more correct understanding of the needs 
of the state and the ability of the people to bear the burdens im
posed to meet such needs. 

Growth of New York State Activities 
At the very outset we face the problem as to whether as a mat

ter of fact increasing state expenditures are due to new functions 
recently assumed by the state government in defiance of tradi
tional American practices. This question can only be answered 
by a review of the growth of state activities over a long period of 
time. This review, which is presented in detail in Chapter II. 
shows that the state activities developed gradually over the past 
century, particularly after 1850. Contrary to popular belief the 
period of the greatest diversification of state functions was be
tween 1880 and 1900. By the latter date practically all the im
portant state functions were established, and the development in 
state work since that year bas been mainly an expansion of estab
lished activities-an expansi(ln accelerated to some extent by con-
ditions growing out of the World War. . 
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The Upward Trend of State Expenditures in New York 
Closely associated with the popular notion that the state gov

ernment has recently been undertaking novel activities are two 
other arguments which constantly occur in discussions of public 
finance. It is commonly assumed that the total expenditures of 
the state government have shown a tendency during recent years 
to increase at a ratio all out of proportion to the increases of such 
expenditures during previous periods in the history of the state. 
Perhaps quite as frequently, it is assumed that the increase in 
total expenditures during the past decade, at least, is to be ascribed 
mainly to the extraordinary conditions caused by the World War 
and that a return to a normal state of affairs will bring a cor
responding reduction in such expenditures. The accompanying 
chart (Chart 1) throws a flood of light on both these assump
tions.1 It indicates the trend in total expenditures by ten year 
periods from 1850 to 1880, by five year periods from 1880 to 1900, 
and annually from 1900 to 1924. The solid line represents the 
total expenditures in actual dollars. The dotted line shows the 
total expenditures adjusted to eliminate the changes in price levels, 
using the purchasing power of the 1913 dollar as the basis.2 

It will be seen from this chart and an examination of the figures 
in the tables supporting it that there was a fairly constant increase 
in the total expenditures of the state government from 1880 to 
1915. When the actual figures are adjusted to the price level 
of 1913, the smoothness of the curve in its gradual upward trend 
is even more striking. The total state expenditures increased 
from year to year between 1880 and 1915 at an average rate of 
4.6 per cent per annum when reckoned on the basis of the pur
chasing power of the 1913 dollar. The annual increase in state 
expenditures between 1915 and 1924 was not greatly out of line 
with the general trend during the preceding thirty-five years. 
This is shown by the adjusted line on Chart 1. In fact, the total 
expenditures for 1924 were only about $15,000,000 above what 
they should have been on the basis of the trend from 1880 to 
1915.. On the basis of the figures adjusted to the price level of 
1913, the trend of the entire period between 1880 and 1924 rose on 
the average of 4.7 per cent each year. 

1 In construcling Chart 1, a logarithmic scale is used, which is equivalent 
to expressing the figures for each successive period as percentages of the 
figures for the period immediately preceding. The steepness of the curve 
at any point, therefore, represents the rate of increase at that point in the 
total expenditures. 

2 The curves on Chart 1 are based upon the figures contained in Tahles 1 
and 2 of· Apfendix I. The term" total state expenditures" covers all outlays 
from genera revenues. It does not include outlays made from horrowings 
because such outlays are covered in the deht service. To include hoth deht 
service and expenditures from bond funds would he equivalent to counting 
8uch expenditures twice in the long run. 

a See Table 6 and discussion, page 60. It should be explained that the 
sag in the curve on Chart 1 at the year 1916 is due to the change in the 
fiscal year of the state, the expenditures for this year being for only nine 
months. The sudden rise in the curve at 1921 is due largely to increased 
atate aid to education which was inaugurated in 1920. 
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Assuming that the conditions during the next decade will not 
vary greatly from those of the present time, and that the increase 
in state expenditures will continue at about the same average 
rate, it is possible to predict the total expenditures of the state 
government ten years hence. If the annual rate of increase 
remains around 4.7 per cent, as it has between 1880 and 1924, 
then we can expect the total annual expenditures of the state 
government in 1934 to be approximately $230,000,000. This 
figure is on the basis of the purchasing power of the 1924 dollar. 
If the value of the dollar should increase during the next ten 
years, then the expenditure requirements in 1934 would be cor
respondingly reduced. Should the dollar return to its 1913 value, 
which is not at all likely, then the total expenditures of the state 
government in 1934 would be about $150,000,000. 

Political Changes and the Upward Trend of State Expenditures 
Among the many forces that produce fluctuations in state ex

penditures, the transfer of the various branches of state govern
ment from the control of one political party to that of another 
is commonly supposed to be especially significant. While it is 
true that one party often makes commitments which the other 
must execute or otherwise necessarily affects continuing policies, 
in the long run such incidents doubtless tend to correct one 
another. Broadly speaking, therefore, it may be said that a 
political party is fairly responsible for the expenditures incurred 
during its tenure of power. At all events, the connection of 
changing expenditures with political changes in the state govern
ment is a matter worthy of note in considering the problems in
volved in the mounting costs of government. For this reason we 
include the accompanying Chart 2/ which gives the annual ex
penditures of the state for the period between 1900 and 1925, 
and shows which of the political parties dominated the executive 
department, the senate, and the assembly each year during that 
period. .. 

Chart 2 'Shows clearly that the upward trend of state expendi
tures between 1900 and 1925 continued irrespective of the changes 
in the political complexion of the executive and legislative 
branches of the state government. The trend continued ·upward 
even during the years when the branches were politically opposed. 

The Trend of State Expenditures on a Per Capita Basis 
Usually discussions of increases in state expenditures refer to 

the growth of population, often with the assumption that such 
growth affords the proper criterion for jUdging the propriety of 
the various increases. With this in mind, we have presented in 
Chapter III a discussion of the growth of per capita expenditure~ 
of the state government with supporting tabular data.2 These 

1 It should be noted again in connection with Chart 2 that the depression 
in the curve at 1916 is due to a change in the fiscal year of the state 
government, the expenditures of this period being for only nine months. . 

a See below pages 61-64. 
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expenditures are shown by ten and five year periods from 1850 
to 1924, both in actual figures and in figures adjusted to the price 
level of 1913. The total state expenditures for 1850 showed a 
per capita of 65 cents actual and 72 cents adjusted; for 1880, 
$1.93 actual and $2.05 adjusted; for 1900, $3.15 actual and $3.91 
adjusted; for 1915, $5.88 actual and $5.83 adjusted; and for 1924, 
$13.23 actual and $8.52 adjusted. The upward trend in per 
capita expenditures is apparent from these few figures, as well as 
the fact that this trend has been somewhat accelerated during the 
last decade. 

Per capita expenditures should not be taken too literally. There 
are several important functions of the state government, the ex
penditures of which bear little or no relation to the population. 
Many of the developmental and regulatory functions are illustra
tions. The volume of services and expenditures of such functions 
depend upon factors other than population. However, such insti
tutional services as the care of the insane may be regarded as 
having a direct relation to the population. Population also has 
an important relation to the expenditures for education. 

In any state which is rapidly changing from an' agricultural 
to an industrial and urban state, as in the case of New York, the 
per capita expenditures must inevitably rise with the multiplica
tion of collective services demanded from the government. At 
what point the rise in per capita expenditures should stop cannot 
be mathematically determined. If all increased expenditures were 
for productive purposes - purposes which increase the wealth of 
the state - conceivably such expenditures might mount much 
higher in the per capita scale and still indicate direct economic 
gain to the people of the state rather than costs to them. 

Analysis of Functional Expenditures 
Total or per capita figures of state expenditures, standing by 

themselves, though impressive, convey little or no meanIng to 
anyone desirous of making helpful criticism with a view to effect
ing curtailments in costs. They throw no light on the underlying 
historic causes responsible for the increments. They afford no 
real basis for an intelligent discussion of the problem of state 
finance. A beginning in any businesslike consideration of the 
subject can only be made when the major details of the total 
expenditures and the respective increases are clearly presented. 

Such details, showing the operating costs of the major func
tions of the state government, are presented in Table 11 contained 
in Chapter III, and also in Table 1 of Appendix J.1 These 
figures make it clear where the money of the state has been going 

1 See below pages 681f. Charts presenting graphically the facts contained 
on Table 11 are also included in Chapter III, as well as a detailed dis· 
cussion of the facts. The state expenditures are shown in Table I, Appendix 
I, at ten year intervals between 1800 and 1900, and at five year intervals 
since the latter date, together with the percentage of the total operating 
expenditures for the given years assigned to each of the major functions. 
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in detail du~ing the period covered. They indicate just what 
functions of the state government have been absorbing the tax
payers' money and in what proportions. 

For the purpose of showing these functions in the order of 
their increased demands upon the treasury between 1900 and 
1924, the following table (Table 1) is included here. In this 
table the functions of the state government are arranged in an 
order determined by the respective increases shown by them in 
1924 over the expenditures for the same purpose in 1900. This 
table also shows the exact amount of these increases and the per
centages of such increases over the expenditures in 1900.1 A mere 
glance at this table reveals the functions which are leading in 
expenditure increases since 1900. 

TABLE 1 
ExPENDITURE INCREASES IN THE MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF THE NEW YORK STATE 

GoVERNMENT BETWEEN 1900 AND 1924 

FUNCTIONS 
Total 

increase· 
between 

1900-1924 

Education ........................................... 140,824,108 
Publio works......................................... 20,874,033 
Public welfare ........................................ 15,900,175 
Agriculture........................................... 3,688,687 
Finance.............................................. 3,554,656 
Labor. ....... ............. ........ .................. 1,750,375 
Minor aotivitiea. . .................................... 1,661,872 
Health.............................................. 1,622,468 

~m:~·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: U~:~~ 
Conservation......................................... 1,436,744 
Publio utilitiee........................................ 662,521 
Attorney GAneral..................................... 423,974 
IlllIUI'anoe supervision... .............................. 410,317 
Bank supervision. . . ............. . .................... 319,113 
Secretary of State.. .. • .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . 181,900 
Exe.utive............................................ 64,600 

percent-I Percent-
age of age of 
total in ........ 

increase over 1900 

42.37 704.3 
21.66 888.1 
16.50 244.4 
3.83 759.9 
3.69 696.8 
1.82 1044.2 
1.73 448.7 
1.68 1326.2 
1.60 158.6 
1.52 172.2 
1.49 476.1 

.69 706.3 

.44 245.2 

.43 219.2 

.33 347.5 

.19 258.9 

.07 122.5 
Legislative ........................................... 1 __ 3_9..:.,9_3_7.:,tl' ___ ..:.I ___ --...:. .04t 3.0t 

Total ............................................ $96,345,886 100.00 471.04 

• Outlay expenditures for these funotion. are excluded. 
t Decreese. Thi. was due manly to the transfer of departmental printing from the budget 

of the logislature to the budgets of the departments. 

Fluctuations in Functional Expenditures 
The assumption might be made on the basis of the preceding 

table (Table 1) that the increase for each function between 1900 
and 1924 has been steady and cumulative. Such assumption, 
however, is not warranted by the details in the case, An analysis 
of the increase for each of these enumerated functions by five 
year periods, shows extraordinary fluctuations from period to 
period, revealing now the pressure of one interest upon the legis
lature and now the pressure of another interest. With a view to 
affording some clue to the forces responsible for the increases in 

1 This table is based upon the ~.res contained in Table 3 of Appendix I. 
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functional expenditures at various intervals during the past 
twenty-five years, the accompanying table (Table 2) is presented. 
showing in percentages the increases and deereases in operating 
expenditures of the major functions of the state government by 
five year periods between 1900 and 1924..% This table presents the 
major functions in the same order as in Table 1. and in a way 
supplements the latter table. 

TABLE Z 
l'!:IIcz!ftASII or L'fCUASII Dr THE ExPI3D~ OF THE Muoa Fu'lfcrroNS 

or "nIB NEW" You; STAn! Gon:a.."l1lKn". 1900 TO 1!t-24, BY FIVB YBAK 
L"l'ft:BV ALB 

1905 1910 1915 1920 I 19H 
:FUNcno~-s ....... ........ ....... ....... ....... 

1_ 1905 1.910 1915 L"20 

~ .................................. 8 25 25 91 151 
Pabtie _ .•••••••.•.•••••••••••••••.•••.• 14 !11 50 78 65 
PobIie_ ............................... 17 38 141 61 16 
AcrimIhno .•••••.......••.•.............•.. 31 56 81 1 131 
r_ .................................... 13 55 66 79 54 
1.eIMw •••••••••••...•.•.••••••••••••••••.•.. 15* ~. 549 30 1 
M;.wlldiriiim .••............•............. 263 141 11 11 
BeakIo •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•.• 92 41 146 81 18 
~ ................................... 6 50 26 19 8 
~ .................................... 15* 12 98 39 " ~ ................................ 2 116 39 65 15 
Pabtic 1ItiIitia .••••••.•..••.•••••.•.•........ 2:! !4% 38 68 17-
A-.ey Geaenl .•.•.............•.......... ~ 177 17 ~. 33 
~--........................ ~ 79 73 31 ... ----............................ 0.3 54 61 52 18 
s--ry .. SoMe ••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••• 21 10 12 M 45-
~ ................................... ~.3" 69 <16 50 36-
~t .......... · ... · ..... ···.·.·.·.·. 13 8 2 21-

T ........................................ 15 35 39 110 62 

The functional expenditures during this period, it is evident 
from this table, showed wide fluctuations from year to year. For 
example, the expenditures relating to agriculture in 1920 were 
1 per cent over the expenditures for 1915, but in 1924 they were 
131 per cent over those for 1920. At the same time, the expendi
tures relating to labor in 1920 were 30 per cent over those of 1915, 
but in 192-1 they were only 1 per cent over those of 1920. An 
even more Striking shift occnrred in the expenditures for the 
regnlation of public utilities; in 1920 these expenditures ran 68 
per cent above those for 1915, but in 192-1 they were 17 per cent 
below those for 1920. (See Table 2.) 

These wide finctnations within the total expenditures are caused 
by many factors and vary from decade to decade. A great scandal 
in some branch of private enterprise, such as that revealed by 
the insurance investi"aations in 1905, produces a popular demand 

• The figures eontained ill this table 11ft dna .. from Table 3 of Appendix L 
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for supervision which in turn calls for increased expenditures. 
At another time, shippers, commuters, and customers make an 
attack on railway and utility rates which results in sweeping and 
expensive changes, such as those introduced under the utility law 
of 1907. The advent of the automobile makes a revolution in 
highway construction and maintenance. A terrible disaster in 
industry, such as the Triangle Waist Company Fire ~f 1911, 
brings about a great increase. in the expenditures for the inspec
tion and regulation of workshops and factories. The revelation 
of the amount of illiteracy in the draft army leads to an insistent 
demand for increased expenditures for education, in which state 
aid to localities expands into millions. Business interests promote 
the popular demand for expensive highway and canal improve
ments. The social welfare groups insist on a constant improve
ment in the standards of institutions for the care of the defec
tive, dependent, and delinquent. 

State Functions Leading in Expenditure Requirements 
The great increases in the cost of state government in 1924 over 

1900, measured in actual expenditures, were incurred mainly for 
the major functions of education, highways and public works, 
and the institutional care of the defective, delinquent, and de
pendent. (See Table 1.) Of the func~ional expenditures of the 
state for 1924 the operating costs of these three functions consti
tuted 79 per cent of the totaP It is evident that if any curtail
ments of expenditures are to be made, the major portion must 
affect these three groups. 

Most of the expenditures in these fields can be worked out on a 
mathematical basis; for example, per capita cost of education, 
mileage cost of highway construction and maintenance, and per 
capita cost of institutional care. An illustration of this process 
is afforded by Table 15 of Chapter III, in which it appears that 
there was in all except two groups of institutions' a material in
crease in the per capita cost of maintenance, even when the figures 
are adjusted to the price level of 1913.2 

Cost of Regulatory and Promotional Services 
No criticism directed against the increase of state expenditures 

is more common than the allegation that the legislature shows a 
propensity to waste money by regulating private enterprise or 
by invading the field of private economy in a manner not war
ranted by public necessity. The annual expenditures of the state 
government for the regulation of the three great branches of 
private enterprise, banking, insurance, and public utilities, while 
showing an increase in the actual amounts constituted a smaller 
percentage of the total functional expenditures in 1924 than in 
1900 - to be precise, 1.51 per cent in 1924 and 1.83 per cent in 
1900. The decline was even more marked in 1924 as against 1915 

1 See Table 1 of Appendix I. 
2 See below pages 77-82 for table and discussion. 
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when the expenditures for these purposes was 2.74 per cent of 
the total1 

If we include under the regulatory and promotional service of 
the state government not only banking, insurance, and public 
utilities, but also labor, health, conservation, and agriculture, the 
expenditures for all these services have constituted relatively a 
minor part of the total They formed a smaller proportion of 
the total functional expenditures in 1924 than in 1915; namely, 
9.69 per cent as against 13.75 per cent. If the expenditure figures 
are corrected according to the 1913 price level, the disbursements 
for insurance supervision, utility regulation, and the department 
of labor were actually lower in 1924 than in 1915.2 

Growth of New York's Tax Burden and the Increase of Private 
Wealth 

The statement, so frequently made, that public expenditures 
are increasing more rapidly than the wealth of the taxpayers, is 
difficult to test by absolute facts. The figures showing in dollars 
the wealth of the people of New York at various periods cannot 
be obtained in a form that is completely satisfactory and such 
data as we have are open to conflicting interpretations. Never
theless, the question as to whether expenditures tend to increase 
more rapidly than wealth·is a vital one and an attempt should be 
made to provide an answer - or, at least, an estimate based upon 
the available data. 

Inasmuch as the people of New York must bear their share of 
taxation to support the federal government as well as their taxes 
for state and local purposes, it is necessary in any comparison of 
public expenditures with private income to include the federal, . 
as well as the state, and local burden. In arriving at this total 
burden, however, we are compelled to shift our consideration from 
expenditures to taxation. It is not what the federal government 
spends in the state that is significant in this connection, but how 
much money it collects from the people of New York in the form 
of taxes. In attempting to throw light upon the relation of 
public expenditures to private income we have compared the in
crease in the total tax burden (federal, state, and local) which 
falls on the people of New York with the increase in their wealth. 
This relation is discussed in Chapter IV and graphically presented 
in Chart 9'-

Inasmuch as there were two "abnormal" periods due to wars 
in the span of years covered by Chart 9, it is necessary in order 
to get a view of the normal trend to take the figures between 1880 

1 See Table 1 of Appendix I, also the explanatory matter in Chapter nl, 
page 85. 

Z See below Chapter m, pages 85-87. Also see Table I of Appendix I. 
I See below Chart 9 on page 96, also discussion on pages 94ft" of 

Chapter IV. Tbe data upon which this chart is based and the process by 
which the trends are compnted are described in detail in Appendices n, 
In, and IV. 
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and 1910. Trends adjusted to the curves between those years 
afford a better basis for forecasting the future relations of the 
tax burden and wealth. These trends are set forth on Chart 10.1 

The total tax burden borne by the people of New York for 
federal, state, and local purposes as graphically presented on 
Chart 9, showed a slight tendency to increase more rapidly than 
the private income of the people between 1850 and 1924. 

Certain facts, however, should be considered in this relation. 
The first is that an encroachment of taxes on private income does 
not necessarily mean in itself a net loss in the total income of the 
people. Whether there is an encroachment or not depends upon 
circumstances. For example, if institutions are not provided for 
dependent and defective persons, they would have to be main
tained by their families and in that case the cost would fall upon 
the budgets of the individual families and the total expenditures 
under these conditions would doubtless be higher than the ex
penditures for the same purpose by the state. 

The second fact to be considered in relation to the encroach
ment of taxation on private income is that, in any e.ent, it is 
impossible to reckon the value of government services entirely 
in terms of dollars expended or to measure its results on a profit 
and loss basis. Low public expenditures do not necessarily mean 
prosperity for the people that may be· said to enjoy them. Of 
course, it does not follow that a people with the highest expendi
tures for civil purposes are the most fortunate, or that there is 
no limit to the proportion of the private income of citizens that 
may be taken for public purposes. There must be a point to 
which expenditures for public purposes may be raised with in
creasing returns to the people concerned in the form of direct 
economic benefits or cultural advantages. The problem in public 
policy here involved is that of finding the point at which increasing 
public expenditures cease to bring corresponding economic returns 
to the people or pass beyond the ability of the people to pay for 
the collective or governmental services they wish to enjoy. At no 
point along the line of the increasing proportion of private 
income taken for public purposes can a degree of necessity be 
mathematically fixed! 

The third fact to be noted in connection with the Charts 9 and 
10 portraying in graphic form the relation of the tax burden to 
private income in New York, is that when studied in detail the 
trends in the increases of taxation and private income show dis
tinct variation according to war conditions. During the period 
of the Civil War and for about ten years afterward, the total tax 
burden borne by the people of New York showed a tendency to 
encroach upon private income. From about 1880 to 1910-
which, in spite of the Spanish War may be called a "normal" 
period,- the increase in the tax burden ran along at a fairly even 
rate with the increase in income, showing a tendency to decline 

lSee below page 99. 
t See discussion in Chapter V of this report. 
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rather than to encroach upon private income. Then came the 
second "abnormal" period, that of the World War, in which the 
tax burden once more showed a tendency to encroach upon income. 
If the conditions which followed the Civil War are repeated in 
the epoch following the World War, then a decline may be ex
pected in the tax burden in its relation to private income. 

Trend of New York Expenditures Compared with That of Other 
States and the National Government 

Although it affords no basis for judging whether or not the 
government of New York is managed efficiently and economically, 
a comparison of the trend of the expenditures of this !."tate with 
the same trend in other states shows to what extent New York is 
in line with general tendencies throughout the Union. The ac
companying chart (Chart 3) gives this comparative view, bring
ing 146 leading cities and the national expenditures for civil pur
poses into the graph. In this case in order to make the New York 
figures comparable with those of the states and cities, the outlays 
from borrowings have been included in the New York curve.1 

The repeated reductions in federal taxes have led to the popular 
assumption that there has been a corresponding reduction in the 
ordinary expenditures of the federal government and that ac
cordingly a similar reduction may be expected in the operating 
costs of the state government. Chart 3 shows the curve of the 
federal expenditures for civil purposes from 1900 to 1924.2 This 
curve is of special significance in connection with the assumption 
that the costs of the federal government (exclusive of expendi
tures growing out of participation in the World War) are in fact 
returning to pre-war levels, and that the present trend of federal 
expenditures for civil purposes is below the trend of state 
expenditures. This assumption is not borne out by the actual 
facts. 

1 Figures dn which this Chart 3 is based are contained in Table 4 of 
Appendix I. 

2 The expenditures here used for civil purposes do not include those for 
the war and navy departments, Indians, pensions, and interest on war debt. 
Bee footnote on Table 4 of Appendix I. 
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.cHAPTER II-DEVELOPMENT OF STATE ACTIVITIES 
~ Since the opening of the nineteenth century, state government 

has undergone a transformation in character comparable only 
with the change in the mode and condition of life of the popula
tion which it serves. In 1800 law making, adjudication of cases, 
and provision for public defense constituted almost the sole work 
of state government and the principal objects of state expendi
ture. Today these activities remain, it is true, primary features 
of our governmental system, but their relative importance has 
been greatly lessened by the growth of a vast administrative 
organization. 

In 1800 the administrative work of the New York State govern
ment was almost entirely performed by seven officials, namely: 
the governor, secretary of state, attorney general, comptroller, 
treasurer, adjutant general, and surveyor general, and their im
mediate assistants. Today there are no less than 175 distinct ad
ministrative agencies within the state government. Where the 
handling of finances, the control of public lands, and the common 
defense were the chief administrative concerns of a century and 
a quarter ago, -education, transportation, the care of the defective, 
delinquent and dependent classes, and the regulation of private 
business are now the leading functions of the state. With this 
expansion of activities has gone an equally significant increase in 
expenditures. In 1800 the cost of state government was $300,000, 
as compared with $146,000,00Q in 1924. Taking into considera
tion the growth of population, this meant an increase . from 51 
cents per capita to $13.23 per capita. 

Without attempting to trace the growth of the state govern
ment too minntely, some discussion of the development of state 
activities should be helpful in understanding the organization as 
it now exists. and the reason for increased expenditures. For this 
purpose the period since 1800 may be viewed at intervals and the 
principal changes in state administration noted at each of these 
points. The years 1850, 1880, 1900, and 1925 have been chosen.1 

The State Administration As It Was in 1800 
Aside from the seven offices already mentioned, which may be 

termed the primary administrative agencies, the state had at the 
opening of the nineteenth century at least begun to grapple with 
certain problems destined later to occupy prominent places in its 
affairs. The institutional system had already been founded, but 
only in the field of corrections. In 1796 New York had abandoned 
the old policy of corporal and capital punishment, adopted the 
prison system and established· its first state prison for felons. 

1 The accompanying Table 3 presents in summary form the growth of 
.tate activities for each of these periods. 

[27] 
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Attention had also been directed to the problem of public educa
tion. The board of regents had been created and an effort had 
been made to encourage the establishment of schools through the 
granting of financial aid. No general school system had as ~et 
been created, however, and no permanent policy of state aid liad 
been adopted. In the field of health administration a be~g' 
had also been made. The quarantine station in New York har
bor had been established in 1796, and annual grants had been'· 
made for sever~l years to the New York Hospital. 

GROWTH OF STATE ACTIVITIES BETWEEN 1800 AND 1850 

Development of Canal System 
During the first half of the nineteenth century, the cost of state 

government rose from $300,000 to $2,000.000, an increase of 565 
per cent. In the same interval population increased from 589,000 
to 3,097,000, a growth of 425 per cent. While this change in the 
rate of eXpenditure was indicative of a general expansion of 
state functions, it was primarily due to the establishment of the 
canal system, which alone accounted for almost half of the operat- . 
ing cost of state government in 1850. Beginning with the con
struction of the Erie and Champlain Canals between 1817 and 
1825, a period of inland waterway development had beeu inaugu
rated which had given the state by 1850 a canal system of 780 
miles, in the construction and enlargement of which an expendi
ture of $35,000,000 had been incurred. This system, its operation 
and financing, inevitably overshadowed all other state activities in 
importance. In 1850 the cost of canal operation and mainte
nance amounted to $835,000 and tolls yielded a revenue of $3,-
275,000. For the control of the system the canal board had been 
created with general charge of construction and operation. Fi
nances were administered by means of the canal fund. . Not only 
were ordinary revenues and operating expenditures handled 
through this fund, but loans and outlay expenditures also passed 
through it. It was frequently drawn upon for the payment of 
general state expenditures as well, thereby obscuring the true 
financial status of both the canal system and the state government 
as a whole. The mismanagement which this situation induced led 
the constitutional convention of 1846 to reorganize the state debt, 
create a series of sinking funds, and regulate the application of 
canal revenue to general governmental purposes. 

Beginning of Public Education 
Next to the waterways in point of cost, though not in adminis

trative importance, was education. In 1812 the legislature estab
lished the common school system of the state. This system was 
locally administered and its support was primarily the responsi
bility of the community. A small degree of state supervision 
was, nevertheless, provided from the beginning, and state aid was 
liberally accorded to encourage the development of education. 
The literature fund for the promotion of secondary education had 
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been founded in 1790. In 1805 the legislature set aside a half 
million acres of public land for the creation of a common school 
fund for the aid of primary schools. To these funds were added 
the proceeds of the United States deposit fund in 1837, raising 
the annual income available from trust funds to about $350,000, 
nearly all of which was utilized for state aid. 

Charities and Corrections 
In the field of charities and corrections, state activities had also 

expanded between 1800 and 1850. Where one prison snfficed in 
1800, there were three in 1850-Auburn, Sing Sing and Clinton
with a total inmate population of 1,500. For their control an 
elective board of prison inspectors had been established by "the 
constitution of 1846, with power to appoint prison officers and 
supervise the conduct of penal institutions. Separate provision 
had already been made for juvenile offenders. The New York 
House of Refuge, established in 1826, by a private society inter
ested in the reformation of youthful offenders, was the first insti
tution of its type in America and received state support from the 
beginning. Another reformatory, the state school at Industry, 
had been established in 1846. The principle of institutional care 
had also been applied by the state in the case of the insane, but only 
on a small scale. In 1843 the state 4ad opened its first asylum for 
lunatics, as it was called, in response to a demand for more 
humane treatment of the insane. No state institution for defec
tive children had as yet been provided, but the state was contrib
uting to the maintenance of private institutions for the deaf,' 
dumb and blind, and the question of a state school for idiots had 
been raised. Grants were also being made to hospitals and to the 
support of the foreign poor in New York City. It is thus appar
ent that considerable interest had already been displayed by the 
state in the care of the unfortunate classes. In large part this 
new activity may be attributed to the discovery of improved meth
ods of caring for defectives in Europe and America, and to the 
interest arising therefrom. 

Bank Regulation 
The period prior to 1850 was also marked by one important ap

plication of state supervision of private business. In 1829, the 
state created the board of bank commissioners to examine and 
supervise banking institutions. Its duties were subsequently 
transferred to the comptroller who became responsible for the 
supervision of banks and the banknote currency of the state, a 
most important task in view of the large place occupied by bank
notes in the monetary system of the time, and the reckless bank
ing methods then prevailing in the United States. 

Importance of Primary Administrative Offices 
Although the work of the state government had greatly in

creased during this period, administrative control resided in a 
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large measure in the same group of primary officers as in 1800. 
These officers were made elective, however, under the constitution 
of 1846. Acting ex-officio, four of them- the secretary of state, 
comptroller, treasurer, and attorney general-constituted the 
canal fund commission in charge of canal finances. Together 
with three additional members, these four officials madc up the 
canal board 'Yith general control over the canal system. The 
secretary of state was ex-officio superintendent of common schools, 
and the comptroller was responsible for the supervision of banks. 
Prison administration alone of the important state activities was 
entirely divorced from-the older group of primary administrativE.' 
offices. 

An examination of finances in 1850 shows that $840,000, or 43 
per cent of the total state operating expenditure of $1,955,000, 
were devoted to the operation and maintenance of waterways. 
Four hundred thousand dollars, amounting to 20 per cent of the 
total, were apportioned as aid to schools. The legislature and the 
courts together claimed slightly less than $300,000 and the net 
cost of prison operation was about one-third as great. Together 
these five items (canals, school aid, legislature, judiciary and 
penal institutions) made up more than four-fifths of the state's 
expenditure. 

GROWTH OF STATE ACTIVITIES, 1850-1880 
The period between 1850 and 1880 was one of irregular growth, 

_yet during those years operating expenditures quadrupled. Dur
ing the fifties marked innovations were made, but the expansion 
of state activities was inevitably checked by the Civil War. 
Immediately following the war, however, the state launched forth 
upon new enterprises which rapidly increased operating expendi
tures until they exceeded $8,000,000 in 1870. At the same time 
debt service and capital outlays brought the total expenditure to 
$14,000,000 in that year. This development was completely halted 
by the panic of 1873. Unlike the depressions of subsequent 
periods that of the seventies exerted a marked influence upon 
state activities and expenditures. Few new undertakings were 
begun and expenditures declined. In fact, the decade from 1870 
to 1880 is the only one in the history of the state which shows a 
reduction in state expenditures. 

Declining Importance of Canals 
While the canals remained during this period the most import

ant administrative problem of the state, their relative importance 
was greatly lessened by the growth of other functions. Further
more, the decline of the canals as a transportation system had set 
in before the end of the period. From the Civil War on, the 
railroads began rapidly to win out in the competition for traffic. 
Canal earnings reached their highest point in 1862, and tonnage 
its maximum in 1872. After 1873, the decline of the canals 
became more and more evident. These were years of rapid 
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advances in the efficiency of railroad transportation and sharp 
reductions in railroad rates. In contrast no improvements were 
being made in water transportation with the· result that valuable 
tonnage passed into the hands of the railroads. This led, first, to 
the abandonment of several of the lateral canals in 1878, and 
finally, to the abolition of tolls in 1882. During the period of more 
than half a century prior to the abolition of tolls, the state had 
invested $78,685,580 in canal construction and expended $48,399,-
287 for operation and maintenance.1 In return it had received 
$135,418,325 in canal revenue, thus showing a favorable balance 
of $8,333,459, in spite of the many errors· and the gross misman
agement that characterized the administration of the system at 
times. 

Liberal Aid to Schools 
If the most conspicuous change of the period was the decline in 

the importance of the canals, the next most striking development 
was the increase in the importance of education. In 1850 the state 
expenditure for education amounted to $465,000, while in 1880 
it reached $3,685,000. Of this sum $3,095,000 was devoted to 
state aid. This raised, the state's contribution to 30 per cent of 
the total cost of public school operation. This radical change in 
the volume of state aid was due to the effort of the state to make 
elementary instruction free. Beginning in the early forties a 
vigorous agitation for free schools swept the state, but met with 
opposition in the rural districts. As a compromise the legislature 
in 1851 established a state school levy and added $800,000 to the 
state's apportionment to common schools as an inducement to 
localities to abandon tuition charges. This result was not achieved 
though the volume of state aid was even further increased during 
the decade. Following the Civil War the subject was revived and 
tuition charges forbidden by law ,in 1867. To compensate the 
districts for the increased cost, the legislature practically doubled 
the volume .j)f grants-in-aid. The system of state aid thus estab
lished continued without violent change until after the. World 
War. 

Coincident with the increase in the volume of state aid went a 
considerable extension of state activity in the field of education. 
In 1854 the department of public instruction was created to take 
over the supervision of public schools. This change in adminis
trative machinery was followed by a marked increase in the effec
tiveness of supervision. In particular the establishment in 1856 
of a body of local school commissioners provided a much needed 
system of local supervision, and at the same time supplied an 
essential connecting link between the state department of public 
instruction and the local school districts. In this same period 
state control over secondary education was increased by the 
establishment of regents' examinations for academic pupils. In
asmuch as state aid was in part dependent upon the number of 

• Financial Report of Auditor of Canal Department, 1882, p. 12. 



studE-nts passing theose uaminations, a powerful inftueJlN was 
thel't'by exeriM for the improTement of the standards of aeeond
ary edueation. Following the Civil War the state also began to 
play a more important. role in the tra~ of teaehe.rs. ETeD before 
ISJO some steps had ~n taken in this direction through the sub
sidWng of training c~ and the establishment of a state normal 
sehool at Alhany. Between 1863 and 1868 the state definitelT 
took over this problem. and added senn new IlOI'IDal sehools.. it 
was also at this time that Cornell Uninrsity was founded as the 
land grant eoll~ of New York.. 

New Types of IDmtutional Care 
Signifieant ehan.,oes also charaeterized the period in the .realm 

of welfare activities.. Espee.ia1ly noteworthy was the establish
ment of the Elmira Reformatory in 1869, the first adult .reforma
tory in the United States. During the first half of the nineteenth 
centmy the Auburn system of con.,crregate labor had made the 
prisons of New Yort famous throughout the world. Similarl;T. 
in the last quarter of the century EJmi.ra was de.~ to haTe 
an influence at least nationwide in seope.. This institution, the 
outgrowth of the wort of the New Yo.rk Prison Assoeistioll and 
its well-known seeretary. Dr. Wines, 11'&8 restricted to the hand
ling of oitenders between the a.,oes of 16 and 30. Its most di:t
tindive feature was the .reformation sente~ which permitted 
the .release of prisoners for good beharior prior to the expiration 
of the .regular term.. 

A second denlopment of importanN was the extension of the 
poliey of state eare of the imaM. &aginn.ing with the wort of 
Dorothea Dix in the forties, the plight of the m.."&De in county 
almshouses was brought fOftibly to the attention of the state by 
a sueeession of in~gatiODS. As a .res~ the l~ature in 
1865 providM for an additional &l>-ylum and authoriJed the ~ 
fer the.reto of the chronie insane to be maintained at county ex· 
pense.. This ehan.,oe of poliey neeessitatM fu.rtht'r additions to the 
institutional plant. By ISSO the state had five &l>-ylums for eiril 
patients, beside an asylum for insane conviets.. 

These :rears also saw the establi.sJune.nt of state institutions for 
defective children.. In ISSI a sehool for idiots was opened unJH
the impression that sueb children might by propel' iDstroet.i<ln 
be fittM to eare for themwlfts in society. The failme of this 
purpose later DeeeSSitated the prorision of emtodial institutiOllS 
for adult feehlemindM. The first of these .... the custodial ~:lum 
for feeblemindM W'OIIlfll of childbearing a.,oe~ fOUllded in ISiS at 
Newark.. In 1868 the state abo l'pened a sehool for the blind to) 
sene the western counties.. 

Another innoution of the period was the el'f'&tion of the stat~ 
board of charities in 1867 to supenise state and ~ institutioms 
ge.nerallT and mate .recoauneDdations for their impro~ment. Thbi 
new ageney was made im~.ratift by two thin","S. ~ the 1m
satisfactory condition of the loeal poorhouses and W'OI'kho~ 
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and seeond, the neeessity of public supervision. of private institu
tions reeeiving state money. The latter was a matter of consider
able importance at that time as the legislature was pursuing an 
open-handed poliey in dealing out fonds to private orphanages. 
hOllpitals, dispensaries, and the like. Such expenditures amounted 
in 1870 to $400,000. 

Insurance Supervision 
Since 1850 progress had also been made in the development of 

state regulation. In 1851 the banking department was created 
to relievc the comptroller of the supervision of banking and 
eurreney, and in 1859 the insuranee department was established 
to handle the supervision of insuranee companies, a new type of 
regulation inaugurated in the fifties to meet the rapid growth of 
this btJsiness and to safeguard the public against badly managed 
insurance ventures.. A brief attempt at railroad regulation was 
also made in the fifties but abandoned as a resnlt of railroad 
opposition. 

Multiplication of Administrative Heads 
Viewing the administration as a whole, it is apparent that by 

1880 control was no longer centered in the old group of primary 
officers seleeted by popular eleetion. but had largely passed to 
boards and officials appointed by the governor and the senate. 
Canal operation was in the hands of the superintendent of public 
works, though the state eDc...meer had control over the engineering 
foree.. Prisons were direeted by the superintendent of prisoD& 
Other institutions had their separate boards of trustees as a rule, 
subjeet to slight supervision by the state board of charities. The 
board of regents and the superintendent of public instrnetion had 
eh.arge of edueation. The banking and insuranee departments 
were under superintendents appointed by the governor. Thus a 
signi1ieant ehange had taken place in administrative organization. 

The division of publie expenditures had also undergone a c0n
siderable ehange. Edueation -now consumed 49 per cent of the 
expenditure for governmental operation. as compared with 12 per 
cent devoted to waterways. The legislature and the eourts ae
counted for 11 per cent, and public welfare activities, including 
institutions, required 10 "per' cent of the total. 

DIVERSIFICATION OF STATE ACflVfIIES, 1880-1900 
The year 1880 marked the opening of an extraordinary period 

in the development of the state government. The decade of the 
seventies, which had been eharaeterized by retrenchment, gave 
way to a period of rapid expansion. Viewing the situation in 
1900 the comptroller found that no less than $7,000,000, or M per 
cent of the operating expenditure of the state in that year, went 
to meet the eost of innovations made within the previ008 twenty 
years. Of these ehanges by an means the most important from 

2 
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the financial standpoint was the establishment of complete stau 
care of the insane. From the viewpoint of administrative organi· 
zation, however, the really significant fact was the remarkable di
versification of state activity during these years and the elaborate 
growth of independent offices which it entailed. Finally, it should 
be noted that during this period administrative regulation by the 
state was carried into several new fields. 

Changing Social and Economic Order 
The sudden expansion of state functions after 1880 can only be 

understood in the light of chan.:,aes which were taking place in the 
life and viewpoint of the population. A few important facts stand 
out. In the first place, the economic system of the state was 
changing. Manufacture was increasing rapidly and with it went 
the creation of a large city working class. Furthermore, the 
control of business was becoming more centralized, thus wideni.ng 
the gulf between employer and employee, and increasing the dan
ger of exploitation of the consuming public. On the other hand, 
the turning point had been reached in rural development. After 
1880 the acreage of improved farm land steadily declined. Rural 
population also began to decrease, both in relative size and in 
actual numbers. In 1880 the balance of population had just 
shifted to the urban communities. Between that year and 1900 
the proportion of urban to total population rose from 56 to 73 per 
cent. The industrial and agricultural development of the state 
from 1860 to 1900 is shown below. 

Number 01 
Groasvalue workerain Acreage of Value of 

Yua manufael1llin« of improved farm 
aod meehaDical manufactured farmland- property* 

oecupatWua* prudueta* 

1860 .••.•••...••. 364.000 S3'l8, 900 ,000 U,358,OOO $936,400 ,000 
1870 ........•.•.. 470,000 626,200 .000 15,627,000 1,195,800,000 
1880 ............. 618,000 1,080,700.000 17,718,000 1,216.600.000 
1890 ............. 847,000 ~:711,600,OOO 16,389,000 1,139,300,000 
1900 ............. 1,025,000 ,175,700,000 15,600,000 1,069,700,000 

• Figun!e prepared from U. S. _ report&. 

The expansion of industry and the growth of urban population 
necessarily made governmental problems more compleL While 
the effects of urbanization are most conspicuous in the realm of 
local government, state government is also affected. The problems 
of health, sanitation, utility control, labor and factory regulation 
cannot be left entirely to the locality. By increasing the likelihood 
of social friction and trouble, urbanization also necessitates a 
greater degree of institutional care of the defective classes, thus 
augmenting the burden of the state in another respect. 
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Out of these changes in the conditions of life came the modifica
tion of the popular view as to government intervention in private 
affairs. The extreme individualism of the middle of the nine
teenth century gradually gave way to a demand for positive gov
ernmental action. Accompanying this change, there appeared in 
the latter part of the century a marked growth of humanitarian
ism. The regulation of child labor and sweat-shops, for example, 
was not solely the result .of pressure from the working class, but 
was due in no small degree to the interest of members of the 
middle and upper classes in social well-being. Undoubtedly the 
increased demand for governmental action may also be accounted 
for in part by the development toward the close of the century of 
a more accurate understanding of the nature and causes of public 
ills and by the discovery of new methods of attacking them. This 
was eminently true in the case of health and sanitation and in a 
measure in the case of the care of delinquents and defectives. 

The Older Activities 
With the exception of institutional care few striking changes oc

curred in the older fields of state activity during the period from 
1880 to 1900. The decline of the canals, which had set in prior to 
1880, continued with increasing rapidity in spite of the abolition 
of toIls. In fact, the repeal of the toIls may indirectly have hast
ened the movement, for it reacted upon expenditures for mainte
nance. Not until 1895 was any serious effort made to revive the 
canals. In that year, the legislature authorized the so-called nine
million dollar improvement program, which was subsequently 
abandoned for the Barge Canal project. Education remained, as 
in the preceding period, a large source of expenditure, though 
relatively much less important than before. The most noteworthy 
innovation in this department was the establishment of state school 
inspection forces and· the introduction of uniform state examina
tions for teachers. Banking and insurance regulation continued 
Ilubstantially as before, though the powers of supervision were 
somewhat augmented and some new classes of corporations were 
brought under control. 

Complete State Care of Insane 

The greatest single change during the period was the establish
ment of complete state care of the insane during the early nine
ties. Previous to this time the larger -counties had maintained 
their own asylums, and many of the smaller ones had evaded the 
law by keeping the indigent insane in almshouses in order to avoid 
the cost of their support in state institutions. The inadequacy 
of local. ~are, a fact long demonstrated, finally led the state board 
of charItIes and the state medical society to head a movement for 
complete state provision for the insane. This agitation achieved 
success in the passage of the state care law in 1890. The state at 
once began to negotiate for the transfer of county asylums and to 
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increase the institutional plant. By this act a heavy burden was 
shifted from local governments to the state. The following figures 
show the growth in the number of inmates in state asylums and 
the increase in state expenditures foJ," the care of the insane be
tween 1890 and 1900,· ·excluding the criminally insane. 

NUIoIBEB OJ' INBANJI IN PuBLIC State 
INSTITUTIONS AT CLOSlil OJ' YEAR* expenditure 

for 
maintenance 

YEAR of insane 

State County 
exclusive 

of 
civil asylums and Total expenditures 

asylums almshOU8ell for plant· 

1890 ••.•••.....••••.•..••••• 5,633 9,315 14,948 184,500 
1895 •.•.....•.••••.•••.•.•.•. 9,642 9,213 18,855 1,622,100 
1900 ..................... :.: 22,088 ......... 22,088 3,594,900 

• Prepared from annual reports of board of lunacy oommissioners and oomptroller. 

In 1900 the care of the insane formed the largest smgle item 
of expenditure, amounting to 21 per cent of the operating ex
penditures of the state. In addition to the enlargement of the 
institutional system for civil inmates, a second hospital for the 
criminally insane was authorized in 1896. 

New Reformatories and Institutions for Feebleminded 
Extensive additions were also made to the correctional system 

of the state. The opening of the Elmira Reformatory was fol
lowed by the establishment of the Albion and Hudson reforma
tories for adult women. A second reformatory for men was be
gun at Napanoch in 1892. Work was also started on the Bedford 
Hills Reformatory for women. The establishment of five adult 
~eformatories during this period without any material increase in 
the prison plant was indicative of a change in viewpoint with ref
erence to the problem of corrections. 

Additional provision was als~ made for the mentally defective. 
As youths passed beyond the age of instruction in the so-called 
school for idiots, it became apparent in a large number of cases 
that they could not safely be returned to their homes. Hence there 
arose the necessity of asylums for adult feebleminded. In 1893 
the state established a second institution of this type, the Rome. 
Custodial Asylum for men. About the same time it founded the 
Craig Colony' for epileptics, a new type of institution modeled 
upon foreign experience and intended to permit the removal of 
this class of inmates from county almshouses and asylums. 
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Fiscal Supervision of Institutions 
The increase in the size of the institutional system led to the 

establishment of more effective machinery for its supervision. In 
1889 the legislature created the board of lunacy commissioners 
which was given control over institutions for the insane, including 
their financial administration; In 1895 similar provision for 
financial control over charitable institutions was vested in the 
comptroller. The superintendent of prisons already had the power 
to examine and revise prison estimates and direct prison finances. 

Establishment of State Boa.rd of Health 
The first new administrative agency created during this period 

was the state board of health in 1880. Previous to this date the 
state had contributed considerable sums to the support of private 
hospitals, but the only direct state health activity was the mainte
nance of the quarantine station at New. York City. A series of 
events had served, however, to direct attention to this field. 
Cholera and yellow fever epidemics during the preceding decade 
had aroused public anxiety, and the discoveries of European 
bacteriologists had begun to reveal the true nature of disease. In 
New York the desire to check the adulteration of prepared foods 
was also a factor in the creation of a state health agency. 
Throughout the period the expenditures for health were very 
meager. The board of health devoted itself to the collection of 
vital statistics, the investigation of sanitary conditions; and the 
advising of local officials in dealing with epidemics and sanitary 
problems. It was also responsible for the enforcement of the pure 
food law and the approval of local sewer and sewage disposal 
projects. During the nineties the eradication of bovine tuber
culosis was added to its functions and overshadowed all else for a 
time. 

Beginning of ,.Agricultural Activity 
State agricultural activity began in 1882 with the opening of 

the agricultural experiment station. Prior to this time the state 
had confined itself to the subsidizing of county agricultural socie
ties and the State Agricultural Society. In 1884 a second step 
was taken by the creation of a state dairy commissioner to enforce 
the dairy laws. This was the immediate result of the manufac
ture of oleomargarine. When artificial butter began to appear on 
the market in the seventies, the New York farmers rose in pro
test. .As dairying was one of the leading industries of the state, 
this new form of competition was bitterly resented. The manu
facture and sale of oleomargarine was prohibited by law in 1877, 
but the ineffectiveness of its enforcement produced a demand for 
administrative action which culminated in the establishment of the 
office of dairy commissioner. In 1893 this office and the experi
ment station were united to fo~ the department of agriculture 
and the powers of regulation were extended to include cattle 
quarantine and the eradication of plant diseases. 
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Railroad Regulation 
Railroad regulation also had its inception at the opening of this 

period. In response to a vigorous popular outcry a special investi
gation of railroad abuses was undertaken in 1879. The report of 
this commission· presented an extraordinary array of evidence of 
rate discrimination, stock watering and the like, and concluded 
with the recommendation of a state railroad commission with in
vestigatory and advisory powers. After a prolonged fight, the 
legislature enacted such a measure in 1882. The New York rail
road commission was definitely of the weak type. It confined it
self largely to the work of investigation and the adjustment of 
petty complaints. Its most important powers were the approval 
of additional capitalization and the authorization of the construc
tion of extensions and new lines. These powers were not vigor
ously exercised and rate regulation was not undertaken. 

Factory Regulation 
The field of factory and labor regulation was likewise entered in 

the eighties. As a result of long continued labor union pressure, 
the legislature authorized the establishment of the bureau of labor 
statistics in 1883. This was merely a fact-finding unit, but union 
leaders rightly believed that the only way in which public action 
in behalf of labor could be secured was by revealing existing in
dustrial evils through the medium of an impartial investigating 
agency. The rapid growth of labor unions and the increased use 
of the strike and boycott during the eighties promptly focused 
public attention upon the labor problem. The regulatory legisla
tion which followed may be attributed to three thin,,"S, the activity 
of the unions, the work of the bureau of labor statistics, and in a 
measure, to the sympathetic interest of humanitarian organiza
tions. The first factory legislation was enacted in 1886, restricting 
child labor and creating a factory' inspector for its enforcement. 
In 1887 this law was amended to include safety and sanitary regu
lations and increase the size of the inspection force. Subsequent 
legislation extended these safeguards, and provided for the inspec
tion of mines, bake shops, and tenements. In 1900 the inspection 
force numbered sixty-five. 

Conservation and Other Activities 
Conservation was another activity which made its appearance 

toward the close of the century. The protection of wild life and 
the propagation of fish were the first efforts of the state in this 
field. In 1868 the :fishing interests succeeded in securing the 
establishment of the state fisheries commission which undertook 
the establishment of hatcheries and became the state agency for 
the protection of :fis4 and game. Forest conservation began in 
1885 with the creation of the forest preserve and the establishment 
of the forest commission. During the preceding decade the state 
had acquired at tax sales about 700,000 acres of wild and forest 
lands in the Adirondacks and the Catskills. The rapidity with 
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which these districts were being denuded of timber by the lumber 
and wood pulp eompanies had aroused a strong demand for state 
action to preserve them for recreation purposes and for the pro
tection of navigation on canals and streams fed from these areas. 
The movement was headed by the commercial organizations. 
Shortly after the establishment of the forest preserve, an agita
tion began for the conversion of the Adirondack region into a 
state park in order that it might be more available for recreation. 
This change was made in 1892, and a policy of land purchase 
adopted which increased the state's holdings in the Adirondacks 
and Catskills to 1,370,000 acres by 1900. 

A few other steps in the growth of state activities deserve 
notice. The administration of the liquor tax was taken over by 
the state in 1896 and the excise department created for the pur
pose. The tax commission came into existence in the same year 
with power to supervise local tax assessments and equalize assess
ments for the state levy. Finally, it was in 1898 that the state 
entered the field of highway improvement. The apportionment 
of aid to towns adopting the "money system" of highway main
tenance was inaugurated and the improvement of main roads at 
joint state and county expense was undertaken. 

Complex Administr&tive Organization 

.As a result of the entrance of the state into many new lines of 
activity, the administrative organization had beeome exceedingly 
elaborate by 1900. The old elective offices now represented but 
a small fragment of the machinery of government, and were by 
no means the most important individual administrative units. In 
several fields administrative organization had grown needlessly 
eomplex. The management of institutions, other than prisons, 
was divided among a variety of separate boards and commissions. 
In the case of education two agencies exercised supervision over 
local schools, and in addition, there were boards of tro.stees for 
the various state normal schools. What is now the department 
of labor was then represented by three separate units. Tax ad
ministration was also divided among a group of unrelated agen
cies. The process of unification had, however, been carried out 
in the eases of agriculture and conservation, and, in part, in the 
care of the insane. 

In point of cost there was an increase from $7,510,955 to $20,-
453,795 in operating expenditures during the two decades. .All 
divisions of the administration contributed to this growth, though 
institutio~ care was by all means the most important factor. 
The creati.on of new governmental agencies also added materially 
to expenditures. Further examination of the growth of expendi
tures will be reserved for the 8Ucceeding chapter. 
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STATE ADMINISTRATION SINCE 1900 

Further Industrial and Urban Development 
The process of social and industrial change which had already 

begun to react upon state government with marked effect before 
1900 continued with increasing results after the opening of the 
new century. Commerce and manufacture developed rapidly. 
Between 1899 and 1919 the value of manufactures increased from 
$1,872,000,000 1 to $8,867,000,000, and the capital engaged in 
manufacture rose from $1,524,000,000 to $6,012,000,000. Of 
course, these figures reflect in part the change in price level as 
well as the expansion of industry. However, the census shows a 
growth of 165 per cent in the primary horse power utilized within 
the state and an increase from 727,000 to 1,228,000in the number 
of wage earners engaged in manufacture. Sixty per cent of this 
body of wage earners were employed by concerns employing over 
one hundred men, indicating the importance of the large unit 
in the industrial system. In contrast with the rapid development 
of manufacture, the acreage of improved farm land declined 
during the same years. 

The process of urbanization went rapidly forward during the 
period. While rural population fell off between 1900 and 1920, 
the urban population increased 62 per cent. In 1920 the urban 
dwellers represented 83 per cent of the total population- as com
pared with 73 per cent in 1900, showing the increasing importance 
of the city in the life of the state. 

The Effects of Such Development 
With the modification of the economic and social structure went 

a further change in popular demands upon government. The 
growth of a great wage earning class separated by a wide gulf 
from the employers for whom they worked, necessarily involved 
the ultimate intervention of government for their protection 
against accident and exploitation. Similarly, the concentration 
of economic power in other fields, and the abuses to which.it gave 
rise from time to time, enforced an extension of public regula
tion in other directions. Particularly noteworthy in the decade 
following 1900 was the establishment of control over public utili
ties and the enactment of more stringent regulations governing 
the insurance business. These are only outstanding examples from 
a much larger body of regulations that have developed since the 
opening of the century. It -should also be noted that in recent 
years regulation has much more frequently involved state ad
ministrative action than formerly and has therefore led to the 
expansion of the administrative organization. 

While regulation has come to play a large part in the work of 
state government, it would be quite incorrect to assume that this 

1 This fiFe is somewhat less than that shown above, page 34, owing to 
the exclUSion of neighborhood manufactures which are no longer reported 
lIT the census. 
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is the only or the most important respect in which recent develop
ment has affected state administration. Underlying a larger por
tion of present state activity is a demand for constructive meas
ures for the increase of prosperity, comfort, and health. In the 
last twenty-five years this has unquestionably been the greatest 
factor in the growth of state activity. This new reliance upon 
government must be attributed to a number of causes. Urbaniza
tion necessarily forced the substitution of governmental for 
private action in some cases. The example of European countries 
was another factor. Increased prosperity also gave rise to greater 
willingness to support governmental enterprises, and to an in
sistence upon new public improvements. Finally, the public was 
gradually becoming convinced that in some matters, as for 
example in the case of health, desirable ends could only be 
achieved by collective action. Conspicuous among the construc
tive undertakings of the last quarter century are the Barge Canal, 
the state highway system, the state parks, child welfare work, the 
establishment of state schools and colleges, as well as a con
siderable measure of state agricultural activity. 

The Barge Canal 
The Barge Canal was of course the largest single enterprise of 

the period. It owed its beginning chiefly to the pressure of com
mercial interests which had become alarmed by the inroads being 
made by rival ports into New York City's foreign commerce. 
From the Civil War until 1890, New York City had regularly 
enjoyed about 45 per cent of the nation's export trade, and the 
volume of imports passing through her harbors had exceeded the 
combined business of Montreal, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore 
and New Orleans. After 1890 her commerce showed a relative 
decline. By 1898 her share of the export trade had fallen to' 37 
per cent and the five rival ports had exceeded her in the import 
business. This change was largely due to the improvement of 
rail and water communication to other cities and to the differ
ential rate system adopted by the trunk line railroads for the 
middle and north Atlantic ports. About 1890 New Orleans and 
Galveston secured direct rail connections with the wheat belt and 
began to cut deeply into the grain trade of New York City. 
Montreal also secured an advantage as a result of rail develop
ment and the canalization of the St. Lawrence. 

While New York's commercial supremacy was being challenged 
by other ports, the region along the Great Lakes became very 
insistent upon an improved water route to the ocean. Deep water
ways conventions were held to urge the construction of a steam
ship canal between the lakes and the Atlantic. This demand, 
coupled with the completion of improvements on the St. Lawrence 
which permitted small vessels to reach the lakes, aroused a fear 
on the part of New York business men that the middle western 
trade might be, drained off by the Canadian route which' had the 
advantage of being shorter. 
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.AB a result of this situation two important investigations were 
begun at the end of the century. One had to do with the state 
of commerce and the other with the enlargement of the Erie 
Canal. The former concluded with the recommendation that the 
enlargement of the Erie Canal be carried through as the most 
likely method of assuring the commercial supremacy of New York. 
The latter investigation led to the proposal of a barge canal as the 
most probable means of reviving inland water transportation. 
The committee recommended the abandonment of the nine million 
dollar improvement initiated in 1895 and the construction of a 
much larger canal capable of handling barges of 1,000 tons ca
pacity. Such a canal, it was believed, would make possible lower 
transportation rates than the railroads were capable of meeting. 

After a prolonged contest between urban and rural members 
of the legislature, a measure was passed in 1903 submitting to 
the voters a constitutional amendment authorizing the issuance of 
$101,000,000 of bonds for the construction of the canal. The 
referendum carried largely as a result of urban support. Actual 
construction, began in 1905. The canal was opened in 1918. The 
enterprise involved an expenditure of $150,000,000, nearly all of 
which was financed with bonds. In addition the state· has ex
pended about $25,000,000 for the construction of terminals. 

The results of the canal have thus far been disappointing to say 
the least. The tonnage which amounted to 3,346,000 in 1900, 
stood at 2,032,000 in 1924. This represented an increase of 794,-
000 tons over 1919, the first full year of Barge Canal operation, 
but practically all of this improvement took place between 1919 
and 1922. Even in the case of grain and flour, which form the 
largest single class of· products on the canal, only about 10 per 
cent of the shipments reaching New York City come by water. 
Contrary to the predictions of the investigating committee in 
1900, canal rates have not been cut below the possibility of rail
road competition. A comparison in 1922 showed that for most 
classes of freight canal rates between Buffalo and New York City 
were from 10 to 15 per cent less than railroad rates for the same 
journey. On the other hand the railroads have the advantage of 
greater speed and as a rule the possession of better conne~ions 
for the handling of commodities. 

Highway Improvement 
Though less spectacular, highway development has involved 

quite as great an expenditure since 1900 as the construction of 
the canal. The state entered this field on a small scale in 1898. 
By 1905 about 600 miles of improved road had beeu constructed. 
This mileage did not in any wise constitute a system, for the selec
tion of highways for improvement was chiefly in the hands of the 
property owners and the county supervisors. The work of con
struction was directed by the state engineer. The original cost 
was divided between the state and the local governments, but once 
completed, maintenance became the responsibility of the towns. 
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With the increase in the use of the automobile came a demand 
for the rapid improvement of rural roads, and particularly for the 
development of a system of main thoroughfares connecting the 
principal cities. By comparisqn with the present, the number of 
motorcars in the state was very small in the first decade of the 
century. In 1905 there were 9,000, and in 1910, 63,000, as against 
1,500,000 in 1924, but the rate of increase was high and the in
fiuence of the owners far in excess of their numbers. Through 
automobile clubs and good roads associations a powerful propa
ganda was carried on in favor of highway development. Further
more, the introduction of the motor truck as a means of handling 
farm produce awakened the interest of the rural population in the 
movement. 

New York was among the first states to embark on a large pro
gram of road construction. In 1905 a constitutional amendment 
was passed authorizingl the issuance of $50,000,000 of bonds for 
highway purposes. This action was promptly followed by the 
adoption of an improvement program. A system of county high
ways was mapped out by the estate engineer in conjunction with 
the counties and approved by the legislature in 1907. This system 
called for the construction of 8,388 miles of improved roads. The 
work was to be handled by the state at joint state and local expense. 
Maintenance was also transferred to the state with provision for a 
fixed annual charge against the towns. As the county highways 
had been selected primarily with a view to county traffic, they did 
not in all cases serve to link up the leading cities. To meet this 
need a system of state highways was created in 1908 torming 3,000 
miles of main routes. Together these two systems mapped out a 
total of 11,388 miles of highway for improvement by the state, com
prising about 12 per cent of the total mileage of public roads. At 
the same time the state required towns to adopt the " money sys
tem " of road maintenauce and raised the expenditure for state 
aid to towns to about $1,500,000. 

The new highway program necessitated a change in administra
tion. In 1908 the legislature created the highway department 
headed by the highway commission. The new department received 
control of construction and maintenance on the two highway sys
tems and also the power to supervise town highway work. The 
principal changes of policy introduced by the commission were the 
adoption of a more permanent type of construction and the estab
lishment of systematic highway maintenance. 

Construction work was carried on rapidly from the proceeds of 
the $50,000,000 bond issue. By 1912 this fund had been largely 
exhausted. A second bond issue of $50,000,000 was therefore sub
mitted to the voters and approveeL To these sums was added in 
1917 the state's share of federal highway aieL Following the war 
the remaining bond funds were quickly expended and construc
tion was continued from taxation. The original state and county 
systems have been brought nearly to completion. By the end of 
1924 a total of 9,441 miles of highway had been constructeeL In 
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addition, a considerable mileage has been virtually reconstructed to 
meet the new conditions of highway traffic. Recent construction 
has been characterized by a larger use. of concrete instead of 
macadam on the principal thoroughfares, thus greatly increasing 
the expense. The following table shows the total mileage of im
proved state and county highways by two year periods:1 

1908 
1910 
1912 
1914 
1916 
1918 
1920 
1922 
1924 

...................................... "." .... 

Miles 
1,787 
2,397 
3,578 
5,201 
6,434 
7,066 
7,459 
8,981 
9,441 

As the state and county highway system neared completion the 
state began to give greater attention to the improvement of local 
highways. In 1916 the legislature provided for the return of part 
of the motor vehicle tax to the counties for local use. In 1920 it 
also authorized a grant of $30 per mile to each county raising an 
equal sum for road improvement. As practically all of the coun
ties have taken full advantage of this law, about $2,400,000 have 
been added to the volume of state highway aid, bringing the total 
to $4,956,024 in 1924. 

Modernization of Prisons 
In. the field of institutional care the chief problem in recent 

years has been the modernization of the plant and its expansion to 
meet the normal increase in the number of inmates. In the case 
of corrections principal attention has beel:. given to the necessity 
of replacing the older prison structures with more sanitary and 
healthful buildings. Auburn and Sing Sing were both founded 
a century ago when prison methods were very different and the 
treatment of convicts was harsh to say the least. Clinton also 
dates from the. first half of the nineteenth century. Several in
vestigations of prisons have been made and the abandonment of the 
older buildings has been recommended a number of times, but no 
such sweeping reconstruction has occurred. One new prison, 
Great Meadows, has been erected since 1900, but its full capacity 
has only recently become available owing to delay in providiJ;tg for 
the completion of prison walls and the establishment of necessary 
workshops. A second prison was begun at Wingdale, but was 
turned over to the hospital commission in 1924 for development as 
an institution for the insane. Considerable new construction has 
also taken place at Sing Sing with a view to modernizing the plant. 

1 The figures are from the· annual reports of the state highway commis
sioner. 
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One new reformatory for women was completed at the opening of 
the period and another converted into a reform school for girls. 
More recently the Napanoch Reformatory' for men was made an 
institution for feebleminded convicts. 

Enlargement of Institutions for Insane and Feeblemmded 
The greatest problem of new construction has arisen in the case 

of the care of the insane. Since 1900 the average daily population 
of state hospitals has risen from 21,815 to 38,382, or on the average 
about 690 a year. Construction is therefore a continuous neces
sity. It has not, however, kept pace with the increase in the num
ber of inmates. Between 1900 and 1924 the capacity of the hos
pitals increased from 20,256 to 30,837, yet in the latter year the 
average daily population exceeded the certified capacity of the 
system by 7,545. The Ward's Island fire served to direct attention 
to the whole problem of institutional plant, including the improve
ment of the older buildings, some of which were erected a half 
century ago. The immediate outcome of this catastrophe was 
the $50,000,000 bond issue for new institutions, approved by the 
voters in 1923. No doubt it was also in part responsible for the 
$100,000,000 bond issue authorized in 1925. 

Since 1900 the problem of the feebleminded has commanded 
greater attention than in previous years. As a result of numerous 
special studies and a large amount of publicity the public has been 
awakened to the importance of greater supervision of this class of 
defectives. In 1915 an elaborate investigation of the problem was 
made by a special commission. The number of feebleminded 
within the state has been estimated at about 35,000. One new in
stitutiGn for the feebleminded has been opened since 1900, Letch
worth Village, and the number of inmates has increased from 1,283 
to 5,831. 

Some noteworthy changes have taken place in the administrative 
machinery for the control of institutions since 1900. In 1902 the 
fiscal supervisor of state charities was created to have charge of 
purchasing and the financial administration of institutions other 
than prisons and hospitals for the insane. In 1922 this office was 
replaced by the department of purchase which was given control 
over purchasing for all institutions. In'1919 the commission for 
mental defectives was established to supervise institutions for the 
feebleminded. 

Educational Development 
A number of important developments have characterized the last 

twenty-five years in the field 01' state educational activity: The 
first noteworthy change was the consolidation of supervisory 
agencies into a single department of education in 1904. Prior to 
this date the department of public instruction had been responsible 
for the supervision of elementary schools and the board of regents 
bad the oversight of secondary education. In the case 01' public 
high schools som.e duplic.a.tion of authorit)" .edste.d.. 'J',o eUmJIUlt.e 
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the possibility of friction and to secure a unified direction of public 
instruction, educators urged the consolidation of the two agencies 
to form a single department. In the new department, the board 
of regents acts in general as a rule-making agency and the com
missioner of education, appointed by it, serves as the administra
tive head. Since this reorganization, state school supervision has 
grown considerably more elaborate. In particular the state has 
interested itself in the promotion of the newer forms of educational 
activity such as extension work, evening classes, and Americaniza
tion. 

Although New York has not entered the domain of higher 
education to such a degree as middlewestern states have done, it 
has in recent years participated in the development of technical 
and vocational education. In 1894 the state established the 
Veterinary College at Cornell University, In 1904 it created the 
College of Agriculture, also connected with Cornell, and in 1911 
it provided for the College of Forestry at Syracuse University. 
Each of these institutions is owned and supported by the state, 
but administered as a part of the university to which it is 
attached. The state has also established six agricultural schools 
of academic grade. These schools are managed by separate boards 
of trustees subject to direction by the department of education. 
In addition the state supports a school of· ceramics at Alfred 
University. While no new state schools for defective children 
have been set up in recent decades, the state has increased its 
provision for the support of indigent children in private institu
tions for the deaf, dumb and blind. Previous to 1923, this burden 
fell chiefly upon the counties. Now the state assumes practically 
the entire expense. , 

The most striking change in state educational policy in recent 
years has taken place in the matter of state aid. For fifty years 
preceding the war very little change was made in the volume of 
state aid, but since 1919 the expenditure for this purpose has in
creased from $7,616,000 to $39,558,000 in 1924. In 1919 and 1920 
the state took the initiative in enforcing a readjustment of 
teachers' salaries to meet the increased cost of living. To lighten 
the burden upon the local governments the legislature radically in
creased state aid for salary purposes, providing for grants varying 
from $300 to $700 per teacher according to the wealth and popula
tion of the district concerned. In 1925 a further change was made 
in deference to a demand for a more equitable division of the cost 
of instru,ction throughout the state. By this measure about $10,-
000,000 was added to the ,volume of state aid. This raises the 
state's contribution to about one-quarter of the cost of primary 
and secondary education. 

Increased Re~tion 
The practice of administrative regulation has been extended in 

numerous directions since 1900. In the case of bank and insur
anee supervision the principal features of the system had been 
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worked out before the opening of the century, but its actual opera
tion was not wholly satisfactory. The life insurance scandal of 
1905 revealed surprising abuses in the conduct of that business as 
well as great laxity on the part of the insurance department. Thir. 
exposure led to the enactment of much· more stringent insurance 
legislation and an increase in the state examining force. The 
panic of 1907 likewise caused some changes in bank regulation. 
The banking law was revised and the powers of the banking de
partment somewhat enlarged. In this case also the examining 
staff has been increased. 

Public Utilities 
The most important development in state regulation occurred in 

the case of public utility companies. The old railroad commission 
had proved ineffective in dealing with transportation and it had 
no control over the bulk of municipal utilities. The decade be
tween 1900 and 1910 was characterized by tremendous interest in 
utility regulation the country over. The exploits of certain rail
way magnates aroused popular apprehension. To this were added 
the disclosures of various investigations, revealing the persistence 
of old abuses. Out of this awakening came the movement for 
utility regulation. New York was one of the first states to act. 
In 1907 the public service commissions law was passed creating 
two commissions with power to regulate railroads, street railways, 
gas and electric companies. Telephone and telegraph companies 
and some smaller utilities were subsequently added. The powers 
of the commissions were broad, including the regulation of rates 
and services, and the authorization of increases in capitalization 
and the undertaking of new enterprises ·and extensions. The com
missions were also assigned control over grade crossing elimination 
work, and the commission for the first district was made respon
sible for rapid transit development in New York City. In 1921 
the two commissions were united. The control of transit develop
ment has subsequently been largely transferred to the city. 

Labor 
While labor regulation had been introduced prior to 1900, its 

principal development has come about since that time. In 1901 
the bureau of labor statistics, the bureau of factory inspection, 
and the board of arbitration and mediation were joined to form· 
the department of labor. Except for the gradual increase :In the 
size of the inspection force few changes were made until after 1910. 
In 1911 the Triangle Waist Company fire, in which 145 lives were 
lost, directed public attention to the necessity of more stringent 
regulation of working conditions. A factory investigation com
mission was created and made a monumental study of the labor 
problem. On the basis of its recommendations the labor law was 
entirely rewritten in 1912 and 1913, more elaborate provision for 
safety required, and the department of labor reorganized. Among 
the principal administrative changes were the creation of the 
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industrial board with broad regulatory powers and the enlargement 
of the inspection force. This reorganization was followed by flU 
more liberal fi.n.ancial support. Workmen's compensation was also 
introduced in 1913. 

Agriculture 
As in the department of labor, so in the department of agricul

ture, regulatory activity has expanded since 1900. The most im
portant addition has had to do with the eradication of bovine 
tuberculosis, a matter previously assigned to the bOlUd of health. 
In spite of considerable rural opposition, this has become in the 
last decade the leading task of the department, judged by the ex
penditure involved. Other changes include the regulation of cold 
storages. the licensing and supenision of commission dealers, the 
enforcement of pure food laws and increased control over dairying. 
In general the growth of agricultural regulation may be attributed 
to greater public insistence on a healthful food supply and to the 
desire to protect the farmer in his relations with the dealer. Con
siderable attention has been given to the problem of marketing. 
While the work of regulation has increased, the developmental side 
of agricultural activity has expanded. In 1923 the two were par
tially separated by the transfer of the experiment station from 
the department of farms and markets to Cornell University. 

Health Service 
The last twenty-five years have witnessed a great increase in 

state health activity. In 1900 two hospitals were established, the 
hospital for the treatment of incipient pulmonary tuberculosis 
and the hospital for crippled and deformed children. About the 
same time the health department took over the cancer laboratory 
at the University of Buffalo, which has since been developed into 
the Institute for the Study of Malignant Diseases. The I!tate also 
undertook the manufacture of anti-toxin. The real growth of 
health activity, however, dates from 1913. As a result of a special 
investigation the whole department was overhauled in that year 
and its powers and organization very much enlazged. A public 
health council was created with extensive regulatory authority, 
and a body of district sanitary supervisors was provided to over
see local health activity. Among the important features of the 
department's work in recent years have been public health educa
tion, a campaign against tuberculosis, and the promotion of ma
ternity and child hygiene. Since the war, venereal disease work 
has been added. On the other hand the oldest health agency of 
the state, the quarantine station at New York City, has been trans
ferred to the national government. 

Conservation 
As in. the case of public health, popular interest in conservation 

is of comparatively recent origin. The purchase of forest 
land had begun in the nineties, but it was not till 1901 that 
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reforestation was undertaken, nor until 1909 that a corps of rangers 
was established for the protection of the forests. The latter step 
was the immediate outcome of costly fires in the preceding year. 
Park development has engaged particular attention. Large tracb 
have been added to the Catskill and Adirondack parks and numer
ous smaller parks have been created. The largest of these are the 
Palisades Interstate Park and the Allegheny State Park. Another 
phase of conservation that has evoked considerable interest has 
been the problem of water power development. The undeveloped 
power resources of the state have been estimated at 1,500,000 
horsepower of which 400,000 horsepower are clearly controlled by 
the state. A water power commission has been created to super
vise such development as may be authorized. 

Recently Established Agencies 
Scarcely a single branch of the state administration has passed 

through the last twenty-five years without material change. 
Beside the activities already described, a few independent agen
cies have come into being. Of these the state police, established 
in 1917, is the most important. On the other hand a few activities 
have been abandoned. The most costly of these was the office of 
superintendent of elections, abolished in 1922. The general ex
pansion of state activity during the period necessarily has pro
duced a vast increase in the volume of expenditures and required 
the introduction of new forIns of taxation. This process in turn 
has contributed to the growth of administrative machinery. The 
motor vehicle bureau was erected in 1910, and the income tax 
bureau in 1919. In addition the comptroller's office was con
siderably enlarged for the handling of corporation taxes. In 1921 
a general reorganization of tax administration resulted in the 
transfer of these agencies to the tax commission. 

CONCLUSIONS RELATIVE TO THE PROCESS OF STATE 
DEVELOPMENT 

From this examination it is apparent that the growth of state 
functions is not a recent development. It is, in fact, the result 
of a process of governmental expansion which has been going on 
for more than a century with increased rapidity during the last 
fifty years. Contrary to common belief the bulk of state func
tions, even including the major fields of regulation, are not inno
vations of the last twenty-five years, but had their beginnings in 
the nineteenth century. As a matter of fact the years between 
1880 and 1900 were the period of greatest diversification of state 
activity •. The twentieth century has been more largely character
ized by intenSiv. development within fields already entered in 
preceding decades. Even in the cases of highway improvement, 
health administration, factory and utility regulation, all of which 
have greatly increased in importance in recent years, the founda
tions ha(t b~n laid be~o!e. ~e opening of the present century. 
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Economic and Social Development Largely Responsible 
When the question is asked, "Why have governmental func

tions increased Y " the answer must largely be found in the social 
and economic development of the state. As has already been 
pointed out, the greatest expansion of state functions has taken 
place since 1880, the year which marks the transfer of the bal
ance of population from the rural to the urban districts. With
out doubt the change in economic organization and the progress 
of urbanization have been basically responsible for most of the 
increase in administrative activity and for a vital modification 
of the popular viewpoint as to government. The extreme indi
vidualism of the middle of the nineteenth century has given way 
to a greater desire to utilize the machinery of government in the 
solution of common problems. Furthermore, the growth of scien
tific knowledge as to the nature of some of these problems has 
enforced the belief that collective action affords the greatest 
likelihood of their solution. For example, the so-called humani
tarian movement of recent decades, which has helped to increase 
the work of the state, is largely but a substitution of collective 
action for individual charity in the relief of the nnfortunate. 

Pressure Groups Influence Growth of State Functions 
While development has been continuous, viewing the administra

tion as a whole, an examination of any particular field of activity 
clearly indicates that growth is not a gradual process of expan
sion but is in reality a succession of sudden changes in response 
to outside pressure. State administration has not unfolded in 
accordance with any preconceived plan, whether of an official, a 
party, or a legislature. Instead its development has been pri
marily conditioned by pressure from without governmental 
circles. Taxpayers, commercial interests, railroad companies, 
labor unions, farm organizations, automobile associations, humani
tarian societies, all have wielded an influence in the growth of 
state functions. On some occasions public opinion as a whole has 
been directed toward the accomplishment of a given end. 

How does such pressure come to be focused upon a particular 
change' Oftentimes the gradual or sudden modification of condi
tions affecting the interests of a given group or class of citizens 
leads to a concerted demand for action. Thus the inroads of 
oleomargarine into the butter trade in the seventies and eighties 
caused a reaction on the part of farmers and dairymen's asso
ciations which produced the oleomargarine law and the creation 
of the state dairy commissioner. Similarly, railroad abuses in the 
seventies led commercial organizations to demand an investiga
tion and the introduction of railroad regulation. Again, in 1900 
the decline of trade through New York City brought these same 
commerical organizations into the field to lead the movement for 
the construction of the Barge Canal. It cannot be doubted that 
the growth of a body of automobile owners actively interested in 
road improvement had much to do with the development of the 
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state highway system. Nor is there any question but that the 
growth of the working class and the rapid rise of labor unions in 
the eighties were responsible for the establishment of the bureau 
of labor statistics and the interest of the legislature in factory 
legislation. Such examples can be multiplied, but they serve 
only to illustrate what should be an obvious fact, namely, that the 
growth of governmental activity follows the appearance of a 
demand, which may normally be expected to arise from a group 
of citizens conscious that their interests are vitally affected. 

Investigation As a Factor in Development 
In many cases the movement- which produces change is itself 

the result of governmental investigation. In some instances, as 
for example, the life insurance investigation, a brief but spec
tacular inquiry suffices to focus public attention upon a needed 
reform. In many cases, however, popular interest is the result of 
continued investigation and study. Both the bureau of labor 
statistics and the department of health have contributed to devel
opment in their respective fields by the education of the com
munity as to needs that exist. In a similar manner the board of 
charities has unquestionably played an important role in the 
growth of state welfare activity during the last half century. 

Catastrophies and Change in Governmental Policy 

Not infrequently a single untoward event has accomplished 
more than months or years of patient effort in focusing public 
opinion upon a specific reform. To illustrate, the Triangle Waist 
Company fire in 1911 produced a popular reaction which com
pletely reorganized state factory regulation. The Ward's Island 
fire was immediately responsible· for the adoption of the $50,000,-
000 bond issue for state institutions in 1923. The life insurance 
scandal of 1905 and the panic of 1907 both directed attention to 
the necessity of changes in the regulatory system. Thus, a single 
calamity sometimes brings about important changes in govern
mental policy. 
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Between 1850 and 1924 the annuai state expenditures increased 
from $2,011,000 to $146,283,000. These figures indicate a sweep
ing change in governmental costs and a truly remarkable growth 
of state activities. Measured in dollars, most of this increase came 
about within the last twenty years; in fact, the greater part took 
place within the last decade. Yet it would be quite erroneous 
to assume, as has so often been done, that recent decades have 
witnessed a revolutionary change in the rate of governmental 
expansion. If one examines the whole seventy-five year period, 
it is apparent that the growth of expenditures is nothing new, nor 
is the rate of increase within the last two decades so extraordinary 
as it seems. In reality the growth of expenditures has been a con
tinuous process and one which has gone on with considerable regu
larity viewing the period as a whole. ,A.n examination of Chart 
4 reveals this fact. 

In this chart and in Table 4, on which it is based, the term 
"operating expenditures" embraces all governmental costs exclu
sive of debt service, outlay, investments, refunds, and expendi
tures from bond funds. It is not confined to the general fUnd, 
but includes the canal fund and various school fund'!! as well. 
It, therefore, represents the 'cost of supplying current govern
mental services. The term "total expenditures" covers "operat
ing expenditures" and debt service and outlay in so far as the 
latter items are met from taxation and miscellaneous revenue. 
Debt service and outlay financed from canal earnings have not 
been included as they constitute no burden upon the taxpayer 
and are not needed in showing the cost of current services. 

[55) 
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TABLE 4 
GROWTH OP STATII ExPENDITUlIES, 1850-1924 

OPERATING ExPENDI-
TOTAL EXPIIlNDITUlIEB 

TORES 

Price 
YEAR Index AdjU8ted to Adjusted to 

Actual price level Actual price level 
of 1913 of 1913 

1850 ............ : ......... 90 $1,955,322 $2,172,580 $2,011,328 $2,234,810 
1860 ...................... 8.8 3,407,244 3,~71.868 4,772,943 5,435,162 
1870 .....•......... : ...... 125 8,149,411 6,519,528 14,377,SI7 11,502,252 
1,880 .•..•••..•.........•.• 94 7,510,956 7,990,379 9,797,404 10,422,770 
1885 ...................... 82 8,543,080 10,418,390 11,035,292 13,457,673 
1890 ...................... 80 11,108,602 13,885,752 13,117,237 16,396,645 
1895 ...................... 70 15,868,114 22,668,734 17,135,639 24,479,484. 
1900 ...................... 80.5 20,453,795 25,408,441 22,926,580 28,480,224 
1905 ....................... 86.2 23,510,305 27,274,136 26,752,613 31,035,514 
1910 ...................... 100.9 32,786,654 32,494,206 37,904,475 37,566,379 
1915 ...................... loo.S 45,268,384 44,909,111 56,986,358 56,534,085 
1920 ...................... 160.3 72,255,734 45,448,857 93,256,286 58,176,099 
1924 ...................... 155.3 116,799,681 .75,209,067 146,282,649 94,193,528 

* Decrease. t Four yee.ra only. 

PEa CENT OP INCBIIASE IN OPERATING 
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Rate of Expenditure Growth 
An examination of this table and chart indicates that actual 

expenditures have increased in every decade since the middle of 
the nineteenth century except between 1870 and 1880. This one 
break in the upward movement of expenditures is explainable by 
the decline of prices during that decade and the strict retrench
ment enforced. by the depression following the panic of 1873. 
With this exception, however, the period has been characterized by 
a continuous increase in state expenditures. The rate of increase 
is shown by the graph. As this graph is plotted on a logarithmic 
scale, it primarily serves to indicate rate rather than amount of 
growth. Equal increases in vertical distance upon the graph 
within equal intervals of time signify equal rates of increase in 
expenditures. The rate of growth has varied considerably from 
decade to decade. Nevertheless, if one eliminates the periods of 
war time price readjustment, a fairly consistent trend in actual 
expenditures can be observed. Particularly is this tL"Ue as to 
operating expenditures in the years between 1880 and 1915. Tak
ing the thirty-five year interval as a whole, the average rate of 
increase in operating expenditures was 5.3 per cent per annum, 
or 29.6 per cent for a five year interval. Of course, the period 
was not without marked fluctuations in growth. Between 1890 
and 1900 the rate of increase rose much above the average and 
between 1900 and 1905 it lagged below. These variations were 
largely due in the first case to the inauguration of complete state 
care of the insane, and in the second, to a brief pause in the ex
pansion of state activities. 

Since 1915 the growth of expenditures has been more rapid 
than in the preceding years, yet if one compares the last decade with 
the decade of the Civil War a striking similarity will be dis
covered. Between 1860 and 1870· total expenditures increased 
201 per cent. In the ten years between 1914 and 1924 the growth 
amounted to 173 per cent. Operating expenditures rose 138 per 
cent during the decade beginning with the Civil War, and 183 
per cent in the decade opening with the World War. It thus 
appears that the rate of increase in total expenditures was some
what greater in the earlier period while the growth of operating 
expenditures was more rapid in the last decade. In both periods 
the rate of increase was considerably above that of other decades. 
The causes are not very different in the two cases. Price inflation 
was a leading factor in both periods. Additional school aid also 
:figured prominently in both decades, as did the expansion of state 
services in post-war years. In the case of total expenditures, debt 
service upon the military bounty debt played a very important 
part in the years following the Civil War. 

Necessity of Considering Purchasing Power of Dollar 
Although it is customary in discussing the recent growth of 

governmental costs to deal only with actual expenditures in dol
lars, it should be perfectly obvious that these do not provide a 
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fair basis for comparing the present with the past or estimating 
the probable trend of the future. It is not dollars expended, but 
the purchasing power which they represent, that really counts. 
This fact cannot be too strongly emphasized in view of the extra
ordinary price changes of the last decade and the frequent failure 
of crities to take them into consideration in condeIDDing the 
recent growth of governmental costs. In a period such as the 
one since 1850, crossed as it is by two great waves of price 
inflation and a hollow of very low prices, a study of state 
expenditures must necessarily recognize the fluctuations in the 
purchasing power of the dollar. Taking 1913 as 100, the whole
sale price index compiled by the United States bureau of labor 
statistics shows that prices stood at 90 in 1850. During the first 
ten years little change occurred, but in the succeeding decade 
prices rose from 88 to 1860 to a maximum of 190 in 1865. In 
1870 the index registered 125. As a result of business depression, 
prices fell sharply in the seventies till they reached 94 in 1880. 
A further decline brought the index number down to 80 in 1890, 
after which another depression carried it to 70 in 1895. There
after prices gradually increased. In 1900 the index number was 
again 80; in 1905, 86; and in 1910, 101. Between 1910 and 1915 
little change took place, but from the latter year prices swung 
rapidly upward till the index reached 226 in 1920. Subsequent 
deflation brought the standard back to 150 in 1924. 

Obviously, such fluctuations in prices cannot but have the 
utmost importance in tracing the course of governmental expendi
tures. In order to eliminate this variable in so far as possible, 
expenditures have also been expressed in terms of the purchasing 
power of the 1913 dollar, using the wholesale price index of the 
bureau of labor statistics for the purpose. Though it must be 
admitted that the wholesale price index is not a perfect measure 
when applied to state expenditures, particularly in .times of rapid 
price readjustment, it is the only standard available over a long 
period of years. Furthermore, it is on the whole a fair indication 
of the purchasing power of governmental expenditures. When 
price movements are violent, however, it is to be expected that 
variations in the value of the government's dollar will lag some
what behind the course of prices generally. This is largely due 
to the notorious slowness with which public salaries are read
justed. Because of this fact the wholesale price index has not 
been used in adjusting expenditures for the vears since 1915. 
Instead, a special index has been applied. 1 • 

Increase in Purchasing Power of Expenditures 
An examination of state expenditures adjusted in accordance 

with the purchasing power of the 1913 dollar throws a different 
light upon the growth of governmental costs. It is a striking 
fact that state expenditures in 1920 were scarcely larger than 

1 This indez: 'Was eomputed by Clarence Heer on the basis of • detailed 
.twiT of New York State expeuditurea during the period from 1916 to 1924. 
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those in 1915 when allowance is made fo.r the dooline in the value 
o.f the Jlublic do.llar. Tho.ugh operating n.penditul'C8 rose $71,· 
500,000 between 1915 and 1924 in actual amo.unt, in purchasing 
po.wer tbe increase was only $30,300,000. The rise in actuAl 
operating expenditures was 158 per cent, while the increase in 
purchasing \lo.wer was only 67 per cent. In fact, if one compares 
the perio.d 8lnce 1915 with the perio.d sinet 1850 as a who.le, it is 
apparent that the increase within recl'nt years WAS not so. flreatly 
in excess of the average rate of growth fo.r the ~'ho.le perio.d as is 
Po.Pularly supposed. Appo/ing the average rate of expansio.n 
prevailing since 1850, the increase in the purchasing po.wer of 
state operating expenditures fo.r the nine years between 1915 and 
1924 Wo.uld have been 50 per cent rather than 67 per cent. 

TABLE a 
OouPUIIOlt w At'nIAL ANa ADlVlTla STA,.. Ex •• N1)tTV .... 1112' 

Operatlna 'lt~ndi'IINI .•......... 
Total expendituNI •••...•........ 
Pv _, 01 lnoreue In operating 

expenditllNl over 11115 .......... 
Pv_'oIlnOl'Me8m total upendi· 

'une over 11115 •••••........... 

Aotllal 
Expendit\lJ'el 

1118,800,000 
1'6,300,000 

158 

157 

Eat-dl. 
t\lJ'el 

Oil t-il 
011013 

pr!ot1eftl 

1:'5,200,000 
~,2I.J(),OOO 

87 

87 

Wh.'u
pendi\\IJ'eI 
wollid hA" 
~n01l 
bNi.oI 
adjuatM 

tmld fro", 
1850 to 102' 

l66,r.oo,OIlO 
7'11,800,000 

&0 

.0 

A similar examination shows tllat the abno.rmal rise in actual 
expenditures between 1860 and 1870 was to no. small d\'g~ due to. 
price inflat.ion. It is not without interest to. disoo\'('r t.hat tbe bigb. 
l'St rate of decennial increase in oor~ctM operAtil\Jt expenditures 
o.ceur~d neither during the deeade of t.he Ch'il War nor during 
t he last ten years, but ratht'r betWt't'n 1890 and 1900 wben the 
flrowtb exCt'eded 1'0 per cent. Ano.tht'1' noteworthy difrt'rence 
ilt>h\,(,t'n actual and correoted npt'nditures is fo.und in the decade 
trom 1870 to 1880. In spite of the fAct thAt a~tual upenditul't's 
declined during tlll'se ~ars a very substantial inCl'Mse is evidt'nt 
"'ht'n allowance is made to.r the ebange in the purebasing po.wer 
of the dollar. 

Oonaiatent Trend of hpenditurea 
When llrioe fluctUAtio.ns are eliminated, the rrowth or .t~te 

expenditures baa fono.wed a consistent C!Ourae throuaho.ut the 
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period since 1850. Taking the period as a whole, operating ex
penditures have been increasing 4.6 per cent per year, or 57 per 
cent per decade. 

TABLE 6 
R.a.ft o. INcBIIASII IN &rAft ExPIIND1T11BIII8 

ACTUAL ExPIINDI- ExPIIND1T11BIII8 AD- ExPIIND1T11BIII8 AD-
TUBBS, .roBTliD A8 TO lUBTIID .t.8 TO 

1880-1915 PBICII, 1880-1915 PBlCII, 1850-1924 

Per cent, Per cent, Per cent, Per cent, Per cent, Per cent, 
annual decennial annual decennial annual decennial 

Operating upendi 
tureI ••••••..•••. 5.3 68.0 4.8 58.7 4.6 57.1 

Total upenditUl'ell •. 5.1 M.6 4.6 57.3 4.5 55.4 

While the graph of corrected operating expenditures plainly 
shows the general trend, a few marked fluctuations in the rate of 
increase should be noted. The first is the extraordinarily rapid 
growth in the nineties followed by a plateau between 1900 and 
1905, which has already been explained. The second is the prac
tical cessation of development between 1915 and 1920, which gave 
way to a sudden upward swing in succeeding years. Had the 
graph been plotted by yearly intervals rather than by five year 
penods, it would be found that the post-war readjustment of 
expenditures largely came about between 1919 and 1922 and that 
growth since 1922 has followed a more normal line than the graph 
indicates.1 In other words, having met the increase in prices the 
recent growth of expenditures more nearly approximates the usual 
rate of expansion. 

CAUSES OF INCREASE IN EXPENDITURES 

Rise in Population and Prices 
Why has this vast increase in expenditures taken place tOne 

reason has already been given, namely, the decline in the value of 
the dollar. Had no other changes occurred, this factor alone 
would have necessitated an addition of practically 50 per cent to 
the volume of state expenditures between 1915 and 1924. But 
this has been only one of a number of causes operative in the 
expansion of governmental costs. The growth of population has 
been a second. Between 1850 and 1920 the population of New 
York rose from 3,100,000 to 10,400,000, or 235 per cent. This has 
inevitably had a tremendous influence upon the amount of state 
services and expenditures required. 

I This Ia "ell DOwn by Chart I, page 14. 
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Validity of Per Capita Comparisons 
Although it is customary to reduce expenditures to a per capita 

basis for purposes of comparison, it must not be assumed that this 
affords a thoroughly satisfactory measure either for the compari
son of different states or of different periods. In so far as several 
important services are concerned, governmental, expenditures bear 
little necessary relation to population. The cost of canal main
tenance, for example, was greater in 1870 than in 1915, though 
population had more than doubled. Here obviously the volume 
of traffic selecting water in preference to rail transportation was 
a vital factor. Similarly in the matter of highway maintenance, 
traffic rather than population is the most important matter to be 
considered in determining budget requirements. Even in the case 
of state agricultural activity it is clear that population has played 
but a minor role. In fact, if rural population alone is considered, 
state expenditures in this field should have declined since 1880. 
The truth is that for many branches of state administration the 
volume of services and expenditures depends upon factors other 
than population. In many matters the really controlling element 
is state policy, which determines whether much or little shall be 
attempted by the government in a given direction. 

In certain lines of state activity, however, there can be no doubt 
that population does bear a close relation to service requirements. 
In no case is this more true than in the care of the insane. As 
practically all of the insane in need of institutional care are now 
provided for by the state, the annual number of admissions can 
be computed with a high degree of accuracy on the basis of total 
population. 'While no such definite relation exists between popu
lation and institutional care in other fields, it is of course true 
that population is an important factor in determining the 
probable number of inmates to be provided for. But it must be 
remembered that the whole subject of institutional care is greatly 
affected by progress in the methods of dealing with the defective 
and delinquent classes. Thus, there has recently been a decline 
in the population of state reformatories due to the development 
of probation in dealing with young offenders. Aside from welfare 
functions education presents another field in which population 
plays an important role in state expenditures. In this case, how
ever, broad changes of policy, particularly in regard to grants
in-aid, have at times completely altered the volume of state 
disbursements. 

Taking expenditures as a whole, population, nevertheless, fur
nishes a useful basis of comparison. The individual is for the 
most part the unit to be servied by government. Furthermore, 
the volume of service needed and the ability to finance govern
mental operations are', very likely to be greater, the greater the 
population affected. Yet one must not be surprised at finding 
upon analysis the most sudden changes in per capita expenditures 
in particular activities. 
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Growth of Per Capita Expenditures 
Table 7 shows the growth of state expenditures between 1850 

and 1924 reduced to a per capita basis. Both total and operating 
disbursements are presented, and in each case actual per capita 
expenditures and per capita expenditures corrected on the basis 
of the 1913 dollar are given. Succeeding columns show the rate 
of increase in per capita operating expenditures by five and ten 
year periods. 

TABLE 7 

GBOWTH or PEB CAPITA. STA.TE ExPENDlTUBEB, 1850-1924 

OPllllATDfG TOTAL PB" CI!IN'1' 0 .. INCIIlIIAB" IN 
ExPlINDlTDBR8 ExPlINDWDlIlIIS OPBBA'l'ING Ex,PBNDITUBES 

AanJAL A.DSU8Tl!ID AS 'l'O 

Yad Price PBlCIII 

iDd"" Ad- Ad-
Aotua\ justed Actual justed 

uta uta Ten-I Five- Ten- Five-
price price year year year year 

period period period period 

--- ------
1850 ••••. 90 $0 63 $0 70 $065 $0 72 ····40 . ..... ....... 
1860 ••••• 88 88 100 123 140 ...... 43 ....... 
1870 ••••• 125 188 148 328 262 111 ...... 48 . ...... 
1880 ..... .114 148 157 193 205 *20 .... ·4 6 .. .. ·20 1885 ..... 82 154 188 199 243 .... 25 .. .. '7 1890 ..... 80 165 231 218 272 20 23 
1895 ..... 70 239 341 258 369 .... 62 29 .... si 48 
1900 ..... 80.5 281 349 315 391 18 2 
1905 ..... 86.2 292 339 332 385 .... 28 4 .. · .. 2 *3 
1910 ...... 100.9 360 367 416 412 23 5 
1915 ..... 100.8 467 463 688 583 .... 93 30 .... 23 30 
1920 ..... 160.3 1196 438 S 98 560 49 *5 
1924 ..... 165.3 1058 680 1323 S 52 ...... t52 . ..... t56 

tFoury ..... oDly. 

Since 1850, per capita total expenditures have risen from $.65 
to $13.23, and per capita operating expenditures have advanced 
from $.63 to $10.56. When the decline in the value of the dollar 
is considered, however, these increases are less formidable. On 
the basis of purchasing powerl total expenditures have mounted 
from $.72 to $8.52 instead of lIi13.23, and operating expenditures 
have expanded from $.70 to $6.80 rather than $10.56. It will be 
noted that the difference between total and operating expendi
tures is now relatively much greater than at the opening of the 
period. This indicates a larger proportionate expenditure for 
improvements financed by taxation or by bonds. payable from tax 
revenues. . 

The growth of per capita expenditures follows a fairly con
sistent course. Taking the period between 1880 and 1915, in 
which price fluctuations were less violent, the rate of increase in 
per capita operating expenditures amounted to 3.3 per cent per 
annum, or 17.9 per cent for a five year period. If allowance is 
made for variations in the value of the dollar, a definite trend has 
prevailed throughout the :period since 1850. Eliminating :price 
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changes, per capita operating expenditures have mounted at the 
rate of 2.8 per cent per year, or 15.0 per cent for a five year 
period. 

TABLE 8 
RATII or INoaUIIII IN PaR CAPITA. ExPIiNDITUR811 

A0Tt7At EuaNDI- Ex.IINDrru ... AD- EuIlNDrru ... AD-
TVBllII, IUaTaD A. TO 1t1I1TaD All TO 
1~1915 PRlOII, 1880-19111 Paloll, 1~192' 

Per oaot, Peroao~ Per cent, Per cent, Per cent, Per oen~ 
&IIIIual decennl annual decennial &llllual decennl 

Operatlna 8Xpaodl 
tllJ'el ....••••.•.• 3.8 38.9 2.9 33.8 2.8 32.8 

Total IxpenditllJ'el •. 8.1 36.1 2.6 30.1 2.7 30.9 

, 

In reality this trend has been interrupted by two downward 
movements in the last twcnty-five years. Between 1900 and 1905 
corrected per capita operating expenditures declined slightly, as 
was also the case between 1915 and 1920. In the latter period 
the decline, of course, indicated that the growth of state expendi
tures did not kee~ pace with the rise of prices during and 
immediately followlD~ the World War. This situation must be 
borne in mind in noting the extraordinary increase of per capita 
expenditures since 1920. 

The following table shows what per capita expenditures were in 
1924 in actual amount and in purchaslDg power, and indicates 
what the corresponding figures would have been, had they con
formed exactly with the trend of previous years. 

TABLE 9 
COMPARISON or ACTUAL AND ADll1lTaD I'lia CAPITA EXPIiNDITuallS, 192' 

Whates-
Expendl- penditllJ'el 

tllJ'el would have 
Aotual ex- adjuated been on 
pendltW'tlll on bull baaie of 

of 1913 adjuated 
price level trend from 

1850 to 192' 

Operatina :E:DdltllJ'el ..•••..•.•• 110 156 1680 15 07 
Total upeD tllJ'el •••.•.•..•.•.•. 18 23 862 7 17 
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Expansion of State Services 
A third reason. for the growth of expenditures has been the 

enlargement of the number and volume of state services: As the 
per capita data already presented clearly indicates, state activities 
have been expanding more rapidly than population. This is not 
nnnatural, however, in view of the changes that have occurred in 
the social and economic life of the people within the period under 
consideration. The basic factors which condition governmental 
activity have undergone a remarkable transformation in the last 
seventy-five years. Agriculture has given way to manufacture and 
commerce as the dominant feature of the economic system. Small 
enterprise has been supplanted by large scale corporate under
takings. Population has passed from the rural community to a 
few great urban centers. With these changes and the govern
mental problems which they have created has come a fuller under
standing of the nature of collective problems and the means of 
dealing with them. The result has been a great extension of the 
scope of governmental functions. 

Considering only the period since 1880, state services have 
expanded in many directions. For convenience, development may 
be examined under three heads~ (1) the introduction of new 
governmental activities, (2) the assumption by the state· of 
activities previously performed by local governments, and (3) the 
enlargement of pre-existing state services. It is popularly as
sumed that the greater part of the growth of governmental costs 
is attributable to the first of these factors, namely, the introduc
tion· of new activitieS. When these undertakings are enumerated 
the list is long, it is true, but only a few of them bulk large in 
budget requirements. By all means, the most costly new service 
instituted since 1880 is the paving and maintenance of rural 
thoroughfares. In 1924 more than $12,000,000 was expended for 
highway maintenance, and new construction claimed $5,500,000. 
The department of agriculture comes next in point of cost. Other 
important agencies or activities introduced since 1880 include the 
regulation of working conditions and public utility enterprises, the 
promotion of health, conservation and park development, agricul
tural education, the state police, and an elaborate organization 
for tax administration. In total, activities introduced since 1880 
accounted for about 28 per cent of state operating expenditures 
in 1924, while activities established since 1900 made up 21 per cent 
of the whole. Of the various ;new services highway maintenance 
alone amounted to 10 per cent of aU operating expenditures. 

In the second category the principal undertaking is the care of 
the insane. Prior to 1890 about one-half of the insane were pro
vided for in local almshouses and asylums. The remainder were 
maintained in state institutions at the expense of the counties 
from which they came. As a result of the failure of the counties 
properly to provide for their insane, the entire task was assumed 
by the state in 1890. County asylums were taken over and the 
cost of maintenance was transferred from the counties to the state. 

3 
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From the fiscal standpoint this change of policy had immense 
importance. In 1890 under the' old arrangement the. state spent 
$250,000 for the care of the insane. In 1924 its expenditure 
amounted to $14,800,000. Obviously, it would be quite unfair to 
lump this item in with the cost of new governmental services, 
since it is but the transfer of an activity from one governmental 
agency to another. The care of the epileptic is another responsi· 
bility shifted from the county. to the state during this period. In 
a sense, highway improvement might perhaps be similarly classed, 
but as the construction and maintenance of hard surface rural 
thoroughfares had scarcely begun before the state entered the field, 
it has been included in the first group of activities. Nevertheless, 
it should not be forgotten that the failure of the state to deal with 
tIns problem would have meant an immense increase in the cost 
of local government. Services transferred from the local govern
ments to the state made up about 13 per cent of state operating 
expenditures in 1924. 

While the state has shown an inclination to relieve the localities 
of their problems in a few instances, it has more often cho;;;en to 
wield its influence by means of supervision or grants-in-aid. 
Administrative supervision has reached its greatest development in 
the field of education. Some supervision is also exercised by thc 
department of health in sanitary matters. In the case of finance 
the tax commission has been given considerable authority over 
local assessments and the comptroller has a staff for the examina
tion of local accounts. The highway bureau likewise has the over
sight of town road work. Though these developments represent 
an interesting and significant tendency in state administration, 
they play but a very small role in the growth of state expenditures. 

The last half century has been characterized not only by the rise 
of new forms of state endeavor but also by a general expansion 
in the volume of service within the older branches of administra
tion. The largest development within the older fields has taken 
place in the realms of institutional care and water transportation. 
Since 1880, the growth of the. reformatory system and the enlarge
ment and modification o~ the prison system have added greatly 
to the expenditure for corrections. At the same time the increase 
in state provision for the feebleminded has enlarged the cost of 
institutional care at still another point. Viewing the reconstruc
tion of the canals as the extension of an old rather than the estab
lishment of a new enterpris~, it should be noted that the comple
tion of the Barge Canal has added materially to current operating 
costs as well as to the requirements for debt service. Altogether 
about 21 per cent of state operating expenditures in 1924 may be 
attributed to activities inaugurated prior to. 1880. 

Increased State Aid 
A fourth and very important cause of the growth of state ex

penditures has been the development of state aid to localities. In 
1924 this item alone amounted to $44,515,000. The greater part of 
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this sum was devoted to education, but several millions were as
signed to highways. School aid takes a variety of forms. The 
state contributes to the cost of books and apparatus, libraries, 
supervision, instruction of non-resident pupils and the provision 
of certain forms of specialized instruction. 1\'[ost of the money, 
however, goes toward the payment of teachers' salaries. In the 
case of highway aid the state's contribution is about equally 
divided between towns and counties. Grants to the former are 
available for the maintenance and improvement of town highways, 
while grants to the latter are confined to construction purposes. 
In the latter case the receipt of aid is conditional upon the appro
priation of. an equal amount of county funds for highway 
improvement. 

The policy of state aid has been greatly altered since the war. 
In failt, the volume of aid has increased no less than $35,290,000 
since 1918. Most of this sum has gone to education. In 1919 and 
1920 the legislature undertook the revision of teachers' salaries 
to meet the increased cost of living. To facilitate this readjust
ment and to assist the poorer communities in bearing the burden, 
the state assumed a large part of the cost of teachers' salaries. 
In 1925 the legislature went further in this direction and added 
about $10,000,000 to the grants for salary purposes.. The prin
cipal change in highway aid within recent years was the establish
ment of grants for county road improvement in 1920. In addition 
to education and highways the policy of state aid has been applied 
in a few other fields within the last decade, but the amounts 
actually expended have been very slight. 

Reviewing the development of state aid it may be said that two 
considerations have as a rule contributed most to its extension. 
In the first place, the legislature has employed the grant-in-aid 
as a means of inducing local. governments to institute changes in 
policy or in the type or amount of service rendered. In the 
second place, 'state aid has been used to assist the poorer districts 
in the performance of services in which the commonwealth as a 
whole feels an interest. Both factors are well illustrated in the 
evolution of school aid. Large scale grants for educational pur
poses were first introduced as an inducement to .abolish tuition 
charges. Recent increases have been made to insure the readjust
ment of salaries and to equalize in part the burden of public 
instruction throughout the state. Highway aid was established to 
stimulate local activity in the improvement of roads, though to a 
degree an effort has been made to favor the poorer communities 
in the apportionment of state funds. 

While the rapid expansion of grants-in-aid has contributed most 
to the recent growth of state expenditures, it would be quite in
correct to assume that state aid is a new development or that it 
now occupies a more conspicuous position in state finance than 
at an earlier period. As a matter of fact, grants-in-aid have been 
a prominent factor in state expenditures for more than three
quarters of a century, and at times have represented even a larger 
part of the total than they do today. 
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Cost of State Aid and New Activities 
Table 10 shows the relative importance of old and new state 

activities and of grants-in-aid in 1924. State aid ranks highest 
in cost, and activities introduced since 1880 come second in amount. 

TABLE 10 
EXPIIlNDITURmS FOB OLD AND Nllw ACTIVITIIIS AND FOB GBAN'l'S-IN-AlD:.1924 

Activities inaugurated prior to 1880 .................. . 
Activities introduced since 1880 •••................... 
Activities taken over from local governments since 1880 . 
Grants-in-aid ...................................... . 

Amount 
expended 
in 1924 

$24,483,000 
32.766,000 
15,036,000 
44,514,000 

Per cent 
of 

operating 
expendi

tures 

21 
28 
13 
38 

Total .••....................................... $116,799,000 100 

ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE GROWTH BY FUNCTIONAL 
GROUPS SINCE 1850 

In spite of the fact that state expenditures as a whole have pur
sued a fairly consistent trend since the middle of the nineteenth 
century, a closer examination shows that expenditures for given 
functions have expanded with no such regularity. In the course, 
of a few decades, or even a few years, changes of policy may be 
made which very greatly affect the relative importance of different 
governmental activities and the sums devoted to them. In view 
of the transition which has occurred in the general-conception of 
state government, it would be only natural to expect to find im
portant readjustments of emphasis in the division of state 
expenditures. 

Functional Classification of Expenditures 
For convenience in examining the development of expenditures, 

state activities have been grouped under eight heads principally 
on the basis of function. These classes are as follows: legislature, 
judiciary, primary administration,. public works, public welfare, 
education, regulatory and promotional services, and finally mis
cellaneous activities. The first class includes in addition to the 
legislature and its staff a large expenditure for legislative printing. 
The second class covers the courts, their clerical assistance, court 
libraries and the like. •• Primary administration" takes in ex
penditures for the chief executive, secretary of state, attorney 
general, treasurer, comptroller, and other finance agencies, as 
well as the state militia. The heading ., public works" embraces 
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the maintenance and operation of waterways, highway main
tenance and aid, the planning and care of public buildings other 
than institutions, and miscellaneous engineering activities. " Pub
lic welfare" combines corrections, care of the insane, care of the 
feebleminded and epileptic, soldiers' homes, and the supervision 
of public charities. ' , Education" includes the entire expenditure 
for school supervision, state aid, the maintenance of normal, 
agricultural schools, state colleges and state library and museum, 
and the support of state and private schools for the deaf, dumb 
and blind. For the sake of simplicity a variety of regulatory and 
promotional services have been brought together under the seventh 
head. This class includes banking, insurance, public utility, and 
labor regulation, and agriculture, health, conservation and state 
parks. The principal iteIns listed under miscellaneous are at 
present the state police, the civil service commission, taxes on state 
lands, and insurance of state employees. 



TABLE 11 
OPERATING EuENDITUUS ACCORDING TO MAIN FUNCTIONAL GROUPS, 1850-1924 

r= I 
Regulatory 

Miacel-Lqislature Sudiciary Publi. Public 'Education and Pro- Total Worka Welfare motional Ianaoua tration Servic .. 
IYLUI 

Per Per Per Per Per Per Por Per Per 
Amount cent Amount cent Amount cent Amount oent Amount cenl Amount Gent Amount cont Amount oent Amount oent 

of of 01 01 of of of of of 
total total total total total total total total. total - --------------------------------------

1850 ...... '189,684 9.7 1106,441 1.4 156,907 8.9 1857,858 43.8 '139,887 7.1 1465,877 23.8 159,532 3.0 179,636 4.3 11,955,322 100.0 

1860 ...... 800,096 9.1 131,386 3.9 126,235 3.6 814,782 24.0 237,914 7.0 1,564,231 46.0 113,646 3.2 109,964 3.2 8,407,244 100.0 

1870 .••••• 577,795 7.1 203,083 2.5 505,317 6.2 2,020,513 24.9 870,016 10.7 3,292,647 40.4 450,508 5.5 228,632 2.7 8,149,411 100.0 

1860 •••••• 507,128 6.8 357,149 U 646,056 U 1,033,409 13.8 784,762 10.5 3,684,643 49.0 209,664 2.9 287,755 3.7 7,510,956 100.0 

1890 ...... 600,491 5.4 562,000 5.1 735,143 6.7 2,030,802 18.2 1,638,575 14.8 4,600,728 41.2 715,708 6.6 225,155 2.0 11,108,602 100.0 

1900 ...... 1,343,199 8.6 973,928 4.8 1,657,848 8.1 2,355,844 11.5 6,505,953 31.7 5,796,464 28.3 1,430,132 7.2 370,427 1.8 20,453,795 100.0 

1905 ...... 1,326,700 5.6 1,031,497 4.4 1,362,152 6.6 2,680,113 11.8 7,639,865 32.5 8,243,423 26.5 1,679,340 7.1 1,347,215 5.5 23,510,305 100.0 

1910 ...... 1,503,764 4.8 1,647,195 4.7 2,230,772 8.9 5,280,559 18.2 10,642,205 32.1 7,806,883 23.8 3,023,445 9.2 851,431 2.5 32,786,664 100.0 

1915 ...... 1,822,849 3.8 1,947,140 U 3,725,718 8.2 7,920,513 17.7 18,030,343 26.5 9,730,380 21.8 6,236,307 13.8 2,055,134 4.3 45,288,884 100.0 

1920 ...... 1,649,264 2.3 2,323,001 3.2 5,978,608 8.8 14,103,140 19.5 19,395,664 26.9 18,574,201 25.8 8,406,729 11.6 1,827,137 2.4 72,255,734 100.0 

1924 ...... 1,303,262 1.1 2,518,899 2.2 7,848,487 6.3 23,229,877 19.9 22,408,130 19.2 48,620,572 40.0 11,340,356 9.8 2,032,298 1.5 116,799,881 100.0 
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Increase Since 1850 
Table 11 and Chart 5 show the growth of state operating 

expenditures in accordance with the above functional grouping. 
It will be observed that the greatest increase occurred in the CBS(' 

of education., the expenditure for which rose from $-170,000 in 
1850 to $-16,620,000 in 1924. W elfue expenditures mounted from 
$140,000 in the middle of the century to $22,400,000 in 192... Pub
lic works claimed $860,000 in 1850 as compared with $23,230,000 
in 1924. The cost of primary administration increa.~ from $60,000 
to $7,350,000, and that of regulatory and promotional aeth-itie" 
rose from a similar amount to $11,340,000. On the other hand, 
the growth of expenditures for legislative and judicial purposes 
has been much more moderate.' 

Functional Division of Expenditures 
The relative importance of the different groups of activities has 

changed considerably since the opening of the period. This fact 
is best illustrated by Chart 6. The actual percentage division of 
operating expenditures among the urious functions is given in 
Table 11. The chart brings out a number of important facts a~ 
to the apportionment of state expenditures. In the first place. 
it is clear that the three great fields of state aetivity are and have 
been throughout the last seventy-five years: education, public 
works, and public welfare. Together these three groups of func
tions have been responsible for between 70 and SO per cent of state 
operating costs in every decade since 1850. In the second place. 
it is evident that regulatory and promotional services, which have 
so often been attacked in popular criticisms of governmental costs, 
have never claimed a large share of state expenditures. It is also 
obvious that primary administration, the legislature and the courts 
have contributed only a comparatively small part of the cost of 
government. Relatively the importance of the legislature and the 
judiciary has declined during the period. 

Variations in Importance of Functions 
.Another noteworthy fact is the variation in the role which 

di1ferent functions play from decade to decade. In 1850 public 
works made up 4t per cent of state operating expenditures, as com
pared with 11 per cent in 1900 and 20 per cent in 192-1. Thi~ 
ft.uctuation was due to the decline in the importance of the canal 
system in the last half of the nineteenth century and to the recent 
growth of state highway activity. At the opening of the period 
the eanals overshadowed all else in the operation of the state, but 
as other functions developed and the canal system failed to expand, 
this undertaking rapidly lost its dominant position in state finance. 
Since 1900, however, the percentage of expenditures assigned to 
public works has almost doubled due to the new demands of high
way administration and maintenance. and the added cost of canal 
operation since the completion of the Barge Canal. 

• Table 1. Appeudix I, p..-nte a detailed analyaia of .tate upeodituree 
b1 tell Jar period. from 1800 to 1900 and b1 8 .. 1M!" period. ainee 1800. 
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Whereas public works declined in relative position between 1850 
and 1900, public welfare rose until it formed one-third of the total 
in the latter year. The principal factor in this development was 
the establishment of state care of the insane in the nineties, but 
during the period institutional care was broadened in other direc
tions as .well. Since 1905, the percentage of state expenditures 
devoted to welfare activities has considerably decreased because 
of the more rapid growth of other functions. Taking the period 
as a whole education has occupied by all means the most con
spicuous place in state expenditures. In 1850 it received 24 per 
cent of the whole. In 1880 it claimed 49 per cent; in 1915, but 
22 per cent; and in 1924, 40 per cent. These variations are chiefly 
attributable to changes in the volume of state aid, though the crea
tion of state schools and colleges in the last twenty-five years has 
contributed somewhat to the growth of educational expenditures. 

Expenditures for Regulation Small 
The seventh group of activities, including regulatory and pro

motional services, though comparatively a small factor in state 
expenditures, increased considerably in relative importance between 
1880 and 1915, since which time it has somewhat declined. By all 
means the largest item in this class is agriculture. Labor, health, 
and conservation and parks come next in size. Banking, insurance 
and utility regulation impose lesser demands upon the treasury. 
While it is not in all cases possible to separate expenditures for 
regulation from expenditures for other purposes, the accompany
ing Table 12 indicates with substantial accuracy the amounts 
devoted to the regulation of private business. It includes the 
entire operating expenditure for the banking, insurance and labor 
departments and the public service and transit commissions. In 
the case of the department of agriculture the experiment station, 
fair commission and similar non-regulatory enterprises have been 
eliminated. Indemnities for the slaughtering of diseased cattle 
are included and chiefly account for the large expenditure under 
the head of agriculture. In 1880, regulation represented 1.7 per 
cent of state operating expenditures. In 1900, it formed 3.7 
per cent; in 1915, 8.8 per cent; and in 1924, 6.3 per cent. 

, TABLE 12 

EXPENDITURES FOB REGULATION, 1880-1924 

Per cent 
Insur- of state 

YIDAR Banking Public Agrioulture Labor Total operating Bnce utilities upendi-
tU1'e8 

f 

1880 ........ $20.102 $64.276 $12.855 132.983 "i6s;-i04 $130.216 1.7 
1890 ........ 21.724 83.429 98.225 103.947 372.729 3.3 
1900 •••••••• 91.817 187.253 93.800 212.919 167.606 753.395 3.7 
1910 •••••••. 141.489 276.019 391.833 511.264 225.599 1.646.204 4.7 
1915 ........ 227.920 476.396 539.382 1.305.648 1.463.797 4.013.043 8.8 
1920 ........ 347.569 457.165 907.771 1.203.580 1.896.767 4.812.852 6.6 
1924 ••••.•.• 410,930 597.569 756.321 3.709.576 1.917.981 7.392.377 6.3 
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EXPENDITURES FOR PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS SINCE 1900 

In the preceding discussion an effort has been made to show the 
main features of the growth of state expenditures since the middle 
of the nineteenth century and to indicate the leading causes of 
such development. Inasmuch as the increase has been so great 
within recent years, it would seem desirable to examine the rise 
of expenditures for the principal functions in greater detail. 

Public Works 
State operating expenditures for public works have to do chiefly 

with three matters: waterways, highways, an(1 public buildings. 
Since 1900, in fact since 1915, the expenditure for waterways has 
more than doubled, as shown by Table 13. (See Chart 7.) Prac-

TABLE 13 
ExPENDITURES FOB Ptrnr.Ic WORKS, EXCLUSIVE OF OUTLAY, 1900-1924 

PEa CENT OP 

ACTUAL ExPENDITUBBS 
INCREASE BETWEEN 

1915 AND 1924 
1924 

PUBPOSB 
expenditureE 

adjusted In 
aa to price In actual ell:pend-

1900 1915 1924 I expend ... itures 
itures adjusted 

as to price 

Canal. and waterwaYB ..• $1,833,956 11,717,951 $4,403,778 12,835,659 156 65 
HighwaYB: 

State aid •••••.•.•.... 54,058 1,997,555 4,956,024 3,191,258 148 60 
Maintenance .••.•..•. 3,514,705 12,235,727 7,878,768 248 124 
Administration and 

oth ................ 69,172 60,186 391,956 252,386 551 319 
Buildingo Bnd arcbitooture 317,302 558,776 934,021 601,430 67 8 
Mi .... llaneous ........... 81,356 71,340 308,371 198,564 332 178 ---

Total. .•........... 12,355,844 $7,920,513 $23,229,877 $14,958,065 193 89 

tically all of this expenditure is devoted to the maintenance and 
operation o£ the canals, though it includes scattered items for 'other 
improvements. In 1900 canal operation and maintenance cost 
$1,780,000, as compared with $4,100,000 in 1924. This increase 
is due to two causes, higher prices and the completion of the Barge 
Canal. As the new canal is considerably deeper and wider than 
the old, the task of maintenance is greater. Furthermore, the state 
has invested $25,000,000 in terminals which must be kept in repair. 
Except for price changes the history of the Erie Canal prior to 
1900 indicates that canal maintenance should be a fairly constant 
item. During the last four years it has averaged $3,670,000. 

Highways 
Highway improvement and maintenance has become a matter 

of far greater fiscal importance than the canals since the opening 
of the century. State highway activity was inaugurated in 1898, 
but did not attain importance until after the authorization of the 
first $50,000,000 bond issue in 1905. In 1906 the state took over 
the maintenance of state-improved roads and ill 1907 launched the 
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state and county highway program calling for the improvement of 
11,400 miles of roads. At the same time it increased the volume 
of state aid for t~wn highway purposes to approximately $1,500,000 
per year. In 1920 it added about $2,400,000 more as aid for the 
construction of roads. In 1924 the total expenditure fot state aid 
amounted to $4,956,000, of which $2,395,000 went for the construc
tion of county aid· roads. Practically all of the remainder was 
apportioned among the towns for use on town highways. 

The maintenance of improved highways has become since 1910 
one of the largest items of state expense, amounting in 1924 to 
$12,235,000. This represents an increase of 248 per cent over 
1915 and 590 per cent over 1910. A number of factors have con
tributed ro this development. The rise of prices has of course 
added greatly to the cost of road repair. More important, how
ever, has been the rapid growth in the mileage of highways subject 
to state maintenance. At the close of 1924 thi'i mileage amounted 
to 9,282, an increase of 56 per cent over 1915 and 287 per cent 
over 1910. The growth of automobile traffic has been another 
factor. The number of motor vehicles in the state is more than 
six times what it was in 1915 and twenty times what it was in 1910. 
As most of the pavements laid before the war were either water
bound or bituminous macadam, the rise in the volume of motor 
traffic has necessitated extremely heavy expenditures for repairs 
and resurfacing. Since 1915 the annual cost of maintenance on 
these two types of pavements has averaged about $900 and $550 
per mile respectively. Taking the improved highway system as a 
whole the average cost of maintenance per mile, exclusive of recon
struction work involving a change of type of pavement, has been 
as follows:1 

1915 . . ..•...•...... $750 1920.. .....•..•.... $631 
1916 . . ............• 651 1921............... 744 
1917 . . ..•..••.•.••• 643 1922..... . . • . . • . . . . 607 
1918 . . ..•..•..•...• 608 1923..... . . • . . • . . . . 712 
1919 . . •••.••..•..•• 560 1924....... . . . . . . . . 757 

In examining these figures the fact must not be overlooked that 
during and immediately after the war highway maintenance work 
was seriously curtailed and the average expcnditures for those 
years consequently fell below normal requirements. This fact 
is important as having a bearing upon mainteDan~ costs in later 
years. The adoption of a more permanent type of pavement in 
reeent .construction and replacement work is another factor which 
hu a bearing upon the current repair costs. 

Public Welfare 
The state engages in a variety of welfare activities involving 

an aunual expenditure in excess of $20,000,000. . Practically all 
of this sum is devoted to the operation of the institutional system, 
which cares for more than 55,000 persons. For convenience the 

1 From Report. of State Commissioner of HighwaY8, 1922, p. 51, and from 
oomspondeuee. 
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welfare services of the state may be grouped under four heads: 
,corrections, care of the insane, care of the feebleminded and 
epileptic, and miscellaneous charities. In the field of corrections, 
the state now maintains fourteen institutions with a population of 
over 9,000 in 1924. These institutions are of several types. 'fhere 
are four large prisons for men, a small prison for women, three 
reformatories for adults between the ages of 16 and 30, three 
juvenile reformatories, an institution for feeble-minded convicts, 
and two hospitals for the criminal insane. In addition to the 
cost of maintaining these institutions and the necessary super
visory agencies, the state also pays certain counties for the support 
of convicts in county penitentiaries. The largest branch of wel
fare activity has to do with the care of the insane. The state 
now operates fourteen hospitals for the civil insane providing 
for an average population of more than 38,000 in 1924. In con
nection with this hospital system it also possesses a psychiatric 
institute for the study of mental diseases. The care of the feeble
minded and epileptic ranks next in importance. There are at 
present four institutions for feebleminded with about 6,000 
inmates and a colony for epileptics with a population of 1,600. 
Under the head of miscellaneous charities are included the care 
of aged' soldiers and their dependents, for whom the state has pro
vided two institutions, and the general supervision of public 
charities and institutions. The state school for the blind and the 
Thomas School for orphan Indian children are not here treated as 
welfare enterprises but are classified with other educational 
services. 

Table 14 shows the growth of state expenditures for the various 
types of welfare activities since 1900. Chart 7 traces the develop
ment of these functions from the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Growth of Inmate Population in Institutions 
The following table indicates that the growth of expenditures 

for welfare purposes' has been very great within recent years. 

TABLE 14 
EXPENDITU1IES FOB PU1ILIC WEI,FABE, E.. ... cLUSn"E OF OUTLAY, 1900-1924 

P"B CENT OP 
ACTt7 AL ExPIDNDlTllB .... INCIIJIIAS" BBTW"IDN 

, 1915 AND 1924 
1924 

PUBPo." 
e-.penditur ... 

In adjusted 
aa to prioe In actual expend-

1900 1915 1924 expend-' ituree , iturea adjusted 
aa to price 

---
Corrections •••.••••••••. $1.502.924 $2.950.516 14.653.494 $2.996.454 57 2 
C ..... of insane ....•..•.. 4.311.043 7.510.224 14.792.417 9.525.059 97 27 
C ..... of feebleminded and 

354.528 970.465 2.268.969 1.461.023 134 50 epileptio ............. 
Misoellaneous charities .•• 337.458 599.138 691.250 445.106 15 *26 

Total .............. 16.505.953 $12.030.343 $22.406.130 114.427 .642 86 20 

*n-e, 



TABLE 16 
POPULATION, EXPIIINDITUI\I)I £)ID PIlla CAPIU COST 01' TBII CKAlUTABLIII, PIIINAL AND CORllllOTlONAL INSTITUTIONS 01' NIIIW YORK BTATIII, 

1900 £)ID 1924* 

Number of Av .... o !>al\v ~ODditur. ElpeDdltur. 
lnatilutiona Number of Inmalea for ainlenano, Adjuoted 10 Prio. 

CLua O. lIIftlTU'l'IONI 
(AotuaI fiauree) Level of 1018 

1900 1024 1900 1024 1900 1924 1900 1024 

PriIoaI ........................ 4 I 8,468 4,842 1400,261 '1,771,012 1100,682 '1,148,852 

Adull refarmaloriee •••••••..•••• a 8 1,778 l,a04 800,441 781,761 378,221 478,760 

laYen1Io ratormoloriee ••••••••••• a a 1,081 1,888 817,821 788,818 804,186 407,020 

lllalilulion for feeblamlnded oon. ..... "' ........................ ...... 1 ........ 801 .......... 187,011 . ......... 120,808 

Bc.pIIall for orImInal inion •..••• 1 a 782 1,407 184,088 687,008 167,251 440,187 

BGI)IIIaII for olftllnaano ••••.•.• 18 14 21,816 38,882 8,594,878 14,829,912 4,465,659 9,227,080 

lllalilutlona for feeblamlnded ••••. a , 1,288 5,881 214,458 1,720,198 266,400 1,107,080 

CoIoo7 for eplIoptloe ••.•.••••••• I 1 102 1,588 107,680 620,600 183,684 885,214 

8aIdIon' homee ................. 2 2 1,147 518 199,284 876,900 247,494 242,721 

AU IIIIl1lullona ................. 29 31 82,750 M,451 6,848,756 21,188,065 6,144,868 18,007,617 

"From ennual r.porto of .late auporintendonl at priaona, .late board of oharillee, and .tate hoepitaloOlDlD!.DlOll. 
·'Dear.e. 

Por Inmat. c..1 Par Inmate c..t til M.la-of Maintenano. tenance (AdjUlted fiauree) (Aowal ftguree) 

l'IIroenl 
1900 1924 1900 1024 of 

mar----- ----
,18848 1800 ua '17202 1211 72 40 

168 08 68040 200.01 847 aa 00 

194 M 691 7& 24168 88108 68 

........ 47082 ....... 808 06 . .... 
108 98 46291 22848 29a 07 80 

104 79 873 86 20471 24040 17 

107 16 20601 20704 18095 ·os 
214 21 82780 266 10 21111 ··21 

128 78 78481 16007 478 14 190 

108 29 88112 20286 24640 21 
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Two facts largely a~unt for tlUs d~Telopment. The first is ~ 
incl'e'&Se ill the inmate population. 'W"hlcll has upanded .0 ~r 
~~t since 1900, and 12 ~ ee.nt ~ 1915. Thou.,...u the tot&! 
body of inmatf'S has st~d.ily ~D, the numben ill ~rtam tn-es 
of institutions haTe mat~riallv d~ 'W"ithin the last d~d~. 
This is partieul&rly true ill the field of ~0JlS. The pri...-an 
population is about 15 ~r C!t'nt leoss than ill 1915. The number of 
ehildl'e'll ill juTellil.e reformatories has dropped SO ~r ~nt. and 
the population of adult reformatorit!'S almost as much.. The only 
inttt'&Se has taken place in the ease of hospitals for the eriminal 
insane. This reoduction ill the number of inmata of ~ 
institutions is ehit'fi.v due to a eha~~ ill practice ill dc?4ling 'W"ith 
offenders, particularly young off~llders. hobation has been sub
stituted for eonfint'ment ill a l~ num~r of cases. As a nsult 
the eorreclional plant is no'W" operating eonsiderably below its 
capaeity and some dlangeos haTe been madt' ill the US1e of iDstitu
tions. It is not improb&blt'~ ho'W"t'~r. that the full capaeity of 
the system 1rill &eP&in be ftquil'e'd 'W"ithiD a ft'w ~ars, for the tl'e'M 
of eorrectional population has ~....m ~n up-nrd 'W"ithin the last 
three rt'&l'S. The population of soldit'rs' homes. on the other hand. 
has stead.il.v fallen 011 'W"ithln the 1&..~ deeade and a half.. In 1910 
these t'W"O institutions housed nurly 2..000. ~l'SCIns, as f'OmparN. 
'W"ith only 500 in 19'.!!. The home at Bath,. .hia is rated at a 
capaeity of 1,!OO and has t'&l"ed for as man"v as :!.OCX), now e... .. 
tams only about 350 inhabitants. Clurl..v the rapid d~ in 
the number of old soldiers dt'relld~~t upon the state raises the 
que:.~on of the adaptation of this institution to other ~s.. 
(SEoe Table 15.) 

While the population of soldiers' homes and eorrectional in..-.ti
tutions has deere~ that of h<k>--pitals for the insane has stt'adily 
risen. Years of uperienee 'W"ith state Qre of the insane show 
that the requirem~~ts imposE'd upon the hospital s,-stem Noar sub
stantially a fixed l'e'lation to the population of the state~ Through
out the last d~ade the number of first .Jm.issions to publi~ and 
printe institutions for the insane has amount.:od to about 69 ~r 
100.000 of the population ~cla.~. As priTate in..<:titutions are 
a Tery small factor, almost the t'lltil'e' burden falls upon the state. 
Taking the last d~ade as a 'W"hole~ the .~rag'e annual in~~ 
ill the number of pa~llts ill state h(lSpitals has been about 650.. 
This has result~ in serious ow.rt'.ro'W"din~ of the ~m in ft«'nt 
rears. The number of inmates ill institutions for the feebl~minJ.ed 
has also risen sharply ill the last deeaJe, the gro'W"tla ~ 1915 
amounting to 90 per eoent. 

The increase ill priC!t'S has ~.n a ~d fador in the gro'W"th 
of institutional eosts. &-t1l"t'('1l 1915 and 19'.!! the ind~x number 
for foods .dTanced from lOt to IU.. In the same ~rioo the index 
number for fuel mounted from S8 to 1;0.. The ~ of other sur
plif'S rose ill nrying d~gT't'e and salaries had to be ra.iseo.l to meet 
the increased east of living. Thus the eost (If institutional (lpera-
tion neeessarily adTaDeoed.. . 



TABLE 16 
1Bcu.ua or PIUKOlPAL 11'11118 O. INsTITUTIONAL CosT, 1915-1924-

BzIoaNDmJBM P ... I!nu .. EznnD....,... P .. ClIN'to.IN ....... 
mExnKu....,... 

honmmONl 
PMI!nu ... 

DUO_ALum .. IOOD 1'1J1IL ..... LIOIft nuGlfAL DBno IOOD .uaL~LIOIft' 

Por. 
1016 IBM 1816 IBM 1816 IBM 1811 10:H 1810 IBM 1811 IBM 00DaI Food Fuol 

,erviOl ------I-------------I---
J'riIaIa ...................... "70.11' 1S11.m 1271.088 I3GO,811 161.081 1187.788 1S760 '178 GO 15111 878" 8888 130 U loa II 101 

Aduil refarmalori. ODd ""'Ii"'" . 
tic. lar feeblemiDded _n." aoo.aOl "7.781 108,8A1 88,. .7.086 IIl,aaa 12 ... :HO &6 "08 GO &6 10 18 0186 100 11 2M 

~ ......... Iori •••••••••• 188,046 800,. 81,'" 01 •• to,7l1 88,78t '" 81 120 81 AI 80 8870 IU7 8060 08 81 108 

B ....... lor erimiDIl ""'""e. ... 188:888 m,t88 86,780 110,801 18,7&6 10,188 12178 :Hf II 70 80 80U 17 II 88 .. 101 It· 118 

u ....... lor aloil iDIID •••••••• 8,Ott •• It 8,627,.70 1,101,188 8.:H0.117 17t,1I8 l.to',17t 08 61 170 07 at 17 1688 1788 80 at U 81 107 

IlIIlItuliouIorroohltmludedODd 
epilepli"' .................. 880,880 1,011.108 182,186 868,818 81.881 aaa,0t6 8888 18882 to 17 .916 1788 II 88 88 :H aD 

8oIdi ... • 110m ................ lGO.889 180.870 lGO,lA1 '0,178 ".090 87.088 107 78 88808 0711 oua 1888 7'10 110 .. 109 
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Cost of Maintenance 
Table 15 shows the increase in the cost of maintenance for the 

various types of institutions within the last twenty-five years. 
Between 1900 and 1915 the per inmate expenditure for the main
tenance of the system as a whole advanced 31 per cent. Between 
1915 and 1924 it rose 78 per cent. In terms of the 1913 dollar, 
however, the· per inmate expenditure increased only 5 per cent 
between 1900 and 1915, and 15 per cent between 1915 and 1924. 
The highest rate of increase in actual expenditures within the 
last decade occurred in the case of the soldiers' homes, where the 
cost per inmate mounted from $243 to $736, or 202 per cent. 
A high percentage of increase was also characteristic of correc
tional institutions as a class. In the case of prisons the growth 
amounted to 107 per cent. Undoubtedly the decline of the inmate 
population contributed materially to the rise of per capita costs 
both in the case of correctional institutions and soldiers' homes. 
It is a well known fact that the per capita cost of providing for 
a small body of inmates is considerably greater than that of caring 
for a large number. Furthermore, it is fair to assume that the 
force of employees did not decline in proportion to the decrease 
in the number of inmates. On the other hand, overcrowded insti
tutions are likely to be operated at less than the normal per capita 
cost. 

Three iteIDS make up the greater part of the cost of institutional 
maintenance: personal service, food, and fuel and light. Together 
they formed 76 per cent of the expenditure for the support of 
institutions in 1924. An analysis of the increase in each of these 
three classes of expenditures between 1915 and 1924 is presented 
in Table 16. On a per inmate basis the growth of expenditures 
for personal service amounted to 81 per cent for the entire institu
tional system. The per inmate cost of food and fuel mounted 31 
and 118 per cent, respectively. During this period the wholesale 
price index records an advance of 38 per cent in the cost of foods, 
and 93 per cent in the price of fuel and light. The increase in 
the average weekly earnings of New York State factory employees 
was 115 per cent during the period. 
Educa.tion 

Education has contributed far more than any other govern
mental function to the growth of state expenditures since the war. 
The reason is to be found in the change in the policy of state aid. 
While the expenditure for supervision and the support of state 
schools and colleges has risen in about the same degree as state 
expenditures generally, the volume of grants-in-aid has expanded 
470 per cent since 1918. In a(ltual amount the increase between 
1918 and 1924 was $32,632,363. This represented a sudden modi
fication of state educational policy. Between 1900 and 1910 the 
state's contribution amounted to from an eighth to a tenth of the 
local expenditure for education. By 1915 the ratio had fallen to 
a twelfth. In 1923 it stood at one-fifth. Prior to 1919 the system 
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of school aid had continued for practically half a century without 
violent change. (See Chart 8.) During that period the volume 
of local school expenditures had greatly expanded with a resultant 
decline in the relative importance of the state's contribution. In 
reality the recent assumption by the state of a greater part of 
the cost of teachers' sillaries has not raised the ratio of state aid 
to local school expenditures to as high a point as it occupied for 
a time in the nineteenth century. (See Table 17.) 

TABLE 17 

STATE Am FOB SCHOOLS 

1860 ........................... . 
1870 ... ; .........•.............. 
1880 ........................... . 
1890 ........................... . 
1900 ........................... . 
1910 ........................... . 
1915 ........................... . 
1923 ........................... . 

Per cent of Per tlent school 
State aid for local school aid was of 

schools expenditure state operating 
bome by state· expenditures 

$1,376,000 
2,760,000 
3,095,000 
3,645,000 
4,310,000 
5,686,000 
6,178,000 

37,792,000 

37 
28 
30 
21 
13 
11 
9 

20 

40 
34 
41 
33 
21 
17 
14 
36 

• The expenditures for public primary and secondary schools, as reported by the 
state department of education, have here been employed. 

The second group of state educational expenditures has to do 
with the maintenance of the state's own schools and colleges. 
Disbursements for these institutions have grown from $2,148,000 
in 1915 to $4,706,000 in 1924. About one-third of the expenditure 
under this head goes for the support of normal schools and the 
state normal college. Other educational institutions are the State 
College of Agriculture, the Veterinary College, the College of 
Forestry, and the six agricultural schools. The school for the blind 
and the Thomas School for Indian children are included, as are 
also the payments for the education of deaf, dumb and blind 
children in approved institutions. Allowing for the rise in prices, 
expenditures within this class have increased 40 per cent since 
1915. 

The third group of educational expenditures involves chiefly the 
machinery of school supervision and consists largely of personal 
service. Disbursements under this head have advanced 68. per 
cent since 1915, or if allowance is made for the change in prices, 
about 8 per cent. . 
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Regulatory and Promotional Services 
In two fields of regulation, banking and insurance, the nature 

of state activity has not materially changed since 1900. (See 
Chart 8.) The principal development in both cases has been an 
enlargement of the examining stafT. This has been the result 
of the rapid expansion of the banking and insurance businesses 
and the growth of I'opular interest in their supervision. The life 
insurance investigation in 1905 in particular gave an added 
impetus to regulation in that field. In the case of utility regula
tion a complete reorganization occurred in 1907, which marked 
the beginning of real administrative supervision of railroads and 
public service companies. In addition to its regulatory functions, 
the public service commission formerly directed the development 
of transit facilities in New York City. The operating expenditure 
for all three of these regulatory agencies consists chiefly of per
sonal service. Making allowance for the advance in prices, the 
expenditure for bank supervision has increased 16 per cent since 
1915, while disbursements for utility regulation and insurance 
supervision were respectively 10 and 19 per cent less in 1924 than 
in 1915. 

Expenditures for the department of labor have expanded greatly 
since the opening of the century. Most of this increase, however, 
occurred between 1910 and 1915. when the department was reor
ganized and workmen's compensation introduced. In 1913 after 
the Triangle Waist Company fire the factory inspection force was 
greatly enlarged and further provision made for the regulation of 
working places generally. These changes brought about an addi
tion of 500 per cent to disbursements between 1910 and 1915. 
When the increase in the cost of living is considered, the expendi
ture for the department has declined 16 per cent since 1915. 

State health activity also expanded rapidly after 1910. The 
reorganization of the department in 1913 was followed by the 
rapid development of health services. Maternity and child hy
giene work has become particularly important as has also the 
division of laboratories. Beside the health department proper, 
the state maintains a tuberculosis hospital, an orthopedic hospital 
for children and an institute for the study of malignant diseases. 
The quarantine station, which once occupied a prominent place in 
state health activity, was transferred to the national government 
in 1921. Since 1915 expenditures for health 6ervices have risen 
from $814,000 to $1,745,000 exclusive of outlay items. This con
stitutes an increase of 114 per cent. Eliminating the price factor 
it represents a growth of about 38 per cent. (See Table 18.). 

Of the various functions classed as regulatory and promotIonal 
services, the greatest development within recent years has occurred 
in the ease of agriculture. Since 1915 expenditures for agricul
tural activities exclusive of agricultural education have rise.n from 
$1,795,000 to $4,175,000. Of this increase, amounting to 
$2,380,000, indemnities for the slaughter of diseased cattle alone 



TABLE 18 
EXPENDITURES I'OR REGULATORY AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES IN NEW YORK: STATE, 1900-1924 

19U Pu CBNT or IN-
Per Per Per Per Per Per Elpeuditur .. CBIIASB, 1924 OVER 
cent cent cent cent oent cent adjuated 1916 

1900 of 1905 of 1910 of 1916 of 1920 of 1924 of .. to 
total total total total total total price Actual AdjUlted 

expendi- expeodi-
tur .. tur .. 

I ---
Banking ................ '91,817 

6.al 
'92,161 5.6 '141,488 4.7 ,227,920 3.6 $347,569 4.1 $410,930 3.6 '264,604 80 16 

IDIUlB ................... 187,253 12.9 153,815 9.2 276,019 9.1 476,396 7.6 457,165 5.4 597,569 5.3 384,734 2. °19 

Poblio utiliti ............. 93,800 6.41 114,630 6.9 391,833 13.0 539,382 8.6 907,771 10.8 766,321 6.7 487,006 40 °10 

Agriculture ..•.•••••..••• 486,453 33.6 633,705 37.7 994,394 32.9 1,794,676 28.8 1,804,767 21.5 4,174,139 36.8 2,687,791 133 50 

IL!aIth ......... , ........ 122,349 8.5 224,608 13.9 330,461 10.9 813,881 13.1 1,472,202 17.5 1,744,817 15.4 1,123,514 114 38 

I.ebor .................. 167,606 11.6 142,786 8.5 225,599 7.5 1,463,797 23.5 1,896,767 22.6 1,917,981 16.9 1,235,017 31 °16 

Conservation and pnrka ... 301,854 20.8 307,635 18.3 663,650 21.9 920,256 14.8 1,620,488 18.1 1,738,699 15.3 1,119,510 89 22 

Total ............... '1,450,132 100.0 "1,679,340 
I 100.0 '6,236,307 100.0 $8,406,729 100.0 '11,340,356 100.0 ,7,302,226 82 17 

Percentage of total opera!,-
100.0 1$3,023,444 

jog expenditur ......... 7.2 7.1 9.2 13.8 11.6 9.8 

-Decrease 
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accounted for $1,950,000. Practically all of this sum is due to 
the inauguration of an intensive campaign for the eradication of 
bovine tuberculosis. Regulatory activity has also expanded in 
several other directions, but the amounts involved have been rela
tively modest. Expenditures for the experiment station and the 
conduct of state fairs have virtually doubled within the last 
decade. 

The expenditures for parks and conservation are almost six 
times what they were in 1900 and practically double the amount 
in 1915. Park development and forest protection have been lead
ing factors in this increase. The Palisade Interstate Park was 
established in 1910. Since that time the Allegany State Park has 
been created and many lesser parks and memorials set up. The 
area of state-owned land within the Catskills. and Adirondacks 
has also been enlarged. About 200,000 acres have been added in 
these two regions within the last decade. Reforestation has been 
extended and the body of forest rangers increased. Since 1910 
water power development has also been intensively studied and 
the water power commission established to have charge of power 
projects. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The foregoing examination of the increase of governmental 
costs shows that the growth of state expenditures has followed a 
definite trend over a period of several decades. Though variations 
in the rate of increase have occurred within intervals of a few 
years, the movement over a period of years has been remarkably 
consistent. Between 1880 and 1915, when price changes werc not 
violent, total state expenditures mounted at the rate of 5.1 per 
cent per annum. Naturally this rate did :not prevail during the 
last decade nor during the years following the Civil War. Yet 
when price fluctuations are considered, the rise of expenditures 
in these two periods was not extraordinary. Correcting expendi
tures according to the purchasing power of the dollar, the trend 
from 1850 to 1924 has been constant. In the case of total expendi
tures, the average rate of increase per annum has been 4.5 per 
cent. Operating expenditures have been expanding at the rate 
of 4.6 per cent per annum, and per capita operating· expenditures 
at the rate of 2.8 pel' cent per annum. 

2. Correcting actual expenditures in accordance with the pre
war value of the dollar, 1924 expenditures were not greatly above 
the amount naturally to be expected on the basis of the general 
trend since 1850. Total expenditures corrected as to price stood 
at $94,190,000, whereas the amount computed in accordance with 
the trend of the whole seventy-five year period would have been 
$79,800,000. Operating expenditures similarly corrected amounted 
to $75,210,000 in 1924, as compared with $66,500,000 which might 
have been expected from the trend of the entire period. It is evi
dent therefore that the present volume of state expenditures 
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represents no extraordinary or unnatural change in state develop
ment, though the actual amount of increase within the last de
cade appears most unusual if no allowance is made. for the decline 
in the value of the dollar. 

3. While expenditures as a whole have consistently advanced, 
expenditures for specific activities display a most irregular rate 
of growth. This should be expected, however. Expansion in a 
given field of state endeavor is not a gradual process of unfolding. 
On the contrary, the introduction of new services or the enlarge
ment of the volume of services already established often occurs 
within a few years, or even a single year. Activities which rise 
to great prominence in one decade may remain relatively station
ary in the next. This is the course of governmental develop
ment. The explanation is largely to be found in variations in the 
pressures exerted upon government from without. At one time 
the commercial organizations succeed in arousing sufficient popu
lar interest in canal improvement to carry through. the construc
tion of a barge canal. At another time medical and philanthropic 
agencies focus attention upon the problem of the insane and secure 
the establishment of state care of this class of unfortunates. In 
another decade highway development and maintenance is brought 
to the fore. In many cases these movements are initiated by a 
definite group directly affected by the changes demanded. In 
other instances public opinion as a whole reacts to a- sudden 
calamity or other striking occurrence. Government after all is 
constantly played upon by a host of varying and unequal forces. 
It is, therefore, simply inevitable that its efforts should be differ
ently apportioned at different times. As the preceding analysis 
has shown, the relative importance of individual functions and 
groups of functions undergoes considerable change. Education, 
for example, claimed as high as 49 per cent of state operating 
expenditures at one time, and only 22 per cent at another. In 
1890, 2 per cent of expenditures was allotted to the care of the 
insane, whereas in 1900, 21 per cent was required. But in spite 
of such readjustments the growth of total expenditures has been 
kept within a definite course. 

4. Though the importance of given services has varied, the three 
principal groups of state activities - education, public welfare, 
and public works - have regularly accounted for about three
fourths of total operating expenditures. In 1850 public works 
was the principal item of expense. In 1900 public welfare occu
pied the leading position and at present education is the most 
important object of expenditure. But together these three groups 
of functions have received ,a remarkably constant ratio of state 
operating expenditures. 

5. Regulation and what may be termed promotional services 
have, on the other hand, played a comparatively minor part in the 
growth of governmental costs. Defining the term regulation some
what liberally to include bank and insurance supervision, utility 
regulation, the department of labor and part of the department of 
agriculture, the regulation of business has at no time secured 
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more than 9 per cent of state operating expenditures. Regulatory 
and promotional services, including in addition to· the above, 
health, conservation, parks and the remainder of the department 
of agriculture, have not amounted to more than 14 per cent of 
expenditures at the highest. In 1924 they received 10 per cent 
of the disbursements for current operation. 

S. At present state operating expenditures are divided about as 
follows: 

Per cent 
Grants-in-aid ....•......••.•.....•..•..... 38 
Activities antedating 1880 ................ 21 
Activities introduced since 1880 ........... 28 
Activities taken over from local governments 

since 1880 ............................. 13 

Total................................ 100 

It is thus apparent that 51 per cent of the present operating ex
penditures of the state is incurred either for the support of activi
ties conducted by local governments or for services which have 
been transferred from the local governments to· the state within 
the last forty-five years. 
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CHAPTER IV-NEW YORK'S TAX BURDEN ~-n ITS RATE 
OF GROWTH 

The Presen' Burden of Taxation 
Since 1914 taxes levied for state purposes in New York have 

approximately tripled in volume. Local taxes have increased in 
about the same ratio, while the estimated burden of federal taxes 
borne by the inhabitants of the state has grown nearly seven-fold. 

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1924, the ·total tax burden, 
federal, state, and local, borne by the people of the State of New 
York amounted to approximately one and a third billion dollars. 
This was nearly a billion dollars greater than the state's total tax 
bill for 1914. Distributed on a per capita basis, the average 
tax load per inhabitant in 1924 was $116 as compared to an 
average load of $40 in 191.4. 

Tables 19 and 20 present detailed figures as to the aggregate 
and per capita amounts oi taxes levied for federal, state, and local 
purposes in respect to the years 1914, 1920, and 1924.1 It will be 
noted that federal taxes reached a peak in 1920 when the country's 
war obligations were at maximum. Since 1920 they have been 
reduced by approximately a half. State and local taxes on the 
other hand have increased eonsiderably since 1920. 

Pertinen' Questions 
Accepted at their face value and without further analysis or 

investigation, the figures which have just .been presented may well 
create in the mind of the taxpayer a feeling of misgiving in regard 
to the present, and of foreboding in regard to the future. Two 
pertinent questions require answers. Are the additional sums 
which the state and its political subdivisions are raising by taxa-

TABLE 19 

AOOIUl6Aft hDBJIAL, STAft AlID LoCAL TADIS BoJIKJI BY NBW YOJU[ STATB 

1914 1920(pmk) 

T ...... ~F .... 

Per Per 
Amoaa& ""t:uol Apaoont e::.r 

Fedenl_t .... 19&.909.300 25.5 $1.177.153.Il00 69.7 
New Y Grit Scale ••••••• 43.718.Il00 11.5 120.613.000 7.3 Loeal __ ill 

N_ Y Grit Scale ••••. 238.94.7.000 83.0 390.4.15.300 23.1 

T-.I ............. $380.575.100 100.0 11.1188.193.600 100.0 

• For deri'l'atiOil of these figures see Appendix II. 

(93) 

1~ 

Per 
Amount ..... t of 

tGUl 

$613.873.000 47.8 
133.4.18.000 10 •• 

Sifl.073.000 4.1.9 

$1.383._.000 100.0 
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TABLE 20 
Pu Cu1TA FlmBlU.Lo BrATB 4lm LoCAL Tu B1JlIDB!18 m NEW You BrUB 

Pu C&lI'I' UCUABII 
Ovu 191. 

19U 1920 1924 

1920 1924 

Federal government ••••• 10.12 112.66 55.52 1,013 449 
New York State ........ 4.56 11.51 11.98 153 163 
Local governmenta in New 

York State ........... 25.05 :rl.:rl (8.57 49 M 

Total .............. 39.73 161.57 116.07 316 192 

tion being wisely spent for legitimate and necessary purposes' 
In so far as the state government is concerned this question has 
been dealt with in other sections of the present report. 

The remaining question is equally important. Granted that 
taxes are wisely spent for legitimate and useful objects, never
theless, are they not increasing out of all proportion to the 
economic capacity of the state' If the present rate of increase in 
taxes continues will not a point soon be reached where the economic 
development of the state will suffer a serious set back! In other 
words, are not state taxing agencies gradually strangling the goose 
that lays the golden egg! It is this latter question which forms 
the subject matter of the sections which follow. 

The Ascending Curve of Taxation 
In order to arrive at sound conclusions relative to the problem 

at hand, it is necessary first of all to secure more adequate informa
tion concerning the increase in taxes than has thus far been given. 
Most of the current discussions on this subject appearing in the 
public press or voiced from the speaker's platform are confined 
to the tax expansion which has occurred since the World War. 
By implication at least the impression is thus created that the 
present upswing is an altogether unique and unprecedented 
phenomenon. An accurate view of the matter, however, can only 
be obtained against a background of what has occurred in the past. 
This background is furnished by Table 21 which gives by five
year intervals from 1850 to 1910, and by one-year intervals from 
1913 to 1924, the annual tax levies in New York State of the 
federal, the state, and local governments, as well as the aggregate 
levies of all these agencies eombined.1 The same data is shown 
graphically on Chart 9 .. 
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The Long-Time Trend 
It will be noted that the curves on Chart 9 do not follow a 

straight line but change their direction from period to period. 
This means that the rates of growth of the tax burdens have not 
been uniform over the years under consideration. In some periods 
they have been relatively great, whereas in a few instances, and 
over a short period, the growth has actually been negative. In 
order to secure a measure of the average rates of growth over 
the entire period under review, straight lines have been fitted to 
each of the curves and the average rates of growth are indicated 
by the respective slopes of these straight lines. a 

The outstanding fact brought out by Chart 9 is that the recent 
expansion of taxes is by no means a unique and unprecedented 
phenomenon. It is seen that there have been very few periods 
during the seventy-four years under review in which tax burdens 
have not been on the increase. During the entire period con
sidered, the total burden of taxes - federal, state, and looal
resting upon the people of the state has grown at the average rate 
of 5.6 per cent per annum. In other words, the total tax burden 
has doubled on an avera~ every twelve and one-half years. State 
taxes have grown at approximately the same rate, viz., 5.7 per cent 
per annum. The average rate of increase in local taxes has been 
5.5 per cent per annum, which is equivalent to doubling the 
burden about every thirteen years. Lastly, federal taxes borne 
by the inhabitants of New York State during the seventy-four 
years under consideration increased at the average rate of 5.9 per 
cent per annum. 

It is worth noting that there has been very little difference in 
the average rapidity with which federal, state, and local taxes 
have expanded, the respective rates of increase all falling between 
5.5 and 5.9 per cent. It is significant, however, that federal taxes 
have increased more rapidly than either state or local levies, and 
that the rate of increase of state taxes has been slightly greater 
than the rate of increase of local levies. 

1 "·or the derh .. tion of these figures see Appendix II. 
B In CIODStrncting Chart 9, • logarithmic scale has been naed. This device 

is equivalent to expressing the figures for each BUccessive period as per
_tages of the figures for the"period immediately precediDg. The ateepneaa 
of tbe curves at any point, therefore, represents the rate of increase at tbat 
point, and cbanges in rates of growth are indicated by changes in the direc
tion of tbe ('urves. It is thus possible directly to compare the respective 
rates of inerease of fed('ral, state, and local taxes by the steepneBB of their 
t"OrreSponding enrT", Moreonr, considering eaeh series of data by itself, 
comparisons of the respeeth"e rates of growth obtaining at various periods 
may be made by simply comparing the respective slopes of the segments 
of the rurve eorresponding to the periods in question. Had the tall: figures 
been plotted on an ordinary scale, an increase from $10,000,000 to $11,000,000 
would have appeared ten times as steep as an increase from $1,000,000 to 
$1,100,000. This would be misleading sinee the rates of growth are in both 
- the same, viz., 10 per ernt. 

• For the equatioDS of these lines see Appendill:: UL 
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CHART 9. RELATION OF THE TAX BURDEN TO PRIVATE INCOME 
IN NEW YORK STATE FROM 1850 TO 1925. 

Showing trends for the entire period. 
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TABLE 21 
FEDERAL, STATE AND LoCAL TAXl!lB BORNE BY NEW YOBII: STATE, 1850-1924 

YIIA. I Federal State Local Total 

i850 ............. $5,712,000 1365,000 $6,034,000 S12,111,000 
1855 ............. 7,477,000 1,754,000 10,002,000 19,233,000 
1860 ............. 7,395,000 5,444,000 13,585,000 26,424,000 
1865 •••.......... 33,677,000 7,237,000 38,800,000 79,714,000 
1870 .•...•..•.... 50,271,000 14,305,000 37,810,000 102,386,000 

1875 ............. 37,672,000 14,279,000 43,970,000 95,921,000 
1880 •............ 42,853,000 9,431,000 40,634,000 92,918,000 
1885 ••......•. , .. 40,274,000 10,900,000 49,794,000 100,968,000 
1890 •............ 50,629,000 11,220,000 54,635,000 116,4'34,000 
1895 .•.......•... 38,125,000 18,268,000 61,495,000 117,888,000 

1900 ............. 65,292,000 22,452,000 97,782,000 185,526,000 
1905: ............ 60,003,000 23,380,000 118,360,000 201,743,000 
1910 .......... ; .. 78,460,000 34,345,000 168,085,000 280,890,000 
1913 •.•.......... 85,292,000 51,112,000 283,674,000 420,078,000 
1914 ..•.......... 96,909,000 43,719,000 239,947,000 380,575,000 

1915 .•......•.... 94,955,000 44,458,000 257,739,000 397,152,000 
1916 .........•... 11~,096,OOO 49,754,000 266,215,000 435,065 ,000 
1917 .•........... 203,243,000 59,308,000 301,257,000 563,808,000 
1918 .•........... 767,477,000 71,483,000 324,801,000 1,163,761,000 
1919 .•••......... 724,849,000 73,949,000 347,678,000 1,146,476,000 

1920 .••...•..•.•. 1,177,154,000 120,614,000 390,425,000 1,688,193,000 
1921. •••....••••. 976,741,000 130,369,000 453,492,000 1,560,602,000 
1922 ..••••..••.•. 699,611,000 112,971,000 470,188,000 1,282,770,000 
1923 •.•.••••••••• 636,105,000 126,814,000 503,367,000 1,266,286,000 
1924 ••••••••••••• 613,873,000 132,478,000 537,072,000 1,283,423,000 

Variations in Rates of Growth 
It has already been pointed out that the rates at which tax 

burdens have'· increased have not been uniform over different 
periods of time. Examination of the tax curves shown on Chart 9 
reveals three main periods, each one characterized by fairly dis
tinct and separate trends. The first period may roughly be said 
to include the thirty years between 1850 and 1880. These years 
witnessed the Civil War with its accompanying era of price infla
tion. The period was one of rapid tax expansion not only as re
gards the federal government, but as regards the state and its 
local political subdivisions as well. 

The second period which dates roughly from 1880 to 1910 was 
one of more moderate tax expansion. The general level of prices 
was fairly stable throughout the thirty years of this period, al
though from 1880 to 1900 the trend was slightly upward. 

The third period from 1910 to 1924 includes the years of the 
World War with their aftermath of indebtedness and price infla
tion. It is characterized by the extremely rapid growth. of tax 
burdens which is the object of so much concern at the present time. 

4 
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In order to secure quantitative measures of the relative rapidity 
with which taxes increased during each of the three periods out
lined above, straight lines have been fitted to the respective seg
ments of the tax curves relating to each of these periods.1 This 
operation is shown graphically on Chart 10 and the numerical 
results are given in Table 22. 

TABLE 22 
COMPABISON OJ' AVIlBA.GB AmroAL RATES OJ' GROWTH OJ' TAX BURDENS BoRNII BY 

INHABITANTS 'OJ' NBw YORJ[ STATB, 1850-1924 

PJ:RCENTAGB J'OR EACH PJ:moD 

TAXIIB LBVIBD FOR . 
1850-1880 188G-1910 1910-1924 1850-1924 

FederalgovernEment ............•... 8.3 2.1 24.5 5.9 
New York State ................... 11.2 4.5 11.7 5.7 
Local governments i,n New York State 6.8 4.8 8.2 5.5 

Total .....••.....•............ 7.9 3.8 14.8 5.6 

It will be seen from Table 22 that the total tax: burden borne by 
the inhabitants of New York State showed an average rate of in
crease of 14.8 per cent per annum during the period from 1910 
to 1924 as compared with an annual rate of growth of only 3.8 
per cent during the thirty years from 1880 to 1910, and an annual 
growth of 7.9 per cent between 1850 and 1880. The recent sharp 
rise was of course largely due to the tremendous increase in fed
eral taxes, but it is worth noting that since 1910 state taxes have 
been growing at an annual rate of 11.7 per cent as compared with 
a growth of only 4.5 per cent during the thirty years prior to 1910. 

State Taxes and Price Inflation 
It is generally recognized that the cost of war activities and price 

inflation were the two most potent factors in causing the abnormal 
expansion of taxes which occurred in the period just brought to a 
close. The New York State government bore no direct share of 
the cost of war. Its revenue requirements were, however, affected 
by the decline in the purchasing power of the tax dollar. Is it pos
sible to estimate what would have been the rate of increase in state 
taxes had the dollar maintained its pre-war value' Such an esti
mate will be useful, not only as showing how much of the increase 
in state taxes was unavoidable, but also as an indication of what 
rate of increase may reasonably be expected under conditions of 
greater price stability. 

1 For the equations of these lines see Appendix III. 
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CHART 10. RELATION OF THE TAX BURDEN TO PRIVATE INCOME 
IN NEW YORK STATE FROM 1850 to 11125 

ShcnriDg /lepa.r&te trends for the periods between 1850 and 1880, between 1880 
and lillO, and between 11110 and 11120. 
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Between 1910 and May, 1920, when the inflationary movement 
reached its peak, the general price level as measured by the whole
sale commodity price index of the United States bureau of labor 
statistics increased by approximately 175 per cent. During the 
fall of 1920 prices fell rapidly, the decline continuing throughout 
1921. The downward movement was halted, however, in 1922. 
Since then prices have been fairly stable, maintaining an average 
level between 50 and 55 per cent in advance of the price level of 
1910. 

It is not proper to assume that the prices of commodities and 
services purchased by the state government followed the same 
course as wholesale commodity prices. The state's purchases are 
t,o a large extent specialized. The most important item in its 
budget is represented by salaries and wages, and as is well known, 
governmental salaries responded tardily and incompletely to the 
general rise in prices. Interest and other fixed charges represent 
another large budget item, and these charges are for the most 
part fixed by long term contracts. The foregoing considerations 
make it seem probable that the prices paid by the state govern
ment for the commodities and services which its requires did not 
rise pari passu with wholesale price level. 

The Purchasing Power of the Tax Dollar 
This conclusion is substantiated by a study rt'cently made of the 

increase in prices applicable to the commodities' and services 
actually purchased by the state of New York in 1923.1 Unfortu
nately for the purpose at hand, the study in question goes back 
no further than the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915. This makes 
little difference, however, since wholesale commodity prices rose 
only 2 per cent between 1910 and 1915, and it is probable that the 
prices paid by the state rose on the average even less. On the basis 
of data developed in the study, it is possible to construct the fol
lowing index numbers of the purchasing power of the New York 
State tax dollar during the nine years from 1915 to 1923. 

TABLE 23 

INDEX NUMBEI!.S OF PURCHASING POWER OF NEW YORK STATE TAX DoLLAR 

1915 .... , ... 100.0 
1916........ 95.7 
1917........ 85.9 

1915= 100 
1918. ... .... 76.5 
1919........ 72.8 
1920 ... '.... 62.9 

1!}21........ 62.2 
1922........ 66.2 
1923........ 64.9 

By multiplying the respective amounts of taxes actually levied 
by the state during the years following 1915 by the appropriate 
index number of purchasing power, it is possible to compute what 
the state's tax requirements would have been had the tax dollar 

1 A monograph by Clarence Heel' entitled Th.e Post-War EtllpCInBw" of 
BtGt. Etllpenditure •• 
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maintained its pre-war value. This operation id show~ on ~able 24 
which brings out the fact that had there been no mflatIon, the 
total taxes levied for state purposes would have been $224,000,000 
less than they actually were for the period between 1916 and 1924. 

TABLE 24 
ESTIMATED T.u: REQUIREMENTS 01' NEW YORK STATE AssUMING TAX DOLLAR TO 

HAVB RETAINBD ITS PIlE-WAlt VALUE 

Index DC Estima.ted ta.x 

YEAR Actua.l ta.x levies purcha.sing requirements 
power DC ba.sis DC pre-wa.r 

1916 ....•....................... 
1917 ••..•....................... 
1918 ....•....................... 
1919 •...•....................... 
1920 ........................... . 
1921. .......................... . 
1922 ........................... . 
1923 ........................... . 

$49,754,400 
69,308,000 
71,483,500 
73,949,200 

120,613,500 
130,369,500 
112,971,400 
126,813,500 

Tota.1. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . $745 ,263,000 

ta.x dolla.r va.lue DC dolla.r 

95.7 
85.9 
76.5 
72.8 
62.9 
62.2 
66.2 
64.9 

$47,615,000 
50,945,600 
54,684,900 
53,835,000 
75,865,900 
81,089,800 
74,787,100 
82,301,900 

$521,125,200 

If the hypothetical figures developed above are substituted for 
the actual figures and the average annual rate of increase in state 
taxes between 1910 and 1923 is recalculated on the basis of the 
new data, this rate is found to be only 6.9 per cent per annum 1 

instead of 11.7 per cent as originally computed .. It will be recalled 
that the average rate of growth in state taxes during the thirty. 
years preceding 1910 was 4.5 per cent per annum. Even with the 
effect of price inflation eliminated, it thus becomes evident that 
the rate growth in state taxes since 1910 has been somewhat greater 
than the normal rate obtaining over the preceding thirty years. 
As pointed out in the previous report of this committee,2 the chief 
reasons for the accelerated rate at which state taxes increased dur
ing the period just closed were: (1) more liberal state grants to 
local political units for educational and highway purposes and 
(2) a policy of financing the major portion of permanent improve
ments out of current taxes instead of through the sale of bonds as 
theretofore. . 

The Future Trend of Taxes 
Thus far the straight lines that have been fitted to the various 

tax curves have been considered merely as indicating t.he average 
annual rate at which taxes have increased during specified periods 

1 This ra.te involyes a. .doubling ?f taxes appro:cimately every eleven years: 
~ Report of SpeCial Jomt CommIttee on TaxatIOn and Retrenchment, 1925, 

p. 153, :Ii. Y. Leg. Doc., 1925, No. 97. 
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in the past. Can any more significance be attached to these lines' 
Would it be permissible, for instance. to regard them as basic 
trends which might be projeeted into the future thus supplying a 
rough means of estimating what the state's tax burden will be. 
say, ten years hence' 

Here we are treading on exceedingly dangerous ground. Had 
the trend of taxes been absolutely uniform in the past, it might 
be reasonably safe to conclude that this trend would continue into 
the future. The rate at which taxes have increased, however, has 
varied considerably in the past. Chart 10 shows that the trend 
line covering the period from 1850 to 1880 differs considerably 
in direction from the trend between 1880 and 1910, which in turn 
is not the same as the trend between 1910 and 192-1. The periods 
cited have been more or less arbitrarily selected. If different 
divisions had been made, the resulting trends would also have been 
different. 

Assumptions Underlying Trend Projections 
The assumption underlying the projection of a trend is that 

the basic conditions which determined the direction of the trend 
in the past will repeat themselves in the future. As far as the 
growth of taxes in concerned, it is seen that each period has been 
characterized by its own peculiar conditions. If a tax trend is to 
projected into the future, therefore, it must first be determined 
what period in the past, if any, may be considered typical of the 
future period. But this requires a knowledge of the future which 
is the very thing that it is desired to understand. The trend 
method, however, should not be dismissed as altogether valueless; 
after we have made our reasoned conclusion or guess, as to what 
particular period in the past the future is likely to resemble most 
closely, the projection of the appropriate trend brings out quanti
tatively some of the implications of this conclusion. 

It is plain that the experience of the last ten years oft'ers no 
criterion of what may reasonably be expected to happe'll during the 
next decade. The period just closed was characterized by a eostly 
war and a violent advance in prices. The combined effect of these 
two factors was to send taxes bounding upward at a rate neTer 
before attained. The period from 1850 to 1880 likewise had a war 
accompanied by price inflation; it also offers no analogy for the 
immediate future. The only extensive period which might be re
garded as representative of normal peace time conditions is the 
interval between 1880 and 1910. It is true that this period had 
its war, but it is of minor fiscal importance. Moreover, as pre
viously pointed out, prices were fairly stable throughout the thirty 
years in question. Are there any real reasons for supposing, how
ever, that the trend of taxes during the next decade will parallel 
the vend obtaining between 1880 and 1910' 
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Probable Future Course of °Prices 
Considering first the more general aspects of this question, it is 

assumed of course that the ensuing ten years will not witness 
another war. The next important consideration concerns the 
probable future trend of prices. This depends on such a variety 
of uncertain factors that no forecast can be made with any degree 
of confidence. Two sets of influences must be weighed; those hav
ing to do with the supply of money and credit, and those having 
to do with the supply of marketable goods. 

Consideration of the first set of influences involves such technical 
matters as the distribution of the world's gold supply, the volume 
of gold production and the monetary and banking policies not 
only of the United States, -but of the other important commercial 
nations of the world. It necessitates an estimate of the probable 
future trend of international payments which leads to the question 
of war debts and indemnities, and the extent to which such claims 
are likely to be paid off. Another question involved is whether 
private capital in the United States is likely to continue to seek 
investment abroad to the same extent as during the recent past. 
This in turn leads to speculation regarding the particular method 
which foreign debtors are likely to adopt in making payments of 
interest or principal to creditors in the United States. Will such 
payments be made in gold, goods, or additional certificates of in
debtedness' The possibility of payment in goods depends largely 
upon our future tariff policy and this leads to consideration of the 
probable effect of an influx of foreign goods upon domestic prices 
and industry. 

Enough has already been said to indicate the many complexities 
and ramifications of the price problem. The present situation pre
sents possibilities of both rising and falling prices. For instance, 
heavy European payments in the form of gold may lead to in
flation. Payments in the form of goods, on the oj;her hand, may 
lead to price declines. An important influence working toward 
price stability, however, is the control over credit exercised by 
the Federal Reserve Banking System. Since 1921 prices. have 
shown no definite trend either upward or downward despite the 
fact that the country's gold reserves have been steadily increasing, 
a circumstance which ordinarily would have resulted in price in
flation. The influx of gold was rendered harmless and inflation 
was prevented largely through the stabilizing influence exercised 
by the Federal Reserve System. It may reasonably be expected 
that this stabilizing influence will continue to be exercised in the 
future, and if the experience of the last three years is any crite
rion, the probabilities would seem to be against any violent fluc
tuations in the price level during the next ten years. 

In so far as concerns the unlikelihood of war and of extreme 
fluctuations in prices, it may be concluded that the era immediately 
ahead will somewhat approximate the period between 1880 and 
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1910. Further investigation is needed, however, before it can be 
assumed that the analogy will extend to the actual fiscal needs 
of the various taxing agencies. 

The Diminishing Burden of Federal Taxes 
As regards the federal government, at least, the parallel would 

not at first blush seem to hold. Federal taxes have been decreasing 
ever since 1920. Tax reductions amounting in the aggregate to 
about $336,000,000 are now being considered by Congress. These 
reductions, it may be contended, will not be the last. The govern
ment still supports certain war-born agencies and activities which 
it may be expected ultimately to liquidate. The comptroller
general's office and the budget bureau are directing their efforts 
toward enforcing economies in the ordinary departments of govern
ment. Our war loans to Europe are gradually being settled, and 
in the case of Great Britain payment of interest has already 

. begun. Payment of both interest and principal by the rest of the 
foreign debtors should in the future serve considerably to lighten 
the burden upon the shoulders of American taxpayers. Moreover, 
the federal government has reduced the national debt from 
$24,000,000,000 on June 30, 1920, to approximately $20,000,000,000 
on June 30, 1925. As further retirements are made, annual in
terest requirements should be correspondingly reduced. On the 
basis of the situation, as outlined above, it might reasonably be 
expected that the direction of federal taxes during the next ten 
years would be downward, or at least horizontal. The general 
trend of federal taxes during the period from 1880 to 1910, on 
the other hand, was distinctly upward. 

Unlikelihood of Further Declines 
Upon the basis of a more rigorous examination of federal 

finances, the prospect of continuing tax reductions, held forth in 
the preceding paragraph, does not appear so certain. It is true 
that federal expenditures chargeable against ordinary receipts 
have been reduced from $6,842,000,000 in 1920 to $3,506,000,000 
in 1924, a reduction of approximately $3,000,000,000.1 The actual 
decrease is even greater than this; since in 1924 some $296,000,000 
was provided out of current receipts for the purpose of debt re
tirement, whereas in 1920 no retirements were provided for in this 
manner. As brought out by Table 25, however, all of the above 
decrease may be more than accounted for on the basis of the decline 
in war activities. 

It is obvious that there is a definite limit to the possibility of 
reducing expenditures through the curtailment of war activities. 
The indications are that this limit has already been reached, as is 
evidenced by the fact that there was an increase of some $24,000,000 

1 See Tr~.asury, Annual Reports, 1924, Finance, p. 20. 
zl:)ee Fourth Annual Report of Director of the Bureau of the Budget, 

July I, 1925, p. 4. 
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in expenditures chargeable against ordinary receipts as between 
192-1 and 1925.1 The normal treud of federal expenditures has 
always been upward and with the po..<;Sibilities of war deflation 
exhausted, this tendency should again assert itself. 

TABLE 25 

RuVCIIOlIII or FJmBur. Enmml'l'VUB POll SPBCIPIBD PURPOSBS, 1921 Oft& 1920· 

necr-
1920 1921 19?.A over 1920 

Navy Department .......•.. $736,021,(56 $332, 2!9, 137 $403,772,319 
W'ardepartmen\ •..•. ~ 
Opentiooa in • 

1,610,587,381 348, 6!!9, 779 1,261,957,602 

A-.mIB: 
RaiIroada ••••••••••••••• 1,036,672,157 22,m,l6S 1,013,900,989 
Shippins Board ••••••.•.• 530,565 ,650 85,491,359 44.'1,0;4,291 
War Finance Corporation. 228,472,187 52,539,947 1;5,932,240 
Grain Corporation ...... ;.t 350,328,495 ~ -....................... 350 ,328,495 
~ of obligatiODB 

foreign IOftl'llJDenta .••••• 421,337 ,028 . ................... 421,337 ,028 

Total ••.••.•.••.....•. $4,913,984,354 S84l ,681 ,390 ' $4,0i2,302 ,9M 

• BaIlie da&a taIrea from Treasury, Annual Reports, 1924, Finance, Table F. page 
375. 

There is little reason to believe that the burden of increasing 
federal expenditures will be appreciably lightened within the near 
future by payments of interest and principal on our foreign loans. 
Foreign governments owe us approximately $12,000,000,000. 
Agreements have already been reached with ten countries provid
ing for the settlement of obligations amounting to approximateI..v 
$7,383,000,000. These agreements call for payments of interest 
and principal to this country of slightly more than $180,000.000 
during the year 1926. Of this sum Great Britain will pay $160,-
000,000, and the amount of its payment has already been taken 
int~ aecount in framing the tax reduction bill now before Congre&'L 
Although the settlements provide for a rising seale of payments, 
the increases during the next ten years are for the most part slight. 
Thus, Italy on its debt of $2,000,000,000 will, if the present 
arrangement is ratifit'd, pay $5,000,000 per annum during the first 
five years and from $14,000,000 to $18,000,000 during the ensuing 
ten years. Of the nine countries which have not yet made settle
ments, France is the principal debtor, owing us some $·1.200,-
000,000. U the terms finallv accorded France are as favorable as 
those accorded Italy, the m&:nmum payments from France during 
the nen ten years cannot be expected to exceed $35,000,000 per 
annum. 
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Probable Resumption of 'Upward Trend 

The tax reduction bill now before Congress contemplates a scal
ing down of taxes to the extent of about $336,000,000 per annum. 
This sum exceeds the treasury surplus for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1925, by about $85,000,000, and the estimated surplus 
for 1926 by about $74,000,000. It is apparent from this that the 
proposed tax reduction bill will be the last for some time to come, 
and that the tendency of expenditures to increase will soon convert 
the present downward direction of federal taxes into an upward 
one. There is, consequently, some reason to believe that the trend 
of federal taxes during the next ten or fifteen years will not differ 
materially from the trend between 1880 and 1910. 

The same conclusion also applies as regards state and local taxes. 
It has already been seen that the main reason for the departure 
of state taxes from the trend obtaining during the years from 
1880 to 1910, was the effect of price inflation on governmental 
costs. Local taxes were doubtedlessly similarly affected by rising 
prices and with the prospect of a fairly even price level during the 
next decade, a return to the 1880-1910 trends should be expected. 

Summary 

The findin~ of the present chapter may now be summarized as 
follows. The growth of the total tax burden restin~ upon the 
people of New York State has not been confined to the last decade. 
On the contrary the trend of taxes has always been upward. The 
average rate of increase in New York State's total tax bill, federal, 
state, and local, over the seventy-four years from 1850 to 1924 was 
5.6 per cent per annum, a rate which resulted in a doubling of the 
burden approximately every twelve and one-half years. The 
average rate of increase in state taxes during the period was 5.7 
per cent per annum. During the period from 1910 to 1924, the 
total burden of all taxes levied in New York State increased at 
an average rate of 14.8 per cent per annum j and taxes imposed 
by the state government increased at the rate of 11.7 per cent per 
annum. This extremely rapid growth was due primarily to the 
World War, and to price inflation. With the prospect of a more 
stable price level during the period just ahead it is probable that 
the rates of increase in tax burdens will, within the next few 
years, return to the normal rates obtaining during the period from 
1880 to 1910, viz., 4.5 per cent per annum for state taxes, and 
4 per cent for the aggregate burden of federal, state, and local 
taxes. 
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It was shown in the previous chapter that New York's tax 
burden has grown consistently in the past and that it will probably 
continue to grow in the future. This makes it all the more im
portant to inquire whether taxes are increasing more rapidly than 
the taxable capacity of the state. No adequate idea of the real 
burdensomeness of taxes can be obtained without taking into con
sideration the number and economic status of the taxpayers. The 
total tax bill of the state may double every twelve and one-half 
rears, but if the aggregate wealth and income of the taxpayers 
also doubles, the relatiye sacrifice involved does not grow greater, 
and may in fact grow less. In the following section, therefore, 
it is proposed to consider the rate of growth of the state's taxable 
capacity as measured by population, wealth, and private income. 

Growth of Population 
An idea of the relatiye rate of increase in the population of the 

state as compared with the rate of increase of taxes may be ob
tained from Chart 9. The average rate of growth of population 
during the last seyeuty-four years has been approximately 1.8 per 
cent per annum. This means that the population has doubled 
eyery forty years. Reference to Table 31 will show that the total 
tax bill, federal. state and local, paid by the people of New York 
State has expanded on the average more than three times as fast 
as the population. Table 26 shows the actual population of the 
state as at various years and the amount of federal, state, and 
local taxes, reduced to a per capita basis. It brings out the sig
nificant fact that the total tax burden was only $3.91 per capita 
in 1850, whereas by 1924 it had jumped up to $116.07 per capita. 

Growth of Taxable Wealth 
The fact that New York's tax burden has expanded three times 

as fast as its population is of course no indication that the growth 
of taxes has been more rapid than the growth of taxable capacity. 
A better measure of the state's taxable capacity is furnished by 
its aggregate wealth. Unfortunately, a full and accurate inventory 
of the wealth of the state is almost impossible to obtain. 

The great difficulties involved in obtaining figures on the wealth 
of New York State may readily be grasped when it is considered 
what wide differences sometimes appear in appraisals by experts 
of a single piece of property such as a parcel of real estate or the 
plant of a public utility. If all classes of property changed hands 
frequently, and if sale prices were recorded, the task would be 
considerably simplified. This, however, is far from being the ease. 
Property values ultimately depend upon the capitalized value of 
expected future income. A property appraisal, therefore, involve8 
a guess not only as to what the future income will be, but as to 
the rate of interest to be used in capitalizing that income. It will 

[109] 
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thus be seen, that even if every single element which goes to make 
up the aggregate wealth of the state were duly listed on an in
ventory, it would be possible to obtain no more than a rough esti
mate of the value of these elements. It is, however, exceedingly 
difficult to discover and catalogue many elements of wealth. Cer
tain kinds of tangible wealth such as real estate and machinery 
cannot of course be concealed. It is more difficult to make an 
accurate inventory of personal property such as furniture, cloth
ing and jewelry, and intangible property such as stocks, bonds 
and other evidences of indebtedness may easily elude detection. 

TABLE 26 
GROWTH or POPULHION AND Pall CuTrA TAX BUBDBNa Dr N.,.. yOJU[ STAD, 

IB.'iG-I924 

Pall CAPITA TAX Lllvu:s 

Population YlWl .. at June 1 
Federal State Loea1 Total 

1850 .•• : ............. 3,097,394 $184 so 12 $195 $3 91 
1860 ................. 3,880,735 1 91 140 350 681 
1870 ................. 4,382,759 1146 326 863 2335 
1880 ................. 5,082,871 843 186 799 1828 
1890 ..........•...... 6,003,174 843 187 910 1940 
1900 •••........•..... 7,268,894 898 309 134S 2552 
1910 .••.............. 9,136,965 859 :I 76 1840 30 75 
1913 •.......•........ 9,467,433 901 540 2996 4437 
1914 •.••............. 9,577,589 1012 456 2505 3973 
1915 •••....•.•.....•. 9,687,744 980 459 2660 4099 
1916 •••••...........• 9,839,933 1210 506 2705 44 21 
1917 •••••...•.•....•• 9,992,122 2034 59i 30 15 5643 
1918 ••••••.••••.•.•.• 10,144,311 7565 705 3202 11472 
1919 ••••.......•..... 10,296,500 7010 718 3377 11135 
1920 •••••••...••••... 10,448,690 11266 11M 3737 16157 
1921 ••.•....•.••..... 10,600,879 92 14 1230 4278 14722 
1922 ••..•.•••.•••••.. 10,753,068 6506 1051 4373 11930 
1923 ..•..........•... 10,905,257 58 31 1165 46 15 11611 
1924 ••............•.. 11,057,446 5552 1198 4857 11607 

The only'estimates of the wealth of New York State extending 
over a considerable period of years are those of the United States 
Bureau of the Census. These estimates do not by any means cover 
all classes of wealth owned by inhabitants of the state. They refer 
only to tangible wealth having its situs within the state. Some of 
this wealth may be owned by outsiders. On the other hand, the 
census fi.,aures do no' take into account property owned by citizens 
but located without the boundaries of the state. The estimates of 
the Bureau of the Census are based in part on tax records and 
although the assessed valuations have been raised to the estimated 
true values, the figures are probably still su1>i~t ~ a considerable 
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margin of error. Nevertheless, they are the only ones available 
and should be useful as furnishing some indication of the trend 
of wealth accumulation. 

Table 27 gives an idea of the various catagories of wealth in· 
eluded in the census estimates. 

The increase in the tangible wealth of New York State during 
the 72 years from 1850 to 1922, which is the latest year for which 
figures have been compiled, is shown in Table 28. For comparative 
purposes, the ratio of the various tax burdens to the total taxable 
wealth is also shown. It is seen that the wealth of the state has 
increased enormously since 1850. The average rate of increase 
during the period under review is approximately 4 per cent per 
annum, which on the average means a doubling of wealth every 
eighteen years. This rate, however, has not been rapid enough 
to keep pace with the increase in taxes. Reference to Table 22 will 
show that, during the period from 1850 to the present, the total 
tax burden grew on the average about one and one-half times as 
fast as the taxable wealth. It is not until 1900, however, that the 
relative rates of increase of wealth and taxes begin to diverge 
widely. It will be noted from Table 28 that the ratio of the total 
tax burden to the total taxable wealth is fairly constant prior to 
1900. After that year, however, the ratio increases rapidly. 

Income as & Measure of Taxable Capacity 
Tangible wealth is after all only an imperfect measure of taxable 

capacity since income from property represents but a fraction of 
the total income of the state. The bulk of the population derives 
its support from salaries and wages, from professional fees, or from 
business profits. More than half of the aggregate income of the 
people of New York State, for instance, consists. of salaries and 
wages. 1 The wage earning employee, the professional man, and 

TABLE 27 
EaTDLATED WIULTII 01' NEW YOIIX STATE, 1922· 

Real property and improvements: 
Tued ••..•...•...••••••....•..•...•..•••.•....... 

Li!;e:~ . ::::::::: :::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::: 
. Farm implements and mac:hiDery ••......•.•.•....•..• 
:Manufacturing mac:hiDery, tools and implements ..••... 
Railroads and equipment ••••••••••••...•••••.••.•••.. 
Privately owned transportation and transmission enter-

prieea. other than railroads .••••••...••••••.....•.. 

$16,741,770,000 
40,016,064,000 

225,149,000 
134,379,000 

2,133,897,000 
1,479,682,000 

Stocke of gooda, vehicles, furniture and clothing .......• 
2,545,446,000 
9,758,875,000 

------
Total .......•.•.......•..............•.••...... t$37,035,262,OOO 

• United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Estimated 
Value of National Wealth. 1922. 

t lDe1udee ouly tangible wealth. The state tax commission estimates the 
intangible wealth of New York Stste, i. e., property in money, atoeka, bonds, 
mortgages, DOtes, etc. at $29,600,000,000. For details of th.i8 estimate Bee 
Report of State Tax Commission, 1924, p. 78. 

t See 1_ '" 1M Variotla St"t .. b1 Maurice LenD. publicatiODB of the 
National Bureau of Economic Reaearch. Inc., No. 7, P. 239. 
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TABLE 28 
EeTIIlATBD TRUll VALUII 01' TANGIBLII PROPERTY AITUATBD I1I' NEW You: STATB 

AND RATIO 01' TAl[ BURDEN8 TO TAXABLII WEALTH, 1850-1922 

EsTIllATBD TaUil V ALUII 01' RATIO 01' TAl[ BURDEN8 

TANGIBLII W.IIIALTII (000 omitted) TO TAXABLII WZALTIl 

Per PER CENT 

YIU.B capita Total taxable includ-
Total Exempt Taxable wealth Local State ing 

Federal 
tue8 

1850 .. f f $1,080,309 S349 0.56 0.03 1.12 
1860 .. t t 1,843,339 475 0.74 0.29 1.43 
1870 .. f t 6, 500, 84l 1,483 0.58 0.22 1.57 
1880 .. S6, 308,000 t t t t t t 
1890 .. 8,576,702 567,017 8,009,685 1,335 0.68 0.14 1.45 
1900 .. 12,505,330 990,836 11,514,494 1,584 0.85 0.19 1.61 
1912 .. 25,011,105 3,098,476 21,912,629 2,300 t1.29 to·23 tl.92 
1922 •. 37,035,262 4,016,064 33,019,198 3,071 1.42 0.34 3.88 

• Figures from 1850 to 1912 inclU8ive obtained from Bureau of the CeDSU8, Wealth. 
Debt, and Taxation, 1913, VoL 1, p. 25. Figures for 1922 obtained from advance 
sheets of Bureau of the CeDSU8. 

t B8IIed on 1913 Tax Levies. 
t Not available. 

the business entrepreneur possess the ability to pay taxes as well 
as the owner of property. Nevertheless, this ability is not taken' 
cognizance of where taxable capacity is measured solely by tangible 
wealth. The real wealth of New York State is represented not 
by the tangible property located within its borders, but by the 
capitalized value of the aggregate income of all its inhabitants 
from whatever source derived. Income, therefore, furnishes a 
much better index than tangible wealth of the growth of taxable 
capacity. 

There is a further reason for accepting income rather than 
wealth as the ultimate measure of the state's taxable capacity. 
In the final analysis, practically all taxes are a charge upon the 
current social income. This is true even of taxes levied nominally 
against capital such as, for instance, the inheritance tax. An indi
vidual may be forced to sell some of his property and thus to 
reduce his individual capital in order to obtain the liquid funds 
necessary to meet his tax obligations. The state's aggregate sto('lt 
of productive capital goods, however, is not thereby reduced. The 
transaction merely represents a shifting of ownership. On the 
other hand, taxes do affect both the composition and volume of 
the stream of new production, for the things the state requires in 
order to carry on its functions are for the most part, articles which 
from their very nature must be currently produced, such as 
materials and supplies, and food, clothing, and shelter for govern
mental employees, and the inmates of state institutions. The effect 
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of taxation is to divert a portion of the income stream from the 
channel of private economy to that of public use. It is obvious 
that what the government can safely divert bears some relation 
to the size of the main stream, or, in other words, to the volume 
of current production. Income, therefore, must furnish the start
ing point for any adequate estimate of the taxable capacity of 
the state. 

The Growth of Income in New York State 
Table 29 presents estimates of the private income of New York 

State by ten-year intervals from 1850 to 1910, and by one-year 
intervals from 1919 to 1923. A detailed description of the methods 
used in arriving at these estimates is given in Appendix IV. It 
will be noted that the aggregate income of the inhabitants of the 
state has grown rapidly throughout the 73 years under review. 
This is true not only of the aggregate income, but of the per capita 
figures as well. The average income per capita in 1923 was about 
$952, which was over twice the per capita income for 1910, and 
more than nine times that of 1850. Nor was all of this increase 
fictitious, and due to the changing level of prices. In order to 
eliminate the effect of price fluctuations, all of the income figures 
have been equated to the price level of 1913 by dividing them by 
appropriate index numbers. It will be seen that even when 
measured in terms of a stable monetary unit, the growth of in
come in New York State has been relatively rapid. In terms of 
1913 purchasing power, the per capita income in 1923 was nearly 
six times greater than in 1850, and 50 per cent greater than in 
1910. 

TABLE 29 
GBOWTH or lNcolOI Dr NBW YOBJ[ STATB AND RATIO or TAX BURDBNB TO lNCOlOl, 

1850-1923 

EaTnu .... Dmoo ... E8TDIATIID IxcolDD RATIO OJ' TAX BUBDBN8 TO 
AT CmuuoI'I" V ALUU AT 1923 VALUlI:8 moo .... AT CmuuoI'I" V ALlllOII 

hid"" 
y .... num- State Looo.l Total 

Total in I Per hera * Total in Per Federal 
thouaaoda capita thousands capita percent per per per 

cent cent cent 
---------

1850 ••••• $318.322 1102.8 90 1353.691 1114.2 1.8 0.1 1.9 3.8 
1880 ••••• 601,345 129.2 88 569,710 146.8 1.5 1.1 2.7 11.3 
1870 ••••• 971,281 221.6 125 777,025 177.3 5.2 1.4 3.9 10.5 
1880 ..... 1,021,886 201.1 94 1,087 ,112 213.9 4.2 0.9 4.0 9.1 
1890 ..... 1,647,458 274.4 SO.5 2,046,532 340.9 3.1 0.7 3.3 7.1 
1900 ..... 2,183,872 300.4 SO.5 2,712,884 373.2 3.0 1.0 4.5 8.5 
1910 ..... 3,793,293 415.2 100.9 3,759,458 411.5 2.1 0.9 4.4 7.4 
1919 ..... 9,074.859 881.4 188.3 4,819,362 468.1 8.0 0.8 3.8 12.0 
1920 ..... 10,225,114 978.0 208.5 4,904,131 469.3 11.5 1.2 3.8 16.5 
1921 ..... 7,996,655 754.3 177.3 4,510,240 425.4 12.2 1.6 5.7 19.6 
1922 ..... 9,114,699 847.6 167.3 5,448,117 506.8 7.7 1.2 5.2 14.1 
1921 ..... 10,388,991 852.4 170.9 6,079,573 557.4 6.1 1.2 4.8 12.1 
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Comparative Growth of Taxes and Income 
Chart 9 shows graphically the rate of growth of the income of 

the people of the State of New York as compared with the rate 
of growth of tax burdens. During the 73 years from 1850 to 
1923, income expanded at an average rate of 4.8 per cent per 
annum, doubling approximately every fifteen years. It will be 
recalled that New York's total tax bill- federal, state, and local 
- increased over the same period at the average rate of 5.6 per 
cent per annum. Taxes have, therefore, been expanding somewhat 
faster than income, and if the same relative rates of increase were 
maintained in the future, taxes would reach a point where they 
would absorb the entire income of the people at the end of three 
hundred years. Whether these relative rates of growth actually 
could be maintained over so long an interval is, of course, an 
entirely different question. 

Just as the rate of growth of taxes has varied from period to 
period, so, too, the rate of increase of income has also been subject 
to fluctuation. This fact is brought out graphically in Chart 10, 
which depicts the respective trends of income and tax burdens 
during the three periods from 1850 to 1880, from 1880 to 1910, 
and from 1910 to 1924. The accompanying tabulation (Table 30) 
gives the respective average annual rates of increase applicable to 
these periods. 

TABLE 30 
COIiPARATIVlD ANNUAL !UTIle 01' GROWTH 01' INCOIllD AND TAX BURDIIIN8 

Per Cent.- Per Cent.- Per Cent- Per Cent.-
1850 to 1880 to 1910 to 1850 to 

1880 1910 . 1924 1924 

Income of people of New York State. 4.2 4.3 8.3 4.8 
Total tax bill, federal •• tate, and local. 7.9 3.8 14.8 5.6 
State taxee ......•.••.............. 1l.2 4.5 11.7 5.7 
Local taxee ........................ 6.8 4.8 8.2 5.5 
Federal taxee ...................... 8.3 2.1 24.5 5.9 

It will be noted from Table 30 that during the years from 1850 
to 1880, the total tax bill of the state grew nearly twice as rapidly 
as the income of the people. During the period from 1880 to 1910, 
on the other hand, income increased at a faster rate than taxes. 
Since this particular period is the only one of the three under 
consideration which had neither an expensive war nor violent price 
disturbances, the fact that it witnessed a more rapid increase of 
income than of taxes is of considerable significance. During the 
years from 1910 to 1924 taxes again increased almost twice as 
fast as income. It has already been pointed out that the recent 
period of rapid tax expansion reached its culmination in 1920 and 
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that, barring another war, the trend of the total tax burden dur
ing the next few decades should approximate that of the period 
from 1880 to 1910. It is not proposed to venture a prediction as 
to the probable future course of income, but it is at least worth 
noting in this connection, that the average "annual rate of increase 
in per capita income measured in terms of 1913 dollars has been 
considerably greater since 1920 than the average obtaining during 
the period from 1880 to 1910. 

The Relative Burdensomeness of Taxation 
It is sometimes attempted to measure the relative burdensome

ness of taxation by the ratio which taxes bear to the total income 
of the people. If this is a fair criterion, it will be seen from 
Table 29 that the degree of sacrifice imposed upon the present 
generation of taxpayers has no precedent in the entire history 
of the state. In 1850 the aggregate amount of taxes - federal, 
state and local-paid by the people of New York State repre
sented only 3.8 per cent of their total annual income. In 1910 
the ratio of taxes to income was 7.4 per cent. In 1921 the ratio 
rose to 19.5 per cent, and in 1923, the last year for which statistics 
are available, it stood at 12.1 per cent. 

If the view is taken that taxes represent wealth taken out of 
productive uses to be spent more or less unproductively, that they 
diminish the rewards of private enterprise, and reduce by so much 
what might be invested for the purposes of enlarging future pro
duction, the present high ratio of taxes to income may easily ap
pear alarming. The question may again be asked whether tax 
burdens have not reached a point where they are acting as a check 
upon the economic progress of the state. 

Significance of Ratio of Taxes to Income 
Before attempting to answer this question, it is in order to in

quire whether the ratio of taxes to income actually possesses much 
worth as a means of comparing the relative burdensomeness. of 
taxes over different periods of time. A little reflection should 
serve to indicate that this ratio taken by itself has in reality small 
significance. The present ratio of taxes to income in New York 
State is three times as high as the ratio for 1850,but it does not 
necessarily follow that the sacrifice imposed upon the taxpayer is 
likewise three times as great. Other factors must be taken into 
consideration, one of the most important of which is the average 
degree of prosperity enjoyed by the taxpayers. 

The principle of progressive taxation is based on a recognition 
of the fact that the ability to pay taxes increases more rapidly 
than income: A tax of 10 per cent may represent comparatively 
little hardship to the individual whose income is in excess of 
$100,000 per annum, but it proves a crushing burden upon one 
whose income is barely sufficient to purchase the necessities of life. 
In 1850 the average income in New York State was exceedingly 
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low, only $103 per capita. In 1923 it was approximately $952 
per capita. In view of this enormous improvement in economic 
status, taxes might well absorb a larger proportion of the tax
payer's income without entailing additional hardship. 

Aside from the consideration just cited, it is apparent that the 
relative burdensomeness of taxes depends largely upon the pur
pORes for which taxes are spent. Unproductive expenditures are 
a drain upon the economic resources of the community, but taxes 
whicl1 are spent in suplying services and utilities which the indi
vidual would otherwise have to provide for himself do not con
stitute an additional burden. The bulk of the taxes levied bY 
New York State are expended for education, highways, and the 
care of defectives and delinquents. These services have in the 
past, and are, to a certain extent still, supplied by private agencies, 
but were they left in their entirety to individual initiative, they 
would still represent a cost to the community. 

The significance of the ratio of taxes to income is further 
obscured by the varying proportions of the total levy spent for 
interest and amortization of public debt. This proportion is at 
present higher than ever before, owing to the tremendous federal 
debt contracted during the World War. In 1924, interest and 
debt retirement accounted for over 47 per cent of the ordinary 
expenditures of the federal government, whereas in 1850 these 
charges represented less than 10 per cent of the total national 
expenditure. Taxes spent for interest and debt retirement do not 
constitute a subtraction from the fund of wealth available for 
investment in private enterprise. They simply result in a transfer 
of wealth from the pockets of the taxpayers to the pockets of gov
ernment bondholders, and in many cases the taxpayer and the 
bondholder are one and the same person. The economic effect of 
those taxes is, therefore, not the same as the effect exerted by taxes 
expended for other purposes. 

Are Taxes Checking Industrial ProgTess? 
In view of the considerations cited above, it is clear that the 

ratio of taxes to income throws very little light on the question 
of whether the present weight of taxation is checking the economic 
development of the state. A more reliable guide is found in the 
rate of increase of per capita income. If taxes have actually 
reached a point where they are slowing down thc rate of industrial 
progress, this condition should be indicated by a decline in the 
rate of growth of private income.· No such tendency is observable 
from the income figures shown in Table 29. 

The following table (Table 31) gives for various past periods 
the average annual rates of increase of per capita income measured 
in terms of 1913 purchasing power: 
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TABLE 31 
COJIP .... TIVJI GBOWTB 01' hroo_ Of Nzw YORl[ &rAft 

PzUOD 
Per eenl averap 

aDDual rUe of 

1851)-1800 ..........•.............•..................•.•...... 
1800-1870 •••..........................................•.•...• 
1870-1880 ..•...........................•.....•.....•......... 
18S0-1890 .•...........................•............•......... 
1890-19(X) ...........•................................•....... 
1900-1910 .•.........•........................................ 
1910-1919 .•......•.••........................ ! .............. . 
191~1923 ...................................................• 

pow1h 
2.6 
1.9 
2.1 
4.8 
1.0· 
1.0 
1.5 
4.5 

It is apparent from Table 31 that the high level of taxes pre
vailing during the four years from 1919 to 1923 has had no 
untoward effeet upon the rate of growth of per capita income. 
Barring the deeade from 1880 to 1890, the rate of increase during 
these four years was greater than at any pre"ious time in the 
history of the state. This rapid increase of priY8te income would 
appear to indicate that the present burden of taxes in New York 
State, large as it is, nevertheless, is still well within the limit of 
the state's maximum taxable capacity. 

The Urban and the Rural Tax Burden 
The tax burden in the cities and the tax burden in the rural 

areas are frequently compared! :Most of these comparisons, how
ever; are basM. npon individual instances or upon personal 
opinions, influenced more or less by prejudice. It is not possible 
to say with finality what taxes are paid in thi3 state by any single 
economic group, such as the farmer, the city dweller, the manu~ 
factureI', or the merchant. In the first place, the tax statistics are 
not elassified and tabulated to show what kind of a man pays the 
tax. But even if they were, what shall be done with taxes which 
are shifted f Who pays the mortgage tax, the man who registers 
the mortgage or the farmer who owns the mortgaged farm f Who 
pays the gross receipts •• additional franchise t.ax,":O the railroad, 
or the farmer who ships, or the consignee, or the consumer in the 
city! Who pays the 4% per cent manufacturer's business income 
tax,' the shoe manufacturer, or the wearers who live in the city 
and on the farm f And what is the effect on taxpayers of inter
state and foreign business' These questions cannot be answered 
in any simple way, especially since the students of public finance 
do not agree among themselves at all points. With so complicated 
a situation it is dangerous to make positive statements with regard 
to the comparative tax burdens of the farmer and the city dweller. 

Nevertheless your committee believes that D~ ebanges in the tax 
system of the state or in the tax rates under established taxes 

I A brief statement of available eomparalive material 11'118 ~ted by thiI __ 
mnte8 in ite report for 1924, LeciaJativa Doe. 91 (1924) p. 52 ff. 

• To law Sec. 1M. 
• To law A4 9-A. 
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should be made without a consideration of the comparative fairness 
of existing taxes. We have therefore made an effort in Table 32 
to estimate the comparative wealth, income and tax burdens of 
the urban and rural sections of New York State. We wish it 
clearly understood, however, that these estimates are to be used 
with the greatest caution. They indicate probable tendencies 
rather than a ·final analysis of known facts. 

TABLE 32 
'flDNTATlVII EBTIIIlATII or URBAN AND RURAL WEALTH, INCOIOI AND T£Xll1I IN 

NEW YORX 8TATII 

UBBAN· RtlBAL 

Total State 
Per Amount Per Amount cent cent 

Wealth W24): 
Grou ealth ............ 87.3 '60.6211.000.000 12.7 ,8.828,000,000 169,353,000,000 
Net wealth ............... 87.3 '3,660,000,000 ll1.7 6,350,000,000 50,000,000,000 
Equalioed ... eaament value 

Of taxable real eatat. and 
penon,,1 rroPert)' ....... 87.' 16,817,185,0015 12.6 2,4011,048,808 19,022,208,818 

Inoome (1923 : 
Entire f,0pulation •••.•.•.. 87.2 9,081,000,000 ll1.8 1,328,000,000 10,389,000,000 
State noome tuea paid 

(1922) ................. 92.0 22,891,883 8.0 2,000,017 24,891,'00 
Taxea (924), total ••.••••... 86.9 1,102,242,000 14.1 181,181,000 1,283,423,000 

Federal ......... " ....... 91.7 1562,717,000 8.3 61,1116,000 613,873,000 

~~t::::::::::::::::::: 85.6 113,391,000 14.4 19,087,000 132,478,000 
79.8 426,134,000 20.7 110,938,000 537.072,000 

State and low .•.•••..... 80.6 539,6215,000 19.' 130,0215,000 669,650,000 
Taua In per oent 01 inoome: 

Total .................... ...... 12.16 . ..... 13.64 12.35' 
Federal .................. 6.21 ...... 3.85 11.111 
State .................... 1.25 I. .. 1.27 
Low .................... '.70 ...... 8.35 11.17 
State and looaJ ........... 11.96 ...... 11.79 6." 

p opulatlon (1920) ••••••••••• 79.9 S,303,1I152 20.1 2.081,5711 10,885,227 

• Communitiea 0111.000 and over. 

Basis of Estimation 
Because of the tentative character of the figures in Table 32 

we wish to state definitely how these have'been arrived at. 
The total wealth. of the state has been taken from pages 78 

and 87 of the 1924 report of the state tax commission. These are 
based upon United States census figures. Each of the items of 
wealth there shown has been divided between the urban and rural 
sections of the state on the basis of indices det"ived from the state 
tax report or from the United States census of business, occupa
tions, or wealth. Wherever possible the totals for the cities of the 
state have been used as representing the urban portion, but where 
no figures exist for the cities by themselves, the ten or twelve urban 
counties have been used, For example, 63 per cent of the total 
value of automobiles has been assigned to the urban population 
because the urban counties paid 63 per cent Clf the motor vehicle 
tax; 84 per cent of manufacturers I stocks is classed as urban 
because 84 per cent of the personal property of merchants and 
manufacturers is reported as located in the cities br the corpora-
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tions which pay the corporation income tax in New York. This 
distribution is corroborated by the fact that 82 per cent of the 
value of manufactured products falls in the cities of the state 
according to the United States census of wealth (1920). Ninety
three per cent of merchants' stock is allocated to the cities because 
93 per cent of those engaged in trade is in the cities according to 
the United States census of occupations (1920). These indicate 
the methods which have been followed in allocating the total 
wealth as between the urban and rural populations. 

The net wealth, fifty million dollars, is the figure of the state 
tax commission. The difference between gross and net wealth is 
primarily due to the overlap between tangible and intangible 
wealth. The fairest way to distribute this as between city and 
country appears to be to deduct a proportionate amount from each 
so that the relation of the two is the same after the reduction as 
before. 

The equalieeil assesseil1Jalue of ta:xable, real, and personal prop
erty is taken with certain adjustments directly from the 1924 tax 
report which gives the figure for the state in the equalization table 
(page 82) and summarizes the cities in a separate table 
(page 118). The only important adjustment is the addition to 
the city total of exempt housing in New York City which is included 
in the state total with which the cities are compared. 

The income total is taken from Table 29 of this report. In its 
allocation we have split it up into income over $2,000, which is 
apportioned on the basis of the 1922 income tax analysis of the 
tax department; and income under $2,000, which is apportioned 
on the basis of farm income estimates of the Bureau of Economic 
Research (Knauth, Distribution of Income by States, 1919) and 
a computation of non-farm rural income. Corporate surplus is dis
tributed on the basis of corporation income tax returns under 
Article 9-A. 

The 1920 census figures have been used for population. The 
population of all places of 5,000 and over has· been considered as 
urban. ' 

The total taxes are taken from Table 19 of this report. They 
differ slightly from the tabulation on page 65 of the 1924 state 

. tax report because we have used a different method of determining 
the New York State share of federal taxes. The distribution of 
taxes was worked out by treating each individual tax separately. 
For example, the federal personal income tax was distributed on 
the basis of the New York State income analysis of 1922, while 
the federal corporation income tax was apportioned on the basis 
of value added by manufacture as shown in the United States 
census of manufacture. 

Local taxes were distributed on the basis of Table 2 of the 1924 
tax report, supplemented chiefly by income tax figures from the 
1922 report. State taxes were similarly handled with considerable 
material drawn from Table 31 of the 1924 tax report where the 
county is the unit. It should be noted that no allowance is made 
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for the shifting of taxes. We have attempted to find the man 
or property which pays over the cash and have not traced the 
underlying manipulations. 

Taxes in per cent of income are computations based directly 
upon the figures for wealth, income, and taxes in this table. They 
differ slightly from the figures on pages 87 of the 1924 tax report 
because we are using income for 1923, which is higher than for 
1919,and a slightly lower share of the federal tax burden. These 
figures differ also slightly from those in Table 29 which are for 
1923 taxes. 

Tentative Conclusions Based on This Table 
Keeping in mind the extremely tentative character of our esti

mateof urban and rural wealth, income, and taxes, we may ask 
what the table tends to show. The following deductions may 
apparently be drawn from the figures presented: 

1. The urban areas have 80 per cent of the population, 87 per 
cent of the wealth, 87 per cent of the income, and pay 86 per cent 
of the aggregate federal, state, and local taxes. 

2. The rural areas have 20 per cent of the population, 13 per 
cent of the wealth, 13 per cent of the income and pay 14 per cent 
of the aggregate taxes. 

3. In the urban communities the income tax paid is a greater 
percentage of total income (.14 per cent) than in the rural sec
tions (.08 per cent). 

4. The urban centers, with 87 per cent of the wealth and income, 
bear 92 per cent of New York's share of the federal taxes, 86 per 
cent of the state taxes, but only 79 per cent of the local taxes 
levied in the state. 

5. The rural sections, with 13 per cent of the wealth and income, 
bear but 8 per cent of New York's share of the federal taxes, 
together with 14 per cent of the state taxes, and 21 per cent of the 
local taxes. 

6. The aggregate of federal, state, and local taxes paid by the 
urban sections is 12.16 per cent of urban income, while the aggre
gate of taxes paid by the rural sections is 13.64 per cent of rural 
income. . 

7. The urban centers are paying 6.21 per cent of their income 
in federal taxes, while the rural sections are paying 3.85 per cent. 

8. The i1ercentages going for state taxes are, urban 1.25 per 
cent, and rural 1.44 per cent. 

9. The rural sections are paying 8.35 per cent of their income 
for their own local, town, village, school, and eounty taxes, while 
the urban centers are paying 4.70 per cent of their income for 
their own local, city, school, and county taxes. 

It would seem, therefore, from the foregoing tentative deduc
tions that the tax burden of the rural areas is appreciably higher 
than that of the urban centers, and that the cause for this differ
ence is to be found in the very much heavier burden of local taxes 
in the rural sections. This difference is so pronounced that the 
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essential fact may be relied upon as true even though the individual 
figures may be subject to minor revision because of the tentative 
character of our tabulation. 

Summary 
Reviewing briefly the more important points brought out in the 

present chapter, it is seen that private income rather than wealth 
is the best index of the state's taxable capacity. Taking into con
sideration the entire period from 1850 to 1923, the growth of the 
total tax burden resting upon the people of New York State has 
been slightly more rapid than the growth of income. However, 
during the only portion of this period which may be considered 
representative of normal conditions, that is, the interval between 
1880 and 1910, income increased more rapidly than taxes. 

Taxes represent a considerably greater proportion of private 
income than formerly. This does not, however, necessarily indi
cate that they have become relatively more burdensome or that 
they are checking the state's industrial growth. Despite the heavy 
tax bill paid by the people of the state since the close of the World 
War, private income has increased at an unusually rapid rate. 
This fact would seem to indicate that the state is still well within 
its limit of taxable capacity. 

When urban tax burdens and rural tax burdens are compared 
it appears that the rural taxes are more burdensome than are urban 
taxes and that the real cause for this difference is that the tax 
burden of local government in the rural areas is much heaner· 
than is the local burden in the urban centers. 
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CHAPfER VI-THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE TAX 
SYSTEM 

Emergencies and the Tax System 
The tax system of the State of N'ew York has been developed 

under stress. Almost every change in the fundamental provisions 
of our tax law has come as the result of an emergency. The 
moneyed capital tax law of 1923 arose from the crisis in bank 
taxation precipitated by the Richmond Decision and the Hanover 
Bank Case which declared illegal our entire system of taxing 
banks; the personal income tax of 1919 was made necessary by 
the revenue loss due to national prohibition, by the repealing of 
the tax on intangible personal property and by the high prices 
eaused by war price inflation; the mercantile and manufacturing 
income tax 'of 1917 followed a decade characterized by repeated 
state deficits and was a final recognition of the breakdown of per
sonal property taxation especially when applied to corporations; 
the mortgage tax of 1905 was a similar admission that property 
taxation could not be applied longer to intangible wealth such as 
mortgages, an admission which was later extended to other in
tangibles by the personal income tax law and its amendments. 
These are the more important changes which have taken place 
during the past twenty-five years; each has been enacted because 
of an emergency-because additional revenues were needed imme
diately, or because of the breakdown of some part of the tax 
system under the stress of changing conditions. 

Future Emergencies 
An examination of our present tax system and of the financial 

condition especially of the local units of government shows that in 
the not distant future other emergencies are sure to present them
selves.. While present state revenues are adequate to meet present 
state requirements, it is not at all certain that this will continue 
to be the case when the full burden of newly authorized debts 
is assumed in the annual state budget together with the increased 
institutional appropriations which will come with the added build
ings and the unabated demand for more adequate means of financ
ing local schools. It is agreed also that the present methods of 
financing highway construction and maintenance are hopelessly 
inadequate and illogical We know too that the few shreds of the 
personal property tax which still remain are a hollow mockery. 
They represent all that is left of a tax which was developed for an 
agricultural state and which cannot be applied in an industrial 
and urban civilization. Nevertheless, the personal property tax 
cannot be simply wiped off the books because in a few jurisdic.
tions it still produces a certain amount of extremely necessary 

[125] 
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revenue. At any time, also" further emergencies may arise in 
connection with the taxation of banks, moneyed capital and in
heritances as the result of acts of Congress, judicial decisions, or 
revenue needs. Nor can the growing problem of tax exemption 
be overlooked indefinitely. It may be presented for solution as 
an emergency at any session. It is therefore evident that history 
will repeat itself and that revenue needs or fiscal considerations 
may at any time create a crisis which will require important 
changes in the tax system of the state. 

Plans for the Future 
We conceive it to be the function of this committee, working in 

close cooperation with the state tax department, to foresee these 
emergencies' and to assist in the development of plans of taxation 
and changes in our revenue system which can be put into opera
tion with the minimum of delay and friction when the time for 
change arrives. Many of the special investigations which we have 
undertaken and the recommendations which we have made have 
been with this specifically in mind. It is our belief that it is 
better public policy to estimate future needs, forecast approach
ing difficulties and make definite plans, based on thorough investi
gation, for the revision of the state and local tax systems than it 
is to wait for emergencies and crises which may force hasty and 
ill-considered action. In view of the demand for another investi
gation of oUr tax system. we wish to bring together various recom
mendations which we have made in the past with regard to the 
improvement of the state tax system. 

The Tax on Ta.ngible Personal Property 
We recommend the repeal of the tax on tangible personal prop

erty. At one time the personal property tax was an important 
source of tax revenue. In 1866 it bore over 25 per cent of the en
tire tax burden of state and local government. In 1924 it bore but 
1.08 per cent of the total burden and L3S per cent of the general 
property tax borden. The amount now on the tax rolls is less than 
in any year since 1853, since when the assessed value of real estate 
has multiplied twenty fold. There are two reasons for this disap
pearance of personal property as a tax base; first, many kinds of 
personal property have been exempted from the property tax 
because they are taxed in other ways; and, second, the assessors 
have discovered that the personal property tax law cannot be 
enforced fairly and so have allowed it to become a dead letter. 
The greater loss has of course come about through amendments to 
the tax law which have whittled away the personal property tax 
base. In 1901 bank stock was eliminated, in 1905 mortgages were 
withdrawn, in 1911 motor vehicles were excluded, as were certain 
intangibles. In 1917 the tangible and intangible personal prop
erty of manufacturing and mercantile corporations was exempted, 
and in 1919 the remaining intangible personal property was with
drawn. What is left now is chie1ly made up of personal articles 
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like household furniture, live stock and farm machinery, the stock 
and machinery of unincorporated businesses, and a small amount 
of tangible personal property of public utility corporations. But 
a glance at the tax rolls shows that even these tag ends of the 
former personal property tax are as a matter of fact very poorly 
assessed. In 1924 the state tax report shows that there were 547 
villages and towns and 16 cities in which not one dollar of per
sonal property was assessed for taxation. It would seem that the 
tax had already been repealed in these communities without the 
need of formal action by the legislature. 

We are convinced that a careful investigation of the methods 
of making personal property assessments in those cities and towns 
which report such assessments would show a more startling situa
tion than is disclosed in the 563 jurisdictions just cited. In one 
of the best assessed cities we know it to be a fact that personal 
property assessments depend not on the amount of property owned 
but upon the amount of income tax paid to the federal govern
ment as printed in the newspapers, upon a listing in the social 
register or the telephone directory, or upon the outward appear
ance of a personal address. And we do not wish it to be under
stood that we are criticising the local -assessors who are using these 
methods. The blame is not primarily theirs, it is inherent in 
the law. 

We recommend the repeal of the personal property tax because 
it cannot be enforced; because the effort to enforce· it in some 
jurisdictions results in the grossest inequalities; because it intro
duces an unfair element into the distribution of state and county 
taxes; because it is no longer a logical part of our state tax 
system;. and finally because we believe adjustments can be made 
now so that the localities will not sufi'er as a result of the slight 
loss of revenue involved. 

Unincorporated Business Tax 
We recommend the enactment in the near future of a tax on 

unincorporated business. At the present time the state levies a 
tax of 4% per cent on the net income of incorporated businesses, 
but no tax is levied upon the unincorporated manufacturers and 
merchants, though they are frequently in co~petition with the 
incorporated enterprises. This is an unfair discrimination. 

We are not committed to any particular method of reaching 
unincorporated business, though we incline toward an income 
b~. We have already presented a bill of this sort, and have 
discussed the matter repeatedly in our previous reports.1 As in 
the past we would urge that a substantial part of the revenue 
from this new tax be turned over to the local units of government. 
This would more than compensate them for the exemption from 
property taxation of the tangible personal property of unincor
porated businesses which would be inevitable with the new basis 
of taxation. 

• Leg. Doc. 1922, No. 72, p. 128; 1926, No. 97, p. 180. 
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sta.te Gasoline Tax 
We recommend the enactment of a gasoline tax and the reduc

tion and readjustment of present motor vehicle fees. We. believe 
that the gasoline tax is a necessary supplement to the state system 
of motor vehicle taxation. It serves to measure, in a rough way, 
the wear and tear on the highways, and makes the tax heavier for 
the man who makes the greater use of the highways. It will reach 
also those from other states who drive upon our highways, just 
as the motorists of New York State are now contributing through 
gasoline taxes to 44 of the 48 states of the Union. l 

We recommend that a portion of the gasoline tax be distributed 
back to the local units of government, as nearly as may he possible 
in relation to highway use. 

Taxation of Bank Stock and Moneyed Oapital 
Before the Hanover Bank Decision demolished our state taxes 

upon national and state banks, we recommended that the bank 
stock tax be replaced by a business income tax. ~ At that time we 
stated, however, that this could not be done unless the United 
States Congress amended sec. 5219 of the federal revised statutes 
so that the states might tax national banks like other businesses 
within their jurisdictions. This was not done. The amendments 
to sec. 5219 were so worded as to make it impossible in this state 
to levy a bqsiness income tax on banks without giving them differ
ential and specially privileged trea tment. This is still the situa
tion. The only course of action Opr'll to New York is therefore 
to continue the present taxes UpOll bank stock and moneyed 
capital, in spite of the fact that these taxes are not consistent 
with the general state tax system. When sec. 5219 is satisfactorily 
amended to fit the conditions in this state we shall renew our 
recommendation that the bank stock and moneyed capital taxes be 
repealed and that a business tax based on income be enacted in 
their place. 

Public Utility Taxes 
The taxation of public utilities in this state rests upon laws 

which were enacted chiefly between 1880 and 1901. Everyone of 
these laws was enacted before utility rates were subject to public 
regulation. Public regulation has completely altered the .tax 
status of railroads, street railways, telegraph, telephone, gas, elec
tric and power companies. The public service commissions 
definitely regulate the rates so that the taxes levied upon the 
utilities will be passed on to the consumers. The utilities there
fore have become tax gatherers for the state. In 1922 this com
mittee made an exhaustive study of this whole situation and 
showed that the whole fabric of taxes upon the public utilities was 
indefensible under present conditions.3 We therefore renew again 

lLeg. Doc. 1922, No. 72; 1924, ~o. 91; 1925, No. 97; 1926, No. -. 
2 Leg. Doc. ]922,1'0. 72, p. 78; ]924, ~o. 91, p. 135. 
S Leg. Doc. 1922, No. 72, p. 92; 1924, No. 91, p. 99. 
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our recommendation that the taxation of public utilities be com
pletely revised and that in place of the present taxes there be 
substituted a tax based upon gross and net income .which will 
recognize the present regulated status of the utilities and which 
will be consistent with our state system of taxation. 

The Direct State Tax 
We renew our recommendation that every eftort should be made 

to reduce the burden of taxation now resting upon real estate. The 
tax upon property is the only elastic local tax and it lias, there
fore, been forced to shoulder more than its share of the rapidly 
increasing tax burdcn of the past ten years. The first practical 
step to he takcn in granting relief is for the state to redUCE: as 
rapidly as possible the direct state tax to the end that eventually 
it_may be abolished. We earne:;,1;ly recommend this policy. 

Personal Income Tax 
The personal income tax usually stands second to the corpm;a

I ion taxes in the size of yield. This tax is well fitted to become 
an elastic source of state revenue, and should the real estate tax 
be given up or reduced, would be called upon in all probability 
to fill the gap brtween revenues and expenditures from year to 
year. Moreover, with the reduction of the federal tax on incomes, 
the state of New York can advance its rates slightly without up
setting the balance between property and income taxes in this state. 
For these reasons an increase in the state rates on personal incomes 
is suggested here if substantial additional funds are needed by the 
state. 

Tax Exemption 
This committee has opposed tax exemption in almost every con

ceivable form. In 1919 when the income tax was presented many 
varieties of exemption came before us and every year there is a 
stream of income tax exemption bills. Not a few of these, like the 
mortgage income exemption plans of 1920/ have been supported 
by powerful interests. Bills for the exemption from taxation of 
various kinds of privately owned property are also continually 
before us. We wish to state again, as in the past, that we are 
unalterably opposed to the whittling away of our bases of taxa
tion by a broadening of exemptions. We believe that the time 
has come for a movement in the opposite direction and we wish 
to endorse the recommendation which has been made by the state 
t~x department that lands owned by the state be subject to taxa
tIon locally for schools and highways. This is a practicable first 
B~ep upon which all can agree and should be put into effect imme
dIately. If the state is to distribute millions of dollars back to 
th.e localities for one purpose or another, why should we not dis
trlbute a small fraction of this total in relation to the location of 
land which we have removed from taxation! Ownership of lands 

1 Leg. Doc. 1920, Xo. 5i, p. 41. 

5 
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by the state does not decrease the local burden for highways, 
police, fire, education, imT'1."ovements or other services of 
government. 

Local Tax Administration 
The most antiquated portion o~ our tax system is to be found 

in the local tax administration. With the exception of a very few 
cities indeed, and scattering towns, the assessment of property for 
taxation is still extremely unsatisfactory. In the rural sections 
the local units of government, which were laid out before the 
days of the automobile and the improved highway, are too small 
for efficient tax administration. In 1923 we recommended, as a 
tentative proposal, that the county, excluding cities within it, be 
made the unit for tax purposes.1 Under this plan all areas lying 
outside of the cities would be assessed by a county assessor. There 
would be a single assessment roll for all purposes, and a single 
tax bill and receipt, but above all, there would be no need of 
equalization except between the county districts and the cities 
lying within the county, which we think should be handled by 
the state. In the cities, we urge the establishment of a department 
of assessment with a single appointed assessor as is authorized by 
Chapter 300 of the Laws of 1921 in accordance with our recom
mendations of 1920 and 1921. We are inclined to believe that 
all of the cities of the state can secure sufficient revenues to meet 
the necessary expenses of their city governments and their schools 
within the constitutional tax limits provided they will assess real 
estate at full value as is required both by law and by good prac
tice. The purpose of property assessments is to distribute the 
property tax burden fairly between those who must bear the taxes. 
It is of the utmost importance, therefore, that a man's assessment 
shall be on the same basis as that of his neighbor, and that relative 
increases or decreases from year to year shall be accurately fol
lowed in the assessment roll. There is no method by which this 
can be done without listing the full market value. If an assessor 
is valuing property at 60 per cent of full value, he must first fix 
the 100 per cent valuation before he can compute the 60 per cent. 
The standard full valuation is especially advantageous in the case 
of properties which are depreciating, because the injustice of an 
assessment which is not correspondingly reduced becomes apparent 
immediately. We, therefore, renew our recommendation that 
local assessments be placed on a full value basis and that the work 
of assessing be considered a full time year-around task requiring 
skilled and experienced permanent officials. 

We believe that the date of assessment should be uniform 
throughout the state and that the date for tax collection should 
be brought nearer to the beginning of fiscal years in those juris
dictions in which this has not already been done as was recom
mended by this committee in 1920." 

1 Leg. Doc. 1923, No. 55, p. 101. 
2 Leg. Doc. Np. 80, p. 19. 
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Summary of Recommendations 
In this brief chapter we have sought to bring together in a 

general outline the more important suggestions and recommenda
tions we have made during recent years with regard to the tax 
system of the state. At no, time have we expected or urged that 
the entire program be enacted immediately into law. It has been 
our policy to prepare a consistent and logical tax program based 
on careful research and consultation with the state tax department 
and then to present these suggestions for widespread public dis
cussion in order that there may be a substantial unanimity of opin
ion with regard to the directions of reform whenever the time for 
change arises or the need for new revenues presents itself. 
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APPENDIX I 

CLASSIFICATION OF STATE EXPENDITURES 

The analysis of the growth of state expenditures in Chapter III is chiefly 
based upon data presented in Table 1 of this appendix, showing disburse
ments at decennial intervals from 1800 to 1900 and at five year intervalll 
since 1900. As tbe classification adopted in this table differs materially 
from that employed by the comptroller, a brief explanation is necessary. 
Disbursements are divided into three main classes: operation, debt service, 
and outlay. The term "operating expenditures," as here used, covers cur
rent disbursements for governmental services. In addition to expenditures 
from the general fund, it embraces payments from the canal fund for the 
operation and maintenance of the canals, and disbursemente from the free 
school fund, the common school fund, the literature fund, the United States 
deposit fund, the college land scrip fund, and lesser school funds. A few 
petty trust funds, such as the military record fund, the mariners' fund, and 
the William Vorce fund are excluded. Transfers, refunds, investments, pay
ments of temporary loans and advances to counties to meet arrears of taxes 
on non-resident lands are eliminated from the table. Under" debt service" 
and "outlay" only payments from taxation and miscellaneous revenues are 
included, disbursements from borrowed funds and from canal earnings being 
omitted. "Operating expenditures" are subdivided in the table primarily 
on the basis of function. The principal items included under each heading 
in the table are as follows: 

Legislature 
Salaries and other expenses of the legislature and itll staff, and expendi

tures for legislative printing. Prior to 1924 most of the cost of state 
printing was classified under legislative printing. 

Jndiciary 
Expenditures for courts and court libraries, including amounts returned 

to districts from stenographers' and court expenses tax. 

Chief ExecutiVe 
Expenditures for the governor and his office; salary of the lieutenant 

governor; and at the opening of the nineteenth century the expenses of the 
council of appointment. 

Secretary of State 
Salaries and expenses of the office, exclusive of the motor. vehicle bureau 

in 1910, 1915, and 1920, and of the state censU8. 

Attorney General 
Salaries and expenses of the office,. including special legal service. 

Finance 
Includes expenditures for the following offices: treasurer, comptroller, 

il?ard of assess<>.rs ( 1860-1890 ), excise department ( 1900-1920), tax: commis
SIOn, motor vehIcle bureau, board of estimate and control, and department 
of purchase. 

Military Affairs 
·Expenditures for the National Guard, the Naval Militia, and the main

tenance of arsenals, armories and fortifications. 
[l35] 
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PUlic Worb 
1. State En."..ua.,..r aDd S1II'Tt!yor-~ for ~ ~' • ..,.. 

ia I!O far as tJwse art! BOt t~ ~ to otM- daa!&ea iii pUlie wwb. 
2.. CaBals aDd W"atenrays-lIaiau.a_ aDd Clpft'8boa iii saal& aDd 

wat8W'ays. and txpemoes of oiIire of l!IlpriJlteMem iii public wvrb.. 
3.. Hi.,crlnray ..!dmiaistratioa aIIIIl ~ - Repair of stair ... toImI~ 

highways aDd roMa _ bdiaa nanatiolllL "Expwlitans for JUpway 
"--11. 

4. Highways. Slatt! ..!id-Gl'lUlts to to..-- aDd a»Wlties far ~ 
and impro~t of higJaways. 

5.. Publit Build.in.,--s - ExpeBditami of ~ of a~. dqJart. 
IIII!Dt of public buildings. aDd tn&steea of pablit ~ _~ ..u.te
~ of adJaiAistratiOil baildiJlgs.. la;;tihltkas,. iidkloIs. lMIo;pnaIs, aDd 
historit bow;es are BOt indudecL 

6.. ~p«ial ~ ianstigatioas aDd projftU. 

PIablic Welfare 
1. Cornnion& -lIaiateDaM'e' aDd open.tici. of pri....,."". ftfonaatoriN.. 

reiona &t'-'ls. aDd lto&pitals for niminal jag.e: .... ~ iii IAIp!'ID
telide'llt of pri&oM.. ~ of prisolu;.. traJIsportatioa of ~ aM 
~port of state pri&oMn ia ftJWIty ~t.iaries. :t:xp.ases of ,.;- ___ 
flld1U'eB are esrl~ Prior to 1&90 1II&II1IfMt~ ~ wee BOt bpt 
Rparate ...... tAPrdOft. the .t as of priaHt opentioa is -.sed, ded~ 
Nnlings from total ~ 

2.. Care of lDAae-lIaiatftlaDcoe aDd opentioa of hospitals for rinJ • 
--. &lid ~ of statt hoo;pital ~ 

3.. Care of Feeblemindt!d -lIain~ &JIll opentioll of iBstitarione for 
feeb~ &lid ~ill-ptie, aad e~ of ~ f.,.. _tal dri~ 

4. ~ Charities-lIaiJt~ &JIll OpHatioli of 1!I01dirnJ' 
homes: grants to tharitable institDtioIIs otMr than &thools for deaf. d1IBIh. 
aad blind: grants to balities f.,.. tare of the poor; &ad ~ of !!tate 
board of tharities. 

UKatiaa 
I. State Aid - Grants to publit! ~Is. ~ aIIIIl ~ 
2.. Supenisio. aDd Admin.istratio. -~ of board of ~ta aM 
d~ of edutatiaa: salaries of school ~~; ~ of 
alate library and ____ : aDd -w-na- edutatic.al "a;pm._"," 

3.. State Sdtoo1s aDd CoI1ege&-llaiJIteBaJlft aDd opera\ioa of --' 
RlIoo", agrkultural edaools, lltate ~ n--_ Sdaool few bdiaa&" aIIIIl 
state edaool for blind: &lid graDt& to ap!'fV"'d arIaools for ..,. ......... 
blind.. 

Bull: Slapts'9i1iea 
BankiDg c1eparbDetlt. 

bnraxe SlIpUYisioa 
IBsu.ra_ depa~ 

PUlic Utilities 
~ of pnOli .. ~ ..... i('t! rollllllissioa and tramt eo--i...... Prior to 

190 •• apease& of railro..t. eoauaisiOllers &ad gas iaepeot'tm. 

~ 
Expeases of d~ of f~ &BIll ~ ~ ~ties far 

tlIe e1anghter of ~ mWe. agrirttltIU'al ~ IIt&tiaIa. &BIll fair .... -j-_; ad vaata to agriftaltDral aorietie&. 
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Labor 
kpell8ell of department of labor, including administr&tion of workmen's 

eompenaation. 

Couervatian ud Parka 
EIpeDSell of eo_nation COmm18810n, waterpower eommission, and the 

various state parks, reservationa, aud historic plaeea. 

MiaceUaneoua 
Expenaea for unrelated agencies and activities, chief among which are: 

&tate police, ch-il service eommiaaion, land office, Indian affairs, insuranee 
of state employees, state censUB, and constitutional conventions. 

Debt Serrice 
Interest and debt retirement from taxation and miBeellaneoUB revenue, 

exclusive of payments on canal debt from canal earnings prior to 1882. 

Major Outlay 
Capital outlsys from taxation and general revenue, exclusive of canal 

improvementa financed from canal earnings prior to 1882. Items involving 
Iesa than $10,000 are not included as a rule. Owing to the vagueness of 
the comptroller's classification of expenditures prior to 1910, the figures on 
outlay expeadituree should he conaidered only approximate. 



APPENDIX I - TABLE 1 
ExPmNDlTUlIJIlB OJ'THlIl STATIC OJ' NIIIW YORK, 1800 -1924 ... 
19U 1920 1916 1910 1905 

F_cmO" ... L GDOt7I'8 

AmO\lDt Per Amount Per Amount Per Amount Per Amount P..-
oent oent oent cent cent 

-
~olature ........................ '1,303,262 1.12 ,1,649,254 2.28 '1,622,849 3.58 81,603,764 4.59 81,326,700 6.64 
Ju ioiary .......................... 2,&18,699 2.16 2,323,001 8.21 1,947,140 4.31 1,547,595 4.72 1,031,497 4.39 
Ch,ef e.eoutive ..••••••••• , ........ 117,312 .10 183,110 .25 122,4.68 .27 83,656 .25 52,537 .22 
Secretary of State .................. 252,160 .22 463,378 .64 104,972 .23 93,295 .28 84,975 .36 
Attorney General ................... 696,810 .61 447,123 .62 416,385 .92 350,768 1.07 126,775 .54 
Finance ................... ' .•...•• 0 4,065,438 3.48 2,660,164 3.67 1,482,257 3.27 893,863 2.73 575,519 2.45 
Military alfain ••••••••••••••••••••• 2,316,767 1.98 2,232,833 3.09 1,599,636 3.53 S09,190 2.47 722,346 3.07 

Publloworb: 
State Engineer and Surveyor ....... 179,876 .111 79,524 .11 57,349 .13 45,141 .15 45,003 .19 
Canal. and waterwayo ...••••••••• 4,403,778 3.77 2,959,796 4.10 1,717,951 3.81 1,390,666 4.24 1,670,067 6.68 
Bigbwayo - adminiotr.tion and 

maintenance .•.....••.••....••. 12,627,684 10.82 7,938,272 10.99 3,574,891 7.91 1,848.836 5.64 247.661 1.06 
Highway. - .tate aid •••••••••••• 4,956,024 4.24 2,260,051 3.13 1,997,555 4.4.1 1,645.496 5.02 654,032 2.35 
Public buildingo •••••••••••••••••• 934.021 .SO 740,473 1.03 558,776 1.23 340,454 1.03 260.574 1.07 
MilloeIIaneoUl •••••••••••••••••••• 128,494 .11 125,024 .17 13,991 .03 9,966 .03 12,776 .05 

Total publlo worb ••••••• , ••• 823,229,877 19.89 114,103,140 19.53 17,920,610 17.52 '5,280,559 16.11 I $2,680,113 11.40 

== = 
Publlo welfare: 

Correotiono •••••••••••••••••••••• 14.,653,494 3.99 '3,890,008 11.88 '2,960,1116 6.112 ,2,2411,014 6.85 81,755,319 7.47 
Core of ineane .•......•.•.•.••.••• 14,792,417 12.67 12,930,134 17.90 7,510,224 16.60 7,108,295 21.68 6,031,687 21.40 
Care of feebleminded ••••••••••••• 2,268,969 1.94 1,858,232 2.67 970,465 2.14 703,950 2.15 468,350 1.99 
MUooellaneoUl obari1lieo •••••••••• " 691,250 .69 717,290 .99 699,138 1.32 484,946 1.48 384,609 1.64 

Total publio welfare •••••••••• '22,406,130 19.19 '19,395,664 26.84 '12,030,348 26.68 '10,542.205 32.16 17,639,865 82.60 
= 

Education: 
8tate.id ........................ 139,658,040 83.87 '13.066,692 18.09 '6,177,613 13.65 ,5,685,572 17.34 14.,677,254 19.89 
l!upervi.ioD .nd admini.tratiOD •••.• 2,366.171 2.01 1,927,281 2.68 1,404.406 3.10 746,611 2.28 627,717 2.67 
ltate .obool. and ooUegeo •••••••••• 4,706,361 4.0. 3,680,228 4.96 2,148,362 4.75 1,374,700 4.19 938,4S2 3.99 -Total aduoatioll .............. 14.6,620,672 39.92 '18,5n,201 25.78 19,730,3SO 21.60 '7,S06,883 23.81 S6,243,423 ,26.56 

=. = = 



Bank lupeni.ion: : ................. 1410.930 .85 1347,569 .48 1227 ,920 .50 1141,489 .43 192,161 .39 
[lUIuranoe lupeI'VU10n ............................ 697,669 .61 467,166 ,63 476,a96 1.05 276,019 .84 163,816 .66 
Publi. utiliti ....................... 766,321 .66 ·907 ,771 1.26 6~9,382 1.19 391,833 1.19 114,630 .49 
Agri.ultUftt ••••••••••••.••••••••••• ',174,1311 8.67 1,804,767 2.49 1,794,676 8.96 994,394 8.03 833,706 2.70 
H ... lth ............................ 1,744,817 1."9 1,472,302 2.04 813,881 1.79 330,461 1.01 234.608 1.00 
Labor ............................. 1,917,981 1.04 1,896,767 2.62 1,463,797 8.23 226.599 .69 142,786 .61 
eo ..... rvatiOD and parka ••••••••••••• 1,738,699 1.48 1.620,486 11.10 930,256 2.03 663.650 2.02 307,636 1.31 
14iooeIlan8OUl ...................... 2,032,298 1.7' 1,827 ,137 2.62 2,055,130& '.64 851,43\ 2.60 1,30&7,215 &.73 

Togl OperatiOD .............. 1116.799,881 100.00 172,255,730& 100.00 145,288,384 100.00 132,786.654 100.00 123,510.305 100.00 

Debt -n08 from tu .. aDd generaJ. 
11,679,042 revenue •••..••••.••••..•••.•.•.. 13,691,721 7,681,030 2.097,140 1,194.,292 

ToW operation and deht servi •• 1128,4.78,723 185,847,455 152,949,"14 134,883.794 ..... 120&.704,697 

Malor ouu.:v from _ and &eneral 
revenue: 

&.u::a.~.~~.~~~~~'.'.:::: : 112,295,380 13,647.076 13.305,309 '3,020,681 11,479,321 

'''6;008;448 2,130,000 500.000 ............ .... ·568;695 Bigll1rB:JI ....................... 1,731,755 231.635 ............ 
ToW ....................... 117.803.826 17.408.831 14,036.944 13,020.681 12,048.016 

GraDdtoW .••••••••••••••••••••••• ,146, 2,64 ..... 193,266,286 '56,986,358 137,904,475 ~6,762,613 
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~ • ::=::-~ == = 

1000 ISIlO 

FUMO'I'IOMAL O.O"N 

Amou,,' 
1 

Per AmOIlIl' I 0111' 

I 
18110 

I 
1870 18110 

---
I'or 

I 
Alllollnb I'or 

I Alllollnb I l'or AIIIOUII\ Per 
oon\ oon' .onb 00II' -----

~1.lu" ........................ 11,3~3.IOO O.AT 1000,401 
1;::1.1..." .......................... IITlI,O~1I 4.TII AII~,OOO 

1 ....... uUv ...................... AII,T1~ • lid a~,M~ 
...... ""1018"' .................... TO,S~\1 .a~ 40,1II10 
A"orD., Oonoral ................... ITII,IIM .8~ OI,UO 
... lnan .... /rJ ...................... &I0,7M~ a. All 111I.6U~ 
MIllIar,. .. ..................... 8M,II~\1 •• 10 A1I7,1I:l1 

11.'1 1.~07.ft~8 O,TO 1~77. 7011 7.00 ,,100,0110 11.07 
11.00 HhT,HIl '.TA lI03.0!l3 ».411 11I1.8MU 8.86 
,3~ 811.8t1~ .111 ~O,tHl .fttl 1I.6!IlI • a .. 
.811 811,Ono .41 lIlI.allll .90 lS,81~ .ao 
.M ~1I.011l .aA 31,AIIIi .SIl A.III" .13 
.8~ nn.1iII1 .811 &'1,611 .T3 sa.lIuo .011 

'.A7 4l4l1.U311 0." 301.1118 '.4l1 6».8110 1 .... 
.... ---~--~ Publlo worDI --- ~~-.-.... 

II"''' 1C, .. III ... r and IlIrv""" , •.• , •• 711,8M .lIO Va,U8 

~t'b!:..:d .!"'~=.i.i~u~ia· . 'ana 1,833,11110 1.IlT 1, T1I3,4UII 
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111"""1., 0,700 .08 ».000 .00 

'1i:~T ...... ili;OO3 ":ii ..... '31:330 .. :.ti ...... ~;a.a "i:liA . , ..... , .... .1.1"1 ••••• · •• 1.' •••••• 

ToW Pllblio worD .••.•••••.• 1lI.~.;.I.!4J I!·~ .. I_!~~~;,R.:.I l8.iii"1 lI.nUII.'IIO 1111.711 I 1:1.0:10,1113 lauo I "'14. T$:I I aUI 
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APPENDIX I - TABLE 1 - (Concluded) 

1860 1840 1830 1820 1810 1800 

I'UKOTJOlfAL Gaou .. 

Amount Per Amount Por Amount Por Amount Por Amount Po" Amount Per 
ooot oent oont ceut cont oent 

~I"turo ••••••••••••••••.••.•. '189.684 9.70 ,129,036 8.82 '87,984 12.20 ,113,077 21.00 149,945 16.13 "16,874 16.91 
.Iu iol .. .,. ........................ 106,441 6.44 101,11311 6.117 30,657 4.~6 37,101 6.80 ~II,300 7.07 1~,041 4.34 
Chlel ueoutlve ................... 8,3~2 .43 7,516 .61 0,6110 .114 8,809 1.04 6,998 1.82 4,1109 1.80 
8eoretary 01 State ................ 6,808 .80 6,879 ;40 2,OM .41 6,776 1.26 8,O!14 1.12 2,760 .99 
AtWrney Genora1 .... , , ........... 4,0119 .24 l,9M .13 7,217 1.00 2,807 .6~ ll,()OI 3.36 10,760 8.S9 
Finance ••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 16,66:.1 .115 14,161 .97 14,60:1 2.02 11,30:.1 2.11 5,7111 1.76 2:.1,0117 8.19 
Military aO'aIn .... , ....... , ...... 21,626 1.10 42,890 2.93 13,21111 1.114 40,7611 7.67 100,070 88.06 23,4114 8.46 

== == =-----=--= :=;.= == ---~ == = = = 
Publlo"OI'b. 

tlt"ta EnJrineer .. nd Surveyor ••••• 1,826 .09 1,801 .12 1,407 .21 1,626 .30 4,773 1.411 600 ,18 
Canal. and .... terw .. y •.••.••• , .. 841,000 43.02 610,aOl 41.74 2117,IID7 41.32 4,000 .03 3,000 .01 ........ •. ,'.1 
J:iiabwoYl- admloi.tratlon and 

maintenance ••••••••.•••••••• 3,870 .20 .......... ..... ........ . .... ........ . .... . ....... ..... ......... . ..... 
HIKhwBYI- State ald •••• , • , ••• .... iO;607 ":640 · .... S;093 ":G6 ........ ..... ........ ..... ........ . .... ........ , ..... 
Publlo bulldlnp ................ . ,., .... , .... . , ...... . .... ,., ..... . .... .... ,.,. .",., 
M .. oeJlaneouo .................. .......... ..... 7,419 .61 .. " .... ..... ........ ... , . . ....... ..... . ....... ...... 

Total pubUo .. orb ••••••••• 1867,368 43.86 '627,614 4:.1.9:.1 .2119,494 41.63 16,624 1.23 17,773 ~.36 I/lOO .18 
==-==== ...... := ==-=- = ====-== ~ ==== = ..-

Pl>bllo well, ..... 
COrrootloDl ................ , ••• '108,377 II.M '21,70~ 1.48 '66,4611 7.83 164,418 10.11 '211,000 7.811 '19,"~ 7.01 8:: of looRn •••• J ............. 

9,4au .48 ......... , ..... ........ ..... . , ...... ..... ... , .... . ..... ........ II •••• 

nlleeblemln eel. .......... .... 22:080 'i:ili .. • .. s;cicici ":66 "ili;600 '2:i6 .. ilii600 'i:!i6 .. · .. ,2i ":ia "iti::iai "6:86 MiloeJlaneoua obaritloo •••••••••• 

Total pubUo welfare •••••••• 1139,887 7.16 129,702 2.03 '71,969 9.1111 ,64,918 1~.06 '26,321 7.98 ,36,673 12.86 --===-- =-== -==--::$""'= === ==-=0 === = .......".. 

Eduoatlool 
18.08 ltata.ld ...................... 1398,303 20.38 1338,872 23.13 el00,nOO 18.04 11111,626 21.47 ,29,1158 8.96 160,123 

Sllparvi.lon and ndmlnl.trat.lon ••• 19,7111 1.01 2,207 .16 6,M6 .78 2,066 .38 792 .24 ........ ...... 
lltata aohool. and .",U .. oo •• , ••••• 47,70a 2.44 8a,019 2.26 6,7a7 .9a ........ , .... .. ,." .. ..... ........ .. " .. 

Total • luoatloD ........... 146ft ,877 23.83 '378,688 26.66 1112,803 \ft.06 '117,681 21.86 130,360 9.20 InO,1l13 18.08 
-=-==. =- =-=-=- .......,.. -- .......,. --



Bank npervlalon ••••••••••••••••• .19,849 .99 161,107 1.'9 
IMuran08 luperviIiOll."""" •••••••• 
Publi. utilitiOl ................... ·····6;207 ":32 . iii;:i44 Too AIPi.ull ...................... , ••• . '''23;060 'i:04 "2i1;6OO '8:20 . ii6:2~0 T02 . ii.,;7ao "o:~ Boalth .......................... 88,976 1.7' 22,600 40.18 
Labor ........................... 
CODlervation .... d parka ••••••••••• 
Miloall .... oo ....................... ····70;686 Too .... 53;i:io "8:04 ",0;000 '0:02 "04;807 i7:00 "illi;i.67 ii:05 ",o;m 'i7:00 

Total operation .............. '1,966.822 100.00 '1,462,666 100.00 1721,231 100.00 '638,493 100.00 1329,999 100.00 1277,248 100.00 

Deb' oeni_ from ""'01 .... d lIenoral 
'120,243 ,107,827 '67,023 '19.312 revenue .•.•• " ••• "" ••. """,,,,"" 

Total operation .... d debt .ervi.e 11,966,322 '1,682,809 '721,231 $646,320 '397,022 1296,660 

MaiOI' outlay from ""'01 and lIODoraI 
revenue: 

Buildiup .... d· mia.e1I ..... o ........ 156,006 1162,633 '18,8t5 121,000 19,530 .. 'a;ocici Caoala ........................ .. ''';830 207.449 "'8;067 Blah....,.. ••••••••••••••••••••• 6.428 

Total ...................... , 156.006 1162,633 126,681 1234,877 118,197 15,000 

Grand total ...................... '2,011,828 ,1,745,342 .747,912 1881,197 1415.219 1301.660 
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APPENDIX I - TABLE 2 
ExPENDITURES OF NEW You STATIII GOVERNMENT, 1900-1924 

Expenditures Increase ( +) 
YEAR Expenditures· Price ordecrease(-

indexf adjusted to over precedin~ price year 

1900 •••................ $22,926,580 SO.5 S2~ ,480,224 ............ 
1901. .................. 22,93$)694 79.3 28,926,474 + 446,25 
1902 ..••....•...•••••.. 22,812,267 84.4 27,028,752 - 1,897,72: 
1903 .•••••..•.......... 22,773,809 85.5 26,6,36,034 - 392,71: 
1904 ••.•..•.•.•..•.•... 25,353,216 85.6 29,618,243 + 2,982,20 

1905 ••....•.•..•..•.••• 26,752,613 86.2 31,035,514 + 1,417,27 
1906 •••.......•..•..... 27,313,223 88.6 30,827,565 - 207,94' 
1907 ..•................ 32,607,483 93.5 34,874,313 + 4,046,74 
1908 ••................. 34,279,327 90.1 38,045,868 + 3,171,551 

1909 •..............•... 39,138,417 96.9 40,390,523 + 2,344,115 

1910 ................... 37,904,475 100.9 37,566,379 - 2,824,14 
1911 ••................. 38,034,660 93.0 40,897,484 + 3,331,lQ, 
1912 ••................. 44,702,429 99.1 45,108,405 + 4,210,92 
1913 .•................. 49,835,895 100.0 49,835,895 + 4,727,491 
1914 •••................ 53,563,355 98.1 54,600,770 + 4,764,87, 

1915 .•................. 56,986,358 100.8 56,534,085 + 1,933,31, 
1916 •••.............•.. 52,496,906 105.3 49,854,612 t- 6,679,47: 
1917 ................... 60,881,298 117.3 51,902,215 + 2,047,60: 
1918 ••................. 73,142,571 131.7 55,537,260 + 3,635,04< 
1919 ••................. 78,341,313 138.5 56,564,125 + 1,026,8& 

1920 •••..•............. 93,256,286 160.3 58,176,099 + 1,611,97· 
1921. ••.•.....••....... 135,608,175 162.1 83,657,110 +25,481,01 
1922, ••................ 126,669,172 162.1 78,142,611 - 5,514,491 
1923 .•........•.•...... 131,868,672 155.3 84,912,216 + 6,769,60: 
1924 •••........••...... 146,282,549 155.3 94,193,528 + 9,281,31: 

• These figures do not include capital expenditures financed by borrowings. The: 
are made up from the State Comptroller's Report for 1924, pp. 253, 260-61, 264-65 
Reports previous to 1924 have also been used. R.efunds, transfers, and expenditure 
from trust funds are excluded 88 far 88 pOBBible from these figures. 

f These figures follow the wholesale price index to 1916. From 1916 to 1924 in 
elusive the wholeeale index figures have been adjusted to take care of the lag in stat, 
appropriations behind the wholeeale price levels for this abnormal period during /In ( 

after the World War. For an explanation of this adjustment see pages 1OG-101 0 
this report. 

~ Owing to a change in the fiscal year, the expenditures of 1916 are for only Din, 
months. 



APPENDIX 1- TABLE 3 
beREAsB IN STATB EXPBNDITUIIEI BT FIVII YUR PERIODS, lOOO-1!l2·1 

ACTUAL AIIOUNT or INCRK4'. rEB CENT or INCBIIU8 

FOMCTIDHAL Gnoup. 
1924 

I 
1020 

I 
1916 

I 
1910 

I 
1906 

I 
over ovor ovor over ovor 
1920 1916 1010 1006 1900 

1924 1920 

I 
1916 

I 
1010 lU06 

over ovor over ovor I ovor 
1020 1016 1910 1906 1000 ------------

}:~~~~~'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 
Cbl.f .... utlv •.• , ..................... . 
IIooretory of State ..................... . 
A ttor .. ey Oeneral ...................... . 
Finance ... ~ ................ I •••••••••• 

Miliu.ry ""rur ......................... . 

PubUo worka: 
Stat. ~naiu.er o.nd 8urveyor . ......... . 
Ca.nal. and waterwaYl . ............ I •• 

Hillhwayl - Bdmlni.tratlon and malnton 
anoe .... II •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~!t~I~'l,Y~idi:!:~~ .~I~. '. '. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Mi.rellaneoUl ....................... . 

Total pllblio worka ••••••••••••••••• 

PubUo w.II .... : 
CorreotiODB ••.•••• ••••••• I •• I •••• I ••• 

Care of looane ....................... . 
CM.ol f.eblemlnded ................. . 
MI ... l1aoooUi oboritl ................. . 

Total publio wellar ................. . 

Eduoatlon: 
Stat. old ........................... . 
Admlnl.trotlon "nd .upervl.lon ..••.•••• 
St.ta .oboola and OOUOIl ............... . 

Total ,duoatloD ................... . 

"1346.002 128.406 1119.086 1177.064 ""8.409 
196.6U8 376,861 399,646 618,0118 67 .f~g "66,708 60,642 38.812 31,110 

"211,218 868,400 11,677 8.320 14.710 
140.687 30.738 06.617 223.093 *46.060 

1.416.274 1.167.007 688.304 318.344 64.736 
83.934 633.107 790.440 80.844 *128.913 

=-.=;;:;;.== ==== ==..=:: =-=._--===.,;...;::;=-=-== -

1100.352 122.176 112.208 1138 ·31.860 
1.443.982 1,241,846 8~7 .286 0179,401 "26;1.889 

" 
4.689.412 4.863.381 1.726.068 1.001.176 178.489 
2.606.973 262.406 362.069 1,001.464 409.074 

193.648 181,697 218.322 89.880 ·06,728 
3.470 111,03a 4.026 *2.810 8.283 

10.126.737116.182.627112.639.964 1,2.600.446 I 1324.269 

1763.
486

1 
1030.492 1706.602

1 1480.
695

1 
1262.305 

1.862.283 6,419.910 401.929 2,070.708 720,544 
410.737 887.767 266.616 236,000 113.822 
*26.040 lI8,162 114,192 100,337 47.161 

18,010,466 I 17,366.321 111.488.138 I 12.902.340 111.133.912 

1492.041 '".1.008.3181 

" 

.126.401.348"8,889.070 1 1366.840 
• 428.890 622.876 667,794 118.804 09.100 
• 1.128.133 1,431,866 773.662 436.248 89.219 

• 128.046.371 I 18.843.821 111.923.497 I 1~663.460 I ~~9691 

"21 2 I 8 13 "I 
8 19 26 60 6 

036 60 40 69 "0.3 
"46 34 12 10 21 

a3 7 17 177 "27 
64 79 66 M 1:1 , 30 98 12 "1.~ 

'~-~~:r~ -~l~:-
lIO 13 I 21 197 I 1l2fi 
26 33 I 64 36 *21 
3 704 40 "22 I IH4 

66 I 78 1--60-1-0-7-1~ 

~~ I ~~ I :~ I :! I--ll-
.4 20 23 26 14 

10 I 61 1--14-1-38-1~ 

===;;1=:7,- 9-1- 22 ,-- 8= 
22 37 88 19 "I 
31 07 fi6 46 10 

161 1--0-1 1--2-6 1-2-6 -I--c 
= ~ =:=::::::: =-========-



APPENDIX I - TABLE 3 - Concluded 
INCBIIIABII IN &rATli EuliNDITtIllE8 BY FIvII YIIAR PIIIlIOD8, 1900-1924 

ACl'tJAL Allomrr 01' lNClUDA8II Pu Cmrr 01' INCRII ..... 

FUNCl'IOlfAL GBOVP8 
1924 1920 1915 1910 1005 1024 1020 1015 1910 1905 
over over over over over over over over over over 
1020 1015 1010 1905 1000 10~0 1015 1910 1905 1000 ------I----

Ba.Dk~perviaiOD: : •••••••••••••••••••••• 163,361 1110,640 186,431 140,328 1344 18 52 61 M 0.3 
Innranoe oupervwOD •••••••••••••••••••. 140,404 *10,231 200,377 122,204 *33,438 31 *4 73 79 *18 
Public utiliti ............................ *151,450 368,380 147,M9 277,203 20,830 *17 68 38 242 22 
Apiculture ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,369,372 10,001 800,282 360,689 148,21\2 131 1 81 56 81 
Health ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 272,615 658,321 483,420 95,853 112.250 18 81 146 41 92 
Labor .................................. 21,214 432,970 1,238,198 82,813 *24,820 1 30 M9 58 *15 
eo .. ervatiOD and parka .................. 218,111 600,233 256,605 356,015 5,781 15 65 39 116 2 
MiaoelJaneoua ........................... 205,161 *227,997 1,203,703 *495,784 976,788 11 *11 141 *37 263 ------I---a;----Total operation ••••••••••••••••••••. I44,M3,947 126,987,350 112,481,730 19,276,349 13,056,510 62 60 38 15 

iii 

eD_e. 
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1900 ....... 
1901. ...... 
1902 ....... 
1903 •...... 
1904 ....... 

1905 ....... 
1906 ....... 
1907 ....... 
1908 ....... 
1909 ....... 

1910 ....... 
1911 ....... 
1912 ....... 
1913 ....... 
1914 ....... 

1915 ....... 
1916 ....... 
1917 ....... 
1918 ....... 
1919 ....... 

1920 •...... 
1921. ...... 
1922 ....... 
1923 ....... 
1924 ....... 

TAXATION AND RETRENCHMENT 

APPENDIX I - TABLE , 
CoMPARISON OJ' GoVEBlfJlENTAL ExPElfDITUBZ8 

National 146 largest 48 state 
government' municipalities I governments I 

1131,689,000 .............. . ............. 
131,977,000 .............. . ............. 
125,111,000 · . i5i4;is9;200 ··Sii5;764;202 133,073,000 
131,357,000 .............. . ............. 
127 ,969,000 561,772,857 . ............. 
131,639,000 ···69i;07i;4ii . ............. 
145,642,000 . ............. 
162,532,000 .............. . ............. 
167,001,000 761,526,037 . ............. 
171,581,000 . ............. .............. 
173,839,000 863,996,528 . ............. 
172,257,000 . ............. . .. 382 ;ii5i ; i 99 169,802,000 912,390,262 
170,530,000 .............. . ............. 
200 ,533,000 996,061,502 494,907,084 
199,555,000 . ............. 510,134,299 

1,153,677,000 1,007,290,346 517,503,220 
6,306,355,000 

· i;i ia; 599; 879 565,485,937 
6,805,125,000 640,403,134 

3,133,101,000 ............... . ............. 
1,811 ,016,000 

· i;984;a22;234 . ............. 
989,923,000 1,280,319,931 

1,169,528,000 2,066,234,164 1,310,332,793 
1,047,270,000 ............... . ............. 

147 

New York 
State 

government4 

124,130,065 
23,257,838 
22,812,266 
22,773,808 
25,353,216 

27,908,806 
28,483,913 
36,460,266 
42,387,3M 
51,013,705 

51,296,004 
60,125,191 
68,029,643 
79,110,160 
83,355,480 

80,591,125 
66,763,679 
77,985,994 
86,729,989 
91,553,469 

102,656,181 
144,278,799 
135,157,611 
137,417,492 
150,865,389 

. , Figures are the ordinary civil expenditures of the National Government compiled 
from Sl4tilltical AbBtract of the U. 8., 1914; U. S. Bureau of Domestic and Foreign 
Commerce, p. 147. These figures do not include the expenditures of the War De
partment, the Navy Department, for the Indiana, and for war pensions, and interest 
on war debt. They do, however, include certain expenditures, that resulted directly 
on account of the World War, such 88, expenditures for railroad control, and for the 
abipping board, But they are, nevertheless, fairly comparable with the expendituree 
of .tate and local governments. 

I Figures represent expenditures for" governmentaI-coBt payments" of 146 oities 
FiMncial Sl4tiBticB of Citiu, 1918, U. S. Bureau of the CeIl8Wl, p.20. 

• Figures are .. governmentaI-oost payments" of 48 .tates, inoluding New York 
from U. S. Bureau of the Census, Financial8l4tilltiCII of 8tatea, 1918 p. 17. Data for 
1903 and 1913 are from the Census Bureau'. report of wealth. 

'Figures for New York State are from State Comptroller's Report for fisca1 year 
ended June 30, 1924, pp. 260-261. The same table in previoUB reports is also uled. 
Expenditures from bond funds are included. 



APPENDIX IT 

IlETHOD OF ESTIlilATING THE TOTAL TAX BURDEN BORNE BY 
THE PEOPLE OF NEW YORK STATE 

The annual report of the state tax commission for the year 19240, con
tains an estimate of Xew York State's total tax bill, federal, state and local 
for the fiseal years 1913 to 1924 inclusive.1 The figures presented in Table 
21 of tbe present study are largely based on the information developed by 
the tax commission. The method of estimating the total tax burdens for 
yean prior to 1913 88 well 88 certain minor variations in tbe method of 
computing the burden of federal taxes, however, requires some explanation. 

New York'. Proportion of Federal Taxes 
The estimate bu..-den of federal taxes borne by the people of New York 

State as given in Table 21 of the wxt is based on data as to actual tax 
collections during the fiseal year ended June 30, reported in the statistical 
abstract of the United States and the annual reports of the commissioner 
of internal revenue. Taxes comprise customs receipts and internal revenue 
collections. 

Personal income and estate and succession taxes have been allocated to 
New York State on the basis of the amounts of these taxes reported re
, ... h·ed by federal collection agencies located withiu the state. In the case 
of eorporation income 2 and excess profits taxes and the CApital stock tax, 
it was eonsidered that the amounts aetuallv collected in New York State 
were not a fair measure of the real burden of these taxes on New York 
State, sinee many corporations ha,'e their domicile in New York, although 
conducting their major aetivities elsewhere. In the case of these taxes, a 
share of the total collections for the nation as a whole was pro-rated to the 
state on the basis of the ratio which the value added by manufacture in 
Xew York State bears to the value added by manufaeture for the country 
as a whole. This ratio was obtained from the census of manufactures for 
census years and was interpolated on a straight line basis for intermediate 
years. 

All other internal revenue collections, 88 well as customs receipts, repre
sent for the most part taxes on consumption. New York's sbare of the 
total burden of these latter taxes was, therefore, estimated on the basis of 
the ratio which the aggregate ineome of the people of New York Sate bears 
to the aggregate national income. In obtaining this ratio, the state income 
figures used were those given in the text of this report. The national totals 
from 1850 to 1910 were those developed by Willford L King," and for 1919 
the estimate of Oswald KRauth & W88 used. 

State TUell 
In respect to the year. 1913 to 1924 the fi,,"lIres for state taxes have been 

obtaiued directly from the 1924 report of the state tax eommission. For 
years prior to 1913 it has been n",'PSlIBry to resort to tax revenues rather 
than tax levies. TI.ese have been obtained from a tabulation appearing on 
page 102 of the 1924 report of the state tax commission. 

Local TUell 

For ti,e yean from 1913 to 11124 inclu~il·e. the figures for the aggregate 
amollnts of local taxes Ip,-ie<i have hePn obtaine') directlv from the 1924 
"'port of the state tax eommission. For years prior to Uil3, the aggregate 
local tax bill WB8 estimated as follows: 

• ~port of the State Tn COlDDliBllinn. 192-1. pp. 6~>-67. 
• No eeparation Ie k~t in the aeeoonts of th~ bureau of internal rev~DUp. 

betweea eorporatton and penoual Income tax eolJeetions. The amounts of theee 
tali:ee Jmed and r:"able In respect of the calendar ,ear may. however, be ob
tained ""parately n the annual "statletlcs of Income' pnblished by the treasury 
department. For the pn."...,., to view It was nece88&ry to obtain an estimated 
..,paratiOIl of the total Ineome tax eollections lUI betweell those on persons and 
thoee on eorporatlons and thlB .... .,..ration was made on the baslB of the &88DJDD
tlon tbat personal and corporation tali: eollectionB bear the same ratio to one 
another lUI do thft .-o~ntltDI!' ts'{' lpvies. 

"~1:'~::8 -:t J;~~t8:~o~~/eorOIE!!:0~rct'ite,!:~':·Io~"'2,Yf:!.!!23ti. 
tbe United States. 

[149] 
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ESl'I1Ul'ED BtmDSlf OP LoCAL TAXES IN NEW Yo .. : STA1'B 

Sta~~ Estimated 
General looal seneral 

aeneral r.rop- p~t)' 
propert)' 

Y .... er~ tax evi8l, t.az levi.., 

~u~ State t.az' ~u:~ 
t.az t.az 

1850 ••• • $6.313.000 $364.000 a.;.949.000 
1855 ... '11.678.000 1.754.000 1l.9a4.0oo 
1860 ... '18.956.000 5.441.000 -13.515.000 
1865 ... '45.961.000 7.231.000 38.730.000 
1870 ... '5D.329.000 14.286.000 36.043.000 
1875 ... 'S6.9n.000 14.207.000 42.720.000 
1880 ... '49.118.000 9.233.000 39.885.000 
1885 ... • 57.266.000 9.160.000 48.106.000 
1890 ... '60.624.000 8.620.000 Sl. ()(K. 000 
1895 ... 173.401.000 13.906.000 58.495.000 
1900 ... '100.099.000 10.704.000 89.395.000 
1905 ••• 1110.388.000 1.193.000 1109.196.000 
1910 ... '157.617.000 .......... 157.617.000 

, Repoai 01 Stete Tu Commioaion. 1924. p. 100. 
I Annual Report, State Comptroller. 1906. p. au • 
• Repoai of State Tu Commission. 1910. 

Estimated 
looal_ 
aiae t.az 

':$85.000 
• 7S.000 
'70.000 
'70.000 

'1.767.000 
• 1.25D.000 

'749.000 
·1.6S8.000 
• 2.631.000 
• 3.000.000 
• 8.387.000 
'9.164.000 
• 8.513.000 

, Reporl of State Tu Commiooion. 19l4. p. 103. 
'Estimated on buio of ""ciee t.az collectiona in Ne .. York]oity. 
'From ..... ual reporta of ""Giea depanmen\, 

Martcace 
t.az Oooal 

ebano) 

............ .......... ........... .......... ........... .......... ........... .......... .......... .......... .......... 
• iUss:ilOO 

Estimate 
to&ell"", 
t.az levi" 

16.034.1 
10.oo~.1 
13.585.' 
88,800,1 
37.810.' 
43.970.' 
40.634.' 
49.794 • 
640.635 • 
61.495.' 
97.78l • 

118.360. 
168.085,1 
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EQUATIOIIII O. 8TaAIGHT I.IIfEs FrrrED TO CuBVJ:s ,ApPBABIlfG 011 CHARTS 9 AND 10 

Income ••••••••• 
Total tax burden 
I"edoraltuee ••• 
Looa1tuee ••••• S_"'_ ..... 

CHART D 
Income. . . . . ...••....•.....• Log:r = .02031>: + 8.470 
Total tax burden. . . . . . . • . . • • • Log:r = .02370 + 7.217 
Federal tax.... . •••••.••.•...• Log:r = .02479 + 6.792 
Loca1 to.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Log :r = .02310.: + 6.936 
Slala taxes. . . . • • .. • • • . • . . . . • Log :r = .02424" + 6.223 
Population. . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • Log :r = .00762" + 6.492 

CHART 10 
1850-1880 1880-1910 1910-1924 

Log:r = .01805" + 8.529 
Log :r=.0331U +7.167 
Log:r=.03473" +6.756 
Log:r= .021156:0: + 6.907 
Los :r = .04629:0: + 5.975 

Log :r = .01832>: + 8.462 
Los:r=.OI605:o: +7.439 
Log:r=.OO89x +7.315 
Los:r=.02039>: +6.957 
Los:r=.0189b +6.375 

Log :r =.03449lt + 7.517 
Log :r =.OOOO!I" + 4.809 
Log =.09509" + 2.042 
Los:r=.OM16:o: +6.204 
Los:r =.04793,. + 4.61 
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APPENDIX IV 

METHODS USED IN ESTIMATING THE AGGREGATE INCOME OF THE 
PEOPLE OF NEW YORK STATE 

Preliminary Considerations 
The income of a state may conceivably mean two things. In the first 

place it may mean the value of the wealth produced annually within the 
boundaries of the state. In the sccond place it may mean the aggregate of 
the individual incomes received by the inhabitants of the state. In a state 
in which the entire annual production of wealth inures solely to the inhabi
tants thereof, and in which the inhabitants have no other income save that 
arising or having its source within the state, the aggregate incomes received 
will necessarily be equal to the total of wealth produced. The income of 
such a state can be computed in two ways, either by evaluating the state's 
annual production of wealth, or by adding up the individual incomes of its 
inhabitants. 

Although New York Stat.e dON! not entirely COliform to the conditions 
outlined above, it is nevertheless probable tllat estimates of New York's 
income obtained in the two ways mentioned would not differ to any 
appreciable extent. It is true tllat New York possesses a large class of 
wealthy investors wllO derive considerable a"mounts of income from invcst
ments and business enterprises located outRid(~ of the state. This flow of 
income into the state is, howe...-er. probably fully off;;et by a very ~ubstalltial 
outflow. Thus thousands of individuals gainfully employed in New York 
City have their domiciles in the adjacent siates of New ,Jersey and Con
necticut. The ineomeR of these ppr~ons are actually produced in New York 
State, but they do not form a part of tIle aggregate income of New York 
residents. 

Meaning of Income 
Before the income of New York State can be estimated, either by the 

method of evaluing its annual production or by the method of adding up 
individual incomes, it is first necessary to settle certain points concerning 
the nature of income. Economists distinguish between production for sale 
or exchange and production for use. Production for sale comprises all 
economic activities which have for their end the production of some saleable 
commodity or the performance of some marketable service. All business 
pursuits, gainful employm~nts, and the ownership of property for the pur
pose of profit belong to this category. Production for use comprises those 
activities which are directed toward the production of utilities not for the 
purpose of sale, but for the immediate enjoyment of self or family. 
These activities include the work of housewives, the work a farmer or 
gardener performs in raising crops for tlle consumption of his own family. 
the work a man performs for himself in mowing his own lawn, shining his 
shoes, or tending to the furnace. The ownership of consumption capital 
such as houses, automobiles, furniture amI clothing, held not for the purpose 
of gain but because of the services and enjoyments which they yield to 
the owner, must also be classified in the field of production for use. 

There can be no doubt that all commodities produced and services rendered 
for the purposes of sale or exc1!ange are part of the state's income, and the 
fact that they are actually sold makes it easy to evaluate them in terms 
of money. As regards goods produced or services performed for immediate 
UBe, on the other hand, there is some difference of opinion. It is generally 
agreed that the value of crops consumed as food by the farmer and his 
family form a part of the farmer's income and should be included in estimat
ing the aggregate income of the political unit to which he belongs. Similarly 
it is generally agreed that the rcntal yalue of It home occupied by its owner 
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should be considered as a part of the owner's income. In both these cases, 
the utilities included as income although produced for direct nse are, 
nevertheless, exactly similar to utilities widely produced for sale and they 
may readily be converted into cash income should the producer so desire. 

The case is not so clear as regards other non-gainful activities. The 
services of housewives cannot be counted as income, if for no other reason 
than that it would be impossible to evaluate these services. Some authori
ties include as income the estimated value of the services derived from the 
ownership of such consumption capital as furniture, pleasure vehicles, and 
clothing.1 These services, however, are not customarily exchanged, and any 
estimate of their value must therefore be purely hypothetical 

For the purpose of determining the taxable capacity of the state, we are 
interested only in that income which can be converted to the uses of. the 
state. Taxes must be paid in money. It follows that the only income 
which ought to be measured is that income which can readily be changed 
into money should the recipient so desire. For the present· purpose, there
fore, it will be useful to accept the definition of income given by Sir Josiah 
Stamp, namely, that it is "tbe money expression of those goods produced 
and services performed by the inhabitants of a country, which as a fact are 
generally exchanged for money."2 Practically applied, this definition in
cludes as income the value of farm crops consumed by the farmer and his 
family, and the rental value of homes owned, but it excludes the products 
of all other non-remunerative activities. 

First Estimate of New York's Income 
The first systematic attempt at estimating the income of New York State 

was made by Oswald Knauth of the National Bureau of Economic Research. 
Mr. Knauth calculated the national income for the years 1910 to 1919 inclu· 
sivel and subsequently he distributed the national income from 1919 by 
states.' According to this calculation New York State had an income of 
approximately $9,074,859,000 in 1919. 

Mr. Knauth's estimate was arrived at mainly by the method of adding up 
the individual incomes of persons gainfully employed. The aggregate income 
of persons receiving over $2,000 per annum was obtained from federal 
income tax statistics which were adjusted for under-reporting and supple
mented by estimates of the amount of income exempt from federal taxation. 
The aglP'egate income of individuals receiving less than $2,000 per annum 
was estImated on the basis of the average number of such persons employed 
in the various industries and occupations in conjunction with the average 
annual earnings obtaining in each specific field .. Estimates of the number 
of persons gainfully employed in various occupations were based for the 
most part on the United States Census of Occupations. Data regarding 
average earnings were chiefiy obtained from census reports and other 
official documents. The aggregate income of farmers was obtained by the 
method of computing the value of the net product of agriculture. 

Income as computed hy Mr. Knauth is, generally speaking, money income 
except that it includes the estimated value of crops consumed by farmers, 
the rental value of homes owned, and the net increase in the surplus ac· 
counts of corporations, as indicated by the excess of corporate earnings 
over dividend payments. 

More Recent Income Estimates 
The National Bureau of Economic Research has recently published new 

estimates relative to the distribution of the national income by states.5 

These estimates cover the three years from 1919 to 1921 inclusive. Both 

• National Bureau of Economic Research, I .. oome '" the 'Variou. State., p. 42. 
• Sir Josiah Stamp, Wealth· a .... Ta<Ilable Capacity, p. 40. . 
• PubHcatlons of the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., No.2. 

Inoome '" the U .. ite" State., It. Amo .... t a .. d D,.trib"t,o ... 
'Publications of the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., No.8. DiB

'ributio .. 0/ Income lIy State., p. 21. 
• PubHcatlon No. '1, Income 'n the 'Variou. Statea, It. Source. a ... DiBtrilJutWti 

ISIS, mo, Gn" 19I1. . 
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the method employed and the concept of income used, differ from those of 
Mr. Knauth, and the results obtained are, therefore, not comparable. In 
the new estimates the notion of income has been extended to include the 
imputed interest on durable 'consumption goods, such as, clothing, furniture, 
and motor vehicles. Tbe most important deviation from the idea of income 
used in the earlier studies of the bureau, however, relates to the omission 
from the income reckoning of increases or decreases in corporate surplus, 
and the substitution therefor of estimated gains or . losses in the value of 
property owned. . 

This latter change makes an enormous difference as regards the year 
1921. In that year, corporate dividends far exceeded corporate. earnings 
as a result in a net decrease in surplus, the estimated share of this increase 
applicable to New York being about $520,000,000. During the same period, 
owing to the great increase in security and real estate values, the total 
value of property owned by residents of the state showed a gain of $4,659,· 
000,000. The result of the substitution of the estimated gain in property 
values for the decrease in corporate surplus is, therefore, an increase of more 
than $5,000,000,000 in the aggregate income of the state as compared to what 
it would be on the basis of the concept of income formerly usea. 

The bureau's new notion of income is undoubtedly valuable for many 
purposes. For the particular purpose of the present investigation, however, 
the earlier definition would appear to be more useful. It has already been 
pointed out that, as a measure of taxable capacity, income should include 
Only those elements which can readily be converted into cash. Neither the 
imputed interest on consumption goods nor the estimated increases in the 
value of property, not actually realized by sale, possess this characteristic. 
As regards estimated increases in property values, this dictum may be 
disputed. It is obvioUll, however, that had all security holders attempted 
to J'ealize on their paper profits at the close of 1921, these. profits would 
have quickly been turned into losses. 

King's Estimates of National Income 
No prior attempt has apparently ever been made to trace the growth 

of. income in New York State ever a considerable period of time. The 
way has been blazed, however, by the extremely valuable study of Willford 
I. King, "The Wealth and Income of the People of the United States," 
which contsins estimates of the national income at ten year intervals from 
1850 to 1910. In the several publications of the National Bureau of 
Economic Research which have already been cited, Dr. King has since 
brought his estimates of the national mcome up to the year 1921. The 
greater amount of statistical data available in respect to recent years has 
enabled him -to refine his methods hut the procedure followed in hi. earliest 
study deserves consideration as offering a fruitful method of estimating 
income in respect to periods in the past concerning which there is less 
information. 

For year. prior to 1910, statistica relating to the size of individual in
comes are extremely rare. The various reports at the United States Bureau 
of the Census, however, contain a considerable fund of information con
cerning wealth produced. ThUll it is possible to obtain from the earlier 
census reports, estimates of the aggregate value of the products of agri
culture, mining, and fishing, the gross value of manufactured products, and 
the value added by the process of manufacture. There is also some informa
tion concerning the earnings of rail and water transpoTtation companies. 
The census of occupations gives the number of persons employed in the 
various gainful pursuits, which furnishes a basis for estimating the value 
of the utilities produced by those engaged in trade, the profe88ions and 
personal service employments. Most of the census data goel back to 
the year 1850, and where as in the case of agriculture and transportation, 
the compilation of certain statistics has been abandoned, other governmental 
agencies have generally continued the work. 

In estimating the income of the people of the United State. from 1850 
to 1910, Dr. King used the method of computing the aggregate value of 
wealth or utilities produ"ced and his basic information was· derived almoat 
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entirely from census sources. To the value of the products of the ex
tractive industries (agriculture, fishing, and mining) was added the value 
imparted to these products by the process of manufacture, transportation, 
and holding for sale.-; To the resulting total there- was then added the 
estimated value of the direct service of persons (lawyers, doctors, teachers, 
actors, servants, etc.) and the rental value of residence property. The 
census reports for the most part subdivide thcir data by states. There is, 
therefore, no serious obstacle in the way of imitating Dr. King's methods, 
for the purpose of estimating the growth of the income of New York State 
during the period between 1850 and 1910. 

Methods Used in Present Study 
In arriving at the income figures given in Table 29 of the text, a com

bina.tion of two methods was necessary. In respect to the years from 1850 
to 1910, inclusive, the procedure followed was substantially the same as 
that employed by Dr. King in maliing his national estimates. The aggre
gate income arising from manufacturing, mining, agriculture, and fishing 
was computed directly from census reports and other official documents. 
In calculating the total income from trade, transportation, and professional 
lervices, shares of the national totals developed by Dr. King were pro-rated 
to New York State on the basis of New York's proportion of the total 
number of persons engaged in those pur8uits, ltllowance being made for 
difference in average wages and income as between New York State and 
the country as a whole. The income estimate for the year 1919 is that 
of Mr. Knauth, and all subsequent estimates have been computed according 
to the methods developed by him which ha\'e already been described. 

Interpretation of Increase in Money Income 
Attention has been called in the text of this report to the large increase 

in the per capita income of the inhabitants of New York State as between 
1850 and 1923. In interpreting this increase it must be remembered that 
the income figures developed represent only those elements of income arising 
from activities pursued for a pecuniary gain. They do not include elements 
of income outside of the sphere of sale or exchange, such as the services of 
housewives, agreeable surroundings, and other satisfactions and enjoyments 
which have not as yet been brought under the dollar sign. The increase 
in average money income, therefore, does not necessarily indicate a corre
sponding improvement in average welfare. 'When a woman leaves the 
home in order to accept gainful employment, the aggregate amount of 
money income is thereby increased, but assuming that her services in the 
household were of value, the sum total of human welfare may not be 
greatly altered. When a farmer specializes on a single crop and purchases 
his food instead of raising it himself, he does not. actually improve his 
situation to the extent. indicated by the increase in his money income. 
Similarly, when a factory employee works overtime in order to pay another 
to perform some task which a worker of an earlier generation would have 
performed himself, he increases his money income but this increase is by 
no means represents a net gain in welfare. Finally when an individual 
moves from the country to the city where his services command a higber 
salary, the money income of the community is increased. If, however, 
the individual in question is forced to spend the greater part of his addi
tional compensation to purchase things which in the country can be had 
for the asking, his greater monetary reward becomes largely an illusion, 
It is apparent that the declining economic importance of the home, greater 
specialization, and the growing concentration of the population in urban 
centers, all tend to increase money income without necessarily improving 
welfare to the same extent. 

There is; of course, another side to the question. Our changed mode 
of working and living has resulted in opportunities and advantages which 
cannot be paid for in money and which, consequently, are not reflected in 
ltatilltics of money income. Increased economic specialization, for instanee 
bas resulted in a general redqction of the hours of labor, but the value 
of the resulting leisures is not taken into account by the figures which 
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appear in Table 29. llol'ro\"er, dty life affords opportunities for education, 
entertaimnent, and eultural development which are not available to the rural 
dweller. These opportunities are for the most part free and, consequently, 
they elude measurement by the income statistician. 

Enough has been said to indicate that there is no necessary relationship 
between money income and welfare. The increase in average per capita 
income in New York State means a real inerease in taxable eapaeity Binee 
taxes must be paid in money. The limitations of money ineome as a 
measure of other factors, howe,-er, must be dearly appreciated. 
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LE'l'TER OF TRANSMITTAL 

FEBRUARY 15, 1927 

To the Senate and Assembly of the State of New York: 
The report we are submitting to you herewith is a preliminary 

study of tax exemption. Tax exemption is not a new problem. 
It has troubled statesmen in all nations throughout history and has 
been a prominent issue in more than one revolution. We in the 
United States have not yet faced the question of tax exemptioI1 
in any aggravated form because we are a new nation. But, under 
modern conditions, a single decade may produce changes here 
which in other times and other countries required a century. We 
cannot, therefore, depend upon our newness to protect us from 
the inevitable and rapid approach of tax exemption questions 
which have arisen to vex the older nations. This study is an effort 
to place before the legislature and the public an impartial story of 
the present status of tax exemptions in the state of New York, 
a picture of their growth in recent years, and to gather together 
the more important suggestions which have been made .for dealing. 
with the situation. 
. This report does not contain a complete picture of the tax system 

of the state. Those who are interested in the broader questions are 
referred to our previous reports and to the annual reports of the 
Tax Commission.- We wish to express our appreciation for the 
cooperation and extensive expert and clerical assistance which 
we have received from the State Department of Taxation and 
Finance. We are especially indebted to Commissioner Mark Graves 
and to Deputy Commissioner M. S. Howard. The research work 
and the preparation of this report have been handled chiefly by 

·The published reports of the Special Joint Committee on Taxation and 
Retrenchment are as follows: 

Retrenchment in City Government; 1920 Legislative Docoment 80. 
The Tax System of New York State; 1921 Legislative Document 57. 
A Critical Survey of the Tax System of the State of New Yorkbwlth a Statistical 

Analyois of the Tax Borden on Corporations; 1922 Legislative ocument '12. 
Retrenchment In County, Town and Village Government, with a Review of 

the Progress in City Government Since 1920 and a Statistical Analysis of Local 
Government Costs; 1923 Legislative Document 55. 

Forest Taxation, with sections dealing with Poblle Utility Taxation, The 
::.~~:n~0;,r~enP':1.Bank Tax, and County Salary Standardization; 1924 Legis-

Sy~:::; ~1:25L~~~~~v': ~~~u::ri~n9'~ and The Development Of the State Tax 

State Expenditures, Tax Burdens and Wealth-A Study of the Growth of 
the Functions of the State Government and the Relation of Total Tax Burden 
to the Income or the People of the State; 1926 Legislative Document 68. 

The Gasoline Tax; 1926 Legislative Document 69. 
Do~~~~b\~f the State of New York, Past, Present and Foture; 1926 Legislative 
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Mr. Donald Davenport, who directed the statistical study of real 
and personal tax exemptions; by Mr. Clarence Heer, who made 
the study of tax exempt bonds; and Mr. Luther Gulick, who was 
in general charge of the Committee's investigational work. 
Comptroller Charles 'V. Berry of New York City, and Messrs. 
Jordan and Madigan of the Bureau of Law and Adjustment, 
rendered us invaluable assistance. 

It is our hope that this report may assist in bringing about a 
thorough consideration of the public policy involved in tax ex
emptions, so that we may reach a statesmanlike solution of the 
problem within a decade, before difficulties develop and passion 
and prejudice arise to warp the final decisions. 

(Signed) 

SEABURY C. MASTICK, 
Chairman. 

PERLEY A. PITCHER, 
COURTL.U."'DT NICOLL, 
WALTER· L. PRATT, 

1'" tcs-CAairma n. 

CHARLES A. FREIBERG, 
RICHARD B. SIDTH. 
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I"nDnGS A..~ RECOlIllEXDAll<l.~ 

The tax aempti.cm of puhlie prvperty ~ securities. aDd of 
ftli.gioos. edoeational, and charitable assoriatiom • all inMrjted 
P<ilic'Y in SeT Y cd: State. In the past deeade. it is true. there 
hue heel tlro DeY and important liDds of aemptima.. The first 
CJf tl!ese ... tbe exemption of eertaiD kind3 of per!IOD&l property 
with the ~ of the income taDs. But thB is to be reguded 
ntUr as a ~~ in the method of measoring tuatioD thaD. u 
AD wemioa of ~ The ReODd ehange is t1Ie tempcJraJy 
eumption of DeT ~ from loeal taxes .hida .. adopted as 
a post WU' dD£lge:tq' measure. WIth thB eneptiou, the ~ 
outlines of om' a.emptioa poliry haTe stood 10Iahered from. the 
earliest days of our ~ state pwmment 

O .. gillg Cftditilnu 
DIles this amiquity imply that the policy is unimpevlJah1e' 

Does its Tig'AOtb mninl iDdifate that it is ideally I5IIited to 
pre!lellt day eoaditiom , We do DOt think 110.. The ehaDges whieh 
bTe take.a plaee ~ thB important pahIie poliey eame into 
eDitmte laTe heeD. 10 great that we are inr1ined rather to the 
~ that the older the poIiry is, 1he greater is the Deed of its 
rM"Xaminatioa aDd ~ To JD!"Iltion only a few of 
the .are CIbrious ~ .hieh haTe takea ~ the foIlDwiDg 
IUV be cited· 

the status ~ the dm:rda .... heea rnoJntianj!!eCl It .... hem 
separated from the ~ aDd is DO laager npported frca 
tax JI'JI!IIIieJ1 Its IDfWllworslJ.ip is mtirely a penoaal matter aDd 
Iarre parts of the pcrpulatioD haTe DO religjous afilliatioD. where 
formerly mrmbership .... all but 1lDi.a:sal. Free puhIie eduea
tioa Us eome iDto nistenee Charities haTe heea ~JPd, aDd 
iD ~ mrasme brought into the field of go.enil'!iPI!t .vm.. 
The proriiioa of iIIlplo.emmts mda _ IItftet pniD& ~ 
~ W"atft" mpplia, and the proTiSCBl of aerriees like street 
e~ aDd lightiDc. the nmonl of wastes. aDd eft.D poIiee aDd 
fire pI"Oteetiaa. are DO ~ in the field of intfuidual aDd priTate 
ftSV'''''P"bility. 'l"hry ~ beeaBe almost euI:usiTeIy got"""'........taJ 
f1metioaL Ia the ~ of light, w-atB. and traDsparUtiaa 
go'di1ibiE'Jit ... gODe into direet aJIIlpetitioa w-itJl print.e bmi ..... 
in 1r&p that are artireIy __ IIiDee tax eumptiaD of puhIie eDf,er
prites ... fiDt deftJoped. W"ItJa tile powtll aDd iWl'ealelf deD&ity 
01. p:PpUlatioII. aDd the ~ of goteuu_at fImrtiorw. 
apee:ia.Ily of edueatioa, Br.aDY aWl ~ 1IIIib IIa1'e 1IeeIl fanaed 
dtuin: the pat my Jars. 1Itida RITe j. cuahI7 to eampIi-

I 
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cate the problem: of exemptions. Economic .changes and the ease 
of travel have changed the situation so that the institutions which 
serve a community may be located in other districts, and institu
tions located in a given community may be of no local service. 
There has been a revolution in the relative burden of local taxation 
with the years, and also a gradual development of the real estate 
tax as the one chief source of local tax moneys. During the early 
days of tax exemption in this state, local government was inex
pensive because local government furnished few services, and a 
larger part of the taxes came from indirect sources and from 
sources other than real estate. All of these changes have a distinct 
bearing upon the nature and the amount of tax exemption, and 
we feel that they make it necessary to consider the policy of 
exemption anew and in the light of present conditions, in spite of 
the fact that it is a practice which has come down to us through 
many generations. 

Arguments for Exemption 
Theoretical justifications of tax exemption appear to rest in 

whole or in part on one of the following considerations : 
1. Nothing is gained and much useless expenditure for adminis

trative mach:iJJ.ery is required if publicly owned property is made 
subject to taxation. A tax is a compulsory contribution toward 
the support of the government. Any tax which a government 
levies upon itself must be passed on to other taxpayers. . Exemp
tion merely places it there in the first place and eliminates the 
intermediate bookkeeping. 

2. There are many activities carried on by individuals which are 
virtually governmental functions, such as the provision of ele
mentary education and the care of the sick, the old, the young, 
and the poor. These are governmental responsibilities, and wher~
ever they are undertaken by private groups, those groups should 
be assisted because they are relieving the government of a definite 
expenditure. Should such organizations be called upon to help 
support .the government when their purpose and effect is to help 
the government in its own work' 

3. There are other activities which seek to elevate mankind and 
make life more worth while. This is the highest object of the 
state, and government cannot very well lay a tax upon any instru

. mentality which is honestly directed to this end. Higher educa
tion, art galleries, and religious institutions fall in this class. 

4. Tax exemption does not, as a matter of fact, cost the com
munity anything. The exemption by the city of a city park ob
viously makes not a cent of difference to a single taxpayer. The 
exemption of a private hospital, which is furnishing free beds 
for the poor does no taxpayer an injury because those. free beds 
would have to be furnished by the city and this would require tax 
levies for buildings. and for maintenance. And it is recognized 
that every community must have churches, schools, hospitals, etc., 
They are just as necessary as streets. They are part of the 
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mechanism of civilized life and are reflected therefore in the com· 
mon wealth,. a share of whlch can be enjoyed only through the 
ownership or use of a parcel of land in that community. Therefore, 
the private land of the community absorbs and reflects its share of 
the value of these common services, and the exemption of the real 
estate used for these community institutions does not, as a matter 
of fact, eliminate any actual. values. The effort to include them 
would first result in double taxation, and ultimately in the gradual 
disappearance of the reflected values until an equilibrium was 
reached at the former level. 

Nor would the abolition of exemptions lighten the total tax 
burden in any way. It would shift the tax burden imperceptibly, 
in most cases, but the total amount would remain the same. 

Comment on These Theories 
In this report we have brought together statistical and other 

material bearing upon the theories stated in the last paragraphs. 
While we have dealt with the facts and practical results of exemp. 
tion rather than with hypotheses, it may not be out of place to 
comment briefly on the theories outlined above. 

1. While there is much to be said for the exemption of publicly 
owned property purely as a matter of administration, this policy 
overlooks the fact that a large amount of property may be owned 
by one taxing unit and located in another. Under these con. 
ditions there may be an injustice to the taxpayers of a district. 

2. It is of course legitimate for government to subsidize private 
agencies which are discharging governmental functions and thus 
helping the government to do its work. Such subsidies should be 
based upon the amount of service rendered and they should be 
reconsidered frequently in comparison with the service actually 
performed and with the other work and needs of the city. Tax 
exemption does give a subsidy, but the trouble is that it is a blind 
subsidy, controlled by accident. And it is, moreover, a compulsory 
subsidy which cannot be reviewed and fixed by those who pay it 
as sound finance demands. 

3. The subsidizing of the institutions devoted to human uplift 
in fields for which government has assumed no general responsi
bility, presents much the same situation. In addition there are 
more doubtful questions involved. Should a city subsidize agencies 
which are performinl: no governmental function! Agencies which 
many of the citizens ignore or oppose Y Is it consistent with the 
separation of the church and the state to continue· an indirect 
subsidy for religious institutions Y In a democracy, should a com
munity be forced til subsidize property which does not benefit the 
community in its own estimation' 

4. The argument that tax exemption does not cost the commun~ 
ity anything is undoubtedly true. It does not, however, offer any 
very great help in meeting our practical situation. Railroad sta
tions, grocery stores, and banks are just as necessary, surely, as 
churches and schools. They go to make up the community, too. 
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Their use is sold with a city lot and is reflected in the lot nIne. 
But we do not exempt them. The general character of the popula
tion of a section is also reflected in land value. but we do not on 
that aeeount exempt from taxation blonde eollege graduates. The 
argument of refleeted values goes too far to be of much practical 
help_ And even if the principle is entirely sound. it is evident that 
there is, in any ease, a differenee in the distribution of the burden. 

There are of eourse many other eonsiderations bearing on both 
sides of the question which eould be mentioned. But as has been 
said above, we do not eonsider it our provinee in this report to 
deal with the theories. We are interested rather in a presentation 
of the facts as they are to be found in the state of Xew York. In 
the following pages of this chapter we are, therefore, summarizing 
our findings and our recommendations.. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Real Esta,te 

The prQblem Qf tax exemptiQn in the state Qf New York is seriQus. 
A study Qf the facts, hQwever, has led the CQmmittee to. feel that the 
situatiQn is nQt as seriQus as many have supposed. In the first 
place, thQugh the amQunt Qf tax exempt prQperty is 23.8 per cent 
Qf all taxable real estate, an analysis shQWS that 76.2 per cent 
Qf this is made up Qf publicly Qwned prQperty. Of the $3,828,-
000,000 Qf real prQperty exempted from state and IQcal taxes in 
1925, Qnly $913,000,000 is made up Qf private prQperty, such as 
churches, schQQls, cemeteries, and Qther private QrganizatiQns. In 
the secQnd place the ratio. Qf tax exempt prQperty to. taxable prQP
erty, excluding the tempQrarily exempt new buildings in New 
YQrk City, has decreased gradually since 1917. In Qther wQrds, 
taxable prQperty has apparently increased faster in value than has 
exempt prQperty. It is, therefQre, Qur first cQnclusiQn that the 
situatiQn is nQt as serious as it at first seemed. 

The statistical examinatiQn which we have made Qf gQvernmental 
CQsts and tax rates in the cities and tQwns Qf the state shQWS that 
there is no. relatiQn between the amQunt Qf tax exempt prQperty 
in a given city Qr tQwn, and the CQst Qf gQvernment or the IQcal 
tax rate. In Qther wQrds, many tQwns with large amQunts Qf tax 
exempt property have IQW costs Qf gQvernment and low tax rates, 
and many tQwns with a small amQunt Qf exempt prQperty have 
high tax rates and high CQsts Qf gQvernment. Tax exemptiQn is 
thus seen to. be an unimpQrtant facto.r in influencing these IQcal 
cQnditiQns. . 

As a means Qf testing this cQnclusiQn still further, we selected 
fQr special examinatiQn, 21 cities, tQwns, and villages which showed 
an abnQrmal amQunt Qf tax exempt prQperty. These taxing units 
were visited by members Qf the cQmmittee's research staff, and an 
effQrt was made to. find Qut what the practical effect Qf the tax 
exempt prQperty has been UPQn the finances and life Qf the CQm
munity. This study tends to. shQW that tax exemptiQn as a whQle 
dQes nQt result in seriQus injustices to. cities, tQwns, Qr villages. In 
all but Qne case, Qur investigatQrs co.ncluded that the IQcal benefit 
exceeded the IQcal CQsts, thQugh there were a number Qf Qther cases 
in which it was felt there was a justifiable grievance. 

A consideration Qf the kinds Qf prQperty fQr which exemptiQn is 
granted has led us to. the CQnclusiQn that there are very few classes 
Qf exempt prQperty which do. nQt bring a greater benefit to. the IQcal 
cQmmunity than the burden which they place UPQn that cQmmunity 
fQr gQvernmental services. The kinds Qf service required Qf IQcal 
gQvernments by exempt real estate are chiefly streets and sewers, 
and police and fire protectiQn. In almQst no. cases are schQQls 
invQlved. Water service is paid fQr in mo.st cases and a PQrtiQn 
Qf street and sewer expenses can generally be assessed. The bene
fits cQnferred uPQn the IQcal cQmmunity differ with the types Qf 
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institutions, and range from direct services rendered to indirect 
benefits accruing to local merchants or to surrounding property. 

Personal Property 
Practically all personal property is now tax exempt in accord

ance with the provisions of law. Even that personal property 
which is legally taxable is as a matter of fact, however, largely 
exempted by the assessors. This results in a substantial injustice 
to individuals and to taxing units. 

Tax Exemption of Public Securities 
The tax exemption of public securities under the New York Statc 

personal income tax law results in a revenue loss of $2,300,000. Of 
this total approximately $628,000 is the loss arising from the 
exemption of the securities of New York State and its political 
subdivisions. 

The theory that interest rates on public bonds are materially 
lower because of tax exemption, and lower to the extent of the 
capitalized value of the exemption, appears to be a fallacy when 
examined over a period of years and in relation to changes in 
the state and federal tax systems. 

It is evident also that the tax exemption of public securities 
serves to defeat the purpose of the progressive features of the 
state personal income tax law and thereby places an uninteuded 
burden upon certain income tax classes. 

Tax Exemption mlls 
If all of the tax exemption bills presented to the legislature 

during the past three years had been enacted, they would have 
all but obliterated the state tax system. The sum total of the 
revenues which would have been lost through the passage of 
these bills is $423,780,000. Practically all of these bills were 
defeated in the legislature. Those enacted into law carried a 
temporary reduction of revenues totaling $42,512,000 and per
manent reduction totaling $8,600,000 annually. 

The most troublesome bills presented to the legislature are those 
calling for cancellation and annulment of taxes for individual 
religious and eleemosynary institutions and corporations. Prac
tically all of these come from New York City. An examination 
of the bills and the petitions which have been filed and of the 
provisions of the New York City charter have led us to conclude 
that a simple amendment to the charter will cover all justifiable 
cases and that it will then not be necessary for the legislature to 
devote its time to these matters. 

Future Problems 
It is impossible to look into the future without realizing that 

we have only begun to encounter the problems of tax exemption. 
New exemptions on a large scale are certain to appear if we con
tinue the general trend of our present state policy. Weare mov
ing rapidly in the direction of special "authorities" to develop 
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ports, water power, bridges, and other services, and the demand 
is already heard that the property acquired by such public 
agencies be exempt. There is a tendency also toward a gradual 
increase of public ownership, as in connection with municipal 
transportation systems. And we can not overlook the plans which 
are being advanced for the public encouragement of housing, 
which invariably include some form of tax exemption. The num
ber of religious organizations continues to multiply and new edu
cational and charitable institutions are being organized from time 
to time. Unquestionably, our present difficulties with tax exemp
tions are small compared to those which we must face if we con
tinue to follow the lines of our present policy. 

Program of Reform 
While there have been a considerable number of public and 

private leaders who have taken occasion to study and criticize 
tax exemptions, no one has ventured to present a complete prac
tical program of reform for the state of New York. Carefully 
considered general principles have been enunciated and particular 
abuses have been attacked, but no specific plan has been outlined 
upon which it would be possible to secure any general agreement. 
It has been suggested, for example, that all exemptions be forth
with abolished. But even the most ardent abolitionist realizes 
that there are almost insuperable practical difficulties in such a 
program, to say nothing of the public opposition which it would 
arouse. Who will pay the' taxes on cemeteries, for example! 
And if the taxes are not paid, shall the city sell the lots and 
exhume the bodies! It has been suggested that private property 
be left as at present but that all public property be made taxable. 
Should such a policy be adopted without any consideration of the 
benefits conferred by public properties! Should the state be asked 
to pay taxes to a town when a part of a state park lies within 
that town and gives the town a definite local benefit' It has been 
suggested that exemptions be confined to the improvements, but 
that all land shall remain taxable regardless of its use. But here 
again, what shall be done with cemeteries' It has been urged 
that a constitutional amendment be adopted abolishing exemptions 
but requiring each taxing unit to make a subsidy appropriation 
exactly equivalent to the tax levied and collected from each insti
tution now exempt. This compulsory appropriation would be 
continued for a period of say ten years, and would then become 
purely optional. While this would undoubtedly force each institu
tion which is now exempt to justify its value to its community, 
would it not also force the church into politics and stir up more 
friction than the tax collections are worth' These suggestions are 
merely illustrations of various plans which have been brought 
forward. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Your committee is not at this time prepared to present a final 

program for dealing with tax exemptions. The problems arE 
much too complicated and public opinion is far too divergent t< 
make a complete program possible or even desirable at this time 
We have, nevertheless, reached certain very definite conclusion.! 
and are prepared to make a number of specific recommendation.! 
with regard to future legislation and policies. These are outlined 
here and are supported by the material presented in the subse
quent chapters of this report. 

Real Estate 
1. We recommend that there be no further extension of real 

estate exemptions. 
2. If, however, this proves impossible, we urge that any exemp

tion granted be subject to local option and that it be for a limited 
term of years. 

3. We recommend that there be no broadening of the clasSel! 
of property now exempt on the plea that the new institutioIlJ! 
closely resemble others which are now exempt. 

4. We do not believe that any public or private property should 
be exempt from charges for water, or from special assessments for 
local improvements as is now the practice in some sections of 
the state. 

5. We recommend that the state department of taxation and 
finance make a special effort to require the assessors to reappraise 
and list fairly all tax exempt property, as is now provided by 
section 21 of the tax law. In some tax units large amounts of 
exempt property, such as the state canal, do not appear at all, and 
in others it is known that no effort has been made to keep the 
valuation of exempt property up to date. It has been suggested 
that the department of taxation and finance be empowered to make 
an appraisal of exempt property throughout the state. The 
proposal has much merit. In any case we believe that the valua
tion of state owned property should be furnished to the assessors 
by the state departments acting through some single' department. 

6. We recommend also that the listing of exempt property be 
made to show separately the value of land and the value of improve
ments. This is essential in the development of information for 
the guidance of the state in the preparation of any new policy of 
tax exemptions, and will require little additional labor on the part 
of the assessors. _ 

Pe,.sonal p,.operly 
1. We are thoroughly convinced that intangible personal prop

erty should not be taxed under a property tax and that the income 
tax is the only satisfactory method of reaching this class of 
property in New York State. 

2. We feel, also, that tangible personal property should be 
abandoned as a tax base. 
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Taz Ezempt Securities 
1. We recommend that all future state and local bond issues be 

made subject to the New York State income tax. 
2. We recommend the amendment of section 190 of the tax law 

so that it will not apply to future state bonds. 
3. We reaffirm our indorsement of the federal constitutional 

amendment providing for the reciprocal taxability of state and 
federal bonds. 

Taz Ezempt Bills 
1. We recommend that section. 221-a of the New York City 

charter be amended so that New York City can itself dispose of 
legitimate tax cancellation cases and so that the legislature will 
no longer have to deal with such claims. 

2. If tax annulment bills are to continue to come before the 
legislature, we recommend that they contain more specific informa
tion with regard to the property, levies, amounts involved, dates, 
and tax roll references. 

Consideration of Future Policy 
1. In our opinion, what is most needed at the present time is 

general public consideration and discussion of the problems 
involved in tax exemptions. No progress can be made without a 
public understanding of the facts and of the proposed changes of 
public policy. 

2. We request those who are particularly interested in the ques
tion of tax exemptions to let us have the benefit of their thoughts 
and observations. If there are particular evidences of injustice 
arising under our present laws, we shall be pleased to learn of 
the facts. 



CHAPTER II 

TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN NEW YORK STATE 

In 1925 the assessed value of tax exempt real property in New 
York State amounted to four billion six hundred thirty-three • 
million dollars. This was roughly one-fifth of the assessed value of 
all real property in the State. The amount of exempt property has 
increased steadily since 1900 and at present shows no signs of 
slackening in its rate of growth. As real property forms the most 
important source of State and local revenues1 the importance -of 
a study of tax exemptions is readily apparent. Not only does 
exemption deprive the government of income but it throws an addi
tional burden upon the property that remains to be taxed. More
over in certain parts of the State the exemptions form so great a 
part of the total that the local government is hard pressed to find 
revenue enough to provide the necessary governmental services. 

Growth of Exemptions 
The significance of tax exempt real property in New York State 

can only be appreciated when its growth is compared, over a period 
of years, with the increases in population, the value of real estate 
subject to taxation, the amount of taxes levied and the general level 
of prices. The basic material for this comparison is presented in 
Table I, covering the period from 1900 to 1925 inclusive. It records 
the growth of each of the above mentioned items and in addition 
contains a column (6) which shows the relation between the 
assessed values of tax exempt real property and taxable real 
property. 

Attention should be called to the fact that certain classes of 
property are exempt from all taxes while others are exempt from 
local taxes only. This is the case with "New Buildings" which 
now amounts to over 800 million dollars in assessed value. Section 
4-b of the Tax Law was passed to relieve the housing shortage that 
became apparent after the war. It permitted localities to exempt 
from local taxes only until 1932 new buildings intended for resi
dential purposes. Thus it is apparent that the problem of tax 
exemption can be observed from two angles; from the State's 
point of view and from the point of view of the localities! 

1 Taxes levied on real property provide about three·fourths of the revenues 
collected by state and local governments. In 1925 over 540 million doIlars 
were levied on real property. 

• Property purcbased with pension money is exempt for all purposes except 
for local schools and roads. The amount 80 exempted is relatively negligible 
and no notice is here taken of it. 

19 
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In Table I the local point of vicw is taken because local taxes 
are much more important than State and county taxes levied on 
real property. 

The figures of Table I are more easily interpreted in the form 
of relative index numbers which are presented in Table II. In 
constructing these the year 1913 was taken as the base and made 
equal to 100 per cent in all cases. These data are plotted in Chart I 
on ratio paper from which it is possible to compare the various 
items and to observe their rates of growth. They enable us to see 
for example that there are distinct upward. trends in .all :five curves 
but that on the average throughout the period the assessed value of 
locally tax exempt real property has increased more rapidly than 
the assessed value of real property that is taxable by the localities. 
In fact the total amount of tax exempt real property as reported 
by the State Tax Commission shows a larger rate of increase in 
1925 over 1913 than even the amount of general property taxes 
levied. 

The State ana tM Localities 
However, the situation does not appear quite so acute from the 

State's point of view or from the point of view of those counties in 
which "New Buildings" are not exempt.1 For the last four or 
five years property exempt from State taxes has not increased as 
rapidly as has the assessed value of that which is subject to State 
taxes. 

Exemptions ana Taxes 
It is interesting to see that next to the curve of locally tax 

exempt real property the aggregate taxes levied has had the 
greatest rise. The smallest increase was recorded by the growth of 
population (only 18 per cent since 1913). The index of wholesale 
prices in 1925 was about 59 per- cent above the 1913 level. The 
sharp rise that has occurred since 1919 in the aggregate taxes levied 
on general property reflects the net effect of an increased popula
tion for which a greater measure of governmental service is being 
performed at greater prices than were formerly paid. The increase 
in the value of tax exempt real property means that this increased 
cost of government must be borne to a larger and larger extent by 
the real property that remains subject to taxation. 

Assessed ana True Values 
In interpreting these figures it should be remembered that the 

accuracy of the assessment of tax exempt real property is subject 
to some question. Although the requirements of the law in respect 
to the method of assessment are the same for the two classes of 
property, there are two reasons to question their absolute accuracy. 
On the one hand, as exempt property pays no tax anyway, there is 
not the same incentive to discover its true value as in the case with 

1 ''New buildings" are exempt in only four counties of the state outside of 
New York City. 
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other real property. On the other hand, as no tax payments are 
involved, there is no reason for the owners of tax ~xempt property 
to protest at valuations in excess of the real value. In the absence 
of other evidence we shall have to assume that the two tendencies 
counterbalance each other. 

Prices. 
In a state in which the population is growing it is to be expected 

that the value of taxable property and the value of tax exempt 
property would increase. Moreover in a period of increasing prices 
these values would eventually tend to reflect the decreased pur
chasing power of the dollar. However this last influence would 
presumably affect exempt and taxed real property to the same 
extent. Therefore the ratio of the one to the other should reveal 
any significant changes that have taken place with respect to the 
relative amount of real property that is exempt from taxation .. 

Taxable and Exempt Properly Compared 
Such a ratio has been calculated and is presented in Table I, 

column 6, and plotted in Chart II. After a slight drop from 1905 
to 1908 it shows a disti:p.ct upward trend from 1908 to 1917. After 
a drop in 1920 the curve showing the local situation shows that a 
second rise took place from 1920 to the present time. However 
the growth in the last four years is largely due to the increase .in 
new buildings exempt from local taxation in the five counties of 
New York City, and in Clinton, Delaware, Dutchess and Onondaga 
counties. In 1925 the value of this class of property amounted to 
805 million dollars, all but one million of which was located in 
Greater New York City. 

In considering exempt real property from the point of view of 
State revenues however, this amount is excluded (as it is not 
exempt from State taxes) and the ratio shows a very decided 
tendl'ncy to drop since 1921. In fact it is now almost as low as it 
was in 1906. As this property returns to a full taxable status in 
1932 the dotted curve from 1921 to 1925 would seem to reflect the 
long-run situation more accurately than the heavy line. On the 
other hand, from the point of view of present local revenues it is 
logical to include new buildings (exempt until 1932) in the exempt 
propcrty and to exclude it from the property subject to taxation. 
When this is done the local situation appears quite the reverse from 
that of the State. From 1920, this percentage relationship between 
exempt and taxed real property has been steadily increasing, and 
has never been so high as it is now. At the present time almost 
one-fourth as much real property is exempt as is locally taxed; 
while less than one-fifth as much real property is exempt as is 
taxed by the State. 

Per Capita Figures 
Another interesting picture is that afforded by the comparison 

of the trends on a per capita basis, of exempt real property, taxable 
real property and the total general property taxes levied. The 
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figures for this study are presented in Table III and plotted on 
ratio paper in Chart III. 

The trend in each instance is practically a straight line. This 
indicates that the rates of growth have been almost constant. The 
trend in the assessed value of tax exempt real property is increas
ing more rapidly than that of taxable property but less rapidly 
than that of the taxes levied on general property. 

In view of the frequent requests that are made to grant tax 
exemption asa special form of assistance to some more or less 
worthy cause, it is important that we face this situation with a 
knowledge of the facts. 

Olassificatitm of Exempt Property 
What property is exempt? In what use is it employed and where 

is it located Y What proportion of real property is exempt in the 
various towns and cities throughout the State Y Is there any rela~ 
tionship between large percentages of ta~ exempt property and a 
high per capita tax burden' These and other questions suggest 
themselves. In an attempt to answer them the following tables 
and charts have been constructed. 

Ownership 
Table IV shows the distribution of tax exempt real property 

according to ownership. For purposes of comparison three years 
are given, 1905, 1920 and 1925. Owing to the creation of a new 
class of exemptions in 1922, namely "New Buildings" (exempt for 
local purposes but taxed for State purposes), two columns are 
presented for the last year, one showing the situation as it affects 
State revenues and one showing it as it affects local revenues. 

It is evident very little change has taken place in the relative 
importance of the various classes of ownership. Cities own the 
largest share of real property exempt from taxation and private 
owners control the next largest portion. The inclusion of 805 
million dollars worth of new building (exempt from local but not 
from State taxes) in the privately owned class increases this share 
to 37.1 per cent and has a tendency to make the other shares rela
tively smaller. However in 1932 this will return to a full taxable 
status so the privately owned class is only temporarily increased. 

Use 
Table V shows the manner in which tax exempt real property 

of New York State is used. Two years, 1920 and 1925 are given for 
comparison. Because of section 4-b of the Tax Law which permits 
the local exemption of new buildings but does not exempt them 
from State taxation two columns are given for 1925, showing the 
situation (1) for the State purposes and (2) for local purposes. 

It is clear that there has been little change from 1920 to 1925 
in the relative importance of the different classes of property as 
viewed from the standpoint of the State. That used for educa
tional purposes has increased slightly while that used for public 
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utilities has decreased a little. The other classes remain practicallJ 
constant. 

However the passage of section 4-b of the Tax Law has changec: 
the situation with respect to the distribution of real propert~ 
exempt from local taxation very materially. "New Buildings' 
appears in 1925 as 17.4 per cent of the total real property exemp 
tions. The percentages that other classes of exempt property beal 
to the total are reduced proportionally.1 

1" New Buildings" located outside of New York City amount to slightl; 
less than olie million dollars. "New Buildings" in New York City ar, 
assessed at about 804 million dollars (1925). 

We have followed the classification of exempt real property used by th, 
State Tax Department. It is as follows: 

Educational 
Universities, colleges and professional schools other than State norma 

schools. 
state normal schools and colleges for training of teachers. 
Public schools. 
Schools other than public schools. 
Schools for deaf, dumb and blind. 
Schools for feeble-minded. 
Libraries. 
History and art (includes property of patriotic societies). 
Parks, playgrounds and gardens. 

Agricultural 
Exhibition buildings and grounds of agricultural societies. 

ReligiouB 
Buildings and grounds used as places for religious worship. 
Property of religious corporations occupied by officiating clergymen. 
Property owned by clergymen. 
Moral and mental improvement. 

Fraternal and Benevolent 
Fraternal. 
Benevolent. 

CorreotionaZ 
Correctional institutions. 

Charitable 
Homes for children. 
Homes for veteran soldiers and sailors. 

Curative 
General hospitals and dispensaries. 
Hospitals for insane. 
Tuberculosis hospitals. 
Hospitals for contagious diseases. 
Hospitals for convalescents: 
Maternity hospitals. 
Hospitals for children (includes day nurseries). 
Hospitals for other special diseases. 

Proteotive 
Fire. 
Police. 
Jails, penitentiaries and other places for punishment of crime. 
LighthOUses. 
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Location 
Table VI shows that about three-fourths of the locally exempt 

real property in the State is located in New York City. Fourteen 
and one-tenth per cent is located in other cities and only 7 per cent 
in the towns. The distribution of real property exempt from State 
taxes is slightly different due to the 805 million dollars worth 
of "New Buildings" all but one million of which is located in 
New York City. . 

According to the State Equalization Table for 1926 New York 
City contained 60 per cent of the "Full value of real property 
at rate of equalization," that is, of the real property subject to 
the general property tax. According to Table VI in 1925 (the 
latest figures available) it contained 78.9 per cent of the locally 
tax exempt property and 74.4 per cent of the property exempt 
from state taxes.1 

Four tables have been constructed to show the location of tax 
exempt real property. Table VII gives the actual amounts found 
in New York City, other cities, and in towns classified according 
to ownership. It also gives a percentage distribution of these 
values showing for each class of ownership the relative amounts 
located in New York City, other cities, and in towns. Table VII-a 
gives a different analysis based on the same figures. It shows how 
the exempt real property is distributed amo:qg the various owners 
in New York City, other cities and in towns. 

DefenaWll 
Armol'ies. 
Military reservations, forts, army, posts, rille ranges. 
Arsenals, storehouses and army and navy administration buildings. 

Publto Utilities 
Water systems. 
Lighting systems. 
Sewerage systems and disposal plants. 
Public baths. 
Public mal'kets. 
Bridges, docks and ferries. 
Subways. . 
Canals. 

Adminiatratillll Buildings 
Post·office buildings. 
Courthouse and administration buildings and grounds. 

Miscellaneous 
Cemeteries. 
Fish hatcheries and game farms. 
Indian reservations. 
Reforested lands. 
Propel'ty purchased with pension money. 
New buildings (pursuant to section 4·b, Tax Law). 

1 This is based upon assessed valuations. No attempt haa been made to 
" equalize" the exempt real property. " Equalizing" the exempt real prop
erty would tend to decrease the percentage located in New York City. 
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The same sort of analysis of the uses to which exempt real prop
erty is put is presented in Tables VIII and VIII-a. The actual 
figures for the individual cities are given in Tables XV to XVIII 
inclusive. 

One or two points in these tables are worth special attention. 
Because of the tremendous importance of parks and playgrounds 
in New York City it was deemed wise to separate this item from 
the educational class in which it is found. When this separation 
is made it shows that about 58 per cent of all of the educational 
property, exclusive of parks, is loca~ed in New York City, 28 per 
cent in other cities and 14 per cent in the towns. Of the value of 
parks a:nd playgrounds 93.6 per cent is found in New York City, 
while only 5.8 per cent occurs in other cities and .6 of 1 per cent 
in the towns. As might be expected all exempt agricultural prop
erty is located outside of Greater New York, 77.2 per cent of it 
being in the to!VDS and the rem¥nder in the smaller cities. The 
distribution of religious property is practically the same as is 
the case with educational property. Of fraternal and benevolent 
exempt property 68.2 per cent is found in New York City, 21.4 
per cent in other cities and 10.4 per cent in the towns. The bulk 
of the property classified as correctional is found in the towns and 
smaller cities, only 24.2 per cent being located in New York City. 
Forty-seven and four-tenths per cent of the charitable exempt 
property is found in New York City, 22.2 per cent in other cities, 
while 30.4 per cent occurs in tb,e towns. The distribution of cura
tive and protective exempt property runs almost parallel with that 
observed in fraternal and benevolent property, about two-thirds 
of each class occurring in, New York City, while one-quarter to 
one-fifth is found in other cities and slightly more than one-tenth 

. in the towns. About 74.8 per cent of the defensive exempt prop
erty is found in New York City, 13.5 per cent in other cities and 
11.7 per cent in the towns. All but 15 per cent of the property 
classified as public utilities is found in New York City, while 
9.8 per cent occurs in other cities and 5.2 per cent in the towns. 
The great bulk of administrative buildings is found in the cities. 
54.6 per cent in New York City, 40 per cent in other cities, and 
only 5.4 per cent in the towns. Because of the great importance 
in New York City of new buildings exempt from t~ation pursuant 
to section 4-b of the Tax Law, they have been separated from the 
miscellaneous class in which they are reported. Miscellaneous, 
exclusive of new buildings, is distributed as follows: 51.6 per 
cent in New York City, 16.9 per. cent in other cities, and 31.5 per 
cent in the towns. While 99.9 per cent of the val]Je of new build
ings is found within New York City only .1 of 1 per cent is found 
in other cities and nothing in the towns. . 

Table VIII-a has been constructed showing the percentage dis
tribution of tax exempt real property in New York City, other 
cities and in towns according to use in 1925. In this table 100 
per cent represents the total value of exempt property reported 
under each heading. Here again separate columns are given for 
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New York City and for other cities in which the items of parks 
and playgrounds and of new buildings have been excluded for 
the sake of comparison. It seems unfair in this table to include 
these two items when such a preponderant share of them is found 
in New York City.' When they are excluded educational exempt 
property is seen to be far less important in New York City than 
in other cities or in the towns. Agricultural exerppt property is 
relatively negligible in any jurisdiction. Religious exempt prop
erty is less important in New York City than in either the other 
cities or the towns. Fraternal and benevolent property is of ap
proximately equal importance in the three classes of jurisdictions. 
Correctional jnstitutions are less important in. New York City 
than in other citjes and less important in other cities than in the 
towns. In respect to charitable property it appears that this item 
is about twice as important in the towns as it is in New York City, 
and even less importa!!t in other cities. Exempt real property 
classified as curative amounts to 8.1 per cent in towns as a whole, 
to slightly less than that in other cities and to only 4.9 per cent 
in New York City. Protective property is of about equal import
ance in the three cla~s of jurisdictions, while defensive prop
erty is about the same importance in New York City as in the 
towns, but of slightly tess importance in the other cities. Public 
utilities bulk very large in New York City, amounting to 44.1 per 
cent of the total (exclusive of parks and new buildings). Thil 
class of property is of equal importance in towns and in other 
cities amounting to 16.9 per cent in the towns and 15.4 per cent 
in other cities. Administrative buildings are more than twice 
as important in other cities as they are in New York City and 
four times as important as they are in the towns where they 
amount to 3.2 per cent of the total. Miscellaneous exempt real 
property excluding new buildings amounts to only 2.8 per cent 
in New York City and also in other cities, while in the towns this 
class of property is practically four times as great. This is un. 
doubtedly due to the character of the property included under 
this heading. Cemeteries, fish hatcheries and game farms, Indian 
Reservations and reforested lands would be found mainly outside 
of the urban areas. The only item included under this head that 
is found in the cities is that of property purchased with pension 
money and this amounts to only $10,000,000 for the State as a 
whole. 

CITIES 
It is readily apparent that from the point of view of size the 

t~x exempt real property located in the cities deserves first atten
tion. Table IX presents the basic facts. It gives the population 
of each city from the 1925 census, the assessed value of tax exempt 
and of taxable real property in 1925, and the ratio of the one to 
the other. 

The cities of the State exhibit a certain degree of uniformity in 
the ratio of exempt to taxable real property. All but 10 of the 59 
cities have ratios that vary between 5 per cent and 30 per cent, 
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with a marked concentration between 10 per cent and 15 per cent. 
The three that have ratios below 5 per cent are Glen Cove and Long 
Beach in Nassau county, and Lackawanna in Erie county. Details 
concerning the seven cities in which the ratio is in excess of 30 per 
cent are to be found in footnotes at the bottom of Table X. In 
every case part of the explanation appears in the presence of some 
exceptional institution of State wide benefit such. as an insane 
asylum, an arsenal or a university. 

When an examination is made of the per capita assessed value of 
tax exempt real property the variation is found to be much wider, 
ranging from $25 to $718. Part of this is undoubtedly due to the 
different practices with respect to the rate at which property is as
sessed. Even so the distribution is such as to enable one to point 
out decided exceptions such as Albany, Ithaca, New York City, 
Saratoga Springs, White Plains and Yonkers, where the explana
tion is found as before in the exceptional circumstances noted at 
the bottom of Table XI. 

Populatiofl and tM Ratio of Exempt to TaxabZ6 
In seeking to understand the variation that is observable in the 

ratios of the assessed value of tax exempt real property to taxable 
real property it is natural to inquire into the effect of population. 
Does the ratio increase or decrease in size with increases or 
decreases in the size of the units compared' In other words can 
the size of the city account for the differences in the ratios' 

This was the objective in the construction of Table XII. The 
only observation that can be made from it is that the larger cities 
seem to vary less widely than do the smaller ones. The central 
tendencies in all classes according to size are not )Videly different. 
However, the scatter is very wide and shows that there is no 
very direct natural rule governing the two variables. The identity 
of the ~ceptional cases is given in the footnotes. Reference to 
Table X provides the explanation of their position. 

With the same object in view, Table XIII was constructed to 
see if the per capita assessed value of tax exempt real property 
could be explained by the size of the cities in which they were 

reW~ble likewise leads to no very definite conclusion. The 
variation is wide. All that can be said is that while there are 
some small cities with a high per capita assessment of exempt 
property there are no large cities (over 40,000 in population) with 
per capita exempt values under $125 and only three in exceS!! of 
$300. The explanations of the exceptional cities are given at the 
bottom of the table. It has been suggested that it was worth while 
for a city to attract quasi-governmental institutions for, even 
though they were tax exempt, they tended to increase the value 
of other property. Table XIV was constructed to see what evi
dence there was of such a relationship. To eliminate the influence 
of the size of the municipality in question the two variables were 
put on a per capita basis. 
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Here the correlation is more marked but is far from being sig
nificant. The dispersion is still very great but the tendency is for 
high values fO.r per capita taxable property to be associated with 
high per capita values of exempt real property. Part of this is 
probably due to the fact that while exempt and taxable property 
are probably assessed at the same rate (with reference to their true 
value) t,Pe rates of assessment vary greatly from city to city. 
This could tend to boost both figures where property was assessed 
at a high rate and to decrease both where the rate is low. 

Effect of Exempt Real Property upon City Tax Rates 
One of the questions that it was desired to answer was whether 

or not tax exempt real property were related to the tax rate paid 
by taxable property. If the presence of exempt property affects 
the cost of government to any appreciable extent then we should 
expect to find high tax rates in cities with large percentages of 
exempt property and low tax rates in cities with small percentages 
of exempt property. 

To determine this, Table XIII-A was constructed. Obviously, 
because of the various rates at which different municipalities 
assess their real property, the actual tax rate reported had to be 
corrected in each case to reflect the rate at which property would 
be taxed if real property were assessed at its true value. This 
correction was made by multiplying the actual tax rate by the ratio 
at which each municipality assesses its taxable property, thus 
obtaining what we have termed the "true tax rate." 

Table XIV shows that there is practically no indication of any 
relationship between these two variables. High tax rates must be 
explained upon other grounds than the presence of a large pro
portion of exempt real property and conversely, there is no war-· 
rant in assuming that a large amount of exempt property results 
in a high tax rate in the cities of New York State. 

Ownership 
Tables XV and XVI show the distribution of tax exempt real 

property in the cities of New York State according to ownership. 
Table XV presents the actual assessed values in each city controlled 
by each class of owner. Table XVI is based on the previous table 
and gives the same information in percentages. The total for each 
city is 100 p~r cent. 
USf) 

Tables XVII and XVIII show how the tax exempt real property 
in each city of New York State is distributed according to use. 
Table XVII gives the absolute amounts while Table XVIII pres
ents the same information in percentage form. 

TOWNS 
It is impossible in this report to present all of the information 

available bearing on tax exempt real property located in the 
towns of New York State. The e~empt property located outside 

2 
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of the cities amounts to only 323 millions, 7 per,cent of the total. 
However, some of it is found in each of the 932 towns in the State. 
Moreover it is in the towns that the greatest hardship is likely to 
occur by an excess of tax exempt property. 

The information for all of the towns has been condensed into the 
tables that follow. These reveal the general situation without giv
ing the identity of any but the exceptional towns. The original 
material for .each town is in the hands of the committee and is 
open to inspection. 

The great diversity of conditions is revealed in the wide range 
of the ratios of exempt real property to taxable real property. 
While the great majority of towns have ratios under 15 per cent, 
two cases1 were found with ratios over 400 per cent. In all, 26 
towns have ratios that exceed 50 per cent. In comparing this table 
with Table X which shows the same data for cities it is at once ap
parent that the average for towns is less than that for cities but 
that there are no cities with ratios as large as those recorded by 
some towns. Cities are much more uniform in this respect than 
are the towns. It is in the exceptional towns that the greatest diffi
culty arises. 

This last statement finds corroboration in the data presented in 
Table XX showing per capita value of tax exempt real property in 
the towns of the State. While most of the towns fall below $100 
there are 213 cases in excess of that amount, 20 of which have val
ues above $500 and one town has a value of $2,640. Again it is the 
exceptional town that stands out, a small town with a large hospi
tal, prison, military reservation, etc. 

Comparison with Table XI, giving the same information for 
cities, shows that the tendency is for distinctly higher per capita 
values in cities than in the towns. 

An attempt was also made to determine if there we~e any rela
tion between the size of a town and the per capita value of the tax 
exempt real property located in it. Table XXI shows what evi
dence there is of such a relationship. The dispersion in both vari
ables is so great that it can not be said that there is any direct con
nection between the two. 

As in the case of cities (see Table XIV) thereis some slight evi
dence of a relationship between per capita taxable and per capita 
exempt real property. Low values of both variables and high 
values of both variables are found together but the scatter is great. 

Effect of Tax Exempt Real Property upon Town Tax Rates 
It has sometimes been claimed that a large amount of exempt 

property in a town contributed so much to the governmental costs 
of a town that it necessitated an exceptionally high tax rate. If 
this contention were generally true in the towns of New York 
State then we should expect to find high tax rates associated with 
large percentages of exempt property and vice versa. To ascer-

1 Highlands, Orange County, 426.3%; Dannemora, Clinton County, 438.6%. 
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tain the situation the true tax rates· were correlated with the 
percentage ratios of exempt to taxable real property in the ~32 
towns in the state. The results appear in Table. 

This table shows that while there may be five or ten towns in 
which high percentages of exempt property are found associated 
with high tax rates, the situation is not at all general In fact 
there are more cases where high percentages of exempt property 
are found connected with lower than average tax rates. On the 
other hand a wide range of tax rates is found where the percent
age of exempt property is relatively negligible and a wide rang~ 
of percentage ratios of exempt property is found where the ta:;: 
rates are in the neighborhood .of the average. 

Therefore it seems clear that the amounts of tax exempt real 
property in the towns of New York State have very little if any
thing to do with the true rates at which their taxable property is 
taxed. 

Owne,.ship 
Is there a typical way in which the exempt real property of a 

town is distributed as to ownership and use! An analysis of the 
records of all of the towns in New York State is the basis of Tables 
XXIII and XXIV. 

This analysis shows that only 11 towns reported exempt prop
erty owned by cities, 46 reported exempt property owned by the 
United States, 127 reported exempt property owned by countie~ 
and 194 reported exempt property owned by the State. With a 
total of 932 towns in the State, these cases appear as exceptions. 
No central tendency appears in any of the classes mentioned. It 
is noticeable that some of the percentages reported are relatively 
large. 

On the other hand there were 713 towns reporting town owned 
property, 295 reporting village owned property, 888 reporting 
property owned by school districts and 892 reporting privately 
owned exempt property. Wide variations in each class show that 
there is little uniformity in the relative importance of the different 
classes of property in these towns. The one exception appears to 
be the property owned by school districts. 

Under these circumstances it is difficult to establish a criterion 
to use as a standard of comparison. The best that can be sug
ge.sted for general use is the approximate limits within which the 
IDlddle 50 Pl'f cent of the towns vary in each class. This elimi
nates from consideration the lowest 25 per cent and the highest 25 
per cent in each case and focusses attention upon the relative im
portance of each class of exempt real property in the cases that 
appear most typical throughout the State. The measure is pro
vided by the range between what are called the two quartile points. 

• The "t!11e tax rate" was obtained by mUltiplying the actual tax rate used 
by the ratio at which real property is assessed in each case. It represents 
the tax rate that would be employed if real property were assessed at its full 
value. 
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Such measures are given at the bottom of Tables XXIII and' 
XXIV. They are based upon the total number of towns (932) 
and not upon the number reporting specified claS!!es of exempt 
property. 

Use 
As in the case of ownership, a distribution of the towns with re

spect to the relative importance of the uses to which exempt real 
property is put has been calculated and is presented in TaMe 
XXIV. Property used in agricultural, fraternal and benevolent, 
correctional, charitable, curative and defensive purposes. i~ found 
in less than a quarter of the towns and therefore might be classed 
as exceptional. On the other hand about one-third of the towns 
report protective and a majority report educational, religioll.'!, pul)
lic utility, administrative, and miscellaneous exempt rt'al prorert'· 
The limits within which the middle 50 per cent of the towns fall 
may be taken as a rough standard of the way in which the t'xeml't 
property of the typical town is distributed. 
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TABLE I 

ASSESSED VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM TAXATION 
COMPARED WITH ASSESSED VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY SUBJECT 
TO TAXATION, POPULATION, AGGREGATE GENERAL PROPERTY 
TAXES LEVIED AND WHOLESALE PRICES. NEW YORK STATE, 

1900-1925 

Assessed Assessed Aggregate Index Percentage 
value of ratio of value of real PopuJa.... general nomberof tax exempt !tax exempt property wholesale YIWl real property tion taxes prices real prop-

property subject levied 1913= ertyto 
to tax taxable real 

(millions) (millions) (thousands) (millions) 100% property 

I (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1900 ........ t4723 $5,093 7,269 $100.1 BO.5 a14.2 
1901. ....... a762 5,169 7,429 105.7 79.3 a14.7 
1902 ........ a853 5,298 7,588 104.1 84.4 a16.1 
1903 ........ al,OOS 6,750 7,748 95.0 85.5 a14.9 
1904 ......... 1,328 7,051 7,908 103.7 85.6 18.8 
1905 ........ 1,389 7,313 8,067 106.4 86.2 19.0 
1906.: ...... 1,484 7,933 8,277 111.3 88.6 18.7 
1907 ........ 1,571 8,553 8,486 122.8 93.5 18.4 
1908 ........ 1,647 9,117 8,695 140.0 90.1 18.1 
1909 ........ 1,714 9,267 8,904 144.1 96.9 18.5 
1910 ........ 1,788 9,639 9,114 153.3 100.9 18.5 
19U ........ 2,028 10,562 9,228 239.5 93.0 19.2 
1912 ........ 2,064 10,684 9,343 221.5 99.1 19.3 
1913 ........ 2,271 10,960 9,458 278.2 100.0 20.7 
1914 ........ 2,377 11,146 9,573 229.3 98.1 21.3 
1915 ........ 2,522 11,336 9,688 249.3 100.8 22.2 
1916 ........ 2,607 11,606 9,827 265.2 126.8 22.5 
1917 ........ 2,748 12,007 9,966 289.1 177.2 22.9 
1918 ........ 2,810 12,322 10,106 313.2 194.3 22.8 
1919 ........ ·2,881 12,625 10,245 328.8 206.4 22.8 
1920 ........ 2,997 14,596 10,385 368.4 2'1...6.2 20.5 
1921. ....... 3,285 15,225 10,540 439.0 146.9 21.6 
1922 ........ b3,431 bI5,873 10,696 452.2 148.8 b21.6 
1923 ........ b3,731 b16,789 10,851 482.7 153.7 b22.2 
1924 ........ M,I11 bI8,125 11,007 518.2 149.7 b22.6 
1925 ........ M,633 bI9,483 11,162 549.3 158.7 b23.8 

Sources and Notes: 
(1) (2) (4) (6) Annusl Reports of N. Y. State Tax Commission. 
(3) Federal Census, 1900, 1910, 1920. Intervening years estimated by State 

Comptroller. N. Y. State Census 1925. 1921:-1924 by interpolation. 
(5) U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistia!. 
(a) Tax exempt real property figureS are for cities only until 1904. 
(b) Section 4-b of the Tax Law permits the exemption of .. new buildings planned 

ror dwelling purposes exc1ll8iveiy, except hotels" from local taxation only until 1932. 
The values of BIlch property are reported as follows: . 

1922........................... .$83,711,450 
1923. .. ........................ 248,582,610 
1924............................ 482,502,565 
1925............................ 804,606,410 

These !allU!B an: included in column (1) but excluded from column (2). 
Only nme countIes report exemptions under this classification. 
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TABLE II 
INDEX NUMBERS SHOWING RELATIVE INCREASES IN TAX EXEMPT 

REAL PROPERTY, TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY, POPULATION, 
AGGREGATE GENERAL PROPERTY TAXES LEVIED AND WHOLE
SALE PRICES. NEW YORK STATE, 1900-1925. (Based on Table I) 

1913=100% 

Tax Taxable Total I 
YEAR exempt real Popula- taxes Wholesale 

real property tion levied prices 
property 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1900 ................... 31.8 46.5 76.9 36.0 SO.5 
1901 ................... 33.6 47.2 78.5 38.0 79.3 
1902 ................... 37.4 48.3 80.2 37.4 84.4 
1903 ................... 44.4 61.6 81.9 34.1 85.5 
1904 ................... 58.5 64.3 83.6 37.3 85.6 
1905 ................. ,. 61.2 66.7 85.3 38.3 86.2 
1906 ................... 65.3 72.4 87.5 40.0 88.6 
1907 ................... 69.2 78.0 89.7 44.8 93.5 
1908 ................... 72.5 83.2 91.9 51.0 90.1 
1909 ................... 75.5 84.6 94.1 51.8 96.9 
1910 ................... 78.7 87.9 96.4 55.8 100.9 
1911 ................... 89.3 96.4 97.6 86.1 93.0 
1912 ................... 91.0 97.5 98.8 79.6 99.1 
1913 ................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1914 ................... 104.8 101.7 101.2 82.4 98.1 
1915 ................... 111.2 103.4 102.4 89.6 100.8 
1916 ................... 114.9 105.9 103.9 95.3 126.8 
1917 ................... 121.1 109.6 105.4 103.9 177.2 
1918 ................... 123.8 112.4 106.9 112.6 194.3 
1919 ................... 127.0 115.2 108.3 118.2 206.4 
1920 ................... 132.0 133.2 109.8 132.4 226.2 
1921. ....... , ......... ; 144.6 138.9 111.4 157.8 146.9 
1922 ................... b151.1 bl44.8 113.1 162.6 148.8 
1923 ................... bl64.3 b153.2 114.7 173.5 153.7 
1924 ................... b181.0 b165.4 116.4 186.3 149.7 
1925 ................... b204.0 b177.8 118.0 197.4 158.7 

b See footnote" b " of Table I. 
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TABLE III 

PER CAPITA VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM LOCAL 
TAXATION, OF REAL PROPERTY SUBJECT TO LOCAL TAXATION 
AND TOTAL GENERAL PROPERTY TAXES LEVffiD, 1904-1925 1 

PER CAPITA 

YEAR 
Assessed Assel!l!ed 

value of value of Total 

locally real general 
property property tax exempt subject taxes real 

property to local levied 
ta.xation 

1904 ....................................... . $168 $892 $13 11 
1905 ....................................... . 172 907 13 19 
1906 ....................................... . 179 958 13 45 
1907 ....................................... . 
1908 ................................. : ..... . 

185 1,008 14 47 
189 1,049 16 10 

1909 ....................................... . 
1910 ........................................ . 
1911 ....................................... . 
1912 ....................................... . 
1913 ....................................... . 
1914 .... , .................................. . 
1915 ....................................... . 
1916 ....................................... . 
1917 ....................................... . 
1918 ....................................... . 
1919 ....................................... . 
1920 ....................................... . 
1921. ...................................... . 
1922 ....................................... . 
1923 ....................................... . 
1924 ............................... ' ........ . 
1925 ..... , ................................. . 

192 1,041 16 18 
196 1,058 1682 
220 1,145 2595 
221 1,144 23 70 
240 1,159 29 41 
248 1,164 23 95 
260 1,170 25 74 
265 1,181 2699 
276 1,205 29 01 
278 1,219 3099 
281 1,232 3209 
289 1,405 35 48 
312 1,445 41 65 
321 1,484 42 28 
344 ~,547 44 49 
373 1,647 4707 
415 1,745 4921 

1 Based on Table I. 



TABLE IV 
OWNERSHIP OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN NEW YORK STATE, 1905, 1920 AND 1925. 

Amounts and Percentages 

AsSESSED V ALUB IN MILLIONS PERCliiNTAGE 01' TOTAL 

OWNER 1905 1920 1925a 1925b 1905 1920 1925a Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt from from from from from from from 8tate 8tate local state 8tate state local and and and and 
local local taxes taxes local local taxes 

Cities ..................................... 1800 $1,941 12,416 $2,416 57.6 64.8 52.1 
Private owners ............................. 394 675 1,718a 913b 28.4 22.5 37.la 
United States .............................. 78 162 200 200 5.6 5.4 4.3 
New York State ............................ 82 129 155 155 5.9 4.3 3.4 
Ville.ges and school districts .................. 7 42 76 76 .5 1.4 1.6 
Counties .................................. 13 32 45 45 .9 1.1 1.0 
ToWDB .................................... 15 16 23 23 1.1 .5 .5 

Total ................................. 11,389 12,997 14,633 13,828 100. 100. 100. 

Source: Annual Reports of the New York State Tax Commiaaion. 
/I Includeal804.606.410 new buildings exempt (pursuant to Section 4-b of the Tax Law) from local tax81 only until 1932. 
II Excludes 1804,606,410 new buildings which are 8Ubject to the State General Property Tax. 

1925b 
Exempt 

from 
state 
taxes 

63.0 
23.8b 
5.3 
4.1 
2.0 
1.2 

.6 

100. 
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TABLE V 

USE 0,. TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN NEW YORK In'ATE, 11m, 1925 
.AMOUNTS AND PERCENTAGES 

AsusImt V ALft m PBBC8lftAGBS or TorAL 
Mn.r.rOlfB 

U. 11m 1925 192511 11m 1925 192511 Exempt 
~ EDmpt EDmpt EDmpt Exempt from from from from from from 

II&at.e local Btat.e 
&tate local IIt&te and and 

local tueB tueB local tueB tueB 

EdueatioDaJ ............. $1,111 $1,517 $1,517 31.1 32.8 39.6 
Public utilities ..•........ 872 1,035 1,035 29.1 22.3 27.1 
Religious ...•.••••.•••••• 353 433 433 11.8 9.3 11.3 
AclmiDiatnUon buildiDp •. 181 213 213 6.0 4.6 5.6 
Cura&iw ........•.•..•.. 126 188 188 4.2 4.1 4.9 
Defeasift ...••••.••••••• 120 149 149 4.0 3.2 3.9 
Protective ........•..•••. 80 81 81 2.7 1.8 2.1 
Fraternal and beaeYoIm'-. 36 42 42 1.2 .9 1.1 
Charitable ...••..•••.•••. 33 59 59 1.1 1.3 1.5 
A~~ .......•••••. 1 2 2 ~ ......... ...... ....... 
Aliacellaneoua ..••••..•••• 83 108 108 2.8 2.3 2.8 
New buiJdiDp •......••.. ...... a805 ....... ...... 417.4 ....... 

Total .•••.••..•.•••. 12,996 14,633 !>13,827 100 100 100 

SoumI: Annual Report.a of the New York State Tu CommiIIIiOll. 
• New buiIdinp puraIIIIR to Sectioa. 4-b of the Tu Law uempt from local tuee 

but aubject to IIt&te tuaL 
• New buildiDp III'e _ iDcluded ill &hia totaL 

TABLE VI 
LOCATION 0,. TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN NEW YORK STATE. 

1925. 
CA-ta and I'erIleDtages Baaed on AaIeaaed Values) 

EDmpt from Local Tuea 

.AssBs81m 
VAL1llI 

(milliODS) 

~~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 13,= q:I 
I----t----

TcKaI.............................................. 14,633 100 

EDmpt from State TUIB 

~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 12'5 Itt 
I---t---

TcKaI.............................................. 13,828 100 
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TABLE VII-a 
DISTRIBUTION OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE STATE OF 

NEW YORK LOCATED IN NEW YORK CITY. OTHER CITIES, AND 
IN TOWNS, ACCORDING TO OWNERSHIP, 1925 

OWNER 

United States ..................... 
New York State ................... 
Countiea .......................... 
Cities ............................ 
TOwDB ............................ 
Villagea .......... , ................ 
School district •.................... 
Private ........................... 

Total ......................... 

New 
York 
City 
% 

4.1 
0.5 

58.3 

37.1 

100. 

New 
York 
City a 

% 

5.2 
0.7 

74.8 

19.3a 

100. 

a Excluding 804 million dollars worth or " New Buildings. II 
b Leu than 0.1 or 1 %. 

Other 
Citiea 

% 

4.7 
12.8 
4.3 

42.9 
b ....... 

b ....... 
35.3 

100. 

Towne 

% 

6.5 
15.5 
5.3 
1.8 
7.0 
5.0 

18.4 
40.5 

100. 



TABLE VII 

DISTRIBUTION OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK LOCATED IN NEW YORK CITY, OTHER 
CITIES, AND IN TOWNS, ACCORDING TO OWNERSHIP IN, 1925 

ASSESSED VALUE (in thousands) PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 

OWNER Total Located Located Located· Located Tax in in Located in in Located 
Exempt New Other in New Other in Total 

Real York Cities Towns York Cities Towns 
Property City City 

United States ...................... $200,454 $148,901 $30,575 $20,978 74.4 15.2 10.4 100. 
New York State .................... 155,324 21,050 84,004 50,270 13.5 54.1 32.4 100. 
Counties .......................... 45,009 .......... 28,046 16,963 . ....... 62.3 37.7 100. 
Cities ............................. 2,416,009 2,128,766 281,284 5,959 88.2 11.6 0.2 100. 
Towns ..... ~ ...................... 22,515 . ......... 30 22,485 . ....... 0.1 99.9 100. 
Villages ........................... 16,079 .......... . ......... 16,079 . ....... ........ 100.0 100. 
School Districts .................... 59,699. . ......... 2 59,697 . ....... ........ 100.0 100. 
Private ownership .................. 1,717,935 1,355,008a 231,894 131,033 78.9 13.5 7.6 100. 

Total .............•........... $4,633,024 $3,653,725 $655,835 $323,464 78.9 14.1 7.0 100. 

II Includes 804 million dollars of .. New Buildings." 



TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION or TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE STATE OD' NEW YORK LOCATED IN NEW YORK CITY, OTHER 

CITIES, AND IN TOWNtI, ACCORDING 1'0 USE IN 1026 

A ...... D V.UVII Ilf TJIOVIAIID. 0' DOLL4R1 PllaOIiNT4011 DIITBIDVTIOII 

U .. Total Located Located Located Located Tall In In Located In In Located 
ElIemrt New Other In New Other In Total 

Ilea York Cltl". TowQI York Cltlea Town. 
Property City City 

Educational (exclu.lv. of parkt) ...... Il103,230 '3rJO,071 '11lS,6R3 '84,476 6S.0 28.0 14.0 100. 
Parka .........••.................. 913,712 1166,Ml6 62,748 6,3118 93.6 6.8 0.6 100. 
,AlVIoultural ••..•.................. 1,0:10 .......... 443 1,4lJ6 . ....... 22.8 77.2 100. 
Jtella!on ........................... 433,1112 2118,034 117,800 66,448 60.8 27.2 13.0 100. 
It'raternal and BenevoJen t. . . ........ 41,843 28,610 8,9W ",374 68.2 21." 10.4 100. 
Correctional ....................... 16,8116 4,074 6,464 7,211S 24.2 32.6 43.3 100. 
Cbarltabl •.••...................... 42,0:12 19,901 9,324 12,807 "7.4 22.2 30.4 100. 
Curatlv •..••...................... 11111,4:1S 116,0:10 47,1:14 26,274 61.0 26.0 14.0 100. 
Proleotiv •..•...................... 81,400 64,643 18,6116 8,1111 67.1 22.9 10.0 100. 
Dellllllv •.••••.........•..•....... 140,4119 111,1174 2(),IHIJ 17,306 74.8 13.6 11.7 100. 
Publlo Utility .•.................... 1,0:16,0:12 879,377 101,or,g 64,606 86.0 9.8 6.2 100. 
AdmJnJ.tratlv •..................... 213,1116 116,306 86,120 10,7111 64.6 40.0 6.4 100. 
MlJcellanloul (.xcIUllv. of nIW build-

lap) ........•................... 108,0110 M,7R4 18,2116 34,010 61.6 16.0 81.6 100. 
N_ bulldln", .................... , 804,1106 803,626 11311 42 00.9 0.1 ........ 100. 

Tolal .•. ""', ...... , ... , , , , , , 14,633,024 '3,663,726 'OIl6,S:13a '323,4660 78,9 lU 7.0 100. 

=-::=-::. QIiIiI&i;; ""'~~*-~~~.:;..-~.:_~~::~~.-.F.:;,::::::.;..'"';:';t~~.::=: ,,. -G Individual lI""r. Wir. takeo to tb. aeareat thou.and, beaet I .1I"ht dllCreplUlC)' betwoen tbOlO total. and tho .. a!VIQ In Tabl. VII. 
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TABI.E l'III ... 

DJ311UBtTlOY OF TAX EXI:llPl" RE..ll. PROPERTY IS THE STATE OF 
~""EW YORK LOCATED D JP.""EW YORK CITY, 01'1IDl CITIES. MH) 
IY roWX8" AOOORDIXG ro om. 1925 

"ew 0dIer New 0tMr 
l:_ Yad: Citis. Yad: Citis. 

T __ c 

aay. aay. 
% % to ,-t> 

... ,c- ... 
.C!' 

I'deretjceeI (adaliwe .. :: 
1'utaI) .••••.......... '.6 25.8 17.5 28.0 t, 27.8 

I'ab ................. ZI.~ 8.0 ------.- i ---------
ApirwItwnl. ........... 0.1 0.1 0.5 
Be§paa •..•.•......... 7.1 17.' 13.0 19.6 17.4 
I'banooI A: B.n" ...... 0.8 1.~ 1.~ 1.5 1.3 
~ ........... 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.9 2.2 
n.....-it.bIe .---.-----.-- 0.5 1.~ 2.0 1.5 4.0 
C'lInaift ......•........ 3.1 7.2 ~.9 7.8 8.1 
1'nIce.O,,-... , ......... 1.5 2.' 2.7 3.1 2.5 
Dof~ .••.•••...•••. 3.1 3.1 5.6 3.~ 5.4 
hbIie t:'bIity •.......•. 24.1 15.4 «.1 16.8

1 

16.9 
A ........ ati ............ 3.2 13.1 5.8 14.3 3.2 :v-....u __ ~~ 

fII Sew BaiIdiap) .... 1.5 2.8 2.8 3.0: 10.5 
New BooiIdiBp .•••••... 22.0 0.1 -------- ---------

T .................. 100. 1m. I 100. 100 . 1m. 

• br:IadiIoc New BuiIdiap _ Pub. 
• E ...... Sew BaiIdiap _ Pub. 
c New BaiiIdiap_ Pub_ .... _~ 

T.&BUl: IX 
ASSESSED VA.IXE OF TAX EXElIP'l' REAL PROPERTY, AS"ESSED VAIXE 

OF REAL PROPERTY IreBJECT 'TO TllATlO~, RATIO OF I':XEYPT 
R&L PROPERTY ro TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY, ~-n THE POPl>
L\no~. OF TIlE ClTIES OF ~""EW YORK STATE. u:a 

(l) 

g~~~~~~~: e'~7:'~~~ 
~ .......... , ~ ..... . 

~:::::~II"~:::::::: en t, ........ Oatmo ....... . 

g::::::::::::1 ~::::::: 

BaIio 
file-

~------------~ ~ to 

(3) 

117,820 
35,2100 
35,677 
15,628 
Il,fm -
n.915 

538,016 
7,&!!6 

ZI M5 
15:722 

S 156,952 
29,891 
27 ,!!30 
14,T.19 
IO,I9IJ 

1I3,i'8l 
'i95,OI1 

8,535 
2l.f80 
",006 

taahIe 
(4) + (5) 

r
per-a) 

(6) 

4lU 
12.8 
20.' 
21.1 
22.1 
18.0 
17.6 
22.0 
8.' 

15.0 
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TABLE IX- (Continued) 

ASSESSED V ALUJ: 
REAL PROPERTY 

Popu-
CITY County lation Tax Taxable .1925 exempt loeally loeally (in (in thoUBallds) thoUBallds) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Cortland ......... Cortland ....... 13,879 2,316 12,084 
Dunkirk ......... Chautauqua .... 19,912 1,504 14,948 
Elmira ........... Chemung ....... 48,359 11,747 44,924 
Fulton ........... Oswego ........ 12,571 2,537 14,708 
Geneva .......... Ontario ........ 15,908 2,515 18,023 
Glen Cove ........ Nassau ......... 10,822 430 10,948 
Glens Falls ....... Warren ........ 17,851 2,728 15,136 
Gloversville ...... Fulton., ....... 22,110 3,131 22,330 
Hornell .......... Steuben ........ 15,784 2,009 9,766 
Hudson .......... Columbia ....... 11,755 2,875 7,845 
Ithaca ........... Tompkins ...... 18,948 13,609 22,330 
Jamestown ....... Chautauqua .... 43,414 4,765 59,003 
Johnstown ....... Fulton ......... 10,712 791 8,074 
Kingston ......... Ulster ... , ...... 28,099 2,948 ,21,562 
Lackawanna ...... Erie ........... 20,196 931 20,151 
Little FaIls .. : .... Herkimer ....... 12,428 1,019 11,552 
Lockport ......... Niagara ........ 21,676 1,453 19,907 
Long Beach ...... Nassau ......... 2,891 474 17,319 
Mechanicville ..... Saratoga ....... 8,514 816 5,253 
Middletown ...... Orange ......... 20,412 4,651 24,814 
Mount Vernon .... Westchester .... SO, 382 13,110 119,151 
Newburgh ........ Orange ......... 30,419 4,496 37,737 
New Rochelle ..... Westchester .... 44,222 14,760 125,721 
New york ........ ............... 5,873,356 3,653,724 13,893,284 
Niagara Falls ..... Niagara ........ 57,033 16,671 121,614 
No. Tonawanda ... Niagara ........ 17,356 2,152 21,311 
Norwich ......... Chenango ...... 8,345 581 4,928 
Ogdensburgh ..... St. Lawrence .... 17,047 2,293 6,626 
Olean ............ Cattaraugus .... 21,332 3,805 18,650 
Oneida ........... Madison ........ 10,656 815 7,235 
Oneonta ......... Otsego ......... 12,057 1,665 8,994 
Oswego .......... Oswego .. ' ...... 22,369 7,115 17,256 
Plattsburgh ...... Clinton ........ 11,552 2,536 4,896 
Port Jervis ....... Orange ......... 10,S07 1,503 10,300 
Poughkeepsie ..... Dutchess ....... 35,670 5,744 44,749 
Rensselaer ........ Rensselaer ...... 11,394 1,044 19,492 
Rochester ........ Monroe ........ 316,786 58,089 469,987 
Rome ............ Oneida ......... 30,328 5,767 27,100 
Salamanca ...... , Cattaraugus .... 9,878 670 6,264 
Saratoga Sp'gs .... Saratoga ....... 13,884 6,844 . 35,187 
Schenectady ...... Schenectady .... 92,786 19,751 175,973 
Sherrill 0 •••••...• Oneida ......... ........ . ....... ......... 
Syracuse ......... Onondaga ...... 182,003 41,216 261,339 
Tonawanda ....... Erie ........... 11,292 1,802 15,772 
Troy ............ ReDBBe!aer ...... 72,223 17,721 65,904 
Utica ............ Oneida ......... 101,604 12,689 125,378 
Watertown ....... Jefferson ....... 32,836 11,510 43,854 
Watervliet ....... Albany ......... 16,158 5,038 10,180 
White Plains ..... Westchester .... 27,428 18,339 83,099 
yonkers ......... Westchester .... 113,647 57,411 245,573 

Sources: (3) N. Y. State Census, (4) (5) N. Y. State Tax Commission. 
o Sherrill not reported separately. 

Ratio 
of tax 

exempt 
to 

t.axable 
(4) + (5) 

(in 
per cent) 

(6) 

19.2 
10.1 
26.1 
17.2 
14.0 
3.9 

18.0 
14.0 
20.6 
36.6 
60.9 
8.1 
9.8 

13.7 
4.6 
8.8 
7.3 
2.7 

15.5 
18.7 
11.0 
11.9 
11.7 
27.9 
13.7 
10.1 
11.8 
34.6 
20.4 
11.3 
18.5 
41.2 
51.8 
14.6 
12.8 
11.0 
12.4 
21.3 
10.7 
19.4 
11.2 . ....... 
15.8 
11.4 
26.9 
10.1 
26.2 
49.5 
22.1 
23.4 
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TABLE X 

CITIES OF NEW YORK STATE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE RATIO 
OF THEIR TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY TO THEIR REAL PROP
ERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATION, 1925 

(Based on 8Il8eIII!ed valuations) 
Ratio of to exempt real property 

to tuable real property 
% 

o to 4.99 ................................................ . 
5 to 9.99 ................................................ . 

10 to 14.99 ................................................ . 
15 to 19.99 ................................................ . 
20 to 24.99 ................................................ . 
25 to 29.99 ................................................ . 
30 to M.99 ................................................ . 
35 to 39.99 ................................................ . 
40 to 44.99 ................................................ . 
45 to 49.99 ..........................•...................... 
50 to M.99 ................................................ . 
55 to 59.99 ................................................ . 
60 to M.99 ..........................................•...... 

Total number of cities ................................... . 

o Ogdeosburg, M.6%, Hospital for the Insane. 
b Hudson, 36.6% Correctiow institution. 

Number of cities 
falling in each 

class 
3 
5 

20 
11 
10 
3 

o 1 
b 1 
c 1 
d2 
/I 1 

o 
/ I 

----,-sg 

c Oswego, 41.2%, State Normal, Lighthouse, Milit!llY Reservation and Canal. 
d Albany, 48.4%, State Capital; Watervliet, 49.5%, Arsenal. 
e Plattsburg, 51.8%, State Normal and Military Reservation. 
/lthaea, 60.9%, Come1l University. 
/I City of Sherrill (population 2,082) not included, not reported separately. 

TABLE XI 
CITIES OF NEW YORK STATE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR PER 

CAPITA ASSESSED VALUE OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY, 1925 

Per capita 8Il8eIII!ed value of tax 
exempt real property 

10- 24.99 ................................................ . 
25- 49.99 ................................................ . 
M- 74.99 .......................••........................ 
75- 99.99. ", ....................••........................ 

100-124.99 .. : ............................................. . 
125-149.99 ................................................ . 
IM-174.99 ........................... ' ..... ' .............. . 
175-199.99 ................................................ . 
20()...224.99 ...............................••................ 
225-249.99 ................................................ . 
25G-274.99 ................................................ . 
275-299.99 ................................................ . 
3(J()...32.t.99 ..•...................................•.......... 
325-349.99 .•............................................... 
350-374.99 ................................................ . 
375-399.99 .......................•..................•...... 
400 and over ......................••..••.................... 

Total .................................................. . 

• Albany, S6f4, State Capital. 
Ithaca, 1718, Cornell University. 

Number of cities 
in each class 

o 
2 
4 
6 
4 
8 
8 
3 
3 
7 
2 
2 
2 
1 
I 
o 

06 
-S9 

New York City, 1622, Central Park, subways, new buildings. 
Saratoga Springs, 1493, parks and new buildings. 
White Plains, 1669, hospitals for the insane and convalescents, court house and 

administration buildings. 
Yonkers, $505, parks ~ and water ByBtem. 
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TABLE 
CROSS-CLA.SSIFICATION TABLE SHOWIN'G THE RELA.TION BErWEE."i 

TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITIES OF NEW YORK 
(SherrillIlDd New York 

~~ ~-----------------------------------------------
~ . 1.-o 10,000 :111,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000,90,..,. 100.000 Uo.OOO 

101010101010101010.10. 
t,909 19,9119 20,9119 3t,9U9 411;9119 50,909 68,l1li9 711,l1li9 88,l1li9 w:i91 109,l1li9 UI,909 

0-1....... 1 ....................................................................•• 
H.t..... ...... 1 1 ........................................................ .. 
H....... ...... 1 Z ...... 1 ............................................. . 

t-11...... J • 1 1 1 ...... .•.... .•.•.. 1 1 ...... .. 
1J-If...... ...... t z 2 .••••• 1 ...................................... .. 

oS 15-17...... 1 I 
'3 
~ r.-.::::::: .... j ..... ~. ~ I ...... ...... ...... 1 .......................... .. 

1 ...... ...•.. ...... ...... ...... .•.... ........ I 
S_ .26.'. ... ...... 1 ...... 1 1 ...... ..•... 1 .......................... .. »- . 
i g 27-29.' ___ .....• _ .••••....•...•.•... _._._ '."" _ •.....•••. __ ............ · ..... to ••••• _ •••• 

A=:i 30-32 .•.••. _ ........................ _ •.• 0 ........................................ _ ._ •• ___ • .t:; 33-35.1 ••••••••.. _. _ ............ __ ._ •. __ ••••. _ .••...•.•.••••••• _ ..................... . 

J~ 3&-38 ............. 1 ............................................................... . 
39-41...... ...... .•.•.. .1 ........................................................ .. 
tt~ ................................................................................ .. 

~t:: :::::: "iT :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::~::: :::J~ 
5I-5e ................................................................................ .. 
57...". ................................................................................. . 
6O-C.1.... ...... i1 ............................................................... . 

EDeoti ...... _: 
D R.od.es&er, popuIati~16. 786. 
• Buffalo. popuIatioo 538.016. 
c <>Kdeaaburc. (See -. Tabift X.l 1fH......... (See _. TabIr~) 
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xu 
POPULATION AND THE RATIO OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY TO 
STATE,I925. (BASED ON ASSESSED VALUATIONS) 
City 11M iDcluded) 

11AI",1JXJ 130.;.000 1(0.;,000 150.;.1JXJ 160 .. 1JXJ 170,,1JXJ 160.;.1JXJ 190 .. 1JXJ 2O(I .. 1JXJ 210,,1JXJ 22O .. 1JXJ 230.;.000~!" 
m,m m,M 148,m 1511,m 169.m 171l.m 189,1I9!I1911,1I99 209,m 219,1l99 2211,999 239,999 O'I'or 

: ::::::: ::::::: ::: :::: :::: ::: ::::::: : :::::: ..... i" ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: a1 
61 

........................ : ................................................................... . 

• a.-. (Bee ..-. Table X.) 
I AIbaDy. (Bee D'*'. Table X.) 
, Walervlid. (Bee ..-. Table X.) 
• PJa&tabtuw. (Bee DMe, Table X.) 
i Itba.. (Bee..-. Table x.) 
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TABLE 
CROSS-CLA9SIFICATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN 

TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY IN THE 
(Sherrill and N ew York 

POPVLll'lOM' 

o 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 00,000 70,000 80,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

9,1199 19,99929,99939,99949,999 59,999 69,999 79,999 89,999 99,999 109,!l99 119,999 

---1------------------------
~::::::::::: .. ·I .... j.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::: I :::::: : : I ......................................................... . 

~ 100-124.99....... 1 .... j' .... j' ............................................. . 
Ii! 12lH49.D9. ...... 5 1 ...... :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: ....... j. :::::::: 

,;. 150-174.99. 1 5 J :~:;U:: :::::: ····2· ............ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::. "'j' :::::::: :::::::: 

a 
'!! 

~:=~;::::: .... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ........... ~. ····i .................. :::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
27&-299 .99. ...... ...... 1 1 

~ 300-324.99, ."". 1 

) 

325-349.99 ........... . 
35O-a74.99 .......... . 

375-399.99 ........... . 
400-424 99 ........... . 

• { 42iH49. 99. ...... ...... ...... . ... . 

.............. 
1 ... 

450-474.99. ...... . .... . ~ 
A! 47&-499.99. ...... • 1 

500-524.99. ...... . .... . :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ........ :::::: :::::::: ..... ;,.j 

525audO··l···· . b 1 c 1 .................................. . 

Exeeptional ....... with .ug~ .. t~d reMone: 
" Saratoga Springo, parlao and new buildings. 
b Ithaca, Cornell Univcreity. 
o White Plain., hoopi!al. ror the inoane and for conval .. ""nto. 
d Yank ... , parkl and water eyoten.·· 

.1 
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xm 
POPULATION AND THE RATIO OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY TO 
CITIES OF NEW YORK STATE, 1925 

City not included) 

1'0." ... ,.,0" 

120,000 130.000 140.000 150.000 1l1li.000 170.000 180.000 1110.000 200.000 210.000 230.000 230.000 :Ito. roo 
• • • • • • • • • • • • ud 

129,!190 139.M 14l1,t118 Uill.tII816V,1I99 1711,1199 181,1199 1911.9119 209,1199 218,1199 329.1199 239.1199 ..... 

- ----1·--+--1---+--1---1----1--1--1--1--

,1 

........ ....... . ...... ....... ....... . /1 ........................................ .. 

........ ....... ....... .. ..... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... .. ..... ....... .. ..... AI 

• Albany, Sta&e Capitol. 
I Syracuoe, Syracuoe UDi91!l'!Jity. para. water _&em. 
, RO<'heoter. population. 316.7116. 
A Buffalo. population, 538,016. 
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TABLE 
CROSS-CIASSIFICATIOX TABLE SHOWIXG THE BELATIOY BE1\\EIS 

AX]) THE TRLE TA."'t: JUTE ~ THE CITIES OF~"EW YORK STATE 

• .. 
u 

1 .. 
u 

c .. 
u 

• .. 
U 

• .. 
u 

.1 II .. .. 
lU lU 

H I • .. .. 
lU 17.1 

II ,. .. .. 
IU IU 

....... 1!1........... ...•.. ...... I ...... ...... I 

.CI!:»-._ ........................................ I I ................. . 
• __ .!WI ..•••.•••.•..••..•••...•••.•.••••• I ........... . I ................. . 

. 1I!e&-.1!?I.......... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 I 1 I 1 I 

.CI!iO-.CI!9I .. .................................•.... 1 ...... ...... ...... 1 1 

..... GllI.......... ...... ...... ...... I I I ...... 1 ................. . 

. 1II»_.tII3I.......... ...... ...... ...... ...... .•.... I ............................. . 

. _.~ ................ I ........................ I ....................... . 

. __ .GIl9.......... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...•.. ...... ...... 1 I ........... . 

. CIIJ!D-._.......... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... • ...... .•...• ...... I ..... . 

. _.ou........... ...... 1 ...... ...... ...... I 1 ....................... . 

...... IM3I •••••.•..•...•...•.•...........•....•••..•••••••....••••.•...••••.•••.••.••. 

• __ .OUI •••••••••.•..•••.•.•.•...•...••••••••••..•••••.••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••• . _.M"' ........................................................................... . 
;;;~;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;1;;;;;;1;;;;;; ;;;;;; ;;;;;r;;;; ;;;;;r;;:r;;;; :::;~: ;;;;;; 
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XUI-A 
THE PERCO"TAGE BATIO OF EXEMPT TO TAYABT.E REAL PROPERTY 
IY 1925 (EXCLUlIXG SHERRill . ..u."D lIi"'EW YORK CITY) • 

.. T.- ..... ~ 

• • • • • • • • • • aM. • • . . . . . . . . . . . - . - -... JU JU ... ILl ... JU au au iLl CU t3..I G.I tU _ 

I .............................................. .. 

...... ...... .. _--- .-."." -- .... "._--- .. __ ." .. _.-- -- .. -- ------ --.--- ---.-- --- .. -- -, 
I ....................................................................... . 

::::::: :::::: .... i· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: .... i· .::::: 
....... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... II 

........... i· .... i· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: .... i· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::. :::::: 

I ......................................... . 
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TABLE 
CROSS-CLASSIFICATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN 

PER CAPITA ASSESSED VALUE OF TAX EXEMPT REAL 
(Sherrill and New York 

1300 WlO S500 $600 $700 $800 1900 $1,000 $1,100 $1,200 $1,300 $l,400 
~ ~ ~ ~ w w w w w w w ~ 

1399 1499 1599 $699 $799 $899 $999 $1,009$1,199 $1,299 $1,399$1,499 

-1----·1-----------------------
$0-$24.99 ............................................................................ . 

~ 25- 49.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 ....................... . 

} 7~ 99
74

'.9999 .. ' .. ' ................................ 2 ..... '2' . 1 .1 ••.....•.............••...•... 
... .,.. 2 ............................. . 
11 100-124.99............................. ...... ...... ...... 1 1 ..... . 
iii 125-149.99..... 1...... ...... 1 1 1...... 2 ........... . 

"So 1~174.99............................. 1 3 ........... . 1 ..... . 
iii 175-199.99 .................................. . 
III 200-224.99........... 1 ................. . 

2 
1 ........... . 

a 225-249.99....................... 1...... ...... 3...... 1 1...... I 

'II i~~~:::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ..... 1 
! ;: 

] 
300-324.99..... ...... ...... ...... 1 1 ................................. . 
325-349.99. . . .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .. . 
35CH174.99,.... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 ..... . 

375-399.99. . . .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . . ...................................... . 
400-424.99. . . .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . i 425-449.99.. . .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 

u 4~74.99 ............................................................................ . 

J! =:::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::.::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::':: ........... . 
625 and over. . .. .•••.. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . -I ..... . &1 •••••• 

E~ceft~=1 ~":n:l:t~u:~ reasons: 
b Albany, State Capitol . 
• Yonke... Parka and water system. 
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XIV 
PER CAPITA ASSESSED VALUE OF TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY AND 
PROPERTY IN THE CITIES OF NEW YORK STATE, 1925 

City are not included) 

11.500 S1.600 11.700 11,800 11.900 12.000 12.100 12,200 12,300 120400 12.500 12.000 12.700 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 and 

11,D!19 II.OW 11.799 $1,899 $1.999 $2,099 $2,199 12,299 12,399 12.499 12.599 I2.OW ov ... 

----·~--l--~~--I------------Ii--~~--I----II----Ir_~~---

II 
..... ::::::: ::::::: ... "i' ::::::: ::::::: : ::: ::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: : :::::: ::::: . 

. :: :::: : :::::: : :::::: ::::::: :::: ::: :: ::::: ::: :::: ... "i' ::::::: ::::::: :: ::::: :::::::: 
I....... ....... ....... ....... ....... 1 .......................................... . 

:::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ·····jii 

:::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: "'iii' ::::::: :::::::: 
• ••••••• ••.•.•• ....•.• ••.•.•. ..••••. .•••••• < 1 .................................. . 

" 8ara1op 8priDl!8. P .... ke and new buildingB . 
• White P1aioa. Hospitala for $he ioaane and con .... l""""DIa. 
I Lone Beacb. Asoeooed value of taxable real property. 15.991 per capita . 
• New 8oeheUe. Asoeooed value of tasable real property. 12.8'3 per •• pita. 
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TABLE XV 
.\SSESSED V.O\LUE OF T.U EXEYPl' REAL PROPERTY Di THE CITIES 

OF lI."EW YORK STATE, CLASSIFIED BY O\n"ERSHlP, 1925 
(Ill thon-nda) 

N.Y. PrivaIe 
CnT U.s. State County City -- Total 

ship 

~ .......•.. S986 ~,655 $2,572 511,732 515,966 $75,911 
Amsterdam ...... 80 279 ..... -.. 1,548 1,917 3,824 
Auburn .......... 188 1,656 256 1,358 2,3fT 5,SOt 
Batavia ........•. 90 em 125 1,520 1,228 3,563 
~ ......•.•• .......... 1,100 .. .......... 3>1 856 2,2:>'1 
BiDgbamtOil ....•. 350 2,628 2,000 10,otO 5,5M 3),523 
Bufi"alo .•••...••• U,I57 7,«1 1,9U 72,f63 43,665 139,668 
~ ..... 100 1 270 522 9S5 1,878 
<AIhoes •.......•• 46 89 .......... 1,619 161 1,916 
~ .••...... 70 .......... 55 1,037 !K4 2,106 
Cortland ......... 70 3)6 406 592 9U 2,317 
I>ankiri[ .....••.. 82 15 -........ 916 490 1,503 
Elmira ........... 250 3,580 311 3,717 3,830 11,748 
Fulton .......... 100 5 ...... 1,796 636 2,537 
Geneva .......... ll4 4Si ........ 563 1,351 2,516 
GIeaCOre ....... ......... ........ .. ......... 163 261 43) 

G'-FalIs ....... 114 55 ............ 1,679 ~ 2,728 
Gloversrille ...... 75 50 ......... 1,548 1,458 3,132 
BoroeIl ...•...... 90 100 50 968 801 2,009 
BudaoD. •..•...... 75 960 m m 819 2,875 
Iu.-........... 2{() 1,572 gr 1,!K4 9,756 13,009 
Jamesto_ ....... 156 70 ........... 2,505 2,034 4,765 
JoImsto_ ....... 100 25 100 223 3t3 791 
Kingston •••..•.. 85 121 221 924 1,594 2,948 
Ueb_ ...... 3 ............ ......... 358 .570 931 
Little Falls ....... 30 ........... ............ 535 ~ 1,019 
Loc:kpoR .•...... 100 21 195 6{() f98 1,454: 
~Beach ..•... ......... .......... ............ 401 73 474 
Meehaaieville .... .......... .......... .......... 426 390 816 
Afiddleto_ ...... 13) 2,112 23 88S 1,508 4,651 
Moun'Vemon ... 165 94 799 7,172 4,880 13,110 
NewburP .. ··•·· 124 365 187 1,369 2,451 4,496 
New RocheDe •... 2,155 .......... ms 7,382 4,615 U,760 
Newyork .•..... 148,901 21,050 ~,128,766 1,355,0)8 3,653,724 
l\aapraF~ 160 4,224 9,750 2,537 16,671 
Nonh Tooa 100 11 .......... I,MO 702 2,153 
Norwich ......... .......... ............ 99 263 219 581 
~ ...... 83 1,060 ........... 669 451 .2,293 
Oleaa •.•........ 68 170 ........... 2,506 1,062 3,806 
Oaeida •......... 5 ........... 1 M9 4.58 U15 
~ta ......... 95 327 .......... OOS M8 1,665 
~ .......... 1,457 1,494 m 2,3)0 1,585 7,116 
~ ...... 810 ISO 95 636 845 2,536 
PanJEniB •...... 75 . ........ ........... ..s63 865 1,503 
~ ..... 180 9D 3)0 2,235 3,000 5,744 
Ii...,..,. ................ ........... M ............ 356 624 1,014 
Bocll.e8w ........ 1,288 2,557 2,462 22,m !D,W 58,089 
a-........... 60 2,248 955 1,361 1,141 5,761 
~ ....... SO .. .......... .......... 402 218 610 
Suatop SpriDp.. 175 I,m .. ........ 2,3)0 3,057 .,844 
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TABLE XV - Condutled 

N.Y. Private 
Crrr U.S. State County City owner- Total 

ship 

Schenectady .•••• '182 $626 $1,110 $9,136 18,697 119,751 
SheniIl ..•••••••• .. .. ~ ...... ...... ...... ··20;786 ........ . .......... 
Syracuse .•••..••• 658 1,690 1,980 16,097 41,211 
TonawaDda ...... ....... 175 . ...... ·1,232 396 1,803 
Troy ..........•. 5M 1,144 1,025 3,878 11,080 17,721 
Utica ............ 528 1,342 860 3,995 5,9M 12,689 
Watenown ....... 206 :m 670 5,950 4,484 11,510 
Watervliet ....••. 3,186 911 . ...... 315 626 5,038 
White Plains ••••• ....... 250 4,167 3,123 10,799 18,339 
yonkers ......... 300 466 3,596 40,258 12,791 57,411 

Total, excIudiug 
N.Y.C ...... SOO,575 $84,004 $28,M6 $281,284 $231,894 ab $655,833 

Total, inc1udiug 
N.Y.C •..... 1179, 476,'I05'DMj$28,M6 12,410,050 11,586,902

l
a b 14,309,557 

• This includes 30 thousand doIlars reported owned by toW118. 
b This includes 2 thousand doIlars reported owned by achool districts. 

TABLE XVI 
ASSESSED VALUE OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITIES 

OF NEW YORK BTATE, CLASSIFIED BY OWNERSHIP, 1925 

(p-tages) 

Total PBa Cmrr. 011' 'l'BB TOTAL 0wI0m By: 
amount of 

Crrr !tax exempt 
real prop- N.Y. Private erty (in U.S. State County City 

owners 
Total 

thoUBBDds) 

Albany •........ 175,911 1.30 52.24 3.39 22.04 21.03 100 
Amsterdam ••.•.. 3,824 2.09 7.28 ...... 40.49 50.14 100 
Auburn ......... 5,804 3.24 28.53 4.41 23.39 40.43 100 
Batavia ..•...... 3,563 2.53 16.84 3.57 42.66 34.47 100 
Beaeoa •..•••.... 2,257 ....... 48.74 . ..... 13.33 37.93 100 
Binghamton ..... 20,522 1.70 12.81 9.75 48.92 26.82 100 
Bufialo ..•..•... 139,667 10.14 5.33 1.39 51.88 31.26 100 
Canaudaigua •••. 1,878 5.32 .05 14.37 27.79 52.46 100 
Cohoea .••...•••. 1,915 2.40 4.64 ...... 84.53 8.43 100 
Coming ..•••••.. 2,106 3.32 ....... 2.61 49.24 44.83 100 
Cortland ........ 2,316 3.02 13.21 17.53 25.57 40.67 100 
Dunkirk ...•.•.. 1,504 5.48 1.00 ...... 60.94 32.58 100 
Elmira ...•...... 11,747 2.13 30.48 2.64 32.15 32.60 100 
Fulton •.•.•..•.. 2,537 3.94 .20 ...... 70.78 25.08 100 
Geoeva .••...• :. 2,515 4.53 19.22 ...... 22.40 53.85 100 
GleaCove ....... 430 ...... ...... ...... 37.94 62.06 100 
GIeDB Falla .....• 2,728 4.18 2.01 ...... 61.55 32.26 100 
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TABLE XVI - Concluded 

Total PER CENT. 01' THE TOTAL OWNJlD By; 
amount of 

CITY tax exempt 
real prop- U.S. N.Y. County City Private Total erty (in State owners 
thousands) 

----.----------
G\overs~lle ..... $3,131 2.40 1.60 ...... 49.45 46.56 100 
Hornell ......... 2,009 4.48 4.98 2.49 48.19 39.86 100 
Hudson ......... 2,875 2.61 33.40 7.90 27.62 28.48 100 
Ithaca .......... 13,609 1.76 11.55 .72 14.28 71.69 .100 
Jamestown ...... 4,765 3.28 1.46 ...... 52.57 42.68 100 
Johnstown ..•...• 791 12.63 3.16 12.66 28.13 43.41 100 
Kingston ........ 2,948 2.88 4.10 7.62 31.33 54.07 100 
Lackawanna ..... . 931 .32 ...... . ..... 38.45 61.23 100 
Little Falls ...... 1,019 2.94 ...... ...... 52.51 44.55 100 
Lockport ........ 1,453 6.88 1.43 13.39 44.05 34.25 100 
Long Beach ..... 474 ...... ...... . ..... 84.63 15.37 100 
Mechanicville .... 816 ...... . ..... . ..... 52.21 47.79 100 
Middletown ..... 4,651 2.58 45.41 .48 19.10 32.43 100 
Mount Vernon ... 13,110 1.26 .71 6.10 54.71 37.22 100 
Newburgh ....... 4,496 2.76 8.11 4.16 30.45 54.52 100 
New Rochelle .... 14,760 14.60 ...... 4.12 50.01 31.27 100 
New York ....... 3,653,724 4.08 .58 ...... 58.26 37.09 100 
Niagara Falls .... 16,671 .96 25.34 ...... 58.49 15.22 100 
No. Tonawanda .. 2,152 4.65 .49 ...... 62.25 32.62 100 
Norwich ........ 581 ...... ...... 17.04 45.28 37.68 100 
Ogdensburg ...... 2,293 3.60 46.23 ...... 29.19 19.67 b100 
Olean ........... 3,805 1.79 4.47 ...... 65.84 27.90 100 
Oneida .......... 815 .64 ...... .07 42.80 56.19 clO 
Oneonta ........ 1,665 5.71 19.65 ...... 41.73 32.91 100 
Oswego ......... 7,115 20.47 21.00 5.35 30.92 22.27 100 
Plattsburg ....... 2,536 31.94 5.91 3.75 25.09 33.32 100 
Port Jervis ...... 1,503 4.99 ...... . ..... 37.47 57.54 100 
Poughkeepsie .... 5,744 3.13 1.73 3.48 38.91 52.75 100 
Rensselaer ....... 1,044 ...... 6.10 . ..... 34.10 59.80 100 
Rochester ....... 58,089 2.22 4.40 4.24 38.53 50.61 100 
Rome ........... 5,767 1.04 38.97 16.56 23.65 19.78 100 
Salamanca ...... 670 7.46 ...... ...... 60.00 32.54 100 
Saratoga Springs. 6,844 2.56 20.63 ...... 32.15 44.67 100 
Schenectady ..... 19,751 .92 3.17 5.62 46.26 44.03 100 
Sherrill II •....... ........ . ..... ...... . ..... . ..... . ..... . .... 
Syracuse ........ 41,216 1.60 4.10 4.80 50.44 39.06 100 
Tonawanda ...... 1,802 ...... 9.71 ...... 68.35 21.95 100 
Troy ............. 17,721 3.35 6.45 5.78 21.88 62.53 100 
Utica ........... 12,689 4.16 10.57 6.78 31.49 47.00 100 
Watertown ...... 11 ,510 1.79 1.74 5.82 51.69 38.95 100 
Watervliet ...... 5,038 63.23 18.08 ...... 6.26 12.42 100 
White Plains .... 18,339 ...... 1.36 22.72 17.03 58.89 100 
yonkers ........ 57,411 .52. .81 6.26 70.12 22.28 100 

II Not reported separately. 
b Includes 1.31 % reported owned by towns. 
/) Includes 0 .29% reported owned by school districts. 



TABLE XVII 
ASSESSED VALUE OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITIES OF NEW YORIC STATE, 

CLASSIFIED BY USE, 1025 
(In thou.&nd.) 

= ---= •.. .-...:.:..:,; 
Frotornol 

01'1'1.' 
Itdlloo· Allrl. a.Ulllolll and Corrf'o- Ohft.l· . Cur.tlv. Protootlv. D.lon.lv. Publlo Admlnl.· MI •• 
ooUonl1 Gullural SORev.,. "onol IAbl. UtllIll. Iratlvo 001101100111 

lo"t 

~ 
Alb.ny ............ 11a,411 ....... '0,481 IUO 1400 1739 '2,622 'I,ORI .000 H,RTa HI,1M7 .IM § Anlltordam ....... . 1,3~ 1,8HO 00 30 aMI 87 100 847 sn 80 
Auburn ...•....••• 1,'117 .. .. ·800 1,3U2 I' Sol 1~2 1,442 170 '~9 408 174 
BAI.vlo ........... 1,360 089 10 170 78 760 810 160 

i Do.ao ........ I ••••• a4a 8011 1,18G 80 00 Gll 

Dlnahon110n •...•.• a,ool 4,48a 77 .... ·800 JOO 8,870 878 87B 8,978 1,730 Ila 
~ B"a .. lo .•••.••••••• 40,660 ..· .. ·8G as,OOI 1,7U6 1,080 O,a~4 7,137 8,004 1',911 0,7(17 G,6S6 

C.nand.IIIlA ••..••. 372 460 ao 160 00 ..... 'ao 100 870 aso 
Cobo .............. aHO 76 a .. ..... , 14 81 080 370 48 
Curnln' ........... 8/0 062 1112 ta UII 11111 01 

r Cortland •.•....... MG aa 40a 10 8 110 07 807 '07 88R 
Dunkirk ........... o~a 17 8311 I .. '8;a66 83 G4 70 .... "li6 a66 UJ 40 
E1mlr •........••.• I,M7 1,078 110 07 a78 814 1,000 0110 "A Fullon ............ Iino 474 76 9 004 la8 87 
OanDvD •.....•••. . 0117 691 

. ..... iii ..... "Ii 
811 11 ...... so ooa 70 ; Olon Covo ......... 107 108 .... · .. Ii a 1 I .. .... a, ... "as, 11 0 

Olonl FaUI •.•••.•. 8H4 670 18 100 ID an6 1" 
Olovoravlllo .•••..•. 068 7~O 128 ...... '8 278 1~4 60 '"6 141 al7 
liorn.ll .•....... .. 036 607 80 60 iO 100 16S 180 
Hlldaon." ........ 871 610 106 .... '000 80 160 611 01) ... "iii 8a6 H4 

Ith ••••..••......• 10,727 80 848 60 17 JA6 86 ······ti:i 081 4S9 176 
,JameatoWD •• II •••• 1,972 1,430 au 61 au 40 441 a78 180 
Jobllllown ...•..•.. 2~8 aM 29 · .... i38 ... "iA6 311 .... ·iOG a 180 04 

f!~C~~=nn.: : : : : : : OH7 1,061 07 ... "iliA 60 10 41111 aal 
al7 170 al 100 111 so (1) al 

Llltle 11'.111 •.••••.• a97 819 63 ....... , 26 6 184 a7 

t~~kp~~~~li.· : : : : : : 640 146 118 101 71 ... "ito Iua 79 
10~ 67 a 0 120 a 

M.ot.nlovlllo, , •••• aao 8110 ...... :is . "i:O.jti 16 .. · .. iii 00 au · .... ·'08 <:/, 
Mlddlo'OWll. , ••••• 81g 1164 71 a38 CQ 



TABLE XVII - Continued 0) 
10 

Fraternal 
C_ Ed ....... Asri- RellaIOUI and Corr_ Charl- Curative Protective Defelllive Publio AdmlD18- Mw-

oati ...... ouI~ural Benevo- tioD&! lable UWitiee tr.~ive oeIIaDeoue 
len, 

Moun' V 8fIIOD ••••• '6,416 ......... '2,1170 • 389 ......... '1,000 1618 887 .94 '1,003 629 146 Newburllh ..••••••• 1,266 1,837 81 96 263 79 166 40 469 223 
New Rochelle ••••.• 7,'98 8,234 137 .. ·.;07. "i9;ooi 686 3(K 2,000 291 602 108 i N_york ......... 1,206.667 268,9340 28,610 116,030 64,M3 111,874 879,877 116,306 869,409 Hi_.FaI ........ 9,772 869 4 298 260 100 ',346 744 288 
No. Tonawanda .... 898 ....... j '15 · ...... 0 66 '8 648 138 61 :1 Norwi.h .......... 248 133 30 26 106 27 

8r:n":"~.""~::::: : : : 833 170 20 · .... ·so 1,074 10 
...... 00 · .... sii 201 84 0 1,2!l8 667 8 200 21 170 1,376 111 86 .. Oneida ............ 311 263 26 64 14 63 16 69 

rJl 
O_la ........... 671 36 260 ........ Ii · .... i2il 110 .... ·84i 76 260 168 111 III O' .. eso ........... 1,430 ...... io 1,191 130 690 1,968 710 88 

~ 
Plattebur, ......... MO 470 130 ...... " 124 , 760 260 237 12 Port JervJtI ........ 626 463 , 76 81 ...... 00 17 98 267 POU&hkeepme .••••• 2,174 1,724 177 66 701 161 111 646 41 
1IAmaoe1aer ......... 846 643 63 11 61 19 24 

~ 

ft:..~~ .. :::::::: 23,4112 .. · .. ·ii 14,881 · .... Mi "'i;oo '''6;206 1,190 646 8,296 6,739 1,667 ~ 2,424 776 17 636 403 20 1,111 241 224 LIamanea ......... 244 128 12 200 60 3tI Lrat.op IIpri_ ••. 3,666 97' 
...... 26 · .... ·91 400 ...... S6 .... ·hio 1110 763 606 C 

Schenectady •.••••• 9,434 6,866 90 416 686 836 218 1,897 1,116 812 0 
Sherrill ............ iii: 
~aolll8 .......... "io;i2i '''i;922 .... ·3M ..... ~ '''UM .. · .. i22 .. · .. 678 . "i;433 "'8;867 .... i;OOi 

~ T::~~~:::::::: 607 229 .... ·U,2 .. · .. iU, · .... 679 .. 'C3TS 21 160 813 87 46 1,426 8,41!9 629 428 969 1,618 676 
Utloa ............. 8,696 ...... 70 2.933 1,126 498 2,049 801 100 69 1,6116 878 Watertown ••.••••• 8,6M 2,7H 343 142 1167 816 200 1,964 1,290 179 W.tervliM .•••••••• 1112 6M ...... 62 .. '7;7ti8 23 8,11<6 924 107 62 WbilAl Plaine ••••••• 8.339 2,467 . "i;666 346 HI6 96 8,830 2'6 yonker ............ 13,71S8 6,094 1,266 1,610 '97 260 29,168 2,401 704 

Total •• ol. '" New 
York City 1221,481 1448 '117,800 '8,969 111,464 10,824 147,134 118,696 120,189 1101,069 186,129 119,220 Total incl. 01 New 
York City ..... 1,427,098 448 876,184 87,469 9,638 29,226 162,164 78,389 182,068 1180,486 202,486 878,629 



TABLE XVIII 
ASSESSED VALUE OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITIES OF NEW YORK STATE. 

Total 
amount 
of taz 

CITY 8X;:rt 

prof;:ty Eduoa- Agrioul-
tiona! tural 

thoUiande) 

Albany •••••••••.•••••• '75.911 17.75 ...... 
Anuoterdam ••••••••••.•• 8.824 86.14 ...... 
Auburn ................ 5.804 25.80 "6:6i Batavia ••••.• o •••• o ••• 0 8.563 38.06 
Beaoon •••••••••••••••• 2,257 10.70 ...... 
Binghamton •••••••••••• 20,522 24.38 ...... 
Buffalo ................ 139.667 36.20 "i:S6 Canadaigua ............ 1,878 19.80 
Cohoes ................. 1,915 19.82 ...... 
Corning ................ 2,106 41.60 ...... 
Cortland ................. 2.816 23.96 .95 
Dunkirk ............... 1,504 41.33 1.13 
Elmira ................. 11,747 22.61 ...... 
Fulton ................. 2.537 34.10 . ..... 
Geneva ................ 2,515 39.23 ...... 
GJ.nCOV ............... 430 45.78 ...... 
OJona Falla ............. 2.728 32.41 ...... 
OJov8l'llville ............ 8.131 30.59 ...... 
Hornell ................ 2.009 46.55 ...... 
Hudlon ................ 2,875 12.92 ...... 
Ithaoa ................. 13,609 78.82 .22 
Jam .. town ............. 4,765 41.38 ...... 
Jolmatown .............. 791 28.75 ...... 
Kinptown ............. 2.948 23.32 ...... 
Lackawanna ••....•..... 931 23.30 ...... 

CLASSIFIED BY USE, 1925 
(In percentages) 

PBBCIINT 0 .. TBB TOTAL CLAUII'DID A8 FOLLOW': 

Fra-
ternal 

Relia- and Correc- Chari- Cur ... Pro- Defen-
ioua Benev- tional tabl. tiv. teotive live 

olent 

------------------
12.42 .55 .53 .97 8.32 1.43 .66 
36.24 2.34 . ..... .78 7.35 2.28 2.62 
22.43 .25 ...... .41 2.62 24.83 4.76 
17.93 ...... ...... .28 4.77 2.19 . ..... 
11.89 ...... ...... ...... 50.29 1.55 . ..... 
21.55 .37 ''':29 1.27 15.93 1.35 1.83 
17.15 1.29 .78 6.60 5.18 5.77 
23.96 1.06 ...... ...... 7.99 4.79 "2:6i 3.99 .24 ...... "':34 .71 1.41 
30.98 ...... ...... 8.65 .55 . ..... 
19.55 .43 ...... .35 4.75 2.89 ...... 
22.48 .16 

'29>19 2.21 8.61 5.28 "':68 16.79 1.78 .83 4.88 1.82 
18.69 ''':64 ...... ''':09 2.96 .35 . '3: is 23.48 ...... 3.49 .43 

48.86 ''':29 ...... 1.16 .23 .56 "i:98 20.89 . ..... 1.03 6.95 1.04 
23.20 4.09 ...... ''':4i 8.72 4.91 1.60 
25.26 1.50 'si:ili 

2.49 1.99 4.98 
14.27 5.74 1.04 5.22 2.02 2.09 

6.20 .41 ...... .12 1.87 .63 . 'i:ao 80.14 1.05 . ..... 1.07 5.06 .95 
31.68 3.67 ...... . '4:6i . 'i;:iJ7 4.80 "iI:66 35.64 2.27 'ia:i2 1.70 
18.21 ...... 15.14 10.74 1.88 ...... 

Public Admin- MiBoel-
Utility iltrative laneoua 

---------
6.42 55.57 .37 
9.07 2.23 .94 
7.39 8.49 3.02 

21.05 5.90 4.21 . ..... 2.92 22.65 

19.38 13.33 .61 
17.84 4.84 4.07 
5.32 20.02 15.19 

48.87 19.61 2.75 
6.08 8.92 2.90 

13.24 21.46 12.42 
17.00 4.11 2.69 
8.51 5.95 6.34 

35.62 4.85 3.44 . ..... 26.44 3.04 

'ili:68 2.47 1.43 
9.35 6.38 

15.49 4.49 6.92 

'io:1i4 7.87 8.95 
11.62 2.94 

6.84 3.59 1.29 
9.25 5.83 3.98 

.27 22.77 8.06 

.65 15.38 7.50 
8.60 6.44 2.27 

lotal 

---
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 



0) 
t-.:l 

TABLE XVIII - Continued 

Total PUClDIfT 01' nil TOTAL er...18IJ'IBD ... FOLLOWS 
amount 
oft... u::rt Fra-

~ 
pro~y Educa- Agrieul- Relia- ternal Correa- Chari- Cura- Pro- Def.n- Publio Admin- Milcel-and Total ~ In tional tural ioUi Ben.v- tional table tiV8 teetive live Utjlity iatrative laneoUi 

thoueande) 0 olent :u --------------------------------- >i 

Little FaUe ...•....... " 1,019 39.00 81.28 6.20 2.46 .39 18.02 2.65 100 
0 

"':28 "11 
Lockport ............... 1,463 37.16 16.93 8.11 6.92 4.85 

'85:85 20.33 6.43 100 

J.1~'f.~ni:~~i~.·. : : : : : : : : : 474 22.21 ...... 14.21 .74 1.27 25.31 .42 100 00 
816 39.22 47.79 

"':48 ''':00 
1.96 

"2:,i 
7.35 3.68 

"8:67 
100 ~ Middletown .•.......... 4,661 17.62 20.29 I.M 6.00 100 n .... 

Mount Vernon .......... 13,110 41.77 19.60 2.96 7.63 4.71 2.95 .71 14.51 4.80 .36 100 > 
N.wburgh .............. 4,496 28.14 40.86 1.80 2.11 6.61 1.76 3.67 .88 10.20 4.96 100 t' 
N ... Roch.lle .........•. 14,760 60.80 21.91 .93 ... :ii ''':54 8.97 2.06 13.66 1.97 4.08 .73 100 ~ New York .............. 3,663,724 33.00 7.09 .78 8.16 1.60 8.06 24.07 3.18 23.62 100 sa Niacara Falla ........... 16,671 68.62 6.21 0.02 1.79 1.60 .60 26.07 40.46 1.73 100 

Z 
No. Tonawanda ••....... 2.152 41.72 19.27 

''':95 8.02 2.21 26.26 6.18 11.36 100 >i 
Norwioh ..... " ........ 6tH 42.64 . T22 22.83 

"8:60 6.16 4.'8 ":i:62 'ia:68 
18.13 4.59 100 

~ 8f!':.~~~~·.'.::::::::: : 2,293 14.61 7.41 .87 '6.85 .44 8.76 1.46 100 
3,806 33.72 14.62 0.07 6.26 .66 40.47 86.16 2.92 2.22 100 0 

Oneida ................. 816 38.21 32.29 8.07 7.840 1.74 7.73 1.89 7.23 100 Ii:: 
I( 

Oneonta ............... 1,666 40.32 2.10 111.02 ... :67 "i:69 
6.60 

'ii:S2 
4.61 16.02 9.80 6.64 100 ::i Oswego ............... . 7,115 20.10 

''':38 
16.73 1.83 8.29 n.66 9.98 1.24 100 >i Platteburjl ...••........ 2,636 21.29 18.63 6.18 

":i:9i 
4.90 .16 29.67 10.25 9.33 .46 100 ~ Port Jervl •.••....•..... 1,603 84.92 80.18 .23 40.99 3.06 . Tei. 1.13 6.640 17.09 100 

PouKlrkeeplie ........... 6,744 37.86 80.01 8.07 .96 12.20 2.72 1.940 9.49 .71 100 

Renuelaer ............. 1,044 83.00 61.96 .. ':98 . 'i:79 "8:96 
6.04 1.08 4.88 1.81 2.28 100 

Roch .. ter .............. 68,089 40.42 .. ':29 26.62 8.08 .940 6.67 9.88 2.70 100 
Rome .................. 6,767 42.03 13.44 .29 9.28 6.99 .34 19.26 40.18 8.89 100 
Salamanoa ............. 670 36.40 19.12 ... :87 . T,i 1.79 .03 "i:76 29.840 7.46 6.36 100 
Baratolla Sprin .......... 6,844 63.41 a.2S I 6.84 .61 2.63 11.00 8.840 100 



8cben •• tady ............ 19.761 "7.76 ...... 27.12 .46 ...... 2.10 2.96 1.70 1.0S 7.07 6.64 4.11 100 
8berriIlG .••...•.....•.. ··,i;iio ·40:68 

...... ·i9:i2 ···:86 . ..... . "i: is . ·2:80 ·"i:75 . ·i:6. ·i8:«i4 . ·9:36 . ·':62 ... ·ioo 
~=:~da·:.::::: :: :::: ...... ...... 

1.802 28.10 ...... 12.73 . ·2:27 . ··:79 ··S:88 . ·7:78 1.17 8.32 45.10 2.08 2.49 100 
Troy .................. 17.721 41.90 ...... 19.69 3.M 2.41 6.41 9.13 8.26 100 

Utioa ............. ' .. 0. 12.689 29.12 ... :6i 23.11 S.86 ...... 8.93 16.16 2.87 .79 .46 12.27 2.94 100 
Watertown ............ . 11.610 81.14 24.10 2.9S ...... 1.24 6.71 2.76 1.74 16.98 11.21 1.M 100 
Watervlieot .............. 6.038 8.81 ....... 10.99 ...... ...... ···:84 ·,:r8ti .46 63.24 IS.34 2.13 1.03 100 
White Plain •.•....•...• 18.839 IS.21 ...... 13.46 . ·2:00 ...... 1.89 1.01 .52 20.88 1.84 100 
yonker •.............. . 67.411 24.01 ...... 10.62 ...... 2.19 2.80 .S7 .43 60.78 4.1S 1.22 100 

a Not reported •• paratcly. 
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TABLE XIX 

TOWNS OF :NEW YORK STATE CLASSIFIED ACOORDIYG TO THE RATIO 
OF THEIR TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY TO THEm REAL PROp· 
ERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATIOY. 1925 

(Baeed on II.IIIIe8IIlCl valuations) 

Ratio of tax exempt real properly 
to taxable real propeny 
% 

o to 4.99 .•.............................................. 
5 to 9.99 ............................................... . 

10 to 14.99 ............................................... . 
15 to 19.99 ............................................... . 
20 to 24.99 ............................................... . 
25 to 29.99 .•.............................................. 
3Oto34.99 ............................................... . 
35 to 39.99 ............................................... . 
40 to 44.99 ............................................... . 
45 to 49.99 ............................................... . 
5OtoM.99 .•.............................................. 
55 to 59.99 ..••........................................•... 
6OtoM.99 ......••................... : ................•... 
65 to 69.99 ...•............................................ 
70 to 79.99 •............................................... 
80 to 89.99 ............................................... . 
90 to 99.99 ..••............................................ 

100 and over •.............••..••••..••••••••.•••••.......•.• 

Total .•..•..................••........................•• 

G Exceptions: 

Number of towJu 
~ineach 

eIasa 
335 
296 
148 
62 
Z1 
10 
10 
8 
8 
2 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
6 
1 

a6 

932 

ToWll County Popuf&.. Ratio POIIIIibIe uplaluWon tion 

Dannemora •.. Clinton ...... 4,540 438% State Penitentiary 
Gains ....... 0rleaDa ...... 1,862 133% Bridgee, docb and ferries 
HigblllDde ••.. Orange ••.•••. 4,157 426% WeR Poim Military Beeervatioa 
l~ ...•• Wayue ••..... 2.387 119% CaaakI 
Providence .••. Saratoga .••••. 436 101% Tuben:uIc8i8 Hc.pital 
Waterford ••.• Saratoga ••••. 5.M4 178% CaaakI 
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TABLE :xx 
TowNs OF NEW YORK STATE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PER CAPITA 

VALUE OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY, 1925 

Per capita value of exempt 
real property 

Number of towns 
reporting speci

fied amounts 

SO- S9.99 .•.................••............... ············· 
10- 19.99 .........••.............. , ........... ·.· .. ······· 
20- 29.99 ................................................ . 
30- 39.99 ................................................ . 
40- 49.99 ............................................... ·· 
50- 59.99 ................................................ . 
60- 69.99 ................................................ . 
70- 79.99 ..•......••...................................... 
80- 89.99 ...••............................................ 
90- 99.99 ................................................ . 

100-109.99 ....................•............................ 
110-119.99 ................................................ . 
120-129.99 ................................................ . 
130-139.99 ................................................ . 
140-149.99 ................................................ . 

15 
104 
116 
106 
101 
74 
82 
51 
38 
32 
29 
25 
15 
15 
12 

150-199.99. . . ... . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .... . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . 47 

200-299.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
300-399.99 ............... : .... ;..... .... .. . . .... .. . . .... .. . . . 10 
400-499.99. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
500 and over. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a20 

Total................................................... 932 

/I Exceptions: 

Town County Popul&-
Per capita 

Possible explanation value exempt 
tion real property 

Allred ........ Allegany ..... 1,314 1575 University 
Amity ........ Allegany ..... 1,876 610 Administrative buildings 
Collins ....... Erie ......... 4,479 534 Hospital for the insane 
Colonie ....... Albany ....... 13,249 578 Cemeteries 
Courtland •... Westchester ... 24,748 550 Water system 
Dannemora. " Clinton ...... 4,540 573 State penitentiary 
Fishkill •...... Dutchess ..... 3,157 639 Government owned hospital 
Gaines •.•.... Orleans ...... 1,862 1,289 Bridges, docks and ferries 
Highlands •... Orange ....... 4,157 2,642 WestPoint Military Reser-

vation 
Hounsfield .... Jefferson ..... 2,361 663 Arsenal 
Lewiston ..... Niagara ...... 3,062 556 University and School for 

Macedon ..... 
the Deaf 

Wayne ....... 2,387 1,583 Canal 
Poughkeepsie •. Dutchess ..... 12,661 649 Vassar College and hospital 

Providence .... 
for the insane 

Saratoga ..... 436 541 Tuberculosis hospital 
Rush ......... Monroe ...... 2,024 578 Correctional institution 
Somers ....... Westchester .•. 1,393 513 Correctional institution 
South Valley .. Cattaraugus .. 322 553 Indian reservation 
Waterford .•.. Saratoga ..... 5,644 961 Canal 
Watertown .••. Jefferson ..•.. 1,265 531 Cemeteries 
YorJaown ...•. Westchester .•• 2,385 643 Parks, water system, bridges, 

docks and ferries 

3 
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TABLE 
CROSS-CLASSIFICATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN 

. ERTY IN THE TOWNS OF 

POPllLA.TION 

o 1250 $500 fl50 $1.000 11.250 11.1lOO 11.750 12.000 52.250 52.SOIl 12.750 
W W W W W W W W W W W W 

12411 S2119 fl49 1999 $1.249 $1.(99 $1.749 $1.99912.249 12.499 12.74912.999 
------1--1----------------------

G- 19.99 ............... .. 
10- 19.99..... 1 8 ao- 29.99..... ...... 9 

ao- 89.99..... 1 2 
14 40-49.99..... 2 4 
~ 50- 69.99..... ...... 3 

... 60- 69.99..... 1 2 0... 7G- 79.99..... 1 1 
... 8G- 89.99..... ...... 2 

8" 

3 
18 
14 

12 
17 
4 

9 
4 

2 
21 
18 

11 
12 
10 

6 
4 
2 

'il & II&- 99.99..... ...... 3 
~ 2 100-109.99..... ...... ...... 1 

III 11G-119.99..... 1...... 1 2 

2 
11 
17 

14 
6 

10 

8 
6 
Ii 

.. ··r 
1 

1 2 ·· .. 6· 12 7 
9 9 3 

16 13 6 
18 7 8 
11 6 Ii 

4 5 7 
3 2 2 
7 2 2 

Ii 1 4 
6 2 2 
3 3 1 

oa ali 12&-129.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 .......... .. ;111 130-139.99..... ...... ...... ...... 2 1...... 1 4 
~ 140-149.99....................... ...... 1 1...... 1 

150-169.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 .......... .. 
!l 160-169.99................. 1 2 1...... 1· .... .. 

2 1 · .. ·f · .... i 6 a 
4 '1 6 " 9 2 3 2 
6 4 2 2 
1 3 2 2 

7 7 3 1 
4 2 1 1 
3 3 2 

4 2 2 1 
2 3 ...... · .... i 3 1 

.......... r .. · .. i 
1 1 .......... .. 

~ '''T :::::: ~ S 170-179.99................................... 1 2 .... .. 

l::~=:=::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: '''T :::::: .... ~. :::::: .... ~ ..... i· :::::: :::::: 
~ ~n-:t:';r:::: :::::: "''i' .... 4· .... 3· .... 4· .... 2· ~ .... 3· .... s· .... 4· .. ~ · .... 2 

TABLE 
cIt'oSS-CLASSIFICATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN 

EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE TOWNS OF NEW YORK 

l'Jm C.lPI'l'A T.lXABLil 

o $100 S200 $300 I $400 1500 $600 flOO $800 1900 11.000 11.100 
W W W W W W W W W W W W 

199 5199 1299 1399 $499 $599 1699 $799 1899 S999 11,099 11.199 ------1·-------------------------
G- 19.99 ..•.. ...... 8 3 3 1 2 

10- 19.99 ..... ...... 1 5 10 12 13 1~ '''if "'io' .... 1' .... , ... · .. 6 
2&- 29.99 ..... ...... 1 2 8 11 17 21 14 12 7 Ii 4 

3G- 39.99 ..... ...... ...... 4 Ii 6 9 18 
15 
14 

20 14 6 3 7 
40- 48.99 ..... ...... ...... 1 6 11 14 9 17 10 7 a 
150- 69.99 ..... ...... ...... . ..... 3 9 8 7 9 7 4 4 

II&- 69.99..... ...... ...... 3 10 6 
"; 70- 79.99..... ...... 1 1 1 2 3 12 
~ 80- 89.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 4 3 

... 9&-99.99..... ...... ...... ...... 1 ...... 2 Ii 
Q 100-109.99............................. 2 , , ! 110-119.99 .......................... ;.. ...... 2 3 

13 
10 
6 

3 
5 
2 

ri1 120-129.99................. 1...... 1 1 2 
13G-139.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 .... i ....... 

~
! 140-148.99....................... 1...... ...... 2 

1150-169.99 .... , ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .. .... 
111&-169.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 1 1 1 

.... 17G-179.99............................. 1...... ...... 4 

10 
6 
8 

8 
6 
2 

3 
4 
1 

2 

7 4 
3 3 
2 6 

'1 2 
2 2 
3 2 

1 .... r 1 
3 1 

~ .... i· 
2 

l: ~189.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 1 ........... . 

9 
1 

2 
.. · .. 2 

· .... 2 
2 

2 
1 
1 

19&-199.99..... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1...... 2...... ...... . 1 ..... i 
D-JOO.99..... ...... ...... ...... 1 .... 2 ...... 6 .. .... j.: .... i .. .... ,.. 112 ! 
210 aDd CInII'.... ...... 1...... 1 •• v 8 
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TABLE 
CROSS-CLASSIFICATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN 

ERTY IN THE TOWNS OF 

POPUUTlOH 

o 1200 $500 1750 11,000 $1,250 11,500 11,750 12,000 12,250 12,500 12,750 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

$249 $299 $749 1999 '1,249 $1,499 11,749 $1,999 12,249 12,499 12,749 12,999 ------1.,-----------------1-----
oW 0-19.99 .••.. . ···r .... 8" 8 :I 2 1 :I .•• "6" 2 1 •••. j" ·····i "" 10- 19.99 •.••. 18 1I1 n 12 7 6 a a lID- 1I9.99 ••••• ...... 9 14 18 17 9 9 3 4 7 6 4 ., 
H 
ril ao- 39.99 ...•. 1 1I 12 n 14 16 13 6 9 2 3 :I 
Ie 46- 49.99 •••.• 1I 4 17 12 6 18 7 8 6 " 1I 1I 

• 60- 69.99 ••••. . ..... a 4 10 10 n 6 6 1 3 1I 1I 
Ei ... &0- 69.99 •••.. 1 1I 9 6 8 4 5 7 7 7 a 1 
0,,- 70- 79.9U ••.•. 1 1 " 4 6 a 2 II " 2 1 1 .. so- 89.99 .•••• . ..... 1I 2 5 7 :I 1I 8 8 1I ., .. 
.; 8. 90- 99.99 .•... ...... 3 . ... j. 6 1 4 " :I :I 
I>- 2 100-109.99 .••.• ···T ...... 6 1I 1I II 8 ...... . .. ··i 
~ no-n9.99 ...•. ...... 1 2 1 3 3 1 3 1 

1= 120-12U. 99 ...•. ...... ...... ...... . ... j. 1I ····r .... ,. 1 
5~ 130-139.99 ...•. ...... ...... ...... 1 ····i· 1 ...... .. ··r ·····i .. 146-149.99 ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 . ..... 1 1 

"'" 160-159.99 ..... 3 1 1 ...... ...... ... "i" .... j . ... "i" ...... ...... ...... ·····i 
i 1&0-169.99 .•... ...... ...... . ···i· 1 ....... 1 ... "i" ...... 

170-179.99 •••.. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 . ..... 1I . ..... 1I 

• U 180-189.99 ..... ...... ...... . ..... . ..... ... "i" . ..... 1 ...... 1 ····i· . ..... . ..... .. 190-199.99 ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... . ..... ....... . ..... ., 200-209.99 ..... ...... .... i· .... ,. ····a· ...... .... j. 1 ····a· ....... . ... , . .. 1 . .... j 
~ 210 and over ..•• ...... 2 3 1 

TABLE 
CROSS-CLASSIFICATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN 

EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE TOWNS OF NEW YORK 

:! I~ 12: 13: I ~ s:o 1:0 17toOO $8~OO $9~OO 11:0 11~OO 
$99 1199 1299 1399 $499 $599 1699 $79U $899 $999 11,099 11,199 ------1---1------------1---------

0- $9.99 •.••• ...... 8 8 3 1 2 
16- 19.99 ..•.. ...... 1 5 10 12 13 IJ ···i.· ···io· ... -.;- ····r ·····s 
20- 1I9.99 •.••• ...... 1 1I 8 II 17 211412 754 

30- 3U.U9 .••.• ....... ...... • 6 6 9 18 
15 
14 

20 14 6 3 7 
46- 4U.99 .•••• ...... ...... 1 6 II 14 9 17 10 7 I 
60- 69.99 •..•. ...... ...... ...... 8 9 8 7 9 7 4 4 

&0- 69.99 •••.• ...... ···T 1 
76- 7U.99 ..••. ...... 1 so- 89.99 ••••• ...... ...... ...... 

1 8 
1 a ...... 1 

10 
8 
4 

6 
12 
3 

90- 99.99..... ••••.• ••...• .•..•• 1...... a 5 
-:::. l00-109.9U.. ••• ..• ••. .•.... ...•.. ....•. 2 4 4 J lIo-n9.9U................................... 2 8 

13 
10 
6 

3 
5 
2 

... Il1D-I2U.9U..... •••.•• .••... 1...... 1 1 II 
130-13U.U9.. ••• ....•• .• ••.. . ••••. ...•.. .••••• 2 •••• r ..... . 

U
i. 146-149.99....................... 1 .••.•..•.•.. 

160-1119.9U..... ••••.. •••••• • ••••• . ••... .•..•. .• •••. 1I .••••• 
160-169.99..... ••••.. ..••.. •••••• .•..•• 2 1 1 1 

10 
6 
8 

8 
6 
1I 

3 

" 1 

2 

, , 
8 8 
2 6 

7 a 
I 2 
3 2 

1 .... 2" 
1 
8 1 

: ···T 
II J! 170-179.9U............................. 1...... •••••. 4 

... IBo-I89.9U......................... •••• ••••.• .•••.. .• •••• 1 1 .•••••.••••. 

9 
1 

2 
..... j 

·····2 
2 

a 
1 
1 

18&:~:::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ···T :::::: .... ~. :::::: .... ~. :::::: .... j. I ·· .. ·i 
1I10and_.... ...... 1 •••••• 1 2 6 9 9 , II 6 a 
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XXI 
POPULATION AND PER CAPITA VALUE OF TAX EXEMPT REAL PROP
NEW YORK STATE, 1925 

PO'PULA.'l'lON 

13,000 13,500 14.000 14,500 15,000 15,500 16,000 $6,500 57,000 IS,OOO 19,000 110,000 111,000 

to '" '" '" to '" '" '" '" '" '" to and 13,499 13,999 14,499 14,999 15,499 15,999 56,499 16,999 17,999 1S,999 S9,999 510,999 over ----------------r---------f---

...... s· 
5 

3 
4 
3 

6 , 
2 

~ .... T ....... ....... ....... ....... 1 .................................. .. 

3 2 .... ·i· ::::::: .. · .. 2· ::::::: .... T .. · .. i· ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ...... .. 
4 1....... 1....... ....... 2 ....... ....... 1 ........ 
i .. · .. S· ~ ........... T ..... ~. ::::::: 1 2....... 1 

1 .................... .. 

6 
3 
2 

1 
2 
1 

1 .............. 1 .............. 2 1 3 
1 4 .............. 1 1 1 .............. . 
1 ..................... 1....... ....... 1 1 

....... 2 1....... ....... 1 ........................... . 

................... ~~ ..... T ::::::: ::::::: ~ ..... ~. .. .. ·i· ::::::: .. · .. 2· 
2 
2 
2 

1 ....... 1 .............. 2 ....... 1 ....... 1 
....... ....... ....... 1 .............. ....... 1 1 ............. .. 

1 ... : ................. 1 .............. 1 ....... 2 

.. ·· .. 2· ~ ::::::: .... ;~ ...... ~. ::::::: ::::::: .... ·2· ::::::: ::::::: .... T ~ 
1 1 .............. 1 ................................... 1 1 

........ ....... ....... ....... ....... 1 ................................................ .. 

.... ·T ::::::: ::::::: ~ ..... ~. ::::::: ::::::: .... T ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::::: 
6 5 ....... 6 2 2 ....... 3 1 1 1 11 

xxn 
PER CAPITA TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY AND PER CAPITA TAX 
STATE,1925. (BASED ON ASSESSED VALUATIONS) 

11,200 '1,300 '1,400 '1,500 11,600 $1,700 $1,800 $1,900 12,000 12,100 12,200 12,300 12,400 
'" '" '" to to to '" to to to to to Md 

'1,299 '1,399 11,499 11,599 11,699 11,799 51,899 $1,999 12,099 12,199 12.299 $2,309 over 
--~----------------------

...... r · .. ·1 .... I :::::j: .... T ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::;: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: .. · .... f 
2 alII 1 ............................ 2 
1 2 2 .............. 1 ....... 1 I ..................... 1 
2 8 1 .............. 1 .................................. .. 

a a 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 .............. 8 

1 ~ I .... T ........... T ..... ~. ::::::: · .... i· ::::::: ::::::: .... T ....... ~ 

I 1 I ................... ~. ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: .... T :::::::: 
2 1 1 1 1 1 ....... 1 .............. 1 

...... ~.1 i· .... I'::::::: :::::~: :::::~: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ....... ~ 
::::::~: ::::::: .... T .... 1 :::::~: .... J ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::: .... T:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... r .. · .. i· .. · .. i· ..... j ... · .. 2· ..... j ...... 2' ..... j' ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ..... j ........ j 
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TABLE 
CROSS-CLASSIFICATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN 

AND THE TRUE TAX RATE IN THE 

o 
to 
I.' 

2 
to 
3.9 

4 
to 
5.' 

6 
to 
7.9 

8 
to 
9.9 

10 12 14 16 18 20 
to to to to to to 

11.' 13.' 15.9 17.' 19.9 2l.9 -----_._;-------------------------
.OO~.OO9'.......... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 .... .. 
:31:::3UL: ::::::: .... , ... "i' t .. "2' ... 'i' .......... i· :::::: :::::: :: :::: : ::::: 
.0140-.0159 .......... 8 10 5 3 1 1 2 1 ...... 1 
• 01110-.0179 .......... 8 15 12 7 1 2 .... 2· 2 .... S· ...... 
.01~.0199 .......... 7 13 17 11 4 2 3 4 

.0200-.0219 ••••••.•.. 8 16 24 10 11 6 2 I 1 ...... 

.0220-.0239 .......... 2 26 27 5 7 4 5 4 2 1 ...... 

.0240-.0259 ••••••••.. 8 21 21 15 16 9 6 3 ...... ....... . ..... 

~ 
Ill' 

.0260-.027' •••••••••. 4 15 10 10 15 5 5 2 3 1 

.02~.0299 •••••..•.. 5 12 21 15 4 12 3 6 4 2 

~ .0300-.0319 .......... 4 11 7 9 5 9 4 3 3 

~ .0320-.0339 .......... 1 8 13 6 10 6 5 2 
.0340-.0359 •••••••••. 3 7 7 10 3 6 1 I 2 2 
.0360-.0379 •••••••••. ...... 3 9 2 2 3 3 2 1 

.03~.0399 .......... 1 3 8 4 I 4 I 2 2 

.0400-.0419 .•.••••••. 2 4 3 I 2 5 I I 3 ...... ...... 

.0420-.0439 •••.•••••. ...... 2 2 2 3 3 2 . ..... ...... ...... 

.0440-.0459 .......... I 1 3 I 3 I I 2 ...... ...... 

.0460·.0479 .......... ...... 2 1 ...... . ..... ...... ...... I ...... . ..... 

.0460-.0499 .......... ...... I 1 ...... 1 . ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 

.0500-.0519 ••••••.... ...... .... s· .. .. 2· .... i' ...... 1 . ..... ...... 

.0520 and over ........ ...... 1 3 ...... 1 1 ...... . ..... 
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XXII-A 
THE PERCENTAGE RATIO OF EXEMPT TO TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY 
TOWNS OF NEW YORK STATE IN 1925 
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TABLE XXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE TOWNS OF NEW YORK STATE ACCORDING TO 

OWNERSHIP-FREQUENCY TABLES SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TOWNS WITH SPECIFIED PERCENTAGES OF 
THEIR TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF VARIOUS CLASSES OF OWNERS, 1925 

(The total tax exempt real property in each town equaJa 100%) 

Oww ... or TAX Ex ... PI' R."L PROnR" 

Po C .... or TA,. E,. ... PI' R.AL PROnR" 
United Now York Couoty City Rebool Town Villale Private Stat .. State Diatrict 

Oto 0.99 •••••.....••••••....••.••........•..••••.......... 9 63 16 3 611 46 7 1 
Ito 1.99 .................................................. 3 20 10 1 36 32 12 2 
2to 2.99 .................................................. 4 9 6 2 28 29 17 • 8to 8.99 .................................................. 2 10 8 0 23 26 12 6 
.to •. 99 .................................................. 2 7 2 0 19 18 11 4 
6to 6.99 .................................................. 1 8 0 1 17 18 17 4 

,::. ,:=:::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 1 9 2 0 26 9 16 7 
2 3 3 0 12 9 17 8 

Ito 8.99 .................................................. 2 " 6 0 16 11 20 8 
9to 9.99 .................................................. 0 0 2 0 16 9 23 6 

IOtoI4.99 .................................................. 7 11 11 0 67 36 140 33 
16to 19.99 .................................................. 2 8 11 0 66 24 1211 44 
20 to 24.99 .•••••••••••••••..••••••••••..•••••......••..•.... 2 6 11 0 61 16 120 /If 
26to29.99 .................................................. 1 8 " 0 46 8 104 54 
8OtoM.99 .................................................. 1 6 6 1 62 7 69 66 
36 to 311.99 .•••••••••••.....••••••.••••.•••.•••.•..••••...... 0 1 7 1 32 1 61 86 
4Oto44.99 .................................................. 0 " 2 1 36 I 40 76 
46to49.99 .................................................. 1 6 6 0 29 1 23 66 
6OtoW.99 .................................................. 0 6 8 1 36 0 31 137 

110 to 69.99 .................................................. 0 6 2 0 M 0 23 96 
70to79.99 .................................................. 0 9 3 0 " 0 6 76 
110 to 89.99 .................................................. 3 8 8 0 1 0 :I 49 
9Oto99.99 .................................................. 3 6 4 0 I 0 1 82 

TotallJ1llDber at..,..... l'eportinl eumpt propert, under eacb 
headlUI ............................................. 46 194 127 11 713 296 888 892 

Limite wlthiu wblcb tbe middle ( Lower limit •••••••••••.••••••.. 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 11.8 26.8 
60 per oeDt 01 all tow ... f.U Upper limit .•••••.••.••.•.•.••• 0 0 0 0 M.8 1.11 80.9 02.0 
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TABLE XXIV 

DISTRIBtITION OF THE TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN THE TOWNS OF NEW YORK STATE ACCORDING TO USE 
FREQUENCY TABLES SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TOWNS WITH SPECIFIED PERCENTAGES OF THEIR TAX EXEMPT 
REAL PROPERTY USED IN VARIOUS WAYS. 1925 

(The total tax exempt real property in each town equal, 100%) 

Fra-
PaR Cmrr OJ' TAX Eduoa- Ajp'ioul- ~e1ill" 

ternal Correo- Cbari- Cura- Pro- D.fen- Publi. i~~~\~~· Mi ••• I-and EXBIIPT RsAL PRo •• an tiona! tural 10UI Bene- tional tabla tin teotive IIv. Utilit.iOl laneoua 
alent 

---------------------Oto 0.99 .................... 4 8 8 29 S 12 12 120 2 18 184 46 lto 1.99 .................... 10 10 6 26 0 12 11 84 1 14 106 69 II to 3.99 .................... 9 5 a 9 2 6 9 28 1 14 48 65 8 to 8.99 .................... 7 7 12 T 1 8 4 23 , 11 60 70 4 to 4.99 .................... 10 3 9 6 0 6 3 17 2 12 29 60 6 to 6.99 .................... 12 5 13 1 1 4 6 9 II 11 83 48 8 to 8.99 .................... 7 0 14 3 0 1 8 4 1 17 21 89 7 to 7.99 .................... 11 2 25 8 0 4 1 " 1 18 18 40 8to 8.99 .................... 21 S· 18 8 1 6 1 4 II 14 19 89 9to 9.99 .................... 18 1 23 0 0 11 1 8 0 12 20 26 
10 to 14.99 .................... 121 6 97 11 1 9 4 1 2 80 28 120 15 to 19.99 .................... 122 2 118 8 8 9 8 8 0 66 18 72 20to24.99 .................... 126 1 105 0 1 8 8 8 0 80 11 66 26 to 29.99 .................... 104 1 104 2 0 II 6 1 1 65 8 48 80to84.99 .................... 82 1 85 0 0 9 0 II 0 61 8 24 85 to 89.99 .................... 69 0 78 0 0 II 2 0 1 89 6 10 4Oto44.99 .................... 48 0 60 0 0 1 8 0 1 38 0 13 '6 to 49.99 .................... 44 0 41 0 1 8 8 1 0 84 1 18 
6Ot069.99 .................... 47 0 57 0 0 8 6 1 0 61 1 24 60 to 60.99 .................... 87 0 29 0 I 8 2 0 0 82 2 16 70to79.99 .................... 21 0 8 0 2 8 5 1 0 12 0 18 80 to 89.99 .................... 7 0 2 0 0 1 4 1 8 2 0 II 90t099.99 .................... 1 0 II 0 1 1 1\ 0 '1 1\ 0 1 ------------------------------------Tc:,':!:~f~~~3!' .. ~!~ 

b.adl ...................... 928 58 921 108 18 108 96 810 26 681 666 890 
Limit. within wbiob the mlddl. 50 

par •• nt of all toWlll fllU: 
LowerUmlt .............. 14.9 0 14.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B.a UpparUmlt .............. 87.6 0 4:1.3 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 83.0 B.6 18.8 
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THE EFFECT OF EXEMPTION UPON INDIVIDUAL 
COMMUNITIES 

Thus far in our study we have dealt with exemptions in the 
large and with exemptions from a statistical point of view. The 
question naturally arises, what is the practical situation in specific 
cities, towns, and villages Y What are the ordinary facts that the 
average citizen can see and discover in his own community! 
What is the situation, especially, in those districts which appear 
from our statistical study to be suffering from extensive tax ex
emptions' Though the time at the disposal of the committee has 
been limited, we have endeavored to gather some specific material 
bearing on these points. On the basis of the satistical study we 
have selected 21 exceptional towns, villages, and cities. These 
show either an abnormally high per capita valuation of exempt 
property or an extrordinary ratio of exempt to taxable property. 
These units were visited by members of our research staff and 
an effort was made through the examination of assessment rolls 
and through conferences with public officials and private citizens, 
to gather whatever information was available with regard to the 
effect of a tax exempt property upon the government and life of the 
community. The answers to these questions are brought together 
in the following pages. 

Benefits and Costs Classified 
Before passing to a summariaztion of the material drawn from 

the field investigation, it may be well to present the general basis 
of classification which has been followed. It is based upon that 
used by the department of taxation and finance. From our study 
it seems that certain general conclusions may be drawn with re
gard to the main classes of property. Certain kinds confer a 
distinct local benefit, others are for the service of the state or 
nation and confer little local benefit. In some cases a given kind 
of property entails a very distinct local burden, in other cases an 
institution takes care of itself and throws little or no burden 
upon the communitly. In the following table these factors are 
shown in a general way arranged in accordance with the classifica
tion which we are utilizing in this part of our study. 

The benefit classifications assigned in Table No. XXV must be 
recognized as purely hypothetical. They are based upon a general 
appraisal of the situation and appear to be in conformity with the 
conditions as we have found them in the 21 cities, towns, and vil
lages visited by our investigators. There are of course individual 
exceptions, and there is room for a difference of opinion at many 
points. Certain of these conSiderations are mentioned in the fol
lowing paragraphs in which each one of the major classifications 
is taken up in order. 

Educational 
It has been suggested that the only cases in which injustice is 

apt to be done is where a locality is denied the power to tax local 
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property that is used to perform other than local functions and 
from which no local benefit results. Such, for exemple, might 
be the case with a university or a college located in a small town. 
Higher education is a function of the State. It benefits primarily 
the State and nation. Nevertheless, an examination of the situa
tion in a college town reveals that the economic benefit derived 
by the community is very great. Even the smallest towns would 
gladly welcome the organization of a college or university in their 
midst. The same is true with a state normal school, and also to a 
certain extent with schools for the deaf, dumb, and blind, and for 
the feebleminded. Local tradesmen prosper from trade of this. 
sort. 

Local parks and playgrounds, libraries and property devoted 
to the interests of history and art are primarily matters of local 
interest, local service and local benefit. In the ease of city play
grounds it has been asserted at times that the playground was a 
detriment to the immediate locality. An examination of the land 
value map in New York City does not seem to indicate that this is 
the fact, however. It appears rather that this is an argument used 
to forestall special assessments rather than one to prevent the 
establishment of playgrounds. A playground which is improp
erly placed, or impropedy developed may of course be a distinct 
local detriment. 

In most communities private schools are to be classified just as 
the public schools are. They are conducted locally for local bene
fit. Under such conditions, a privat~ school may be a very real 
asset to the community. Every local child in the private school 
will represent an annual saving to the taxpayers of from fifty to 
over one hundred dollars depending on the costs of the local pub
lic schools. There are, however, private schools which do not fall 
in this category. In one of the towns studied by the committee it 
appeared that the community gained little and was put to some ex
pense by the presence of a private schooL In this case the private 
school considers itself "exclusive," charges an annual tuition of 
seventeen hundred dollars, buys all of its supplies in New York 
City, and boards all of its students and teachers within its own tax 
exempt properties. Neither the students nor the teachers patron
ize the local merchants. The school property is located in the 
heart of the town, it is supplied with paved streets and sidewalks, 
and receives police and fire protection from the town. In this case 
it is apparent that the local costs exceed the local benefit. In some 
of these private schools there is an element of profit to the owner& 
and directors of the schools, usually received in the form of high 
salaries and other services. It appears, however, that most of the 
private schools are not in this category as they do not pay abnor
mally high salaries and are conducted at a loss, which is covered by 
special gifts and endowments. 

Agricultural 
This class consists of the property of agricultural societies de

voted to the exhibition of agricultural products, etc. The county 
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TABLE XXV 
TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY IN l<o'EW YORK STATE CLA..~ 

ACCORDING TO ITS USE WITH ESTIMA. TE AS TO "BEl HER THE 
FUNCTIOr.'1; PERFOR..\IED A~'D THE BEXE.FITS RECElTl:D ARE 
PRlMABlLY LOCAL. STATE, OR NATIONAL IN ClIAllAcrER 

Edueatioaal 
U~ .••.•......••.••..•.... 
&ale Normal ...•..........•....... 
Public: achooIs .•••••.•.••••••••.•.. 
SehooIa other thaD public aclaooIs ••.•• 
Sehoola for deaf, dumb aad blind .... . 
Sc:hooIa for FeeblemiDded .......... . 
Lihrariea ......•.....•...........•. 
History aad art ................... . 

Pwb aad pIanroaD.ds 
Local .••.......................... 
&ale •.....••.•................... 

A«ricWturai 
E:dWJitioIl p-ouIlCIa •••••••••••.••••• 

Jtqioqa 
Ptaeee of W'IIIIIhip ••••••••••••••••••• 
Property _pied by eIerv ........ . 
Property 01I"Dfld by dIqy .......... . 
Moral aad _tal improTemelD.t ..•••• 

Fratemal aad '-n-oIeat 
~ ......................... . 
~t ..•...••................ 

Com!eOoaal 
CurnIc:-tioaal iDabtutioaa ...•........ 

CIaaritable 
Couilty, city, to .. aad YiIIap bcMDea •• 
H_ for childrea •.••••...••••.... 
H_for~ .••..•.......... 

OIraU-tea 
a-.J Jac.pitaJa .•••••.••••..••.••. 
Hospiiall!l for m--............... . 
'I'aberwJoeie Jac.pitaJa .•••.•...••.•. 
Hospitala for _~ m--.... . 
HospiialI!I for _~t .......... . 
Jofa&eniliy bospitaia •••••••••.••.••. 
HospiialI!I for eIWdrea •••••.•..•••••. 
Hospiiall!l for other..-w~ ... 
~ 

Go~tal 
1IIlita 

primarily 
...... pollSible 

fortbe 
f1mc:UoIIl 

State ........ 
Staat .•...... 
Local ........ 
Local ........ 
Staht ........ 
Staht ........ 
Local .....••. 
Local ........ 

Local .•...... 
&ale ........ 

Local .•...... 

Local ••••..•. 
Local .•...... 
Local .•...... 
Local ••...•.. 

Local ••••.... 
Local ••...... 

Staht ........ 

Local .•...... 
Local ••...... 
Natioa •...... 

Local .•...•.. 
Stale, local .•. 
State. tc-l .. . 
State. tc-l .. . 
State. tc-l .. . 
:tc-l ....... . 
:tc-l ....... . 
:tc-l ....... . 

u-J. 1Itate ••• Much 
Staae,bal ••. Muda 
u-J. 1Itate .•• Mada 
Local, 1I&ate ••• lIuch 
u-J. 8&ale ••. Much 
State, bal .•. Muda 
Local .•...... Much 
u-J.state ... lIuch 

Loc:al •••••••. little 
Local, &tate ... LiltJe 

Local, &tate ... Little 

Local •••••.•. Much 
Local ••...... Much 
Local .••..••. Much 
Local ...•.... Much 

Local .•...•.. Much 
Local .•...... Much 

State. local ... lIuch 

Local ••.••••. lIuch 
Local ....•••. Much 
~ state 

DaboD. ••••• Mllda 

Local .....••• 
u-J.&tate .. . 
Local, state .. . 
Local, &tate .. . 
Local, &tate .. . 
:tc-l ....... . 
:tc-l ......•. 
:tc-l ....... . 

Fire. • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Local...... .. Local.. . . . . • . Mllda 
PoIioe....... .. . ..... . . . .. . . . ...... Local........ u-J. ...... M_ 
Jails, .-itatariea ... ·.· .......... ·1 State. local .•. Sta&e,. bal ... Madl 
LiP' ___ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Naa-. 8&ale. State. utioa. Little 
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TABLE XXV - CoDUoued 

TAX EXEMPT REAL PROPERTY Dl J.'EW YORK STATE CLASSIFIED 
ACCORDIXG TO·ITS t;SE \fITH ESTIMATE AS TO "HElBER THE 
ILXCTIOXS PERFOlUIED A!'H> THE BE..~ RECEIVED ARE 
pRDURU.Y LOCAL, STATE, OR NATIOXAL Dl CHARAcrER 

DefeaaiYe 

Govenuoental 
UDits 

primarily 
respoDSib1e 

f_the 
ftmc:tion 

Extent of 
Go~tal Jocal 

UDits ~ftnl-
reo:eiriDI: mental 

benefit aerrir.e 
nsed 

.u-iea.......................... &ate, Ioeal. .. LoeaI, state, 

lIiIitary~ ............... . 
~ ......................... . 

PahIic 1ItiIiUea. 

~m:=;.::::::::::::::::::: 
Sewenp By1I&ema •••••••••••••• '" . 
PahIic batha ..................... .. 
Pahlicmaleca .................... . 
IIridgIra, docb ..... feniea .......... . 
SubwaJlJ ......................... . 
CaaaIa ........................... . 

AcImiaiatn&ift baiIdiap r= ~~tY ~ i,;.il:':':'~ 
&au:pemment admiDistmtiYeN;. 
t:"mted 8tatea ~ baiIdiap .. ,r.....u._ 
0.........;,. ....................... . 
r .. het • -.u ........ h ........ U __ .... .. 

Indiaa~ ................ . 
BelGftllted Iutda .................. . 
Prapeny .-a-ed with peIIIIim8 .••. 
New baiIdiap .................... . 

Dation ..... 
Naiioa.. . . ... LoeaI, Dation. 
Nabon ....... Nabon ...... . 

Local ....... . Local ....... . 
Local ....... . Local ....... . 
Local ....... . Local ....... . 
Local ....... . Local ....... . 
Local ....... . Local ....... . 
Local .•...... Local ....... . 
Local ....... . Local ....... . 
State ....... . LoeaI, state .. . 

Much 
little 
little 

little 
Mneh 
little 
Much 
Mneh 
Much 
little 
little 

Nabon. . . . . .. LoeaI, nation. little 
Local ........ Local ........ little 
State.. ...... State, 10"101... little 
Nabon. . . . . .. Nation, Ioeal.. little 

Local ....... . 
State ....... . 
State ....... . 
State ....... . 
State ...... .. 
Local ....... . 

Local ....... . 
State ....... . 
State ...... .. 
State ...... .. 
State ....... . 
Local ....... . 

little 
little 
little 
little 
Much 
Much 
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fair grounds are used for a purpose that is county wide in char
acter. It entails some expense upon the locality but is not with
out a distinct local benefit. 

Religious 
The exemption of the property of churches and the clergy as 

well as of societies organized for moral and mental improvement 
seems to be one of purely local concern and benefit. Except where 
some denomination takes up a disproportionate share of a munic
ipality's taxable property, it does not appear that injustice is done. 

Fraternal ana Benevolent 
The foregoing remarks apply with equal force to this property. 

The encouragement of such societies is a function entirely local. 
The benefit is likewise restricted. 

Oorrectional ana Oharitable 
One town was studied in which a considerable portion of the ex

empt property consisted of a correctional institution. 'l'his was 
the town of Charlton, in Saratoga County. An industrial school 
for wayward boys is carried on the _ assessment rolls there at 
$50,000. The town is entirely rural, with no villages and only a 
few small hamlets. It is put practically to no expense because of 
the presence of the institution and, if anything, benefits by it be
cause of its local purchases. The same thing may be said of homes 
for the aged, the poverty stricken, children, and veterans. Argyle, 
in Washington County, has a poor farm carried on the rolls at 
$50,000. The farm lies three or four miles outside of the village. 
It serves the whole county. Supplies are purchased within the 
county. "It costs the town practically nothing and brings it a 
little trade." The local benefit in all probability more than pays 
for the loss in revenue, especially as the value of the unimproved 
land would be a very small part of the assessed value of the in
stitution. 

Ourative 
Practically all of the curative institutions, although of benefit 

to the entire surrounding county, are of more particular benefit 
to the municipality in which they are located. In Cambridge, 
Washington County, for example, the general impression was that 
the Mary McClellan Hospital located there was" a fine thing for 
the town" and that "it brings in quite a little business to the 
town." It serves a radius of 25 miles. Employment is offered 
local inhabitants. _ 

Some question may be raised concerning the location of hospitals 
for tuberculosis and contagious diseases. These, however, are not 
as a rule found in populous sections, but are situated in sparsely 
settled areas where they can be of no harm to contiguous property. 
For example, Providence, in Saratoga County, a small town con
taining only 436 inhabitants, has an endowed institution for the 
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care of tubercular patients. The m1l1licipality has been put to 
little, if any, expense because of this hospital and if anything "it 
has been a blessing to the town." 

ProtectitJe 
When it comes to protective institutions the matter is not quite 

so clear. Of eourse, fire and police protection are local functions 
from which the benefit is primarily local. and no question arises 
here; but in the matter of state penitentiaries the functions and 
benefits are largely state matters. The local benefit is not particu
larly great and in some cases a definite harm may be observed in 
decreased property values. On the other hand, the locality is 
rarely put to any additional expense because of such an institu
tion. The Great Meadows jail, located in Fort Ann. Washington 
County, for example, is about five or six miles outside of the vil
lage. There are only a few scattered houses near the jail. About 
70 men are employed from the outside and the jail does aU of its 
own road work, policing, etc. The inmates spend approximately 
$600 a week for candy, chewing gum., etc., locally. 

De f enfttJe 
Exempt property classified under the head of "defensive" of

fers a somewhat different situation. The armories present a pe
culiar problem. Theoretically, they should be classed with the 
state or federal functions, for these 1l1lits have the primary mili
tary responsibility, but as a matter of fact, it is probably more 
honest to class them also under the county and local groups because 
they are erected to serve local social needs as weU as military re
quirements. The benefit of an armory may, therefore, be classed 
as primarily local. An armory entails some local expenSe. It 
requires streets, water, sewers, and police and fire protection. It 
has no bearing on school costs. Military reservations, such as that 
at WestPoint, are built to serve a national need and result in a 
benefit to the nation primarily. However, little extra expense is 
caused the localities in which they are found. Indeed. it is hard 
to conceive how West Point could be considered as anything but a 
distinct asset to the locality. 

Arsenals, on the other hand. have a somewhat different effect. 
During the war these institutions were a distinct benefit to their 
localities. In peace times when they are shut down their value 
is not So clear. The armory at Watervliet, Albany County, may be 
an exception. It is so located that it cuts the town in two. It 
e!Dploys approximately 150 men, of which possibly 50 live in the 
CIty, the others coming from neighboring towns. The particular 
objection in Watervliet to the loss of revenue from this govern
ment owned property is not so much due to the presence of the ar
senal itself as it is to a rather sPecial circumstance. During the 
war, the I!overnment purchased two pieces of adjoining property 
for a possible extension of the arsenal. This took off of the tax 
roI1a about $400,000 worth of property. Subsequently, this land 
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was resold to printt' parties for reside-ntial use. It was sold OD a 
tt'D ye-ar payme-nt plan, wht'reby the gowrmDt'nt retains HUt' to 
the land until paid for. The l't'Sult is that the eomJD.unity lOSt'S the 
rewnue from this land for tt'n ye-al'S, and at the same time has to 
met't schooI. road, fire, poli~ and wate-r t'xpt'DSt'S D~tatt'd by 
the reside-Dts of this property. This is obviously an unfair propo
sition, and has resultt'd in an almost unanimous opinion that 
"Watervliet would be a whole lot bt'ttt'r off without the arsenal." 

PHblic Uh7iti~$ 

With I't'Spect to public utilitit'S, the situation is fairly clear. Tht' 
provisiou of watt'r, li~htin!!, and seWt'rage systems are loeal fun~ 
HODS from which the bt'ne-fit is primarily loeal. The same thing is 
true of public baths and public markets. Exempting tht'm from 
taxes works a hardship on no one. The t'reetion and maintt'nan~ 
of bridgt"s, docks, and fe-rries are ~unty or state fUDctions, t':x~pt 
in Nt'w York City, but their loeal bt'nt'fit is ~nsiderablt'. More
onr, although the-y represent a large valut', the municipalities have 
not bet'n dt'privt'd of any property which the-y formt'rly tut'd. 

Subways are found only in Nt'w York City, and do not raise any 
difficulty bt'eause both tht' function and the bent'fits are loeal in 
characte-r. Canal mainte-nanee is a state function anll the- bt'ne-fit 
is state wide. Eve-n in Waterford. Saratoga County, whe-re the 
value of the eanal proPt'rty is e:xee-ptionally great,. due to the loea. 
tion of the loeks, it can not be said that the eommunity.suirers be-. 
cause of the presence of so much e:xempt property. The value of 
this prope-rty was creatt'd largt'ly by the improwme-nts. he-nee tht' 
loeality lost ve-ry little in taxable vaIue-. On the othe-r hand, the 
local bt'ne-fit is c:onside-rable. The loeks provide e-mployment for 
ove-r 100 e-:xpert loek te-nde-rs whQ live in the vicinity. The eanal 
e-ntails practically no expt'nse to the c:ommunity. 

Admi,.i$tratit·~ BH.7diwgs 
Administrativt' buildings otre-r no particular di&ulties bt'eauSt?" 

in ge-ne-rnl the-ir functions as we-ll as their bt'ne-fits.. are loeal in ehar
acte-r. The e:xce-ptions ... if any. are to be found wht're the buildings 
belong to a supe-rior Jl()litical unit and are loeatt'd in a small or 
poor city or town. The only serious ease in the state of Ne-w 
York is Albany. in which are ~neentratt'd the buildings of the 
state eapitol. '\"hile the-re has bet'n some suggestion loeall.v that 
the state- propt'rties in Albany should not be tn enmpt,. it ean 
hardly be de-niro that the city of Albany OWE'S not a little of its 
growth, we-lfare, and prosperity to the fact that the state capitol 
is loeatt'd thE-reo Tht' e:xempt state property does plaee some bur
de-n on the- city for poliee and fire protection,. and for stree-ts. It 
does not add to the school burne-n. In return. it brings to the eity 
a large group of c:omparatinly we-ll paid public sf'!'vants. who liv~ 
in taxpaying homes, patroniae loeal merehants. and tro to make up 
the community. Albany has better stores. hotels. theatres. news-
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papers, and public buildings because it is the capital city. It ap
pears, therefore, that there are substantial local benefits derived 
from the state administrative buildings. 

M isuUatte0U8 
Under this classification, we have such properties as cemeteries, 

fish hatcheries, Indian reservations, reforested lands, property pur
chased with pension money, and new buildings. Cemeteries are 
primarily local in function and in benefit. The only difficulty 
arises from the fact that in some places the valuation of cemetery 
property is exceptionally great because of the demands placed upon 
it by adjoining localities. In Colonie, Albany County, for exam
ple, there is a valuation of exempt property of $578 per capita. 
Ninety-three per cent of this is cemetery property. This high 
valuation exists because the neighboring cities of Albany and 
Watervliet bury their dead in Colonie. While there has been 
some criticism with regard to the exempt status of cemeteries, it is 
to be noted that most cemeteries were exempted at a time when the 
land itself was worth very little and that the cemetery places very 
little burden upon the community in which it is for governmental 
services. It imposes no school burden, requires no fire protection, 
and very little police service. Streets and storm sewers are nec
essary, but these may b.e assessed against the property, as ceme
teries are not generally exempt from special assessments. It 
would seem, therefore, that the eemeteries are not a serious exemp
tion problem. The single exception to this rule is the frankly com
mercial cemetery, which is not entiled to exemption under the pro
visions of the tax law. These cases must be sought out by the local 
assessors and placed upon the tax rolls. Where a reasonable doubt 
exists, the property should be listed for taxation and the owners 
made to submit proof of their exempt status. 

With the exception of "new buildings," which serve a local 
purpose and benefit. the remaining classes of property included 
under this "miscellancous" heading exist because of state fune
tions for which the benefit is largely state Wide. It is difficult to 
say without making a more extensive investigation, just what the 
situation is in each case. However, it seems safe to surmise that 
the localities are put to no great additional expense because of 
them, and that the loss in taxes because of their presence is com
paratively slight. 

Few Ifljuretl Comm.unities 

From this we are led to conclude that the general situation with 
respect to tax exempt real property is anything but alarming. 
Very little substantial injustice is done the localities because of the 
presence of exempt institutions. The harm is usually more ap
parent than real A tax asses.~r is apt to look with envy upon a 
piece of exempt property and to compare the exempt tot~ with the 
taxable total In the majority 9f the cases, the locality profits 
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measurably because of the exempt property. In some caBe'J, it 
owes its entire prosperity to the exemption in question. Where 
there is no local benefit, some measure of relief should be given. 

In our study of individual communities we have found only one 
in which tax exemption produces a palpable injustice. This arises 
from the sale by the United States government of land to private 
individuals on the ten-year purchase plan. 



CHAPTER ill 

PERSONAL PROPERTY EXEMPTIONS 
The situation with respect to the assessment and exemption of 

personal property is too familiar to need elaboration here. It is 
well known that, although the law requires tangible personal prop
erty, with certain specified exemptions, to be assessed at the full 
value thereof, only a small portion of this property is ever entered 
upon the tax rolls. In fact only $265,122,506' worth of personal 
property was assessed in whole of New York State in 1925. More
over, the percentage of personal property that escapes taxation 
becomes greater and greater each year. This is shown by the per
centage ratio between personal property and the total assessed 
value of general property. This ratio has been decreasing through
out the State since about 1860. At one time it was as much as 25 
per cent, now it is only 1.29 per cent. That is in 1925 for every 
$100 worth of general property assessed there was only $1.29 worth 
of personal property. 

I fW!qualities aM I "justice 
In addition because of the difi'erent attitudes adopted by difi'er

ent assessors toward the assessment of personal property great in
justice is done certain municipalities. Those municipalities in 
which an attempt is made to carry out the law in assessing per
sonal property are penalized. They pay a larger share of the State 
and county taxes than neighboring municipalities in which per
sonal property goes scot free. These inequalities are shown by the 
ratios of personal property to general property. In 1924 the 
counties had a range of from 0.03 per cent to 2.22 per cent in this. 
On a per capita basis the inequalities appear even greater. 

Amtmg flu Covftties 
From Table I it can be seen that the per capita value of tangible 

personal 'property assessed for tax purposes in the difi'erent 
counties of New York State varies from $0.30 to $44.10. There are 
27 counties in which this value is less than $5 and 30 counties in 
which it is between $5 and $15. In only one ease, New York City, 
is this value greater. In New York City it amounts to $44:..10. 

Moreover, great disparity appears between counties of approxi
mately the same size. For example, consider Cortland and Greene, 
two counties with approximately the same population and approxi
mately the same real property assessment. However $108,255 
worth of personal property was assessed in Greene county and only 
$8.575 in Cortland roughly one-twelfth as much. Or take two 
adjacent counties, Lewis and Herl"imer. In 1925 Herkimer had 
over twice as many inhabitants as Lewis and about four times as 

1 State EqualiatiOB Table for the year 1926. For the year 1925 the State 
Tu Commiiai_ reporta $288,218,301 ia peramal propertT. 

"'c. 81 
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much real property. However, Lewis assessed more than twice as 
much personal property as Herkimer did. 
Among the Oities 

Among the cities the disparity is quite as striking. Sixteen of 
the 59 cities assessed no personal property at all in 1925. Seven 
others assessed less than a dollar per capita. On the other hand 
there were four with personal property in excess of $15 per capita : 
Canadaigua, $15.83; Oswego, $18.77 ; Glen Cove, $25.99; and New 
York City, $44.10. 

Cities of approximately the same size vary greatly in the amounts 
of personalty assessed. For example, Amsterdam and Auburn 
both have populations of approximately 35,000. Amsterdam 
assessed $341,000 of personal property, while Auburn did not 
assess any. Again, comparing Gloversville and Cohoes, two cities 
of 23,000 and 22,000 inhabitants respectively, we find an assess
ment of $6 per capita in Gloversville and nothing at all in Cohoes. 
The city of Poughkeepsie with over $44,000,000 worth of real 
property did not assess a dollar's worth of personal property and 
the city of Rochester assessed only $310,000, or a per capita value 
of personal property of 98 cents. 
Among the Towns 

The inequalities in different towns are quite as great as those 
found in cities. In Allegany county, for example, where the per 
capita assessed personal property for the entire county was $12.57 
in 1925, there were eight towns that failed to report any per
sonal property at all. There were eight, however, that assessed 
amounts in excess of $10 per capita. . 

The situation in Steuben county also reveals striking inequalities 
among the towns. Here, the average for the county as a whole 
amounted to $3.55 per capita. However, there are thirteen towns 
that did not assess any personal property and only six towns where 
the assessment exceeded $5 per capita. In no case in this county is 
the assessed personal property greater than $11 per capita. 

:Many such examples can be pointed out. No relationship what
ever appears t9 exist between the amount of personal property 
assessed and the population or the real property in towns, cities or 
counties. 
Systematic Inequality 

These figures are enough to indicate what has long been accepted 
by tax authorities, namely, that the personal property tax is not 
a just tax. It violates two of the primary canons of taxation, that 
a tax should apply with uniff>rmity and equality throughout the 
juri.sdiction. The personal property tax is assessed on some prop
erties and not on others, in some towns and not in others, in some 
cities and not in others. There is no uniformity in this. Personal 
property that is assessed pays not only its share of the county and 
State taxes but in addition the share of the personal property that 
is located in municipalities where personalty escapes taxation. No 
equality can be seen in this situation. It puts a premium upon 
dishonesty and makes law-breakers of the tax assessors. 
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TABLE I 
ASSESSMENT OF PERSONAL PROPERTY IN THE COUNTmS OF NEW 

YORK STATE, 1925 

AssESSED VALUES 
Percentage Per capita 

ratio of assessed 
CoUNTY Population Personal Reai personal value of 

property property to real personal 

(in (in property property 

thousands) millions) 

Albany ................ 197,138 $1,404 $227 .62 1710 
Allegany •.•............ 36,815 465 45 1.03 1260 
Broome ................ 135,060 742 166 .45 550 
Cattaraugus ............ 73,778 429 57 .75 590 
Cayuga ................ 65,344 120 54 .22 180 
Chautauqua ............ 128,100 198 132 .15 160 
Chemung ..•........... 72,292 670 59 1.14 930 
Chenango .............. 35,610 245 24 1.02 690 
Clinton .•.•............ 46,145 118 15 .79 260 
COlumhia •••........... 42,726 120 33 .36 280 
Cortland ............... 31,051 9 24 .04 30 
Delaware ............... 43,452 303 39 .78 700 
Dutchess ............... 99,028 602 101 .60 610 
Erie ....•..•........... 693,616 7,895 1,035 .76 1140 
Essex .................. 32,042 202 24 .84 630 
Franklin ............... 45,915 303 25 1.21 660 
Fulton ................. 46,028 223 37 .60 490 
Geneeee ................ 43,420 317 47 .67 730 
Greene ................. 28,207 108 19 .57 380 
Hamilton .............. 4,242 2 6 .03 50 
Herkimer •............. 66,708 151 70 .22 230 
Jefferson ............... 85,776 694 92 .75 810 
Lewis .....••........... 24,713 345 18 1.92 1400 
Livingston ...•......... 39,264 425 40 1.06 1080 
Madison .•............. 40,807 547 30 1.82 1340 
Monroe ................ 392,174 435 570 .08 1 Itl 
Montgomery ........... 61,385 423 51 .83 690 
Nassau .... ' ............ 207,640 2,612 249 1.05 1260 
~!'W York (Greater) ..... 5,873,356 258,988 13,893 1.86 44 10 

llIgBra................ 133,437 44 217 .02 30 
Oneida.......... .. . .. .. 196,486 423 205 .21 220 
Onondaga.............. 267,009 467 333 .14 170 
Ontario. ...... . . . . . . . . . 55,240 374 66 .56 680 
Orange................. 125,629 1,042 151 .69 830 
Orleans. .. . • .. .. . . . . . .. 30 ,692 53 33 .16 1 70 
Oewego. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 71 404 653 54 1.21 910 
~o................. 47:404 452 41 1.10 950 

tnam................ 12500 77 21 .37 620 
Rensselaer.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 118' 429 32 101 .03 30 
Rocldand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56' 479 21 45 .05 40 
Saint Lawrence. . .. . . . . . 91' 806 688 60 1.15 750 
Saratoga............... 65' 606 136 70 .19 210 
Schenectady............ 116'708 299 191 .16 260 
Schoharie. . . .. . .. .. . . . . 21' 565 207 18 1.15 960 
Schuyler............... 13:456 92 13 .71 680 
Seneca................. 25 363 174 23 .76 690 
Steuben.... ............ 82;175 292 57 .51 360 
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ASSII:SSII:D VALUES 

Percentage Per capita 
ratio of , assessed 

COUNTY Population Personal-- , Real personal value of 
property; property I ,to real : personal 

(in' , (in property property 
thousands) millions) 

Suffolk ................ 143,031 1482 $162 .30 1340 
Sullivan .............. 40,192 86 10 .86 2 10 
Tioga ..•.............. 26,111 117 17 .69 450 
Tompkins ............. 39,559 73 40 .18 ISO 
mster ................. 83,052 164 48 .34 200 
Warren •.•............. 34,070 96 29 .33 2SO 
W~on ...••....... 46,661 283 26 1.09 61O 
Wayne ................. 51,785 247 47 .53 4SO 
Westchester ............ 425,798 1,708 985 .17 400 
Wyoming .............. 30,827 187 29 .64 61O 
yates .................. 17,668 157 14 1.12 890 

TABLE II 
COUNTIES OF NEW YORK STATE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PER 

CAPITA ASSESSED VALUE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY IN: 1925 

Number 
of counties 

PE:a CAPITA AMOUNTS ASSII:SSII:D reporting 
specified 
amounts 

so to $0 99 .. -.. , . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
1 00 to 1 99.................................................. 7 
200 to 299.. ................................................ 8 
300 to 399.................................................. 3 
400 to 499............................... ................... 4 
500 to 599.................................................. 3 
6 00 ,to 6 99..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
700~o 799.................................................. 3 
800 to 899.................................................. 3 
900 to 999.................................................. 4 

10 00 to 10 99...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 1 
l1 00 to 11 99..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
12 00 to 12 99................... .............. ................. 2 
13 00 to 13 99 ...................... :.......... ................. 2 
14 00 to 14 99... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ° 
44: 00 to 4:S 99..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . al 

Total number of counties ............................ ,........ 58 

a New York oity. 
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TABLE III 

CITIES OF NEW YORK STATE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PER CAPITA 
ASSESSED VALUE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY IN 1925 

Pila CAPITA AMOUNTS ASSESSED 

Number of 
counties in 

which 
specified 
amounts 

were 
B8IIes8ed 

so to SO 99....... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·23 
1 00 to 199.................................................. 2 
2 00 to 299.................................................. 3 
3 00 to 399.................................................. 5 
400 to 499.................................................. 1 
500 to 599 .... ·........................... .................... 6 
600 to 699.................................................. 3 
7 00 to 7 99 ................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
800 to 899.................................................. 0 
900 to 999.................................................. 6 

10 00 to 10 99... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
11 00 to 11 99..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
12 00 to 1299............... ....... ............. ............... 0 
13 00 to 13 99..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
14 00 to 14 99... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 0 

15 00 and over. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t4 
Total number of cities....................................... 59 

• 16 cities did not assess any personal property. 
t Canandaigua. . . . . . . . .. . . $15 83 
Oswego................. 18 77 
Glen Cove.............. 2599 
New York City.......... 44 10 
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TABLE IV 

TOWNS OF ALLEGANY COUNTY CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PER 
CAPITA ASSESSED VALUE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY IN 1925 

1'I:a CAPITA AMOUNTS ASSIIISSIilD 

Number of 
towns in 

which 
specified 
amounte 

were 
III!IIeSSed 

so to SO 99... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *10 
1 00 to 1 99 ...................... , ........................ ,.. 0 
2 00 to 2 99 .. , ........... , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
3 00 to 3 99 ....... , .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
400 to 499.................................................. 3 
5 00 to 599.................................................. 1 
600 to 699.................................................. 2 
700 to 7 99.................................................. 1 
8 00 to 8 99 .............................. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
900 to 999.................................................. 0 

10 00 to 10 99....................... ........................... 2 

"11 00 and over................................................. 6 

Total number of towns....................................... 29 

* 8 towns did not assess any personal property at all. 

TABLE V 

TOWNS OF STEUBEN COUNTY CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PER CAPITA 
ASSESSED VALUE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY IN 1925 

PEa CAPITA AMOUNTS ASSIIISSED 

Number of 
towns in 

which 
specified 
amounte 

were 
assessed 

so to SO 99 .... "............................................... *15 
1 00 to 1 99.................................................. 2 
200 to 299.................................................. 4 
300 to 399.................................................. 2 
400 to 499.................................................. 3 
5 00 to 5 99 ..................... : .. " ............ "" ..... " .. . 2 
600 to 699. ................................................. 1 
7 00 to 799.................................................. 1 
800 to 899.................................................. 0 
900 to 999................................... .••............ 1 
000 to 1099 ..... " ....................... ,................... 1 
1 

Total ..••..••••.........................••••....... :....... 32 

• 13 of theBe did not 1B88811 any personal property at all • 

• 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROBLEM OF TAX EXEMPT SECURITIES IN 
NEW YORK STATE 

No form of tax exemption has aroused so much political con
troversy during the last six or seven years as the immunity afforded 
under the federal income tax law to owners of federal, state, and 
municipal bonds. Opposition to the exemption privilege accorded 
these securities has been voiced, not only by prominent individuals, 
but by influential groups and associations. 

The problem of the tax free government bond has been pre
sented to the public as primarily a national issue having to do with 
the justice and efficiency of the federal income tax. New York 
State has a vital interest in the proper determination of this 
national issue. Its citizens contribute more than a third of the 
total yield. of the federal income tax, and if the exemption of 
income derived from government bonds is unfair, New York State 
is one of the chief victims of this unfairness. This circumstance, 
however, should not be permitted to obscure the fact that New 
York State has a problem in relation to tax exempt securities which 
concerns its own revenue system. It is this aspect of the subject 
which your committee proposes to consider in this chapter. 

Taxability of Government Bonds Under New York Law 
For the sake of convenience in designation, government bonds 

may be divided into four general classes, as follows: Class I, 
federal securities. This class inay be divided into two subclasses, 
viz., Class I-a, securities wholly exempt from the federal income 
tax, and Class I-b, securities which enjoy only partial exemption. 
The wholly exempt securities comprise obligations of the United 
States issued prior to the World War, 3% per cent liberty bonds, 
and securities issued under the provisions of the federal farm loan 
act. The partially exempt securities consist principally of liberty 
bonds, treasury notes, and certificates of indebtedness. Class II 
comprises the obligations of the state of New York, and those of 
its agencies, such as the Port of New York Authority. Class III 
c?mprises bonds issued by political subdivisions of New York State, 
v~., bonds of municipalities, towns, villages, counties, and school 
districts, located in New York State. Class IV comprises bonds 
issued by states other than New York, together with the bonds of 
their political subdivisions .• 

Ad Valorem Taxes 
There are two ways in which a bond may be taxed. It may be 

taxed on its capital value under some form of property levY, or 
it may be reached through the imposition of an income tax on the 

• For amount of bonds of each class outstanding as at December 31, 1924. 
Bee Appendix I. . 
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interest which it yields. The bonds of New York State or of any 
civil division thereof are specifically exempted from property taxa
tion under section 4 of the tax law.· The law does not state that 
United States securities are exempt, but this has been established 
in numerous judicial decisions. The element of special privilege 
which formerly attached to the above exemptions was nullified as 
far as property taxation. is concerned by the passage of the state 
personal income tax law in 1919, when all forms of intangible 
personalty were removed from the field of the general property 
tax. t As the law now stands, no class of government bonds is 
subject to ad valorem taxation in New York State.t This exemp
tion, however, is enjoyed in common with all other intangible per
sonal property and requires no further discussion here. 

Corporation Taxes 
New York has several varieties of taxes on income. It levies 

a graduated tax on personal incomes. It Imposes franchise taxes 
on business corporations, state banks, trust companies, financial 
corporations, and national banking associations.§ All of the above 
mentioned franchise taxes are measured by the amount of the cor
porate income and are, in effect if not in theory, taxes on income. 
To what extent do these taxes reach interest income derived from 
government securities' 

As regards taxes measured by corporate income, government 
bonds enjoy no exemption whatever under the New York law. 
Thus, the definition of taxable income applicable to the franchise 
tax on business corporations provides that "the term entire net 
income means the total net income received on stocks and all inter
est received from federal, state, municipal, and other bonds."1f 
Similarly. the law providing for the franchise taxes on state banks, 
trust companies, financial corporations, and national banking asso
ciations specifies that gross income shall include "all interest 
received from federal, state, municipal, or other bonds." II The 
practice of the state government in refusing to exclude, from tax
able corporate income, interest received from government bonds is 
in striking contrast to the practice of the federal government. In 
determining taxable income for the purpose of the federal income 
tax on corporations, interest received on all four classes of govern
ment bonds previously enumerated is exempt. 

Credit for Purchas6 of State Bonds 
Although corporations must include in their taxable income for 

state purposes all interest received from government bonds, never
theless, corporate ownership of -certain limited issues of New York 
State bonds carries with it a definite tax privilege. Section 190 

• Tax Law, Sec. 4, Bubd. 6. 
f Tax Law, Sec. 352. * Tax Law, Sec. 4-a, Laws 1926, Chap. 286. See also i'ax Law, Sec. 205, 

as amended by Chap_ 286, Laws 1926. 
§ Tax Law, Arts. II-A, 9-B and O-C. Laws 1926, Chap. 286. 
'I Law. 1926, Chap. 286, see. 33. 
II Laws 1926, Chap. 286, Secs. 219-y and 219 w. w • 

• 
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of the tax law, as amended by chapter 286 of the Laws of 1926, 
provides in effect that insurance companies, savings banks, busi
ness corporations, state banks, trust companies, financial corpora
tions, and national banking associations, owning New York State 
securities upon which the interest rate does not exceed 3 per cent 
shall be allowed an annual credit equal to 1 per cent of the par 
value of such bonds, to be applied against franchise taxes payable 
by such corporations to the state. 

The original purpose of this somewhat unusual provision was to 
facilitate the sale of certain issues of state bonds which had been 
authorized on the basis of a 3 per cent interest rate, but which 
were not marketable at that rate. In order to circumvent the 
legal restriction which forbade the bonds being sold at a discount, 
the interest rate was in effect raised to 4 per cent by the device 
of the tax credit. The constitutionality of this particular device 
has never been put to a test. There are outstanding at the present 
time $21,000,000 of 3 per cent state bonds, none of which becomes 
due before January 1, 1956.- Presumably most of these bonds 
are held by corporations entitled to claim the credit. 
Tlte PersOftal IftC0tn6 T(J$ 

The federal income tax law, applicable to individual incomes, 
exempts from taxation interest derived from all classes of govern
ment bonds enumerated at the beginning of this section, with the 
exception of Class I-b securities, which are free from the normal 
tax but enjoy only a limited exemption from the surtaxes. The 
exemptions allowed under the New York State personal income tax 
law are not quite so comprehensive. Interest received from federal 
securities, including farm loan bonds, and interest received from 
bonds of the state of New York and its political subdivisions is 
exempt from state taxation. On the other hand, interest derived 
from the bonds of states other than New York or from bonds of 
the subdivisions of such states is taxable. t 
Taxable Status Summarized 

The taxable status of government bonds under the New York 
State tax laws may be summarized as follows: in common with all 
other classes of intangible personalty, they are exempt from both 
state and local ad valorem taxation: Interest received from 
government bonds by corporations subject to a franchise tax based 
on corporate income must be included in the tax return on the 
same basis as interest received from any other source. It is only 
under the personal income tax law that interest from government 
sec~ities is accorded any exemption, and this privilege is limited 
to mterest from federal securities, bonds of New York State and 
the bonds of subdivisions of the State. In other words, the only 
tax exempt securities under the New York State tax laws are fed
eral bonds, bonds of New York State and bonds of subdivisions 
of New York State, where such bonds' are owned by private indi
viduals or by partnerships. 

• Figuree obtamed from omoe of .tate comptroller. 
t Tax LaW'. Art. 18. See. 158. 
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The ~ost of Tax Exempt Securities to New York State 
By approximately how much is the yield of the state personal 

income tax reduced through the exemption of interest received 
from federal, state and local bonds T In order to answer this 
question it is necessary first of all to obtain an estimate of the total 
volume of exempt bonds owned by taxable individuals and part
nerships in New York State, together with the aggregate amount 
of interest received from such bonds. Secondly, since the New 
York State income tax is graduated, it is necessary to ascertain 
the respective amounts of exempt interest applicable to the varioUfi 
income brackets. 

Accurate Estimate Impossible 
This task is by no means simple. It is easy enough to obtain the 

aggregate amount of the various classes of government bonds out
standing. The owners of these bonds, however, are scattered over 
the entire United States as well as abroad. They include not only 
taxable individuals, but those whose incomes are below the exemp
tion limit. Moreover, a large proportion of government bonds 
are owned by corporations, and, as has been seen, interest from 
government bonds owned by corporations is not exempt from tax
tion in New York State .. Other large blocks of government secu
rities are held in public investment and trust funds or are owned 
by nontaxable organizations such as educational institutions, labor 
unions, building and loan associations, religious foundations, and 
charitable institutions. Very little information is available con
cerning the respective amounts of bonds held by these several 
classes of owners. Moreover, even where such information is 
available, it has significance for only a limited period of time. In 
view of the above considerations, it will be readily appreciated 
that, at best, it is possible to make only a rough estimate of the 
revenue loss incident to tax exempt securities in New York State. 

The methods used by the committee in arriving at the estimates 
given in the present report are explained in Appendix II. It is 
sufficient to state here that these estimates are based chiefly on 
data relative to government securities owned and tax free interest 
received, as compiled by the United States treasury department 
from federal income tax returns. - They refer to the calendar 
year 1924, which is the latest year for which published informa
tion is available. Table I presents the final results of the detailed 
calculations found in Appendix II. It shows by int'ome classes the 
estimated volume of government bonds exempt from the New 
York State income tax, the corresponding amounts of tax exempt 
interest and the resulting gross loss of revenue to the State. 
Present Cost of Exemption 

It will be noted that there are estimated to be n!larly two and 
one-third billion dollars of tax exempt securities in New York 
State. Somewhat more than a quarter of these securities com
prise issues of New York State and its subordinate political units. 

• Treasury Department, United States Internal Revenue. Statilltic. of 1",. 
oome from Retumll for 19!4. pp. 12 and 337. 

, 
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TABLE I 
ESTIMATED VOLUME OF GOVERNMENT SECURITIES EXEMPT FROM 

NEW YORK STATE INCOME TAX, AMOUNT OF EXEMPT INTEREST 
AND RESULTING LOSS OF REVENUE, CALENDAR YEAR 19241 

INcolllB CLAss 

TYPE 01' BOND Total 

$2,500 to $10,000 to 150,000 and 
$10,000 $50,000 over 

(000 omitted) 

VOLUlIIB 01' ExEMPT SECURITIES 

Federal bonds ............... . $291,222 $519,905 $880,410 $1,691,537 
New York State and subdivisions 36,858 147,431 430,006 614,295 

Total ................... . $328,080 $667,336 $1,310,416 $2,305,832 

AMOUNT 01' ExEMPT INTEREST 

Federal bonds ............... . 
New York State and subdivisions 

$10,485 $22,534 $37,406 $70,425 
1,428 5,712 16,660 23,800 

Total ................... . $11,913 $28,246 $54,066 $94,225 

ESTII\IATBD Loss 01' RBVJlNUB 

Federal bonds ................. $104 $450 $1,122 $1,676 
New York State and subdivisions 14 114 500 628 

Total ..................... $118 $564 $1,622 12;304 

1 For derivation of these estimates, see Appendix II. 

The remainder consists of federal bonds,' either direct obligations 
of the federal government, or farm loan bonds. The total amount 
of interest exempt from the New York State personal income tax 
is in the neighborhood of $94,000,000 per annum. This exemp
tion is estimated to involve a gross annual revenue loss of $2,-
300,000. The exemption of interest from the bonds of New York 
State and its subdivisions reduces the yield of the state income tax 
by about $630,000 per annum. The reduction in yield, attribu
table to the exemption of interest on federal bonds is estimated to 
be about $1,670,000 per annum. It will be noted that more than 
ha~ of the aggregate volume of tax exempt securities owned by 
reSIdents of New York State are held by individuals with incomes 
of $50,000 or more. 

Future Cost More Significant 
Th~ figures just given relative to the apparent loss of state rev

enue m respect of tax exempt securities outstanding at the pres
ent time, have significance merely as showing what a policy of 
tax exemption may ultimately involve. If any damage has been 
done, it is irremediable as regards existing issues of tax exempt 
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bonds, Ilince it would probably involve a breach of contract to at
tempt to tax them at the present juncture.· If the state is to 
change its policy, such a change can be made effective only in re
spect of future issues of bonds. It is, therefore, important to 
obtain some idea of how much is likely to be gained through the 
withdrawal of the exemption privilege as regards future security 
issues. 

It is obvious that such a measure would not be productive of 
much immediate revenue. How much time would have to elapse 
before any considerable revenue could be realized would depend 
entirely upon the volume of new governmental financing. Bar
ring unforeseen eventualities, such as another war, the general 
tendency in federal finance during the next decade will be for a 
reduction rather than for an expansion of indebtedness. Prob
ably the only new federal issues which can be counted on with 
any degree of certainty are federal farm loan bonds. The indebt
edness of the state and its subordinate political units, however, 
is expanding rapidly. At the rate at which state and municipal 
bonds have been authorized and marketed during the last six 
years, it is estimated that in ten years' time a volume of new 
securities will have been issued equal in amount to the issues out-
standing in December 1924. t . 
Probable Yield 0/ T~ on Exempt Interest 

Appendix IV sets forth the details of an estimate of the prob
able annual yield obtainable in the tenth year after the enactment 
of a measure extending the state personal income tax law to cover 
interest received from future issues of federal bonds, the bonds of 
New York State and of its minor political divisions. This esti
mate assumes the continuance of the personal exemptions, and of 
the rates of tax applicable to income received during the calendar 
year 1926. In respect of the bonds of New York State and its 
subdivisions, it is calculated that the annual yield in the tenth year 
would in round numbers amount to about $600,000. In respect 
of new federal issues, which it is assumed would be confined 
largely to farm loan bonds, the yield in the tenth year would be 
about $150,000. The withdrawal of the exemption privilege as 
regards future issues of government bonds could, therefore, be 
expected to increase the gross annual revenue of the State by 
about $750,000, within a period of ten years. This is, of course, 
not the maximum yield which might ultimately be expected, but 
merely the probable yield in the tenth year. 

The Issues Ra.ised -by the Tax Exempt Bond 
Why has interest from federal bonds and from the bonds of 

New York State and its subdivisions been made exempt from the 
operations of the state income tax law t So far as federal securities 

• Hoffman and Wood, Taalation of Federal, State and Municipal Bonds, 
pp. 19 and 27. 

t See A.ppendix IV. 
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are concerned, the answer is simple. Very early in the history of 
the country, the Supreme Court, speaking through Justice Mar
shall, held that the state' governments have no right to tax any of 
the constitutional means employed by the federal government in 
executing its constitutional powers.· On these grounds, the court 
ruled in the case of Weston vs. Charleston t that an ordinance of 
the city of Charleston, South Carolina, attempting to tax stock of 
the United States was unconstitutional. This decision has served 
as a precedent both for federal and state courts. It is generally 
believed, therefore, that a special constitutional amendment would 
be required to enable state g!lvernments to tax federal securities. 

In Defense of the Taz Exempt Bond 
There are no constitutional restrictions to prevent the state from 

taxing its own securities and those of its subordinate political units. 
The justification for exempting these latter classes of securities is 
based on fiscal and economic grounds. The owner of a tax free 
bond, it is held, is only nominally exempt from taxation. Actually 
he pays full value for his exemption privilege by accepting a lower 
rate of interest. In other words, he buys himself free of all future 
tax liability in respect of his bond by compounding with the gov
ernment for a lump sum which is added to the purchase price of 
the bond. The government, then, does not lose by exempting its 
securities, since what it sacrifices in diminished tax revenues is 
balanced by a corresponding reduction of interest charges. 

This theory, if valid, serves to explain why a state should refrain 
from taxing its own obligations. It does not explain, however, why 
the obligations of the political subdivisions of the state should be 
exempt from state taxation. The basic reason for exemption prob
ably goes back to the idea of sovereignty and the argument that 
municipalities being creatures of the state should be granted, the 
same exemptions which the state would avail itself of. Then, too, 
in the days of the general property tax, it may have appeared 
much more noble to exempt the public bonds than to wink at 
their inevitable evasion of taxes along with other intangibles. As 
far as New York is concerned, the exemption of local securities 
from the state income tax may be justified further by the fact that 
the localities share equally with the state in the proceeds of the 
tax. Since the localities must bear half of any loss of revenue inci
deI!-t to tax exempt bonds, it would seem proper that they receive 
a like share of any benefits which may accrue in the shape of low
ered interest charges. As a matter of fact, if the exemption of 
~tate and local bonds actually does have the effect of reducing 
mterest rates, it is evident that the localities receive more than 
half of the resultant savings. Each issuing government benefits 
~y the saving in proportion to the aggregate amount of securities 
It has outstanding. Of the total volume of securities issued by the 
New York State and its political divisions, the direct obligations of 

• McCulloch " •. Maryland 4 Wheaton (United Statea) 316. 
t! Peters (United Statea) 449. 
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the state ,government comprise only about 11 per cent.- The state 
governnient, then, bears half of the loss incident to tax exempt 
bonds but shares to the extent of only 11 per cent in the supposed 
savings. It is thus evident that the localities make some gain at 
the expense of state revenues. 

A saving in interest costs by local issuing governments, even if 
obtained at the expense of the central taxing power, is defended 
by the advocates of tax exempt bonds as a legitimate and desirable 
form of subsidy. Subsidies or grants in aid made by a central 
government to its constituent political units, have long been an 
established feature of American fiscal practice. New York State, 
for instance, distributes many millions of dollars annually for the 
support of local education and for the construction and improve
ment of local highways. 

The exemption of local securities from state taxation, it is held, 
constitutes an indirect subsidy to the projects which the securities 
are intended to finance. Education and highways are among the 
most important of these projects and in view of the large direct 
grants which the state makes for those two purposes, it is argued 
that no valid objection can be raised to the very small indirect sub
sidy which tax exemption entails. The same argument may be 
invoked to defend the exemption from taxation accorded the bonds 
of governmental corporations such as the Port of New York 
Authority. Since a direct grant of state funds to this organization 
is considered legitimate, the indirect grant resulting from tax 
exemption must be considered equally proper. 

Alleged Evils of Ta:c Exemption 
Tax exempt bonds have been a political and economic storm cen

ter for the last half dozen years at least. Much partisan propa
ganda has come forth during that time, especially from the side 
of those who wish the tax exemption feature discontinued. It is 
not, therefore, intende.d to make an exhaustive review of all the 
arguments which have at various times been urged against the tax 
free bond. Some of these arguments are of a trivial character. 
Attention will be limited to the considerations which are impor
tant from the point of view of New York State. 

One of the main charges brought against the tax free bonds is 
that they cause a net loss of 'revenue to the taxing government. 
No conclusive proof has ever been brought forward, it is said, 
that tax exemption raises the issue price of a bond to the point 
where the resulting reduction in annual interest charges offset the 
annual loss of taxes. 

A more serious charge againSt tax exempt securities is that they 
violate accepted canons of equitable taxation. Unless the value 
of the exemption privilege is fully capitalized, holders of govern
ment bonds, it is claimed, escape their fair share of the burden of 
supporting the state. Under a progressive income tax, this unfair
ness persists even though the state gains in lowered interest rates 

• See Appendix II, Table D. 
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many street railway bonds, for instance, advanced to as much as 
9% per cent.· The average yield of representative municipal 
bonds on the other hand, was around 5 per cent and these bonds 
were apparenlty being marketed in unprecedented quantities. t 
The volume of new state and municipal issues sold in 1921 totaled 
nearly $1,400,000,000, which represented an increase of approxi
mately $600,000,000 over the issues of the previous year.t The 
above facts lent some color to the view that tax exempt securities 
were increasmg the difficulties of corporate financing and seem to 
have been instrumental in bringing various public utility associa
tions into the field against the continuance of the exemption 
privilege. 

Much of the antagonism against tax free bonds, however, came 
from more disinterested sources. For instance, both the National 
Tax Association and the New York State TaX Association placed 
themselves on record as opposed to this form of tax immunity. 
Secretary of the Treasury Glass, as well as Secretary Houston 
deprecated the growth of tax exempt bonds in their annual reports. 
Secretary Mellon, as is well known, was exceedingly active in his 
efforts to remove what he regarded as a menace to the revenues of 
the federal government. 

Proposed Constitutional Amendment 
In March, 1922, the congressional ways and means committee 

held hearings on resolutions proposing amendments to the Constitu
tion to do away with'tax exemption. The New York State Joint 
Committee on Taxation was represented at these hearings by Pro
fessor E. R. A. Seligman who presented a comprehensive argument 
in favor of the amendment. Other organizations whose representa
tives urged its adoption were the Farm Mortgage Bankers Associa
tion of America, the National Association of Real Estate Boards, 
the United Gas Improvement Company, the American 1\fining Con
gress, the National Tax Association, the American Farm Bureau 
Federation, and the United States treasury department. The out
come of the hearings was the introduction of House Joint Resolu
tion No. 314, which read as follows: 

"Section 1. The United States shall have power to lay and 
collect taxes on income derived from securities issued, after 
the ratification of this article, by or under the authority of any 
state, but without discrimination against income derived from 
such securities and in favor of income derived from securities 
issued, after the .ratificatio.n of this article, by or under the 
authority of the United States or any other state. 

"Section 2. Each state shall have power to lay and collect 
taxes on income derived by its residents from securities issued, 

• Moody's Analyses of Investments, Public Utility Securities, 1926, p. xliii. 
t Average market yield of bonds of twenty large cities compiled by The 

Bond Buyer. * See Appendix IV. 
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after the ratificati()n of this article, by or under the authority 
of the United States, but without discrimination against in
come derived from such securities and in favor of income de
rived from securities issued, after the ratification of this .article, 
by or under the authority of such state." 

The above resolution passed the house in January, 1923, but at 
the hearings held before a subcommittee of the senate committee on 
the judiciary strong opposition developed. The measure was never 
reported back to the senate, although memorials urging its passage 
were submitted by the legislatures of eight states. 

Why the Amendment FOIilea 
The argument which seems to have had most weight in killing 

this particular amendment deserves careful consideration. It was 
urged that although the proposed article gave the feder.al govern
ment no greater powers in the matter of taxing securities than was 
accorded to the states, nevertheless, its actual effect would be to 
give an advantage to the federal government without .a correspond
ing benefit to the states.· 

The amendment applied only to the taxation of income. A ma
jority of states did not have income taxes. Even where states did 
levy taxes on income, the rates of the federal tax were far higher 
than it would ever be expedient to incorporate in a state law. The 
amendment, then, gave the federal government the right to levy 
high taxes on income derived from state and local issues without 
affording the states an opportunity of exercising their reciproc.al 
right of imposing equally high taxes on federal securities. 

Moreover, the amendment applied only to future security issues. 
The large volume of federal war obligations was excluded. Barring 
the improbable contingency of another great war, future issues of· 
state and local bonds would be far greater in volume than the 
amount of future federal issues. t The proposed amendment thus 
opened up to the federal government a new field of taxation which 
promised to become far more lucrative than the one opened up to 
the states. 

If the exemption of state and municipal bonds from the federal 
income tax was exercising .any effect at all in lowering the rate 
of interest on governmental loans, the states and municipalities 
were receiving an indirect subsidy from the federal government 
under the law as it stood. The amendment proposed to withdraw 
this subsidy and the amount, if any, which local governments might 
gain by taxing federal securities would not be sufficient to com
pensate them for this loss. In what follows further consideration 
will be given to this argument with particular reference to its bear
ing upon the situation in New York State. 

• Hardy, '1'_ E:lJempt Securities and the Surlall6, p. 141. 
t See Appendix IV. 

'.4 
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TABLE II 

ESTIMATED LOSS TO VARIOUS TAXING AGENCIES AS A RESULT OF 
EXEMPTION OF SPECIFIED CLASSES OF SECURITIES, CALENDAII 
YEAR 1924' 

ON SECURITIES OF NEW YORlt 
STATB AND SUBDIVISIONS 

Total On Federai 
TAXING AGENCY loss securities 

Total State Local 

New York State ...... 
Subdivisions of New 

$1,152,000 $314,000 135,000 $279,000 $838,(J()(] 

york .............. 1,152,000 314,000 35,000 279,000 838,(J()(] 

Total New York and 
subdivisions ..... $2,304,000 $628,000 $70,000 $558,000 $1,676,(J()(] 

Federal government ... 11,340,000 11,340,000 1,247,000 10,093,000 .......... 
Total ............. ........... $11,968,000 $1,317,000 $10,651,000 $1,676,(J()(] 

'For source of these estimates, see Appendices II and III. 

TABLE III 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL GAIN TO VARIOUS TAXING AGENCIES IN TENTH 
YEAR AFTER ENACTMENT OF MEASURE PERMITTING TAXATION 
OF NEW ISSUES OF GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 1 

ON SECURITIES OF NEW YORlt 
STATB AND SUBDIVISIONS 

Total On Federal 
TAXING AGENCY gain securities 

Total State Loca.l 

New York State ........ S375,OOO $300,000 133,000 $267,000 $75,000 
Subdivisions of New York 375,000 300,000 33,000 267,000 75,000 

-Total New York and 
subdivisions ...... $750,000 $600,000 $66,000 $534,000 $150,000 

Federal government ..... 8,000;000 8,000,000 880,000 7,120,000 .......... 
Total .............. .......... $8,600,000 $946,000 $7,654,000 $150,000 

1 _For basis of these estimates, see Appendix IV. 
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The Subsidy Argument 

If it is assumed that what a taxing agency loses through the ex
emptiou of government bonds is regained by the issuing govern
ment in the form of reduced interest charges, then tax exemption 
may be regarded as a system of mutual subsidies. The federal 
government subsidizes New York State and its local political units 
in exempting state and local bonds from federal taxation. The 
state of New York and its subdivisions subsidize the federal gov
ernment in refraining from subjecting federal issues to the state 
income tax. Finally, the state government in bearing half of the 
revenue loss incident to the exemption of state and local bonds, 
while receiving only 11 per cent of the benefits of this exemption, 
gives a small subsidy to its local political units. What is the net 
balance of gain or loss as the result of this system of mutual 
subsidies! 

Quantitative data bearing on this question are presented in Table 
II, which shows the estimated revenue loss suffered by each taxing 
agency in 1924, distributed according to the class of securities to 
which the loss applies. The underlying calculations upon which 
these estimates are based are to be found in Appendices II and ill. 
The only figure which requires explanation here is the estimated 
loss of the federal government on account of the exemption of New 
York State and local securities from the federal income tax. .As 
at December 31, 1924, the securities of New York State and its 
subdivisions comprised 18 per cent of the total value of all state 
and local securities outstanding in the United States as a whole.
Calculations given in Appendix ill indicate that the total amount 
of revenue lost by the federal government in 1924 in respect of all 
state and local securities was approximately $63,000,000. The loss 
attributable to the securities of New York State and its subdiVi
sions has, therefore, been assumed to be 18 per cent of that sum, 
or $11,34a,OOO. 

Gaiq tlerftl.l Losses 
It has by no means been established that issuing governments 

gain as much, through the exemption of their securities from taxa
tion. as the taxing governments lose thereby, but this may be tem
porarily assumed for the purpose of gaining a clearer understand
mg of the possible gains and losses involved. Keeping this 
assumption in mind. it will be seen that the state government suf
fered a gross loss of $1,152,000 in 1924 through the exemptions 
allowed government bonds under the state income tax law. On 
the other hand. its possible gain in lowered interest costs, through 
the exemption of its own securities from taxation, was about 
$1,317,000. Most of this gain was at the exepnse of the federal 
government. Tax exemption, therefore, involved a slight profit to 
the state government in 1924. The subdivision of New York State 
likewise lost $1,152,000 as a result of the reduction in yield of the 
~te ~come tax .attributable to tax exemption. Their possible 
gams m lowered mterest costs. prineipally at the expense of the 

• See Appeadix L 
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federal government, amounted, however, to over $10,651,000. If 
the local governments actually gained what the federal government 
lost, it will be seen that they profited hugely by tax exemption. 
'fhe combined loss of Nf.lw York State and its subdivisions was 
$2,304,000. The total possible gain through reduction of interest 
charges was $11,968,000, of which $11,340,000 represented a sub
sidy from the federal government. 

Future Probabilities 
The figures given in Table II have only an historical significance. 

It is more important to know what the probable balance of gains 
and losses would be after the adoption of a constitutional amend
ment giving the federal government on the one hand, and the 
state governments on the other, the reciprocal right to tax the 
securities of the other. Table III presents estimates of the prob
able annual gains and losses in the tenth year after such an 
amendment became effective. It.will be seen that the state gov
ernment would probably gain about $375,000 per annum as a result 
of the increased yield of the state income tax. On the other hand 
the federal government and local governments in New York State 
would be in a position to collect $946,000 in taxes on income de
rived from state bonds. All of this latter amount might possibly 
have to be borne by the state in the form of higher interest charges. 
The state government would thus stand to lose far more than it 
gained through the abolition of tax exempt securities by a consti
tutional amendment. 

The local governments of New York State would likewise gain 
$375,000 per annum as their share in the increased yield of the 
state income tax. State and federal taxes on income derived from 
local bond issues, however,' would amount to the much larger sum 
of $7,654,000. The entire amount of this tax might be shifted to 
the local governments through raising the interest rate on their 
borrowings, but even if only a small fraction should be shifted, the 
abolition of tax exemption by constitutional .amendment would 
prove unprofitable to the local governments of New York State. 

As has already been pointed out, the proposed constitutional 
amendment is not necessary in order to permit the withdrawal 
of the exemption now given the securities of New York State and 
its subdivisions under its own state income tax law. What would 
be the balance of gains and losses should this particular exemption 
be abolished? It will be seen from Table III that in the tenth year 
after the enactment of such a ·measure, the state government would 
gain about $300,000 per annum, with the possibility of losing 
about $66,000' per annum through higher interest costs. Local 
governments would also gain $300,000 per annum as their share 
of the increase in yield of the state income tax. Their loss through 
a rise of interest rates, however, might possibly amount to $534,000. 
The withdrawal of the exemption given bonds of New York State 
and its subdivisions under the New York State income tax law 
would, therefore, prove profitable for the state but unprofitable 
for the localities. 
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Amendment Apparently Unprofitable 
The figures just given seem to show conclusively that t~e state 

and its local political units would lose more than they gained 
through the abolition of tax exempt securities by federal consti
tutional amendment. They also seem to show that local govern
ments in New York State would lose out if there were a with
drawal of the exemption privilege now given state and municipal 
bonds under the state income tax law. In these computations 
it has been assumed that the entire amount of taxes collectec[ 
from income derived from government bonds will be shifted to 
the issuing government through a rise of interest rates. However, 
even if only a fraction of the taxes are shifted, the conclusions will 
still hold, owing to the fact that the extinction of tax exempt bonds 
will, in general, open up a broader field of taxation to central gov
ernments than it will to localities. The adoption of the proposed 
constitutional amendment would, after the lapse of ten years, 
enable the federal government to collect about $8,000,000 in taxes 
on income derived from the bonds of New York State and its sub
divisions. New York State and its local political units, on the 
other hand, could collect only $150,000 in respect of federal securi
ties. If, without waiting for a constitutional amendment, the state 
undertook to abolish the exemption accorded bonds of New York 
State and its subdivisions under the state income tax law, it could 
collect about $267,000 in taxes on local bond issues. All that the 
localities could collect in respect of state bond issues would amount 
to $33,000. These latter figures .are perhaps too trival to amount 
to much either way, but the apparent loss involved in allowing 
federal government to tax the bonds of New York State and its 
subdivisions is considerable. 

Direct Subsidy Not Precluded 
If federal, state, and local governments are considered as sepa

rate entities, apart from the taxpayers who support them, it is 
difficult to.!lscape the conclusion that the abolition of tax exempt 
securities by constitutional amendment would prove unprofitable 
to New York State and its local political units. The reason for 
this lies in the fact that the proposed amendment would withdraw 
a subsidy of coniderable value which the states and localities now 
enjoy at the expense of the federal government. The reduction 
in the yield of the federal income tax in 1924, by virtue of the 
exemption of income derived from state and municipal bonds ill 
estimated to have amounted to $63 000,000.· Even if oniy a part 
of this sum inured to the benefit ~f state and local governments 
in the form of a reduction of interest costs, the subsidy involved 
would be important. 

If tax exempt .securities actually involve the evils ascribed to 
them, however, there is no reason why they should be tolera~ed 
merely for the purpose of continuing an indirect federal subSIdy 

• Appendix III, 
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which the states are unwilling to surrender. If opposition could 
be overcome in no other way, the proposed constitutional amend
ment might very well be linked with a provision whereby the fed
eral government would undertake to return to the states in the 
form of a direct subsidy the entire amount of its tax collections 
in respect of income derived from· state and municipal bonds. 
Under the method of subsidizing through tax exemption, it is not 
at all clear that the states and municipalities actually receive all 
that the subsidy costs the federal taxpayers. Unless the tax ex
emption privilege is fully capitalized, a part of the subsidy will 
inure to the benefit of private individuals. The withdrawal of 
the exemption privilege and the substitution of a direct subsidy 
would effectively eliminate this possibility. 

What would be the effect of applying the direct subsidy idea 
to the problem of tax exempt securities as presented under the 
New York State income tax law! It will be seen from Table III 
that if the New York law were amended so as to withdraw the 
exemption privilege as regards future issues of state and local 
securities, the excess of the amount the state collected on local 
bonds over the amount the localities collected on state bonds 
would be about $230,000, at the expiration of ten years. The 
state might refund this sum to the localities, but in view of the 
millions of dollars it is already granting them in the form of state 
aid for education and highways, such a proposal appears 
superfluous. 

Effect Upon Individual Taxpayers 
In the final analysis, it is important to know not how tax ex

empion affects governments but how it affects the taxpayers.' The 
citizens of New York State have an interest in the question of tax 
exemption in three different capacities, namely, as local taxpayers, 
as federal taxpayers, and as owners of tax exempt bonds. If the 
revenue which the federal government loses as a result of the ex
emption of state and local securities from the income tax is in fact 
a subsidy which inures to the benefit of local government through a 
reduction of interest costs, it follows that the citizens of the state 
benefit from the exemption in their capacity of local taxpayers. 
As holders of state and local securities, however, they contribute 
their share of the cost of the subsidy by accepting a lower rate of 
interest on their money. Whether or not the citizens of the state 
receive any net advantage from exemption depends, therefore, 
upon whether New York's share of the benefits flowing from this 
policy exceeds her share of its costs. 

On the basis of the ratio of its state and local obligations out
standing to the corresponding total for the country at large, New 
York's participation in the aggregate subsidy involved in the ex
emption of state and municipal securities from the federal income 
tax amounts approximately to 18 per cent.· Assuming that the 
revenue lost by the federal government is fully offset by a reduc
tion in state and municipal bond yields, New York's contribution 

• AppendiJ: I. 
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to the cost of the subsidy is represented by the ratio of the total 
volume of state and local securities owned by residents of the 
state to the total' volume owned in the country at large. In the 
absence of full data relative to the ownership of state and munic
ipal securities by individuals and corporations in New York State, 
it is impossible to state the exact value of this ratio. Table A of 
Appendix II, however, indicates that 32 per cent of the total 
amount of state and local bonds owned by taxable individuals is 
held in New York State. No adequate information is available 
relative to the holdings of New York corporations. The taxable 
income of New York corporations in 1924, however, represented 28 
per cent of the corresponding total for the entire country.· It 
is, therefore, safe to conclude that the total holdings of state and 
municipal securities in New York State amount to at least 25 per 
cent' of the total for the country at large. It is probable, then, 
that New York citizens, in their capacity of tax exempt bond
holders bear at least 25 per cent of the cost of the subsidy 
involved in the exemption of state and municipal securities from 
federal taxation. As local taxpayers, on the other hand, they 
receive only 18 per cent of the benefits of this subsidy. They make 
a net contribution, therefore, of 7 per cent of the subsidy's cost. 

It does not necessarily follow from this that the citizenship of 
the state would be benefited by the passage of a constitutional 
amendment doing away with the exemption privilege. On the 
basis of existing rates, the proposed constitutional amendment 
would, within ten years, increase the annual yield of the federal 
income tax by some $45,000,000. t Holders of state and local 
bonds domiciled in New York State would contribute approxi" 
mately 33 per cent of this additional revenue in the form of 
income tax on their hitherto exempt holdings.t In order to 
arrive at the net effect of the abolition of the tax exemption 
privilege, however, other factors would have to be considered. 

Drawing up a balance of all the possible gains and losses, it 
will be seen in the first place that, in their capacity of local tax
payers, New York citizens would lose 18 per cent of the $45,000,-
000 in question. This represents New York's share of the federal 
subsidy which the abolition of the exemption privilege would with
draw. In addition to this, holders of state and local bonds domi-

• 8tatistics of Income, 1924. 
t Appendix IV. . * Estimated yield of federa.l income tax on interest derived from future 

lI~aues. of state and local bonds owned by individuals andpan:otnerships domi
CIled In New York State, obta.ined by applying percen~s given in second 
column of Table A, Appendix II, to tax yields given in la.st column of Table 
G, Appendix IV. Estimated yield of federal ,income <tax oli interest derived 
from future issues of state and local bonds owned by corpora.tioDB domiciled 
in N«:w York State ba.sed on assumption that New York corpora.tions would 
contnbute the s&me proportion of the tax on ,in,terest f~om state and local 
bon~s ~s they now con~bute to the II€gregate yield of the corpora.tion ta~. 
As IndIca.ted above, thIS proportion is approximately 28 per cent. An esti
mate of the yield for the entire United States of a tax on future issues of 
state and local bonds owned by taxable corpora.tiOills is given in Appendix IV. 
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ciled in New York would lose 33 per cent of the $45,000,000 which 
represents the income tax they would have to pay on their hitherto 
exempt holdings. On the other hand, New York investors wouJ.d 
gain 25 per cent of the $45,000,000 in the shape of a higher rate 
of yield on their bonds. Adding up the gains and losses, it will 
be seen that the citizens of the state would contribute 26 per cent 
of the $45,000,000 increase in federal revenues. Under the present 
system, the citizens of the state make a net contribution of only 
7 per cent of the subsidy involved in tax exemption. It would 
thus appear that the abolition of tax free bonds would reduce the 
aggregate private income of the residents of the state by an 
amout equal to 19 per cent of the additional revenue gained by 
the federal government. 

There is, however, one further factor to be considered. The 
additional federal revenue of $45,000,000 would be available for 
redistribution to the taxpayers in the form of a reduction in 
federal tax rates. Along with the other states of the union, New 
York would share in the benefits of such a reduction. Just how 
much of the possible reduction would be apportioned to federal 
taxpayers resident in the state, would depend of course upon what 
taxes congress decided to cut and, as regards the personal income 
tax, upon the manner in which the cuts were distributed over the 
various income brackets. The figures cited above indicate that the 
citizens of the state would have to receive 19 per cent of the total 
tax reduction in order to remain as well' off as under the present 
system of exemption. Whether they would actually receive as 
much as this would depend entirely upon congressional action. It 
is worth noting in this connection, however, that internal revenue 
collections in New York State during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1926, amounted to 'about 26 per cent of the total collec
tions for the country at large.- The abolition of the tax 
exemption privilege accompanied by a prorata scaling down of 
all internal revenue taxes would thus result iIi. a net gain to the 
citizens of New York State. 

All of the above calculations are based on the assumption 
implicit in the subsidy argument, namely, that the revenue lost 
through tax exemption is fully offset by a reduction in the effec
tive rates of interest paid by borrowing governments. If any 
considerable part of the sacrificed revenue inures to the benefit of 
individual bondholders, the conclusion just stated does not of 
course apply. If tax exemption has no effect whatever upon gov
ernment bond yields, it is clear that New,York State would have 
to receive 33 per cent of any,federal tax cut in order to remain as 
well off as under the present system of exemption. 

Summary 
The present section, which has necessarily been somewhat statis

tical, may now be summarized as follows. Considering New York 
State and its subordinate political units as governments with inter-

• Report of Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 1926. 
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&'Its separate and apart from those of the taxpayers, it appears 
that these governments would lose more than they gained through 
the adoption of a constitutional amendment doing away with tax 
free bonds. The proposed amendment would withdraw an indirect 
subsidy of considerable value which the states and localities now 
enjoy at the expense of the federal government. This indirect 
subsidy could, however, be replaced by a direct subsidy were the 
need sufficiently urgent. The sums involved would not be large 
and the discontinuance of the exemption privilege would produce 
automatically the required revenue. From the point of view of 
the citizenship of the state, the abolition of the exemption 
privilege would not necessarily prove unprofitable. Everything 
would depend here upon how the resulting increase in federal 
revenue was distributed back to the taxpayers. If this increase 
were passed back in the shape of a prorata scaling down of all 
internal revenue taxes, the adoption of the amendment would 
result in a slight gain to the citizens as such. 

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that all of the comparisons 
of hypothetical gains and losses made in the present section, as 
well as the conclusions which have been drawn therefrom, have 
been based on the assumption that all, or at least a part, of what 
a taxing agency loses through the exemption of governmental 
securities, is gained by the issuing government in the form of lower 
interest rates. Conversely, it has been assumed that the burden 
of any taxes which might be collected in respect of government 
securities, should the exemption privilege be withdrawn, would be 
shifted in whole, or at least in part, to the issuing government 
through a rise of interest rates. To the extent that the tax exemp
tion has no effect on interest rates, the subsidy argument falls 
down completely, and every other argument used to defend tax 
exempts collapses with it. The relationship existing between 
government bond yields .and tax exemption, therefore, constitutes 
the crux of the problem under consideration, and in the following 
section an attempt will be made to cast some light on this question. 

Tax Free Securities· and Interest Rates 
An understanding of the influence which tax exemption exercises 

on the issue price of bonds and hence upon the effective rate of 
inte~est, which the government pays for . capital, may best be 
obtained by starting out with an ideal situation and then consid
ing the effect of variations from this norm. It will accordingly 
be assumed that a government has a flat rate income tax of 10 per 
cent, applicable to all incomes from whatever source derived, and 
providing for no exemptions whatever. It has been definitely 
stipulated that the rate of tax will remain fixed at 10 per cent 
for at least 20 years to come. The government's credit rating is 
such as to permit it to market its 20 year, 4 per cent taxable bonds 
at exactly par. For every $4 of interest which the government 
pays, it recaptures 40 cents in taxes. The net cost of money to the 
government is, therefore, 3.6 per cent. 
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The government now decides to exempt future issues of its bonds 
from taxation, although they are still to bear the 4 per cent 
interest rate. The prospective investor finds that the new tax 
exempt bond offers' the same advantages as were afforded by the 
old taxable bonds and, assuming that interest rates have not 
changed, he will be willing- to pay $1,000 for these advantages. 
The new bond, however, offers an additional value. It gives the 
holder the- right to retain the tax which, but for the exemption 
feature, the government would have collected. The tax exemption 
privilege thus gives the investor over and above the other valuable 
considerations for which he is willing to pay $1,000, a terminable 
annuity of $4 per year for 20 years. Since, by hypothesis, the 
income tax cannot vary, this terminable annuity is just as definite 
and certain as that the government will continue to meet its interest 
obligations. The investor will, therefore, capitalize it at 3.6 per 
cent. The present worth of an income of $4 per year for 20 years 
capitalized at 3.6 per cent, is $56. The investor will, accordingly, 
be willing to pay $1,056 for the new tax exempt bond, at which 
price its net yield to maturity will be 3.6 per cent. 

If the government sells the bond at this price, it will neither 
gain nor lose in consequence of having exempted it from taxation. 
It will have surrendered its right to collect from the bondholder 
$4 per year for 20 years. The present value of this right capital
ized at 3.6 per cent, the effective rate of interest paid by the 
government on its borrowings, is $56. But this is exactly the 
amount of the premium at which the bond sells because of its 
exemption feature. 

Effect of Uncertainty 
In the suppositious case just given it was assumed that thE 

rate of tax had been definitely fixed for the entire life of the bond, 
As a matter of actual experience, taxes are not fixed but are subjecl 
to fluctuation. An: element of uncertainty and speculation is thm 
introduced. Let us, accordingly, suppose that our hypothetical 
buyer of a tax exempt bond is confronted by an uncertain situa 
tion as regards the future course of the income tax rate. HO;1 
will he now make his valuation of the same 20 year, 4 per cen1 
tax exempt bond' 

To simplify matters it will be assumed that taxable bonds yield 
ing the same gross income before deduction of taxes and offerin! 
the same security as to interest and prinicipal have a market valu4 
of $1,000. The purchaser of the tax exempt bond will receive th4 
same valuable considerations as the purchaser of a taxable boni 
of the same general character, and he will be willing to pay $1,001 
for these considerations. In addition, however, he will receive thl 
right to retain whatever taxes the government would collect wer 
his bond taxable, and he must place some valuation upon this right 
He has no certain means of forecasting the future course of the 
income tax rate over so long a period as 20 years. His guess, 
however, is that the rate will probably continue around 10 per cent. 
In other words, his estimate is that the tax exemption feature 
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of his bond will probably net him on an average about $4 per year 
for 20 years. This terminable annuity, however, no longer pos
sesses the certainty which it had under the supposition of a· 
fixed and unvarying tax rate. It is now a highly speculative value. 

In capitalizing that part of his return which corresponds to 
the return from an identical taxable bond, the investor uses the 
low interest rate of 4 per cent. He will not, however, capitalize 
the value of his exemption privilege at this low rate, since it is 
much more certain that the government will continue to meet 
its obligations than that the tax rate during the coming 20 years 
will continue around 10 per cent. Suppose the investor capital
izes his prospective tax saving at 6 per cent. At that rate his 
estimate of the present worth of the exemption privilege is $46, 
and he will be willing to pay $1,046 for the bond. 

How will the 'government fare if it sells the bond at this price ~ 
. In order to answer this question, we will asSume that the due date 
of the bonds has been reached and that the investor's gueSs that 
the tax rate would average around 10 per cent has proved cor
rect. Had the government not exempted the bond, it could have 
collected an annual tax of $4 from the bondholder over a period 
of 20 years. With interest at 3.6 per. cent these taxes would 
have accumulated to a sum of $114 by the time the bond became 
due. The government, however, has commuted the tax for a lump 
sum payment of $46, which with interest at 3.6 per cent has an 
accumulated value of only $93 at the maturity of the bond. Tax 
exemption, therefore, has resulted in a net loss to the government 
at the end of 20 years of $21 for every $1,000 bond issued. 

Suppose, however, that at the maturity of the bond, it develops 
that the investor's guess as to the future tax rate has been too low. 
In that event, the government loses not only $21 per bond but, 
in addition, the difference between the actual and estimated 
taxes, together with the accumulated interest on this differenc~. 
Only in case the actual taxes prove to have been lower than the 
investor's estimate by 10 per cent or more does the government 
make any gain through the exemption of its bonds. 

Odds Against Government 
The above illustration, although entirely hypothetical, indicates 

clearly. that the issuance of tax exempt bonds really involves a 
gamble on the future trend of taxes. In this gamble the odds 
!,-re. heavily weighted against the government and, in consequenc~, 
It IS more probable that the government will lose than that It 
will gain as a result of -granting the exemption privilege. 

That the federal government has as a matter of actual history, 
suffered a net loss through the pdlicy of exempting government 
bonds scarcely needs demonstration. The federal income tax law 
was enacted in October 1913. Federal state, and local securities 
issued prior to 1913 could, therefore ~ot have reflected in their 
issue price the value of exemption fro~ a tax which was nonexistent 
at that time.· Moreover, even after the income tax had been in
corporated into the federal revenue system, it was not possible to 
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of his bond will probably net him on an average about $4 per year 
for 20 years. This terminable annuity, however, no longer pos
sesses the certainty which it had under the supposition of a 
fixed and unvarying tax rate. It is now a highly speculative value. 

In capitalizing that part of his return which corresponds to 
the return from an identical taxable bond, the investor uses the 
low interest rate of 4 per cent. He will not, however, capitalize 
the value of his exemption privilege at this low rate, since it is 
much more certain that the government will continue to meet 
its obligations than that the tax rate during the coming 20 years 
will continue around 10 per cent. Suppose the investor capital
izes his prospective tax saving at 6 per cent. At that rate his 
estimate of the present worth of the exemption privilege is $46, 
and he will be willing to pay $1,046 for the bond. 

How will the government fare if it sells the bond at this price? 
. In order to answer this question, we will asSume that the due date 
of the bonds has been reached and that the investor's guess that 
the tax rate would average around 10 per cent has proved cor
rect. Had the government not exempted the bond, it could have 
collected an annual tax of $4 from the bondholder over a period 
of 20 years. With interest at 3.6 per. cent these taxes would 
have accumulated to a sum of $114 by the time the bond became 
due. The government, however, has commuted the tax for a lump 
sum payment of $46, which with interest at 3.6 per cent has an 
accumulated value of only $93 at the maturity of the bond. Tax 
exemption, therefore, has resulted in a net loss to the government 
at the end of 20 years of $21 for every $1,000 bond issued. 

Suppose, however, that at the maturity of the bond, it develops 
that the investor's guess as to the future tax rate has been too low. 
In that event, the government loses not only $21 per bond but, 
in addition, the difference between the actual and estimated 
taxes, together with the accumulated interest on this differenc~. 
Only in case the actual taxes prove to have been lower than the 
investor's estimate by 10 per cent or more does the government 
make any gain through the exemption of its bonds. 

Odds Against Government 
The above illustration, although entirely hypothetical, indicates 

clearly. that the issuance of tax exempt bonds really involves a 
gamble on the future trend of taxes. In this gamble the odds 
~re. heavily weighted against the government and, in consequenc~, 
It 18 more probable that the government will lose than that It 
will gain as a result of granting the exemption privilege. 

That the federal government has, as a matter of actual history, 
8tl1iered a net loss through the policy of exempting government 
bonds scarcely needs demonstration. The federal income tax law 
was enacted in October 1913. Federal state, and local securities 
issued prior to 1913 could, therefore ~ot have reflected in their 
issue price the value of exemption fro~ a tax which was nonexistent 
at that time.· Moreover, even after the income tax had been in
corporated into the federal revenue system, it was not possible to 
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envisage the World War with its resulting high income surtaxes. 
Securities issued prior to 1917, therefore, could scarcely have 
been marketed at a price sufficiently high to compensate the 
government for its subsequent loss of revenue. If exemption 
from the burden of post-war taxation has given securities issued· 
prior to 1917, any added value, the resulting gain has inured to 
the holder of the bond and not to the government. 

The Effect' of Graduated Taxation 
Under the ideal set of conditions assumed at the outset Qf 

~his discussion, it was supposed that the government levied a 
fiat rate income tax which applied uniformly to all taxpayers. 
No income except that derived from government bonds was ex
empt. Moreover, the exemption of government bonds applied to 
all holders of such securities. Under these conditions, the tax 
saving involved in the ownership of a bond was the same for. 
everybody. The capitalized value of the saving was the same 
for everybody, and each investor was willing to offer the same 
premium in order to obtain a bond. It was thus possible to 
treat the whole body of investors as a single individual whose 
probable course of action might be forecast. 

Obviously, the above assumptions do not correspond with the 
actual facts. A considerable proportion of the total volume of 
state and local securities outstanding is held by nontaxable organ
izations such as educational institutions, churches, labor unions, 
building and loan associations, and charitable institutions. . To 
investors of this class, tax exempt securities offer no differential 
advantage over taxable bonds of the same gross yield and security. 
Another large fraction is owned by business corporations, banks, 
and insurance companies. Under the tax laws of New York 
State, these corporations are allowed no exemption in respect of 
income received from government bonds. Toa corporate buyer, 
then, a bond of New York State or of one of its subdivisions is 
no more valuable that any other municipal bond of equal yield 
and security. Heads of families with incomes below $3,500, and 
single persons with income below $1,500 are exempt from both 
federal and state income taxes. If any of these individuals own 
bonds of New York State or of its subdivisions, the fact that such 
securities are tax exempt is of no value to them. The only class 
of investors to whom the tax exempt issues of New York State 
and its subdivisions offer any differential advantage over taxable 
bonds are individuals and partnerships with incomes sufficiently 
large to be taxable. But even in the case of· these individuals, 
the value of the exemption privilege is not uniform. 

DistrzDution of Holdings 
Table IV presents a rough estimate of the distribution of the 

total volume of outstanding state and municipal securities among 
various types of investors, together with the annual saving in 
taxes possible to the members of each class through the owner
ship of a $1,000, 4 per cent bond of a New York municipality. 
'l'his table tends to indicate that the exemption of the securities 
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of New York State and its subdivisions from the state income 
tax confers no measurable advantage as regards to at least two
thirds of the total outstanding issues. In other words, if the ex
emption allowed under the state income tax law were repealed, 
probably only one-third of the holdings would be affected. 

Considering the combined value of exemption from both 
federal and state income taxes, it will be seen that 18 per cent 
of the total volume of state and local securities outstanding are 
held by nontaxable organizations to whom the value of the specific 
exemption under consideration is exactly nothing. In respect of 
19 per cent of the total volume of securities, those held by taxable 
corporations, the exemption is worth about $6.24 per year per 
$1,000 bond. In respect of about 33 per cent of the total which 
is owned by taxable individuals and partnerships, the annual 
value of the exemption ranges from $.81 to $14.54 per bond. 

Theory Not Adequate 
The precise effect upon the issue price of bonds of tax exemp

tions, which affect different portions of the demand in such widely 
different ways, cannot be determined on the basis of theoretical 
considerations. The outcome depends, on the one hand, upon how 
much new capital, obtainable at a lower rate than the preexisting 

TABLE IV 
ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VOLUME OF STATE AND LOCAL 

SECURITIES HELD BY VARIOUS CLASSES OF OWNERS AND ANNUAL 
VALUE OF EXEMPTION PRIVILEGE IN RESPECT OF A $1,000 4 PER 
CENT MUNICIPAL BOND 

AmroAL V ALCE 01' ExEMPTION 

Estimated Pmvn.EGB 

per cent 
CLAss 01' HOLDBB of total Under holdings State Under Federal Total 

June 30, Tax Law Revenue Act, FederaIand 
1923' 1926 1926 State 

N ~ntaxablecorporations, public 
mvestment and trust funds .. 18 ...... ............ ............. 

Taxable corporations ......... 19 ...... $624 $624 
Individuals and partnerships' 

Individual incomes: 
$2,500 to $10,000 ...•.... 3 541 540 to $1 24 S 81 to $1 65 
10,000 to 50,000 ........ 10 83 17010 8SO 253to 963 
50,000 to 100,000 ........ 6 124 8 SO to 1250 1004 to 1374 
Over 100,000 ............ 14 124 1330 14M 

Balance, including individ~ 
with incomes below $2,500, 
foreigners, and indiviciu8i.i 

nothing) who conceal their holdings .. 30 (In most cases prob ably 

• See Appendix 11, Table F. The unaccounted for balance 18 there given 88 40 per 
cent, but & quarter of this has been lIIIBIlmed to represent holdings of partnerships and 
individuaIs who did Dot report their holdings aD their Federal tax returns. 

I See Appendix 11, Table A. 
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one, the·exemptions will attract into the field. On the "ther hand, 
it depends upon how much capital already in the field is marginal 
at the preexisting rate and would be withdrawn if the rate were 
lowered. If the marginal capital is greater in volume than the 
amount of new low interest capital brought in, the issue price of 
bonds will not be affected by tax exemption. There is no means of 
ascertaining, however, either how much new capital tax exemption 
has brought into the municipal bond market, or how much capital 
is marginal at different interest rates. Lacking these data, the 
effect of tax exemption on the issue price of bonds is, from a theo· 
retical point of view, impossible of determination. 

Although it cannot be said with certainty that tax exemption has 
no effect on bond prices, nevertheless, it is quite evident that it 
enables individuals in the higher income brackets to purchase 
bonds at prices which fall far short of reflecting the value of the 
exemption privilege to them. It will be seen from Table IV that 
the value of the exemption to individuals receiving over $100,000 
per year is approximately $14.54 in respect of a '$1,000, 4 per cen.t 
bond. Capitalizing this saving at 4 per cent, and assuming that 
the bond matures in 30 years, this means that the exemption privi· 
lege has a present worth of $270 to the wealthiest class of investors. 
But that class represents only 14 per cent of the total demand for 
state and local securities and it is inconceivable that so small a 
class could impose its valuation upon the whole market. It is 
evident, then, that tax exempt securities enable certain. wealthy 
individuals to escape the burden of taxes which other members of 
their class owning taxable investments must bear. 

Defenders of the exemption privilege do not deny this effect. 
They maintain, however, that tax exempt securities do not result 
in any net loss of revenue to the government, for, although indio 
viduals in the higher income groups pay less than the exemption 
is worth to them, nevertheless, their bidding forces investors who 
get no benefit from the exemption to p,ay more for bonds than they 
would otherwise have to pay. What the government loses in sur· 
taxes it gains in lowered interest rates which apply, not to a 
portion, but to the entire volume of its issues. As was indicated 
above, the data necessary for testing this claim from a theoretical 
standpoint are entirely lacking. Certain students of the question 
have, however, endeavored to calculate the effect which tax exemp· 
tion exercises on interest rates by comparing the yield of tax 
exempt bonds with taxable bonds of. the same general character. 
both before and after the exemption privilege became of value. 
A recent attempt of this kind, which has back of it the weight of 
considerable authority may be briefly outlined at this point. 

Attempted Sta,tistical Ve1'ific,afion 
Income received from foreign bonds owned by citizens of the 

United States is taxable under the federal income tax law. For the 
purpose of comparing the yields of similar taxable and tax exempt 
bonds, therefore, the author of the study to be described selected 
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19 Canadian an,d 19 United States bonds. Each group consisted 
of 12 municipal bonds and 7 state or provincial bonds. The yields 
to maturity of the several bonds were determined for each of four 
years, 1913, 1920, 1923, and 1924. Average yields were next 
obtained for each group by taking the arithmetic mean of the 
individual yields. The average yield of the taxable Canadian 
group of bonds was found to be conSistently higher than the 
average yield of the tax exempt American group as shown by the 
following tabulation: 

Year 

1913 .............. . 
1920 .............. . 
1923 ..... ; ........ . 
1924 .............. . 

Bond 
Canada 

4.25 
7.05 
5.32 
5.19 

Yields, Per Cent 
United States 

4.28 
4.99 
4.36 
4.37 

Excess Canada 
Over 

United States 
.24 

2.06 
.96 
.82 

The author points out that the differential between the yields 
was very small in 1913, that it increased very greatly between 1913 
and 1920, and that after 1920 it declined, although the spread in 
1924 was still several times greater than in 1913. He observes 
that these changes correspond so closely to changes in the rate of 
income tax as to confirm the hypothesis that they measure the 
changing value of the tax exemption. 

Half of the difference shown in 1913 is then assumed to be due 
to the low income tax then in force. The remaining .12 points are 
ascribed to the market effect of difference in familiarity, senti
mental preference for domestic over foreign issues, and other 
factors not connected with the exemption of interest from federal 
taxation. It is assumed that this absolute difference, imputed to 
other factors than taxation, remained constant during the entire 
period under review. The absolute reduction in interest rates 
attributable to the value of the exemption privilege in subsequent 
years is, therefore, obtained by subtracting .12 from the differ
entials shown for those years. On this basis the saving of interest 
due to tax 'exemption is found to be 1.94 points in 1920, .84 points 
in 1923, and .70 points in 1924. 

The author estimates the total volume of state and local securi
ties in the hands of private investors in 1923 at 8,632 million 
dollars. Applying to this figure the rate of .84 per cent, it is con
cluded that the amount of interest saved by the states and munici
palities in 1923, as a result of tax exemption, was 73 milli~n 
dollars. The amount of revenue lost to the federal government In 

1923 on account of its exemption of state and local securities from 
taxation is estimated at $71,000,000. The author accordingly con
cludes that, as regards state and-local securities at least, tax exemp
tion does not result in a net loss of revenue. 

Underlying ASS1tmptions 
Even if we accept .84 points as an accurate measure of the dif

ferential advantage enjoyed by tax exempt securities in 1923, the 
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validity of the author's final conclusion is greatly weakened by 
the f~~t that only a fraction of the total volume of outstanding 
securItIes, probably not more than an eighth,· were issued in that 
year. Obviously, it is not proper to apply the 1923 differential 
to securities issued during a time when the exemption privilege 
had a ~ifferent value. The interest costs of ~ government do not 
vary WIth changes in the quoted prices of its outstanding bonds. 
These costs are fixed once and for all time by the price at which 
the bonds· are issued. Any subsequent increase in the price of 
the bonds inures to the benefit of the holders and cannot affect the 
government's interest costs except in respect to new issue. Th':l 
hypothetical interest saving of $73,000,000, therefore, bears no 
relation to the actual saving in interest costs. 

This point may be passed over, however, in order to consider a 
more important question, namely, the legitimacy of the method 
by which the author arrives at the market values of the exemp
tion privilege in 1920, 1923, and 1924. The assumptions upon 
which this method are based may be briefly stated as follows: 

There is a definite differential between the yield of Canadian and 
American government bonds which measures the market effect of 
the difference in familiarity, sentimental preference for domestic 
over foreign issues and other factors not connected with the exemp
tion of interest from federal taxation. This differential may be 
obtained by taking exactly half of the absolute difference in the 
average yields of two groups of American and Canadian bonds, as 
shown in 1913. It is an absolute amount and is equal to .12 points. 
It never varies. In other words, no matter what changes take 
place in the relative credit ratinF:s of the various governments 
involved, in thG general ease or tightness of the money market, 
in rates of international exchange, or in the innumerable other 
factors which govern the yield of bonds, the average yield of 
Canadian bonds can always be obtained by adding .12 points to 
the average yield of American bonds. Any difference in the respec
tive yields over and above these .12 points must of necessity be due 
to tax exemption, which of all the innumerable factors involved, is 
the only one which is allowed any relative variation. 

Cannot Isola.te Effect' 'ot' Taa; Exemption 
These assumptions scarcely require serious consideration. There 

is of course no constant differential between the yields of indi
vidual bonds, nor is there between the average yields of groups of 
bonds. The yield of each bond, though influenced by general con
ditions, is operated upon by a multitude of factors which are 
peculiar to itself. The current quotations on two series of bonds, 
issued bY' the same government, having the same maturities and 
bearing the same rate of interest, do not necessarily fluctuate 
together. It is impossible, then, to secure two groups of bonds, 
which are acted upon by exactly the same set of forces, to exactly 
the same degree, and whose sole point of difference is in the matter 
of tax exemption. 

• See Appendix IV. 
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The period which the author selected for his comparison was 
eharacterized by a costly war whose effect upon the credit of 
various governments was not uniform. Normal credit and banking 
relations were upset. Countries which had hitherto been lenders 
became borrowers on a large scale. After the war there were 
severe economic disturbances, eu1minating in ·a credit CrISlS m 
1920, when all bond yields reached record heights. It cannot be 
supposed that these events reacted upon the price of Canadian 
government bonds in the same manner as upon American 
securities. 

It is true, as the author points out, that changcs in the differen
tial between the yields of American and Canadian bonds cor
respond to changes in the rates of the income tax. They cor
respond even more closely, however, to changes in the general 
credit situation and suggest that, as a money stringency becomcs 
acute, borrowers with a weaker credit rating must pay propor
tionately more for funds than borrowers with a stronger credit 
rating. To ascribe the variatioD.'1 in the differential solely to the 
e1fects of tax exemption is, therefore, entirely arbitrary and 
without scientific justification. 

Are GovBf'1lmelll Btnlil Yields Relatively Lower' 
As previously intimated, comparison of the yields of taxable and 

tax exempt bonds offers no conclusive evidence as to the e1fect of 
tax exemption on interest rates. There are too many otber factors 
involved and there is no statistical device whereby the effect of a 
single factor may be isolated. It is important to know, neverthe
less, whether the relative yields of government bonds have actually 
declined since the tax exemption privilcge became valuable. H it 
should be established that a decline has occurred, this fact in itself 
would not necessarily indicate that tax exemption had been the 
cause, but it might at least raise a presumption in favor of such 
a relationship. 

Bond yields, like all other prices, are subject to cyclical fluctua
tion. It is"not safe, therefore, to draw any conclusions on the basis 
o~ a few isolated years. Table V gives a comparison of the average 
pelds of selected issues of municipal, railroad, public utility, and 
mdustrial bonds covering a period Q.f 10 years prior, and 13 
years subsequent to the introduction of the federal income tax. 
These two periods are in no sense comparable, since the later period 
contains all of the abnormal war and post war years. During a 
good part of this time municipalities reduced their borrowings to 
a minimum. The railroads were under government control, and 
later on were involved in the throes of readjustment. Finally, 
public utilities were having difficulty in obtaining the consent of 
regulatory bodies to the rate changes made necessary by the new 
level of prices. The tendency of all these factors, while they were 
operative, was to increase the relative yields of railroad and utility 
bonds as compared to municipal issues altogether apart from the 
influence of taxation. ' 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE YIELDS OF SELECTED ISSUES OF 

MUNICIPAL, RAILROAD, PUBLIC UTILITY, AND INDUSTRIAL BONDS, 
1903--1926 1 

PEBCBNTAO. 
BOND YIl!lLDS, PEa CIlNT RATIO TO YIl!lLD O. 

MUNICIPAL BONDS 
YEAR 

Munici- Railroad. Publio Indl1&- Railroads Public 
pals' utilities triala utiliti ... 

1903 •............... 3.31 4.10 4.63 5.69 123 139.8 
1904 ...•............ 3.35 4.05 4.60 5.81 121 137.3 
1905 ................ 3.40 3.91 4.43 5.19 114.7 . 130.3 
1906 ................ 3.60 4.01 4.56 5.18 111.4 126.7 
1907 •....•.......... 3.90 4.30 4.91 5.76 110.3 l25.8 

1908 ................ 3.82 4.35 5.11 5.90 113.9 133.7 
1909 •..........•.... 3.90 4.08 4.71 5.16 104.6 120.7 
1910 ................ 4.00 4.21 4.79 5.25 105.2 119.7 
1911 ................ 4.06 4.23 4.77 5.17 104.2 117.4 
1912 ................ 4.15 4.26 4.80 5.18 102.6 115.6 

INTRODUCTION o. FEDERAL INCOME TAX 
1913 ................ 4.30 4.41 4.90 5.35 102.6 114.0 
1914 ..•............. 4.28 4.92 5.01 5.96 114.9 117.0 
1915 ................ 4.35 4.89 4.81 5.59 112.4 110.5 
1916 ................ 3.97 4.75 5.46 5.26 119.6 137.5 
1917 ................ 4.22 5.10 5.40 5.97 120.8 127.9 

1918 .............•.. 4.54 5.79 5.66 6.46 127.5 124.7 
1919 ................ 4.62 5.96 6.30 6.57 129.0 136.3 
1920 ................ 5.20 6.97 7.61 7.70 1M.O 146.3 
1921 firat half ........ 5.40 7.07 7.85 7.82 130.9 145.3 
1921 second half ...... 5.61 6.24 7.36 7.96 111.2 131.2 

1922 first quarter ....• 4.71 5.68 6.92 7.17 120.6 146.9 
1922 second quarter ... 4.41 5.47 6.20 6.91 124.0 140.6 
1922 third quarter ..•• 4.19 5.38 6.38 6.79 128.4 152.2 
1922 fourth quarter •.. 4.12 5.76 6.24 6.41 139.8 151.4 
1923 first quarter •..•. 4.22 5.63 6.09 6.63 133.4 144.3 

1923 aecond quarter ... 4.40 5.81 6.30 6.51 132.0 143.1 
1923 third quarter ...• 4.42 5.58 6.42 6.43 126.2 145.2 
1923 fourth quarter ... 4.61 5.52 6.32 6.65 119.7 137.1 
1924 first quarter ..... 4.39 5.21 6.31 6.55 118.6 143.7 
1924 second quarter ... 4.29 5.47 6.20 6.68 127.5 144.5 

1924 third quarter .••. 4.24 5.20 6.11 6.30 122.6 144.1 
1924 fourth quarter ... 4.17 5.00 5.91 6.36 119.9 141.7 
1925 fir.t quarter ..... 4.00 5.17 5.77 6.24 129.2 144.2 
1925 second quarter .•• 4.00 5.45 5.70 6.33 136.2 142.5 
1925 third quarter •... 4.17 5.37 5.38 6.06 128.7 129.0 

1925 fourth quarter ... 4.30 5.09 5.82 6.11 118.3 135.3 
1926 fir.t quarter~ •... 4.25 5.13 5.80 5.88 120.7 136.4 

I From Moody's Manual of [n ... I ...... Io. Publio Utility S.curiti .... 1926. p. XXIV • 
• For data re repres.ntative character of thea. yields. aee Appenaix V. 

Indwo-
trials 

171.9 
173.4 
152.6 
143.8 
147.7 

154.5 
132.3 
131.2 
l27.3 
124.8 

124. 
139. 
128. 
132. 
141. 

142. 

4 
2 
o 
4 
4 

2 
142.2 
148.1 
144. 8 
141.8 

152.2 
156.6 
162. 
155. 

o 
5 

157.1 

147.9 
145.4 
144.2 
149.2 
155.7 

148.5 
152.5 
156.0 
158.2 
145.3 

142.1 
138.3 
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If the above consideration is borne in mind, Table V presents 
no convincing evidence that the differential which municipal bonds 
have always enjoyed over railroad, public utility, and industrial 
bonds has been permanently increased since tax exemption became 
valuable. It will be seen from the table that the percentage dif
ferences between the average yield of municipal bonds and the 
average yields of the three other groups of bonds, were smaller 
during the last quarter of 1925 and the .first quarter of 1926 than 
the corresponding differences for the years 1903 and 1904. In 
other words, during the six months in question, municipal bond 
yields were higher, relative to railroad, utility, and industrial bond 
yields, than they were in 1903 and 1904; 

Further data in support of the conclusion that government in
terest rates have not declined, either absolutely or relatively, since 
the tax exemption privilege became important, are furnished by 
Table VI, which compares the effective rates of interest paid by 
New York City on various bond issues with the average i:r;J,terest 
rate on 4-6 months commercial paper. It will be seen that on 
practically all loans contracted prior to 1913, the effective rate 
paid by the city was equal to or less than the current rate on com
mercial paper. As regards the majority of loans contracted after 
1913, the rate paid by the city was higher than the prevailing rate 
on commercial paper. These figures are not presented as conclu
sive, but they certainly do not indicate a relative decline in govern
ment interest rates. 

Summary 
The findings of the present section are for the most part of a 

negative nature. All that can be said in summarization is that, 
under certain ideal conditions, tax exemption will raise the issue 
price of a bond to a point where the resulting reduction of interest 
costs will equal the taxes sacrificed. The conditions under which 
tax exempt securities are actually issued, however, do not conform 
to this ideal. In the first place, uncertainty as to future tax 
rates redu~es the present worth of the exemption privilege and 
renders it extremely unlikely that an investor will be willing to 
purchase a bond at a premium sufficiently high to compensate the 
government for its loss of revenue. In the second place, under the 
existing system of taxes, the value of the exemption is by no means 
uniform. As regards nearly half of the total volume of state and 
local securities outstanding, the exemption privilege has no value 
at all. Attempts to estimate the market value of tax exemption 
through comparison of the relative yields of taxable and tax exempt 
securities are worthless, since it is impossible to obtain two groups 
of bonds which are acted upon by the same set of credit factors 
exactly to the same degree, and whose sole point of difference is in 
the matter of taxation. Finally, there is no evidence that the dif
ferential advantage, which state and local securities have always 
enjoyed as compared with corporate issues, has become perma
nently greater since the exemption fE1ature became valuable. 
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TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF NEW YORK CITY BOND SALES SINCE 1907, COMPARED 

WITH INTEREST RATE ON 4-6 MONTHS COMMERCIAL PAPER 

BOND BALIl8 

YEAH' 
Amount of Effective 

issue rate 

1907; .......................... S5,OOO,OOO 4.40 
1907 ........................... 35,000,000 4.39 
1908 ........................... 3,000,000 4.38 
1908 ........................... 47,000,000 4.29 
1908 ........................... 500,000 3.82 

1908 ............................ 12,000,000 3.89 
1909 ........................... 10,000,000 3 93 
1909 ........................... 2,000,000 3.98 
1909 ........................... 38,000,000 3.96 
1909 ........................... 12,500,000 3.96 

1910 ........................... 50,000,000 4.16 
1911 ........................... 60,000,000 4.21 
1912 ........................... 65,000,000 4.21 

Percentage 
Average Ratio. 
rate 4-6 commercial 
months paper re:te 

commercial to effective 
a I rate 

p per New York 
bondJI 

6.36 142.6 
6.36 144.8 
4.38 100.0 
4.38 100l.1 
4.38 114.6 

4.38 112.5 
398 101.2 
3.98 100.0 
3.98 100.5 
3.98 100.5 

5.00 120.3 
4.03 95.7 
4.74 112.4 

INTRODUCTION 011' FBDERAL lNcolOl TAX 

1913 ........................... 45,000,000 4.49 5.60 124.7 
1914 ........................... 65,000,000 4.18 4.78 114.3 
1915 ........................... 25,000,000 4.30 3.45 SO.3 
1915 ........................... 46,000,000 4.44 3.45 77.7 
1916 ........................... 15,000,000 4.03 3.43 85.1 

1916 ........................... 40,000,000 4.13 3.43 83.1 
1917 ........................... 7,500,000 4.39 4.74 107.9 
1917 ........................... 47,500,000 4.46 4.74 106.2 
1921 ........................... 55,000,000 4.33 • 6.53 150.7 
1922 ........................... 45,000,000 4.12 4.43 107.6 

1924 ........................... 30,400,000 3.99 3.91 98.0 
1924 ........................... 37,000,000 4.19 3.91 93.3 
1925 ........................... 60,000,000 4.05 4.02 99.4 

• From The Bond Buyer, December 25, 1926. 
2 Average monthly interest rates, 4-6 months double name commercial paper. 

Timu Annalist, April 16, 1926, p. 549. 
• The peak of interest rates reached in 1920 when average rate Will 7.37. 
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Conclusion 
The data presented in the preceding section furnish a basis 

for appraising the principal claims made for and against the 
exemption of government securities from taxation. The chief 
argument brought forward in defense of a government's exemption 
of its own securities is that this practice merely involves the ex
change of a right to collect taxes over a series of years for a lump 
sum payment equal to the present worth of that right. It has 
been seen, however, that there is no conclusive evidence either of 
a theoretical or statistical nature to justify this claim. 

The exemption by a central government of the securities of local 
governments is defended as a legitimate and desirable form of sub
sidy. It is not at all clear, however, that the local governments 
actually reccive in the form of reduced interest charges as much 
as this subsidy costs the central government. If part of the 
revenue sacrificed by the central government inures to the benefit 
of the holders of tax exempt securities, as seems probable, it fol
lows that tax exemption represents a very wasteful and inefficient 
form of subsidy. A direct grant by the central government would 
be much more economical. 

ThlJ CaslJ Against Taz Exemption 
The compensatory advantages, which tax exempt securities are 

alleged to possess, turn out upon analysis to be of uncertain and 
doubtful value. What can be said of their alleged disadvantages' 
As was previously indicated, threc major complaints have been 
lodged against them: First, that they entail a net loss of govern
mental revenue; second, that they involve unfair discrimination 
as between taxpayers; and finally, that they cause an uneconomic 
distribution of capital. It was pointed out in the preceding_section 
that it is extremely unlikely that tax exempt securities will sell at 
a price sufficiently high to compensate for the subsequent loss of 
revenue. The charge that the continued issuance of these securities 
is unprofitable may, therefore, be accepted as possessing a con
siderable degree of truth.. It may be objected, however, that even 
at its worst the loss of revenue is not very great. Thus, if the 
present exemption in favor of the bonds of New York State and 
it3 subdivisions under the state income tax law were repealed, ten 
years would have to elapse before the additional revenue collecti'ble 
would amount to as much as $600,000 per annum. Regarded 
merely from the revenue standpoint, the nced for abolishing the 
exemption privilege does not seem very urgent at present. 

The main objection to tax free securities, however, is that they 
allow certain individuals to escape their fair share of taxation. 
The injustice involved in this procedure cannot be m~ by 
the amount of revenue lost. For instance, if the state arbitrarily 
decided to exempt every twentieth taxpayer from the obli~on of 
paying his state income tax, the resulting loss of revenue would 
probably be no greater than the present gross loss in respect of 
tax exempt securities. This consideration, however, would not 
lessen the resentment of the remaining taxpayers at what would 
be considered an intolerable discrimination. 
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It has been seen that, where rates of taxation are progreflHive, 
the injustice involved in the issuance of tax exempt securities per
sists even though the securities sell at a premium sufficient to ofUlet 
the subsequent loss of revenue. The wealthy investor, who would 
otherwise be subject to a surtax, pays no more for the exemption 
privilege than the man of small means who buys the same kind 
of bonds. Persons of large income who happen to have their wealth 
invested in government bonds may thus escape the surtaxes 
altogether. This is unfair, not only to other persons of large 
income who cannot escape the surtaxes, but to individuals of small 
means, who must bear a heavier burden of taxation because the 
progressive principle has been partially undermined. 

Uneconomic Distribution of Capital 
The charge that tax exempt securities result in an uneconomic 

distribution of capital has been elaborated in many ways. Reduced 
to its essentials, the supporting argument may be stated as follows: 
Tax exemption enables the states and municipalities to borrow 
money at lower rates of interest than would be possible were their 
securities taxable. This leads them to embark on ambitious and 
ill-advised construction projects. It aLlio encourages municipalitielt 
to purchase and operate all kinds of public utilities. Capital which 
but for tax exemption would have been available for investment 
in productive private enterprises, is thus diverted to unproductive 
public uses, to the economic injury of the country at large. 

The above argument had a certain degree of plausibility during 
the period of tight money from 1919 to 1921. At that time cor
porations found it difficult to obtain capital for needed expansion, 
while states and municipalities were apparently increasing their 
borrowings at an unprecedented rate. To attempt to subject the 
argument to the test of actual facts would, however, carry the 
discussion far afield, since it would involve a careful analysis of 
the disposition of funds raised by states and municipalities from 
the sale of their securities. Such an analysis cannot be undertaken 
here. As far as New York State is concerned, however, there ill 
no evidence that the argument has any validity whatsoever. State 
expenditures for permanent improvements financed through bor
rowing were considerably larger, during the ten years prior to 
1917, when the tax exemption privilege had little or no value than 
they have been since, in flpite of the fact that construction costs 
have greatly increased.- We must remember also that during the 
war public construction was deliberately held up, and that the 
cities fell far behind their requirements with regard to streets, 
bridges, schools, water supplies, and other buildings and public 
works. And since when were such public investments less "pro
ductive" than equivalent investments in manufacturing or other 
industries' 

• Report of Special Joint Connnittee on Taxation and Retrenchment. March 
1926, TIuJ Deb' of the SIGte 01 Nelli York. Pu'. p,.e.~t. GIld Future. Leg! .. 
lative Document (1926) No. 70, p. 80. 
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It should be borne in mind also, in connection with this argu
ment, that municipalities have always been able to borrow at lower 
rates than corporations and that there is no evidence that the 
di1ferential in favor of municipal bonds has been permanently in
creased, since the exemption privilege became valuable. 

The review which has just been completed makes it plain that the 
real harmfulness of tax exempt securities consists in the fact that 
they involve unjust discrimination as between taxpayers. They 
are also likely to cause a loss of revenue. Their so-called com
pensatory advantages turn out upon analysis to be incapable of 
verification and extremely doubtful. 

Recommend&tioDS 
The state need not wait for the passage of a federal constitutional 

amendment in order to withdraw the exemption now given the 
securities of New York State and its political-subdivisions under 
the state income tax law. It is accordingly recommended that this 
exemption be abolished. The taxation by a state of its own securi
ties or those of its subdivisions is by no means unprecedented. 
Neither Wisconsin nor Oklahoma exempt interest derived from 
such securities from the operation of their respective state income 
taxes.· At least ten states of the union tax their own outstanding 
securities under some form of ad valorem levy, and 17 states tax 
the securities of their subdivisions in this manner. t 

As previously pointed out, the present exemption allowed under 
the New York State income tax law has no value as regards about 
two-thirds of the outstanding issues of the state and its subdivi
sions. The effect of its repeal upon the marketability of future 
issues could not, therefore, be great. The additional revenue 
obtainable would amount to about $600,000 per annum at the end 
of ten years. 

Sutimll90 
Seetion.190 of the tax law, as amended by Chapter 286 of the 

laws of 1926, provides in effect that insurance companies, saving 
banks, business corporations, state banks, trust companies, financial 
corporations and national banking associations, owning New York 
State securities upon which the interest rate does not exceed 3 per 
cent, shall be allowed an annual credit equal to 1 per cent of the 
par value of such bonds owned, to be applied against franchise 
taxes payable by such corporations to the state. As at present 
worded, this section is applicable to any future issue of 3 per cent 
bonds which the state may put out. It is recommended that the 
section be amended so as to limit its application to issues of 3 per 
cent bonds at present outstanding. This measure not only need
lessly complicates the tax law, but causes administrative difficulties 
as well, and the sooner it can be eliminated the better. 

• W"lL Stats. 1919, See. 108ill·2. Oompiled StAtutes of Oklahoma, 1921, 
Ch. 84, Art. L"'. Par. 9938-

t Hofrmaa .t Wood, ,,_fiG. of Fednal, Sti", .. • 114 Jl" .. ieipd BoRda. 
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ProposerlA Constitutional Amendment 
The complete elimination of tax exempt securities in New York 

State requires the adoption of an amendment to the federal con
situation, which will give to the states, on the one hand, and to the 
federal government on the other, reciprocal rights in the matter of 
taxing each other's securities. This committee therefore wishes to 
reaffirm its stand taken in 1922, when a similar measure was being 
considered by congress, in favor of the adoption of such an 
amendment. 



CHAPTER V 

TAX EXEMPTION BILLS 
There is an annual assault upon the New York State Legisla

ture to extend .the list of tax exemptions and to reduce the taxes 
of particular groups or individuals through various devices. Most 
of these bills are referred to the committee on taxation and 
retrenchment. It is difficult for one not a member of the com
mittee to appreciate the volume, scope, or nature of the exemption 
bills which come before us. It is a striking fact that. those indi
viduals and interests which sponsor the various measures appear 
to feel that their particular exemption is the only exemption sub
mitted, or at least deserving consideration. It is seldom realized 
that the tax system of this state would be all but obliterated if all 
of the exemptions were enacted into law. 

Number of Bias Introduced 
During the past three sessions 93 tax exemp.tion bills have been 

introduced in the legislature. Of these, 11 bills dealt with the 
subject of the reduction of tax rates, and 82 with the repeal of 
tax laws or the increase of exemptions. The following table 
classifies the bills on the basis of the particular tax involved and 
shows how many of each class were enacted into law: 

TAXES EFFECTED BY TAX EXEMPTION BILLS INTRODUCED 
1924--1926 

Inheritance tax ..................................... . 
Mortgage tax ...................................... .. 
Property tax ...................................... .. 
Insurance tax ...................................... . 
Personal income tax ................................. . 

Total ......................................... . 

Number 
Intro- Number 
duced P(J,8seG 

2 1 
3 0 

48 14 
3 0 

37 5 

93 20 

= 
These bills may be classified also on the basis of the kind of 

exemptions involved. This is done in the following table: 

NATURE OF EXEMPTIONS AND REDUCTIONS 
Number 

Reduction in rates of taxation ........................ . 
Cancell&;tion of taxes against certain named organizations 
Exemption of new dwelling houses or extension of time 

limit ............................................. . 
Exemption of certain classes of individuals and organiza-

tions on basis of special character ................... . 
Increase in amounts under exemptions now existent ..... . 
New exemptions .................................... . 
Abolition of certain taxes ............................. . 

Total ........•......•..•....................... 

121 

Intro- Number 
duced P(J,88ed· 

11 3 
26 8 

6 

18 4 
13 3 
12 1 
7 0 

93 20 -- --
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A more' detailed classification of the bills introduced and 
becoming law is contained in the following table. 

TABLE I 

DETAILED LISTING OF TAX EXEMPTION BILLS INTRODUCED, 
1924-1926 

Reduction in rates of income tax ..................... . 
Reduction in rates of taxes on marine insurance companies. 
Cancellation of taxes, water rents, and assessments against 

certain named organizations ...................... . 
Churches .............. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 3 law 
Synagugues ........................... 9 1 law 
American Legion Post.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Hospitals ............................. 3 2 law 
Others ............................... 5 2 law 

Exemption of registered mortgages from tax on mort· 
gages ............................................ . 

Exemption of new dwelling houses or extension of time 
limit of present exemption law ..................... . 

Exemption of planted forests ......................... . 
Exemption from property tax on basis of special character. 

Property of municipal corporation used for 
certain purposes •.............. . . . . . . 2 2 law 

Property of disabled veterans........... 2 
Property of veterans associations........ 2 
Property of bar association used as law 

library ............................. 3 
Property of veterans.................. 1 
Property of ally of United States in war. . 1 1 la.w 
Property uf educational institutions. . . . . . 2 1 law 

Abolition of lax on land ............................. . 
Abolition of tax un tangible personal property ......... . 
Abolition of tax on incomes .......................... . 
Increased exemptions under income tax for single, mar· 

ried, or dependent persons ......................... . 
Exemption of income from mortgages or real property-

registered ....................................... . 
Higher age limit fur exempt dependents under income tax. 
Deduction of medical expenses ........................ . 
Deduction of amounts pa.id to United States as income 

taxes ............................................ . 
Deduction of gifts to United States, New York State or 

cities and others irom income tax ................... . 
Exemption or increased exemption from income tax un 

basis of special character .......................... . 
. Increased exemption under inherit.ance tax ............ . 

Deductions of gifts to bishop as .an official from inherit-
ance tax ....................................•..... 

Total .....................................•..... 

Cost of Exemption Proposals 

Number 
1nff'0- Numbef' 
duced PaBsed 

8 3 
3 

26 8 

3 

6 1 
I 1 

13 4 

1 
1 
2 

11 

3 
2 
4 

1 

1 

5 
1 

93 

1 

20 

What would it have cost the state if these exemption bills had 
all become lawT How much revenue would have been 10sU This 
question cannot bc answered with accuracy because it is not 
possible to foretell the exact amounts involved in every measure. 
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Some of the bills deal with the revenues of a single year alone, 
while others make a permanent change in the law and would 
presumably effect a reduction of the revenue for every succeed
ing year. It is of course futile to compute the total cumulative 
loss from such a law. And in other cases even the best estimate 
is little' more than a guess. We have, nevertheless, endeavored 
to estimate for each bill the probable revenue reduction which 
would result from its adoption. For this purpose we have first 
segregated the bills into those which would effect a reduction for 
a single year alone, and would then cease to operate, and into 
those which would have a permanent effect upon the revenue, year 
after year, until their repeal. While the temporary reductions are 
are of real importance in the year for which they are in force, 
it is the perpetual exemptions and reductions which deserve 
special attention. ' 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST OF EXEMPTION MEASURES PRESENTED, 
1924-1926 

SeBsion 
1924 •. , ...........•.•.. 
1925 •...............•.. 
1926 ....•....•. , ...... . 

Total , .. ,., ........ . 

Temporary LOBB 
of Reve'/llUe 
$59,160,000 

11,500,000 
. 75,550,000 

$146,210,000 

PerpetuaZ Loss 
of Reve'/llUe 

$80,120,000 
89,350,000 

108,100,000 

$277,570,000 

Combined Loss 
of Revenue 
$139,280,000 

100,850,000 
183,650,000 

$423,780,000 

The total here presented of necessity includes some duplications 
because the same bill is frequently introduced and' defeated at 
successive sessions of the legislature. We feel it is, nevertheless, 
legitimate to include these meaSures as they must be considered 
and voted on anew each time they are presented. 

Cancellation of Taxes by Special Act 
. The most numerous and troublesome class of exemption requests 
IS made up of those bills which seek to cancel the taxes on given 
properties for specified years. These deal almost entirely with 
properties in New York City though there have been a few cases 
from other cities. The situation arises in this way: a corporation 
which is normally entitled to the exemption of its real estate pur
chases, or acquires by gift, property theretofore taxable. This 
property is on the tax rolls, and the taxes, assessments, and water 
rents for the current year may have been levied on the property, 
or those .for !he co~ing year may be in process of levy. Since the 
corporatIon IS entItled to exemption, it seeks to have these taxes, 
assessments, and rents cancelled. In New York City, where most 
of the difficulty arises, the charter prescribes a method for this 
annulment. The sinking fund commission, upon the approval of 
the comptroller and a unanimous vote, may cancel and annul taxes, 
assessments and water rents which "now are or may hereafter 
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beorome a lien against any real ('State owned by any wrporatioD 
entitled to exemption of such real estate . . • which was the 
actual owner of such real estate and entitled to such exemption. 
during the time when the taxes, assessments, or Croton water rents 
from which it asks relief. accrued and beeame liens thereupon." 
(Charter, see. 221-8.) It will be noted that the power of the city 
authorities to cancel such taxes is limited to taxes which aC'r:TK1' 

and bulYflte G linl on property at the time owned by the exempt 
corporation. If the taxes a~rue and become a lien before the a~
quisition of title, the city has no power to annul. 

Under section 9U of the city charter, it is provided that the 
first half of the real ~'tate taxt'S shall buome G lin on lIaT 1. and 
the second half on No\"ember 1. There is, howeTer, no statutory 
provision fixing the date of acerua!, nor are there wurt decision .... 
For many years the wmptroller's offiee has held that taxes and 
water rents "accrue and ~me a lien" on October 1, the datI!' 
of property assessment. The assessments as made on that dat~ 
are still subject to appeal, the bud.:,'"'t't for the coming year has not 
been adopted. the year for which the taxes and rents are to be 
payable has not yet wmmenced. and the tax rate is purely a m3tter 
of conjecture. For thE.'Se reasons we are somewhat doubtful of tht> 
rule followed. It should be noted also that the charter says 8~ertl .. 
and become a lien, implying that the two wntin,,~ciE.'S n.
coincident. 

As a ~-uI.t of the New York City interpretation of the chL"it'r, 
property purchased after October 1 cannot be relieYed of any part 
of the taxes or water rents for the year beginning the su~g 
January 1. It is this which creates the difficulty. The wrporatlon 
feels that it is entitled to relief, and as this cannot be seeure..i 
through the city authorities, bilIs are drawn and submitted to the 
legislature. 

There is a second souree of difficulty in New York City. t"ndt'r 
the present wording of the charter section, the corporation now 
entitled to exemption and applying for the cancellation must han!' 
been the owner of the property at the time the tues accrued and 
became a lien. It frequently happens that church or other exemrt 
property passes from one t"xempt corporation to another. Some
times the change is purely teehnica!, the property remaining in thc 
hands of the same people throughout. But. under the charter, 
e\"en this teehnical change debars the city authorities from an· 
nuIli:ng the taxes, rt"nts, or assessments. And, as in the e&St'S cited 
aboTt', the corporation then turns to the legislature for relit'f. 

Numbtr of Bills PQ$$~d 
The number of individual tax annullment bilIs presented to the 

legislature is considerablt'. In the last three ynrs. as has ~n 
shown above, there were ~6 bills of this character. The number 
enacted sinee 1920 is shown in the following table. 
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PRlV ATE TAX CL~C'ELLATIOY BILLS EYACl'ED 
I~:!O ....••••••••.........................•••.•.......•........ 3 
1~1 •..•••••••••••.•••...•.•..••..••••••...••••••...••••.•.•• 5 
l~~ .....•..•••.......•..............................•....... 12 
19""..3 .•••••••••••.. .•.• .•.. .••... •..••.••... ..•.. ......•.. .•.. 10 
192-1 ••••••••••••..•.•. .•..•.••.. ..••.. ..•••• .••.•..••....•.•. "0 
111~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••..•••..•••••• 0 
i~i!6 .••.•••••••••••••.••.•••••••••.••••••••••••.•••..••..•••• 7 

These bills are in many eases carelessly drawn. Only one states 
the amount of taxes inl"oll"ed. t Many fail to describe the property 
IK.-enrately and 15 do not state for what years the taxes were 
leried. It is submitted that bills of this character should be specifie 
and should contain at least a description of the property as carried 
on the tax rolls, a reference to the book, page and line of such 
rc.Us, the year for which the taxes were levied. and the amount in 
dollars and cents of the taxes which it is sought to annul We 
recommend that no bills be gil"en consideration unless they con
tain this detaiL 

Home Rule POICeTS of HelD Yori City to ABDul Taus 
WIth the adoption of the home rule amendment to the state 

(-()nstitution. there were those who felt that private tax cancellation 
measures should no lon.,oer be presented at Albany but that they 
,illould be eonsidered and enacted by the municipal assembly of 
X('W York City. It was understood that this was one reason for 
the vetoes handed down by the governor in 192-l.. In 1925, how
e\·er, when the municipal assembly came to pass npon such bills, 
the corporation eounsel of the city held that the municipal assembly 
hliod no power to pass upon tax annulment matters. The following 
exeerpt is from the opinion of the corporation counsel::I: 

"l:"nder the prcmsions of the State Constitution the power to 
f'met laws preseribing property which shall be taxed and provid
ing for exemption of property from taxation, is vested solely in 
the Legislature of the State and by the State Constitution such 
pow-er of the Legislature is expressly restricted and defined. 

"Thus the State Constitution not only provides generally that 
the legisIatin power of the State is vested in the Senate and 
.Assembly, but, after stating in article m. section 18 of the Con
stitution that the Legislature shall tlot pass a private or local bill 
in eertain eases, including, 

and 

'Granting to any corporation, association, or individual any 
exclusive privilege. immunity, or franchise whatever,' 

'Granting to any person, association. firm or corporation, an 
exemption from taxation on real or personal property,' 

it is therein provided: 

.. rITe W1!ft paJB!d by the Legislature and fttoed by the gonmor. 
t 1.& ... of 1~ dlapter un. 
t S"o 4008S, Angut I, 1~; n!Aftinned ill 37 JAD (t) 12628, Deeemher 

20, 19""..6. 
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'The Legislature shall pass general laws providing for the 
cases enumerated in this section, and for all other cases which 
in its judgment may be provided for by general laws. • 

"Moreover; by Section 10 of Article VIII of the State Constitu
tion, it is provided: 

'No county, city, town, or village shall hereafter give any 
money or property or loan its money or credit to or in aid 
of anr individual, association, or corporation. . . .' 

"Article XII of the State Constitution under the provisions of 
which the City Home Rule Law was enacted, after stating that 
'It shall be the duty of the Legislature to provide for the organi
zation of cities and incorporated villages, and to restrict their 
power of taxation . . .' and that 'The Legislature shall not pass 
any law relating to the property, affairs, or government of cities 
which shall be special or local either in its terms or in its effect.' 
expressly provides that' Every city shall have power to adopt and 
amend local laws not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws 
of the state . . .. " 

"The City Home Rule Law in Article II relating to 'Local Legis
lation,' provides likewise in section 11 as to the power of cities to 
adopt and award local laws, that 

'The local legislative body of a city shall have power to 
adopt and amend local laws in relation to the property, 
affairs, or government· of the City.' 

then enumerating various subjects not including the subjects of 
taxation, or exemption from taxation of property. 

"These subjects, of what property shall be taxed and what shall 
be exempt from taxation, have long been recognized by the courts 
as being solely within the power of the Legislature to prescribe in 
accordance with the restrictions above referred to, contained in 
the State Constitution. 

"And although Section 17 of Article II of the City Home 
Rule Law, relating to local laws that are subject to referendum on 
petition, mentions in subdivision 3, a local law which 'Changes a 
provision of law relating to assessments for taxation,' this refer
ence must be regarded as having to do solely with matters of pro
cedure respecting assessments for taxation and not with what 
property shall be taxed and what shall be exempt from taxation, 
which matters are fully provided for in the General Tax Laws of 
the State. 

"I accordingly advise you for the reasons herein stated that the 
Municipal Assembly would have no power under the constituti'ln 
and laws of the state to enact the proposed local law to cancel 
and annul taxes and assessments which are now a lien against the 
real estate of the charitable corporation mentioned therein." 

It has been suggested that a further factor demanding COI1.
sideration in this connection is the fact that part of the taxes to 
be cancelled are state taxes. Has the city acquired the right to 
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pass legislation annullmg state taxes Y Or should this be ignored 
because the state will not be injured thereby, as the levy of the 
state may be considered to be against the city as a whole rather 
than against the individual properties Y (Charter section 1595.) 

A further and more important question has to do with a basic 
assumption of the corporation counsel. Is the cancellation of 
taxes for given years equivalent to "exemption from taxation'" 
Or is cancellation an "exclusive privilege, immunity, or fran
chise" Y Might it not be argued with equal cogency that tax 
annulment falls under neither of these constitutional phrases, and 
that taxes once levied are a debt of the taxpayer to the city and 
as such are "the property" of the city within the meaning of the 
home rule amendment' If tax annulment is covered by either of 
the phrases from Article III, sec. 18, of the constitution, as the 
corporation counsel assumes, then all of the special bills listed 
above which were enacted by the state legislature would seem to 
have been unconstitutional. 

Charter Amendme1lf Needed 
As the result of our brief exaInination of this question, we feel 

very strongly that the legislature should no longer deal with 
these matters on an individual basis. Even if it is granted that 
the constitution does not require it, we believe that good practice 
demands that matters of this sort be dealt with by general law. 
While we are not convinced that there should be any property 
which uses water exempted from payment therefor, or any prop
erty permanently exempt from the payment f{)r local improve
ments, we do not wish at this time to raise these issues .. We desirl' 
merely to eliIninate the special legislation. This can be done 
through the amendment of section 221-a of the New York City 
charter by striking out the word "accrual," and by changing the 
phraseology slightly so that a change of ownership will not effect 
the situation, provided of course that there shall have been a con
tinuous exempt status. The word" Croton" should also be struck 
out as it is in practice now. This was eliminated at one time but 
found its may back into the recodification of 1921 through the 
blunder of a draftsman who followed the old law rather than the 
subsequent amendment. 

With these changes of the law, it will be possible for the city 
authorities to deal with the situation. There should be no further 
need for these routine cancellation bills. 

Cost of Exemptions and Reductions 
Of the 19 exemption bills which were enacted into law by the 

legislature during the three sessions 1924, 1925, and 1926, only 
seven are of major importance. They are the following measures: 

1. The three acts which were passed reducing the income tax 
rate for a single year by 25 per cent. The revenue reduction to 
the state from these tax cuts may be placed at $34,512,000. (Lawq 

of 1924, Chapter 27; Laws of 1925, Chapter 196; Laws of 1926, 
Chapter 209.) 



2. The exte.nsion of i.neome tax aempUODS for heads of hra.ilie 
and single individuals whieh. 1IU adopted m l~X This Vl."'l 
result in a pt'llIWlent ftduetion of the reTeDUf: from the PftSOw 
ineome tax. the amount for 1~26 lDJIy be a?t at ~!OO7ro~ ~ 
loss will be shared by the state and ~ loealitieL (Laws of ~26, 
Chapter 208.) 

3.. The substitution of an in~me tax for a tax OIl ba.nl:: ~ 
adopted in 19'26.. T~ ftTmue }QSS IDJIY be e>t:imated at $-l,.~'\l,-
000 annuaJ.Jy. It will fall ent:i.ftly upon the h!alities. (Laws of 
19~ Chapter 286..) 

.:l.. The provision of the inherit&.llC'e tax la... aJ.Qpted ill 19:!i 
.... hi~h grants a ~iproeal6rmptio.n of pt'rsoaal properly of __ 
re>idl?nts.. The possi.ble annual loss to the state from this p.ro
vision. IWly be plaeed at $1.800,000. (Laws of ~ Cbptel" 
U3..) 

5. The ute.nsion by one ~ of ~ penaissi~ uempti.la of 
hons:ng ~nstru.etion undl?r seetion " of the tax la ... by ~ 
housing eomml?need befQft April 1. 19~ ~ 0IIly im.portu.t 
effect is in NI? ... York City neft the annulloeal ftTeJlue ksi from 
the adoptiQn of this pron&on will amoont to about $8.000,000 Ncll 
Y"'U until193::! when the exemption disappt'lllS. (Laws of l~!.. 
Chapter 87.) 

It lI'"ill be seen. theruoft. that the uemptiOJl u..I reductioA 
measures .... hi~h ha~ been enaeted into la ... ha~ earried a ~ 
tot31 of not l~ than ~~OOO. of ... hieh. ~OOO ftpre:;ettt 
temporary reduetiODS and $8,600,.000 pt'rpetual ~n;;. Ih 
bills eonJe~ by this ~mm.i~ an.I re~ by the ~ttl.re. 
earned $103,.698,000 of temporary e:umptiOl6,. and ~,9;UJXU 
of perpetual enmptio.as. or & total of some ~~.fXn. 

WI? present these fi.,ooures in this report so that these wilo appoMl 
to the legislature in the futaft fur T&rious types. of tax exemption. 
lWly refled upon ~ir OWll desires in the ligh.t of the broW prob
lems of taxation lrith lrhida. tile ~ has to deal ~o) u
emption matter stands by itself.. It mmst be ha.ndW in ftLltfua. to 
the entlft tax ~ of the State. It must be reali.IN 1il:t1ri:se that 
every tax exemption is a shiftin# of the tax b~.Il from Ollie indi
vidual. or onE" ~Iass. to other individllo1lh or other ~z.a......~ Th .. ~ 
11""::'0 Il;;;k fQr ~xeII!ptiOllS must. tMrefore. sho ... that U. buN~ 
..-hid, th .. ~- ~k to aToiJ. ttD lritll. ~ta' j~ be r~ 01': 

others.. 



CHAPTER VI 

FUTURE PROBLEMS AND PROGRAMS OF REFORM 
In spite of the fact that New York State has gone further than 

any state in the Union in the exemption of real and personal prop
erty from the time-honored general property taxes, it is impossible 
to look into the future without realizing that the question of tax 
exemption is destined to become more important from decade to 
decade. This fact makes present tax exemptions more significant, 
and leads inevitably to the consideration of various programs of 
reform. 

FUTURE PROBLEMS 
We are now moving in the direction of improvement "authori

tics." There has been created for New York and New Jersey such 
an organization in the "Port of New York Authority." In connec
tion with the various plans for state water power development, a 
state "Water Power Authority" has been suggested. "Bridge 
authorities" have been projected to span the intrastate rivers of 
New York City. The suburban transit commissions have brought 
forward plans which imply "transit authorities" and the public: 
ownership, at least, of extensive transportation facilities. All of 
these projects raise the question of tax exemption. 

Another phase of municipal management bearing on this ques
tion is the gradual development of public ownership of utilities. 
Various cities of New York State now own water, gas, and electric 
light and power plants, street railways, wholesale and retail mar
kets, ferries, docks, warehouses, baths, lunch rooms, and other com
munity services. Food, eoal, and ice have been distributed by 
cities, and one New York State city is proposing to institute munici
pal milk delivery. The most important step in this direction is the 
proposed unification of transit facilities in New York City, which 
eannot be effected without municipalization in the opinion of many. 
In most cases this tendency toward public ownership is apparently 
caused by the unwillingness of private investors to finance closely 
regulated businesses. These businesses must, therefore, be financed 
by the public which carries with it, of course, public ownership. 
But whatever the causes, the development of municipal ownership 
is apparently inescapable and emphasizes again the growing im
portanee of the problem of tax exemption. 

The problem of housing is now receiving systematic attention by 
public authorities and by private groups. Just what may grow out 
of this no one can say. Many of the plans, however, include an 6-

129 
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tension of the policy of tax exemptions. Tax exempt housing in 
New York City now amounts to $916,512,915 of assessable value. 
Housing is, therefore, a third public interest which may raise im
portant exemption problems for the future. 

Development Authorities 
The development authorities are peculiar and novel from several 

points of view. In most cases their territorial limits include sev
eral existing taxing units and may cut across the lines of others 
without respect to historical tradition. That is one of their great 
advantages. They are created to meet new economic conditions 
and in their jurisdiction must follow these economic lines' rather 
t~an the old boundaries of taxing units. The Port of New York 
Authority, for example, covers some 180 taxing units, cuts across 
various county lines, and includes parts of two states. Other de
velopment authorities will undoubtedly follow along similar lines. 
If, however, the property to be acquired by such authorities is to 
be exempt from local taxes, an injustice is almost inevitable. "The 
benefits arising from the improvements carried through by such an 
authority accrue to the whole area, but the amount of benefit is 
seldom distributed equally to all districts. The tax exempt prop
erty must of necessity be located in certain specified areas. In 
some cases this will benefit the area out of all proportion to the 
cost to the community of tax exemption, but in other cases, the com
munity will derive little benefit and will in addition lose the tax
able property from its rolls. 

Pm·t of New York Authority Property 
The whole question of the taxable status of the property of the 

Port of New York Authority was examined in 1926 by an official 
commission appointed by the governors and legislatures of the 
states of New York and New Jersey. Their report deals with the 
problem in a comprehensive and practical fashion, and shows what 
is being done in various other American, Canadian, and English 
ports.· The recommendations of the commission were summarized 
as follows: 

The program of taxation which we recommend for adoption by 
the two states has been drawn (1) to make it possible for the Port 
Authority to proceed as a self-supporting joint enterprise of the 
two states in accordance with the interstate compact, and (2) to 
protect the local taxpayers against an unfair shifting of tax bur
dens and the municipalities against an impairment of their tax 
revenues. Our specific recommendations are that, 

(1) Railroads taken over by the Port Authority shall be subject 
to state and local taxes as if privately owned; 

(2) Land purchased by the Port Authority shall be subject to 
local taxes only, as if privately owned; 

• New York State Legislative Document (1926) No. 90. 
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(3)- Improved real estate acquired by the Port Authority, shall 
remain taxable at the valuation on the current tax roll until the 
valuation of the land alone shall exceed the total valuation at the 
time of acquisition, in which case the land alone shall be taxable as 
provided under (2) above. If improvements are removed by the 
Port Authority, their assessed value shall be deducted until the 
property is reimproved by the Port Authority. In that case the 
new improvements when used for the authorized purposes of (he 
Port Authority shall be taxable to the extent of the taxable valua
tion of the old improvements except in so far as such improvements 
are covered by the following paragraph. 

(4)· New improvements, except as provided above, shall be tax 
exempt unless they are leased and used for other than the author
ized purposes of the Port Authority, as defined in the compact, in 
which case the part so used shall be taxable for state and local pur
poses, as if privately owned; 

(5) Interstate bridges and tunnels constructed by the Port 
Authority shall be tax exempt; 

(6) Personal property of the Port Authority shall be tax free, 
except for that acquired in connection with existing taxable rail
roads taken over 'by the Port Authority; 

(7) Franchises taxable at the time of acquisition shall remain 
taxable, but franchise values arising in connection with projects 
construeted by the Port Authority shall be tax free; 

(8) The valuation of Port Authority property for purposes of 
taxation shall be made by the respective state tax authorities or 
subject to their approval; 

(9) The payments made by the Port Authority in accordance 
with these recommendations shall be in lieu of taxes; and, 

(10)- No property of the Port Authority shall be subject to 
special assessments except for improvements petitioned for by the 
Port Authority for its exclusive benefit. (Preliminary Report of 
the Commission on Taxation of the Property of the Port of New 

, York Authority, p. 11.) 

The involved character of the program recommended by the in
terstate commission is due to 'the involved nature of the problem 
itself as well as to the differences of opinion in the commission 
and to the divergence of the two state tax systems. 

Municipal Ownership and Eumption 
Str.aight munieipal ownership does not raise such complicated 

questIOns. They are none the less difficult of solution. Private 
street railways, lighting plants, markets, docks, and other utilities 
are called upon to pay real estate taxes personal property taxes, 
special franc~ise taxes, and other corpo:ation taxes, includi~~ ~
come o~ capItal stock taxes. City owned and operated utilitIes 
are entIrely tax free. This is not an inconsiderable item as was 
shown in the statistical study made by this committee in 1922.1 

• Not concurred in unanimously. 
1Legislative Document (1922) No. 72, p. 217, fl. 
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The 'following table shows the importance of taxes on the basis 
of the ten year period, 1911-1920. 

TABLE I 
RATIO OF AGGREGATE STATE AND LOCAL TAXES TO AGGREGATE 

GROSS AND NET INCOME AND TO OPERATING EXPENSES FOR 
CERTAIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS IN NEW YORK STATE, 
1911-192().1 

RATIO 01' AGGBBGATB STATII AlfD 

Num- LocAL TAXE8 (ExPBB88BD AS 

berof A Pl:BCDlTAGB) TO AGGBBGATB 

corpo-
rations 
included GI'OIIII Net Operating 

income income expenses 

Electric light and power companies .... 50 6.9 23.9 13.2 
Gas and electric companies ............ 22 6.3 32.9 10.4 
Gas (manufactured) ...............•.. 18 5.5 '0.7 8.2 
Gas (natural) ..............•........ 18 4.4 11.8 8.5 
Electric railways ...............••••.. 56 7.2 56.5 11.6 

Water companies were not included in the above .study. It 
appears, however, that their tax ratios would not fall below those 
shown above, with the exception of the electric railways. Atten
tion should be called to the fact that this table include.q all cor
porations in New York State with figures available for this period. 
It is not a sample; it is all-inclusive. 

If a city buys anyone of the utilities listed above, that part of 
the property lying within its own area is immediately tax exempt. 
In other words, 8 to 13 per cent of the operating expenses are 
forthwith "saved." Measured in terms of gross income, this is 
from 4.4 to 7.2 per cent, or in terms of net income, from 11.8 to 
56.5 on the basis of aggregates. This saving is immediately re
flected, however, in an equivalent loss in tax collections, which 
must be made up with higher tax rates unless of course an equiva
lent amount is transferred from the water rates collected to the 
general funds of the city. A number of cities are as a matter of 
fact making a definite transfer of this character in lieu of taxes, 
in order that tax exemption of a municipal utility may not result 
in an increase of general taxes. The subject is mentioned here 
because it throws some light on the general problem of tax 
exemption. . 

Personal Properly 
There are few problems for New York State in the future in 

connection with the taxation or exemption of personal property. 
As we have seen above in Chapter III, practically all of the tangible 
and intangible personal property in the state is now tax exempt. 

I From ~gislative Document (1926) No. 72, Tablea· ae, 48, II. 
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If a general business tax is adopted, as has beeu recommended 
time and again, the tangible personal property of unincorporated 
businesses and manufacturers will be eliminated from the tax 
roIls. While this will mean a revenue loss in those jurisdictions 
in which such property is now taxed, the gain will far exceed the 
loss. In 1925, the net gain was estimated at $6,500,000.- The 
taxation of personal property will then be no longer a problem 
in the state of New York. 

PROGRAMS OF REFORM 
There has been a great deal of discussion of tax exemption and 

very few concrete practical suggestions for dealing with the prob
lem. The most ambitious treatment of the subject is contained in a 
special report issued by the Westchester County Chamber of Com
merce in 1922. As has been indicated in Chapter II, Westchester 
County is the happy hunting ground for tax exempt institutions. 
A large share of the towns which contain an abnormal amount of 
exempt property is located within the county. Spurred on by 
this condition, the chamber of commerce undertook to find out, first 
of all, "how the whole system of tax exemption came about," and 
second, what the facts ara in Westchester County. The answer to 
the first question is found in a painstaking historical study which 
goes back to Greek and Roman institutions, and traces the evolu
tion of exemptions and privileges through the Middle Ages, and 
down through the modern separation of church and state, and the 
development of modern constitutional democracy. The answer to 
the second question is found in a brief statistical analysis. t 

Results of Historical Research. 
On the basis of the historical investigation, the following con

clusions were reached: 
"1. There is ample historical justification for the exemption 

from taxation of charitable institutions which perf-orln without 
compensation a function which the State has, from Tudor times in 
England and colonial times in this country, avowedly undertaken 
to perform, viz., the care of the poor, sick, demented, crippled, 
blind, deaf, impotent, the helpless aged and young. 

': 2. As a corollary to the first proposition, there is no historical 
baSIS for the exemption of benevolent institutions, like the Y. M. 
C. A., or of fraternal organizations, like the Odd Fellows, to the 
extent to which they perform no function which the State has ever 
undertaken to perform. 

"3. As the State progressively takes on social duties by way of 
workmen compensation laws health insurance and social insurance 
gener.ally, there is a corre~ponding weakening of the historical 
sanctIon for the exemption of charitable institutions. 

• Legislative D~l!UDlent (1925) No. 97. p. 191. 
t To:. Ea:empt_ on Real Estate A .. Incretuli .. g Menace, Westchester 

County Chamber of Commerce, WbiU; Plains 1022. Historical research by 
Philip Adler. Chairman of committee, Wi1Ii~m R. Bull. 
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,. 4. Aithough there was sufficient ground for the exemption of 
places of reliltious worship in colonial times, such ground, because 
of the disestablishment of the Church during the Revolution, now 
no longer exists. 

"5. There is sufficient historical sanction for the exemption of 
educational institutions, but not for parochial or religious schools. 

"6. "There an institution justly entitled to exemption, because 
of its charitable function, engages in other activities, such as rent
ing its premises for profit. its claim for exemption not only ceases, 
but there is direct historical precedent for taxing such an 
institution. 

"7 .. When a charitable institution derives income from fees of 
its inmates, there seems to be no historical basis for exempting it 
from taxation. To prevent va!rabondage and begging the state 
undertook to maintain only the poor and impotent, the utterly help
less. Those in a position to pay have, therefore, no claim on state 
support. In housing such inmates an institution is in no way re
lieving the state of a burden which the latter has ever undertaken 
to bear."· 

It is not to be inferred that the eommittee or the chamber of 
commeree necessarily accepted all these eonclusions. They are 
presented by Mr. Philip Adler who made the study. 

Conclusions of the Committee 
The committee on taxation of the Westehester County Chamber 

of Commerce has not presented a definite or concrete set pf 
recommendations dealing with real estate exemptions. The com
mittee did, however, render a very important service in printing 
its "Tentative Deductions" drawn from its historical and statis
tical studies. This statement is brief and is here reproduced 
with the permission of the chamber. t 

"In a state of society where Church and State are separate, chal' 
ity and education take on different form. To heal the sick, care 
for the poor, succor the weak and educate the young becomes part 
of the duty of the State. What was the Church's task now become'> 
the State's. But until the State clearly accepts the burden private 
individuals must meet it. Even before there were rich endow
ments, individuals began to perform their social duties. To the 
extent that these individuals and the institutions they established 
performed such functions, they were doing a public service. They 
were doing something which the State itself would ultimately have 
to do if it was to save itself and to grow. 

"As much a part of self-protection as war, education and care 
for the weak is today a well-recognized part of the State's duty 
to its citizens. It is, of course, obvious that the State should not 
tax its own agencies. To tax its own agencies would be to tax 
itself. It would simply take money out of one pocket to put it 

• TallJ Ezemptioll8 on Real Estate, Westchester County Chamber of Com
merce, 1922, pp. 80-8l. 

t Copyright 1922, by the Westchester County Chamber of Commerce. 
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in another. It would weaken the institutions it created. By com
mon recognition of the facts, therefore, the agencies performing 
these public services, though left under the control and manage
ment of private individuals, were accepted in qualified measure as 
State agencies. It was recognized that they were performing a task 
which the State itself should perform. The exemption from tax
ation which the State granted to them, therefore, was a partial 
contribution by the State. It was more in the nature of a subsidy 
-to encourage and strengthen them in their work. In short, the 
State encouraged private philanthropy by subsidizing it. Instead 
of taxing these institutions and then giving them direct bounties, 
it relieved them from taxation. As was said in Parliament at an 
early date: 'It (this exemption) would in effect be equivalent to 
a vote by that House of so much public money. ' " 

"This we believe to be a defensible position. Until the State re
moves from all private hands the performance of the duty of edu
cation and care of the weak, the State must recognize that these 
private institutions are in fact agencies of the State and entitled 
to State aid. 

"But something has happened in the divisional functioning of 
the State which produces an inequitable application of this prin
.iple. Under our form of government, each State has a separate 
form of government, each treats its own tax problem separately, 
and each treats its own educational problem separately. More
over, our principle of local self-government gives us a separate tax 
unit for each city, village, county, township and school district. In 
the evolution of these several units, we have lost sight of the orig
inal purpose of tax exemption and up to the present time have 
failed to analyze the practical results. Thus it comes about that 
a tax exempt institution may occupy so much of a whole township 
af; to make it impossible for that township to collect taxes for its 
own support. And the tax exempt institution in all likelihood is 
likely to be of no immediate or direct benefit to the township. It 
serves the entire State. It does something of value to all the peo
ple of the State. But the poor little township bears more than its 
share. Instead of supporting only its own poor, it is supporting a 
substantial part of the poor of the whole State. 

"So a county may become, solely because of its fortunate physi
eal location, the natural site for all the sanitaria, schools, colleges 
and like institutions of a substantial part of the State, and under 
our present system of tax exemption the balance of the property 
in the county carry the entire tax burden of county, city, and town 
administration, including police service for the protection of these 
very institutions. A school district may not find sufficient taxal?le 
property to support its school because a substantial part of Its 
taxa~le lands is given over to institutions perfqrming a State 
serVIce. Suppose the State should pick out Westchester County 
(I!-s it has, in substantial measure, done already) for all of its 

• Hansard: Parliamentary Debates, 3rd Series, LXII. 1390. 
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penal, educational and hospital institutions. These would, of 
course, be tax exempt. If 75 per cent of Westchester were so taken 
up, the whole burden of county administration would fall upon 
the remaining 25 per cent of the real estate. Would this be fair 
to Westchester' What is true of Westchester is true of other 
counties in the State. 

"So, also, suppose a county institution is located in a substantial 
part of one -township. Would exempting all this property from 
town taxation be a fair application of the principle' 

"In short, if tax exemptions are in the nature of subsidies for 
performing a State function, why should the counties suffer be
cause they happen to be situated where these institutions find 
convenient and accessible locations, and why should townships 
suffer because a county function is performed within its town
ship' 

"Again, if the subsidy in the way of exemption is granted 
because of the performance of a service in aid of the State, why 
should cemeteries (operated as a business) be exempt' Why 
should private sanitaria or private insane asylums be exempt' 
Why should institutions be permitted to sell their holdings at a 
profit after long years of State subsidies and go scot free of tax' 
Why should an entire institution organized on a paying basis be 
exempt because a small part is furnishing free service' 

"Obviously, we must develop some more equitable method for 
allowing exemptions. Our present New York law is a hodge podge 
of exemptions, which, by the simple process of applying analogies 
to analogies, has added exemption to exemption, with no basic or 
guiding principle. 

"If tax exemptions are to be based on sound principle, what 
sounder principle is there than that disclosed in this historical 
study' Let the State aid all those agencies which are performing 
a State function, leaving the counties, the cities, the villages, the 
townships and school districts free to tax all property save those 
that are performing for them local functions. Cut out all exemp
tions that are inconsistent with this principle. 

"As for exemption of church property, this concededly presents 
a problem. But it will doubtless interest churchmen as well as 
laymen to learn that church property has not always been exempt 
from taxation and that upon many occasions it was the policy of 
the Church to pay its share toward the expense of government. 

"Now that Church is separated from State and each religious 
group supports its own institutions, it may well be that churchmen 
themselves will call for a change in the law. 

"We ask these questions in no antagonistic spirit. We ask 
merely for light. We are as yet propagandists for no program ... • 

• January 1922. The Committee on Taxation was made up as follows: 
William R. Bull, Chairman; Henry R. Ba.rrett, Julius Henry Cohen, Frederick 
P. Close, Benjamin L. Fairchild and Laurence! A. Tanzer. 
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Practical Application 'of Committee Program 
The committee itself is not ready to make a practical application 

of the principle which it puts forward to control the exemption 
policy of the state. It appears also that the use of the word 
"state" is somewhat ambiguous. Does it mean government, 
including state and local agencies, or does it mean only the state 
government, excluding counties, cities, towns, and other local 
agencies' The word is used apparently with both meanings. It 
appears, however, from the context that the committee would favor 
the local taxation of state hospitals and prisons, private hospitals, 
private cemeteries, and churches. Arsenals, fish hatcheries, Indian 
reservations, and lighthouses would probably be classified also in 
the group of state agencies which render no local benefit and 
would, therefore, be .taxable under the committee's plan. It is 
difficult to say how the committee would deal with universities. 

Additional Plans of Reform 
There have been various other suggestions made with regard to 

a remedy for the tax exemption problem. Some have suggested 
that all exemptions be abolished. Obviously, this could not be 
extended to United States property. Others have limited the pro
posal so that the improvements would be exempt, but not the land. 
This is evidently the plan underlying the program of the joint 
commission on the taxation of the property of the Port of New 
York Authority.· Some have modified this proposal by providing 
for the taxation of the land at the valuation at which it stood at 
the time of acquisition. 

Another group of suggestions deals only with publicly owned 
property. It leaves private exemptions in their present status in 
recognition of the political and other factors involved. Here 
again the suggestion is made that all publicly owned property be 
made subject to taxation except, of course, that of the United 
States. Under such a plan, state institutions would be taxed 
locally to meet the costs of local government, and city schools, 
parks, and buildings would be subject to county and state taxes 
just as if they were private property. Under this plan, the cost 
of tax exemption would be spread over the taxpayers of the unit 
owning the tax exempt property, whereas now it is spread over 
the taxpayers of the unit in which the property happens to be 
located. A variation of this plan is to be found in the proposal 
that all publicly owned improvements be exempted, but that land 
itself be taxable. Both of these plans have much to commend 
them and deserve careful consideration. The matter was brought 
up for discussion at the 1926 session of the legislature through 
the introduction of a bill providing for the limited local taxation 
of the land owned by the state. t Under the provisions of such a 
bill, there would be extended to all state owned property the 

-See p. 130. 
t 1928 Senate Int. No. 809, by Mr. Maatick. 
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policy which is no ... fonowed of making the st&t~ foreot prese.ne 
locally taxa.ble and of subjecting eertain other st&t~ property to 
tlUes in s~ified areas.. t 

Still anlJther suggestion is that ~ft be & De. d6initi~:n I}[ 
pro~rty entitled to exemption. Such a definition toWd I}nIy be 
mati", after a fidd study of practiw ~ 

lI~ntion should abo be ma..Ie of the propasal to Ji..~~ tM 
cQw.:entration of exempt institutions by fixi.ng: a d",finite ~~m
age of exempt to t.ua.bte- property. within • taxing wait,. beyond 
which no prop~rty will be gnnted the pri~ of urmption. 

EZlflftpt;',y,. SlJ.o:s1diu 

Another suggestion is significant beeau...'e' it deals e.~y with 
the method of changing: from an exempt sta.tus to • Il0ne~mpt 
statu;;. It is prop'jsed that a con:.-titutional amenJment he ad.opted 
wiping out at one stroke all exemptions,. with the exception of the 
property of the ('nite..! Stilt~ and pron<iin~ that all t~ uci-:s 
levying tues upon pro~rty nQ .... eumpt shall for a peri.J\l af ten 
years rna.ke an ilnnU~ appropriation equiruent to the tlUl5 as
ses--~ and eoUt'Cted fNm such property. and pron.,!in~ fu:r'"~!' 
that after such perioo of ten yean has expirN.. taxing units may 
maltt' sueh appropriations to the 5a1!le dL~ of institutions as th~ 
may ..Iesm. but nm in ueess of the taxes et}ll~ted.. ucept in the 
ca....~ of obj",cts ff)r' whidt l~ a.uthorization fpr appropriation 
exL-sts in the constitution or statutes of the state. The aJlk'n~nt 
propilsed do~ not alter the financial situation in any p~uLt.r for 
ten years. What it doe>, however. is to ptace th~ aemptl.:>nc .... 
franklv in th~ elass of subt.idies.. For the first decade the subS~ 
art> mandatory. th~after tby &l'e' optional. eXe1?pt th.at th~ 
t:annot ueeed the tax coilffied.. rnd~r this pUn. all exempt prop
erty wout.! immeoliatdy go on th~ roils at the ~ mtle as other 
pro~rty and wout'! be taxed at the ~neral tax rate. This 1IrQnl.I 
be true of a eity park. of a printt' sehod. of a eemetery. of a 
church,. or of a state penitentiary, .And then w-oulJ. b..a in ... !ud~i 
in the local bu..Iget and tax levy for the same ynr an afpropria
tion f')r "'e.xemption subsidies." spee.ifying eacll b..andki.uy, an.l 
appropriating tht> ua~t eqtrirut"nt of tht' tax lent"d. This WQu.u 
continue for ten yean. and en!'ry one .-onld kno ... jn....--t Irow much 
in dolla.rs and ~nts the ueillption subsidies 1Iie'n' «'b-tlng the 10ft! 
eommnnity. a.nd tht' TOters could ~ to e.-timate h"w mueh ~ 
efit they were- d~rin.ng mm the sub8i.lUYM institutions. .lit~r thot' 
end of this ~riod.. the TOters of the tax:ing unit. through their ft~ 
rt'se-nt'.lti~ 1Iil}ulJ. determin~ what exemption sub;i.li~ _m~ 
to> them jm>tified each yt'ar in Tiew of the ~ ..-hicll they 
~ive-d.. and in Tiew of their other n~ and C)b~l7&tion......... For 
example. the bud".~ woold tontain an appropriation for the full 
amount of the taxes leTied agaUzst • eity park. The saJ:!lt' wowJ 

t For oli~ of "..-s ~ 5t:1tr pro~ ta.u.b .. _ oar report el It:!3,. 
Lo.giloIati ... ~ Doe1uIw .. t ,19'>..3) X ... ss. p.. l~ 
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be donl' for the city ell'ctric light plant, and the plant would be 
charged with the taxes. It might be determined that the private 
school was rendering a direct municipal service and that the city 
should, thl'refore, make an annual subsidy equivalent to $30 per 
pupil, or for each pupil admitted free of charge or at a. reduced 
tuition. In other words, the city subsidy would be based on and 
measured by service, not by acciden. as at present. It is probable 
that a definite plan of exemption subsidies would be worked out 
for application to all churches alike which would measure the 
interest of the community in its religious institutions and the 
service which thl'Y render. Excessive land holdings would become 
immediately apparent, and subsidy appropriations would hardly 
be continued. A state penitentiary would probably receive no 
further local exemption subsidy after the ten year period unless 
the local taxing unit received some advantage from the presence 
of the penitentiary. 

There are a number of weighty criticisms which may be' brought 
against this plan of exemption subsidies. If applied to churches 
and religious schools, would it not raise in our taxing units the 
ugly issue of sectarian discord! If applied to state institutions, 
would it not permit local units to boost the taxes or assessments 
unfairly because of the knowledge that the institutions when once 
established· could nut easily move away! Though these are im
portant questions, there are counterbalancing considerations. The 
present exemptions are cm,.ered by legislation, not by the consti
tution, and could be changed back and forth at eve-ry session of 
the legislature. But this is not done-, nor has it raised difficult 
sectarian issues. And in any ease, under the exemption subsidy 
plan, the appropriation could not exceed the tax collected in the 
case of sectarian institutions because further appropriations are 
prohibited under other sections of the state constitution. (Article 
IX. section 4.) It is doubtful also if there would be an" discrimi
nation against state institutions. The state could carry 'its appeals 
through the regular channels, or it could even be provided that 
the state tax authorities should be the final court of appeal. Some 
such quick and inexpensive method of appeal would probably be 
desirable to straighten out differences of opinion which may arise 
between cities and counties, or among other taxing units, with 
regard to the valuation of public property. 

Th~ Conflict of TMOrtlical and Practical Considerations 
No one can consider the problem of exemptions or the even 

greatl'!" probl~m of abolishing l'xemptions without realizing that 
thl're 19 no SImple way out. ~Iost problems of this sort can be 
solved whl'n the faets are fully known. But in dealing with 
exemptions, this does not seem to be the case. ~lany of the facts 
are now known; and, we hope, others are developed in this report. 
But e"en with this material, it is not possible to see clearly what 
course of action is to be recommended. No method of attack has 
been suggested thus far which is not so involvl'd with difficulties 
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as to be almost impossible on its face. While it is not simple even 
to work out satisfactory general principles, their development in 
concrete terms raises almost insuperable obstacles. 

There is no better statement of the difficulties of the problem 
and of the conflict of theoretical and practical considerations than 
is to be found in an informal letter received by the committee 
from Hon. Mark Graves, state tax commissioner. ?tlr. Graves has 
finally yielded to the request of the committee and permitted the 
publication of his letter. The pertinent sections are as follows: 

"I think most of u·s are agreed that in the long run it would be 
more desirable if there were no exemptions of real estate. That 
appeals to me as more businesslike. But I will admit that my 
present attitude against all exemptions is a sort of a short-eui 
attitude possessing much of the character of a cutting of the 
Gordian knot out of the difficulties. Perhaps no two persons 
would give identical reasqns for the abolition of exemptions and 
it might be well to make a complete list of all the reasons, actual 
or alleged, of why there should not be any real estate exemptions, 
and also of why there should be, The two things that stick in my 
own mind most are (1) their insidious character and (2) the 
possibility of their running away with us. They have a most 
healthy capacity for increasing at an. astonishing rate. If they 
develop their full possibilities along this line, what will be the 
result'. No matter how worthy a project may be which is exempt, 
it is always possible to think up something else just as worthy, 
and furthermore, no matter how worthy a project or an institu
tion may be nt a given time, it is by no means certain that this 
worthiness will be perpetual. 

"When we consider the last ten or twelve centuries we find a 
great many exempt properties which ultimately became greater 
nuisances than benefits to the society in which they existed. Dr. 
Henry S. Pritchett, acting president of the Carnegie Corporation 
said that 'somebody must sweat blood with gift money if its 
e1iect is not t.o do more harm than good.' A great foundation 
established to !.'l"ing our institutions of higher learning up to a 
desirable standard is undoubtedly a .great benefit. But how easily 
such an institution can be unconsciously transformed into an 
organization to l compel conformity with an obsolete standard is 
appreciated by everybody who has given the matter any attention. 

"It seems to me that the one most desirable thing to do relative 
to exemptions is to develop some e1iective methods of approach 
whereby we can get the average man to appreciate the dangers 
lurking in exemptions. If this is true then what is the most useful 
information which can be laid before that average man! 

"It must be realized that in abolishing exemptions there is 
going to be no net decrease in taxation. There will be some 
shifting but no lessening, for whatever society will save upon 
present taxable property, society will have to pay upon the pres
ent exempt property. So far 8S government owned property is 
concerned, it will be practically merely a great improvement in 
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bookkeeping. So far as privately owned property is concerned, 
it will involve a somewhat greater burden upon those individuals 
in society who are more philanthropically inclined than the aver
age. Offhand, of course, this appears highly undesirable. But 
philanthropic inclination is an insufficient basis for exemption. 
There are numerous individuals who devote their time, their home, 
and their money, in fact everything they possess to philanthropy. 
Yet we do not consider such action on their part is adequate for 
exempting them from helping to support the government in ac
cordance with their ability. In fact there is probably no phil
anthropy that is superior to supporting the government which 
maintains the orderly processess of society whereby we can carry 
on all of our activities including our philanthropic activities. 

"It would appear that the information available in the Tax 
Commission'" offices giving full distribution of the exempt prop
erty, by class of ownership, geographical and functional, fur
nishes nearly everything that is available. It would be desirable, 
if it were readily procurable, to have figures showing the total 
area of exempt property. This is bound to increase and the per-. 
centage of the total area of the state that is exempt is also bound 
to increase until the period when exemptions are abolished or 
curtailed. 

"There is another angle about which I think we are in great 
need of information but I do not see how it can be secured. There 
is in my mind the thought that in many cases the creation of an 
exempt property adds materially to the value of the taxable prop
erty. It would be highly desirable to have information of just how 
far this is true. To illustrate what I mean: Let us assume that 
the purchase and development of a park costs $200,000 but the 
increase in value of the contiguous property is $300,000. So far 
as such is the case much of the seriousness is taken out of the 
problem connected with exemptions. On the other hand, the 
existence of a hospital for infectious diseases or the existence of 
a lunatic asylum might very materially decrease the value of con
tiguous property, although the existence of such facilities being 
necessary might increase the value of the property of a much 
greater geographical area. It would be highly desirable if possible, 
to know just exactly what is the extent of the results of exempt real 
estate upon increasing or decreasing the value of taxable ·property. 

"Of course the existence of the exempt facility is an entirely 
different thing than the exemption of that facility. It would also 
be important to know, if determinable, how much of these various 
exempt properties would not have been set up if they had not had 
the benefit of the exemption privilege . 

.. It can perhaps be objected relative to the government owned 
property, which is of course the bulk of the exempt property that 
the better bookkeeping secured would involve considerable expense 
and that the benefits would not be worth the trouble. Our 1924 re
port shows approximately twenty billion dollars of taxable prop
erty and four billion dollars of exempt property. Would the taxa-
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tion of thl' four billion doIlus I)f ~xe-mpt proPftty inel\'a~ the to>t 
of as...~ing &Ild eolleeting our gt'ne-ru pro~ tax sotnt' ::!O r~ 
rent Of", unde-r the- th~ of inenasing ~tum... ...... QuId tht' utra 
cost inl"ol~ be- only a small part of that ::!'J pe-r ee-nt t 

"Thl' total cost of colleoeting: our ~ne-nl propt"rty t...x ~l"~nu~ 
in this st:lte- is pe-rhapcs S(Iml' :s.:l.llC)O.OOO. ".mld thl' aoolition of 
ext'mptloBS imroll"l' an additional $600.000 ~"t! If n.)(. ,.-hat 
part of that $600.000 would ~ in,-olwd f ..1.n,1 again.'>t th.is fi.,.~ 
what wouId bt' a fair nnrue-rical nlIDltion to pat npvn tht" re.-ult
&Ilt benefits! 

., If the statl' should rro~ to go aht'ad and l'\Xlot np a situation 
.hich has ~me l'rrstalizeJ anJ li"hich is so firmh- e5tabfuhN. in 
thl' opinions &Ild p~}udiCt!S of mo.;t of u.s "-1.' shonld' hne wry defi
nite idt:'as. and statt'd quantitatiwly or nnme-ricilly. of ..-hilt th~ 
resultant adxantagt:'S an\l \lL--ad.antages art'_ . 

"Of course much of thl' h."..ntial infor-matiun .hick it .-ouId ~ 
nice to haH~ is not proeurable. Also I appreeiatt> that simplicity 5 
pe-rhaps ne-x! to productiTity tht" chief nrtul' of a tax and it ~ 
~blt' that tht" extra bother inherent in tht" t:u.ation of propo!rty 
now eXt'mpt w.mId not be li"orth tht" kne-ti.ts exee-pt for the f~t 
that we- are only at the beginning. apparently. of the exempt prop
erty probtt'm and unI~ tht' I!Llttt'r is coDSt'natiwty hand.:.~:l n.)W 
it may dt'wlop into a major prohI .. m in,iet"d.. 

.. During: the lattt'E years mueh has be-t-n madt" of th~ filet that in 
many eases exempt propt"rty has a tenJ. .. ney of ro~ntrating in 
~iwn di:."trids... Ju...~ li"hat injury is ;;.nf.:"t'reoi by the owner.; of tax
able pro~rty. by tht" Erie- Canal or W~"t Point. or som(' roa~. 
for instam ..... king l~att'd entirely or in large- part in a gi\"l"D dis
trict! I think it would k Iell to 1i"Or~ out e."timlltt'd fi~ of 
the relatiyl" adnmtages and di:;aJl"antil~ 

"1 am satisfit'd that the tim .. has arri¥N. .il.e-n ,.-~ m;~t a. .. ~ll 
",top declaiming about est'mption...;. in ~nt'nI and Stl~-t:itut .. fiJI' 

sueh d .. damation S(Imt' aetual financial flffires in d.::;ihN and ee-~~ 
but I aho Ilrpreemte the- faet th:1t thi .. i:' .. xtremdy di1lkl.llt • 

•• Inasmuch as this is suppor:;e-d to bo,> a de-moenti(" country. the 
dt:'S.lres amI opinions of th(' rote-rs ,.hould Ilal"~ som ..... ight. Do tht' 
majority of our citut'ns pre-ft'r our prt'Sent syst;>m of e-xt'mptions 
or are tht'y against it! I think that this li"onid k important in
formation and I al;;o think that it would not ~ so di.ffi~wt to a. .. ~r
tain this matter. Fnoquently in matters of gowrn~nt the <,pi.n
ion of tht' experts and the opinion of th~ majority an- d.i.azne.tri~a!Iy 
o p pct"('(l 

"\lht'n a tax chang." is a~att'd it is dt'SirabI~ to tb.ink out in 
adY&.nee li"hat may ~ th~ administr-.&ti¥e diffiewties.. ..\Itho~~ my 
general se-1lSe is against any ~xt'mptions.. I rea.liz.!. that aIthoagh the 
matter has many as~ts of a ~t problt'm it aho ar~ to hut· 
some of th~ a..;.pt'Cts of a grt>at m~ 's-nf'St. It hitS been ~"'::re>tN 
that th~ kndi.ts re.-u.ttin!? from the taxation of JIUlly of our c~ 
(I{ ~xempt pro~rty would not oat~i.gh the disadnnt.a~ inl"Olftd.. 
rnless we rowJ ~et th~ n~mptt'd pro~rty valued at approri-
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mately the same percentage of full value as is the taxable property 
it is entirely possible that the benefits would not equal the trouble. 

"To illustrate the troubles involved we may take cemeteries as 
an example. In the first place, there is a problem dependent upon 
what contiguous lands should be used as the basis for determining 
the value of the cemetery land. Then who should pay the tax, the 
municipality or the owners of the cemetery lots Y If the latter, 
there would be a great increase in the number of entries on the tax 
roll. Then in that case what would be done where families have 
all died out or moved away ¥ Would their cemetery lots be sold 
for taxes and who would buy them and remove the present occu
pants 1 This line of questions illustrates how almost any logical 
reasoning relative to most of our exempt property leads to ridicu
lous and absurd conclusions. It is this exasperating situation th,at 
is in large part responsible for my antipathy to all exemptions. 
But if we admit it would be ridiculous to tax cemeteries then we 
are immediately confronted with the difficulty of having large 
classes of other exempt properties in the same situation. 

"Now in a way exempt properties have a character similar to 
that of highways. Whatever is the cost of the street or\ highway 
is assumed to be included in the value of the abutting property. 
So also public improvments, whether paving, curbing or highway 
grading, or whether police station, fire station, or parks may per
haps fairly be considered as having their value reflected in the 
taxable property. It is generally considered a duplication to 
include in total value the value of a farm which value is increased 
by the highway running through it and the cost of the highway. 
So also it may possibly be a partial duplication in arriving at the 
total wealth in a.community to add to the taxable wealth the val
uation of the exempt wealth. Possibly this idea may be illustrated 
as follows: Let the value of the Hudson River be assumed to be 
worth $500,000,000 to New York. If so is not that $500,000,000 
included in the value of the realty of New York and would not the 
fair economic value of the Hudson River and all of our waters be 
a duplication if such fair value of those waters were added to the 
land valuations of the state. Now is it not entirely possible, if 
not probable, that this same principle is largely true in the case of 
many of our other exempt facilities as well as of our public 
transportation facilities T 

"As above suggested it is necessary to distinguish between 
exempt property and the exemption of exempt property. We 
could still have all of our exempt properties even if they were no 
longer exempt. Unless we consider that the exempt property is 
worth more to us than as though it were devoted to some other 
purposes, we would not invest our money in the exempt project. 

"It may be asked if the general property tax is really a tax in 
rem why is not a publicly owned property possessed of this taxable 
ability equally with privately owned property. The obvious 
answer to this question is that inasmuch as the exempt property 
meets a public purpose and inasmuch as a tax is a,forced contribu-
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tion levied for the purpose of meeting a public purpose it is en
tirely unnecessary to go to the extra bother of assessing something 
which exists to meet a public purpose to raise revenue to meet a 
public purpose. 

"I desire to see the valuation of our exempt realty distributed 
between land and improvements. 

" And I would like to know the original cost of our exempt prOD
erties as well as their present value. 

"Instead of exemptions being the measurement of a taxation 
menace may they not be a measurement of social progress f May 
they not be the measurement of benefits which society is able to and 
should afford' As a matter of bookkeeping is there really "any 
more occasion for charging taxes to exempt properties than there 
would be for a railroad to charge transportation to its engineers, 
firemen, etc.' 

"If exemption should some day be all abolished it will be a 
delicate operation requiring great sagacity and involving a con
siderable period of time to permit the various houses to be put in 
order. 

"In the above somewhat rambling paragraphs I have listed some 
of the conflicting ideas existing in my own mind. I have no idea of 
attempting any last word on the subject; a final conclusion can 
probably not be rushed out, it will come more as a general matur
ing like the hatching of an egg. We must arrive at some compre
hensive understanding of the exact relation of the exemption of 
property to things in general, even if much of the information does 
not lead to legislative action." 

It is with this last thought in mind that your committee has 
presented this report ou tax exemption. We believe that what is 
needed at this stage is a presentation of facts, the encouragement 
of full and frank di'!cussion, and the concentration of thought upon 
the problems involved. Questions of tax exemption cannot be 
settled hastily or carelessly. When the time comes for decision 
there should be a substantial unanimity of opinion, and the action 
taken should be theoretically sound and practically workable. 
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APPENDIX I 

\'OLUME _OF GOVERN~lEXT SECURITIES OUTSTANDING AS AT 
DECEMBER 31, 1924* 

(000 Omitted) 
Federal SeeUl'ities: 

Class I A, Wholly Exemptt, ...... ___ . __ .. 
Class I H, Partially Exem pt+ ........... . 

$3,009,000 
18,418,000 

-----
Total Federal ..... _ ........... _ .......... _ .. _ . . . . . . $21,427,000 

Stllte and Local Securities: 
Class II, Bonds of Xew York State§.. . . ... .. $222,000 
Class II'I, Subdivisions of New York State§.. 1,675,000 
Class IV, Other States and Subdivisions..... 8,646,000 

Total State and Local. .... _ ..... ' .... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,543,000 

Grllnd Total ........ ,.................................. $31,970,000 

• Less sinking funds. 
t Treasury Department mimeographed release dated February 2, 1926 

entitled "Estimated Amount of WllOlly Tax Exempt Securitie .. Outstanding 
December 31, 192ii." This statemelit gives the total amount of whol1y 
exempt securities as at December 31, 1924, without separation as between 
federal and state and local securities. The desired separation was obtained 
according to the metho(1 olltlined in Hal'dy, Ta", Exempt Securities and the 
H1Irtaol:, p. 175. note a. . . * Ohtained from Statement of Public Debt of United States, published 
monthly by the Treasury Department. 

S Report of State Tax Commission. 1924, pp. 114-116. 
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Method of Estimating Value of Tax Exempt Sec:urilies Owned by 
Taxable Individuals in New York S\ate, Amount of Exempt 
Interes\, and Resulting Reduction in YIeld of S\ate Income Tax 
The United States Treasury Department pUblication "Statistics 

of Income," compiled from the federal income tax returns for 1924, 
contains a statement of the amount of wholly and partially tax 
exempt securities owned and amount of exempt interest received 
by individuals who filed income tax returns for the year 1924.· 
These figures are not complete, since they apply only to individuals 
reporting incomes of $5,000 or more per annum. Moreover, they 
do not include tax exempt interest received by partnerships. 
Finally, since the data regarding tax exempt bonds, as called for 
on the tax return, is desired merely for purposes of information 
and is not subject to audit by the treasury department, it is prob
able that many taxpayers neglect to supply it. 

The Treasury Department figures do not classify holdings of tax 
exempt securities by states. They do, however, show the respective 
amounts of tax exempt securities owned, and exempt interest 
received, by individuals in each income bracket, and this informa
tion makes it possible to estimate roughly the volume of govern
ment bonds owned by individuals in New York State in 1924. 
Table A sets forth the details of this estimate. 

It will be noted that the entire calculation has been made on the 
assumption that the amount of exempt interest received by indi
viduals in any specified income group in New York State represents 
the same percentage of the total taxable income for that group as 
the corresponding ratio of tax exempt interest to total taxable in
come for the country as a whole. Inasmuch as taxable income re
ported from New York State comprises such a large proportion of 
the aggregate taxable income for the entire country, it is believed 
that this method does not result in a very large margin of error. 
The amount of tax exempt interest received by individuals having 
incomes between $2,500 and $5,000 per annum has been estimated 
on the assumption that the ratio of exempt interest to total taxable 
income for this group is half as great as the ratio for the $5,000 
to $6,000 group . 

• Tn!IUI1IJ'7 Ileputment. United State. IDterDal Berm .. BtaNIice 11/ I. 
- fro- ReI_ for Jf24. pp. 12 ADd 337. 
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TABLE A 
ESTIMATED TAX EXEMPT SECURITIES OWNED AND EXEMPT INTEREST RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS IN NEW 

YORK STATE· 
Calendar Year Hl24 (000 omitted) -

; -
Pel' cent GOVBRNMIINT SECUBITIIIIB OWNED BY INDIVIDUALS TAX EXE"PT INTBREBT RECEIVED 

New York 
taxable 

E8TIMATE FOR ZBTIMATlD FOR 
INCOME CLASS income to ICNTlRJD UNITED STATES 

NEW YORK STATZ 
BNTmm UNlTJIID &TATES 

NEW YORK. STATB taxable 
income for 

entire United State an" Federal State and Feder .. 1 State and Federal State and Federal State. local local local local 

12,500 to 15,000 .......... ........ i7:7 E 1155,246 E $420,858 127,511 193,193 EI7,573 E 117,039 11,342 13,020 
5,000 to 6,000 .......... 28,334 79,110 G,015 14,002 1,387 3,200 245 566 
6,000 to 7,000 .......... 19.2 24,296 71,010 4,665 14,486 1,189 2,9~4 228 573 
7,000 to 8,000.: ......... 20.4 22,528 69,574 4,596 14,193 1,192 2,811 243 573 
8,000 to 9,000 .......... 20.6 23,165 65,728 4,770 13,540 1,158 2,693 239 555 

9,000 to 10,000 .......... 21.ls 22,939 58,101 4,8~6 12,376 1,112 2,524 213 538 
10,000 to 11,000 .......... 21.9 23,485 59,347 5,143 12,997 1,184 2,500 259 547 
11,000 to 12,000 .......... 22.0 33,137 511,641 7,290 13,121 1,567 2,55R 34.5 56~ 
12,000 to 13,000 .......... 22.3 24,959 52,104 5,566 11,619 1,260 2,178 281 486 
13,000 to 14,000 .......... 21.6 . 18,007 48,603 3,890 10,498 928 2,170 200 469 

14,000 to 15,000 .......... 22.6 24,452 4S,05R 5,526 10,861 1,122 1,930 254 436 
15,000 to 20,000 .......... 23.1 103,521 206,089 23,913 47,607 5,244 8,567 1,211 1,979 
20,000 to 25,000 .......... 24.2 111,283 168,730 26,930 40,833 4,952 7,417 1,198 1,795 
25,000 to "'0,000 .......... 24.8 107 ,261 142,148 26,601 3.5,252 4,514 5,874 1.119 1.457 
30,000 to 40,000 .......... 26.6 208,980 222,300 55,589 59,132 9,988 9,314 2,657 2,478 

40,000 to 50,000 .......... 27.9 170,247 168,159 47,499 46,916 8,387 8,276 2,340 2,309 
50,000 to 60,000 .......... 28.9 118,216 120,164 34,164 34,727 5,326 4,977 1,539 1,438 
60,000 to 70,000 .......... 30.0 125,616 112,507 37,685 33,752 6,180 5,102 1.854 1,531 
70,000 to 80,000 .......... 31.2 120,499 99,455 37,596 31.030 5,421 4,257 1.691 1,328 
80,000 to 90,000 ...•...... 29.9 82,009 71,878 ~4,520 21,492 3,616 3,018 1,081 902 

90,000 to 100,000 .......... 33.9 62,909 47,557 21.326 16,122 3,116 2,068 1,056 701 
100,000 to 150,000 .......... 36.4 276,873 183,873 100,781 66,930 12,085 7,657 4,399 2,787 
150,000 to 200,000 .......... 39.4 168,344 120,393 66,328 47,435 7,598 7,492 2,994 2,952 
200,000 to 250,000, ......... 41.7 138,883 79,407 57,914 33,113 5,994 3,147 2,499 1,312 
250,000 to 300,000 .......... 34.9 72,365 51,068 25,255 17,823 3,195 2,02. 1,115 706 



300.000 to 400.000 .......... 36.9 84.913 62.883 31.333 23.204 3.512 
400.000 to 500.000 ...•..•... 48.6 87.444 49.667 42.498 24.138 4.315 
500.000 to 750.000 .......... 46.3 110.713 79.964 51,260 37.023 5.828 
750.000 to 1.000.000 .......... 40.2 48.107 43.218 19.339 17.374 2.145 

1.000.000 to 1.500.000 .......... 57.0 26.373 31.735 15.033 18.089 1.035 

1.500.000 to 2.000.000 .........• 39.0 6.820 9.409 2.660 3.670 226 
2.000.000 to 3.000.000 .......•.. 61.9 20.802 23.362 12.876 14.461 1.481 
3.000.000 to 4.000.000 ...•...... } 49.9 55.174 97.664 27.532 2.388 4.000.000 to 5.000;000 .......... 48.734 
6.000.000 aJld over .............. 

Total. ...................... ............ 12.707.892 12.784.204 1867.490 $939.743 $126.218 

. • * B .... d on data obtained from Uruted State. Treasury Department. pubhoatlon Stahstlcs 01 Income. 1924. p. 837. 
E Note text below. 

2.552 1.296 942 
1,895 2.097 921 
3.651 2.698 1.691 
1.367 862 550 
1.157 590 659 

808 88 120 
771 917 477 

3.535 1.192 1.764 

1137.013 140.342 139.125 
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Loss on Federal Securities 
Table A does not supply all the data necessary to calculate the 

amount by which the yield of the New York State income tax was 
reduced in 1924, because of the noninclusion of interest from tax 
exempt bonds, since only a portion of the state and local bonds 
owned by residents of New York State and its subdivisions are 
exempt from the New York tax. It does, however, supply the data 
necessary to . calculate the revenue lost in respect of federal bonds, 
and this calculation is given in Table B. 

TABLE B 
ESTIMATED REDUCTION IN YIELD OF 1924 STATE INCOME TAX 

THROUGH EXEMPTION OF INTEREST ON FEDERAL BONDS OWNED 
BY INDIVIDUALS WHO REPORTED THEIR HOLDINGS 

Estimated tax 
Estimated INCOME CLASS exempt Rate of tax 

interest tax yield 

12,500 to 110,000 ..................... $5,825,000 1 per cent $58,000 
10,000 to 50,000 ..................... 12,519,000 2 per cent 250,000 
50,000 and over ...................... 20,781,000 3 per cent 623,000 

TotaL .......................... 139,125,000 1931,000 

Table B indicates the approximate amount of taxes lost to New 
York State in respect of federal securities owned by individuals 
who reported their holdings on their federal income tax returns 
of 1924. As previously pointed out, however, it does not take into 
account partnership holdings nor unreported securities owned by 
individuals. For the purpose of giving an idea of the volume of 
these latter classes of holdings, Table C is presented. This table 
is based on data compiled by the federal trade commission and 
shows the distribution among various classes of owners of the 
entire amount of tax exempt securities outstanding at the close 
of 1922.-

It will be seen from Table C that as at the close of 1922, corpo
rations owned $8,669,818,000 of federal securities. The holdings of 
individuals with incomes above $2,500 per annum, as reported on 
mcome tax returns, amounted to $3,400,000. This left $11,054,-
185,000 of federal securities whose ownership was not accounted 
for. These unaccounted securities represented the holdings of 
foreigners, the holdings of citizens with income under $2,500 per 
annum, the holdings of universities, colleges, foundations, labor 
unions, building and loan associations, religious and charitable 
institutions, libraries and museums, as well as securities held in 

*Federal Trade Commission, TIUII"tion ",wi T(I4J E:x:empt 1ncome, 68th 
CongreBB, 1st session, Senate Document 148. 

t Hardy, T(I4J Elllempt S_nUes "tad the BurtfUII,p. 51. 
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governmental trust and investment funds. Finally, a considerable 
proportion of the securities in question must have been owned by 
partnership and taxable individuals who did not report their bonds 
to the federal government. 

A reliable authority estimates the holdings of nontaxable 
organizations comprising universities and colleges, foundations, 
labor unions, building and loan associations, religious and 
charitable institutions, and museums and libraries at $152,000,
OOO.§ The same authority places the amount of federal securities 
held in governmental trust and investment funds at $482,200,000. 
This leaves $10,419,000 of securities to be accounted for on the 
basis of ownership by foreigners, individuals with incomes below 
$2,500 per annum, partnerships and taxable persons who concealed 

TABLE C 
DISTRIBUTION OF TAX FREE SECURITIES AMONG VARIOUS CLASSES 

OF HOLDERS AT CLOSE OF 1922 • 
(000 omitted) 

Other Individuala 
Banb"nd with tasable 

SECURITIES Inaurance trust busmesa incomes AU oth.r Tot,,1 companiee compaoies corpora- es:ceeding holden 
tiona S2,500t 

Federal_. _ ••.•••. SI,359,831 54,625,963 S2,6M,024 $3,400,000 Sl1,054,I85 123, 124,003 
State and loeal .•.• M3,817 937,943 248,218 2,066,000 5,700,988 8,796.966 

Total ••..••.. 112,203,648 15,563,_ 12,932,242 15,_,000 S16, 755, 173 $31,920,969 

• Baaed on data obtained from report submitted to the Senate, by the Feder "I Trade Com_on 
JUDO 6,1924, entitled T_ GMT .... E_fII 1_, 68thCongreos, First Beosion,l8enate 
Doenment 148, p. 27. 

t HoidiDgl! of individuals with incomeo between 12,500 and 110,000 estimated on basis of data 
lliven in Table A, on aBBUmption that the holdiDgl! of individual. with incomeo between 12,500 
and S10,OOO repraoented the ...... peroent_ of total individual holdiDgl! in 1922 ... they did in 
1924. 

their holdings. It is only possible to make an intelligent guess as 
to what proportion of these securities could have been reached by 
tbe income-tax, had their exemption privilege been withdrawn. 
Hardy in his book "Tax Exempt Securities and the Surtax" esti
mates that a quarter of them might possibly have been subject to 
tax. In other words, in addition to the $3,400,000,000 of federal 
securities owned by individuals with incomes between $2,500 and 
$10,000, as estimated from income tax returns, there were prob
ably some $2,600,000,000 or 80 per cent more held by partnerships 
and by individuals who failed to report their holdings. 

It may be assumed that these additional securities were dis
tributed among the various income brackets in the same manner as 
the reported securities. This means -that the estimate given in 
Table B, relative to the reduction in the yield of the New York 
income tax through the exemption of interest on federal bonds 
owned by New York citizens who reported their holdings to the 
government, must be raised by 80 per cent to obtain the loss in 
respect of all securities which might possibly have been subject to 

I Hardy, Tu Exempt Securities and the Surtax, p. 51. 
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tax. The tax loss incident to the reported holdings of individuals 
in New York State has been estimated at $931,000 for 1924. The 
estimated loss in t'espect to reported and unreported holdings of 
individuals, together with the holdings of partnerships, may, there
fore, be placed in the neighborhood of $1,676,000. 

Bonds of New York State and Subdivisions 
As previously intimated, the revenue lost by New York State as 

the result of the exemption from the personal income tax of inter
est received from the bonds of the state and its subordinate 
political units cannot be determined on the basis of the informa
tion afforded by Table A. This table gives the amount of all state 
and local bonds held by residents of the state, but for the purpose 
in view, it is desired to know only the amount of holdings in 
respect of New York State and its subdivisions. In order to obtain 
an idea of this amount, a different method must be pursued from 
the one followed in relation to federal securities. The point of 
departure is furnished by Table D, which gives the total volume 
of securities of New York State and its subordinate units out
standing as at the close of the fiscal year ending in 1924, together 
with the annual interest charges applicable thereto. 

Table D shows that New York State and its subordinate civil 
divisions paid out some $74,000,000 as interest on capital obliga
tions during the fiscal year 1924. The next step is to ascertain 
what proportion of this amount was paid to taxable individuals and 
partnerships in New York State. Since there are no direct sta
tistics covering the point, it will have to be assumed that the dis
tribution of New York State and local bonds among various classes 
of holders was substantially similar to the distribution of all state 
and local bonds for the United States as a whole, concerning which 
some information is available. Appendix I and Table A of Ap
pendix II show that there were $10,543,000,000 of state and local 
bonds outstanding for the entire United States at the close of 1924, 
of which $2,707,892,000 or 25.7 per cent were held by individuals 
who reported their holdings on their federal income tax returns. 
If the same proportion holds as regards New York State and local 
bonds, it follows that 25.7 per cent of $1,897,026,200 or $487,-
536,000 of these bonds were owned by individuals who reported 
their holdings. 

There is no means of telling what proportion of the above hold
ings belonged to residents of New York State. In the opinion of 
the employee in: charge of the bond registration books of the City 
of New York, 90 pt'r cent would not be an unreasonable guess. 
On this basis, about $439,000,000 of the bonds of New York State 
and its suodivisions wt're owned by residents of New York State 
who reported their holdings on their federal income tax returns 
for 1924. The approximate amount of interest received in respect 
of these holdings was $17,000,000. 

In order to calculate the amount by which the yield of the 
state income tax was reduced, through the exemption of this 
interest. it is necessary to distribute the exempt interest among 
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tht- TarlC'lS mroml' braal'ts. Hl'l'l' again. in the absen~ of direet 
information. thl'.l'l' is no othl'r lft(Iurse than to assume that the dil.
tribution .... s the saDll' as the db-tribution of interest Oll all state 
and lot'al Sftoritit'S OwnN by I'l'Sid('nts of New T ork State. as set 

TABLE D 
GR~ .\XD ~-rr IXDEBTED~""ESS OF ~""EW YORK STATE D-n ITS 

SlBORDIXATE POunCAL OTl'S ~-n niTE~" ClllRGES 
APPUc.uu.E THERETO-FL.~ YEAR, l!l!t 

forth in Tabll' A... On the basis of this assnmption. it has hl'l'n p0s
sible to t'OIIlpill' Tabll' E. Ihicli <;bows the approximate amount of 
I"l'wnul' Ihtch would haw hl'l'll obtainPd. had thl' $17,000,000 of 
uempt intl'l'l'St beE'Il subjed to tax. 

It will bP seen that thl' fulall'Slimatt' amounts to nearly $l5O,OOO, 
but this rmm rl'latl'S only to holdin~ rl'ported on federal in~me 
tax rl'turns.. ..\ll0IaD~ must Yl't bP made for bonds owned by 
~rships and by indiriduals Iho do not rl'port their holdin.,os.. 
~ data furnisht.d by Table C might bP used for this purpose, but 
1Il0l'l' I"E'Ct'nt figurt'S rPg8~ thl' disposition of the total wluml' 
of state 2lld 10Pal Sfturities outstanding are giTell by Hardy. and 
Ill'l' l'l'produ~ with 'ili!!:ht modifieatioDS in Table F. 
A~.~;n~ to Table F. out of a total of $9,1!1,511,000 of state 

and lot'al bonds outstanding June 30. 19"23., thel'l' Ias an unac
POunted balant>e of $3.673..000.0m of bonds w:hit'h .-ere presumably 
o..-ned by inditiduals .-ith in~mes bPlow $2,500 per annum. 
fOl"l'igners.. partnerships. and inditidnals w:ho eoDOl'al their hold
ings. As in the C'L<Il' of federal Sfturitit'S IhOSl' o.-nership eannot 
hi' at'l'OUllted for. it is only possible to guess Ihat proportiOll of 
thf'Sp bonds woul.! be tanbll'.-p.l'l' their l'3:l'mptiOll pritilege under 
the state inl'OJDe ta.x law: .-ithdraID. If.-p again use Hardy's 
guess of 2i) per eent, it would appear that for the eountry lIS a 
.-holl'. state and lot'al bonds oIlll'd by partnerships and by indi
liduak w-ho M~aled their holdings aggrE'gated some $9'~"'
~.OOO in 1923.. This sum rl'presents roughly nro-fifths of the 
amoUllt of state and loeal Sftoritit'S held bv individuals w:ho rc
portE'd their holdings Oll federal tax rl'turuS. 
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TABLE E 
ESTIMATED REDUCTION IN YIELD OF 1924 STATE INCOME TAX 

THROUGH EXEMPTION OF INTEREST ON NEW YORK STATE AND 
LOCAL BONDS OWNED BY INDIVIDUALS WHO REPORTED THEIR 
HOLDINGS 

Intereat received Rate of by New York 
reeidente with Eatimated New 

York Eatimated 
INCOME CLASS incomes above Percent distribution income I.,.. of $2,500 in of total of inter ... t on tax revenue reapeet of all New York bonda (per .tate and 

local bonda * cent) 

12,800 to $10,000 ....••.•.• 12,510,000 6 11,020,000 1 110,200 
10,000 to 60,000 •.......•. 9,864,000 24 4,080,000 2 81.600 
60,000 and over ........... 27,968,000 70 11,900,000 3 357.000 

Total ................. 140,342,000 100 117,000,000 ...... $448,800 

• From Table A. 

If we assume that the same proportion holds for the bonds of 
New York State and its subdivisions, and assume further that the 
holdings of partnerships and individuals who do not report their 
bonds are distributed among the various income brackets in the 
same manner as the holdings of reporting individuals, it follows 

TABLE F 
HOLDINGS OF STATE AND LOCAL SECURITIES JUNE 30, 1923 * 

(000 omitted) 

CHARACTER OF HOLDINGS Amount 
Percent 
of total 

Individuals reporting incomes of 12,500 or more ............ tl2,116,OOO 23 
CorporatioDB making reports to the bureau of internal revenue 1,726,772 19 
Exempt corporatioDB.................................... 1,039,723 
State investmente and trust funds........................ 481,000 
Municipal investmente and trust funds. ...... ............. 105,050 18 
Balance, including individuals with less than 12,500 income, 

foreigners, partnerships, and individuals who conceal their 
holdings............................................. 3,672,966 40 

Total ........................................... 19,141,511 100 

• Adapted from Hardy. T .... Humpl 80curitiH /lnd lAo 8_. p. 81. 
t Holdinp of individuala with inoomea between 12,800 and $5.000 .. timated on buia of data 

jliven in Table A, on .... umption that thOle holdiDgII repr .. ented the eame proportion of total 
Individual holdiDgII in 1923 aa in 1924. 

that the estimate of revenue loss given in Table E must be increased 
by 40 per cent. In other words, the final estimate of the reduction 
in the yield of the 1924 state income tax through the exemption of 
interest on New York State and local bonds may be placed in round 
numbers at about $628,000. 



APPENDIX m 

Estimated Loss of' Revenue to Federal Government Through 
Exemption from Personal and Corporation Income Taxes of 
Interest on State and Local Bonds 

Reduction in Yield of Pi!II'soruil Income Taa: 
Table A of Appendix II gives the total amount of interest 

exempt from the 1924 federal income tax in respect of state and 
local bonds owned by individuals who reported their holdings to 
the government. Since this interest is classified by income groups, 
the loss of revenue resulting from its nontaxability may readily be 
calculated by applying to each income bracket the appropriate rate 
of tax. This calculation is given in Table G. 

As will be seen, the total tax loss, at 1924 income tax rates, is 
estimated at $35,427,000. In accordance with the procedure fol
lowed in Appendix. II in calculating the loss of revenue under the 
state income tax law, this estimate must be raised 40 per cent, in 
order to allow for exempt interest received by partnerships and by 
individuals' who do not report their holdings. The aggregate 
amount by which the yield of the 1924 federal tax on personal in· 
comes was reduced through the nontaxability of interest from state 
and local bonds may, therefore, be placed at approximately 
$50,000,000. 

Reduction in Yield of Corporation Income Taa: 
The United States Treasury Department publication, "Statistics 

of Income," reports the total amount of tax exempt interest received 
by reporting corporations in 1924 at $517,209,466. For the pur
pose in view, it is necessary to secure a division of this figure as 
between interest received from federal securities and interest re
ceived from state and local bonds. The report of the Federal Trade 
Commission, Taxation D·nd Taz Ezempt Income, furnishes such a 
division for the year 1922. In that year, the total exempt interest 
amounted to $448,367,000, of which $89,596,000, or about 20 per 
cent applied to state and municipal bonds.· If the same percent
age holds good for 1924, the amount of interest received from state 
and local bonds in that year by taxable corporations amounts to 
roughly $103,442,000. Applying the corporation tax rate of 12lh 
per cent to this sum gives a yield of approximately $13,000,000. 
The total loss of revenue on account of the exemption of state and 
local securities from federal taxation may, therefore, be placed at 
$63,000,000 for the year 1924. 

• TlUHltion 11M TtIfII lkDempt I_me, p. 27. 
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TABLE G 
ESTIMATED REDUCTION IN YIELD OF FEDERAL PERSONAL INCOME 

TAX THROUGH EXEMPTION OF INTEREST FROM STATE AND WCAL 
BONDS OWNED BY INDIVIDUALS WHO REPORTED THEIR HOLDINGS 
IN 1924 

INCOME CLASS 
(00 omitte!i) 

$25 to 50 ........... 
35 to 50 ........... 
50 to 60 ........... 
60 to 70 ........... 
70 to 80 ........... 

so to 90 ........... 
90 to 100 ........... 

100 to 110 ........... 
110 to 120 ........... 
120 to 130 ........... 

130 to 140 ........... 
140 to 150 ........... 
150 to 200 ........... 
200 to 250 ........... 
250 to 300 ........ 0" 

300 to 400 ........... 
400 to 500 ........... 
500 to 600 ........... 
600 to 700 ........... 
700 to 800 ........... 

800 to 900 ........... 
900 to 1.000 ........... 

1.000 to 1.500 ........... 
1.500 to 2.000 ........... 
2,000 to 2,500 ........ _ .. 

2,500 to 3.000 ........... 
3.000 to 4.000 ..•........ 
4.000 to 5.000 ........... 
5.000 to 7.500 ........... 
7.500 to 10.000 ........... 

10.000 to 15.000 .•......... 
15.000 to 20.000 ........... 
20.000 to 30.000 ........... 
30.000 to 40.000 ........... 
40.000 to 50.000 ........... 
50.000 and over ........... 

Total ................. 

I RAT. ApPLlCAULB TO 
Interest FINAL INCREMSNT 

~:~n~Y 1---------------1--------------------
RBVlINtT& 1.088 

(Jlt~~:!~) Act of 1924 Act of 1926 
per cent Pf"r cent 1924 rates 1926 rates 

17.573 1.5 .... i:i25 S113,6OO ..... 'i,52:4<iO 4.654 ... '27:700 1.387 2 1.5 20.800 
1.189 2 1.5 23.800 17.800 
1,192 4 2.25 47,700 26,800 

1.158 4 3 46.300 34.700 
1.112 4 3 44.500 33.400 
1,184 5 4 59.200 47.400 
1.567 5 5 78.300 78.300 
1.260 7 6 88.200 75.600 

928 7 6 65.000 55.700 
1,122 8 7 89.800 78.600 
5.244 9 8 472.000 419.600 
4.952 12 11 594.300 544.800 
4.514 14 12 631.900 541.600 

9.988 17 14.2 1.698.000 1.418.300 
8.387 21 16.8 1.7Cl.400 1,409.000 
5.326 25 19.2 1.331,500 1.022.600 
6.180 29 21.6 1.792.100 1,334.800 
5.421 33 23 1.789.000 1.246.800 

3.616 37 24 1.338.100 1.615.800 
3.116 41 24 1.277 .600 

12.085 43 25 5.196.500 
7.598 43 25 3.267.100 
5,994 44 25 2,637,400 

3.195 .~ 25 1,405.800 
3.512 45 25 1.580.600 
4.315 45 25 1.941,900 
5.828 46 25 2.680.700 12.450.900 2.145 46 25 986.700 

1.035 46 25 476.300 
226 46 25 104.100 

1.481 46 25 881.400 
...... '993 46 25 .. '456:800 46 25 

1.395 46 25 641,700 

S35. 427 • 000 S2lI.525.7oo 



llPENDIX IV 

Probable Yield a' End of Ten Years of Federal and &a~ Income 
Taxes Applicable ~ In~ren Received from New Issues of 
Federal. &ate. and Local Bonds 

XlW [$SIIU of State awd Local BOftds 

The following tabulation compiled by Sanders Shanks, editor of 
the Bond Buyer. gives the total annual volume of new state and 
municipal bond issues for the last ten years: 
Year 
UH7 .•.......................•........................ 
1918 •......•.......................................... 
1919 ........••......•.........•....................... 
I~O •.............•................................... 
1921 ................................................. . 
19:!2 •................................................. 
1~..3 •............•.................................... 
192-1 ..............•................................... 
1~..s •......•.....••.•..............•.................. 
1~..a ...............•.........•........•.........•.... 

.Amol1llt 
$444,933,000 

262,819,000 
7;0,195,000 
;'3,664,000 

1,383,369,000 
1,2;9,553,000 
1,13;),167,000 
1,4-16,689,000 
1,-10-1,702,000 
1,360,003,000 

Aet.'tJ1I1ItJ Collutlble ia Rupeet of Fut.,.e State ana Local [Utles 

The gross amount of state and loeal securities in existence. as at 
Deeember 31. 1924, is estimated at $13,552,000,000.· At the rate 
at which new issues have been authorized and marketed within 
the last six years, it is coDSerrati\"e to conclude that new issues 
marketed subsequent to the passage of an act subjecting them to 
tax, would reach a volume equal to that of December 31. 1921, 
within a period of ten years. In other words, ten years after the 
enactment of a law extending the state and federal income taxes to 
eo\"er interest on all future issues of state and local bonds, the 
additional revenue collectible would equal the revenue estimated 
to have been lost in 192-!, through the exemption of interest on 
then outstanding issues. 

Reference to Appendix II will show that the exemption of state 
and local securities outstanding in 1924 reduced the yield of the 
New York State income tax by $625,000. Appendix III shows that 
the same circumstance caused the federal government to lose $50.-
000,000 in respect of the personal income tax, and $13,000,000 in 

• L"nitecI States Treasury Department. E.ti ... ,ed A ....... ' of Wloll, ,. .. 
E_pt Bectoritiar 0., .. ...,.... 
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respect bf the corporation tax. The above figures, therefore, repre
sent what New York State and the federal government would, at 
the end of ten years, annually gain by taxing interest on future 
issues of state and local securities. 

These figures, however, assume the continuation of 1924 tax 
rates. Since 1924, there have been some changes in rates. The 
personal exemption accorded under the state income tax law has 
been raised from $2,500 to $3,500 for heads of families. A similar 
change has been made in respect of the federal personal income tax 
and, in addition, the surtaxes have been considerably lowered. 
Finally, the rate of the federal corporation tax has been increased 
from 12% per cent to 13% per cent. 

If the figures given are recalculated on the basis of the new rates 
of tax, the increases in annual yield collectible ten years after 
subjecting new issues of state and local securities to tax are approx
imately as follows: $620,000 in respect of the New York State 
personal income tax j $31,500,000 in respect of the federal personal 
income tax j and $14,000,000 in respect of the federal corporation 
tax. In obtaining the above figures, the same methods and data 
relative to security holding were used as those set forth in Appen
dices II and III. Part of the computation incident to estimating 
the gain in the yield of the federal income tax is given in Table G. 

New Issues 0/ Federal Securities 
Barring unforeseen eventualities, the general tendency in feder~ 

finance during the next decade will be for a reduction rather than 
an expansion of indebtedness. Probably the only new federal 
issue to be counted on are farm loan bonds, and bond issues 
incident to refunding operations. 

The following tabulation gives the amount of farm loan bonds 
issued during the last five years, including those issued for refund
ingpurposes : 
Yeor 
1921 •................................................... 
19-22 ..................................................• 
1923 •................................................... 
1924 •................................................... 
1925 •................................................... 

Amou,,'· 
$121,940,000 
386,415,000 
392,505,000 
119,106,000 
188,225,000 

For the five year period under consideration, the average volume 
of bonds marketed was in excess of $250,000,000 per annum. It is 
extremely conservative, therefore, to assume that during the next 
ten years the average amount issued will total at least $200,000,000 
per annum. On this basis, new farm loan issues will reach a total 
of $2,000,000,000 in ten years' time. 

• BtotiBticcd Ab.tract, 1925, p. 304. 
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.All regards the direct obligations of the federal government, it 
does not appear likely that there will be any increase in their 
aggregate volume during the next decade. Such new issues as may 
be made will probably be limited to refunding operations. The 
following tabulation lists the amounts of federal isSues which 
become due between September 1928 and November 1938t: 

Amount Outstam.tUng Due Date 
Obligation. October 31, 1925 

United .states 01-- America. 2 per cent 
Gold Premium. .•.................... $48,945,180 August, 1936 

United States of America. Gold Premium.. 25,947,400 November, 1938 
United .states of America Third Liberty 
4~'. ................ ••.........•.... 2,802,473,150 September, 1928 

United States Treasury Notes........... 50,000.,000 January, 1930 

Total ............................. $2,927,365,730 

It will be noted that the only issue which might require refund
ing is that comprising the Third Liberty Loan 4%. 's which become 
due in September 1928. It is doubtful, however, whether a con
stitutional amendment permitting states to tax federal securities 
could be adopted in time to effect the terms upon which such a 
refunding issue might be marketed. It may be concluded, there
fore, that the only new federal issues which would be taxable within 
the next ten years, under a law which permitted the taxation of 
bonds issued subsequent to its passage, would be federal farm loan 
bonds. 

Revenue Collect~ole by State in Respect of New Federal Issues 
On the basis of the estimate made above, the volume of new 

federal issues will in ten years' time reach a total of $2,000,000,000. 
This represents roughly 10 per cent of the volume of federal 
securities outstanding in 1924. Assuming the same distribution 
of these bonds as in 1924, their taxability under the New York 
income tax law would net the state an amount equal to 10 per cent 
of what it lost in 1924, through the exemption of then outstanding 
federal issues. As will be seen from Appendix II, the amount lost 
in 1924 was $1,700,000. The withdrawal of the exemption privi-

. lege as regards new issues of federal securities would, therefore, 
probably yield the state a revenue of $170,000 at the cnd of ten 
years.-

t From Moody's GtWef"flWmt. ana Municipals, 1926. 
• The adjustment necessary to allow for the increase of the per.anaJ ex· 

emption from $2,500 to $3,500 is too small to require taking into account. 

6 



APPDDIXV 

OOl(PAl1lBO..."f OP AVERAGE YIELDS OP MOODY'S SELECTIOY OF 
l(O"IClPAL BO~"1l8 WITH Al'EBAGE YIELDS AS mYPlLED BY TIlE 
BO~'"D BCYEJl 

19l1 _________________________________________________ _ 
1t1t _________________________________________________ _ 
1915 _________________________________________________ _ 
U1l6 _________________________________________________ _ 
017 _________________________________________________ _ 
1918 _________________________________________________ _ 
1t19 _________________________________________________ _ 
19:J) _________________________________________________ _ 
1m _________________________________________________ _ 
1922 _________________________________________________ _ 
lt23 _________________________________________________ _ 
Im _________________________________________________ _ 
1lI25 _________________________________________________ _ 
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1_30 
1_28 
1_33 
3_97 
1_22 
I_M 
I_G 
5_20 
5_51 
1_38 
I_ti 
1..25 
f..12 

1_45 
1_16 
1_23 
I_OIl 
1_3i 
I_58 
I_50 
5JK 
5_02 
1_2l 
1_2'1 
1_2l 
1_13 



APPENDIX VI 

COMPARATIVE TAX EXEMPTIONS IN CERTAIN STATES 1 

TABLE A 
PERCENTAGE OF PROPERTY TAX EXEMPT 

Per cent 
Kind of Exempt Taxable exempt 
property Year property rxroperty to 
exempt (millions) millions) taxable 

property 

NewYorkt ....... R.eaI ............... 1925 $3,828 $19,483 19.65 
M8II8l&Chusetts .•.. Tangible ........... 1925 1,188 6,632 17.92 
Connecticut •.. ; .. Real and personal ... 1925 403 2,418 16.67 
New Jersey ....... Real and personal ... 1925 555 4,800 11.57 
Michigan ......... Real ............... 1923 516 4,720 10.94 
Rhode :wa.nd .... : Real arid personal ... 1924 101 1,146 8-.89 
Ohio ............. Rea!.. ............. 1923 659 8,063 8.17 
Minnesota ........ Real ............... 1924 145 2,390 6.09 

TABLE B 
PERCENTAGE OF EXEMPT PROPERTY IN PRIVATE HANDS 

Per cent 
Total Public Private private 

(millions) (millions) (millions) to total 
exempt 

Connecticut ....................... $403 $213 $189 46.9 

~:a~~t. .... ::::::::::::::::::: 555 336 218 39.4 
1,188 735 453 38.2 

Michigan ................... __ .... 516 376 140 27.1 
New York I ....................... 3,828 2,915 913 23.8 
Minnesota ........................ 145 111 34 23.4 

1 Figures for New York State from Chapter II of thie report. Figures for other 
states from State of Connecticut Public Document No. 52, pp. 12-13. 

I Excluding temporarily tax exempt housing, section 4-b Tax Law. 
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PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTIONS AND THE STATUTES 
OF THE VARIOUS STATES RELATIVE TO EXEMPTION 
AND NON-EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION OF PROPERTY 
USED FOR RELIGIOUS, EDUCATIONAL AND CHARI
TABLE PURPOSES 

CITATIONS TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROTISIONS 
Alabama. Art. 4, Sec. 91; Code 1923, Vol. 1, p. 296. 
Arizona. Art. 9, Sec. 2; Rev. State. 1913, p. 150; La.ws 1922, p. 301. 
ATkanlas. Art. 16, Sec. 5; Statl. 1919, p. 103-104. 
California. Art. 13, Sec. Il,~, 1%&, la; Statl. and Amdtl. to Code 1925, 

p. 2Ih'IO, 58. 
Colorado. AlIt. 10, Sec. 5; Comp. Laws 1921. 
Connecticut. No constitutional provision. 
Delaware. Art. 8, Sec. 1; Art. 10, Sec. 3; Rev. Code 1915, p. 65, 67. 
Florida. Art. 9, Sec. 1; Art. 16, Sec. 16; Rev. Stats. 1920, Vol. I, p. 84, 112, 

113. 
Georgia. Art. 7, Sec. 2, Par. 2; Annot. Code 1922, Vol. 10, p. 2221. 
Idaho. Art. 7, Sec. 5; Compo Sta.tI. 1919, Vol. 3. 
Illinois. Art. 9, Sec. 3; Rev. Stwts. 1925. 
Indiana. Art. 10, Sec. 1; Annot. Stats. 1914, Vol. 1. 
Iowa. No constitutional provision. 
Kansas. Art. 11, Sec. 1; Rev. Stats. 1923, p. 145. 
Kentucky. Sec. 170; Stats. 1922, p. 94. 
Louisiana. Art. 10, Sec. 4; Pamphlet----copy of Const. 1921, P: 82. 
Maine. No constitutional prowsion. 
Maryland. No constitutional provision. 
Massachusetts. No constitutional provision. 
Michigan. No oonatitutional provision. 
Minnesota. An. 9, Sec. 1; Genl. Stats. 1923, p. 25. 
Missi88ippi. No constitntJional provisions. 
Mil8Ou.ri. Art. 10, Sec. 6; Rev. State. 1919, Vol. 1, p. 152. 
Montana. Art. 12, Sec. 2; Rev. Code 1921, Vol. 1, p. 128. 
Nebraska. Art. 8, Sec. 2; Compo Statl. 1922, p. 90. 
Nevada. Art. 10, Sec. 1; Stats. 1920--21, p. 474. 
New Hampshire. No constitutional provision. 
New Jersey. No constitutional provision. 
New Mexico. Art. 8, Sec. 3; Stats. 1915, p. 76. 
New York. No constitutJional provision. 
North Carolina. Art. 5, Sec. 5; Public and Local Laws 1920, p. 16. 
North Dakota. Art. 11, Sec. 176; La.ws 1919, Ch. 90, p. 108--109. 
Ohio. Art. 12, Sec. 2; Genl. Code 1926, p. 39. 
Oklahoma. Art. 10, Sec. 6; Comp. State. 1921, Vol. 1, p. 20Z:-203. 
Oregon. No constitutional provision. 
Pennsylvania. Alt. 9, Sec. 1; LaWil 1923, p. 1I17. 
Rhode Island. No constitutional provision. 
South Carolina. Art. 10, Sec. 4; Code 1922, Vol. 1, p. 585. 
South Dakota. Art. 11, Sec. 6; Rev. Code 19111, Vol. 1, p. 87. 
Tenn_. Art. 2, Sec. 28; Oode 1896(1917 Ed.), p. 60. 
Texas. Art. 8, Sec. 2; Rev. Civil Stats. 1925, p. 50. 
Utah. Art. 13, Sec. 3; Oomp. Laws 1917, p. 93. 
Vermont. No constitutional provision. 
Virginia. Art. 13, Sec. 183, Subd. b, d, e, g; Code 1924, p. 98. 
Washington. Alt. 7, Sec. 2; Compo State. 1922, Vol. 1, p. 87. 
West Virginia. Art. 10, Sec. 1; Annot. Code 1923, p. 133. 
Wisconsin. No constitutional provision. 
Wyoming. Art. 15, Sec. 12; Comp. Sta,ts. 1920, p. 62. 
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CITATIONS TO THE STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

Alabama. Code 1923, Vol. I, Sec. 3022-3026. 
Arizona. Rev. State. 1913, Sec. 4846, Subd. 2, 3, 4. 
ArkalUllUl. State. 1919, Sec. 9858, Subd. I, 2, 7. 
California. Kerr'. Cyc. Codes 1920 (Polit.), Pt. 2, Sec. 3611, 3613. 
Colorado. Compo LaM! 1921, Sec. 7198, Subd. 2, 3, 4, 7200. 
Connecticut. Public Acta 1925, Ch. 245, Sec. 1160; Genl. State. 1918, Vol. I, 

Sec. 1165. 
Delaware. Rev. Code 1915, Sec. 1098; Laws 1919, Ch. 76, p. 164. 
Florida. Rev. Genl. State. 1920, Vol. I, Sec. 697, 701. 
Georgia. AnDOt. Code 1922, Vol. 8, Sec. 998, p. 246. 
Idaho. Laws 1921, Ch. 106, p. 245-248. 
Illinois. Rev. Stats. 1925 (Cahill), Ch. 120, Sec. 2, Subd. I, 2, 7; Ch.32, 

Sec. 172. 
Indiana. Laws 1923, Ch. i91, Sec. 5, Subd. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 26, 

p. 559-563; Ch. 17, Sec. 1,6, p. 56, 59. 
Iowa. Code 1924, Sec. 6944, Subd. 9, 11. 
Ka.neas. Rev. State. 1923, Sec. 79-201, Subd. I, 4; Sec. 79-204. 
Kentucky. State. 1922, Sec. 4026. 
Louisiana. Laws 1921, Aot. 109, Sec. 3, p. 233. 
Maine. Rev. State. 1916, Sec. 6, Subd. 3, 5, p. 227-228. 
Maryland. Aunot. Code, Vol. 2, Art. 81, Sec. 4, 6, 7. 
M&II8achu8ette. Genl. Laws. 1921, Vol. I, Ch. 59, Sec. 5, Subd. 3, 3a, 10. 11. 
Michigan. Public Acta 1925, No. 55, Subd. 4, 5, p. 68-69; Compo Laws 1922. 

Sec. 4003, Subd. I, 3. 
Minnesota. Laws 1925, Ch. 171, Subd. 3, 4. 5, 6, p. 165. 
Mi!l8issippi. Genl. Laws 1926, Ch. 194, p. 305; La_ 1922, Ch. 134. p. 121; 

Code Supp. 1921, Sec. 6878. Subd. (d), (f); Sec. 7049·c. 
Mi8llOuri. Rev. Stats. 1919, Vol. 3, Sec. 12753. 
Montana. Rev. Code 1921, Vol. I, Sec. 1998. 
Nebraska. Compo Sta.ts. 1922. Sec. 5821. Subd. 2. 
Newda. Stata. 1925, Ch. 163, S('c. 5, Subd. 3,4; Re\·. Laws 1912, Vol. I, 

Sec. 1396, 3842. 
New Hampehire. Public Laws 19211, Vol. I, Ch. 60, Sec. 5, p. 241; Sec. 22, 23. 

24, 25, p. 244. 
New Jersey. Laws 1925, Ch. 221, Sec. 203. Subd. 4. p. 537-53!!. 
New Mexico. Annot. Stats. 1915, Sec. 5430, p. 1543. 
New York. Tax Law 1926, Sec. 4, Subd. 7, 9, 11, 12. 
NOJ'th Oarolina. Consol. Stabs. 1919, Vol. 2, Sec. 7901. 
North Dakota. Laws 1923, Ch. 308, Sec. 2078, Subd. 6, 7, 8, p. 442-443. 
Ohio. Genl. Code 1926, Sec. 5349, 5353, 5353-1. 
Oklahoma. Comp. Statl!. 1921, Vol. 2, Sec. 9575, Subd. 2, 8, 7, 10, 11. 
Oregon. Genl. Laws 1925, Ch. 1170, Sec. 4235, Subd. 3, 4. 
Pennsylvania. Laws 1925, No. 25, Sec. I, p. 39-40; 1923, No. 360, Sec. 1. 

p. 928-929; 1923. No.6, p. 9. 
Rhode leland. Genl. Laws 1923, Ch. 58, SE'c. 804, p. 299-300. 
South Carolina. Acta 1925, No. 187, Sec. 342, Subd. 2, 2-A, 3, 9, 23, 28, 28, 

p. 283-285. 
South Dakota. LaW8 1919, Ch. 106, Sec. 8670, Subd. 2, 3, p, 87. 
TenneBBee. Code 1917, Sec. 689, Subd. 2, p, 333. 
Texas. Rev. Civil Stats. 1925, Vol. 2, Art. 7150, Subd. I, 2, 7, p. 2069-70. 
Utah. Compo Laws 1917. Sec. 5863. p. 1145. 
Vennont. Genl. Law!! 1917. Sec. 684. Subd. 6, 9; Sec. 687. 
Virginia. Code 1924. Sec. 2272. Subd. b, d. e. h; Sec. 2301. Bubd. b, c, d, e. 
Washina-ton. Laws 1925-26, Ch. 130, Sec. 7. Subd. I, 4, 5, p. 230-233. 
West Virginia. Annot. Code 1923. Ch. 29, Sec. 57. p. 425-426. 
Wisconsin. State. 1925, Vol. I, Sec. 70, 11; Subd. (4), (15), (25), (2ft). 

(27). 
Wyoming. Laws 1925, Ch. 145, Sec. 2753, Subd. 1; Compo Stats. 1920, Sec. 

2754; Laws 1925, Ch. 135, Sec. 5408. 
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PJWYISIOIS OF T1IE COllSIfiu:nOllS All» T1IE STArUDS 

AlABAMA 

Eumptio. ProYisimts 
CfMlfitlllioa.-The legislato:re shall not tax: lots, with bni1liIigs 

thereon. in ineorporated eities or Unms or 1rithin one mile of any 
Oty or tmm to the extent of one aere; and Wts WiUl buil~'"'lI 
thereon. one mile or more distant from sua eities or towns to the 
extent of fiTe aeres, .... hen WJed exelusiTely for religious worship. 

StataltL-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property, real and personaI. used exeiu.sively for religious 
worship; but property, real or perso:n.aJ. owned by any religious 
iDstitution, soeiety or eorporation, let for rent or hire or for 
use for business purposes, shall not be exempt from taxation, not
withstanding the ineome from sueh property shall be u...~ ex
elusiTely for religious purposo;s. 

IIOD-Exemption Pro-risions 

Coutil.tiura .. d St4ltatu.-Property u.;;ed for religious purpo;ieS, 
in order to be exempt, must be o~ and used exelusively for 
.sueh purposes; if let for rent or hire or for u;;e for business 
purposes. even though the ineome from sueh property is to be WJed 
eulusively for religious purposes, sueh property shall not be ex
em pt from taxation.. 

Any lots, with buildin.,"'S thereon, in tl(-e5;S of one aere in eities 
or tOYDS or within one mile ther:-of. and similar property in exeess 
of five aens one mile or more distant from any eity or town, are 
taxable on any Heesi onor one aere and fiw aens :re.-peet:ively. 

AltlZOlfA 
Exemption Provisions 

CC'iWStit.tiOJl.-Property of religions associations or in".1itutions 
not used or held for profit may be exempted from taxation by law. 

Statalu..-The following property is exempt from taxation: 
ehurehES, ehapels, and otht-r buildin"crs for religious worship,. with 
their furniture and equipments.. and the lots of ground and im
provementa appunenant thereto and 1lged therewith; provided 
rent is not paid for sueh grounds, and so long as the said ground 
and imProTtmenU shall not be used or hell for profit. 

IIOD-Eumptima Provisions 

C~il~iura .. d Stahtu.-ReligiollS property is not exempt if 
rent IS paid for grounds or sueh grounds and improVemeDts used 
or held for profit.. 
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ARKANSAS 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: churches used .as such. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: houses used exclusively for public worship, and the grounds 
attached to such buildings necessary for the proper occupancy, 
use and enjoyment of the same, and not leased or otherwise used 
with a view to profit. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes, in order to be 

exempt, must be used exclusively for' such purposes; if leased or 
otherwise used with a view to profit such property is not exempt 
from taxation. 

CALIFORNIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-All buildings, and so much of the real property 
on which they are situated as may be required for the convenient 
use and occupation of such buildings, when the same are used 
solely and exclusively for religious worship shall be free from 
taxation; provided, that no building so used which may be rented 
for religious purposes ,and rent received by the owner therefor, 
shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes, 

in order to be exempt, must be used exclusively for such purposes; 
if any building, used for religious purposes, is rented and rent is 
received by the owner therefor, such property is not exempt from 
taxation. 

COLORADO 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Lots, with the buildings thereon, if said buildings 
are used solely and exclusively for religious worship, shall be ex
empt from taxation, unless otherwise provided by general law. 

Statutes.-The following property shan be exempt from taxa
tion: lots, with the buildings thereon, if said buildings are used 
exclusively for religious worship. 

Any building or house owned by a church organization when 
used solely and exclusively as a residence, or dwelling by a ministel·, 
preacher or priest actually serving as such and the necessary lot 
or parcel of ground therefor upon which the said building is 
situate, if the assessed valuation of the same shall not exceed three 
thousand 'dollars, shall be exempt from taxation; if the assessed 
valuation of such property is greater than three thousand dollars, 
then three thousand dollars of such assessed valuation shall be 
exempt from taxation. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious worship is not exempt, 

unless used solely and exclusively for such purpose. A parsonage 
must also be used solely and exclusively as such, be owned by a 
church organization and the assessed valuation shall not exceed 
three thousand dollars; if the assessed v.aluation of such parsonage 
is greater than three thousand dollars, then the excess is taxable. 

CONKECTICUT 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: personal property owned by or held in trust within the state 
for religious organizations, whether or not incorpor.ated, if the 
principal or income shall be used or appropriated for religious, 
benevolent or charitable purposes. 

Houses of religious worship, and the land on which they stand, 
owned by, or held in trust for the use of, any religious organiza
tion, and the pews and furniture; but this exemption. shall not 
extend to portions of such houses used or appropriated for purposes 
other than religious worship or instruction. 

Parsonages of any ecclesiastical society to the value of five 
thousand dollars, while used solely as such. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Such portions of houses of religious worship as are 
used or appropriated for purposes other than religious worship or 
instruction are not exempt. 

Parsonages exceeding in value $5,000 are not exempt as to any 
excess over $5,000, and such parsonages must be used. solely as 
such. 

DELAWARE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The general assembly may, by general laws, ex
empt from taxation such property as, in its opinion, will best 
promote the public welfare. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all real and personal property belonging to any church or 
religious society and not held by way of investment. 

Legacies for religious purposes. . 
All real and personal property, except such as is held by way 

of. investment, used wholly or partly by non-sectarian charitable 
Young Women's Christian Associations. 
Ron-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.- All real and personal property held by any church 
or religious society, by way of investment, is not exempt from 
taxation. 

All real and personal property held, by any non-sectarian 
charitable Young Women's Christian Association, by way of in
vestment, is not exempt from taxation. 
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FLORmA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutwn.-There shall be exempt from taxation property 
held and used exclusively for religious purposes. 

Statutes.-There shall be exempt from taxation: all houses of 
public worship and the lots on which they are situated, and all 
pews or steps and furniture therein and every parsonage; but 
any building being a house of worship which shall be rented or 
hired for any other purpose except for schools or places of 
worship, shall be taxed the same as any other property . 

.All property of Young Men's Christian Associations within the 
state, which shall be actually occupied and used by them for the 
purposes only for which they have been or may be organized. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes is not exempt 

unless held and used exclusively for such purposes. Any build
ing, being a house of worship, which shall be rented or hired for 
any other purpose, except for schools or places of worship, shall 
be taxed the same as other property. 

GEORGIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutwn.-The general assembly may, by law, exempt from 
taxation places of religious worship. 

Statutes.-Statutory provision same as constitutional provision; 
except statute provides that places of religious worship shall be 
exempt from taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Court Decis-ioll.-Place of religious worship does not include 

parsonage in which reetor resides. 78 Ga. 541 (3 S.E. 561). 

mAHO 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- The legislature may allow such exemptions from 
taxation as shall seem necessary and just. . 

Statutes.-The following property is exempt from taxation: 
property belonging to any religious corporation or society, used 
exclusively for and in connection with public worship, and any 
parsonage belonging to such corporation or society and occupied 
as such. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Property of religious organizations, and parsonages, 
is not exempt unless it belongs to such religious corporations and 
is used exclusively for public worship or in the case of & parson
age be occupied as such. 
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ILLINOIS 
Exemption Provisions 

COAStitution.-Such property as may be used exclusively for 
religious plll"pOSeS, may be exempted from taxation; but such 
EXemption shall be only by general law. 

8tatutes.- The following property is exempt from taxation: all 
property used exclusively for religious purposes, or used ex
clusively for school and religious purposes or for orphanages and 
not leased or otherwise used with a view to profit. 

Any corporation formed for religious purposes may receive, 
by gift, devise or purchase, land not exceeding in quantity twenty 
acres, and may erect the necessary buildings thereon for the con
venience of such church or society. Provided that only ten acres 
of such land shall be exempt from taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
8tatvtes.-Property used for religious purposes, in order to be 

exempt, must be used exclusively for such purposes; if leased or 
otherwise used with a view to profit such property is not exempt 
from taxation. 

Any corporation formed for religious purposes may hold not 
to exceed twenty acres of land for its use as a church or society 
but not to exceed ten acres of such land shall be exempt from 
taxation. 

INDIANA 
Exemption Provisions 

COtIStitution.-The general assembly may exempt from taxation 
property used for religions purposes. 

8tatvies.-The following. property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: every building used for religious worship, and the pews and 
furniture therein, the parsonage, belonging thereto and occupied 
aa such, and the land on which the buildings are located, not 
exceeding fifteen acres, when owned by a church or religions society 
or in trust for its usc. 

Real and personal property owned by any Young lIen's 
Christian Association, Young Women's Christian Association, and 
Young lIen '8 Hebrew Association and which is occupied and used 
exclusively for such purposes. 

Any money or property given by will, or otherwis(', to any 
executor or other trustee to be by him used and applied for th(' 
use and benefit of any religious purpose. 

Any land, Dot to exceed ODe aere, and the improvements thereon 
owned by any church and used exclusively by it as a dormitory for 
the students of any university belonging to the state. Such prop
erty however, is not exempt from special assessments. 

All annuities payablt' by religious organizations to any pt'rson 
who haa made any gift. bequest or devise to such organization and 
which has been accepted for the purposes of such organization. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Stattdes.-In order to be exempt the property must be used for 

religious worship and the parsonage occupied as such. 
Any land in excess of fifteen acres, owned by a church or re

ligious society or in trust for its use, is not, as to any such excess, 
exempt from taxation. 

Any land in excess of one acre owned by-any church and used 
exclusively by it for dormitory purposes for the students of any 
university belonging to the state~ is not, as to any such excess, 
exempt from taxation. 

Real and personal property of Young Men's Christian Associa
tions and similar organizations must be occupied and used excln
sively for such purposes in order to be exempt from taxation. 

IOWA 
Exemption Provisions 

C onstittdion.-N 0 constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: all grounds and buildings used by religious institutions and 
societies solely for their appropriate objects, not exceeding three 
hundred twenty acres in extent and not leased or otherwise used 
with a view to pecuniary profit. 

Moneys and credits belonging exclusively to religious institu
tions and societies and devoted solely to sustaining them, but not 
exceeding in amount or income the amount prescribed by their 
charters or articles of incorporation; and other personal property 
belonging to such institutions and used solely for religious 
purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used by religious institutions and societies 

must be used solely for their appropriate objects; if leased or 
otherwise used with a view to pecuniary profit such property is 
not exempt. Land in excess of three hundred twenty acres is 
taxable as to such excess. 

Moneys and credits, belonging exclusively to religious institu
tions and societies and devoted solely to sustaining them, are not 
exempt as to any excess in amount or income over that prescribed 
in their charter or articles of incorporation. 

KANSAS 
Exemption Provisions 

C01Istituti01l.-All property used exclusively for religious pur
poses shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all buildings used exclusively as places of public worship, 
with the furniture and books therein contained and used exclu
sively for religious meetings, together with the grounds owned, 
not to exceed in anyone case ten acres, if not leased or otherwise 1 

used with a view to profit. 
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hy parsonage or dwelling owned by any church, society and 
occnpied by its pastor as a residence, together with the ground on 
which it is situated not to exceed one-half acre. 

All that portion of any building and the ground upon· which 
such building stands, belonging to any religious corporation, 
organization or society, situated under any audience or assembly
room used by such religious organization, shall be wholly exempt 
from taxation when the portion of such building so situated is 
leased or rented, and the net rents or earnings are applied exclu
sively to religious purposes. 

Real and personal property belonging to any Young Men's 
Christian Association or Young Women's Christian Association 
and used exclusively for such purposes. The exemption only to 
apply to the premises used as the home or headquarters of such 
associations. No real property of such association shall be exempt 
if rented for business purposes. . 

All moneys and credits belonging exclusively to religious insti
tutions or associations appropriated solely to sustain such institu
tions or associations, not exceeding in amount or in income, arising 
therefrom, the limit prescribed by the charter of such institution 
or association .. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Buildings and grounds used for religious purposes 
in order to be exempt must be owned and used exclusively for such 
purposes, and parsonage must be owned and occupied; if leased 
or otherwise used with a view to profit such property is not exempt. 

Grounds, with buildings thereon and for public worship, in 
excess of ten acres are taxable on such excess; and ground on which 
parsonage is situated in excess of one-half acre is taxable on such 
excess. 

Real property belonging to any Young Men's Christian Asso
ciation or Young Women's Christian Association is not exempt 
from taxation if rented for business purposes. 

Moneys and credits belonging exclusively to and used by re
ligious institutions or associations are not exempt as to any excess 
over the limit prescribed by their charter. 

KENTUCKY 
Exemption Provisions 

C01I8titutitm.-The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: places actually used for religious worship, with the 
grounds attached thereto and used and appurtenant to the house 
of worship, not exceeding one-half acre in cities or towns, and not 
exceeding two acres in the country. 

All parsonages or residences owned by any religious society, and 
occupied as a home, and for no other purpose, by the minister of 
any religion, with not exceeding one-half acre of ground in towns 

. and cities and two acres of ground in the country appurtenant 
thereto. 

Statules.-The statutory provision is the same 8S the constitu
tional provision. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-In order to be exempt from taxation 

the property must be actually used for religious worship and the 
parsonage must be owned by the religious 'society, and occupied 
as a home, and for no other purpose. 

Grounds, with buildings thereon used for religious worship, in 
excess of one-half acre in cities or towns and two acres in the 
country are taxable on such excess; and grounds on which par
sonage is situated in excess of one-half acre in towns and cities and 
two acres in the country are taxable on such excess. 

LOUISIANA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: places of .. religious worship; rectories and parsonages 
belonging to religious denominations, and used as places of resi
dence for ministers; but the exemption shall extend only to prop
erty, and grounds thereunto appurtenant, used for the above pur
poses, and not leased for profit or income. 

Statutes.-The statutory provision is the same as the consti
tutional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property belonging to religious 

corporations used for religious worship, rectories and parsonages 
must be used for such purposes only, if leased for profit or income 
such property is not exempt from taxation. 

MAINE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision_ 
Statues.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: houses of religious worship including vestries, and the pews 
and furniture therein; property held by a religious society as a 
parsonage, not exceeding six thousand dollars in value and from 
which no rent is received, and personal property not exceeding 
six thousand dollars in value. But all other property of any 
religious society, both real and personal, is liable to taxation the 
same as other property. 

Non-Exemption Provisions' 
Statutes.-A parsonage exceeding six thousand dollars in va]ul' 

is not exempt as to such excess but is tua,ble thl'reon. If any rent 
ill received from a parsonage it is not exempt but becomes subjert 
to taxation. Personal property of a religious society exceedipg 
six thousand dollars in value is not exempt as to such excess. 
All other property of any religious society, both real and personal, 
ie liable to taxation the same as other property. 
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MARYLAND 
Exemption Provisions 

C01lstitutio1l.-No constitutional provision. 
8tatutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: houses or buildings used exclusively for public worship, the 
furniture contained therein, the parsonage connected therewith, 
the grounds appurtenant to such houses of worship and the build
ings which are exclusively lised for public worship or as parson
ages and which are necessary for such respective uses. 

Burying grounds which are set apart for and belong to any 
church or congregation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
8tatutes.-Pro'perty used for public worship or for a parsonage 

is not exempt unless used exclusively for such purposes. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Exemption Provisions 

C01lstitutio-n.-No constitutional provision. 
8tatutes.-The following property shall be exempt from ~a

tion: houses of religious worship owned by or held in trust· for 
the use of, any religious organization, and the pews and furniture; 
but the exemption shall not extend to portions of SIlch houses 
appropriated for purposes other than religious worship or 
instruction. 

Personal property owned by or held in trust within the com
monwealth for religious organizations, whether or not incorpo
rated, if the 'principal or income is used or appropriated for 
religious, benevolent or charitable purposes. 

Personal property held by religious societies, whether incorpo
rated or unincorporated, for the perpetual care of graves, cemetery 
lots and cemeteries, for the placing of flowers upon graves, for the 
care or renewal of gravestones, momnnents or tombs, and for the 
care and maintenance of burial chapels; but this exemption shall 
not apply to any such personal property held by a cemetery cor
poration which distributes any of the income or profits of its 
business among its stockholders or members. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statues.-Such portions of houses of religious worship as are 

appropriated for purposes other than religious worship or instruc
tion shall not be exempt from taxation. 

The principal or income of personlll property owned by or held 
in trust for religion!; organizations is not exempt unles.'1 it is used 
for religious, benevolent or charitable purposes. 
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MICHIGAN 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
8tatutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: all houses of public worship, with the land on which they 
stand, the furniture therein and all rights in the pews, and also 
any parsonage owned by any religious society of the state and 
occupied as such. 

Personal property of all Young Men's Christian Associations, 
Women's Christian Temperance Union Associations, Young 
People's Christian Unions and other similar associations. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-A parsonage is not exempt unless it is owned by a 

religious society and occupied as such. 

MINNESOTA 
Exemption .Provisions 

Constitution.-AU churches, church property and houses of 
worship shall be exempt from taxation. 

Sfatutes.-The statutory provision is the same as the consti
tutional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-There appears to be no prOVISIon 

of the statutes affecting the exemption of religious property, if 
such property should be used for other than religious purposes. 

MISSISSIPPI 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: all property, real or personal, belonging to any religious 
society and used exclusively for the purpose of such society, and 
not for profit. 

All notes, bonds, and certificates of indebtedness issued by any 
church or church organization located in the state, are exempt 
from aU state, county and. municipal taxes. 

Any religious society, ecclesiastical body or congregation may 
hold and own at anyone place, the following real property exempt 
from taxation but no other. 

1. Each house or building .used as a place of worship with a 
reasonable quantity of ground annexed thereto. 

2. Parish house, community house, Sunday school house, or 
houses of a similar nature, as may be reasonably necessary 
together with a reasonable quantity of ground thereto annexed. 

3. Each house used for a place of residence for its pastor, 
minister, bishop or· representative in charge of a district, con
ference or convention, together with a reasonable quantity of 
ground thereto annexed. 
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4. All buildings used for a camp ground or assembly for 
religious purposes, together with a reasonable quantity of land 
in connection therewith. 

5. A hospital or infirmary and a nurses home in connection 
therewith, together with a reasonable quantity of ground thereto 
annexed. 

6. All buildings used by a school, college or a seminary of 
learning, contiguous to or a part of the college or seminary plant, 
for administration, class room, laboratories, observatories, dormi
tories, and for housing the faculty and students together with a 
reasonable quantity of land in connection therewith. 

7. All buildings used for an orphan asylum or institution 
togther with a reasonable quantity of ground used in connection 
therewith. 

8. Lands for a cemetery or cemeteries of sufficient dimensions. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes, in order to be 

exempt, must belong to a religious society and be used exclusively 
for such purposes; if such property is used for profit it is not 
exempt from taxation. 

MISSOURI 
Exemption Provisions 

COMntutioft.-Lots in incorporated cities or towns or within 
one mile of the limits of any such city or town, to the extent of 
one acre, and lots one mile or more distant from such cities or 
towns, to the extent of five acres, with the buildings thereon, may 
be exempted from taxation, when the same are used exclusively 
for religious worship. 

Statutes.-The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision, except that the statutes provide that such prop
erty shall be exempt. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
COMtitutioft aM Statutes.-AnY lots, with buildings thereon 

used for religious purposes, in excess of one acre in cities or 
towns or within one mile thereof, and similar property in excess 
of five acres one mile or more distant from any city or town, are 
taxable on any excess over one acre and five acres respectively. 

MONTANA 
Exemption Provisions 

C07I3titution.-Property used exclusively as places for actual 
religious worship may be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-Property used exclusively as places of actual religious 
worship is exempt from taxation, but no more land than is neces
sary for such purposes is exempt. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

OMt8titutioa tlnd Statutes.-Property used for religious pur· 
poses i. not exempt unless it is used exclusively for such purposes; 
and no more land than is necessary for BIlch purposes is exempt. 
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NEBRASKA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature by general law may exempt prop
erty owned and used exclusively for religious purPoses, when such 
property is not owned or used for financial gain or profit to either 
the owner or user. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion; property owned and used exclusively for religious purposes, 
when such property is not owned or used for financial gain or 
profit to either the owner or user. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property used for religious pur

poses, in order to be exempt, must be owned and used exclusively 
for such purposes; if owned or used for financial gain or profit 
to either the owner or user, such property is not exempt. 

NEVADA 
Exemption Provisions 

CoMtitutiofl.-No constitutional provision on exemption of 
religious property as such. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: churches, chapels and other buildings used for religious 
worship, with their furniture and equipments, and the lots of 
ground on which they stand, used therewith and necessary 
thereto; when any such property is used exclusively for any 
other than church purposes, and a rent or other valuable con
sideration is received for its use, the same shall be taxed. 

Young Men's Christian Association buildings with their furni
ture and equipments, and the lots of ground on which they stand, 
used therewith and necessary thereto; when any such property 
is used for any other than Young Men's Christian Association 
purposes, and a rent or other valuable consideration is reeeived 
for its use, the same shall be taxed. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-When any property is used exclusively for any other 

than ehurch purposes, and a rent or other valuable eonsideration 
is received for its use it shall not be exempt from taxation. 

Property of Young Men's Christian Associations when USf'd 
for any other than the purposes of such association, and a rent or 
other valuable consideration is received for its use, it shall not be 
exempt from taxation. 

NEW HAMPSHmE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional proyision. 
8tatutes.-The following property shall be exemp~ from ~axa-

tion: houses of public worship. _ 
The personal property of religious societies, incorporated or 

organized within the state, and the real estate owned and occupied 
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by them and their officers for the purposes for which they are 
established, provided none of the income or profits of the business 
of such societies is divided among the stockholders or members, 
or is used or appropriated for other than religious purposes. 

Parsonages occupied by pastors of churches. 
In the case of each religious society the exemption is limited 

to $150,000. 
Towns may increase the exemption of $150,000 to such an 

amount as they may vote, by a majority of those present at any 
regular town meeting; and cities are authorized to increase such 
exemptions to such an amount as the city government may vote 
and the mayor approve. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutel.-The property of religious societies is not exempt 

from taxation if any of the income or profits of the business of 
such society or corporation is divided among the stockholders. or 
members, or is used or appropriated for other than religious 
purposes. 

Each religious society is limited to an exemption of $150,000; 
but any excess is taxable unless cities or towns vote to increase 
mch exemption. 

NEW JERSEY 
Exemption Provisions 

Comtitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-There shall be exempt from taxation: all buildings 

actually and exclusively used for religious worship or for religious 
purposes; and the building actually occupied as a parsonage by 
the officiating clergymen of any religious corporation of the state 
to an amount not exceeding $5,000. 

'There shall also be exempt from taxation the land whereon 
any of the buildings are erected, and which may be necessary for 
the fair enjoyment thereof, and which is devoted to religious and 
to no other purpose, and which does not exceed five acres in extent. 

There is further exempt from taxation the furniture and per
sonal property in 81lch buildings, if used in and devoted to religi
ous purposes. 

The buildings and the land on which they stand, :used for re
ligious purposes, are not exempt if conducted for. profit. 

The exemption of the buildings and lands used. for religious 
purposes shall extend to eases where the religious work therein 
carried on is supported partly by fees and charges received from 
or on behalf of beneficiaries using or occupying the building; the 
building, however, must be wholly controlled by a religious or
ganization and the entire income therefrom. used for religious 
purposes. 

The exemption to apply only where the religious organization 
owns the property and is incorporated or organized under the 
laws of the state for religious purposes. 
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All endowments and funds held and administered exclusive!, 
for religious purposes within the state shall be exempt from 
taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes, in order to be 

exempt, must be actually and exclusively used for such purposes; 
if conducted or used for profit such property is not exempt. 

A building actually occupied as a parsonage is exempt to an 
amount not exceeding $5,000 ; any excess over the $5,000 is taxable. 

Land, with the buildings thereon devoted to religious purposes, 
in excess of five acres is taxable on such excess. 

NEW MEXICO 
Exemption Provisions 

Comtitution.-All church property shall be exempt from 
taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: the grounds and buildings of religious . institutions and 
societies, when the property of such institutions and societies shall 
be devoted exclusively to the appropriate objects of such institu
tions and not leased or rented or otherwise used with .a view to 
pecuniary profit. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes, in order to be 

exempt, must be devoted exclusively to such purposes; if leased 
or rented or otherwise used with a view to pecuniary profit such 
property is not exempt from taxation. 

NEW YORK 
Exemption Provisions 

Con.~titution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: the real and personal property of a corporation or associa
tion organized exclusively for religious, bible, tract or missionary 
purposes, or for two or more such purposes, and used exclusively 
for carrying out thereupon one or more of such purposes. 

But no such corporation or association shall be entitled to any 
such exemption if any officer, member or employee thereof shall 
receive or may be lawfully entitled to receive any pecuniary profit 
from the operations thereof; e~ept reasonable compensation for 
services in effecting one or more of such purposes; or if the or
ganization thereof for any such avowed purposes be a guise or 
pretense for directly or indirectly making any other pecuniary 
profit for such corporation or association or for any of its members 
or employees, or if it be not in good faith organized or conducted 
exclusively for one or more of such purposes. 

The real property of any such corporation or association entitled 
to such exemption held by it exclusively for one or more of such 
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purposes and from which no rents, profits or income are derivetl, 
shall be 80 exempt, though not in actual use thereof. by reason of 
the absence of suitable buildings or improvements thereon, if the 
construction of such buildings or improvements is in progress, 
or is in good faith contemplated by such corporation or association; 
or if such real property is held by such corporation or association 
upon condition that the title thereto shall revert in case any build
ing not intended and suitable for one or more of such purposes 
shall be erected upon said premises or some part thereof. 

The real property of any such corporation not to be used ex
clusively for carrying out thereupon one or more of such purposes, 
shall not be exempt, but if a portion only of any lot or building 
of any such corporation or .association is uiled exclusively for 
carrying out thereupon one or more such purposes of any such 
corporation or .association, then such lot or building shall be so 
exempt only to the extent of the value of the portion so used, 
and the remaining or other portion, to the extent of the value of 
such remaining or other portion, shall be subject to taxation. 

Property held by any officer of a religious denomination shall 
be entitled to the same exemptions, subject to the same conditions 
and exceptions, as property, held by a religious corporation. 

All dwelling-houses and lots of religious corporations while 
actually used by the officiating clergymen thereof, 'but the total 
amount of such exemption to anyone religious corporation shall 
not exceed two thousand dollars. Such exemption shall be in addi
tion to that allowed on the real and personal property of corpora
tions, or associations organized exclusively for religious purposes. 

An exemption from taxation shall be allowed the real and per
sonal property of a minister of the gospel or priest of any denomi
nation being an actual resident and inhabitant of the state, who 
is engaged in the work assigned to him by the church or denomina
tion to which he belongs, or who is disabled by impaired health 
from the performance of such duties, or over seventy years of age, 
and the property of the widow of such minister while she remains 
such and is an actual resident· and inhabitant of the state, but 
the total amount of such exemption on account of both real and 
personal property, shall not exceed fifteen hundred dollars. Such 
real and personal property shall, however, be taxable for water 
or lighting purposes only in any water or lighting district estab
lished under the provisions of the town law. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes is not exempt, 

unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
Further, there shall be no exemption from taxation allowed a 

corporation or association organized exclusively for religious, 
bible, tract or missionary purposes, if any officer, member or em
ployee thereof shall receive or may be lawfully entitled to receive 
any pecuniary profit from the operation thereof, except reasonable 
compensation for services in effecting one or more of such purposes; 
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or if the organization thereof for any such avowed purpose be a 
guise or pretense for directly or indirectly making any other 
peeuniary profit for such corporation or association, or for any of 
its members or employees, or if it be not in good faith, organized 
or conducted exclusively for one or more of such purposes. 

The real property of any corporation organized exclusively for 
religious, bible, tract or missionary purposes and not used ex
clusively for carrying out thereupon one or more of.such purposes 
but leased or otherwise used for other purposes, $,all not be exempt 
from taxation; but if a portion only of any lot or building of any 
such corporation or association is used exclusively for carrying 
out there upon one or more such purposes of any such corporation 
or association, then such lot or building shall be so exempt only to 
the extent of the ",alue of the portion so used, and the remaining 
or other portion, to the extent of the ",alue of such remaining or 
other portion shall be subject to taxation. 

Parsonages, which exceed the exemption of $2,000, are taxable 
on the amount of such excess.. 

Real and personal property, owned by any priest or minister 
or widow of such minister, which exceeds in amount the exemption 
of $1,500 is taxable on such excess. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutiofl.-The general assembly may exempt property held 
for religious purposes. 

Statutes.-The following real and personal property shall be 
exempt from taxation: buildings, with the land they actually 
occupy, lawfully owned and held by churches or religious bodies 
and wholly and exclusi",ely used for religious worship or for 
the residence of the minister of any church or religious body, 
together with the additional adjacent land reasonably neeessary 
for the convenient use of any such buildings. The occasional leas
ing of such buildings for schools, public lectures, or concerts, or 
the leasing of such parsonages, shall not render them liable to 
taxation; also buildings and land upon which is situate, lawfully 
owned and held by churches or religious bodies, wheD. secured 
through gift by will, and when the income from said property is 
used exclusively for religious, charitable or benevolent purposes, 
and wheD. said income does not excet'd twenty-fi",e hundred dollars 
annually. 

Real estate belonging to and actually and exclusi",ely occupied 
and used by Young Men's Christian As.."OCiations and other similar 
religious associations, which are not ronducted for profit, but 
purely and completely as charities. 

The furniture and furnishings of buildings lawfully owned and 
held by churches or religious bodies and wholly and exclwlively 
used for religious worship or for the residence of the ministers 
of any such church or religioua body or such ministers' private 
liltraries. 
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Personal property, including endowment fund, belonging to 
Young Men's Christian Associations and other similar religious 
&S.'lOciations, which are not conducted for profit, but purely and 
completely as charities. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes, is not exempt, 

unless, owned and used wholly and exclusively for such purposes. 
The occasional leasing of such property for schools, lectures or 
concerts or the leasing of the parsonage shall not render them liable 
to taxation. . 

The income from buildings and land owned and held by churches 
or religious bodies, when secured through gift by will, is not exempt 
from taxation as to such income in excess of twent-y-five hundred 
dollars annually. 

Real and personal property of Young Men's Christian Associa
tions and other similar religious associations is not exempt from 
taxation, if such assoeiations are conducted for profit. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

Comtitvno----Property used exclusively for religious purposes 
shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statvtu.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
All houses used exclusively for public worship, and lots or parts 
of lots upon which such houses are erected; also dwelling belong. 
ing to religious organizations intended and ordinarily used for the 
rt'Sidenee of the bishop, priest or rector, or other minister in charge 
of the services of the church, together with the lots upon which 
the same are sitnated. 

Non.Exemption Provisions 
Statutu.-Property used for religious purposes is not exempt, 

unless used exclusively for such purposes. Pars:Jnages must also be 
used for the purpose for which they are intended. in order to be 
exempt from taxation. 

omo 
Exemption Provisions 

Comtitvtiml.-Houses used exclusively for public worship may, 
by general laws, be exempted from taxation. 
.8tatules.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tIon: Houses used exclusively for public 'Worship, the books and 
furniture therein and the ground attached to such buildinga neces
sary for the proper occupancy. use and enjoyment thereof, and 
not leased or otherwise used with a view to profit. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
8tatules.-Property used for religious purposes, in order to 1M! 

exempt, must be used exclusively for such purposes; if such prop
erty is leased or otherwise used with a view to profit it is not 
exempt from taxation. 
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OKLAHOMA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutilm.-All property used exclusively for religious pur
poses shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: All property and the mortgages on same used exclusively 
for religious purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
~~tatutes.-Property used for religious purposes is not exempt, 

unless used exclusively for such purposes. 

OREGON 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: all houses of public worship and the lots on which they are 
situated, and the pews or slips and furniture therein; but any 
part of any buildings, being a house of public worship, which shall 
be kept or used as a store or shop, or for any other purpose, 
except for public worship or for schools, shall be taxed upon the 
cash valuation thereof; the same as personal property, to the 
owner or occupant, or to either. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Any part of any building, being a house of public 

worship, which shall be kept or used as a store or shop, or for any 
other purpose, except for public worship or for schools, shall be 
taxed upon the cash valuation thereof, the same as personal prop
erty, to the owner or occupant, or to either. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The general assembly may, by general laws, 
exempt from taxation actual places of religious worship. 

Statutes.-All churches, meeting houses, or other regular places 
of stated worship, with the ground thereto annexed necessary for 
the occupancy and enjoyment of the same, shall be exempted from 
all and every county, city. borough, township, bounty, road, 
school and poor tax: provided, That all property, real or personal, 
other than that which is in actual use and occupation for the pur
poses aforesaid, and from which any income or revenue is derived, 
shall be subject to taxation, except where exempted by law, for 
state purposes, and nothing herein contained shall exempt same 
therefrom. All property, real and personal, in actual use and 
occupation for, the above purposes, shall be subject to taxation, 
unless the person or persons, association or corporation, so using 
and occupying the same, shall be seized of the legal or equitable 
title in the realty and posser:;sor of the personal property absolutely. 
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NOD-Exemption Provisions 
8tatutes.-All property, real or personal, other than that which 

is in actual use and occupation for church purposes, and from 
which any income or revenue is derived, shall be subject to taxa
tion, except where exempted by law, for state purposes. 

Further, all property, real and personal, in actual use and occu
pation for church purposes, shall be subject to taxation, unless the 
person ·or persons, I18socia~ion or corporation, so. using !IDd. occu
pying the same, shall be seIzed of the legal or eqUItable title In the 
realty and possessor of the personal property absolutely. 

RHODE ISLAND 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-:-No constitutional provision. 
8tatutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: buildings for religious worship and the land upon which they 
stand and immediately surrounding the same, to an extent ;not ex
ceeding one acre, so far as such buildings and land are occupied 
and used exclusively for religious purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
8tatutes.-Property used for religious purposes is not exempt 

unless occupied and used exclusively for such purposes. 
Land, with buildings thereon, used for religious worship, in ex

cess of one acre is taxable on such excess. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-There shall be exempted from taxation all 
churches and parsonages. As to real estate the exemption shall 
not extend beyond the buildings and premises actually occupied 
by such churches and parsonages. 

8tatuteB.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: All houses used exclusively for public worship, the books an~ 
furniture therein, and the ground actually occupied by them, not 
exceeding in any case two acres, and the parsonage and lot on 
which it is situated, so long as no income is derived therefrom. 

All 'property, real and personal, owned by any organized relig
ious society or denomination and used exclusively for the publi
cation of a religious newspaper or other religious publication or 
publications, and all lands and buildings and the contents thereof 
that may be owned by any religious society or denomination and 
used exclusively for the convenience of any activities, or work of 
such society or denomination. Provided, that the lands exempted 
shall in no single case exceed two acres. . 

All houses, together with the grounds occupied by them, not 
exceeding in any case three acres, together with books, furniture, 
and appurtenances therein, belonging to any Young Men's Chris
tian Association in the State and used by them for the purpo'lles 
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of, or in support of, such association. All premises belonging t( 
any Young Women's Christian Association or to the SalvatioI 
Army in the State and used by them for the purpose of, or in sup 
port of, such association or army. The exemption from taxatioI 
is not to ap'Ply to such portions of any buildings as may be rentec 
for other purposes. 
Non.Exemption Provisions 

Constitution and Statutes.-Property used for religious pur 
poses is not exempt, unless used exclusively for such purposes, anc 
no land, occupied by houses of public worship in excess of tW( 
acres, is exempt. Further if any income is derived from sucl 
property it is not exempt. 

In the case of the Young Men's Christian Association the YOUll~ 
Women's Christian Association and the Salvation Army, the ex 
emption shall not apply to such portions of the buildings as ma~ 
be rented for other 'Purposes, nor to any land occupied by sud 
organizations in excess of three acres. 

Land, owned and occupied by any organized religious societ~ 
for the pUblication of a religious newspaper or other religiow 
publications, if in excess of two acres it is not exempt as to sue! 
excess. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature shall, by general law, exemp' 
from taxation, property used exclusively for religious purposes. 

Statut,g.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa 
tion : All property belonging to any religious society, or usee 
exclusively for religious purposes. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes is not exemp1 
unless it belongs to a religious society and is used exclusively fOl 
such purposes. 

TENNESSEE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature may exempt from taxation sud 
property as may· be held and used for purposes purely religions 

Statuteg.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa 
tion: All property belonging to any religious institution wheI 
used exclusively for the purpose for which such institution wa! 
created, or is unimproved and yields no income. All property be 
longing to such institution· used in secular business and compet
ing with a like business that pays taxes to the State shall be tax~c 
on its whole or partial value in proportion as the same may bE 
used in competition with secular business. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-In order to be exempt from taxation the propert, 
belonging to any religious institution must be used exclusively fOl 

such purpose, or be unimproved and yield no income. Any 01 
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such property, used in secular business in competition with a like 
business that pays taxes to the State, shall be taxed on its whol~ 
or partial value in proportion as the same may be used in compe
tition with seeular business. 

hemplioD ProvisioDs 
COtUtittdiorL-The legislature may, by general laws, exempt 

from taxation aetual places of religious worship; also the endow
ment funds of institutions of religion not used with a view to 
profit. When such endowment funds are invested in bonds or 
mortgages, or in land or other property which has been and shall 
hereafter be bought in by such institutions under foreclosure sales 
made to satisfy or protect such bonds or mortgages. then such ex
emption of such land and property shall continue only for two 
years after the purchase of the same at such sale by such institu
tiODB and no longer. 

Stattltu.-The following property shall be exempt from tax
ation: Houses used exclusivcly for public worship, the books and 
furniture therein and the grounds attached to such buildings 
neees>&ry for the proper occupancy, use and enjoyment of the 
same. and not leased or otherwise used with a view to profit. 

All endowment funds of institutions of religion not used with a 
view to profit, and when the same are invested in bonds or mort
gages or in land or other property which has been or shall here
after be bought in by such institutions under foreclosure sales 
made to satisfy or protect such bonds or mortgages; provided, that 
such exemption of such land and property shall continue for'two 
yean after the purchase of the same at such sale by such insti
tutions and no longer. 

Young Men's Christian Association Buildings and Young W 0-

men's Christian Association. Bui.ldin..'"S, used exclusively for the 
purpose of furthering religious work, and acting under the ap
proval and cooperation of the State and International Young 
Men's Christian .Association committees and the Young Women's 
ChriiItian Association committees, the books and furniture con
tained in such buildings, and the grounds attached thereto neces
sary for the proper occupancy of such buildings, use and enjoy
ment of the same, and not leased or otherwise used witb a .view to 
profit other than for the purpose of' maintaining the buildings 
and .Association, and all endowment funds of the above mentioned 
religious institutions not used with a view to profit, but for the 
purpose of maintaining the .Association and' buildings in doing , 
religious work. 

Kon.hemp\ion Provisions 
Corutittlliow au Stat"tu.-Property used for religious PU'

poses, in order to be exempt, must be used exclusively for such 
purposes; if leased or otherwise used with a view to profit suth 
property is not exempt from tuation. 
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In the case of endowment funds of religious institutions in
vested in bonds or mortgages, or in land or other property whi.eh 
has been or shall hereafter be bought in by BUCh institutions under 
foreclosure sales made to satisfy or protect BUCh bonds or mort
gages, the exemption of such land and property shall eontinue 
only for two years after the purehase of the same at aneh sale. 

trl'AB 
Exemption Provisions 

COfIStitt&tioA.-There shall be exempt from taxation lots with 
the buildings thereon used exclusively for religious worship. 

Btahdu.-The statutory provision is the same as the eonstitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
COfUfittdioA alld Btat,,(u.-Property used for religious pur

poses is not exempt, unless used exclusively for sueb purposes. 

Exemption Provisions 
CfJfUfitllfioA.-No constitutional provision. 
Btat.tu.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: real and personal estate granted, sequestered or used for 
pious uses. Lands leased by towns for the support of the gospel. 

Tbe church edifice, a parsonage and. the outbuildings of such 
church edifice or parsonage, a building used as a eonvent or sehooI. 
lands adjacent to such edifice, parsonage, and eonvent or sehooI. 
kept and used as a lawn, playground or garden. and the so-called 
glebe lands. 

Buildings owned and occupied by a Young lIen'8 Christian 
.Association for the purposes of its work and the ineome of which 
is entirely used for such purposes, and in which nch assoeiation 
JO&intains a free public reading room. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btattdu.-Property used for religious purposes is not exempt, 

unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
Young Men'8 Christian A.ssoeiations must own and oeeupy their 

buildings in order to be exempt from taxation. 

Exemption Provisions 
COfIStitutioA.-Tbe following property shall be exempt from tax

ation, both state and loea), but the general aaembly may hereafter 
tax any of the property hereby exempted: buildings with land 
they actually occupy, and the furniture and furnishings therein 
lawfully owned and held by churches or religious bodies, and 
wholly and exclusively used for religious worship, or for the resi
dence of the minister of any such chureb or religious body, to-
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gether with the additional adjacent land reasonably necessary for 
the eonvenient use of any such building. 

Real estate belonging to, actually and exclusively occupied, and 
used by, and personal property, including endowment funds, be
longing to Young Men'8 Christian Associations, and other simi
lar religious associations. 

Whenever any building or land, or part thereof, used for reli
gious purposes, shall be leased or shall be a source of revenue or 
profit. all of such buildings and land shall be liable to taxation 
as other land and buildings in the same county, city or town. 

8tatute •. -The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
ConstituJion and 8tatute •. -Real and personal property used 

for religious purposes, is not exempt from taxation unle&9 such 
property is lawfully owned and used exclusively for such pur
poses. Whenever any building or land, or part thereof, used for 
religious purposes, shall be leased or shall be a source of revenue 
or profit. all of such buildings and land shall be liable to taxation 
as other land and buildin",oos in the same county, city -or town. 

WASHINGTON 
Exemption Provisions 

CJonstitution.-Such property as the legislature may by general 
laws provide, shall be exempt from taxation. 

8tatute •. -The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: All churches built and supported by donations whose seats 
are free to all, and the grounds whereon such churches are built, 
not exceeding one hundred and twenty feet by two hundred feet 
in quantity, together with a parsonage: Provided, that in any 
case the area exempted shall include all ground eovered by such 
churches and parsonages and the structures and ground necessary 
for street access, light and ventilation, but the area of unoccupied 
ground exempted in eonnection with both church and parsonage 
under this proviso shall not exceed the equivalent of 120 by 
120 feet. The parsonage need not be on land eontiguous to the 
church property if the total area exempted does not exceed the 
area above designated: Provided, that such grounds are used 
wholly for church purposes and not otherwise. 

Also the property of other non-sectarian organizations or ass0-
ciations, organized and eonducted primarily and chiefly for re
ligious purposes and not for profit, which shall be wholly used, 
or to the extent solely used for the religious purposes of such 
association, or for the educational, benevolent, protective or social 
departments growing out of, or related to, the religious work of 
such associations: provided, such purposes are for the general 
public good and such properties are devoted to the general public 
benefit. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes is not' exempt, 

unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
Property of non-sectarian organizations used for religious pur

poses, if used for profit is not exempt from taxation. 
Ground, on which church is built, in excess of one hundred and 

twenty feet by two hundred feet is taxable as to such excess. 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Exemptien Provisions 

Constitution.-Property used for religious purposes may, by 
law, be exempted from taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property, real and personal, shall be 
exempt from taxation: property used exclusively for divine wor
ship; parsonages, and the household goods and furniture pertain-
ing thereto. . 

Such exemption from taxation shall apply to all property, in
cluding the principal and the income therefrom, held for a term 
of years or otherwise under a bona fide deed of trust, transfer 
or assignment, by a trUlitee or trustees required by the terms of 
such trust to apply, annually, the income derived from such prop
erty to religious purposes, when not used for private purposes or 
profit. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for religious purposes is not exempt 

unless used exclusively for such purposes, the parsonage included. 
The principal and income of trust funds, for religious purpose&, 
is exempt if not used for private purposes or profit. 

WISCONSIN 
Exemption Provisions 

Co1tstitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: personal property owned by any religious association used 
exclusively for the purposes of such association, and the real prop
erty necessary for the location and convenience of the buildings 
of such association and embracing the same, not exceeding ten 
acres; provided such real or personal property is not leased or 
otherwise used for pecuniary profit; and parsonages, whether of 
local churches or districts, and whether occupied by the pastor 
permanently or rented for his benefit. The occasional leasing of 
such buildings· for schools, public lectures or concerts, or the 
leasing of such parsonages, shall not render them liable to taxation. 

The lands not exceeding ten acrffi, together with the buildings 
thereon, not being within the limits of any incorporated city or 
village, owned by corporatioDJI organized under the laws of the 
state for religious purposes and used by them exclusively for the 
holding of annual encampments or assemblies fo religious purposes. 
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Such exemption shall cease to be enjoyed by any such corporation 
if it shall at any time appear that a dividend has been declared 
on its stock, or that a division of profits has been made, in any 
manner, among all or any of its members. 

All real property, not exceeding twenty acres, of the Ebenezer 
congregation of the M:oravean church of the town of Watertown, 
the income from which is used exclusively for religious purposes, 
so long as such property is actually so used. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Real and personal property, the real property not to 

exceed ten acres, used for religious purposes, in order to be exempt, 
must be used exclusively for such purposes; if such real or personal 
property is le.ased or otherwise used for pecuniary profit it is not 
exempt, except that a parsonage may be rented for the benefit 
or use of the pastor of a church. The occasional leasing of such 
buildings for schools, public lectures or concerts, or the leasing 
of such parsonages, shall not render them liable to taxation. 

Land, used for holding annual encampments or assemblies for 
religious purposes not to exceed ten acres located outside of any 
incorporated city or village and owned by a corporation organized 
under the laws of the state for religious purposes, shall cease to 
be exempt from taxation if at any time a dividend has been de
clared on its stock or a division of profits has been made in any 
manner among all or any of its members. 

WYOMING 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Lots with the buildings thereon used exclusively 
for religious worship, and church parsonages, shall be exempt from 
taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
lots with the buildings thereon owned and used exclusively for 
religious worship, and church parsonages. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitutitm and Statutes.-Property used for religious worship 

is not exempt unless owned and used exclusively for such purposes, 
including the church parsonage. 
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PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTIONS AND THE STATUJ 
OF THE VARIOUS STATES RELATIVE TO EXEMPT] 
AND NON-EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION OF PROPEE 
USED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES 

ALABAMA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature shall not tax: lots, with bu 
ings thereon, in incorporated cities or towns or within one II 

of any city or town to the extent of one acre and lots, with bu 
ings thereon, one mile or more distant from such cities or t01 
to the extent of five acres, when used exclusively for schools. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from ta 
tion: all property, real and personal, used exclusively for schoc 
but property, real or personal, owned by any educational insti 
tion, society or corporation, let for rent or hire or for use 
business purposes, shall not be exempt from taxation, notw: 
standing the income from such property shall be used exclusi" 
for educational purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
COfIStitution and Statutes.-Pro'perty used for school purpOi 

in order to be exempt must be owned and used exclusively for 51 

purposes; if let for rent or hire or for use for business purpOl 
even though the income from such property is to be used exclusiv 
for educational purposes, such property shall not be exempt fr 
taxation . 

.AI1y lots, with buildings thereon, in excess of one acre in ci1 
or towns or within one mile thereof, and similar property in exc 
of five acres one mile or more distant from any city or town, , 
taxable on any excess over one acre and five aeres respectively. 

ARIZONA 
ExeIDJ)tion Provisions 

COfIStitution.-Property of educational asociations or institutic 
not used or held for profit may be exempt from taxation by II 

Statutes.-The following property is exempt from taxatic 
colleges, school houses, and other buildings for the purpose 
education, with their furniture, libraries and all other equipmex 
and the lots or lands thereto appurtenant and used therewith, 
long as the same shall be used for the purpose of education, 8 
not used or held for profit; provided, that when any of such pre 
erty is private property, from which a rent or valuable conside 
tion is received for its use, the same shall be taxed as ot] 
property. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
ConstitutWta and Statutes.-Property used fo:.- educational P' 

poses, in order to be exempt, must be used for such purposes OD 
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and not used or held for profit. When any of such property is 
private property, from which a rent or valuable consideration is 
received for its use, the same shall be taxed as other property. 

ARKANSAS 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: school buildings and apparatus and grounds used ex
clusively for school purposes. 

Btatutes.-The following ·property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all public school houses, all public colleges, academies, all 
buildings connected with the same, and all houses connected with 
public institutions of learning not used with a view to profit. This 
provision shall not extend to leasehold estates, nor to real property 
held under the authority of any college or university of learning 
in the state. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btatutes.-Property used for educational purposes is not exempt, 

if used with a view to profit. Exemption privilege does not extend 
to leasehold estates, or to real property held under the authority 
of any college or university of learning. 

CALIFORNIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Comtitution.-Any educational institution of collegiate grade 
within the state, not conducted for profit, shall hold exempt from 
taxation its buildings and equipment, its grounds within which 
its buildings are located, not exceeding one hundred acres in area, 
its securities and income used exclusively for the purposes of 
education. 

Btatutes.-The statutory provision is the same .as the !!onstitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Btatutes.-Any educational institution of col

legiate grade, if conducted for profit, is not exempt from taxation. 
Grounds, upon which buildings of educational institutions are 

located, exceeding one hundred acres in area are taxable on any 
excess. 

COLORADO 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Lots, with the buildings thereon, if said build
ings are used solely and exclusively for schools, shall be exempt 
from taxation, unless otherwise provided by general law. 

Btatutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: grounds with the buildings thereon, if said buildings are 
used exclusively for schools, other than schools held or conducted 
for private or corporate profit. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for schools is not exempt, unless used 

exclusively and solely for such purpose; if held or conducted for 
private or corporate profit such property is not exempt from 
taxation. 

CONNECTICUT 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: personal property of educational institutions, provided such 
institutions are incorporated under the laws of the state and pro
vided the assets of such corporations are permanently held for 
and devoted to educational uses, and provided such corporations 
are so organized and their property so conveyed or held that their 
members may not by any possibility receive for their personal use 
any of the corporate property in the event of a dissolution of the 
corporation, and that their members may not by any possibility 
receive any financial profit from their membership in the 
corporation. 

Real estate owned and actually occupied and used by any such, 
corporation reasonably necessary to carry out its purposes. 

If any of the income or profits or property owned by the cor
poration shall have been so accumulated or shall be so' held as to 
be capable of distribution among its stockholders or members, or 
shall be used or appropriated for other than educational purposes, 
its property shall not be exempt from taxation. 

The funds and estate which have been or may be granted, pro
vided by the State, or giYrn by any person or persons to the presi
dent and fellows of Y ale University, the board of trustees, of the 
Sheffield Scientific School, 'rrinity College or Wesleyan Univer
sity, and by them respectively invested and held for the use of 
such institutions, shall, with the income thereof, remain exempt 
from taxation; provided, neither of such corporations shall ever 
hold in the state real estate free from taxation, affording an 
annual income of more than $6,000. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property of educational corporations is not exempt 

if, in case of a dissolution of the corporation, the members receive 
for their personal use any of the corporate property; or if any 
financial profit is received by reason of their membership in such 
corporation; or if the income or profits are used or appropriated 
for other than the specific purpose of the corporation. 

Yale University, Sheffield Scientific School, Trinity College and 
Wesleyan University shall never hold, in the state, real estate, 
free from taxation. which affords an annual income of more than 
$6,000. 
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DELAWARE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutitm.-All real or personal property used for school 
purposes, where the tuition is free, shall be exempt from taxa
tion and assessment for public purposes. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from tax
ation: all real and personal property of any college or school and 
used for educational or school purposes. 

Legacies for educational purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
COfIStitution and Statutes.-All real and personal property held 

by any college or school is not exempt, unless used for educational 
or school purposes. 

The constitution states that all real or personal property used 
for school purposes, shall be exempt from taxation where the tui
tion is free. 

FLORIDA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-There shall be exempt from taxation property 
held and used exclusively for educational purposes. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from tax
ation: such property of educational institutions as shall be actu
ally occupied and used solely for the purpose for which they have 
been or may be organized, but property of such institutions which 
is rented wholly or in part and the rents, issues and profits only 
used by such institutions shall not be exempt from taxation, nor 
shall any property held by them as an investment or for specula
tion be exempt from taxation. 

~ron-Exemptio::l Provisions 
Statutes.-Property of educational institutions is not exempt 

unless actual!y held occupied and used solely and exclusively for 
such purpose. 

Any property of educational institutions which is rented wholly 
or in part and the rents, issues and profits only used by such insti
tutions shall n:)t be exempt from taxation, nor shall any property 
held by them as an investment or for speculation be exempt. 

GEORGIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutio1l.-The general assembly may, by law, exempt from 
taxation: all buildings erected for and used as a college, incorpo
rated academy, or other seminary of learning and also all funds 
or property held or used as endowment by such institutions if not 
invested in real t'lItate. Exemption' applies only to institutions 
open to the general public. 

StaJutes.-Statutory provision is the same as the constitutional 
provision; except statute provides that such property shall be ex
empt from taxation. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Funds or ~ndowments of educa

tional institutions, if invested in real estate, are not exempt. Fur
ther, such institutions must be open to the general public in order 
to enjoy such exemption. 

IDAHO 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-'-The legislature may allow such exemptions from 
taxation as shall seem necessary and just. 

Statutes.-The following property is exempt from taxation: 
all property used exclusively for school or educational purposes, 
from which no profit is derived, and all property from which no 
profit or rental is derived and which is. held or used exclusively 
for endowment, building or maintenance purposes of schools or 
educational institutions. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for school or educational purposes, in 

order to be exempt from taxation, must be used exclusively for 
such purposes and no profit or rental derived therefrom. 

ILLINOIS 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Such property as may be used exclusively for 
school purposes, may be exempted from taxation; but such exemp
tion shall be only by general law. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from tax
ation: all property of schools, including. the real estate on which 
the schools are located, not leased by such schools or otherwise 
used with a view to profit. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for school purposes must be used ex

clusively for such purposes; if leased or otherwise used with a view 
to profit such property is not exempt from taxation. 

INDIANA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The general assembly may exempt from taxation 
property used for educational purposes. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: every building used and set apart for educational purposes, 
and the tract of land on which such building is situate, including 
the campus and athletic grounds of any educational institution not 
to exceed fifty acres; also the lands purchased with the bona fide 
intention of erecting buildings for such use thereon, not to exceed 
forty acres; also the personal property, endowment funds, and 
interest thereon, belonging to any educational institution and to 
be used for its purposes. 
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The personal property and real estate of every manual labor 
school, or of any technical high school, trade school or college in
corporated in the state when used or occupied for the purpose 
for which incorporated, such real estate not to exceed eight hun
dred (800) acres in anyone county in the state . 

.AJJ.y money or property given by will, or otherwise, to any ex
ecutor or other trustee to be by him used and applied for the 'use 
and benefit of any educational purpose. 

All annuities payable by educational institutions to any person 
Who has made any gift, bequest or devise to such institution and 
which has been accepted for the purposes of such institution. 

Non-Exemption ProviSions 
Statutes.-Property used for educational purposes, in order to 

be exempt,· must be used and set apart for such purposes. 
Land, occupied by buildings for educational purposes, including 
the campus and athletic grounds in excess of fifty acres is taxable 
on such excess. Any land purchased, with the bona fide intention 
of erecting buildings thereon for educational purposes, in excess 
of forty acres is taxable on such excess . 

.AJJ.y real estate used or occupied by any manual, technical, or 
trade school or college in excess. of eight hundred (800) acre!! in 
anyone county in the state is taxable on such excess. 

IOWA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: all grounds and buildings used by literary and scientific 
institutions and societies solely for their appropriate objects, not 
exceeding three hundred twenty acres in extent and not leased or 
otherwise used with a view to pecuniary profit. 

Moneys an~ credits belonging exclusively to such institutions 
and devoted solely to sustaining them, but not exceeding in 
amount or income the amount prescribed by their charters or arti
cles of incorporation; and the books, papers, pictures, works of 
art, apparatus, and other personal property belonging to such 
institutions and used solely for their 'purposes, and the like prop
erty of students in such institutions used for their education. 

Real estate owned by any educational institution of the. state 
as a part of its endowment fund, to the extent of one hundred 
sixty acres in any civil township. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property of literary and scientific institutions and 

societies must be used solely for their appropriate objects, if 
leased or otherwise used with a view to pecuniary profit such prop
erty is not exempt. 

Moneys and credits, belonging exclusively to literary and sci
entific institutions and societies and devoted solely to sustaining 
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them, are not exempt as to any excess in amount or income over 
that prescribed in their charter or articles of incorporation. 

Grounds used by literary and scientific institutions and societies 
in excess of three hundred twenty acres are taxable on such 
excess. 

Real estate owned by any educational institution of the State 
as a part of its endowment fund in excess of one hundred sixty 
acres in any civil township is taxable on such excess. 

KANSAS 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-All property used exclusively for educational 
purposes shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from tax
ation: all buildings used exclusively as public school houses with 
the furniture and books therein contained and used exclusively 
for the accommodation of schools together with the grounds owned 
not to exceed in anyone case ten acres, if not leased or otherwise 
used with a view to profit. 

All that portion of any building and the grounds upon which 
such building stands, belonging to any educational corporation, 
organization or society, situated under any audience or assembly 
room used by such educational organization, shall be wholly exempt 
from taxation when the portion of the building, so situated, is 
leased or rented, and the net rents or earnings are applie~ exclu
sively to educational purposes. 

All moneys and credits belonging exclusively to universities, col
leges, academies or public schools, appropriated solely to sustain 
such institutions, not exceeding in amount or in income arising 
therefrom the limit prescribed by the charter of such institution. 

Statutes.- Property used for public school-houses, in order to 
be exempt, must be used exclusively for the accommodation of 
schools; if leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, such 
property is not exempt. Land in excess of ten acres is taxable on 
such excess. 

Moneys and credits, belonging exclusively to and used by uni
versitites, colleges, acad,emies or public schools, are not exempt as 
to any excess over the limit prescribed by their charter. 

KENTUCKY 
Exemption ProvisiollS 

Constitution.- The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: institutions of education not used or employed for gain 
by any person or corporation, and the income of which is devoted 
solely to the cause of education. 

Statutes.- The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Constitution and Statutes.- Institutions of education are not 
exempt from taxation if used or employed for gain by any person 
or corporation. . 
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LOUISIANA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: schools and colleges ; but the exemption shall extend 
only to property, and grounds thereunto appu:tenant, used for the 
above purposes, and not leased for profit or mcome. 

Statutes.- The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption ~rovisions 
Constitution and Statutes.- Property used for schools and col

leges must be used for such purposes only; if leased for profit or 
income such property is not exempt from taxation. 

MAINE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitu.tion.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: any college in the state authorized under its charter to con
fer the degree of .Bachelor of Arts or of Bachelor of Science, and 
having real estate liable to taxation, shall, on the payment of such 
tax and proof of the same to the satisfaction of the governor and 
council be reimbursed from the state treasury to the amount of 
the tax so paid. The aggregate amount reimbursed to any college 
in anyone year shall not exceed $1,500. Claim for reimbursement 
not to apply to real estate bought by any such college after 12 
April, 1889. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- College property is not exempt from the payment of 

tax when the amount of such tax exceeds $1,500; all tax in excess 
of $1,500 must be paid. Real estate bought by any college after 
12 April, 1889, is not exempt. 

MARYLAND 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: buildings, furniture and equipment of incorporated educa
tional institutions, and the ground appurtenant thereto in any city 
or incorporated town of the state, which are necessary to the re
spective uses of such institutions. 

Buildings and. equipment of incorporated educational institu
tions in any county of the state and the grounds not exceeding 
forty acres appurtenant thereto and which are necessary for the 
respective uses of such institutions. 

Bonds, notes and certificates of indebtedness of any kind and 
stocks o~ foreign corporations which are held as part of the endow-
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ment of any incorporated educational institution of the state, no 
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any pri
vate stockholder or member, and which bonds, notes and stock 
are the gift of any person, who is a non-resident of the state or 
of any corporation not chartered by the state, to such educational 
institution in the state to enable it to promote public education. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Property used for educational purposes must be rea

sonably necessary for such purposes in order to be exempt from 
taxation. 

Grounds, with buildings and equipment of incorporated educa
tional institutions in any county of the state, in excess of forty 
acres, are taxable on such excess . 

.Any part of the net earnings of the endowment funds of any 
incorporated educational institution of the state which inures to 
the benefit of any private stockholder or member are not exempt 
from taxation. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.- The constitution and the statutes do not specific
ally provide for the exemption from taxation of schools, colleges, 
academies or other educational institutions. It appears, however, 
that the courts hold such institutions exempt under section 2 of 
chapter 5 of the constitution which states that "it shall be the 
duty of legislatures and magistrates, in all future periods of this 
commonwealth, to cherish the interests of literature and the 
sciences, and all seminaries of them; especially the university at 
Cambridge, public schools and grammar schools in the towns." 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- There appears to be no provision of the statutes. 

affecting the exemption of ·educational property, if such property 
should be used for other than educational purposes. 

MICHIGAN 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: such real estate as shall be owned and occupied, by educa
tional institutions incorporated under the laws of the state with 
the buildings and other property thereon while occupied by them 
solely for the purposes for which they were incorporated. No real 
estate, however, owned by such educational institution used for 
agricultural, industrial or commercial purposes shall be exempt 
from taxation. . 

The personal property of educational institutions incorporated 
under the laws of the state. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Real and personal property of educational institu

tions is not exempt, unless owned, occupied and used solely for 
educational purposes. Real estate owned by any educational in
stitution and used for agricultural, industrial or commercial pur
poses is not exempt from taxation. 

MINNESOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Academies, colleges, universities and all semin
aries of learning shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-There appears to be no provision 

of the statutes affecting the exemption of educational property, if 
such property should be used for other than educational purposes. 

MISSISSIPPI 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion; all property, real or personal, belonging to any college or 
institution for the education of youths, used directly and exclu
sively for such purpose. 

Non-Exemp.tion Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for educational purposes is not exempt, 

unless used directly and excluSively for such purpose. 

MISSOURI 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Lots in incorporated cities or towns, or within 
one mile of the limits of any such city or town, to the extent of one 
acre, and lots one mile or more distant from such cities or towns, 
to the extent of five acres, with the buildings thereon, may be 
exempted from taxation, when the same are used exclusively for 
schools. 

Statutes.-The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision; except that the statutes provide that such prop-
erty shall be exempt. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property used for school puposes 

is not exempt, unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
Any lots, with buildings thereon, in excess of one acre in cities 

or towns or within one mile thereof, and similar property in excess 
of five acres one mile or more distant from any city or town, are 
taxable on. any excess over one acre and five acres respectively. 
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MONTANA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Property used exclusively for educational pur
poses may be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-Property used exclusively for educational purposes 
is exempt from taxation, but no more land than is necessary for 
such purposes is so exempt. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Sfatll,tes.-Property used for educational pur

poses is not exempt, unless used exclusively for such purposes; 
and no more land than is necessary for such purposes is exempt 
from taxation. 

NEBRASKA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature by general law may exempt prop
erty owned and used exclusively for educational purposes, when 
such property is not owned or used for financial gain or profit to 
either the owner or user. 

Statufes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
Property owned and used exclusively for educational purposes, 
'when such property is not owned or used for financial gain or 
profit to either the owner or user. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property for educational purposes. 

in order to be exempt, must be owned and used exclusively for such 
purposes; but, if owned or· used for financial gain or profit to 
either the owner or user, such property is not exempt from taxation. 

NEVADA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Property used for educational purposes may be 
exempted from taxation by law. 

Statutes.-Other than for public schools there appears to be no 
exemption of property used for educational purposes. 

All public schoolhouses, with lots appurtenant thereto, owned by 
any legally created school district within the state, are exempt from 
taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-While the constitution provides that property used 

for educational purposes may be exempt from taxation by law, 
there appears to be no provision of the statutes affecting the exemp
tion of property used for educational purposes, other than for 
public schools. 
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NEW HAMPSlIIRE 
Exemption Provisions 

COftStlttdimt.-No constitutional provision. 
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Stattdu.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
schoolhouses, and seminaries of learning. 

The personal property of institutions devoted to educational pur
poses, incorporated or organized within the state and the real 
estate owned and occupied by them, their officers, or their students 
for the purposes for which they were established, provided none of 
the income or profits of the business of such corporation or institu
tion is divided among the stockholders or members, or is used or 
appropriated for other than educational purposes. 

In the case of each educational institution or corporation such 
exemption is limited to $150,000. 

Towns may increase the exemption of $150,000 to such an amount 
as they may vote, by a majority of those present at any regular 
town meeting; and cities are authorized to increase such exemption 
to such an amount as the city government may vote and the mayor 
approve. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property, real and personal, devoted to educational 

purposes is not exempt from taxation if any of the income or 
profits of the business of such institution is divided among the 
stockholders or members, or is used or appropriated for other than 
educational purposes. 

In the case of each educational institution or corporation the 
exemption is limited to $150,000 unless an increase is authorized 
by a vote of a town or city government. 

NEW .JERSEy 
Exemption Provisions 

COftStitutiOfl.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-There shall be exempt from taxation: all buildings 

actually used for colle",aes, schools, academies or seminaries. 
There shall also be exempt from taxation the land whereon 

any of the buildings are erected, and which may be necessary for 
the fair enjoyment thereof, and which is devoted to educational 
and to no other purpose, and which does not exceed five acres in 
·extent. 

There is further eXempt from taxation the furniture and personal 
property in such buildings, if used in and devoted to educational 
purposes. 

In the ease of all educational institutions the ext'mption is 
to apply only if the buildings and the lands on which tht'y stand, 
used by such educational institutions, are not conducted for profit. 

Further, the exemption for educational purposes is to apply 
only where the college, school, academy or seminary owns the 
property in question and is incorporated or organized under the 
laws of the state f01' educational purposes.. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Property used for colleges, schools, academies or sem
inaries, in order to be exempt, must be owned and .actually used 
for such purposes, if conducted for profit such property is not 
exempt from taxation. 

Land, on which buildings are erected for educational purposes, 
in excess of five acres is taxable on such excess. 

NEW MEXICO 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-All property used for educational purposes shall 
be exempt from taxation. 

Stat1ttes.-The statutes are silent with respect to the exemption 
of institutions for educational purposes. The provision in the con
stitution, however, is self executing. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Property for educa,tional purposes is not exempt, 
unless used for such purposes. 

NEW YORK 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: the real and personal property of a corporation or associa
tion organized exclusively for educational purposes and used ex
clusively for carrying out such purposes. 

But no such corporation or association shall be entitled to any 
such exemption if any officer, member or employee thereof shall 
receive or may be lawfully entitled to receive any pecuniary profit 
from the operations thereof, except reasonable compensation for' 
services in effecting one or more of such purposes, or if the organi
zation thereof for any such avowed purposes be a guise or pretense 
for directly or indirectly making any other pecuniary profit for 
such corporation or association, or for any of its members or em
ployees, or if it be not in good faith organized or conducted ex
clusively for such purpose. 

The real property of any such corporation or association entitled 
to such exemption and held by it exclusively for educational pur
poses and from which no rents, profits or income are derived, shall 
be so exempt, though not in actual use therefor by reason of the 
absence of suitable buildings or improvements thereon, if the con
struction of such buildings or improvements is in progress, or is in 
good faith contemplated by such corporation or association; or if 
such real property is held by such corporation or association upon 
condition that the title thereto shall revert in case any building not 
intended and suitable for such purpose shall be erected upon said 
premises or some part thereof. 
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The real property of any such corporation not so used exclu
sively for carrying out thereupon such purposes, shall not be 
exempt,but if a portion only of any lot or building of any such 
corporation or association is used exclusively for carrying out 
thereupon such purposes, then such lot or building shall be so 
exempt only to the extent of the value of the portion so used, and 
the remaining or other portion, to the extent of the value of such 
remaining or other portion, shall be subject to taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Stat~tes.- Property used for educational purposes is not exempt 

unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
Further, there shall be no exemption from taxation allowed a 

corporation or association organized exclusively for educational 
purposes, if any afficer, member or employee thereof shall receive 
or may be lawfully entitled to receive any pecuniary profit from 
the operations thereof; except reasonable compensation for serV'-. 
ices in effecting one or more of such purposes; or if the organiza
tion thereof for any such avowed purpose be a guise or pretense 
for directly or indirectly making any other pecuniary profit for 
such corporation or association,or for any of its members or em
ployees, or if it be not in good faith organized or conducted exclu
sively for educational purposes. 

The real property of any corporation organized exclusively for 
educational purposes and not used excluSively for carrying out 
thereupon such educational purposes but leased or otherwise used 
for other purposes, shall not be exempt from taxation; but if a por
tion only of any lot or building of any such corporation or associa
tion is used exclusively for carrying out thereupon the educational 
purposes of such corporation or association, then such lot or build
ing shall be sp exempt only to the extent of the value of the portion 
so used, and the remaining or other portion to the extent of the 
value of such remaining or other portion, shall be subject. to 
taxation. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Exemption" Provisions 

. Constitution.-The general assembly may exempt property held 
for educational purposes. . 

Statutes.-The following real and personal property shall be 
exempt from taxation: buildings, with the land they actually 
occupy, wholly devoted to educational purposes, belonging to and 
actually and exclusively occupied and used by churches, incorpo
rated colleges, academies, industrial schools, seminaries, or other cor
porate institutions of learning together with such additional adja
cent land owned by such churches and educational institutions as 
may be reasonably necessary for the convenient use of such build
ings respectively; and also the buildings thereon used as residences 
by the officers or instructors of such educational institutions. 

The furniture, furnishings, books and instruments contained in 
buildings wholly devoted to educational purposes, belonging to and 
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actually and exclusively used by churches, incorporated colleges, 
academies, industrial schools, seminaries or other incorporated 
institutions. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for educational purposes is not exempt 

unless such property belongs to institutions of learning and is 
wholly devoted to and actually and exclusively occupied and used 
for such purposes; and only such additional adjacent land as is 
reasonably necessary for the convenient use of the buildings is 
exempt from taxation. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

C01Istitution.-Property used exclusively for school purposes 
shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all school houses, academies, colleges, institutions of learn
ing, with the books and furniture therein, and the grants attached 
to such buildings necessary for their proper occupancy, use, and 
enjoyment and not otherwise used with a view to profit; also all 
dormitories and boarding halls including the land upon which they 
are situated, owned and managed by any religious corporation for 
educational or charitable purposes for use of students in attendance 
upon any of tIle ('ducationa} institutions; provided that such dormi
tories and boarding halls shall not be managed or used for the 
purpose of making a profit over and above the cost of maint('nance 
and operation. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Prop('rty us('d for school or educational purposes, in 

order to be ('xempt, must be used exclusively for such purposes, if 
used with a view to profit such property is not exempt from taxa
tion; nor are dormitories or boarding halls, owned and managed 
by a religious corporation for educational or charitable purposes 
for the use of students, exempt from taxation if used for making a 
profit over and above tbe cost of maintenance and operation_ 

omo 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Public school houses may, by gen('ral laws, be 
exempted from taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: public school housl's, th(' books and furniture th('rein and the 
ground attadled to such buildings necessary for tl1(' proper occu
pancy, use and enjoyml'nt thl'reof and not leased or used with a 
view to profit, public colleges and academies and all buildings con
nected therewith, and all lands connected with public institutions 
of learning, not used with a view to profit. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property USed for educational purposes is not exempt 

from taxation if used with a view to profit. 

OKLAHOMA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutiofl.-All property used exclusively --.,~= 
leges shall be exempt from taxation., 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from-- , 
tion: all property, both real and personal, of educational institii~' 
tions, colleges or societies, devoted solely to the appropriate objects 
of these institutions. 
. The books, papers, furniture, scientific or other apparatus per

taining to educational institutions, and used solely for their pur
poses. and the like property of students in any educational institu
tion used for the purpose of their ed~cation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for schools, colleges and educational 

institutions is not exempt, unless used exclusively by such institu
tions and devoted solely to their appropriate objects. 

OREGON 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutiofl.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: the personal property of all literary and scientific institutions 
incorporated within the state, and such real estate belonging to 
such institution as shall be actually occupied for the purposes for 
which they were incorporated. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-The property of literary and scientific institutions is 

not exempt; unless owned and actually occupied by such institu
tions for their purposes. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-All universities, colleges, seminaries, academies and 

institutions of learning, with the grounds thereto annexed and 
necessary for the occupancy and enjoyment of the same, founded, 
endowed, and maintained by the public or private charity, pro
vided, that the entire revenue derived by the same be applied to the 
support of and to increase the efficiency and facilities thereof, the 
repair and the necessary increase of grounds and buildings thereof, 
and for no other purpose, shall be exempted from all and every 
county, city, borough, township, bounty, road, school and poor tax: 
provided, that all prop,erty, real or personal, other than that which 
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is in actual use and occupation for the purposes aforesaid, and 
from which any income or revenue is derived, shall be subject to 
taxation, except where exempted by law, for state purposes, and 
nothing herein contained shall exempt same therefrom. 

All property, real and personal in actual use and occupation for 
the above purposes, shall be subject to taxation, unless the person 
or persons, association or corporation, so using and occupying the 
same, shall be seized of the legal or equitable title in the realty 
and possessor of the personal property absolutely. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-In order to be exempt from taxation, the entire reve

nue derived by institutions of learning must be applied to the sup
port of and to increase the efficiency and facilities of such institu
tions, and be used for the repair and the necessary increase of 
grounds and buildings, and for no other purpose. 

All property, real or personal, other than that which is in actual 
use and occupation for educational purposes, and from which any 
income or revenue is derived, shall be subject to taxation, except 
where exempted by law, for state purposes. 

Further, all property, real and personal, in actual use and occu
pation for educational purposes, shall be subject to taxation, UD
less the person or persons, association or corporation, so using and 
occupying the same, shall be seized of the legal or equitable title in 
the realty and possessor of the personal property absolutely. 

RHODE ISLAND 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: buildings for free public schools; buildings and the land 
upon which they stand and immediately surroUDding the same, to 
an extent not exceeding one acre, so far as said buildings and land 
are occupied and used exclusively for educational p'llrposes; t.he 
buildings and personal estate owned by any corporation and used 
for a school, academy or seminary of learning, and the land upon 
which such buildings stand and immediately surrounding the same 
to an extent not exceeding one acre, so far as the same is used 
excJusively for educational purposes, but no property or estate 
whatever shall hereafter be exempt from taxation in any casp. 
where any part of the income or profits thereof or of the business 
carried on thereon is divided among its owners or stockholder~. 
-There shall be further exempt from taxation: the estates, per
sons, and families of the president and professors for the time 
being of Brown University for not more than ten thousand dollars 
for each such officer, his estate, person, and family included. 

There shall also be exempt from taxation: any fUDd given or 
held for the purpose of public education. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for a school, academy or seminary of 

learning is not exempt, unless used exclusively for educational 
purposes. 

No property or estate of aI!. educational institution shall be E.'X
empt from taxation, in any case; where any part of the income or 
profits of such institution, or of the business carried on, is divided 
alllong its owners or stockholders. 

AllY land, with buildings thereon used for educational pur
pO!!es, in excess of one acre is taxable on such excess. 

Any taxable estate of the president, and professors--their 
families included-of Brown University, in excess of ten thousand 
dollars is taxable on such excess. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-There shall be exempted from taxation thE.' prop
erty of all schools, colleges and institutions of learning, except 
where the profits of such institutions are applied to private lIses. 
As to real estate this exemption shall not extend beyond the 
buildings and premises actually occupied by such schools, colleges 
and institutions of learning. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all incorporated public colleges, academies and institutions 
of learning, with the funds provided for their support, and the 
grounds and the buildings actually occupied by them and not used 
with a view to pecuniary profit; but this provision shall not ex
tend to leasehold estates held by others under the authority of 
any college or other institution of learning. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Grounds and buildings used for 

schools, academies, colleges and institutions of, learning, in order 
to be exeIllpt,must be used and actually occupied by them for ean
cational purposes; if the profits of such institutions are applie:i to 
private uses, such property is not exempt from taxation. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature shall, by general law, exempt 
from taxation property used exclusively for school purposes. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property, both real and personal, belonging to any edu
cational institution in the state, and all property used exclusively 
by and for the support of such institution. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for school or educational purposes is 

not exempt, unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
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TENNESSEE 
Exemption 'Provisions 

Constitution.--':"The legislature may exempt from taxation such 
property as may be held and used for purposes purely educational. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property belonging to any educational institution when 
used exclusively for the purpose for which such institution was 
created, or is unimproved and yields no income. All property 
belonging to such institution used in secular business and com
peting with a like business that pays taxes to the state shall be 
taxed on its whole or partial value in proportion as the same may 
be used in competition with secular business. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-In order to be exempt from taxation the property of 

any educational institution must be used exclusively for such pur
pose, or be unimproved and yield no income. Any of E;uch prop
erty used in secular business and competition with a like business 
that pays taxes to the state, shall be taxed on its whole or partial 
value in proportion as the same may be used in competition with 
secular business. 

Exemption Provisions 
Constitution.-The legislature may, by general laws, exempt 

from taxation all buildings used exclusively and owned by persons 
or associations of persons for school purposes and the necessary 
furniture of all schools; also the endowment funds of such institu
tins of learning not used with a view to profit. When such en
dowment funds are invested in bonds or mortgages, or in land or 
other property which has been and shall hereafter be bought in 
by such institutions under foreclosure sales made to satisfy or pro
tect such bonds or mortgages, then such exemption of such land 
and property shall continue only for two years after the purchac;e 
of the same at such sale by such institutions and no longer. 

Statlltes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all public colleges, public academies, all buildings connected 
with the same, and all the lands immediately connected with pub
lic institutions of learning, and all endowment funds of institutions 
of learning not used with a view to profit, and when the same are 
invested in bonds or mortgages, or in land or other property which 
has been or shall hert'after be bought in by such institutions under 
foreclosure sales made to satisfy or protect such bonds or mort
gages; provided, that such exemption of such land and property 
shall continue for two years after the purchase of the same at such 
sale by such institutions and no longer; and all such buildings 
used exclusively and owned by persons or associations of person'> 
for school purposes. This provision shall not extend to leasehold 
estate of real property held under authority of any college or uni
versity of learning. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property used for educational pur

poses is not exempt, unless owned and used exclusively for such 
purposes. . 

Endowment funds of institutions of learning are not exempt 
from taxation if used with a view to profit. In the case of endow
ment funds of institutions of learning invested in bonds or mort
gages, or in land or other property which has been or shall here
after be bought in by such institutions under foreclosure salcs 
made to satisfy or protect such bonds or mortgages, the exemption 
of such land and property shall continue only for two years aftcr 
the purchase of the same at such sale. 

UTAH 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The property of school districts shall be exempt 
from taxation. 

There appears to be no provir;;ion relating to the exemption of 
colleges, academies or other educational institutions. 

Statutes.-The property of school districts shall be exempt from 
taxation. 

There appears to be no provision relating to the exemption of 
colleges, academies or other educational institutions. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-The constitution and the statutes 

both provide that the property of school districts shall be exempt 
from taxation; but there appears to be no provision affecting the 
exemption of other or private property used for educational 
purposes. 

VERMONT 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutell.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: lands leased by towiis or town school districts for educational 
purposes j and lands owned or leased by colleges, academies· or 
other public schools. 

The exemption of lands owned or leased by colleges, academies 
or other public schools, shall not apply to lands or buildings 
rented for general commercial purposes, nor to farming or timber 
lands owned or leased thereby; but this provision shall not affect 
the exemption of so-called school or college lands, sequestered to 
such use prior to January 28, 1911. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Lands owned or leased by colleges, academies or 

other public schools, if rented for general commercial purposes 
shall not be exempt from taxation; nor shall such exemption extend 
to farming or timber lands owned or leased by such educational 
institutions, unless sequestered to such use prior to January 28, 
1911. 
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vmGINIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation, bOth state and local; but the general assembly may here
after tax any of the property hereby exempted: buildings with 
the land they actually occupy and the furniture, furnishings, 
books and instruments therein; wholly devoted to educational pur
poses, belonging to, and actually and exclusively occupied and used 
by churches, incorporated colleges, academies, industrial schools, 
seminaries, or other incorporated institutions of learning, which 
are not corporations having shares of stock or otherwise owned by 
individuals or other corporations; together with such additional 
adjacent land owned by such churches, and educational institutions 
as may be reasonably necessary for the convenient use of such 
buildings, respectively; and also the buildings thereon used as resi
dences by the officers or instructors of such educational institu
tions and also the permanent endowment funds held by such edu
cational institutions directly or in trust, and not invested in real 
estate; provided, that such educational institutions are not con
ducted for profit of any person or persons, natural or corporate, 
directly, or under any guise or pretense whatsoever. But the ex
emption shall not apply to any industrial school, individual or 
corporate, not the property of the state, which does work for com
pensation, or manufactures and sells articles, in the community in 
which such school is located; provided, that nothing herein con
tained shall restrict any such school from doing work for or sell
ing its own products or any other articles to any of its students 
or employees. 

Statutes.- The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.- Real and personal property, used 

for educational purposes, is not exempt from taxation unless 
wholly devoted to educational purposes, and belonging to and ac
tually and exclusively occupied and used by incorporated educa
tional institutions. Such educational corporations must not have 
shares of stock or be otherwise owned by individuals or other cor
porations; and the permanent endowment funds of such institu
tions must not be invested in real estate. 

It is further provided, that educational institutions, in order to 
be exempt from taxation, shall not be conducted for the profit of 
any person or persons, natural or corporate, directly, or under 
any guise or pretense whatsoever. 

Whenever any building or land, or part thereof, used for educa
tional purposes, shall be leased or shall be a source of revenue or 
profit, all of such buildings and land shall be liable to taxation as 
other land and buildings in the same county, city or town. 
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WASHINGTON 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- Such property as the legislature may by general 
laws provide, shall be exempt from taxation. 

Sta.tutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property, real and personal, owned by any school or col
lege in the state, supported in whole or in part by gifts, endow
ments or charity, the entire income of which school or college, 
after paying the expenses thereof, is devoted to the purposes of 
such institutions, and which is open to all persons upon equal 
terms: provided, that such property is used solely for educational 
purposes, or the revenue therefrom be devoted exelusively to the 
support and maintenance of such institution. 

The real property so exempt shall not exceed ten acres in extent, 
and shall be used exclusively for college or campus purposes. 
Except, however, that any school of collegiate grade and accredited 
by the state board of education shall be entitled to an exemption 
of not more than forty acres of real property used exclusively for 
such purposes, but no corporation shall be entitled to more than 
one such larger exemption, and where the college is under the 
direction or control of any religious denomination such larger ex
emption shall be allowed to one college only directed or controlled 
by such religious denomination. Real property owned or con
trolled by such institution and leased or rented by them for the 
purpose of deriving revenue therefrom shall not be exempt from 
taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Real and personal property used by any school or 

college, is not exempt, unless owned and used solely and exclusively 
for educational purposes, the income received therefrom devoted 
to their uses, ·and open to all persons upon equal terms. 

Real property, used exclusively for college or campus purposes, 
in excess of ten acres is taxable on such excess; except that any 
school of· collegiate grade and accredited by the state board of 
education is entitled to an exemption of not more than forty acres, 
but no corporation is entitled to more than one such larger 
exemption. 

Where a college is directed or controlled by any religious denom
ination but one exemption of forty acres shall be allowed such de
nomination. Real property owned or controlled by such institu
tion and leased or rented by them for the purpose of deriving reve
nue therefrom shall not be exempt from taxation. 

WEST vmGINIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- Property used for educational purposes may, by 
law, be exempted from taxation. 

Statutes.- The following property, real and personal, shall be 
exempt from taxation: property belonging to colleges, seminaries, 
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academies, and free schools, used for educational, literary or scien
tific purposes, including books, apparatus, annuities, money and 
furniture. 

Such exemption from taxation shall apply to all property, in
cluding the principal and the income therefrom, held for a term 
of years or otherwise under a bona fide deed of trust, transfer or 
assignment, by a trustee or trustees required by the terms of such 
trust to apply, annually, the income derived from such property 
to education, when not used for private purposes or profit. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Property belonging to educational institutions is not 

exempt, unless used for educational purposes. The principal and 
income of trust funds, for educational purposes, is not exempt if 
used for private purposes or profit. 

WISCONSIN 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion : personal property owned by any educational association 
used exclusively for the purposes of such association, and the real 
property necessary for the location and convenience of the build
ings of such association and embracing the same, not exceeding 
ten acres; provided such real or personal property is not leased or 
otherwise used for pecuniary profit; and the lands reserved for 
grounds of a chartered college or university, not exceeding forty 
acres. The occasional leasing of such buildings for schools, public 
lectures or concerts, shall not render them liable to taxation. 

The lands, not exceeding ten acres, together with the buildings 
thereon, not being within the limits of any incorporated city or 
village, owned by corporations organized under the laws of the 
state for moral and educational purposes and used by them exclu.
sively for the holding of annual encampments or assemblies, for 
moral and educational purposes. Such exemptions shall cease to 
be enjoyed by any such corporation if it shall at any time appear 
that a dividend has been declared on its stock, or that a division 
of profits has been made, in any manner, among all or any of its 
members. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Property used for educational purposes, in order to 

be exempt, must be owned and used exclusively for such purposes; 
if leased or otherwise used for pecuniary profit, such property 
shall not be exempt from taxation. However, the occasional leas
ing of the buildings for schools, public lectures or concerts shall 
not render them liable to taxation. 

Land, owned and used for the buildings of any educational asso
ciation, in excess of ten acres is taxable on such excess. 
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Lands, reserved for grounds of a chartered college or university, 
in excess of forty acres are taxable on such excess. 

Lands, with buildings thereon located outside the limits of an 
incorporated city or village owned and used by educational corpo
rations for holding annual encampments or assemblies for moral 
and educational purposes, in excess of ten acres are taxable on 
such excess. Further, such corporations are not exempt from tax
ation, if it shall at any time appear that a dividend has been de
clared on its stock, or that a division of profits has been made, in 
any manner, among all or any of its members. 

WYOMING 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitu,tion.- There shall be exempt from taxation such prop
erty as the legislature may by general law provide. 

Btatutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: lands, with the buildings thereon, used for schools, so long as 
such lands and buildings are not used for private profit. 

All property devised, bequeathed or given for non-sectarian. 
public educational purposes in the state, or for the purpose of 
non-sectarian public education of the youths of the state shall be 
considered as charitable trusts, and the said property, so long as 
the same is not diverted from the purposes herein expressed, shall 
be exempt from taxation, including inheritance taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btatutes.- Lands and buildings used for schools, in order to be 

exempt, must be used for educational purposes; if used for pri
.vate profit such property is not exempt from taxation. 

All property devised, bequeathed or given for non-sectarian pub
lic educational purposes, if diverted from such purposes, it is not 
exempt from taxation. 
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PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTIONS AND THE STATUTES 
OF THE VARIOUS STATES RELATIVE TO EXEMPTION 
AND NON-EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION OF PROPERTY 
USED FOR CHARITABLE PURPOSES 

ALABAMA 
Exemption Proyisions 

Oonstitution.-The legislature shall not tax: lots, with buildings 
thereon, in incorporated cities or towns or within one mile of any 
city or town to the extent of one acre; and lots, with buildings 
thereon, one mile or more distant from such cities or towns to the 
extent of five acres, when used exclusively for purely charitable 
purposes. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
all property, real and personal, used exclusively for purposes 
purely charitable; but property, real or personal, owned by any 
charitable institution, society or corporation, let for rent or hire 
or for use for business purposes, shall not be exempt from taxation, 
notwithstanding the income from such property shall be used ex
clusively for charitable purposes. 

All property, real or personal, used exclusively for hospital pur
poses, to the amount of $20,000, where such hospitals maintain 
wards for charity patients and give treatment to such patients, 
provided that the treatment of charity patients constitutes at least 
fifteen per cent of the business of such hospitals. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Oonstitution and Statutes.-Real or personal property owned 

by any charitable institution, society or corporation and let for 
rent or for use for business purposes, even though the income from 
such property is to be used. exclusively for charitable purposes, 
shall not be exempt from taxation. 

Hospitals, maintaining' wards for charity patients and where 
the treatment of charity patients constitutes at least fifteen per cent 
of the business of such hospital enjoy an exemption of $20,000 
in real or personal property. Any excess over $20,000 is taxable. 

Any lots, with buildings thereon, in excess of one acre in cities or 
towns or within one mile thereof, and similar property in excess of 
five acres one mile or more distant from any city or town, are 
taxable on any excess over one .acre and five acres respectively. 

ARIZONA 
Exemption Provisions 

OomUtution.-Property of charitable associations or institutions 
not used or held for profit may be exempted from taxation by law. 

Statutes.-The following property is exempt from taxation: 
Hospitals, asylums, and poor houses, owned by the public, and 
other charitable institutions for the relief of the indigent or af-
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flicted, schools for the education of Indians exclusively, and the 
lots or lands appurtenant thereto, with their fixtures and equip
ments, so long as the same shall be used for those purposes only, 
and not used or held for profit. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Constitutwn and Statutes.-Property of charitable. institutions, 
in order to be exempt, must be used for s~h purposes only, and 
not used or held for profit. -

ARKANSAS 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: buildings and grounds and materials used exclusively for 
public charity. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
all buildings belonging to institutions of purely public charity, 
together with the land actually occupied by such institutions, not 
leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and all moneys 
and credits appropriated solely to sustaining and belonging ex
clusively to such institutions. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Lands and buildings be~onging to institutions of 
purely public charity, in order to be exempt, must be used ex
clusively and actually occupied by such institutions; if leased or 
otherwise used with a view to profit such property is not exempt 
from taxation. 

CALIFORNIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-All buildings, and so much of the real property 
connected therewith as may be required for the occupation of 
institutions sheltering more than twenty orphan or half-orphan 
children, receiving state aid shall be free from taxation; provided, 
that no building or real or personal property so used which may 
be rented ahd the rent received by the owner therefor shall be 
exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-No statutory provision. The constitution provision is 
self-executing. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution.-~uildings, or any re.al or personal property, 

rented for the purpose of sheltering any orphan or half-orphan 
children, and rent received by the owner therefor shall not be 
exempt from taxation. 

COLORADO 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.--'-Lots, with the buildings thereon, if said buildings 
are used solely and exclusively for strictly charitable purposes, 
.mall be exempt from taxation, unless otherwise provided by general 
law. 
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Statutes.~ The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
lots, with the buildings thereon, if said buildings are used for 
strictly charitable purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btatutes.-Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unless used solely, exclusively and strictly for such purposes. 

CONNECTICUT 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutio1l.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 

Personal property owned by or held in trust within the state for 
religious organizations, whether or not incorporated, if the princi
pal or income shall be used or appropriated for charitable purposes. 

Orphan asylums, homes for children, reformatories, infirmaries 
and schools owned and conducted by any religious organization, 
and the land on which they stand. 

All property of any hospital society which is supported wholly 
or in part by state appropriations. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btatutes.-Property, real or personal, used for charitable pur

poses is not exempt, unless used exclusively for such purposes. In 
the case of real estate the land must be owned in order to be exempt 
from taxation. 

DELAWARE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutio1l.-The general assembly may, by general laws, ex
empt from taxation such property as, in its opinion, will best 
promote the public welfare. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
all real and personal property of any corporation created for 
charitable purposes and not held by way of investment. 

Legacies for charitable purposes. 
Lands, tenements and property of certain charitable organiza

tions are limited as to the amount of tax exempt property which 
may be held as follows: 

1. House of refuge for women, not to exceed in value $25,000, 
exempt from 1111 county and state taxation. 

2. Homes for incurables, to the value of $15,000, exempt from 
all county taxes. 

3. Day nurseries for babies, to the value of $25,000, exempt from 
all county taxes. 

4. Homes or associations for the use of deaconesses, not to exceed 
in value $10,000, exempt from county and municipal taxes. 

5. Property of the Delaware commission for the blind owned 
as an investment and not used by the commission in its work is 
not exempt. 
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6. Property of organizations engaged in settlement work, owned 
as an investment and not used in its work is not exempt from 
taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Real and personal property used for charitable pur

poses, if held by way of investment, is not exempt from taxation. 
Lands, tenements and property of certain charitable organiza

tions are limited as to the amount of tax exempt property: 
1. Home of refuge for women, not to exceed in value $25,000, 

exempt from all county and state taxation. 
2. Homes for incurables, to the value of $15,000 exempt from 

all county taxes. 
3. Day nurseries for babies, to the value of $25,000, exempt from 

all countY taxes. 
4. Homes or associations for the use of deaconesses, not to exceed 

in value $10,000, exempt from county and municipal taxes. 
5. Property of the Delaware commission for the blind owned as 

an investment and not used by the commission in its work is not 
exempt. 

6. Property of organizations engaged in settlement work owned 
as an investment and not used in its work is not exempt. 

FLORIDA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-There shall be exempt from taxation property 
held and used exclusively for charitable purposes. 

8tatutes.-8uch property of charitable institutions as shall be 
actually occupied and used by them solely for the purpose for 
which they have been or may be organized, but property of such 
institutions which is rented wholly or in part and the rents, issues 
and profits only used by such institutions shall not be exempt from 
taxation, nor shall any property held by them as an investment 
or for speculation be exempt from taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
8tatutes.-Property used for charitable purposes is not eXempt, 

unless held and used exclusively for such purposes. 
Property of charitable institutions, which is rented wholly or in 

part and the rents, issues and profits only used by such institu
tions, shall not be exempt from taxation; nor shall any property 
held by them as an investment or for speculation be exempt from 
taxation. 

GEORGIA 
Exemption Provisions . 

Constitution.-The general assembly may, by law, exempt from 
taxation all institutions of purely public charity. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
all institutions of purely public charity. . 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Oonstitution and Statutes.-Institutions for charitable purposes 

are not exempt from taxation unless they are institutions of purely 
public charity. 

IDAHO 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.-The legislature may allow such exemptions from 
taxation as Iilhall seem necessary and just. 

Statutes.-The following property is exempt from taxation: 
property belonging to any charitable corporation or society, and 
used exclusively for the purposes for which such corporation or 
society was organized. 

Hospitals, with their furniture and equipment, used for benevo
lent purposes, with the ground appurtenant thereto and used 
therewith, from which no profit is derived. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.~Property belonging to any charitable organization, is 
not exempt, unless used exclusively as such. 

Hospitals used for benevolent purposes from which any profit 
is derived, are not exempt. 

ILLINOIS 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.-Such property as may be used exclusively for 
charitable purposes, 'may be exempted from taxation; but such 
exemption shall be only by general law. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property of institutions of public charity and of bene
ficient and charitable organizations, and all property of old peo
pie's homes when such property is actually and exclusively used 
for such charitable or beneficient purposes, and not leased or other
wise used with a view to profit. 
Non-Exemption Provisions 

Statutes.-Property used for charitable purposes in order to be 
exempt must be used exclusively for such purposes; if leased or 
otherwise used with a view to profit such property is not exempt 
from taxation. 

INDIANA 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.-The general assembly may exempt from taxation 
property used for charitable purposes. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: every building used for charitable purposes, and the tract of 
land on which such building is situate; also the lands purchased 
with the bona fide intention of erecting buildings for such use 
thereon, not to exceed ;forty acres; also the personal property, 
endowment funds and interest thereon belonging to any charitable 
institution and to be used for its purposes. 

Any charitable institution that is the specific or residuary legatee 
of any devise or bequest, any money or choses in action going to 
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or belonging to any charitable institution while the same is in the 
hands of the executors . 

.AIJ.y money or property given by will, or otherwise, to any 
executor or other trustee to be by him used and applied for the use 
and benefit of any charitable purpose. 

Any buildings and the lands upon which the same are situate, 
which buildings and lands were acquired by means of any devise, 
or bequest, and which are used for the charitable purpose of dis
pensing gratis, medicines and medical advice and aid to poor per
sons. Income of building to be used exclusively for such purposes. 

All annuities payable by charitable organizations to any person 
who has made any gift, bequest or devise to such organization, and 
which has been accepted for the purposes of such organization. 

All real and personal property owned by any corporation for 
the relief and support of orphans, retired, superannuated and dis
abled ministers and missionaries, their widows and other 
dependents. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unless such property belongs to a charitable institution and is 
used for its purposes. 

Lands, purchased with the bona fide intention of erecting build
ings thereon for charitable purposes, if in excess of forty acres, 
are taxable on such excess. 

IOWA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: all grounds and buildings used by charitable institutions 
and societies solely for their appropriate objects, not exceeding 
three hundred twenty acres in extent and not leased or otherwise 
used with a view to pecuniary profit. ' 

Moneys, and credits belonging exclusively to charitable institu
tions and' societies and devoted solely to sustaining them, but not 
exceeding in amount or income the amount prescribed by their 
charters or articles of incorporation; and other personal' property 
belonging to such institutions and used solely for their purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property of charitable institutions and societies in 

order to be exempt must be used solely for their appropriate 
objects, if leased or otherwise used with a view to pecuniary profit 
such property is not exempt from taxation. 

Moneys and credits, belonging exclusively to charitable institu
tions and societies and devoted solely to sustaining them, 'are not 
exempt as to any excess in amount or income over that prescribed 
in their charter or articles of incorporation. 

Grounds and buildings used by charitable institutions and 
societies in excess of three hundred and twenty acres are taxable 
on such excess. 
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Exemption ProviaioDl 

ConBlitution.-All property used exclusively for charitable pur
poses shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statute8.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all that portion of any building and the grounda upon 
which such building stands, belonging to any charitable corpora
tion, organization or society, situated under any audience or 
assembly room used by such charitable organiaztion, shall be 
wholly exempt from taxation when the portion of the building, so 
situated, is leased or rented, and the net rents or earnings are 
applied exclusively to charitable purposes. 

All moneys and credits belonging exclusively to charitable insti
tutions or associations, appropriated solely to sustain such institu
tions or associations, not exceeding in amount or in income, aris
ing therefrom, the limit prescribed by the charter of such institu
tion or association. 

Non-Exemption ProvisioDl 
Statute8.-'Moneys and credits belonging exclusively to and used 

by charitable institutions or associations are not exempt &.II to any 
excess over the limit prescribed by their charter. 

KENTUCKY 
Exemption ProviaioDl 

C01l8titution.-The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: institutions of purely public charity. 

Statute8.-The statutory provision is the same as the COD.!ltitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption ProviaioDl 
Constitution and Statutes.-Institutions for charitable purpO!!I'S 

are not exempt from taxation unless they are institutions of purely 
public charity. 

LOUISIANA 
Exemption ProviaioDl 

Constitution.-The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation: property devoted to charitable undertakings; but the 
exemption shall extend only to property and grounds thereunto 
appurtenant, used for the above purpose, and not leased for profit 
or income. . 

Slattdes.-The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption ProviaioDl 
C01l8titution and Statutes.-Property devoted to charitable 

undertakings in order to be exempt must be used for such pur
poses only; if leased for profit or income such property is not 
exempt. 
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MAINE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constit1ttirm.-No constitutional provision. 
Btatutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion : . real and personal property of all charitable institutions 
incorporated by the state; but so much of the real estate of such 
corporations as is not occupied by them for their own purposes, 
shall be taxed in the municipality in which it is situated. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btatutes.- So much of the real estate of charitable corporations 

as is not occupied by them for their own purposes, is- to be taxed 
in the municipality in which it is situated. 

MARYLAND 
Exemption Provisions 

COflstitutiofl.- No constitutional provision. . 
Btatutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: buildings, equipment and furniture of hospitals, asylums, 
and charitable institutions and the grounds appurtenant thereto, 
in any city or incorporated town of the state, which are necessary 
to the respective uses of' such institutions. 

Buildings, equipment and furniture of hospitals, asylums and 
charitable institutions of any county in the state, but not within 
any city or incorporated town, and the ground not exceeding forty 
acres appUJ'tenant, respectively, thereto and necessary for the 
respective uses of such institutions. . 

No real estate or any estate therein, heretofore or hereafter 
acquired and held for future use and not for investment by any 
hospital or asylum not organized or conducted for profit, shall be 
subject to state, county or municipal taxation for a period of four 
'years dated from January 1, 1924. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btatutes.~ Property, real and personal, used for charitable insti

tutions, in order to be exempt, must be necessary to the respective 
uses of such charitable institutions. 

Grounds, with buildings thereon used for charitable institutions, 
hospitals or asylums and located outside of any city. or incorpo
rated town, in excess of forty acres, are taxable' on such excess. 

Real estate acquired by any hospital. or asylum, not organized 
or conducted for profit, shall not be subject to taxation for a period 
of four years from January 1, 1924, if held for future use and not 
for investment. 

MASSACHUSETTS' 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutiofl.- No constitutional provision. 
Btatutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: personal property of charitable institutions, incorporated 

8 
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in the commonwealth, the real estate owned and occupied by them 
or their officers for the purposes for which incorporated, and real 
estate purchased by them with the purpose of removal thereto, 
until such removal, but not for more than two years after such 
purchase. 

Real or personal property of such charitable institution or cor
poration, occupied or used wholly or partly as or for an insane 
asylum, insane hospital, or institution for the insane or for the 
treatment of.mental or nervous diseases, shall not be exempt unless 
at least one-fourth of all property so occupied or used, wholly or 
partly, on the basis of valuation thereof, and one-fourth .of the 
income of all trust and other funds and property held for the 
·benefit of such asylum, hospital or institution and not actually 
occupied or used by it for such purposes, is used and expended 
entirely for the treatment, board, lodging or other direct benefit 
of indigent insane persons, or indigent persons in need of. treat
ment for mental diseases, as resident patients, without any charge 
therefor to such persons, either directly or indirectly. 

Real estate acquired after May 4, 1911, by any association or 
private corporation formed or incorporated for the care of the 
insane, shall not be exempt as above noted unless the city council 
of the city or the inhabitants of the town, in which it is situated, 
have by vote lawfully taken consented to the acquisition of such 
real estate, to be so exempt. 

If any of the income or profits of the business of a charitable 
institution or corporation is divided among the stockholders or 
members, or is used or appropriated for other than charitable pur-
poses, its property shall not be exempt. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes- Property, real and personal, of charitable institutions 

is not exempt unless owned and occupied by such institutions for 
the purposes for which incorporated. 

Real estate purchased by a charitable institution or corporation 
with the intention of removal thereto is not exempt from taxation 
for a longer period than two years after such purchase unless such 
institution or corporation, within such two-year period, has 
removed thereto. 

Real or personal property of a charitable institution used for 
the care of ·the insane or for mental or nervous diseases is not 
exempt from taxation unless at least one-fourth of all property so 
used, on a basis of valuation, and one-fourth of the income from 
trust and other funds is used and expended for the care and main
tenance of the indigent insane as resident patients. 

If any of the income or profits of the business of a charitable 
institution or corporation is divided among the stockholders or 
members, or is used or appropriated for other than charitable pur
poses, its property shall not be exempt from taxation. 
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MICHIGAN 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: such real estate as shall be owned and occupied by char
itable institutions incorporated under the laws of the state with 
the buildings and other property thereon while occupied by them 
solely for the purposes for which they were incorporated. No real 
estate, however, owned by such charitable institution used for 
agricultural, industrial or commercial purposes shall be exempt 
from taxation. . 

The personal property of charitable institutions incorporated 
under the laws of the state. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Real estate, buildings and other property of char

itable institutions is not exempt uriless owned and occupied by 
such institutions solely for their purposes. Any real estate owned 
by a charitable institution and used for agricultural, industrial 
or commercial purposes shall not be exempt from taxation. 

MINNESOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- Institutions of purely public charity shall be 
exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.---: The following property shall be exempt ,from taxa
tion: all public hospitals and institutions of purely public charity. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.- Institutions for charitable purposes 

are not exempt from taxation unless they are institutions of purely 
public charity or pul?lic hospitals. 

MISSISSIPPI 
Exemption' 'Provisions 

Constitution.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: all property, real or personal, belonging to any charitable 
society and used exclusively for the purpose of such society and 
not for profit. 

Property appropriated to and occupied and used by hospital 
or charitable institution. 

Real or personal property, belonging to charitable organiza
tions, which is used' for hospital purposes and which maintains 
one or more charity wards, and where all the income from such 
hospital is used enth:ely for such purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property, real or personal, used for charitable pur

poses, in order to be exempt, mllst belong to such charitable insti-
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tutions or !/ocieties and be occupied and used· exclusively by such 
organizations; if used for profit such property is not exempt from 
taxation. 

MISSOURI 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Lots in incorporated cities or towns, or within 
one mile· of the limits of any such city or town, to the extent of 
one acre, and lots one mile or more distant from such cities or 
towns, to the "extent of five acres, with the buildings thereon, may 
be exempted from taxation, when the same are used exclusively 
for purposes purely charitable. 

Statutes.-The statutory 'provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision; except that the statutes provide that such prop
erty shall be exempt. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property used for charitable pur

poses is not exempt, unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
Any lots, with buildings thereon, in excess of one acre in cities 

or towns or within one mile thereof, and similar property in ex
cess of five acres one mile or more distant from any city or town, 
are taxable on any excess over one acre and five acres respectively. 

MONTANA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Property used exclusively as hospitals and not 
used or held for private or corporate profit, and institutions of 
purely public charity, may be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-Property used exclusively as hospitals and not used 
or held for private or corporate profit, and institutions of purely 
public charity, are exempt from taxation, but no more land than 
is necessary for such purposes is exempt. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.-Property used as hospitals and in

stitutions of purely public charity is not exempt, unless used ex
clusively for such purposes. In the case of hospitals, a further 
provision is made, that only such hospitals are exempt as are not 
used or held for private or corporate profit. In the case of both 
hospitals and institutions of purely public charity, no more land 
is exempt than is necessary for their purposes. 

NEBRASKA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature by general law may exempt prop
erty owned and used exclusively for charitable purposes, wIlen 
such property is not owned or used for financial gain or profit to 
either the owner or user. 
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Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: property owned and used exclusively for charitable purposes 
when such property is not owned or used for financial gain or 
profit to either the owner or user. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and Statutes.~Property for charitable purposes, 

in order to be exempt, must be owned and used exclusively for 
such purposes; if owned or used for financial gain or profit, to 
either the owner or user, such property is not exempt. 

Exemption Provisions' 
NEVADA 

Constitution.-Property used for charitable purposes may be 
exempted from taxation by law. 

Statutes.-Property on which any hospital stands and which is 
used for charitable purposes, or on which any orphan asylum 
stands, together with the buildings, while occupied for the objects 
and purposes of such institutions, shall be exempt from taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property of hospitals, in order to be exempt, must 

be occupied and used for charitable purposes; and orphan asylums, 
in order to be exempt, must be occupied and used for the objects 
and purposes of such institutions. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: the personal property of charitable institutions· and socie
ties, incorporated or organized within the state, and the real es
tate owned and occupied by them and their officers for the pur
poses for which they are established, provided none of the income 
or profits Qf the business of such corporation or institution is 
divided among the stockholders or members, or is used or appropri
ated for other than charitable purposes. 

In the case of each charitable institution or society the exemp
tion is limited to $150,000. 

Towns may increase the exemption of $150,000 to such an 
amount as they may vote, by a majority of those present at any 
regular town meeting; and cities are authorized to increase such 
exemptions to such an amount as the city government may vote 
and the mayor approve. 

Towns and cities may, by a vote, exempt from taxation other 
real estate owned by charitable organizations which have estab
lished and maintained homes for dependent children or indigent 
aged people, where the income of such real estate is devoted solely 
to the support of such homes; provided, that the whole exemption 
to one organiaztion shall be limited to $150,000. 
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Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statuteg.-The property of charitable societies or institutions is 

not exempt from taxation if any of the income or profits of the 
business of such societies or institutions is divided among the 
stockholders or members, or is used or appropriated for other than 
charitable purposes. 

Real estate owned by charitable organizations, which maintain 
homes for dependent children or indigent aged people, is not ex
empt from taxation unless the income from such real estate is 
devoted solely to the support of such homes." 

Each charitable institution or society is limited to an exemption 
of $150,000; but any excess is taxable unless cities or towns vote 
to increase such exemption. 

NEW JERSEY 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statuteg.-There shall be exempt from taxation: all buildings 

actually and exclusively used for asylums or schools for feeble
minded or idiotic persons and children; or for charitable or hos
pital purposes. 

There shall also be exempt "from taxation the land whereon any 
of the buildings are erected, and which may be necessary for the 
fair enjoyment thereof, and which is devoted to charitable and to 
no other purposes, and which does not exceed five acres in extent. 

There is further exempt from taxation the furniture and per
sonal property in such buildings if used in and devoted to char
itable purposes. 

The buildings and the land on which they stand, used for char
itable purposes, are not exempt if conducted for profit. 

The exemption of the buildings and lands used for charitable 
purposes shall extend to cases where the charitable work therein 
carried on is supported partly by fees and charges received from 
or on behalf of beneficiaries using or occupying the building; 
such building, however, must be wholly controlled by a charit
able organization and the entire income therefrom used for char
itable purposes. 

The exemption to apply only where the charitable organization 
owns the property and is incorporated or organized under the laws 
of the state for charitable purposes. 

All endowments and funds collected, held and administered ex
clusively for charitable or hospital purposes within the state shall 
be exempt from taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statuteg.-Property used for charitable purposes, in order to be 

exempt, must be owned and actually and exclusively used for such 
purposes; if conducted for profit such property is not exempt from 
taxation. 

Land, with the buildings thereon devoted to charitable pur
poses, in excess of five acres, is taxable on such excess. 
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NEW MEXICO 
Exemption Provisions 

CO'lllfitKtimL-All property used for charitable purposes shan 
be exempt from taxation. 

8tat.tu.-The statutes are silent with respect to the exemption 
of institutions for charitable purposes. The provision in the con
stitution, however, is self execnting. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
COfISIiI.tiOfi and 8tatlltes.-In order to be exempt from taxa

tion the property must be used for charitable purposes. 

NEWYORX 
Exemption Provisions 

C01Istit.tiOfl.-No constitutional provision. 
8tat.tes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: the real and personal property of a corporation or associa
tion organized exclusively for charitable, hospital or infirmary 
purposes, or for two or more such purposes, and used exclusively 
for carrying ont therenpon one or more of such purposes. 

But no such corporation or association shall be entitled to any 
such exemption if any officer, member or employee thereof shall 
receive or may be lawfully entitled to receive any pecuniary profit 
from the operations thereof, except reasonable com}lensation for 
services in effecting one or more of such purposes, or as proper 
beneficiaries of its strictly charitable purposes; or if the organi
zation thereof for any such avowed purpose be a guise or pretense 
for directly or indirectly making any other pecuniary profit for 
such corporation or association, or for any of its members or em
ployees or if it be not in good faith organized or conducted ex
clusively for one or more of such purposes. 

The real property of any such corporation or association enti
tled to such exemption and held by it exclusively for one or more 
of such purposes and from which no rents, profits or income are 
derived, shall be so exempt, though not in actual use therefor by 
reason of the absence of suitable build.in.,as or improvements 
thereon, if the construction of such buildings or improvements is 
in progress, or is in good faith contemplated by such corporation 
or association; or if such real property is held by such corporation 
or association upon condition that the title thereto shall revert in 
case any building not intended and suitable for one or more of 
such purposes shall be erected upon said premises or some part 
thereof. 

The real property of any such corporation, not so used exclu
sively for carrying out thereupon one or more of such purposes 
but leased or otherwise used for other purposes, shall not be ex
empt, but if a portion only of any lot or building of any such 
corporation or association is used exclusively for carrying out 
thereupon one or more such purposes of any such corporation or 
association, then such lot or building shall be so exempt only to 
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the extent <;>f the value of the portion so used, and the remaining 
or other portion, to the extent of the value of such remaining or 
other portion, shall be subject to taxation. 

A lot or building owned and actually used for hospital pur
poses, by a free public hospital, depending for maintenance and 
support upon voluntary charity, shall not be taxed as to a portion 
thereof leased or otherwise used for the purposes of income, when 
such income is necessary for and is actually applied to the main
tenance and support of such hospital. 

Property held by trustees named in a will or deed of trust or 
appointed by the supreme court of the state for hospital pur
poses, shall be exempt to the same extent and subject to the same 
conditions and exceptions as if held by a corporation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unless used exclusively for such purposes. 
Further, there shall be no exemption from taxation allowed a 

corporation or association organized exclusively for charitable, 
hospital or infirmary purposes, if any officer, member or employee 
thereof shall receive or may be lawfully entitled to receive any 
pecuniary profit from the operations thereof, except reasonable 
compensation for services in effecting one or more of such pur
poses, or as proper beneficiaries of its strictly charitable pur
poses; or if the organization thereof for any such avowed purpose 
be a guise or pretense for directly or indirectly making any other 
pecuniary profit for such corporation or association or for any of 
its members or employees, or if it be not in good faith organized 
or conducted exclusively for one or more of such purposes. 

The real property of any corporation organized exclusively for 
charitable, hospital or infirmary purposes and not used exclusively 
for carrying out thereupon one or more of such purposes but 
leased or otherwise used for other purposes, shall not be exempt 
from taxation; but if a portion only of any lot or building of any 
such corporation or association is used exclusively for carrying 
out thereupon one or more such purposes of any such corporation 
or association, then such lot or building shall be so exempt only to 
the extent of the value of the portion so used, and the remaining 
or other portion, to the extent of the value of such remaining or 
other portion shall be subject to taxation. 

Income received by a free public hospital from any portion of 
its property which is leased, if such income is applied to the main
tenance of such hospital, it is not taxable. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The general assembly may exempt property held 
f01" charitable purposes. 

Statutes.-The following real and personal property shall be 
exempt from taxation: building and land upon which situated, 
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lawfully owned and held by churches or religious bodies, when 
secured through gift by will, and when the income from said prop
erty is used exclusively for charitable or benevolent purposes, and 
when said income does not exceed twenty-five hundred dollars 
annually. 

Real estate belonging to and actually and exclusively occupied 
and used by orphan or other asylums, reformatories, hospitals, and 
nunneries, which are not conducted for profit, but purely and com
pletely as charities. 

Personal property, including endowment funds, belonging to 
orphan: or other asylums,. reformatories, hospitals and nunneries, 
which are not conducted for profit, but purely and completely as 
charities. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes-Property, real and personal, of orphan or other asy

lums, reformatories, hospitals and nunneries, in order to be exempt, 
must belong to and be actually and exclusively occupied and used 
by such institutions; if conducted for profit such' institutions are 
not exempt from taxation. 

The income from property owned and held by churches or re
ligious bodies and used, for charitable purposes in excess of 
$2,500 annually is not exempt on such excess. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

C01IoStitution.-Property used exclusively for charitable pur
poses shall be exempt from. taxation. 

Statutea.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all buildings and contents thereof belonging to institutions 
of public charity, including public hospitals under the control of 
religious or charitable institutions, used wholly or in part for 
public charity, together with the land actually occupied by such 
institution not leased or otherwise used with a view to profit; and 
all money and 'credits appropriated solely to sustaining 'and belong
ing exclusively to such institutions. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Propertyused for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unless used exclusively for such purposes; if buildings and land 
actually occupied by a charitable institution, are leased or other
wise used with a view to profit they are not exempt from taxation. 

However, public hospitals under the control of religious or chari
table institutions and used wholly or in part for public charity are 
exempt from taxation. 

omo 
Exemption Provisions 

C01IoStitution.-Institutions used exclusively for charitable pur
poses may, by general laws, be exempt from taxation. 

S 
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.8tatutes.-The.following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
property belonging to institutions used exclusively for charitable 
purposes. 

Property, real, personal, and mixed, the net. income of whicb is' 
used solely for the support of institutions used exclusively for 
children's homes for poor children, the real estate on which said 
institutions are located, and the buildings connected therewith. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Siatutes.-Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unless it belongs to charitable institutions and is used solely and 
exclusively for charitable purposes. 

OKLAHOMA 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstif1Ltwn.-All property used exclusively for charitable pur
. poses shall be exempt. from taxation. 

An property owned by the Murrow Indian Orphan Home and 
Whittaker Orphan Home, so long as the same shall be used ex
clusively as free homes or schools for orphan children, and for 
poor and indigent persons, .and all fraternal orphan homes, and 
other orphan: homes, together with all their charitable funds, shall 
be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxation: 
all property and mortgages on same used exclusively for charit
able purposes . 

. All property owned by Murrow Orphan Home, and by the Okla
homo State Home, so long as the same shall be used exclusively 
as free, homes for children, and for poor and indigent persons. 
All other orphan homes, together with all charitable funds.. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
8tat'ldes..--Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unlessow:ned and used exclusively for charitable purposes. 

OREGON 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitutwn.-No constitutional provision . 
. .8tatute$.~'l'he following property shall be exempt from taxation: 

the personal property of all charitable institutions incorporated 
within:· the state, and such real estate belonging to such institutions 
as.shall be actually occupied for the purposes for which they were 
incorporated. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property, real and personal, of charitable institutions 

is not exempt unless it belongs to such institutions and is actually 
occupied for charitable purposes. 
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PENNSYLVANIA 
Ex.emption Provisions 

Constitution.-The general assembly may, by general laws, ex
empt from taxation institutions of purely public charity. 

Statutes.-All hospitals and institutions of charity, with the 
grounds thereto annexed and necessary for. the occupancy and 
enjoyment of the same, founded, endowed, and maintained by the 
public or private charity: provided, that the entire revenue derived 
by the same be applied to the support of and to increase the effi
ciency .and facilities thereof, the repair and the necessary increase 
of grounds and buildings thereof, and for no other purpose, shall 
be exempted from all and every county, city, borough, township, 
bounty, road, school', and poor tax; provided, that all property, 
real and personal, other than that which is in aetual use .and 
occupation for the above purposes, and from which any income or 
revenue is derived, shall be subject to taxation, except where 
exempted by law, for state purposes, .and nothing herein contained 
shall exempt same therefrom. 

All property, real and personal, in actual use and occupation for 
the above purposes, shall be subject to taxation, unless the person: 
or persons, association or corporation, so using and occupying 
the same, shall be seized of the legal or equitable title in the realty 
and possessor of the personal property absolutely. 

All real property owned by one or more institutions of purely 
public charity, used and occupied partly by such owner or owners 
and partly by other institutio~s of purely public charity and neces
sary for the occupancy and enjoyment of the institutions using it, 
shall be exempt from all and every county, city, borough, township, 
road, school, and poor tax. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-In order to be exempt from taxation, the entire 

revenue derived by hospitals and charitable institutions must be 
applied to the support of and to increase the efficiency and facilities 
of such hospitals and institutions, .and be used for the repair and 
the necessary increase of grounds and buildings and for no other 
purpose. 

All property, real or personal, other than that which is in actual 
use and occupation for hospital and charitable purposes, and from 
which any income or revenue is derived; shall be subject to taxation, 
except where exempted by IllW, for state purposes. 

Further, all property, real and personal, in actual use .and occu
pation for hospital and charitable purposes, shall be subject to 
taxation, unless the person or persons, association or corporation, 
so using and occupying the same, shall be seized of the legal' or 
equitable title in the realty and possessor of the' personal property 
absolutely. . 
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RHODE ISLAND 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: buildings and personal estate owned by any incorporated 
public charitable institution, and the land upon which such build
ings stand and immediately surrounding the same to an extent not 
exceeding one acre. But no property or estate whatever shall 
hereafter be exempt from taxation in any case where any part of 
the income or profits thereof or of the business carried on thereon 
is divided among its owners or stockholders. 

The property, real and personal, held for the aid or support of 
the aged poor, or for the aid or support of poor friendless children, 
or for the aid or support of the poor generally, or for a hospital 
for the sick or disabled, and almshouses and the land and buildings 
used in connection therewith, shall be exempt from taxation. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-No property or estate of an institution for charitable 

purposes shall be exempt from taxation in any case where any 
part of the income or profits of such institution or of the business 
carried on, is divided among its owners or stockholders. 

Land, with buildings thereon used by a public charitable insti
tution, in excess of one a.cre is taxable on such excess. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Exemption Provisions 

CcmstitutiOl1o.-There shall be exempted from taxation the prop
erty of all charitable institutions in the nature of asylums for the 
infirm, deaf and dumb, blind, idiotic and indigent persons, except 
where the profits of such institutions are applied to private uses. 
As to real estate this exemption shall not extend beyond the build
ings and premises actually occupied by such asylums. 

Statutes.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property belonging to institutions for purely public 
charity and used exclusively for the maintenance and support of 
such institutions. 

The South Carolina Baptist Hospital in the City of Columbia 
with all houses, furniture 'and property of every kind belonging 
to such hospital and used for the purpose of such hospital, shall 
be exempt from taxation for state, county, school, municipal and 
special taxes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution. and Statutes.-Property used for charitable pur

poses, in order to be exempt, must belong to and be used exclu
sively by institutions of purely public charity; if the profits. of 
such institutions are applied to private uses they are not exempt 
from taxat,ion. 
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SOUTH DAKOTA 
Exemption Provisions 

217 

ConBtitution.-The legislature shall, by general law, exempt 
from taftation, property used exclusively for charitable purposes. 

StatuteB.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property belonging to any charitable society, or used 
exclusively for charitable purposes. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
StatuteB.-Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unlesa it belongs to a charitable society or is used exclusively for 
charitable purposes. 

TENNESSEE 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-The legislature may exempt from taxation such 
property as may be held and used for purposes purely charitable. 

StatuteB.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all property belonging to any charitable institution when 
used exclusively for the purpose for which such institution was 
created, or is nnimproved and yields no income. All property 
belonging to such institution used in secular business and com· 
peting with a like business that pays taxes to the state shall be 
taxed on its whole or partial value in proportion as the same may 
be used in competition with secular business. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
StatuteB.-In order to be exempt from taxation the property of 

any charitable institution must be used exclusively for such pur
pose, or be nnimproved and yield no income. Any of such prop
erty, used in secular business in competition with a like business 
that pays taxes to the state, shall be taxed on its whole or partial 
value in proportion as the same may be used in competition with 
secular businesa. 

Exemption 'Provisions 
TEXAS 

Constitution.-The legislature may, by general laws, exempt 
from taxation institutions of purely public charity. 

StatuteB.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: All buildings belonging to institutions of purely public 
charity, together with the lands belonging to and occupied by such 
institutions not leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, 
nnlesa Buch rents and profits and all moneys and credits are appro
priated by such institutions solely to sustain such institutions. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Constitution and StatuteB.-Lands and buildings used for charit

able purposes, in order to be exempt, must belong to and be occu
pied by institutions of purely public charity; if leased or otherwise 
used with a view to profit, unless the rents and profits and all 
moneys and credits are appropriated by such institutions solely to 
sustain them, they are not exemp~ from taxation. 
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UTAH 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.-There shall be exempt from taxation lots with 
the buildings thereon used exclusively for charitable purPoses. 

Btatutes.-The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
OO'llSti1ution a;nd Statutes.-Property used for charitable pur

poses is not exempt, unless it is used exclusively for such purpose& .. 

VERMONT 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.-No constitutional provision. 
Statute.-The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: Real and personal estate granted, sequestered or used for 
charitable uses. Building used as an orphanage, home or hospital; 
lands adjacent to such orphanage, home and hm;pital kept and 
used as a lawn, play-ground or garden. 

The lands or buildings exclusively used for the support of 
orphanages, homes or hospitals which, without pay, receive and 
care for indigent, old or infirm. patients or inmates, shall be 
exempt from taxation, when such lands or buildings are located 
in the town in which such institutions are situated. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Btatutes.-Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unless it is used exclusively for such purposes. 

VIRGINIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Oonstitution.- The following property shall be exempt from 
taxation, both state and local; but the general assembly may here
after tax any of the property hereby exempted: real estate belong
ing to, actually and exclusively occupied, and used by, and per
sonal property, including endowment funds, belonging to orphan 
or other asylums, reformatories, hospitals and nunneries, which 
are not conducted for profit, but purely and completely as 
charities. . 

Whenever any building on land or part thereof, used for chari
table purposes, shall be leased or shall be a source of revenue or 
profit, all of such buildings and land shall be liable to taxation as 
other land and buildings in. the same county. city or town. 

Statutes.- The statutory provision is the same as the constitu
tional provision. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Oonstitution and Statutes.- Real and personal property and 

endowment funds used for charitable purposes are not exempt 
from taxation unless actually belonging to, and exclusively occu-
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pied and used by charitable institutions which are not conducted 
for profit, but purely and completely as charities. . 

Whenever any building or land, or part thereof, used tor cha;rl
table purposes, shall be leased ,or shall be a so.urce of reve~ue or 
profit, all of such buildings and land shall be liable to taxatlon as 
other land and buildings in the same .county, city or town. 

WASHINGTON 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- Such property as the legislature may by general 
laws provide, shall be exempt from taxation. 

Statutes.- The following. property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: all orphanages, orphan asylums, institutions for the'reforma
tion of fallen women, homes for the aged and infirm, and hospitals 
for tbe care of the sick, when such institutions are supported in 
whole or in part by public donations or private charity, and all 
of tht' income and profits of such institutions are devoted, after 
paying their expenses, to the purposes of such institutions, and the 
grounds, wht'never such orphanages, instit~ions, homes .and 'hos
pitals are built and when used exclusively and not otherwise for 
their purposes. 

Non-Exemption ;Provisions 
Statutes.~ Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt, 

unless it is used exclusively for such purposes. 

WEST VmGINIA 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.-Property used for charitable purposes may, by 
law, be exempted from taxation. 

Statutes.- The following property, real and personal, shall ,be 
exempt from taxation: property used for charitable purposes, and 
not held or It'ased out for profit; property belonging to any pub
lic institution for the education of the deaf, dumb or .blind, or any 
hospital not held or leased out for profit; house of refuge, lunatic 
or orphan asylum; homes for children or for the aged, friendless 
or infirm, not conducted for private profit. 

SUch exemption from taxation shall apply to all property, in
cluding the principal and the income therefrom, held for a term 
of years or otherwise under a bona fide deed of trust, transfer or 
assignment, by a trustee or trustees required by the terms ofsucih 
trust to apply, annually, the income derived from such property 
to charitable purposes, when not used for private purposes or 
profit. . 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Property used for charitable purposes is not exempt 

from taxation, if held, leased out, or conducted for private profit. 
The principal and income of trust funds for charitable purposes, 
is not exempt, if used for private purposes or profit. 
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WISCONSIN 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- No constitutional provision. 
Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa

tion: personal property owned by any benevolent association used 
exclusively for the purposes of such association, and the real prop
erty necessary for the location and convenience of the buildings of 
such'association,and embracing the same, not exceeding ten acres; 
provided such real or person property is not leased or otherwise 
used for pecuniary profit. The occasional leasing of such build
ings for schools, public lectures or concerts, shall not render them 
liable to taxation. 

All the real and personal property of any orphan asylum or 
orphan home in the state, and the real estate of the Home of the 
Friendless in the city of Milwaukee, not exceeding one lot, while 
the same are actually used for such homes. 

:All real property, not exceeding 160 acres, and personal prop
erty of any religious corporation, society, institute or body, which 
is actually used and occupied for a home for feeble minded, so long 
as such property is actually so used. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.-Property used for benevolent or charitable purposes, 

in order to be exempt, must be used exclusively for such purposes; 
if leased or otherwise used for pecuniary profit, such property is 
not exempt from taxation. The occasional leasing of such build
ings for schools, public lectures or concerts, shall not render them 
liable to taxation. 

Land on which buildings located for charitable purposes in ex
cess of ten acres is taxable on such excess. 

Land, used and occupied for home for feeble-minded by' any 
religious corporation, in excess of 160 acres is taxable on such 
excess. 

WYOMING 
Exemption Provisions 

Constitution.- There shall be exempt from taxation such prop
erty as the legislature may by general law provide. 

Statutes.- The following property shall be exempt from taxa
tion: lands with the buildings thereon, used for orphan asylums, 
or hospitals, so long as such lands and buildings are not used for 
private profit. 

Non-Exemption Provisions 
Statutes.- Property used for the purpose of orphan asylums or 

hospitals is not exempt from taxation, if used for private profit. 
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Provisions of the Statutes of the Various States Rela.tive to 
Exemption from the Inheritance Tax of Property Transferred 
to Religious, Educational a.nd Charitable Orga.nizations or 
Societies. 

CITATIONS TO THE STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

Alabama. No inheritance tax law •. 
Arizona. Laws 1922, Ch. 26, Sec. 4, Subd. I, p. 95. 
Arkansas. Stats. 1919, Sec. 10221, Subd. I, p. 2623. 
California. Stats. and Amdts. to Codes 1921, Ch. 821, Sec. 6, Subd. I, p. 1506. 
Colorado. Compo Laws 1921, Sec. 7488. 
Connecticut. Public Acts 1925, Ch. 47. 
Delaware. Laws 1917, Ch. 7, Sec. 146; p. 14. 
Florida. No inheritance tax law. 
Georgia. Laws 1926 (Extrl& Sess.) No. 10, p. 15-17. 
Idaho. Compo Stats. 1919; vol. 1, Sec. 3375, Subd. 1. 
minois. Rev. Stats. 1921; Ch. 120, Sec. 422. 
Indiana. Annot. States. 1921, vol. 6, Sec. 10143-d, Subd. 1. 
Iowa. Code 1924, Sec. 7308, Subd. 2. 
Kansas. Rev. Stats. 1923, Sec. 79-1501. 
Kentucky. Laws 1924, Ch. 111, Sec. 2. 
Louisiana. Laws 1921, Act. No. 127. 
Maine. Laws 1919, Ch. 187_ 
Maryland. Annot. Code, vol. 2, Art. 81, Sec. 124. 
Masachusetts. Laws 1922, Ch. 403, Sec. 1, p. 426-427. 
Michigan. Public Acts 1923, No. 257, Sec. 1. 
Minnesota. General Stats. 1923, Sec. 2293, Subd. 2c. 
Mississippi. Laws 1924, Ch. 134, Sec. 6, Subd. (a), (3); Sec. 8, Subd. (a), 

(3). 
Missouri. Laws 1921 (1st Extra Sess.) Sec. 561, p. 211 
Montana.. Laws 1923, Ch. 65, Sec. 1, Sec. 4, Subd. 1. 
Nebraska. Compo Stats. 1922, Sec. 6153. 
Nevada. No inheritance tax law. 
New Hampshire. Public Laws 1926, vol. 1, Ch. 72, Se~8. 1, 2. 
New Jersey. Compo Stats. Cumulative Supp. 1911-1924, vol. 2, Secs. 208-

537; Laws 1925, Ch. 102; Laws 1926, Ch. 294. 
New Mexico. Laws 1923, Ch. 51. 
New York. Tax Law 1926, Sec. 221; Estate tax, Sec. 249-c, Subd. 3. 
North Carolina. Consolo State. 1919, vol. 2, Sec. 7772; Public Laws 1925, 

Ch. 101, Sec. 6, Subd. 3. 
North Dakota. Laws 1919, Ch. 225, Sec. 1; Sec. 4, Subd. 1. 
Ohio. General Code 1926, Secs. 5334, 5335, Subd. 3 (a) (b) (c)' (d). 
Oklahoma. Compo Stats. 1921, vol. 2, Secs. 9856, 9861. 
Oregon. General Laws, 1925, Ch. 338, Sec. 1191. 
Pennsylvania. Purdons Digest, 1921, vol. 8, Sec. 2, p. 8496-97. 
Rhode Island. General Laws 1923, Sec. 524, Subd. 1. 
South Carolina. Acts 1925, No. 143, Sec. 1. 
South Dakota. Laws 1923, Ch. 107, Sec. 6832, Subd. 6. 
Tennessee. Code. Supp. 1926, Sec. 75-a-2, Subd. 4. 
Texas. Rev. Civil Stats. 1925, vol. 2, Arts. 7119, 7122. 
Utah. Laws 1919, Ch. 64, Sec. 3185. 
Vermont. Laws 1919, No. 48, Sec. 1090. 
Virginia. Code 1924, Sec. 44 (1), p. 1852. 
Washington. Compo Stats. 1922, vol. 3, Sec. 11218. 
West Virginia. Annot. Code 1923, Ch.33, Sec. 2 b, p. 588 . 

. Wisconsin. State. 1925, vol. 1, Sec. 72.04 (1). 
Wyoming. Laws 1925, Ch. 'i8, Sec. 2. 
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PROVISIONS OF THE STATUTES 

ALABAMA 
Statutes 

Alabama has no inheritance tax law. 

ARIZONA 
Statutes 

All property transferred to religious, charitable or educational 
corporations and used exclusively for their purposes is exempt 
from tax. 

ARKANSAS 
Statutes 

All property transferred to any corporation or association 
engaged in charitable, benevolent or educational work or to be 
held in trust for such objects is exempt from tax. 

CALIFORNIA 
Statutes 

All property transferred to any corporation, society, institu
tion or association engaged in any charitable, benevolent or edu
cational work or to be held in trust for such objects is exempt 
from tax. Property transferred to be limited for use within 
the state by organizations organized or existing under the laws of 
the state. 

COLORADO 
Statutes 

All transfers of property for the use of religious or charitable 
purposes exclusively, or for schools and colleges not for profit 
.are exempt. All such institutions to be situated within the state 
and the property be limited for use within the state. 

CONNECTICUT 
Statutes 

All property transferred exclusively for religious, educational 
or missionary purposes, or in trust for any religious, educational 
or missionary corporation wherever situated is exempt from tax. 

DELAWARE 
. Statutes 

Any property or estate passing to or for the use of, or in trun 
for any charitable, educational or religious society or institution 
is exempt from tax. 

FLORIDA 
Statutes 

Florida has no inheritance tax law 
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GEORGIA 
Statutes 

Georgia adopts the provisions of the Federal Estate tax which 
provides for deducting from the value of the gross estate: the 
amount of all bequests or transfers to or for the use of any cor
poration organized and operated exclusively for religious, chari
table or educational purposes, no part of the net earnings of 
which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or indi
vidual, and which gifts are to be uaed exclusively for such 
purposes. 

mAHO 
Statutes 

All property transferred to any society, corporation or institu
tion engaged in or devoted to any charitable, benevolent, educa
tional or other like work or in trust for such organizations i.i 
exempt from tax. 

ILLINOIS 
Statutes 

Property transferred to or for the use of any hospital, religious, 
educational, bible, missionary, tract, benevolent or charitable pur
pose, or to any trustee, bishop or minister to be held and uaed 
exclusively for religious, charitable or educational purposes is 
exempt from tax. 

INDIANA 
Statutes 

All property transferred to the bishop, rector, pastor, trustee, 
board of trustees, or governing body of any educational or 
religious institutions, who shall use the property solely for 
religious, charitable or educational purposes, or to corporations 
of the state organized solely for religious, charitable or educa
tional purposes, which shall use the property exclusively for the 
purpose of their organiaztion, is exempt from tax. 

IOWA 
Statutes 

Property passing to societies or institutions incorporated for 
educational, religious or charitable purposes, or to bospitals, is 
exempt from tax. 

KANSAS 
Statutes 

All property transferred to or for the use of educational, 
religious and charitable societies or institutions is exempt from 
tax, if such use entitle the property so passing to be exempt from 
taxation. 

Statutes 
All transfers to educational, religious or other institutio~ 

lOcieties, or &8IIOCiatiODS, whose IDle object and purpose is to carry 
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on charitable, educational or religious work within the state, or 
for or upon trust for any charitable purpose in the state, are 
exempt from tax. No exemption allowed if any member, officer 
or shareholder of any of the above organizations receives any 
pecuniary profit, other than reasonable compensation for service'J. 

LOUISIANA 
Constitution 

Donations and legacies to charitable, religious or educational 
insitutions located within the state shall be exempt from inherit
ance tax. , 

Statutes 
The statutory provision is the same as the constitutional 

provision. 
MAINE 

Statutes 
All property passing by will to or for the use of any educa

tional, charitable or religious institution in the state is exempt 
from the inheritance tax. 

MARYLAND 
Statutes 

The inheritance tax law of Maryland does not appear to exempt 
from taxation transfers made to religious, educational and chari
table organizations or for their purposes. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Statutes 

All property passing by will for the use of charitable, educa
tional or religious societies or institutions, or for or upon trust 
for any charitable purposes to be carried out within the com
monwealth is exempt from the, inheritance tax. 

MICHIGAN 
Statutes 

Transfer of any property, real or personal, in trust or other
wise, to any religious, educational or charitable institution is 
exempt from the inheritance tax. 

MINNESOTA 
Statutes 

Devises, bequests, gifts or transfers to or for the use of any 
corporation or association organized and operated within the 
state for religious, charitable or educational purposes, exclusively, 
or to a trustee or trustees exclusively for such purposes, provided 
no part of such bequest or transfer inures to the profit of any 
private stockholder or individual, shall be exempt from the 
inheritance tax. 



MISSISSIPPI 
Statutes 

In the case of a resident there is deducted from the value of 
the gross estate and in the ease of a non-resident from the value 
of the net estate, the amount of all bequests, legacies, devises, or 
gifts to or for the use of any corporation or association organized 
and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, or educational 
p1ll'pOSes, or to a trustee or trustees, e~clusively for such :pur
poses, and where no part of the net earnmgs of such corporatIons 
or associations inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or 
indiciduaL 

MISSOURI 
Statutes 

All tra.n.sfers of property or any beneficial interest therein to 
be used, and actually used solely for religious, charitable, or edu
cational purposes in the state, shall be exempt from the inherit
ance tax, and such property shall be exempt from the tax where 
the same descends from a trustee or trustees to other trustees who 
hold property for the uses of the foregoing institutions. 

MONTANA 
Statutes 

All property transferred to corporations or voluntary ass0-

ciations of the state organized solely for religious, charitable or 
educational purposes, which shall use the property so transferred 
exclusively for the purpose of their organization within the state, 
shall be exempt from the inheritance tax. 

NEBRASKA 
Statutes 

No exemption appears to be allowed in. the case of transfers to 
or for the use of religious, educational or charitable organiaztions 
or institutions. 

NEVADA 
Statutes 

Nevada has no inheritance tax law. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Statutes 
~ transfers of property to or for the use of educational: 

relilr;'ous! or other institutions, societies or associations of public 
chan~ m the state, or for or upon trust for any charitable pur
pose In the state shall be exempt from the inheritance tax. 

NEW JERSEY 
Statutes 
N~w Jersey does not exempt from the inheritance tax property 

passmg to or for religious, educational or charitable purpOiCS· 
but provides &I follows: • 
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"Property passing to churches, hospitals and orphan asylums, 
bible and tract societies, religious and charitable institutions and 
organizations, shall be taxed at the rate of five per centum." 

There is, however, an exemption from the inheritance tax in 
the case of property passing to or for the use of any institution, 
solely educational, for whose benefit there may be appropriations 
made by the legislature. 

NEW MEXICO 
Statutes 

Estates, passing to a corporation, voluntary association or 
society, to an "amount not exceeding $500.00, are exempt from 
the inheritance tax. 

NEW YORK 
Statutes 

Any property devised or bequeathed for religious ceremonies, 
observances or commemorative services of or for the deceased 
donor, or to any person who is a bishop where such request or 
devise is for his official as distinguished from his personal use, or 
to any religious, educational, charitable, missionary, hospital or 
infirmary eorporation, wherever incorporated, including cor
porations organized exclusively for bible or tract purposes, shall 
be exempt from the transfer tax 

For the purpose of the tax (on the estates of resident deced
ents) the value of the net estate shall be determined by deducting 
from the value of the gross estate: 

The amount of all bequests, legacies, devises, or transfers, to 
or for the use of any corporation organized and operated 
exclusively for religious, charitable or educational purposes, no 
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any 
private stockholder or individual, or to a trustee or trustees, but 
only if such contributions or gifts are to be used by such trustee 
or trustees exclusively" for religious, charitable or educational 
purposes. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Statutes 

No inheritance tax shall be imposed or collected on legacies or 
property passing by will or otherwise to religious, educational or 
charitable corporations, not conducted for profit. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Statutes 

All property. t.ransferred to corporations of the state orga~ized 
under its laws solely for religious, charitable, or educational pur
poses, which shall use the property so transferred exclusively for 
the purposes of their organization within the state, shall be 
exempt from the inheritance tax. 
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OHIO 
Statutes 

The succession to any property passing to or for the use "of 
public institutions of learning within the state, or institutions" of 
learning within any state of the United States which state does 
not impose an inheritance, estate or transfer tax on property 
given, devised or bequeathed by a resident thereof to an institu
tion pf learning within this state, or to or for the use of an insti
tution for purposes only of public charity, carried on in whole 
or in substantial part within this state, shall not be subject to the 
inheritance tax. . 

Privately owned institutions of learning which are not operated" 
for profit and which admit all classes of students on the same 
terms are considered institutions of public charity and therefore 
entitled to be exempt from the inheritance tax. 

Private charities are not exempt from the inheritance tax, nor 
are churches or religious organizations. 

OKLAHOMA 
Statutes 
. All property transferred to corporations of the state organized 

under its laws solely for religious, charitable or educational pur
poses which shall use the property so transferred exclusively for 
the purposes of their organiaztion within the state shall be exempt 
from. the inheritance tax. 

OREGON 
Statutes 

Devises, bequests, legacies and gifts to benevolent, charitable or 
educational" institutions, societies, associations or corporations 
organized or existing within the state and actually engaged in 
the state in carrying out the objects and purposes for which so 
organized or existing, or to a corporation, association or societ~7 
to be organized for such purposes under the laws of the state pur
suant to the terms of the instrument providing such devise, 
bequest or gift; and devises, bequests, legacies or gifts to any 
corporation, society, institution, person or persons or association 
of persOns.in trust for such charitable, benevolent or educational 
purpose where such devise, bequest, legacy or gift is limited. by 
the donor for use within the Uhited States, shall be exempt from 
the inheritance tax. . 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Statutes 

Property passing by will to corporations organized for religious, 
educational or charitable purposes are taxable under the inherit
ance tax at the rate of ten per centum which is the rate on 
collaterals. 

RHODE ISLAND 
Statutes 

All property or interests transferred to any eorporation, asso
ciation, or institution, located hl the state, which is e~empt from 
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taxation by charter or under the laws of the state, or to any cor
poration, association, or institution located outside the state, 
which if located within the state would be exempt, or to any 
person in trust for the same, shall be exempt from the inherit
ance tax. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Statutes 

All property which shall pass to or for the use of any educa
tional or religious institution or public charities in the state, or at, 
for or upon trust for any charitable purpose in the state, shall 
not be subject to the inheritance tax. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Statutes 

Property transferred to a public hospital, academy, college, 
university, seminary of learning, church or purely charitable 
institution within the state, shall be exempt from the inheritance 
tax. 

TENNESSEE 
Statutes 

All property devised or transferred to any church for purely 
religious purposes, to any school or college for purely educa
tional purposes, or to any hospital or bona fide charitable insti· 
tution, shall be exempt from the inheritance tax. 

TEXAS 
Statutes 

There is no exemption from the inheritance tax in the case of 
property passing to or for the use of a religious, educational or. 
charitable organization located within or without the state. 

UTAH 
Statutes 

No exemption from the inheritance tax appears to be allowed 
in the case of property passing to or for the use of religious, edu
cational and charitable organizations or societies. 

VERMONT 
Statutes 

Property transferred by will to a bishop in his ecclesiastical 
capacity for religious uses within the state or to a charitable, 
educational or· religious society or institution created and exist
ing under and by virtue of the laws of the state and having its 
principal office therein shall be exempt from the inheritance tax. 
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VIRGINIA. 
ConstitutiOD 

ASJ:r legacy or devise made according to law for the benefit o! 
any religious, educational or charitable institution, shall be 
exempt from the inheritance taL 

Statutes 
Any gift, devise or bequest made exclusively for charitable, 

educational or religioua purposes within the state, shall be exempt 
from the inheritance taL 

WASHINGTON 
Statutes 

All bequests and devises of property within the state when the 
same are for one of the following charitable purposes, namely: 
the relief of the aged, indigent and poor people, maintenance of 
sick or maimed, the support or education of orphans or indigent 
ehildren; and all bequests and devises made to schools and college!! 
in the state supported in whole or in part by gifts, endowments 
or charity, the entire income of which school or college, after pay
ing the expenses, is devoted to the purposes of such institution 
and which is open to all persons upon equal terms, shall be exempt 
from the payment of the inheritance taL 

WEST VIRGINIA. 
Statutes 

All property transferred to a person or corporation, in trust, 
or use solely for educational, religious or charitable purposes. 
provided the property so transferred for such purposes, is uaed 
excluaively in the state, shall be exempt from the inheritance taL 

WISCONSIN 
Statutes 

All property transferred to corporations of the state organized 
under its laws, solely for religious, charitable or educational pur
poses, which shall use the property so transferred, exclusively for 
the purposes of their organiaztion within the state, shall be 
exempt from the inheritance taL 

WYOMING 
Statutes 

All property which shall pass by will to or for the use of 
charitable, educational or religioua purposes, shall be exempt 
from the inheritance tax. 
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Provisions of the Statutes of the Various States Relative to 
Exemption from the Income Tax of Religious, Educationa.l and 
Charitable Organizations or Societies. 

CITATIONS TO THE STATUTES 

Delaware. Laws 1921. Ch. 9, Sec. 5, Subd. b, Sec. 9, Subd. 4. 
Massachusetts. General Laws '1921., vol. 1, Ch. 62, See. 8, Subd. (e). 
Mississippi. Laws 1924, Ch. 132, Sec. 11, Subd. (b), (7), Sec. 12, Subd. 10, 

II. 
Missouri. Rev. Stats. 1919, vol. 3, Sec. 13ll3, Subd. 6; Laws 1921 (1st 

Extra Sess.) Sec. 13110, Subd. 10, p. 188-189. 
New Hampshire. Public Laws 1926, vol. 1, Ch. 65, Sec. 7. 
New York. Tax Law 1926, Sec. 359, Par. 2, Subd. g, Sec. 360, Par. 10, 

Subd. b. 
North Carolina. Public Laws 1025, Ch. 101, Sec. 204, Subd. 3, Sec. 306, 

Subd.9. 
North Dabota. Laws 1923, Ch. 312, Sec. 27, Subd.· 6; Laws 1925, Ch. 201, 

Sec. 19, Subd. (8). 
Oklahoma. Compo State 1921, vol. 2, Sees. 9938, Subd. f, 9939,· Subd. 7. 
South Carolina. Laws 1926, Income Tax Act Approved 12 Oct. 11126. Sec. 6, 

Subd.3. 
Virginia. Code Supp. 1926, Sec. 10, Subd. 2, p .. 244. 
Wisconsin. Stats. 1925, vol. 1, Sees. 71.04 (7), 71.05 (2). 
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PROVISIONS OF THE STATUTES 

DELAWARE 
Statutes 

Corporations organized for religious, charitable or educational 
purposes, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the bene
fit of any private stockholder or individual are exempt from the 
income tax. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Statutes 

Income of intangible personal property of religious, charitable 
and educational institutions is exempt from the income tax. 

MISSISSIPPI 
Statutes 

Income received by any religious denomination or by any insti
tution or trust for religious, bible, tract, charitable, missionary, 
hospital, infirmary or educational purpose is exempt from the 
income tax. 

MISSOURI 
Statutes 

There shall not be taxed any income received by any corpora
tion or association organized and O'perated exclusively for -religi
ous, charitable, or educational purposes, no part of the net income 
of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or indi
vidual. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Statutes 

No tax to be levied upon any income received and used, by any 
educational, religious, or charitable organiaztion incorporated or 
organized in the state, for the purposes for which it is established; 
provided none of the income or profits of such organiaztions is 
divided among its stockholders or members or is used for pur
poses other than those for which it is established, or which is 
received by any trustee for the use of such organization for such 
purposes. 

NEW YORK 
Statutes 

There shall be exempt from taxation income received by any 
officer of a religious denominaticm or by any institution or trust 
for religious, bible, tract, charitable, missionary, hospital, infirm
ary or educational purposes, or for two or more of such purposes, 
if such income be used exclusively for carrying out one or more 
of such purposes. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Statutes 

There shall be exempt from the income tax corporations 
organized for religious, charitable or educational purposes, no 
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part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any 
private stockholders or individual. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Statutes 

The following shall be exempt from the income tax; corpora
tions organized and operating exclusively for religious, charitable 
or educational purposes, no part of the net earnings of which 
inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual. 

OKLAHOMA 
Statutes 

Corporations organized and operated exclusively for religious, 
charitable or educational purposes, no part of the net earnings of 
which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder' or indi
vidual shall be exempt from the income tax. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Statutes 

The following organizations shall be exempt from the income 
tax : corporations organized and operated exclusively for 
religious, charitable or educational purposes, no part of the net 
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder 
or individual. 

VIRGINIA 
Statutes 

No income tax shall be imposed 'on religious, educational, 
benevolent and other corporations or associations of individuals 
not organized or conducted for pecuniary profit. 

WISCONSIN 
Statutes 

There sh!ill be exempt from the income tax, the income of all 
religious, educational and benevolent, or other corporations 01' 
associations of individuals not organized or conducted for 
pecuniary profit. 
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Provisions of \he Statutes of \he Various States Allowing as a 
Deduction from \he Income Tax Contributions for Religious, 
Educational or Charitable Purposes. 

DELAWARE 
Statutes 

There is allowed as a deduction. any part of the gross income 
which pursuant to the terms of the will or deed creating the trust, 
is during the taxable year paid to or permanently set aside for any 
corporation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, chari
table or educational purposes, no part of the net earnings of which 
inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual. 

MISSISSIPPI 
Statutes 

In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions 
contributions or gifts to organizations, incorporated or unincor
porated which are operated exclusively for religious, charitable or 
educational purposes, no part of the net earnings of which organi
zations inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or indi
vidual, to an amount not in excess of ten per centum of the net 
income. 

MISSOURI 
Statutes 

In computing the net income in the case of a citizen or resident 
of the state there shall be allowed as deductions: contributions or 
gifts made within the taxable year to corporations, associations and 
societies organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable 
or educational purposes. no part of the net earnings of which 
organizations inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or 
individual, to an amount not in excess of fifteen per centum of the 
taxpayer's net income. 

NEW YORK 
Statutes 

In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions 
contributions or gifts made within the taxable year to or for the 
use of: any corporation or association operated exclusively for 
religious charitable or educational purposes, no part of the net 
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder 
or individual, provided that the amounts to be deducted shall not 
in the aggregate exceed fifteen per centum of the taxpayer's net 
income. 

In the case of a taxpayer, other than a resident of the state, the 
deductions shall be allowed only as contributions or gifts made to 
corporations or associations incorporated by or organized under 
the laws of the state. 
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NORTH OAROLINA 
Statutes 

In computing net incomes there shall be allowed as deductions: 
contributions or gifts made by individuals within the income year 
to corporations or associations operated exclusively for religious, 
charitable or educational purposes, no part of the net earnings of 
which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual, 
to an amount not in excess of fifteen per centum of the taxpayer's 
net income. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Statutes 

In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions: 
contributions or gifts made within the income year to any corpora.. 
tion, 8:ssociation or trust, or fund, or foundation, organized and 
operated exclusively for religious, charitable, or educational pur
poses, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of 
any private shareholder or individual; provided, that such con
tributions or gifts may be deducted only to an amount which in all 
the above cases combined does not exceed fifteen per cent of the 
taxpayer's net income. 

OKLAHOMA 
Statutes 

In computing the net income taxable, there shall be allowed as 
deductions from the net income of any person: all charitable dona
tions not to exceed fifteen per centum of the taxpayer's net income. 

WISOONSIN 
Statutes 

Individuals, in reporting incomes for purposes of taxation shall 
be allowed the following deductions: contributions or gifts made 
within the year to any corporation, foundation, or association op
erating within the state, organized and operated exclusively for 
religious, charitable or educational purposes, no part of the net 
income of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder 
or individual, to an amount not in excess of ten per centum of the 
taxpayer's income. . 
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Provisions of the Statutes of the Various States Exempting 
from Taxation Certain Businesses or Industries 

CITATIONS TO THE STATurES 

Alabama. Code 1923, voL I, Sees. 302Z-30"23, 3025, 3026. 
Delaware. Rev. Code 1915, Sec. 1098. _ 
Georgia. CoDlltitution, Art. 7, Sec. 2, Subd. 2 A. Code Supp. 1926, voL 13, 

P. 1017; Annot. Code 1926, voL 12, Sec. 1001 (1). 
Kentucky. CoDlltitntion, Sec. 170, Stats. 1922, Sees. 2980a, 3074, 3278. 
LouisiaDa. CoDlltitution, Art. 10, Sec. "-
lfiasissippi. CoDlltitutiOD, Art. 7, Sees. 182, 192, Code 1917, voL I, p. 20S. 

211; Code Supp. 1921, Sees. 6878, Subd._ (v), 6879, 7049 d; Law8 1922, 
Ch. 13S. Ch. 139, Ch. 259; General LaW8 1926, Ch. 163. Ch. 171. 

New Hampshire. Public Lawe 1926, voL I, Cb. 60, Sec. 19. 
New Yexico. Annot. Stats. 1915, Sees. 5429, 5431, 5432. 
Yew York. -Tax Law 1926, Sec. 4, Subd. 12-
Otlahoma. CoDlItitution, Art. 10, Sec. 6, Comp. Stats. 1921, voL I, p. 203; 

Comp. Stats. 1921, voL 2, Sees. 9576, 9577, 9578. 
Rhode Island, General, Law8 1923, Ch. 58, Sees. 806, 807, 809, 810; Lawe 

1926, Ch. 925. 
South Carolina, CoDlltitution. Art. 8, Sec. 8, Code 1922, VoL I, p. 577; Acta 

1923, No. 233; Acta 1924, No. 595, No. 650, No. 729; Acta 1925, No. 462, 
No.. 468. 

Vermont. GeneraL Lawe 1917, Sees. 689, 692; Law8 1919, No. 26. 
WJ8COusin. Stats. 1925, voL 1, Sec. 70, 11 Subd. 17. 
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PROVJSIONS .oF THE STATUTES 

ALABAMA .. -

All raw material, including coke,for manufacturing purposes, 
and all manufactured articles including pig iron, in the handb 
of the producer or manufacturer, exempt from taxation for one 
year after its production or manufacture. 

Cotton mills, factories in general and ship building plants 
exempt from county and municipal taxation for not to exceed five 
years. Exemption applies to real estate, building and equipment 
and capital stock. 

Manufactories of calcium syanamid exempt from state, county 
and municipal taxation for a period -of ten years. Exemption 
applies to buildings and equipment but not to the real estate. 

DELAWARE 
Statutes 

The real estate of any manufacturing or industrial improvement 
corporation to the extent of five acres is exempt from state, county 
and municipal taxes for a period of ten years from the date that 
such property has manufacturing improvements placed thereon. 
This provision applies to the following cities: New Castle, Dela-
ware City and New Port. -

Similar provision, as to ten year period, applies to the real estate 
in certain wards of the city of Wilmington; but the land exempt 
is limited to that occupied by and necessary to the manufacturing 
or industrial improvements. 

GEORGIA 
Constitution 

Factories, buildings or plants for the manufacture or proces..'!
ing of cotton, wool, linen, silk; rubber, clay, wood, metal, creamery 
or cheese plant; or for the production or development of elec
tricity may, as to buildings and equipment, be exempt from all 
county, incorporated town or city advalorem taxes for a period 
. not to exceed five years 'from the date of erecting such plants or 
buildings. Such exemptions to _ be approved by majority of 
electors of county, city or town proposing such exemption. 

Statutes 
The statutory provision is the same as the constitutional pro

vision, but a referendum is provided for. 

KENTUCKY 
Constitution 

The general assembly may authorize any incorporated city or 
town to exempt mailUfacturing establishments from municipal 
taxation, for a period not exceeding five years, as an inducement 
to their location. 



Statutes 
The general council of ,cities of the first and second class are 

authorized, by ordinance to exempt from municipal tllXation, for 
a period not exceeding five years, manufacturing establishments, 
as an inducement to their location in the city. 'The common 
council of cities of the third class, two-thirds of its members con
curring, may exempt manufactories. from taxation for a period of 
five years. 

LOUISIANA 
Constitu'tion 

There is exempt from taxation for ten years from the date of 
completion, the capital stock, franchises and 'property of iaLl ,cor
porations constructing, owning and operating within the state a 
combined system of irrigation, navigation and hydro-electric 
power; provided not less than $3,000,000 shall have been expended 
in the construction of either system prior to January I, 1927. 
There is also exempt the real property' necessarily connected 
with, and .appurtenant to, each canal system and forming part 
thereof, or forming a part of its necessary capital or reserves. 

There is exempt from taxation for ten years from date of com
pletion, all pipe lines" pumping plants and other property 
actually used in the transportation and distribution of Datural 
gas, for fuel and light purposes, wholly within the ,state; such 
line shall have been constructed after the adoption of the con
stitution and shall have been completed prior to January 1, 1926; 
this exemption not to apply to any property within a lllunici
pality, nor to pipe lines built to cities or towns already supplied 
with natural gas. 

There is exempt from taxation for fifteen years from the ,date 
of the adoption of the constitution (1921) all buildings, fixtUd"es 
and machinery used for manufacturing or commercial purposes, 
located on lands .situated on the navigation canal leased from the 
board of commissioners of the Port of New Orleans. To ,be ·enti
tled to exemption owner shall have iDvested $25,000 or more in 
the physical property of. such enterprise and keep constantly 
employed at least 25 'persons therein. 

Statutes 
The statutory provision is the same as 'the constitutional 

provision. 
MISSISSIPPI 

Constitution 
The legislature may grant exemption from, taxation in the 

encouragement of manufactures and other new enterprises ,of pub
lic utility .extending for a period not exceeding five years,. ;the 
time of such exemptions to commence from date of ,charter, .if to 
a corporation ; and if to an individual enterprise, then .from the 
commencement of work. ' 
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Provision shall be made by general laws whereby cities and 
towns may be authorized to aid and encourage the establishment 
of manufactories, gas works, water works, and other enterprises 
of public utility, other than railroads, within the limits of such 
citiea or towns, by exempting all property used for such pur
poses from municipal taxation for a period not longer than ten 
years. 

Statutes 
All permanent factories or plants for the manufacture of tex

tiles, building materials, machinery, clothing, packing products 
and other goods now in the course of establishment or which shall 
be established in the state before January 1st, 1920, shall be 
exempt from all state, county and levee taxation for a period of 
five years. 

In 1922 new factories and new enterprises of public utility 
thereafter established were to be granted exemption from ad 
valorem taxation on tangible property used in or necessary to the 
operation of the service or industry; but not upon the products, 
for a period of five years. 

In 1926 hardwood carbonizing and distillation plants for the 
manufacture of wood alcohol and other products from hardwood 
were exempted from ad valorem taxation for county and munil'
rpal purposes for five years at the discretion of the local govern
ing authorities. 

Factories for making paper bags, paper boxes, paper dishes 
and other paper products and the tangible property owned by 
such factory and necessary to its operation to be exempt from ad 
valorem taxation for a period of five years. No exemption 
granted on the finished products of such factories. 

All permanent new hotels of 50 or more rooms constructed 
before January 1st, 1924 to be exempt from county and municipal 
taxation for a period of five years at the discretion of the local 
governing boards. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Statutes 

Any town may by vote authorize its proper officers to make 
contracts with individuals to exempt from taxation for a term not 
exceeding ten years all materials of wood, copper, iron and steel 
used in the construction and building of ships and vessels in 
such town, and the ships and vessels constructed therefrom while 
in the process of construction. 

NEW MEXICO 
Statutes 

There shall be exempt from taxation, for a period of six years, 
certain factories erected and operated on or before Aprillst, 1909. 
Such factories are as follows: best sugar, broom, woolen mills, 
smelters, water power plants, cement and plaster manufacturing 
~lants, refining or reduction works, waterways, pipe lines, ditches, 
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C&Dala aDd 11umes for the purpose of supplyiDg water to sueh 
betorif& 

llaehiner7 and fixt1Ires exempt aDd not to exceed one hundred 
ac:rea for each faetory or mill aDd UPOD which they shall be 
eoDStrIleteCl. 

All irrigation ditches, eanal.i; aDd reservoirs for the purpose 
of BtoriDg CIl' ccmdueting water for irrigation purposes shall be 
exempt from tuatioD for a period of six years from the com
meDeeJDent of GOD.StnletiOlL 

New railroads exempt from taution until the expiration of aix 
years from aDd after the eompletion of its railroad and branches. 

liEWYOBX 
Statatea 

All ~ registered at any port in this ate and owned by 
an Ameriean eitiaeD. or allIIOei&tiou., or by UIY corporation ineor
punted UDder the 1&lI'II of the state, engaged in oce&D eoDlJIlenle, 
between any port in the United States and any foreign port. ~ 
exempted from all tuatiaa in this state, for state and loW pur
poses; aDd all such eorporations, all of whose vessels are em
ployed betweeD. foreign porta and ports in the United St&tes are 
uempted. from all tuation in this state, for state and local pur
poses 1IpOD. their capital stoek, franchises and earni:ogs. until and 
including December 3l, l.932. 

OXL&.HOllU. 

The legislature may authoriR any ineorporated eity or tewn 
by a majority ~te of its eleetora ~ting thereoD, to exempt JIWlU
faeturiDc emNisbmalts and publie utilities from munieipal tau.
t.ioD, for a period not exceeding tive rears, as an inducement tc; 
their JocwtioD. 

S'tI.tmeI 
All property, both real aDd pen!IQIIal. used exelusi~y for the 

manufacture of eottou., by eord.ing. splinting or weaving in cloth. 
or other manufaetured product, aDd all DlOD.eJ'B invart.ed or loaned 
and UIIed. in or for the operation or carrying OD of such business. 
ia hereby exempted from tuation by the state. or any tu::ing 
authority therein. for a period of. teD yean from and after the 
passage and approval of this aet. (This law became e1feetiTe 
ll&reh 30. 19l.a.) 

Domestic CCII'pOl'&tioas that shall briDg to the earth '. smfaee 
any anderilcnr ..... ter in BI1ffieient wlume for praetical use for 
UrigatiOD or domestie uses, shall be exempt from tau1ioD far a 
period of tive l'ealS from such test, as to any and all perBODal 
property cnrned or UIIed. in such deftlopment aDd operatioL 

A.ZI.y iDcorporated. ei.ty or towa may by CII'd.iDante exempt from 
municipal tn_tin for a period of tive rears, the peraoaal prop
er1i7 of &D,7 oarparat.iaa developiDg aDd ~ craTit7 ~ 
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:flow water plants: for the purpose of furnishing pure water for 
use in and by any such city or town. 

RHODE ISLAND 
Statutes 

The electors of any town or city qualified to vote on a 
proposition· to impose a tax may vote to exempt, or they may 
authoriZe the town or city council to exempt from taxation, for a 
period not exceeding ten years, such manufacturing property as 
may be located in such town or city in consequence of such 
exemption, and ilie land on which such property is located. 

The electors of the towns of South Kingstown and Narragan
sett, or either of such towns, may vote to exempt, or may author
ize the town council to exempt from taxation, the real and 
personal property located within such town, of any railroad eor
poration, whosa. right of way and tracks lie wholly within tht" 
boundaries of the state until and unless; iii. the :fiscal year pre-
ceeding the: date for assessment of taxes in such town, the net 
receipts of such railroad applicable to dividends or other form 
of distribution of corporate earnings shall in: such year amount 
to- a sum that is not less than two per cent of the aggregate 
valuatio]1J of the property of such railroad, or of the total capital 
stock paid. in and earned surplus of such railroad. 

Electors of city of Woonsocket authorized to vote to exempt 
or voters may authorize the city council to exempt from taxation 
for & period not to exceed ten years such manufacturing property 
of any person, firm or corporation as may hereafter be located 
in such city in consequence of such exemption and also the land 
on which such property is located. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Constitution 

Cities and towns may exempt from taxation, by general or 
special ordinance, except for school purposes, manufactories 
established within their limits for five successive years from the 
time of the establishment of such manufactories: Provided, That 
sucJlr ordinance shall be first ratified by a; majority of such quali
fied electors of such city or town as shall vote at an eJection held 
for that purpose. 

Statutes 
Factories for the manufacture of cotton, woolen, rubller, potery, 

pulPr leather, soap and hardwood and established in the counties 
of Aiken, Anderson, Dillon, Georgetown, Oconee, Richland aDd 
Sumter; shall be, exempt from all county and township taxe!f for 
a period of five years from the time such factories would become 
liabl8' for such taxes . 

.Any and all man1llfactories demring to locate in the counties 
of (fuerokee, Clarendon. Georgetown, Greenwood, Lancaster; 
La\ttellS, Marion, Richland, Saluda, Sumter, Williamsbur~ and 
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York with a capital of not less than one hundred thousand 
($100,000.00) dollars shall be exempt from all county taxes, ex
cept for school purposes, for five years from the time of their 
establisment. 

VERMONT 
Statutes 

Manufacturing establishments, quarries, mines and such ma
chinery, tramways, appliances and buildings as are necessary for 
use in the business; machinery put into unoccupied buildings and 
capital and personal property used in such business, if the amount 
invested exceeds one thousand dollars, may be exempted from 
taxation for a period not exceeding ten years from the com
mencement of business if the town so votes. 

A town may, at an annual meeting whose· warning contains an 
article for- that purpose, or at a special meeting duly warned, 
for that purpose, vote to exempt for a' period not exceeding five 
years at a time real and personal estate used and occupied for 
hotel purposes. 

WISCONSIN 
Statutes 

The following property shall be exempt from taxation: the 
property of any corporation or association formed under the laws 
of the state, used exclusively for the purpose of manufacturing 
oxide of zinc or metallic zinc from native ores of the state. Such 
property shall be exempt from taxation for a period of three 
years. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

February 1, 1928 

To tke Senate and Assembly 0/ tke State 0/ New York: 
In 1919 the Special Joint Committee on Taxation and Retrench

ment in the course of its study of municipal finance made a pre
liminary examination of the interrelation of local boards of edu
cation and. of the city governmental authorities. The report of 
the committee on this subject will be found in Legislative Docu
ment, 1920, No. BO. 

The study which we have made during the current year was 
undertaken for the following reasons: 

1. During the past five years the State of New York has adopted 
an entirely new policy in the distribution of State aid for local 
education. Under this policy the State is appropriating over 
seventy-eight millions of dollars for local education. It has 
seemed to us appropriate for a committee whose primary interests 
are taxation and retrenchment to inquire into the methods which 
are used in controlling this large expenditure. 

2. The committee has received from time to time statements 
that the relationship existing between local boards of education' 
and local municipal authorities is not satisfactory. 

3 .. The State Conference of Mayors and Other City Officials, at 
its conference at Niagara Falls in May, 1927, passed resolutions 
urging upon the State an investigation primarily directed toward 
"securing a proper cooperation and mutual consideration blltween 
those who have the expending of moneys for the education depart
ments in our cities, and those who have the expending of moneys 
for other departments of those municipalities." 

After a preliminary examination of the problem, the committee 
decided to limit the study to the cities of the State, though we are 
fully aware that the same problems exist in the villages and towns. 
Following a preliminary canvass of the situation by means of care
fully prepared schedules, copies of which are presented in the 
appendix of this report, hearings were held in Buffalo, Syracuse, 
Albany and New York, to which representatives of the boards of 
education and of the city administrations in all of the cities of 
the State were invited. Through these hearings much valuable 
testimony has beEln secured. Your committee wishes to express 
its appreciation to the municipal and school authorities who co
operated in making this report possible. We are deeply indebted 
also to the responsible officials of the State Department of Educa
tion, who devoted an entire day to a conference with the com
mittee for the discussion of the various problems of school adminis-

[5] 
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tration, and particularly to Mr. Ernest E. Cole, counsel for the 
dcpartment. The cooperation of Mr. William P. Capes has been 
of great value to the committee. 

This report does not contain a complete picture of school ad
ministration in this State. It is intended to deal only with the 
scattered problems upon which we have specific recommendations 
to offer at this time.· . 

(Signed) 

SEABURY C. MASTICK, 
Chairman. 

WALTER L. PRATT, 
VlcfJ-CAairmatt. 

JOHN F. WILLIAMS, 

WILLIAM J. HICKEY, 

THOMAS I. SHERIDAN, 

RICHARD B. SMITH, 

HERBERT A. BARTHOLOMEW, 

JOHN H. CONROY. 

• The published reports of the Special Joint Committee on Taxation and 
Retrenchment are al followa: 

Retrenchment In City Government; 1920 Legislative Document 80. 
The Tax System of Ncw York State; 1021 Legislative Document 117. 
A Critical Survey of the Tax System of the State of New York, with a 

Statiatical Analyail of the Tax Burden on Corporationl; 1922 Legialative 
Document 72. 

Retrenchment In County, Town and Village Government! with a Review of 
the Progrcal in City GO\'ernment Since 1920 and a StatIstical Analyeie of 
Loral Government Coats; 1023 Legi8lative Document M. 

I·'orc8t Taxation, with aectionl dealing with Public Utility Taxation, The 
Gasoline Tax, The Bank Tax, and County Salary Standardization; 1924 
Legislative Document 91. 

State Aid, Local Taxe. and Revenue. and The Development of the tltate 
Tax Sy8tem; 10211 Legi8lative Document 07. 

tltllte Expenditurea, Tax Burdena and Wealth-A Study of the Growth of 
the Functions of the State Government and the Relation of Total Tax Burden 
to the Income of the People of the State; 1926 Legialative Document 68. 

The Ga80line Tax; 1926 Legislative Document 69. 
The Debt of the State of New York, PIlat, Present and Future; 1926 Legis

lative Document 70. 
Tax lDxemption In the State of New York; 1927 Legislative Document 86. 
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CHAPTER I 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Cordial Relations Between School and City Authorities 
The relations existing between local school authorities and city 

anthorities at the present time are more harmonious than they 
were in most cities at the time of our study in 1919. As far as 

. we have been able to judge from the evidence submitted to the 
eommitteeand from other investigations which we have made, 
the relations are quite satisfactory except in relatively few cities. 
In 1919 more or less serious friction was found in over half of 
the cities of the State. It is our observation that this significant 
and commendable change has been brought about by a more 
reasonable attitude on both sides and by the improved financial 
situation. Educational authorities are increasingly ready to 
realize that educationaI,expenditures must be gauged with some 
reeognition of other municipal requirements, and municipal 
authorities have devoted more time to ·the consideration and under
standing of the unusual strains which have been thrown upon 
education during recent years, not only in bringing educational 
equipment and services up to date, but in meeting the very large 
additional burden which has been thrown upon. departments of 
education through the increase in the relative number of children 
demanding an education. The increase of State aid as a result 
of the policies advocated by this committee in 1925 and 1926, and 
the introduction of scientific methods of assessment have served 
to relieve the financial sitnation in many cities in such a way as 
to make possible a more reasonable spirit of cooperation. The 
financial stz:ingencies in local finance which developed with the 
increase of prices during the W orId War made it extremely diffi
cult for the various divisions of municipal government to operate 
without friction, especially where an independence of control or 
a division of responsibility made forbearance and cooperation 
essential. 

There seems to be less friction than formerly in those cities 
whcre the administration has definite control over the education 
budget, and also in those municipalities where there is complete 
separation. There still exists an unsatisfactory condition in those 
municipalities where the educational authorities have complete or 
practically complete control of the budget and the 'city authoritip.s 
are held responsible for the tax rate. The provisions of law rela, 
tive to the power to issue school bonds is causing considerable 
friction in those cities where school bonds are subject to the 10 
per cent. constitutional limit. This difficulty will increase as these 
municipalities draw closer to their borrowing limit. 

111] 
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Improved, Business MethoD in School Management 
The testimony taken by this committee shows that since 1919, 

when our previous study was made, there has been a noticeable 
improvement in the business management of city schools. In 
every school system definite attention is now given to the prepara
tion of the school budget and special meetings of the board of 
education are held to consider the program of expenditure in 
advance. In a number of the school systems, improvement 
programs are worked out for a number of years in advance in 
order that the purchase of school sites and the program for build
ing construction may be arranged so as to meet anticipated 
requirements without resulting in a violently fluctuating tax rate. 
In a number of cities, the purchase of school supplies has been 
brought together and placed in the hands of a single responsible 
official. In the larger school systems, committees of the board of 
education have ceased to function as administrative agencies in 
recognition of the fact that administrative work can be performed 
more efficiently by full time employees than by unpaid part time 
citizen committees. In a number of school systems, business 
superintendents have been appointed to take charge of all of the 
business details with the end in view of placing these upon a more 
efficient basis and of relieving the superintendent of schools so that 
he may give his time primarily to the educational administration. 

We have been impressed by the interest which the members of 
the boards of education have expressed in the economical adminis
tration of schools and by their readiness to consider any· program 
which may advance efficient administration. 

Our inquiries with regard to furnaces and fuel have disclosed 
the fact that intelligent consideration is being given to the use 
of smaller sized coal and to other economies in heating. In a 
number of cases the fuel bill has been reduced as much as 50 per 
cent. as a result of intelligent study of the situation. 

Though there are undoubtedly a number of cities in which the 
business of' schools is still handled on the basis of favoritism, we 
are convinced that a new attitude of efficiency in school adminis
tration is represented in a majority of the boards of education in 
the cities of the State at the present time. 

Organization. 
While the committee has given extensive consideration to 

problems of organization and to such questions as the election of 
school boards, the appointment of school boards, the power of 
removal of members of school .boards, the term of school board 
appointments, and to the relation of boards of education to city 
governments, we are not prepared at this time to suggest any 
general legislation dealing with these matters. We find that in 
some cities, elected boards of education are functioning with com· 
plete success, and that in other cities, appointed boards of educa
tion have a similar record. Though we had expected early in our 
study to find .that conditions would demand general legislation 
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establishing a uniform system throughout the State, we are forced 
to conclude that differences in local conditions, but more espe
cially in traditions, make it unwise to recommend at this time any 
uniform system. The establishment of a uniform plan by law 
would inevitably result in sweeping changes in some communities 
where the situation at present is entirely satisfactory. Though 
uniformity has much to be said in its favor, it cannot outweigh 
the advantage of continuing existing institutions as long as these 
institutions are satisfactory. 

In many of the cities the chief concern at present relates to 
efficient management of the business affairs of the school systems. 
Many school superintendents have neither the training nor the 
time to manage satisfactorily the business affairs of the schools. 
When conimittees of boards of education undertake this work, 
satisfactory results are frequently not obtained for the reason 
that unpaid school commissioners or trustees have not sufficient 
time to devote to the many necessary details. Boards of education 
as administrative agents are no more effective than other muni
cipal boards. The remedy is the creation of the office of business 
superintendent to have charge of the purchase of supplies and the 
management of the school plant. Educational authorities are in 
favor of a business manager provided he is subordinate to the 
superintendent. Others feel that the business manager should be 
directly responsible to the board of education and that should any 
differences of opinion or conflicts of authority occur, the board 
should be the arbiter. Both plans are now in operation in this 
State, and school representatives have expressed satisfaction with 
the plan under which they are operating. Boards of education 
now have authority to create the office of business manager, 1 but 
as the law now provides that the superintendent of schools is the 
chief executive officer of the board,2 it is held by some that such 
office must be subordinate to the superintendent. In order to 
clarify this situation, we recommend that the Education LU/UJ be 
amended to give to the board of education specific authority to 
create the. office of business superintendent to be respO'fI,nole tq 
the board 'or to the superintendent as·it may determine, and to 
prescribe his duties. 

One of the weaknesses resulting from the more or less inde
pendent relationship existing between the boards of education and 
city authorities appears to be the lack of familiarity of the board 
of education with the fiscal requirements and plans of the city. 
In not a few cities we were informed by members of boards of 
education, that the school budget is . prepared and finally fixed 
without any knowledge or consideration of the financial needs of 
the city. In view of the fact that the same taxpayers must pay 
the education bill as well as the city bill, it is our belief that the 
budgets which determine these taxes must be prepared by the 
same group of men, or at least by groups which are thoroughly 

1 Subdivision 2, 1!eCtion 868, Education Law. 
'Subdivision 1, section 870, Education Law. 
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acquainted with all of the problems involved. In order to encour
age such interchange of information and plans, we recommend 
that the law be amended to pr01Jide that the mayor, or some 
member of the budget making body desig1&Qted by him, sltall have 
the right to attend all school board meetings at which the budget 
or any capital outlays are to be considered and to participate in 
any discussion or debate thereon.. In a number of cities this is the 
situation already. We believe that such a plan will definitely 
establish an 'Opportunity for systematic cooperation which will be 
an advantage both to the city and to the board of education. 

As a result of the testimony presented by the city of Syracuse, 
we have been impressed by the need of systematic fire inspection 
in school buildings. Because of the unique responsibility of the 
community, such inspection should be more systematic -and more 
frequent in the schools than in any other institutions. The co
operation of the fire department is, of course, essential. Our 
investigations show that inadequate systematic attention is being 
given to this matter in many school systems. We, therefore, 
recommend that definite action be taken by aU city school boards 
to place responsibility on some specific individual to arrange, ,n 
cooperation with the m"nicipal fire qepartment, for freqvent fire 
inspections of school property and for tke presentation of reports 
thereon to the ~perintendent and to the board of education. 

Fi8cal Admini8lration 
As a result of the testimony presented by the city of Syracuse, 

in 1919, we recommend that the division of authority for the con
trol of educational expenditures and the levy of school taxes be 
eliminated either through making the board of education entirely 
responsible to the taxpayers, or through placing the entire responsi
bility in the hands of the municipal officials. Our study of the 
situation at the present time has not altered our view of the situa
tion. As steps toward the realization of such a program., we have 
the following specific recommendations to offer: 
. 1. That the law be amended to provide that wh~re lite school 
ta~ is col~cted separately and absolute power is dl'nied city ad
ministratiom to reduce or increase school budgets as adopted by 
boards of education, S1U"h b1ulget as adopted shall be sent directly 
by the board of education to tlte tax (:oUecting official. In other 
words, boards of education and not the city administration are to 
be required to levy the tax where they are, as a matter of fact, 
already responsible for the budget. 

2. That the law be amend~d to provide tlat when the school 
budget is not subject to change finally by the city administration, 
boards of education must publish tlte budget and prot-ide for a 
Maring tlt.ereon in advance of its adoption by th board. In some 
cities the only public hearing on the school budget is before a body 
which has no authority to change the blldgt't. 

3. That the law be amended to reqvire board.s of education to 
issv.e (J financial report annually unless sch~ol finances are included 
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in tke city financial report. Some boards of education now make 
no regular financial report. 

4. That tke law be amended to require tke submission of a de
tailed budget wken the law directs that it be sent to tke city ad
ministration for revision or for tke levy of tazes.In some cities 
boards of education have refused to submit the details supporting 
their budgets. 

5. That wherever school and city taxes are collected on the basis 
of tke same tax biU, the ta:z; biU shall show as a separatet item tke 
amount and the rate for schools (inCluding in such amount debt 
service), and a similOll' statement relating to all other city e:z;pendi
tures not including schools, so that the taxpayer may make a ready 
comparison between what is expended or levied for education, and 
what is expended or levied for all other city purposes. 

6. That wherever the school budget is subject to determination 
finally by tke city admirvistration, tke municipal budget, both in 
its detailed schedules and in its summary, shalt show the entire 
expenditures for education, including debt service for the year, 
whether financed by local revenues or by state aid, in order that tke 
taxpa;yer may have a true picture of all local educational e:z;pendi
tures instead of merely the amount which is. locally financed. 

We believe that these recommendations will serve to clarify the 
situation in the cities of the State. . 

There is nothing in the Education Law controlling the disposition 
by boards of education of surpluses or unexpended balances at the 
end of the fiscal year. We have encountered situations in which 
boards of education have carried over surpluses from year to year, 
thus building up large funds, of which the taxpayers have, no 
knowledge, for use at a later date for any desired purpose. As a 
matter of general principle, we do not believe that it is sound 
policy for any governmental agency to accumulate an unneces
sarily large balance of. this sort. It can only be accumulated by 
taking from the taxpayers money which is not immediately needed, 
and it tends to encourage extravagance and may make possible 
the expenditure of funds in directions which would not be tolerated 
if the money were not actually on hand waiting to be used. We 
believe, therefore, that surpluses and unexpended balances, except 
in the case of capital projects, should lapse at the end of each 
year and be used to reduce the budget of the next year. We, 
therefore, recommend that tke law be clarified by providing that 
any surpluses or unexpended balances in school budgets be used to 
reduce the budget for the following year. 

Article 33a of State Education Law, section 855, paragraph 7, 
makes it. mandatory upon the New York city board of estimate 
and apportionment to appropriate for schools an amount equivalent 
to not less than 4.9 mills on every dollar of assessed valuation on 
real and personal estate in the city of New York. We recom
mend the repeal of this provision. At the present time the appro
priation for education exceeds this minimum amount so that this 
section serves no useful purpose. In any event, we believe that 
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the principles of sound administration and home rule demand that 
in a matter of this sort the law should contain no specific required 
levy, but tliat the matter should be left to the determination of 
the municipal budget making authorities. We, therefore, recom
mend tJr,at paragrapk 7 of tMS provision of tke Education Law 
be amended by striking outl tke 4.9 mill required minimum levy 
in New York city. This change can only be brought about by 
legislative enactment because of the fact that education is specific
ally excluded from the home rule powers of the cities of the State. 

School BondS 
As cities approach their borrowing limit or exhaust their bor

rowing power, the question of authority to issue school bonds will 
create very complex and embarrassing situations in those munici
palities where bonds for school purposes are subject to the 10 
per cent. constitutional limit. This situation has already become 
acute in a few cities. With the development of the State program 
for the elimination of grade crossings and stream pollution, it 
will become serious in many more. In some cities school bonds 
can be issued only by the city administration; in others, bonds 
are authorized by boards of education; in still others, bonds are 
subject to a referendum which is authorized either by the school 
board or by the city authorities. In about one-fourth of the cities, 
school bonds are not subject to the 10 per cent. constitutional limit 
as they are either specifically exempted by statute, or are school 
district bonds by virtue of the fact that city and school district 
boundaries are not coterminus. In a few cities, according to the 
testimony taken, some school bonds are issued under the provision 
of the city charter and are regarded as city bonds. Other bonds 
in the same cities are issued under the provisions of the Education 
Law as either school district or city school bonds. In these in
stances it has not been definitely determined whether or not bonds 
are subject to the 10 per cent. constitutional limit. 

From this brief statement it will be seen that the situation is 
extremely complex and uncertain. Wherever credit is involved, 
uncertainties and complexities are to be avoided. They inevitably 
result in higher interest rates and additional charges for legal 
opinions with regard to .bond issues, because all doubts must be 
resolved against the community desiring to issue bonds. Your 
committee is therefore strongly of the opinion that this situation 
requires immediate attention. It has been suggested to the com
mittee that the law be amended to provide that where school bonds 
li1e subject to the 10 per cent. co~t11jtionallimitation, the 
authority to authorize the bonds ,or to authorize a referendum on 
them shall be exclusively lodged in the city administration. While 
individual members of the committee believe that such a change 
would be desirable, the committee as a whole, is not prepared to 
introduce legislation on this important matter without consider
ing the general and special statutes of the State dealing with the 
issuance of municipal obligations. We therefore recommend thai 
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a special investigation be made of tke uses of cr$dit by all autkori
ties of local government witkin the State, and that a comprehensive 
program be prepared on the basis of such, a study wkich will place 
the issuance of bonds by tM local units of government within the 
State upon a systematic basis . 

. School Construction 
Section 451 of the Education Law, provides that no school house 

shall be erected, repaired, enlarged, or remodeled, except in cities 
of the first and second' class, until the plans and specifications shall 
have been submitted to and approved by the commissioner of edu
cation. Specific reference is made to standards of ventilation, 
heating, and lighting. It has been urged by some before your 
committee that the ventilation, heating, and lighting clauses are a 
limitation upon the general power of approval and that the powers 
of the department legally do not extend to such matters as general 
appearance and the inclusion of auditoriums and playrooms. On 
the other hand, the State Educational Department has from the 
beginning interpreted this section as conferring upon the depart
ment the right to approve or reject any feature whatsoever in 
connection with its consideration of school plans. Those who 
accept this view state that the specific mention of standards in 
the field of ventilation, heating, and lighting, are not to be con
strued as limitations of the power of approval, but that they serve 
rather to establish minimum requirements in these fields. It is 
to be noted that this power over the construction of school build
ings does not extend to the larger cities. First and second class 
cities have complete control of their own building programs and 
specifications. In the evidence which has been laid before us, 
there is but one serious criticism of the requirements which 
have been established by the State. . This has to do with 
assembly and playrooms in the smaller schools. The testi
mony shows that education authorities generally agree that 
auditoriums and gymnasiums are essential. Some city authorities 
disagree. Testimony well establishes the fact that in all except 
two cities, auditoriums and gymnasiums are not now being used 
as extensively as they could and should be. The fact that the 
State Board of Regents makes it mandatory for every third class 
city to provide assembly and play space in every new and recon
structed school, forces those municipalities, with limited resources, 
to give these facilities preference over classroom facilities. The 
reason for this was stated by the State Education Department 
representatives to be that unless auditoriums and gymnasiums are 
required., some cities might give preference to classrooms, and 
postpone indefinitely construction of assembly and playrooms. 
Even if we agree that assembly and play facilities are essential, 
it does not follow that these facilities should be made mandatory 
for every school in every city. This is an absurdity as has already 
been shown in Hornell, which, with a population of only 15,000, 
has now six auditoriums, and in Ogdensburg, which with a popu
lation of 18,000, has four auditoriums and two gymnasiums. 
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We do not believe that it was the intent of the Legislature to 
place in the hands of the State Department of Education such ex
tensive powers, nor do we believe that any central authority should 
be authorized to require local boards of education to construct ex
pensive and little used auditoriums against their own better judg
ment, especially where nearby auditoriums are available. Our 
decision in this field is not a little influenced by the fact that the 
State Department of Education is called upon to pass upon some 
five hundred school building plans in a given year, with a staff 
composed of a director of the division of school buildings, a field 
representative, a consultant architeet in the office, and four clerical 
employees. Under the circumstances, it is quite obvious that many 
of the plans are considered and amended without any knowledge 
of the immediate environment of the buildings involved. In view 
of this situation, we believe that the efforts of the State should 
be directed toward the school districts which lie entirely outside 
of the cities where it is difficult for the educational authorities to 
seeure satisfactory architectural services. We therefore recom
mend that the Educatwn Law be amended by providing in sectW'n 
451, that the approval of the State Commis~r of Education 
shall be limited in cities of tke third class to such parts of the 
plans and specifications as relate specifically to ventilatirm, heat
ing, lighting, samtatirm, and other details of constructwn as are 
specifically set forth in this section and sections 452 and 453. It 
is further recommended that the Board of Regents rules be modified 
so as to permit the constructwn or remodelitng of schools .without 
gymnasium or auditorium when it is possible to use such facilities 
in other buildings. 

We have given consideration to the suggestions which have been 
made in a number of cases that .the State develop architectural 
services for the smaller school districts to take the place of or 
supplement the private architectural services which are now re
tained by local boards of education in the smaller cities. In the 
construction of schools, it has been pointed out that boards of 
education in the smaller communities cannot secure satisfactory 
architectural talent locally, and that they are in any case com
pelled to go outside for such services. It is pointed out, also, 
that uniform plans and specifications can be used with minor adap
tations and that a considerable amount can be saved by eliminating 
the architect's fees. The experience of the State of Virginia in 
this field has been laid before us. In view of the fact, however, 
that our study has been confined to city school departments, we 
are not prepared at this time to make any general recommendation. 

School Libraries 
In the majority of the cities of the State, there exist side by side, 

free public libraries for the general use of citizens including the 
school children, and school libraries which are open only to children 
of given schools. In a number of cities, the public library maintains 
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branch libraries in school buildings open to all. In some of these 
buildings there are to be found in addition, school libraries open 
only to school children. We have inquired into this top~c with 
the thought that some more economical arrangement can be insti
tuted, and have discovered that the situation in the State is far 
from uniform. In some cities the public library is one of the 
activities of the board of education, and a close relationship exists 
between the public library and the school libraries. Another ar
rangement encountered by this committee is that in which the 
superintendent of schools or the president of the board of edu
cation is ex officio a member of the public library board. In a num
ber of cases the librarian of the public library has been selected by 
the school board to supervise the school libraries. In the majority 
of cases, however, the bodies are independent and there is a tend
ency on the part of the city librarian to pay little or no attention to 
the library requirements or needs of the schools, and a tendency 
on the part of the schools to develop their own libraries without the 
aid of the public library. While we recognize that the provision of 
the Education Law requiring school libraries is sound, and that it is 
legitimate for the State to insist on such libraries, we believe that 
greater efficiency could be secured through encouraging co-op era
tion between the two authorities. It has been pointed out that 
under the present provisions of section 493 of the Education Law, 
State aid for school libraries is not available unless independent 
school libraries are maintained. This section appears to stand in 
the way of a progressive program for the development of school 
libraries. We therefore recommend that the law be changed so as 
to permit boards of education to combine school and branch librO/ries 
or to abandon school libraries if the city has an adequate l~orary 
system and satisfactory arrangements can be made to use the city 
library for school reading courses, either by providitng for OJ loan 
collection system, or by setting aside specijie space and books in the 
«oraries for special use of student groups when requested by teach
ers, and further that where such arrangements are satisfactory to 
the State Commissioner of Eiltucation, State aid for libraries be con
tinued for the purchase of school Library books. Under this pro
gram the local board of education is in the first instance responsible 
for working out a satisfactory arrangement. On the approval of 
the plan by the State Department there will be a continuation of 
State aid. We believe that this will make possible a satisfactory 
adjustment of the difficulties which are reported at the present 
time. 

Recreation 

The Education Law authorizes school boards to purchase sites 
and apparatus for playground and athletic centers,' to have con
trol, care and custody of such property,2 and to employ instructors 
and others for recreation work.s The General Municipal Law ill 

1 Subdivision 6, section 210. 
a Subdivision 3, section 868. 
I Subdivision 2, section 868. 
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section 241 gives to cities power to purchase land and equipment 
for playground and recreation purposes. Section 242 provides that 
cities may vest authority to establish and maintain playgrounds and 
recreation centers in school boards, park boards, or recreation com
missions as the legislative body may determine. As a result of this 
dual authority, recreation in some cities is under the jurisdiction 
of the city authorities, in others it is under the education authori
ties, and in still others, recreation is being divided by both the eity 
and school authorities acting independently in some instances and 
cooperating in others. The testimony presented to your committee 
shows that there is cooperation between municipal and school 
authorities in a few cities, that cooperation is lacking or is not very 
effective in others, and that in some cities where recreation is under 
the supervision of the municipal officials, school recreation facili
ties are not used during the summer vacation. In a few cities where 
recreation work is carried on only by the school authorities, play
grounds are not used during the summer vacation. This overlap
ping of authority is producing unsatisfactory, wasteful, and com
plicated conditions in many municipalities. It is further compli
cated by the fact that in some municipalities, school district and 
city boundaries are not coterminus. It has been suggested to this 
committee that the municipal authorities should be by law placed in 
charge of the entire recreation program, and that the city should be 
given legal authority to assume complete responsibility of recreation 
and to make use of the playgrounds and other property owned by 
the schools where necessary, in such a program. We are -not pre-
pared to recommend such action at the present time. While we 
recognize the legal conflict which nC1W exists, we believe that the 
solution for the time being is to be found in cooperation between 
the city and the board of education. Wherever tke city is prepared 
to set up adequate direction of recrewtion and to make appropria
tions therefor, we are inclined to believe that the board of education 
should relinquish to the city authon"ties responsiMUty for the recrea,. 
tton program, because, after all, a properly conceived community 
recreation program reaches somewhat beyond the scope of the board 
of education. Under such circumstances, the board of education 
should turn over to the recreation commission control and responsi
bility over school playgrounds and other property which may be 
required under such restrictions as, may be appropriate. 

Health Service in the Schools 
One of the important developments in recent years in school ad

ministration is the provision of health service. In some cities this 
school health service is exclusively under the supervision of the 
educational authorities, and in others. it is under the exclusive 
supervision of the city health authorities. In still other cities, 
though there is a nominal separation, the educational authorities 
have appointed the same individuals to take charge of the work in 
the schools who are engaged by the city in city health work. When 
school authorities have charge, health work is active during the en-
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tire year and covers parochial schools in only a fe,,! cities. In the 
majority of the cities, however, the health work durmg the summer 
and in the parochial schools is under the jurisdiction of the city 
authorities. Where health work in schools is done exclusively by 
city health authorities, both the city and education officials report 
that it is satisfactory and does not in any way interfere with school 
work. Although educational authorities report that there is co
operation between city and school -health authorities in those cities 
where the work is divided, facts obtained from other sources show 
that such cooperation is not always effective. 

From the study which we have made, we believe it is preferable to 
have all of the health work of the city, including that in the schools, 
placed under a single municipal health department. We are not 
prepared, however, to introduce legislation at this time, to bring 
this about,' because in some cities the health work in the schools ap
pears to be more efficiently handled than the health work entrusted 
to the city government. In such cases, a transfer of the health work 
in the schools to the municipal health department would not in all 
probability improve the health service in the schools. We are not 
prepared to ·force such a situation. We believe, however, that the 
time wili come when all of the health work of the community 
should be handled through a single department. This will readily 
be conceded in the larger cities. We believe it is desirable in the 
smaller cities as well, because it will permit them to provide full 
time service in health work, where at the present time both the 
city and the board of education must depend upon part time service 
because of the limited nature of the work required. We recommend 
that boards of education in cooperation with municipal health offi
cials, make special examination of the health service which is being 
rendered under their control, and of the work being rendered by 
the city departments of health to determine whether the health work 
of the schools should or should not be placed under the city depart
ment of health. 

The Improvement of Education in the State of New York 
Although your committee did not undertake to inquire into the 

school curriculum, the qu8.lity and quantity of education service 
were referred t() many times during the hearings in the various 
cities. The evidence shows that there is a difference of opinion as 
to the value of some of the special services now being offered in the 
public schools; also as to the thoroughness of the teaching of the 
fundamentals. It is apparent that the time has coine for a complete 
reconsideration of the curriculum and an appraisal of the results 
which are being secured under the various educational methods 
with which experiments are being made. Though the State Depart
ment of Education itself can make valuable contribution in this 
field as is indicated below, we believe it is desirable to have an 
intelligent group of outside specialists and laymen to review the 
entire educational program of the State from a detached point of 
view.. We therefore recommend that the Btate create a special com-
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misnfm representimg educafors and laymen, employers and em
ployees, city populations and rural populations, to make a study of 
the educational program of the State with special reference to the 
curriculum and the work 0/ the public schools 0/ the State. We 
believe that such a commission should be adequately financed and 
given a period of two years for its study. 

Our conferences with the State Department of Education and 
our study of school administration in the State have convinced us 
that there should be established in the State Department a division 
of research properly equipped to gather information and pursue 
studies, and to issue reports on the many problems arising in con
nection with school administration. At the present time the State 
Department of Education is responsible to the State for the gen
eral supervision of an expenditure of between four and five hundred 
million dollars financed in part by the State and in part by the 
localities. The State of New York cannot continue to make this 
large outlay without establishing and maintaining a research divi
sion adequately equipped to undertake systematic researches in this 
field of public administration. Though special studies will be neces
sary from time to time, under the auspices of special.commissions 
and legislative committees, the bulk of the public research work in 
the education should be handled directly by the State Department 
itself, and the State Department should have in its possession in
formation and statistics which can be relied upon by such special 
investigating commissions as may be established from time to time. 
We therefore recommend that there be established in the State ~ 
partment 0/ Education, a division 0/ research adequately financed 
to carry on systematic collection of i.nformation and to hire special
ists in varioo.s fields when necessary to undertake special studies in 
educational problems and in problems of school administration. 

The investigation which this committee has conducted this past 
year has been confined to cities of the State. In the course of our 
studies, not a little criticism has been received with regard to the 
situation in the village and country school districts. It is in these 
sections that there appears to be the greatest criticism of the legal 
requirements with regard to education. From the standpoint of 
taxation and retrenchment, it is apparently in these districts also 
that the greatest maladjustment and wasteful administration are 
to be found. We therefore recommend that the Special Joint Com
mittee on Taxation and· Retrenchment be instructed to make an 
examination of the bUS1~ness methods 0/ uftion free and common 
school districts for report to the Legislature at its session in 1929. 

We believe that a study of the curriculum by an impartial com
mission, the deyelopment of a research division in the State Depart
ment of Education, and an examination of the business methods 
of local boards of education, from the standpoint of taxation and 
retrenchment, will place the State in a position to move intelli
gently toward the improvement of the general education system 
within the State of New York. 
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mission representmg educators andJ laymen, employers and em
ployees, cit'y populations and rural populations, to make a study of 
tke ~tional program of the State with special reference to tke 
curriculum and the work of the public schools of tke State. We 
believe that such a commission should be adequately financed and 
given a period of two years for its study. 

Our conferences with the State Department of Education and 
our study of school administrati'On in the State have convinced us 
that there should be established in the State Department a division 
of research properly equipped to gather information and pursue 
studies, and to issue reports on the many problems arising in con
nection with school administration. At the present time the State 
Department 'Of Education is responsible to the State for the gen
eral supervision of an expenditure of between four and five hundred 
million dollars financed in part by the State and in part by the 
localities. The State of New York cannot continue to make this 
large outlay without establishing and maintaining a research divi
sion adequately equipped to undertake systematic researches in this 
field of public administration. Though special studies will be neces
sary from time to time, under the auspices of special ,commissions 
and legislative committees, the bulk of the public research work in 
the education should be handled directly by the State Department 
itself, and the State Department should have in its possession in
formation and statistics which can be relied upon by such special 
investigating commissions as may be established from time to time. 
We therefore recommend that there be established in the State ~ 
partment of Education, a division of research adequately financed 
to carry on systematic collection of information and to hire special
ists in various fields wken necessary to undertake special studies in 
educational problems and in problems of school administration. 

The investigation which this committee has conducted this past 
year has been confined to cities of the State. In the course of our 
studies, not a little criticism has been received with regard to the 
situation in the village and country school districts. It is in these 
sections that there appears to be the greatest criticism of the legal 
requirements with regard to education. From the standpoint of 
taxation and retrenchment, it is apparently in these districts also 
that the greatest maladjustment and wasteful administration are 
to be found. We therefore recommend that the Special Joint Com
mittee on Taxation and Retrenchment be instructed to make an 
examination of tke business methods of uni~n free and common 
school districts for report to tke Legislature at its session in 1929. 

We believe that a study of the curriculum by an impartial com
mission, the development of a research division in the State Depart
ment of Education, and an examination of the business methods 
of local boards of education, from the standpoint of taxation and 
retrenchment, will place the State in a position to move intelli
gently toward the improvement of the general education system 
within the State of New York. 
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CHAPTER n 

THE BUSINESS SUPERINTENDENT 

The activities of the department of education naturally fall into 
two major classes, those of an educational nature and those of a 
business nature. With the rapid increase in the educational 
budget and the value of physical property under the control of 
the board of education, the question has arisen as to whether or 
not more efficient management can be obtained by providing for 
a business superintendent in whose hands will be concentrated 
responsibility for the business details of school administration. 

The Present Situation in New York State 

At the present time,· there are various methods of business 
control in use in the school systems in the cities of New York State 
In many of the third class cities, it appears that the committees 
of the board of education take upon themselves the management 
of all business activities; in some the committees have delegated 
all business affairs to the clerk of the board under their direct 
supervision, while there are others where this function is per
formed by the superintendent of schools. In the larger and 
wealthier third class cities and in cities of the first and second 
class, there has been a tendency to appoint an official sometimes 
directly responsible to the superintendent and sometimes respon
sible to the board of education, to have charge of the business 
aetivities of the schools. 

The organization in New York city, as stated b~ Mr. 
Frederick D. Chambers, auditor of the New York City Depart
ment of Education, is as follows: 

The business side is divided among four deputies reporting to 
the superintendent. The volume of business is so big, even if you 
had a business manager, he would be an intermediary between the 
foul' deputies and the superintendent. Under the State Education 
Law, the superintendent of schools, as in other states, is the chief 
executive officer and has supervision and direction. Under the by
laws, the business of the board is outlined in detail; the bureau of 
supplies purchases all kinds of equipment and fuel; the bureau of 
construction and maintenance is in charge of the planning and 
construction of new buildings, and repair of old buildings, except 
heating and ventilating apparatus and electricity; the bureau of 
plant operation has charge of heating and elevators and is in 
charge of' cleaning the buildings; then there is the bureau of 
finance of which I am the head. Under the by-laws of the board 
all the payments· of every character, of course originating by some 

(25] 
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act of these other three bureaus, must come through my office, and 
I have to report to the board of education vouchers I have exam
ined and certified through the comptroller. So there you have the 
business organization of the board. • • • In matters of policy 
we go to the superintendent of schools and talk the matter over 
with him. If he wishes, he takes it to the board of education. I 
think that form of organization is about as good as a city can get. 

TO' this list might be added the janitorial service which is 
organized as, the custodian service under the direction of a 
supervisor. 

In Rochester the following business administrative offices havE' 
been set up: 

Superintendent of school buildings and grounds, with the fol
lowing duties: The superintendent of buildings shall have general 
supervision over all the grounds and buildings under control of 
the board of education. He shall have general supervision over 
the work of all janitors in the employ of the board. He shall have 
charge of all repairs made to the buildings, machinery, and furni
ture, and ~enewals of the same, and shall compare the bills for 
such work with the time and material shoWn on the daily reports 
sent in by the janitors. He shall, from time to time, report to the 
board the condition of all buildings, and, as far as possible, see 
that all fire hazards are removed from the buildings. He shall 
see that the fire extinguishers are set up in proper places, are 
always ready for use, and are recharged once each year. 

Confidential examiner of accounts, with the following duties: 
The confidential examiner of aecounts shall keep records showing 
the receipts and expenditures of the board, subdivided to show 
unit costs so that data may be readily available for budgets and 
reports. He shall receive and care for all moneys taken in by the 
board, such as nonresident tuition fees, lunchroom and book rental 
receipts, etc. He shall check the payrolls and keep an account of 
all sums paid to employees of the board. 

Secretary of the board of education and purchasing agent, with 
the following duties: The secretary of the board of education 
shall keep a record of the proceedings of the board. He shall have 
charge of the purchase and distribution of all supplies used in the 
schools, and he shall keep a record of such supplies and the 
receipts therefor from' the proper officials. He shall perform such 
other duties as may be required of him by the board of education. 

It is to be noted that all of these officials are appointed by the 
board and are considered to be responsible to the board. Though 
there is no single business superintendent, it is stated by the 
Rochester board' of education that the business functions are 
gradually being centered in the confidential examiner of accounts. 
This inappropriate title is a designation made by the local civil 
service commission. . ' 

In Buffalo, Niagara Falls, and Mount Vernon a deputy superin
tendent has been made responsible for business administration. 
In Jamestown and Gloversville, the clerk of the board has been 
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placed in charge of business management. In Yonkers there is a 
property manager, and in Watertown and New Rochelle a superin
tendent of buildings has been entrusted with a considerable part 
of the business details. These are samples of the methods ·which 
are being followed in the different cities of the State. 

Need for a BD8iness Manager 
The testimony before the committee reveals that there is a grow

ing feeling among both city and school officials throughout the 
State that it is necessary to develop a well defined department to 
administer the business activities of the board of education. 

Mr. Hugh Governor, chairman of the finance committee of the 
New Rochelle board of education, made this statement to the com
mittee with regard to the need for a business manager: 

I have been appointed chairman of a special committee to study 
that problem (a business manager in the school system) and I am 
going to give some time to it. I think there ought to be one. I 
think that when a city gets so that it has a population of 50,000, 
like ours, with an expense of one million and a quarter of over
head and operating expenses, it ought to have a good rugged busi
ness manager, separate and apart from the educational head, the 
superintendent, some man who will sit in good solid, sober judg
ment on these financial problems, who will have to be shown that 
it is necessary that they need all the sums they are asking for. 

We have a splendid superintendent of schools, but he has never 
done anything but school work. His whole life has been devoted to 
the education side of it. That is so in most schools. I do not 
know whether there are any school superintendents here or not. 
They will probably disagree with me, but I know from my experi
ence that school superintendents usually like to be recognized as 
the executive head of their department of education. They are 
all very·good men, and ours is an exceptionally good man, but from 
my experience on our board, • • • I am led to believe that 
there ought to be at the head of the board of education what you 
might call a' business manager. You must get a man of the right 
fibre, big enough so that he will function, and will not simply 
camp down in the town and plan to live there the rest of his life 
and avoid corners and making decisions, and mapping out a course 
which may bring a rub here and there. • • • Take, for 
example, a budget like ours running this year into one million 
and a half. Suppose you had to pay a business manager $10,000, 
and you cannot get a good one less than that. But what is this 
in a budget of a million and a half' 

Mr. H. S. Clark, of the Syracuse board of education, has this 
to say with regard to the need for a business manager: 

I feel that in a school system of over 30,000 pupils, spending 
more than three million dollars of the city's 'money every year, a 
business manager is warranted and necessary. The responsibility 
of administering the finances and the maintenance of school depart
ments properly is more than any superintendent in connection with 
his educational matters should carry. 
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Mayor Frederick G. McLaughlin, of White p~ feels that 
"whatever economy can be secured in school expenditures will be 
due to some such man as a business manager." 

Similar statements were made before your committee by mayors, 
members of boards of education, school supe~~tendents, and other 
officials from all sections of the State. It is only in the smallest 
cities in which any question was raised as to the need of a respon
sible business superintendent in a city school system. 

Activities of a Business Superintendent 

What functions should be assigned to a business superintendent r 
Though the precise duties will vary somewhat from city to city, 
the following authoritative outline will serve to give a concrete 
picture of the business activities, some· or all of which may be 
entrusted to a business superintendent: 

Activities primarily secretarial: Recording proceedings of the 
board of education and its committees; having the custody of all 
records of the board and board correspondents; signing records 
of the board, warrants, contracts; making reports to the State; 
keeping personnel records, and all other matters of a secretarial 
nature. 

Activities primarily financial: Preparing payrolls; reporting the 
conditions of various funds; collecting and distributing school 
funds under proper authorization; keeping financial records; 
auditing claims against the board; preparing the annual budget; 
insuring school property; assessing property for taxation; com
puting taxes; making the annual financial report. 

Activities pertaining to the purchase of supplies: Listing of 
supplies needed; advertising for bids and supplies; purchase of 
supplies; storing and distributing supplies; preparing annual 
budget for supplies; keeping records for determining unit costs; 
superintending of printing for the board. . 

Activities pertaining to the operation and maintenance of the 
physical plant: Supervising the maintenance staff; overseeing of 
repair work and alteration; certifying of bills of maintenance; 
supervising operation of plant; preparing specifications for sup
plies used in operation and maintenance, including fuel; issuing 
permits for use of school property; having general custody of 
plant. 

Activities pertaining primarily to capital outlay: Acquiring title 
of property by purchase or condemnation; supervising the issu
ance of bonds; approving plans and specifications of architects; 
supervising the work of buildings at every stage; certifying con
tractors' and architects' claims; appraising grounds and buildings; 
advertising for bids and letting of contracts; keeping construction 
records, plats of sites, and plans of buildings j supervising the 
manufacture of school furniture and installation of equipment.1 

1 Engelhardt and Engelhardt, PtUJlic 8cAool Buritiea AdiRiMsfrafio!l, page 
102, Bureau of Publications, TeacheJ'1l' Oollege. Oolumbia University. 
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It is to be noted that many of the activities listed above are 
performed by the regular city departments and employees in those 
cities in which education is not completely separated from the 
city administration. The inclusion of such activities in the above 
list is not to be taken as a recommendation of this committee that 
they should be placed under the school business superintendent. 
Weare endeavoring, at this point, only to indicate the general 
scope of the business functions which may be entrusted to the 
board of education. 

To Whom Should the Business Superintendent he RespoJ18ible? 
If the business management of a school system is centralized and 

placed in the hands of a business superintendent, to whom should 
this superintendent be responsible! In the testimony taken by 
your committee three answers have been given. They are rep
resented by the following statements: 

"The business manager should function as an assistant super
intendent of schools." (Dr. George W. Wiley, of the State De
partment of Education.) 

"The business manager should be subordinate to the board of 
education and not to the superintendent of schools." (G. Carlton 
Brown, speaking for MaYl>r Hanna, of Syracuse.) 

"There should be a business manager in the schools appointed by 
and responsible to the city council." (George W. Knox, Corpora
tion Counsel, Niagara Falls.) 

The following excerpts will serve to explain these points of view 
in greater detail. 

Speaking for Mayor Hanna of Syracuse, Mr. G. Carlton Brown 
says: "The mayor has certain things he would like you gentlemen 
to know. He is very strongly for a business manager of the 
school system. His personal idea is that the business manager 
should be subordinate to the board of education and not to the 
superintendent of schools. His argument is that the board of edu
cation can m; considered as a single unit in charge of the entire 
school system and the superintendent of schools should be the man 
in charge of the academic side of it, and the business manager in 
charge of the physical plant, both of them being responsible to 
the single unit, the board of education, which is in charge of the 
school system." 

Corporation Counsel, Clarence M. Platt, of the city of Rochester, 
says: "It may very well be advisable to have a business manager 
in the schools, but at the present time it is assumed in theory that 
the board of education is a business manager. Centering, however, 
the business management in the hands of a single executive is con
sonant with ordinary business. A careful adjustment will have to· 
be made between the powers of the superintendent of schools and 
a business manager." 

Mayor Frederick Gillmore, of the city of Utica, believes that 
"there should be a manager of schools responsible to the board of 
education. " 
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On the other hand, a vast amount of evidence was submitted sup
porting the contention that the business manager should be sub
ordinate to the superintendent. Mr. Harry F. Jerge, president of 
the board of education of Buffalo, when asked if the business man
ager should be independent of the superintendent of schools, re
plied •• No, sir, I think you would have a conflict of authority there 
at all times. I have given a great deal of thought and study to 
that. It is your superintendent who knows what he wants in the 
way of a building and what he wants in rooms, and in the way of 
everything connected with the school If he had one thought in 
connection with it, being superintendent in charge of the teachers 
and children, and this other man, who is simply going to construct 
the building, had another thought, you will find conflict of au
thority. I don't think they will ever get along in that way. " 

The same point of view is expressed by Mr. A. J. Stoddard, 
superintendent of schools in Schenectady, as follows: "I think 
the arrangement should be just as we have it. Mr. Townsend is 
assistant superintendent in charge of business affairs. I would 
be much opposed to a separate business department. I do not 
mean by that that Mr. Townsend and I would quarrel, but I think 
there should be one person responsible to the board and to the 
people. I believe very strongly in what we l!ave. Mr. Townsend 
works with me and I work with him, and he and I confer only on 
policies or major items. Mr. Townsend attends to all the details. 
I think it is very poor economy for any city to ask the superin
tendent of schools to do that when there is other work he should 
be doing." 

Mrs. G. H. Danforth, president of the board of education of 
Rochester, is strongly in favor of having the busineSll manager 
subordinate to the superintendent, as her testimony shows: "I do 
not see how you could have two coordinate heads.. I can under
stand how you can have an expert business manager, but it seems 
to me he must be under the superintendent, because the whole 
question of educational facilities and the financial end are so mixed 
up. The question of salary values must come up, and every ques
tion of that kind. It would be the business manager's business in 
one way, but the policy of increase would necessarily be in the 
superintendent's hands. Unless you have one supreme authority, 
you would have to have a pair of angels to get along together." 

The view that a business manager should be responsible to the 
superintendent has been summarized by Dr. George 111. Wiley, of 
the State Department of Education: "You cannot disassociate 
administration or business from your educational service. I be
lieve thoroughly in a business manager in large school systems, but 
if your administration sets up a business manager, in my judg
ment, he should function in the same staff arrangement with your 
superintendent and your board of education as an assistant super
intendent of schools. He should be directly responsible as an 
assistant superintendent to your superintendent, and to the board 
of education. Then you can fix administrative responsibilities in 
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the business part as you can in the educational, and your board of 
education is responsible for both lines of service. Your business 
service is organized to serve your educational service, and the 
whole to serve the school system of the community. I think, ad
ministratively, it would be disastrous to have a double-headed 
system." 

Educational Authorities Favor Unification 

Conferences with education authorities and an examination of 
reports and books dealing with school administration indicate that 
practically all of the professional educators favor the establish
ment of a single responsible administrative head in each school 
system, and a subordination, therefore, of the business superin
tendent, wherever such an officer is appointed. This conclusion 
is forcefully stated by Professor G. D. Strayer, as follows: 

"The fetish of the efficiency of the business man has often oper
ated to interfere with sound principles of administration. Not 
only in the administration of schools, but also in the administra
tion of private enterprises, efficiency demands that there be a 
chief executive officer to whom all other executives. are respon
sible. In our larger cities, the superintendent. of schools has been 
chosen for this office. usually after a long period of successful 
experience as an executive in smaller cities, or in subordinate ex
ecutive positions in the larger city which he serves. Even though 
the superintendent of schools may not be entirely familiar with 
all of the details of accounting, purchasing, planning of buildings, 
letting of contracts, and the like, it seems onlY' reasonable to sup
pose that he has sufficient executive ability to direct the activities 
of that part of the school organization having to du with these 
affairs. To set up a separate business organization with coordinate 
authority is to propose that the business affairs of the school sys
tem can be conducted without reference to the educational pro
gram which the schools are providing and in the furthering of 
which all agministrative activities find their real significance."1 

In his study of administrative relationships in cities having the 
dual or multiple type of control, that is, with an independent 
business manager, Dr. H. P. Smith finds that:' 

1. The administrative and personal relationships not easily sub
jected to objective study constitute a vital aspect of the function
ing of school admiilistration in multiple type cities. 

2.· The administrative set up in multiple type cities is funda
mentally weak, since it fails to center administrative responsi
bility in one executive and permits points of view other than edu
cational to determine policies and dominate activities. 

3. The harmonious relationships characteristic of school admin
istration in many multiple type of cities is due primarily to the 

1 Strayer, G. D. Proceedings, DepM'tment of 81£peMn.tendtmtll, National A.
Booiat~. pages 165-166, 1925, 'Washington, D. C. . 

• SmIth, Harry Pearse, TI.,: BUBWeSB Admimstration of the School System, 
p.91. 
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personnel, in the executive positions rather than to the adminis-
trative set up. . . 

4. The solution is a single executive office in whom responsibility' 
is centered and whose point of view is primarily educational. 

It must not be supposed, however, that this opinion is unani
. mous, as will be seen from the following statement of William 
Dick before the National Association of Public School Business 
Officials: . 

"It is in line with the commonly accepted belief of school boards 
throughout the country that the all absorbing duties of the super
intendent in prescribing, supervising, and controlling the schol
astic and pedagogical branch of the school system, with its various 
and ever growing activities, require that he be relieved of the 
cares and annoyances of its financial responsibilities and 
accounting. 

"The superintendent of schools is, as he should be, an enthusiast 
in his adopted profession of teaching, and his doctrine often is, 
that it is his duty .to recommend such introduction to the system 
and extensions of it, which, in his judgment, seems necessary 
regardless of its attendant expense. This perhaps is the proper 
position for him to assume, but it must be admitted, with an 
educational expert, with such convictions at the helm, there must 
be limitations, if the confidence and support of the taxpayer is 
required to foot the bills. .As a check, therefore, if for no other 
reason, it would seem with the business manager receiving as he 
does the school statistics which the superintendent submits regu
larly to the board, and with the items of costs in his keeping, he 
should have direct management of compiling the various statistics 
applicable to the cost of maintenance and operation of the school 
system."l 

Provisions of Law in Other States 
The following summary of the situation in several cities and 

states indicate that both plans of organization are in operation. 
In New Jersey, the school code makes it optional with the board 

of education as to whether or not they shall appoint a business 
manager. The law provides: 

Section 87. Paragraph 71. The business manager shall have 
charge of and care of the public school buildings and all other 
property belonging to the school district. 

Section 88. Paragraph 72. • • • All plans and specifica
tions for the selection, improvement, or repair of public school 
houses shall be drawn by or under the supervision of the business 
manager, if there be one, and shall be approved by the board of 
education, said business manager, if there be one, shall supervise 
the construction and repair of all school buildings." 

1 Dick, William, Proceedinglt, N(I,tion(l,~ A8sociation of P"bUc Schoo' Buill
"eB8 Officials, page 85, 1923. 

a New Jersey School Laws, 1921, page 40. 
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The Detroit board of education rules and regulations provide: 
The business manager shall be the secretary of the board and 

shall be directly responsible to, and under the direction of the 
superintendent of sch09ls for the efficient construction, main
tenance, and operation of buildings, purchase, storage, and dis
tribution of supplies, and auditing and insuring of school property .. 

The board of education of Chicago has established a business 
department directly responsible to the board: 

The business manager shall have general charge and control, 
subject to the approval- of the board, of the business department 
and the employees therein. 

The following regulations amended in 1924 are those under 
which the Boston, Massachusetts, board of education operates: 

Section 55. 1. The superintendent shall be the executive officer 
of the board in all matters relating to instruction and discipline 
in the schools. 

Section 90. 1. The business agent shall be the executive officer 
of the board in charge of accounts, receipt of income, preparation 
of payrolls, purchase, storage, and distribution of supplies, includ
ing printing, postage, and the transportation of pupils. 

The rules and regulations of the Grand Rapids, Michigan, board 
of education revised. to 1924 have the following provision: 

The affairs of the board of· education shall be administered by 
two general departments known respectively as the educational 
department and the business department. 

In St. Joseph, Missouri, educational administration is divided 
into three departments as shown by the following quotation from 
the rules and regulations of the St. Joseph board of education, 
adopted in April, 1916. 

The administration of the school affairs of the school district 
of the city of St. Joseph shall be divided into three departments, 
namely; (1) education; (2) flanance; (3) maintenance; at the 
heads of which shall be respectively the superintendent of schools, 
the secretary and business agent, and the chief engineer. 

The Pennsylvania School Law has the following provision: 
He (the secretary of the board of school directors) shall have 

general supervision of all the business affairs of the school district, 
subject to the instruction and direction of the board of school 
directors. 

Recommendations of the Committee 

As a result of our investigation of this problem, your committee 
has come to the following conclusions: 

2 
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1. There should be a single superintendent of business re
sponsible for the management of the business affairs of the schools 
in all of the larger cities of the State.1 

2. The local board of education should determine whether such 
business superintendent should be responsible to the board 
directly, or to the superintendent of schools. 

3. The State Education Law should be amended to give local 
boards of education specific authority to create the office of busi
ness superintendent, to specify his duties, and to define his re
sponsibilities as they may see fit. 

1 This finding is not to be taken &8 applying to New York City. Though we 
were favorably impressed by those no came before us, our examinatiOD of 
that city was not sufficiently extended to warrant any conclusions with 
regard to the efficiency of the present methods of handling the businees 
administration of the schools. 
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CHAPTER m 

THE PLACE OF EDUCATiON IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Colonial Origin 
It is impossible to consider the place of education in local 

government without a brief review of the development of free 
public education in the State of New York. It is in itself a fasci
nating story. The first steps toward the development of schools 
came during the Dutch period. To the Dutch credit is due for 
establishing in New York the first common schools. Though these 
schools were closely connected with the church, they were from the 
beginning financed at least in part by direct taxation.1 The es
tablishment of schools was considered a normal municipal fune
tion.2 The English who acquired control in 1674 showed, little 
interest in this colony in elementary schools, and the common 
schools disappeared. This undoubtedly arose from the fact that 
in England elementary education was furnished either through 
tutors in the better families, or through church schools. Because 
of the prominent place which England's two great universities, 
Oxford and Cambridge, occupied in the minds of English colonists, 
they turned their public attention not to the establishment of com
mon schools, but to the development of a university, and King's 
College, which has since developed into Columbia University, was 
the first result of their efforts in New York. William and Mary, 
in Virginia, and Harvard, in Massachusetts, are further evidences 
of the same interest in higher education. 

It is stated by those who have made careful studies of this early 
period that the most important agency for the promotion of com
mon schools in New York before the Revolution was the Society 
for the propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, which was a 
missionary body of the Church of England.· The schools which 
were established, however, were private and tuition was charged, 
though funds were often provided to pay the tuition of the worthy 
poor by benevolent individuals. This was the situation at the time 
of the Revolution. 

Education 88 a Governmental Function 
The establishment of independent state government made no 

marked change in the schools of the State. But in the century 

1 Hedden, Stewart, Hi.Btorical Outlitae 01 PoHcy, Board of Regents, 1922, 
p.4. 

2Cf. N. Y. Colonial Documents. Volume I, p. 620. 
• Pratt, AfIfIIJle of Pu.bUo EtJucato- '" ths Btate of New York. Shepmoe, 

Phs Ri.Be IJfI4 Profl"88 of ths 8dhool. 81/1rt_ of ths 8tate of NtM York, 1891. 
Bourne, Hi.Bfory of Ihs Public BcAool 8ociety, 1873. Fitch, T1uI PubUo BcAool, 
1904. 

[37] 
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which followed, changes took place which are of the greatest im
portance, not alone in the history of government, but also in the 
history of civilization. This gradual unfolding of education as a 
governmental function can only be outlined here. The more im
portant events in this evolution within the State of New York are 
noted in the following paragraphs. 

State aid for elementary education began in 1792.1 This aid 
was extended.to private and church schools, and must not be taken 
to imply the existence of free public schools. This is shown by 
the fact that one of the purposes of the grant was to furnish the 
tuition of indigent pupils. The policy was early developed of re
quiring the localities to raise money by taxation, to match the state 
grant. 

The most important force after the Revolutionary War encourag
ing the development of free public education was the Society for 
the Establishment of a Free School for the Education of Poor 
Children Who Do Not Belong to or Are Not Provided for by Any 
Religious Society.! It is an interesting fact that this free school 
society sought to establish schools through private charity and not 
through the establishment of education as a governmental func
tion. The first attempts to establish a system of common schools 
throughout the State was in 1812.S Though isolated free schools 
were developed as in Cohoes in 1850, and in Newburgh in 1852,& 
the State as a whole did not establish the principle of free public 
schools, maintained from taxes, until 1867.5 

While the state itself developed an increasing interest in .en
couraging public education from the time of its organization, it 
was not until 1894 that education was established constitutionally 
as a State functi(Jt1/" when the following clause was added to the 
constitution: "The Legislature shall provide for the maintenance 
and support of a system of free common schools wherein all the 
children of this State may be educated. "6 State or local aid to 
denominational education was prohibited in 1874.7 

The establishment of education as a State function in 1894 
brought about no immediate change in State policy. As a matter 
of fact the constitutional change of 1894 was little more than the 
recognition of a change which was taking place gradually over a 
period of at least half a century. Compulsory education was, how
ever, first established 'iIi 1894,8 and there was from this period on 
a continuing growth of State supervision. The more important 
steps taken were: the establishment of a teachers' pension fund,9 

the consolidation of the Board of Regents and the Departme~t of 

1 LaW8 of 1792, Chapter 69. 
I Laws of 1805, Chapter 108. 
I Laws of 1812, Chapter 242. 
& Laws of 1850, Chapter 341; Laws of 1852, Chapter 156. 
I Laws of 1867, Chapter 406. 
8 Article 9, section 1. 
r Article 8, section 11. 
8iLa.W8 of 1894, Chapter 671. 
e Laws of 1895, Chapter 767. 
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Education,! the establishment of the principle of minimum teachers' 
salaries,z and the expansion of State aid for education on a ra
tional basis.8 

Summary of Tendencies 
An examination of thc many bills which have been passed by the 

Legislature, and of the municipal charters, which were adopted 
during this long period of school development, indicates rather 
clearly the following general tendencies: 

1. Common schools commenced as independent, private and in.
dividual enterprises in the State of New York. Public' education 
became a governmental function only gradually. Free common 
schools were not generally established until after the Civil War. 

2. Though the State of New York has taken a growing interest 
in the establishment and maintenance of public schools, education 
was not recognized as a State function until 1894. 

3. The management and control of common schools, from the 
earliest days, has been a local responsibility. The growth of State 
supervision and the expansion of State aid have not been allowed to 
interfere with this basic policy of decentralization. 

4. Throughout this entire period there has been a growing public 
interest in education. Neither the growth of State aid, nor the 
enlarged support for education has served to lessen the interest 
of the citizens of the State in the development of their own local 
schools. Evidences of this are everywhere visible as in the en
thusiasm of the citizens for their schools, the increased attendance, 
the unselfish service of individuals on committees dedicated to the 
improvement of the schools and in such practical contributions to 
school betterment as Mrs. E. H. Harriman's work for the public 
schooIa at Arden and Stirling, and Owen D. Young's construction 
of a school house at Vanhornesville. 

5. In the rural areas the control of local schools was almost with
out exception placed in the hands of specially created school dis
tricts with specially eleeted officers. 

6. In the incorporated cities, though there ·were exceptions, the 
control of education was entrusted directly to the municipal 
authorities. In the cities, education was a municipal function. 
During the t'.arly period of statehood, in many of the cities, the 
mayor and the members of the legislative body were constituted as 
the educational authority of the municipality, in other words, edu
cation was regarded as one of the regular municipal departments. 
This was true in New York city at various times; in Buffalo from 
1837 to 1914; in Rochester from 1832 to 1841; in Hudson from 1841 
to 1881; and in a number of other cities. In· certain instances 
there was no board of education! . 

1 Lawa of 1904, Chapter (0. 
Z Eduea.tion law, Article 33-b; La_ 1919, Chapter 646; Lawa 1920, 

Chapter 73 and 620. 
aLa ..... of 1925. Chapter 675; Laws of 1927, Chapter 572-
• Hroden, Steward. Hy,oricol Ou"iM of Policy. pp. 39-80. Board of 

Regent., 1112.2.. 
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7. The development of independent boards of education in the 
cities arose at the same time that independent boards and inde
pendently elected officials were constituted to deal with various 
municipal functions. In New York city, for example, following 
the development of the elected mayor in 1834, we entered upon a 
period characterized by the election of other important local 
officials and the establishment of independent boards to direct 
municipal activities. The culmination of this tendency was reached 
in the charter of 1849. Close on the heels of this movement came 
the notorious period of legislative interference. This resulted also 
in a subdivision of the functions of local government and the estab
lishment of independent authorities for each of the functions. AB 
Professor Howard Lee McBain says in summing up this period, 
"Both the council and the mayor were stripped of all but their 
names, or were left at best with a pitiful remnant of power. The 
city was in fact, governed by a number of commissions, each inde
pendent of the other. A more extravagant and unworkable type 
of government could scarcely have been devised.' '1 The New 
York city police department was taken from the control of the city 
and placed under a commission, the members of which were 
appointed by the State.1 A similar policy was followed With re
gard to the fire department,' and in 1866 the board of health came 
under the control of the State. The board of education was made 
elective in New York city in 1856/' though in 1871, a department 
of public instruction was set up under the city charter centralizing 
the school system under the mayor. Many changes have been made 
since that time though in general the plan has been continued of 
establishing an appointed board of education functioning under 
the control of the city government in fiscal affairs. 

8. Though there has been a tendency to bring together again the 
scattered elements of municipal government and to abolish boards 
of control, starting perhaps with the famous Tweed charter of 
New York city in 1870, a tendency which is still evident in the 
recently adopted charter in Rochester, education alone of the 
functions entrusted by the State to local control, has stood outside 
of this general trend. In all of the cities of the State we still have 
boards of education and in many of the cities of the State these 
boards of education are to all intents and purposes independent 
governmental authorities. 

The Present Place of Education in Local Government 
Administration 

In the cities of New York State, the local community is respon
sible for the administration of schools in accordance with such 
standards as have been established by the State, and with the 

1 ElIolutioft of Type. of o"y Goo_men', National Municipal Review, Vol. 
VI, No. I, p. 25. 

I Lawl of 1860, Chapter 209. 
B LaWl! of 1865, Chapter 249 . 
• LaWl! of 1856, Chapter 79. 
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assistance which is extended to these local communities through 
the program of State aid. ' 

The management of the schools in the cities of the State is vested 
in boards of education. The relation of these boards to the city 
government is not the same in all cities. In twenty-nine cities 
the city government, either ·through the mayor or the common 
council, is directly connected with the board of education through 
\the power of appointment of members of the board. In thirty 
cities, the board of education is elected either at a general election, 
a special election, or a school meeting. 

The financial relations of the board of education and the city 
government indicate even a greater independence on the part of 
the board of education. There are three methods of determining 
the amount that may be expended by the city school systems in the 
State of New Yo~k. In thirteen cities, the final authority to fix the 
school budget, with the exception of salaries which now average 
about 80 per cent. of the total, is vested absolutely in the board of 
estimate and apportionment. In New York city, the board of esti
mate has the right to fix any appropriation in excess of an amount 
equal to 4.9 mills on every dollar of assessed valuation of the real. 
and personal propertY of the city.l The charters of eighteen cities 
provide that the mayor may veto items in the school budget and 
that the board of education may restore any vetoed items by a 
two-thirds, a four-fifths, or a unanimous vote. In twenty-seven 
cities final authority over the school budget is vested in the board 
of education. Those cities in which the city administration has 
the right to fix the budget of the board of education, with the 
exception of salaries, are: Albany, Beacon, Binghamton, Buffalo, 
Elmira, New York, Niagara Falls, Oswego, Poughkeepsie, Roch
ester, Schenectady, Syracuse, Troy, and Yonkers. Those cities 
in which the mayor has the power to veto are: Amsterdam, Cort
land, Fulton, Glen Cove, Gloversville, Johnstown, Kingston, 
Mount Vernon, New Rochelle, Oneida, Oneonta, Plattsburg, Rome, 
Rensselaer, Salamanca, W atertown, Watervliet, and White Plains. 
In the follow4tg cities, boards of education have absolute power to 
fix appropriations for education: Auburn, Batavia, Canandaigua, 
Cohoes, Corning, Dunkirk, Geneva, Glens Falls, Hornell, Hudson, 
Ithaca, Jamestown, Lackawanna, Little Falls, Lockport, Mechanic
ville, Middletown, Nort Tonawanda, Norwich, Newburgh, Ogdens
burg, Olean, Port Jervis, Sherrill, Saratoga, Tonawanda, and 
Utica. 

In the levy of the tax for educational purposes and in the col
lection of that tax, the boards of education are, however, much 
more closely connected with the city governments. In only four
teen cities of the State is the city school district noncoterminous 
with the city boundaries so that the levy and collection of the tax 
is entirely separate. A few cities, in which the boundaries are 
coterminous, have by' statute separated the levy and collection of 

1 Education Law, Article 33-a, section 855, paragraph T. 
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city and school taxes. In the remaining cities, which form a large 
majority of the municipalities of the State, and which include all 
of the larger cities, school taxes are levied by the city just as city 
taxes are levied, and collected in the same way and at the same 
time. In all of these cities it is considered that constitutional or 
legal general tax limits apply as well to amounts levied for the 
schools, even where the amount of the school levY cannot l;)e con
trolled by the governing body of the city. 

In forty-one of the cities, city bonds are issued to finance schO')1 
construction. In twenty-two of these cities the governing authority 
of the city authorizes the bonds; while in nineteen cities a referen
dum is held for the approval of the bond sale. It appears that 
bond elections can be called in a number of these cases by the 
board of education without confirmation by the city council In 
seventeen cities, made up primarily of the school districts which 
do not coincide with city boundaries, the bonds issued are school 
district bonds. These are all subject to a referendum or school 
meeting election. There is at least one city, and perhaps more, in 
which bonds may be issued either by the city, or by the school 
district. In one case which came to the attention of the committee, 
a bond project which was defeated by the voters of the city was 
immediately submitted to the school district electorate and 
endorsed.1 In practically all cases in which bonds are issued by 
the school district and not by the city corporation, we have found 
that the city corporation is of relatively recent origin, and that 
there was in existence at the time of the incorporation of the city 
a union free school district, the general outlines of whose powers 
were carried over, or merely allowed to continue, under the new 
charter. . 

City or school bonds issued by the city for schools are generall;y 
.,onsidered to fall within the city debt limit as set by the State con
stitution.After an exhaustive and painstaking study of the State 
constitution, the laws and the judicial decisions, Professor Howard 
Lee McBain has expressed the opinion that it would be dangerous 
to assume that the debts even of independent school corporations, 
which are territorially coterminous with cities, need not be reckoned 
as part of the limited city debt.s The bonds of the fourteen non
coterminous districts, and possibly the bonds of a few other cities 
which have carried over their union free school district status, 
are, however, not subject to inclusion in the respective city debts. 
It appears, therefore, that in the majority of our cities, bonds 
issued for schools are a part of the limited city debt, even where 
the city governing authority l1as no control over their issuance. 

From these facts with regard to the organization of city school 
systems and their relation to local authorities, it will be seen that 
there is in the State of New York no established general policy 
except for the provision of a board of education. All other 

1 Beacon, NeW' York. 
I McBain, H. L. C'oMfiftdiOtlol QuestiOM Int10lred itl C'",'ai" PropQSOU: for 

J:ducafiotsol ReorgatlieotiOtl itl NtftIJ York. Board of Re",oents, 1923. 
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matters show an infinite variety. We appear to be in the midst 
of a period of transition. 

F"ueaI Stringencies and City-School RelatiOD8 
Over the past ten years there has been more or less serious 

criticism of the relations existing between city authorities and 
boards of education, arising from the anomalous conditions 
described above. A period of transition is inevitably a period of 
friction. But the difficulties were vastly accentuated by the 
financial crisis through which the cities have passed. When prices 
were rising sharply, budgets and tax rates were hard to adjust 
so as to meet legal requirements, to say nothing of the desires of 
the taxpayers. There were times when anyone of the largP.l' 
city departments could have used all of the increased revenues 
which it was thought were nailable. The same was true of the 
school&. Under the circumstances it is not surprising that there 
should have been some friction and recriminations. The same 
thing would have occurred as between the police department and 
the public works department, and between other agencies of gov
ernment, had it not been for the fact that those departments are 
controlled by a single responsible executive and a single legislative 
authority, in each city. It was of course extremely difficult also 
to apportion borrowing capacity equitably between the city and 
the school&. Here again streets, sewers, water supply, and other 
major improvements could in many eases have exhausted all the 
borrowings which the city was entitled to make. The same was 
true of the schools. All of these improvements were postponed 
during the war, and the cities were therefore faced with unusual 
needs all along the line. This was particularly serious in the ease 
of schools, because a greater percentage of children are now de
manding an education; and in the ease of highway improvements, 
because of the advent of a motorized civilization which requires 
hard surfaced roads, wider streets, the elimination of gradP 
crossings, more bridges, and more spreadout cities. And the end 
of this transformation is not yet in sight. Under these conditions 
it is surprising that there was not a great deal more friction 
between the city authorities and the school authorities with respect 
to their respective shares of the available resources. 

The financial crisis in city government has now largely passed. 
This changed fiscal situation has been due primarily to: 

1. Stabilization of prices which has enabled prices, incomes, the 
value of taxable property, and the attitude of the voters to become 
readjusted to the new price level 

2. The development of new sources of city revenue through the 
sharing by the State of its revenues with the localities and through 
the reduction of the direct State tax. 

3. The development of the new and expanded program of State 
aid for schools. 

4. The increase of assessed value of property subject to taxation, 
usually as the result of the introduction of more scientifie systems 
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of assessme.nt. Tbis has given more leeway under tax limits and 
has expanded borrowing powers. 

Your committee, in cooperation with the State Tax Department, 
has taken a prominent part in developing and 'advancing the 
general State program whieh has brqught about these desired 
results. 

Integrating Influence of Budget Systems 

Another factor which served to increase the friction between 
boards of education and city authorities is the introduction of the 
municipal budget. Nothing practical had been done' to develop 
public budgets in the United States until 1906 and 1907. There 
were only five states which had enacted legislation providing for 
a state budget system at the beginning of the World War. The 
national budget system was not established until 1921. But at 
the present time, nearly every city has a budget, nearly every 
state has a budget, and the national government has a budget. 
Not only ha~ this nation accepted the idea that governmental units 
must have budget systems, but we are as a nation becoming budget
minded. It is of the essence of the budget idea that all of the 
proposed expenditures and all of the anticipated revenues of a 
government shall be brought together, considered in comparison. 
revised if necessary, and brought into balance in advance of the 
year to which they apply. It was, of course, inevitable that edu
cation in the cities where school taxes are levied by the city should 
be brought into this same picture. This has served to develop on 
the part of educators a new feeling of hostility to the city au
thorities. It may be said that the same friction has arisen 
wherever a genuine budget system has been introduced. In cities 
many regular departments have objected to being included in the 
municipal budget where their requirements are brought into 
comparison with those of other aetivities. In the states there has 
been a similar effort by institutions and departments to keep out 
.of the budget system, or to break it down. Even in the Federal 
government the introduction of the budget system has not had 
smooth sailing. Budget Directors Dawes and Lord have found it 
necessary to rely on strong measures, and even President Coolidge 
found it necessary to remind the heads of departments and bureau 
chiefs of the Federal government that ". • • under the 
budget and accounting act the only lawful estimates are those 
which the Chief Executive transmits to the Congress. It is these 
estimates that call for your loyal support. Unless such support 
be given, you are not fulfilling your obligations to your office. 
• • • This law must be observed not only in its letter but in 
its spirit. I herewith serve notice again as Chief Executive that I 
propose to protect the integrity of my budget.' '1 

1 Address before the Business Organization of the Government, June 30, 
1924, P. 6. 
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Nevertheless, budget systems are now universal, and the city 
voters and the newspapers think in terms of budgets. And the 
same attitude is increasingly accepted by departmental and bureau 
chiefs in all branches of national, state, and local government, 
including inevitably the boards of education, school superin
tendents, and specialists in education and school management. 
Since 1919 there has been a marked change of attitude in this 
direction on the part of school men who have testified before your 
committee. 

New Basis of Cooperation 
The improved financial condition of the cities, and the general 

acceptance by the public and by the school administrators of the 
budget idea is furnishing a new basis of cooperation between the 
city authorities and the local boards of education. In Buffalo, for 
example, where there was at one time a great deal of friction, Mr. 
Hanavon, Deputy Commissioner of Finance, stated to your com
mittee: •• There is a great deal more harmony now between the 
school board and the city council than ever before." Mayor W. 
Allen Newell, of Ogdensburg, said: "The relation of the board 
of education to the common council is a very friendly relation." 
Similar statements were made in many other parts of the State 
both by city authorities and by educational authorities. We also 
find that the eity authorities are not now badgering the boards of 
education as they were in a number of cities during the la.;;t 
decade. There is a greater effort· on the part of mayors to under
stand education and to make room for the school program. The 
committee is deeply impressed by the general spirit of cooperation 
and understanding which is apparent throughout the State. It is 
in marked contrast to the situation which existed in 1919 when 
this same problem came before us. 

Criticisms of Existing Arrangement 
We do not feel, however, that this improved situation is neces

sarily a final solution of the problem. This opinion has been ex
pressed before us by a number of well informed officials. Corpo
ration Counsel George W. Knox, of Niagara Falls, stated: "School 
budgets are submitted to the councils for confirmation, but under 
the statute, if the school budget is not confirmed by the council, it 
automatically is put through in the form in which it comes from 
the board of education at the end of twenty days. .In other words, 
the councils can ·affirm or omit to confirm the budget, as they 
please. Whether they do or not, in a great many instances these 
budgets for the school year become automatically confirmed at the 
end of twenty days without any action by the council. The coun
cils have no power in a great many instances to cut down or inter
fere with the school budget or change it in any way, 80 that they 
are placed before the public in the position of confirming expendi
tures, and therefore, are charged by the· public with responsibility 
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for the expenditures and tax rates when really they have nothing 
to say about it, excepting as rubber stamps, confinning what has 
already been determined by the board of educatiOn."l 

Similar ideas were expressed before the committee by mayors 
and controllers of a number of cities. The following statements 
indicate their point of view:2 

"I think it is an outrage to take away from the mayor of a city, 
who is responsible to the taxpayers, the authority for the expendi
ture of money, even a dollar." 

•• I think the council should have absolute control over the 
school budget if they are to be responsible for it. If they are to 
raise the taxes and provide the money, I do not see why they 
should not have a check on it." 

.. I have always maintained that I did not see why the depart
ment of education should set up a show of its own. If they are 
under the city government, let them make up their own tax budget 
on the same basis as other departments. • • • A.... long as 
they are a part of the municipal government, I think they should 
come under the same provisions as any other department." 

•• I do not think that any man should be made responsible for 
an act that is beyond his control. At the present time the hoard 
of education has more power than the man that appoints them. 
• • • I think there must be a change in that system." 

"While it may be proper, in view of the fact that education 
is contended to be a State function, for the State to prescribe a 
minimum appropriation based on the assessed valuation in the 
community, yet the decision as to the specific purposes for which 
each and every part of the appropriation is to be used and the 
control over the manner of the expenditure should remain with 
the local authorities who are required to raise the money by 
taxation. " 

The idea that the board of education is not sufficiently acquainted 
with the needs of the city in other directions was brought out a 
number of times, as by Mayor Newell of Ogdensburg, who said: 

.. There is a feeling among a good many that the board of edu
cation goes it alone too much, that it is not closely enough linked 
up with the rest of the city." 

A memorandum on school finance submitted to the committee 
by the New York State Conference of Mayors, speaks of the 
"ignorance and disregard" on the part of local boards of educa
tion "as to the financial necessities of other departments and 
activities carried on by the cities.' '3 

Overlapping Aetivities 
The attention of the committee has been called. to the danger of 

developing unnecessary and overlapping activities on the part 
of boards of education and of city authorities. The situation is 

1 Public Hearing before Joint Legislative Committee on Taxation and Re
trenchment. Buffalo and Syracuse, November 1927, p. 356. 

2 From Legislative Document (1920) No. 80, pp. 31-32 . 
• See Appendix. 
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too well known to require an elaborate presentation here. It is 
sufficient to mention the chief points at which the danger of 
duplication exists. These are to be found primarily in the fol
lowing services: 

1. Health, Administration. Both city departments of health 
and boards of education are responsible for health work with chil
dren in the community. In some of the cities school health serv
ice is exclusively under the supervision of educational authorities, 
and in others, it is under the exclusive supervision of the city 
health authorities. In other eases where there is a nominal separa
tion, the educational authorities have appointed the same indi
viduals who are engaged by the city in city health work, to take 
charge of the work in the schools. Where school authorities have 
charge, health work is active during the entire year and covers 
parochial schools, in only a few cities. In the majority ()f cities, 
however, the health work during the summer and in the parochial 
schools is under the jurisdiction of the city health department. 
Fortunately for your committee, this matter has been given care
ful attention by the American Public Health Association and the 
United States Public Health Service, who report as follows: 

"The problem of organizing effective machinery for the pro
motion of the health of children of school age is greatly compli
cated by the fact that there are strong logical reasons for allying 
such work with the department of health on the one hand, and 
with the department of education on the other. Since the work 
is concerned with the school child, the educator contends, and with 
much reason, that it is in his province; but since the work con
sists in health promotion, the health officer claims the task as his. 
On the whole, we are inclined to believe that the arguments for 
alignment with the health department are the stronger ones in 
view of the value to school 'physicians and school nurses of mem
bership in a strong professional organization devoted primarily 
to health conservation, and in view also of the importance 
of knitting the machinery which safeguards the health of the indi
vidual from . .the cradle to the grave into one continuous whole.1 

Though it may be said that this recommendation is not free from 
a bias in favor of the health departments, the same cannot be said 
of Dr. Carl E. McCombs, of the National Institute of Public Ad
ministration, who testified before the committee as follows: 

"I think you could sum it up briefly in this way, that in the 
towns and villages it is usually better to have the health work 
for school children under the auspices of boards of education. In 
the cities it is generally better to have school health work admin
istered by the city departments of health, although I think it 
should be optional with the people of the community, the local 
governing body, whether it shall be done by the department of 
health or the department of education." 

To your committee it appears obviously preferable, from the 
standpoint of administration and from the standpoint of economy, 

1 U. S. Public Health Bulletin No. 136, p. 262. 
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to have all of the health work of the city, including that in the 
schools, placed under a single municipal health department. There 
are individual cities, however, in which such a change would not 
be desirable at the present time, because the health work in the 
schools appears to be more efficiently handled than the health work 
entrusted to the city government. 

2. Recreation. Boards of education and city recreation com
missions are both entrusted with the direction of recreation. The 
difficulty ari~ng from such an arrangement has' been overcome 
in many cities, either through placing the board of education in 
complete charge of the wlirk or by turning over to the city depart
ment responsibility for the recreation program, and permitting this 
department to make use of school playgrounds in its program. 

3. Libraries. The free public library is generally controlled 
in the cities in the State of New York by an independent 
library board. Boards of education also maintain school libraries 
open only to children of given schools. In a number of cities 
the danger of duplication has been eliminated through the joint 
use of librarians and reading rooms by the library authorities and 
by the school authorities. In several cities branch libraries open 
to the public are maintained in public school buildings. 

4. Professional and Technical Services. City authorities and 
boards of education both require legal advice, engineering advice, 
architectural advice, and financial services as in the assessment of 
property for taxation, the levy of taxes, collection of taxes, the 
maintenance of accounts, the audit of expenditures and revenues, 
and the purchase of supplies. In a number of our cities many, 
if not all, of these services,are set up and maintained independ
ently. 

5. Transportation. In a few ,cities departments of education 
and city authorities are maintaining entirely independent :fieets of 
trucks and are establishing entirely independent repair services 
for their motor vehicles. Though this is not as yet a serious prob
lem, duplication in this :field is likely to increase with the increased 
use of motor vehicles. 

6. Purchase and Sale of Lamil. A serious duplication has been 
found to exist in a few cities in connection with the purchase and 
sale of land on the part of the boards of education and on the part 
of the city authorities. There has been competition in the selec
tion of properties, and properties have been disposed of by one 
authority which were needed for another governmental purpose. 

7. Safety Services. Fire protection and inspections, the 
handling of school children at traffic intersections near the schools, 
and the instruction of the children in the rules of safety are 
problems which require close cooperation with the fire and police 
departments. There is an opportunity for a greater correlation 
of activity in these fields than appears to exist at the present time 
in many of our cities. 

We are calling attention to these possible fields of unnecessary 
duplication because it is our belief that the structure of govern
ment which is created in any given locality should make provision 
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for the clear assignment of such functions as these so that wasteful 
duplication may be avoided. We are perfectly aware, however, 
that such considerations are not the only matters involved in the 
establishment of a governmental organization, and that .not all 
duplication is wasteful or avoidable. Definite consideration must, 
however, be given to these problems. 

Separation of Power and Responsibility 
From the comments made by city authorities and the existing 

dangers of wasteful duplication, it is evident that the present 
arrangemcnt is not entirely satisfactory. As we analyze the situa.
tion it appears that the difficulty with our city-school relations is 
that we have permitted a vicious separation of power from 
res-ponsiMlity in the local administration and financing of schools. 
In all of our cities the power is placed squarely in the hands of 
the local board of education; the control over school policy, cur
riculum, appointments, salaries. text books, and all other educa.
tional matters is vested in the board. But in a certain number of 
cities, responsibility rests not with the school board but with the 
elected officials, that is, with the mayor, with the members of the 
board of estimate, or with the councilmen, because they alone of 
the local officials have any direct responsibility to the voters. This 
situation is still further aggravated in some jurisdictions because 
of the fact that the power of the city to levy taxes and the power 
to borrow are rigidly restricted by the State Constitution. 

Possible Readjustments 
If it is true that our basic difficulty is the separation of power 

and responsibility, the solution is to be found in uniting the!.e 
phases of control. This can be done either (1) by placing com
plete responsibility in the hands of the school board, or (2) by 
placing the general control of school matters in the hands of thc 
local governing body and the financing of schools in the city 
budget. 

If complete power is to be centralized in the board of education, 
this would mean: 

1. The independent election of the school board. 
2. Giving to the board of ~ducation the power to leVY taxes for 

the support of the schools. In cities with a constitutionally limited 
tax rate, an amendment to the constitution would be necessary. 

3. Giving to the board of education the power to borrow money 
and issue bonds for the purchase of land and the eonstruction of 
schools. This could not be worked out satisfactorily without an· 
amendment to the constitution. 

4. It might prove necessary to establish certain definite limits 
for the taxing and borrowing powers of the board of education. 

5. There would have to be a new definition of powers of the 
board of education and of the city with respect to health, recrea
tion, and other noneducational services. 

If, on the other hand, it is decided to place the power and the 
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responsibility in the hands of the city authorities, this would 
require: 

1. An appointive board of education. 
2. The inclusion of the school budget in the city budget. 
3. The use of city credit to finance school construction. 
4. The inclusion of the school building program. in the general 

capital budget of the city. 
5. The rearrangement of health, recreation, and other activities. 

Slate Control Not an Issue 
It should be noted that the problem of State oontrol is not 

involved. In either case, education is just as much a "Statc 
function. " The fact of the matter is that here in the State of 
New York, and also in all of the other states as well, the general 
control of common schools has been decentralized. It has been 
placed in the hands of local authorities. There is no movement on 
foot to change this situation. The entire question which is here 
involved is this: "What local governmental authority shall the 
State use for managing and financing local education Y Is it 
preferable to make use of a separate single-functioned authority, or 
to employ a many-powered municipal corporation T" 

From the standpoint of the State, this question cannot be 
answered without a consideration of other functions of local 
government, for after all, education is not the only. activity in 
which the State has a distinct interest. Health, polict', and tax 
administration are just as truly "State functions." For these 
functions also the same question arises: "Shall the State entrust 
the local control of these functions to independent ad hoc bodies, 
or shall it entrust them all to a single integrated authority'" 

A Problem in Public Administration 
This question is far from new. Many students of public admin

istration and philosophers of government have devoted their atte11-
tion to it. In 1861 John Stuart Mill wrote in his "Considerations 
on Representative Government": 1 

"In each local circumscription there should be but one elected 
body for all local business, not different bodies for different parb 
of it. Division of labour does not mean cutting up every business 
into minute fractions; it means the union of such operations as 
are fit to be performed by the same persons, and the separation of 
such as can be better performed by different persons. The 
executive duties of the locality do indeed require to be divided 
into departments, for the same reason as those of the state; be
eau!'le they are of diverse kinds, each requiring knowledge peculiar 
to itself, and needing, for its due performance, the undivided 
attention of a. specially qualified functionary. But the reasons fo!' 
subdivision which apply to the execution do not apply to the 
control. The business of the elective body is not to do the work, 
but to see that it is properly done, and that nothing necessary is 

1 Ev/Wyman Edition, p. 351. 
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left undone. This function can be fulfilled f~ all departments by 
the same superintending body; and by a collective and compre
hensive far better than by a minute and mie:roscopie view. It is 
as ab..-urd in public affairs as it would be in private that every 
workman should be looked after by a superintendent to. himself. " 

A more recent point of view is expressed by Professor William 
.Anderson in his recent "American City Government" as follows;1 

"The view taken by the student of local government is that s 
city is a unity. Within the same area there is not & park city 
and a school city and a police city, and so on. There is but one 
people and one group of taxpayers. As the family must consider 
how much it can aiforo to spend for food, and clothing, and hous
ing and how much for charities and church support, and how 
much for education, so the city needs to consider as & single budget 
all of its n~ expendit.ures. Sometimes one expenditure 
mu:."t be reduced to leave more money for another purpose, but in 
the long run eaeh object of expenditure will receive its due share 
of the appropriations." . 

It should be noted that Professor Anderson is, nevertheless, 
opposed to the immediate abolition of all boards of education. 

Dr. W. F. Willoughby in his recent "Principles of Public Ad
ministration," though dealing almost entirely with the national 
and state governments, says it is of prime imporlance to bring 
all governmental a.,aeneies together into a single administrative 
machine, abolishing independent agencies and placing all func
tions under definite departments. He says:z II. · · the advanta.,o-es of the departmental system of or
ganWi.tion, if properly carried out, are: that it correlates the sev
eral operating services of the government into one highly inte
grated and unified piece of administrative mechanism; that it 
insures the establishment of an e1iective system of overhead ad
ministration and control; that it makes definite the line of admin
istrative authority and responsibility; that it lays the basis for, if 
it does not automatically effect, the elimination of duplication in 
organization, plant, equipment, personnel, and activities; that it 
makes possible effective cooperative relations between services 
engaged in the same general field of activity that can be obtained 
in no other way; that it furni~es the means by which overlapping 
and con1licts of jurisdiction may be avoided or readily adjusted; 
that it facilitates greatly the standardization of all administrative 
processes and procedure; that it permits of the centralization of 
such general business operations as purchasing, the custody and 
issue of supplies, the recruitment and handling of personnel, the 
keeping of aeeounts, the maintenance of libraries, laboratories, 
blueprint rooms, etc., and finally, that it furnishes the absolutely 

1 William AIId ......... A-,,-, City o-lIt, Henry Holt alUl Company, 
1ft:;, p. M. 

~ W. F. Willoughby, P'rioociplea of PvNio AllwtiMlrfrm... TIle Jolma 
Kopm. Press, 1927, P. 8$. . 
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essential ~oundation for a properly organized and administered 
budgetary system." 

What is here said applies with equal force to a municipal gov
ernment. It is important to call special attention to the last mat
ter mentioned-the budget-because it is at this point especially 
that the local taxpayer is affected. 

Professor Herman G. James states: 1 

"From the point of view of sound principlep of governmental 
administration there is nothing to be said for the independent 
school authority. The system is generally defended on the plea 
that schools are too important a function to be subjected to 'poli
tics' and that the independently elected school board is required 
to keep them out of politics. The main weaknesses of this posi
tion seem to be apparent. In the first place, it may be questioned 
whether school administration is so obviously more important than 
police protection and the conservation of public health, for in
stance, as to demand a departure from sound principles of unifica
tion and simplification. In the second place it is obvious that 
public ed"Q.cation cannot and should not be taken 'out of politics' 
in the sense of control by public opinion, which involves the deter
mination of the relative importance to be accorded to this func
tion of municipal government as compared with the other activi
ties. In the third place, the independent school board has not 
demonstrated itself to be beyond the reach of corrupt 'politics,' 
while the lack of interest in school elections frequently results in 
the selection of boards that are in no sense representative. Fin
ally, the divorcing of this function from the control of the city 
government tends to that extent to diminish still further the 
already too limited interest shown by citizens in municipal 
affairs. " 

Outstanding authorities may be quoted on the other side as well, 
for example, Professor William B. Munro, who though far from 
committed to an elected board of education, nevertheless favors 
the independent school board with independent taxing power.2 
Dr. Lent D. Upson apparently agrees with Professor Munroe.- It 
should be noted, however, that both Munro and Upson are dealing 
with immediate practical considerations and not with underlying 
principles of administration. , 

Professor Thomas H. Reed recognizes that it is "inconsistent to 
urge the concentration of power and responsibility, and then 
attempt to justify elective school boards" but says, nevertheless, 
that independent school boards are justifiable "in the material 
results they have achieved and, in the sense of cordial confidence 
which characterizes the public's feeling for its schools."" 

1 Herman G. James, Local GooernlM'llt i,. tM 17Mtstl StattJIt, D. Appleton 
and Company, 1921, p. 393. 

I Mwn.icipat Government and Administmtiofl, Vol. II, pp. 333, ,350. 
B Practice of Municipal Administration, Chapter 16. 
"Thomas H. Reed, Municipal Gooernment m the 17Mted States, p. 324. 
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There is no need of calling attention to the fact that every 
educator of note and most of the administrators connected with 
the State Department of Education are strongly convinced that 
the only solution of the difficulties arising in city-scho?l rela
tions is the complete divorcement of the schools from the Clty gov
ernment. It may be pointed out, however, that the problem of 
setting up the framework of democratic controL fM public ed~ 
cation is not an educationaL question, but a problem of pubZ~c 
administration, and that educators and those who are primarily 
interested in the schools are not ipso facto qualified as experts to 
pass upon this question of control. We know that spending 
officers . cannot be trusted' to determine the amount of money 
which they shall be allowed to expend. By the same token, spec
ialists in any limited field of government cannot be trusted to 
determine the general agencies of governmental control under 
which they shall operate. This general principle applies not to 
educators alone, but to all specialists. Park and playground 
enthusiasts, health administrators, and city planners have fre
quently insisted that th" functions of local government in which 
they are concerned should be set up independently with inde
pendent financial powers. If we accepted the sober judgment of all 
of the specialized experts we would have in each city area a score 
of demi-governments, with no unifying power. ' 

The Place of Public Education in English City Government 
We have made a brief examination of governmental organiza

tion for the control of public education in France, Germany, and 
England in the thought that ideas may have been developed and 

, applied which should be given consideration here in the State of 
New York. We find that public education in France and Ger
many is directly under the control of the central authorities and 
that no important share of the responsibility for the common 
schools rests upon the local units of government. Centralization 
is the keynote in the public administration of schools. England 
is the only important European nation which endeavors to decen
tralize the control of schools and to require the citizens of each 
locality to be responsible for the management of their own free 
public schools. In England also, central control of education has 
evolved much along the lines which have been followed in the 
State of New York. State aid for education has been developed 
more highly .in England than in the United States. Approxi
mately half of the cost of the public schools is met from· such 
State aid. The history of the development of education in Eng
land is not unlike our own. It is significant to notice, therefore,. 
that in the cities education is now recognized as one of the regular 
functions of the municipal government. Up until 1902, local con
trol of. educati~n was exercised through locally elected boards of 
educat~on, but In that year this entire system was abolished and 
education was. made a department of the city government. The. 
purpose of this reform was to abolish and consolidate the local 
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school districts,' many of which were smaller than the boundaries 
of a single city, and to have in each geographical area a single 
governmental authority responsible for directing and correlating 
all of the functions of local government. 

The method of managing education within the cities is also of 
interest. Though the governing body is the city council, the rou
tine control is entrusted to the council committee on education. 
This committee in the city of Manchester, for example, consists of 
twenty members of the elected city: council, supplemented by thir
teen appointed members. This committee appoints a director of 
education and is subdivided into many subcommittees for pur
poses of visitation, and other matters. The director of educa
tion takes the place of our superintendent of schools. In the 
words of a former Lord Mayor of Manchester, E. D. Simon, •• The 
director knows all about the schools, has the advantage of being 
able to compare one with another, keeps all the routine business 
in order, and can give the committee any desired information. He 
is necessarily a man of higher qualifications and far wider 
experience than the secretary to the board of a private school. The 
director presents all the business to the committee in the best way; 
the committee trusts his judgment, and gets through ordinary 
business with no waste of time."l 

This same general plan of organization is followed for the con
trol of all of the municipal activities of the city government. 
There is a committee of the council on electricity, on health, on 
housing, and for each of the other municipal functions. Not 
all of these committees, however, include appointed citizen mem
bers. Each of the committees when responsible for administrative 
alfairs, appoints a director who is the permanent professional 
head of the department. The various committees are held together 
so that there will be a unified municipal program through the 
borough clerk, who sits with all of the committees, and through 
the fact that the committees are all parts of the same governing 
body. Even so, there is considerable criticism in England over 
the lack of a central executive, and many suggestions have been 
advanced for the development of a business head for the city 
government, which will bring about a closer relationship between 
the departments. 

From the standpoint of the study which we have made here in 
the State of New York, however, the significant fact is that in 
England where the trend of events has paralleled our own educa
tional development, education is no longer entrusted to an indepen
dent local governmental authority, but is considered a distinct 
municipal function, and is administered as a department of the 
city government. At the time of the recent study of local govern
ment conducted by the Royal Commission on Local Government, 
this method of controlling education was accepted as sound and 
satisfactory. 

1 E. D. Simon, A Oity Oovnoil from WiflM". Longmul, Green and Company, 
1926, p. 77-78. 
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Recommendations of the Committee 
While the committee has given extensive considera~ion to prob

lems of organization and to such questions as the election of school 
boards, the appointment of school boards, the power of removal 
of members of school boards, the term of school board appoint
ments, and to the relation of boards of education to city govern
ments, we are not prepared at this time to suggest any general 
legislation dealing with these matters. We find that in some 
cities, elected boards of education are functioning with complete 
success, and that in other cities, appointed boards of education 
have a similar record_ Though we had expected early in our 
study to find that conditions would demand general legislation 
establishing a uniform system throughout the State, we are forced 
to conclude that differences in local conditions, but more especially 
in traditions, make it unwise to recommend at this time any uni
form system. The establishment of a uniform plan by law would 
inevitably result in sweeping changes in some communities where 
the situation at present is entirely satisfactory. Though uniform
ity has much to be said in its favor, it cannot outweigh the advan
tage of continuing existing institutions as long as these institu
tions are satisfactory. Our first recommendation, therefore, is 
that the citie, of New York 8tate be dealt with individually in 
any program of basic governmental reorganizatio-n which i5 pro
posed, in recognitio-n of their ,everal conditiom and traditio-ns. 

Though we do not advocate an immediate comprehensive revolu
tion in the relations between the local boards of education and the 
city authorities, and the imposition of a uniform system through
out the State, we do feel, nevertheless, that steps should be taken 
to eliminate the obvious inconsistencies of organization which now 
exist. Weare convinced that power and responsibility must be 
joined. We therefore recommend that legislation be enacted and 
procedure altered so that the boards of education which are now 
independent shall be made clearly responsible, and that in those 
cities in which municipal authorities are responsible, their con
trol be more definitely recognized. To this end we make the 
following recommendations: 

That the law be amended to provide that where the school tal: is 
collected separately and absolute power is denied city admimstra
tions to reduce or increase school budgets as adopted by boards of 
education, such budget as adopted shall be sem directly by the 
board of education to the taz collecting official_ In other words, 
~ds of education and not the city admipistration are to be re
qwred to levy the tax where they are, as a matter of fact, already 
responsible for the budget. 

That the law be amended to provide that when the school budget 
is lIOt subject to change finally by the cityadmimstration, boards 
of educatio-n must publish the budget and provide for a hearing 
thereon in advance of it. adoptio-n by the board. In some cities 
the only public hearings on the school budget is before a body 
which has no authority to change the' budget. 
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That the law be amended to require boards of education. to issue 
a financial report annually unless school finances are included in 
the city financial report. Some boards of education now make no 
regular financial report. . 

That the law be amended to require the submissicm of a detailed 
budget when the law directs that it be sent to tke city administra
tion. for revision or for the levy of taxes. In some cities boards of 
education have refused to submit the details supporting their 
budgets. 

That wherever school and city taxes are collected on the basis of 
the same tax bill, the tax bill shall show as a separate item the 
amount and the rate for schools (including in suCh amount debt 
service), and a similar statement relating to all other city expendi
tures not including schools, so that the taxpayer may make a ready 
comparison between what is expended or levied for education, and 
what is expended or levied for all other city purposes. 

That wherever the school budget is sUbject to determination 
finally by the city administration, the municipal budget, both in its 
detailed schedules and in its summary, shall show the entire ex
penditures for education, including debt service for the year, 
whether financed by local revenues or by State cMd, in order that 
the taxpayer mdly have a true picture of all local educational ex
penditures instead of merely the amount which is locally financed. 
We regard it of the utmost importance that all of the current 
expenditures which are to be made for the local public service 
within a given area be brought together and considered as a unit 
and in comparison with the revenues and taxes involved by respon
sible governing authorities. Where the school budget is part of 
the city budget, this may be brought about automatically. Where 
the board of education is independent of the city, it can only be 
effectuated by careful cooperative negotiations. The preparation 
of a balanced program is a delicate and complicated affair, and is 
not, in our judgment, a matter which may be left for adjustment 
to a "yes" or "no" vote of the citizens. What we have stated here 
applies with equal force to the capital program. The school building 
program must be an integral part of the· general city improvement 
program. There is but one physical city, and there can be but one 
city plan, one zoning ordinance, and one long term improvement 
budget. The distribution of population and, therefore, the need 
for schools will be deeply affected if not controlled, in our future 
cities, by the city plan and the measures which carry it into execu
tion. Education cannot stand aside; schools cannot be omitted 
from the program; an .independent school building program can
not be set up,~it must be an inseparable part of the general pro
gram, articulated thr()Ugh planning and compromise with all of the 
other needs of the community, and related to the total financial re
sources of the city. Where the board of education is a department 
of the city government, this unity of program may be brought 
about automatically. Where the board of education is independ-
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ent of the city, it can only be e1Iectuated through careful, coopera
tive negotiations. 

In order to encourage the interchange of information and plans, 
both on current and on long time budgets and programs, even 
where education is to be continued on an independent basis, we 
recommend that the Education Law be amended to. pro.vide that 
the mayo.r, Dr some representative o.f the budget making bo.dy des
ignated by kim, shaU beex-o.fficio. a member o.f the bo.ard o.f educa
tion, without 'Vo.te, and that it shaU be his duty to. attend aU scho.o.l 
bo.ard meetings at whick tke budget Dr any capital outlays are to. be 
considered. In a number" of cities this is the situation already. 
We believe that such a plan will definitely establish an oppor
tunity for systematic cooperation which will be an advantage both 
to the city and to the board of education. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MEASURING EDUCATION 

What are the differences between an excellent school system, a. 
good school system, a poor school system, and an inadequate school 
system' How can a group of thoughtful citizens find out the com
parative rating of schools through which their children are receiv
ing their education' How may a legislative committee charged 
with the responsibility of examining certain phases of school organ
ization, control, and management, decide what existing methods 
produce desirable results and what methods produce undesirable 
results f These questions have thrust themselves to the fore with 
your committee during its consideration of the problem of school 
control and management because it is obviously impossible to 
evaluate what we now have, or to make suggestions for the future 
unless we can in some reasonable manner determine on a fact 
basis the results of present methods. 

In the common affairs of life we resort as a matter of habit to 
the use of definite measurements in making comparisons between 
objects. If we are comparing boards, we measure the dimensions 
in feet and inches; if we are comparing the size of farms,. we use 
acreage as the measure; if we are dealing with fuel, we use stand
ards of weight, or in some connections, standards of heat. We 
measure cloth by the yard, time by the hour, heat by degrees. 
In every field of daily life, in most commercial transactions, and 
in the whole realm of modern science, we are re.Iying increasingly 
on definite standards of measurement as a means of applying 
system, regularity, and intelligence to facts and events. 

When we turn, however, to school systems, and for that matter 
to other govel'Ilmental activities, we leave measurements and 
science behind, and deal primarily in opinions, preconceptions, 
and prejudices. If we are to make intelligent advances in public 
education, it is evident that there must be developed definite objec
tive standards which can be used in measuring education. Weare 
spending millions of dollars annually experimenting with the 
school curriculum, with school equipment, with school buildings, 
with State aid, with methods of control, and most important of all, 
with irretrievable years in the lives of growing boys and girls 
without having any definite scientific methods of measuring the 
successes or failures of our experiments. We are playing blind 
man '8 buif in the laboratory at the joint expense of the taxpayer 
and the next generation. 

(61) 
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Experimental Measurements 

Your committee is not the first group which has recognized this 
fact. Advanced educators and students of administration have 
called attention to the situation, but even so, little progress has 
been made because of the very great difficulties which lie in the 
way. In the following paragraphs we have endeavored to sum
marize the more important efforts which have been made to intro
duce something beside general opinion in evaluating school systems. 

Ayres' Measurements 1 

In his system of measurements, Leonard P. Ayres was interested 
in determining the efficiency of State school systems. In his studies 
he made use of the following ten items : 

1. Per cent. of school population attending school daily. 
2. Average days attended by each child of school age. 
3. Average number of days schools were kept open. 
4. Per cent. that high school attendance was of total attendance. 
5. Per . cent. that boys were of girls in high schools. 
6. Average annual expenditure per child attending. 
7. Average annual expenditure per child of school age. 
8. Average annual expenditure per teacher employed. . 
9. Expenditure per pupil for purposes other than teachers' 

salaries. 
10. Expenditure per teacher for salaries. 

It is readily seen that half of these items are educational and 
half financial in character. Ayres expressed all his measurements 
using 100 points as an arbitrary standard. The points scored 
under each item are then totaled, divided by ten, and the result 
taken as the final index number for the state under investigation. 

PhOOps' Measurements 2 

Frank M. Phillips, then of George Washington University, now 
chief of the division of statistics of the United States bureau of 
education, has developed two sets of measurements applicable to 
state school systems for the purpose of determining their relative 
rank. Mr. Phillips' methods deal with educational op·portunity, 
school attendance, school costs, and results. 

First Method 
1. Per cent. of school population 5 to 17 years of age inclusive 

in daily attendance. 
2. Average days attended by each child 5 to 17 years of age 

inclusive. 
3. Average days school was in session. 

1 Ayres, Leonard P. An Ifldem tor State School Systems, page 14, Russell 
Sage Foundation. 

I Phillips, Frank M. Educational Rank of the State, 1924. American 
School Board Journal, April 1926, page 47. 
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4. PCI' cent. high school enrollment is of total enrollment. 
5. Per cent. boys are of girls. 
6. Average expenditure per child attending. 
7. Average expenditure per chil(l at school age. 
S. Average expenditure per teacher employed. 
9. Expenditure per pupil for purposes other than teachers' 

salariejl. 
10. Expenditure per teacher for salaries. 

Second Method 
1. Per cent. of illiteracy over ten years of age. 
2. Ratio of number of children in average daily attendance to 

those of 5 to 17 inclusive. 
3. Per cent. of enrollment in high school. 
4. Average days attended by each child enrolled. 
5. Average days school is in session. 
6. Ratio of number of students taking teachers preparatory 

course to number of teachers employed. 
7. Per cent. of high school graduates continuing school next 

year. 
8. Total cost excluding salaries per pupil in average daily 

attendance. 
9. Average. annual salary of teachers, principals, and iluper-

intendents. . 
10. Total amount expended per pupil of school age except for 

debt service. 
Every state is given a rank based on each item and the sum of 

the individual rankings determines the final index for the par
ticular state. 

Virginia's Measurements 1 

In order to give the counties of the State relative rankings in 
their educational work, the Virginia State Board of Education 
has devised "'five financial and five academic factors upon which 
an index number for educationai rating has been fixed." 2 The 
factors are: 

1. Average annual salaries of teachers divided by ten. 
2. Adequacy of local support-per capita enrollment times 

three. 
3. Total cost per room divided by fifteen. 
4. Per capita cost of instruction on enrollment times three. 
5. Total per capita cost on enrollment times two. 

Financial index (sum of 1 to 5). 
6. Per cent. of attendance on population. 
7. Per cent. of teachers holding above first grade certificates. 

1 Annual Report Superintendent of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of 
Virginia, School YeaTS 1923-1924 Ilnd 1924-1925, page 23. 

2 Annual Report Superintendent of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of 
Virginia, School Year 1923-1924 and 1924-1925, page 22. 
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8. Term in days divided by two. 
9. Per cent. of high school pupils on total enrollment times ten. 

10. Adequacy of educational facilities. 
Academic index (sum of 6 to 10). 

The arithmetic average of the financial index and the academic 
index is taken as a general index and the relative rank of the 
counties determined accordingly. 

Schrammel's Measurements 1 

In his study, Scrammel sought to secure "an equitable ranking 
of the states according to their educational efficiency," on the basis 
of the following criteria.2 

1. The length of the school term in average number of days the 
schools were in session. 

2. The per cent. of the total population enrolled in public ele
mentary and secondary schools. 

3. The per cent. of the school population, 5 to 18 years of age, 
enrolled in the public elementary and secondary schools. 

4. The per cent. of pupils enrolled in the schools who are in 
average daily attendanCE). 

5. The per cent. that public secondary school enrollment is of 
the total public school enrollment. 

6. The per cent. of those enrolled who graduate from public 
secondary schools. 

7. The per cent. of the total population of ten years of age and 
over that is illiterate. 

8. The per cent. of illiteracy eliminated during the preceding 
decade. 

9. The amount expended for education per capita of total 
population. . 

10. The amount for education per pupil in average daily 
attendance. 

11. The amount expended for education per $1,000 of "esti
mated true value of all property." 

Each state was given a relative rank, 1-48, on each criterion 
and the total of the eleven rankings taken as the basis for deter
mining the final relative rank of the state,-the state with the 
smallest ranking first, the second smallest total ranking second, 
and thus down the list for the forty-eight states. 

Frasier's Measurements I 
In his study, Frasier examined the educational systems in 169 

cities. These cities were divided into nine groups based upon the 
type of control of the board of education and running from the 
elected board, financially independent, to the appointed board, 

1 Schrammel, Henry E. The OrgaMeatifm of State D""arlment of lI1duCG
tion, p. 115, Ohio State University Press. 

I Ibid., p. U5. 
B Frasier, G. W. The Control of 0itJ> School Finances, p. 14. Bruce Publish· 

ing Company. 
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financially dependent. It was "the function of this study to 
discover what method of financial control is best for a school sys
tem, hence the fact that a city spends more money cannot be 
used as a measure of superiority.l Frasier's method deals with 
the holding power, teaching facilities, and administrative efficiency 
of a school system. He made use of the following six factors: 

1. The per cent. of 16- and 17-year-old children in school. 
2. ·The per cent. of elementary classes having fewer than forty 

children enrolled. 
3. The per cent. of children who have sixty square feet or 

more playground space. 
4. The per cent. of teachers who have six or more years' train-

ing above the eighth grade. . 
5. The per cent. of children enrolled who attend school all day, 

and in adequate buildings owned by the city. 
6. The per cent. of the increased cost of living from 1913-1914 to 

1919-1920 that was met by increased salaries for elemen
tary women teachers. 

Frasier combined his ratings by a method of standard devia
tions outlined in Chapter VIII of his book. 

McGaughy's Measurements 2 

In his study of 377 American cities, McGaughy is particularly 
interested in the effects of financial independence of the board of 
education. He accordingly classifies the cities selected as inde
pendent cities, dependent cities, and special cities.8 

He then approaches the financial problem with these questions: ' 
1. Do the dependent or independent boards receive a larger 

proportion of their total revenue from local taxation Y 
2. Do cities which have the independent boards of education 

have higher tax rates for school purposes or for all municipal 
purposes! 

3. Are dependent boards ()f education m()re inclined to incur 
bonded indebtedness for school purposesY 

4. What type of board expends more money upon its school 
system or upon various items which make up the total. expense f()r 
the schools' 

In dealing with efficiency factors, other than financial, Mc
Gaughy follows the six elements of the Frasier index.8 

Barrell's Tentative Index 8 

Harrell's purp()Se is t() determine whether or n()t any relation 
exists between the various types of administrative c()ntrol of 

I Ibid., p. 68. 
2 McGaughy, J. R. The Fiscal Admmistration of City Sohool Systems. 

Macmillan Company. 
a Ibid., page 2. 
'Ibid., page 2. 
8 Ibid., page 50, table 3T. 
~ Harrell,. C. Adair, Ed!",ational Mea.ruremmt., me, prepared for Special 

JOint ComIl1lttee on Taxation and Retrenchment, 192T. 

3 
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schools in New York State and the result, other than fiscal, of the 
influence of the type of control 

The cities of the State have been divided into four classes as 
follows: 

1. Cities in which the board of education is elected and the 
budget as adopted by the board final. 

2. Cities in which the board of education is elected, but the 
budget subject to review by other authorities. 

3. Cities in which the board of education is appointed and the 
budget as adopted by the board final. 

4. Cities in which the board of education is appointed and the 
budget subject to review by other authorities. 

No attention is given to the influence that size, character of 
population, and type of economic life might have in any particular 
city, in the belief that the method of grouping and interpreting 
results will counteract any undue influence of these factors. 

The next step was to give the cities1 in the State a relative rat
ing on each of the criteria which follow: 2 

1. The per cent. of pupils enrolled in schools who are in averag~ 
daily attendance. 

2. The per cent. of those enrolled who graduate from elementary 
schools. 

3. The per cent. that secondary school enrollment is of the total 
public school enrollment. 

4. The per cent. of those enrolled who graduate from public 
secondary schools. 

5. The per cent. of those taking the regents examinations who 
passed them. 

6. The per cent. of high school graduates continuing school next 
year. 

7. The per cent. of elementary classes with fewer than forty 
pupils enrolled. 

8. The per cent. of elementary pupils with fifty square feet of 
playground space per elementary pupil contiguous to the school 

9. The per cent. of elementary teachers holding certificates above 
the minimum requirements. 

10. The per cent. of secondary teachers holding certificates above 
the minimum requirements. 

11. The per cent. of total supervising hours to total teaching 
hours during a typical week. 

The significance of these criteria is explained by Harrell as 
follows: 

1. The per cent. of pupils enrolled in average daily attendance 
is valuable since it indicates the effectiveness of the school system 

1 Statistical data was gathered for each school system for 1921·1922 to 1926-
1927, inclusive. All percentages are based on the 6ummation of data for 
these yearl . 

• In selecting these criteria, it was necetl8ary to limit the consideration to 
those data which could be obtained from the annual reports made by the 
citl 8Choo~ to the state dellartment of education. 
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in keeping the pupils in regular attendance and may reflect the 
general regard in which the school system is held by the 
community. 

2, 3, 4. These criteria are indicative of the holding power of the 
school system and its ability to present its educational program ill 
gripping manner. /' 

5 .. The per cent. ot those passing the regents examinations is at 
present the only criterion in which every school is more nearly 
placed upon the same basis. It is perhaps true that some teachers 
and even some schools train their pupils only to pass the regents 
examinations. But taking the state in its entirety, this seems to 
be a valuable criterion. Only day high school examinations UP. 
considered in this item. 

6. The number of graduates continuing in school is in part 
affected by individual economic consideration. At the same time, 
however, it is significant of the ability of the school system to 
demonstrate the personal, social, and economic value of further 
training. 

7, 8. These criteria are more properly the reflection of financial 
administration. They are, however, indicative of an appreciation 
on the part of the administration of two factors which are closely 
associated with the educational. 

9, 10, 11. While the ultimate test of the efficiency of a teaching 
staff is not the type of certificate or manner of supervision, yet it 
is essential to set up criteria which will reflect the school authori
ties' appreciation of these important facts. 

Criticism of Suggested Measurements 
Our very brief examination of the various. attempts which have 

been made to measure education leads us to state the following 
preliminary criticisms which are applicable to all of the measures 
which have come to our attention. 

1. Expenditures Do Not Constitute Results. In a number of the 
indices it is assumed that a city which is spending more money 
for schools, measured either by tax rates or by expenditure per 
child, is thereby giving a better education to its children than i~ 
the city with smaller expenditures. This is a palpable fallacy. 
Undoubtedly it costs more to give a first class education than to 
give an inferior schooling. But it may not be coo.eluded from the 
diffcrence in cost alone that there is a difference in the result 
attained. In our conferences with educators during recent years, 
we have found this attitude of mind altogether too prevalent. It 
mwt not be assumed that an increase of teachers' salaries will in 
and of itself produce better teaching; that an increase in the per 
pupil cost of education will produce a better education; that an 
increase in the amount spent for coal or school books will produce 
better heating or better books. The money spent in and of itself 
is not a proper test. It is possible to spend more for the same or 
for an inferior product. 
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2. Equipment is Not a Measure of Results. In all of the plans 
of school measurement, it is apparently assumed that research 
has demonstrated a causal relationship between certair standards 
of equipment and certain accomplished results. For t:xample, it 
is assumed that good education cannot be given in classrooxns con
taining over forty pupils; that every school shall have at least a 
combined assembly and playroom; and that there shall be not less 
than one hundred square feet of outside playground per child. 
Though these equipment factors are undoubtedly of great im
portance, it must not be forgotten that the purpose of public edu
cation is not to build buildings and purchase equipment, but to 
educate, and that equipment cannot be used as a measurement 
until its causal relationship. to education shall have been satis. 
factorily established. In a memorandum submitted by Willis 
Thomson, this point is brought out in the following statement: 

"Large playgrounds are desirable, but the space in itself is not 
a positive criterion of the product. Supervision as measured by 
hours supervised and the size of the class cannot be taken as 
positive factors causing certain educational product until the 
correlation between these factors and the product is computed." 

3. Indexes Must Measure All Significant Differences. As we 
examine the indexes which have been developed thus far, it is 
our feeling that the measurements selected are too few and too 
simple to reflect the significant differences· in the school systexns. 
This becomes of very great importance when indirect measures, 
such as equipment, are made use of. Should not more attention 
be devoted to the economic and social conditions of a community' 
This problem is raised in a memorandum submitted to the com
mittee by Wayne Soper in the following question: 

"Does not a city's per capita wealth or per school child wealth 
greatly influence the educational offering, and therefore the pro
ductt Does not character of population playa large part in de
termining the type of school system, at least the degree of accept
ance of the principles of modern progress in education' We refer 
to cities of strictly foreign born and of the laboring class as against 
the typically American city of the more well to do classes." 

Differences also of governmental and social tradition play an 
important part in governing the form of organization set up in a 
given section pf the country. If it happens that this section of 
the country is also a section of high educational standards, should 
it be assumed that there is causal relation between these factors 
as has been done in some of the studies thus far presented Y We 
are not prepared to accept such results. 

The oversimplicity of the indices is again evident from the fact. 
that they do not deal with certain of the improved newer services 
in education, except possibly through extremely indirect measure
ments such as holding power. This fact is brought out by Willis 
Thomson in the following statement: 

"From such data could one tell anything about the training and 
experience of the teachers; tenure; the achievements of the pupils 
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in fundamental subjects; the efficiency and economy of the busi
ness administration· the development and management of extra
curricular activities; the provisions in operation ,to care for in~
vidual differences and exceptional children; the care of ha~dl
capped children; the provisions for taking care of the phYSIcal 
and social recreational needs of the children; th~ health program; 
the curriculi and courses of study? When all these items have 
been itudied carefully something will be known about the com
parative ranks of different school systems." 

Thomson suggests the following general procedure for building 
up a simple but significant index: 

"Loomis in determining equipment costs and Harry in deter
mining cost of living developed an index on a more scientific basis. 
They took a large number of factors and later drew out from this 
large number certain items which had a high correlation with the 
index as derived by using the large number of factors. In develop
ing an index of educational efficiency the same procedure ought to 
apply. There are thousands of factors to measure the educational 
product and if necessary to go beyond the state reports for this 
information, it certainly should be done. To measure the edu!!a
tional product we have the factors of retardation, acceleration, 
classification of pupils, the vast field of the curriculum offered 
and its many subdivisions and ramifications, the holding power, 
subject achievement. In like manner there can be found many 
items, and I would not exclude those items closely related to finan
cial administration. I would include those as teacher qualifica
tion, amount of playground space, supervision, size of classes, etc. 
After you have developed an index based on hundreds of criteria, 
it will be possible to take a certain small number of the total 
criteria. which correlate highly with the index as found by using 
the total criteria and you will have an index with a scientific basis. 
For the further value of the study, it might be possible to separa
rate those factors based on financial administration, and study 
their correlation and effect on the index and their value as' a 
predictive measure of educational product." 

4. The Weighting of Factors to Be Used in Any Index Must Be 
Arrived at Scientifically. In practically all of the indices which 
we have examined, the comparative importance assigned to indi
vidual items has been arrived at either by accident or by rule of 
thumb. There are statistical methods for determining the compara
tive importance of variable items in the development of indices. 
Further study of these same problems may make it possible to im
p!ove upon the ~et~ods which are now being used, but unques
tionably the welghtmg cannot be left to chance or arbitrarY 
opinion. • 

5. The Only True Measure of Education is to Be Found in 
Individual and Community Development. Education itself can
not be measured directly through expenditures teachers' salaries 
per pupil costs, h.olding :power, examination ~arks, graduations: 
books read, or chaIr-warming-hours. Education takes place in the 
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life and character of the children and adults who coIill! under its 
influence. The recognition of this basic fact has caused many 
prominent educators and laymen to conclude that any effort to 
measure education is futile because it involves a measurement of 
personality, knowledge, intelligence, and character, for which our' 
scientific knowledge of humanity is not adequate. In this connec
tion, it is appropriate to point out, nevertheless, that we are contin" 
ually making decisions with regard to educational systems ancJ edu
cational results, and continually making comparisons and urging 
that this 'or that method, curriculum, or equipment, produces 
better results. In other words, intelligent, sober, and experienced 
men are forced to make decisions in these fields, the validity of 
which depends upon the accuracy with which they approximate 
scientj.fic conclusions. The movement for the development of 
measurements is merely an effort to arrange, classify, and test the 
materials of which judgments are made. It is possible that such a 
process, even though not fully scientific at first, may serve to in: 
crease the accuracy of judgments. There was a time when the fam
ily physician felt the patient's brow, looked at his tongue, and 
counted his pulse and respiration, in order to determine whether 
the patient "had a fever." Now he uses a thermometer. Similar~y, 
the assessor of real estate for the purposes of taxation has developed 
standards for the measurement of land value and for the measure
ment of building value, by means of which the assessment of 
property has been immeasurably improved. Even if final scientific 
criteria cannot be established immediately, the effort to develop 
measurements and establish 'even temporary standards is a step in 
the right direction, because it serves to systematize the making of 
judgments. 

General Conclusions of the Committee 
As a result of our study of school administration in the past year, 

the committee finds that it is essential that there be developed 
methods of measuring educational results. There appears to be no 
other scientific method by which educators or laymen can evaluate 
education. The examination which we have made of the measure
ments which have thus far been advanced show that no satisfactory 
measures have as yet been developed, though fruitful avenues of 
approach have been suggested. We recommend, therefore, that 
the State Department of Education charge its research division 
with the responsibility of carrying on a further study of this prob
lem, with a view to the ultimate development of at least a tentative 
index of school efficiency and educational results which may be re
vised from time to time and used as a guide in this State, both by 
the local boards of education and by the authorities of the State 
who are responsible for the development of our educational system. 

The Need for Research Within the Department of Education 
The recommendation which we have just made with regard to the 

development of a tentative index of school efficiency and educa-
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tional ~esults, calls attention to the need of a definite bureau of 
research in the State Department .of Education. The State De
partment of Education is responsible directly for' the expenditure 
of eighty-six million dollars each year, and through its supervisory 
powers influences a further expenditure of not less than four hun
dred million dollars~ There is no need of pointing out that so vast 
a resp.0nsibility cannot be dischargel adequately without a con
tinuoUs and extensive study of the many problems of school ad
ministration. An industrial enterprise of such proportions might 
easily expend a quarter of a million dollars a year in testing its 
products, in analyzing its materials, in examining its processes, and 
in experimenting with new devices. Surely the State of New York 
is neglecting the educational responsibility which is laid upon the 
State by the constitution unless it is prepared to approach the 
school problem with the same progressive spirit. 

Your committee has been pleased to find that within the State 
Department of Education the same conclusion has been reached. 
We find that tentative plans have already been made for changing 
the bureau of educational measurements into a genuine bureau of 
research. We wish to express our approval of the tentative plans 
which have been drawn, and to urge upon the Legislature the pro
vision of adequate appropriations for this projected work. 

Dlustrative Research Projects 

In order that there may be a clearer understanding of the kind 
of studies which should be undertaken by the bureau of educational 
research, we present here a number of projects which would be 
appropriate for consideration by the proposed bureau. These are 
as follows: 

I. To determine the value of the auditorium in elementary school 
buildings, with a view (a) to revising the regents rules if the evi
dence points to the need of a revision; and (b) to the preparation 
of a report that will serve as a guide to principals and teachers in 
making a more intelligent use of the auditorium facilities they 
now have. 

1. Find the number of elementary school buildings since 
1922, which have auditorium and gymnasium: combined; num
ber with auditorium and gymnasium' separate. 

2. Secure from each school a concrete and detailed statement 
of the use made of the auditorium over a definite period, i. e., 
a month, semester, or year. ' . 

Check these reports against observations made by 
representatives of the education department in their 
school visitations. 

3. Analyze all data to futd . the relative influence of the 
following factors on the use of the auditorium. 

a. The size of the school district. 
,h. The size of the school-number. of pupils enrolled; 

number of rooms used for recitation and study. 
c. Educational preparation of the principal. 
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d. Attitude of the superintendent toward the use of the 
auditorium. 

4. Find the optimum ratio between seating capacity of audi-
torium and school enrollment. . 

Secure data to show how this principle would be 
affected in rapidly growing communities where there is 
reasonable certainty that the building will need to be ex
panded in a relatively short period, i. e., four to ten"years. 

5. Make detailed study of the use of the auditorium in ,a 
limited number of high grade elementary schools. 

6. Secure from pupils and teachers of a limited number of 
schools in which good use of auditorium facilities has been 
made, statements as to their judgment of the value of the 
auditorium. 

The most fruitful suggestions will come from pupils 
in those schools that have used the auditorium but, who 
for certain reasons, have been denied the auditorium 
privilege. 

II. To determine the reasons for differences in the cost of new 
building construction with a view <a) to revising regulations of 
the State department of education where evidence points to need 
for such revision, and (b) to supplying to the buildings and 
grounds division the essential data needed for advising local 
boards of education more intelligently as to economies in school 
construction. 

Note.-Data already available indicate that during the last school 
year, new construction has ranged in cost per cubic foot from 28 
to 55 cents; and that the cost of the same type of building has in 
different communities varied as much as 40 per cent. per pupil 
enrolled. 

1. Compare costs of buildings of same capacity but of dif
ferent types of construction. 

2. Compare costs of buildings of same capacity and same 
type of construction but in different communities. 

3. Investigate effect of the following factors on costs: 
a. Size of community. 
b. Labor conditions. 
c. Raw material costs. 
d. Season of building. 
e. Length of time in building. 
f. Desirable but not necessary provisions. 

4. Set up desirable school building standards based upon 
the: .. 

a. Educational needs of different types of schools, e. g. 
academic high school, vocational high school, junior high 
school, graded elementary schools of several capacities, 
one-teacher elementary schools, central schools. 

b. Educational needs of different sizes and types of 
communities. 

e. E~no1nie ability of dUferent types Qf c{)mmuniti~. 



5. Study regulations of the education departm-:nt from 
standpoint of their effect upon: 

a. Economy of eonstruction. 
b. Provision for educational activities. 
c. Building done under different local conditions. 

6. Suggest changes in State regulations . 
• III. To determine the effect of the increased State ai.d to 

sehools. '. 
1. Find to what extent the local IjChool systems have' used 

the increase~ aid to: 
a. Lessen local taxation. 
b. Improve building conditions. 
c. Enlarge playgrounds. 
d. Increase salaries of teachers. 
e. Improve the quality of teaching. 
f, Increase the curriculum offering. 
g. Add equipment (both necessary and unnecessary). 
h. Add non-essentials. 

2. Determine the effect of the abandonment of the principle 
of special quotas: 

a. To what extent are communities dropping special 
activities due to loss of special aid Y 

b, To what extent do communities develop new activi
ties without the encouragement of special aid f 

3. Anslyze changes made in preparing local budgets, show
how the State aid has been construed. 

IV. To revise basic material for State aid formula. 
1. Gather statistics bearing on present State aid formula 

with a view to bringing the. formula up to date in 1930, at 
which time the basic factors will be nine to ten years old. 

2_ Collect and analyze statistics bearing on capital expendi
tures by school districts to determine whether State aid 
should take cognizance of capital costs. 

V. To study the gifted or superior children in New York S~ate. 
1. Reas<m for the study. Probably there is no group of 

children more seriously neglected in our educational system 
than the extremely bright, those which are geniuses or near 
geniuses. The neglect of the education of such children may 
not only rob society of some of its most valuable potential 
leaders, but actually produce enemies of society. At the 
present time, no organized effort is made in New York State 
to care for such children. Believing that they are as worthy 
of attention as the mentally subnormal, physically handi
capped, etc., this study is planned to discover the magnitude 
of the problem, and to suggest ways in which it can be met. 
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2. Questions to be answered. 
a. How many gifted or superior children are there in 

New York StateY 
b. Where are they located Y 
These should be' answered both with reference to geo

graphical location and with reference to school facilities. 
c. What provisions are now made for the educa'~ion of 

these children' 
, d. From a review of the findings of this survey and 

from consideration of the experimental work which has 
has been done in other places, what program of education 
should be formulated for the ,gifted children in New York 
StateY 

3. Method. In general, the procedure which should be 
followed in this study would be similar to the study of geniuses 
conducted by Dr. Terman throughout the state of California. 

VI. To determine the effect of regents examinations on the 
quality, of teaching. 

1. Reason for the study. 
a. This problem was suggested by a State Superin

tendent of Schools to the educational measurements bureau 
four years ago. Subsequently, there have been a number 
of similar suggestions by others in New York State. 

b. Regents examinations maintain a single standard of 
attainment for all who attend high school. There is a 
general feeling that the high school should be organized 
so that all children of the community shall benefit. The 
increased enrollment is abundant evidence that the citizen
ship of the State is expecting the high schools to serve 
all children equally well. The recognition of individual, 
differences in children suggests a need for more flexibility 
in our examination system. 

2. Questions to be ans~red. 
a. May it not be that regents examinations encourage 

teachers to teach subjects and not children Y This is done 
by means of failing all children who do not meet the 
single standard held up by regents examinations with no 
attempt to adopt the teaching or the standards to those 
who apparently cannot meet the regents standards. In 
other words, do not regents examinations encourage 
formal, lifeless teaching' 

b. Have regents examinations lagged behind the best 
. practice or do they lead the State in encouraging more 
advanced thinkingY Both statements have been' made, 
possibly both are true, but a careful evaluation should be 
made to point out the specific weaknesses. 

c. What influence do regents examinations have 011 the 
development of character in high school pupils' The 
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question is raised because of the criticism that some 
teachers teach only to get their pupils through regents. 
This can be done by the clever teac1;ler in only a month 
or two of intensive cramming. If this procedure is at all 
common it certainiy neglects certain important phases of 
character training. 

d. Probably the most important question of all is 
whetber or not. regents examinations have raised the 
standard of teaching and of attainment of pupils in (a) 
small communities, and (b) large communities . 

. VII. To appraise the need for reorganization 6f the elementary 
school curriculum. 

1. Reasons for the study. 
a. The public schools are frequently criticised on the 

ground that insufficient emphasis is being placed upon 
the three R's. 

b. Teachers and other school officials complain that so 
many subjects have been added to the curriculum, none 
of them are given adequate attention. 

c. Leaders in educational thought claim that insuffi
cient emphasis is placed upon certain desirable training 
which is of particular value to society of the present day. 

2. Present conditions. 
a. According to law the following subjects are specifi-

cally required to be taught in the public schools: 
(1). Patriotism and citIzenship . 
(2) The nature of alcoholic drinks 
(3) Physical training 
(4) Humane treatment of animals 
(5) History and interpretation of the Constitution 

of the United States 
b. The following subjects are being taught quite gen-

erally but not universally: 
Reading .Domestic science 
Arithmetic Nature study 
Handwriting Language 
Spelling Literature 
Grammar Science 
Composition Geography 
Physiology and hygiene History 
Art work (including Civics 

drawing) Oral English 
Handwork Dramatics 
:Manual training Music 

. At presen~ .these subjects are taught separately. except 
In ~omparatIvely few schools. Undoubtedly an Investi
gatIon would show that to· give adequate time to all of 
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the subjects listed and time which they rightfully de
serve would use more of the day than is available for 
school work. 

3. Questions to be answered. 
a. In order to economize time, what elimination of 

material can be made in the content of elementary '~hool 
subjects! This question has two parts: (a) certain parts 
of school subjects now taught can be eliminated because 
they no longer function. In the past some advance has 
been made in eliminating certain phases of arithmetic 
which had become obsolete and in pointing out the rela
tive value of words which should be included in spelling 
lists. This process of elimination should be extended to 
all subjects. (b) It is probable that the same subject 
matter is included in two or more subjects as now organ
ized. If this overlapping of content can be eliminated, 
a further economy can be affected. 

b. Has the subject matter now included in our elemen
tary course of study been located in thc proper grades' 
There is some evidence pointing to a considerable loss 
due to attempting to teach subject matter in grades (a) 
where majority of pupils are not mature enough to profit 
by it, and (b) where it no longer challenges the interest 
of children due to their greater maturity or .previous 
contact with the material. 

c. What is the most effective organization for the con
tent which should be presented in the elementary schools' 
Certain subjects may be combined, for example, geog
raphy, history, and civi~ into a single subject known as 
the social studies. Other combinations are possible. 

These projects are presented as examples to give definiteness to 
the recommendations we have made. They must not be considered 
as limiting the research which is required. 
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Fll¥ANCIAL STATISTICS OF CITY-SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION IN 
NEW YORK STATE, 1922-1927 

In the following pages are presented statistics for each of the 
first and second class cities of the State, and· for a number of 
third class cities, showing the receipts classified by sources and the 
expenditures classified by objects. These statistics cover the six 
years beginning with 1921-1922 and closing with 1926-1927. In 
order that they may be more easily· compared, the figures have 
all been reduced to a per pupil basis. 

The classifications which have been used are self-explanatory. 
It may be well, however, for the sake of those who are not 
acquainted with the classification used by the New York State 
Department -of Education, based on the classification of the Na
tional Association of School Accounting Officers, the National 
Educational Association, and the United States. Bureau of Edu
cation, to explain in brief the classification which is here used. 

Receipts are divided into four groups: taxes inciudes local tax 
levies for schools; public money from State includes State aid of all 
forms going toward the maintenance of education; bonds includes 
the proceeds of the sale of long term securities. School expendi
tures are divided into eight general classes as follows: general 
control, instruction, operation of school plant, maintenance of 
school plant, auxiliary agencies, fixed charges, debt service, and 
capital outlay. 

Under general control are included all eXJi:lnses that are charge
able directly to the board of education (business control) or to 
the· superintendent's office (educational control). 

Under instructional services are included the salaries of super
visors of grades and subjects, of principals and principals' clerkS, 
and of all teachers, the supplies, used by teachers and principals, 
textbooks, chemicals and laboratory supplies, and supplies used 
in teaching eooking, sewing, drawing, manual training, art, music, 
vocational or agricultural subjects, kindergarten, physical traine 
ing or any other subjects. This item, however, does not include 
any money expended for equipment. By equipment is meant 
furniture or apparatus used in the school room which is of a 
nature that lasts from year to year. Supplies include such arti
cles as chalk, paper, pencil, ink, etc., which are consumed by using 
and do not last from year to year. 

Operation of plant includes wages of janitor or other employees 
whose duty it is to keep the school building in proper condition for 
the use of teachers and pupils. It also includes the east of fuel, 
water, light and 'Power, all supplies used by the janitor such lUI 
brooms, mops, soap, dusters, and other eleaning supplies, electric 

[79] 
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bulbs and other lighting supplies, paper cups and toilet supplies 
or any other supplies of this character which are used in and 
about the building. It includes the general care of the school 
grounds, expense of mowing the lawns, cleaning the walks or 
caring for flowers and shrubs on the school grounds. Expense of 
cartage, telephone rental, laundry service, or other expenses of 
this nature are chargeable to the operation of plant. 

Under maintenance of plant are charged all repairs and replace
ments. .A:n.y expense, the purpose of which is to keep the building, 
apparatus, grounds, walks or other school property in their 
original condition is charged to maintenance, whether the money 
is expended for labor, material or other equipment, if such equip
ment is to replace that of similar kind which has been worn out. 
In short, any expense that is intended for the upkeep of the prop
erty should be charged to maintenance. 

Auxiliary agencies includes a class of expenditures, the purposes 
of which are to supplement the regular schoof work, such as ex
penses for library, medical inspection, school nurses, dental serv
ice or other health service, provision of lunches, recreation, school 
athletics, community lectures, and social centers or any other 
forms of entertainment. It also includes transportation of pupils 
or the maintenance of children in institutions when done at the 
expense of the school board. Payment of tuition to other schools, 
however, is entered as a part of instructional service. 

Under fixed charges are included the district's contribution to 
the teachers' pension fund, the rent of school property, insurance 
on buildings or other equipment and special costs where charged 
against school property for such purposes as building and main
taining sewers, street pavements, etc. 

Debt service includes interest on outstanding indebtedness, 
contributions to sinking funds, and the retirement of serial fund 
bonds. Whenever school construction is financed through the 
issuance of general municipal bonds, as distinguished from school 
bonds, the effort has been made to estimate the amount chargeable 
to the schools. In a number of cases, however, this has not been 
possible. . 

Capital outlay includes expenditures made for the purchase of 
land, for the erection of buildings and major additions, whether 
financed from borrowings or from current revenues. 
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PER PUPn, RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES, AND VALUES 
IN THE CITIES OF NEW YORK STATE 

1921-1927 
ALBANY 

• 1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 192&-26 1926-27 Average 

------------------
I. R"",,1Pl'II 

Taxee .....•.•.•..•...•.•.. 133 98 S39 97 $42 70 14399 $4834 $40 02 $4156 
Money from state .......... 
Bonds .•...••.•••.•...•.... 

2618 2630 2729 2724 2808 3284 2805 

All other aources .... , ...... 036 10 13 069 13 1 00 25 
Totel reoeipta ••.......... 10327 11136 11250 11302 11778 121 52 11340 

II. ExP"""1T1lJIB8 
Current ezpenseo .•......... 10208 109 99 11094 III 74 11648 121 23 112 25 

General oontrol •••••...... 202 1 93 175 170 1 75 178 182 
Inatruction .............. 8175 8568 8837 87 49 9167 9559 8855 

Teaching oalari ......... 7836 8163 8404 8304 87 49 91 37 84 45 
Operation of plant ........ 1104 13 19 11 51 1329 1349 1280 1257 
Maintenance of plant ..•.. 225 162 224 205 2 13 314 225 
Auxiliary agencies ...•.... 365 388 271 288 308 ::g 328 
Fixed oharges ••.......... 1 36 368 436 433 436 377 

Debt service ............... 

Ca-F~~I ';'::~~:::::::::: 1 19 1 21 155 . 128 130 29 1 13 
10327 III 36 11250 11302 11778 121 52 11340 

IV. V~..,. SCHOOL PBOPIIBTY ..... 27236 284 00 283 05 34869 344 99 486 68 33892 

CuaUIIT ExPBH&oa 
Elementary sohooJa ......... 8792 9477 9476 9502 102 10 10563 9687 
Saoonciary oohoola •.••..•... 12871 146 49 163 82 15587 15271 163 08 15190 

BATAVIA 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Averillie 

------------------
I. RBCIIIPl'II 

Tuell ..................... 16278 188 10 1111 13 1109 36 111250 $94 72 19719 
Money from 8tate .......... 1955 2133 2101 2168 2254 3965 24 73 
Bonds ....• : .••••........... 20109 ....... ....... ....... ....... ........ 
All other eources ............ 4406 3247 3554 35 17 3690 4998 3922 

Totel receipta .•.•........ 127 92 343 01 23680 168 11 17227 18193 20305 

II. Exn1<DlTUBae 
Current ezpenseo ............ 

General control. .....•..•. .. "'50 "','46 . ",'sa . ""04 "','ili . ""5 4 38 
Instruction .............. 6211 64 46 6797 7752 7753 8108 7229 

Teaching salaries ..••..• 6840 6106 6388 7078 71 06 7545 6721 

~=~:..'! ~~r.;;.t::::: 7 15 993 11 89 1597 1200 1380 1190 
368 171 1 4.7 '" 55 2 99 204 2 72 

~::.rcl,Yar"::.~~: : : : : : : : 469 444 432 413 498 492 457 
1706 1857 446 602 449 650 900 

Debt service ..•........•... 40 03 4727 5229 50 96 55 45 6340 5207 

Car..~=~~::::::::: : 420 134 07 88 59 390 955 675 3914 
127 90 268 77 23582 16608 171 08 17967 190 93 

III. BOIfD Acco"" .. 
Bonded iDdebtedneoo .••••••• 6946 26109 235 20 22183 204 89 183 68 111097 
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BEACON 

1921-22 1926-27 

I. RICCIIIIPTB 
Tuea.. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 171 42 , 169 22 
Money from otate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . 19 65 35 85 
Bonda ......................................................................... . 
All other BOurces. . ... .......................... ............. 1 31 2 19 

Total receipts.. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . 121 52 157 '4 

II. EXPICNDlTURICB 
Current e.penses .............................................................. .. 

General control. . . . • . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . , 65 , 52 
Instruction .................................................................. . 

Teaching oalaries ................... '" . ... ... . . . . .. .. . . . 51 37 60 12 
gr,eration of plant......................................... 884 868 

Aua;rli~an..::~:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ g ~~ 
D:::ct~=~~: : ::: : :: : : :: : : : : : : :: : ::: : : :::: :::: :: :: : ::: ::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Capital outlay. . • .. . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . 79 2 75 

Total payments ............ '.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 81 10 102 24-

III. BOND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebtednesa ........................................ . 405 26 

IV. VALll:II SeuOOL !'BoPIDBTY ..................................... . 157 89 

BINGHAMTON 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 192&-26 192&-27 

---------------
I. RBCIIIIPTB 

Tues ..................... 16566 17033 177 29 180 50 $8275 ....... 
Money from otata ••.......• 2674 2538 2740 27 03 2766 ....... 
Bonda ..................... 60 61 1111 4567 1366 11 66 ....... 
All other .ources ••......... 67 65 126 154 1 13 ....... 

Total receipts ............ 182 37 17800 21746 22529 22293 ....... 
II. ExPICNDITUR1C8 

Current ezpensea ..•.•••...• 940 49 9447 100 34 104 41 107 50 S1l5 52 
General control. .••.....•. 186 183 178 175 178 176 
Instruction .............. 7405 7608 7839 80 78 83 91 8854 

Teaching eaJaries ....... 7001 7171 7453 7643 7967 83 79 
~ation of plant ...•.•.. 1050 1088 1089 1216 11 78 14 17 

aintenance of plant ...•• 269 89 108 132 141 1 53 
Au:dliary agencies .•....•. 394 279 347 362 '11 '11 
Fi.ed charges ............ 1405 245 474 478 460 640 

Debt oervice ............... 

Ca.r~\~ ~U::.;,;t,;:::::::::: 12 51 1643 1082 1878 7336 ....... 
10700 11095 111 17 12319 180 86 ....... 

Ill. BOND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebtednesa ...••..• 17900 17031 21511 ....... 266 47 . ...... 

IV. VALll:II SOSOOL PROPERTY ....• 23349 22509 22170 211 09 44993 444 82 

CtmBBNT EXPICNBltS .,' 

Elementary .chools ...•....• 85 97 84 14 8899 9260 9670 10623 
Secondary ochool ••••••••••• 15109 14691 16164 14981 17060 16147 

6265 

144 87 

AVeragB 

---
. ....... ........ ........ ........ ........ 
S103 18 

179 
80 39 
7628 
11 79 
146 
368 
398 

........ ........ 

........ 
30204 

9277 
15741 
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BUFFALO 

1921-22 192~23 1923-24 1924-25 192~26 1926-27 Average 

------------------
I. RBCI!IPl'II 

SI00 40 S11508 $113 11 S119 01 S122 75 $16782 SI24 16 tams ..................... 
oney from state . .... _ .... 3188 3437 3284 31 23 31 63 3708 33 21 

Bonds .•••••••••••...•..... 11092 1030 5759 6823 100 77 44 35 6371 
All other sourceo •.•........ 473 1 08 308 1 9:3 1 81 480 291 

Total reoepits ••.•••.•.... 27018 261 as 268 18 27794 314 02 323 31 287 24 

II. ExPmrDITUBIIII 
Current~ .••.••..... 121 86 13164 13941 '140 33 145 11 150 45 13871 

General control. .••...... 164 217 2 12 246 299 299 243 
Instruction . ....... _ ..... 9729 9695 10289 100 68 10811 109 70 10291 

Teaching salaries ....... 8853 9558 9579 9545 100 42 10387 9689 
Operation of plant .....•.. 1346 1368 1522 14 53 1597 1536 14 76 
Maintenance of plant •.... 537 494 888 

n~ 
983 1124 845 

AuDliory agencies ........ 848 80 130 241 257 279 
Fixed chargee ....••...... 324 889 900 733 702 859 740 

Debt service ..••........... 1370 20 31 2039 2275 2575 6633 29 08 
Capital outlay ............. 3202 4446 3828 5535 71 97 6266 5159 

Total payments •......... 16758 19641 19809 21843 242 84 25698 21530 

III. BOlw AccoUNT 
Bonded indebtedn ........... 258 53 25260 27949 30318 35976 35841 304 44 

IV. V ALUB SCHOOL PRoPERTY ••.•. 21534 25199 320 64 32402 39775 480 77 337 38 

CmutBNT ExPENSES 
Elementary school •......... 100 51 109 48 109 26 11564 11882 12600 11374 
Secondary schools .....•.... 191 49 179 33 20619 19647 20289 20824 19798 

CANANDAIGUA 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 192~26 1926-27 Average 

1----------------
I. RBCI!IPl'II 

Tuell ...................... 57564 S64 79 $6827 57410 57545 $6690 57070 
Money from 8tate ..••.•.•.• 
Bonds •••••••••.••......... 

717 592 632 769 779 160 707 

All other sources •..••.•.•.• 4896 3769 4031 4163 3485 6103 4226 
Total receipts •..•........ 134 46 11081 11714 124 91 12649 13533 124 55 

II. EXPENDITUBIIII ." 
Current expensca ..•........ 10215 9190 9794 100 99 99 90 10858 100 16 

General control. .......... 607 646 668 683 607 6 18 586 
Inatructioo . ............. 7103 6208 6772 7318 7287 7832 7081 

Teaching saJariee •....•• 6776 64 68 6504 7098 7053 7664 6906 
~eration of plant .. ...... 13 18 14 96 11 43 798 864 972 1096 

aintonance of plant ..... 640 271 366 360 194 316 352 
AUIiliory agencies ..•..... 337 402 446 550 542 6· 22 486 

D!\~:~~::::::::::: : 210 266 510 ·490 4. 95 498 416 
24 07 1306 1453 14 15 1402 1377 1540 

Capital outlay .......•.•••• 540 360 323 145 264 374 330 
Total payments •••...••.. 13162 10857 11570 11659 11655 12608 11886 

III. Bmm AccoUNT 
Bonded indebtedn ........... 2668 1939 1617 1328 1006 661 1514 
Amount in sinking fund. ....... ....... ....... ....... 660 1386 . ....... 

IV. VAL11II BCHOOL PBOPBB .......... 31232 26705 26677 272 31 264 26 39930 29986 

CURBBIfT EXPBN8B8 

~.::..~~::::::::: 7260 7005 8167 8437 85 98 9376 8134 
10876 9784 10638 10871 10677 11964 10790 



8-1 REPoRT OF SPECIAL J OIN'l' COHKITTEB 

CORNING 

-j· .. ·---I· ..... I·m-..I·m1· .. ,-·+n.-r. :: 
I. Rae.,PrS -=-l~~~:j Tu..... . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . .. 174 2!1 1100 43'1110 7\) SI:l2 'rJ 11:11 811121 7: ~OO 11 

Mooe.Y from olale. . . • . . . . . . :!l 1:1 lIO 11 :U 10 is 69 'D 17 a&' is 119 
Rondo.... . . •. • . . .•. . . •. ... 4-.~ H . .•••.. ....... ....... .••.•.. .••.... 77 ~ 
All oth ...... u....... . .. . . . . .. . 10 01 8 10 11 20 11 ... 1 0 8S 4 17 

Total rec>eipto. • • • • • . . • • .. ~ IW fin:11 lI88 63 198 1 198 lM :108 61 339 00 

II. Ex ..... DITOtlM eurr-,_ .......... . 
G~"......I ..... &roI .......... . 
..... ruotion ............. . 

103 80 
7S9 

74 S9 
T ..... ili"" ... ...; ........ . 

~pH1IliOll of pl!Ult ...•.... 
M.un __ of plan' .... . 
Auxiliary _~.i .......... . 

'T:i 81 
1139 
407 
IllS 

rJ;:~~: ::::::::::: 41S 
24M 

Oaf~ ~:'eni8: ::: : :: : : : 7911 
207 33 

Ill. BnND A OOOtJNY 
Bondod ill<lebt<dn........ .... 517 62 603 31 f.5O 48& 112 

IV. Vuu. Sc:aooL PaoPlOllTr .•••• :.llO:l1 6$l 6SO 09 11M &lS ss:l 03 673 $I 

Ct>1taaNT E." ... _ 
E1 ... ~Dtary .... hoo.>I.......... (1.1 81 
SeGondary aohouIa. • .•.•. . . . IiIl 1~ 

7641 8079 91161 80M 
169 7:.! ISS 37 168 :li 1.;0 64 

ELMIRA 

I. a.CIUPrS 
,.,.,...,. ..................... 175 re 
Money from slale. . .. . ..... :u \1;1 
llondo ........................... . 
.All ot.hft' ... u....... . . . . . . . . . . II 110 

ToW receipts. .. . .. . .. ... loU 61 

II. Ex .. 1lNDIT01lM eummt_ .......... . 
General _&roI •.....•.... 
lnotruotion •..•..••.•.... 

TMahi ...... I..n... ....•.. 
Oneralion of plant .•...•.. 
M.unloDanoe of ,>I ... t .•... 
Auxiliary ~nci,,'S .•••.•.• 
J·ixed "" ................... . 

nro'_vioe .............. . 
Caj'ital oullay ............ . 

Total Pl\Ymento •...••••.• 

Ill. BoNo Aooou,", 
llonded iDdebtedu .......... . 

CtnIAaNT Ex .... _ 
E1""'~ntary ""bool •.••••...• 
Secondary ochool •••••.•.••• 

$9() 91 S\ltI $4 $\l4 99 1\\3 92 IS9 3:l $9() 1 II 

I~ ~I .. ~~ ..... ~~.~~ .. ~~.~ .. ~.~~ ... ~.~ 
:1:1 OSI 1:1 04 10 Ii 37 11 12 61 

:l6S 0;11 ll:I9 79 ISS 119 171 63 ISS 1941 71 
I 

97 12' 
:i 571 

71 SOl 
736S1 
939 
11 73 
11 7 
liS 
4119 

SIISl 
1$8 0;1 



TAXATION AND RETRENCHMENT 85 

GENEVA 
! 

~.-~ 1923-24 1924--25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

1-

LIRB.,.....,. 
1M 56 $7462 18125 $9362 $89 21 $9287 18150 TuM .•.......•........... 

MODeYfrometate •..•.•••.. 24 63 25 90 24 98 2532 2528 3646 2725 
BoDdo •••••••••••••••.•.••• ....... 259 33 153 59 
All other ooll1'tle8 •••. ~ .•.•.. 544 2667 10 19 275 3353 61 13 24M 

Total_pie ..•••••••••. 10175 394 04 35708 269 72 21042 362 49 28a 22 

II. ExPsNDrrmura 
CmreDt_ ........... 7639 8593 8590 9786 10237 9665 9118 

General """trol ........... 3 12 344 354 358 4 16 483 3 81 
lDatruatioa ...........•.. 6066 6528 6520 7217 7363 7240 68 41 

TeacbiDg oaIari .......... 60 49 64 51 63 72 7092 71 31 7066 6713 
~tiOD of plant ........ 659 898 911 1073 1252 1064 981 

aintelumce of plant •.... 214 207 153 531 260 1 18 246 
Auxiliary agencieo ........ 161 217 2 21 187 198 255 208 
Fized charg .............. 237 399 431 420 747 506 462 

Debh"rviee ............... 4 26 2383 1492 522 1457 7465 23 7:1 
Capital outlay ............. 1297 30 07 10844 100 33 7452 89 72 7039 

Total PI'YIIlenle .......•.. 9435 139 83 209 26 203 42 19145 26103 185 41 

III. BoND AcoomIT 
Bonded iDdebtedDeaa ...•.... ....... 25765 243 90 244 27 225 10 364 23 ........ 

IV. V ........ BCSooL PaOPBBTY ..•.. 18700 19817 187 50 355 83 412 36 ....... ........ 

~~:'~ ......... 6997 71 19 7148 86 17 91 11 7981 7863 
8ecoadaly schools .....•.•.• ....... 129 36 132 64 137 11 121 60 140 09 ........ 

HORNELL 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924--25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

------I-------
I. RacmPlll 

TU8II •....•............•.. $77 62 $9802 $103 07 1121 33 IUS 74 1122 68 1107 25 
Moaey from &tate ••...••••. 2136 22 57 1789 20 39 2035 34 21 2284 
BonWi ...................•• 17099 19 51 9668 383 4428 50 57 6290 
All other """"""' ••..•.•..•• 1649 3260 957 1662 1091 11 82 1589 

TotaIlOC8iple ...•..••.... 29500 31981 28a 01 17913 198 40 21885 246 31 

I1.~ eun-,_ ........... 9460 99 92 lOS 79 lOS 60 12189 129 42 III 17 
General coot.rol .•.•.•.••.. 417 478 604 498 542 560 519 
Instroetion ...••••.•••... 7309 7528 7511 80 21 8363 9046 7990 

Teaehing oaJarieos .•••••• 6747 7044 6912 7551 7961 85 67 7492 
Operation of plant .••••••. 821 1133 1330 1315 1483 1410 1261 
Maintenance of plant .••.• 535 268 299 260 934 814 526 

Di~~~~:::::::: 
140 272 212 241 287 316 a 47 
237 265 868 448 463 674 502 

2299 16 15 1563 35 18 44 OS 56 47 3237 
~ital outla.y ••••••••••••• 3009 14128 14150 2800 3286 3297 6664 

o\al.PQmenIe ••••.•..•• 14768 25734 265 92 171 79 198 33 21886 21018 

IV. V£LUIISCSOOLPaoPBBn ••.•• 171 OS 334 55 31306 429 40 493 42 51449 38194 

CuItaJnft ExPuua 

~~~~::::::::: 7626 7944 89 22 92 71 9528 101 31 89 60 
107 19 11079 11886 122 76 14919 16552 128 75 
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HUDSON 

1921-22 192~23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926--27 Average 

------------------
I. RECEIPTS 

16148 Taxes ..................... SSI44 $5322 $6326 SS964 $84 13 $7227 
Money from state .......... 1832 15 59 21 26 1828 18 16 3745 21 76 
Bonds ..................... 406 7920 24 10 2536 2774 1839 2960 
All other sou",es ........... 534 430 5 31 3 19 298 1 52 371 

Total receipts ............ 111 10 19400 22697 180 75 19947 19878 185 90 

11. EXPENDITtIBE8 
Current expe ................. 6573 6540 7573 83 44 84 60 9194 7826 

General control. .......... 327 393 388 427 412 443 400 
Instruction . ............. 51 91 5279 5611 6192 6264 6398 58 52 

Teaching salaries ....... 482ll 4824 5206 58 60 58 50 6098 64 67 
~ration of plant ........ 439 546 581 724 757 740 637 

aintenanoe of plant ..... 393 238 470 388 322 804 441 
A1DiIiary agencies ......... 1 42 266 235 223 360 455 285 
Fil<ed charges ............ 83 2 10 287 335 355 353 274 

Debt eervioe ...•........... 406 400 678 950 2043 1839 1085 
Ca-Eitel outlay ............. 64 10 11 72 14 2234 97 108 1740 

otal payments .......... 7043 8344 164 65 11528 106 00 111 41 107 14 

III. BOND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebtedn ....... , .... 64 37 15138 a966 151 79 12933 11642 127 34 

Ct71IlIENT ExpBNllE8 
Elementary school •......... 5231 5254 5931 6655 6875 7595 6293 
Secondary schools ...•...... 10729 10253 13422 150 45 128 02 13204 12564 

ITHACA 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926--27 Average 

------------------
I. RECEIPTS 

Tues •.•..••...•.....•.... $7638 17737 $9007 19505 $109 37 1102 39 192 10 
Money from .tate .......... 1771 18 12 1893 1926 2015 3245 2131 
Bonds ..................... "iti'93 "24"58 14 19 114 65 ....... ....... ........ 
All other BOurnes •.......... 2939 31 01 26 71 20 60 2486 

Total receipts ............ 13214 15242 16175 26967 24114 19763 193 29 

II. EXPl:NDITlJItBS 
Current expenaes •..•...•... 8646 9182 104 27 107 72 116 12 11592 104 06 

General control. ....•..... 492 457 472 514 480 477 482 
In.truction .............. 6253 6751 7226 7661 8230 80 5tI 7382 

Teaching ealariea . ...... 5865 63 02 6690 7095 7640 7570 6879 
Operation of plant ........ 11 23 1133 1280 11 65 1387 14 21 1257 
Maintenance of plant ..... 229 155 359 488 446 440 367 
Auxiliary agencies ...•.... 456 471 6 91 660 603 690 565 
Fixed charges ............ 94 2 15 " 90 393 465 602 364 

Debteemce ............... 292 365 1874 11 14 1508 1623 1144 
C".Fital outlay ............. 9 89 4766 2527 6682 64 01 1483 3796 

otel payments .......... 9927 143 13 14827 185 68 195 21 146 97 153 46 

U. BOND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebtednesa .•...... 730 7 19 2128 12660 122 72 107 89 66 93 

IV. VALua SCHOOl. PROpaBTT •.... 601 53 62651 622 74 62277 70239 658 45 63965 

CURRENT ExpeNse. 
Elementary schoola ..•..••.• 7021 7581 8090 88 81 100 74 102 07 8611 
Secondary .cbools .••...•••• 11282 11727 13984 130 39 12928 12467 12623 
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JAMESTOWN 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Averaae 

---------1---1---1----1-----
I. RBCZIPTB 
• Tues. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $87 24 

Money from state. • • . . . . . . . 18 08 
Banda •••••.•••..•.••.••••••.•...• 
All other souroes. • • • . . . • • . . 3 42 

Total receipts. • . • . • . • . . .. 145 17 

II. ExPExDlTUBES 

$92 39 $94 82 $104 42 $110 17 $101 30 $98 75 
18 73 19 28 19 36 21 01 27 71 20 83 

118 01 •.....•. •...•.. ..•.•.. 102 20 .......• 
666 66627216424 2736 2349 

239 06 208 27 171 02 200 44 266 28 206 89 

Current expenses. . • • • • • . • .. •.•...• •••••.. •••.•.. •.•.••• •.•••.• ••••••• • ••••••• 
Geoera1 control. . . . • • . . . . . 3 33 2 84 3 73 3 72 4 01 4 87 3 78 
Instruction. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. " . . .. ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... . ...... . 

Tesching salaries. ..... . 69 15 63 70 66 80 71 09 74 45 77 11 69 04 
Operstion of plant..... . .. 9 77 14 11 15 38 12 49 12 26 12 91 12 82 
Maintenance of plant. . . . • 4 21 3 75 3 98 3 13 5 21 4 44 4 13 
Ausiliary agencies. • . . . . . . 2 77 2 40 2 63 2 90 3 32 3 29 2 90 
Fixed charges. • • • • • . . . . .. . ••. :.. .•••••• .•••.•. ••••••• .•••.•• ••••••. . ••••••• 

Debt service. . • . • • • • . . . . . .. ....... .••.••• ••••••• •••.••• .•••••• .•••••• . ••..••. 
Capital outlay. • • • • • . . . • . . . 43 62 40 02 69 30 25 22 6 59 27 99 34 73 

Total payments. . . . . . . . .. 141 85 150 11 186 83 165 89 192 61 182 47 170 66 

III. BOND ACCOl1NT 
Bonded indebtedness. • •• . . .• 244 34 236 40 227 03 207 48 194 62 284 70 232 44 

KINGSTON 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

------------------
I. RBCIIIPTII 

TIW!II •••••••••••••••..••.. 15940 $56 09 $6223 $6828 $7090 $58 77 $6267 
Money from state •••••••••• 2106 20 49 20 70 2199 23 92 4084 ·24 92 
Banda •••••••••••••••••••.. 367 339 3 15 297 ....... ....... ........ 
All other sources . .......... 2 17 492 481 661 620 276 443 
Total receipts ••••••.••••••. 86 67 8807 9513 10180 107 42 107 74 97 98 

"""""""lT1IBII8 Currentezpenses .•••••••••• 7021 7274 8042 83 19 88 14 9468 8176 
General control ••••••••••• 235 236 230 242 268 272 246 
Instruction .•••.•.••••••• 6276 6443 5845 6292 6788 69 62 6113 

Teaching salaries .•••••• 4864 50 14 6424 6924 6407 65 77 5714 
Operstion of plaot .• ; ••.•. 944 832 11 62 986 836 1232 1001 
Maintenance of plaot •••.. 247 356 314 196 323 336 295 
Auxiliary agenciea .... .... 128 1 35 1 31 184 196 246 171 

IJ!~~~:::::::::::: 190 270 360 419 414 429 349 
12 43 Ig ~ 1060 908 688 607 918 

Capital outlay •.•••.•...••• 062 1 12 327 692 444 288 
Total payments •..••••••.•. 8326 8371 9214 9564 10194 10619 9381 

III. BOND AccotnIT 
Bonded indebtedness ........ 63 93 6783 5250 4798 4S 02' 40 10 6103 

IV. VALUB SCHOOL Pao ...... Tr ••••• 199 31 35146 343 04 334 62 36163 364 47 32636 

Cmma ..... ~ 

~~:oo~~::::::::: 59 25 6178 66 63 6734 7220 77 73 8758 
10343 99 21 111 28 120 64 126 09 134 50 11639 
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LoCKPORT 

1921-22 1922-23 1922-24 1924--25 192~26 192&-27 A.--

I. JiaCIIIPTII 
Tax ........................ 8126 24 8106 72 
Money from state. . .. . . . . . . 19 05 16 49 
Bonda..................... ....... 1859 
All other oourcee. . • .. ... . . . 16 77 10 73 
Total receipte.............. 205 11 222 77 

J 1.ExPmm1TUlWl 

899 31 8116 16 892 51 190 19 810.. 76 
14 24 15 00 14 05 26 49 17 45 
94 61 ........................... .. 
13 12 14 23 13 64 14 39 13 80 

309 66 311 86 204 44 179 30 238 11 

~!uex:=-:::::::::: "'6'02 "','2S "T37 "','ici "','iIi "'i'8!i · .. ·'·39 
~!:~:'.;,j~;';'::::::: "69'35 "67'65 "7i'ii "7i'2i "ii',a "ii'~ "'70'62 
Operation of plant.. . . . . . . 12 80 13 80 12 89 12 51 14 ~~ 13 71 13 33 
Maintenance of plant..... 3 10 301 439 393 2 ~ 443 1113 
Ausiliary agenciea. .. .. .. . 3 56 a 41 2 81 2 12 4 05 8 86 1 81 
Fixed char .............................. ; .................................. . 

Debt eervioe ............................................................... .. 
Capital outlay. . . .. .. .. .. .. 15 03 24 43 20 21 99 37 27 29 8 49 32 43 
Total paymente. ........... 132 24 135 16 139 34 223 73 162 74 134 42 153 05 

III. BOND Accomrr 
Bonded indebtedn.... . . . . . . . 41 56 65 70 151 77 135 66 117 65 107 1~ 103 88 

IV. V.u.u. SCHOOL PaOPIIBTY. . . .. 491 37 479 40 474 88 4eO 63 553 17 65/i tie Ii03 740 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924--25 192~26 192&-27 A.--

I-

I. RBCIIIPTII 
Tax ........................ $7158 $7505 $77 48 $68 17 $79 60 $70 73 $7378 
Money from .tete .......... 17 16 1699 1499 14 57 1469 3435 1869 
Bonda ..................... 8246 ......... " ...... ......... 
All other aourcee ........... 17 10 11 78 722 979 9 12 1063 1086 
Total receipte .............. 108 05 104 65 100 92 183 79 160 23 12199 130 740 

II. ExnNDITlllIBB 
Cwrent_ ......•.... 7206 82 73 77 42 7904 8532 9267 8165 

General oontrol.. ......... 363 360 364 358 380 427 173 
Instruction .............. ....... ....... ........ ....... ....... ....... . ....... 

Teaching aalari .......... 6271 5646 5724 6807 6196 6683 68 91 
Operation of plant ........ 6 13 920 681 695 865 986 793 
Maintenance of plant ..... 1 95 764 186 1 47 257 330 310 
Au:Iiliary agenci ........... 229 226 223 225 242 263 234 
Fixed chargee ............ 269 172 7742 490 392 883 1600 

Debt aervioe ............... 26 98 1948 1403 1350 1905 1988 1869 
Capitel outlay ............. 279 106 38 35 93 4986 203 1583 
Total paymente .....•...... 10536 103 27 9183 128 47 164 24 IIi 68 116 sa 

III. BOND Accomrr 
Bonded indebtedn ........... 187 79 17576 16155 23109 228 79 230 15 202 88 

IV. V.u.". SCBOOL PaOPUTY ..... 286 30 27942 26798 340 60 350 10 366 70 aUi 69 

CtntaIlN'l' EXPIIN8B& 
Elementary achoola .•••.•... 58 31 6139 6840 7177 7639 82 49 6982 
Seoondary ochool •.......... 115 '7 155 26 13164 11098 126 07 12' 44 126 08 
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NEW YORK CITY 

1921-22 192~23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

---------------
I. RBCIIIP'III 

• Tu ....................... $98 15 S90 56 $9009 $89 96 590 55 5119 17 $9656 
Money from .tate ...•...... 2203 2197 2263 2325 2377 2599 2332 
Bondo ..•.••............... 19 12 64 16 6980 961 1642 . ...... ........ 
All other aourcee ........ _ . .073 . 085 11 11 11 14 11 

Total receipts ....••.. ;" ... 207 37 2« 00 29480 25620 204 74 188 68 23233 

II. ExPmmlTl7JlB8 
Current expe""" ........... 108 75 108 04 III 37 11204 11299 123 92 11301 

Gen ...... oontrol. .......... 376 347 361 363 365 347 358 
Inotru.tion .............. 91 81 9176 9424 94 94 9ff 20 9926 9480 

Teoohing .alarlee ....... 8588 8566 8771 88 78 9042 9317 8870 
~eration of plant ........ 588 560 552 601 594 775 613 

aintenau.08 of plant . .... 535 547 596 551 5 16 471 535 
Aulliliary agencies ........ 1 81 1 57 180 1 75 174 264 HI9 

Dl~~:::::::::::: 13 18 23 25 30 609 125 
1980 ........ 

Capital outlll¥ ............. 1709 19 90 4694 6778 2704 1830 3301 
Total paymenta .......... 12584 127 95 158 31 17982 14003 14372 146 28 

IV. V ALU. BOBOOL PRoPBBT!" ••••. 236 63 24681 288 27 350 19 37018 36776 311 93 

CtnmBNT EXPBN8E8 
Elementary &chool ••...... 97 51 9673 99 05 9940 10243 104 20 9994 
Second...,. &choolo ........ 17737 17027 17809 184 36 140 21 17851 166 47 

OGDENSBURG 

1921-22 192~23 1923-24 1924-26 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

-----------1----------------
I. REemPTII 

T"""". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. S48 94 S48 30 S51 60 564 98 
Money from .tate. • .•..... . 17 37 15 74 15 07 13 63 

56271 
14 51 
7090 
1932 

S40 51 551 20 
34 82 1880 

Bonde .•.••.•.....•...................•....••.......... 17 23 ....... . 
All other oourcea. . . . . . . . . . . 6 24 23 44 23 89 20 43 

Total receipta. • . . . . • . . . • . 74 89 88 73 92 15 94 56 17077 
831 1692 

110 64 106 75 

II. EZPBNDrrtJlIIII8 
Cunentexpe ..... 

General control. ......... . 
Instruction . ............ . 

Teaching .alari ........ . 
OJ>eration of plant •......•.. 
MaiDteDaDce of plant ...... . 

Auxiliary agencies . ...... . 
Fized ohargee ...•........ 

Debt aervioe ..........•.... 

4 57 4 77 3 85 3 61 3 52 3 69 3 97 

"50'73 "52'S7 "52'77 "53'74 "60'07 "si'il4 "'55'47 
7 39 11 78 10 15 13 30 6 42 10 57 9 98 
2 25 2 81 2 81 3 18 1 62 1 43 2 33 
1 81 3 85 2 33 1 76 . 1 99 2 18 2 30 

Ca.f~~ ~~~nt.;:::::::::: 
III. BOND ACCOUNT 

Bonded indebtedneea ...••••• 11 36 8 66 6 12 3 60 2 99 66 22 17 43 

IV. VAL"" BCHOOL PROPBBT!" ••••• 12391 11866 298 12 27781 351 92 38774 267 63 
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ONEIDA 
I 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

---
I, RIIClIIIPT8 

Taxes ..................... 16971 $71 32 $6998 $71 87 $7437 $7469 $7'! 04 
Money from state .......•.. 2431 2617 2516 2588 2530 4729 2912 
Bonds ..................... 21044 ........ 
All other sources .........•. 79 358 350 364 323 840 389 

Total reoeipts ....... ; .... 12923 140 69 13255 13542 138 83 37640 17668 

II. ExPIINDlTUBIIS 
Current expenses ........... 7912 9541 90 96 9248 9522 11518 9490 

General control. .......... 412 419 386 415 369 412 402 
Instruction ......... I •••• 60 73 6664 6613 6987 74 33 83 16 7033 

Teaching salaries ....... 6859 6357 6297 6764 7074 7914 6728 

~~~~:..~~ ~Ir~f':~i: : : : : 767 1022 790 754 860 985 862 
2.75 682 291 258 360 759 436 

Auxiliary agencies ........ 269 287 339 391 397 412 3 51 
Fixed charges ............ 114 467 678 442 1 03 634 406 

Debt service ............... 583 585 528 505 471 909 697 
Capital outlay ............. 676 305 1 91 64 44 11268 2123 

Total payments .......... 90 70 104 31 9815 9817 10037 23695 12210 

III. BOND AccoIDl"l' 
Bonded indebtedness ........ 3763 3471 2839 24 17 1954 22537 6237 

IV. V ALtJlII SCHOOL PBOPBBTY ..... 27235 311 59 29047 28789 27822 28982 288 15 

CURRBNT EXPIIN8E" 
Elementary schools ......... 76 16 88 81 7893 8311 8683 10269 86 19 
Secondary schools .......... 8341 10813 11810 11372 11385 145 73 11417 

OSWEGO 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

------I----
I. RECEIPT" 

Taxes ..................... $7150 $8512 $8149 $77 07 $9304 $83 36 $8199 
Money from state ......•... 1821 1697 1619 1865 1848 3393 20 59 
Bonds ..................... 1982 ....... ....... ........ ....... ........ 307 
All other sources. '.' .•...... 529 798 577 656 816 690 677 

Total reoeipts ............ 297 21 21054 10904 11034 120 75 12488 15900 

II. EXPENDlTUBE" 
Current expenses ........... 

General oontrol ........... "':i'"o "'3'20 "':i'"i "':i'98 "'3'40 "'3'49 . "'3'09 
Instruction .•.•...•...... 6386 6905 6873 7616 8075 7574 7255 

Teaching oalaries •.•.... 6001 6481 6578 7311 7744 73 19 6926 
~ration of plant ........ 883 12 16 1365 1529 1429 1396 1311 

aintsnance of plant .••.. 524 205 183 327 909 386 421 
Auxiliary agencies ........ 200 163 472 412 430 464 363 
Fixed oharges ............ 1 10 456 346 638 590 437 416 

Debt servics ............... 16 26 28 ....... ....... ....... '3S'58 Ca.f?~\~ ~~:"n~:::::::::: 11751 11034 439 86 103 65 
20141 204 33 10096 10932 120 01 10716 138 33 

IV. VALUE SCHOOL PROPERTY ..... 14903 37034 34378 34445 358 68 334 33 31863 
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PLATTSBURG ... . -. ' .. 

1921-22 1922-23 1922-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

1----------I----
I. RBCBIPm 

$10264 $103 20 $11447 511413 $101 99 • La::seY'f~~ ~~t.; ____ ~::::::: $85 74 $9155 
23 62 2195 23 35 2167 2317 31 39 24 21 

Bonds ...•..•...••......... ···3·i2 .. "3" is '·"3"62 ···3·48 ···4'00 ···4·26 ····s·lii All other"""""", ........... 
Total receipts .........•.. 112 49 11668 129 61 128 35 14164 14979 129 82 

II. ExPBWDlTl1JlE8 
Current expenses ••••••••••• 97 61 102 73 11484 11472 12613 12531 11359 

GeoeraJ control. ...••.... 666 702 773 381 910 905 721 
lnetruction .•.•.....•.•.. 6584 68 45 7593 7986 8134 84 77 7608 

Teaching salariee •.•.... 6120 64 01 6975 7247 7414 80 70 7043 
Operation of plant .•..•... 1676 1632 1795 1793 1849 1759 1750 
Mai!,~""""" of.plant •.... 383 307 491 372 571 338 409 
Ausiliary agenet .......... 284 378 399 465 479 520 422 
Fixed charges .•.•........ 1 67 409 432 476 670 533 448 

Debt service ..•.......•.... 943 919 9 51 918 944 875 925 
Capital outlay .•......•.... 545 476 526 445 607 1573 698 

Total paymenta •......... 11249 11668 129 61 128 35 14164 14979 129 82 

III. BoND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebledn ............ 83 02 77 13 7562 6239 58 67 5064 6774 

IV. VALUE SCHOOL PBoPZBTY .... 37101 37883 406 43 37059 39632 40182 387 24 

Ctnutmo-r EXPB!'''B8 
Elementary schools ..•...... 80 58 8034 86 32 7645 94 12 100 90 8637 
Secondary schools .•.•...... 13988 164 60 17966 22649 21303 17820 183 02 

ROCHESTER 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 19U-25 1925-26 1926-27 Average 

I. RBCBIPl'B 
Tues •.•••••.....••..•••.• $94 02 $121 19 $11665 $123 57 $16994 SI37 06 $128 06 
Money from _teo ......... 31 11 3239 3240 2198 3271 3306 3056 
Bonds ..•••••.•.••.•....••. 5407 7496 1483 723 1892 1395 2959 
AIlother ..................... 43 05 3646 4634 7314 2908 3232 4336 

Total receipta .•.•....••.. 222 45 268 28 21023 225 91 26919 23931 23945 

IL Exl'IumlTl1JlE8 
Currentexpeoseo .....•..... 122 60 125 93 138 82 14742 14938 155 42 140 58 

GeoeraJ control. .•.•....•. 330 325 342 387 372 406 361 
InetructioD .•.•.•.•...... 9563 99 10 99 12 102 02 10511 107 08 10155 

Teaching salaries .••...• 8796 9338 90 76 9337 9515 9807 9326 
Operation of plant .•..••.. 1363 1~ ~ 1507 1507 1458 1603 1481 
Maintenanoe of plant •••.. 358 528 678 838 852 611 
Ausiliary agencies .•.•.•.. 472 479 569 601 597 632 561 

D.t~~:::::::::::: 173 1 31 1025 1367 11 61 1312 887 
3654 56 21 50 52 5294 6996 3458 5030 

Capital outlay •••...•.•••.. 5984 7635 2808 878 2655 3634 3848 
Total paymenta .••...••.. 21899 258 49 21743 209 14 245 90 226 36 229 34 

III. Botm Aocomrr 
BoDded indebledne&l .....••• 142 98 208 22 243 31 229 58 23231 232 39 21638 
Amoum in oinking fund ..•.. 1407 1669 12 74 1976 1770 1195 1549 

IV. VAL"" BCUOOL PBoPBBTY .•••. 456 10 48194 477 44 46503 463 47 31927 442 33 

<Xm!mrT EXPB""EB 

~.=..i:.~::::::::: 106 64 1M 79 122 22 128 66 128 51 137 18 122 13 
177 46 22576 209 76 21755 238 62 264 22 222 33 
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SCHENECTADY 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1921>-26 1926-27 Av_e 

------------------
I. RECEIP1'8 

Tues ............•........ 18579 $9766 $109 65 510809 1122 06 511776 1107 15 
Money from Itate ........... 2350 2434 2483 2344 2666 3089 rs 68 
Bonde ..................... 69 2331 11 05 12 77 1568 517 11 37 
All other lourees ........... 87 87 1 18 164 200 175 140 

Total receipt. ............ 254 49 24775 26307 24929 16641 281 61 24398 

II. EXP"NDITl1BII. 
Current expenBeB . .......... 85 33 9531 104 00 10360 107 09 11661 102 29 

General control. .......... 1 95 224 220 2 21 229 280 229 
Instruotion . ............. 6762 7301 7528 7601 7983 8740 7654 

T ..... hing aalaries ....... 6507 6922 71 82 7231 7545 8182 7278 
~ation plant .......... 923 11 97 1540 1370 1223 12 61 12 55 

aintenance of plant . .... 269 283 435 528 623 688 4U 
A uxiliary agencies ........ 258 279 313 867 369 415 334 
Fixed charllea ............ 1 25 246 363 372 392 377 315 

Debt oervice ............... 2622 2678 2501 2356 24 11 27 65 2565 
Ca.fital outlay ............. 4224 445 2764 12 61 1437 5842 2690 

otal payment. .......... 153 78 126 53 156 55 13967 14567 22531 168 64 

III. BOND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebtedne88 ........ 19480 202 61 19077 183 40 18788 183 92 188 82 

IV. VALUB SCHPOL PBOPBBTT ..... 222 11 24566 43351 421 32 448 64 43& 81 870 '5 

CUBB"NT EXPIIN.". 
Elementary achoola ......... 7503 8293 9689 100 34 9898 11283 9412 
Secondary .. hoola .......... 10564 12245 100 68 8760 11681 9880 104 76 

SYRACUSE 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1921>-26 1926-27 Averap 

------------------
I. RIICIIIPT8 

Toea ..................... 57936 18396 19282 $111 74 $111 66 1111 84 19898 
Money from atate .......... 2347 2365 2390 2635 2660 2685 2' 88 
Bonde ..................... ···i ·66 .... ·69 .. ·8"46 ... ··S7 . ... i"3', 
All other sources . .......... 168 43 

Total receipt. ............ 136 91 16671 19583 24529 27757 300 50 223 08 

.EXPJDNDITURIlB 
Current expenS88 . .......... 7978 8369 8955 100 39 100 69 109 50 9' 40 

General control. .......... 1 12 1 12 1 18 120 1 14 1 17 1 15 
Instruotion . ............. 6486 6736 71 26 8104 7819 83 39 7463 

Teaching salaries . ...... 61 86 6487 6703 7793 7395 74 82 7024 
0r.eration 01 plllnt ........ 849 876 10 18 9.67 11 36 11 30 1001 
l\- aintenance of plant . .... 236 162 1 39 199 284 6 10 280 
A uwiary 6fiJenciea . ....... 226 1 66 1 68 188 245 288 215 
Fixed charles ............ 70 317 387 463 471 469 166 

Debt •• rvice ............... 
Ca.jita1 outlay ............. 26 15 19 22 45 263 70 

otal payment. .......... 8130 84 85 8974 100 61 101 14 1011 76 94 95 

IV. VA-LUll SOBOOL PBOPIIBTY ..... 26148 29837 28955 883 45 39351 406 85 84106 

CURRIINT EXPBlNBBB 
Elementary Ichoola ......... 6567 6879 7225 7773 7868 8697 7580 
Secondary Ichoola ...•...... 12680 12674 14279 171 85 161 62 205 03

1 
157 61 
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TON .... WANDA 

.~~~ ............. '_sl~ = 
L aaCBlPft 

i':;.·,n,;.; ;,w..;: : : : : : : : :: ~ ~ 17~::: I'll ~ S8f ~ IU; ~ IllY{: ~ ~ 
Boodo..................... 68 03 49 89 ...••.. 263 02 186 14 .. ..... 94 89 
All otIa- """"""'. . . . . . . . . . . 44 2 54 22 74 8 34 3 46 3 78 6 89 

Total ""';pta. . . . . . . . . . .. 165 41 215 48 152 44 362 16 492 52 228 23 272 87 

II. E1raMDftG_ Cuneo,_ ............................................................ . 
GeoeraI_Iml..... . . . . . . 4 57 4 05 4 05 4 43 4 07 3 61 4 10 
1DotructioD. . . . . . . • . • . • .. .••.••. •...... ...•... ..•.•.. •...... ...•... . ...... . 

Teacbiuc oaIariea....... 48 56 51 91 54 80 59 26 60 74 63 99 56 90 
()pen&ioa of Fiaa'.. . . . . . . 10 52 12 43 9 43 12 68 12 85 16 99 12 61 
Main_ of plan,..... 63 296 290 292 194 224 227 
Ausiliary ageoeiee. . . . . . . . 2 70 2 57 1 06 2 62 3 60 6 96 3 35 
Fmed chaqes............ 3 93 3 11 3 32 4 05 6 07 33 17 9 56 

Debl eervice. . • . • . • . . . . . . .. •.•.... ....... •...... .•..... .••.... ..•.•.. . ......• 

Caf:.\:..nt.i:::::::::: ~ ~ 1~ IA lfi = 2~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 2: ~ 
lli. BuIlD AcOOUlft' 

Boaded iDdebtedueB.. •• • . • . 89 59 136 54 124 48 359 79 517 59 484 68 296 37 

IV. VALva 8cBOOL PEoPmft'l'..... 134 16 310 93 360 72 353 85 694 17 658 26 430 72 

TROY 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1_26 1926-27 Average 

I. RaCBlPft 
Taseo ..................... 1100 53 1102 31 1100 69 1100 11 $99 84 1103 33 1101 13 
M......,.fromlltate ...•...... 27 52 24 47 25 62 2630 2660 31 41 2699 
Boodo ..................... 8527 1740 604 1165 1636 5424 3045 
All other.......,... ....•...... 78 123 39 46 1 93 71 92 

To&al ...,.;pta ............ 21410 17225 134 37 138 42 153 10 196 63 166 91 

n. EXPIIJO)rrmlB8 Curreo,_ ........... 11077 109 56 107 00 11193 lOS 43 11607 11063 
GeuenI_II'ol ........... 331 320 280 345 321 352 325 
lnstruetioa ...•.......... 8330 8235 77 OS 7819 80" 94 :nr 8093 

Teacbiuc oaIariea ••••.•. 8156 8054 7516 8565 7865 8065 
OJ-atioo of planl .•...•.. 13 19 12 14 1326 1558 1056 1442 1320 
},Iainleoallee of plan, ..... 104 122 286 385 272 286 247 

Di~~?:::::::: 
820 699 695 679 684 675 706 
173 365 406 407 415 434 371 

1628 1782 1732 1595 1864 1939 1769 

eaf:.\ :::.a ... : ::::::::: 579 4205 1005 219 19 17 1~ It 2123 
184 96 169 43 134 37 130 OS 146 24 15720 

Ill. BOIID AcOOUlft' 
&oded iDdebtedueB ..• , ..•. 15104 145 75 130 30 132 94 137 66 180 78 146 23 

IV. V ....... IIcaoca. PaoP&Bft .•..•. 243 54 31884 29562 295 19 296 39 29965 292 05 

c.n...- El<PIDIBB8 

~~::::::::: 101 01 99 72 9469 9803 98 67 100 66 98 34 
lOS 64 107 05 122 72 127 45 126 33 129 01 120 01 

. 
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UTICA 
I 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-27 Aversa_ 

------------------
I. REcEIP1'8 

-Taxes •...... :. _ .... _ .... _. $8549 $6241 $7378 $8534 $87 84 S9586 (.$81 70 
Money from state _ ......... U 85 21 00 2062 21 51 21 10 2635 2106 
Bonda ..................... 4324 387 4067 4579 ....... ....... 21 41 
All other 8ources . .......... 146 27 33 48 44 40 54 

Total receipts ............ 14633 11891 14586 171 08 13047 122 64 13881 

II. EXPENDITURES 
Current expenses ........... 9691 80 10 88 85 87 96 86 96 9808 8960 

General control. .......... 152 150 170 174 157 1 74 1 63 
Instruction .. ............. 7085 6319 6715 6901 6831 7794 6936 

Teaching salaries .....•. 6811 6088 6516 6647 6575 7518 6688 
Operation of plant ........ 987 759 876 9 21 1002 1074 935 
Maintenance of plant ..•.. 1091 397 321 379 274 2 21 430 
Auxiliary agencies ........ 200 71 94 92 82 72 99 
Fised charges .•.......... 176 315 709 329 350 " 74 396 

Debt service ..•............ '''S'38 16 41 1803 1852 ........ 
C~itel outlay ....•........ 889 2595 4238 2102 92 17 48 

otal p~ents .......... 10580 10608 11771 14675 12701 11751 12044 

III. BOND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebtedness .....•.. 11661 9498 13138 17335 15245 14667 13631 

IV. VALlJIII SCHOOL PROPERTY ..... 37914 354 38 412 41 454 86 42997 44647 41358 

C17RRIDNT EXPENSE. 
Elementary schools ......... 7975 8622 8559 7943 7539 87 47 81 39 
Secondary echoola ...•...•.. 140 54 12540 13849 128 14 10954 12486 126 86 

WATERTOWN 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-21 Average 

-----------1-------------
I. bC£IPTII 

Tues .................... . 
Money from state ...•...... 
Banda ......•.•............ 
All other sources .......... . 

Total receipts ........... . 

II. ExpENDITURES 

S45 64 $65 00 S66 69 S88 66 S89 82 S84 16 $73 01 
13 95 12 80 12 73 III 88 13 24 26 55 15 30 
7591 •••....•... : ....•.•...•.................... 

5 59 7 67 10 15 11 67 13 35 13 52 10 26 
179 27 167 61 123 10 121 83 123 38 133 17 141 89 

Current expenses. . . . . . . . . .. .....•. ..•.•.. ....•.. .••.••. ....... ..•.... . .•..•.• 
General control. . . . • . . . . . . 1 48 1 96 1 93 3 14 2 36 2 61 2 24 . 
Inatruction. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... . ...... . 

Teaching salaries. . . . • . . 44 77 47 97 62 78 64 89 69 13 72 05 60 02 
Operation of plant. . . . . . . . 6 26 9 12 10 79 10 13 8 94 10 59 9 28 
Maintenance of plant. .•.. 2 01 3 70 6 61 7 56 4 17 4 00 4 65 
AlDiliary agencies. . . . . . . . 3 31 5 75 6 73 7 40 7 70 8 27 6 49 
Fixed chargee. . . . . . . • . • .. .••.•.. ....•.• .•••••• ..•.... •••.••. ••••••• . ••••.•. 

Debt service. . . . • . • . • . . . • .. .••.•.. ....... .••••.. .••.•.. •••.•.. .••.... . ...... . 
Capital outlay. . . . • . . . . . . . • 31 21 49 42 4 65 2 46 2 28 3 22 15 92 

Total p~ents. . . . . • . . . . 97 73 135 23 114 45 115 00 114 44 120 93 116 27 

III. BOND ACCOUNT 
Bonded indebtedness. ....... 307 61 380 19 466 10 617 81 632 12 667 34 508 85 
Amount in sinking fund. .... •••.... ..•.... ..•.... 36 68 29 87 27 17 .•.•••.• 

IV. V ALO" SCHOOL PaoPERTY. . • .. 286 18 338 36 333 00 338 99 333 25 315 53 324 04 
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YONKERS 

1921-22 1922-23 19~24 1924-25 1925-26 192&-27 Average 

L RBCIIIPftI 

iI=Y·f~~t.;.~.-::::::::: $107 27 $122 05 $123 SO $137 42 $ISO 37 $152 72 $132 75 
2730 2611 2685 27 82 2904 34 01 28 59 

Bonds .•••..••......•.....• 1044 5709 5588 54 91 11043 43 61 5587 
All other ..................... 1904 57 11 21 53 39 328 

Tolalnoeeipts .•.......•.. 17511 208 18 206 34 24749 294 36 25784 232 63 

U. Exn>mlT1J1lB8 
Current expenses •..••...••• 11434 l22 77 125 65 137 86 14792 153 79 134 18 

General control ••••••..... 248 238 258 285 303 321 276 
Instruction •..•..••.•••.. 9706 10176 103 17 11040 11928 12291 109 39 

Teaching salaries ....... 9127 9480 9883 10265 11122 11458 102 49 
Operation of plant .•...... 640 906 881 1014 1196 1554 1041 
Maintenance of plant •.•.. 0142 368 345 601 505 0140 01 51 
Auxiliary &geJlci"" •••••••• 2 05 2 13 2 12 242 2 16 1 89 2 13 
Fixed ehargee .•••.•.•.••. 194 375 552 603 645 582 497 

Debt service ••••••.••..•... 21 61 4228 24 32 2695 3202 3333 30 15 
Capilal outlay •••.••.•...•. 3669 1505 5627 7872 8627 4564 53 49 

Tolal pa.yments ••.•.••.•. 17264 180 08 206 25 243 53 266 21 232 76 21782 

UL Balm Accomrr 
Bonded indebtedness ...•..•• 22135 25736 29546 33194 428 SO 44133 33187 

IV. V .... "" SCHOOL PBoPBB'l'T ••••• 38308 402 47 394 84 450 14 51626 665 89 471 62 

CmuunoT ExPmrmoa 
Elementary ochoola •...•.... 104 15 11414 11478 12678 12264 138 99 120 40 
Seoondary schools •••••••••• 140 05 148 77 144 38 15259 229 35 189 42 171 30 
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APPENDIXll 

ECONOMIC AND SCHOOL STATISTICS OF TmRD CLASS CITIES 
IN NEW YORK STATE 

Per capita Percent Per capita 
value on wage- value 

CITIES manu- earners oC on real 
Cacturing population estate 

GROUP I (1) (2) (3) 

New Rochelle ..................... $121 3.5 $5,298 
White Plains ...................... 83 1.5 3,564 
Mount Vernon .................... 280 6.4 2,781 
Saratoga Springs ................... 310 6.4 2,303 
Ithaca ........ , ................... 548 9.9 1,592 
Oneonta .......................... 485 14.3 1,554 
Watertown ........................ 608 12.5 1,552 
Hornell ........................... 488 12.3 1,069 
Oneida ........................... 512 11.4 1,305 
Batavia ........................... 695 16.4 1,242 
Geneva ........................... 697 16.5 1,515 
Jamestown ........................ 976 21.9 2,265 
Middletown ....................... 532 11.7 1,381 
Lockport ......................... 1,375 19.1 1,700 
Plattsburg ........................ 368 7.2 1,115 
Niagara Falls ..................... 1,758 24.1 3,090 
Glen Cove •....................... 3,263 
Meohanicville •.................... 995 

GROUP II 

Olean .......................... . $1,566 22.7 11,821 
Poughkeepsie .................... . 
Rensselaer ...................... . 

825 16.9 1,693 
905 12.5 1,388 

Hudson ......................... . 639 12.6 '1,112 
Ogdensburg ..................... . 
Kingston ....................... . 
Port Jervis ...................... . 

352 5.1 647 
594 14.6 1,278 
810 19.6 1,195 

Tonawanda ..................... . 
Elmira ......................... . 

1,635 18.2 1,552 
737 17 3 1,346 

Watervliet ...................... . 529 9.9 787 
Courtland ...................... . 
Dunkirk ........................ . 
Canandaigua •..... , ............ . 
Norwich· ...................... . 
Amsterdam ..................... . 
Newburg ....................... . 
Corning ........................ . 

1,121 22.6 1,451 
1,449 22.3 1,501 

........ . ....... 1,354 

........ ........ 1,306 
1,576 31.9 1,695 

983 17.7 1,137 
681 22.2 1,237 

• No census figures available. 
(1) and (2) Crom United States Census Manufaoturers, 1920, Vol. IX. 
(3) From New York State Tax Report, 1925. 
(4) Frqm " f\l1;llil1 SQh<;101 fjn&Dc@s," 1923, Bulletin NQ, 808. 

Per capita 
exf,endi-
ture on 
schools 

(4) 

123 81 
2304 
2474 
13 30 
1638 
14 29 
1606 
1618 
1328 
18 31 
1529 
1674 
11 69 
1586 
11 82 
1934 
1387 
2000 

117 26 
1291 
13 25 
1328 
919 

10 95 
15 36 
13 76 
12 69 
9 89 

14 31 
16 01 
15 82 
16 39 
14 75 
13 56 
12.92 
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ECONOMIC AND SCHOOL STATISTICS OF TmRD CLASS CITIES 
IN NEW YORK STATE---Conclllded 

CITIBB 

-, 

GROUP m 
t.ckaWalllla· .••.•.........•.•.... 
North Tou:woda ..•...•...•.•...• 
Beaooll, •..•...•.••.•...•...•.•..•.. 
Glovern:ille ........................ . 
OInrego ........................... . 
GIeIlllF.n. ..•....•.•.•.•.•.•••••.• 
Rome .•..........•.........•..... 
AubW1l .......................... . 
Fultoll, ••..................•..•... 
JoImstoWll •••....•................ 
LiWeF.n. ....................... . 
Salamanca· .............. .......... . 
CohoeB ...••.....•.....•.•...•.... 

• No eel18llB figures available. 

Par capita 
value 011, 

manu-
facturillg 

(1) 

11,642 
877 

1,762 
1,067 

691 
1,323 
1,122 
1,768 
1,604 
1,907 

941 

Par eeJlt 
:wage-

earJl818 of 
populatiOll . 

(2) 

28.1 
19.6 
25.4 
18.9 
16.7 
16.8 
20.1 
27.8 
24.4 
28.1 

21.8 

Par capita 
value 

011, real 
estate 

(3) 

11,663 
1,534 
1,218 
1,346 

964 
865 

1,258 
1,130 
1,581 
1,046 
1,366 
1,268 
1,082 

(1) od (2) from United States CeI18IIB ManufactUrers, 1920, Vol. IX. 
(3) From Ne:w York State Tax Report, 1925.· 
(4) From II Public School Fmances," 1923, Bulletill No. 808. , 

Par capita 
expell,di-
ture 011, 

achooIa 

(4) 

11237 
1528 
1223 
1539 
13 61 
10 89 
10 72 
1149 
11 12 
1442 
1320 
13 95 
700 



APPENDIX m 
CONTBIBUTION 01' STATES TO PUBLIC SCHOOL TOTAL Rl:CEIP'I'S 

YEAR 1921-1922 YEAR 192~1925 

STATES 
, Per cent Per cent 

of total of total State All. receipts State L=- receipts lources sources from State • ourees . sources . from State 
sources sources 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
United Statee ..............••............ 1235,144,184 $1,743,192,456 13.49 $274,557,522 $2,024,757,377 13.56 

Alabama ................................ 4,416,515 U,759,514 37.56 4,742,889 15,571,659 30.46 
Arizona ................................. 1,914,981 8,545,339 ~·ft 1,935,605 8,478,585 22.83 
Arkanaas ...•........................... 1,862,770 8,8~,6'.11 21. 1 3,571,875 10,675,421 33.46 
California .......................•....... 16,305,061 105,21 ,008 15.50 20,523,387 132,670,697 15.47 
Colorado ....... ;.' ........................ 826,309 19,609,411l 4.21 1,106,773 27 ,351,371 4.05 

Connecticut ............................. 1,419,848 21,695,491 6.54 2,349,496 33,255,489 7.06 
Delaware ..................•.••.•........ 3,933,856 4,291,468 91.67 2,374,725 3,231,735 73.48 
District of Columbia ................. 2,596,663 6,491,658 40.00 2,711,430 12,880,673 2l.05 
Florida ..... , ........................... 463,234 13,797,694 3.36 674,815 22,051,194 a.06 
Georgia ..•...........•...........•...... 4,333,337 14,198,023 30.52 4,548,390 16,728,568 27.19 

, 

Idaho ....•..............•............... 698,017 10,556;041 6.61 731,016 9,675,323 7.56 
Illinois ..•................. , ...•......... 7,285,295 108,743,995 6.70 8,743,026 136,495,093 6.41 
Indiana ................................. 2,636,038 38,816,638 6.79 5,789,807 67,690,768 8.55 
Io"a .•••.• " ....... ~ ...........•...•... 2,122,174 ~ 63,152,358 3.36 1,900,958 57,388,952 3.31 
Kansaa .......................... , ....... 819,552 36,677,786 2.23 592,975 45,310,480 1.81 

Kentucky ..••....••.•....•.............. 4,092,988 17,734,457 23.08 4,894,628 21,639,113 22.62 
Louiaiana .•...••..........•............. 4,420,247 18,547,108 23.83 3,580,363 19;674,702 18.20 
Mainl ............••....•............... 2,374,941 ' 9,062,065 26.21 2,865,263 1l,149,907 25.70 
Maryland .............•.. '" ............ 2,687,760 17,673,246 15.21 3,4:J4,100 22,147,985 15.51 
M_achuBBttl ......•.................... 5,828,913 56,150,50~ 10.38 7,007,760 74,381,646 9.42 



Michigan •••••••.•..•...•.•••.....•.•... 9,010,060 79,667,684 11.90 10,349,940 
Minnesota •..•..•••..•...•••.••••..•..... 7,193,801 07,413,010 12.03 9,427,053 

~::~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3,927,758 10,532,906 37.29 3,093,899 
0,150,000 45,581,062 11.30 3,333,251 

Montana ..•..•••........•... ; ...•....... 917,859 14,263,791 6.43 946,421 

Nebraaka •••.•.••.•.......•.•••••.•.••... 1,140,782 29,780,500 3.83 834,207 
Nevada ........................... ; ..... 403,087 2,103,937 19.16 439,427 
New Hampshire ••••••.•.•..••.....•... ;. 064,946 5,092,795 11.09 725,196 
New J8I'IIeY ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13,656,398 71,650,206 19.06 15,971,700 
New Mexioo .....•...•...•••••.•......... 1,393,012 5,194,545 26.82 903,847 

NewYork ............................... 36,609,017 213,733,650 17.13 41,494,029 
North Carolina ••••.•..•.....•.....•..•.. 3,220,164 25,580,803 12.09 2,320,861 
North Dakota .••.•...••••.•••.•........• 1,190,425 15,400,317 7.76 0,248,913 
Ohio .•••••••.•..•..•.••..••••••.•.•..... 12,367,975 143,605,697 8.61 *3,668,858 
Oklahoma ............................... 2,131,180 34,211,218 6.23 3,150,607 

Oregon ................................. 2,044,764 16,689,927 15.25 2,515,084 
Pennsylvania .••..•..••.•..••••.••.••..•. 12,913,162 134,080,513 9.63 21,303,918 
Rhode leland .... , ........................ 267,333 7,968,447 3.35 486,896 
South Carolina •.••...................... 1,343,438 9,597,968 14.00 3,896,660 
South Dakota ........................... 2,055,294 17,769,558 11.57 1,760,675 

Tenneaa88 •..•••••...•.•••••••••• , ....... 3,034,076 15,631,299 19.41 4,271,302 
Texu .................................. 17,957,414 53,480,715 33.08 22,890,796 
Utah ................................... 3,336,089 9,986,957 33.41 3,059,015 
Vermont ..••.••.•••..••................. 677,902 4,534,059 14.95 1,029,759 
Virginia ......•...•......•... i ••••••••••• 5,668,822 21,855,985 25.94 5,595,017 

Wuhington ............................. 7,077,906 31,523,312 22.45 7,828,911 
W ~t V~ginia .••••..•••.•............... 1,487,345 19,676,504 7.56 1,761,686 
W18ooDBln .....•••.......•............... 5,273,259 49,540,447 10.64 4,236,110 
Wyoming .........••.................... 1,086,927 5,564,113 19.53 1,933,298 

Columno 1 IIIld 2 - .tatiltl .. of .tate •• hool.y.tema. 1921-22. u. B. Bureau of Edu.ation. Table 21 •• 0Iumn.6 and 9. 
Columno. and 6 - .t .. tilti .. of .t .. te .ohoolayotemo, 1924-25, U. B. Bure .. u of Eduoation, T .. ble 20, .olumn. 6 .. nd 9 . 
• Du. to .hlUl&e of &loa! year, ••• 0Dd to", ooll •• tion omitted. 1Duo to .• hanle of 11 .... 1 year, .over. ten month. only. 

102,997,416 14.90 
09,028,398 15.84 
13J11!6 , 686 27.44 
50,465,015 6.61 
12,898,981 7.34 

26,561,044 3.14 
1,927,033 22.80 
6,890,055 10.52 

94,391,855 16.92 
0,400,771 16.72 

231,009,931 17.96 
35,440,932 6.55 
19,291,160 27.21 

tl02,748,098 3.07 
33,726,231 9.34 

20,150,268 12.48 
181,266,087 11.75 

8,787,456 5.64 
16,084,618 23.50 
18,774,710 9.38 

21,913,694 19.49 
62,164,792 36.82 
10,000,223 35.59 
0,020,626 20.51 

22,976,353 24.35 

32,576,746 24.03 
23,974,405 7.35 
48,527,077 8.73 
7,211,355 26.81 



APPENDIX IV 

FACTORS BEARING UPON THE FISCAL ADMINISTRATION 
• O~ THE 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF 

New York 

Prepared By 

For the 

(Title) 

JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND RETRENCHMENT 

(Date) 

FOREWORD 
Before answering any part of this survey, please read it through 

so that you will see the general arrangement of the material. 
We reSpectfully request that all replies be typewritten on stand

ard letter paper size (Slh x 11), with the exception of the statis
tical material for which. sheets are furnished. 

We appreciate your C!ooperation in this undertaking, and will 
see that you personally receive proper acknowledgment for the aid 
rendered. 

It has been the effort of the committee to confine this survey to 
the narrowest limits which will give a fairly clear picture of the 
situation in each city of the State. 

n you have any additional suggestions we shall certainly be glad 
to have them. 

SEABURY C. MASTICK, 
. Chairman. 

PART I 
ORGANIZATION 

I. Organization of the Board of Education. 
1. How many members has your board of education' 
2. Are the members of the board elective or appointive f 

For what term! Are the terms overlapping' In case of ap
pointment, what is the method of appointment! What is 
the nature of the power of removal! In case of election is 
the election at large or by wards! Is the election nonpartisan , 

nOll 
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Comment, and Suggestio",,: 
Have you any suggestions to offer' Do you think that 

there should be representation of the city administration on 
the board of education' Do you think that the board of edu· 
cation should be represented in the board of estimate, the 
finance committee of the council, or whatever body really pre
pares the city budget' Do you think the board of t'dqllation 
should be represented on the body which has the powers to 
issue bonds' 

II. Administrative Organization of Education Department. 
1. Describe briefly the organization of the school system. 

What are the chief administrative bureaus' 
2. What are the chief salaried employees appointed by the 

board of education' Give their titles, terms, duties and 
salaries. 

3. Is there a separate business manager in the school system, 
or is the direction of business matters and educational matters 
vested in the superintendent' 

Comments and Suggestions: 
lIave you anything to suggest' Do you think your depart

ment of education should have a business managerf Why' 

III. State Relations. 
1. Is the relation between the city and the State Department 

of Education satisfactory' If not, give concrete instances and 
possible remedies. 

2. Has the State Department expanded or abused any of 
its powers' How' 

3. Should any of the powers of the State Department over 
local education be extended' In what way' 

Comments and Suggestio",,: 
Have you any additional suggestions bearing on the relation 

between the State and city departments of education' 

PART U 
PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION 

1. How many new elementary schools have been built each 
year since 1921' At what cost, exclusive of land' How many 
rooms have these contained for classrooms, gymnasia, audi
toria, laboratories, lunchrooms, administrative offices, other 
rooms' 

How many children were these elementary schools built to 
accommodate' How many classrooms in completed schools 
not new in use' How many additional classrooms are now 
needed for elementary classes' How are these classes being 
housed at present' Are there school:'! ill ~Qlli$trw;tion to meet 
thil1 lleed' 
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How much has been spent on alterations each year since 
1921 Y How many classrooms have been added in this wayY 

2 Give the same information for other than elementary 
sch~o1s. . 

3. Describe the policy of the board of education with regard 
to the purchase of land. How many vacant school sites does 
~e board of education now own T What is their approximate 
value' 

4. Describe the steps taken in the construction of new 
schools, emphasizing especially: the method of deciding the 
nature, the size, and the location of the school; the selection 
of the architect, and the preparation of the plans; the letting 
of the contracts; the actual construction and supervision of 
construction. . 

Are all plans submitted to the' department of education at 
Albany' Have your plans been approved at Albany without 
change' If changes have been suggested or demanded, give 
full details. 

5. Does your city have an improvement budget in which all 
of the improvements to be made in the year are considered Y 
Does the city, or any of the departments, have an improve
ment program looking forward over a term of years' 

Does the department of education have a long term im
provement program' If so, is this considered by anyone in 
comparison with the other needs of the city! By whom and 
in what way! 

Comrnents and Suggestions: 
Is the procedure for dealing with construction and repairs 

of school buildings and the purchase of land satisfactory' 
If not, what recommendations do you make T 

Is it desirable or undesirable to have the school building 
program considered by the board of estimate, or the finance 
committee of the council, at the same time and in comparison 
with other city requirements' Why' 

Has there been any feeling that unnecessary features and 
adornments have been included in school buildings T If so, 
give particulars, and state what body or authority was re
sponsible. Has there been any criticism of architects' fees T 
To what extent has this been justifiable' Have you any fur
ther Buggestions to offer' 

[. Health. 

PARTm 
ALLIED ACTIVITIES 

Does.your local department of education render any health 
or medIcal service outside of classroom instruction, Describe 
!he work and explain how it is organized. To what extent is 
It correlated with the work and organization of the city health 
department' 
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II. Recreation. 
How many school playgrounds are there' How are these 

maintailJ,ed 7 Who is responsible for their use' For what 
hours are they open during the school year f During the 
school vacation' To what extent is the use of school play
grounds correlated with other public playgrounds and parks' 

(. 

III. Use of School Buildings. 
Are school buildings used for other than school purposes' 

To what extent and under what conditions' Is any use made 
of school buildings during vacations , 

IV. Libraries. 
Is there any working. relation between the school libraries 

and the free public libraries of the city' Are school libraries 
open to other than enrolled students' Does the public library 
maintain regular or special service for children' Does the 
public library use school buildings for branch public 
libraries' 

V. Legal Services. 
Does the department of education rely upon the city law 

department for legal advice and service or does it retain other 
legal services' 

VI. Financial Services. 
Does the department of education maintain its own finan

cial records or are these kept by the city departments' Is 
there any duplication of accounts and records' 

VII. Other Technical Services. 
Does the department of education employ, engineering, 

medical. fiscal, or other technical services which could be fur
nished by established city departments' 

VIII. Transportation. 
How many motor vehicles does the department of education 

own' Give make, model, and year. What arrangements are 
made for the purchase of gasoline, oil, and tires' What 
arrangements are made for general care and repairs' 

Does the department of education furnish transportation 
for any of its students' If so, does the department own its 
motor vehicles, or is the service contracted for' 

Comments a.nd Suggestions: 
Is it desirable or not desirable to work out & closer correla

tion of health, recreation, and library work of the schools and 
of the city government' How should this be done f 
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Is anything to be gained by a different relation of the edu
cation department and the city in connection with the technical 
services required by the schools, especially in legal, financial, 
engineering, and other technical fields' 

Have you anything to suggest with regard to the motor 
vehicles owned by the department of education' 

PART IV 

F1NANCIAL PROCEDURE 

I. Budget Procedure. 
Deseribe the budget procedure within the department of 

education. Who prepares the estimates' When' Is there 
any special examination and criticism of the estimates' By 
whom.' 

How and when does the budget come before the board of 
education' How does the board deal with the budget' Are 
public hearings held' 

Are estimates made of anticipated revenues' By whom T 
Are these considered with the budgetT Are any special esti
mate forms or budget forms used! Do these show the expendi
tures or budgets for past years! 

II. Budget Revision. 
Is the budget as adopted by the board of education final, or 

is it subject to alteration by any other body or bodies' If the 
school budget is subject to revision, describe the bodies exercis
ing such control, the nature of their powers, the procedure 
followed, and the nature of action taken during recent years. 

III. School and City Budgets. 
Are the school estimates brought together with the estimates 

of the regular city departments in the city budget' Are the 
needs of all departments, including education:, considered at 
the same time by the appropriating authority T 

IV. Appropriations. 
In what form are the appropriations for the department "f 

education made by the appropriating authority' Is the 
appropriation a single lump sum or is it segregated' To what 
extent' 

To what extent may appropriation items be altered or trans
ferred during the year' By whom' What is the procedure' 

If supplementary appropriations are needed, how are they 
secured, Have they been necessary in recent years! 

Does the mayor have the power to veto appropriatiolL9 for 
education' How may hi~ veto be overridden' 

V. 'fax Levy. 
What board or body makes the tax levy for schools' Is 

there a separate school tax or is the tax for schools combined 
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with levies for other purposes' If the rate is a combined rate, 
what distinct elements are included' On what date is the tax 
levied' 

Is there any legal limitation placed upon the maximum or 
minimum amount or rate of school levy' Or the city levy' 
Give citation of legal authority. 

VI. .Assessments. 
Is the assessment roll the same as that used for city taxes' 

If not, describe how and by whom it is prepared. 

VII. Tax Collection. 
How, when, and by whom are school taxes collected' Are 

they collected with other taxes' Who is the custodian of 
school moneys' 

Do school funds draw interest on deposit in banks' At 
what rate' How are these rates determined' 

VIII. Expenditures. 
What is the procedure for the payment of salaries' What 

is the procedure for the purchase of supplies' How many 
members of the department are authorized to buy' Is there 
a centralization of responsibility for buying' Is there any 
central storeroom for school supplies' What is the procedure 
for the issuance of supplies from storerooms' 

What is the method of auditing expenditures made for 
schools' What is the nature of the school financial records' 
By whom are they kept' 

. 'Vbat part of local school expenditures are mandatory' 
'Vbat are the chief mandatory items' Give titles. amount'!, 
and legal citations. 

IX. Growth of Expenditures. 
What llre the chief reasons for the growth of educational 

expenditures' If the cost of running the schools has gone up 
faster than school attendance, to what may this be attributed' 
How much of the increase is reflected in & better education. 
What, if any, evidences of this are there' In what particular 
has the educational offering been improved, Who was. respon
sible for making these improvements' Have the results 
justified the effort' 

X. Insurance. 
To what extent are school buildings and property insured' 

What is the annual cost of premiums' Who places the insur
ance' Give Dames and addresses of agents through whom 
present insurance was placed. • 

Does the department of education or the city maintain any 
self-insurance reserve or fund against school property' If 
80, give details and experience. 

What is the extent of fire loss in the last five years' 
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XI. Debt. 
Describe the procedure followed in the creation of indebted

ness in behalf of schools, emphasizing especially: the deter
mination of the amount and the term of the loan, the authori
zation of the loan, the kind of bonds issued, the method of 
advertising and sale, and the custody of the funds raised. 

Are school bonds sold directly by the board of education or 
are they sold by the city authorities' Give the particulars 
regarding the last issue of bonds sold as to interest rates, term, 
type, amount, and premium. 

What disposition is made of premiums received on school 
bonds' 

XII. Debt Limits. 
Is there any legal liniitation controlling the amount of school 

bonds which may be issued and may be outstanding' Are 
school bonds considered to be part of the eity debt in such a 
way as to come within the constitutional 10 per cent limita
tion! (Article VIII, section 10.) Under what authority' 

XIII. Temporary Borrowing. 
For what purposes are temporary loans necessary in the 

financing of your schools' Who decides· when temporary 
borrowings are necessary, and the amount required' How. 
are such loans negotiated Y What interest rates have been paid 
during the past two years T From whom are the loans secured , 

XIV. State Aid. 
Has the State Department of Education withheld State aid 

or threatened to withhold State aid, to which your schools 
were entitled, at any time since 1921' If so, give details. 

Comments and Suggestions: 
Is the present procedure for the preparation and adoption 

of the school budget satisfactory Y Should there be any hear
ings o~ the school budget' Is the distribution of authority, 
power, and responsibility as between the school authorities 
and the city authorities satisfactory' Have you any sugges
tions to offer! Is it desirable for the school budget to be con
sidered by the city budget authorities at the same time and in 
comparison with the budgets of the other city departments' 
Why' 

Is it satisfactory to have the school taxes levied, assessed, 
and collected as at present' If not, what would you suggest, 

Is the situation with regard to permanent and temporary 
borrowing satisfactory' 

Have you ant suggestions to offer with regard to the method 
of distributing State aid, the formula which is now used, the 
power of the State department in its allocation, or any other 
question involved' 

Have you any suggestions to offer with regard to the revenue 
available for schools! 
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Do you think that the local tax levy upon assessed property 
should be subject to a legal limitation' If so, why, and of 
what sort' If your city has a population of 100,000, do you 
consider that the constitutional tax limit of 2 per cent in
eludes the local levy for education' Why' Is the situation 
satisfactory , 

Do you think that there should be a separate debt li[nit 
for education' Do you consider that bonds issued for schools 
fall within the constitutional 10 per cent debt limit which is 
placed upon cities by Article VIII, section 10, of the State 
constitution' Why' 

PARTV· 
STATISTICAL 

8c:AooI y_ 

I. RECEIPT8. 

1921- I11D- 1~ 191+- III2$- III2&-
1921 1923 11124 1925 19211 1927 

U-- on appeDdM forma) 

BalaDoe. 
Tuee. 
Publio money from State. 
BOIIdL Anoth __ 

Total noeipta. 

D. EXPENDITURES. 
A. Total GI1rI'eId -. 

1. Total ..... -woL 
I. Total iDatruolion. 

L Totalleachi ... -.lariea lilema 11, 18, 
17. 11. II, 27). 

II. Total dq elementa17 flDOludiDa 
iii .......... JUDior IUch. apeaiaI, 
but"'" _ lIOhool), &oMbiDa 
ealari. (ilema 11. 13. 17). 

0. Total dq ~ IeachiD& .u.-
ri. lilema 11. 18, 17). 

a. Total operalion al plan\.. 
• TotallDlliD~ al pIaD\. a. Total aW1i1iar7 ___ 
II. TotalliDd obarIeL 

L PeuiODL 

II. ReD\. 
o.~ 
tiT_ 
0. Contn"butiOD8,.te. 

B. Total debt --neo. 
1. RecIomplion al boncIe. 
I. Payment al .DId ... fllDllL 
a. Redemplion al ebon term 1 ...... 

Total amortialion lilema 1. 1 aDd 3). 
to PQ1Dent al iD ........ ' OD bOIlda. 
a. PQ1Don' al in""",", OD ebon WID DO_ 

Total in""",", lilema. aDd 5). 
e. RafUDda (_ aDd Wilioo). 

• XIIDh alth. informalion uked for _ be obtained direot.b' from TOW aDIlual __ .. ouIo
mi\\od \0 th. etata clopanmen' al edu .... lioo. 
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iio 
17. What .... &he total Dumbor 0I1I1lJ)OrYiai,.. h01U'l 

dun,.. • typtoal ..... ' (Total f ... ~ 
teDdeD&, priDdpal • ....-viIon. etc.) 

18. What .... duo Dumbor 01 &eaeh .. ill eiemeDW7 

..... 00 .. ' 
19. Whu .... &he Dumbar of e1emeDW7 &eaehera 

holdiDa oeni.IIca&e8 above \he miDimum 
requiremeD" 

20. What .... &he Dumbar 01 &eaehera iD high 

echoole' 
21. What .... \he Dumbar 01 high ochool """"'era 

hoIdiq oenifIocata above tile miDimum 
requiremeD"" 

VI. EXHIBITS. 
Pl_ aubmi' \0 &he eommiUeo &he __ , 

fiD&DCial -'" 01 \he ci\y depanmeo, 01 eel ... 
_tiOIL 

U u... an aD;)' ooddiliOD&l. repone, __ 
alippiup. _pa, _. bmriq OD \hill __ • 

plMR aubmi' \hem ...... 

BelooI y_ 
1921- 1922- 1923- 19U .... 192';- 1925 
1922 1923 192i 1925 1926 190 

("- em appeoded. forma) 



APPEl\'DIX V 

FACTORS BEA.RIXG UPOY THE FISCAL ADlIL.'iISTRATION 

01' TIIB 

CITY A..~ THE DEP ARTME..lIT OF EDUCATIOY 

Ilf 

New York 

Prepared By 

(Title) 

For the 

JOD."'T LEmsI:.A.TIVE COlUlI'l'TEE ON TAXATION AND RETRENCHMENT 

(Date) 

SPECIAL JOINT COl\1MI'ITEE ON TAXATION AND 
RETRENCHMENT 

FOREWORD 

Before answering any part of this survey, please read it 
through so that you will see the general arrangement of the 
material. 

We respectfully request that all replies be typewritten on 
standard letter paper size (Blh x 11), with the exception of 
the statistical material for which sheets are furnished. 

We appreciate your cooperation in this undertaking, and will 
see that you ~nally receive proper acknowledgment for the 
aid rendered. . 

It has been the effort of the committee to confine this survey 
to the narrowest limits which will give a fairly clear picture 
of the situation in each city of the state. 

If you have any additional suggestions, we shall certainly be 
glad to have them. 

SEABURY C. MASTICK, 
CAainMft. 

[111] 



PART I 
ORGANIZATION AND INTERDEPARTMENTAL RELATIONS 

I. General City Organization 
1. What are the chief elective officers of the city and their 

terms of office' 
2. What are the chief appointive officers and their tefD1s 

of office' 
3. Have there been any important changes in the organi

zation of powers of your city government since 1921' If 
80, describe brietly. 

4. Are the boundaries of your city the same as those of 
the school district' 

II. City and School Interorganization Relations 
1. Should there be a representative of the city administra

tion on the board of education' 
2. Should the board of education be represented on the 

board of estimate, finance committee of the council, or what
ever body really prepares the city budget' 

3. Should the board of education be represented on the 
bodies which have the power to issue bonds' 

4. Should there be a business manager of the schools' If 
so, should he be appointed by, and be responsible to city or 
school authorities t 

5. Have you any additional suggestions to offer bearing 
on the financial and administrative relationship between the 
city and school organization f 

III. State Relations 
1. Is the relation between the city and the state depart

ment of education satisfactory t If not, give concrete in
stances and possible remedies. 

PARTll 
PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION 

1. Is the procedure for dealing with the construction of 
scho'Ol buildings and the purchase of land satisfactory' If 
not, what recommendations would you make' 

2. Is it desirable 'Or undesirable to have the school build
ing program considered· by the board of estimate or the 
finance committee of the council' 

3. Has there been any feeling that unnecessary features 
and adornments have been included in school buildings f 
If so, give particulars and state what body or authority was 
responsible. 

4. Does your city hllVe an improvement budget in which 
all of the impro'vtments which are to be made during the rear 
lire considered' 
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5. Does the city, or any of the depsrtments, have an im
provement program looking forward over a term of years' 

6. Does the department of education have a long term 
building program' If so,. is this considered by anyone in 
comparison with the other needs of the city' By whom, 
and in what way' 

7. Have yOu any suggestions to offer with regard to the 
·correlation between city and educational long term plan
ning and financing program Y 

PARTm 
AUJED ACTIVITIES-CITY AND SCHOOL RELATIONS 

I. Health 
1. To what extent is the health work of the city health 

department and that of the schools correlated' 
2. Does the department of education render any help or 

medical service outside of classroom instruction! 
3. What suggestions do you have to offer with regard to 

the desirability or nondesirability of a close correlation in 
this work' . 

ll. Recreation 
1. To what extent is the use of school playground corre

lated with the city playground and park system! 
2. Does the city make any use of the school grounds and 

play areas during the vacation period' 
3. Have you any suggestions to offer with regard to school 

playground control' 

Ill. Use of School Buildings 
1. Are school buildings used for other than school pur-

poses' If so, to what extent and under what conditions' 
2. Is any use of school buildings made during vacation' 
If so, to what extent and under what conditions' 
3. Have you any suggestions to offer upon the control 

of school buildings' 

IV. Libraries. 
1. Is there any working relation between the school libraries 

and the free public libraries of the city' 
2. Are school libraries open to the general public! 
3. Does the public library maintain regular or special ser

vices for school children' 
4. Does the public library use school buildings for branch 

public libraries' 
5. Have you any suggestions 88 to how the efficiency of this 

service might be increased , 



v. Legal Services. 
1. Does the law department of the city render legal advice 

and service to the department of education! 
2. Has it ever been necessary for the legal department to 

employ additional assistance due to the demand made upon it 
by the department of education' 

3. Is anything to be gained by a different relationship than 
now exists between the city law department and the depart
ment of education with regard to legal services' 

VI. Financial Services. 
L Does the eity financial department keep the accounts and 

records of the department of education' 
2. Is there any duplication in the keeping of records and 

accounts' 
3. What would you suggest as the proper relationship be

tween the financial department of the city and the department 
of education in the matter of accounts and records' 

VII. Other Technical Services. 
1. Does the department of education employ engineering. 

medical, fiseal, or other technical sernces which could be fur
nished by established city departments! 

2. Should there be a closer correlation in these services! 
Howl 

VIII. Transportation. 
L Does the city furnish general care and repair sernce for 

the motor vehicles of the department of education I 
2. What is the arrangement with regard to the purchase of 

gasoline, oil, tires' For the city I For the department of edu
cation' 

3. Are vehicles purchased through the city or by the depart
ment of education f 

4. What hal"e you to suggest with regard to the proper con
trol of motor vehicles operated by the Department of Educa
tion' 

PART IV 
IlNANOAL PROCEDL"'RE 

L What do you consider to be the chief reasons for the 
gro'Wth of educational expenditures' 

2. Is the present procedure for the preparation and adop
tion of the school bud.,cret satisfactory! 

3. Is the distribution of authority, power and responsibility, 
as between the school authorities and the city authorities satis
factory' 

4. Is it desirable for the school budget to be considered by 
the city budget authorities at the same time. and in comparison 
with, the budgets of the other city departments! Why' 



5. is it satisfactory to have the school taxes levied, assessed 
and collected as at the present' If not, what would you sug
gest! 

6. Have you any suggestions to offer with regard to revenues 
available for schools! 

7. Is the situation with regard to temporary and permanent 
borrowing follthe school authorities satisfactory' 
• 8. Do you think that the local tax levy upon assessed prop
erty for school purposes should be subject to a legal limita
tion! If so, why and of what sort' 

9. If your city has a population of 100,000, do you consider 
that the constitutional tax limit of 2 per cent includes the local 
levy for education! 

10. Do you think that there should be a separ~te tax levy 
for education! 

11. Do you consider that bonds issued for schools faU within 
the constitutional 10 per cent debt limit which is placed upon 
cities by Article VIII, section 10, of the State Consti.tution! 
Why! 

12. Have you any suggestions to offer with regard to the 
method of distributing State aid, the formula which is now 
used, the power of the State department and its allocation, or 
any other questions involved' 

I. MEANS OF FINANCING 1. 

1. Ci'Y upezulituna. 

PART V 
STATISTICS 

Cull on hand at belliDDine of y ..... 
G""""" tu: 1eY7 ooIleoled for local p_. 
T ... received from other IIOvornmentai unit&. 
Sale of bODda. 
Temporary borrowi_ 
Other. 
Cull or de6cit at end of year. 

2. Eduoational _elituna. 
Cull on haod at bogiDDine of year. 
Gen .... tu: 1eY7 ooUeoIed for educatioo. 
PubIi. money from atata. 
Sale fbODda. 
Temporary borrowiDp. 
Oth.-. 
Cull or de6cit at end of year. 

a. Turataa. 
Ci'Y purpooea. 
Eduaational purpooea. 
Other. 

Total rata levied. 

1',_' y ..... Brtd'fIII 
1922 1923 1924. 1925 1926 1927. 

(Answer on appended forma) 

1 U _ ..... furniab oomparable information on an ....... Ilal b ...... pi .... do 00 in plaoa of fol
.wine the headi_ hore 01lUined. 

• U the la_ anilable Iicurea are for year eneline with 1926, siva 1927 budget as..... and 
.tima&ea in this eal ........ 



II. CURRENT EXPENDITURES. 
1. Operation. 

City departmenta. 
Education. 

Total 
2. Debt .ervice.' 

City .erncee. 
Education. 

Total. 
3. Capital outlay. 

City .ervices. 
Education. 

Total. 

III. OUTSTANDING PERMANENT INDEBTED· 
NESS 

1. Indebtedo .... 
City services. 
Education. 

Total. 

IV. FISCAL YEAR. 
1. 9n what date doea the fiacal year of the city 

bOltin? 
2. On what date doea the 6aca1 year of the .chool. 

bOltin? 

v. EXHIBITS. 
PI .... e .ubmit to the committee the moat recent 

finanoial reporta of your city. 
U there are any additional reporta. newspaper 

olippill&ll. maps. eto .• hearing on this matter. 
please submit them alao. 

'Interest and amortilation. 

Fi,"'" Year Endi1l/l 
1922 1923 1924. 1926 1926 1927' 

(Answer on appended forma) 
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LIST 01' mOSE ANSWERING QUESTIONNAIRES 
• 
The committee is especially indebted to the municipal and edu-

cational officials who have assisted in the collection of material 
with regard to city and school relations. The following list records 
those to whom we are under special obligations by reason of the 
fact that they assisted the committee in its questionnaire survey: 
Batavia, N. Y. 

McWain, Andrew J., president, board of education. 
Dean, Edward S., city clerk. 

Beacon, N. Y. 
Macomber, Ernest A., mayor. 
Corney, H. S., president, board of education. 

Binghamton, N. Y. 
Kelley, Dr. John S., president, board of education. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 
Jerge, Henry F., president, board of education. 

Canandaigua, N. Y. 
Fisk, Frank E., superintendent of schools. 

Corning, N. Y. 
Hunt, Leigh R., secretary, board of education. 
Rood, Harry A., mayor. 

Cortland, N. Y. 
Lowell, Ralph E., mayor. 

Elmira, N. Y. 
Kingston, Paul G., president, board of education. 
Markson, H., city clerk. 

-Geneva, N. Y. 
Hammond, Arthur J., city attorney. 
Houseman, W. Lynn, superintendent of schools. 
Merrill, S. H., city treasurer. 

Gloversville, N. Y. 
Sisson, John W., mayor. 
Langworthy, Harry W., superintendent of schools. 

Hornell, N. Y. 
Dodge, H. S., superintendent of schools. 
Holland, Stephen, mayor. 

Hudson, N. Y. 
Smith, M. C., superintendent of schools. 

Ithaca, N. Y. 
Hook, J. W., president, board of education. 
Kerr, W.O., clerk clerk. 

Jamestown, N. Y. 
Hall '!: Snell, president, board of education. 
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Johnstown, N. Y. 
Cham~erlain, W. W., mayor. 

Kingston, N. Y. 
Michael, M. J., superintendent of schools. 

Lockport, N. Y. 
Kelley, Roy B., superintendent, board of education. 

Mechanicville, N. Y. 
Jones, Evan E., clerk, board of education. 

Middletown, N. Y. 
Macardell, A. B., mayor. 

Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
Roberts, Leslie S., secretary, board of education. 

Newburgh,. N. Y. 
Gage, Snyder J., superintendent of schools. 

New Rochelle, N. Y. 
Leonard, Dr. Albert, superintendent of schools. 

New York City, N. Y. 
Nifenecker, Eugene A., director of references, research and 

statistics-board of education. 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

Maddever, N. F., president, board of education. 
North Tonawanda, N. Y. 

Batcheller, Delmar E., superintendent, department of edu
cation. 

Norwich, N. Y. 
Davis, Edward P., city chamberlain. 

Ogdensburg, N. Y. 
Cooper, Dr. W. Grant, president, board of education. 
Westbrook, William E., mayor. 

Olean, N. Y. 
Turner, A. E., city auditor. 

Oneida, N. Y. 
Fearon, Henry D., president, board of ~ducation. 

Oneonta, N. Y. 
Dann, G. J., superintendent of schools. 
Marshall, Robert 0., city clerk. 

Oswego, N. Y. 
Leighton, Frederick, secretary, department of education. 

Plattsburg, N. Y. 
Cooke, Harry M., president, board of education. 

Rochester, N. Y. . 
West, Herbert S., superintendent, board of education. 
Platt, Clarence M., corporation counsel, department of law. 

Rome, N. Y. 
Staley, George R., superintendent of schools. 

Syracuse, N. Y. 
Hanna, Charles G., mayor. 



Troy, N. Y. 
Eldred, A., superintendent of schools. 

Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Sutley, Frank K.. superintendent of schools. 

'G"tiea. N. Y. 
Gillmore. Frederick. mayor. 

W*rtown. N. Y. 
Bunlick, Raymond C., superintendent of schools. 

White Plains. N. Y. 
lIeLaughlin. F. C., mayor. 

Yonken, N. Y. 
Hodge, Lamont F., superintendent of schools. 
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL FINANCE COl\IMITTEE 

To the New York State Conference of Mayors.-Mayor Carlson 
of Jamestown, your president, pursuant to resolution adopted by 
you i!t your Mid-Winter Conference, appointed the following com
mittee to consider the question of school finance and the financial 
embarrassment of the New York State municipalities arising out 
of the present method of school administration in this State, 
namely: 

William J. Wallin, former Mayor of Yonkers, N. Y. 
John B. Harris, Mayor of Watertown, N. Y. 
Fred C. McLaughlin, Mayor of White Plains, N. Y. 
Harry E. Clinton, Mayor of Troy, N. Y. 
Charles G. Hanna, Mayor of Syracuse, N. Y. 
Joseph C. Wilson, Comptroller of Rochester, N. Y. 
GeorgeW. Knox, Corporation Counsel of Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
The last named being Chairman. 

During the year your committee has had several conferences on 
this matter and conducted between its members correspondence, 
and have considered data from various sources bearing upon this 
subject. In accordance with our partial report made at your 
session March 8, 1927, your committee submits to you, for your 
consideration, the following report. 

The following figures are taken from the report prepared by the 
Statistics Bureau of the Administration Division of the University 
of the State of New York, being Bulletin No. 840 issued by said 
Bureau dated November 15,1925, and Bulletin No. 870 issued by 
said Bureau dated February 15, 1927. This is the latest data 
which your committee has been able to obtain. 

The following table shows the increased cost per pupil in village 
under superintendents for total current expenses, based on aver
age daily attendance 1918 to 1928: 

Villages 1918-19 1919-20 1921).21 1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 11124-2:1 
Low •••.••••• $:tII $411 $46 $44 $53 $58 163 
tir:t.~~. ::.::: ~i l~t 11: 1~: 1:1 J~ 2g~ 
il..J:..~.~:::1 ~~ ;; ~X ~: :~ :~ 
75 percentile.. 59 69 86 88 93 107 118 

The following table shows east per pupil in public school in 
cities, villages of 4,500, or more, and high school districts in towns 
from 1918 to 1926. 

Based on Current Expe1l8es and AtJe~ge Daily Attendance 
IDgh School "Other 

DlotrJcta Dlstrlets 
Citles Villages lnTownB lnTowna Btate 

1919-20 ................. $36.50 $64.24 $63.611 $04.66 " $67.44 
1921).21 .................. 98.88 79.08 711.13 78.82 " 114.2:1 
1921-22 .................. 102.58 81.84 80.51 T8.2:1 98.94 
1922-28 ................. 103.87 86.79 88.07 78.59 98.74 
19Z3-24 ................. 108.00 94.72 92.8T 811.11. 103.60 
19UoZil ... , .. ,.,', ...... 108.48 103.10 98.34 88.111 lO8.1I~ 
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The following 'table shows CO&t per pupil in said last named 
schools: 

Based on TotaL Expe1l$e and Average Daily Attendance 
1919-20 .................. 177 •35 $95.04 $82.119 '111.83 $78.41 
1920-21 .................. 16.94 130.38 106.34 91.U 113.76 
1921·22 ................. 126.42 134.93 116.25 87.74 121.1\6 
1922·23 ................. 133.89 160.20 136.10 93.03 131.08 
1923·24 ................. 156.26 200.55 147.13 108.86 ,1l}2.85 
1924-25 ................. 168.75 211.71 161.12 113.94 165.00 

The following table shows cost per pupil in public schools for 
current and total expenses based on daily average attendance from 
1919 to 1926 and shows amount expended for different purposes: 

YPllr 
]918·19 ••. 
1919-20 ..• 
1920·21. .. 
1921·22 ... 
1922-23 •.• 
1923·24 •.. 
1924·25. " 

Year 
1918·19 .. 
11119·20 .. 
11120·21. . 
1921·22 .• 
11122·23 .. 
1923·24 •• 
1924-23 •• 

General Instrnctlonal Operation Halntenance AoIfIlarJ' 
control service of plaot of plant Agencies 

$2.1811.4R6.12 $63.406.092.53 $8.048.381.65 $3.044.503.U $1.870.757.33 
3.110,502.47 75,257,413.71 9,173,833.43 3.079.319.94 2.16.~,1143.68 
4.300,166.50 114.502,950.47 11,447,196.54 4.998.512.58 2.834.656.4)1 
4.592.676.50 123.221,165.94 11.201,046.02 6.870.635.05 3.352.127.20 
4.639.526.55 129.800.047.47 12.257.256.45 1.118.01;5.60 3.357.651.25 
4.944.6;;7.76 137.060.436.41 13.062.139.74 8.241.1150.59 3.890.340.62 
5,214,493.86 143,523,103.68 14,042,684.19 8,333.199.06 4,391,103.55 

Flsed Current Debt Capital No. of 
charges eIpenaea service outlay Teachera 

$681.012.74 $79.859.134.11 $5.107.594.28 '7.381.451.04 52.658 
7911.048.UI 93.58:;.461.42 5.393.761.01 9.617.689.76 1>4.165 

1.096.2;;7.78 139.179.740.110 8.096.603.20 20.507.422.27 55.732 
1,417.560.70 150.655.211.59 8.461.523.22 29.4 .. 8.237.1111 57.9~5 
2.539.821.16 159.712.358.48 11.229.632.98 39.621.6011.74 60.231 
4.123,835.43 1 il.323.360.55 12.481.446.77 66.748.958.83 62,401 
4,361,103.55 179,'120,194.37 15,048,111.69 88,7~04.83 

From the above tables it will be seen that the expense of 
running the schools of this State has increased from 1917 to 1926: 

For general control from $2,943,571.96 to $5,214,493.26. 
For instructional service from $58,397,687.96 to $143,529,703.68. 
For operation of plant from $7,149.590.82 to $14,042,624.79. 
For maintenance of plant from $2,400,046.42 to $8,333,199.06. 
For auxiliary agencies from $1,690,390.86 to $!,245,009.43. 
For fixed charges from $616,600.58 to $4,361,103.55. 
For current expense from $73,206,888.60 to $179,720,194.37. 
For debt service from $4,946,416.81 to $15,048,111.69. 
For capital outlay from $5,529,381.58 to $88,738,204.98. 
During that period the number of teachers has increased from 

52,555 to 64,321. 
Daily average attendance of pupils has increased from 1,291,271 

to 1,681,110. 
In other words in nine years the cost of general control has in

creased approximately 250 per cent. j instructional service approxi
mately 275 per cent. j plant ope~ation approximately 100 per ~e.nt.; 
maintenance of plant apprOXImately 300 per cent. j a~ary 
agcncies approximately 300 per cent. j fixed charges approXlIIlately 
BOO per cent. j total current expenses approximately 300 per cent.; 
debt service approximately 375 per cent.; capital outlay approxi
mately 1,700 per cent. j while the increase in teachers js approxi
mately 25 per cent. and increase in pupils taught approximately 
30 per cent. 
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It will be seen that this tremendous inerease in expense in every 
department and in every activity is entirely out of proportion to 
the increase in the teaching staff required for the nnmber of 
pupils to be served. This means that theories are being tested out 
and experiments made outside of the increased services required. 
The only justification for this tremendous increase would then 
be thft the bureaucracy which is handling the school system in 
Albany is getting better results. That pupils are turned out in 
the ordinary walks of life well and better equipped than hereto
fore, but inquiry made among business houses and men who have 
10 deal with pupils coming from our schools finds a large pereen~ 
age of sentiment to the effect that the average boy and girl is no~ 
as well equipped in the common branches now as was the boy or 
girl who came from the schools fifteen or twenty years ago. There 
is a general sentiment that there is a dabbling with too many isms, 
a smattering of too many ologies and attempt to cover a wide rangt: 
of subjects at the sacrifice of time and application which should 
be put in on the plain subjects which are every day necessities 1.0 
the boy or girl in this day and in which they should be thoroughly 
grounded and equipped. The endeavor is more expansive but not 
as thorough. Your committee feels that for such a boy or girl. 
superficiality in all subjects, is neither good for the pupil or 
society. The pupils are S('.nt forth ill equipped, with no drill as to 
thoroughness in anything and are bound to meet with disappoint
menta and to find from sad experience that they have been mis
directed during the years they have been in school and that they 
are not equipped even in the common branches as thoroughly as 
they eertainly had the right to expect and were led to expect. This 
experience on the part of any boy or girl is hardly conducive to 
respect for authority or jud.,ament of their elders. 

Your committee finds that the building programme which as h&'1 
been seen has been tremendously extensive is conducted throughout 
the State in a haphazard manner. Buildings are ereeUd accord
ing to the whim of local architects and in most instances without 
any cheek from the elected representatives of the people who have 
to pay the bills in that locality. There is no uniformity of the 
appointment of boards of education throughout the cities in the 
State. There is no uniformity of authority. In some cities the 
mayor has the appointing power; in other cities the boards are 
partly elected and partly appointed. Again in others they are 
entirely elected. In some cities the council has some control over 
the education bud.,aet. In others they have none whatever. In 
none of the cities of the State the boards of education seem to c0-

operate elosely or consult with the other governing boards of the 
city. Throughout the State the boards of education seem to have 
entered upon an era of spending urged on by the educational 
bureau in Albany regardless of the bonded limits placed upon the 
cities and without consulting the requirements of other municipal 
department&. There is no uniformity of buildings throughout the 
State and it has occurred to your eommittee that if these matters 
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are to be controlled from Albany here is a part of the control 
which has been utterly neglected at the sacrifice of millions of 
dollars. If the building operation is to be shouldered by the com
munity and is to be left as a local control then dictation to any 
extent should be cut off in Albany. 

Owing to the chaos of the educational system this great lack of 
uniformity throughout the State, the jumbling togetMr of 
different systems in the different cities with only one uniform 
result, to wit, the unsatisfactory increase of expense and the un
satisfactory educational equipment of the pupil, your committee 
has found it impossible, unless a permanent staff is created and a 
fund placed at the command of that organization, to conduct a 
thorough investigation. Your committee has gone far enough into 
the matter to understand that there are grave abuses to be cor
rected and to be able positively to assert that these abuses cannot 
be l'orrected and will not be corrected without a thorough study 
being made by a proper organization properly financed. Inquiry 
of persons connected with the Governor's s~ca1led Inyestigating 
Committee and other committees which have been appointed by 
this organization and by other authorities in the past bring forth 
the information that they have been hampered by lack of organi
zation and lack of funds and that their investigations have been 
entirely superficial and that they were only able to report make-
shift remedies. . 

Your committee feels that the entire educational system in the 
State should be reorganized and the laws governing the same re
codified. That either the school system should be left with the 
municipalities as a matter of Home Rule with the matter of super
vision from the State Board of Regents affecting the higher 
branches of education and the entrance to advanced sl'hools, or 
else, if the State is ~o insist on violating the principle of Home 
Rule as regards education and wishes to adopt the theory of those 
who insist that education is entirely a state function as to a 
matter of bureaucracy dictated by bureaucrats in Albany, then 
the State should assume an independent control of the educational 
burden with all the responsibilities that go with it financially and 
otherwise so that that system could be charged by the people who 
are getting the results and paying the bills without hiding its 
defects behind city governments as it is now enabled to do and 
where it could be held responsible by public opinion and the Legi&. 
lature for the increase of expense and could be controlled in its 
spending so tha.t some regard to the tax-paying and debt increas
ing ability of the municipalities of this State would be observed. 

Your committee reports tha.t in its opinion no thorough or 
properly staged investigation· has been had in the past. That the 
present system is chaotic and has become so burdensome and is so 
unproductive of proper results that & thorough study of the situa
tion should be made. That & permanent commission should be 
created to study the educational question in all its branches and 
to report a proper control and limitation on spending; establish a 



uniform constitution of boards of education in the cities through
out the State; provide for the requirements of membership on 
these boards; provide for the uniformity of building construction, 
and should be checked in its power to make bond issues, call bond 
elections and be compelled to observe a cooperative attitude in 
.spending money so that the taxpaying and bonding ability of thP. 
cities for other purposes can be protected. 

Yoth committee therefore recommends that another committee 
be appoiuted at once to prepare a memorial to the Governor and 
members of the Legislature setting forth the substance of this 
report which memorial shall recommend the appointment of a 
permanent commission to study all the questions involved in the 
premises, and that a proper appropriation for the work of this 
commission be provided and regulations adopted for their work 
to the end that the educational system can be thoroughly revised 
and its present abuses corrected, and that this committee prepare 
its report and submit it to the Executive Committee of this Con
ference in time so that said memorial can be filed with the 
Governor and the Legislature at the opening of the Legislature at 
its ensuing session. 



APPEl\1)IX lm 

BE SCHOOL FIX\XCE COllllITTEE 

.u-..hoa of Deficieacies ia New Yori;; Slate SdaooI F_ Sydeia 
... ¥ ____ of QilestioBs .. Be Iaftstipted RdaIDe .. "e s.-e 

Xotwrith:.-ta.nding the fact that the Legislature has. since 1923, 
restored to the cities of this State a large amount of their in
herent right of home role, it has retained, under the State. con
trol of education with a result that all the objections and abuses 
l'fhich existed in cities through a division of power and respon
sibility still exists in the educational department. The State has 
retained the power to direct school expenditures, but it still holds 
local city administrations responsible for raising most of the 
funds and thereby makes them, iID.-tead of educational authori
ties, accountable to the people. Within the la.:.--t ten years, there 
has sprung up a mania of spending and great extension of the 
eurrieulum of the schools, the erection of elaborate buildings 
equipped with luxuries in addition to necessaries, and the large 
increase in salaries for all employees and school officials as well as 
the extension of the pension system. These expenses are falling 
directly upon the cities and are incurred by the school authori
ties, almost without exception, without regard as to the require
ments of other city departments, often in defiance of the rights 
of the other departments to consideration and neYer with any 
regard to the constitutional limitations imposed on cities as to 
taxing and bond or debt ineurring power. All of this is resulting 
in a tremendous increase in the expenditures in the school branch 
of the government so that the same in some cities has eome to 
eo:.--t annually more than all other branches combined, with the in
crease in expenditures still rapidly being urged forward by the 
school authorities from the State Superintendent of Education 
do1rn.. The time has come when either the State must assume the 
responsibility as well as the aetual fact of raising all school funds 
and directing school expenditure and adm:ini:.--tration, and re
lieve the eities of the burden of paying bills which they are not 
permitted to have a voice in ineurring, or else the abuses of the 
present system must be abolished through the restoration of home 
rule to the cities in the matter of education.. 

The following are some of the most serious difficulties and im
portant queries which have presented themselves to the committee 
on school finance appointed by the New York State Conference of 
Mayors at its June session in Schenectady in the year 1926, and 
the report of which committee was made at the N'l8eCPBra Falls 
Conference of Mayors on May 31, 1927, which report is on file with 
W. P. Capes, Secretary of said Mayors' Confprence at the head
quarters of the conference, City Hall. Albany, N. Y. 

L The greatest abuse out of which the above diffieulties arise 
would seem to be the lack of cooperation between the spending 

(121) 
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power of the school departments of the cities and the spending 
power of the city councils owing to the school boards being under 
the domination of outside authorities at Albany, oblivious of local 
conditions, except perhaps to a superficial extent in the local 
educational departments. 

2. There appears to be too much arbitrary power vested in the' 
hands of the State Superintendent of Education in controlling 
the moneys going to localities under State aid. This renders local 
boards unduly subservient to the discretion of one man and very 
large amounts for distribution should not be left to be paid out 
or withheld according to whether or not local boards follow his 
judgment, whim, or expenditure ideas, or the cities' indebtedness 
largely left to the good or bad judgment of one State individual 
at the head of the State Educational Department. 

3. There is too much power in the educationS\l department at 
Albany, in directing expenditure with no right to appeal by other 
city departments affected through the direction of expenditure 
in the local educational department of any city. 

4. There is an ignorance or disregard by the State Educational 
Department, both local and State, and the State Superintendent 
of Education as to the financial necessities of other departments 
and activities necessary to be carried on by the cities, and ex
penditures are approved or directed by the State educational 
authorities without regard to the limitations placed on cities as 
to taxing, bonding, and debt incurring power under present con
stitutional limitations. 

5. An analysis of the present education law clearly reveals 
that neither the State nor local appointive school authorities can 
be forced to account directly to the people. 

The following queries arise when considering the above con
ditions and a proper solution of these 'lueries might tend to bring 
relief or to solve the difficulties above outlined and are matters 
of serious consideration by some investigating power which should 
be created and properly financed and equipped. 

a. Should the creation or establishment of school boards be uni
form throughout the State, and if so, should they be appointed 
or elected, or partly appointed and partly elected, and in the 
case of appointment in whom should the appointing power be 
vested' If appointed, should the appointing power have the 
power of removal which the law now denies T 

b. What is the cause of the above specified burdens bearing 
more largely on some cities than on others T 

c. Should the boards of education be represented on the bud
get making and bond incurring bodies of a city or vice versa' 

d. Should the present discretionary power vested in the State 
Department of Education as to withholding state moneys from 
local boards be curtailed, and in whom should it be otherwise 
vested, should such a discretion exist at all' 

e. If State control be a good thing should it be further central
ized to provide for standard school houses and construction and 
supervision as to location of schools in each city' 



L What is the existing result of the present system in each muni
cipality and what are the provisions which permit some localities to 
escape the unfavorable results experienced by other municipalities' 

g. What unfavorable results are found to be common to all cities' 
. h. Is the present distribution of State aid in municipalities based 

• on the best method, or should consideration of financial ability of 
some municipalities over others be taken into consideration, and if 
so, ~ow can proper discrimination be secured, 

i. In view of the existence of the pension system for teachers and 
school officials should uniform scale of salaries be fixed throughout 
the State with gradation for importance of position and length of 
service' . 

j. Should we return to the control of expenditure by each com
munity itself leaving supervising advisory power as to the curricu
lum to the State authorities, and if said power is to be, as at present, 
mandatory, should the present power be curtailed and to what 
extent' 

k. Should the administrative business activities of the school 
department of each city be under a separate business administra
tive head and the direction of instruction vested strictly in another' 

l What qualifications, if any, should be prescribed for eligibility 
to school boards' 

m. To what extent should the State regulate the school term and 
hours, and should the present mandatory power of the central State 
authority be regulated by statute so as to require a greater or lesser 
number of weeks of attendance <than now exist' . 

n. To what extent, if any, Should limitation be put upon the 
curriculum prescribed by the State authority for schools in each 
municipality' 

o. Cannot seating and classroom capacity in schools be increased 
to advantage by curtailing elaborateness in accessories and equip
ment now being indulged in, and is not utility sacrificed in many 
instances to elaborateness of construction and design of buildings' 

p. Is it advisable to make the school debt a distinct indebtedness 
from other city debts so that it will be eliminated from the constitu
tional limitations now imposed upon cities as to bond and debt in
curring power' 

q. Is it advisable to eliminate school appropriations from the 
scope of constitutional taxing powers! 

r. What power has the State Department of Education over 
school building plans and specifications and the use of existing 
buildings! 

s. Has this power been abused' Should it be extended or cur
tailed' 

t. Should school taxes be collected separate from city, county, and 
State taxes' 

u. Should health service (not instruction) be under and by school 
authorities or under and by local departments of health' 

v. Should recreation be under and by school authorities or under 
and by municipal authorities' 

5 
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w. In cities in which the school board has been made elective and 
completely divorced from city government, cannot many of the 
safeguards now applied to the city council in many city depart
ments relating to the procedure in preparing the budget be applied 
with advantage to the school board, such as itemizing of estimates 
for the same, publicity, and public hearings in relation thereto, 
etc. , . (. 

x. Cannot the vacation period be shortened and the utilitarian 
powers of the school property be increased by putting school build
ings in continuous use during the year like any other public prop
erty investmen! Y 

July 1, 1927. 

Respectfully, 
(Signed) GEORGE W. KNOX, 

Chairman. of School Finan.ce Committee 0/ 
New York State Conference of MayorB. 

~HECKEO 
2003-04 · 
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